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Introduction
Here is the first decade of the second series of David Langford’s not very
legendary British sf/fan newsletter Ansible in ebook form: issues 51 (October
1991) to 161 (December 2000). That’s nearly 360,000 words of outdated
trivia, against which insomnia stands no chance. Those who have followed
Ansible from its early days or have rummaged in the web archive at
news.ansible.uk are permitted to stop reading at this point. The first series has
already been assembled in ebook form as Ansible First Series 1979-1987
(2016).
A little history for new readers. That first series of Ansible ran for fifty issues
– really only forty-nine since the second and third were rashly combined as a
double issue.* Taking over the subscription list of its predecessor Checkpoint
(edited by Peter Roberts since 1971 and about to cease with issue 100),
Ansible launched in August 1979 at Seacon ’79, that year’s World SF
Convention in Brighton. The fiftieth and much more substantial issue, dated
August/September 1987, was distributed at the next UK Worldcon:
Conspiracy ’87, also in Brighton. After that, numbed by the shock of winning
its first Hugo award, Ansible gently subsided and didn’t reappear until the
October 1991 relaunch in slimmer form (a single sheet of A4) and with a
rigorous monthly schedule that still continues unbroken as of 2017.
* A bad decision which probably discouraged several subscribers from renewing.
It was supposed to be a double-sized Worldcon special, and so it was, but the only
available paper was of decidedly inferior quality and the reproduction was pretty
awful. The embarrassment lingers to this day.

Most visual material not directly linked to news stories or squibs has been
omitted from this ebook edition. In particular, virtually all the masthead and
filler cartoons were dropped to reduce the size of an already vast document –
see news.ansible.uk if interested.
As Ansible slowly and tentatively crawled from the shallows of print to the
storm-blown foreshore of online publication, various extras not featured in
the paper version began to appear at the end of each digital issue. All such
items were initially placed under the heading Geeks’ Corner, instituted in
the electronic Ansible 90. This heading later became reserved for the
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technical bits: email and website addresses, how to subscribe, etc. Some late
news and bonus items appeared in early instances of Geeks’ Corner, but
from Ansible 117 such possibly interesting material acquired its own
subhead, Endnotes. Both Geeks’ Corner and Endnotes persist to the
present day. For this ebook, the now-obsolete technical bits have been deleted
and the rest preserved under whichever heading applied in the relevant issue.
Those with a desperate need to check long-dead email and web addresses can
find them in the archived versions of Ansible at
http://news.ansible.uk/aseries2.html.
Dan Steffan’s Ansible logo (below) initially appeared with different
proportions in issue 50 – the swan song of the newsletter’s first series – and
has been used in this horizontally compressed form throughout the second
series.
The next Ansible ebook will inevitably be Ansible Second Series 2001-2010.
You know what to expect.
David Langford, June 2017
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Ansible 51, October 1991
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berks, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random pub
meetings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes (no subscriptions or
mailing list).
Once again we live amid Signs and Portents. Something is stirring in British
fandom, something ancient and very terrible, dimly remembered only by
those wrinkled fans in convention bars who swap their wheezy reminiscences
of the bad old days. From its grave the age-old horror rises, no longer a mere
phantasm of darkness but a tangible form revealed in leprous morning light, a
ghastly revenant whose existence can no longer be denied. Yes ... we have
another British worldcon bid which actually seems to be doing well.
Meanwhile, it’s been a long time since Ansible. #50 This “second series” of
cheapo one-pagers will no doubt contain many a news snippet as exciting and
novel as the previous sentence. The reader is warned.

Meetings and Conventions
Not an exhaustive list but selected on grounds of imminence, con literature
actually to hand, vile gossip received, etc.
17 Oct • BSFA London meet at Old Coffee House, Beak St: Kim Newman
pleads with you to buy his new novel Jago.
19-20 Oct • Philip K. Dick Celebration, Epping Forest College, Borders
Lane, Loughton, Essex, IG10 3SA. GoH Paul Williams. £20 reg to
“Connections”, same address. Limited hotel space: £45/single, £55/double,
£30/person in twin. Informal social evening Fri 18 Oct. Looking at the
programme (a Phenomenological Examination; a panel on Revelatory
Experiences; Sound Collages and Music; Youth Theatre Groups; Communal
Painting of PKD Mural, etc), I think I’ll celebrate by staying home and
reading some actual Dick....
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1-3 Nov • Novacon 21, Excelsior Hotel, near Birmingham NEC and airport.
£15 reg. GoH Colin Greenland. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley,
W. Midlands, B66 4SH. In a frenzy of numerological excitement, Novacon
plans a special programme book with bits from all past guests.
15-17 Nov • Fantasycon XIV, Ramada Inn West London. £30 reg (£25 BFS
members), which seems a lot: GoHs Dan Simmons, Jonathan Carroll and
Brian Lumley, which is presumably where the money goes.... Rooms
£44/single, £68/double. Contact 15 Stanley Rd, Morden, Surrey, SM4 5DE.
21 Nov • BSFA London meet with famous Iain Sinclair.
30 Nov to 1 Dec • X-asm, The Hotel Metropole, Leeds. £12 reg, £15 at door,
rooms £25/person/night. GoH M. John Harrison. Contact 16 Aviary Place,
Armley, Leeds, LS12 2NP. Highlight of the “advance info” sheet is Simon
Ings’s hilarious parody of the Embarrassingly Overdone GoH Eulogy,
bringing tears of mirth to Mike Harrison’s friends and foes alike.
17-20 Apr 92 • Illumination, 43rd Eastercon, Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. £20 reg. GoHs Paul McAuley, Geoff Ryman, Pam Wells (fan).
Contact 379 Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ. A recent member got “a slightly
unnerving letter ... saying the hotel has just been sold, and the new owners
have launched a major refurbishment campaign. Knocking down main wing,
rebuilding all bedroom and function rooms, everything going to be rilly rilly
triffic. What? By Easter?”
22-25 May 92 • Inconsequential, Aston Court Hotel, Derby. £15 reg, rooms
£32/single, £52/double. Contact 12 Crich Avenue, Littleover, Derby, DE3
6ES. “Humour” theme: fliers to date work determinedly at being funny, and
one sympathizes with such evident sweat and toil.
Advance Rumblings: Picocon, annual one-day event of the Imperial College
(London) SF Society, is “provisionally planned” for 7 March 1992. Mexicon
V hopes to return to the picturesquely decaying Cairn Hotel, Harrogate – still
in receivership, so “watch this space” – over late Spring bank holiday 1993.
£18 reg, or £16 to Mexicon IV members until 31 Dec 91. Contact 121 Cape
Hill, Smethwick, Warley, W. Midlands, B66 4SH. Eastercon 1994: bids in
from Sou’Wester (Bristol; £2 presupporting to 3 West Shrubbery, Redland,
Bristol, BS6 6SZ), and a rumoured Manxcon (said to be c/o PO Box 29,
Hitchin, Herts, SG4 9TG). The Independent mag highlighted the latter venue
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by reminding us that the Isle of Man is the last place in Europe where gay sex
is punishable by life imprisonment ... which as a programme-book warning
should make a change from the usual stuff about corkage.

People, Publishing & Pubs
Brian Aldiss has recently been recovering from a double hernia operation
and is hoped to be well on the mend....
Greg Bear (says the Brum Group newsletter) will be visiting Britain in
February and Mingling with us.
John Brunner married LiYi Tan (“formerly of Guangzhou, Guangdong,
People’s Republic of China”) on 27 Sept, with a vast party running in shifts
for most of the following day.
David Gemmell endeared himself to the BSFA by failing for the second time
this year to turn up as a London meeting guest (Sept). Unable in his absence
to organize an anatomical workshop on “The Intestines of David Gemmell”,
Maureen Speller ran a thrilling media discussion instead.
Martin Hoare was last seen in Berlin: “Enjoyed Bärcon. The badge
checking was less strict than previous years (see over).” ... on a tasteful
postcard of Checkpoint Charlie.
Terry Pratchett would be news if he weren’t completing a new book: this
time it’s Discworld the umpteenth, Small Gods.
David Pringle, not content with editorial mastery of Interzone and Million, is
working on a new monthly fantasy (as distinct from sf) magazine for launch
in early 1992. My suggested title Comparable To Tolkien At His Best: The
Magazine Of Top-Selling Sword’N’Sorcery might not ... STOP PRESS! It’s
going to be called Realms of Fantasy.
Jane Yolen will be living in Scotland from March to September 1992 and
hopes to get to some British conventions ... but possibly not Illumination
since: “I have won one of the most major children’s book awards, the Regina
Medal, given for a body of work by the Catholic Library Association, and
have to fly back to America to get it April 21. So we will see.”

Infinitely Improbable
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The Roz Kaveney Memorial Prize for fastest Mexicon report went to
Michael Ashley for Saliromania 2 (“Written 8 May, copied 9 May,
distributed in Leeds on Friday 10 May. Suck on that, tardy foreigners,” says
sultry thirtyish ex-toyboy Michael). His prize, a free copy of the Pink Paper
(the periodical in which stakhanovite hackette Roz published a Mexicon III
report three days after the con) can be collected at his local leather-bar in
Bradford. Or if not there, he could try Surbiton. Suck on that, Michael!
[Abigail Frost]
TAFF 1992 voting is on, with US candidates Jeanne Bowman (supported by
your editor) and Richard Brandt contending in a savage clash of hype, mutual
nominations and nude mud-wrestling for the partially coveted trip to
Illumination. Both boast fanzine and con credentials – see ballot, available
from Usual Sources and Pam Wells. By a suspicious coincidence, copies of
Richard’s Fanthology ’87 reached Britain in September: 72pp of pretty damn
star-studded stuff from 1987 fanzines, $5 from him at 4740 N. Mesa #111, El
Paso, TX 79912, USA. (Contents: Carr, Nielsen Haydens, Langford, Warner,
Ortlieb, Hubbard, Edwards/Lake/Ounsley, Chauvin, Gillespie, Benford,
Bushyager, Priest, Gomoll, Hlavaty/Bosky).
GUFF 1992 (Europe to the Australian national con at Easter): candidates at
last count were Eva Hauser of Czechoslovakia, whose Euro-nominators are
all Brits, and Bridget Wilkinson, whose Euro-nominators are all Poles.
Ballots imminent.
Job Centre: David Pringle has been made redundant as editor of the dread
Games Workshop “GW Books” line. Earlier, David V. Barrett suffered
similarly at the hands of Computer Weekly and has been hunting freelance
work ... but long-unemployed Martin Tudor is poised on the brink of megasuccess as “Clerical Assistant with Birmingham Social Services”.
Australian SF Review, one of the all too few readable mags of
“heavyweight” sf criticism (Foundation is the British exemplar), ceased with
1991’s issue #27 – a fearsomely exhaustive index compiled by Yvonne
Rousseau. R.I.P....
Lawsuit News. It remains dangerous to be sceptical about UFO and
paranormal excesses. Famous Uri Geller still intends to sue that nasty
investigator James “The Amazing” Randi “in every state and every country”:
he’s lost two suits so far, but since the defence has cost Randi $155,000 and
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left him broke, Geller is effectively winning through sheer riches. Lewis
Jones is running the UK side of Randi’s defence fund (all donations to 23
Woodbastwick Rd, London, SE26 5LG); he passes on the report that
CSICOP itself – the Committee for Scientific Investigation of the
Paranormal, supported by countless famous names in science and sf – is
similarly beset by often frivolous lawsuits and might well go bankrupt soon.
[See Ansible 90]
Hazel’s UFO Lessons. A dictionary of modern Latin is in production at the
Vatican, reports the Evening Standard (20 Sept) – full of vital everyday terms
like coruscans discus per convexa caeli volans, or “flying saucer with
flashing lights”....
Summarizing the Chicago Worldcon in Five Words: “It’s not very well
organized,” said fearless Pam Wells in an almost exclusive phone call from
the Thick Of Things.
Stormin’ Mormon: not many SF writers do theology on the side, so I was
interested to receive Orson Scott Card’s 1990 rant “The Hypocrites of
Homosexuality” from Sunstone (a “Mormon issues” journal). Boy, Card
really lays it on the line. Tolerance is a Bad Thing. Homosexuality is a Sin
and its vile practitioners should jolly well Repent. They could be hetero if
they only tried.... There is more, but I need a drink.
Total Insanity ... is the only excuse for producing this. Langfordian income
was recently clobbered when the Amstrad PCW magazine 8000 Plus decided
to chop five editorial pages and make my column bimonthly. Maybe legions
of fans will complain and boycott all the odd-numbered issues from #61
without the One True Page; maybe not. Now comes a merry summons to the
creditors’ meeting following the voluntary liquidation on 15 Sept of
Newsfield Ltd, publishers of Fear and GamesMaster International ... the
latter being the home of my remaining sf review column. (The liquidator is
busy trying to sell off the Newsfield magazines – advt.) Help!

In Memoriam: The Cock
Caroline Mullan elegizes: The sign on the former Rank Xerox building
invites you to Make this Your Landmark. The sign is new, but the London
building has indeed been a fannish landmark: behind it lies the Cock Tavern,
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where the City Illiterates and other groups have been meeting for 21 years.
No longer. On 26 September the Cock closed for the last time.
It was a pleasant pub, not particularly distinguished but moderate in all
things: medium size, moderately comfortable, middling good beer and food,
an upstairs room that could be hired for a moderate fee. But it had fannish
virtues: it was convenient for many people, it served pizzas years before most
pubs offered proper food, it was quiet in the evening when business boozers
had left it to us, and the juke-box was tame. Best of all, the staff were
friendly. And, love him or loathe him, we must not forget Boot, the Old
English Sheepdog we first knew as a bouncing large-pawed puppy in 1977
and who died last year of canine old age.
We did not let it go without a wake. On Friday 13 September more than 60
fans gathered to say goodbye, to the pub itself and to Jack, Barbara and
Bernie who had served us for 14 years. Among them were Philip Strick, who
founded the SF Evening Class at the Stanhope Institute 21 years ago, thus
forming a group which needed somewhere to drink when the class was over
but not the conversation; Malcolm Davies, Roger Perkins and Mike
Westhead, veterans of the earliest years; John Clute, an ex-class-tutor (Lisa
Tuttle, another, sent apologies from Scotland). City Illiterates of all
generations were there, with conrunners, organizers of Beccons, Contrivance
and Helicon, the Glasgow Worldcon bid; PAPA and Friends of Foundation;
all had met regularly in the Cock. Some hadn’t been for years, or had only
visited once or twice: Tony Chester, many stone lighter and much prettier
than when he last came, Chris Walton, Abi Frost, Tim Broadribb, and many
more. Some even came for the first time ever – like our esteemed editor....
Now it is gone. The refurbished “landmark” building is empty; without its
lunchtime trade the Cock is not (despite fannish efforts) a viable business.
The last guide dog has been bought with money collected across the bar. The
brewery has removed the pumps, the signs have been taken down, the doors
closed. The Cock Tavern is no more.
The City Illiterates continue. The Class runs again this year at the City
Literary Institute in Stukely Street, Holborn, with Brian Stableford as tutor;
the rest now meet every Friday at the Lord Nelson (Stanhope Street, close to
the Cock). Other groups that met at the Cock are also moving there, at least
for now: the Lord Nelson is smaller but quiet, the beer is better, and there are
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tables in the sheltered yard. Life goes on.

Editorial Waffle
This is all the fault of Bridget Wilkinson for Constructive Whingeing, the
erstwhile Intermediate Reptile team for being horridly exemplary, and Martin
Easterbrook for a partial power vacuum. Thanks also to Paul Dormer, who
lugged my Hugo back from Chicago: this time (no doubt to the huge
annoyance of Peter “Vic Wilcox” Weston, Hereditary Supplier of Cast Metal
Awards to the Gentry) the burden was lessened by the thing’s being made of
lightweight, see-through plastic. It reached me intact after its long journey
and a bit fell off on the way home to Reading. There may be a moral in this.
And I urge you all to go to Boskone 29 (Springfield, MA, 14-16 Feb 92),
which is madly flying me over as special guest. GoH is Jane Yolen ... see
above. NESFA collections of Yolen and Langford writing are planned to
appear at the con, the latter tastefully titled Let’s Hear It For The Deaf Man. •
Text Copyright © Dave Langford, 1991. News, information, opinions and
complaints all welcome – on IBM 3½", IBM 5¼" 360k or PCW 3" disk by
arrangement. Deadlines 24 hours before monthly London Wellington
meetings. “Agents” (just ask) may xerox Ansible for distribution elsewhere.
Esoterica research: Abigail Frost. DRL.
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Ansible 52, November 1991
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.
Comments on Ansible #51 were sufficiently alarming. “I thought I’d died and
gone to heaven,” burbled Ashley Watkins. “Everyone will think you’re gay,”
added Abigail Frost after close study of the text. “Now you can quote me
saying outrageous things about the Million/Interzone scam!” wrote Maureen
Speller. Chris Priest summed it up: “The reappearance of Ansible was greeted
by most as a portent of good times; of course, I tend to see it as a portent of
something else.” What?

Graphic Debauchery
17 Oct: Gollancz launched their new line of graphic novels with almost
lavish drinks at a odd-shaped London gallery. The walls were hung with
originals – often in a rather confusing order – from the initial books A Small
Killing (Alan Moore/Oscar Zarate) and The Luck in the Head (M. John
Harrison/Ian Miller), plus future glories like the Ian McDonald-scripted Kling
Klang Klatch ... which from the specimen on view would appear to be about
depraved teddy-bears.
The usual rabble of sf freeloaders was diluted by an influx from the sensitive
worlds of art and comix. Alan Moore’s major-prophet beard and hairstyle
successfully concealed his reactions (if any) from the masses. Most artistic
comment was directed at cuddly editor Faith Brooker’s simulated leopardskin shoes, clearly the hit of the evening. A Gollancz publicity master
explained the shortage of Luck in the Head review copies with the effortless
fluency of one whose first infant words were, “Your cheque’s in the post.”
David Pringle waved dummies of his new Realms of Fantasy (conspicuously
lacking the words “Realms” and “of”) and his old Million, issue 6, resubtitled
as “The Magazine About Popular Fiction” in hope of explaining it to the
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public and stemming a tide of fiction submissions formerly rejected by Mills
& Boon. “Since they’ve fired you, are GW Books folding?” I asked him
tactfully. He said, with caution: “They say no, but, in effect ... yes. They’re
claiming to ‘revive’ the line in 6-12 months. Some chance.” GW novels by
Garnett, Watson, “Yeovil” etc. remain in limbo.
Meanwhile ace reviewer John Clute was poring delightedly over his latest
task, being Futurespeak: A Fan’s Guide to the Language of SF by Roberta
Rogow (Paragon House $24.95). “This entry has more mistakes than words,”
he marvelled:
SLANS (literary): Superhuman successors to homo sapiens in a
series of stories by A.E.van Vogt, beginning in 1925 with Galactic
Lensman....
“She’s a Trekkie,” explained Mr Pringle. “The entries on Star Trek are quite
good. The entry on ‘Future History’ omits Robert Heinlein. As for the New
Wave....” He blenched and sought consolation in the Bulgarian wine, which
had run out.
The books? The Luck in the Head was and is an effectively unpleasant story,
here tizzied up by Miller in his chaotic “asylum images” style (as opposed to
the better-known “tight pen” art – his phrasing), which conveys the nastiness
but is tiring to read ... some of the scattered text was hard going even in those
full-sized originals. A Small Killing, with trad speech balloons, has the
expected word-perfect script from Moore, dissecting the familiar idea that
people Get On In Life by doing violence to their old selves, and tracking its
yuppie adman hero back through bad turnings to his first “killing” as a kid.
Good hallucinatory climax (with one creaky bit ... an early, implausible
flashback which seemingly exists only to be Significantly Echoed in the
finale). Zarate’s water-colourish art, though swerving occasionally and
dangerously towards a “funny papers” look (cf. his and Alexei Sayle’s
Geoffrey the Tube Train and the Fat Comedian), is just about right for the
surreal images here – as slick, schematic realism wouldn’t have been.
But where was Mike Harrison? A vast, unattributable voice intoned, “He
might get out more if they hadn’t nailed his feet to a pedestal.” By now the
lavish victuals had dwindled to fizzy water and detumescent celery: Chris
Evans led us off to a pub, which in retrospect was a mistake....
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Condom
8-10 Nov • Altercon 666, London. GoH John “Great Beast” Jarrold. Elusive,
crepuscular, multi-venued and redolent of fish-oil, this event is too secret to
be listed here. Sorry.
(Sources have traced the fish-oil motif to Altacon 1990, where a functionally
impaired John Brosnan shouted his GoH speech: “FISH-OIL! GIVE ME
FISH-OIL! FISH-OIL! ... FISH-OIL! I WANT FISH-OIL! FISH-OIL! ...
FETCH FISH-OIL! FISH-OIL!!!!!” Etc, etc.)
15-17 Nov • Fantasycon XIV, Ramada Inn West London. £30 reg (£25 BFS
members): GoHs Dan Simmons, Jonathan Carroll and Brian Lumley....
Rooms £44/single, £68/double. Contact 15 Stanley Rd, Morden, Surrey, SM4
5DE – in haste.
21 Nov • BSFA London meet at Old Coffee House, Beak St, with
stupefyingly famous Iain Sinclair.
30 Nov to 1 Dec • X-asm, The Hotel Metropole, Leeds. £12 reg, £15 at the
door, rooms £25/person/night. GoH M. John Harrison. Contact 16 Aviary
Place, Armley, Leeds, LS12 2NP.
17-20 Apr 92 • Illumination, 43rd Eastercon, Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. £20 reg. GoHs Paul McAuley, Geoff Ryman, Pam Wells (fan).
Plus TAFF winner JEANNE BOWMAN or Richard Brandt. Contact 379
Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ. PR3 (Oct, with hotel booking form) warns
that membership rates rise on 5 Nov. To what? ... They don’t actually say.
22-25 May 92 • Inconsequential, Aston Court Hotel, Derby. £15 reg, rooms
£32/single, £52/double. Contact 12 Crich Avenue, Littleover, Derby, DE3
6ES. “Humour” theme. Ho, ho.
“Late Aug” 92 • Car-Con II in two vehicles hurtling round the M25 (no, not
a joke). £12.50 reg. GoH Kevin Davies. Contact 68 Gotch Rd, Barton
Seagrave, Kettering, NN15 6UQ.
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon, Hotel de France, Jersey. £20 reg (£22
from 1 Dec 91). GoHs John Brunner, George R.R. Martin. Contact 63 Drake
Rd, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ. First PR now out, and conscientious
Eddie Cochrane provides an Erratum Note: “On p.3, for the lap of an Italian21

Tasmanian maiden please read a machine in Aldermaston.”
Rumblings. Birmingham’s sparsely attended Twentycon (July) lost over
£1100 in tides of apathy; conrunning expert Martin Hoare says
sympathetically, “The Brum Group’s been creaming a profit off boring
Novacons for years, so they can afford it.” In contrast, Wincon II (August)
came out £898 ahead – £500 earmarked for Wincon III in August 94 and the
rest for Various Fan Charities. But what of the first Wincon’s mislaid funds,
and its allegedly hard-to-locate treasurer J*y H*bb*rt? [Resolved since we
went to press for Novacon – Ed.]
ConFiction has almost broken even, says Shards of Babel – the outstanding
debtors being Locus and Malcolm Edwards...
P.K. Dick Celebration (Oct): “Appalling,” said Brian Stableford. “I stuck it
for one day.” He bewailed inadequate facilities, hard seats, boring speakers,
and ideologically correct catering with the choice of (a) a vegetarian chef’s
delight at £5, or (b) hunger. “Was there a bar?” I asked. “There was this small
hatch in the wall that was very occasionally open for bottled beer....”

Ten Years Ago
Where are they now, the stars of the 1981 “Silicon Fan Poll”?
Favourite/Cuddliest/Most Lovable UK Fan: Eve Harvey. Best Dressed: Chris
Atkinson/Joe Nicholas (tie). Most Illiterate: Pete Presford. Favourite Con:
Seacon ’79. Least Favourite: Mancon ’76. Best Fan Artist: Jim Barker. Most
Awful Fringefan Group: Gannets/Trekkies (tie). Oldest Active Fan: Terry
Jeeves/Ethel Lindsay/Rog Peyton (tie). Fave SF Writer At Age 15: Asimov.
Worst SF Novel Ever: “The Number of the Beast”. Worst Movie: The Black
Hole/Plan 9 From Outer Space (tie). Worst TV SF: Space: 1999. Owner Of
Largest Male Fan Appendage: Robert P. Holdstock. Funniest Fan: Leroy
Kettle. Drunkest: Greg Pickersgill. Fan Who Falls Over Most: D. West.
Worst Fanzine Ever: Fanzine Fanatique. Writer Of The Most Boring
Letters: Joe Nicholas. Most Pretentious Current Publication: Omni
(Interzone was =4th). Deafest Fan: oh come now.... (Ansible, #21 Nov 81).

Eroticon 6: October
Martin Hoare drools: Where else could a convention about eroticism be held
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but in the Tollgate Motel near Gravesend? We arrived at 11pm to find the
fetish party well under way. Jean wondered about its dress (or undress) code:
investigating, I met Judith Looker in a fetching leather dress whose
skimpiness was an obvious effort towards animal friendliness.
“Everybody is trying to outweird each other,” she explained.
I ran back and donned a propeller beanie while Jean chose her slinky PVC
frock in case of water pistol fights. The party was great fun with a wild array
of costumes: naughty nurses, vicars, gladiators, Nic Farey in a sequined
dress. I wish I’d taken my camera, not so much to snap the costumes as staff
and mundanes who wandered past. The beanie was a popular fannish fetish –
everybody wanted to spin my propeller.
Official guests Mary Gentle, Alex Stewart* and Richard Wells were joined
by the artists Chris Achilleos and Peter Pracownik. The programme was
interesting – sometimes even sercon. By order of the committee it was not
pornographic but about eroticism in SF. Many discussions came back to
censorship, a cause of concern to most con members.
This was a very friendly and enjoyable con, with that fannish spirit I
remember from long ago. The committee were efficient and even laid on a
crate of beer for the (very) late night showing of Rocky Horror. An
interesting programme, accessible guests, a good hotel despite bemused
staff.... There has to be a sequel: Eroticon 6, the Second Coming?
* Erotically famed editor of Prongs of Priapus – Ed.

Naming Names
Greg Bear’s February 1992 visit to Britain will (says the Brum Group
newsletter, correcting itself) actually be a 1993 visit.
Paul Brazier’s quarterly sf magazine Nexus has yet to publish its second, or
July, issue. “I’m told that Howard Waldrop is really mad at Paul, who
apparently commissioned him to do something, forgot what it was, and wrote
asking Howard to tell him what he’d agreed to write. How like Paul.” [MS]
Chris Evans, long lost in the obscurity of teaching, is working like crazy to
finish his first novel since, I think, 1985....
David Garnett has had to lower his New Worlds word rates. “I’m paying £40
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per thou. (I lost out on #1, paid out too much at £45 per – couldn’t stop
buying brill stories!)”
Garry Kilworth is on the Smarties prize shortlist (for best children’s novel)
with The Drowners [SG]. I liked the book, a 19th-century ghost story about
the arcane technology of water meadows ... but was it our Garry or
Methuen’s copy-editor who put all the period measurements into litres and
metres?
Stan Nicholls will co-edit [SG], that is, be deputy editor of [DP] David
Pringle’s planned Realms of Fantasy (Spring 92?).
Terry Pratchett pays the Price of Fame, being deprived of the 1992/3
Eastercons owing to GoH spots in Australia and New Zealand. Likewise
Novacon: “the World Fantasy Con is at the same time and I’m going because
the fantasy mafia have put Good Omens (by *NEIL GAIMAN* and some
bald guy) on the award shortlist.” He mysteriously adds, “I don’t go to
baleful Mexicons any more.” Who’s been baleful at him, now?
Chris Priest has delivered his Radio 4 play of The Glamour, with (by BBC
request) yet another changed ending. And: “The Beeb has sent me Part 1 of
their Quiet Woman tv dramatization, and I am mucho impressed with the
professional and imaginative job they are doing. (Unlike other previous
dramatizations of my stuff.) The minor film of Wessex being made in
Australia has creaked into life again. I am a Media Man.”

Infinitely Improbable
HarperCollins Reshuffle: upwardly mobile Malcolm Edwards soars to
“Publishing Director – Fiction” (all fiction); Jane Johnson is sf/fantasy/horror
editorial director. “ME’s empire is now almost of Austro-Hungarian extent.
He will soon be permanently in meetings, emerging only to pick up his
salary.” [CP]
Eurotemps: the second “Temps” semi-superhero anthology is set for
Penguin/Roc publication in 1992, with these supremely well-ordered
contents: “If Looks Could Kill” (D. Langford), “A Virus in the System”
(Christopher Amies), “Hide and Seek” (Jenny Jones), “Le Grand Moans”
(Anne Gay), “El Lobo Dorado is Dead, is Dead” (Liz Holliday), “Playing
Safe” (Marcus Rowland), “Sortilege and Serendipity” (Brian Stableford),
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“Photo Finished” (Molly Brown), “Monastic Lives” (Graham Joyce), “The
Foreign Post” (Colin Greenland), “A Problem Shared” (Tina Anghelatos –
“the only first sale”), “Totally Trashed” (Roz Kaveney), “The Law of Being”
(Storm Constantine) ... “Plus various linking bits by me,” adds hero editor
Alex Stewart.
Seduction of the Innocent: the return of Thunderbirds to BBC2 has
outraged the anti-smoking lobby. “Children ... will all see Lady Penelope
constantly holding a cigarette,” gasps an ASH person in the Grauniad. [AJF]
But does she ... inhale?
Late Obit. Steve “Mr Horror UK” Jones’s anthology Shadows over
Innsmouth, assembled for the H.P. Lovecraft centenary in 1990, finally died
of eldritch publishing apathy this year. An ashen-faced Steve explained: “Iä!
Iä! Shub-Niggurath!”
Fortean Phenomena: “I’ve just heard that Nutley, E. Sussex, was recently
showered with packages of cannabis. Nothing to do with Neil Gaiman
surely?” [MS]
RIP ... Arkady Strugatsky, 14 Oct; and Gene Roddenberry of Star Trek fame,
24 Oct (in Santa Monica, CA). [AJF]
TAFF Uproar? For fear of postal regulations, Jeanne Bowman’s campaign
fanzine Dangerous Visitors (mailed in Britain by a visiting pal) carries the
only UK return address Jeanne had handy in her last-minute rush at the
printers’ ... being that of our nevertheless impartial TAFF administrator Pam
Wells. A flood of one accusing complaint has poured in to Pam from
politically correct Joseph (for it is he) Nicholas.
Beyond The Enchanted Duplicator ... Michael Ashley is reviewing this
Willis/White “fan classic sequel” and has got as far as, “Gah – The
Enchanted Convention really sucks.”
Lies: “Steve Green is to edit Fear, bought for £500 from Newsfield’s
liquidators by Pegasus (Gamesman etc.) of Brum; John Gilbert is allegedly
‘contesting this bitterly’” ... thus A52’s first (Novacon) printing, but it’s all
wrong. Boo to David Pringle’s research. Nervous apologies to the others
concerned.
Text Copyright © Dave Langford, 1991. We can read IBM 3½", IBM 5¼"
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360k or PCW 3" disks by arrangement. Ansible may be xeroxed for fan
groups. Inputs: Abigail Frost AJF, Steve Green SG, Chris Priest CP, Maureen
Speller MS. revised 6/11/91.
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Ansible 53, December 1991
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.
Further sf news and gossip in the spirit of the great Mel Brooks, who said
definitively: “Tragedy is if I cut my finger.... Comedy is if you walk into an
open sewer and die.”

The Novacon 21 Tradition
Abigail Frost hurtles through: Let’s get this straight. Linda Krawecke and I
were as shocked as everybody else. Only when our astral bodies returned for
Sunday breakfast (after a hard night rushing about doing good) did we learn
how our earthly forms had ruthlessly extracted money* for double-vodkasand-orange to prepare J. Nicholas (who’d recklessly come without his
minder) for the traditional fannish art-form of Joseph Decoration. They have
been severely disciplined, while TAFF benefited from Joe’s wimpish
collapse after a mere three. [Next day his face looked ... well-scrubbed – Ed.]
Colin Greenland’s several contributions to a bumper programme book
included answers to the long-disused Novacon Questions: “Do you have a
nickname?” “No.” (So what happened to Cyberpixie?) The same book
revealed his beatific state to be another tradition, with Ted Tubb sighing
“anyone who’s been a Novacon GoH has already been to heaven” and
Langford babbling of “droit du seigneur over the more nubile committee
members” at Novacon 15 ... which Pearson sister? (Or Tony Berry?) Colin’s
GoH interview was the programme’s highlight, as befits the only item I saw
which didn’t involve Pam Wells selling Nova awards or Michael Ashley
filling swag-bags with luminous plastic slugs. Or possibly the other way
round.
A further neglected fan tradition – your editor’s epic nose-bleed – was
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revived at Pam’s TAFF auction. I missed it, being too abstracted with joy at
not having to sell exotic condoms to Martin Smith after Helena Bowles
withdrew her bid on learning she was only getting one. (Me, I’d have
strangled her and had done with it.) I did, however, view the ensanguined
snot-rag. Under the Commonwealth huge sums were paid for handkerchiefs
dipped in the blood of Charles, King and Martyr, but nobody wanted this one.
Perhaps we should try next year with Steve Green’s.
Gripes centred traditionally on the hotel – too far out for traditional treks to
cheap curry-houses, and often rather staff-stretched. Breakfast saw hungover
queues forming in spite of countless empty seats. The restaurant’s “Novocon
[sic] menu” was OK and reasonably priced, though, even if wine did come in
the wrong-sized bottle, after the food and before the glasses. The waiter’s
heart could be won forever with a used match-box, which is a new one on
me.
Some traditions underwent subtle, post-modernist reinterpretation: thus,
Avedon Carol was browbeating people to cast Nova votes for Michael
Ashley. (Good try, but not quite funny enough.) I dressed up in black Lycra
mini-dress and pink stilettos for Bradford Boy’s benefit, but the miserable
cunt stayed away that evening. Workaholic fun-lover John Jarrold checked
into his overflow hotel to find a Macdonald sales conference; ecstatically he
took Rob Holdstock over to share its delights, and was never seen again.
Newlyweds John Brunner and LiYi Tan were out in force; she impressed one
and all by her command of English after barely three months here.
The real stunner was the Novas. I’d got my orders by radio-wave from
Keighley only just in time (“The contest looks wide open. The Storm
Constantine Information Service could sneak past and steal the lot.... And if
you hear young Ashley plugging the name of Ken Cheslin, hit him.” [DW]).
But as Harry Bond’s three tellers soon learned, another block vote was
operating. “I don’t believe this!” gasped Rhodri James. “John Richards?”
wept your reporter. “I’ve known about it for ages,” said hoity-toity Caroline
Mullan. Interesting times. All in all, a con like wot they don’t make ’em any
more.... (Except for Mexicon.) AJF.
* “Come on Illingworth! You must be more generous and funloving than Martin
Hoare and the fake Bob Shaw! ... That’s all right, Sorensen – let’s you and me go
to your room and get your wallet!”
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We Name The Guilty ...
Isaac Asimov is the sole almost-living writer on a Harper’s Magazine list of
“cultural icons” – names so famous that US computer folk are told never to
use them as passwords. (Too predictable ... yup, that’s our Isaac.) Dead
writers listed: Aristotle, Confucius, Goethe and Hitler. Other literary figures:
Dracula, Frodo, Garfield and Superman. Ah, culture. [CP]
Neil Gaiman’s 1991 World Fantasy Award for the “Midsummer Night’s
Dream” issue of his Sandman comic has, we hear, provoked vast rulerewriting plans to save the Short Story category from any repetition of this
terrible thing.
Rob Holdstock has been eagerly telling everyone about a certain discrepancy
between the rampant, priapic wooden image described in his triffic new novel
The Fetch (Orbit, Dec), and its tastefully eroded depiction on the cover.
L. Ron Hubbard typescripts (1940s shorts like “Man Eats Monster” and “He
Found G-d” [sic]) are offered by US dealer Barry Levin at $35-$50,000 each.
Who’d pay that? Oh, I see....
Garry & Annette Kilworth return from their lengthy Hong Kong stint in
January, but will be “travelling until April”.
Chris Morgan has delivered a book on fortune telling to Quintet, with the
oblique and witty title Fortune Telling.
Peter Nicholls was recently struck by lightning, twice ... well, his and Clare
Coney’s house in Melbourne was. [YR] The only reported casualty: his fax
machine. A nation mourns.
David Pringle gloats: “Heard that another magazine has gone? Blast has
folded, and John Brown Publishing is rumoured to be in some difficulties
despite Viz. Isn’t Million doing well by comparison?” He goes on to exult
that Frank Muir Himself is now a subscriber.
Ian Watson, speaking at Soupçon, revealed the closely guarded secret of his
script work for a Stanley Kubrick skiffy epic. The shady figure “Ansible
Dave”, who had to move text between the Watson and Kubrick disk formats,
aroused paranoid dread in Mr K: “How do we know we can trust this guy?”
etc. [MAH] As for the content – my lips are sealed, but a Major SF Figure is
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said to be less than ecstatic about Kubrick’s choice of author to replace him
as adaptor of his story....

Infinitely Improbable
Ten Years Ago ... major sf figure Brian Aldiss was a Booker Prize judge.
“There was a distinct science-fictional (or ‘metaphorical-structural’, as we
euphemistically say in Booker circles) aura to half the novels in the shortlist.
Like: Lessing’s The Sirian Experiments is definitely galactic empire stuff, if
not a patch on Doc Smith; Thomas’s The White Hotel opens with a poem,
integral to the novel, which was published in New Worlds in its palmier days;
even the winner, Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children, is about Wyndhamesque
telepathic kids....” (Ansible, #22 Dec 81).
Nova Awards. Best fanzine: Saliromania ed. Michael Ashley (2 – Helicon
discussion Fanzine; 3 – Lip). Fan writer: Michael Ashley (2 – John
Richards, 3 – D. Langford). Fan artist: D. West (2 – Dave Mooring; 3 – Sue
Mason). [HB] Best block vote: see Helicon’s Eastercon PR1 self-promotion
(“Crass, but what do you expect from Illingworth?” – Martin Hoare). Best
blitz of material appearing too (ahem) late to have any effect on the Novas:
D. West in every other fanzine at Novacon 21....
Mystic Rose. The new Lone Wolf fantasy from “John Grant” may interest a
certain editorial collective. Who is the proudly professional officer with “an
unstable glint in his eyes”, who speaks of “the Mysteries of the Midnight
Rose, which are More Obtuse than Mortal Man May Know”, and clinches a
deal with: “I swear it on my favourite unit of currency!”
RIP ... Irwin Allen (Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea, Lost in Space, The Time
Tunnel, etc) died on 2 Nov, aged 75. [SG]
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Gaelic ... taghairm, inspiration sought by lying
in a bullock’s hide behind a waterfall.
TAFF Rules OK? Pam Wells is conducting an informal poll about – perhaps
– dropping the “write-in” option from TransAtlantic Fan Fund ballots. Why?
At present someone could theoretically win via write-in votes, without
making any commitment to travel and run the fund ... even without being
willing to do either. Unlikely, but the loophole might as well be closed in this
rare period of no major TAFF controversy.
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Book Dump: contemplating their paperback of Brian Stableford’s Empire of
Fear, Pan hesitated over the C-format version ... to remainder it, undercutting
the new edition, or pay for further storage? Solution: Brian’s home is now
entirely full of freebie copies which he mustn’t sell you for, er, a while.
Fire & Water is HarperCollins’s new sf publicity sheet (far better than the
dread Pan Galactic Gargle Blaster). #1 lists selected World Fantasy Awards:
Robert McCammon’s Mine (best horror), Kim Stanley Robinson’s Pacific
Edge (best sf) and Unwin Hyman (best Jane Johnson, er, Euro sf publisher).
The Liquidator: Judgement Day. The report on Newsfield Ltd’s collapse
conveys that the company’s only moneyspinners were computer titles based
on now-dying machines. Fear is scorned as a “fanzine” with “limited
circulation ... very low advertisement income ... marginal results up to the
end”. GMI: “the gaming market was in deep recession ... circulation and
advertisement income targets were never achieved”. Frighteners is oddly
described as “selected short stories from famous and unknown authors, who
were keen to find an outlet for their publishing efforts”; after #1 was removed
from sale thanks to complaints about Graham Masterton’s everyday tale of
bestial perversion, Newsfield actually paid Learned Counsel to vet later
issues. Post-crash deficit is £406,378, with familiar creditors’ names: David
V. Barrett £71, Kim Newman £132, Stan Nicholls £154, Ramsey Campbell
£164, me £199, Ashley Watkins £440, Guy N. Smith £493, Liz Holliday
£1029, Wayne Murphy (whose Mystery Surname only ever appears in these
glum reports) £2000, and – the winnah! – John Gilbert £2451.
RIP ... Robert Maxwell’s death at sea (5 Nov) led to much comment. Radio
4: “The weather in the Tenerife area was calm ...” C. Priest, instantly: “...
except for a large unexplained wave that destroyed seafront buildings.” What
now of publishing institutions like Macdonald/Futura, Macmillan, Scribner
and John Jarrold? Amid current horrific revelations and resignations,
Maxwell Communications’ book folk (“Unprofitable” – The Guardian) must
be feeling nervously for their pensions. Lucky Allan Bryce, whose horror
mag The Dark Side was dropped by Maxwell and rapidly revived by
himself....
Success! Terry Pratchett was a double Nov bestseller with Witches Abroad
(hc) and Moving Pictures (pb). Iain Sinclair got £500 as Guardian fiction
prize runner-up, for Downriver. The £4000 Gollancz/Bookshelf “first fantasy
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novel” prize – that is, advance – goes to John Whitbourn for A Dangerous
Energy.

Condom
19 Dec • Xmas Wellington (no BSFA meeting). New Year Wellington 2 Jan
– chillingly soon after festive excess, but “people will certainly be there,” say
Secret Masters [RR].
25 Jan • PentaCon, Univ. Centre, Cambridge. £5 reg. SF/fan/academia mix.
Contact Helen Steele, Newnham College.
31 Jan - 2 Feb • Fourplay, Victoria Pk Hotel, Wolverhampton. £18 reg,
rooms £28/person/night. GoHs Cynthia McQuillan, Jane Robinson, Colin
Fine. Contact 2 Craithie Rd, Vicars Cross, Chester, CH3 5JL. “4th British
filkcon ... I know it’s a bit beyond the pale,” quavers a trembling Alison
Scott.
21-3 Feb • Lucon IVy, Leeds University Union, in some town or other. £7
reg. GoH Gwynneth [sic] Jones. Leeds U SF Soc, PO Box 157, Leeds, LS1
1UH.
7 Mar • Picocon 10, annual one-day thrash of Imperial College SF Soc at IC,
Prince Consort Rd, S. Kensington.
17-20 Apr • Illumination, 43rd Eastercon; Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. £25 reg – note recent increase. Rooms £28/person/night. GoHs
Paul McAuley, Geoff Ryman, Pam Wells (fan). Contact 379 Myrtle Rd,
Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
24-6 Apr • Freucon, Eurocon; Freudenstadt, Germany. £15 reg (£20 from 1
Jan) to UK agent Oliver Grüter, Dept of Physics, RHBN College, Egham,
Surrey, TW20 0EX.
6-8 Nov • Novacon 22, Forte Post House Hotel near bloody Birmingham
airport as in 1991, “subject to confirmation”. £18 reg. GoH Storm
Constantine. Contact, as ever, 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, W.
Midlands, B66 4SH.
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon (+Eurocon); Hotel de France, Jersey.
£22 reg. GoHs John Brunner, George R.R. Martin. Contact 63 Drake Rd,
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Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ.
1-4 Apr 94 • 45th Eastercon bids: Contact, Isle of Man, £1 presupp to PO
Box 29, Hitchin, Herts, SG4 9TG (Nic Farey wishes to state that “A Bill to
decriminalize homosexual acts ... is on its way through Tynwald, the island’s
Parliament.”); Sou’Wester, Bristol, £2 presupp to 3 West Shrubbery,
Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. Either way, “Authoritative rumour has Martin
Easterbrook already preparing a rescue bid.” [AJF]
Rumblings • The mislaid Wincon I funds returned seconds after Ansible 52
went to press, via a cheque from Harry Bond (eh?). All is well. • Apparently
little but the scheduled gluttony and excess took place at Soupçon (Jersey). •
Novacon 21: “Crap hotel, crap programme, a few nice people,” opined
Martin Hoare. “But Ian Stewart’s talk was wonderful,” protested Sue Jones.
“No one could get to that,” Mr Hoare scoffed, “it was on at dawn. [10:30]”
Brum Group chair Chris Chivers denounces Martin’s A52 remarks on
Novacon profits, insisting that these all go to worthy sf causes and that the
BSFG is Not Well Off.

Fear and Loathing
No, Steve Green will not be editing Fear as misreported in the first version of
Ansible 52. “Even if Pegasus had bought the title (they haven’t), persuaded
John Gilbert to relinquish his claim (they won’t) and offered me the job, I’d
have had to decline. There’s plenty of bad will attached to Fear, as evidenced
by the stream of people asking me (on reading Ansible) #52 when I was
going to pay them the money they were owed by Newsfield....” [SG] Many
apologies, boss. Our ace newshound David Pringle adds, self-abasingly: “The
story came from what I thought was an unimpeachable source who told me
he’d got it directly from John Gilbert.” • In fact Steve did turn down a Fear
subeditorial post in early 1991, well before the crash. The later rumour is now
ascribed to “some prat at Starburst”.
Text Copyright © Dave Langford, 1991; may be xeroxed for others. Inputs:
Harry Bond, Abigail Frost, Steve Green, Martin Hoare, Chris Priest, Roger
Robinson, Yvonne Rousseau, D. West. 5/12/91.
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Ansible 53½, Xmas 1991
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available by whim or for
hot mince pies, turkey with chestnut stuffing, crackers etc. A Merry
Saturnalia to you all.
SMALL ADS in Ansible are free of charge! Please place your camera-ready
copy in Box 1, Gents’ Toilet, The Wellington, near Waterloo Station. The
editor’s indecision is final.

THE PETER WESTON TROPHY EXCHANGE
“I was SHATTERED when my Hugo disintegrated into a myriad cheap
plastic fragments,” wept Mr H*ld*m*n of the USA. “I had one once but the
fin fell off,” says broken Mr L*ngf*rd of Reading. Has your life too been
ruined by flimsy foreign construction? HELP IS AT HAND! For only a small
fee our Hugo upgrade service can replace those shameful shards with trueblue British workmanship ... with the traditional heft of real metal. Batteries
not included. Write now to Uncle Peter, 14 St Bernards Rd, Sutton Coldfield,
West Midlands, B72 1LE.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Greek, As She Is Spoke By John Major: [Greek
lettering omitted here] (from The Patient’s Charter – a summary).
Pronunciation tip: say “Patient’s Charter”.
Turkish: Peysint Çartir is what it says here....
Novacon Negotiator Sought. If your silver-tongued eloquence can persuade
our hotel to offer con discount rates which don’t exceed standard room
charges for ordinary visitors, the Birmingham SF Group would love to hear
from you! Box N22.
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L. Ron Hubbard’s FANS OF THE FUTURE
L. Ron teaches us that all fannish hang-ups can be traced to pre-birth
engrams recorded by the unknowing fan foetus....
• Case history: KMcV. Once, banished by a tiff from the marital bed, K’s
father rebelled at the hard couch. “No, you take the b – sofa!” he cried.
Quickening within his mother’s womb, the foetal K heard this as “You take
over the BSFA!” and spent the next 25 years tortured by a compulsion to
obey – forever frustrated, as he had no idea how to do so. Then FotF came to
the rescue! KMcV’s free personality test (only 50p!) indicated a six-month
pre-clear course in BSFAmanship, led by such luminaries as Alan Dorey™
and Maureen Speller. After only ten such courses, K took over the BSFA and
became a fully integrated personality. L. Ron Hubbard’s Fans of the
Future had triumphed again! [To be continued.]
Martin Hoare – an Apology. Ansible has apologized to Martin for quoting
him as saying, of Novacon 21: “Crap hotel, crap programme, a few nice
people.” We now acknowledge that this was a gross misrepresentation of Mr
Hoare’s views, and that the final words should read: “quite a few nice
people.”
Steve Green – an Apology. We are very sorry about Steve Green.
Interzone Crossover Issue
Rejoice! By special arrangement, Ansible 56 will be combined with Interzone
56 and sent to all IZ subscribers as well as you lot. To avoid disappointing
these dozens if not scores of new readers, the issue will include extra “guest”
features: • 50-word “It Pays To Increase Your Clute Power” reviews
ramification • Warhammer drabble trilogy by Kim Newman • Outraged letter
from an Interzone subscriber • Editorial microdot by David Pringle,
explaining Ansible’s superiority over higher-circulation magazines. •
Aspiring Author? You need the Charles Stross Novel Reading Service. Our
expert gives state-of-the-art programmed tuition and hands-on market
experience by letting you read his novels.
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• Case history: AC. A free Fan-Meter test (only 50p!) laid bare the engram
which held her in thrall. While AC was but a tadpole her mother overheard a
squabble between rival Armenian priests. “Your altar-cloth is crap,” said one,
and the retort “Your censer is shit!” reached the embryonic ears as ...
“Censorship!” So AC grew to womanhood unable to express her true feelings
because her brain censored itself! Now, freed at last from this inner prison by
Fans of the Future therapy, she joyfully rants against the censors of this
world at every opportunity. Nothing can stop her now! (This last problem
may result from a small bug in the psycho-programming, but we are working
on it and soon expect another happy ending for L. Ron Hubbard’s Fans of
the Future!)
Eastercon ’94 Voting. Reject any bid venues in EC countries condemned by
Amnesty International for human rights violations! (E.g. Britain.) Write now
to the Committee For Holding All Future Eastercons In Holland Or
Luxembourg, Box 92.
Top SF Editor, many contacts, often sober, may soon be free to accept major
post. Pension essential. JJ c/o Macdonald.
KATIE – congrats on our 10th wedding anniversary! Martin.
Computer Freaks! The Leeds Group is pleased to announce that it is at last
socially OK to work for computer firms, produce fanzines via desktop
publishing, and drone on about your DTP set-up in said fanzines ... while
retaining right-on Angst and total cool! Learn how from the Nigel E.
Richardson School of Cool, Box 386SXM/16. (No beards need apply.)
• Case history: TI. His mother, the first midshipwoman in the Royal Navy,
had a nasty encounter (only 50p!) when Welsh pirate captain Short Chris
Evans and his evil crew overran her ship. One broke open the captain’s
locker to reveal spirits and pieces of eight, and called: “Rum, coins, Evans!”
But Evans had viler plans. “Bugger coins!” he roared. “Coins won’t off-shoot
my loins!” Through the plashing of the amniotic fluid, little TI understood
these muffled voices as: “Run cons! Ever-bigger cons! Cons on offshore
islands!” Sure enough, that is what he grew up to do (after his mother had
been luckily rescued by HMS Easterbrook). This incredible story could never
have been revealed without L. Ron Hubbard’s Fans of the Future!
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Jerry Pournelle is afraid of heights! But as I say in my ace collection NSpace, “I have never once heard Jerry suggest that people should be forced to
stop building skyscrapers ... If some folk are terrified of unseen death by
radiation, then let ’em deal with their own neuroses, instead of forcing us to
stop building the atomic plants.” • This has been a paid plea from the Larry
Niven Campaign for More Nukes and Null-A Logic.
Tense? Nervous? Afraid of voting wrong in fan awards? Full, easy-tounderstand instructions available: Helicon, Box 69.
Nervous? Tense? Afraid of voting wrong in fan awards and getting
thumped? Astral Guidance only 50p! D. West, Box 96.
• Case history: SI. It was a ferry terminal mix-up: “Tell me,” wailed
Paterfamilias, “what ship my car is on!” Receiving the garbled command
“Worship Mike Harrison!”, the incipient SI was doomed to spend his life ...
[That’s enough engrams – Ed.]
Readers of Ansible Unite! Demand better value for money. Ask if it’s true
that for A53½ the editor plans to print only one side of
Text Copyright © Dave Langford, 1991; may be xeroxed for others. Parts of
L. Ron Hubbard’s Fans of the Future by Abigail Frost. Apologies, probably,
to Kev McVeigh, Avedon Carol, Tim Illingworth and Simon Ings. As you
guessed, this joke issue ended in mid-sentence with nothing overleaf....
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Ansible 54, January 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.
BSFA DIRECTIVE #5,271,009/91: Following summit talks on a Single
European Fandom, all British fanzines must in future conform to A4 or A5
format. As from mid-1992 there will be heavy fines for using quarto or being
Rob Hansen. Pass it on.

Who He? (Ed.)
David V. Barrett wishes it to be known that Chris Morgan’s book Fortune
Telling (see A53) will be utterly outclassed by DVB’s The Encyclopaedia of
Prediction, to be delivered soon.
Paul “I wish you hadn’t written that” Brazier’s joyful Xmas card promises
that his Nexus 2 will appear Real Soon Now.
Chuck Death, cartoonist of “Great Pop Things” (NME and LA Times), is
actually my more famous brother Jon – now offered Vast Sums by Penguin
for a collection of these “total lies about rock people”. For some odd reason
the Penguin contract has a no-blasphemy clause. “That can’t get you into any
trouble?” I asked. JL: “Er, um, there is this sequence where God gets totally
out of his skull on LSD and destroys the world....” Our media correspondent
adds: “I refer you to the 17 Dec Village Voice (New York), in which your
Jon of the Mekons makes an appearance. Or a bit of him does. In plaster.
With instructions on how to do it. Or how it was done.” [RIB] What, again?
Garry Kilworth explains that Methuen made him change 19th-century yards
and gallons (in The Drowners) to metres and litres because “they said kids
wouldn’t understand”. Whatever next? “The term ‘half a guinea’ should be
altered to ‘53p’. References to playing halma and diabolo will not be
understood – please substitute ‘Nintendo’ throughout.”
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Michael Moorcock’s latest notepaper is headed, “By Appointment:
HARLAN ELLISON’S BRITISH MOUTHPIECE.” Pardon?
Terry Pratchett is overcome, not merely at being gently done over in
Private Eye. “Discworld may slow down a bit from now on ... after four or
five years at this rate the social bolts are shaking loose. Besides, the sheer
business of authoring takes up more and more time – we have to handle the
mail with a shovel.” But the next completed draft is still expected “around
March/April. Trouble is, I really want to do yet another Granny Weatherwax
one, and it’s not her turn....”
Steve Sneyd offers a 3pp “preliminary listing” of UK sf poetry collections:
Orbiting a Data Dump I ... 30p to 4 Nowell Place, Almondbury,
Huddersfield, West Yorks, HD5 8PB.
Fay Sampson is alive and well in Selly Oak: “Headline offered for my next
two novels, but I wasn’t sure if one would be right for their list, since it
would be about the Synod of Whitby ... I haven’t had the courage to tell my
agent that I also want to do one about the Pelagian heresy. Headline are
bringing out my first five adult novels as an omnibus, titled Daughter of
Tintagel. In the final one, Herself [Jan], Morgan le Fay gets a chance to
answer back at all the people who have written about her over the centuries.
Some of those authors are still alive ... I shall wait for the libel suits.”
Brian Stableford, reproved by Simon & Schuster for his new book’s
inadequately thrusting title, has now offered them an author’s note giving the
S&S sales force total credit for replacing his merely relevant Young Blood
with the enticingly perfervid The Hunger and Ecstasy of Vampires. [BS]
Alex Stewart, interviewed in Imagination (Nov), remarks: “It took me a long
time to learn how to write good.” [SG]
Ian Watson writes: “I’ve gone DEAF in my right ear through stupidly
washing it – or washing it stupidly. Just back from a party where the resident
dog went bananas when a hot-air balloon flew over. Apparently horses &
sheep react similarly. This indicates a hard-wired genetic response, proving
the existence of a garish, rotund, aerial predator unknown to modern socalled science.... Just sold an unwritten 2-volume epic to Gollancz for quite a
few oodles. My powers as a hypnotist are growing – but I am stricken deaf by
the Gods.” [On that screenplay:] “The last word from Stanley [Kubrick] a
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fair while back was, ‘This is great, Ian!’, followed by the fatal procrastinatory
phrase, ‘I might just tinker with it a little....’” (Harrowing later descriptions of
how Ian had his ear syringed are omitted, as somewhat too sensational for
you lot.)
David Wingrove is not happy with Vector co-editor Catie Cary’s sadistically
violent attack on his The White Mountain (Chung Kuo) #3 as “pornography”,
in an editorial and a review. Feeling that the repressive BSFA junta will deny
him the right to reply – possibly a self-fulfilling prophesy, as his rebuttal runs
to six single-spaced pages – DW has been copying the whole voluminous
controversy to every BSFA member he can trace. No doubt this one will run
and run.
Don Wismer revives the traditional SFWA award log-rolling with a mass
mailing rubber-stamped THIS BOOK HAS ALMOST MADE THE
NEBULA PRELIMINARY BALLOT. IF YOU LIKE IT, PLEASE
RECOMMEND IT.... His A Roil of Stars (Baen) looks fairly awful, but his
market research is worse – I left SFWA ages ago.

Condom
Some Regular Evenings • BSFA 3rd Thur, Old Coffee House, Beak St,
London. • Reading every Mon, ICL Club opp. station • “The Black Lodge”
(horror), 2nd Tue, Australian Bar, Brum • Brum Group, 3rd Fri, ditto • City
Illiterates, every Fri, Lord Nelson, Stanhope St, London • Wellington, er....
25 Jan • PentaCon, Univ. Centre, Cambridge. £5 reg. SF/fan/academia mix
in the much-revered tradition of Fencon. Contact Helen Steele, Newnham
College, Cambridge.
29 Jan • Troy Club monthly symposium, Hanway St, near Tottenham Ct Rd
tube. Featured drinker: Gamma. Last Wed every month. Toastmaster:
Gamma. Regulars: John Brosnan and Gamma. Litres of fun for everyone!
31 Jan - 2 Feb • Fourplay, Victoria Pk Hotel, Wolverhampton. £18 reg,
rooms £28/person/night. Contact 2 Craithie Rd, Vicars Cross, Chester, CH3
5JL. F*lk....
7-9 Feb • Trincon 400, Trinity Coll/Powers Hotel, Dublin. IR£15 reg, IR
£7/day at door; IR£25 hotel b&b (sharing). Contact 75 Kincora Ave,
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Clontarf, Dublin 3. Many guests – they even asked me, but it clashes with a
US trip. Poot.
14-16 Feb • Masque, Cobden Hotel, Birmingham. £20 reg. Contact 27
Coltsfoot Dr, Waterlooville, Hants, PO7 8DD. A “convention for
costumers”? I tiptoe nervously away....
21-23 Feb • Lucon IVy, Leeds Univ Union, Leeds. £7 reg. GoH Gwyneth
Jones. Contact Leeds U SF Soc, PO Box 157, Leeds, LS1 1UH. Winner:
“Entry with Most Mentions of Leeds.”
7 Mar • Picocon 10, Imperial College Union, Beit Hall, Prince Consort Rd,
London, SW7 2BB. GoHs Brian Stableford and me. £5 reg. Attractions
promised: “cheap bar!”
17-20 Apr • Illumination, 43rd Eastercon; Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. £25 reg. Rooms £28/person/night. GoHs Paul McAuley, Geoff
Ryman, Pam Wells (fan). Contact 379 Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
24-26 Apr • Freucon, Eurocon; Freudenstadt, Germany. £15 reg (£20 from 1
Jan) to UK agent Oliver Grüter, Dept of Physics, RHBN College, Egham,
Surrey, TW20 0EX. Yes, it was going to be in Yugoslavia, but....
22-25 May • Inconsequential, Aston Court Hotel, Derby. GoH Robert
Rankin. £21 reg; rooms £30/single, £52/double. Contact 12 Crich Avenue,
Littleover, Derby, DE3 6ES. “Humour” theme. Bring a joke.
29-31 May • Shots on the Page!, Rutland Sq Hotel, St James’s St,
Nottingham, NG1 6FW: first all-British crime & mystery con. Guests include
Donald Westlake. £25 reg (£35 from 13 Jan) to Broadway Media Centre, 14
Broad St, Nottingham, NG1 3AL. Room bookings direct to hotel:
£30/person/night double, £40 single. Linked with Nottingham “Shots in the
Dark!” crime/mystery event (28 May-7 Jun).
19-21 Jun • Protoplasm, Parkers Hotel, somewhere in Manchester. £14 reg.
GoH Bob Shaw. Contact 1 Shoesmith Ct, Merchants Place, Reading, Berks,
RG1 1DT. Special Raspberry Award to PR2 for omitting membership fees
and room rates.
“Late” Jul • Hasticon, Hastings. GoH David Gemmell. A George Hay
Tentative SF Event, depending on local arts funding. Contact 53b All Saints
St, Hastings, TN34 3BN.
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1 Aug • Clwydcon, “SF poetry theme”, Celyn Horticultural Coll., Northop,
Clwyd. £6 reg, £13.50/room inc breakfast. Contact Rose Cottage, 3 Tram
Lane, Buckley, Clwyd, CH7 3JB. Steve Sneyd stresses the sf link while
bossman Pete Presford assures small-press poetry folk that there won’t be
much sf at all, honest, don’t be put off.... A Presford sighting in New Hope
International Review shows his much-loved analytical style unchanged, with
a review reading, in full: “If you’re a hippie from the 70s or so Green yer
socks drop off, this is for you but it gave me a headache.” [JN]
7-9 Aug • Scone (Unicon 13), Clyde Halls, Glasgow. £12 reg. GoHs Iain
Banks, Anne Page. Contact Glasgow U Union, 32 University Ave, Glasgow,
G12 8LX. “Games in sf” theme.
3-7 Sept • Magicon (50th Worldcon), Orlando, Florida, USA. GoHs Jack
Vance, Vincent DiFate, Walt Willis. Cost: $vast but temporarily mislaid by
me. Contact 14 St Bernard’s Rd, Sutton Coldfield, W. Midlands, B72 1LE.
6-8 Nov • Novacon 22, Forte Post House Hotel near Birmingham airport. £18
reg. GoH Storm Constantine. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, W.
Midlands, B66 4SH ... again.
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon (+Eurocon); Hotel de France, Jersey.
£22 reg. GoHs John Brunner, George R.R. Martin. Contact 63 Drake Rd,
Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ.
28-31 May 93 • Mexicon V, Cairn Hotel, Harrogate. £18 reg. “Written sf”
slant. Contact: as Novacon. [Enough! – Ed.]

Infinitely Improbable
Ten Years Ago ... Malcolm Edwards got his foot on the ladder as associate sf
editor at Gollancz. “Pringle the Penguin” arrived at Chessington Zoo while
the other David Pringle, on the first day of his new Brighton job, broke his
leg in three places. London’s Dark They Were And Golden-Eyed sf bookshop
celebrated its first and last creditors’ meeting and vanished from the scene,
pursued by £100,000 in debts. The Many-Coloured Land (remember that?)
had 50% more preliminary Nebula votes than the eventual winner The Claw
of the Conciliator. From Birmingham came news of the COFF fund’s first
launch. And after wintry market trials, the Omni Book of the Future partwork
was declared officially dead. (Ansible 23, Jan 82).
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Biohazard! The sf/horror TV series Chimera was ill-received by genetic
engineers. International Biotechnology Laboratory sneered, “As a piece of sf
it was not exactly Isaac Asimov or Brian Heinlein.” New Scientist pondered
the origins of this new sf chimera: Heinlein crossed with Aldiss or with
Stableford? Chris Priest was reminded of Ballard’s early US collection from
Berkley, with the blurb: “Only Brian Addiss, Theodore Sturgeon and Arthur
B. Clarke can rival him....”
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Bashgali. Zhi mare badist ta wo ayo kakkok
damiti gwa, a lammergeier came down from the sky and took off my cock.
(Quoted by Eric Newby.) [SS]
Unauthorized Sex Co. please note ... the new James Tiptree Jr Award for
“gender-expanding sf”. Expand yours now! [Thyme]
Biting The Hand That Feeds You was one bitter description of my
jocularities on awful sf lines in The Guardian (19 Dec). Q: “Why not write
about good stuff? Or at least say there’s lots of good sf too?” A: They
requested a column on lousy fiction. They cut out my “lots of good sf too”
disclaimer.
British Fanzine Bibliography: Vince Clarke offers Part 4 for 1971-80,
following Peter Roberts’s 3 musty volumes. A5 booklet, 31pp+covers, 80p
from 16 Wendover Way, Welling, Kent, DA16 2BN. Seems like good stuff,
with minor omissions only.
It Wasn’t Me, Guv ... but Scientology HQ at East Grinstead was burned
down on 18 Dec. A nation mourns.
GUFF. Will sultry Bridget Wilkinson or exotic Eva Hauser travel to the
Aussie National Con in Sydney? Tension mounts. Voting closes 31 Jan;
ballot forms copiously available.
TAFF. Vote for JEANNE BOWMAN (or R. Brandt) by 15 Jan!
Up the Fundament: “Ayatollah Christianity continues in California ... a
school reading series has been taken to court by the usual fanatics and
dingbats who say that extracts from such well-known Satanists as C.S. Lewis
and Roger McGough contravene the US Constitution (re teaching religion in
schools). ‘If we can’t, then these proponents of the Wiccan Religion
shouldn’t,’ they say....” [AS]
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A53 Eratums! Ashley Watkins was in fact owed £641.25 by Newsfield Ltd
(dec’d) – “the liquidator’s report got it wrong.” • The “World Fantasy
Awards” from Fire and Water must have been the British ones. In the WFAs,
Only Begotten Daughter (J. Morrow) and Thomas the Rhymer (E. Kushner)
tied for best novel. Of UK interest, besides the Gaiman/Vess Sandman as
reported ... Best New Horror (S. Jones/R. Campbell) was voted best
anthology and Dave McKean best artist. • David Pringle is hurt that his
quoted brag about new Million subscribers mentioned only “Frank Muir”,
omitting “and Denis Norden”.
Editorial: I had a cold and missed all the New Year fun, including the fabled
Martin Hoare Triple Party Dash. His first venue had stipulated drag, the third
required you to come as a pub, and Ansible is almost sorry not to have gazed
upon Mr Hoare passing through the intervening party at Whitchurch Rectory,
dressed as (presumably) the Queen’s Arms.

These Foolish Things ...
... remind Chris Atkinson of the almost recent Altercon 666:
• Throwing Mike Dickinson’s wet socks at plastic bottles in the dark • Hitting
Sylvia Starshine in the face with one instead • The simultaneous malfunction
of three central heating systems connected only by the arcane knowledge of
the fish-oil factor • Not being arrested while prowling lonely Tottenham
parks at night carrying boxes of explosives and wearing funny hats •
Bifurcated penises • Leroy Kettle with one green ear and one pink ear •
Gamma saying to Jackie Gresham, “Hello, you look like a tart, come and sit
on my knee.” • The bared shoulders of Rob Holdstock • Tom Shippey in a
cowboy outfit and a long curly wig • Abigail Frost turning water into wine •
Cucumbers in the bathroom • The mystic transsubstantiation of fish-oil into
quiche • The halo round Jane McKenna’s head at the moment of
reincarnation • Piles of stuffed dogs with their legs in the air • Holding on to
my reticule despite everything. [CA via LK]
Text Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. May be xeroxed freely. Inputs: Chris
Atkinson, R.I. Barycz, Steve Green, Linda Krawecke (Fax Mistress), Joseph
Nicholas, Andy Sawyer, Steve Sneyd, Brian Stableford and A Major SF
Figure. Happy New Year! 2-1-92.
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Ansible 55, February 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.
EDITORIAL PANIC! Time ticks away. On 10 Feb I fly west to be Famous
For Fifteen Minutes at Boskone 29 (Springfield, MA). The metered gibber
level has risen steadily since mid-January, not helped by work crises and a
death in the family. Bear with me if bubbling, ebullient wit seems in short
supply....

Name Droppings
Greg Bear, older readers will recall, was to appear in Birmingham in Feb 92
(Brum SF Group Newsletter), soon corrected to Feb 93 (ibid). The BSFGN
now re-corrects this to 14 Feb 92 (at the White Lion pub), with snide remarks
about the “less than illustrious” BSFG ex-chair and newshound Chris
Chivers.
John Brunner’s marriage to LiYi Tan had spinoff coverage in New
Statesman when he revealed that UK visas for Chinese fiancées now involve
vast paperwork from the “Identity Card Project, Working Group”. This,
despite Home Office denials, convinces John that identity cards will be
introduced here before 1997 to cope with the Hong Kong exodus. Blimey.
[JN]
Gordon Dickson’s sequel to his 1976 The Dragon and the George just came
from Tor (plug). I distinctly remember the original book’s lovable wolf called
Aragh. Did Dickson sink gleaming fangs deep into the copyeditor’s flesh on
finding the wolf in The Dragon Knight renamed, throughout, “Aargh”?
William Gibson can surely have nothing to do with the “ANONYMOUS
LEAK OF AN EXTRAORDINARY EXAMPLE OF UNCONSCIOUS
COMMUNICATION” received here, purporting to be an exchange from
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Scene 109B of Alien III as revised on 17 Dec:
DAVID: I have a problem with this.
JUDE: What part?
DAVID: The part where we run around in a dark fucking maze with that
thing chasing us.
Could the message be that the mantle of Shakespeare himself has fallen on
screenwriters Walter Hill and David Giler?
John Gilbert “is still hoping to relaunch Fear, but nothing is signed yet.
Terror is nothing whatsoever to do with him (has anyone actually seen a copy
of it?).” [DVB] Steve Green implies that he has; he didn’t seem frightfully
impressed – Ed.
Tanith Lee is exposed at last in the small print of Kill the Dead (reissue):
“The right of Tanith Lee to be identified as the author of this work has been
asserted by him in accordance with the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act,
1988....” [NB]
Chris Morgan requests samples of fans’ scribble for his book on
handwriting analysis (321 Sarehole Rd, Hall Green, Birmingham, B28 0AL).
He adds: “When’s Dave Barrett going to produce an inferior Encyclopaedia
of Graphology?” [CM]
John Julius Norwich seeks the title and author of a lousy novel at least 40
years old, notable for these lines: “I glanced from the gems to the face of the
girl ... and surprised a rapt, wondering look in her eyes. I saw her breasts rise
and fall in a long sigh as she slipped them back into the soft leather wallet
and passed them to her father. I would have given my right arm to have taken
them and hung them from those delicate ears where they belonged.”
David Pringle’s endless Realms of Fantasy saga continues: “The fantasy
magazine is on indefinite hold now, following Allan Bryce’s ‘loss’ of
£20,000 income in the bankruptcy of one of his distributors, Periodicals in
Particular (who used to handle Interzone years ago, but no more – thank
God).” [DP]
Ian Watson suffers Administrative Error: “VGSF have been reissuing Ian’s
stuff in paperback. W.H. Smith routinely order 150 or 200 copies for their
hundreds of dynamic branches nationwide. When The Jonah Kit appeared
they ordered 1500 copies, which were duly delivered. Yes! You guessed it! A
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typo! They’d only meant to order 150, tsk tsk ... but when they came to send
back the surplus they found they had already sold 800.” [CP] So did WHS
proceed to order only 150 of Ian’s next paperback? To the amazement of
cynics all over the Ansible staff, they actually ordered 600.... [IW]
Ian Williams’s first novel The Lies That Bind “has hit the remainder shops of
Leeds with a speed even you wouldn’t envy. A snip at 99p for the hardback.”
[NER]
Don Wismer, whose award log-rolling was noted in A54, did make it to the
final Nebula ballot – as did 20 others. [DG]

Eastercon ’94 Campaign News
At the Wellington pub meeting in January, a voice hissed in my editorial ear:
“Don’t believe that beermat – it’s a forgery!” This left me bemused until I
got a letter and a beermat from David V. Barrett of the avowedly devious
Sou’Wester (Bristol) bid. His letter claims that one Robert Newman of the
Contact (Isle of Man) bid made, and signed before witnesses, the beermat’s
“on-the-record statement”: “I am 100% in favour of homosexuality, I am
100% in favour of paganism. I can’t think of a more stupid idea than holding
a con on the Isle of Man.”
In my impartial way I invited Contact to comment, but got no reply. Could all
this be the Contact dirty tricks department trying to make Sou’Wester look
bad by persuading them to base their campaign on a spurious beermat?
Unless it’s the Sou’Wester dirty tricks department trying to make Contact
look bad by conveying that they are up to dirty tricks as inept as in the
preceding sentence? Or maybe ... my brain hurts.
The usual small drink is offered for further beermats carrying damning,
multiply witnessed revelations from either bid.

Infinitely Improbable
Ten Years Ago ... Kingsley Amis issued another definitive pronouncement
that sf was dead. (Radio Times, 6 Feb 82)
Afterbirth of TAFF: famous Jeanne Bowman won by a narrow margin in
both Europe and America, and will display her shy, retiring personality at
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Illumination. Ballots cast: 53 Europe, 125 US. First-place votes: Jeanne 87
(UK 27, US 60), Richard Brandt 81 (23/58), No Preference 4 (1/3), Hold
Over Funds 2 (0/2) and 4 write-ins. [PW] Jeanne’s victory statement explains
all: “I asked Robert Lichtman for some fan addresses and phone numbers and
he got that aha ho ho ho tone in his voice and said, ‘Jeanne, when you have
memorized 50 addresses then you will have become a TruFan.’ ‘Oh Robert
no! I will be a boring old fart.’” In his graceful-loser statement, Richard adds:
“Still awaiting the first publication of Larry Niven’s correspondence with L.
Ron Hubbard: N-Grams.”
Clarke Awards Shortlist: Raft (Baxter), Eternal Light (McAuley), White
Queen (Jones), the Hyperion pair (Simmons), Subterranean Gallery (Russo)
and Synners (Cadigan). Winner to be announced in July. A spy reports that
Powers’s The Stress of Her Regard would have been there but was excluded
by majority vote as being fantasy. (The spy disagrees.)
SFWA Confirmed as “Not SFWA”. “Now officially SFFWA – Science
Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America! Yippee!!” [DG]
Drabbles. Book 1, The Drabble Project, has sold out: profit to the RNIB,
£1548.43. Book 3 is now open, a further 100 100-word stories with (this
time, oh God) a Dr Who slant: 160 Beaumont Rd, Bournville, Birmingham,
B30 1NY. [RR]
Musical Publishers: Deborah Beale has moved to Anthony Cheetham’s
spanking new Orion/Millennium sf imprint, and John Jarrold to
Century/Arrow. Who’s next at Futura/Orbit? [DG] Maxwell Gloom reached
the MCC publishing companies with a spate of bounced royalty cheques ...
companies in administration ... authors told to stop work on projects ... £1012M reputedly owed to printers, authors etc. Mr Jarrold’s scuttle down the
Macdonald/Futura mooring lines was clearly well-timed. Only ever-cheery
Chris Priest was gleefully able to report a silver lining: “My Abacus titles
don’t earn royalties.”
SF Encyclopaedia II. Macdonald were allegedly conferring this week about
the project, “which cannot proceed with them or their (increasingly elusive)
successor firm until they pay arrears due Paul Barnett for months of copyediting [over £3000 – Ed.] and Brian Stableford for revising his 1979 entries.
The book itself is very near completion ... We expect to exceed a million
words. If Macdonalds are forced to release us, we think we have homes to go
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to.” [JC]
Far Point: “If you’ve seen the 2nd issue (Jan-Feb) of this new British sf mag,
you may have found its cover art (by somebody called Tony Todd) familiar.
It’s a total rip-off of the cover of the great Interzone 31 (1989), exquisitely
painted by David A. Hardy. I’m told by DAH that not only will he be paid
the money due for the cover, but he has also been appointed Art Editor of Far
Point.” [CM] Other editors receiving cover art submissions from T. Todd
might check them for familiarity....
SFWA Coup Horror. “Ansible should mention the new award from SFWA.
The membership kept voting down the idea of a Nebula for ‘best dramatic
presentation’ – so Pres. Ben Bova starts a ‘President’s Award’. Just like that.
The votes have always gone against the idea, so the top man decides what he
wants. (Apparently Paul Di Filippo has suggested there should be a
President’s Award for ‘best spelling’.)” [AAC] In a moving announcement,
BB explains that his “Best Dramatic Script” award is not actually a Nebula.
Thus the members don’t even get to vote on the winner: this is already being
decided by a Bova-picked committee, and the award will be democratically
presented at SFWA’s Nebula banquet on 25 April, so there.
File 770: Mike Glyer’s fanzine just brought me hot news of ConFiction ’90. I
do love his prejudices: “The daily newszine’s British editors predictably took
a kill-the-messenger approach ... and panned Konkol’s announcement [no
flash photos during the Hugos] as brusque and unnecessary.” FACT: the
newsletter merely said “unnecessarily brusque”, which is not the same.
FACT: its predictably vile, British Hugo coverage was by one German/Dutch
and one Finland-dwelling American fan.
1991 “Fastsellers”. The Guardian’s UK Top 100 had only one “sf” item,
Better Than Life (#60); four fantasies, Eddings’s Ruby Knight (#45) and three
by or half-by our Mr Ubiquitous – Moving Pictures (#47), Good Omens (#61)
and Diggers (#76); and under horror, the usual Kings (#13, #44, #71) plus
Herbert’s Creed (#19). What of the appallingly popular Dean R. Koontz? His
entries (#27, #56, #58) are listed as Thrillers. Best new category: echoing the
critics’ reaction, Stephen Donaldson’s sf Gap into Conflict (#95) appears
under “???”.
Not Hazel’s Language Lessons. Qagh – a serpent worm, used (live) as
food? Even if there is now an official Klingon dictionary, by Marc Okrand,
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Hazel does not wish to know. [MMW]
SF Foundation Threat? The Polytechnic of East London has reportedly
decided to evict the unique SFF library/archive in 1993, unless after ten years
on a starvation budget it becomes “self-financing”. Foundation magazine is
almost so and would probably survive: the library could face a ruinous
dispersal. Confirmation of PoEL plans is expected imminently. [AAC]
Weerde Doings ... The second Midnight Rose shared-world series, The
Weerde (“It’s werewolves but we’re calling them something different”), had
an invisibly publicized launch at the inevitable Café Munchen on 1 Feb. Our
fashion correspondent claims that no one looked at the book because they
were staring at Storm Constantine’s low-cut dress in scarlet crushed velvet;
our literary correspondent incontinently fled Charles Stross and the two
complete novel MSS in his bulging briefcase. Brian Stableford revealed his
big new contract, £50 for wearing a borrowed dinner-jacket and addressing a
herd of quantity surveyors at Trinity College. The Weerde 2 line-up was
leaked: Steve Baxter, Molly Brown, Colin Greenland, Graham Higgins, Liz
Holliday (twice!), Roz Kaveney, Mike Ibeji, D. Langford, Marcus Rowland,
Charles Stross and Liz Young. Paymaster Alex Stewart and his magic
chequebook were much sought after. So were the general book-buying
public, who proved elusive.

Concaulescence: Updates
Once again I shirk the mind-numbing tedium of a “complete” con list....
Monthly • BSFA London meetings cancelled until further notice – the pub is
redecorating the room and plans to hold (shudder) music nights there. New
venue hoped for by May. • Brum Group ... similar trouble. 3rd Fri meetings
now at the White Lion, Bristol St, Birmingham city centre. NB extra Greg
Bear event, 14 Feb • “The Leeds Nova Award Collecting Club meets in the
Adelphi almost every Friday night. Last night we shared the back room with
gruff, bluff northern playwright Alan Plater and a funny-looking man with a
strange beard who was hanging on to his every (loud, beery) word. Which
goes to show that even real writers don’t always get a better class of groupie
than you sci-fi guys.” [NER, 4 Jan] • Black Lodge horror meeting
(correction) 2nd Thur monthly, Australian Bar, Birmingham.
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7-9 Feb • Trincon 400, Trinity Coll/Powers Hotel, Dublin. IR£15 reg, IR
£7/day at door; IR£25 hotel b&b (sharing). Contact 75 Kincora Ave,
Clontarf, Dublin 3. Quickly. Quicker than that, in fact.
14-16 Feb • Masque, Cobden Hotel, Birmingham. £20 reg. Contact 27
Coltsfoot Dr, Waterlooville, Hants, PO7 8DD. A “convention for costumers”
– ha ha, I’ll be in America.
21-23 Feb • Lucon IVy, Leeds University Union. £7 reg. GoH Gwyneth
Jones. Contact LU SF Soc, PO Box 157, Leeds, LS1 1UH.
29 Feb - 1 Mar • Microcon 12, Exeter University. GoH: various. Overturns
tradition by not clashing with Picocon! Contact K403, Cornwall House, St
German’s Road, Exeter, EX4 6TJ.
7 Mar • Picocon 10, Imperial Coll. Union, Beit Hall, Prince Consort Rd,
SW7 2BB. GoHs Brian Stableford and me. £5 reg. “Cheap bar!”
30 Apr - 3 May • Warp One, 35th UK Trek con, Middleton Tower Holiday
Centre, Morecambe. £30 reg, rooms from £26.70/person/night full board. Set
phasers on “maim” and contact 69 Merlin Crescent, Edgware, Middlesex,
HA8 6JB.
21-25 Aug • Portmeiricon, “Prisoner” society con, Portmeirion, Gwynedd.
Outdoor events open to all, indoor ones Members Only (I assume anyone can
join). Contact Six of One, PO Box 60, Harrogate.
2-4 Oct • Fantasycon XVII, Midland Hotel, Birmingham. £10 “deductible
pre-reg”: full, appalling cost to be announced. Ditto the guest or guests.
Contact 15 Stanley Rd, Morden, Surrey, SM4 5DE.
16-19 Oct • Octocon, 3rd Irish national con, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, Dublin. Contact 30 Beverley Downs, Dublin 16, Eire.
6-8 Nov • Novacon 22, Royal Angus Hotel, Birmingham – note laudably
changed venue. £18 reg. GoH Storm Constantine. Contact 121 Cape Hill,
Smethwick, Warley, W. Midlands, B66 4SH.
26-29 Mar 93 • The Adventurers Con (not confirmed) for fans of anything
from the Saint via Gerry Anderson to Danger Man. Contact 10 Brook Ave,
Edgware, Middlesex.
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon and Eurocon – £22 reg, £1 for kids
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under 8, rates firm until after Easter. See next....
16-18 Apr 93 • Smofcon con-runners’ con, imported at colossal expense
from America to the Hotel de France, Jersey. (The idea is that you stay over
from Helicon in the same hotel on the previous weekend. Gorblimey.) £20
reg, £2 off if you join(ed) Helicon. Contact for both: 63 Drake Rd,
Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ.
Ansible 55 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Inputs: David V. Barrett, Ned
Brooks, John Clute, An Anonymous Correspondent, Abigail Frost, David
Garnett, Steve Green, Tim Illingworth, Dave Lally, Chris Morgan, Joseph
Nicholas, Chris Priest, David Pringle, Nigel E. Richardson, Roger Robinson,
Ian Watson, Pam [TAFF] Wells, Martin Morse Wooster. 7/2/92.
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Angela Carter, 1940-1992
JOHN CLUTE writes: Angela Carter never made bones about dying, and did
not leave the world until she was taken from it, until there was nothing left of
her. Two weeks before she died of lung cancer, a journalist friend came from
the States in large part because she had conveyed to him her wish to do an
interview. He knew (because she made no bones about it) that her health was
precarious, but came because she was important to him, one of the few
important writers around, the sort of writer (as the Guardian obituary said)
who was too threatening ever to win a Booker. My friend waited by the
phone, but the call, when it came, was from an intermediary who said that
Angela Carter, much against her will, was now leaving. Words to that effect.
He went back to America.
She threatened the literary establishment (the Times obituary was notably
poisonous), and I suspect she threatened sf readers too. Novels like Heroes
and Villains (1969), or The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman
(1972), or The Passion of New Eve (1977), or Nights at the Circus (1984), are
dangerous. They dissect the psyche and the future, sex and the technologies
of control, with an intelligence that seems at times excessively barbed and
rebarbative, sharp and loony, amused and incessant. She had an instinct for
the masks of power that gives her work a feminist import, not because she
was an advocate (she advocated nothing) but because she seemed incapable
of telling a lie. Her only book of journalism was called Nothing Sacred,
which is to say, of course, that everything to Angela Carter was indeed
sacred, but also very funny. She is best perhaps approached through her
stories, in which she strips bare myths and fables of the Western world, and
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then gives them to us again. Books like Fireworks (1974), The Bloody
Chamber (1979) and Black Venus (1985) are where to start. Where you end
will be a new mourning. [JC]

The Usual Suspects
Greg Benford, I overheard in New York, is far from pleased by the
announcement of a movie called Timescape. Since this is a trademark (of
Simon & Schuster), eager lawyers might well get the film renamed for US
distribution. “Timescope?” mused mighty editor David Hartwell™: “The
Scape of Time?”
Abigail Frost reports: “Geoff Ryman had a party to celebrate his very
wonderful Was; much falling about in the Munchen, graced by everyone
from Dave Wingrove to scummy little fans like me and Ashley Watkins. Jane
Johnson looked editorially radiant and smug as she accepted the
congratulations of all readers, Ryman being by then too pissed to hear. Dave
Barrett and Roger Robinson handed out Eurocon Award voting
(nomination?) forms with orders to vote for Foundation; scanning the other
categories I squealed, ‘Young Author/Artist? Giggle giggle giggle, let’s all
vote for Charles Stross!’
“‘Yes, he’s quite a serious contender,’ said Barrett, not giggling one little bit.
Stuffed socks into mouth ... but the laugh was on me; next day Roz wandered
into the Greg Bear signing and found Strossers and Deborah Beale
celebrating his new two-book contract. ‘Mine’s a pint,’ she said, faster than a
speeding bullet, and actually got one. ‘Aaargh!’ I said at the news, ‘He’ll
become insufferable, no, not become....’
“‘I think fame will mellow him,’ Roz said magisterially. ‘Yes – you could
say, Charles (Fame Will Mellow Him) Stross was buying rounds and telling
Greg Bear what was wrong with his science....’” [AJF]
Neil Gaiman has nothing to report, “other than the phone call I got last week
from a Big Record Studio, saying ‘Hi, we’ve got a Famous Rock’n’Roll Star
who’s a fan of yours. He wants to make a concept album.’ NG: ‘Yeah?
That’s nice.’ Him: ‘So, um. Do you have any concepts?’”
Joseph Nicholas, “left-wing bogeyman”, is now banned from the letter pages
of “libertarian” Kentucky fanzine Fosfax! [RH]
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Gene Wolfe’s Book of Otters was suggested; alas, this “Tor double” will
merely be The Castle of Days. Guess which books?

Concinnity
6 Mar • British Fantasy Society open night, Royal Connaught, High
Holborn, 6pm onward. Informal piss-up; all welcome.
7 Mar • Picocon 10, Imperial Coll. Union, Beit Hall, Prince Consort Rd,
SW7 2BB. GoHs Brian Stableford and me. £5 reg.
17-20 Apr • Illumination, 43rd Eastercon; Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. £25 reg. Rooms £28/person/night. (Double/twin rooms copiously
available; no singles.) GoHs Paul McAuley, Geoff Ryman, Pam Wells (fan).
Contact 379 Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ. • The Norbreck’s parent group
Principal Hotels went into receivership on 24 Feb (Daily Telegraph). An
Illumination spokesman called this a mere business ploy – one day’s
voluntary liquidation while unwanted property investments were flogged off.
“As far as we’re concerned, nothing happened,” he said. “The newspapers
did a bad job of reporting it,” whinged the hotel. “I’m going to the lavish
champagne reception when the Norbreck opens again after redecoration, on 7
March,” drooled our spokesman. Ansible: “Er. Can I at least report you as
saying all this in a shifty and unconvincing manner?” Steve (for it is he)
Lawson: “Oh, all right.”
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon; Hotel de France, Jersey. £22 reg.
Contact 63 Drake Rd, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ. “Official leak”: Larry
van der Putte is to be Fan GoH.

Infinitely Improbable
The SF Encyclopaedia II team breathed huge sighs of relief as Macdonald
(their fatally Maxwelled publisher) was bought by Little, Brown – with
promises that vast sums owed to Paul Barnett and Brian Stableford would be
paid real soon now. “I’ll believe it when I see the cheque,” exults Paul....
More data: “The Encyclopaedia itself, because it had been on a tight
production schedule, has necessarily been delayed, and is now slated for
Easter 1993 release; we are expecting Macdonald to lay on some sort of event
at Helicon.” [JC]
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GUFF 1992 ... Eva Hauser of Czechoslovakia is the winner and zooms to
Sydney for the Aussie national con this Easter. 84 votes were cast (32 Oz/52
Europe): 27 for Bridget Wilkinson (6/21), 51 for Eva (22/29), 6 “no
preference” etc (4/2).
Fall of the Foundation: as feared last issue, the cruel Polytechnic of East
London is kicking the SF Foundation out on to the streets. Ace
psychohistorians at “Friends of Foundation” are now plotting devious rescue
schemes. Stay tuned.
New Worlds 2 is scheduled for July. Mighty editor David Garnett sends the
line-up: Ian McDonald, Paul Di Filippo, Warwick Colvin Jr, Brian Aldiss,
Peter F. Hamilton, Marc Laidlaw, Simon Ings, Ian Watson, Jack Deighton,
Stephen Baxter, D. Langford (criticism), Philip K. Dick, Michael Moorcock
(afterword). Who is Colvin, author of the “hard-science serial” Corsairs of
the Second Ether (all three parts this issue) – any relation to once-famous
pseudonym James Colvin? Dick contributes “unpublished outlines of
unwritten novels”, 25 years old. He would, wouldn’t he?
TAFF 1993: many Euro-candidates are rumoured, including well-known
fans “Definitely DNQ For Now”, “I Haven’t Made Up My Mind Yet”, and (I
hear via America) Kev McVeigh.
R.I.P. George MacBeth (1932-92), long ago an sf poet....
Does Posterity Deserve This? “... a huge time-capsule the Scientologists
have just finished sinking in a hillside in Humboldt County, a couple hundred
miles from here. They bought a 3,600 acre ranch to situate the capsule on and
are allowing no visitors. The capsule itself is about 350 feet long and has the
profile of a 747.” [RL, Glen Ellen, CA] At last, they’ve found somewhere to
put all those remaindered dekalogies.
Ten Years Ago: “Philip K. Dick died on 2/3 March in California, aged 53.”
(Ansible 24, Mar 82) Ignoring excuses about this stop-press item coming too
late for date checking, fans agreed that it was very like Dick to die on an
indeterminate day.

Boskone 29: USA Postcards
JFK Airport. I seem to have arrived early. My official mentor and transport
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boss Ben Yalow is delayed by traffic. An increasingly persistent cabbie
works on my fears: “You’re all alone here now. Soon you’ll be getting
hungry.... Believe me, this is a bad place to spend the night.... I want to help
you....” Ben rescues me before I actually break down and cry.
Flushing, NY. Chinese nosh with Moshe Feder (now editor of the Military
Book Club) and Lise Eisenberg is overshadowed by grim news of why I’m
not meeting fannish legend Gary Farber. He has a kidney stone the size of a
walnut, with operation after operation being postponed because his health
isn’t up to it.... At the fabulous Feder family home I gaze on bits of the Coke
Collection. Is that a Coke bottle? No, it is a loving facsimile carved from
solid rock crystal. A Coke neon-sign dominates the living room, a Coke clock
broods over the kitchen, and I fall asleep surrounded by smaller Coke
memorabilia of all shapes and sizes. Blimey.
New York City. Totally unimaginative touristy doings, plus a skiffy exhibit at
the IBM Gallery (early editions of space operas by Kepler, de Bergerac, etc).
Tor Books in the Flatiron Building is equally full of sights to boggle at: Anna
Magee’s desk with its litter of plastic rats and rubber brains (“I want to pick
your brains.” “Here, catch.”), Senior Editor Patrick Nielsen Hayden, an
inflatable Edvard Munch “Scream” figure diffusing Angst out over
Broadway, and (most eldritch of all) David Hartwell’s tie. Teresa Nielsen
Hayden is also an editor these days, at Masquerade: her lurid book samples
do, er um, worry me a bit when coming back through Customs. Having
recently edited one porn epic whose hero was called Langford and the villain
Hartwell, she says wistfully: “No one would believe I hadn’t put the names in
myself, so I had to change them.” Returning bloated from a swish publishing
dinner with P&T, I wonder dimly what I’ve promised to write. Words?
Next day it’s so cold that I have to pause sightseeing to buy gloves. Lunch
with Messrs Hartwell and van Gelder of The New York Review of SF, for
which I doubtless promise to write things. Wonder about souvenirs for Hazel:
a clockwork toy from “The Last Wound Up”, a two-foot statuette of a chap
advertising interesting elastic bandages, a set of Museum of Modern Art
cookie cutters in the shapes of famous buildings (including Sydney Opera
House – the World Trade Centre, which I have just been up, is conspicuously
not represented)? What she’d really like is that skeletal 1890s electric toaster
in the ConEd museum of energy. Not, alas, for sale.
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Most of the evening passes fannishly in a “microbrewery” said to be the only
one left in New York City. Hic.
I-91 northbound. Ben Yalow reveals many titbits about cons and the New
England SF Association clubhouse (“Originally built on the other side of the
road from where it is now.”). I glean that Worldcon ’95 bidding is neck-andneck. Atlanta’s facilities are thought superior but large US fan blocs distrust
the committee for Historical Reasons ... while Glasgow has the virtue of not
being chaired by Malcolm Edwards.
Springfield, MA: Boskone. This is avowedly out in the sticks, a reaction from
when Boskone ’87 grew far too big. Next year it moves back to civilization
since NESFA think it’s now too small, a mere 800-odd people, most of them
on the crowded programme (“A lot of people want to appear”) – so that GoH
Jane Yolen has 9 items involving 26 speakers or panellists scheduled against
her main speech (my figures as a mere subsidiary guest are 5 and 19).
Nevertheless, great stuff.
I remember: A long walk on the first morning through new and photogenic
snow • Jane Yolen disrupting “Meet the VIPs” with an ad-hoc conga line,
notables like Joe and Gay Haldeman dancing over the tables (me, I hide
behind Hal Clement) • Mike Glicksohn and Teresa debating True
Fanpublishing: “Twiltone!” he cries, and “The GEnie network!” she ripostes.
Tempted by technophilia, I promise to try the latter. “But,” she sobs, “there’s
no GEnie node in England.” Exit Langford, with mutters of “Bah, ‘generally
available’, humbug....” • Charles Ryan explaining to me what he thinks of
Chris Priest • A Glasgow ’95 party with Tim Illingworth serving single-malt
from minute and clinical-looking containers (seemingly for eye lotion or tiny
urine specimens), accompanied by other phenomena like KIM Campbell,
Chris Cooper, Martin Hoare, haggis ... the nearby Atlanta ’95 party is soon
emptied by this attraction • Gene and Rosemary Wolfe inviting me to dinner:
I think my jaw hangs slackly open throughout • Social awareness – free
condoms in the con suite and “British-style fan lounge” bar (“Beer, please.”
“Not until 2pm.”) • Priscilla (Chair) Olson’s attempts to control “whimsey”
outbreaks at the banquet: jet-assisted, whistling and helicopter balloons,
chattering clockwork teeth, fetishistic headgear and worse, courtesy of Roger
MacBride Allen, Lord of Misrule (resembling a smaller, more evil Dermot
Dobson). This being Boskone, the anarchy is carefully delimited. “Please
keep it to tables marked with the Whimsey logo,” Priscilla announces:
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“Practise safe whimsey!” • Being interviewed by Teresa about embarrassing
subjects like exploding Oxford colleges and Fred Harris • Champagne and
90° heat at the Tor party • Missing the “Dead Doe Party” at a wild-game
restaurant where Chris Cooper’s new lobster glove-puppet (coming soon to a
million sf events near you) makes its entry on a platter • Filling the con
newsletter Helmuth with Langfordiana, this hubris followed by Nemesis as,
aghast, I hear myself volunteer for Helicon’s newsletter • Gene Wolfe
sneaking in halfway through my “Insult Famous Authors” talk and asking
later why I haven’t slagged his books. “You’re such a flagrant case,” I lie,
“that I covered you on page one.” • Lurking enjoyably in hotel bars with
[fearfully long list omitted] • Trying to eat something bigger than my head •
I-91 south. Highway culture shock at noticing that the American for
“flattened hedgehog” is “inert raccoon”. Ben spills further dread con secrets.
He it was who once mollified an irascible GoH with an unpopular
presentation, by conscripting 20 gophers to remove their badges and sit
doggedly through it ... I giggle a lot. At JFK, Ben even finds and switches me
to an earlier flight. Truly a god amongst men.
Reading. Hazel has had a good time here: flying phobia can be cured by not
flying! I think of my little rock-star brother’s plans to get married in Chicago
this summer. I wonder if....
Ansible 56 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to: Boskone 29, John
Clute, Mr & Mrs Feder & Moshe (hospitality), Abigail Frost (distribution last
issue), Rob Hansen, Robert Lichtman, Patrick & Teresa Nielsen Hayden, Ben
Yalow, Jane Yolen (egoboo). 5/3/92.
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STOP PRESS: some sort of “event” is apparently due on 9 April. Ansible is
sifting media reports in hope of ascertaining what’s up and giving readers
full, one-line coverage in May, or June.

They Walked Like Men
Douglas Adams caused alarm when unexpectedly sighted in Folkestone:
“Heaven knows what he was doing there – we assume just gratuitously
hanging around in W.H. Smith’s being very tall and attracting no attention
whatsoever. We retired outside to construct scenarios re his presence, mostly
featuring him having escaped from the hotel room where he was supposedly
slaving over a hot writing implement, though I gather the novel has already
been turned in.” [MS]
Iain Banks was reckoned to be “extremely amusing” down under at the
Adelaide Writers’ Week ... not to mention “also ideologically sound despite
claiming, at the beginning of his Official Festival Talk, that he’d intended to
smuggle in a machete with which to cut off the Prime Ministerial ocker hand
that had dared to rest upon Her Majesty....” [YR]
Orson Scott Card was announced as winner of the “Skylark Award”
(presented by NESFA to people they like) at Boskone 29. In its Doc-Smithian
way the trophy is topped with a lens, and former winner Jane Yolen
explained why – ever since a tragic conjunction of the Skylark, the sun and
her best coat – it is traditionally accompanied by a gift smoke-alarm.
Arthur C. Clarke – interviewed in the Washington Post on 9 Mar –
identified his notorious illness as post-polio syndrome, waxed enthusiastic
about computer-simulated gardening on Mars (the planned futurology book is
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to be The Snows of Olympus: A Garden on Mars – “It’s really farming on
Mars, although that doesn’t sound quite so romantic.”), mentioned that his
fax machine was swamped by crazed fans’ birthday messages on HAL
9000’s supposed “creation date” of 12 Jan 1992, and muttered as usual of 47
projects in hand.... [MMW]
Storm Constantine featured recently in Siren magazine, reviewing Gothic
rock groups and conferring “a strange, incongruous note of literacy” on this
publication. [JH/JN]
Lionel & Patricia Fanthorpe achieved a huge Publishers Weekly splash for
Secrets of Rennes-le-Château (Samuel Weiser, spring list, $12.50), a revamp
of their invisibly published 1982 book. “The link between Rennes-le-Château
and Visigothic churches, Cathar castles, Templar fortresses, Roman gold
mines, Mary Magdalen, Lazarus, Joseph of Arimathea, the Holy Grail, the
Habsburgs, and even with the Money Pit on Oak Island in Nova Scotia, are
all given strange credibility by the authors and researchers, Lionel and
Patricia Fanthrope [sic].” Malcolm Edwards notes: “A front page ad is, of
course, a Big Thing....” Umberto Eco offered no comment.
John Foyster has learned how to be GoH at Australian cons in complete
safety, by arranging a remote-control presence from Malaysia. “John
delivered his Guest-of-Honour speech from Kuala Lumpur by telephone,
linked to a public address system in the ‘Contract’ convention hotel in
Adelaide: Greg Hills reports that the convention crowd of thirteen responded
to this speech (which credited the previous night’s outbreak of pursesnatching in Kuala Lumpur as a compliment to John’s ‘Godfather’ presence)
very favourably....” [YR]
Gwyneth Jones won the first James Tiptree Jr Award for sf
exploring/expanding gender thingies, for her White Queen. This prize took
the form of a chocolate typewriter. [JG]
Paul Kincaid is telling everyone how he missed the London Bridge bomb
blast on 28 Feb by a mere ten minutes, being how late his train was: “I felt I
had been spared fortuitously to go home and write a seven-volume Chinese
epic.” [PK]
Ken Lake boggled fandom with the announcement that he’s selling all his
worldly goods, taking a farewell tour of the world (fannish accommodation
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sought) and planning never to return to these blighted shores. Was it
something we said?
Duncan Lunan has been enjoying interesting times (“After they put my
solicitor in jail, my life began to straighten out again.”). Having typed
mounds of his stuff into various alien computers, he now discovers himself
with masterpiece after masterpiece on CBM-64 and Mac disks which his
Amstrad PCW can’t actually read, and is seeking expert help.... [DL]
James Randi sends updates on Uri Geller’s lawsuit against him, with thanks
for countless defence-fund donations: “The US judge in the case has ruled
that we may ask Mr Geller to prove his psychic powers under deposition.”
Tom Shippey is said to be editing The Oxford Book of SF Stories, offering
£500 a story for reprints and claiming a first hardback print run of around
20,000 copies. I was not invited. Neither was my snarling informant. [Anon]
Brian Stableford reports that his vampire novel Young Blood has not after
all been renamed (see A54) ... thanks to the sarcasm of his proposed credit to
Simon & Schuster’s sales folk for warning that the original title was
inadequately “perfervid”. At Picocon, he informed a rapt audience that all sf
ought to be sarcastic. “The reader should never be left feeling comfortable.
The hero should never get the girl.”

Connascency
10 Apr • My birthday. • Chris Evans signs Chimeras at Book Inn, Charing
Cross Rd, 6-8pm, and later falls over in the pub.
17-20 Apr • Illumination, 43rd Eastercon; Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. £25 reg. Rooms £28/person/night. GoHs Paul McAuley, Geoff
Ryman, Pam Wells (fan), TAFF winner Jeanne Bowman. Contact 379 Myrtle
Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
24-26 Apr • Freucon, Eurocon; “Kurhaus” Congress Centre, Freudenstadt,
Germany. GoHs Brunner, Spinrad, Banks, Walther. Too late to pre-register
now: DM65 at the door.
30 Apr - 3 May • Warp One, 35th UK Trek con, Middleton Tower Holiday
Centre, Morecambe. £30 reg, rooms from £26.70/person/night full board. To
boldly contact 69 Merlin Crescent, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6JB....
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19-21 Jun • Protoplasm, Parkers Hotel, somewhere in
Manchester. £16 reg (£18 from 1 May, £20 at door). GoH Bob Shaw. Rooms
from £18.50/person/night. Contact 1 Shoesmith Ct, Merchants Place,
Reading, Berks, RG1 1DT.
25-26 Jul • Hasticon, Library, Hastings. GoH David Gemmell. Contact 53b
All Saints St, Hastings, TN34 3BN. “I hope to concentrate on ‘Applied SF’,”
quoth George Hay.
6-8 Nov • Novacon 22, Royal Angus Hotel, Birmingham. £18 reg, £20 after
Easter. GoH Storm Constantine. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley,
W. Midlands, B66 4SH. PR1 warns that membership numbers may have to be
limited.
21-23 May 93 • Corflu 10, the US fanzine-fan con, Inn on the Park,
Madison. GoH to be chosen as usual by lot. $35 reg. Splendidly silly flyer,
Queen of all Dairyland, to hand. C/o SF3, Box 1624, Madison, WI 537011624, USA.
28-31 May 93 • Mexicon V, No Fixed Abode. £18 reg. “Written sf” slant.
Contact: 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, W. Midlands, B66 4SH. Now
venue-hunting after a traditional nasty from the Cairn Hotel (entire staff
changed; “What’s Mexicon? You booked last May? Well, we’ve booked
another event. And our room rates are now £40/night minimum.”)
1-4 Apr 94 • Bid Collapse Horror! Nic Farey writes: “As you may have
surmised, the Contact Eastercon bid has folded. I’m sure you can find
funnier reasons to print than the real ones, basically my underlying ill-health
and overlying personal insolvency. These have combined to shove various
‘fun’ activities aside.... No doubt everyone is feeling pissed off at me. Ah,
well. There’s always next time.” [19 Mar] Without the Isle of Man option (I
confess I never fancied it, despite whispers that it had better facilities) will
the Bristol Sou’Wester be unopposed? Or could a new bid emerge from
Illumination’s smoke-filled bar to ensure that Sou’Wester’s “old and
devious” committee suffers the full Ordeal By Very Boring Questions?

Infinitely Improbable
BSFA Awards Shortlist. NOVEL: Raft, Stephen Baxter; The Architecture of
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Desire, Mary Gentle; Eternal Light, Paul McAuley; Witches Abroad, Terry
Pratchett; The Fall of Hyperion, Dan Simmons. SHORT: “Bad Timing”,
Molly Brown, Interzone; 54 “Appropriate Love”, Greg Egan, IZ50; “Nothing
Special”, Colin Greenland, Temps; “Crossroads”, Paul McAuley, IZ46;
“Floating Dogs”, Ian McDonald, New Worlds 1; “Colour”, Michael
Moorcock, NW1; “In the Air”, Kim Newman/Eugene Byrne, IZ43.
DRAMATIC: Edward Scissorhands, Red Dwarf IV, Star Trek – TNG,
Terminator II. ART: all Interzone covers – Geoff Taylor IZ45, Mark Harrison
IZ48, SMS IZ52, SMS IZ54. “No Award” is a voting option in the last two
but not the first two categories, I didn’t quite catch why. [JG]
Expunged from the Histories: informants note with strange glee that David
Pringle’s ten-year retrospective editorial in Interzone 58 omits obscure name
Colin Greenland from the list of IZ’s eight original co-editors. Also lost to
history: Ian Miller (art editor from #4), Lin Morris (assistant editor from
#10), and several of the magazine’s former designers....
R.I.P. US film-maker Jack Arnold died 17 March aged 75. His best-loved sf
movie was The Incredible Shrinking Man (1957); others include It Came
From Outer Space, Creature from the Black Lagoon, Revenge of the
Creature and Tarantula.
Eurocon Awards: selected by a democratic process of telling fans what to
vote for, the British nominations are Geoff Ryman (author), Jim Burns
(artist), Foundation (magazine), Gollancz (publisher), the BSFA
(“promoter”) and Ian McDonald (new author). Winners announced at
Freucon. [BW]
TAFF. A fourth candidate is now rumoured, being Harry Bond standing on
the “Anything’s Better Than Kev McVeigh” platform. My lips remain sealed
about the intervening two. Meanwhile Jeanne Bowman is planning a
collection of rilly triffic instalments from TAFF reports that never actually
got finished – thus bringing the authors either massive fame or public
humiliation, depending how you look at it.... As for the next westbound race,
Richard Brandt conveys a Hint: “Anyone who’s interested in seeing me visit
Britain is welcome to ask me to run again at some future date.” Nudge,
nudge.
R.I.P. Eric Bentcliffe, long-time UK fan editor (Triode 1954-1977) and 1960
TAFF winner, died of cancer late in Feb. [AVC]
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Asimov Flogged! Davis Publications have sold Isaac Asimov’s SF Magazine,
Analog, Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine and Alfred Hitchcock’s Mystery
Magazine to Bantam/Doubleday/Dell. Supposedly there will be no editorial
changes. [IM]
Hazel’s Gourmet Spot: the Durian. “As soon as one steps into the airport at
Kuala Lumpur, one’s aware not only of the heat but of a mingled odour: like
sizzling hot iron, and like durian (as I’ve smelt it through tightly bound layers
of thick plastic in Australia). It was not durian, however – not even durian
season. So we contented ourselves with durian ice-cream. (Since high-school
geography lessons, I’ve been fascinated by this paradox of the abominable
smell and the swooningly ravishing taste.) The ice-cream – which was yellow
– tasted at first as if it were based on siphonings from an old-fashioned
lavatory can: one wondered how one could possibly be eating it on purpose.
But somewhere there was a change-over point, where one wasn’t sure what
one was tasting, but wished one could go on tasting it forever. John, however,
says the ice-cream is nothing like real durian – which Janeen Webb, on the
other hand, says is like eating raspberry ice-cream in an uncleaned public
lavatory, and not worth it.” [YR again]
US Neofan. Linda Gerstein and Eli Cohen have, as they say in Court
Circulars, sprogged: Peter Lawrence Cohen, b.18 Feb.
Ten Years Ago. Brian Aldiss, fresh from an appearance in Pseud’s Corner,
was preparing for Desert Island Discs: “the Seal of Respectability which will
alienate all self-respecting fans. Beethoven’s Ninth or I Wish I Could
Shimmy Like My Sister Kate? It is a problem.” Lisa Tuttle tried without
success to refuse a Nebula award. Ian Watson savaged Colin Greenland on
the front page of Ansible, whose editor was subsequently ticked off by
Malcolm Edwards.... (Ansible 25, Apr 82)

“Unpraised, Unrewarded Millions”
“I presume you too have heard from David Pringle,” writes Andy Sawyer,
“with the news that Million is to be retitled Couple of Dozen and from now
on contributors will be invited to send large cheques along with their
explorations of the murkier areas of bestsellerdom....”
Yes, alas, the Pringle bombshell is that the fabled Million: The Magazine of
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Popular Fiction can no longer afford to pay its writers ... except with
skiploads of free copies. In a circular letter following Million, 8 the hero
editor explains:
“I’ve been putting off the evil day when I had to decide this, but, facing as I
do an as-yet unpaid print bill for issue 7 (never mind issue 8), the time has
come to admit that Million must cut its cloth to fit its real status as a ‘little
magazine’ rather than as a would-be mass-market publication.
“... The magazine has not been doing as well as it should do, although the
subscription list continues to rise (slowly). We received no income at all from
newstrade sales of issue 6 – the money from the few copies which were sold
was wiped out by late returns from earlier issues; and I doubt we shall get
much, if anything, from issues 7 and 8. Bookshop sales (Murder One apart)
are tiny and decreasing. I have invested about £12,000 of my own money in
Million, and, having lost my salaried job [editing ‘GW Books’ for Games
Workshop] a few months ago, I cannot afford to put in another penny. I’m
still very hopeful that the magazine will survive (mainly on individual and
library subscriptions, not newstrade or bookshop sales).
“... So, with deep regrets, I now have no choice but to introduce a policy of
non-payment for articles and reviews published. In this respect, Million will
resemble countless academic and small-press journals (Foundation is one
example familiar to us both).
“P.S. None of the above applies in any way to Interzone, which is doing
rather better than Million (though not wonderfully, thanks to the present
recession).” [DP, 13 Mar]
Ill winds: my mother has been struggling to buy Million for about a year
(“No such magazine, love,” say local newsagents in their cheeky South
Welsh way), and little knows that she’s about to receive an immense bounty
of copies as payment-in-kind for my own scheduled or recently published
bits....
Ansible 57 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to: Vin¢ Clarke,
Malcolm Edwards, Jenny Glover (especially), Judith Hanna, INSTANT
MESSAGE, Roz Kaveney, Paul Kincaid, Duncan Lunan, Joseph Nicholas,
David Pringle, Yvonne Rousseau, Maureen Speller, Bridget Wilkinson,
Martin Morse Wooster and Ping Pong HQ. 1/4/92.
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Ansible 57½, Easter 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.
STOP PRESS: There is no page two. This is a special “lite” edition
produced for paper-plane fandom at Illumination. OK?

Four Hundred Billion Fans
Isaac Asimov’s death on 6 Apr, aged 72, apparently came as no surprise to
those in the know. Personally I had no idea. The sad event received the wide
media coverage Asimov deserved, with John Clute being tactful on the radio
(parrying queries about the scientific impact of the Laws of Robotics with a
remark that they’d had more literary influence; unobtrusively praising IA’s
science writing rather than his fiction since 1970 or so) and Brian Aldiss’s
lively Guardian obituary summing him up as “a most admirable monster” of
prolificity – this followed by warm letters from Arthur C. Clarke and Harry
Harrison. Somehow I never met Asimov. Now I wish I had.
Vin¢ Clarke looks backward: “A biography of Frank Edward Arnold by ’70s
British fan Dave Rowe is due in a forthcoming Outworlds from Bill Bowers;
’60s fan/author Mary Long has been divorced in the US and is returning to
Britain; and if anyone knows of old-time artist Bob Clothier’s address,
there’s someone wanting reprint permission for an illo that appeared in a ’51
New Worlds. All old-fashioned, see?”
David Gerrold, erstwhile skiffy author, has been devoting his time to a
vastly oversized and naff IBM program called Prism that changes screen
colours, gosh wow! “You can end up with 16 shades of green if you like,”
enthuses Terry Pratchett. “Great for those blocked moments – you can always
go in and tinker with the colour scheme and still think you’re working.”
Steve Green was first with the bankruptcy news: “Pegasus went into
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receivership on Thursday. No great surprise to anyone who ever dealt with
them or (more rarely) managed to track down a copy of a Pegasus magazine
on the news-stands. All three titles, Academy, Siren and Gamesman, had crap
distribution, astoundingly amateur subbing/layout, and (in the genre titles at
least) a complete lack of direction. Turning a fairly successful title like
Fantazia into a nondescript Empire rip-off [i.e. Academy] takes a special
kind of stupidity. Doubt that many will be wearing black armbands at
Eastercon, aside from the numerous creditors. I hear the original printer is
owed the thick end of £100,000.” [9 Apr]
Dave Langford still seeks a Worthy Fan Cause which will sell subscriptions,
print and mail out Ansible, and pocket the vast profits. His irrational dread of
mailing lists continues.
David Pringle muses on his Million: The Magazine Of No More
Contributors’ Payments. “Oddly enough, the two or three other contributors
who have asked for gift subs in lieu have also nominated their mothers. Our
printer’s mother reads it; my mother reads it; it’s definitely a Mum’s
Magazine. Whenever I receive a phone call from a middle-aged or elderly
woman I automatically assume it’s going to be about Million – and I’m
always right. We have a few Old Boys too.”

The Almost Factual Fan
... is the title of Jeanne Bowman’s TransAtlantic Fan Fund report-in-progress.
I think she might be aiming at the drabble market. “Edit it down,” she cried,
but I don’t see how:
Wednesday. Heathrow. Judith Hanna greets at tube – move into Frinton Road
– Joseph Nicholas is Attila the Tidy. Dinner: ABIGAIL FROST, Woman of
Presence. Labour victory certain. Linda Krawecke’s gumbo: yum. Thursday.
Walked. Trafalgar Square, Kew Gardens, rhododendrons not as good as
home. Judith’s home-cooked feast, then election. Fuck the Tories. Friday.
Slept in. British Natural History Museum. Dinner: Anne Hamill, Jimmy
Robertson. Jimmy at 9:20: “That’s a bomb.” (It was.) Ethnic food intro: Irn
Bru. Saturday. Shopping with Pam Wells. Wore shoes. Sunday. Judith escorts
to Reading. Martin Hoare’s Birthday Party. He is late for it (pub). Ethnic
drinking. Monday. Hazel Langford lured into our [i.e. Jeanne’s and Don
Herron’s] first literary pilgrimage and hometown tour: Amersham & Arthur
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Machen. Lunch in AM’s local, The King’s Arms. Describe Dave L. as exotic.
Walk Oxford. Learn of Dave “PV=nRT” Langford’s explosive student days.
Ethnic Turkish food. Tuesday. On to investigate henges, “Hills of Dreams”
and Welsh slag heaps.... [14 Apr, 11:15-11:30am]

Condyloma: Updates
18 Apr • Martin Hoare is 40, ho ho. • Please rush me other appalling sf
anniversaries in the period 8-12 Apr 93, for the Helicon newsletter. • After
the collapse of the Contact bid for Eastercon ’94, rumourmongers are now
hinting at hideous, unspecified problems with the Sou’Wester bid’s Bristol
hotel.
30 Apr - 3 May • Warp One, 35th UK Trek con, Middleton Tower Holiday
Centre, Morecambe. £30 reg, rooms from £26.70/person/night full board. To
boldly contact 69 Merlin Crescent, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6JB....
18-26 Jul • Minehead Space Age Festival, Exhibition Centre, Market House
Lane, Minehead. £1/day. Expected: Arthur C. Clarke (a Minehead lad),
Patrick Moore, J. Brunner, T. Pratchett, etc. Contact Town Clerk, Town Hall,
The Parade, Minehead, TA24 5NB. [D. Redd] Clashes interestingly with:
25-26 Jul • Hasticon, Library, Hastings. GoH David Gemmell. £2.50/day to
Hastings Arts. Contact 53b All Saints St, Hastings, TN34 3BN. B&B list
available. Membership limit 60. A “decoding” of Little, Big “by the architect
who designed the Glasgow Exhibition” is promised. Bar: in nearby pub.
30 Oct-1 Nov • Who’s 7, Dr Blake con; Moat House Hotel, Telford. Contact
137 High St, Plaistow Broadway, E13 9HH.
1-3 Oct 93 • VoCon, Hitcher con; Tollgate Hotel, Grave send. £15 reg.
Contact 17 Guildford St, Brighton, BN1 3LS.

Found on a Computer Net
Ever notice that the second or third time you read a book, you discover all
sorts of typos and misprints? The more often you read a book, the more typos
you will find.
These typos are read-errors: mistakes introduced by reading the text. To
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preserve accuracy, you should purchase a new edition each time you wish to
read a book. Most of all, avoid used books, pirated editions and books from
unknown sources.
Public libraries are especially dangerous! Library books are read many times,
introducing uncounted read-errors. Worse, borrowers (and some
unscrupulous authors) can infect books with literary viruses (analogous to
computer viruses) which can be transmitted to other readers. You can avoid
these problems by reading only new books, and purchasing fresh
shrinkwrapped volumes at your local bookstore. Hardback editions are most
resistant to typos and literary viruses; get these whenever possible.
A public service message brought to you by a disinterested party – Clifford
Stoll. [via Instant Message #509]
Ansible 57½;Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to: Abigail Frost,
Judith Hanna, INSTANT MESSAGE, Chris Priest, David Pringle, David
Redd. 15/4/92.
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Ansible 58, May 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.

A Procession of the Damned
Nick Austin is now the all-potent paperback supremo at Orion.
John Brosnan, having written at length about (alleged) amazing and legally
interesting resemblances between his novel Carnosaur and Michael
Crichton’s later Jurassic Park, subsequently begged me not to quote him
(supposedly for fear of mucking up a deal whereby Roger Corman was to
film Carnosaur on a budget of £2.37 before Spielberg could finish filming
JP), and then broke the story in a letter to a mere Sunday newspaper. Poot.
Upbraided in the Illumination bar, Mr Brosnan explained unrepentantly: “I
changed my mind.”
Martin Hoare sent his traditional mini-report from Freucon in Germany: “A
great Eurocon – 17 nations represented so far, including China. Just heard
Malcolm Edwards still owes Confiction f1100 [Dutch], and Charlie Brown
owes f400!” [25 Apr]
Joseph Nicholas has been trapped by raging floods up in desolate Harlech!
“I only tried to turn on the water in your bloody flat, Langford,” he said in an
exclusive postcard.
Mike Rohan fears he’s developed a fatal telepathic link with Tim Powers:
they keep writing books on similar themes, with the Powers usually
appearing about a week sooner.... [HM]
D. West reports: “Bradford 50s fan Tom White (co-editor of BEM with M.
Ashworth) died recently. Leeds group meetings have been intermittent.... Jan
Orys is minding the baby. Linda Strickler keeps falling over and breaking
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legs. Dave Mooring and Sarah Dibb are moving to the historic former abode
of Dave Pringle and Simon Ounsley, site of many a wicked elitist World
Domination plot. Nigel Richardson appears on the nights everyone else has
stayed home, being too devoted to the principle of spontaneous nonorganized fandom ever to lower himself to phone and check. Charles Stross,
of course, is now too distant and hugely famous ever to favour us with his
words of wisdom again. The new Isaac Astral. Win some, lose some.”

The Illuminoids
Illumination, Blackpool, Easter ’92: the Norbreck Castle Hotel promoted
fannish health with facilities spread over miles of bracing corridors, and a
rigorous breakfast curfew to discourage cholesterol intake. (“The breakfasts
are actually very good,” said one wide-eyed committee member, “especially
the mushrooms.” Those not at the secret upstairs committee breakfasts got no
mushrooms, and riot was narrowly averted.) So-so hotel food apart, it seemed
a pretty good venue, as vast sprawling castellated places three miles from city
centres go.
“I was booked into the same room as Geoff Ryman,” said ashen-faced GoH
Paul McAuley. “I had to explain the guest relationship isn’t quite that close.”
PM also reeled in horror at being tagged as a reincarnation of [ideologically
suspect author omitted] in the deeply naff opening-ceremony script, and
hastily substituted Philip K. Dick. • Each registration pack came with a free
fortune cookie containing a plug for Chung Kuo – the epic. A large box of
spares was later hurled into a party, and vicious cookie-fights ensued: I
looked in vain for certain reviewers muttering, “As I thought, this sick and
obscene work inevitably engenders violence.” • Who could possibly speak
authoritatively for an hour-long Isaac Asimov retrospective, organized at the
last possible minute? The usual suspects made themselves scarce and three
pundits who shall be nameless were forcibly conscripted. Con chair Rhodri
James remarked, with measured care, “It was interesting ... people thought
you must have been retrospecting in the bar for a long while beforehand.” •
Chris “Someone bit me last night but I don’t know who” Bell deplored the
folding of the Contact Eastercon bid: “We were planning to stand up at the
bidding session and say, ‘Actually, Sou’Wester is a spoof bid,’ and watch Nic
Farey’s face.” • Dave Ellis could not be stopped from describing his hotel
room, whose fitted carpet gave way to an expanse of concrete adorned by a
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bin to catch drips from the ceiling leak.... • Roz Kaveney: “What about the
Villains signing?” Dick Jude, Forbidden Planetoid: “Oh, Penguin didn’t send
the books.” RK: “WHAT? I’ve been here two days and you didn’t tell me?”
DJ: “Oh, I didn’t think to.” RK, in bar: “How much does that man get paid to
run a bookshop and sell books? So I went to ask if the package had arrived
early and been put in a hotel storeroom, and came back with the books, fully
determined to deliver them to Dick Jude rectally –” • “Everything is
wonderful,” said Kev McVeigh to the massed ranks of the BSFA. “Er, our
only qualified accountant has resigned, and so have numerous editors, and
we’ll probably have to merge some of the magazines, and put the
subscription up, but overall....” I had to be elsewhere and missed the rest of
this Panglossian enthusiasm. • Steve Lawson said of his wife, “Will you do it
to Alice?” – sadly just a Villains autograph request. More awkward was Jim
Burns’s demand that, besides an inscription, authors add some “personal
stain”. • Publishing parties involved secretive cash floats at the Dealers’
Room bar; by the time of Gollancz’s, fans had caught on and the queue was
parsecs long when, quite soon, the money ran out. • “Programme streams
named Flopsy, Mopsy and Cottontail are bad enough,” I puked gently, “but
do I really have to talk in a room called Peter Fan?” “Shut up,” explained
Anne Page. • David Bell reeled back from a bar trivia game, quavering: “This
machine has just asked me which religion L. Ron Hubbard founded.” • Everpolitical Abigail Frost did the con newsletter a story on the Revolutionary
Communist Party’s weird mystery-tour convention that same weekend: editor
Chris O’Shea altered the name (“Revolving Communal Party”) as he
“thought there was a real organization called that.” AJF: “THAT’S THE
FUCKING POINT!” CO’S: “Well, I had to make it funny or it wouldn’t
mean anything to fandom.” • David Pringle presided over an Interzone tenyear retrospective, surrounded by less successful small-press publishers.
“Now I’ll ask Chris Reed of BBR to tell us how he tried for national
distribution like mine but failed miserably,” he said, or words to that effect,
and presently expounded on his new flyer campaign: “We’ve printed 120,000
of these and they’ll be going out with Granta, Literary Review, London
Review of Books, New Scientist [see 9 May issue], New Statesman, the TLS ...
The LRB editor says to expect 0.4% response, that’s 480 subscriptions, taking
us up to around 2,500 ... and it’s all jam because the Arts Council incentive
grant is paying for the flyers!” Gnashing teeth resounded on every side. •
Chris Evans kept wincing as penniless friends and Rog Peyton queued to say,
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“Your new book Chimeras is no doubt triff but Grafton must be insane – I’m
not paying £5.99 for a slim 173pp paperback.” • Late at night Gamma
confided loudly, “I’m going to sit at that table with the woman with the
breasts, and give her my Aleister Crowley look.” • Fireworks: huge
concussions setting off car-alarms all over the hotel car park, terrified
policemen dodging showers of hot embers, fire engines hurtling
coincidentally past, general oohs and ahhs, and behind me the small, sad
voice of James White saying (after one particularly fearful detonation),
“They’re trying to make me feel at home.” • A 5" piece of ordnance was
found left over and MUFF, the Mortar Under a Fan Fund, was instantly
mooted. • “Why,” asked Abigail in habitual alarm, “did Dermot Dobson just
put his arm around me and say ‘Hello, my little nest of vipers’?” • Gazing
from the safe side of the hotel’s glass-walled “Health & Fitness Club” at the
quivering forms within, fans clutching pints of beer were reminded of the bit
in St.Augustine or somewhere about heaven’s joys being enhanced by
looking over the edge at the torments of the damned. • “Favourite overheard
line: Anxious fan – ‘I told Ramsey Campbell I had this great story idea for
him, and he did say he’d be in this bar around now....’” [PB] • One nearby
Italian restaurant offered Pate Tricolore alla “Don Antonio” – A fan of three
patés. Who was this fan? Did we know him? • After cracking some mild
jokes about Storm Constantine in my own talk I was accosted by her
supporters’ club, Vikki Lee France, who said rather sharply: “You obviously
know nothing about sex and have never experienced an orgasm.” Oh. • At the
end-of-con grump session Mike Molloy started to explain how no one needed
these uppity “tech” people, at which point his mike mysteriously went dead.
(“We took him at his word” – Pat Silver.) • Mild-mannered Andrew
Stephenson was overheard saying, “Whitley Strieber is completely batty. He
writes crap. He’s always written crap. All his books are crap. He’s never
going to write anything but crap....” • At Geoff Ryman’s party, aspiring
capitalist Rog Peyton did a triumphalist rant about the Tory election victory:
“And when they finally destroy the National Health Service forever, I’ll be
really happy!” “I can’t listen to this,” gasped Mike Ford, backing away as
though from Chernobyl. “It’s too awful....” • Erstwhile spaceman Gerry
Webb waxed maudlin about recessions, debts and his toddler son’s appalling
prospects in a country dominated by, well, Rog Peyton. • J. Nicholas’s
strangely clinging leggings attracted comment; tight-lipped Judith Hanna
said, “I don’t censor Joseph’s clothes.” • Luring its audience with free T77

shirts, David Wingrove’s Chung Kuo revivalist meeting won the respect of
CK-hating David V. Barrett but not of John Richards: “We writers are the
heirs of Ariadne, he said, following the thread through the labyrinth with our
torches held high and the wide-eyed readers following behind.... It was the
most pretentious gibberish I’ve ever heard.” One has heard worse, mate.
Of course there were awards. For my sins I had to present the BSFA’s, with
the added fun of trying to reconstruct their mislaid nominations list even as
Ramsey Campbell was introducing me. NOVEL The Fall of Hyperion/Dan
Simmons, SHORT “Bad Timing”/Molly Brown, ART IZ48 cover/Mark
Harrison, DRAMATIC Terminator 2. Eastercon “fun” awards: LONG TEXT
Take Back Plenty/Colin Greenland, SHORT “Quantum ChocoDynamics”/Sean Ellis et al, GRAPHIC “Milton Keynes” T-shirt/Smitty,
DRAMATIC Red Dwarf V. Colin Greenland writes thanking “the dozens and
dozens of people who sent that beautiful Get Well card ... also for voting me
an Eastercon Award. Nevertheless, I do feel I ought to point out that Take
Back Plenty now has three awards (the worthy one, the official one, and now
one just for fun) ... there are plenty of other books out there, some of which
haven’t got any awards at all – so I think you ought to start voting for some
of them now. In case you’re wondering, I’ve got M.E. (or post-viral fatigue
syndrome, for short), which is absolutely bloody exhausting – I am getting
better slowly....” Avowedly silly awards were also presented, to much
acclaim: Most promising newcomer D. West, Most active fan Bernie Evans,
Most inactive Brian Davis, Most fanciable Teddy, Most talented Dave
Mooring, Most untalented Steve Green (“Wait for the Critical Wave
headline, ‘Wave Editor Wins Major Award’.” [AJF]), Most boring Nigel E.
Richardson, Most exciting David Lally, Most excitable Pam Wells, Most
likely to succeed Bernie Evans, Most likely to fail Tony Berry, Most
chauvinistic Nic Farey (invariably seen introducing himself to some lady so,
er, thrustingly that within 30 secs she would be pointedly mentioning a large
husband or boyfriend), Best bum in fandom Dave Mooring. Let us not discuss
all the obvious fixes.... Oh, and Roger Robinson got the Doc Weir “good
guy” award.
The ’94 bidding session, rumour forewarned us, was to be an ordeal by fire
for the “unopposed” Sou’Wester committee. After an invisible slide-show in
the not very darkened hall, they did indeed cringe a bit at savage questions
like “Have you got a hotel contract?” (no, just a letter of agreement) and “Is it
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true that what you’re paying for function space is such as to stupefy the
imagination?” (yes, apparently). MC John Richards had half-expected a
“Hold Over Decision” vote, later observing that “Ian Sorensen woffled
interminably from the floor and lost ‘Hold Over’ an awful lot of votes by
arguing for it.” A first show of hands was decisive: Bristol it is. In theory....
Terry Pratchett was on the far side of the world for Easter, but has since
remarked: “I know something about Bristol’s hotels and for the life of me I
can’t imagine a con in any of them.”
By Monday I felt old and tired and pathetically grateful for a lift home. Not
as old and tired as senescent Martin “Oh God I’m 40 this weekend” Hoare ...
but my turn comes next Easter.

Constupration: Yet More Updates
22-25 May • Inconsequential, Aston Court Hotel, Derby. GoH Robert
Rankin. £21 reg; rooms £30/single, £52/double. Contact 12 Crich Avenue,
Littleover, Derby, DE3 6ES.
8-9 Aug • FAB 1, Thunderbirds con, Wolverhampton Civic Hall. Contact 15
Fullers Ct, Exeter, Devon, EX2 4DZ.
17-24 Aug • Mythcon XXIII, Tolkien centenary special, presumably in
Oxford. £25 reg. Contact 16 Gibsons Green, Heelands, Milton Keynes,
MK13 7NH.
28 Aug - 1 Sep • Rec-Con, thirtysomethingth UK Star Trek con, Piccadilly
Hotel, Manchester. £25 reg. Contact 65 Park Rd, Dartford, Kent, DA1 1ST.
27-29 Nov • Hillcon III, Beneluxcon, Atlanta Hotel, Rotterdam. f40 reg
(f52.50 from 1 Jun). Contact Ruud van de Kruisweg, Bijltjespad 52, 1018 KH
Amsterdam, Netherlands.
1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester, 45th Eastercon, Bristol. GoHs Diane Duane, Neil
Gaiman, Barbara Hambly, Peter Morwood. £20 reg – £18 to paid-up
presupporters. Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
Rumblings • Bacon is a 1994 Unicon bid being assembled by Helen Steele in
the sinister fastnesses of Cambridge. [GR]

Infinitely Improbable
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“Shock Horror Ashley TAFF Candidate. No kidding – H. Ashworth
having declined nomination (‘I am not worthy. Besides, I can’t be
bothered.’), eminent Nova-winning M. Ashley has expressed interest,
assuming he can find out where this place is that he’s supposed to go.
Opinion polls report K. McVeigh and H. Bond 96 points clear, so it should be
a walkover. Tell Abi to stand and save them all from themselves.” [DW] Ace
US TAFF delegate Jeanne Bowman refused to refuse to comment.
Little, Brown (who plan to replace MacDonald’s Sphere and Futura imprints
with “Warner” as in the USA, and to cut back from 20 to 12 titles/month
[SFC]) now seem keen on an Encyclopaedia of Fantasy to follow the second
SF Encyclopaedia.
COA. Mary Long “(but not Sam)”, Box 17143, Rochester, NY 14617, USA;
Lilian Edwards/Tommy McClellan, 39 (1F2) Viewforth, Bruntsfield,
Edinburgh, EH10 4JE; Sarah Dibb/Dave Mooring, 21 The Village St, Leeds,
LS4 2PR; Simon Ounsley, 28 Beckwith Cres, Harrogate, HG2 0BQ; Taral,
245 Dunn Ave, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M6K 1S6. •
Ansible 58 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to: Paul Barnett, D.
Cotterill (lift), Abigail Frost, Hugh Mascetti, Gareth Rees, SF CHRONICLE,
D. West. 7/5/92.
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Ansible 59, June 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.
ANTI-PUBLISHING: Forget the traditional sf pastimes of fix-ups,
sharecropping and remaindering. Literary agents now report that British sf
publishing is taking the next logical step after non-books – negative books.
Macho editors boast not of buying but of cancelling titles. In this era of
backoff-list publishing some familiar sf names are prominent. John Jarrold,
new man at Legend, has been hastily returning numerous works bought by
his predecessor Deborah Beale. “Commissioning editor?” he did not say to
our reporter: “More like decommissioning, har har.” Meanwhile Malcolm
Edwards is pruning the Grafton list of “unviables” bought by his overoptimistic predecessors Nick Austin and Malcolm Edwards, and by the end
of 1992 hopes to be riding out the recession from a strong nil-book, noauthors position. Some writers thought themselves protected by contracts that
bind their publishers to produce the book unless prevented by actual social
collapse or nuclear holocaust ... but publishers have started invoking that
obscure and rarely used contract clause which goes, “So sue us.”

The Lunatics of Terra
Iain Banks and Anne Blackburn were married on 20 March at that trad Scots
venue the County Court in Honolulu. [BGN]
John Brunner is having trouble “thanks to virtually total cessation of
support from my US publishers. During the whole of 1992 Del Rey, with 17
of my books, sent me less than $300 in royalties, having contrived to avoid
getting my last novel noticed even by Publishers Weekly and Kirkus Service.
Now DAW has served notice that all the dozen or so books of mine that were
on their list have been withdrawn from sale. What I receive from Europe
including the UK is and always has been negligible. I face, in short, the
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prospect of effectively no royalties for the indefinite future.
“I have a novel nearly finished, but the editor may insist on changes, so I
must expect a long wait for the on-delivery advance. I have another in mind,
that I believe will do well, but it will take months to secure a contract. If you
know of anyone who’s letting commissions that might keep the wolf from the
door – no matter what, fiction or non-fiction (I’d welcome a chance to write
some non-fiction for a change) – I’d be enormously obliged to hear about it.”
[25 May]
Bruce Gillespie reports: “Terry Pratchett was out here recently. It was the
last day of his current trip to New Zealand and Australia, and he was
speaking to the Melbourne Sf Club. [He] insisted on going off microphone,
then talking in a strange way down at his feet or up at the ceiling, or
anywhere else that could not reach the audience. The jokes I heard were very
good. I had the satisfaction of asking a question that he had never been asked
before, i.e. ‘How did you get involved in British fandom?’ Turns out that he’s
been around the fringes for a very long time before becoming famous. [...]
Although she could not attend (living 500 miles away in Adelaide), Yvonne
Rousseau consented to write a report on the Gillespie-Cochrane Garden Party
of 3 May. Using nothing but a telephone, she managed to reconstruct the
entire event more or less as it happened. Brilliant stuff. There was only one
Scandalous Incident, which Yvonne relates with some glee and absolute
accuracy. The Villain of the Incident, needless to say, is Peter Nicholls.” [20
May] Very tantalizing....
Colin Murray is reportedly taking over at Orbit, but in accordance with
publishers’ universal need to save money will continue to live in far-off
Scotland. And commute by air.
Frederik Pohl still deplores the official acceptance of backward-looking
fantasy writers into SFWA, now SFFWA: “Sf is the very literature of change.
In fact, it’s the only such literature we have; and as such it really deserves to
have its own, unshared institutions. Pity it doesn’t.” [SFC May]
Brian Stableford had a nasty moment: “Took Leo to the ‘Meet Robert
Jordan’ event at Forbidden Planet; so he would know who RJ was I gave him
my review copy of The Eye of the World, which he dutifully began to read on
the train. The event was dramatically unattended (the only superstar present
apart from RJ was Charles Stross) though not unpleasant – RJ is an amiable
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and likeable person – but as we left the FP security guard refused to believe
that Leo’s copy of TEOTW was not ripped off from FP’s stock and, after
some discussion, insisted on confiscating it. This means that Leo will never
find out what happens in the 800 pages he didn’t manage to read and that FP
will make three times their normal profit when they sell that copy (unlike
Orbit and RJ, who will make nothing). One can’t blame the guard – after all,
sf writers are professional liars, so how can you take their word for anything?
– but when I recall that it has been my habit for two years to drop in to FP
every Friday (Sept-March) before teaching my City Lit evening class, always
carrying a briefcase bulging with sf books, I shudder at the thought that the
whole lot might have been confiscated at any time. I shall be far more
circumspect in future; profound embarrassment will prevent me from ever
stepping into the shop again.” [28 May]
Alex Stewart has been wearing a vast grin since talking with Penguin:
“Temps sold out, 15,000 copies, and they’re actually reprinting it to sell with
book 2 in the autumn, and Villains has cleared 5,000 already! I’m totally
amaz – er, I mean, this is very much according to Midnight Rose
expectations....”
D. West boasts that besides the dole, his 1992 income consists of “the £4 our
wonderful Policemen gave me for appearing in an identity parade. (No, I
didn’t get picked out. Didn’t do the burglary, either.)” [19 May] A Leeds
Group well-wisher adds: “With the summer timetable, the last train for
Keighley doesn’t leave Leeds until 23:14. Leeds Groupers depart the Adelphi
bar around 10:30, meaning that D. has to spend that time alone, buying his
own beer. Time for an Ansible Astral Appeal: find this man a new drinking
buddy to share those lonesome minutes. Star Trek fans, budding novelists and
gun-owners all considered. 50p to the usual address.” [NER]
Gahan Wilson is to be amazed, or not, at receiving a Horror Writers of
America award for “Life Achievement” at the HWA’s Bram Stoker Awards
presentation on 21 June. [SFC May]
Jane Yolen bewails lack of time for cons and trips south while in the UK,
adding: “Scotland, while good for my soul, is not good for my writing. It
seems to have slowed me down.” Yes, in nearly 3 months here she’s done
only 3 essays, 2 short stories, 2 picture books, 5 poems and 2 YA novel
chapters. “Not anywhere near up to my usual standard.” [27 May]
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Consopition
17 Jun • BSFA – the monthly meeting rises from its grave. 3rd Wed, Victoria
and Albert pub, Marylebone BR station concourse, 6:30pm on.
(Speaker/event planned for 7:30.)
19-21 Jun • Protoplasm, Parkers Hotel, Manchester city centre. £14 reg.
GoH Bob Shaw. £18 reg, £20 at door. Rooms from £18.50/person/night.
Contact 1 Shoesmith Ct, Merchants Place, Reading, Berks, RG1 1DT.
Amoebae get in free.
21 Jun • Langford Wedding – my more famous brother Jon and Helen
Tsatsos are getting married in Chicago and, alas, I can’t make it. Passing fans
please hurl confetti for me.
4 Jul • Armageddon Fireworks, Hardwick House, Whitchurch on Thames
(near Pangbourne). 8pm, detonations 10-10:30 onward. £3.50. Beer tent.
Contact 0734 588570. [MAH]
18-20 Jul • Contagion, Central Hotel, Glasgow. Trek con. £30 reg. Contact
PO Box 867, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 4HR.
18-26 Jul • Minehead Space Age Festival, Town Hall, The Parade,
Minehead. Arthur C. Clarke, Patrick Moore and John Brunner (18th only)
plus cast of thousands, down to the soul-chilling “An Evening of
Entertainment by Minehead Dramatic Society on a Space Theme” (clashing
with Terry Pratchett’s talk on the 25th, poor sods). Contact 0643 707213.
[DR]
25-26 Jul • Hasticon, Library, Claremont, Hastings. GoH David Gemmell
(also me and allegedly Colin Greenland – who writes, “I’m not bad at all,
really, as long as I don’t expect too much of myself and don’t attempt to go
anywhere.”). £2.50/day (10am-6pm) to Hastings Arts, 53b All Saints St,
Hastings, TN34 3BN, or contact 0424 420634. Limited numbers.
1 Aug • Clwydcon, “SF poetry theme”, Celyn Horticultural Coll., Northop,
Clwyd. £6 reg, £13.50/room. Contact Rose Cottage, 3 Tram Lane, Buckley,
CH7 3JB. 0244 543820.
7-9 Aug • Scone (Unicon 13), Clyde Halls, Glasgow. £12 reg. GoHs Iain
Banks, Anne Page. Contact Glasgow U Union, 32 University Ave, Glasgow,
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G12 8LX. “Games in sf” theme. Positively The Last Appearance Of Ken
Lake (he says).
3-7 Sep • Magicon, 50th Worldcon, Orlando, Florida. $110 reg to 15 July
(more at door). Contact PO Box 621992, Orlando, FL 32862, USA. Featuring
“The Walt Willis Enchanted Miniature Golf Course”. • By coincidence the
new UK human-rights campaign Death Watch, which urges tourist
boycotting of US states with the death penalty, has taken as its first slogan:
“Don’t visit Florida – the Sunshine State that kills.”
28-31 May 93 • Mexicon V is “converging with 95% certainty” on a northof-England hotel and has confirmed the very wonderful Pat Cadigan as a
guest. £18 reg. Contact: 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, W. Midlands,
B66 4SH.
Rumblings • London’s Café Munchen is closed for refurbishment June/July,
disrupting countless launches and signings (e.g. New Worlds 2, out 23 July:
“Possibly the greatest anthology ever edited,” says David Garnett. Spies hint
that “Warwick Colvin Jr”, author of NW2’s “hard-science serial”, might also
write under a name not unadjacent to Michael Moorcock).

Oh No, Not Again ...
The time has come to list awards. Well may you shudder.
Nebulas. NOVEL Michael Swanwick, Stations of the Tide. NOVELLA
Nancy Kress, “Beggars in Spain”. NOVELETTE Mike Conner, “Guide
Dog”. SHORT Alan Brennert, “Ma Qui”.
Philip K. Dick award: Ian McDonald, King of Morning, Queen of Day (best
original paperback of 1991).
Hugo nominations. NOVEL Lois McMaster Bujold, Barrayar; Emma Bull,
Bone Dance; Orson Scott Card, Xenocide (winner, Langford Award for Best
Deus Ex Machina); Anne McCaffrey, All the Weyrs of Pern; Michael
Swanwick, Stations of the Tide; Joan D. Vinge, The Summer Queen.
NOVELLA Nancy Kress, “And Wild For To Hold” and “Beggars in Spain”;
Kristine Kathryn Rusch, “The Gallery of His Dreams”; Michael Swanwick,
“Griffin’s Egg”; Connie Willis, “Jack”. NOVELETTE Isaac Asimov,
“Gold”; Pat Cadigan, “Dispatches from the Revolution”; Ted Chiang,
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“Understand”; Howard Waldrop, “Fin de Cyclé”; Connie Willis, “Miracle”.
SHORT Terry Bisson, “Press Ann”; John Kessel, “Buffalo”, Geoffrey A.
Landis, “A Walk in the Sun”; Mike Resnick, “One Perfect Morning, With
Jackals” and “Winter Solstice”; Martha Soukup, “Dog’s Life”; Connie Willis,
“In the Late Cretaceous”. NON-FICTION Charles Addams, The World of
C.A.; Everett Bleiler, Science Fiction: The Early Years; Jack L. Chalker &
Mark Owings, The Science Fantasy Publishers; Jeanne Gomoll et al, The
Bakery Men Don’t See Cookbook; Stephen Jones (ed), Clive Barker’s
Shadows in Eden. ARTWORK Thomas Canty, cover, White Mists of Power;
Bob Eggleton, c. Lunar Descent and IASFM/Stations of the Tide; Don Maitz,
c. Heavy Time; Michael Whelan, c. The Summer Queen. DRAMATIC The
Addams Family, Beauty and the Beast, The Rocketeer, Star Trek VI,
Terminator 2. EDITOR Ellen Datlow, Gardner Dozois, Edward L. Ferman,
Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Stanley Schmidt. ARTIST Thomas Canty, David
Cherry, Bob Eggleton, Don Maitz, Michael Whelan. SEMIPROZINE
Interzone, Locus, New York Review of SF, Pulphouse, SF Chronicle.
FANZINE File 770, Fosfax, Lan’s Lantern, Mimosa, Trapdoor. FAN
WRITER Avedon Carol, Mike Glyer, Andrew Hooper, Dave Langford,
Evelyn Leeper, Harry Warner Jr. FAN ARTIST Brad Foster, Diana Harlan
Stein, Teddy Harvia, Peggy Ransom, Stu Shiffman. • JOHN W. CAMPBELL
AWARD (not a Hugo) Ted Chiang, Barbara Delaplace, Greer Ilene Gilman,
Laura Resnick, Michelle Sagara.
Eurocon awards. AUTHOR the Strugatskys. PUBLISHER Heyne,
Germany. MAGAZINE Foundation. YOUNG AUTHOR (BRITISH) Ian
McDonald. [FATW] (Me: “Does that ‘British’ mean that every country’s
nominated young author gets an award?” Bridget Wilkinson: “It’s still very
meaningful and important.”)

Infinitely Improbable
Ten Years Ago. “This is the first time I ever told anyone: I masturbated to
Robert A. Heinlein!” said Maxim Jakubowski in NME. “Not the least bit
true,” exploded Carl Sagan, angrily clutching certain copies of Ansible. And
Playboy’s June playmate-of-the-month boasted that her favourite authors
were Edgar Rice Burroughs, Marion Zimmer Bradley, Michael Moorcock,
Tolkien and John Norman. (Ansible 26, June 82).
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Pegasus Bust: the sequel to this publisher’s bankruptcy (see A57½) was “the
astounding coincidence that the company offices were burgled within 24
hours of the Receiver stepping in. Curiously, the thieves removed 4 filing
cabinets of confidential paperwork and a couple of inexpensive PCs, yet
ignored the 10 or 12 rather more valuable Apple Macs scattered around the
room. My, how puzzling.” [SG]
Nexialism. Issue 2 of Paul Brazier’s long-awaited sf magazine Nexus has
appeared, to sounds of rejoicing; this month PB will announce deadlines for
#3, The Last Dangerous Nexus. Rush £2.95 to SF Nexus, PO Box 1123,
Brighton, BN1 6EX.
Oops: a Tor Books press release explains that Gene Wolfe’s Storeys from the
Old Hotel (1st ed. Kerosina, UK; Tor reissue) did actually er tie with H.
Ellison’s Angry Candy for its vaunted World Fantasy Award, as was not
mentioned in earlier publicity. Wonder who insisted on this announcement?
[28 May]
Proud & Lonely Thing Dept. “The recent Trading Standards swoop on
‘video nasties’ sounds less spectacular when you learn most of the teenage
dealers were caught via the horror fanzine Samhain, through their own
classified ads or when they responded to a fake placed by the authorities.
Meanwhile, Channel 4’s screening of the US Roseanne has reached the stage
where the younger daughter’s introverted and anti-social behaviour is
explained: she’s an sf fan. Hmmm.” [SG]
C.O.A. Arthur Hlavaty/Bernadette Bosky, 206 Valentine St, Yonkers, NY
10704, USA. Jean Owen’s Famous Spaniels That Howl Agonizingly At 3am,
45 Tilehurst Rd, Reading, RG1 7TT.
Hazel’s Translation Lessons. “There is an old German proverb: ‘Every
swine can give a plice of ham’, or, speaking Russian, ‘take from a black sheer
only one flock’.” (Arkady & Boris Strugatsky, reported in Fank: Special
Volgacon Issue.)
Ansible 59 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to: BRUM GROUP
NEWS, Fans Across the World, Steve Green, Martin Hoare (transport),
David Redd, Nigel E. Richardson, SF CHRONICLE, and hero
correspondents quoted in the text. 4/6/92.
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Ansible 60, July 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan Steffan. Available at random fan
gatherings, by whim or for stamped addressed envelopes – sorry, no paid
subscriptions.

Passing For Human
David V. Barrett has been showing off the Hebrew edition of his Digital
Dreams anthology. “Oy vey,” he attempted to say.
Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc. is suing Vogue magazine for using “trademark
images” without leave, i.e. pictures of “Tarzan” with underdressed Janes. $1
million damages asked. Costume fans take note: your torsos and loincloths
are not your own. [SFC]
Storm Constantine married Mark Hewkin on 1 May (yes, Late News) and
dismayed admirers by wearing white rather than the expected black leather
bridal train, veil, etc. [M] But see next issue.
Neil Gaiman “was an extremely agreeable guest at the not-thoroughlyorganized HongCon [Adelaide, June], sallying briskly forth to retrieve other
participants in panels that no one had told them they were on.... I noted that
he made frequent wistful references to the possibility that missing people
might be in the bar: a disadvantage of Oz cons from the British viewpoint (as
forcefully presented by Peter Nicholls) is that the Victoria in Melbourne is
practically the only convention hotel with proper access to a bar.” [YR]
Mike Glicksohn announces his abdication: “I am unofficially retiring from
my quarter-century position as Fandom’s Second Best And Second Most
Prolific Letterhack” ... to arrange Susan Manchester’s red-tape-infested move
from NY to Toronto in time for their wedding next July. Gosh, everybody’s
doing it.
John Grant (Paul Barnett) is not a happy man: “Copies came in the other
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day of the new Lone Wolf masterwork, The Birthplace. My beloved editor at
Red Fox had omitted to send me the copy-edited manuscript but, on being
shouted at, promised that I could clear up all the illiteracies at proof stage,
which I did. In particular I corrected the copy-editor’s consistent fucking up
of the subjunctive: ‘as if he were’ had been loathsomely changed to ‘as if he
was’ throughout. [...] Imagine the delight when I discovered that all these
changes had been ignored.” I am reminded of the Very Senior Editor who
flattened Teresa Nielsen Hayden with the dictum: “Teresa, the subjunctive
NO LONGER EXISTS IN THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE.”
R.A. Lafferty: up-to-date checklist by Dan Knight now out from Drumm,
PO Box 445, Polk City, IA 50226, USA. $3.50.
Jerry Pournelle stimulated much comment in June ... “Bad sight of the month
was Jerry Pournelle making an appearance on the BBC’s otherwise excellent
science series Pandora’s Box. Pournelle, apparently drunk, ranted loudly on
about how he and Larry Niven had been called in by Reagan and had all by
themselves not only dreamed up S.D.I. [‘Star Wars’] but written Reagan’s
speech too. He made it sound as if Reagan’s cabinet, the State Department,
the whole of RAND and the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory staff had all
spent the evening in Niven’s living room, being set straight by these fast-lane
thinkers. Mad with power fantasies, Pournelle bibulously went on to claim
that he and Niven had thus caused the collapse of the Soviet Union. The
camera cut to him breathing boozily over a spittle-flecked computer game,
where he zapped what might have been incoming communist missiles. ‘We
licked the evil empire,’ he belched, cackling and clutching his joystick with
renewed vigour. Larry, sitting at the great man’s feet, stared mistily into the
distance.” [CP] Strangely, Larry Niven neither moved nor spoke throughout
this entire performance, leading some to conjecture that he was a life-size
photograph.
David Pringle reports on Interzone: “We’ve taken about 370 new subs so far
as a result of those fliers in New Scientist etc.”
D. West wants your money now for Deliverance, a 220pp A4 compendium
of his fanzine articles and artwork from 1986 to 1992, scheduled for Sept.
£6.50 or $15 (£8.50/$20 from 1 Oct) to 17 Carlisle St, Keighley, W. Yorks,
BD21 4PX. “DO NOT DELAY. The West policy of Reverse Remaindering
means that the price always goes up and never comes down. (I know the
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books will sell, so being kept hanging about for the cash merely makes me
more vicious.)” Ansible’s easily bribed reviewer writes: “Titanic in concept,
awesome in scope, tattily duplicated in execution, this work is vital to any D.
West completist. Has something to offend everyone. The 30pp of cartoons
are hilarious and brilliant except for the one of me. Buy it!”
David Wingrove and Susan Oudot, not people to be rushed into precipitate
acts, are finally marrying on 11 July. [DG]

Congeon
4 Jul • Armageddon Fireworks, Hardwick House, Whitchurch on Thames
(near Pangbourne). 8pm, universal holocaust 10-10:30 onward. £3.50. Beer
tent. Contact 0734 588570.
15 Jul • BSFA, Victoria & Albert pub, Marylebone BR station. Wednesday,
not Thursday. (A. Frost: “WHY DIDN’T YOU BLOODY TELL ME?” Me:
“Ansible 59 did say Wed as well as the date.” AJF: “You should KNOW I
have trouble with dates....”) Sue Thomas of Correspondence fame is
expected as speaker.
18-20 Jul • Contagion, Central Hotel, Glasgow. Trek con. £30 reg. Contact
PO Box 867, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 4HR.
18-26 Jul • Minehead Space Age Festival, Town Hall, The Parade,
Minehead. Arthur C. Clarke (birthday boy, around all week), Patrick Moore
and John Brunner (18th only), Terry Pratchett (25th), etc etc. Contact 082
343 2001.
25-26 Jul • Hasticon, Library, Claremont, Hastings. GoH David Gemmell
(also Steve Sneyd and with luck Colin Greenland). £2.50/day (10am-6pm) to
Hastings Arts, 53b All Saints St, Hastings, TN34 3BN. 0424 420634. Limited
numbers (60).
1 Aug • Clwydcon, “SF poetry theme”, Celyn Horticultural Coll., Northop,
Clwyd. £6 reg, £13.50/room. Contact Rose Cottage, 3 Tram Lane, Buckley,
CH7 3JB. 0244 543820.
7-9 Aug • Scone (Unicon 13), Clyde Halls, Glasgow. £14 reg. GoHs Iain
Banks, Anne Page. Contact 80 Otago St, Glasgow, G12 8AP. “Fun and
games in sf” theme.
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21-25 Aug • Portmeiricon, “Prisoner” society con, Portmeirion, Gwynedd.
Outdoor events open to all, indoor ones Members Only (I assume anyone can
join). Contact Six of One, PO Box 60, Harrogate.
3-7 Sep • Magicon, 50th Worldcon, Orlando, Florida. £68 reg to 15 Jul ... but
the Hugo ballot can be sent in with £68 full or £19 non-attending membership
up to 31 Jul, while the site selection ballot says £70 full membership, and
although there’s a UK agent (Peter Weston) the Euro-address for ballots is
Kees van Toorn’s in Holland (the US address also differs from Magicon’s
main one), so watch it. Ballots available from Ansible for those wishing to
expend £19 to save me from the hubris of a Hugo and/or (for a further £12
voting fee) Glasgow from the horror of the 1995 Worldcon. Non-ballot
address still PO Box 621992, Orlando, FL 32862-1992, USA.
5 Sep • Reminiscon 40 celebrates Lionel Fanthorpe’s 40th anniversary as a
published author, writer, littérateur, penny-a-liner, prosaist, scribbler,
novelist, pen-pusher, hack, man of letters, fictioneer and thesaurus master.
Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff, 9:30-5:30, £10 reg. With Brian Aldiss, Guy N.
Smith, Brian Stableford, and many threatened readings from Lionel’s
complete works – not to mention his voluminous oeuvre, his substantial
achievement and the stupefying totality of what he wrote. Contact 48 Claude
Rd, Cardiff, CF2 3QA.
13-20 Sep • Milford SF Writers’ Conference, Margate. Exhausting
workshop for published authors, by invitation only, but you can ask: 37
Beane Ave, Stevenage, Herts, SG2 7DL.
28-31 May 93 • Mexicon V, now happily relocated to Hotel St Nicholas,
Scarborough. £18 reg. Rooms £33/person/night sngl, £29.50 dbl/twin.
Contact: 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, W. Midlands, B66 4SH.
Rumblings • New Worlds 2 publication has been deferred to 6 Aug, and editor
David Garnett still hopes for a party. • Australia in 1999 is a “last chance
this millennium” Worldcon bid: 43 Chapman Pde, Faulconbridge, NSW
2776. • Boston is definitely confirmed as bidding for the 1998 Worldcon.

Infinitely Improbable
Ten Years Ago. Tanith Lee explained in a con speech how she’d caused
several Israeli wars, an Italian earthquake and the invasion of the Falklands;
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Brian Aldiss was clobbered by nemesis when his Telegraph “mini-saga”
competition brought in 33,000 entries for him to judge; Lionel Fanthorpe
scored a media first by arm-wrestling on Radio 4. (Ansible 27, Jul 82).
Bestsellers became hot news in June, with The Observer revealing that of the
current hardback list only Terry Pratchett’s Small Gods (#1) had cleared over
1,000 copies that week ... actually about 4,000. Further downmarket, Robert
Rankin’s editor passed a query to The Bookseller: “When I told him that the
book at no.70 in last week’s Sunday Times/Bookwatch bestseller list had a
total sale of 0 copies, he wanted to know why his book [They Came and Ate
Us] isn’t in at no.70 as well, since it has sold 0 copies in a far more
distinguished and entertaining manner.” But Terry P’s influence now
transcends mere sordid commerciality: a recent St-Martin-in-the-Fields
memorial service for one Francis Tibbalds featured readings from those
sacred texts Mort and Reaper Man. [JH]
Far Point magazine has been returning MSS unread, since editor Charlie
Rigby’s employers have sent him overseas for several months. Massive
inactivity will prevail until Dec.
Foul Libel: Matrix 100 calls Ansible “ascerbic”. Never!
SF Foundation Rescue ... the grandson of the hallowed S. Fowler Wright
has offered a semi-detached house south of London in which to store the
fabled library. Adoption by some non-skint academic institution is an
alternative possibility, and the University of Liverpool is said to be
“interested”. More news expected from SFF AGM, happening as we go to
press....
Unattributable Gossip: “After being booted out of his local Neighbourhood
Forum (or Council or some such busybody group), the Fake Bob Shaw is
reported as having been rejected by all the local Trekkies. Maybe someone
should suggest the Young Conservatives. Or a leper colony. • It is also said
that Joy Hibbert, having come under the influence of some Paganist, has
decided her psyche is all screwed up by residual Christian conditioning and
that D. Rowley and H. Bond are having to fund an extensive course of deprogramming.” [Anon]
The Fantastic Muse must be Arthur C. Clarke’s most obscure title – a 1938
fanzine essay on sf poetry plus a 1939 poem (the latter fairly awful to my
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untutored eye, but what do I know?). New chapbook, 12pp with covers: £1
from Hilltop Press, 4 Nowell Place, Almondbury, W. Yorks, HD5 8PB. [SS]
Awards. Ditmars (Australia): LONG FICTION Terry Dowling, Wormwood;
SHORT Sean McMullen, “Alone in his Chariot”; FANZINE Eidolon; FAN
ARTIST Nick Stathopoulos; FAN WRITER Bruce Gillespie; ATHELING
AWARD (sf criticism), Sean McMullen, “Going Commercial and Becoming
Professional”. [BG] • James Tait Black Memorial Prize (fiction): Iain
Sinclair, Downriver. • Bradbury Award (best script): Terminator II – this
being the non-Nebula award inaugurated by President Ben Bova against the
wishes of SFFWA members, who did not get to vote on it. [SFC] Which for
no good reason reminded an Ansible mole of how years ago editor Bova was
allegedly overheard phoning the Vatican, trying in vain to have the Pope do
an interview: “I don’t think you realize who you’re talking to ... this is OMNI
MAGAZINE!!”
One Million Pesetas (“circa $10,000”) is offered by the University of
Catalonia for the best unpublished sf novella (defined as 75-100pp doublespaced with 30 lines/page, 70 characters/line) in Catalan, Spanish, English or
French. Closes 10 Sept. The rules are labyrinthine; enquire if interested.
“Reds in Space” alias “Fans in Opposition” is an APA for glum non-Tories.
Contact 106 Jarden, Letchworth, Herts, SG6 2NZ.
Midnight Rose: despite the startlingly high midlist sales reported last issue,
spies say that Geraldine Cooke of Penguin is getting cold feet about carrying
on with these shared-world collections. (Hence rumours of other publishers
being hastily chatted up by the MR collective.) One titanically famous author
remarked, unattributably, “I met Geraldine Cooke at a signing and was
reminded of a large, placid carp swimming in the sunlight, in a piranha pool.”
Pardon?
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Spanish. anaranjeur, to kill a cock by throwing
oranges at it. [SS. “A likely story” – Hazel.]
Down Under Fan Fund: Roger Weddall apparently won the 1992 race by 85
votes to Greg Hills’s 29, and will represent Australia at Magicon (as part of
six months’ American travel, lucky sod). “Apparently”? Voting was strangely
chaotic, with one lot of 21 Aussie ballots going astray until after results were
announced (admittedly too few to alter the outcome), and further voters
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complaining that their names still don’t appear on the revised list. [JF] Should
we send intrepid fan-fund investigator Ahrvid Engholm to sort things
tactfully out? “Only if Australia agrees to keep him,” said 5,271,009 Swedes.
C.O.A. Harry Bell/Margaret Wombwell, 14 Grantham Drive, Low Fell,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear, NE9 6HQ (they’re marrying on 1 August). Spike
Parsons, PO Box 20132, Castro Valley, CA 94526, USA. Nigel Rowe, 5a
Moulins Rd, Victoria Park, E9 7EL. Taral (CORRECTION – he forgot the
apartment number for A58), 245 Dunn Ave #2111, Toronto, Ontario, M6K
1S6, Canada.

Some Are More Equal ...
The Society of Authors has repeated its 1988 poll of writers’ opinions on
their publishers. Top of the popularity league are Sinclair-Stevenson (“A
new outfit,” I hear other publishers muttering, “they’ll soon learn to be
bastards like the rest of us.”) and Walker; rock-bottom are Virgin at #69
(“Terrible”) and The Women’s Press at #70. For sf/fantasy, the clear
favourite is Headline at #3: “despite one very unhappy author ... consistently
splendid.” Others: #8 Transworld, “a major improvement on 1988”; #12
Pan, ditto; #=14 Gollancz, “some authors very unhappy since takeover”;
#=21 Viking Penguin, “the best result for a large company”; #=28 Random
Century, “given the takeover problems and the size of the organization, the
marks are better than feared”; #=34 Methuen, “results from the adult list
quite a bit better than those for children’s books” – no surprise if you’ve
heard their children’s authors talk; #=37 Hodder; #40 HarperCollins, same
remark as Random; #=43 Sphere; #48 Macdonald, “few satisfied authors”;
#55 Simon & Schuster. Comments naughtily excerpted from the report in
The Author, Summer 92. A glum statistic: of the 50 most prominent
publishers, 22 had results adversely affected by “impact of takeover”. The
most vehement complaints were of “horrifyingly insensitive and ignorant
editorial work, especially from young editors, many of whom seem, alas, to
have caught the American editorial disease (the main symptom being the
belief that the more you alter, especially unnecessarily, the more efficient you
are)”.
Ansible 60 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to: John Foyster,
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David Garnett, Bruce Gillespie, Jenny & Steve Glover, Judith Hanna, Martin
Hoare, MATRIX, Chris Priest, Yvonne Rousseau, SF CHRONICLE, Steve
Sneyd, Charles Stross, D. West. 2/7/92.
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Ansible 61, August 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible supports
Abigail Frost for TAFF if she gets round to making her bloody mind up. And
Glasgow in 1995.

Rulers of the Sevagram
Pat Cadigan won this year’s A.C. Clarke award for her Synners.
Mike “Resistance is useless!” Cule regaled Ansible with the latest step in
his acting career – his first nude scene, for a movie too awful (he says) to be
named here. “It was extremely difficult keeping my willy out of sight.
Apparently one glimpse of my willy in a cinema would cause the downfall of
Western civilization.” After this (as it were) climax Mike gets suffocated in a
plastic bag, albeit with disappointingly few death throes.
The Reverend Lionel Fanthorpe, B.A. (Hons), F.C.P., F.B.I.M., Cert Ed.,
Member of the Welsh Academy, Member of Mensa, Managerial, Editorial
and Educational Consultant, Radio and Television Broadcaster, Author and
Lecturer ... has an awe-inspiring letterhead. He sends copious artwork from a
project, perhaps autobiographical, featuring a giant bearded fighting
missionary frog called the Rev Dr Hugh John Green (geddit?).
William Gibson’s poem Agrippa (A Book of the Dead) – the one on disk that
wipes itself as you display it – is reviewed at length in the accompanying
Ansible Dumb Ideas Supplement, which goes one better by self-destructing
before you read it.
Steve Green did vast research on Katherine Kurtz, only to realize at the last
minute that he was interviewing Katherine Kerr; her publishers say he “did
quite well considering”. [MS]
Dean R. Koontz was plagiarized in two recent horror novels by “Pauline
Dunn”, a two-sister team who had to return their advances to Zebra Books
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(USA). The books were pulped. [SFC]
John Major, answering a Question on 14 July, welcomed Arthur C. Clarke’s
75th-birthday visit to Parliament and said, “We shall continue to take
initiatives ... in pursuit of space [i.e. outer space] priorities.” We? Continue?
[JN/Hansard] (Aged Tory MP: “Is my right hon. Friend aware that the man
Clarke intends to publish a rude Playboy piece on sex in space, titled ‘Nasasutra’?”)
Joseph Nicholas clarifies: “Jerry Pournelle’s appearance on Pandora’s Box
was not quite as awful as Chris Priest says ... if he was drunk, it wasn’t with
alcohol but with crazed triumphalism at US ‘victory’ in the Cold War. Nor
was his idiotic claim that SDI helped bring down the ‘Evil Empire’ allowed
to go unchallenged; the narrative voice-over immediately countered that
while there were many explanations for the collapse, SDI was not ‘normally’
(great understatement! – and a put-down that only a Briton would spot)
advanced as one of them. Various other things intervened before the clip of
Pournelle playing a video game – a clip that anyone less egomaniac would
have realized would be used to embarrass him.” [10 Jul]
Terry Pratchett writes in SFC: “The Mort film hit a stumbling block when
an American film company said in effect, ‘we like it, but Middle American
consumer research says to lose the DEATH angle, please’....” [SFC
July/Aug]
Chris Priest was at Hasticon: “The high (=low) spot was a talk on fractals
by one of George Hay’s mad scientist friends. He looked like Robert
Maxwell; he was as daft as a brush; he made George sound lucid and sane.
My first thought was that it was some kind of cabaret act. He wittered and
twittered, repeating himself in a surreal way that reminded me of one of Ken
Campbell’s monologues, then played a tape he had recorded while walking to
the convention. Street noises, and tuneless singing, and post-modern stuff like
‘I am going to a science fiction convention, and I am walking down the
street!’ etc. He continued to talk over this, frequently repeating what was on
the tape. Then he laced up a film projector, and on the pre-recorded tape
began making the noises that were to act as the soundtrack of the film: street
noises continuing (and doubtless under the stare of bemused passers-by), he
began imitating the sound of fireworks going off. The film was a home movie
of fireworks (almost invisible because of background light in the room). The
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soundtrack went: ‘[Traffic sounds] pip pop pop poppety pip pop whoosh
whoosh bang pip pop bang whoosh.’ And, er, so on for about ten minutes.
After a bit I started laughing and could not control it; soon Paul Kincaid and
Kim Newman were similarly convulsed. George frowned at us from the
podium, which of course made it much worse. Etc.” [31 Jul] Others called
Charles Stross “unlikely hero of the hour” for explaining what Mr Fractal
was trying to say. [MS]
Maureen Speller is reviewing sf magazines (and begs info on any obscure
ones – 60 Bournemouth Rd, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 5AZ): “The major
editorial proviso is ‘Thou shalt not jump up and down gratuitously on
Interzone’ ... Imagination has already passed across my desk and seemingly
into oblivion: the fiction was variable, the proofing and copyediting
apparently done by someone whose native language wasn’t English, and the
book reviews overly personal in content, but they did some very good
overview-style articles. I fear they have been hit by financial problems, either
that or the fell curse of Wingrove (this debate lurched on in the final issue I
saw).”
Brian Stableford testifies: “Savoy’s appeal against the seizure of and
destruction order on novel Lord Horror and comic book Meng & Ecker #1
began on 30 July before Lord Justice Gerard Humphries and two magistrates.
The judge initially seemed hostile but mellowed after lunch and entered
fervently into cut and thrust with Geoffrey Robertson QC (for M.
Butterworth and Savoy). Three experts gave evidence: M. Moorcock, yrs
truly and Guy Cumberbatch (psychologist who investigates media effects for
Home Office). All declared LH and M&E#1 innocent of any potential to
deprave and corrupt, and argued forcibly that those who labelled LH ‘antisemitic’ while talking to the press had completely mistaken the rhetoric of the
fiction.... The opposition made no attempt to defend the seizure order on LH
and in fact never mentioned the book at all but concentrated on the comic,
which they evidently thought an easier target. GR’s eloquent defence of the
book thus went somewhat to waste. The witnesses did not waver when crossexamined on the comic (at one point a copy of Viz was produced to
demonstrate that M&E#1 was no worse!) but the judge and magistrates took
not a blind bit of notice and found the comic was obscene although the book
wasn’t. There may well be a further appeal on behalf of M&E.” [3 Aug]
Bruce Sterling tried fandom’s fast lane: “I spent a long week on ‘The GEnie
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Network’ one afternoon ... The SFWA Forum is, by contrast, a crackling and
pithy good read! :-)” [13 Jul]
Ian Watson writes: “I must not brag about my probably impending coup of
trading a story collection to Lithuania in exchange for amber beads. I
mustn’t, since a stall holder in Northampton market informed me that the
market has really dropped out of amber beads and lapis lazuli since the Iron
Curtain came down.... Recent global events have thankfully allowed The Fire
Worm to appear in Poland. Thus now I have the words of ‘The Lambton
Worm’ in Polish, ideal for challenging people to sing in pubs. All together,
now (‘Whisht, lads, haad yor gobs/An’ Aa’ll tell ye aall an aaful story....’):
Hej! zuchy, nadstawcie uszu/Straszna historie opowiem....”

Conepatl
7 Aug • British Fantasy Society open night, Royal Connaught pub, High
Holborn.
15 Aug • Signing: New Worlds 2 and In Dreams anthologies at the renamed
(but to what?) Café München, circa 1pm.
19 Aug • BSFA, V&A pub, Marylebone station. No speaker?
21-25 Aug • Portmeiricon, “Prisoner” con, Portmeirion, Gwynedd. Outdoor
events free for all, indoor ones Members Only (all can join). Contact Six of
One, PO Box 60, Harrogate.
3-7 Sep • Magicon, 50th Worldcon, Orlando, Florida. PO Box 621992,
Orlando, FL 32862-1992, USA. $??? at the door.
5 Sep • You thrilled to Force 97X, you reeled at Galaxy 666 ... now
Reminiscon 40 marks Lionel Fanthorpe’s 40th anniversary as an author.
Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff, 9:30-5:30pm, £10 reg. With Brian Aldiss, Guy
N. Smith, Brian Stableford. Contact 48 Claude Rd, Cardiff, CF2 3QA. 0222
498368. LF has kindly donated a membership for TAFF auction: bids to Pam
Wells’s Answering Machine on 081 889 0401 by 25 August.
2-4 Oct • Fantasycon XVII, Midland Hotel, New Street, Birmingham. £20
reg, “likely to rise soon”. GoH Lisa Tuttle. Contact 15 Stanley Rd, Morden,
Surrey, SM4 5DE.
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9-11 Oct • Festival of Fantastic Films, Charterhouse Hotel, Manchester. £30
reg, fantastic popcorn extra. Contact 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford,
Manchester, M6 8EB. [BGN]
24 Oct • Dangercon, Dangermouse con (!), Croydon, 11am-11pm. £3.50 reg.
Contact 37 Keens Rd, Croydon, CR0 1AH.
6-8 Nov • Novacon 22, Royal Angus Hotel, Birmingham. Now £20 reg (£25
from 6 Oct). GoH Storm Constantine. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick,
Warley, W. Midlands, B66 4SH.
7-8 Nov • Armadacon 4, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £20 reg + 3 SAEs
(or £10/day). GoH: various, all “subject to negotiations/work commitments”
(Jon Pertwee was advertised on this basis but has cancelled). Contact 4
Gleneagle Ave, Mannamead, Plymouth, PL3 5HL. Armadacon “tries” not to
clash with Novacon, but was allegedly told the wrong 1991 date and this year
“tried again to find their date ... but there was no response.”
27-9 Nov • Hillcon III, 18th Beneluxcon, Atlanta Hotel, Rotterdam. f52.50
reg (f65 from 4 Oct). GoHs Tanith Lee, Terry Pratchett, Peter Schaap, Tad
Williams. Eurocheques to Hillcon III, Bijltjespad 52 II, 1018 KJ Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon (+Eurocon); Hotel de France, Jersey.
£22 reg. Contact 63 Drake Rd, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ. Plans to enact
Nigel Kneale’s The Stone Tape were dropped when NK said “No”, preferring
the TV version to remain unrivalled by scummy fan productions. (“Know any
other really good obscure sf plays we could do?” – M. Hoare.)
13-14 Nov 93 • Armadacon 5 as above. Novacon please note!
1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester, 45th Eastercon, is on the move. The Grand Hotel
in Bristol continued to be “obdurate about money”, and after pondering the
Norbreck Castle in Blackpool (1992 Illumination site: seems the Illumination
lot were fearfully upset by this, since they’re thinking of a second Blackpool
Eastercon bid), Sou’Westish is now finalizing things with the Adelphi Hotel
in Liverpool. “Cornwall must now be deemed to be on the Mersey. You
heard it first in Ansible!” said our Mid’Wester mole [CB]. £20 reg to 3 West
Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. Nor’Wester doesn’t wish to call its
members “attendees”, and wonders if a better term could be suggested by
Ansible’s etymologically gifted readers (or readees).
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Rumblings • The first Mexicon, say revisionist historians, was not in
Newcastle but in Mexico (1975), organized by the Sociedad de Ficcion
Ciencia de Guadalajara. So there. [RH]

Infinitely Improbable
Curse of Ansible: Dick Jude of Forbidden Planet, appalled by Ansible 59
coverage of how Leo Stableford’s copy of The Eye of the World was
confiscated by a zealous FP security thug, has sent Leo an apology plus
copies of the book and its sequel. [BS]
SF Encyclopaedia. Little, Brown have now decided that the new edition will
contain no pictures. “The idea is to go for a sort of super-sophisticated
Oxford University Press look, and I think it’s right.” [PB] Also presumably
cheaper. What of the final delivery deadline on 15 July? What, indeed....
Arthur C. Clarke Revealed As Pseudonym: Private Eye notes that
Moscow University’s school of journalism library, once named for Karl
Marx, has been hideously renamed after L. Ron Hubbard – and adds that
Russia now awaits “a million-strong edition of one of Hubbard’s turgid and
posthumous novels, Imperial Earth.” Answers on a postcard, but not to me.
Clubmen: Iain Banks (The Crow Road) and Geoff Ryman (Was...) are Sept
choices of “The Softback Preview” book club.
Star Rejection Letter: “We are now buying only lead titles.”
Pulphaüs (The Only SF Magazine) is a US jape with columns by Awesome
Scott Card and Algae Buttress (“I’m not going to review the latest volume of
Mary Baker Eddy Presents the Burnt-out Hacks of the Future, since I am
intimately involved with it, to the tune of many thousands of dollars. Rather,
I am simply going to announce its publication, and allow you to visit your
local Christian Science Reading Room to pick up a free copy”), ads for items
like The Annotated Last Dangerous Visions Letters (“follow the generationslong disputes; despair as editors, readers and writers’ families beg for a look
at stories they have only heard about through rumor!”), etc. [DG]
From the Crypt: “Four GW Books authors have been summoned to a 6 Aug
meeting to discuss with an as-yet-unnamed publisher the possibility of
resurrecting the GW line.” [BS]
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TAFF: fun-loving Michael Ashley confirms that he’s standing partly because
Harry Bond and/or Kev McVeg might – “Can’t stand the thought of either of
those two winning, even if it means having to go myself.” Word is awaited
from Ashley Watkins and Undecided of Bethnal Green (“if you nominate
anyone else, Langford, I will scratch your eyes out”).
Magazines. Fantasy Tales 8 (“Spring 92”) is apparently still on hold while
better distribution schemes are examined. [BGN] Nexus 3 will appear
“Octoberish ... might extend to Xmas”. [PB] New Moon is in eclipse because
editor Trevor Jones is ill. [MS] Cleveland Ansible of Ohio is in no way
related....
Oops: (A59) John Brunner’s “less than $300 royalties” from Del Rey wasn’t
for all 1991 as he’d thought, merely for its second half. (A60) Storm
Constantine’s wedding dress was misreported – “Dark green,” sniffed
fashion buff Maureen Speller. I fearlessly blamed the “white” report in
Matrix, but: “This excuse will not do. Any reporter would think twice before
using the genre’s equivalent of the Sun as his source. Suitable punishment,
we feel, is that you purchase all hardback copies of the Chung Kuo series
and not only read them but memorize them.” [SCIS]
C.O.A. Neil Gaiman: somewhere, we hear, in Minneapolis. New England SF
Association, PO Box 809, Framingham, MA 01701-0203, USA. Paperback
Inferno (BSFA): new editor Stephen Payne, 24 Malvern Rd, Stoneygate,
Leicester, LE2 2BH. SF Foundation: soon c/o Liverpool University,
probably ... despite an interesting late report that many Polytechnic (now
University) of East London people didn’t know the SFF was being axed, and
rather expected to carry on using its resources for teaching. Sou’Westoid: see
cons. A conrunner comments: “Oh God, we’re going back to Thieve’s
Paradise again.”
Gosh: Nigel E. Richardson made his first (computer) magazine sale!
Hubbardry: “Wordstar forms tie with cash-rich Elron”. (PC Dealer)
More Hasticon: “Famous Author: Any idea what’s happening? Me: All
George sent me was a menu from the pub. FA: Menu – let them eat Hay! •
Chris Evans, urgently summoned to replace Colin Greenland, found his talk
wasn’t scheduled (and no space was made for it). • In years to come grizzled
survivors will gather their grandchildren round their knees and proclaim, ‘I
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was there to hear Mr Fractal!’ He was also scheduled to talk on ‘Underwater
Cities’; I know of no one brave enough to stay and hear him go ‘Glug glug
glug’.” [PK] •
Ansible 61 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to: Paul Barnett, Chris
Bell, Paul Brazier, Brum Group News, Abigail Frost, David Garnett, Rob
Hansen, Paul Kincaid, Joseph Nicholas, SF Chronicle, Maureen Speller,
Brian Stableford, Storm Constantine Information Service. Ear and its caption
from Vaught’s Practical Character Reader, 1902. 6/8/92.
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Ansible 62, September 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan, cartoon by the late
great ATom. Ansible supports thingummy for TAFF if she ever makes her
bloody mind up.
R.I.P. 1987-1992: August’s London sf meeting took place amid a hell of
builder’s partitions constricting the pub to half size, terrific behind-the-scenes
hammering and a stench as of a glue-sniffer’s convention, as the Wellington
began its loathsome transmogrification into an “upmarket wine bar”. (Will
the far from upmarket staff be sand-blasted and refurbished in keeping with
this policy?) The juke-box having failed to shift us, this was the Final
Solution. A partly democratic straw poll opted for a move to the Great
Eastern Hotel’s “Hamilton Hall” bar in the new Liverpool St Station, at least
for now.... “Oh God, it’s a yuppie bar,” reports one ashen-faced explorer
[EC].

The Brains of Earth
Neil Gaiman’s recent trip Down Under shed light on feminism at Aussie
cons: “In the panel on Genre Blurring, with Sean McMullen, NG and Helen
Reilly, Neil eventually turned to Helen and said: ‘You haven’t said anything
yet’ – whereupon, as Helen opened her mouth to begin, there was a shout
from the audience of ‘That’s because she’s the token female on the panel!’ –
and Neil said something along the lines of Oh-I-didn’t-realize-I-thought-youmight-have-wanted-to-speak, and turned back to Sean – and so the panel
continued....” [YR]
George Hay reports: “Hasticon was surprisingly successful. The
Necronomicon reprint [from Skoob Books] should be available Oct/Nov, the
sequel fairly early in spring. I pray this is not just another triumph of hope
over experience.”
Patrick Nielsen Hayden (with Mike Resnick) has lately been assembling
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Alternate Skiffy, “a mind-bending collection of tales that ask what if H.P.
Lovecraft had inherited the editorship of Astounding? ... What if the 1940s
owners of Amazing, casting about for a desperate fan in the Midwest to fob
the editorship on to, had settled not on Ray Palmer but on Claude Degler?” ...
and other sense-shattering hypotheses. [PNH]
Don Herron is once again editing Philip K. Dick’s Letters: six volumes in
all, with wistful hopes for a corrected reprint of #1, and #2 for 1975-6 “due
by Nov or so” from Underwood-Miller.
Fritz Leiber, alas, had another stroke in mid-August and remains in hospital;
“looks unlikely that he will be able to return home” [JB]. He is 81 and
remarried earlier this summer.
Duncan Lunan keeps smiling: “The Glasgow Herald cancelled this year’s sf
competition, so threatening my writing class at the University; so I’ve been
forced back into unemployment.”
Simon Ounsley, now mostly recovered from ME after his course of
“spiritual healing”, reports: “When I ventured to the Leeds group the other
night, D. West immediately fixed me with his evil eye and announced his
intention to denounce me and all my mystic claptrap in his forthcoming
Daisnaid. ‘Daisnaid?’ I cried in astonishment: ‘but what about the second
collected works [Deliverance] for which all fandom waits with bated breath?’
‘It’s going to be late,’ West replied without so much as the blink of an eye. ...
My favourite LoC so far [on the mystic bits] is from Joseph Nicholas. It reads
as follows: ‘Dear Simon. Jesus Christ Almighty. Yours, Joseph.’ That must
be the shortest letter Joseph has ever sent to anyone.”
Terry Pratchett “went to Arthur’s [Clarke’s] Week at Minehead, which had
a sort of weird atmosphere. I don’t think they knew what it was they were
trying to do. Thank heavens for Sarah Broadhurst of The Bookseller, who
lives down there; she’d managed to put across the novel idea that if they were
inviting a number of authors it might be a good idea to have some of their
books around.... What spoiled it for me was the arrogant film crew
commissioned to do a ‘commemorative video’. They flourished an
outrageous disclaimer form (the phrase ‘anywhere in the universe’ was
included) which I ‘had’ to fill in. I’m afraid I fell prey to the sin of evil
satisfaction when they got in a snit and took down all their lights and left
after I refused to sign. We were able to get six more people into the library,
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though.”
TP on Sou’Wester’s move: “Har har, I was right about Bristol after all. Ah,
the good old Adelphi, jewel of the South-West. I was at a con there Some
Years Ago (within the last five). The guests, who included at least one far
bigger name than me, were allowed to charge stuff to their rooms; in order to
get this amazing privilege, the con committee had to front £400 for each
guest. I had a nice time, left on the Monday and got a panicky call on the
Tuesday from one of the organizers. Did the hotel give me any money when I
checked out? No, I said. They say they did, she said, and they say they’ve got
a signed receipt. And they say two other guests got given their balances, too.
Overflowing with embarrassment, she explained: They’d collected the
balance of the deposits from the management after the con. Then an irate
manager phoned them and said, ‘No! A receptionist got it wrong! She
thought the balance of the deposits belonged to the guests, and she gave it to
them in cash! And we’ve got receipts to prove it! So the money we gave you
was not yours, and we want it back right now!’ In short, the Adelphi were
saying we’d walked off with money – about £270 in my case – belonging to a
group of fans. I’m pleased to say I was able to sort this out by means of a
phone call and a very carefully worded fax, indicating that while I did not
have the con’s money I did have a solicitor with no sense of humour. And
suddenly ... well, well, it turned out that the money hadn’t been handed to us
after all, and those ‘signed receipts’ evaporated. Good old Adelphi, always
helpful....”
Jane Yolen left our shores on 1 Sept (but Will Return): “I go home to GEnie
and the flaming debates where once Jerry Pournelle threatened to horsewhip
one young man who said something slightly bad about me on line, even
though it was Pournelle who – in another time and place – had called me ‘that
feminist bitch’. (‘that’ being the only correct part of the appellation.) See
what I have missed?”

Conicopoly
First Thursday of month • Nomadic London Meeting as above.
11-13 Sep • Contraption, games con, U of East Anglia. £18 reg. Contact 4
Haddon Close, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 6DP.
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21 Sep • BSFA with Kim Stanley Robinson, Victoria and Albert pub,
Marylebone BR Station. 6:30pm for 7:30. NB one-off shift from “3rd Wed”
norm to accommodate KSR.
2-4 Oct • ConTaniméT (anime), New Cobden Hotel, Brum. £16 reg, £20 at
door. 20 Field Ridge, Shaw, Newbury, Berks.
2-4 Oct • Midcon (Trek), Holiday Inn, Leicester. £35 reg. Contact 8
Ennerdale Close, Oadby, Leicester, LE2 4TN.
9-12 Oct • IFT Con (Trek), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Contact 129 Westfield
Rd, Wellingborough, Northants, NN8 3HN.
16-18 Oct • Octocon 92, Irish national event, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, Ireland. £13 reg. GoH Orson Scott Card (Scourge of the
Sodomites) and others. Contact 30 Beverly Downs, Knocklyon Rd,
Templeogue, Dublin 16.
30 Oct-1 Nov • ConCert, King’s Manor Hotel, Edinburgh. £20 reg. Contact
97 Harrison Rd, Edinburgh, EH11 1LT.
6-8 Nov • Novacon 22: for writer’s workshop contact Sally-Ann Melia, 11
Spinney Dr, Cheswick Green, Solihull, B90 4HB.
13-15 Nov • T’kon (Trek – they’re insatiable!), Arcade Hotel, Brum. £12 reg
at door; “no contact address”. [BGN]
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon (+Eurocon); Hotel de France, Jersey.
Now £25 reg. Contact “Master of the Universe”, 63 Drake Rd, Chessington,
Surrey, KT9 1LQ.
Rumblings • Brian Aldiss, Barry Bayley, Michael Moorcock: what do they
have in common? All were billed for the August New Worlds/In Dreams
signing and didn’t turn up. • Alan Moore speaks to the Preston group on 22
Sept (Bear’s Paw pub, Church St). • Kim Stanley Robinson signs Red Mars at
Forbidden Planet on 26 Sept.

Editorial: Year One
Your editor is as boggled as anyone to find that Ansible’s new slimline series
has lasted a year (12 issues plus two illogical half-issues: over 30,000 words
and no lawsuits yet). At this juncture, apologies are extended to those far-off
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sf societies who wanted the agenda of all their weekly meetings listed in full,
the bookshops expecting vast free publicity about every single signing, the
con committees who are hurt that their 37 guests of honour and 18-tier
membership rates aren’t printed each issue merely because nothing has
actually changed, and above all the fans who (not having fathomed the
intricate subtleties of the stamped, self-addressed envelope) complain that
Ansible is elitist and impossible to get hold of.
Kindly volunteers are now helping with the means of production, distribution
and exchange, especially outside the UK (see credits box). This is very
necessary because I am broke. For the future: when I can’t afford it any
longer, I’ll stop.

Infinitely Improbable
Tales of Publishing. The Midnight Rose anthology collective’s likely change
of publishers is reportedly because despite high sales of Temps in particular,
Penguin (i.e. Geraldine Cooke, who “has a bad attitude” – A. Pundit) wants
to swell its profits by cutting author’s payments from £60 to £40 per thousand
words. • NEL’s Humphrey Price blames falling sales figures and Recession
Gloom for his decision not to take on another “best of Interzone” anthology. •
As for the rumoured GW Books revival, the “6 Aug meeting with the
possible new publisher” (an outfit I’d never heard of) was called off, but....
Too Good to Check: the story is that a young graduate newly employed by
Radio 4 thought of a way to brighten it up, and on his own initiative wrote to
Douglas Adams asking if he’d ever thought of adapting Hitch-Hiker’s Guide
for radio....
TAFF 1993: ghostly rumours of a “conrunning candidate” have reached my
ears. Ansible is not afraid to say, “Pardon?” Jeanne Bowman is still writing
up her 1992 adventure: “One trip report segment is in the hands of Michael
Ashley (oh look, ‘asshole’ is the next word on my spell check).”
Small Press &c. The Sirius Book Company (alias “Not Kerosina”) is a quasinew venture from Mike & Debby Moir, kicking off on 15 Oct with Keith
Roberts’s Kaeti on Tour – guaranteed crammed with nubile young
femininity. (£13.95 hc, 320pp. Nice cover by Jim “I’m hoping people will
forget about that ‘personal stains’ remark” Burns. Listing here does not
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preclude failure to review it in a later issue.) • Pong 41 is a surprise Ted
White/Dan Steffan revival (see COA), bewailing inter alia an absence of UK
fanzine activity – well, chaps, if you will fall silent for ten years or so you do
tend to drop off mailing lists. • The US Necronomicon Press plans a 1993
Langford chapbook which (like their recent Stableford, The Innsmouth
Heritage) will be in the great tradition of Lovecraftian Stories Written For
The Socko Centenary Anthology That Steve Jones Couldn’t Actually Sell.
The SF Encyclopaedia Soap: champagne corks popped in mid-August and
flying pigs were seen in the radiance of a blue moon as the UK editors still
reeled in stark disbelief: Peter Nicholls has finished writing his entries!
Delivery real soon now.
History Repeats: older readers will recall that London fan meetings moved
to the Wellington pub after the One Tun’s macho landlord threw out a fan for
wicked deviancy. Certain filk-singers had more recently been meeting there,
until 20-odd walked out at the landlord’s expulsion of a male fan for wearing
little but “form-hugging Lycra”. (Take a bow, Teddy.) [RR]
drif’s guide to UK second-hand bookshops is out in a new edition with an
index at last (and without, I hope, its former sweeping claim that Guildford
does not exist). Advance flyers speak mysteriously of a Channel 4 Without
Walls involving Mike Moorcock and “drif” himself on 6 Oct. The book is
£11.24 post free from “drif field guides”, 41 North Rd, London, N7 9DP.
Curse of Ansible: “The Red Fox copy-editor who fucked up The Birthplace
by deleting subjunctives (and much more, and much worse [see A60]) has
been fired from the series, at last, thanks to a colossal capitulation by the
bastard of an in-house editor – who, it seems, for the first time has actually
taken a look at the work before telling me I’m a thicko and awkward with it
for protesting. An impromptu party was held here.” [JG]
GUFF: nominations are open for next year’s race to bring a Worthy
Australasian Fan to Helicon at Easter 93. Closing date 30 Nov, ballots
available Dec. Euro-administrator: Eva Hauser, Na Cihadle 55, 160 00 Praha
6, Czechoslovakia.
Ten Years Ago ... Britain’s long-running SF Book Club got its death warrant
as “basically an outmoded idea”. Extro magazine folded. A radio “Brain of
Britain” question asked what Billion Year Spree and New Maps of Hell had in
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common: the hesitant answer was, “Drug addiction.” Too right. (Ansible 28,
Sept 82.)
Collision! Brian Stableford and Martin Hoare were recently incapacitated in
reckless, daredevil pastimes – respectively, cricket (colliding at high speed
with a fielder gave BS a nasty faceful of infected tooth marks) and drinking
(colliding at high speed with a chair-back in the Welly left MAH concussedly
saying “Who am I?” for about two weeks). All is now well, though Martin
had a slight relapse after flying over for the current Worldcon and finding, at
his destination airport, my brother.
Unattributable: A certain British games company (Guess Who?) is busy
making litigious noises at an sf publisher thanks to some book title that
duplicates a “trademarked” game title.
Coital Wave? “Martin spent five minutes staring at the cover art for Critical
Wave 27 and muttering ‘There’ll be complaints.’ Since any sexual subtext
has to be imposed by the reader (the young lady is fully clothed), it’ll be
illuminating....” [SG]
Rejection of the Month, accompanying two non-fiction MSS: “Please find
enclosed your manuscript in which Knave are no longer accepting fiction.”
[MG]
C.O.A. The Conservatory is the new incarnation of the former Café
Munchen, venue of countless past and future signings. Lucy Huntzinger, 2305
Bernard Ave, Nashville, TN 37212, USA. Ken Lake ceases to have any fixed
address on 16 Sept (except for “temporary stopovers” in Singapore and Hong
Kong) and promises that mail will not be forwarded. Katie McAulay/Greg
Pickersgill, 3 Bethany Row, Narbeth Rd, Haverfordwest, Dyfed, SA61 2XG.
Simon Ounsley, 25 Park Villa Court, Leeds, LS8 1EB. Dan Steffan, 3804
South 9th St, Arlington, VA 22204, USA.
The Searing Question: “Does the column in Interzone mean that David
Langford has sold out?” [LMT] Who, me?
Ansible 62 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to rumour-mongers
Jeanne Bowman, Brum Group News, Eddie Cochrane, Mike Gerrard, John
Grant, Steve Green, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Don Herron, Robert Lichtman,
David Pringle, Roger Robinson, Luke M. Tredinnick, and hero distributors
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John Foyster, Vikki Lee France, Steve Jeffrey, Arnie Katz, Yvonne
Rousseau, Alan Stewart and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 3/9/92.
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Ansible 63, October 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Cartoon stolen
shamelessly from Magicon. Ansible is available for SAE, whim, beer,
intimidation or Hugos. (Thanks!)
MAGICON HORROR: in a traditional drunken phone call Martin Hoare
broke the big news, “It’s 3:30am and the parties are great!” ... also
mentioning “a British double!” “What, Interzone got a Hugo?” “No, don’t be
silly, you won and so did Glasgow.” Then he fell over. A news analyst [SG]
opined that the invisible UK profile of Glasgow’s 1995 worldcon bid was just
outclassed by the greater incompetence of its Atlanta rival – site selection
saw a record 2,564 votes, with a winning margin of only 163. Paying tribute
to the total confidentiality of the process, Martin told me: “We all had a good
laugh – you voted twice!” Oops.
Those Hugos: novel Barrayar by Lois McMaster Bujold (beating Card’s
heavily tipped Xenocide and McCaffrey’s Another Bloody Dragon Book. “Oh
God, I’d have preferred even Card.” [RK]), novella “Beggars in Spain” by
Nancy Kress, novelette “Gold” by Isaac Asimov (the traditional ExistenceChallenged Author Award), short story “A Walk in the Sun” by Geoffrey
Landis, nonfiction The World of Charles Addams, dramatic presentation
Terminator 2, editor Gardner Dozois of Asimov’s, artist and original artwork
Michael Whelan, “semiprozine” Locus (sorry, Mr Pringle), fanzine Mimosa
ed. Dick & Nicki Lynch, fan writer me, and fan artist Brad Foster. [PNH]
Ansible promises to spare you detailed Hugo voting statistics in any future
issue.
“The most horrible part of Magicon,” quavered Martin, “was having to wear
kilts to push the Glasgow bid – I said ‘You won’t have one in my waist size,’
and bloody Tim Illingworth just went ‘Ho ho.’ And the sporran was artificial
fur pasted on this wooden board, so when you walked it kept thumping into
your groin....” The impression gleaned by US con-goers was that
authentically kilted Scots always walk very, very slowly.
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The Utter Zoo
J.G. Ballard’s favourite reading includes the Los Angeles Yellow Pages –
see The Pleasure of Reading ed. Antonia Fraser and the revived JGB News,
£2/year to 217 Preston Drove, Brighton, BN1 6FL.
Algis Budrys has cut his L. Ron Hubbard links, to edit Pulphouse’s new
Tomorrow Speculative Fiction – rush your stories, Mr Stross, to PO Box
6038, Evanston, IL 60204, U.S.A. [SFC]
David Garnett, self-confessed “editor of Britain’s most celebrated sf
anthology”, is pondering this enquiry from a potential new contributor of
“sci-fiction”: “I have wrote to three or four publishers and your relaunched
New Worlds was mentioned by the last one, unfortunately it seems that none
of the so called publishers want to handle any material that hasn’t been
handled by a solicitor, or that is what I assume when I read that they are not
accepting unsolicited material ... I really wouldn’t know where to begin
dealing with a solicitor on a matter such as this.”
Patrick Nielsen Hayden reveals how Real Editors collaborate on anthologies
(Alternate Skiffy – see A61): “Breakfast at Magicon. Mike Resnick to PNH,
blearily: ‘Er, you finished your story yet?’ PNH takes coffee mug, upends
over head, scrubs eyes furiously, falls asleep into plate of eggs. Wakes. PNH
to MR: ‘Um, no, you?’ MR shakes head, signals waiter, twists head off
passing ibex, leaves for Africa.”
David Lally (Renaissance Fan) reportedly wowed the recent Mensa AGM
with an old Avengers clip concerning incredibly intelligent people infiltrated
by evil-doers who brainwashed them, culminating in the rescue of the bright
folk’s archetypal Nutty Professor leader with some such line as “How did
you come to let them brainwash you, Sir Clive?” Whereupon Sir Clive
(Absolutely No Sense Of Humour) Sinclair walked out....
Fritz Leiber died on 5 Sept, all too soon after his recent stroke. John Clute
gave him a good and appreciative (but warts-and-all) obituary in The
Independent [14 Sept].
Jerry Pournelle correspondence goes on: “Having dealt with JP at our local
con a decade ago, I’d say Joseph Nicholas was being pleasant in his
descriptions. I won’t go into anything libellous (most of us know about his
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violent nature, argumentativeness, lechery and occasional knife-pulling), but
the warnings from our con and a US con that hosted him previously put
fandom in the know about Jerry and his proclivities ... not even the computer
conventions want him, now.” [LP]
David Redd is most Disappointed by the “Ansible” column in Interzone:
“No coloured paper! No special type for Chung Kuo!”
Kevin Smith lives: “I saw (from Matrix) that you didn’t have to present the
BSFA award to Paul McAuley for Eternal Light. I’m sure this must have
come as a relief. I read as far as page two, and found this: ‘Sitting in his airconditioned subterranean hutch in the middle of the secret excavation site on
the flanks of Arrul Terrek, Major Sebastian Artemio Pinheiro wondered, not
for the first time, if he was becoming as crazy as everyone said the zithsa
hunters were.’ In the days when I edited Vector, that would have been a
bottom of the page filler, on a par with The Troglodytes by Nal Rafcam. Yet
people seem to think this McAuley character can write a bit. They nominate
him for awards. They interview him in Vector and things....”
Brian Stableford winces when asked about the understated cover of his new
vampire epic Young Blood (Simon & Schuster, 21 Sept). “I was not
consulted. I never saw the jacket....”
D. West deplores TAFF “dirty politics” wielded by the Berry faction against
his favoured candidate Michael Ashley: “Martin Tudor persuaded Steve
Green to declare for Michael. Trouble is, we can’t retaliate with the standard
pig-fucking routine since that might make Tony Berry seem more
interesting.”
“Cherry Wilder’s husband Horst Grimm died suddenly of a heart attack on
9 Sept. They had been on the point of moving house, and from 15 Oct
Cherry’s address will be 36 Kurt Schumacher Strasse, 6070 Langen/Hessen,
Germany. She had been about to finish Signs of Life, a sequel to Second
Nature. Cherry intends to remain in Germany for three more years, and may
move to an English-speaking country thereafter.” [IW]

Conquassation
First Thursday • Fissiparous London Meetings • Hamilton Hall bar,
Liverpool St Station – the “too crowded with bloody commuters in suits”
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option; some hopes of reserving the upper level if enough fans start going
there. • The Wine Vaults, Fenchurch St – Bernie Peek’s Fancy: “People don’t
insist on lots of real ales in the 1990s....” [RK] • Turnmills, corner of
Clerkenwell Rd and Turnmill St – the Nic Farey Alternative: “At 11pm it
turns into a disco!” • The Wellington, last seen in chaos while becoming an
“upmarket wine bar” – the “wait and see/can’t be bothered/move? what
move?” factions. • Which shall it be, Passworthy? Which shall it be?
9-11 Oct • Festival of Fantastic Films, Charterhouse Hotel, Manchester. £30
reg; fantastic popcorn may cost extra. Contact 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford,
Manchester, M6 8EB.
9-12 Oct • IFT Con (Trek), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Event presumed
cancelled. [CW] No reply to urgent enquiries about this rumour; the
committee, even if still active, doesn’t seem interested.
16-18 Oct • Octocon 92, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoghaire, Ireland. £13
reg. GoH Orson Scott Card etc. Contact 30 Beverly Downs, Knocklyon Rd,
Templeogue, Dublin 16.
24 Oct • Dangercon 4, Dangermouse thingy, Cedar Hall, Ruskin House,
Croydon, 11am-11pm. £3.50 reg. Contact 37 Keens Rd, Croydon, CR0 1AH;
081 686 6800 (eve). No kids.
24 Oct • DraCon (“an imitation Microcon ... I am calling it Teenycon”
[CB]), U of Bristol Student’s Union. £3 reg. Contact UBSU, Queen’s Rd,
Clifton, Bristol, BS8 1LN; 0272 735935. Claims to be “Bristol’s first fantasy
and sf convention”: little do these infants know of OMPAcon, the 1973
Bristol Eastercon....
30 Oct-1 Nov • ConCert, King’s Manor Hotel, Edinburgh. £20 reg. Contact
97 Harrison Rd, Edinburgh, EH11 1LT.
30 Oct-1 Nov • Who’s 7, Dr Blake con; Moat House Hotel, Telford. Contact
137 High St, Plaistow Broadway, E13 9HH.
?-? 93 • Milford (UK) SF Writer’s Conference, 21st anniversary thrash. An
old lag’s reunion (with Judy Blish) is hoped. [PB]
24-8 Aug 95 • Intersection, 53rd Worldcon, Glasgow. Rates yet to be
announced, at least to me. GoHs Samuel R. Delany, Gerry Anderson. Contact
121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, B66 4SH (I’ve seen that address before).
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The huge site selection voting turn-out was a mixed blessing for Glasgow: it
meant 2,500+ paid-up members at once, but they paid a rock-bottom bargain
price. Overheard at Reading sf meeting: “The co-chairman Vince Docherty is
going off to work in Oman.” “How did Tim Illingworth arrange that?”
Rumblings • Dangercon 6, in order to annoy Sou’Wester, will be held in
Bristol over Easter 1994, “for 150-250 people, about £15 reg, rooms £2530/person/night. More details will follow.” [RN] A beermat drunkenly signed
by Sou’Wester’s David V. Barrett arrived: “Liverpool? Isn’t that somewhere
sou’west of Bristol? I’m going to Dangercon myself.” • The alternative media
con Elydore could be resurrected for Easter ’94 “because of media fan’s
hatred of the Liverpool Adelphi hotel.” [RN] • Future Worldcon bids include
1996 Los Angeles; 1997 San Antonio, St Louis; 1998 Baltimore, Boston,
New York, Niagara Falls; 1999 Australia; 2000 Kansas City (slogan: “KC in
2K”, which as any computerate fule kno is 2048).

Infinitely Improbable
TAFF: Ansible asked candidates to cast aside all inhibition and say why we
should really vote them a trip to the 1993 San Francisco Worldcon. Michael
Ashley: “Fan of saliromania (the activity – not the fanzine). Founder member:
Nieces Across Woodside. Personal friend of Walt Willis. My pubic and
underarm hair is clean.” Tony Berry: “Because I’m such a wonderful guy.
And if they don’t vote for me, I’ll sulk.” Abigail Frost: “I’ve organized more
conventions than Michael Ashley; won more fanwriting awards than Ashley
Watkins; and look more interesting in a mini-skirt than Tony Berry.” Ashley
Watkins: no response. Administrator Pam Wells adds: “Please can I have
some TAFF auction material for Novacon? Books, clothes, fanzines, illegal
fudge, erotic stimulators, anything.” Richard Brandt, past and possibly future
US candidate: “TAFF Hopeful Struck in Jaw by Arrow ... is this worth a
story?” Me: “No.” RB: “How about DUFF Hopeful...?”
SF Encyclopaedia Soap Opera Continues! By Sept, the letters A and B had
been delivered (370,000 words). After tussling with the Little Brown
Production Manager over the latter’s idea of a whole new typestyle for
acronyms (which would have meant “some poor sod picking through 1.2
million words of text to find and code all the acronyms”), the Bearded CopyEditor was delighted to hear from the Jolly Typesetter: “Er, you know that
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inordinately complicated system of coding for small capitals, italics and
boldface that we insisted you use from the outset, sunshine? Well, er, our
machines can’t read it.” [PB]
Redistribution. Forbidden Planet and Titan are splitting, with Nick Landau
continuing as FP Bookshops Boss and Mike Lake flogging Titan Distributors
to the US comics distributor Diamond (likely to abandon books and handle
only comics henceforth, thinks awesome pundit Maxim Jakubowski). The
fate of FP’s Titan Books line is uncertain: if it dies, who will carry on its
valuable work of reissuing US comics without their original colour (rather
like reprinting novels on the cheap by leaving out the adjectives)? • Kosmos
Distributors has already gone bust, owing Interzone around £500. [DP]
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Japanese. Honban manaita, live sex shows
(honban=the real thing, manaita=chopping board for the preparation of raw
fish). [via Dave Wood-san]
GW Books Exhumed. An outfit called Boxtree (“their entire catalogue
consists of TV spinoffs and books about fishing”) plans to release six GW
titles in January: three David Ferring/Garnett fantasies, one unpublished, and
three Warhammer 40k books including at least one unpublished Ian Watson
epic. Former GW Books editor David Pringle was not consulted; also out in
the cold are voluminous GW authors Brian Stableford and Kim Newman.
(“‘Brian Craig’ and ‘Jack Yeovil’ were the ones who won the praise and
good reviews; but it’s Ferring they want to publish. Give the readers what
they want, that’s the way....” [AoF]) Our own spy described the Boxtree
packaging Führer as “clearly a man who had never read a book in his life”.
R.I.P. Reginald Bretnor of “The Gnurrs Come from the Voodvork Out”
fame, Alan E. Nourse, and Superman’s co-creator Joe Shuster all died in
July. [SFC etc]
More Awards. John W. Campbell for new writer: Ted Chiang. Campbell
Memorial Award for novel: Buddy Holly is Alive and Well on Ganymede by
Bradley Denton. Sturgeon for short: John Kessel’s “Buffalo”. (“So Denton &
Kessel, ex-students of James Gunn, have won these awards ... chairman of
the judges being James Gunn. Just proves how well he taught them!” [AoF])
SF Chronicle Reader Award for novel: Stations of the Tide by Michael
Swanwick. (SFC fanzine and fanwriter winners are Ansible and me, ho ho.)
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Forbidden Works: “Jane [Barnett] tells me that various author’s books are
banned from her school library because of their unsuitability for the little
dears. Foremost among them? Salacious Terry Pratchett, no less.” [PB]
Air Mail. Size of HarperCollins box: 23"x15"x5". Contents: 2 books for
review. Empty space mailed out: 93.8% of parcel.
Modesty Forbids ... in the Oct The Dark Side, Steve Green’s rave review of
Critical Wave neglects to mention who edits it.
C.O.A. Ken Lake has left Britain but will pick up his fan mail in Feb 93 ...
c/o John Bull Stamps Ltd, PO Box 10.009, GPO Hong Kong. Tibs/Joan
Paterson, 1/L 30 Falkland St, Glasgow, G12 9QY. Cherry Wilder (to whom
all sympathy), see over.
Magicon Moments. Over 5,900 people attended. “Great time, outside of
walking 4-5 miles a day just from your hotel to the convention centre and
back (I was at the main hotel, too).” [LP] • The Peabody Hotel boasted the
four “Peabody Ducks”, which each morning were led from a lift along a red
carpet to the lobby duckpond and each afternoon ushered back by the same
route to their $250,000 Duck Palace upstairs. Martin Hoare: “That one,
please, with orange sauce.” Icy Waitress: “We don’t joke about the ducks.” •
Best cock-up: the wrong card in one Hugo envelope – Mimosa’s fanzine
award was presented to and snatched back from Lan’s Lantern. “The
deserving were rewarded and the guilty punished in one fell swoop,” said
cruel Andy Hooper. [RB] • The 1995 NASFiC (North American alternate con
for overseas-Worldcon years) went to Atlanta despite hot competition from
the spoof “I-95 in 95” alias Roadkillcon; a serious New York bid came
fourth, after “None of the above”. Removal of this event from the Worldcon
constitution is under discussion, again. • The Hugo rockets reverted from
tacky plastic to Peter Weston’s massive castings, gold-plated for Worldcon
#50; their bases incorporated bits of old Cape Canaveral launch complex
gantry – real skiffy. (Cringing Answer To Most Frequent Question of
September: “Er ... seven.”) • Magicon newsletter reaction to Glasgow victory
party: the headline Men in Skirts! •
Ansible 63 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to Anonymous of
Ferring, Paul Barnett, Chris Bell, Richard Brandt, Eddie Cochrane, Critical
Wave, Ethel the Aardvark, David Garnett, Steve Green, Patrick Nielsen
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Hayden (Hugo Fax Master), Martin Hoare (Official Hugo & Hernia
Collector), Roz Kaveney, Robert Newman, Lloyd Penney, David Pringle, SF
Chronicle, Brian Stableford, Ian Watson, Pam Wells and hero distributors
listed last issue. 1/10/92.
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Ansible 64, November 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Guppies also by Dan
Steffan – is there no end to the man’s talents? Ansible is available. Abigail
Frost for TAFF!
POLICY BIT: as dull press releases pour in, Ansible fancies more News As
Entertainment. An unadorned “Author Sells Book” does not excite (do trade
journals elsewhere carry stories of “Bricklayer Lays Brick”?). “Stross Slays
Seven, Dies In Cocaine Brawl” – now you’re talking. “Greenland Sells Book
Despite Ravages Of M.E., Blames Illness On Occult Resonance Of Title
Harm’s Way, Claims Next Will Be Called Sex, Wealth and Immortality” –
nice one, Colin, but don’t try too hard....

These Restless Heads
Anonymous of Daventry confides: “24 November will see a legal battle in
court between Games Workshop and Boxtree in the Warhammer corner, and
Transworld in the other corner, over a matter of trademark infringement due
to Transworld launching those young adult skiffy titles labelled ‘Dark
Future’. [A GW game™ which I thought had been discontinued – Ed.]
Meanwhile Boxtree strides ahead, aiming for a January launch of the brandnew Space Marine by Ian Watson, which isn’t at all like Starship Troopers,
introducing a new art form: scrimshaw upon the finger bones of one’s dead
comrades.... Preliminary findings at Frankfurt indicate international potential
for the Boxtree venture.” [AoD]
Steve Baxter’s life imitates art: “I have a story in Weerde II whose first line
is ‘We want you to assassinate Stephen Hawking’. Last weekend [17 Oct] I
was in Cambridge signing books at Heffer’s bookshop. Afterwards I was
driving out of town and approaching lights when suddenly, out of nowhere –
you’ve guessed it – a motorized wheelchair came plummeting across the road
in front of me. I did an emergency stop, no harm done ... the chap in the
wheelchair grinned hugely and a worried-looking lady came running to pull
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him back on to the kerb. I’ve heard the great man is prone to this sort of antic.
So I almost lived through my own story. Spooky....”
John Brunner had trouble with antibiotics for an infected insect bite: “You
know how debilitating diarrhoea is. Ever had it for months on end? I literally
feel drained.” He’s been writing “posthumous collaborations” ... luckily it’s
the other authors who are posthumous, such as Borges and Eric Frank
Russell.
Avedon Carol counted up Hugos and now warns me for my own good: “If
you ever get nine, Langford, you will have to die.”
Chuck Harris’s Worldcon was marred by rampant shingles: “It’s absolutely
no fun waking in the morning nowadays, clasping a throbbing, nipple-erect
breast and finding it’s your own.”
Don Herron was at Fritz Leiber’s funeral: “If Jay Sheckley had limited
herself to her opening remarks about reclaiming Fritz for horror and then just
gone over and kissed the corpse in the open casket, throwing back her black
veil and leaning over Dracula-like ... fuck, maybe it would have been in
questionable taste, but at least it would have been short. She had to be
ordered off stage after the first story she wanted to read. And she can’t read
for shit. As my and Fritz’s pal John Law said to me somewhere during the
almost-two-hour affair, ‘Hey, Don, could you get me a spot on the
programme? I’d like to read A Spectre is Haunting Texas.’ So Sheckley did
the corpse kiss after it was all over and almost no one was watching,
Werewolf Mike put a cigarette in Fritz’s hand and someone else a champagne
glass for his last party (I don’t think he would have objected for a second –
though I hear Charlie Brown had big trouble with the open coffin). Poul &
Karen Anderson, Judith Merril and Diana Paxson spoke. John de Cles gave a
brilliant (and short) valediction. And Justin Leiber’s reading of Fritz’s ‘The
Big Trek’ from the mezzanine of the fin de siècle columbarium where the
services took place was nothing short of magisterial (and the story selection
could not have been better, if you knew Fritz). Maybe you had to be there,
maybe you’re glad you were not. The whole deal, while totally Fritzean,
might have been a bit much for most folk I met in England – it was too much
for many who were there. As I said to myself when the speeches, readings
and songs were finally at an end, ‘Jesus, I need a drink!’”
Maxim Jakubowski gloats: “100 Great Detectives edited by you-know-who
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won the nonfiction Anthony (crime’s equivalent of the Hugo) at Bouchercon
22, the World Mystery Convention in Toronto [Oct]. Also, Nottingham beat
Washington DC and Miami in the bid to host Bouchercon 25 in 1995. So,
what with Glasgow and sf, both big worldcons come to the UK in ’95.”
Stephen King recently helped save a TAFF candidate’s life! Abigail Frost
(for it is she) inadvertently inhaled a lump of Yorkshire pudding and was
visibly choking to death; heroic Roz Kaveney leapt to the rescue with the
Heimlich Manoeuvre, adding modestly: “I read how to do it in Christine.”
Naomi Mitchison, vastly prolific and fondly remembered in sf circles for
Memoirs of a Spacewoman, was 95 on 1 Nov.

Contabescence
First Thur • London Pub Meetings – Evolution in Action. Oct: fans voted
with their feet for both Hamilton Hall (Liverpool St Station) and the Wine
Vaults (Fenchurch St). #1 has everything going for it – free house, food, the
Underground, a sheltered milling-around space outside – but is overcrowded
at rush hour; having part or all of the upper bar reserved for us is contingent
on a large, regular fan turn-out. #2 was quiet and emptyish, but wouldn’t be
so if the entire ex-Wellington mob descended; it also closes early, and lazier
fans are not keen on the walk from the tube. (Advocates of each pub stressed
the damning fact that the other advertises a smart-dress code. Several noted
Worst Dressed Fans have failed to be thrown out of either.) “Ansible should
make the decision,” claimed Tim Illingworth. My straw-polling now
indicates Hamilton Hall; some early-coming ochlophobes may prefer to
spend the rush-hour period in Fenchurch St first.
6-8 Nov • Novacon 22, Royal Angus Hotel, Birmingham. £25 at door. GoH
Storm Constantine. Too late to pre-register.
7-8 Nov • Armadacon 4, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £20 reg or
£10/day. GoH: various. Suck it and see.
13-15 Nov • T’kon (Trek), Arcade Hotel, Brum. £12 reg at door (also daily
rates); no contact address known.
18 Nov • BSFA, V&A pub, Marylebone Station. No info.
27-9 Nov • Hillcon III, 18th Beneluxcon, Atlanta Hotel, Rotterdam. f65 reg.
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Eurocheques to Hillcon III, Bijltjespad 52 II, 1018 KJ Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, Eastercon: PR3 with tortuous and labyrinthine
booking forms now out. £25 reg, rising to £28 on 1 Dec. Contact 63 Drake
Rd, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ.
1-3 Oct 93 • Fantasycon XVIII, Midland Hotel, Brum. GoH Peter James,
Les Edwards. Membership cost still an eldritch secret. Contact 15 Stanley
Rd, Morden, Surrey, SM4 5DE.
24-8 Aug 95 • Intersection, 53rd Worldcon, Glasgow. Full attending
membership £40 until 31 Dec, with discounts for all paid-up Presupporters,
“Friends” and 1995 site-selection Voters: P £35, V £25, PV £20, F £15, PF
£10, FV or FPV free. Supporting membership is £15, or P £10 – free to other
PFV combinations. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, B66 4SH.
? Oct 95 • Bouchercon 25, World Mystery Convention, Nottingham: details
TBA. Contact Broadway Media Centre, 14 Broad St, Nottingham, NG1 3AL.
(Or Maxim J. at Murder One.) [PW]
Rumblings • Easter 1994: Chris Bell has interrogated Robert Newman about
his A63 news of a Dangercon 6 in Bristol while Sou’Wester (Eastercon)
happened in Liverpool. Before being removed to intensive care, RN said that
this was all a merry jape and was induced to send another bloody beermat.
(“Moving Sou’Wester to Liverpool is the most brilliant idea since the
deposing of Maggie Thatcher. I’ll be there. Now can I have a plug for the
Croydon sf group, 2nd Tue, Oakfield Tavern, St James’s Rd, Croydon?” No –
Ed.) • BSFA: the Oct meeting (Sue Thomas giving readings from her
Correspondence) was enlivened when a visiting Thomas fan tried all by
herself to throw out a party of non-sober outsiders who were Muttering in the
background. Barman: “I would have talked to them but you took matters into
your own hands!”

Infinitely Improbable
Give Me Money! In the tradition of D. West, your skint editor hopes to
defray the cost of Ansible etc. by flogging reprint collections. Critical
Assembly II is the hotly awaited (one has to say these things) concluding
book of Langford sf review-and-abuse pages from White Dwarf, GM and
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GMI ... 51 revised and updated columns, well over 70,000 words, 75pp A4,
softbound with index, a mere £9. (Same as the 1987 price of the sell-out
Critical Assembly I, reset and back in print soon.) Let’s Hear It For The Deaf
Man ed. Ben Yalow is NESFA’s 1992 collection of my fan writing, 64pp
mimeo plus covers, £5. Accost me at any pub or con. UK mail order of either
or both: add 75p postage.
Gollancz Changes Hands – Cassell plc bought the venerable publishing
house from its US owners Houghton Mifflin; London staff moved from their
tatty old Covent Garden offices to Cassell’s in the Strand (see COA). “It’s
good news,” said galaxy-famous sf boss Richard Evans: “Mine’s a pint.”
Changes have already begun: “Cassell bought a new ribbon for the printer! A
tradition dies as at last the world can read Gollancz royalty statements.” [CP]
Hazel’s Tourism Lessons: Venezuelan Guidebookspeak. “A very strange
fauna only known by those who have had the chance of exploring their
bowels is hidden in the ‘Tepuis’.” [RB]
SF Foundation Move. The final decision to accept the University of
Liverpool’s offer of a home was taken on 1 Oct. [RR]
Ugh! Richard Calder’s novel Dead Girls (HarperCollins) will, they say, be
noted for the Hardback Porno Jacket of 1993. The editors hate it! All women
hate it! The book club cancelled its order because of it! And those in charge
of the HarperCollins paperback not only loathe and despise it but begin to
suspect that such a jolly striking cover must be worth re-using....
668: The Neighbour of the Beast – long proposed by Messrs Gaiman and
Pratchett as the Good Omens sequel title (if ever), this just appeared as an
Ace book by “Lionel Fenn”. No comment on its dread “decaying mansion at
number 666 Langford Place” ... but “isn’t ‘Fenn’ that US anthologist who
published his ‘final’ anthology last year – and has still neglected to pay
certain authors or send out contributor’s copies? I’m one of those in [Charles]
Grant’s ‘Final Shadows’ who hasn’t had copies of the book, but at least I’ve
been paid. Mostly.” [DG]
Yet More SF Encyclopaedia: “Bantam have ducked out of the US edition ...
nothing to do with the book, just that they’re trimming everywhere they can
and hadn’t actually signed a contract. I gather that New York editors are
zeroing in.” [PB]
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R.I.P. Quantum (once Thrust), the oft-Hugo-nominated sf review mag, will
cease with its 20th anniversary issue in Jan.
Dracula Society: at 213 Wulfstan St, East Acton, W12 0AB.
Cultural Indicator. “Offer in #1 of the magazine SuperNintendo: ‘Free
SuperNintendo Badge! Stick it on your clothes! Take it off again! Hours of
fun!’ I thought of you at once.” [PB]
C.O.A. Jo Fletcher, 162 Clements Rd, Ilford, Essex, IG1 1BE. Gollancz,
Villiers House, 41-47 Strand, London, WC2N 5JE. Cyril Simsa, from 9 Nov:
c/o 18 Muswell Ave, London, N10 2EG or (urgent stuff) c/o Eva Hauser, Na
Cihadle 55, 160 00 Praha 6, Czechoslovakia.
Skiffy Poets: short (100 lines max, preferably <50) pomes wanted for an A3
poster. S. Amos, 22 Albert Rd, Tonbridge, Kent, TN9 2SR.
A63 errata: in “1993 NASFiC” read “1995”, for “£2/year” read “£2/issue”,
for [Intersection] “‘attending’ members” read “paid-up members”, for “Setve
Grnen” read “Mratin Tudro”, etc.
Letter from Texas. “Despite a long list of accolades from the sci-fi wets,
Kristine Kathryn Rusch of F&SF is slowly getting a reputation for being one
of the more tedious writers in the field. Both she and her partner Dean
Wesley Smith (of Pulphouse) go to workshops around the country where they
encourage young writers to produce a story a week and get it in the post,
stressing the writing of ‘saleable’ stories, with the premise that a story is
good if someone has bought it. Do we need more of this? ... Smith publishes
The Report, a news-sheet for those writers who spend more time on the net
and reading SFWA bulletins than they do writing. In a fussy, busybody voice
it advises authors how to behave at cons, avoiding drink, poor dietary habits,
lack of sleep, sex, etc. ‘Kiss my butt,’ I thought. Commentary from Pat
Cadigan was: ‘Blow it out your ass!’ ... Don’t connect my name with any of
this. I want all the editors in the field to think I love them dearly.” (Coward –
Ed.)
Ten Years Ago: Ian Watson read Ansible and was “not pleased to see
Aldiss’s court jester, the vulgarian of the universe, H. Harrison Esq, being
abusive about the decent Mr Brunner.” (Ansible 29, Oct 82)

Fantasycon XVII
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This was the usual genially shambolic event in sodden Birmingham.
(Outsiders reported noises of massacre and dissent from Sunday’s BFSmembers-only business meeting.) • Karl Edward Wagner was, as usual when
I see him, frothing with rage and despair – this time at the “butchering” of his
script for a DC graphic novel wholly rewritten without his permission. • Andy
Porter waved a list of secret Hugo data showing that his SFC got 22% more
nominations than Locus, that David Pringle is the #11 pro editor after Martin
H. Greenberg, that Ansible, Stet and Pulp just missed the fanzine list, etc.
(This would have carried more authority if his list hadn’t omitted the winner,
Mimosa.) • Deborah Beale of Millennium expressed unprintable feminist
horror at the latest Piers Anthony title The Colour of Her Panties. • Graham
Joyce tangled with the Millennium party’s Free Bar: “Pint of Murphy’s
please.” (Pause.) Barman: “£1.70.” GJ: “WHAT?” Barman: “It’s only the
halves of lager are free, sir.” GJ, paying up: “AND a half of lager.” • Ramsey
Campbell was mentally scarred from a reading which someone had livened
up no end with drunken sound effects before falling loudly over. • Richard
Evans looked strainedly enigmatic, confessing days later that he’d been
defending the Gollancz Takeover Secret against my ruthless lack of
questioning. • British Fantasy Awards: NOVEL (August Derleth award)
Outside the Dog Museum by Jonathan Carroll, COLLECTION Darklands ed.
Nicholas Royle, SHORT “The Dark Land” by Michael Marshall Smith,
ARTIST Jim Pitts (whose dentures had broken; since only the trophy bases
had turned up, the spectacle was of an award with no award accepted by a
man with no teeth), SMALL PRESS Peeping Tom, BEST NEWCOMER
(Icarus award) Melanie Tem, and committee award (for Best Committee)
Andy Porter. • Linda Krawecke left the horror artists nowhere with her artshow display of Real New Orleans Bad Taste (With Lobsters).... •
Ansible 64 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Richard Brandt, Sherry Coldsmith, Bernie Evans, Abigail [For TAFF] Frost,
David Garnett, Steve Green, Colin Greenland, Chris Priest, Roger Robinson,
Peter Wareham and the usual hero distributors, notably Joyce Worley Katz
with her new US fan newsletter Spindizzy. 5/11/92.
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Ansible 65, December 1992
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible is available for
SAEs, whim, personal threats or (rich idiots only) £12 per year. Abigail Frost
for TAFF!
XMAS QUIZ. A small prize to the first devoted Ansible reader to explain
why these writers form a series, and who comes next: Clifford Simak,
Charles Fort, John Sladek, Jody Scott, A.E.van Vogt, Jack Vance, Edward
Gorey, James Branch Cabell...?

The Aliens Among Us
Nick Austin, erstwhile sf editor/consultant for practically every UK publisher
you’ve heard of, has now left Orion/Millennium.
J.G. Ballard, 62 on 15 Nov, got a Sunday Times birthday notice as “science
fiction writer and novelist”. What, both? [DW]
Damien Broderick, almost famous Aussie sf author, “has published The
Lotto Effect: Towards a Technology of the Paranormal. (‘Lotto’ is the
favourite ordinary-person’s method of gambling here, with a success
probability of 1 in 8.5 million or so.) Damien has been working on this book
for very many years, and the blurb explains: ‘Dr Damien Broderick has
studied a vast computerized trove of data – three-quarters of a billion guesses
– from many draws of Tattslotto. The database is provided – tables and
graphs of the way players voted in 23 consecutive draws. This invaluable
information for Lotto punters has never before been published anywhere. /
Does ESP affect Lotto players? It seems to. The results are startling,
statistically significant, and inexplicable.’ ... Bruce Gillespie complains that
Damien has left out all the Scientific Explanation of how his conclusions
follow from the data. John Foyster wrote a letter (enclosing graph) to point
out another and simpler explanation for an effect which Damien claimed
could only be paranormal. Damien’s response appeared to miss the point.
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Then, on 17 Nov, we discovered that three Crop Circles had formed in the
crop of 33" grass that we are growing in our back yard. I regret to say that
John sent Damien a circulation-of-one newssheet about Pre-Cognitive Crop
Circles – Weekly Wild News, November 1992 – headlined CROP CIRCLES
PREDICT LOTTO RESULTS....” [YR] (To be discontinued – Ed.)
John Clute, in an access of euphoria, tried to drive the other SF
Encyclopaedists mad with a post-last-minute fax: “I’m worried about the use
within ascription brackets of the term chap [chapbook], and would like to
substitute the term PYG ... so as to refer to the rewritten SUPERMAN entry I
will send later today, which will now be called PYGMALION, and will
address the true nature of the DEFINITION OF SF, which will need
rewriting. Where PYG is not appropriate within ascription brackets, i.e. for
short sf novels with detective or policier elements, I would prefer you to
substitute the term pig, for all MAGICAL REALIST tales I would prefer the
term puig, for all FEMINIST works (I think I can modify that entry pretty
quickly) the term peg, and in the MUSIC entry it will have to be pag....”
H’mm.
Geraldine Cooke, Penguin sf (and ghastly TSR game tie-ins) supremo, was
recently made redundant. Her union struggled to save her job but is now
thought to have given up.
Malcolm Edwards (says this HarperCollinsEditorial leak) has moved to a
“new role” giving him lots less time to spend with his sf writers.
“Extrapolating from his availability in recent months,” said one excited
author, “this implies the concept of negative time!” A Bookseller photo
identifies Malcolm’s new role as lurking in the Virgin Isles wearing boxer
shorts, swilling cocktails, and signing contracts with a lady hotel-owner
whose coming bestseller about hotel-owning may well not be sf.
Alasdair Gray, Mexicon’s most famously horizontal former guest of honour,
won both the Guardian Fiction Prize and the Whitbread Prize for best novel
with his Poor Things. [AJF]
Diana Wynne Jones, after suffering severe spinal pain for far too long,
underwent major neurosurgery on 1 Dec and next day was reported as doing
encouragingly well. “She can feel her legs again for the first time in some
while, and the hospital staff are now talking of her full recovery in terms of
‘when’ rather than ‘if’.... All very, very pleasing.” [CB via PB]
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Bob Shaw, now in a new slimline version, reports that he’s been teetotal for
some months and feels strong and vital (his local pub the Dog & Duck does
not, having entirely stopped selling Greenall’s Original Bitter for lack of
Shavian custom).
Brian Stableford is now, alas, living alone. He said: “To be deserted by one
wife may be regarded as a misfortune ... to be deserted by two seems like
carelessness.” All sympathies, boss.

Novacon 22
The Royal Angus, Novacon’s traditional and now reinstated venue, met with
huge acclaim in such terms as “I suppose it’s slightly better than that awful
airport hotel.” Strange moments came when a barman went insane one
midnight and was frogmarched off by enormous bouncers, and when a fan
objected to being asked £2.25 for a pint of lemonade ... whereupon the
manager himself appeared and flexibly explained It Wasn’t His Fault, Thistle
Hotels made him charge these prices, more than his job was worth, etc. The
drink went down the drain. • Storm Constantine was GoH, with her fabled
Gothic entourage; the programme was typically lightweight with (according
to a few) too many discos; the souvenir book lapsed into crammed
unreadability once really important stuff like committee biographies had
given way to mere GoH and sf appraisals. • Roz Kaveney fulminated about
Penguin’s saturation publicity for Eurotemps: “They told me that no dealers
had asked for early copies, and now I find Rog Peyton had ordered 50, and
they told him none had been printed....” Yet somehow they’d managed to
send out review copies. “One is contending with active sabotage,” continued
Roz. • Greg Pickersgill exuded bucolic euphoria and went on about how his
life in London had all been a huge mistake, true tranquillity being reserved
for idyllic Haverfordwest. “Surrounded by baa-ing sheep,” I suggested. “IT’S
FUCKING CATTLE COUNTRY, YOU IGNORANT GWENT CRETIN!”
How he has changed. • Pam Wells wished to repudiate a vile slur: “If I wrote
the gossip column in Critical Wave it would be a bloody sight more
interesting.” • Jim Burns was unhappily in earshot when I peered at one of his
Art Show contributions and opined that this was a Giant Space Turd. “Oh
God, Langford, you’re too perceptive, now you’ve said it I see that that is
what it is.” Er, sorry. • Paul Morley the Guardian hack was sighted at
Novacon and later published an odd article on sf’s decease (11 Nov), all
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seemingly the fault of elves and Terry Pratchett. “Does it make you feel as
though you are writing obituaries in Ansible?” asked returned eofan Derek
Pickles with false concern. • Rog Peyton (The Expert’s Expert) interrupted as
we idly wondered how far down Novacon’s All-Time Best Books Poll listing
you had to go to find the first real stinker. Passing over #1 (Tiger! Tiger!),
Rog snorted: “Number two, that’s all, total crap, The Left Hand of Darkness.
And number three, ‘The Book of the New Sun’, fucking rubbish. And....” •
Speaking of Tiger! Tiger!, Novacon research disclosed wide fannish
unawareness that Bester’s most famous line comes in two flavours: “Vorga, I
kill you deadly” (UK) and “... kill you filthy” (US). • TAFF: in the interests
of Equal Time the three attending candidates all gave impersonations of the
absent Michael Ashley, replete with simulated Angst and vomit. • Roger
Robinson presented £2,500 (raised at various cons) to RNIB for talking
books: “There’s a mistake in the cheque! I’ve got another £600.” • Nova
Awards went to Dave Mooring (artist), Michael Ashley (writer) and Ian
Sorensen’s Bob? (fanzine – “Incomprehensible!” said Britain’s Mr Horror,
Steve Jones, in a later unsolicited interview). Runners-up: D. West, Nigel E.
Richardson and Saliromania. [HB] • Simon Ounsley explained: “The Leeds
Group did not even bother to put in a fix for the Nova this year – much to the
chagrin of the numerous fans who kept approaching the small Leeds
contingent at the con and asking who they were supposed to be voting for. On
being told to please themselves, they wandered off looking as baffled as all
those East European journalists who suddenly had to go off and search out
the news instead of having it delivered to their desks every day in a
government envelope. Ian Sorensen’s award had nothing whatsoever to do
with any connections he might have with the Leeds Group, nor with the large
number of duplicator stencils marked ‘Strathclyde Education Authority’
which recently managed to fall off the back of a lorry in Keighley.” •

Condylura
First Thur • London Pub Meeting Stabilizes – in the Hamilton Hall bar on
Liverpool St Station, as plugged last issue. Which isn’t to say that rebel
contingents are not encamped elsewhere: Turnmills (some media fans) and
the old Wellington (unspecified diehards).
16 Dec • BSFA: no meeting. A new venue is planned after the 20 Jan event at
the usual V&A pub, Marylebone Station.
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17 Dec • London Xmas Meeting at Hamilton Hall.
27 Dec-3 Jan • Science Fiction, Science Fact, theme items and events
programme at the Science Museum, London. Talks 12:30 each day, repeated
14:30, with Brian Stableford, Mat Irvine, Jack Cohen, John Gribbin, me....
Contact 071 938 8000.
5-7 Feb Pentatonic (filkery), Rozel Hotel, Weston-super-Mare. Now £18
reg; £25 from 1 Jan. Contact: as Sou’Wester.
6 (?) Mar • Picocon 11, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, SW7
2BB. This is all ye know on earth....
26-28 Mar • Trek Dwarf (oh God), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Combines, er,
something. £25 reg (£30 from 1 Jan). Contact 47 Marsham, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, Cambs, PE2 5AN.
8-12 Apr 93 • Helicon, 44th Eastercon (+Eurocon), Hotel de France, Jersey.
Now £28 reg. Contact “Look On My Works, Ye Mighty”, 63 Drake Rd,
Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ.
28-31 May • Mexicon 5 (vile elitist written-sf con), Hotel St Nicholas,
Scarborough. Warning: rates rise from £18 to £20 on 10 Jan. Contact 121
Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, B66 4SH.
30 Jul-1 Aug • Lunicon (Unicon 14), Leeds. £10 reg, £5 for students. (Time
to get out my antediluvian Oxford Union card again.) Contact LUU, PO Box
157, Leeds, LS1 1UH.
1-3 Oct • Fantasycon XVIII, Midland Hotel, Brum. Last issue’s Stanley Rd,
Morden contact address is now invalid (Mike and Di Wathen have split up
and moved). Try Peter Coleborn, 46 Oxford Rd, Acocks Green, Birmingham,
B27 6DT.
5-7 Nov • Novacon 23, Royal Angus, Brum (probably). GoH Stephen Baxter.
£20 reg; £25 after Easter. Usual address (as Mexicon). £8 supporting
membership brings you all the bits of paper but not necessarily an attending
place: hotel limit is 350.
1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester, 45th Eastercon, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now
£25 reg. Weary of comments about thievery at the Adelphi, Sou’Wester plans
a policy of no at-the-door memberships unless (a) the committee knows you,
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(b) someone present vouches for you, (c) you have a good ID (passport,
driving licence – thieves never carry these), or (d) you write in advance
saying “Dear Chris Bell, I am too mean to buy even a £12.50 supporting
membership but might just turn up anyway.” Contact 3 West Shrubbery,
Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
? May 94 • Inconceivable, Derby, a second “sf humour” con. £15 reg.
Contact 12 Crich Ave, Littleover, Derby, DE23 6ES.
29-31 Jul 94 • Wincon III, King Alfred’s College, Winchester. £17 reg (rises
after 17 April 93). Contact 12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10
7TS. “Ideas” theme. Cor, that rules out a lot of recent sf and fantasy, doesn’t
it?

Infinitely Improbable
Evil Unmasked: a religious newspaper item tells how someone joined a
charismatic church and was soon “making a bonfire of his magic and mystery
books – including expensively leather-bound Denis Wheatley and Arthur C
Clark titles.” (Sic) [DW]
SF Encyclopaedia II: The End. The hard copy and disks were finally and
utterly delivered on 16 Nov. Just a few last corrections in proof ... “quite a
deal of them, in fact, since Peter Nicholls has only now settled down to
actually read the fucking thing. ‘Yes, Peter, this is all good and valuable stuff
– that’s why I was asking you for it six months ago.’” [PB]
Games Workshop & Boxtree vs Transworld: the battle of “Dark Future”
(both a trademarked GW game and a kid’s sf series written by Laurence
James for Transworld; see Ansible 64) has led to a great swearing of
affidavits. For GW, various authors declare with varying sincerity that they
could make vast fortunes from official GW Dark Future novels were it not for
this hideous Transworld imposture; in the opposite corner, Rog Peyton (The
Expert’s Expert) is understood to aver that these game-related books are all
crap and can’t be sold anyway, even by him....
R.I.P. Elke Lacey, a children’s editor at Methuen and wife of NEL sf editor
Humphrey Price, died of cancer on 10 Nov and is survived by their son (born
8 Oct this year).
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World Fantasy Awards: NOVEL Boy’s Life, Robert McCammon;
NOVELLA “The Ragthorn”, Rob Holdstock & Garry Kilworth; SHORT
“The Somewhere Doors”, Fred Chappell; ANTHOLOGY Fourth Annual
Year’s Best Fantasy & Horror ed. Terri Windling & Ellen Datlow;
COLLECTION The Ends of the Earth, Lucius Shepard; ARTIST Tim
Hildebrandt; etc, etc.
IRA Tries To Bomb TAFF Candidate! After that failed Nov attempt on
Canary Wharf, the booby-trapped getaway car was found near Abigail Frost’s
flat; she and hundreds more were evacuated in the small hours, and given
“the most horrible coffee I’d ever had.” Can this be coincidence?
REM, Arthur Straker’s almost legendary small-press sf magazine, celebrates
its second issue in a riot of typefaces – lots of very tiny and/or heavy sanserif,
one whole opening section in retina-wrenching “shatter” type, Garry
Kilworth’s entire story in a “handwritten” face with unindented paragraphs ...
good stuff but harder going even than Ansible. Have the eye lotion ready and
rush £1.95 to 19 Sandringham Rd, London, NW2 5EP.
Chocolate Flavoured Potato Crisps, a truly sf concept, are reputedly on
trial in Scotland/NE England. Any sightings? [YR]
C.O.A. Jim and Linda Barker (“Married three years! Please remind people
I’m still alive.”), 26 Campfield Street, Falkirk, FK2 7DN. Mickey Poland, 3
Frances Rd, Erdington, Birmingham, B23 7LD. Jane Stableford: God knows.
Thyme (Aussie sf newsletter), PO Box 222, World Trade Centre, Melbourne,
Vic 3005, Australia. Di Wathen, 54 Sumner House, Maddams St, Bow,
London, E3 3RB (“I’m now living with Nick Reynolds – ex Dark They Were
and Forbidden Planet – and all is wonderful!”).
So It Goes. UK Publisher: We’ve done a reprint deal for your book, copies
now being printed, you get 50%! My Agent: That contract terminated ages
ago. You have no right to deal. We get 100%. Publisher: Deal? What deal?
Never was any deal....
Ansible 65 Copyright ©Dave Langford, 1992. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Chris
Bell, Harry Bond, Abigail Frost, Steve Jones, Simon Ounsley, David Redd,
Yvonne Rousseau, Brian Stableford, Di Wathen, Dave Wood and our hero
distributors, now including THYME (Alan Stewart). ADVT: Chuck Death,
ie. my brother Jon, urges you to buy his rock cartoon epic GREAT POP
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THINGS (Penguin £5.99). “This one you should actually read” –
INDEPENDENT. 3/12/92.
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Ansible 66, January 1993
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan, art by J.G. Posada.
Ansible is available for SAEs, whim, or (moneyed idiots only) £12 per year.
ABIGAIL FROST for TAFF!
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS. To become rich enough to attend some
conventions. • If I ever get invited to speak at the Science Museum again, to
have a very large drink before casting my polysyllables at a small audience
with a heavy six-year-old component. • To pour beer over persons in ties who
demand a copy of Ansible and instantly crumple and discard it on finding it’s
not (presumably) an insider-dealer newsletter. • To remember that there is a
subtle difference between Windsor and Winchester. • To be nicer henceforth
to Orson Scott Card.

The Late Breakfasters
Orson Scott Card, during his Hillcon speech [SoB], offered a sweeping
critical approach to sf which I have heard authors formulate before, but never
so nakedly. The fundamental idea is that there are no bad books. Therefore
there should be no bad reviews. “Those critics who are condemning other
people’s work are really saying ‘I don’t understand why people like this. I
don’t understand why the writer wrote this. I don’t get it.’” Any and every
bad review merely indicates a dumb critic who didn’t get it. Sod off if you
thought you were a disappointed reader who was short-changed by some
lazy, lacklustre sf novel (not that Card himself writes such). You’re just
dumb.
Dave Carson wishes to sell you his Lovecraftian t-shirts depicting cuddly
gods Nyarlathotep or Yog-Sothoth: £9 to Flat 10, Block J, Peabody Estate,
Horseferry Rd, London, SW1P 2EN. Me: “Haven’t you got one of ShubNiggurath, the Black Goat With A –” DC: “Fucked if I draw a thousand
young.”
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Nick Dance of Serendipity Picture Co. was outraged by that Terry Pratchett
bit ages ago on the Minehead Space Festival. “His comments about ‘the
arrogant film crew’ are un-just, if anyone was arrogant he was, he was well
aware who we were and what we were going to film. Also, the ‘outrageous
disclaimer form’ he refers to was just a standard broadcast TV release form
used by all the major broadcasting companies. He was the only contributor to
the documentary that would not sign the form, everyone else, including world
famous authors, scientists, artists and special effects designers were happy to
sign,” etc, etc. Your editor grovels at having condensed TP’s phrase about the
event’s weird atmosphere to “amateurish” in Interzone, this word having
vastly offended N. Dance. TP sticks by his view of the film crew: “Maybe it
had been a long week and the natural courtesy they’d extended to the other
participants had dried up? ... Dance’s letter is full of that affronted
astonishment professed by TV people when it’s suggested that not everyone
likes them.”
Lionel Fanthorpe gets about, cropping up in The Independent magazine (12
Dec) as tutor of famously precocious lad James Harries (“Only 60,000 words
of homework finished this weekend, James? You must try harder.”) and on
the guest list of Orycon 15 (Portland, OR, 12-14 Nov 93, with Terry
Pratchett), prompting Ben Yalow to muse on Orycon’s penchant for us
“British humorist types”....
William Gibson’s fan past keeps returning to haunt him, most recently in
xeroxes of a 1963 Fanac newszine containing real Gibson cartoons and a con
masquerade report with “young Bill Gibson as a priest of the Beetle God”.
Ho ho. [DH]
Steve Jones, Britain’s Mr Horror, gloats that he’s one of the guests at a vast
con marking the 35th anniversary of Forrest J. Ackerman’s Famous Monsters
of Filmland (28-30 May, Arlington, VA, USA) ... along with such luminaries
as Ray Bradbury, Robby the Robot and the star of Attack of the 50 Foot
Woman.
Chris Priest got an unsolicited plug when the Observer looked back at the
Best Young British Writers promotion he featured in long ago, and famous
Julian Barnes explained: “Priest always was a chippy bugger.” An unsold
Priest book on the horrors of publishing may now be retitled Chippy Bugger.
Maureen Speller “upset the outgoing editor of the SFRA [SF Research
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Association] review magazine by agreeing with Gary Westfahl’s comments
on its inadequacy. I freely admit I was very disappointed with the thing when
I first received it. I wanted to get in touch with other people interested in the
study of sf, to find out what they were doing ... instead, all we get are cruddy
little reviews, often not terribly well written.”
Brian Stableford updates the glum report in A65: “Oh, by the way, Jane
came back just before Christmas.”
Roger Weddall, the much-loved Australian fan who made the 1992 DUFF
trip to America, died of (essentially) lymphoma on 3 December, aged 36. “A
large, gentle and mischievous bloke prone to sending postcards in the
traditionally tiny fannish script from unexpected corners of the world.” [JH]
“Roger began his fannish career in the 70s ... edited Thyme, which won the
Ditmar for Best Fanzine of 1986 ... in 1991 Typo (residing with Roger) won
the Ditmar for Best Fannish Cat. He had known since May 1992 that he had
cancer [and had to curtail his DUFF trip to return for treatment].” [YR] “It
has been proposed that a report of Roger’s DUFF trip should be assembled
out of short contributions from all those he met and with whom he stayed; the
result would serve as a sort of memorial booklet.” [JN]
David Wingrove contributed an awesome article to the Daily Telegraph (5
Dec) explaining that poor reviews of his legendary Chung Kuo series have a
wicked common cause! “Long before this over-the-top [BSFA] editorial
appeared, I had been singled out by the British science fiction field for a sin
which, for many, went beyond that of the pornographer. I was politically
incorrect.” [JN] Um. I felt that some folk were ganging up on DW even
before Book 1 came out, but their point seemed to be not so much a question
of PC as that his prose was, er, stylistically challenged.

Court Circular
“GW won their injunction against Bantam/Transworld’s Dark Future books,
which will now presumably be withdrawn. British justice and the English
sense of fair play triumph again!” – writes Brian Stableford, possibly in tones
of mild sarcasm.
As Ansible readers know (A64, A65), this lawsuit arose because Games
Workshop had a game called Dark Future™ and had published spin-off Dark
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Future books (mostly by Kim “Jack Yeovil” Newman) before apparently
discontinuing the game and their own book venture. Their new co-publishing
project with Boxtree starts this month, with no DF books in the launch and
none announced for later. (But on an Xmas card Ian Watson writes: “The rest
of Kim’s and Brian’s [Stableford’s] books are due subsequently.”)
Meanwhile Transworld have been publishing a series of young-adult books
with the overall title Dark Future, by Laurence James, which have
incidentally sold a great deal better than the GW titles. GW objected and the
lawsuit was on.
The law is pretty bloody murky. There is no copyright in titles; anyone can
call their new space opera War and Peace. (Evelyn Waugh’s title Men at
Arms is being recycled by Terry Pratchett in a Discworld novel even now
under construction.) Nevertheless Laurence James apparently searched
Whitaker’s Books in Print (plus the entire Essex Library database) to check
that Dark Future wasn’t currently in use. No mention: it seems GW had got
bored with registering books and took to making up their own ISBN numbers
instead. What about trademark infringement? British trademark law applies to
a distinctive style or logo: anyone can write “IBM” but use of the IBM logo
is strictly controlled. The GW and Transworld Dark Future books didn’t
look at all alike. Transworld (said to have been very supportive of their
author) had encouraging affidavits from the Society of Authors, the
Publisher’s Association and major authors. “Everyone in the book trade,”
said my spy, “realized the potential gravity of this case and absolutely
everyone rallied around from all quarters.” It was expected throughout the
publishing industry that GW’s injunction would fail.
It succeeded, and early in December Transworld were duly landed with costs
of £60,000 plus instructions to get their Dark Future books out of the shops
in one week.
All this was an interlocutory hearing; an appeal is expected shortly, while the
trial proper may be a year off. The charges against Transworld were
trademark infringement and “passing off”. The Deputy Judge declined to rule
on the latter, so the law remains unclarified. The judgement on trademark
infringement appeared to follow the line that (a) the GW Dark Future books
all have clear ™ or ® marks on the cover near the words Dark Future (but
they don’t; only the GW logo on the back has a ™ mark – and of the three
Yeovil DF books here, two refer on the copyright page only to the
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trademarked status of Warhammer, another game altogether); (b) if GW had
brought out a magazine called Dark Future™, and if Transworld had
published its own Dark Future magazine, that would have been an
infringement owing to the technicalities of “A” and “B” trademarks, of which
one applies to mags and the other doesn’t (er, yes, but what have magazines
got to do with it?); (c) for practical purposes there is no difference between a
numbered series of books and a magazine or periodical (sickening sound of
dropped jaws across the entire publishing industry); (d) there was an
infringement: injunction granted.
It had earlier emerged that one cannot use as a trademark, on a book, “any
descriptive phrase”. Happily for GW but to the slight surprise of English
grammarians, Dark Future was ruled not to be a descriptive phrase.
Ansible does not take sides, perish the thought, and lots of sf authors are
grateful to GW for generous book advances. But the Transworld lot are bitter
about such reputed facts as that GW went into court with a sympathywinning attitude of “poor little firm being crushed by big firm ... not our fault
... always wanted a compromise” after having initially stormed on
Transworld with legal guns blazing and DEMANDED the withdrawal and
destruction of all copies, no deals, no compromise; that GW gave sworn
evidence that the Boxtree launch wasn’t yet going ahead (i.e. was in peril
from this wicked passing-off), only to be shown as fibbing thanks to
contradictory evidence from the great and good Rog Peyton; above all, that if
only GW had acted professionally and registered their bloody titles in the
first place this whole nonsense would never have arisen.
Before the hearing a GW author had remarked, optimistically, that if
GW/Boxtree were to win on a platform of claimed lost sales of Dark Future
books, they might feel honour-bound to publish some of the DF epics left in
limbo ever since the game was (allegedly) scrapped. We shall see....

Concrescence
Infrequent Policy Reminder ... except on rare “Oh God, a whole column to
fill” occasions, this listing is generally confined to New, Imminent and
Significantly Changed convention entries.
20 Jan • BSFA, V&A pub, Marylebone Station. Hot debate planned: “Where
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Do We Move This Bloody Meeting Next?”
29-31 Jan • Starbase 93 (Trek), Hilton Hotel, Leeds. £30 reg. Contact 152
Otley Rd, Headingley, Leeds, LS16 5JX.
5-7 Feb Pentatonic (filk), Rozel Hotel, Weston-super-Mare. £25 reg. Contact
3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
28-31 May • Mexicon 5, Scarborough. £18 reg, £20 from 10 Jan. GoH
(additional): Ian McDonald and Ken Campbell, who will perform his worldacclaimed thingy Pigspurt. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, B66
4SH.
1-3 Oct • Fantasycon XVIII, Brum. Yet another contact address: 137 Priory
Rd, Hall Green, Birmingham, B28 0TG.
29-31 Jul 94 • Wincon III, King Alfred’s Coll, Winchester ... not Windsor as
mistyped last issue! GoH: Algis Budrys, James Hogan. £17 reg (goes up 17
April 93). Contact 12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, P010 7TS.

Infinitely Improbable
“Bum Steer Department: Don’t rush those stories to Tomorrow! Editor and
owner Algis Budrys, who has purchased the new magazine from the ailing
Pulphouse, is ‘bought up for two years’.” [A Foreign Correspondent]
Club of the Crabs! A publicity pack for the new Guy N. Smith Fan Club has
shaken my very bowels. Many thrilling Smith memorabilia are offered –
“Wow, you should see those clockwork crabs clicking and shambling, if
you’ve read any of Guy’s Crabs series, then it’s all really happening and
you’ll run a mile!” The newsletter spares us the Ultimate Horror of how
much it costs; contact 59 Meriden Ave, Wollaston, Stourbridge, W.
Midlands, DY8 4QR.
R.I.P. “Peyo” (Pierre Culliford), the Belgian cartoonist creator of the dread
Smurfs, died on 24 December aged 64. [KH]
Back Brain Recluse magazine now includes a “Directory” of small-press
items received and sends offprints of this section (only) to the lucky
publishers mentioned. I like the wheeze and am persuaded to do an Ansible
65 “Directory”, consisting of this paragraph. (BBR, PO Box 625, Sheffield,
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S1 3GY.)
Social Whirl: svelte playboy Martin Hoare and lovely incontinence expert
Jean Owen plan exciting, whirlwind nuptials in a month or three. Ansible:
“Does this mean I have to make my famous Best Man speech a third time?”
Martin: “You said it, mate.” Jean: “I’m sick of being an Owen, I’ve been an
Owen all my life, I’d much rather be –” Ansible: “Quite.”
C.O.A. Iain Dickson, 404 Bideford Green, Linslade, Leighton Buzzard, LT7
7TY (“Married Lamorna Cape 26-10-92!”). Steve & Leah Higgins, 5 rue
Charles Desvergnes, Meudon 92190, France. Nigel Rowe, 6339 North Clark,
2nd Floor, Chicago, 60660-1216, USA, “to move in with new wife Karen
Babich”. [JN]
Me. After a huge lack of orders for my Critical Assembly II review column
collection, the original Critical Assembly (50 columns, 1987, now
revised/expanded) is back out any day now. Same price: £9 (+75p post); £12
abroad, £15.50 airmail.
Not Hazel’s Language Lessons. “Me transmitte sursum, Caledoni!” is one
of the useful items in Henry Beard’s Latin For Even More Occasions. “I
could do better than that,” sniffed Hazel.
Apologies to Wincon (qv) and, apparently, Rog Peyton, whose Great Wrath
at A65 was rumoured but not confirmed. The only written quiz entry was
John Dallman’s: “I’d guess the Xmas quiz authors are an unread books pile;
Ian Watson would be a good candidate for the next.” As instantly guessed by
all-knowing Abigail Frost, the authors were those whose titles/quotes have
been pinched to head successive Ansible “people” columns. (A65: James
White. A66: Robert Aickman.)
Your Neighbour May Be A Space Alien: this traditional tabloid story has
now popped up in the USA, with “theoretical biologist Dr Thomas Easton”
telling how to spot hidden extraterrestrials by their compulsive buying of
Earth books, magazines, computers.... [RB]
Ansible 66 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Hazel (chiefly for
patience), the Anonymous Admirer, Richard Brandt, John Bark, Cuddles,
Jenny Glover (who sent, more in sorrow than in anger, some chocolate
flavoured potato crisps), Judith Hanna, David Hartwell, Kim Huett, Joseph
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Nicholas, Chris Priest, Yvonne Rousseau, Shards of Babel, Ben Yalow, our
hero distributors and this issue’s Noble Sponsor, David L. Russell of
Australia. Oh, and absolutely everybody who sent Xmas cards. I really meant
to get around to this myself.... 7/1/93.
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0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible is available for
SAEs, whim, or (moneyed idiots only) £12/year, and supports ABIGAIL
FROST for TAFF.
DR SAMUEL JOHNSON responds to various affronted sf writers quoted in
recent Ansibles: “An author places himself uncalled before the tribunal of
criticism, and solicits fame at the hazard of disgrace.” Well, he would say
that, wouldn’t he?

A Miscellany of Men
Frank Arnold (1914-87), tutelary spirit of London sf meetings since the 40s,
stars in a well-researched 24pp photo-biography by Dave Rowe in Outworlds
65 (available for whim or $5 from Bill Bowers, PO Box 58174, Cincinnati,
OH 45258-0174, USA).
“Prince Patrick Eze” of Nigeria honours Ansible with an effusive letter
asking for the use of its bank account to keep $30,500,000 his “Federal
Ministry” has spare, and offering 30% commission for this service. Students
of news exposés say these folk’s amusing habit is to use the requested bank
details, signature and company letterhead to empty your account. I’m most
flattered to be thought worth conning....
David Garnett has a gloat: “25 years ago I invested 5/- (which isn’t 25p but
six pints!) in surface mailing Mirror in the Sky to Damon Knight, who was
Berkley’s sf consultant. They made me an offer I couldn’t refuse ($1,000),
and I received the contract exactly 8 weeks after posting the MS. Those were
the days.... And some people can still work fast. Boxtree, for example. Signed
my 3-book contract with them, they’ve paid me, printed the books and I now
have my copies: all in under a month. I always knew it shouldn’t take 12-18
months!”
John Grant raves: “TELEPHONE LINES SIZZLE ACROSS OCEAN AS
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AUTHOR OF REVISION OF MAJOR REFERENCE BOOK HURLS
ABUSE AT CRINGING EDITOR OVER MONUMENTAL COCKUP! No,
nothing to do with Peter Nicholls, for once. My advance copy of the
Encyclopaedia of Walt Disney’s Animated Characters has just arrived, and
I’ve already noticed that jolly old Hyperion have left in the old material on
the Wuzzles and the Gummi Bears (so you now have two roughly similar
1200-word articles within five pages) while omitting to put in its place the
new stuff on The Prince and the Pauper, which is totally ignored by the
book. Could this be the fastest reprint ever of a Grant title?”
David Hartwell is doing another arcane sf anthology, of Xmas stories timed
for the 1993 festivities. “By late January he sounded really desperate for
stuff,” recounts Brian Stableford.... The deadline was 31 Jan, alas. Buy my
story, Hartwell!
Patrick Nielsen Hayden sends a flyer about Nude Trek 2: The Wrath of
Klothes, the first nudist Trek convention, run by The Slugs Nudist Club in
chilly Washington State (22 Jan). Perhaps the most macabre aspect is his
covering note: “NOT A HOAX”.
Kim Newman modestly notes, “I’ve been up an Alp at a film festival
drowning in complimentary champagne and French babes, both of which
have unadvertised down-sides.”
Chris Priest watched the recording of The Glamour as a BBC radio play
(dramatized by Chris himself, directed by Janet Whitaker). “I particularly
liked the recently constructed, purpose built radio drama studio. It was a
surreal place ... built to allow just about every conceivable aural
circumstance. One bit was carpeted, another had bare boards, another
flagstones, another gravel, etc. The staircase linking the two levels has three
‘strips’: bare wood (institutions), carpet (houses) and stone (dungeons). There
are numerous different doors to be slammed, opened, rattled, locked. I poked
around, trying to imagine what someone would think were they to wake up in
the room without knowing what it was used for.
“I assumed radio plays were recorded with a group of actors holding scripts
and standing around one microphone. (‘Ahem, only The Archers is done like
that!’ they said as they ticked me off.) The way my lot did it was almost like
a stage play. The fight scene was meticulously rehearsed, with all the
punches and oof noises arranged so they were close to microphones: several
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takes, with much falling over and bruising. Bed scenes are recorded in a bed
(which folds out of the wall), with sheets! ‘God, if I’d known this,’ I said,
‘I’d have put in a scene in a swimming pool.’ The sound man visibly paled.
‘We don’t like swimming pool scenes....’ Nor do they like scenes in cars: too
many noises that change all the time (gears, traffic, etc) and which have to be
timed to the script. They still cut cabbages in half for beheadings (‘not much
call for that these days’), but I saw no coconut shells anywhere. The sound of
a ring-pull beer can defies aural science: they had to go down to the vending
machine and buy a few cans of Coke.
“A highlight was listening to the effects people build up a car bomb from
scratch, beginning with a dynamite explosion (sounded a bit like a door
slamming), then layers added to give echo, reverberation, windows
shattering, metal lumps skidding down the road, ground juddering, windows
rattling, people screaming, alarm bells going. When this was played to the
actors, two of them ducked – I too jumped out of my skin, and I knew it was
coming! The BBC people were so pleased with it that they put it into the
effects library. Me: ‘Here, that’s my car bomb!’ They: ‘Sorry, squire, it’s ours
now.’
“All lost, of course, as it squirts uselessly through the 2" speaker on a
transistor radio.... But I was awed by the manifest professionalism and hard
work of it all; felt shagged out at the end, and I was just watching.” [CP]
Broadcast scheduled for BBC Radio 4 on Easter Monday evening. CP is also
toiling on a 3-part TV drama serial commissioned by BBC2 and called The
Cull.
David Redd is getting there slowly: “My last New Worlds story submission
was bounced as usual, but Dave Garnett says he is quoting part of my
covering letter in his editorial. Maybe I should forget stories and simply write
covering letters.”
Guy N. Smith sends the vital datum not available last issue: his fan club
costs £10/year, £25/life. Members get 10% off rare GNS books, including
Polish editions – amaze friends with the Polish for Phobia (Fobia), The
Sucking Pit (Trzesawisko), Fiend (Szatan) and Crabs on the Rampage
(Odwet)....

Confrication
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5-7 Feb • Pentatonic (filk), Rozel Hotel, Weston-super-Mare. £25 reg. Too
late now to do anything but Just Turn Up. Or in my case, Just Shudder And
Stay Home.
17 Feb • BSFA: V&A pub on Marylebone Station, moving to the
Conservatory – Café Munchen that was – in March, with a likely change to
2nd Wed each month. (To be confirmed.)
6-7 Mar • Microcon, Exeter University. GoH Colin Greenland. Contact 24
Buddle Lane, Exeter, EX4 1JH. ASTONISHING DEVELOPMENT!
UNPRECEDENTED NOVELTY! DOES NOT CLASH WITH –
13 Mar • Picocon, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London.
10am-11pm; £5 reg. “Changed date.”
19 Mar • British Fantasy Soc open night with Karl Edward Wagner:
Falkland Arms, Bloomsbury Way, WC1. 6:30pm on.
19-21 Mar • Economy II (Shoestringcon XIV), Hatfield. GoH Storm
Constantine. £8 reg, UH students/PSIFA members £5. Contact PSIFA,
UHSU, U of Herts, Hatfield, Herts, AL10 9AB.
26-28 Mar • Trek Dwarf, Swallow Hotel, Peterborough (so says the latest,
infallible Small Fry listing – but the last con PR I saw indicated a move to the
Holiday Inn, Leicester. Surely they didn’t move back again?). £35 reg.
Contact 47 Marsham, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, Cambs, PE2 5AN.
8-12 Apr • Helicon, Eastercon/Eurocon, Jersey. £28 reg. Contact 63 Drake
Rd, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ. A travel deal: “Jersey European does
return flights Gatwick/Jersey for £69/£79 depending on time of day. 4 flights
a day out, 3 back – is there a pile of planes at Jersey airport?” [CC] • SallyAnn Melia demands mega-publicity for her Helicon Writer’s Circle: contact
her at 11 Spinney Drive, Cheswick Green, Solihull, B90 4HB. (“Don’t ask
how I’ll manage if 13 writers arrive speaking 13 different languages.”) •
Helicon Person: “A bit of luck: fewer people have joined than expected so
we needn’t print as many PRs and have more cash in hand!” Ansible: “... My
brain hurts.”
28-31 May • Mexicon 5, Scarborough. Now £20 reg. Contact 121 Cape Hill,
Smethwick, Warley, B66 4SH. PR2 with a Mexican Xmas greeting was
amusingly mailed in late January.
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1-3 Oct • VoCon, Hitcher con; Tollgate Hotel, Gravesend. Now £18 reg.
Contact 17 Guildford St, Brighton, BN1 3LS.
1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester, Eastercon, Liverpool. £20 reg. Contact 3 West
Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. Presupporters should curb their
excitement at the Jan Brum Group News report of an “£18.00 discount” and
send £18, not £2.
Easter 94 • Elydore, media, Guernsey. Vast package deal (plane, hotel and
registration); pay £??? by instalments. Contact “High Hopes”, La Vrangue, St
Peter Port, Guernsey, C.I.
24-8 Aug 95 • Intersection, 53rd Worldcon, Glasgow. Rates multifarious,
with intricate discounts; new rates apply from 1 Jan, but no figures have
reached me. Contact: as Mexicon.
Rumblings • The Australia in 1999 Worldcon bid feels it’s too early as yet
for presupporting memberships (publicity help is preferred), a bidding
committee, a city or a hotel. To avoid favouring any plausible venue, the
“Advertising Committee” is interestingly restricted to Faulconbridge (pop.
1500) fans and their pals. Contact them at 43 Chapman Pde, Faulconbridge,
NSW 2776, Australia. • “The Anne Rice signing at Forbidden Planet was as
popular as feared. The two-hour queue did a triple conga line round the
Conservatory, out the back door and up the stairs. People started to read their
books at the back of the queue and had finished by the front. Even Terry
Pratchett would have tipped his hat in disbelief.” [SJ]

Infinitely Improbable
Clarke Award Shortlist for best novel of 1992: Ian McDonald, Hearts,
Hands and Voices; Marge Piercy, Body of Glass; Kim Stanley Robinson, Red
Mars; Richard Paul Russo, Destroying Angel; Michael Swanwick, Stations of
the Tide; Sue Thomas, Correspondence; Lisa Tuttle, Lost Futures; Connie
Willis, Doomsday Book. (Also “bloody good but ineligible” commendations
to Karen Joy Fowler’s Sarah Canary and M. John Harrison’s The Course of
the Heart.) Winner to be announced 25 March at the Groucho Club, London:
6pm for 7:30pm. [DVB] All are welcome, but take out a large bank loan if
you plan to buy any drinks.
Dredd Words: a leak about “the new Judge Dredd series that Virgin are
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starting. They’re planning to launch with two titles rather than three, having
seen a synopsis and 15,000 words of specimen text from three authors ... one
of whom, fantasist Stephen Marley, was given the thumbs-down by Fleetway
for his characterization of Dredd as a brutal, ruthless, heartless, one-trackminded fascist bastard – because he’s not, you see, that kind of guy at all.”
The Dredd novel contracts have an unusual descending royalty scale: “This is
apparently because Fleetway’s percentage ascends so sharply with increased
sales that everyone else has to absorb part of it. Good pay for not reading
their own comics, eh, if their strictures on Dredd’s characterization are
anything to go by....” [PB]
Apostrophe Watch. It seems this “Swiss” bakery in Teignmouth has a
placard offering (wait for it) gateau’x. [YR] But the most depressing thing
I’ve seen in a recent fanzine is the Retired Fan Teacher’s Consensus (Derek
Pickles, Terry Jeeves) that today’s kids should be told never to use
apostrophes, as experience shows they will only use them wrong. [Stet 7]
Gawd.
LA Fanzine Horror! “At last night’s Los Angeles SF Soc meeting it was
announced that Loscon 19 had generated profits of over $4,000 for the club.
This after the club decided to save money by not publishing its fanzine
Shaggy and to cut back its newsletter De Profundis to bimonthly or quarterly.
Nor will any of that $4,000 be used to pay back APA-L, which lost a working
mimeograph and spirit duplicator, and other hardware, when Robbie Cantor
threw it all into a trash container. Several hundred dollar’s worth of
functioning fanzine production gear are now in some landfill in LA County.”
[HA, 8 Jan]
Parental Lament. “My daughter has just constructed her first pair of
cardboard Mr Spock ears. Where did I go wrong?” [DR]
Hogu Awards: File 770 96 lists 1992 winners of these uncoveted trophies,
including BEST HOAX AWARD the 1992 Fanzine Hugo; BEST DEAD
WRITER William Shatner; MOST DESIRED GAFIATION Charles N.
Brown; BANGER AWARD (what?) Lionel R. Fanthorpe; INVISIBILITY
AWARD The Last Dangerous Visions. [EW/MG]
Ten Years Ago – a Californian auction featured asbestos-bound editions of
Fahrenheit 451 and Firestarter, though not the legendary Complete H.P.
Lovecraft bound in gorgonzola....
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Hazel’s Language Lessons: Eskimo. nivgornêrqutigssag, something to take
away the taste of fish; orssúnguvoq, feels sick from having eaten too much
blubber; sungarnit, the intestines of the ptarmigan; pingortôrpoq, unlucky in
throwing the harpoon; qavak, man from the south – frequently used to denote
stupidity; suingne! how it smells of foxes here! (Schultz-Lorentzen
Dictionary of W. Greenland Eskimo Language, 1927.)
Clarke’s Law Revised: “Any technology distinguishable from magic is
insufficiently advanced.” [Jeff Swycaffer, F770:96]
Dark Future™: the A66 report on the legal battle over this title brought
outraged responses.... Abigail Frost: “Boring, boring!” • Kim Newman: “I
feel mildly guilty since I was the one who mentioned the coincidence [of
titles] to GW and Boxtree; I assumed they’d just change the title of our series
and grumble a bit.... Incidentally: I’ve never liked the title much, and I’ve
always felt that the books were hamstrung rather than helped by the games
tie-in. My suggestion is that a duly sworn-in jury of literary critics and young
adults sit down and read both series then judge who should yield, the loser
being stuck with the Dark Future title and the winner able to go ahead with
something more imaginative. If ever there was an overused word in the genre
it’s ‘dark’, which gets scattered about as much as ‘space’ and ‘time’ used to
in the Gernsback days.... If Kafka were writing today, he’d have called it The
Dark Castle.” • Laurence James: “The judgment reminds me of the infamous
Schleswig-Holstein issue. Which I’m sure you’ll recall was so complex that
only three men ever understood it. One went mad, one is dead and the third
has forgotten....” • David Garnett corrected me sternly: “The GW books do
have genuine ISBN numbers; where they went wrong was not having the
titles listed in Books in Print. And it was always planned that GW/Boxtree
would relaunch the Dark Future books. [Originally] they intended to start
the Warhammer line in January (now February) and Dark Future in August
– it was the launch of the latter which was under threat because of the
Transworld series.... The only people who have anything to gain by the court
case are, as always, the lawyers. Between them, Bantam/Transworld and GW
have spent the best part of £100,000 in legal fees. And how much can B/T
have paid Laurence James for his series?” • Boxtree announced a GW books
launch piss-up in Oxford next week. • And Protostellar magazine raged,
“You utter sad case, you’ve stolen our GW vs Transworld scoop – just who
the heck do you think you are?” •
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Ansible 67 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Harry Andruschak,
Paul Barnett, David V. Barrett, Chris Cooper, Abigail Frost, Mike (File 770)
Glyer, Steve Jeffery, John Julius Norwich, Shadwell Oman, Chris Priest
(lots), David Redd, Yvonne Rousseau, Elst Weinstein and Our WorldSpanning Hero Distributors. 4/2/93.
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Sideways Through Borneo
Stephen Baxter boldly went to the GW/Boxtree launch party (Dillons,
Oxford, 10 Feb): “The lead authors gave brief talks and answered questions
from a tolerant audience. D. Ferring told us how he’d taken all the jokes out
of the Konrad books, J. Yeovil told us how the lead in Drachenfels is based
on Orson Welles, and I. Watson told us how war-gaming dates back to H.G.
Wells in 1913, and went on to explain to the startled gathering that
Warhammer fiction has a certain integrity because – just as in the
Warhammer game – for most of history humanity has been driven by mass
psychoses based on power fantasies. ‘Yes, but look on the bright side!’ we all
cried.”
Don Herron reports from death’s door: “I may have been the last person to
see the poet and film critic Margo Skinner (Mrs Fritz Leiber the 2nd) alive.
After a short hospitalization, she died Jan 13th from lung cancer. A month
earlier Jeanne and I had stopped into her apartment, where she told us of her
wishes for burial, which involved having her cat Lulu cremated with her. In
the elevator, this dialogue ensued: JEANNE: ‘Uh, did I hear right? She is
going to have her cat killed and cremated with her?’ ME: ‘Yeah, you know,
the Viking funeral thing.’ The folk handling her estate, however, have
decided against this plan, so I can report to Ansible that Margo’s and Lulu’s
ashes will not be mixed with some from Fritz’s urn, and will not then,
according to Margo’s plan, be interred in a pet cemetery in Marin County.
JEANNE: ‘And she wants to be buried in a pet cemetery???’ ME: ‘Well, sure
– you know Margo.’”
Kim Huett has a modest proposal. “Avedon [‘you will have to die!’] is being
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a little harsh. Rather than go to such extremes if you win any more Hugos, I
would prefer it if the assembled fans at the pub just pointed their fingers at
you and chanted Geis, Geis, Geis for a couple of hours....”
Keith Laumer died on 23 January, aged 67.
Stephen Marley (see A67) “rewrote his 15,000 sample words to feature the
new, cuddly Judge Dredd (‘Take that!, er, please, ma’am’) and has been
signed up for the third Dredd novel after all.” [JG] But we hear negotiations
got fraught when the full tininess of the “generous” advance was revealed.
Spies claim there is a further agonizing choice: accept the amazing Dredd
descending royalty scale or take a (somewhat increased) flat fee and kiss your
rights goodbye....
Scott Meredith, legendary sf literary agent, died in New York on 11 Feb. He
was 69. The Independent obituary claimed that one British author had
laughed riotously at the news, while another said “Good!” Whom can they
possibly mean?
Charles Platt reveals in SF Eye that he (like Greg Benford) plans to have his
head frozen and cryonically stored for a glorious future wakening. Certain
authors have been “imagining the reactions of the resuscitated Platt and
Benford when they realize they were interesting only for having lived at the
same time as that Great Writer, Ursula Le Guin....” [YR]
Maureen Speller has overdosed on fantasy proofreading: “The author, an
American, had a curious style. Tootling along in the usual sub-archaic mode,
you’d come across comments like ‘It’s just something cultural’, in reference
to a tribe’s habit of giving a child a new name at a certain age.... Not a verb,
subject or object was allowed to escape without more than its fair share of
adjectivery and adverbiage. And the author had a habit of making passive
states active. It’s amazing the way emotions were flying around, assaulting
people in the most unlikely places at the most unlikely moments. They did a
lot of spiralling down, as I recall – a phrase which now enters Speller’s Guide
to Spotting Naff Fantasy, lovingly dedicated to Tom Deitz and Charles de
Lint, the other two major research sources so far.... Giveaway phrases in
modern fantasies are ‘snagged’ and ‘slathered’. If people ‘snag’ things rather
than picking them up, as do we less imaginative but more practical mortals,
this is one sign that you have a naff fantasy on your hands. The bulk of my
opprobrium is saved for ‘slather’. I just know, the moment someone in a
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novel slathers their food with something, that I’m going to hate this story.
Perhaps it is the similarity to ‘lather’ ... visions of bubbly mustard or butter
being shovelled on to food is more than this stomach can bear.”
Lucy Sussex wrote on the back of an obscene postcard: “More on Brother
Orson [Card] – in a belated F&SF review of Aussie George Turner’s
Brainchild, he complained that the novel was too Australia-centric! Also, he
couldn’t believe that the research in the book (which takes place in good old
Aussie labs) could possibly occur outside of the US of A. George wrote back
to say that many US technologies are based on research done by Australia’s
very own CSIRO. No reply as yet....”

Condite
London First-Thursday Meetings. Enough. As fannish turn-out declines,
the steady drop in Ansible’s required print run is fine for my bank account ...
but even tolerant Langford can no longer stand that hideous crush at the
Hamilton Hall Permanent Beer Promotion. In February, pink flyers urged an
instant move to the Florence Nightingale, 199 Westminster Bridge Rd. Other
fans mutter of regrouping at the old Wellington, now revamped with the same
total area but 1/3 of it a wine bar with its own street entrance. Yet others are
seeking the Ideal venue lurking among the Platonic Forms (Bernie Peek:
“We’ve already rejected better places than the Nightingale!”). Those based in
Reading can only say they’d prefer even a mildly unsuitable pub to the
present bloody impossible one. • 5 March Addendum! On 4 March a new
Hamilton Hall atrocity (closing the whole “fan bar” for a private party) led to
a clear vote for return to the Wellington in April. For new readers: this pub is
opposite the Old Vic exit from Waterloo Station.
6-7 Mar • Microcon, Exeter University Union. GoH Colin Takebackplenty.
Contact 24 Buddle Lane, Exeter, EX4 1JH.
10 Mar (and 2nd Wed of month henceforth) • BSFA, upstairs bar, The
Conservatory (Café Munchen), St Giles High St. Speaker: Mary Scott of
Nudists May Be Encountered fame.
13 Mar • Picocon, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London. GoH
Colin Thatmanagain. 10am-10pm; £5 reg.
19 Mar • British Fantasy Soc open night with Karl Edward Wagner:
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Falkland Arms, Bloomsbury Way, WC1. 6:30pm on.
19-21 Mar • Economy II (Shoestringcon XIV), Hatfield. GoH Storm
Constantine. £8 reg, UH students/PSIFA members £5. Contact PSIFA,
UHSU, U of Herts, Hatfield, Herts, AL10 9AB.
25 Mar • Clarke Award presentation, Soho Room, Groucho Club, Dean St,
London. 6pm for 7:30pm. All welcome.
26-8 Mar • Action 93 (Trek), Shepperton Moat House. £30-£40 reg. Contact
12 Saville Cres, Ashford, TW15 1SX.
8-12 Apr • Helicon, Eastercon/Eurocon, Jersey. £28 reg. Contact 63 Drake
Rd, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 1LQ.
30 Apr • Wedding of the Century! Jean Owen and Martin Hoare, “if I find
that copy of the decree absolute...” [MAH]
24 Jul • Dangercon V (humorous sf/kid’s TV), Croydon. £3 reg. 11am11pm. Contact 37 Keens Rd, Croydon, CR0 1AH.
2-6 Sep • Confrancisco (51st Worldcon), San Francisco: rates rise from $110
to $125 on 1 Apr. ($25 supporting-only.) For sterling rates, contact 12
Stannard Rd, London, E8 1DB.
10-12 Sep • Sto-Con-Trent (roleplaying), Keele Univ. £15 reg to Easter.
Contact 12b Sprowston Rd, Norwich, NR3 4QN.
1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester, Eastercon, Liverpool. £25 reg, £23 for paid-up
presupporters. Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. (Last
issue I forgot the rates had risen. Sorry.)
24-8 Aug 95 • Intersection, 53rd Worldcon, Glasgow. At last, the 1993 rates:
£50, with Presupporter/“Friend”/Voter bargains ... P £45, V £35, PV £30, F
£15, FP £10, FV/FPV free. £15 supporting (P £10, F/V free). P and F
discounts cease on 30 Apr 93 (Fs become plain-vanilla supporters); other
rates OK to 15 Sep. [TI] Contact: 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, B66
4SH.
Rumblings • News from Boskone: “Tim Illingworth bought a round! Oh, and
Boston might be dropping their 1998 Worldcon bid – the rumour is they’ve
lost the Sheraton Hotel to a conference of gynaecologists or something.”
[MAH]
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Infinitely Improbable
Secrets of Publishing. Editor: I’ll be back with an offer tomorrow! New,
Accountant-Driven Hodder Costing System: Not so fast. Every costing (be it
the new Jeffrey Archer hardback – as it won’t be any longer – or 15,000
copies of a £3.99 paperback original) must now include a blanket £5,000 for
“overheads”. Prospective Author: Bloody hell, after mark-up that’s over
£1.65 of the said paperback cover price, not much below the unit production
cost of the book! It’ll have to be priced at £4.99, just like most paperbacks
these days. Dynamic Hodder Sales People: Sorry, squire, £3.99 is the ceiling.
Editor: Sorreee....
Forward the Foundation: at a final meeting on 4 Feb the SF Foundation
Council voted itself into oblivion, with effect as soon as “Friends of
Foundation” achieve charitable status and Take Over. The SFF’s new home
Liverpool University is hiring an assistant librarian as administrator of the sf
collection. Though urged to publicize this career opportunity, I note the
deadline (CV and 3 referees essential) is tomorrow, 5 March....
Research Your Market: “Critical Wave, which has never published prose or
poetry....” [Steve Green, CW29]
Time Warp. Chris Priest is bemused by the letter column of the latest
Asimov’s. “All the letters are headed with ‘Dear Dr Asimov’. Are they all old
letters? Are they all from cretins? Or does the magazine put the salutations
on, like a communist regime refusing to admit the old leader is really dead?”
TAFF Death Race: gosh, the tension! M. Ashley offers the well-tested
“Vote for me, I’m ill” ploy. T. Berry was denounced in the USA as a fraud
for claiming to be a founder of Frank’s APA (er, there’s been more than one
Frank’s). A. Watkins took a vow of silence and A. Frost is toying with local
politics. Nigel Richardson analyses the issues for MA: “All [Abi] has to do is
state in her platform that she’s female, single, heterosexual, has a posh voice
and a couple of short, clingy dresses, and you’re history. But she’ll probably
rave on about John Clute, Polish parliamentary reform in the 18th century
and Lloyd George’s underpants instead.” (Saliromania)
Psychic 9 Vibes: Damien Broderick of The Lotto Effect fame (A65) mutters
about incurring “the predictable derision of all great minds” with this psi
study, and complains that our informant Yvonne Rousseau failed to mention
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having helped by reading an early draft, or that her hubby John Foyster, “who
now sees right through it all, originally suggested that I look at the Lotto data
as a natural experiment on psi claims ... Foyster, who does know a lot of
stats, suggested a non-psi explanation for part of my results but got very sour
around the bile-emitting organ when I mentioned that his terrific insight
actually seems to support a paranormal interpretation.”
Lateral Thinking: fans completing the recent BSFA Matrix Crossword #5
noticed a haunting similarity between their answers and the purported
Crossword #4 solution just opposite....
C.O.A. Foundation (editorial), Edward James, Univ of York, The King’s
Manor, York, YO1 2EP. Foundation (business) & Friends of Foundation, c/o
New Worlds, 71-2 Charing Cross Rd, WC2H 0AA. SF Foundation (&
Foundation reviews), c/o Special Collections, Liverpool Univ Library, PO
Box 123, Liverpool, L69 3DA. Oliver & Jacky Grüter-Andrew, 13 St Cloud’s
Rd, Auckland Hill, West Norwood, SE27 9PN. Second Foundation, c/o
Special Collections, Imperial Library, Trantor.
Work In Progress. Rob Hansen is toiling on Then, #4 his history of 1970s
British fandom, packed with nostalgia and once-awesome names like Leroy
Kettle, Peter Roberts, Joy Hibbert.... • Don Herron bribes me with Selected
Letters of Philip K. Dick: Vol 4 1975-6 (Underwood-Miller $39.95), which
he edited – ace stuff. Tim Powers’s introduction relates how PKD found he
had the power to forgive sins: “How many people have you absolved?”
“Well, none, Powers. Today I’ve decided I was mistaken, and yesterday you
weren’t home, and when I called Jeter he got huffy and said he didn’t want
his sins forgiven. ... So I just forgave my cat’s sins.” • Chris Priest is writing
the biography of UK astronaut Helen Sharman.
Update™! Rumour has it that Games Workshop have been serving writs on
distributors and bookshops (including Waterstones) who still handled the
Laurence James Dark Future™ titles in defiance of the injunction against ...
well, actually, only against their publishers (Transworld, whose appeal comes
to court next week). Meanwhile Brian Aldiss is reportedly not best pleased
that his Greybeard (Not ™) scenario is being pinched for a new P.D. James
novel from Faber – who published the original Aldiss book but appear to
have forgotten.
Million magazine has (alas) dropped in circulation to 2,000.
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Bumper Stickers. Never thought I’d see a good twist on the “I ♥ New York”
theme, but recently I came across “I ♠ My Cat”.

The Caucus-Race
Nebulas: the novel shortlist consists of A Million Open Doors (John Barnes),
Sarah Canary (Karen Joy Fowler), China Mountain Zhang (Maureen F.
McHugh), A Fire Upon the Deep (Vernor Vinge), Doomsday Book (Connie
Willis) and Briar Rose (Jane Yolen). [AP/SFC] • P.K. Dick Award
nominations are Take Back Plenty (Colin Ubiquitous), Through the Heart
(Richard Grant), Æstival Tide (Elizabeth Hand), Iron Tears (R.A. Lafferty)
and In the Mother’s Land (Elisabeth Vonarburg). • Clarke Award. The
official release called Sarah Canary and M. John Harrison’s The Course of
the Heart “ineligible”, but judge Maureen Speller disagrees. “They weren’t
chosen, is all, but were liked by enough people to make it worth an
honourable mention. For someone who makes his living as a freelance writer,
David V. Barrett [the Clarke administrator] sure has trouble with the
language sometimes.” Current backstage wrangling concerns Maurice
Goldsmith of the Science Policy Foundation (what does this actually do?),
who seems grimly determined to stay a Clarke judge in perpetuity while
others rotate out of office as per the rules.... • BSFA Awards. Novels are Hot
Head (Simon Ings), Hearts, Hands & Voices (Ian McDonald), Red Mars
(Kim Stanley Robinson), Lost Futures (Lisa Tuttle) and Doomsday Book.
Shorts, all but one from Interzone: “Priest of Hands” (Storm Constantine),
“Reification Highway” (Greg Egan), “The Sculptor” (Garry Kilworth),
“Returning” (Ian McLeod), “Innocents” (Ian McDonald, New Worlds 2) and
“The Coming of Vertumnus” (Ian Watson). Artwork, all covers: Hearts,
Hands & Voices (Jim Burns), Kaeti on Tour/IZ66 (ditto), IZ65 (Mark
Harrison), IZ58 (SMS) and Doomsday Book (an NEL “Sod Off, We’re Not
Crediting A Mere Artist” special). Dramatic presentation: Insufficient Votes
to Warrant an Award (directed by Roger Corman). Martin Hoare adds: “I
hear the BoSFA aren’t holding their AGM or presenting their awards at
Helicon. Going to be Mexicon instead. Maybe they’d heard what we were
going to do – schedule the AGM and award presentation against each other at
10:00am on Sunday!” Quoth the BSFA: “Once again: we can’t hold company
AGMs on Jersey because of its offshore status.” Tra la. •
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Ansible 68 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
CRITICAL WAVE, John Grant, Martin Hoare’s E-Mail Link, Kim Huett
(credit by request: “Ansible’s Keeper of Those Exotic Rubber Extras”), Tim
Illingworth, Andy “Mad Faxman” Porter, Chris Priest, Yvonne Rousseau, SF
CHRONICLE, Maureen Speller and Our World-Spanning Hero Distributors.
4/3/93.
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Ansible 69, April 1993
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible is available for
SAEs, whim, or (idiots only) £12/year. Amazing final offer: vote Abigail
Frost for TAFF!
DATELINE 1 APRIL 1993. • Tim Illingworth announces that owing to
Channel Islands “fish war” disruptions, Helicon is moving to a more
desirable hotel in Leeds. • Interzone makes a bid for the mass market by
introducing Page Three nudes, beginning with Anne McCaffrey. • David
Wingrove complains to the BSFA that his new Chung Kuo volume was
obtusely reviewed and unfairly over-praised. • Twenty-five years after the
acceptance of its first story, The Last Dangerous Visions appears. • John
Clute writes an entire review in monosyllables (sard, pyx, brott, quop, storge,
tath ...). • Ansible finally achieves an error-free issue, and so does Cirtical
Waev. •

The Revelling Princelings
Brian Aldiss was first to hope that Ansible #soixante-neuf would be “an extra
sexy issue”. See our attached erotic microdot.
John Brunner’s trip to Helicon as GoH met with a problem. The Home
Office took charge of his wife Li Yi’s passport last October and were still
sitting on it in March. JB’s fear was that Li Yi, as a Chinese immigrant,
might just be queried and not re-admitted to the mainland. But (after a small
campaign of letters from fellow-authors and fans) all is now well....
Paul Barnett can match Maureen Speller’s proofreading stories in A68: “In a
single story by Alan Brennert for New Stories from the Twilight Zone we find
a pre-Colombian Indian priest who’s familiar (by name) with Stoicism and
whose culture is familiar with chorales. His religion is based on the ethical
precepts of Christianity. Meanwhile, in the modern age, we have a man at the
point of death realizing that it’s ‘time to pay the piper’, though quite why he
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should want to call the tune at that moment is not explained. Perhaps to take
his mind off the fact that he’s seeing a babble of voices.... Another
Brennertism: ‘Eyes closed, images raced through his mind.’
“As Peter Nicholls has suddenly backed out, I am to be drafted as his
Encyclopaedia-promoting clone at Helicon. ‘Yes,’ I protested weakly, ‘but
can I cope with all the casual sex?’”
Harlan Ellison is said to be visiting Britain in connection with a TV
programme being made about him. Spurred on by helpful John Clute, the TV
company repeatedly begged Chris Priest to appear and be controversial. “This
is an eleven foot bargepole request,” quoth CP, preparing to afflict Mr Clute
with “a telephonically transmitted psychic death-ray”.... After Helicon
decided it already had enough guests, the 1995 Intersection committee took
up HE’s offer of a Helicon appearance if his expenses were paid. However,
Barry R. Levin’s book catalogue, mailed 18 Mar, announces: “At the time of
this writing, Harlan Ellison is faced with the prospect of open heart surgery.”
Some people worry that an agenda involving both a 5,000-mile flight and a
imminent dash to hospital for life-saving surgery is rich in what sf critics call
Cognitive Dissonance.
Patrick Nielsen Hayden reveals all: “What became of Alternate Skiffy is the
common problem of small-press projects: I was out of commission for weeks
due to quitting smoking, Mike [Resnick] went to Africa, I got sick again,
Mike was tangled up in lawyers.... Since our agreement with giant Wildside
Press calls for us to get paid on delivery of a MS, we need to get those
(several) delinquent contributors to finish their bits, then get everyone’s
penny a word to them....”
Garry Kilworth’s story “The Sculptor” topped the 1992 Interzone reader
poll, as did Mark Harrison’s cover for IZ65, Martin McKenna’s interior art
and ... “Ansible Link” (nonfiction). [DP]
Maureen F. McHugh won the James Tiptree Jr award for “genderexpanding sf” with her novel China Mountain Zhang.
Leigh Priest (Kennedy) acquired British citizenship by taking what I didn’t
know we Brits had – our Oath of Allegiance....
David Pringle was “astonished” to discover that some fans are still antiInterzone thanks to its initial funding (profits from the 1981 Eastercon,
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Yorcon II). No complaints about this ever reached him.... “What I am aware
of, though, is a sniping campaign against the magazine which has been
mounted over the years by various BSFA ‘worthies’ (Kev McVeigh is an
egregious example), a campaign which has consisted of constant damning
with faint praise, nudge-nudge snide remarks, assertions that ‘everybody
knows’ this or that or the other about the magazine, implications that the
fiction we publish is generally below par (without ever being specific about
which stories they have in mind), and so on. Chris Reed of BBR has added his
voice to this low-level sniping ... but of course he’s an ‘envious rival’ and
hence has an obvious motive. For the most part, I haven’t let it bother me –
though after seeing a belittling comment about Interzone by old-time fan
Terry Jeeves in a Vector letter column, I said to myself, ‘I bet he hasn’t seen
the magazine since issue one,’ and sent him a recent copy. Sure enough, he
kindly wrote back saying that he hadn’t looked at the magazine in over ten
years and that, yes, it was now a much better publication than he had
expected.” [DP]
Ian Watson, golden boy of UK sf, is 50 on 20 April.

Conyger
London Meetings. In March a new Hamilton Hall atrocity (closing the “fan
bar” for a private party) led to a clear vote for return to the Wellington. For
new readers: this pub is opposite the Old Vic exit from Waterloo Station.
First Thur each month.
3 Apr • SF Foundation “farewell to London” gathering, upstairs bar of The
Conservatory (see BSFA below). All welcome.
8-12 Apr • Helicon, Eastercon/Eurocon, Hotel de France, Jersey. £35 at the
door or £10/day (£5 on Thur and Mon). Owing to insanity I am editing the
convention newsletter; part-time typists and suppliers of hot gossip are
eagerly sought.
14 Apr • BSFA, The Conservatory, St Giles High St, London. (Tottenham Ct
Rd tube.) Sf discussion; all welcome, no fee.
16-18 Apr • Smofcon 10, con-runner’s con, as Helicon.
30 Apr-3 May • Warp One (Trek), Morecambe. £30 reg. Contact 9 Merlin
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Cres, Edgeware, Middlesex,, HA8 6JB.
28-31 May • Mexicon 5, Scarborough. £20 reg. Contact 121 Cape Hill,
Smethwick, Warley, B66 4SH.
30 Jul-1 Aug • Lunicon (Unicon 14), Leeds U, announces Roger Zelazny as
chief GoH. £12 reg (price rise threatened; no details of when). Contact LUU,
PO Box 157, Leeds, LS1 1UH.

Infinitely Improbable
Clarke Award ... in a slightly shambolic (it says here) ceremony, the £1,000
cheque went to Marge Piercy for Body of Glass, with Kim Stanley
Robinson’s Red Mars as runner-up. “Not awfully good,” complained Roz
Kaveney of the winner. “People were giving the judges very dirty looks. Of
course the prime idiocy was not shortlisting Sarah Canary....” Award boss
David Barrett observes: “Seems this was a shock decision – apparently there
was a lot of muttering. One editor actually got very shirty with me – though
he probably didn’t know I wasn’t a voting judge. But it was an
overwhelmingly clear decision by the judging panel.” David Garnett claims:
“At least 3 sf publishers [are] planning a future boycott after this year’s
baffling result.” Secret sources confirm the decision was near-unanimous, the
Piercy being the first choice for five voting judges and second for the sixth.
Apparently most of those who complained and felt Stan Robinson was
cruelly wronged had not read Body of Glass. Nor me – hence Massive
Impartiality.
Apostrophe Watch. Erstwhile “quality” imprint Picador says of Jim Crace’s
Arcadia: “... a celebration of the city, it’s energy, it’s optimism, it’s scale and
it’s capacity to re-generate itself despite the deprivations which flourish in
it’s secrets.”
DUFF: US fans Dick & Leah Smith won 1993’s Down Under Fan Fund race
to Swancon in Perth, Australia, this Easter.
Literary Bit. An unexpected note from Somerset Maugham (who appears to
live in Harrow these days) points out some prophetic phrases in his 1923 On
a Chinese Screen. Such as: “‘I don’t much care for all these Chinese things
meself,’ answered my hostess briskly, ‘but Mr Wingrove’s set on them.’ ...
‘Mr Wingrove won’t hear a word against the Chinese,’ said his wife, ‘he
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simply loves them.’” Etc, etc.
Who? “Is UK Dr Who fandom as pissed off as in Canada? There’s a fair
number of Whozits here, plus a major club with chapters all over the
continent. Because the Beeb won’t commit to any more episodes, the fans are
at each other’s throats here, sniping, feuding, bitching, libelling and
slandering. They want other local conventions to bring in Who actors, totally
unmindful of the fact that it costs more than just petty cash to bring a Doctor
or companion across the Atlantic....” [LP]
Groupies! “Leeds Group has met up once this year, I think, unless you
consider Steve Glover turning up every Friday, looking around and then
going home a meeting. Sad innit?” [NER]
Announcements. Paul Kincaid & Maureen Speller will marry on 26 June. •
Tommy Ferguson wishes to grovel to John D. Rickett and Neil Curry for
helping organize his recent three-week London visit (undertaken solely in
order to bribe Ansible with beer to print this item). • Barbara & Hugh
Mascetti gloat over their offspring Julia (b. 25/2/93). • “So what’s this
rumour about Gollancz dropping the graphic novels line?” we asked. Richard
Evans, bitterly: “Those usually reliable sources, eh?” Further comment did
not follow. • Critical Assembly I & II: both hefty volumes of legendary
Langford sf review columns are now available at £9.00 each (£9.75 UK
mail). • C.O.A. Rhodri James, 18 Harvey Goodwin Ave, Cambridge, CB4
3EU.
London Book Fair. “Not a vast amount happened, since editors were
noteworthy by their absence; the stands were populated almost exclusively by
sales/rights people (ALL WITH FUCKIN BOUFFANT HAIR-DOS, thundered Clute
after visiting on Monday, COSTIN TWENTY FUCKIN QUID EACH, PAID FOR OUT OF
THE MONEY THOSE BASTARDS AREN’T PAYIN ME).” [PB]
First Edition Fever. Fanatical collectors who fell madly on “special limited
first editions” of recent Stephen King novels are a bit pissed off to learn that
the cheapo British book club versions of Gerald’s Game and Dolores
Claiborne are also the true world firsts ... the latter by just one day. Ho ho.
[BRL]
Numerology. Overhearing a call to Fred Clarke, our spy was fascinated when
the answering machine announced, “You have reached Bishop’s Lydeard
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2001.” Gosh, vanity phone numbers.
That Lawsuit: the Games Workshop/Boxtree injunction against further
Transworld sales of Laurence James’s Dark Future™ titles was upheld on
appeal in March.
1,000,000 Pesetas: the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya’s annual sf prize
is offered once again, for 75-100pp stories in English, French, Spanish or
Catalan. Closing date 30 Aug. SAE to Ansible for a copy of the lengthy rules.
Bumper Stickers. Good taste exemplar John Foyster trumps the ♥ and ♠
versions with “I ♣ Baby Seals”. Thank you, John.

SF Encyclopaedia II
What an achievement! There’s never been anything like it in science fiction!
Yes, after countless lesser authors had failed, John Clute has achieved the
amazing feat of getting credit on the front cover of a collaboration involving
Peter Nicholls.
The second edition of The Encyclopaedia of SF (Orbit) is pretty good too.
Statistics: 1,370 pages plus prelims. About 1,300,000 words (the 1979 edition
ran to only 730,000). Over 4,360 entries (formerly 2,800). Over 2kg on the
internationally accepted Langford Bathroom Scale. One picture, on the jacket
(formerly lots). 2¾" thick. Price £45.00, and worth it for the brilliant entries
on Ansible and its editor alone, not to mention kindly “contributing editor”
Brian Stableford’s habit of cross-referencing everything to my and his The
Third Millennium if not The Science in Science Fiction. (“GIANT MUTANT
SPACE GOATS,” a typical theme entry might run, “are notably not predicted by
David LANGFORD and Brian STABLEFORD in ...”) On the other hand, I gather
that Roz Kaveney was incensed to find no cross-reference from her entry to –
her own coinage – BIG DUMB OBJECTS. My lawyers have advised me not even
to smile.
The Nicholls and Stableford encyclopaedic virtues are already well known.
New boy Clute has subdued his famous critical flourishes for hordes of classy
new and rewritten author entries (2900+ ... formerly 1817). There is a
supporting cast of thousands; I unexpectedly found my own initials on two
entries, as a reward for suggesting trifling improvements.
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This thing has been years on the road ... as occasional computer adviser I
remember the initial horror of discovering that the carefully preserved disks
containing the full text of the first edition were obsolete eight-inch floppies
whose format made sense only to Granada typesetting machines long since
scrapped – I kept hoping to track one down in a museum, but no luck. After
all the professionals had failed to crack the code, Macdonald had the whole
lot rekeyed and great oaths were sworn that this time usable disks would be
maintained forever. The subsequent publishers Little, Brown, after being
anxiously reminded of this for months and responding with countless
soothing noises (“Don’t bother your tiny editorial heads – we’ve got it all
sussed!”), recently discovered to their embarrassment that all the enormously
many final proof corrections had been entered only on the typesetter’s disks,
which can’t be read back into the IBMs used by our hero editors. This came
to light exactly as the text was urgently needed for the coming Nimbus CDROM edition. The only thing we learn from history....
(It’s not that black. Disk translation services can tackle the job this time
around, requiring only vast sums of money. Or Nimbus can merrily plug all
the galley and page-proof corrections back into the disk text. “Shouldn’t take
too long,” they said breezily. Ace Technical Editor John Grant: “Have you
seen the proofs yet?” Nimbus Person, After Long Pause: “Er, no.”)
Review it? No thanks – I’m still shagged out from skimming the whole thing
on disk and selflessly passing all my nitpicks to the editors instead of saving
them up for a trenchant critical article. After a week’s dipping into the final
production, I’ve located only a dozen or so minor slips, and only two of
which I can say: “I Told You So, You Should Have Listened To Me!” Let me
register just 0.05 of a whinge at the creased pages and groups of pages in my
copy, admittedly a complimentary one. (The Plain People of Fandom: “You
lucky bastard.”)
Of course this immediately becomes the indispensable sf reference, a fitting
replacement at last for the 1979 edition. Buy it, buy it, buy it. What I tell you
three times is true. •
Ansible 69 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Brian Aldiss, Paul
Barnett, John Brunner, Abigail Frost, David Garnett, Helicon, Barry R.
Levin, Lloyd Penney, Mark Plummer, David Pringle, Nigel E. Richardson,
SF CHRONICLE, and Our Hero Distributors. “One by one, food and alcohol
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overcame the revelling princelings....” 1/4/93.
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Ansible 70, May 1993
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible is available for
stamped addressed envelopes, whim, or (rich idiots only) £12/year. Keep
watching the skies....
HELICON. It seems there was some kind of convention in the Hotel de
France, Jersey, over Easter, but I was busy doing its newsletter Heliograph
and somehow missed the whole thing. • Brian Aldiss said he managed to
remain placid even when the Independent reporter asked him if he also wrote
as Harry Harrison. • Iain Banks, deprived of heights to scale, instead crawled
around under the carpet of the hotel bar. • John Jarrold was elected President
of World SF but explained that he wasn’t there at the time and knew nothing
about it. • John Brunner’s GoH speech, reports Martin Hoare, was “one long
depressing whinge”. • Dealer’s Room highlight: a Russian table selling KGB
credentials at exotic prices. “Fans should beware the midnight knock on the
door from authors Aldiss, Harrison and McCaffrey (who will be carrying a
small, monogrammed flame thrower).” • 798 full members were reported
(Sun), plus a handful of one-day visitors. • Bridget Wilkinson’s Fans Across
the World outdid itself by importing 52 Romanians, which terrified both the
States of Jersey (Helicon had to sign mighty pledges that none of them would
try to stay) and the committee (rather than trek across the island to their
campsite, dozens of the chaps shared hotel room floors). • Soft toy fans were
outraged at Tom Abba’s X-rated art show exhibit of a teddy bear strung up
with ghastly hooks à la Hellraiser. • Harlan Ellison (as predicted) failed to
turn up, but mysterious threats against Chris Priest reached the newsletter – a
bit wasted, as CP wasn’t there. • The SF Encyclopaedia nearly sold out; one
far-flung fan staggered off with 5 copies. • Malcolm Edwards claimed
bemusement on finding himself a Famous Monster owing to long-ago
ConFiction debts which he didn’t know were outstanding; he vowed to prod
“those who actually owe” into paying. • Jack Cohen’s exobiological
influence was felt in the hotel swimming pool as crazed fans assaulted the
inflatable shark and attempted to do artificial insemination with a water
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pistol. • Peter Weston expressed constant bogglement at what his fandom had
now come to.... Eileen Weston: “Come on, Peter, when you start saying ‘in
our day’ we know it’s time to go.” • Priorities: the newsletter was blitzed
with running statistics on hotel chocolate sales (circa 1.2 tonnes in 5kg bars
alone), plus minor footnotes on old-fashioned issues like beer consumption. •
Closing Ceremony: this began with a 45-minute delay before the projectors
for a multi-channel slide show (1,000 snaps from Helicon itself) appeared; all
possible permutations of GoH pictures and names were shown repeatedly as
Martin Hoare’s ace technocrats wrestled with the machinery. “The committee
said afterwards that they hadn’t thought I could do it at all,” he exulted. •
Jersey Zoo charity: £1,000 was raised. • John Grant gloated in carefully
chosen type sizes that his sf quiz team crushed John Clute’s by 365 to 220. •
Vox Pop (I paraphrase): “The hotel was fine, Jersey was great, Helicon’s
organization was surprisingly wonky. Apparently as a point of policy,
committee people were given jobs they’d never done before, without full
briefing from those who had.... The main bad feeling was about the failure to
signpost no-smoking areas properly.... There were mushrooms at breakfast,
so it was a great con.... Some Continental fans had trouble with the
newsletter’s British humour.” [Oops – Ed.] • Corkage Horror: the £1admission “Hawaii Party” was fined £500 when the hotel sniffed out its
carefully hidden empties ... alerted, perhaps, by the subtle hint of its being
advertised in the Helicon programme. • Eastercon 1995: the Confabulation
bid was unopposed but confused everyone with a badge logo of a palpable
reindeer which they insisted was a moose, traditional symbol of London
Docklands. • 40 Years On: 10 April brought countless birthday
congratulations on your editor’s impending senility. Thanks to all (he
snarled)....

Pilgrims on the Road to Nowhere
David Britton of Savoy Books was jailed for 4 months (2 Apr) under the
Obscene Publications Act. I haven’t heard which titles were the basis of this
latest prosecution; it’s hard to believe that relentless Manchester police raids
on DB’s bookshops are wholly uninfluenced by his novel Lord Horror with
its send-up of their dippy ex-Chief Constable James Anderton.
Steve Green confesses that “Critical Wave was forced to take a New Era ad
against its will because we needed the money.” He notes that although New
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Era always protested that they weren’t just a British version of Bridge, they
send Bridge review copies of their latest L. Ron Hubbard pb ... along with a
ready-made rave review to save recipients the trouble of writing one.
Stephen Hawking (Trekkie) visited the Star Trek:TNG set, was invited to be
in the show, and couldn’t resist – he plays a hologram of himself, playing
poker with Einstein. [KH]
Don Herron gloats: “I too now have a Hugo. And a Nebula, a British
Fantasy Award and one of those neat Gahan Wilson busts of HPL used as
World Fantasy Awards. The Hugo is from 1967, for ‘Gonna Roll the Bones’
(hey, a good one). Justin Leiber decided, rather than have Fritz’s awards
shoved away in a drawer along with his papers at the University of Texas in
Houston, to have them distributed among Fritz’s pals.... All these awards,
except the Hugo, make great bookends. The Hugo is fucking useless. It’s
pretty, though.”
Roz Kaveney broke her wrist running for a bus a couple of weeks ago.
“There was a bus strike on,” sympathizes Abigail Frost, “so serve her right
for scabbing.” [AJF]
Ken Lake is “desperate to get my name in Ansible again. Does ‘Love from
Chickenshit Mountain’ qualify?” [This on a postcard of said mountain, near
Pohnpei, Micronesia. See COA.]
Joseph Nicholas went to Cairo: “Tourist numbers are down, though it’s
mostly Brits who are staying away – there are plenty of French, Germans and
Americans (and Japanese, as usual videotaping everything). Apart from the
traffic – traffic policemen are routinely ignored – it feels perfectly safe. I
walked through the old Islamic part of Cairo, visiting mosques, and was
accosted by no one more threatening than bazaaris anxious to sell me tourist
tat like camel saddles and hubble-bubble pipes. But then this is a residential
and mercantile area, and the fundamentalists are unlikely to start planting
bombs amongst the people they wish to ‘liberate’ – although following an
explosion in Chephren’s Pyramid on Wednesday they issued a demand for all
foreigners to leave Egypt immediately, which, given that about 1/3 of the
economically active population depends on tourism, will hardly endear them
to the ‘army of the oppressed’. In this, the fundamentalists seem as much in
contact with reality as the average Trot.” [2 April]
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Consarcination
12 May • BSFA, The Conservatory pub, London, 19:30ish. John Clute urges
us anew to buy the SF Encyclopaedia.
28-31 May • Mexicon 5 (written sf), Scarborough. £20 reg to 15 May (no
postal memberships thereafter); £25 at door. Contact 121 Cape Hill,
Smethwick, Warley, B66 4SH. Quickly!
28-31 May • Masquerades (Beauty & the Beast), Grand Hotel, Brum. £37
reg inc banquet. Contact 12 Jessop Clo, Leasingham, Sleaford, Lincs, NG34
8LJ.
18 Jun • British Fantasy Soc open night with F. Paul Wilson. 18:30 onward
at Falkland Arms, Bloomsbury Way, London.
14-17 Apr 95 • Confabulation (Eastercon), Britannia International Hotel,
London Docklands. £15 reg (£10 supp) to end 1993. Rooms £31/person/night
in double/twin, £37 single. Contact 3 York St, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15
9QH. “About 1/3 of the rooms have whirlpool baths!” gurgles the committee.
Rumblings • As Helicon ended, Larry van der Putte was spotted at hotel
reception in a suit, muttering furtively that he’d come for his appointment
with the conference manager.... • Martin Hoare and radiant Jean Owen were
married on 30 April, twice – registry office plus church. Fannishly, Martin
had produced the church Order of Service himself, leading to “La la la la la”
noises for missing lines in hymns; bits of the vows (“in sickness and in
health”) also went astray but were restored from memory by the vicar. The
subsequent prolonged piss-up lapsed into what looked suspiciously like a
series of Helicon post-mortems (John Richards: “I am not pleased with
myself.”) and Intersection muttering sessions (it’s now rumoured that, PR1
not having appeared for Helicon as intended, the Dutch – present in force at
the wedding – are taking over publications). Once Wedding Ops had spent
ages crawling round the pub floor laying PA cables, the Langford got its third
airing to traditional yawns of delight. Hic.

Infinitely Improbable
TAFF. After an epic tussle via Ansible’s fax machine, administrators Pam
Wells and Jeanne Bowman announce that Abigail Frost is elected TAFF
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delegate to the 1993 Worldcon in San Francisco. There were 207 ballots, 192
expressing a preference. Under the 20% rule three candidates were instantly
eliminated to leave Abigail winner by default (Michael Ashley failed to get
20% of the vote in Europe, Tony Berry in North America, Ashley Watkins
anywhere). Boggled by this, the administrators nervously went through the
whole single-transferable-vote procedure to see if anything would have come
out differently: but no, the final-round count was TB 90, AF 93. When
invited to make a victory statement, Ms Frost cried, “Oh shite.”
C.O.A. Colin Fine, 33 Pembarton Drive, Bradford, BD7 1RA. Steve Higgins
moans from France, “The weather here is truly beautiful, and I’m going back
to Manchester. The budget’s been cut and my contract cancelled. Back to the
same old address” – 50 Cannon St, Eccles, Manchester, M30 0FT. Ken Lake
(until when, who knows?), c/o Mr George Bennett, Post Agency Matei,
Taveuni, Fiji. TAFF (Europe), c/o Abigail Frost, 95 Wilmot St, London, E2
0BP. Pam Wells, First Floor Flat, 14 Prittlewell Sq, Southend-on-Sea, SS1
1DW.
SF Encyclopaedia. CD-ROM edition expected from Nimbus in late June or
so (to show what they can do, they sent Ansible their disc of that now
superseded sf reference The King James Bible). • Attributed to Orbit
publicist: “We don’t send Encyclopaedia review copies to genre journalists
’cos they’ll all have to buy it anyway.” [A Disaffected SF Journalist] •
Australia got country-wide saturation coverage: six review copies in toto. •
Computer magazines report a new spin-off, “the first Colour Look-Up Table
Editor (CLUTE) from Visual Business Systems....”
Hand of the Beast: disconcertingly, Midnight Rose’s shared world
collection The Weerde II has cover artwork strangely similar to that L. Ron
Hubbard Invaders Plan jacket last seen and deplored on the Conspiracy ’87
pocket programme book.
SF Nexus magazine re-awakens ... “#3 out for Mexicon”.
James Tiptree Award. This is interestingly funded by bake sales and
cookbooks: I am now UK agent for the latter. Hordes of sf’s famous and
infamous contributed to The Bakery Men Don’t See (90pp, a 1992 Hugo
nominee) and Her Smoke Rose Up from Supper (112pp, new in 1993). Each
£8.00 post free.
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Lines on the Removal of the SF Foundation to Liverpool:
“So
Farewell then
North East London Polytechnic
As was.
‘We can’t afford it.’
That was
Your catchphrase.”
E.J. Thribb, age 17½.
The Bleary Eyes is a 67pp collection of John Berry’s legendary “Goon
Defective Agency” fan-fictions (1956-9), published by Ken Cheslin, 10
Coney Grn, Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY8 1LA. No price given.
Games Workshop vs Transworld (A66-67) drones on.... Though the appeal
court upheld the injunction against TW sales of Dark Future books by
Laurence James, GW™ were made to pay half their own (approx.) £60,000
costs after naughtily prevaricating about the existence of a crucial contract
with Boxtree. Judge: “I find your attitude over this disingenuous in the
extreme.” L. James: “Which is the legal equivalent of a headbutt.” In a
separate case, TW are now challenging the original trademark grant on the
basis that ordinary English phrases (e.g. dark future) shouldn’t be “fenced
off” like this. Will it never end?

The Greasy Pole
Nebulas. Novel Doomsday Book, Connie Willis. Novella “City of Truth”,
James Morrow. Novelette “Danny Goes to Mars”, Pamela Sargent. Short
“Even the Queen”, Connie Willis. Grandmaster: Frederik Pohl. [SFC] •
Eastercon Awards. Long text Was ..., Geoff Ryman. Short text Ansible
(gosh wow). Artwork Kaeti on Tour/IZ66, Jim Burns. Dramatic:
Illumination’s fireworks. Doc Weir: Bridget Wilkinson. • Hugo
Nominations (argh).... Novel China Mountain Zhang, Maureen F. McHugh;
Red Mars, Kim Stanley Robinson; Steel Beach, John Varley; A Fire Upon the
Deep, Vernor Vinge; Doomsday Book, Connie Willis. • Novella “Uh-Oh
City”, Jonathan Carroll; “The Territory”, Bradley Denton; “Protection”,
Maureen F. McHugh; Stopping at Slowyear, Frederik Pohl; “Barnacle Bill
the Spacer”, Lucius Shepard. • Novelette “True Faces”, Pat Cadigan; “The
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Nutcracker Coup”, Janet Kagan; “In the Stone House”, Barry N. Malzberg;
“Danny Goes to Mars”, Pamela Sargent; “Suppose They Gave a Peace ...”,
Susan Shwartz. • Short “The Winterberry”, Nicholas A. DiChario; “The
Mountain to Mohammed”, Nancy Kress; “The Lotus and the Spear”, Mike
Resnick; “The Arbitrary Placement of Walls”, Martha Soukup; “Even the
Queen”, Connie Willis. • Nonfiction Enterprising Women: TV fandom & the
creation of popular myth, Camille Bacon-Smith; The Costumemaker’s Art ed.
Thom Boswell; Virgil Finlay’s Women of the Ages; Monad #2 ed. Damon
Knight; Let’s Hear It for the Deaf Man, Dave Langford ed. Ben Yalow (“I’ll
get you for this,” writes Ed McBain); A Wealth of Fable: an informal history
of sf fandom in the 50s, Harry Warner Jr. • Dramatic Aladdin, Alien 3,
Batman Returns, Bram Stoker’s Dracula, “The Inner Light” (ST:TNG). • Pro
editor Ellen Datlow, Gardner Dozois, Beth Meacham, Kristine Kathryn
Rusch, Stanley Schmidt. • Pro artist Thomas Canty, David A. Cherry, Bob
Eggleton, James Gurney, Don Maitz. • Original art Aristoi (cover), Jim
Burns; Dinotopia, James Gurney; F&SF Oct/Nov (cover), Ron Walotsky;
Illusion (cover), Michael Whelan; IASFM Nov (cover), M. Whelan. •
Semiprozine Interzone, Locus, New York Review of SF, Pulphouse, SF
Chronicle. • Fanzine File 770, FOSFAX, Lan’s Lantern, Mimosa, Stet. • Fan
writer Mike Glyer, Andy Hooper, Dave Langford, Evelyn C. Leeper, Harry
Warner Jr. • Fan artist Teddy Harvia, Merle Insinga, Linda Michaels, Peggy
Ranson, Stu Shiffman, Diana Harlan Stein. • John W. Campbell Award (not a
Hugo) Barbara Delaplace, Nicholas A. DiChario, Holly Lisle, Laura Resnick,
Carrie Richerson, Michelle Sagara. • 397 ballots cast. The new category
“Best Translator” was dropped through apathy. Nominations declined: M.
Whelan (pro artist), Boris Vallejo (original art). Easiest category to get into:
original art, 9 votes needed. Hardest: pro artist, 47. [ConFrancisco] • Philip
K. Dick Award: Through the Heart, Richard Grant. • Ditmars (Australia):
Long fiction Quarantine, Greg Egan. Short “Closer”, Greg Egan. Artwork
Blue Tyson (cover), Nick Stathopoulos. Periodical Eidolon. Fan writer Robin
Pen. Criticism (Atheling award) “Australian SF Art Turns 50”, Sean
McMullen. “Everything except the long fiction and art appeared in Eidolon,
which distributed ‘How to Vote’ cards during the election.” [D&LS] I miss
my favourite Ditmar, “Best Fannish Cat”. • ClariNet Communications
(USA) is doing an instant, electronic Hugo nominee’s anthology, but left me
uncharmed by offering mere lowly fan writers “a royalty share far less than
that for the pro material”. Nagged about this, publisher Brad Templeton said
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he was trying to “reflect the values I perceived in the world of Hugos”. Gee,
thanks a bundle. •
Ansible 70 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Dallman, Abigail Frost, Seth Goldberg, Jeanne Gomoll, Helicon, Kim Huett,
Andy Porter (still faxing Hugo data at 4am), Yvonne Rousseau, Mike Scott,
SFC, Dick & Leah Smith, Alex “E.J. Thribb” Stewart, Chris Suslowicz, Bob
Webber, Pam Wells and stakhanovite distributors Alan Stewart, Martin
Tudor, SCIS and Bridget Wilkinson. (And perhaps soon Janice “Use me!”
Murray.) 6/5/93.
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Ansible 71, June 1993
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible is available for
stamped addressed envelopes, whim, or even £12/year. Fanzine Control
Number 5-271-009.
MEXICON 5. The usual reprobates and bastard scum (phrase © Paul
Barnett, 1993) gathered at the Hotel St Nicholas in Scarborough last weekend
– Friday being the 129th anniversary of the arrival of Maximilian of
Habsburg in Veracruz to become Emperor of Mexico.... • GoH Pat Cadigan
remembered your editor from ConFiction, as evidenced by great ululating
cries of “YOU DOG, LANGFORD!” on each encounter. Her micro-skirts
absorbed much male attention until Deborah Beale turned up to share this
arduous workload. High-hemmed copycats were soon sighted, P. Barnett in
unspeakable shorts and unwontedly mini-skirted Maureen Speller muttering
“I need velcro knees to keep my legs together.” • Other GoH Norman
Spinrad’s secret giant chilli recipe (“serves 100-150”) was doled out by Hotel
Portion Control on the basis that 600-1,200 people were to be fed, leading to
exciting Eurosurpluses. • Low Cuisine: in Scarborough a restaurant order of
tagliatelle was liable to come with copious chips and Yorkshire pudding. Lee
Wood: “Do you have any of that oil stuff, you know, with kind of peppers,
you know, floating in it?” Waitress: “No. What makes you think we’d have
that?” Lee: “Well, this is an Italian restaurant....” Waitress: “Yes, but it’s in
Scarborough, for God’s sake.” [PB] • Iain Banks danced erotically with a
giant inflatable Edvard Munch “Scream” doll from the Linda Krawecke Bad
Taste Collection. • John Jarrold loudly bewailed his 40th birthday but
drowned the sorrow so effectively that he vanished for what seemed a whole
day. • Faith Brooker delivered a harpy tirade against worthless Dave
Langford for having even mentioned the BSFA Matrix rumour that the
Gollancz graphic-novels line might have folded. “We’ve signed up
Pratchett’s Mort,” she screeched in triumph, “and something by Gaiman &
McKean too, so there!” As your editor searched the floor for portions of his
anatomy, Faith flounced off with the parting cry, “AND MAKE SURE YOU
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PRINT THAT!” • Colin Greenland relentlessly plugged his new Arabian
fantasy Harem’s Way. • Peter Weston geriatrically wheezed: “I’m in Rotary
now. Fandom for the over-50s.” • Eileen Weston looked fondly on young
Martin Smith and cried, “Tighten those thighs, Martin!” • Gamma hugely
increased the health and sobriety level of Mexicon by (in company with D.
West and founder Greg Pickersgill) not turning up. Also not drinking at
Mexicon were Rog Peyton (“I just need to lose a few stone and then ...”) and
spiritually healed but still fragile Simon Ounsley. • Ken Campbell’s
threatened one-man show Pigspurt became a try-out performance of its new
sequel Jamais Vu; our all-Stableford review team reported “Great stuff ...
beyond compare!” (Brian); “A bit rude.” (Kate) • BSFA Awards went to Kim
Stanley Robinson’s Red Mars (novel), other other GoH Ian McDonald’s “The
Innocents” (short) and Jim Burns’s Hearts, Hands and Voices cover (art). •
The long-heralded BSFA AGM saw what Ch*rles Str*ss called “wholly
democratic unanimous votes and equally democratic one-candidate
elections”. Co-ordinator Kev McVeigh was shuffled aside as Vice-President
for Keeping Rather Quiet In Future, in favour of Catie Cary and Maureen
Speller; the apathy-ridden Dramatic Presentation award category got the
chop. • Linda Krawecke’s Collection also gave Mexicon the Abigail Frost
“Fuck Off And Die” editorial pistol, in the shape of a one-legged dinosaur
with a huge, penile trigger; the revoltingly tactile rubber Brain (of Mexicon)
with its large black moustache; and a video programme consisting entirely of
epics like Piranha Women in the Avocado Jungle of Death. • Pam Wells
managed to fall off two trains en route to the event and frequently showed
people her scars. • Tom Shippey gave the Mexicon Lecture, infuriating Tech
people by hurling himself to and fro, away from the microphone, out of the
spotlight, etc. “Who needs a PA to hear Shippey?” said one fan, adding: “And
not being able to see him is a huge improvement.” • Late-night Vignette: a
bleary but drooling Simon Polley hotly demanded to know the name of that
short-skirted beauty over there, until informed that she was his wife. •
Intersection was referred to in hushed, superstitious tones as The Scottish
Convention, and Tim Illingworth (in absentia) as “the Thane”. • Rob
Holdstock panted, “The slap of a wet oak leaf is one of the things I love
most.” • Only Nic Farey managed to collect the quota of 30 bottle-tops from
vile “Corona” Mexican beer required for a free t-shirt. • BASTARDS! SCUM!
BASTARDS! This tactful headline in the Cactus Times newsletter (following
an argument about bar tables reserved “for hotel residents” but not for
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Mexicon members residing in the hotel) led to very careful apologies next
issue. Meanwhile Arnold Akien showed how to complain about noise by
telling a glazed-eyed receptionist, “There’s this expiring dinosaur trapped
within the walls of my room....” Plumbing problems seemed widespread; tact
forbids discussion of how I survived 4 nights with no bath and a dud shower,
but this proved worth 10% off my hotel bill. • Paul Brazier amazed the world
with the third issue of his utterly wonderful Nexus SF (£2.95),
comprehensively reporting Mexicon IV in 1991. • The Kim Newman
Appreciation Society was unilaterally launched by Linda Krawecke. Her livein artist Dave Carson professed himself unable to do human faces, only
Lovecraftian horrors, but seemed quite happy to sketch the idol of this fan
club.... • Arriba!

The Empire Never Ended
Ken Campbell offers further previews of Jamais Vu (follows Furtive Nudist
and Pigspurt in an “epic comic triplology”) in Sept/Oct; official world
première Oct; SAE for fuller details.
John Clute revealed to an awed BSFA meeting that the secret of getting
Encyclopaedias into print was to swindle the publishers and never, never let
them know how much over budget the thing will inevitably go. He cheerily
hefted a wad of paper not as thick as the SF Encyclopaedia itself, being the
initial batch of faxed corrections from the Americans.... A first update leaflet
is available – SAE to 221 Camden High St, NW1 7BU. But: “I have a lot of
things to add to this,” chorused John Grant, Roger Robinson, Brian
Stableford and many more.
Avram Davidson died on 8 May of a heart attack. He was 70. [CM] His best
work (The Phoenix and the Mirror, The Enquiries of Dr Eszterhazy) remains
depressingly out of print.
Lester del Rey died on 11 May or thereabouts. [JC]
Andy Sawyer became the SF Foundation’s first paid administrator since
1980, after a death struggle between 55 applicants (whittled to a shortlist of 6,
including Brian Stableford). His scientifictional duties in Liverpool begin on
1 August.
Andrew Stephenson – Comix Megastar? Andrew is in process of selling a
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“new comic character” to Marvel UK after 3 years of trying. A 4-book
miniseries may be on the cards; no details revealed except that the whole
thing is “dead intelligent”.
George Turner (76) suffered a stroke in late April, while his flatmate was
away. “[He] was paralysed on the right side, and couldn’t speak, and
therefore couldn’t telephone anyone. So he cleaned himself up as best he
could, and then waited three days until his biographer Judith Buckrich
happened to telephone. George lifted the receiver, and Judith realized when
no one spoke that something was wrong, and came and found him.” [YR] At
last report (now some weeks ago) he was recovering in hospital, fed by IV
but “extremely perky”....
Karl Edward Wagner addends: “U fergot to mention that the highlight of
the Author C. Burk Award Bash was when yer man stood up to say he wasn’t
going to make a speech and then spoke for seven hours nonstop, whilst we
peons drank funny beers and only ten quid a bottle. Dave Carson and I found
a dish of olives before passing out from boredom. We ate them. I had to tell
Dave about the pits. The ones in the olives.”

Concupiscible?
9 Jun • BSFA, The Conservatory, with Colin Greenland. £1.
10 Jun • Intersection “is having a ConFrancisco brainstorm at LCFI, 19:00ish on. All welcome.” [JG-A] I gather this means the Royal Oak pub,
Pimlico; St James’s Park tube.
18 Jun • British Fantasy Soc open night with F. Paul Wilson. 18:30 onward
at Falkland Arms, Bloomsbury Way, London.
25-7 Jun • Unicon (sf; not a Unicon), Unicorn Hotel, Bristol. £20 reg.
Contact 55 Kildare Rd, Knowle, Bristol, BS4.
26 Jun Wedding: Maureen Speller and Paul Kincaid.
12-19 Sep • Milford (UK) SF Writer’s Conference, in Keswick, Cumbria.
Published authors only. Contact 56 More Close, St Paul’s Ct, Gliddon Rd,
London, W14 9BN.
30-31 Oct • Octocon (Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
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Laoghaire. GoH Storm Constantine, Steve Dillon. £15 reg. Contact 20
Newgrove Ave, Sandymount, Dublin 4.
27-30 May 94 • Inconceivable (humour/sf), Tudor Court Hotel near Derby.
£20 reg (£18 for Octarine or ZZ9 members). Contact 12 Crich Ave,
Littleover, Derby, DE23 6ES. Ho ho!
Rumblings • The Scottish Convention: 1995 worldcon co-chair Vince
Docherty (still in Oman) has now stepped down in favour of awesome Martin
Easterbrook. “Given the lassitude Intersection is displaying over processing
cheques and issuing PRs,” says tactful Steve Green, “shouldn’t they be
placed in charge of next year’s Grand National? At least we’d be sure it
wouldn’t start prematurely.” • Confabulation: in the tradition of wicked
beermat scrawls from Croydon, a faxed Computer Weekly story about a
conference in the Docklands Britannia Hotel (’95 Eastercon venue) claims
the place was “too yuppie” even for computer people, who whinged about
“£2 for a small lager” and stayed away in droves. [DVB] • A one-day
Mexicon 6 may happen in ’94 for the 10th anniversary (and 20th of Tynecon)
– venue undecided, but “somewhere on Inter-City”: London, Brum,
Newcastle? So far all is flux, but the ’94 date offers the possibility of
skipping to a Mexicon 7 in ’96 and avoiding the UK Worldcon year.

Infinitely Improbable
Ameritemps? The Midnight Rose shared-world collective is crossing its
fingers madly over a rumour that Roc in the USA (having bemusedly noticed
that several copies were sold) might now publish a Best Of the Roc-UK
Anthologies collection.
Food Corner with DUFF co-winner Leah Smith: “Because Leah is the foodpage editor of her local newspaper, she felt obliged in Perth to sample the
local cuisine, including witchetty grubs. I understand that Terry Pratchett ate
witchetty grubs (cooked, in French-style garlic sauce) with great enjoyment,
anticipating the ghoulish pleasure of describing his deed later to Brits with
sensitive stomachs – but I think Leah managed to eat only half a grub (in
which she could distinguish the taste only of garlic sauce). I am sorry to say
that (simply meaning to be helpful) I mentioned that the traditional way to eat
witchetty grubs was raw and wriggling.... We showed Leah some of the
Australian Broadcasting Commission’s video Bush Tucker Man, in which
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Major Les Hiddens and a group of Aboriginal people eat alive not only
witchetty grubs and sugar ants, but also a muddy-looking species of worm.
No doubt because she was falling asleep where she sat, Leah providentially
had her eyes closed through most of this.” [YR] Also sighted Down Under:
“visiting awful fantasy writer Robert Jordan, of whom it was agreed that
sending him out on tour was a very good way to warn people off buying his
books.” [JH]
C.O.A. Etc. Ken Lake: last issue’s Fiji address is no longer valid. Helen
McNabb, 1 Grange Gdns, Llantwit Major, S Glam, CF61 2UX. SF Nexus
costs £10/4 issues ($25 outside UK) to PO Box 1123, Brighton, BN1 6JS.
Sylvia Starshine, Flat 7, Stanhope Rd, Highgate, N6.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Swahili. Colin Fine explains that words
beginning ki- pluralize to vi-, and thus vipilefti, “roundabouts”, is the
inevitable plural of kipilefti....
Asimov Award ... it had to come. $500 annual prize for the best unpublished
sf/fantasy short by a full-time undergraduate. Guidelines and submissions:
Asimov Award, USF 3177, 4204 E. Fowler, Tampa, FL 33620-3177, USA.
Deadline 15 Nov.
John W. Campbell Letters vol II: Asimov & van Vogt correspondence now
out, $47 inc from AC Projects, 5106 Old Harding Rd, Franklin, TN 37064.
Overseas post may be extra. [GH]
Tax Assessment. Has Jack Vance had some experience of UK freelance
taxation? In his novel Throy, the official term for brutal and summary
punishment without trial is ... Schedule D.
HarperCollins Science Fiction and Fantasy will be the new, easily
pronounced replacement for the boring old Grafton and Fontana imprints – as
of August. [Fire & Water, May]
Joyful Tidings. Rumour has it that famous Joy Hibbert is expecting a baby
fathered by reclusive hyperfan Harry Bond, while erstwhile ménage member
Dave Rowley is in retreat somewhere else with someone else. Abigail Frost is
“considering as my inaugural TAFF fundraiser a sweepstake on whether the
brat’s first words will be ‘Blhog, Fiawol, Beanie’ or ‘Castrate the bastards!’”
Corrections. A70: one Hugo short-story nomination omitted, “The Arbitrary
Placement of Walls” by Martha Soukup. • Pat Cadigan demands an abject
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apology for Ansible’s suggestion that (in connection with certain
Pulphouse/F&SF editorial advice) she once said “Blow it out your ass!” This,
she raged, was “just the START of a 20-MINUTE DRUNKEN TIRADE!”
We grovel.
BSFA Life Memberships are now available at £150. Strewth!
Fiction Supplement. A Mexicon newsletter competition for 8-word novels
(idea pinched from Nick Lowe) was won by Andy Lane’s The 90s SF Novel
Revisited: “Elvis calling Mars. Kennedy dead. I’m coming home.” Best
retelling: Brian Stableford’s The Time Machine by A. Morlock: “Stuff good
public relations, there’s Eloi for tea!”. (The other judge preferred his The
Island of Dr Moreau by A. Beast: “Hand over your women! Are we not
men?”) My own condensed Bug Jack Barron was ruled ineligible ...
“Forever, televised live, she sucked his nitty-gritty.”
Mail Auction. Brian Ameringen offers six coveted Diana Wynne Jones first
editions (1973-6). SAE for complicated details to 9 Graham Rd, Wealdstone,
Harrow, HA3 5RP. First bidding round ends 30 June.
Spellbound. Harpers Magazine featured lists of words from noted novels at
which a spell-checker balked. In Stephen King’s Misery, for example:
autocannibalism, effword, ensouled, flumping, goosepimples, gravedigger,
gunsel, guthole, horrorscope, incantatory, kaka, perfervid, pigfeed, poxy,
strappado, stuporously, uncoalesced, weals, whoink....
TAFF Vox Pop. Normal alternation means a Europe to NA race in ’95 when
the Worldcon’s over here. So there’s a mini-referendum on what to do: skip a
year? shuffle the sequence? Forms from Abigail Frost.
The Onlie Begetter: “Back in 1977 a debut novel called Sword of Shannara
appeared and immediately invented the Epic Fantasy scene. Moving lightyears away from the traditional theme of flawed futures, it instead depicted a
fantastic other world of our mythological past. [... The Shannara series]
made Terry Brooks into one of the most powerful names in fantasy fiction as
well as one of the most widely imitated.” (W.H. Smith Bookcase) #43
Imitated, presumably, by feisty young plagiarists Morris, Eddison and
Tolkien among others.... [DW] •
Ansible 71 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Paul Barnett, David
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V. Barrett, Chris Bell, Cactus Times, John Clute, Dreamberry Wine, Mike
Ford, Abigail Frost, John Grant, Jacky Grüter-Andrew, Judith Hanna, George
Hay, Caroline Mullan, Necronomicon Press, Roger Robinson, Yvonne
Rousseau and – as ever – Our Hero Distributors. 3/6/93.
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Ansible 72, July 1993
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible is available for
SAEs, whim, £12/year, etc. Kim Newman Appreciation Society artwork by
Dave Mooring.
WATCH THIS SPACE: as we go to press the death struggle between Little,
Brown and Millennium to commission the Fantasy Encyclopaedia
(companion volume to ...) is in its final phase.

The March of Mind
Piers Anthony’s personal statements are always intellectual treats. In the
British Fantasy Society Newsletter’s “Desert Island Books” spot he chooses,
for his “single item of no practical use whatsoever”, a critic. Also he would
take Finnegans Wake plus a guide to understanding it (written presumably by
a cr*t*c), and the complete works of George Bernard Shaw (that fine
dramatic and musical cr*t*c). Why Shaw? “As an outspoken vegetarian
writer of greater competence than the critics claim, I relate well to him....” I
love it, I love it. [BFSN]
David Clark, ConFrancisco chair, warns of new convention peril: Vampire
Cats in Arizona! “At Westercon, there was a woman going around with a
black cat. The cat wore a black cape with a red lining. This was Vladimir, a
‘vampire’. His fangs were rather long, though I’m told this isn’t uncommon
in cats. He was being wheeled around in a little coffin, being made available
for photographs. His mistress – his ‘human slave’, as she puts it – is working
to build Vladimir a career as a photogenic cat for commercials, TV and such.
(He was so relaxed about dealing with people that we were debating which
tranquillizer had been used.) At the Vladimir Party it was revealed unto us
that we could purchase Vladimir mounted photographs, and Vladimir keychains, and Vladimir photo buttons. And the Vladimir fanzine. We were able
to tear ourselves away from this bounty....”
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Les Dawson, who died in June, will be remembered as a very funny
comedian and not – we hope – for his staggeringly awful horror-fantasy A
Time Before Genesis (1988). See “How Not To Write A Novel” by David
Garnett in Vector 144.
Lilian Edwards knows how to acquire Ansibles: “Stamped addressed
envelopes? I’ll get my secretary to send you some.”
William Golding of Lord of the Flies fame died on 19 June aged 81.
Anthony Burgess’s obituary complained that WG didn’t write enough; a
great scratching of pens was heard as the obvious rejoinder was added to
many draft Burgess obits....
John Grant exults: “Red Fox have seen sense and decided that 12 Lone
Wolf novels is probably enough. The temptation is considerable to make #12
end with the most stupendous cliffhanger – as Our Hero dangles by a single
blade of grass over the cauldron of bubbling lava, a crossbow-bolt is already
hissing towards his groin, but if the caterpillar chews through the grass in
time he’ll drop just far enough that the bolt merely parts his hair rather than
getting him in the chest, so that as he falls he can unsheathe the
Sommerswerd, strap it across his shoulders and thereby gain just enough
airlift that he can glide past the rim of the cauldron and into the relative safety
of a pitched battle between mutant necromancers and giant carnivorous slugs
left over from millennia ago when the legions of Agarash the Damned stalked
the world; on the other hand, if the caterpillar chews just a mite too slowly ...
could this be The End? It’s going to be hard for me to get out of the habit,
you know.”
David A. Hardy announces the 20th birthday of his green plasticene alien
“Bhen” (created 1973; seen on various F&SF covers since Nov 75; endemic
in Birmingham). Dave protests that Bhen is not a “little green man” but, as
evident from the scale of accompanying NASA hardware in the paintings,
over 2½ metres tall. How did a mere artist afford all that plasticene?
Dave Langford whinges that PCW Plus magazine is axing his legendary
column (along with other outside contributions) as part of a cost-cutting
exercise. He confidently expects his millions of fans not to write in and
complain.
Chris Priest visited the doctor to have a horrid mole removed and became a
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guinea pig: “While I was in the waiting room, a man was sitting there with a
big case and a large bottle of liquid nitrogen. Ha ha, thought I, smart-aleck as
ever, bet he’s in for a kidney transplant. Turns out he’s a rep from a medical
supplies company, here to demonstrate a nifty new liquid-nitrogen scalpel on,
well, er, me. I now have a black crater where my chest was, slowly warming
up....” Besides the ignominy of being operated on by a salesman, Chris had to
go back a week later for a real doctor to finish the (botched) job. After which
he was “stitched together by the head of the Dartmoor Mailbag Division”....
David Pringle has “combined” his ailing Million: the Magazine About
Popular Fiction (now, alas, down to 500-odd subscribers) with Interzone.
Anyone remember the Million/IZ crossover issue furore? No, actually the
merger announcement scheduled for IZ74 radiates soothing signals in all
directions: erstwhile Million subscribers will get IZ and are assured that
several Million features like Brian Stableford’s “Yesterday’s Bestsellers”
series will continue to appear there, while for IZ readers the message is that
Interzone “will not change its nature”. [DP]
Carl Sagan habitually asks UFO nuts who claim contact with alien
intelligence to prove it by passing on the superior ET’s proof of Fermat’s
Last Theorem. Following Prof. A. Wiles’s mindboggling announcement of a
proof at a Cambridge lecture on 23 June, Sagan could soon be getting a lot of
mail.... Since the hard bit reputedly runs to 200 pages, Fermat was right: a
bloody enormous margin will be needed to contain it.

Condylopods
2 Jul • Weerde 2 anthology signing, 5:30, Dillon’s, Oxford.
3 Jul • Armageddon Fireworks, Whitchurch, Reading – contact Martin
Hoare or Hugh Mascetti. £4 at the gate.
14 Jul • BSFA, The Conservatory/Munchen upstairs bar. Chris Evans and
Garry Kilworth hold forth. 7:30ish.
17-19 Jul • Contagion (Trek), Hospitality Inn, Glasgow. £35 reg. Contact PO
Box 867, Rutherglen, G73 4HR.
24 Jul • Dangercon V (humorous sf/kid’s TV), Croydon. £3 reg. 11am11pm. Contact 37 Keens Rd, Croydon, CR0 1AH.
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30 Jul-1 Aug • Lunicon (Unicon 14), Leeds. GoH Roger Zelazny. £12 reg,
£6 for students. Contact LUU, PO Box 157, Leeds, LS1 1UH.
1 Aug • Wottacon (Dr Who), Imperial Hotel, Exeter. £12.50 reg. Contact 3
Victoria Clo, Kenton, Exeter, EX6 8JX.
2-6 Sep • ConFrancisco (51st Worldcon), San Francisco. Reg $125 to 16 Jul,
then $145 at the door. Contact (UK) 12 Stannard Rd, London, E8 1DB.
12-19 Sep • Milford (UK) SF Writer’s Conference cancelled. Too many
people going to ConFrancisco instead, they say. [CS]
1-3 Oct • Fantasycon XVIII, Nameless (in the flyer, anyway) Hotel,
Birmingham. £30 reg; BFS members £20. Contact 137 Priory Rd, Hall
Green, Birmingham, B28 0TG.
12-14 Nov • Armadacon V, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £20 reg.
Various guests, all “subject to work commitments”. Contact 4 Gleneagle
Ave, Mannamead, Plymouth, PL3 5HL.
4-6 Mar 94 • Masque III (costume con), Stakis Victoria Hotel, Nottingham.
£20 reg to 30 Dec 93. Contact 4 Ednaston Ct, Ashbourne, Derbyshire, DE6
3BA.
20-22 May 94 • Corflu Nova (fanzine con), Arlington, VA, USA. $37 reg.
Contact PO Box 1350, Germantown, MD 20875. Corflu plans to exhume a
long-dead horror: the partly rugose and partly squamous Fanzine Activity
Achievement Awards.
Rumblings • The Scottish Convention’s first progress report was sighted at a
fan gathering on 27 June. Many swooned or spoke in tongues. Miraculous
cures were rumoured. Pigs flew. • That Speller/Kincaid Wedding (26 June)
was a riot of something or other, with standing room only in Folkestone’s
tiny registry office. Our fashion reporter forgets everything but Paul’s puce
paisley waistcoat and the bell-bedizened anklets that best woman Moira
Shearman was persuaded to remove for the actual ceremony. The bride wore
something purple with glittery bits. Others wore clothes. Best man Chris
Priest almost made a speech but thought better of it, thus wasting the
nanoseconds of research which had supplied him with the Doc Smith
marriage line traditionally quoted at all Martin Hoare’s weddings: “Then, as
Kinnison kissed his wife, half a million Lensed members were thrust upward
in silent salute.” The rest is drunken silence.
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Infinitely Improbable
A71 Corrections. It was BSFA Matrix 104, not infallible Critical Wave,
which rumoured that the Gollancz graphic-novels line might be folding and
led to hapless Dave “Well, I Just Mentioned There Was A Rumour” Langford
being severely chastised by Gollancz’s Faith “Strict Disciplinarian” Brooker.
• Also Paul Barnett’s lawyers demand the insertion of the statement (re
Mexicon), “It was Stross’s shorts that were unspeakable.”
Hodline or Header? Hodder & Stoughton sent circulars to their authors on 3
June, insisting that the coming merger with Headline as Hodder Headline
PLC was a Jolly Good Thing. What luck – one fewer sf list to worry about
selling to!
Exotic Imagery. Reported in a forthcoming Robert Jordan epic: “The words
left Elaida’s mouth like a whip.” “Now Danelle’s big blue eyes looked
thoughtfully inward.” [Anon] • Aussie radio, of a corpse: “In an advanced
state of decomposition, she was said to be an affectionate mother.” [SoEN]
Stamp Out Moriarty! UK stamps depicting scenes and people from
Sherlock Holmes stories are to appear on 12 Oct, marking the centenary of
Holmes’s “death” at the Reichenbach Falls (er, but ...). David Pringle
suggests “a write-in campaign on behalf of Wells’s Martians”, but that
centenary isn’t until 1998: how about Eloi and Morlock stamps for The Time
Machine in ’95?
Meng & Ecker 6, latest issue of the first comic to be banned in the UK,
turned up from Savoy Books. The highlight is a 7-page official transcript of
the Greater Manchester Police interviewing scriptwriter David Britton about
seized comics last year: it’s non-communication to the point of surrealism. I
wasn’t that wild about the comic itself, which offers a scattering of OK jokes
amid much murky artwork and determined Greater Manchester Police-baiting
(good heavens, such bravery, here is someone screwing a pig, the frontiers of
art are hurled back). But I would defend to the point of extremely minor
inconvenience Savoy’s right to publish it. The price is £1.75.
C.O.A. Etc. Dick & Leah Smith, 410 W. Willow Rd, Prospect Hts, IL 600701250, USA (a road is being built through their old place!). Hazel
Marchington & Robert Newman will be married on 2 July. [MP]
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SF Encyclopaedia Updates. The most mysterious item in the SFE update
sheet (see A71) came from Harlan ELLISON: “The Book of Ellison (1978) is
unauthorized.” Since most of its text is by HE himself, this implies wicked
literary piracy on the part of publisher Algol Press – that is, Andrew Porter of
SF Chronicle infamy, who remarks somewhat bitterly that HE never objected
when receiving royalties: “If the book was unauthorized, then Ellison’s left
hand didn’t know what his right hand was agreeing to.” • Spies report that the
most vituperative comments came from Piers Anthony, that one of the US
computer nets rang with cries of rage at the “omission” of Vonda McIntyre
(someone misunderstood the alphabetization convention), and that Larry
Niven responded to SFE hints about loss of “joy” in his later work by sadly
agreeing it was so. • An even newer update sheet is expected soon, as
addenda pour in. • The Nimbus CD-ROM edition planned for “late June”
seems to have been delayed, but they’ve sent another jolly sample CD of
their wares, 128Mb including all of Frankenstein and Dracula....
Raiders of the Lost Duck. Anecdote from “Lucasfilm Archives, a state-ofthe-art 28,000 sq ft barn”: archivist Don Bies grows weary of visitors asking
if they can open the Ark of the Covenant from Raiders, and of telling them
their very souls might be endangered. So inside the thing he places two
objects, and waits. In due course a brave fool lifts the lid and reels back at
ultimate horror: a Howard the Duck mask and a sign reading I TOLD YOU
YOU’D REGRET OPENING IT. [DLR] Gosh, how droll.
Ten Years Ago. The TLS discussed Japanese comic’s conventional sounds
for activities like slurping noodles (suru-suru), reddening with
embarrassment (po), adding cold cream to hot coffee (suron) and vanishing
into thin air (fu). The news that “When a penis suddenly stands erect the
accepted sound is biin” led to wild surmise about a Japanese origin for the
famous sound of Heinlein’s nipples, spung.... (Ansible 34, Jul 83)

Proofs of Holy Writ
[Fascinating documents float around the world of publishing. Paul Barnett
worked on the proofs of the coming Before the Sun Falls by William James,
and felt it was so awfully written that it would damage Orbit’s reputation if
not heavily edited. Orbit decided not to bother: the author is said to be
“touchy” about his immortal prose. Here’s an excerpt from a very long
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Barnett letter to the Orbit editor....]
For example, we have what I’ve come to call cliché-rivers. The author
doesn’t quite know what to do with his characters when they’re mouthing
dialogue, and has a limited gamut of incidental actions for them to perform.
In any twenty-page stretch of the text you’re almost certain to encounter not
just a few but all of the following at least once, some of them (as asterisked)
several times over:
*he showed his teeth • *he gave him a hard, flat, cold, level or expressionless
stare (about every two pages someone gives someone else a stare of some
kind – I particularly liked the single despairing instance of giving “an oblique
stare”) • he produced a [pick from the limited variety above] stare • *he
looked down his nose • *he wrinkled his nose • *he smiled grimly • he smiled
sourly • *he grinned • the corners of his mouth twitched • *he pursed his lips
(this one is so frequent it was driving me nuts) • *the head came round • *his
head went back • his head came up • his st’lyan screamed • his st’lyan danced
(first third of book only) • he sidestepped his st’lyan (latter two-thirds of book
only) • he opened his mouth, then closed it again • he clenched his teeth • he
seemed/appeared to do something (while in fact doing it – as in “he appeared
to hesitate”) • *he made a face • something flashed in his eyes but then was
gone • he reined around • his eyes went wide • he nodded (after having
spoken an assent) • he shook his head (after having spoken a dissent or
negation) • he rolled the cup between the palms of his hands • it was as if a
message of some kind passed between them • he stirred the grass with his toe
Others are more localized. For example, early on a shipboard Kubulai spits
expressively over the side; just a few pages later someone else comes up and,
presumably inspired by his lord’s example, also spits expressively over the
side. This is in the midst of all the other, expressionless spits over the side
that are going on, you understand....
[There is much more. A st’lyan, I gather, is a bit like a h’rse.]
Ansible 72 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to John Bangsund’s
Society of Editors Newsletter, Paul Barnett, John Clute, Mark Plummer,
Andy Porter, David Pringle, David L. Russell and Our Distributors: Vikki
Lee France, Steve Jeffrey, Janice Murray, Charlie “I will make you famous
on the Net” Stross, Alan Stewart, Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson.
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Night’s Black Agents
Mike Bishop struggles to write something suitable on an “I was an American
Spy!” movie postcard: “On a secret mission to your country last year, I sifted
through the trash of John Major and discovered via discarded subscription
labels that he regularly reads Soldier of Fortune, Fortune, The New Yorker,
DC Comic’s Wasteland, The New Hampshire Waste Control Digest, Watch
Your Waist with Richard Simmons and other publications I am too discreet to
list on a postcard. / No one in your country will buy Count Geiger’s Blues.
Are you responsible?” [Never – Ed.]
John Brunner, sad to say, is now sending out a depressed circular about the
poor state of his marriage with LiYi (“I asked whether she would take
£20,000 to go back to China....”). [But see A74.]
Pat Cadigan, voice of moderation, supplies another soundbite: “Nobody tells
me I can’t puke on a few fans if I want to!”
Stephen Marley was bemused to discover, on the BY THE SAME
AUTHOR page of his Mortal Mask, that his novel about the Madonna is
called The Life of the Virgin Marley. [PB]
Colin Murray, ace Orbit editor, responds to A80’s leaked comments on the
Before the Sun Falls proofs: “It’s a most unusual occurrence for obsessive
proofreaders who send slightly crazed four-page faxes to publishers to admit
to such personality defects in print, even in such august and highbrow
publications as Ansible. Since Paul Barnett has courageously chosen to come
out of the closet and admit to a problem in public, it may be useful for
Ansible readers to learn how the affliction is best coped with by those closest
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to the sufferer.
“The first course of action is to thank him (those so afflicted are almost
always male) for the efforts he has taken and to indicate whether or not
(usually not) he can expect any result from them and why. It is very
important at this stage to make soothing noises. Otherwise there can be major
inflammation of the ego with all its symptoms: the patient taking himself too
seriously and so forth.
“In the event that the condition persists, it is appropriate to remind the
proofreader that he is just that – someone who reads proofs against copy to
determine the accuracy of the printer – and while his views are valued, there
have to be very pressing reasons (sometimes there are) to put a succession of
minor points to the author at that late stage. After all, authors are also entitled
to strong views about their prose and often, to the apparent surprise of the
sufferer, express them forcefully.
“In the virulent form of the disease, as here, it is necessary (leaving aside
matters of trust and confidentiality) to remind the sufferer that F.R. Leavis
didn’t care much for James Joyce’s prose, and to ask him if he, as the writer
of such distinguished and memorable lines as ‘Rehan was seasick for most of
the two-day crossing, and Kursten tended him solicitously except when she
didn’t’ (p.218, The World, ‘John Grant’) really has much sound advice to
offer other writers.
“If all this fails than one can always suggest that the sufferer think seriously
about the so-called Charles Platt option, and consider having his head
cryogenically frozen – immediately.” [9-7-93]
Chris Priest escaped national fame in July: “For the fiftieth year running,
The Guardian neglected to note my birthday....”
Steve Sneyd “just read a poem of mine re an alien spy passing as ‘one of us’
(John Major?) as light relief in a Radio Sussex UFO phone-in (by invitation
& on their phone bill, thank dog) – felt the guy who’d seen UFOs over
Brighton 7 miles up and been told by the fuzz it was light glinting off
seagull’s wings had me well beaten in the poetic imagery stakes.”
Theodore Sturgeon, I learned only when Leslie Charteris died this year,
ghosted the oddest of all the Saint stories: “The Darker Drink” (1947) –
retitled “Dawn” in the 1949 Saint Errant.*
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* This erroneous identification was traced to Locus. The ghostwriter for that story
is generally thought to have been Cleve Cartmill.

David Wingrove’s legendary Chung Kuo series is being repackaged by
NEL: it was doing less well than hoped, and the covers must be at fault. Out
goes the “hard sf” image (they say; looked like a chinoiserie image to me). In
come sensuous Jim Burns covers from US editions, with the words Chung
Kuo reduced to microprint. The new blurb line “Bladerunner meets Shogun
in the epic future history” has provoked imitations ... offered a similar
catchphrase for Harm’s Way, Colin Greenland paled at “Doc Smith rapes
Jane Austen on the high spaceways!”
DW adds: “I actually went to China for the first time last month – courtesy of
YOU magazine (they’re running an article on the trip 5 Sept) – and loved it. It
was genuinely like being on an alien planet ... all those X’s and Z’s in the
names, and Dongs and Wangs everywhere you looked.” [21 July]
Roger Woddis the poet and parodist died in July aged 76: sf fans will
remember his Prisoner script, Hammer into Anvil.

Conessine
7-15 Aug • Minehead Space Age Exhibition. Contact Town Hall, The
Parade, Minehead, TA24 5NB. 0643 707213.
11 Aug • BSFA meeting cancelled – the Conservatory pub has cast it out for
not drinking enough (boo, hiss).
27-30 Aug • Holodeck, 36th UK Trek con, Telford Moat House Hotel.
Contact PO Box 29, Hitchin, Herts, SG4 9TG.
27-29 Aug • Greenwood IV (Robin of Sherwood), Shepperton Moat House
Hotel, Middlesex. £28 reg. Contact “High Hopes”, La Vrangue, St Peter Port,
Guernsey, C.I.
29-31 Aug • European Skeptic’s Conference with “alternative medicine”
focus, Keele Univ. £25 reg. Contact 10 Crescent View, Loughton, Essex,
IG10 4PZ. 081 508 2989.
2-6 Sep • Confrancisco (51st Worldcon), Moscone Convention Centre, San
Francisco: $145 at the door.
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4-5 Sep • Panopticon (Dr Who), Novotel Hotel, London. Contact PO Box
357, London, SW19 8BT.
?Jun 94 • Mexicon 6, most probably a “one-day programme, between two
hotel nights ... in Newcastle”. £9.50 reg. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick,
Warley, West Midlands, B66 4SH.
25 Jul 94 • Cosmic Explosion caused by giant comet hitting Jupiter (final
deadline). Surely no sf fan would wish to avert such a spectacle by meeting
God’s blackmail demands – as conveyed by “Sister Marie Gabriel” in fullpage UK newspaper ads, beginning “Drastically reduce the crime rate by
copying Saudi Arabia’s successful system of law and order”, and also
requiring the abolition of porn, alcohol, vivisection, war and immodest
female dress. However, Sister Nutter warns that “global extinction by a giant
asteroid” will follow if we don’t take heed. [JN]
29-30 Oct 94 • Who’s 7 (Dr Blake event), Queens Hotel, Crystal Palace,
London. “Featuring guests.” £30 reg to end 93. Contact 131 Norman Rd,
Leytonstone, London, E11 4RJ.

Infinitely Improbable
The The Sun Sun Falls Falls? SF gossip circles buzzed all July with
rumours about William James’s Sunfall (Orbit), a “Mongol hordes on distant
planet” trilogy comprising The Earth is the Lord’s, The Other Side of Heaven
and (unpublished; coincidentally mentioned ) Before the Sun Falls. Parts of
the published books are said to bear an uncanny resemblance to scenes in
Cecelia Holland’s 1969 historical novel about Mongol hordes, Until the Sun
Falls. Merely scanning James’s Book 1 and the first 50pp of Holland’s, an
Ansible spy found and sent me several corresponding passages not easily
explained via common nonfictional research sources ... there are similar bits
of dialogue and action as well as background. According to the grapevine,
publishers Little, Brown had all the documents in the case examined and
subsequently Discussed Things with James – who allegedly muttered of
reading the Holland book long ago and being now amazed by the quirk of
memory that led him to echo certain of its scenes. In mid-July Ansible asked
LB/Orbit about the truth of all this chatter and still awaits the company’s
official, stalwart defence of its author.
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Explain It Again, Professor. Circular to subscribers: “I hope that you
enjoyed the final issue of Quantum, which, as you know, was our final issue.”
(SF Eye replacement subs are offered.)
C.O.A. Etc. Lilian Edwards [temporary, 12 Aug-15 Dec], 3854 W 38th Ave,
Vancouver, BC, V6N 2Y4, Canada. Mike Ford longs to share a room at
ConFrancisco: groupies phone 0532 753663. Gwen Funnell, 25 St Leonards
Rd, Hove, E. Sussex, BN3 4QP. Zy Nicholson, Room 6, 100 Lower Oldfield
Pk, Bath, Avon, BA2 3HS. Tim Richards & Narrelle Harris, ex-pat Aussies,
urge fans touring Egypt to contact them: ILI, Mohamed Bayoumi St, off
Merghani St, Heliopolis, Cairo. Pam Wells, lured to a Southend flat by her
new job, has lost the job (ouch)....
Bram Stoker Award: the annual prize for best horror novel went to Thomas
Monteleone’s Blood of the Lamb. [SFC]
Food & Translation. Yvonne Rousseau idly wonders “whether British eaters
have a version of ‘Nutella’: a cocoa-flavoured hazelnut spread, popular both
here and in its birthplace Italy? [Yes – Ed.] William Weaver publicly
admitted (at an Adelaide Festival Writer’s Week) that he represents ‘hazelnut
spread’, when translating Italian fiction for American readers, as ‘peanut
butter’, because he opines that peanut butter is of equivalent popularity in the
U.S., and that the General Reader will never have heard of hazelnut spread
(which, moreover, he himself esteems to be yukky). In the same spirit, in
Foucault’s Pendulum, Weaver wrote ‘Barbara Cartland’ in place of the
popular Italian novelist that Eco had actually mentioned – thus causing
unnecessary puzzlement to this reader (‘Do Italians really dote on translations
of Barbara Cartland? Why does she appeal to them?’). Listening to Weaver, I
grew steadily more ferociously opposed to his Principles of Translation and
to his underlying Estimate of the Common Reader and of the Only Important
Culture that readers-of-English inhabit....”
Who Are The 50 Most Powerful People In SF? asks Paul Di Filippo in SF
Age (July), and gives his choices. Listed earth-shakers of UK origin or
address: J.G. Ballard, Arthur C. Clarke, John Clute, David Garnett, and an
exultant David Pringle (now planning his own Interzone list of 50 British SF
Potentates)....
The Glamour: BBC Radio 4 version of Priest novel repeated Mon 27 Sept
(19:45) for fans who missed its Eastercon airing.
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Gossip. “... barely averted fisticuffs at the impromptu ‘Dave Party’ at the
Conservatory’s Banks/Greenland signing, where several Daves reportedly
had to intervene between Gamma and the manager after Gamma decided to
annexe a large portion of the downstairs bar ‘for Daves only’....” [AoK]
Alternate History. I was not aware that I had ever painted Zsa Zsa Gabor’s
face, let alone Pee Wee Herman’s, but Fangoria magazine never lies and
hidden hands at The New York Review of SF eagerly passed on a (somewhat
vomitous) “Spotlight on Success” ad feature informing me that “David
Langford graduated from the Joe Blasco Makeup Artist Training Center in
1980 and ...” no, no, it’s too painful, I can’t go on.
St James Guide to Fantasy Writers: this new, epic David Pringle Project is
on the go, with Horror & Gothic to follow.
And Again – Harry Adam Knight fears that people will think the Gollancz
reissue of his Carnosaur is naughtily based on Jurassic Park, since both have
similar scenes involving Mongol hordes – sorry – dinosaurs even though the
HAK book predated Michael Crichton’s novel Jurassic Park by 6 years. John
Brosnan, possibly our greatest living expert on Knight, loves the sequence in
Spielberg’s movie where a charging dinosaur crashes into a display of a
fossilized dinosaur skeleton ... which by pure coincidence (his phrase)
resembles a scene found in Carnosaur but not, oddly enough, in the Crichton
novel.
Secrets of the SAE! Ansible’s availability for stamped addressed envelopes
means just that – to save your harassed editor the bother of printing address
labels etc. Mere stamps are Frowned On. Lilian Edwards sniffs: “I don’t need
to get my secretary to send you envelopes now as I can get Ansible off the
net.”
Gateways. “I rang Richard (The Gate) Newcombe to see what was news.
Unfortunately his magazine’s recent lack of history supports Brian
Stableford’s comment that British sf publishing is constrained by economics
rather than literature. Issue 4 is typeset and ready – and has been for years,
awaiting money to print the thing. Past contributors are still being paid in
small slow instalments (I’m still down £42 myself), getting slower. In his
dusty storage boxes are various MSS accepted but not paid for, not
scheduled, not yet returned. Subscribers are in for a long wait.... • Pity. He
started The Gate trying to publish the kind of sf he’d like to read, but was
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poorly advised on marketing and ended with unsold thousands of the datedlooking first issue. (Still in his attic. Any offers?) As printers, his people can
print the mag but have no expertise in distribution. Newsstand sales earned
him only 45% of an already low cover price. He tried selling to fan groups,
but each bought just one copy and passed it around. He wrote to publishers
and only got crates of review books worth £100s in shops, when a few
battered fivers would have been more use to produce a magazine in which to
review them.... Wanted, a kindly millionaire.” [DR]
Clarke Award Fun. Arthur C. Clarke Himself reveals that the slight
controversy about this year’s award inspired him to start reading the winner
Body of Glass, which he’s enjoying. “As much of the fuss seems to stem
from a belief that Arthur would hate the book, I think this is extremely
funny.” [MS]
Electronic Skiffy. That instant CD-ROM anthology of 1993 Hugo/Nebula
stuff turned up and may be the hugest sf collection ever (“Gosh,” Chris Priest
did not say, “a publishing format that might make The Last Dangerous
Visions almost feasible!”). All the Hugo-nominated fiction is there, even
novels, plus a vast mass of hitherto unpublished V. Vinge annotations on his
A Fire Upon the Deep; additional Nebula stuff comprises the shorter
categories only, with two novelettes including J. Morrow’s winning “City of
Truth” password-protected in a manner which, as I understand the Apologies
For Hideous Bugs notes, means you can read them only on a Macintosh. Art,
fan and nonfiction (i.e. me) material is represented with varying spottiness.
The voluminous “bonus” text ranges from mildly interesting (a New York
Review of SF index) to unreadable (endless sf computer-net chitchat). Of
format horrors like vanishing double-quotes, em dashes and indentation, let
us not speak: seemingly all this is ascribable to wonky software from an
obscure cowboy outfit called MicroSoft. The CD publisher says reassuringly
that the message “The picture could not be displayed because of an
authoring error”, which I get in place of certain fan-art and fanzine images,
is unique to me. A hastily corrected edition should be out for ConFrancisco.
[ClariNet Communications Corp, $29.95, for Mac and IBM/Windows]
Science Corner. Millennium’s very wonderful newsletter Antivity reports:
“Up to fifteen per cent of the mass of all land animals is made up of ants.”
Answers on a postcard to Antivity: which 15% of its editors Deborah Beale &
Charon Wood is ...?
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Feeling Horny? The Ellen Kushner/Donald G. Keller anthology of musicrelated fantasy The Horns of Elfland has not closed (as advertised) but will be
held open for another year. DK is at 30 St Mark’s Place, Brooklyn, NY
11217, USA. [JG]
And Yet Again! Concerned fans studying Ansible 73 claim evident
plagiarism, both the jokes being strongly reminiscent of original witticisms
featured in Ansibles 1-72 inclusive.
Ansible 73 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Anon of
Kidlington, Antivity, Paul Barnett, The Bookseller, John Grant, Joseph
Nicholas, Chris Priest, David Pringle, David Redd, Maureen Speller, SF
Chronicle, David Wingrove and Our Hero Distributors. 5/8/93.
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0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible can be had by
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CROSSOVERS: Court action against Vogue Interzone, the ersatz Vogue
produced by artist Christof Kolhofer, prompted Interzone’s David Pringle to
issue a reflexive statement about the merger. “Neither Vogue nor Interzone
subscribers will be disappointed – all the familiar features will be preserved,
including Brian Stableford’s ‘Yesterday’s Bestselling Cosmetics’ series and
John Clute’s in-depth fashion analyses....” [Guardian, 16 Aug]

The Cosmic Cocktail Party
John Brunner repented within mere days of his “marital woes” circular
(A73), reckoning that poverty is their real trouble. He and LiYi now plan to
sell the famous South Petherton mansion and move to somewhere cheaper in
a city, perhaps Brighton. “Ah, David Pringle, your social life is about to
change.” [DW]
John Clute jubilates (after awesome delays at Little, Brown): “I and John
Grant [Paul Barnett] have agreed with Orbit to do an Encyclopedia of
Fantasy for Spring 1995 publication. It will cross-refer to the SF
Encyclopedia and will have a similar setting and format, but entry structure
and the balance between theme and author entries will differ. Contributing
editors will be Roz Kaveney, David Langford and Brian Stableford.”
Ellen Datlow of Omni, whom I always imagined as sprawling on a golden
throne while her fiction slushpile was sifted by gangs of toiling sycophants,
complains: “My assistant Rob Killheffer has been promoted to associate
editor of nonfiction and I’m not getting a new assistant.... Right now I have a
free intern reading slush but she leaves the end of August. They always do
this to me whenever I lose an assistant: ‘You don’t really want someone to
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read all the slush, do you?’”
David Garnett hears from Gollancz that “New Worlds 3 will be out ‘between
October and November’. But there isn’t anything between October and
November, so maybe they’re trying to tell me something.” He adds that NW4
is now complete apart from the hard bits – the introduction and biographies.
John Grant, proofreading his 10th Lone Wolf fantasy, finds that “We
thought you were a mercenary bursting in here in search of plunder” has been
hugely improved to: “We thought you were a mercenary bursting in here in
search of a plumber.”
William James’s Before the Sun Falls will be published on schedule by
Orbit after all, despite the wicked gossip noted in A72. “It’s going to be fun
reading the reviews, isn’t it?” [PB]
Arnie Katz sends a harrowing account of how a fogged membrane in his eye
(following cataract surgery) was successfully zapped by mighty laser bolts. It
was hard to follow the details with both hands clamped fast over my own
eyes....
Harry Adam Knight is relaunching his dinosaur novel (Gollancz, Sept). “A
LONG, LONG TIME AGO – LONG BEFORE JURASSIC PARK – THERE
WAS CARNOSAUR ... During the party there will be a video screening of
Roger Corman’s film version of Carnosaur. Attendees are permitted to shout
abuse at the screen.”
Terry Pratchett is at it again, completing what is apparently the first
Discworld rock’n’roll novel. “My hero cwyms from Llamedos, knywn for
singing, sheep and stone circles....”
Chris Reed of BBR boasts smugly of his win under “Magazines – Fiction” in
the 1993 Readercon Small Press Awards. (Novel: More Than Melchisedech,
R.A. Lafferty. Collection: Globalhead, Bruce Sterling. Nonfiction mag: SF
Eye.)
Thog the Mighty, pervading presence of the Helicon newsletter, was
bemused to learn of his spin-off Sou’Wester panel to be called (provisionally)
Thog vs the Zeitgeist. Pardon?
Auberon Waugh offers a £100 prize for best bad sex – that is, for the worst
submitted passage of sexual description from a novel published since Sept
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90. Surely our favourite genres must be rich in possibilities? Entries by 18
Oct to Literary Review, 51 Beak St, W1R 3LF; write SAVE THE NOVEL on
the envelope.
Martin Morse Wooster gloats: “I have written the entries on you for the
Encyclopedia Galactica and Encyclopedia Fantastica.”

Condurrite
4-5 Sep • Panopticon (Dr Who), Novotel Hotel, London.
8 Sep • BSFA cancelled again. (A new pub was found, but it emerged too late
that the Freemasons retained power to override other’s bookings at short
notice. Hang ’em all from bridges!)
10-12 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £35 reg.
Contact Society of Fantastic Films, 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford, Manchester,
M6 8EN. [SG]
10-12 Sep • Sto-Con-Trent (RPG), Keele Univ. £15 reg. Contact 12b
Sprowston Rd, Norwich, NR3 4QN.
27 Sep • The Glamour, BBC Radio 4 19:45. “Revised”, as the first airing
was fuzzy – re-recorded to speed it by 1 sec/minute and cure a 90 sec overrun, but on a duff machine. This time, author Chris Priest has personally cut a
scene. It is traditional for new editions of this work to have a changed text....
1-3 Oct • Fantasycon XVIII, Birmingham. £30 reg (BFS members £20, pet
shoggoths half price). Contact 137 Priory Rd, Hall Green, Birmingham, B28
0TG.
1-3 Oct • British 20th Anniv Trek Con, Holiday Inn, Leicester. £45 reg.
Contact 17 Guildford St, Brighton. BN1 3LS.
1-3 Oct • VoCon (Hitchhiker), Tollgate Hotel, Gravesend. £18 reg, rising to
£20 on 18 Sept. Contact 17 Guildford St, Brighton, BN1 3LS. Wins Ansible’s
“Most Demands For Plugs” award.
29-31 Jul 94 • Wincon III, King Alfred’s Coll, Winchester. PR1 now out.
£20 reg, rising to £23 in mid-Nov 93. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS. 0243 376596. “Intersection’s decision to reset
the Wincon III ad in its first PR (introducing ‘31th’ to the language) and miss
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its deadline by several months (being told the rates rise on 17 April isn’t a lot
of use in late July) has led to Wincon getting a freebie in the next PR.” [SG]
4-5 Mar 95 • Timewarp (Trek), Grand Hotel, Malahide, Dublin. Contact 30
Beverley Downs, Knocklyon, Dublin 16.
Rumblings • A Con Organizer Writes: “Please DON’T put this one in the
Ansible list!” Oh, all right. • ConFrancisco introduced a thrilling new system
whereby non-attending Hugo nominees who told the convention months in
advance who’d be representing them at the ceremony must also provide the
reps with signed credentials, the letter already on file (i.e. signed credentials)
being deemed Not Good Enough. “Idiots,” writes tactful Ben Yalow. • A Con
Organizer Complains: “Confabulation wasn’t in last month’s Ansible con
listings.” This is true.

Infinitely Improbable
Ambulatory Phlegm! This is but one of many fascinating terms applied by
nice Harlan Ellison to absent Andy Porter during an hour-long interview on
US cable TV, possibly to the mystification of viewers. Practised Ellisonwatchers infer that relations between HE (“Andy Porter!? That suppurating
bag of monkey nuts ... loathsome, detestable ... ennobled by the word ‘turd’
... monster....”) and AP (“Harlan Ellison burns bridges before he crosses
them.”) may be less than wholly cordial. [GF, SFC]
C.o.A. Steve Davies & Giulia De Cesare, 52 Westbourne Terrace, Reading,
RG3 2RP. Anne Hamill & Jimmy Robertson, 2 Dorset Rd, Salisbury, SP1
3BF. Sally Ann Melia, 3 The Square, Broughton-in-Furness, Lake District,
Cumbria, LA20 6JF. Alan J. Sullivan, 30 Ash Rd, Stratford, London, E15
1HL.
You Will Send Us a Birthday Card! To ensure plenty of spontaneous
congratulations on its 25th anniversary, Locus wrote to sf people requesting
them. It is untrue that the letters contained even the slightest hint of
“Remember, we decide whether your next book gets reviewed....”
Computer Sexism. In a mouse manual: “If the cursor moves too fast or too
slow, the speed can be changed for your testes.” Please, not the old jokes
about mouse balls.
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Anniversary.“David Sutton & Steve Jones ‘celebrate 15 years of Fantasy
Tales by publishing an anthology which will contain a great many of the
stories which are currently awaiting an appearance in the magazine’. Which, I
presume, means they’re celebrating 15 years of FT by ceasing publication.
Fantasy Tales Presents (Robinson) will therefore include a great many of the
reportedly 100 MSS in FT’s inventory.” [DG]
Deep Waters. A Millennium press release plugs spinoff books (by D. Duane
and P. Morwood) from a new Spielberg TV series about a super submarine
called seaQuest [sic]. “The special effects, settings and technology will be
absolutely extraordinary”: I can hardly wait to open these hi-tech books.
Early review: “There’s never been such an original idea as Voyage to the
Bottom of the seaQuest, I mean stingQuest.” [G*rry And*rson]
Superstardom! Our mole enjoyed a Canadian Trek con “with main guest
Marina Syrtis. My, what a bitch. Her contract specified 3 hours on each of 2
days, remote luxury hotel room, luxury transport, limo at beck and call, no
press, no videotaping, etc, for US$15,000: the local Trekkies fell for it. She
made horrific demands of the con’s naive but devoted handlers; the
committee jumped. Her talk about the show devolved into a sexist rant about
males in the crowd fixated on her breasts and crotch: she was in a skin-tight
black tube-style minidress, so everyone had something to look at. She
proceeded to stand on a table on-stage, flip her dress up and flaunt said crotch
at the crowd, and her handlers weren’t sure she was wearing panties.... Some
walked out, a few wanted their money back, many were disillusioned. The
local press had a field day. Disillusionment was partly offset by genial
George Takei, who posed for every picture and signed every autograph, even
from a wheelchair; he’d just had corrective foot surgery.” [LP]
“Science Fact, Not Science Fiction” – says the deeply authoritative W.H.
Smith Bookcase of Kim Stanley Robinson’s Red Mars. So that’s why it
didn’t win the Arthur C. Clarke award....
I Have Seen the Future and It Coughs. FOREST (Freedom Organization
for the Right to Enjoy Smoking Tobacco) has an sf/fantasy/horror story
competition: “Health and Freedom” theme, but “not propaganda”. £100 first
prize; max 2,500 words and 3 entries per person; you must be over 18 by the
16 Jan deadline. FOREST STORY COMP, 2 Grosvenor Gdns, London,
SW1W 0DH. Judges include George Hay. The flyer asks: “Will smoking
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(and other private pleasures) be illegal in the future?” Ansible supports
smoking as a private pleasure to be practised as freely as defecation, sex or
singing in the bath.
Litwatch. Yvonne Rousseau dipped critically into Margot Arnold’s
Desperate Measures: “Ballantine published this in 1986, supplying the author
with a Hollow-Earther blurb writer (‘Ms. Arnold has travelled extensively
throughout the globe’) but not, alas, with an editor – as is seen on p40 when
our North American heroine first looks at the night sky of South Africa. ‘“Is
that the Southern Cross?” A perfect diamond crucifix blazed out of the sky.’
Most people Down Under would be sufficiently startled to see the Crux
Australis looking like a ‘perfect diamond cross’ – but if we were given Jesusin-the-Sky-with-Diamonds as well, we’d all come out and stare.”
Big Names! “Chris Priest may not have made the Guardian birthday list, but
look who did: ‘Kathy Gale, publishing director, The Women’s Press, 33.’ [13
Aug]. Shows how good Steve Jones is at publicity. A few days later Brian
Aldiss made the list. Does that mean he’s as famous as Kathy Gale?” [Anon]
More Awards. Campbell Memorial Award (novel): Brother to Dragons,
Charles Sheffield. Sturgeon Memorial Award (short): “This Year’s Class
Picture”, Dan Simmons. [SFC]
Overheard. “Arthur C. Clarke is an English gentleman, and far too polite to
say that he didn’t enjoy a book. After all, he even gave a cover quote to Ben
Bova’s Mars.” [Do not see A73.]
Orion Magazine begs a plug: 66pp A5 fiction (mostly), £1.75 from 3 Bower
St, Reddish, Stockport, SK5 6NW. I read the first story (about John Lennon)
as far as the word “hypocracy”....
Ten Years Ago a Japanese convention solicited numberless messages of
support. The most memorable was J.G. Ballard’s: “That great feat of arms,
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour on December 7, 1941, must now be
repeated in the realm of the imagination – let the sf writers of Japan set out
across the skies of the human psyche, each carrying a piece of that explosive
future which will torpedo the battleships of complacency and inertia!” Oh.

The Frost Report
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Continuing the brand-new TAFF tradition of instant Ansible publication,
Abigail Frost whizzes us bits of her US trip report even as it happens....
Jeanne Bowman requested silly things – “uniquely British, small, cheap, like
silly condoms and beermats” – to auction at ConFrancisco. Gee thanks
Jeanne, my last day wasn’t supposed to be spent in pubs and chemists’. Trawl
of Bethnal Green Road produced: 1 can Irn Bru; several packets funsized
Mars bars etc; two vile “jewel lollies”, blue raspberry sour flavour, made in
Thailand for Irish company; latest issue When Saturday Comes (football
semiprozine); 1 Dennis the Menace mug; 1 Thunderbirds ditto; 1 tin Brick
Lane curry powder; 1 Beezer Quarterly; Fun Fun Fun filling out customs
declaration....
New York. When I told Andy Hooper I was staying with Gary Farber he
seemed surprised. “He hasn’t the right to invite you ... he sleeps on Moshe’s
sofa ... he is in no position to be a host!” (GF is currently house-sitting for
someone.) Gary: “Tell him I’m pushing a cart around the lower East Side and
I put you in the cart and covered you with a garbage bag.” So I did ... shame I
got the giggles halfway through.
Farber talks. I’d forgotten this. Lunch with Patrick and Teresa Nielsen
Hayden. They talk too. Help. Voice already on way out. Please fax new
larynx c/o Geri Sullivan. [19 August]
Minneapolis. ReinCONation fun but weird. A world of seraphically happy
people who sing and read poetry at each other. Alternated between thinking
oneself in Paradise surrounded by guardian angels and feeling like an alien.
Asked to contribute reading to an open mike thingy on Sat night;
commandeered Nigel Rowe (formerly of our own parish) to help. People
were taking the evening’s beatnik theme very seriously (eg readings from
Howl). Sudden inspiration: I had some beatnik experimental writing to hand,
the phoney Camcon report in the Mexicon 2 fanzine. So handed Nigel a
plastic tub which had contained pretzels till I brilliantly ate them all, told him
to beat it at random while I read, and when called put on my shades and
jumped on a chair and did all that stuff about cubes and Wittgenstein and
Margaret Welbank in a rapid doomladen voice. Got the odd laugh.
ReinCONation news for Ansible: Twin Cities fan, poet, musician, storyteller
and general Good Thing Elise Matthesen was having a birthday celebration
with chums in hotel restaurant when the woman at the next table approached
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her – “You look so nice and so do all your friends, so who are you?” So Elise
introduced herself and the con, so to speak. “I’m Maya Angelou,” said the
woman, and bought them some wine. “Gosh wow er um,” said Elise....
So homesick I spent $5 on Independent on Sunday. “Not much seems to have
changed at home ... BLOODY HELL IT’S LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.” Grr.
Why don’t you fax me back, you bastard scum? [23 August]
Seattle. Read some article in some fanzine called Mimosa by some fellow
who edited some con newsletter on some Channel Island or other. Doesn’t it
make you sick when people take all the credit for the Great British Con
Newsletter without even mentioning Cactus Times? Went to zoo with Andy
Hooper and took picture of racket-tailed drongo. Alas there was only one so
can’t say drongides.... Also got a photo of giant Washington slug at zoo (not
encaged, just wandering over path). Marmots are ridiculous bloody animals.
[26-7 August]
Ansible 74 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Clute, Gary Farber, Abigail Frost, David Garnett, John Grant, Misdemeanour,
SF Chronicle, Steve Green, Lloyd Penney, Chris Priest, Dave Wood and All
Our Hero Distributors. 2/9/93.
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CRUSHED. Rob Hansen was handing out Then, 4 his history of UK
fandom’s every gathering, publication and bowel movement in the 1970s.
(Grovel to him at 144 Plashet Grove, East Ham, E6 1AB.) “I’m dreading
doing the 80s,” he confided. “And someone else can do the 90s. Jesus, the
90s don’t even have a fan newsletter of record.” Here I coughed rather
significantly. “Ansible,” he retorted, “is sercon.” Collapse of deaf party.

The Marching Morons
John Clute was swept north in a whirlwind: “About 4,000 books were
donated recently to Friends of Foundation for the SF Foundation library, now
settled into the University of Liverpool. Roger Robinson and I drove them up
in a van and saw the library precincts: which was like seeing Oz after half a
lifetime blinded by the institutional torpor and (in recent years) active
hostility of the lugubrious University of East London (Kansas [failed]). There
is now space for books, and administrator Andy Sawyer has a brief to
catalogue and restore the collection; and the University has hopes for its MA
in SF Studies. I kept looking for a Wizard behind an arras, but in the event I
never had to wake. For the moment, the dream holds.”
William Gibson’s Virtual Light UK roadshow (“I’ve been signing this
fucking thing for weeks”) was marked by an Independent on Sunday review
beginning: “The American writer Ian Gibson has been a name to watch in
science fiction for the past decade....” (Meanwhile, Neuromancer popped up
in the list of set books for the University of Salford’s English course. [JN])
Colin Greenland reveals where he gets his crazy ideas for weird sf science!
On receiving some (fairly trite) suggestions purportedly from a 10-year-old
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schoolgirl with leukaemia, he wrote a nice letter back and was not best
pleased when further instalments arrived from a “physics student” and then
an “engineering student”, all with different female names and (invalid?)
addresses but the same handwriting and York postmark. “It’s getting a little
annoying, not to say insulting,” sniffed Colin.
George Hay has an alternative view, as usual: “It’s hard to get anywhere
with the SF Foundation, because they really think sf is all about Lit Crit. I
don’t know if you have seen Foundation, 58 but it is filled almost entirely
with material on the influence of X on Y, or that so-and-so’s arguments are
completely fallacious – the kind of petty squabbling that made me drop my
subs to the BSFA aeons ago, only now conducted by grown men with tenure
and good salaries, men whose grasp on the real world seems faint in the
extreme....”
Ken Lake, peripatetic Casanova, is laying waste the women of Fiji: “Having
extricated himself from the embraces of 280-lb Duri in Nadi (‘we should be
together for ever and ever’) and escaped from Christine (‘you mek mi crezee’) at the Rainmaker Hotel in Pago Pago, roving palangi Ken Lake
succumbed to the charms of Leu in Apia (and lost $300 from his wallet to her
nimble fingers) before chickening out on the marriage offer of Cristina in
Vava’u, only to be inveigled by lying Tema of Nuku’alofa (‘I can’t marry
you now, I’m going to be a missionary’) into a proposal of marriage to
delightful 16-year-old Tala, her sister. He is currently recuperating in
Suva....” [And goes on to bandy several more ladie’s names. Tut tut – Ed.]
Peter Nicholls, rumours say, is now trying to flog his own alternative
Fantasy Encyclopaedia in the USA on the basis that this is the Real Thing, as
opposed to Little, Brown’s pathetic imitation edited by upstarts like that man
Clute and everyone else on the new SF Encyclopaedia’s title page (except
Peter)....
Chad Oliver, pioneer of anthropological sf, died of cancer on 9 August aged
65. [SFC]
Terry Pratchett was bemused by a Business Age magazine survey ranking
him 451st of the 500 richest individuals in Britain, with a personal fortune of
£26½ million. Having looked under the bed and failed to locate this wad of
cash, he learned that “It’s all potential – like value of existing copyrights over
time, value of other stuff like film rights, value of books I haven’t written yet,
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value of body mass of family and pets if rendered for soap and so on, plus
wild guesses at how much I must have made already.... Just when I think I
understand the kind of Discworld logic by which they arrived at it my brain
sags. Apparently my annual income is seen by them as a kind of dividend
paid by a conceptual Terry Pratchett PLC. The Society of Authors treasurer
chuckled benignly and told me, ‘You can get tax relief on guard dogs....’”
Bob Shaw, after publishing How To Write Science Fiction with Allison &
Busby, has become the editorial consultant for A&B’s new sf list. “It feels a
bit funny sitting on the other side of the editorial fence, and already I have
been subjected to the cliché which replaced Adam and Eve stepping out of a
spaceship – the life-or-death space battle which turns out to have been a
video game.” We trust A&B have altered their legendary “Royalties? What
do you mean, royalties?” policy, so well known to past victims like Barry
Bayley.

Condiction
30-31 Oct • Ghost Story Society convention (their first), Chester Euromill
Hotel. With Ramsey Campbell et al. Contact “Ashcroft”, 2 Abbottsford Dr,
Penyfford, Chester, CH4 0JG.
30-31 Oct • Octocon (Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire. GoH Storm Constantine, Steve Dillon. £15 reg. Contact 20
Newgrove Ave, Sandymount, Dublin 4.
1 Nov • Readings at Wealdstone Library (Grant Road) by Molly “Oh God, I
shouldn’t have asked you to mention this, I know you’ll say something awful
and get me into trouble” Brown, Stella Hargreaves & Jessica Palmer, 6-8pm.
Free.
5-7 Nov • Novacon 23, Royal Angus, Birmingham. GoH Stephen Baxter.
Too late to join by mail: £30 at the door. Hotel bookings to 121 Cape Hill,
Smethwick, Warley, B66 4SH.
12-14 Nov • Armadacon V, Astor Hotel, Plymouth. £20 reg. Contact 4
Gleneagle Ave, Plymouth, PL3 5HL.
5-6 Mar 94 • Microcon, Exeter University. GoH “er, to be announced.” [PB]
Contact Paul Hamilton, 0392 55839.
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1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £25 reg
(may well rise after Novacon, so watch it). Contact 3 West Shrubbery,
Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
14-17 Apr 95 • Confabulation (Eastercon), Britannia International Hotel,
London Docklands. £15 reg to end 1993. PR1 is out. Contact 3 York St,
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 9QH.
24-8 Aug 95 • Intersection, 53rd Worldcon, Glasgow. New address: Admail
336, Glasgow, G2 1BR. Registration now £60. They can be faxed c/o John
Stewart, 081 669 8079.
Rumblings • Bernie Evans, mistress of registrations for innumerable UK
cons, is taking voluntary redundancy in order to enjoy even more time typing
addresses, printing labels, and campaigning for compulsory truncation of fans
with names like Neale Anthony Mittenshaw-Hodge. “Asked how she’ll be
spending her time in future, the grandmother of six informed incredulous
friends that she intended to start cooking and doing housework, and would
like to become more involved in fandom. Husband Mick was unavailable for
comment owing to prolonged fits of hysterical laughter.” [MT]

Infinitely Improbable
World Fantasy Awards. Novel shortlist: Anno Dracula, Kim Newman; Last
Call, Tim Powers; Was, Geoff Ryman; Photographing Fairies, Steve
Szilagyi; Briar Rose, Jane Yolen. James Blaylock’s Lord Kelvin’s Machine
reads like a fix-up novel to me, but is mysteriously shortlisted under Best
Collection. [SFC]
Metaphor of the Month. “Her very existence made his forebrain swell until
it threatened to leak out his sinuses.” (Nancy A. Collins, Sunglasses After
Dark, 1989.)
C.o.A. John Clute, 221b Camden High St, London, NW1 7BU. (“The change
from 221 to 221b represents nothing more than an attempt to keep our post
from being delivered to the shop below us.”) Ken Lake, Poste Restante,
General Post Office, Suva, Fiji.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Klingon. “No,” said Hazel. “I don’t care how
many clippings Martin Morse Wooster sends you about Klingon language
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camps in Minnesota. I refuse to authorize a fake language lesson.” Me:
“Can’t I even interest you in the etymology of ’iw, Klingon for blood – from
the noise the audience made in the big Star Trek VI bloodshed scene,
‘eeeeeewwwwww!’?” Hazel: “Certainly not.”
Martian Splurge. HarperCollins spent a fortune on a full-page Guardian ad
for Kim Stanley Robinson’s Red Mars – though with a slightly unlikely
caption. “Are they promoting this as a comedy? ‘Welcome to Mars ... Please
Drive Carefully’ sounds very much like the cover of Red Dwarf: ‘Infinity
Welcomes Careful Drivers’. What will Gollancz do for the paperback of Red
Dust: ‘Take Care: Ride on the Left’?” [DG]
Xanthagrams. Horny Sapient, Shiny Protean, Noisy Panther, Insane Trophy,
A Spiny Throne, A Thorny Penis ... I’m still trying to decide which is most
appropriate. And is another author mentioned above really of a Non-Lilac
Gender? [N&AS]
SF Encyclopaedia. That legendary CD-ROM edition is scheduled for
pressing at the end of October and will include all the major updates and
corrections noted by late September. Price will be £35 plus VAT. After
criticizing shortcomings of the proposed access/display software – “Er,
wouldn’t it be useful if searching for a title actually took you to the title rather
than dumping you at the start of what might be a very long author or theme
entry?” – your editor has insinuated an Ansible Information™ program which
improves matters somewhat, and feels dead smug about this. Meanwhile CD
publishers Nimbus are right now rushing to sort out the audio tracks of the
CD-ROM, with sound-bites from a representative selection of the millions of
sf authors available for interview in or near London before publication day....
Hair of the Dog. The great David Hartwell sends a true interoffice memo
from St Martin’s Press. “We will be publishing in March of 1995 a new trade
paperback title called Knitting With Dog Hair. The two authors [...] are busily
making DOG HAIR BOOKMARKS, which will be used by colleagues in
subrights and in publicity, but demand for the bookmarks has been so great
that we are now facing a serious shortage of dog hair. This is no joke!” No,
no, perish the thought. All employees are duly exhorted to “place dog hair in
a zip-locked plastic bag”, labelled with the breed (“Mutts are fine”), but not
on any account to raid the vacuum cleaner (“This is not bona fide dog hair,
since it has been combined with other dirt”), and to bring all bags to the
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Official St Martin’s Dog Hair Depository. It’ll be even more fun when they
publish 1001 Uses for Dog Turds.
Barry Pulls It Off! More epoch-making news from Barry R. Levin’s
catalogue of sf at awesome prices: the British BCA book club version of
Asimov’s Forward the Foundation is the world first edition, by about three
weeks. I do not know how the feeble human intellect is able to contain such
excitement.
Token Gossip for Hansen. Comets were sighted, two-headed calves were
born, the sheeted dead did squeak and gibber in the Roman streets, and Greg
Pickersgill published a fanzine last month.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Tongan. fetukitoka’aki, to strike out at each
other while lying down; kisukava, to make an enigmatic statement after
drinking kava; fakamomoatea, to act as if one had a presentiment of
something that will shortly happen, or has already happened but is not yet
known. [KL]

Our Spies At ConFrancisco
“It was boring,” said ever-ecstatic Abigail Frost of this year’s Worldcon in
San Francisco – “except you WON’T FUCKING BELIEVE who won Best
Semiprozine!” “The best part,” added Martin Hoare, “was when the techies
tapped the hotel’s three porn movie channels and patched them into the lobby
information screens.” “Many had trouble telling the sf fans from the
homeless on the streets,” confided Teddy Harvia.
Hugo Awards went to most of the usual suspects. BEST NOVEL was a tie:
Vernor Vinge’s A Fire Upon the Deep and Connie Willis’s Doomsday Book.
(“Amazing,” said Rog Peyton. “I’ll have to order extra copies. I’m astonished
Red Mars didn’t win.” Me: “You thought that was the best book?” He: “Well,
I haven’t actually read it. As such.”) NOVELLA: Lucius Shepherd, Barnacle
Bill the Spacer. NOVELETTE: Janet Kagan, “The Nutcracker Coup”.
SHORT: Connie Willis, “Even the Queen”. NONFICTION: Harry Warner, A
Wealth of Fable. DRAMATIC: The Inner Light, an ST:TNG episode.
EDITOR: Gardner Dozois of Asimov’s. ARTIST: Don Maitz. ORIGINAL
ART: James Gurney, Dinotopia. SEMIPROZINE: Andy Porter’s Science
Fiction Chronicle (stunner of the weekend; it beat Locus by one vote,
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following recounts. Andy got a standing ovation, while the great Charles N.
Brown was soon conducting a merciless Spanish Inquisition among Locus
staff who failed to vote: “Gee, Charlie, I was so busy working for the con, I
never got round to – aargh!” Fandom waits with bated breath to learn
whether Andy’s next SFC editorial will record victory with the same grace
with which he has accepted past defeats). FANZINE: Mimosa. FAN
WRITER: me (fervent thanks to all voters – your cheques are in the mail.
Martin Hoare: “Abi gave me the Hugo and then kissed me. She needn’t have
said YUK afterwards....”). FAN ARTIST: Peggy Ranson. • JOHN W.
CAMPBELL award for best new writer: Laura Resnick. [GS] • Los Angeles
won the 1996 Worldcon voting against a challenging lack of opposition. • “It
was an interesting convention. Most of the ceremonies started late but, to
compensate for that, they ran long. Standing in line seemed to be the theme –
there were long lines at registration, then another long one if you were a
programme participant, then another to pick up your souvenir book, etc.
Some of the con was well done, and the city is beautiful, but....” [BY]
The Frost Report continues: “The con lacked centre, and the sort of
spontaneous Great Moment we expect of big cons didn’t really have a
chance. No bloody bar in the Moscone Centre, for a start. (Not even a Harvey
Milk Bar, ho ho.) 8000 people there, yet one rarely saw more than 20 of them
in the same place doing the same thing. Grew heartily sick of seeing friends
going up the escalator as I was coming down. If only Banks had been there to
climb the Parc 55 hotel. (But if he had, as a filthy pro he’d have climbed the
ANA, which I only really penetrated for the Tor Books party.) Ansible
helped, since one could always stop someone in their tracks by thrusting it at
them. Smoking, oddly, helped too, because I rapidly got the habit of
snatching a quick ciggie whenever and wherever I could, and talked to
whoever (be they Valkyrie, mediaeval peasant or Fred Pohl) was doing the
same thing.
“Tell Martin I’m sorry I said YUK after kissing him on stage at the Hugos.
Had meant to fall on ground gagging horribly, of course. Also, didn’t have
the heart to preface announcing you with ‘What’s the Welsh for boring?’ as
planned. Felt I let the side down, rather. At the Hugo rehearsal, we were very
firmly told not to say ‘And the winner is....’ Winner implies losers, you see.
So the PC thing to do afterwards from now on is the People To Whom The
Hugos Did Not Go Party. Charlie Brown did not go to it (or at least not while
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I was there).
“San Francisco was triff. Didn’t get to see nearly enough of it. Favourite bit:
the ruins of Sutro Baths, and the rocky beachlet (mussels and bloody great
fleshy starfish – takes yer back to the Cornwall of childhood) just below....”
[AJF]
Ansible 75 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Steve
(Massive Egoboo) Brown, John Clute, Critical Wave, Malcolm Edwards,
Abigail Frost, David Garnett, Teddy Harvia, Martin (Hugo Collector) Hoare,
Ken Lake, Name & Address Supplied (coward!), Joseph Nicholas, SF
Chronicle, Geri Sullivan, Martin Tudor, Ben Yalow, and hero distributors
Janice Murray, SCIS, Alan Stewart, Charles “Netman” Stross and M. Tudor.
7/10/93.
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Ansible 76, November 1993
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible can be had by
accosting the editor, by making him rich, or for stamped addressed envelopes
(1 per copy).
THE CURSE OF COLIN GREENLAND. A75 told of a peeved Colin
being deluged with sf ideas from many differently named (and addressed)
correspondents all with the same handwriting and York postmark. This
identical blight has now spread to me. Where will it all end? See Brian
Stableford, below....

Them!
Barry Bayley has completed a very short synopsis for a new Jasperodus the
Robot novel – said his agent, legendary London bon-viveur Gamma, before
being thrown out of a Conservatory signing owing to being barred from the
pub. “It’ll be really good,” he added soon after, and was thrown out again.
Arthur C. Clarke is exposed in this telling sentence from a Gollancz press
release, reprinted COMPLETE and UNCUT as an Ansible public service:
“He is unquestionably the greatest living science, as well as the best-known
and bestselling.” [DVB] Greater than biochemistry, greater than physics ...
Arthurology.
William Gibson was pilloried by the Washington Post (18 Oct) for his dress
sense: “The shirts that hang off his 45-year-old frame look as if he bought
them in a feed store. He’s always said he figured that if nobody liked the
stories he’d written he’d have wound up working in a secondhand bookstore.
He still dresses as if that’s his idea of success.” [MMW]
Ron Holmes, editor of the first UK sf news fanzine Science Fantasy Review
(which as SFR War Digest gave Vin¢ Clarke his first fanzine appearance in
1940), died on 21 Sept. [SG/RH]
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Terry Pratchett’s £26½m fortune (a figment of Business World magazine)
still plagues him despite last issue’s squib about its illusory nature – in fact
some of my readers can’t be too bright, as the great man complains that “The
Ansible piece is now being quoted to me as evidence that I have got £26m.”
Vincent Price died on 25 October aged 82, one published comment being
that he’d had plenty of practice....
Nicholas Royle, rising horror megastar etc, is interviewed in the Nov
Interzone: “Interviewer Chris Kenworthy refers to Royle’s new novel
Counterparts as ‘interesting and exciting’. This was presumably why
Kenworthy’s own Barrington Books published it, a link curiously omitted
from his essay.” [SG]
Geoff Ryman, according to delighted but cruelly unattributable rumours, is
writing a Star Trek novel. (What next? Salman Rushdie signs up to do Judge
Dredd tie-ins?)
Brian Stableford takes up the tale: “I was interested to read (in A75) of
Colin Greenland’s annoyance regarding his correspondence with a person I
take to be Siobahn [sic] Munster, alias Amanda Haertel, alias Rachel Oliver,
etc, etc, of Norton-in-Derwent. It really isn’t that annoying, and my
experience suggests that as it will never actually stop (no matter how many
letters ‘she’ sends announcing that the correspondence is closed) one might
as well derive whatever amusement one can from it. ‘Her’ latest letter to me
begins, cheerily, ‘Me again ...’ even though it is signed with a name ‘she’ has
not used previously, and shows ‘her’ customary blithe disregard for
anachronism (‘she’ has been ten for several years now) and consistency of
symptoms (‘she’ is always unwell, and often in hospital, but never has the
same malady twice running). In spite of Ansible’s churlish description of
‘her’ story plots as ‘trite’ they are not noticeably worse than many which sell,
and I have not yet lost hope that ‘she’ may one day send me one worth using.
I admit that it isn’t clear to me why a mature (probably) male (almost
certainly) who seems to read New Scientist and Interzone with a fair degree
of comprehension should feel the need to disguise himself as an ailing female
child, but it’s a free country. If Colin finds the whole thing too burdensome,
he could always spread the load by sending ‘her’ the addresses of a few more
famous sf writers – unless, of course, ‘she’ has them all already....”
Jonathan Swift’s immortal but depressed and amnesiac Struldbruggs might
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have been inspired by his own possible slide into Alzheimer’s disease –
according to a doctor’s speculative letter in the Lancet. [JN] Similarly, the
Yahoos in Book IV of Gulliver’s Travels were early, tragic victims of what
modern medicine now knows as Football Fan Syndrome.

Conenchyma
5-7 Nov • Novacon 23, Royal Angus Hotel, Birmingham. GoH Stephen
Baxter. £30 at the door. Buy me a drink.
12-14 Nov • Armadacon V, Astor Hotel, Plymouth. £20 reg. Contact 4
Gleneagle Ave, Plymouth, PL3 5HL.
19-21 Nov • Midcon (games), Royal Angus Hotel, Brum. National
Diplomacy Championships etc. £10 reg. Contact 30 Rydding Lane, Millfields
Estate, West Bromwich, B71 2HA.
20 Nov • Latcon (Trek), U of London Union, Malet St, WC1. Videos, dealers
and tribble hunt. £8 reg.
28-30 Jan 94 • Starbase (Trek), Hilton Hotel, Leeds. GoH George Takei. £35
reg; no memberships at the door. Contact 152 Otley Rd, Headingley, Leeds,
LS16 5JX.
5-6 Mar 94 • Microcon, Exeter University. Now has a contact address: 6
Clifton Hill, Exeter, EX1 2DL.
1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester (Eastercon), Liverpool. £25 reg rising to £27 on 1
Dec 93. No postal memberships after 14 Mar. Contact 3 West Shrubbery,
Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
Rumblings • BSFA meetings remain in limbo. • Evolution is a bid for the
1996 Eastercon (“I wanted it called Vivisection,” said one disappointed
committee member) starring “Rhodri James and several polite euphemisms
for people with little experience of running 3 day con’s (so it’s going to be a
short Easter weekend)”. Venue: “SE England”. Presupporting membership
£1 to 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, NW3 6PX. [MC] • Intersection’s
second progress report arrived from Washington DC (that little-known
suburb of Glasgow) and is better laid out than the hasty PR1 ... except for a
piece by some guy called Langford, who absurdly claims that re-editing 14
paragraphs into two extremely long ones did not assist readability.
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Infinitely Improbable
Fin de Siècle. Deborah “SF Editor With Legs” Beale has left Millennium
(with some tiny possibility of a continuing consultancy rôle); her sidekick
Charon Wood was reportedly offered the job but, unimpressed by the way
DB was treated, forcefully resigned. Publishing gossip claims that DB’s
marriage to her fave author Tad (“what is that short for?” asked our
informant: “Tadpole?”) Williams made her financially independent and that
Millennium boss A. Cheetham got strangely nervous/hostile/unpleasant about
this. Officially, she has resigned.
Simile of the Month. “Just to the south of them, the new Socket was like a
titanic concrete bunker, the new elevator cable rising out of it like an elevator
cable ...” (Kim Stanley Robinson, Green Mars) [DW]
Editor of the Living Dead. DC’s graphic novel of Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy is advertised in Locus as being adapted “by acclaimed british SF
writer and editor John Carnell (New Worlds).” – all sic. The current New
Worlds editor David Garnett is deeply baffled, and so is his predecessor Mike
Moorcock; as all true fans know and regret, NW’s founding editor John
Carnell died in 1972.... [DG]
C.o.A. Peter Cohen (late – I mislaid it), 80 Sherland Rd, Twickenham, TW1
4HD. Mike Cule, 4 Baines House, Abbey Barn Rd, High Wycombe, HP11
1RJ. Paul Hamilton, as Microcon. Krsto Mazuranic, Slavonska 1, 41430
Samobor, CROATIA (same flat, new country). Ben Schilling, 2615 Madrid
(Apt 1), Madison, WI 53713, USA.
Publishing Bits. “Virgin have contracted with Fleetway for a further 3 Judge
Dredd novels. Future plans are for one book per quarter rather than one a
month. The bookshops are proving leery – ‘We can’t sell graphic novels,
even ones with pictures’ – but those who are stocking ’em are selling out fast.
Sort of the opposite of the Thatcher Memoirs, I hope.” [U] • Philip K. Dick:
A Day in the Afterlife is being made for the BBC by Arena Productions for
broadcast next Spring. Producer Nicola Roberts insisted that all interviewees
wear identical t-shirts with Dick’s face on ... data from Radio Free PKD,
$16/year from Noel Productions, 27068 S. La Paz, Aliso Viejo, CA 92656,
USA. [BC] • Flexiback Books is a somewhat indeterminate new enterprise
that plans 64pp A4 magazine-format books (40-55,000 words) in various
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genres including sf/fantasy, but is still muttering about raising “the needed
capital”. Paul Barnett will be sf/f editor (no submissions yet, please).
Iatrogenic. Diana Wynne Jones’s fearful back pains persist despite her
operation last Dec. Her fan club wishes to interview the doctor who, having
poked her crushed vertebra hard enough to make her scream and black out,
explained that there was nothing whatever wrong and that if sitting down to
write was a problem she should jolly well get a job where she could work
standing up. Another learned doctor advised her to drink lots of milk and,
informed of her allergy to all milk products, amended this to “eat lots of
cheese”.... [CB] Nevertheless a new DWJ book is out: Hexwood, available at
all good etc etc.
Stop the Presses! Warner Books cancelled their 200,000-copy first US
printing of the “Jack the Ripper Diary” for a bizarre reason almost
unprecedented in publishing ... their expert reported that the document could
not be authentic. [SFC] • Ashgate Publishing have likewise delayed UK
publication of the Scolar Press The Best in SF: Winners and Nominees of the
Major Awards in SF (by Canadian fan Aurel Guillemette) after many errors
and typos were gleefully pointed out. The BSFA and Clarke awards are
hopelessly confused (some would call that fair comment) and in one year are
said to have been respectively won by G. Ryman’s The Child Garden and
Children of the Garden; a later winner is that homely cookbook Take Bake
Plenty. “They’re freezing publication until they’ve sorted it out somehow –
they’re horribly embarrassed by it – their word was ‘horrified’.” [DVB]
Overheard. “Loren McGregor confused Shirley Jackson with Shirley
MacLaine, causing Debbie Notkin to recoil with horror from him. ‘We have
always lived in this body,’ he offered as his defence.” [WP] • Catherine
Barnett: “But if Paul [Kincaid] works in London, how come he and Maureen
[Speller] live in Folkestone?” Jane Barnett: “They were very, very bad in
their previous lives.”

Continued
Worldcon post-mortems go on and on. The curse of fame hit your editor in
October, with the arrival of ConFrancisco’s “follow these easy instructions to
complete your Hugo” kit – little pewter plaques to be stuck around the base,
depicting dead sf notables from Mary Shelley to Isaac Asimov (glue not
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supplied). Less unworldly fans might have written GIFT – NO
COMMERCIAL VALUE on the customs chit ... instead I was amusingly
landed with over £15 in duty, VAT and UPS penalty charges for collecting
same. The Plain People of Fandom: “Ha bloody ha!”
Taras Wolansky sends his report on the con’s Harlan Ellison Revival
Meeting; once again the great man mingled with sf fans in order to announce,
“I try to stay as far away from sf fandom as I possibly can. I mean, one can
only take so much horseshit before one has the need to kill. At the moment, I
have the need to kill the people at NESFA....”
What frightful thing had the New England SF Association done? TW
explains: “At 1am that morning, it seems, Ellison had been leafing through
the convention souvenir book when he came upon an advertisement for The
Rediscovery of Man: The Complete Short SF of Cordwainer Smith, published
by NESFA Press (Box 809, Framingham, MA 01701-0203; 671pp, $24.95).
His first thought was, yes, complete but for the story ‘Smith’s’ widow had
given him for The Last Dangerous Visions. But then he read these fatal
words: ‘Appearing for the first time in print in English [is] “Himself in
Anachron” (originally written for Last Dangerous Visions and previously
available only in French).’
“A bit of history.... Cordwainer Smith, a.k.a. Paul W. Linebarger, died in
1966. According to Christopher Priest in The Last Deadloss Visions, Ellison
first announced having a Smith story for his never-published anthology in
February, 1974! Yes, Ellison sat on the story for twenty years, so long that it
is now of interest primarily to scholars and antiquarians. Discussing TLDV in
1984 (!), Harry Harrison remarked, ‘The stories are grey with age, any value
they might have had for the authors has long since been diminished to the
vanishing point.’
“Under these circumstances, any ordinary person would be humbly grateful
to NESFA for undoing a little of the harm he has done. But Ellison is made of
sterner stuff: ‘They’ve got the story in the fucking book, and it kills the story
for The Last Dangerous Visions!’” [TW; full text of this report to appear in
Fosfax]
HE’s publicly announced message to NESFA at this same session was: “Pull
the goddam book off sale now, pulp the son of a bitch, republish without that
story, or I’m going to sue you, NESFA, and every one of you into oblivion!”
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(Applause.) This is a weighty threat which NESFA should take seriously,
every bit as seriously as the weighty Ellison promises of imminent TLDV
delivery/publication made in 1973, 1976, 1977, 1979, 1980, 1984, etc.
(Wicked Bias declared: your editor has a booklet in print with NESFA and is
discussing terms for an expanded trade-paperback edition which may or may
not be titled Let’s Hear It Again For The Deaf Man. He does not have a story
in The Last Dangerous Visions. Phew.)
Don Herron (of Dashiell Hammett Tour fame) remembers: “Thursday night
of the con I spent driving cab. Picked up S.P. Somtow and, later, Sam
Moskowitz. I knew them but they didn’t know me, so I drove S.P. just a little
bit fast for fun, and asked SaM after the panel we were on how the food had
been at Johnny Kan’s. SaM was delighted by this circumstance, and told me
that once in New York he and John W. Campbell hopped into a cab, and the
driver instantly started arguing with Campbell over his editorial policies.
“Er, Abi would have seen more of San Francisco if she hadn’t fallen asleep
during much of the touring about we did. I figured, hell, the rigours of the
trip, the stress of ConFiasco (it was brutal), I’ll take this as a compliment to
my smooth driving (vs. a horrid insult to my abilities as a tour guide). I was
going to give up, just park someplace and let her catch some zzzzzzs, but
decided to try the view from Twin Peaks as a last shot. The panorama,
combined with a brisk and icy wind (‘... knot up my skirt before the rest of
this fucking city has a look at my knickers’ – something like that, I have
trouble with Oxfordian cadences) snapped her back to life....
“The 51st Annual will always stand as the Charlie Brown Downfall
Convention. You could almost feel sorry that CB didn’t nab a 17th Hugo, if
you weren’t so overwhelmed with pure glee....” [DH]
Ben Yalow liked “the Hugo program book. It has some amazing errors,
including crediting Dean Wesley Smith with being Damon Knight, or at least
with doing everything Damon did. Normally I would assume that just meant
that they stripped the wrong text in below the headline, but somehow they got
Dean’s name into the text, as well....”
Martin Hoare corrects Abigail: “I found the bar in the Moscone Centre!”
Ansible suspects that Martin could find the bar in a mosque.
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Ansible 76 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to David V. Barrett,
Chris Bell, Mark Charsley, Benedict Cullum, Abigail Frost, David Garnett,
Steve Green, Rob Hansen, Don Herron, Joseph Nicholas, SF Chronicle,
Unattributable, Wild Patience ed. Berni Phillips, Taras Wolansky, Dave
Wood, Martin Morse Wooster and our Hero Distributors (with a grovel to
Bridget Wilkinson, omitted from the Hero List in this box last issue). 4/11/93.
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Ansible 77, December 1993
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. Ansible can be had by
grovelling in person, by making me rich, or for stamped addressed envelopes
(1 per copy).
MY SECRET SHAME. It’s hard to make this public confession, but the
foul thing has to be said: Ansible can now receive electronic mail and hot
news at .

From an Ultimate Dim Thule
Anthony Burgess died last week. What can I say? In sf there wasn’t just A
Clockwork Orange but The Wanting Seed (featuring Asimov, Heinlein and
T.S. Eliot in an orgy), 1985, sf strands in books like The End of the World
News, and more.... A big enough writer to try everything. I liked his reviews,
too.
Ken Campbell won the Evening Standard Drama Award for Best Comedy,
for Jamais Vu ... as premièred at Mexicon 5.
Jack Cohen incautiously wrote in the Britannica Yearbook that he’d
invented various sf aliens like the brainy saurians in the Eden series. Harry
Harrison rushed in a stern correction, making it clear that he did all the
important inventing (“There are going to be these big lizards called Yilanè!”)
while hired hand Jack had merely sorted out the biology, biochemistry,
physiology, and suchlike trivia. Dr Jack has since been spotted fondling a
giant syringe full of something greenly luminescent and practising his line,
“Trust me, Harry, I’m a doctor....”
Lionel Fanthorpe ran a charity auction at Orycon (see over) and sold a copy
of Galaxy 666 for $40 – twice as much, he wept, as he was paid to write the
book in 1963.... [JM]
Dr Colin Greenland wraps up the Anonymous Plot Donor (see A76):
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“Smiling Brian Stableford shames me for my surly response to our
pseudonymous benefactor’s unsolicited supply of free wizzo skiffy ideas.
Now I greet with glee every new little envelope full of extrapolative
ingenuity. My joy is unconfined at being showered with monetary versions of
Hari Seldon’s ‘psychohistory’ and childlike computers who try to make a
better world out of the implications of the 1948 Hendrick Casimir
experiments with microscopic-cavity resonance and vaccuum [sic]. Sounds
terrific to me. I’d write a dozen of them if I could understand them. I’m
overjoyed to hear that Dr Stableford and you too, Dr Langford of 94 London
Road, Reading, have also been selected out of literally hundreds of sf writers
to receive this very special service, and yes, I’d like nothing better than to
share it with all my writing friends; but how am I ever to xerox my address
book to Rachel Oliver aka Alex Little (11) when ‘she’ always writes from a
different non-existent address? In fact I wonder uneasily how Dr S knows
‘she’ lives in Norton-in-Derwent, a place significantly never mentioned in
Amanda Haertel’s communications to date. Is this a slip? Or a clue via
‘wormhole-throat’ from a possible future? Has anyone ever seen Brian
Stableford and Siobahn Munster in the same place at the same time?” • Andy
Hooper adds: “It would be a fraternal gesture if Colin or Brian sent to
Norton-in-Derwent the addresses of some authors who could really use the
assistance, such as P**rs *nth*ny or Ors*n Sc*tt C*rd.”
Judith Hanna collected the UK Transport Journalist of the Year runner-up
bronze medal (and £100 cheque). Also, “she got a handshake and a few
words from Princess Anne – and the opportunity to note that when proposing
the loyal toast, the said Princess does not say ‘Me mum’.” [JN]
Don Herron sends snippets of history: “Speaking of Charlie Brown losing
the Hugo, I found the following comment while browsing in back issues of
Locus. From p4 of #71 (Jan 1971), Charlie Brown, reflecting on recent Hugo
voting, writes that Jerry Lapidus ‘feels that two Hugos and three nominations
are enough for SF Review and I agree.’ Say what?”
Graham Joyce received the BFS August Derleth award for Dark Sister. I
tried to bear this in mind during a chilling performance at Novacon, with GJ
and a confederate reading alternate sentences from Lionel Fanthorpe’s March
of the Robots and the somehow hauntingly similar Night of the Crabs by Guy
N. Smith. Grown men pulled their own heads off rather than endure more
than five minutes of such literary intensity.
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Tanith Lee won new fame in Literary Review’s “Bad Sex in Fiction”
competition; an extract from her Heart-Beast was a runner-up. “A fine piece
of bad writing, lacking only the element of perfunctoriness to reach high art
in the field” – Auberon Waugh, judge.
Terry Pratchett learned self-expression in the USA: “Did my orang-outan
impression in Stephen Barnes’s tai-ch’i class (well, he said let yourself feel as
free as the spirit of an animal; it wasn’t as if I believed he had lice on him).”
Bob Shaw, in an exploratory operation, was found to be suffering from
cancer of the bowel. This was caught in good time, but the
radio/chemotherapy is still a nasty business – hence his continuing hospital
stay, though he’s been able to go out for short walks. There was a very long
queue to sign Bob’s multiple get-well cards at Novacon.
Will Shetterly, world-famous (in Minnesota) fantasy author and consort of
even more famous Emma Bull, is running for Governor of Minnesota. [VR]

Confraction
23 Dec • Xmas Wellington Meeting. Be there or be sober.
28-30 Jan 94 • Starbase (Trek), Hilton Hotel, Leeds. GoH George Takei. £35
reg; no memberships at the door (or after 14 Jan). Contact 152 Otley Rd,
Headingley, Leeds, LS16 5JX.
4-6 Feb 94 • Vibraphone (filk), Oak Hotel, Brighton. £27 reg. Contact 2
Duncan Gate, London Rd, Bromley, BR1 3SG.
4-6 Mar 94 • Masque III (costume con), Stakis Victoria Hotel, Nottingham.
£20 reg to 30 Dec, then £25. Contact 4 Ednaston Ct, Ashbourne, Derbyshire,
DE6 3BA.
1-4 Apr 94 • Sou’Wester (Eastercon), Liverpool. Now £27 reg. Contact 3
West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. • Neil Gaiman, leering: “Does
being a GoH mean I get to sleep with the con chair?” Chris Bell (for it is
she): “Er, I’m not chairing Sou’Wester. Marcus Streets is.” Neil: “Errrr....”
4-6 Nov 94 • Novacon 24, Royal Angus Hotel, Brum. (Date/venue to be
confirmed.) GoH Graham Joyce. £20 reg. Contact 14 Park St, Lye,
Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
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14-17 Apr 95 • Confabulation (Eastercon), Britannia Int’l Hotel, London
Docklands. £15 reg rising to £20 on 1 Jan 94. Quick: contact 3 York St,
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 9QH.
Oct 97 • World Fantasy Con in London (new hotel). [SJ]

Infinitely Improbable
Nova Awards went to Simon Ounsley’s Lagoon (fanzine), Simon again (fan
writer – “It took me 15 years to get my first Nova ... and about 30 seconds to
get the second one”) and Dave Mooring (fan artist). The Leeds Group Mind
again....
Hubbard Watch. The US journo magazine The Quill (Nov/Dec 93) has an
article on L. Ron’s PR operations which supports a commonly held though
oft-denied sf view: “Author Services Inc ... established in the early 1980s as
a for-profit ‘full service literary agency’ with offices on Hollywood’s Sunset
Boulevard. The only catch was that Hubbard was the only author. And every
staff member was in the Sea Organization [Scientology’s inner circle].” [JA]
Hi, Fred!
C.o.A. Etc. Ken Lake, Metro Inn, PO Box 9043, Nadi Airport, Fiji [to end
Dec. From a bed of pain in Honiara, Solomon Islands: “Shall I die in this
pesthole? If so, kiss Catie Cary for me.”]. Eunice Pearson/Phill Probert, 2
New Houses, Pant Rd, Dowlais, Merthyr Tydfil, Mid-Glam. • Late flash: Lee
David Frederick Bond-Hibbert born 29 July.... [SG]
Orycon 15 in Portland, Oregon, had Terry Pratchett and Lionel Fanthorpe as
guests. Our mole reports: “In the original Discworld story Pratchett
contributed to the programme book, the influence of Fanthorpe’s earlier work
was obvious. The Pratchett ‘Theatre of Cruelty’ begins: It was a fine summer
morning, the kind to make a man happy to be alive. And probably the man
would have been happier to be alive. He was, in fact, dead. / It would be hard
to be deader without special training. This opening is highly reminiscent of
Fanthorpe’s much earlier work Out of the Darkness, which begins: Bellenger
was dead when they found him. That Bellenger was dead was probably the
understatement of the year. Bellenger was horribly, violently dead! / If there
can be various degrees of anything so terrible and final as death, then it
could be said that Bellenger was as dead as it was possible to be. Also in the
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Orycon programme book, Guy N. Smith writes of Fanthorpe’s influence on
his writing career. It is interesting that two such quality writers should have
been inspired by the prolific but unrecognized works of one man.” [AoO]
Scientific Units. “The moving target felt vaguely feminine and wholly
dangerous: it felt light-years older than Jezrael’s biological age of twentyfive.” (Anne Gay, The Brooch of Azure Midnight)
Ethical Dilemma. A certain Cr*t*c*l W*ve editor, not Martin Tudor, asks
me to urge that you all support this newly “relaunched” sf news mag (6
issues: £8.50). He marks the request DNQ. So I shouldn’t really mention 845
Alum Rock Rd, Ward End, Birmingham, B8 2AG....
That SF Encyclopaedia CD-ROM ... is now (re)scheduled for January. I
have one of the 3 proof copies so far produced, and have been hunting for
bugs. At present, trying to read the entry for CHALKER, JACK causes one’s
computer to hang up irretrievably – leading to a modest campaign for the
retention of this neat enhancement in the final retail edition.
TAFF. Martin Morse Wooster donated a hotel offer card (double room for
price of single in selected Brit hotels to end May 94). Highest bid by mid-Jan
secures: ask A. Frost, 95 Wilmot St, London, E2 0BP.
World Fantasy Con. Tim Powers’s Last Call won the WF novel award,
Harlan Ellison a Lifetime Achievement award. “Pretty good con ...
impressive dealer’s room ... great mix of attendees and guests ... con suite
with complimentary meals and free bar! Only disappointments were a poorly
organized art show and some of the worst programming ever to grace a WFC.
Programmer Steven Brust (he of the dragon books) concentrated on fantasy
writers, local fans and mostly himself, ignoring the horror people, publishers
and artists present.” [SJ]
Miscegenation! Boxtree’s publicity explains the sinister success of their
games tie-in books: “We commission the very best writers – authors like Ian
Newman and Kim Watson.” [DP]
Forgotten Futures. Marcus Rowland begs a plug for his shareware disk of
role-playing game rules, plus copious source material based (mainly) on
Kipling’s ABC stories. I was interested by Utopian scene-setting dialogues
like: “Ah, Comrade Reporter Langford, welcome to People’s Synthetic Food
Processing Plant 12B. Here we take sawdust and convert it to the finest
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synthetic protein ...” [several pages of explanation omitted] “This is
wonderful, Comrade Food Synthesis Manager Bell. Now, how does the
operation of this plant fit into Comrade Glorious Leader Illingworth’s five
year socio-economic plan?” [several more pages omitted].... [22 Westbourne
Pk Villas, London, W2 5EA]
ConFrancisco (oyez! oyez!) rushed to say “Oops!” and refund the £15-odd
which UPS charged me to receive my add-on bits of Hugo. ConFrancisco,
possibly the finest con ever....
No Lawsuit! H. Ellison won’t be suing NESFA “into oblivion” over their use
of Cordwainer Smith’s Last Dangerous Visions story. “NESFA and Mr.
Ellison have reached an amicable settlement, and we will still continue to
publish the Smith book.” [BY] Perhaps, when he consulted the contract, HE
might have found his rights to the story had long expired? Meanwhile the
NESFA collection sold out and is being reprinted.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Solomons Pijin. nambawan, the best; nambaten,
the worst; nambanaen, Honiara Central Hospital; mektrabol long hasban (or
long mere), to commit adultery; beleran, diarrhoea. [KL]

The Ellison Appreciation Society
Charles Platt explains his new, philanthropic project:
More than eight years ago, Harlan Ellison struck a glancing blow to the side
of my jaw with the immortal words, “That’s from Larry Shaw, motherfucker.
Who’s dead.” This tap of the knuckles was retribution for my public
expression of disgust at the tastelessness of an obituary-like “tribute” to the
then still living Larry Shaw that Ellison had staged at a worldcon. (Shaw was
an editor who bought some early Ellison stories.)
Anyway: following the fisticuffs, Ellison heard that I was planning to publish
a work by critic and author Gregory Feeley, listing in relentless detail every
novel that Ellison had ever claimed he was currently writing. (In at least one
case, he claimed he had finished the manuscript. None of these works has
ever been seen by an editor, and most of them never got past the conceptual
stage.)
Outraged by my refusal to shut up, Ellison threatened to sue. I responded
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with a suggestion that we could have a peace treaty. If Ellison would
apologize for hitting me and would promise to withdraw his legal action, I
would promise not to write about him any more.
Ellison agreed. He went further: in a letter dated April 19th, 1988, he
described his assault on me as “both violent and inappropriate.” He said, “I
fully and sincerely apologize” for any public embarrassment caused. He
added, “I assure you that if your reticence in private and in public and in print
about me is maintained, that I will punctiliously refrain from making any
comments of any kind about you.”
Fair enough. As of mid-1988, I stopped making any references to Harlan
Ellison. I pretty much forgot about him. Years passed. My involvement in sf
diminished, to the point where I literally wasn’t sure whether Ellison was still
alive.
This year, I heard that he had started using an absurdly dramatized version of
our “violent” encounter as a humorous anecdote at sf conventions. Finally in
November I received a call from the Comics Journal, which plans to print,
verbatim, a speech which Ellison gave at a large comics event. The speech
describes how he pulverized my face to the point where I could not speak and
was forced to bump my head on the floor in order to plead for mercy. It
alleges that everyone who saw this encounter was so much on Ellison’s side,
and so hostile to me, they all claimed they had seen nothing. (Actually, Fred
Pohl spontaneously offered to testify on my behalf, but that’s another story.)
I admit I was pissed off that this sanctimonious champion of human rights
had risen from the grave and unilaterally reneged on his written word. I called
him and told him he was a silly old bugger. He shouted a few obscenities,
threatened to “pop me one” if I didn’t leave him alone, and hung up on me.
I have now written to him requesting (another) cessation of hostilities. This
time, he has to apologize publicly – perhaps in a letter to Locus. If he is
unwilling to do so, wearily, I will take steps of my own. I will subsidize a
new business venture: the Ellison Information Library. This will serve as a
clearing house for anyone who has a story to tell about Mr. Ellison. Serious
critical analyses, reminiscences, testimonials from ex-wives – the Library
will be open to all data, the only proviso being that it must be true. It will be
a long-overdue resource for scholars, critics, and readers who want some
counterpoint to the self-aggrandizement which continues to emanate from
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Ellison Wonderland. With any luck, the Library will endure as a monument
to Ellison long after his death – and maybe even after mine.
The Ellison Information Library will be available online. The first few
documents will be “golden oldies”, such as Christopher Priest’s The Last
Deadloss Visions (never before circulated in the United States) and my own
“LDV/RIP”, in which I tabulated the death rates of contributors to The Last
Dangerous Visions. In due course, I’m sure I will be able to publish more
timely work, including Gregory Feeley’s much-anticipated but still-unseen
overview of those many, many, MANY unwritten novels. Naturally, I have
better things to do, but if Harlan Ellison is going to go around spreading
gossip about me, the least I can do is spread some truth about him.
[charles@mindvox.phantom.com, 21 Nov 93]
Ansible 77 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1993. Thanks to Anon of Oregon,
Jon Atack, Paul Barnett, David “Oops” Bratman, Steve Green, Steve Jones,
Ken Lake, Janice Murray, Joseph Nicholas, David Pringle, Vicki
Rosenzweig, Ian “Credit Me, You Bastard” Sales, Ben Yalow. 2/12/93.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR! ... despite far too many glum news items.

The Odious Ones
Deborah Beale insists that 99% of all sf about her and Charon Wood’s exit
from Millennium is Greatly Exaggerated. No bust-up with the management,
no Orion Group financial trouble, etc. But: “This is an industry that puts
particularly harsh pressures on its staff.... We just came to a point where the
disadvantages far outweighed the benefits. We had a blast, but it isn’t a career
that can offer us what we want any more.”
Gerald Lawrence appointed himself Ansible’s Saudi Arabian Affairs
Correspondent in time for Chr*stm*s fun: “Christmas cards are illegal. Hell,
Christmas is illegal. There’s a black market in Christmas trees. Seriously!
Now that it’s getting cold, the [locals] have started wearing anoraks over
their thobes which makes them look a little peculiar. It’s an even odder
experience to have one of these strange figures – thobe, guptra, and grubby
anorak – sidling up to you, looking each way to make sure there aren’t any
matawahs around, and then saying (in ‘feelthy postcards?’ tones): ‘Psst – you
wanna buy Creesmas tree very good very cheap?’.”
Patrick Nielsen Hayden retorts: “Stephen Jones’s nasty remarks about
Steven Brust’s World Fantasy Con programming (A77) can, rumour has it, be
traced to Brust’s failure to suck up to various extremely important WFC
personages not entirely dissimilar to Stephen Jones. We have to appreciate
the skill with which Jones knifes Brust as ‘he of the dragon books’, a phrase
nicely designed to convey with a wink just what sort of lowbrow junkmeister
is under discussion here. In fact I’m not sure there’s a single dragon in any of
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Brust’s novels, but that’s hardly the point in this sort of score-settling, now is
it?” (Others suggested that the 1993 WFC emphasis of fantasy over horror –
deplored by SJ – was only fair, the imbalance usually being the other way....)
Caroline Oakley is now sf editorial supremo at Millennium. “Couldn’t
happen to a nicer person or better editor.” [JG]
Terry Pratchett: “Just got back from a week in South Africa (apparently it’s
okay to go there now). Signed a lot of books for a lot of fans of various
shades who were buying as if there was no tomorrow, which many seem to
feel is the case. There’s a lot of surface optimism around but you can hear the
mighty creak of fingers being crossed. In Johannesburg there’s areas that
look like Cheltenham but with razor wire on the (high) garden walls, or
electric fences, or ‘Armed Response’ notices – but most noticeable are the
walls that have had a few feet of extra blocks recently added... ” [10 Dec]
Chris Priest is proliferating, according to DC Comic’s Shop Talk (freelance
newsletter): the Dec issue weirdly announces the “... new Ray writer,
CHRISTOPHER PRIEST. Actually Priest isn’t the new writer of The Ray.
Christopher Priest will become the new name of former DC Editor, JIM
OWSLEY. Jim, who has ‘been feeling a lot more spiritual lately’, is talking
about taking a new name in conjunction with his new company....” [NG] (Did
no one warn him about death threats?)
Keith Roberts said goodbye in a horrifying Xmas circular: “This is to advise
you that in effect I died in March 1990, when I was finally diagnosed as
suffering from multiple sclerosis. As you will perhaps know, this is a
progressive and basically mysterious disease for which there is no known
cure. Since then, developments have been rapid. I have been reduced from
my former six feet plus to wheelchair height; increased spasticity has made
artwork and production things of the past, while a so far unexplained
complication has led to me contributing a major piece of my anatomy to the
hospital incinerator. I’m therefore a one-legged hasbeen at the age of fifty
eight. • Against expectations, I managed to keep these facts quiet for a
considerable time; however a couple of interested parties obviously decided it
would be bad for me to die unshriven and leaked the story, necessitating the
present note. Rumours are only enjoyable if unconfirmed; I always was a
spoilsport in that respect. Though I’m painfully aware that the information
will be of interest to the various Important Authors I have offended over the
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years, mainly by existing. [...] • Having got myself blacklisted by the
Establishment, it was unlikely I would ever publish again, in English at least;
but this would not have been permitted anyway. In the Mother of
Democracies, cripples are naturally not allowed to earn; that would be to rise
above their station. At which point I did wonder if the good Lord was indeed
punishing me for daring to oppose my betters. If so, it was a definite case of
overkill; but I had thought for some time He was really a Thatcherite at heart.
[...] • For me, life has been reduced to a daily battle to avoid the clutches of
the People Farms; the normal euphemism for them is Residential Homes. In
this, I may or may not be successful; I am buoyed by the thought that the
ever-obliging State has at least provided a species of alternative. Having
stood back for a month or so and watched my leg rot at the rate of several
millimetres a day, the powers that be finally pressed on me enough painkillers to solve my problem several times over. Either way, I would of course
vanish from human contact. So I am taking this opportunity to send best
wishes to you all, and good luck with your various enterprises. Yours
sincerely....” [via Gamma, CM, DP]
George Turner, whose stroke was reported in A71, “is well, but feeling
unable to write any more. So the articles in SF Commentary 73/4/5 are his
last writings. Maybe.” [BRG]

Congius
28-30 Jan • Starbase (Trek), Hilton Hotel, Leeds. GoH George Takei. £35
reg; no memberships at the door (or after 14 Jan). Contact 152 Otley Rd,
Headingley, Leeds, LS16 5JX.
4-6 Feb • VIbraphone (filk), Oak Hotel, Brighton. £27 reg. Contact 2
Duncan Gate, London Rd, Bromley, BR1 3SG.
26 Feb • Intersection Party, Carrick Hotel, Glasgow, 8pm – all welcome,
please bring a chairman. Contact Jacky Grüter-Andrew, Intersection, Admail
336, Glasgow, G2 1BR.
20-22 May • Mexicon 6 (“The Party”), Hertford Park Hotel, Stevenage.
£9.50 reg. £19.50 twin/dbl, £22.50 sngl. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick,
Warley, West Midlands, B66 4SH.
26-9 May • Eurocon, Timisoara, Romania. Now £15 reg. Optional “7-day
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advance tour of historic Transylvania”. Contact FATW, 17 Mimosa, 29
Avenue Rd, Tottenham, N15 5JF.
21-4 Oct • Albacon, Central Hotel, Glasgow. £25 reg to 31 April (!). Contact
10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
29-30 Oct • Who’s 7 (Dr Blake event), Queen’s Hotel, Crystal Palace,
London. Now £35 reg (but £5 off if you book a hotel room). Contact 131
Norman Rd, Leytonstone, E11 4RJ.
Oct (?) 97 • World Fantasy Con, Britannia International Hotel, London
Docklands. Dracula centenary theme. No memberships taken until Oct 94.
Contact Jo Fletcher – see COA. Estimated room rates imply two-tier
inflation: the 1995 Eastercon’s £31 and £37 per person in this hotel’s
double/twin and single rooms (respectively) become £37.50 and £60. [BFSN]
Rumblings • Intersection, 1995 Glasgow Worldcon: co-chair Tim
Illingworth resigned in December “following a series of personal and policy
disagreements with much of the rest of the board”. Vince Docherty resumes
his former co-chair rôle by e-mail from Oman. A rapid Intersection release
praised Tim’s past efforts; some thought to detect signs of friction in his
response, “Gee, it’s so nice to know that the committee have put out a press
release thanking me. It would have been even nicer to have been sent a copy
personally.” Martin Hoare: “To lose one chairman may be regarded as a
misfortune ... to lose two seems like carelessness.” Ansible is nevertheless
sure that Intersection remains strong and vital as ever. • As of Feb 94,
Intersection plans a monthly London meeting (3rd Fri, in the Wellington?),
open to the public. Watch this space.

Infinitely Improbable
Serious Scientific Sponsorship. Dr Dave Clements gloats over bagging a
£750 grant from the government Office of Science & Technology’s
programme to “improve public understanding of science” – by luring pro
scientists to sf conventions. (Bob Shaw’s von Donegan has already applied.)
This, the smallest grant of OST’s £150,000 kitty, was 100% of the sum
requested and has excited disproportionate newspaper publicity (Telegraph, 5
Jan). Negotiations with VIbraphone and Sou’Wester are under way. Brush
off your degrees, everyone. [AB/DC]
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Bad News. “In November, writers Pat Murphy and Claire Parman Brown
were involved in a tragic car crash in Nepal, while returning from a 36-day
expedition to the Everest base camp. Claire Brown died in the accident. She
had an adventurous, restless spirit, and was always travelling; in recent years
she had been to Hong Kong, Alaska, Indonesia, Nepal. She had completed
one novel, Vengeful Souls, and was working on a second. She was 29. Pat
Murphy was injured in the accident, but the extent of her injuries is not at
present known.” [CPr]
C.o.A. Amanda Baker, 3 Bishop’s Court, John Garne Way, Marston Road,
Oxford, OX3 0TU. John Bangsund, PO Box 1096, Thornbury, Vic 3071,
Australia. Vijay Bowen/Mark Richards, PO Box 021831, Brooklyn, NY
11202-0039, USA. Jo Fletcher, 24 Pearl Rd, Walthamstow, London, E17
4QZ. Little, Brown & Co, Brettenham House, Lancaster Place, London,
WC2E 7EN. Judith Hanna & Joseph Nicholas, 15 Jansons Rd, Tottenham,
London, N15 4JU (“Bourgeois cultural respectability looms”). Tim Jones, 87
Ellice St, Mt Victoria, Wellington, NZ. Andy Richards/Cold Tonnage Books,
22 Kings Lane, Windlesham, Surrey, GU20 6JQ. Dick & Leah Smith, 410 W.
Willow Road, Prospect Heights, IL 60070-1250, USA (repeated by request
owing to Certain Fanzines which printed the number as 140 or 401, tch-tch).
Hitch-Hiker Movie. Douglas Adams begs for thrilling wonder stories of his
serie’s popularity and ability to induce mass conversions, raise the dead, etc:
“We need to put together an irresistable [sic] package to excite potential
distributors of the movie of the Hitch Hiker’s Guide (to be produced by
Michael Nesmith).” At first this announcement was wickedly dismissed as a
hoax, on the basis that Mr Adams can surely spell “irresistible”.... Asked if
he’d be in control of the movie, he reportedly said: “Absolutely, I am going
to be thoroughly involved.” • It is revealed that the official Adams fan club
term for the great man, based on close study of his autograph, is “Bop Ad”.
[JN]
Tremble, John Major! The National Student SF Association plans to bring
the government to its knees with a gigantic London demonstration to protest
the ruling that sf is not a “core activity” for a student’s union (i.e. no more
funding). Ask Gareth Rees, 29 St Stephen’s Place, Cambridge, CB3 0JE.
Galaxy magazine returns this month, edited by E.J. Gold (son of founder
H.L.): PO Box 370, Nevada City, CA 95959, USA. Bimonthly; mail subs
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only; opens with new Sheckley serial.
L. Ron Hubbard goes on forever. His Church of Spiritual Technology “has
designed gas-filled, titanium time capsules to hold Hubbard’s teachings, and
plans to place 10,500 of the capsules in three vaults, two built to resist
earthquakes or nuclear attack.... Hubbard’s writings will be preserved on 1.8
million stainless steel plates and his lectures on 187,000 nickel records that
could be played back with a stylus as crude as a thorn in the event of some
future cataclysm.... [CST] also plans to place large, indestructible obelisks
around the world covered with pictographs explaining Scientology ‘so that
even a wandering savage will be able to understand and apply these
principles.’” [AP via NR] Next, Mission Earth will reappear as the first sf
“megalithology” published on one million obelisks, with truly frightening
implications for the future of remaindering.
Be Prepared. The New England SF Association notoriously plans for every
contingency: “The rules for other organizations suing the clubhouse were restated ...” [Instant Message 538]
Tiptree Award. Jeanne Gomoll notes: “Since all of our judges are American
this year, we would appreciate tips about gender-bending overseas fiction of
1993.” Report good stuff to 2825 Union Street, Madison, WI 53704. The
Tiptree fundraising sf cookbooks are still available in the UK, from me.
Hazel’s Language Lessons. Bislama: nogud, bad; sik nogud, venereal
disease; kaset nogud, pornographic cassette; nogud nomo, wonderful,
fantastic. [KL]

“Enemies of Platt”
The saga of Charles Platt and Harlan Ellison (see A77) developed all sorts of
bizarre ramifications as 1993 sputtered out and The Last Dangerous Visions
entered its 21st or 22nd year of non-publication....
• Christopher Priest’s polemic The Last Deadloss Visions appeared in
electronic form, revised and updated – a preview of the new, commercial,
printed edition due in April. It has been naughtily pointed out that this will be
eligible for the non-fiction Hugo award in 1995.
• A joke Enemies of Ellison flyer was circulated in the USA, instantly
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identifiable by experienced Platt-watchers as the work of our Charles. This
was much attacked in electronic forums, often by people who hadn’t seen it
and took the title at face value. In fact it begins: “EoE is NOT an organization
for those who wish to malign, harass or assault Harlan Ellison. Just the
opposite! EoE is for those who have been named as enemies by Mr Ellison,
and have been maligned, harassed, or assaulted, purely because (in most
cases) they spoke the truth or expressed skepticism re his reputation, craft or
self-promotional hype. / If you’ve received death threats on your answering
machine ... if you’ve been referred to as a ‘wetbrain’ on nationally networked
TV ... if Mr Ellison has threatened to ‘pop you one’ next time he sees you ...
if he’s promised to ‘sue you into oblivion’ ... then EoE is for you!” [c/o
Interactive Systems, PO Box 595, Chelsea Station, New York, NY 10113,
USA]
• Andrew Porter, famously mentioned by Mr Ellison on nationally
networked TV, was quick to offer EoE a free 1/3 -page ad in SF Chronicle.
• Charles Platt reluctantly admitted that “Enemies of Ellison” might have
been an unwise choice of name, and has since been referring to this “support
group” as “Victims of Ellison”. Various treats for members are offered: “I
will be producing badges in due course and will incorporate icons on each
badge indicating the abuse specifically suffered by the wearer. Clenched fist
to indicate a physical attack, lips whispering into an ear to indicate
badmouthing, and so forth.” [CPl]
• Ansible thought the original flyer was reasonably amusing; but actually
producing the badges, bimonthly newsletters, etc, all begins to seem a trifle
obsessive. Charles: there is life after Harlan Ellison!
• Harlan Ellison himself wisely made no direct comment (that I know of),
but his pal Barry R. Levin the Californian book dealer came up with a new
angle: “Dear Mr Platt: Do you want to be remembered as the man who
murdered Harlan Ellison? Do you know how very bad his heart condition
really is? Your little prank newsletter may be a joke to you, but the news of it
is bound to set Harlan off – and that in his present condition could easily kill
him. Is that what you really want?”
It is not known whether Mr Levin has counselled Mr Ellison against other
exertions very nearly as strenuous as reading newsletters, such as blowing his
top on networked TV, denouncing his perceived enemies in high-profile con
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appearances, etc. I’m sure that Mr Ellison, champion of free speech, would
not endorse the implied ruling that a controversial figure can say anything he
likes, as loudly as he likes, while owing to his state of health no one may
respond with similar rude vigour.
Sf would be duller if fans weren’t free to express such feisty sentiments as
“[William Shatner] would screw a sheep in the window of Bloomingdales if
you gave him the chance” or “Gene Roddenberry was a lying sack of shit ... a
scum bag” or “If you can’t kick cripples, who can you kick? I mean, that’s
the whole point of cripples ...” (all from Harlan Ellison’s Oct 93 Comicfest
talk, according to The Comics Journal). [RH]
Ansible 78 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Amanda Baker,
British Fantasy Soc Newsletter, Dave Clements, Jon Cowie, Neil Gaiman,
Gamma, Bruce Gillespie, John Grant, Steve Green, Rob Hansen, Ken Lake,
Catherine McAulay, Joseph Nicholas, Charles Platt, Chris Priest, David
Pringle, Nigel Rowe and Our Hero Distributors. 6 Jan 94.
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THE BLACK SPOT. Are certain sf authors (as one or two have been
enquiring in not-for-quotation circulars) really blacklisted by publishers? Or
has the recession’s impact on midlist sf merely left them without a market?
Ansible offers the usual large drink for a copy of any publisher’s official
blacklist....

The Club of Queer Trades
Pat Cadigan visits Britain in March to promote Fools: “I expect you to be
much in evidence, paying homage, while I’m in the country. It will make up
for your previous failure to be slavish. You dog.”
John Clute enjoyed many enthusiastic communications from The Women’s
Press about their reissue of Joanna Russ’s The Female Man without, they
confided, that awful downmarket sci-fi cover – by, as it happens, Judith
Clute.... (Erasing the past, this reissue claims to be the first WP edition ever,
although its publicity goes on about 20,000 mysterious prior sales.) [JC]
Harlan Ellison “was an anonymous bidder for various items in Dick
Ellington’s fanzine collection, which I was auctioning off,” writes Robert
Lichtman. “He was rounding up old fanzines with appearances by him of
which he lacked his own copy.... The night before bidding closed, he made a
tongue-in-cheek threat (‘I’ll have to come up there and kill you, Lichtman!’)
if I didn’t promise to call him collect should someone outbid him in the final
hours. ‘Oh, joy!’ I said to him, ‘my Very Own Harlan Ellison Death Threat.’
To his credit, he laughed, and not maliciously....” • It’s said that a while ago
HE offered his entire backlist to Tor in what he called “the deal of the
century” – $1 a book. This was declined because, the story goes, Tor boss
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Tom Doherty had somehow got the idea that being HE’s publisher might be
stressful.
Lionel Fanthorpe will star in an anthology of his finest Badger Books
passages, suitable for reading aloud in public places, for expounding,
declaiming, reciting, orating and elocuting ... expected from Wrigley Cross
Books in July. [DC]
George R.R. Martin’s fantasy trilogy “A Song of Fire and Ice” sold here for
£450,000 after an epic Battle of Dinosaurs between Legend’s John “It’s my
round!” Jarrold and ultimately victorious Malcolm “It’s your round!”
Edwards of HarperCollins.
Ella Parker, the 50s/60s UK fan and early BSFA secretary who was
involved in Eastercons and hosted London SF meetings from 1960-64,
entered a hospice and died last year. [EL]
Carl Sagan complained about Apple’s use of “Carl Sagan” as their internal
nickname for a new computer. Thus the machine is now the BHA, short for
“Butt-Head Astronomer”.... [MMW]
Steve Sneyd’s latest 4pp bibliography Data Dump 8 tastefully lists lots more
“nukecaust”-theme sf (and non-sf) poetry: contact 4 Nowell Place,
Almondbury, Huddersfield, HD5 8BP.
Thog the Mighty, scourge of John Grant’s Lone Wolf books and ’93 con
newsletters, will be an extra Sou’Wester GoH. (Being fictional, he comes
cheap.) Excited LW publishers Red Fox took a congratulatory half-page ad
in the programme book....
Ian Watson wants us to report his Finnish trip. So: “Finland had its first-ever
winter con, Aikacon (7-8 Jan) with Ian Watson as GoH, hidden behind layers
of scarves and sweaters as he slipped his way through the ice-covered streets
of Tampere. About 200 people had a jolly good time. Watson’s Finnish is far
from perfect, so he chose to speak English on the programme – the rest was
in Finnish, a language composed of hypnotic streams of consonants with an
occasional vowel for inhaling purposes. Language difficulties forced foreign
delegates to spend their time drinking the local brew, a situation endured with
great courage. A. Engholm denies falling asleep during the GoH speech: I
just meditated, he claims. Three words will sum up the successful Aikacon:
Perkele kirjoittamisellakin sissiliikejohtajaksi!” [AE]
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Conculcation
4-6 Feb • Vibraphone (filk), Oak Hotel, Brighton. £27 reg. Contact, er, some
likely-looking registration desk?
8 Feb • Writing for Liberty, ICA, The Mall, SW1. 18:45. Liberty (former
NCCL) benefit evening of readings by notables including M. Moorcock, T.
Pratchett. £25. 071 930 3647. A. Frost: “Mention this or die in pain, for it is
organized by Roz Kaveney!”
12-13 Feb • Starbright (Quantum Leap), Shepperton Moat House Hotel.
Contact 338 Blackfen Rd, Sidcup, DA15 9WY.
19 Feb • Ayl-Con (Dr Who), Aylesbury somewhere. Contact 40 Kingsmead
Monks, Risborough, Princes R., Bucks, HP7 9LN.
19 Feb • AUKcon (anime), Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, WC1. £10 reg.
Contact Anime UK, 70 Mortimer St W1N 7DF. (Better book in advance.
Cheque to “Anime Subscriptions”.)
24 Feb • Molly Brown reading at The 3R’s, 2 Crouch End Hill, N8. 20:00.
£3/£2 concessionary. Info 081 691 7481.
26 Feb • Intersection Party, Carrick Hotel, Glasgow, 8pm – all welcome
who can spell “Phan Fayre”. Contact Jacky Grüter-Andrew, Intersection,
Admail 336, Glasgow, G2 1BR.
4-6 Mar • Masque III (costume con), Stakis Victoria Hotel, Nottingham. £25
reg. Contact 4 Ednaston Ct, Yeldersley Lane, Ednaston, Ashbourne,
Derbyshire, DE6 3BA.
5-6 Mar • Microcon 14, Exeter University. GoH Geoff Ryman. £5 reg.
Contact 6 Clifton Hill, Exeter, EC1 2DL. If UK government cuts go through,
“this may be the last Microcon ever.”
12-13 Mar • Seduced and Abandoned: The Body in The Virtual World,
ICA (see above). Pat Cadigan, Bruce Sterling.
10-12 Jun • Shots on the Page (mystery/detective), Forte Crest Hotel,
Nottingham. £30 reg (£40 from 1 Mar). Contact Broadway Media Centre, 14
Broad St, Nottingham, NG1 3AL.
Rumblings • The Scottish Convention has followed through its “time and
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space” theme by declaring a time (3rd Fri) and a space (Wellington pub,
London) for monthly public meetings. Be there or be miserably safe from
committee co-opting.... • File 770 gives a rundown of coming Worldcon bids:
1997, San Antonio, St Louis; 1998, Baltimore, Boston, Niagara Falls; 1999,
Australia, Las Vegas; 2001, Philadelphia (but as it’s “The Millennium
Philcon”, that might be a typo for 2000), Boston.

Infinitely Improbable
The Earth Moved For Them. Reports say no sf people were badly injured
in the Los Angeles earthquake, the only death being of Bruce and Elayne
Pelz’s cat Scrabble (hit by bricks as a wall collapsed). Bruises, property
damage and books hurled from shelves were widespread – Lydia Marano of
Dangerous Visions bookshop had to be dug out from under piles of books
and bookcases. Falling downstairs in the dark, the unfortunate Harlan Ellison
broke his nose. One of Mike Glyer’s Hugos leapt off a shelf and smashed a
glass lamp. The Los Angeles SF Society held its next meeting as usual....
[File 770/Internet]
The Caucus Race. Arthur C. Clarke Award – the shortlisted novels are A
Million Open Doors, John Barnes; Ammonite, Nicola Griffith; Vurt, Jeff
Noon; Snow Crash, Neal Stephenson; The Iron Dragon’s Daughter, Michael
Swanwick [your editor was much impressed by this one, though when a
fantasy Word of Power has the syllables sfwa ya sig one wonders whose leg
is being pulled]; The Broken God, David Zindell. “An exceptionally strong
shortlist,” babbles administrator David V. Barrett, possibly conveying a
coded subtext about the quality of last year’s? [DVB] • BCA Fantasy & SF
Author of the Year Award – a new addition to the British Book Awards,
presented on 10 Feb. • Collectors Awards ... were Michael Crichton, and
Harlan Ellison’s Mefisto in Onyx (lettered state of course), really the most
“collectable” author and book of 1993? So says California’s ace book dealer
Barry R. Levin, no doubt quite impartially and with no unsold stocks of either
in his cupboard.... A lifetime award also goes to Arthur C. Clarke. • Spent
Brass poll (USA) for favourite fan stuff: fanzine Mimosa, artist W. Rotsler,
writer D. Langford, con Corflu 10, single issue Fanthology 1989, cover D.
Steffan on ditto, article D. Emerson’s “Passing On” (Mainstream).
Stretch of the Imagination. “For answer she drew her hands right and left
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across her full breasts and raised them above her head as if to challenge
time.” (George Turner, Beloved Son) [KL]
Too Good To Check. “A fan of Hitch-Hiker was in a bar with a friend who
worked in a nut house. The fan happened to use one of the HHG tag-lines
(‘Here, put this fish in your ear’ or something) and the shrink jumped up
saying, ‘WHAT?!’ Seems they had a guy locked up who would only respond
to questions with HHG bits; since a lot of psychos have languages all their
own, and no-one who’d dealt with this guy knew HHG, they were going nuts
themselves trying to decipher him.” [NR] Just needed a fish in the ear, really.
Alternate Worlds is the imaginative title of “The World’s Only Alternate
History Magazine”, just launched. Hefty articles by Brian Stableford, Evelyn
C. Leeper et al. Quarterly, £3/issue; 48pp A4; 19 Bruce St, Rodbourne,
Swindon, Wilts, SN2 2EL.
C.o.A. Maia Cowan/George Laskowski, 1306 Cherokee, Royal Oak, MI
48067-3386, USA. Mog Decarnin, 440 Zalvidea St #5, Los Angeles, CA
90026, USA. Christina Lake, 12 Hatherley Rd, Bishopston, Bristol, BS7
8QA (“Peter-Fred and I have split up – though so amicably that the rest of
fandom will hardly notice the difference!”). Ken Lake (will he never stop?),
c/o The Stamp Wholesaler, PO Box 708, Albany, OR 97321, USA – to midFeb only. Steve Palmer, 4 Park Rd, Toddington, Dunstable, Beds, LU5 6AB.
Gary & Linda Stratmann, 78 Hatherley Rd, Walthamstow, London, E17 6SB.
Play It Again, Hari. The Asimov Foundation movie is said to be scheduled
for Xmas 94, directed by Jean-Jaques Annaud (Quest for Fire, The Name of
the Rose). [Film Review 2/94]
1993 UK “Fastsellers” in the top 100: Crichton, Jurassic Park (no.1);
Harris, Fatherland (10); King, Gerald’s Game (12), Dolores Claiborne (17);
Adams, Mostly Unfunny (13); Pratchett, Lords and Ladies (30), Small Gods
(33), Only You Can Save Mankind (69); Herbert, Portent (32); Koontz,
Dragon Tears (42), The Funhouse (59), The Door to December (67);
Eddings, Domes of Fire (56); Brooks, Elf Queen of Shannara (68); Banks,
The Crow Road (89); Feist/Wurts, Mistress of the Empire (91); Feist, The
King’s Buccaneer (99). [JN/Grauniad]
Random Fandom. Arnold Akien, relentless letter-writer, had a year of woe in
’93: on separate occasions he broke an ankle, a wrist and was shot by an
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airgun from a passing car. Realizing the cause must be divine wrath at his
handwriting, he’s buying a word processor. • Harry Andruschak claims that
unfriends at the Los Angeles SF Society have changed the rules of “the
LASFS Annual Nigger of the Year Contest” [sic] to nominate him. Can such
tacky things be? (Not quite: see A80.) • Abigail Frost was enchanted to
discover the political organization of her dreams, the London
Psychogeographical Society: “They’re anarchists with ley lines! It sounds
wonderful!” Watch her chart the Old Straight Track to the Wellington pub’s
toilets, using only a dowsing pendulum.... • Alexis Gilliland married Lee Uba
in October. • Martin Hoare told Ansible in revolting detail of his coming gall
bladder op; do not utter the word “keyhole” in his presence. • Roger Weddall,
the universally popular Aussie fan who died so young in Dec 1992, is now
publicly known to have been HIV+ ... “the first well-known fan to die as a
result of contracting AIDS,” writes Andy Hooper – but not, we are afraid, the
last.
Amazing Stories suspended publication after appearing since 1926; current
owners TSR may have it redesigned. [SFC]
Letter Column. Charles Platt responds to my incautious use of the word
“obsessive” in A78: “I ignored Ellison’s mudslinging the first three or four
times, then tried repeatedly to complain in a civilized fashion before I wearily
geared up for Victims of Ellison. As you say, it is ‘obsessive’, but one has to
be obsessive merely to attract Ellison’s attention. To make him think twice
before maligning people gratuitously in future will obviously require even
more effort, but I now see this as an interesting challenge. If enough victims
fight back (merely by telling the truth), I think it can be done. • I am still
willing to sit down and shut up if Ellison will apologize for lying about me.
Anyone else would have had the decency to do that. Why should this
pugnacious hypochondriac suffering a terminal case of noblesse oblige
consider himself exempt from admitting his own errors?” [21 Jan]
Dredd’s Language Lessons. “I have seen the future, and it ****s!” writes
David Redd. “The music press is in the forefront of linguistic development –
words such as ‘shambolic’ appeared in New Musical Express at least five
years before reaching The Sunday Times. Now see what the trend-setting
Melody Maker [11 Dec] promises for 1999 journalism! Opening sentences of
three consecutive live band reviews: (1) ‘Get f***ed!’ (2) ‘N*ggers f***.’ (3)
‘What a f***ing set!’ ... Stylists and witty newswriters, take note. This is
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your future.”
Ten Years Ago: Helliconia Winter was serialized in Ansible 37 (Feb 84).
Well ... page 25a of the draft. A Barry R. Levin “collectable”?

Misleading Cases
There is a certain sf flavour about the case, judged in New York towards the
end of 1993, of Teri Smith Tyler, Plaintiff, v. James Carter, William Clinton,
Ross Perot, American Cyanamid, Iron Mountain Security Corporation,
Defense Intelligence Agency, IBM, David Rockefeller, Rockefeller Fund,
BCCI, Nasa, Defendants. Try to imagine the expression on the face of
District Judge Charles S. Haight, Jr, as he recited all this:
“Plaintiff contends she is a cyborg, and that she received most of the
information which forms the basis for her complaint, through ‘proteus’,
which I read to be some silent, telepathic form of communication. [...] She
asserts that the defendants are involved in the ‘Iron Mountain Plan’, which
provides for the reinstitutionalization of slavery and ‘bloodsports’ (which she
identifies as death-hunting [n1] and witch-hunting), and the oppression of
political dissidents, herself included. Plaintiff’s complaint alleges a number
of personal indignities visited upon her by defendants: ‘strafing of my
dormitory room by planes and helicopters, the electronic bugging of my
student rooms and apartments, deliberate noise harassment, blasting of loud
rock music with lyrics designed for witch-hunts (music about social pariahs)
... students following me around to prevent me from studying, whispering
campaigns and social ostrification ...’ [...] Plaintiff also makes the following
allegations against the defendants. Former President Jimmy Carter was the
secret head of the Ku Klux Klan; Bill Clinton is the biological son of Jimmy
Carter; President Clinton and Ross Perot have made fortunes in the deathhunting industry, and are responsible for the murder of at least 10 million
black women in concentration camps, their bodies sold for meat and their
skin turned into leather products. The defendants are also responsible for
breeding farms, which turn out 2,000 black girls a year, who are then sold for
recreational murder or as human pets. Additionally, the defendants utilize
weather control and earthquake technology to threaten other countries. [...]
“Plaintiff asks the Court to grant her the following relief: 1. $5.6 billion in
compensatory and punitive damages. [etc, etc]
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“... Plaintiff additionally contends that the Gulf War against Iraq was
undertaken so that America could restock its sexual slavery camps [...]
40,000 Iraqi soldiers captured by the United States, selected for their physical
attractiveness, have been brought to this country where they were ‘being
beaten, forced to run gauntlets and homosexually gang-raped by American
soldiers.’ Plaintiff claims to have confronted Secretary of Defense Cheney
with evidence of this allegation. Cheney, through ‘proteus’, purportedly told
the plaintiff, ‘Well, we were so sick and tired of killing black girls....’” [via
PNH] (Oddly, she lost her case.)
Ansible 79 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Paul Barnett, David
V. Barrett, Pat Cadigan, CIX sf, John Clute, Debbie Cross, Ahrvid Engholm,
Mike Glyer, Andy Hooper, Naveed Khan, Ken Lake, Robert Lichtman, Ethel
Lindsay, Joseph Nicholas, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, David Pringle, Neil Rest,
SF Chronicle, Martin Morse Wooster, and our Hero Distributors FATW,
Janice Murray, SCIS, Alan Stewart, Martin Tudor, Elizabeth Willey. 3 Feb
94.
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Ansible 80, March 1994
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. E-mail
ansible@cix.co.uk. “Spirit of Plagiarism” cartoon by Ian Gunn. Ansible is or
is not available.
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS. Does your small-press magazine review
horror books or movies? Just watch it. Paul Barnett explains: “In midFebruary John Gullidge, editor of Samhain, was stitched up in the Western
Morning News and Exeter Express & Echo in the wake of the seizure
elsewhere in the country of whole stacks of video nasties; according to these
papers, Samhain was little more than a trading ground for such stuff and the
police were about to swoop. The E&E also made a jolly link-by-proximity (as
a tag-on piece) between John’s activities and the Jamie Bulger memorial
service, with a good plug about how the judge had said it was all caused by
Child’s Play 3 – but nothing, of course, about the police refutation of that
claim. • In fact Samhain rarely even mentions video nasties (as opposed to
legit horror movies) except in passing, and enjoys excellent relations with the
trading standards people, who feel that John’s conduct of the magazine is –
so far as their interests are concerned – exemplary. The E&E knew this but
didn’t bother to mention it; the WMN did not know it because they’d omitted
to do any in-depth research such as ringing John up (a failing which they
pathetically described as ‘no one was available for comment’). With the true
instinct for integrity in journalism, neither paper deigned to print a letter from
him correcting these and other errors of fact; and John doesn’t feel he can
either sue or go to the Press Complaints Commission because some of his
other activities rely on reasonable relations with these formerly sycophantic
slime-buckets. • The net result is that as far as the local population is
concerned, there is a Monster in our Midst. John is getting ill treatment in the
streets to the extent that he goes out as little as possible; several parents have
withdrawn their kids from the Woodcraft Folk group of which he is playleader, and he’s been summoned to an extraordinary meeting to be
confronted by them; etc. The whole thing makes me see red. Grrr!”
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The above was faxed to both papers for comment. None as yet. But see A81.

Monsters in Orbit
Cecelia Holland has finally read William James’s Sunfall trilogy, noted here
as bearing a Curious Resemblance to her 1969 historical novel Until the Sun
Falls. Ms Holland seems to agree, in an incandescent letter which we may
publish after she’s taken legal advice. Latest rumour: devotees of her
mediaeval novels The Earl (in UK, A Hammer for Princes) and Great Maria
may also find happy memories in the pages of Sunfall.
John Holm, Harry Harrison’s collaborator on The Hammer and the Cross, is
(unsecretly) Tom Shippey. His minor billing may not reflect his share of the
novel: one pundit reckons it’s “90% Shippey”. Yet the US Tor edition omits
“Holm” entirely....
Jack Kirby died on 6 Feb. Rob Hansen writes: “Born Jacob Kurtzberg,
Kirby was one of the true giants of the US comics industry. Starting in 1935
with newspaper strips, he developed a repertoire of techniques that by the
time of his Marvel Comics work in the 1960s had given his artwork
unparalleled power and dynamics. For better or worse, Kirby established the
visual grammar of superhero storytelling; his influence was immense. He
created Captain America with Joe Simon in 1941, but will be most widely
remembered for his ground-breaking 1960s work on Fantastic Four, Thor,
Incredible Hulk, X-Men, etc.”
Pat Murphy, whose car crash in Nepal was reported in A78, is now “fine,
except for what sounds like a whiplash injury. Apparently the Nepalese
vehicle which rolled didn’t have seatbelts, hence the injuries.” [LS]
Greg Pickersgill proves that Genteel Conversation is not dead: “Colonic
irrigation – it’s amazing what you can learn from daytime television! This is
a REALLY BIG DEAL. It’s not just an enema, they have these two tubes, a
big one and a little one, and they stick yards and yards of them up you and
pump water up the small tube. And all this stuff comes SPURTING down the
big one, shit and worms and bits of meat you ate three years ago....” Eileen
Weston: “Not three years! It couldn’t, er, because, er....” [sudden thoughtful
silence]. GP: “It’s very popular with people like ... like ... who’s that stupid
woman Prince Charles married?”
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Terry Pratchett, in an astonishing reversal of expectations, won the BCA
Fantasy & SF Author of the Year Award (latest addition to the commercially
oriented British Book Awards).
Carl Sagan disliked Apple’s use of “Carl Sagan” as internal nickname for a
planned computer (A79). Insider sources now add that he chiefly objected to
the company of sister projects named Tesla, Piltdown Man and Cold Fusion.
Thus the machine briefly became the BHA, for “Butt-Head Astronomer” ...
only to be renamed, in short order, the LAW: “Lawyers Are Wimps”.
Helen Sharman, Astro-OBE, will present the Arthur C. Clarke Award on 20
April: Kennedy Room, Irish Centre, Murray St, Camden. 6pm for 7:30. MC:
Geoff Ryman. More data: David V. Barrett.
Bruce Sterling heard from a Brit who got a job in telecomms after reciting
large chunks of The Hacker Crackdown at his interview: “Suggested
promotional line for the sf audience of the 90s: ‘Read Bruce Sterling and
actually get a job’.”

Congiary
4-6 Mar • Masque III (costume con), Stakis Victoria Hotel, Nottingham. £25
reg. Bring a bottle of Red Death.
5-6 Mar • Microcon 14, Devonshire House, Exeter University, 10am-6pm.
GoH Geoff Ryman and many more. £5 reg.
12-13 Mar • Seduced and Abandoned: The Body in The Virtual World,
ICA. Pat Cadigan (“Still too good for you”) and Bruce Sterling – who
promises a “virtual reality lecture gig. Also Viking Penguin Ninja Turtle are
twisting me arm to do promo for the British Hacker Crackdown. Cadigan
gets to actually promote sf novels and sign at sf bookstores but I have to play
pundit and journalist for mundanes.” ICA: 071 930 3647.
25-7 Mar • Trek Dwarf II, Holiday Inn, Leicester. £35 reg. Contact 47
Marsham, Orton, Coldhay, Peterborough, PE2 5RN.
1-4 Apr • Sou’Wester (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £27 reg. No
postal memberships after 14 Mar. Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland,
Bristol, BS6 6SZ. Chris Bell advises “that membership costs £27 NOT £25,
£23 or £30; that I shall probably assault anyone else who writes on the
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FRONT of the hotel form that their reason for really really wanting a single
in the Adelphi is ‘so my boyfriend doesn’t have to pay for a bed’, and I have
to tippex it out before photocopying the form for the hotel; that our bank
won’t take cheques to ‘Eastercon ’94’ instead of ‘Sou’Wester’ (and
CERTAINLY not ‘Albacon ’94’!!), nor yet dated Jan/Feb 1993; and no, we
don’t take Amex NOR BOOK TOKENS. As for PUBLISHERS....”
[Expletives deleted]. • A Local UK SF Groups Listing is planned as a
Sou’Wester newsletter spinoff – date, time and place info to me before Easter
Sunday, please.
1-4 Apr • T’Kon (Trek), Norfolk Gardens Hotel, Bradford. £25 reg. Contact
167 Kingshurst Rd, Northfield, Birmingham, B31 2LL (SAE advised).
27-30 May • Inconceivable (humour/sf), Tudor Court Hotel, Draycott, near
Derby. £20 reg, £25 after Easter. Contact 12 Crich Ave, Littleover, Derby,
DE23 6ES. Tee-hee!
1-2 Oct • Octocon 94, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoghaire, Co.Dublin. £12
reg to 1 May, then £16. Contact 14 Ardagh Pk, Blackrock, Co.Dublin,
Ireland. A 5th Anniversary Special.
3-5 Feb 95 • Transept (7th UK filk con), Cambridge. £18 reg. Contact 2
Westbrook Pk Rd, Woodston, Peterborough.
Rumblings • Misdemeanour (Feb) was a jolly little convention in the old
Silicon mode, held in a Somerset hotel-cum-real-ale-pub which will be
visited again. Advertised highlight was the Trial and Execution of Steve
Green (court reporter Dave Wood likened defending counsel Pam Wells to
Perry Mason and prosecutor Katie McAulay to Rumpole) ... amateur conjurer
Ray “The Other” Bradbury carried out sentence with an electric saw but a
disappointing lack of blood capsules. The true highlight was a Greg
Pickersgill rant – with audience participation – about the public image of The
Scottish Convention: “Is it our fault or is it just a natural disaster that has
fallen on us?” This had the general effect of tossing a grenade into a murky
pond; strange and revealing flotsam came to the surface. Not much can be
done with plaints like ’79 chair Peter Weston’s “They’ve got the wrong
location, the wrong site! They are DOOMED!”, nor wild hopes that the event
might somehow be moved bodily to Brighton ... but perceptions of the ’95
committee as having been simultaneously disorganized, over-bureaucratic
and uncommunicative were taken to heart: co-chair Martin Easterbrook later
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vowed improvements, beginning with the rapid return of his Small Mammal
as a Worldcon news forum. Some rumours faded when exposed to light:
Julian Headlong, globetrotter and business conventioneer, insisted that the
Scottish Exhibition & Conference Centre closed at 7pm with a possible
extension to 9pm for major items like the Hugos, but Mr Easterbrook corrects
this to a rather more cheering 1am. • James Steel has since launched The
Digest, an informal one-sheeter about “the ‘Creative’ bits of Intersection”: 15
Maldon Close, Camberwell, SE5 8DD. • Pickersgill: “When they played God
Save The Queen at the end of Seacon ’79, I cried ... I felt this great surge of
patriotism that British fandom had done this thing.” Ansible: “Greg, what did
you do at the end of Conspiracy?” GP: “I got fucking drunk of course.”

Infinitely Improbable
The Dead Past. Almost remembered US fan Tom Perry has a squib on
Heinlein in Damon Knight’s Monad #3 which may outrage the easily
outraged. Tracking down the 30s political activity which RAH kept so dark,
Tom finds it was (by US standards) left-wing: erstwhile socialist Upton
Sinclair’s “End Poverty In California” platform. The “moderate Democrat”
story told to and published by Jerry Pournelle seems untrue in numerous
details. Tom wonders if RAH suppressed this innocuous-seeming data in fear
of Nixon and McCarthy (whose investigations he ironically “saw little wrong
with”), since EPIC links could be taken as evidence of “un-American
activities”. Was this why Heinlein was touchy until death about his 1941
Worldcon speech, threatening legal action in 1973 when the text – arguably
in the public domain – was reprinted through the well-meaning efforts of
Forrest J. Ackerman? Its second paragraph approvingly mentions Sinclair-aspolitician, you see....
C.o.A. Etc. Linda Krawecke/Dave Carson, 1a Mountney Rd, Old Town,
Eastbourne, E. Sussex, BN21 1RJ. Tom Perry, 1702 West Camelback Rd
#285, Phoenix, AZ 85015, USA. Bob Shaw, 98 London Rd, Stockton Heath,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA4 6LE. Lucy Sussex/Julian Warner, 13 Frederick
St, Brunswick, VIC 3056, Australia. “GUFF administrator Roman Orszanski
and Sue Peukert have a baby boy – Dylan Peukert Orszanski – born 23 Feb at
Adelaide’s Calvary Hospital.” [MO]
Strange Relations. Having interviewed “William Burroughs, Shamen, Kurt
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Vonnegut, Led Zeppelin, M. John Harrison, Deep Purple, E.C. Tubb, Storm
Constantine etc,” Andy Darlington continued this crescendo of fame by
tackling “Leed’s finest band THE MEKONS. Jon Langford claimed he was
your brother, and Bonnie Langford your mutual sister. The former I’m
prepared to accept....” Really?
In the Mail. Tom Digby Along Fantasy Way is a TD anthology fanzine from
ConFrancisco, still available at $5 post free from 712 Bancroft Suite 1993,
Walnut Creek, CA 94598, USA. Verses and clever prose snippets from
arcane APAs. • Savoy Wars – a world first! Savoy Books have chosen your
deaf editor, whose record collection has been static at 11 items since 1974, to
review their CD of P.J. Proby et al! • Invasion of the Liberty Snatchers is a
subtly titled booklet of FOREST’s anti-anti-smoking-propaganda sf
competition winners. Awful, plonking stuff: no message is helped by delivery
as bad as this. (28pp A5, £3.99).
Correction. A79: Los Angeles SF Societoids note that Harry Andruschak’s
claim to be nominated as “LASFS Nigger of the Year” misrepresents their
“Fugghead of the Year” fundraiser contest, lately changed for political
correctness to “Most Memorable Fan/Fanac”....
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Icelandic for DSS workers.
atvinnuleysistryggingasjodur, Unemployment Insurance Fund.

1993 World Fantasy Con – Again
Unprecedented storm and fury were unleashed by Steve Jones’s A77
allegation of lousy WFC programming (“storm” and “fury” are traditional
newspaper terms signifying “a few people wrote and we had space to fill”).
Patrick Nielsen Hayden (A78) and Chip Hitchcock disagreed, the latter
saying: “I find most convention programs (including the only other WFC I’ve
been to) uninteresting, and would rate the latest WFC substantially above all
of them. Brust put himself on more panels than modesty might dictate, but I
found him interesting.” This might explain Lloyd Penney’s retort: “your
membership got you charter membership in the Steve Brust Self-Promotion
and Autograph Line Marching Society.”
David Drake thought: “The topics were deadly dull [...] and so far as I could
tell they were meant to be dull – if they were interesting, that meant they
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were insufficiently serious for a matter of such gravity as fantasy.” But he
liked the panel “in which David Hartwell and Charlie Brown proved that the
reviews in Locus are worthless to the general reader by Charlie’s intent rather
than his ineptitude. I suppose watching someone burn himself alive could be
interesting in the same fashion.” DD has a cock-up theory of the WFC: (a)
past organizers (“the second Providence committee in particular”) were
snotty to programme volunteers; (b) rather than be insulted in ’93, many
waited to be asked; (c) S. Brust, conversely, waited for volunteers; (d) local
fantasy pals climbed aboard while the non-local horror crowd didn’t and felt
left out. QED.
Teresa Nielsen Hayden had some “excessively lively panels. I got into a livefire fight with Harlan Ellison on a couple of ’em at World Fantasy Con (three
panels in a row in the same room, without a break, and he was on the first and
third), and so have finally come to be in his TLDV-size black books. As with
Pickersgill, it’s bound to happen sooner or later. • The first [panel], on the
influence of good and bad critics, started with Harlan denouncing Gregory
Feeley, for a startling list of faults and misdeeds that ran about 90%
inaccurate. I coughed discreetly and said, ‘I am Greg’s editor. And his
friend.’ This hint passed unheeded, as did several further attempts to head off
Harlan’s stampede. Eventually I said, more severely, ‘Harlan, I don’t let Greg
go on at me about you, either.’ (A lie.) He let it go for a while. • Late in the
panel, someone asked whether there weren’t any good critics. I nominated
you without thinking through the possible consequences, and Harlan
promptly denounced you as ‘a worthless asshole’. ‘He is not!’ I shot back
wittily, followed by enough other people signifying instant disagreement to
make clear that Harlan’s was a minority opinion. • He’s getting to be a mean
old son of a bitch. Boring, too.”
I knew being a pal of Chris Priest’s would catch up with me one day.
Ansible 80 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to David V. Barrett,
Dave Clark, John Clute, Mike Glyer, Joseph Nicholas, Marc Ortlieb, Bruce
Pelz, Tom Perry, Lucy Sussex, Peter Weston, Dave Wood, other fans
credited in the text and our Hero Distributors. 3 Mar 94.
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Ansible 81, April 1994
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. E-mail
ansible@cix.co.uk. Cartoon by Ian Gunn. Ansible is available for SAE or
personal grovelling.
SOU’WESTER. The 1994 British Eastercon saw the expected Hogarthian
scenes of desperate fun in the Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Attendance
approached 800. Again your editor and his merry hacks produced the
newsletter (The Adelphi Coracle) and missed the convention itself, a
hallowed fan tradition which I think will have to stop.... Countless issues
appeared, John Dallman having hypnotized Gestetner Ltd into loaning a
super copyprinter. About the only item we censored was an explicit article on
“How To Have Sex With A Jacuzzi”, although the Games mob seemed
miffed when a lengthy submission listing the zillions of treats they offered
and ending “In fact, about the only thing we don’t have is Dungeons and
Dragons” was cut by ace copyeditor John Grant to: “Trimmed To Fit Space.
The Games Room doesn’t have Dungeons and Dragons.” • GoHs Neil
Gaiman, Diane Duane and Peter Morwood baffled the committee at dinner
with an erudite discussion of the works of J.P. Martin (Uncle etc), while other
GoH Barbara Hambly looked bemused. • Ramsey Campbell offered handy
writing hints (“Think of the first line BEFORE you write it down”) and
insisted that his new mega-collection Alone with the Horrors is not about
baby-sitting. • Diana Wynne Jones’s appearance was much welcomed, but
her dread back pains returned and at 8:15am on Saturday morning I found her
dismally awaiting a taxi back to the station. (Commiserations.) • On 1 April
the 21st birthday of VAT was celebrated, and on 4 April the 10th birthday of
1984’s opening scene. • Following the Groucho Club “write a novel in 24
hours” competition, eight volunteer lunatics each strove to write one in 7
minutes (winner: Jane Killick). • Evolution won the 1996 Eastercon bidding
with 124 votes, totally defeating two unfunny spoof bids which got 10 votes
between them; there were also 17 abstentions. • Security problems, curse of
the Adelphi, seemed well handled by John Harold’s mysterious “stealth”
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techniques whose outward signs were pacing corridors, issuing cute little
burglar alarms and telling a really quite boggling number of fans that they
hadn’t bothered to close their hotel-room doors. • Eastercon Awards. Long
Text: Clute/Nicholls, The Encyclopaedia of SF. Short Text: Eric Brown, “The
Time-Lapsed Man”. Artwork: Stephen Briggs & Terry Pratchett, The Streets
of Ankh-Morpork. Dramatic: The Wasp Factory dramatization. • BSFA
Awards. Novel: Chris Evans, Aztec Century. Short: Rob Holdstock & Garry
Kilworth, “The Ragthorn”. Artwork: Jim Burns for Red Dust cover – Jim’s
10th BSFA award, talented bugger. Special Award (very popular, with a
lengthy presentation speech read by Iain Banks): The Encyclopaedia of SF. •
More Awards. Doc Weir for general niceness: Tim Broadribb. Phlosque
(new award for notably and noisomely cute sf/fantasy art): Dave Mooring.
Ken McIntyre (fan art): Barbara Mascetti’s Stratmann-wedding invitation
design. • The Astral Leauge [sic], most eldritch of élites, had one of its
periodic revivals at the ichor-spattered hands of Peter Weston (Occult Master
of Tunelessness), who led a revivalist chorus of Astral Hymns that efficiently
cleared half the main hotel lounge. • Fix! The committee let slip that “Ansible
had more Eastercon Award nominations than the rest of the Short Text
category put together; we decided you were ineligible ’cos you won it last
year.” Fair enough, boss. • Bob Shaw reminisced: “When I was young we
couldn’t afford drinks – we just chewed tar off the road.” • Jim Orr of
Nimbus Info Systems proudly demonstrated the latest proof of the CD-ROM
SF Encyclopaedia, supposedly being finished at last this very week! •
Gamma bawled out entire bars full of tightfists like John Clute who failed to
be enticed by his amazing offer of the previously unpublished P.K. Dick
novel Gather Yourselves Together at (thanks to a special US-airlift and nodiscount deal) £36.00 ... due in June. • Chris Bell thanks “everyone except
Steve Jones” for being nice to her. • Dave Langford’s brain still hurts. •

Children of the Damned
Poppy Z. Brite, the New Orleans dark-fantasy writer, went down well on her
early-March UK tour. “Intelligent, witty, humorous, sympathetic and goodlooking,” babbles Chris Fowler. “Poppy, on a Barbican Event panel with
Sybil Marshall (in feisty grandma mode) and Esther Freud, read a piece from
Lost Souls which was pretty mild. When challenged as to why she didn’t
gross out the Brits with any of a hundred more, er, explicit passages, she
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explained her frantic round of promotional duties had left her ‘brain dead’.
Her reading knocked spots off both her fellow writers – almost as
entertaining as the day’s final session, where Howard Jacobson did his best to
offend the PC members of the audience while Beryl Bainbridge had
obviously dipped far too heavily into the hospitality bottles.... All thanks to
Penguin.”
Pat Cadigan’s mysterious affliction of Progressive Syllable Loss means (she
confides) that following Mindplayers, Synners and Fools her next novel has
to be called S. After which....
John Grant, famed for Lone Wolf game tie-in novels, is muttering about
Roc’s “Shadowrun” game tie-in novel called ... Lone Wolf (by Nigel
Findley). Luckily Findley’s style is decidedly fragging different from
Grant’s, making fragging endless fragging use of one fragging adjective. Or
fragging participle.
Cecelia Holland continues the “William James” saga: “I have now read most
of the Sunfall trilogy and am convinced this guy sat there with my books
open next to him on the table while he ‘wrote’ his. He also plagiarized parts
of The Earl (in England it was titled A Hammer for Princes) and Great
Maria. (Both books, being set in Medieval Europe, rely, oh, really heavily,
you know, on The Secret History of the Mongols.) In fact I think he had at a
lot of people, such as Dorothy Dunnett, as well as me. But me mostly.” •
Later: “The [New York] Authors Guild has read the evidence I gave them for
my case of plagiarism against William James and they saw the case is very
strong. You can publish that letter now, and I hope you do.” Glad to oblige....
Robert Shea died of cancer on 10 March. He’s best remembered for cowriting Illuminatus! with Robert Anton Wilson (still with us, despite a
tiresome Internet death hoax a week earlier).
Whitley Strieber is not mentioned this issue, but just wait.
Gene Wolfe thinks “I ought to explain why Charlesen Brown is mad at me,
since I’m the only one who cares. It all began (and ended) at the World
Fantasy Convention banquet. Harlan Ellison got the Grand Master award, and
I complained, mentioning that I was older and a better writer. (Both true.) He
reciprocated by awarding me his trophy, saying (and I quote), ‘You want it?
Here, take it!’ • Naturally I joined the winners who were posing for pictures.
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Out of deference to the sensibilities of history, I held my thumb over Harlan’s
name. At no time did I claim to be Harlan Ellison no matter what Charlesen
may print. Naturally, I appear in all the news photos of the event. That, as I
think you will agree, is only right and just. Harlan’s trophy – I gave it back,
having been reminded that it is properly presented at the end of the
recipient’s career – appears in the pictures too, and it should be easy to take
out my face and substitute his. We look very much alike, except that Harlan
is handsome. • This is the truth. I have done nothing wrong....”

Conteck
29 Apr - 2 May • UFP 94 (Trek), Britannia Int’l Hotel, London Docklands.
Contact 61 Scotchill, Coventry, CV6 2EW.
6-8 May • Virtual Futures: A Philosophical Conference, Univ of Warwick.
With surprise return of Pat Cadigan (“Goddess and Professional Burden”)
after reportedly being – along with Bruce Sterling – the only non-boring
feature of the March ICA thingy. £10 reg, £12 after 30 Apr. Contact CRPL,
Dept of Philosophy, Univ of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL.
20-22 May • Mexicon 6 (“The Party”), Hertford Park Hotel, Stevenage.
£9.50 reg. £19.50 twin/dbl, £22.50 sngl. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick,
Warley, West Midlands, B66 4SH.
26-9 May • EuROcon, Timisoara, Romania. £15 reg. Optional “7-day
advance tour of historic Transylvania”. Contact Bridget Wilkinson, 17
Mimosa, 29 Avenue Rd, Tottenham, N15 5JF. In a fit of Romegalomania the
organizers are now said to have wangled UNESCO funding ... tomorrow, the
Worldcon?
27-30 May • Inconceivable (humour/sf), Tudor Court Hotel, Draycott, near
Derby. Now £25 reg. Contact 12 Crich Ave, Littleover, Derby, DE23 6ES.
Giggle! Titter!
22-24 Jul • Dimension Jump (Red Dwarf), Angel Hotel, Northampton. £25
reg to 1 Jun, then £30. Send “two stamps” to Garden Cottage, Hall Farm,
Scottow, Norwich, NR10 5DF.
4-5 Mar 95 • Microcon 15, Exeter Univ. Details to follow.
26-9 Jul 95 • The Time Machine:, H.G. Wells Soc centenary symposium,
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Imperial College, London. Titles/abstracts of proposed papers to Hon Sec,
HGW Soc, English Dept, Nene College, Moulton Park, Northants, NN2 7AL
(by 31 Oct 94).
5-8 Apr 96 • Evolution (Eastercon), Metropole Hotel, Brighton. GoHs
Vernor Vinge, Colin Greenland, Bryan Talbot, Jack Cohen. (Jack babbled at
Easter that he’d had no idea he was a GoH, but later remembered agreeing.
“Like many brilliant men Jack’s memory for what he’s doing in the midrange
future is a bit tenuous.” [PMcM]) £20 reg. Room rates said to be still under
negotiation. Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
Rumblings • The Faan Awards, scheduled for revival at Corflu Nova (USA),
have been dropped again owing to fandom’s invincible apathy. [AG] • The
Scottish Convention: following Maureen Speller’s and Paul Kincaid’s
anguished denial of rumours about the Serious Literary programming (“We
are not, repeat not, running it ...”), Ansible is delighted to announce that it
will be run by Paul Kincaid and Maureen Speller (“I am well aware of the
fact that we are mad taking this on”).

Infinitely Improbable
Who He? Galaxy-famous fantasy hack Robert Jordan began life as Jim
Rigney; the celebrated (Ansible, passim) William James of Sunfall is said to
be really James William Bell; but who lurks behind the mask of gossip
columnist Eva D. Fanglord?
Critical Wave, the UK newsletter by which others are judged, was recently
mailed out late owing to lack of funds – too few people resubscribed on time.
Martin Tudor now promises a swift return to schedule, adding that he’s
awesomely cut CW debts from nearly £4000 to £1000+ in the last 2½ years.
(“The time I’ve been in work – funny coincidence.”)
Star Trek News: “KIRK SPLIT ON HOMOSEXUALITY”, says this
headline from the Catholic mag The Tablet, and, er.... [MP] • Sociology of
Religion (55:1, 1994) features “Star Trek Fandom as a Religious
Phenomenon”, by Michael Jindra: “Star Trek fandom involves a sacralization
of elements of our culture, along with the formation of communities with
regularized practices that include a ‘canon’ and a hierarchy. Star Trek fandom
is also associated with a popular stigma, giving fans a sense of persecution
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and identity common to active religious groups.” Visions of stigmata in the
numinous shape of Starfleet insignia....
C.o.A. Ken Brown, 108 Sandrock Road, Lewisham. Mog Decarnin, 521 N.
Sweetzer Ave #1, West Hollywood, CA 90048-2641, USA. Steven
McDonald, 70 Greenfield Road, Essex Junction, Vermont 05452-3922, USA.
Barbara & Hugh Mascetti, 12 Chesnut Way, Takeley, Herts, CM22 6RW.
Paul Williams, PO Box 231155, Encinitas, CA 92023, USA. Also: “Dave
Wood joins Grandfather Fandom – Louie Henry Wood b.3 April!”
Fire and Water, HarperCollins’s sf newsletter, “is undergoing a radical
rethink. The reason for this is that copies were not going out of bookshops as
had been the original intention. So a new, revamped edition is forecast.” Real
books which suffer this problem just get dumped.
Squatter’s Rights. Following the row between descendants of Lucy Maud
Montgomery and the politicians on Prince Edward Island, Canada, who claim
intellectual property rights to Anne of Green Gables because the province is
integral to the novel ... Steve Green remarks: “No doubt Liverpool City
Council is already contacting Ramsey Campbell, while the population of
Narnia will be eager for a slice of Shadowlands.”
Corrections. A79: the Wrigley/Cross “Best of Lionel Fanthorpe” won’t
appear until Summer 1995. • A80: in Samhain vs. Unspeakable Local Press,
“Woodcraft Folk group” should read just “playgroup”. • Jonathan Cowie: an
Apology. We are very sorry about Jonathan Cowie.
Good Bits. “She knew how to embroider and milk a cow.” – Connie Willis,
Doomsday Book. “He lifted her tee-shirt over her head. Her silk panties
followed.” – Peter Hamilton, Mindstar Rising.
Almost Censored! I rather hoped to give the vexed subject of Harlan Ellison
a rest, but Dan Steffan is made of sterner stuff: “On a recent episode of the
Sci-Fi (gag) Channel show ‘Sci-Fi Buzz’, Harlan (their weekly crabby
commentator) took a camera crew into his house and showed them the scene
of his earthquake nose-break, accompanied by his out-of-breath running
description of the events – we saw the staircase he tumbled from, the books
(now piled on a pool table) that fell from their shelves and the ominously
empty spot that once held a framed bit of artwork that nearly ended his career
when it leapt from the wall, straight for HE’s head. It was just like watching
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Oswald get shot or seeing the Shuttle explode.”
• Chris Priest’s The Last Deadloss Visions has its first trade publication in
May from Fantagraphics ($6.95), tastefully retitled The Book on the Edge of
Forever. In lieu of an enthusiastic Ellison jacket blurb, a huge drawing of him
dominates the cover. Brits can obtain CP’s own revised edition directly from
him at 32 Elphinstone Rd, Hastings, E. Sussex, TN34 2EQ ... £7.50 post free.

Nasty Tales
We had some response to Paul Barnett’s A80 rant about West Country
newspaper hounding of John Gullidge and Samhain for no apparent reason
other than to give a spurious “local” angle on video-nasty prosecutions in
remote parts of Britain. Both papers were faxed in advance so they could
comment: the Western Morning News remains dumb, but Rachael Campey of
the Exeter Express & Echo eventually wrote to say our piece was offensive
(“It was, and justifiably so” – Paul Barnett) and inaccurate (no details
offered), and furthermore that the E&E was by no means a sensationalist
tabloid. To demonstrate this, and perhaps to show John Gullidge just what
they can do to anyone who offends by making a complaint, the E&E ran a 30
March story based on the shock horror news that a mother withdrew her child
from JG’s playgroup some weeks earlier ... i.e., as a result of the paper’s own
initial smear. The drift, despite glowing testimonials from co-workers,
children and parents, was that JG is unfit to be an assistant playgroup leader
thanks to involvement with a well-regarded horror movie review mag. QED.
Paul Barnett is pondering a SAMHAINBALLS fund (remember MJBALLS?) which could raise money for legal action to shut up the E&E
before it succeeds in its apparent goal of losing John Gullidge his job. All
tentative so far: write to 17 Polsloe Rd, Exeter, Devon, EX1 2HL if you’d
like to be kept informed. Ansible will pass on any e-mail enquiries.
Simon Green was “shocked ... but not surprised. I got raided by the fuzz
myself last year. Two plain-clothes officers turned up asking for me. They
showed a warrant card that looked like something had been chewing on it.... •
Somewhere up North they’d arrested a video dealer for selling porno/pirate
videos. When they checked his mailing list, they found my name. He’d been
advertising rare horror stuff (at least a year before), and I’d ordered
something. The fuzz were convinced it was porn, and demanded that I hand it
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over. ‘Your parents needn’t know, just give us the tape. We don’t want to
come back with a search warrant.’ • So I showed them my video collection,
which was and is rather large, and all of it kosher. They went through every
title. It took over an hour of hard talking to convince them I wasn’t the porn
king of Bradford-on-Avon. • Now, they were never rude or intimidating, but
they had come to my house convinced that I was guilty. None of that
‘presumed innocent’ crap. I found the whole thing rather upsetting.” •
Ansible 81 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Jane Barnett, Paul
“Thog” Barnett, Chris Bell, Simon Bradshaw, John Clute, John Dallman,
Chris “Not The Novelist, The Other One” Fowler, Abigail “Shouting at
people is what I live for!” Frost, Neil Gaiman, Alexis Gilliland, Rob Hansen,
Robert Lichtman, Pat McMurray, Janice Murray, Teresa Nielsen Hayden,
Marion Pitman, Jilly Reed, Sou’Wester, Gary & Linda Stratmann, Usenet,
Jan van’t Ent. 7 Apr 94.
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Ansible 82, May 1994
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. E-mail
ansible@cix.co.uk. Cartoon by Dave Mooring. Ansible is available for SAE
or personal grovelling.
THE IDEAL FAN NEWSLETTER. “Ansible isn’t an organ playing the
right tune here; I’m not talking about something three-quarters full of clever
wordplay no matter how ingenious about a bunch of paid hacks.” – Greg
Pickersgill, Rastus Johnson’s Cakewalk.

Mimsy 5 Were The Borogoves
Harry Bell is now a paid hack: he bagged £500 as regional winner of the
John Laing Art Competition for his oil painting of Pilgrim St, Newcastle –
bought by JL (NE) plc for £600.
William Gibson muttered that, working on the Johnny Mnemonic film and
meeting a producer, he knew exactly how a virus felt when it met with its
own specific antibody. [YR]
Colin Greenland warns that the anonymous loon who plagues UK sf writers
with plot ideas (see 76) “has found a new game. This time he’s written to the
BBC posing as me. The woman in the PR dept said it was hard to understand
what he wanted – ‘he goes on about the universe,’ she explained....”
Bernard King (author of the Tyrfing and Keeper of the Chronicles fantasy
series) suffered several minor strokes, damaging short-term memory and
eyesight. He hopes that his current medication will allow him to work again
soon. [PB]
Paul McAuley is “being troubled by a misguided idiot (or an incompetent
crook) in Canterbury who insists that he has written a short story of mine
using my name as a pseudonym. ‘Karl and the Ogre’ was reprinted in Tom
Shippey’s Oxford SF anthology, and shortly afterwards my agent received a
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solicitor’s letter demanding payment of the advance on behalf of the
aforementioned loony-tune. Not only this, but my would-be doppelganger
also hawked around a collection of short stories including ‘Karl and the
Ogre’. Stiff lawyer’s letters have been sent out – this kind of behaviour is
what is known as ‘passing off’ to m’learned friends – so I can’t actually name
names, but editors should note that any material sent from a Canterbury
address and claiming to be associated with my name, isn’t.”
Jeff Noon received the Arthur C. Clarke award (presented by Helen
Sharman) for his sf novel Vurt and won all hearts at the event by getting
totally smashed on the strength of it. The taped Voice of Clarke Himself –
wot, no satellite link? – commended practically everything and issued an
unexpected plug for the SF Encyclopaedia ... he must have liked his entry.
Fun was had despite the Camden venue’s being several hundred miles from
any tube station. Ansible cannot confirm the rumour that a HarperCollins
representative contrived to mistake ACCA administrator David V. Barrett for
a woman. (“Which woman?”)
General Manuel Noriega, interviewed by film-maker Oliver Stone, proves
to be a fan. OS: “What books do you read?” MN: “I like science fiction very
much.” OS: “Any favourites?” MN: “No, whatever, whatever.” John Foyster
adds: “Ya gotta admire Stone’s dead sophisticated interviewing techniques,
but what is Noriega trying to hide? A passion for Lois McMaster Bujold?
David Drake? Etc? Is this worth a competition?” (No – Ed.)
Christopher Priest confirms the A78 rumour: Jim Owsley, writer of the DC
comic The Ray, has legally changed his name to “Christopher Priest” because
“I think it sounds ... cool.” He is so credited on the cover of the first issue
(May 94). Our CP finds it “a bit bleeding irritating to have my name pinched
by another writer” and has suggested to DC that Owsley think again: “If Jim
must use a pseudonym, why doesn’t he pick a really silly one, like, say,
‘Harlan Ellison’?” [RH/CP]
Carl Sagan has sued Apple for unspecified damages – not for briefly
nicknaming a new computer “Sagan”, but for renaming it (after Sagan’s legal
threats) to BHA and letting it be rumoured that this stands for “Butt-Head
Astronomer” ... which Sagan claims has brought him “hatred, contempt,
ridicule and obloquy”. Is “butt-head” defamatory? Is this pointless suit not
the action of, well, of a BHA? Only the courts can decide. [BY] See A79,
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A80.
George Turner, “despite having not recovered fully the use of his right hand
following last year’s stroke, has started a new novel, one-handed. Truly
heroic! And a US publisher has bought reprint rights to his earlier trilogy.”
[LS]
Keith Watson, who drew Dan Dare for Eagle 1961-7, died of cancer on 9
April aged 58. His first stripwork was Captain Condor (Lion 1960-1); he
returned to Dan Dare in 1989-90 and his last published work was for
Thunderbirds. A likeable man, he was highly respected in sf illustration and
comics. [RT]

Contravallation
18 May • Literate Fantasy Evening (“i.e. no elves”), Gt Northern Hotel,
Peterborough. With Robert (The Arabian Nightmare) Irwin, Eric Lane, Brian
(“undead”) Stableford. £3. Contact 58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, PE2 0RB. [CW]
20-22 May • Mexicon 6 (“The Party”), Hertford Park Hotel, Stevenage.
£9.50 reg. £19.50 twin/dbl, £22.50 sngl. Contact 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick,
Warley, West Midlands, B66 4SH.
26-9 May • EuROcon, Timisoara, Romania. £15 reg. Contact 17 Mimosa, 29
Avenue Rd, Tottenham, N15 5JF ... fast!
27-30 May • Inconceivable (humour/sf), Tudor Court Hotel, Draycott, near
gigglesome Derby. Now a hilarious £25 reg. Contact 12 Crich Ave,
Littleover, Derby, DE23 6ES.
8-10 Jul • BaCon (Unicon 15), New Hall Coll, Cambridge. GoH Geoff
Ryman, Simon Ings. £16 reg. Contact 38 Scotland Road, Chesterton,
Cambridge, CB4 1QG; (0223) 564483.
29-31 Jul • Wincon III, King Alfred’s Coll, Winchester. GoH: Algis Budrys,
James Hogan and (new) Norman Spinrad. £23 reg, rooms £18/night. Contact
12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS. John Richards: “Look,
Langford, who do we have to FUCK to get another mention in Ansible?”
Now he knows.
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5-6 Nov • Armadacon, Astor Hotel, Plymouth. GoH Mary Gentle etc. £20
reg. Rooms £29/person/night. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave, Mannamead,
Plymouth, PL3 5HL.
Rumblings • Atlanta dropped their 1998 Worldcon bid (they lost their hotel).
Martin Hoare is recruiting for Boston in 1998 – “Get the only ribbon Tim
Illingworth won’t wear!” – while Tim is UK agent for the incompatible
Boston in 2001. Current rumoured bids ... 1997 San Antonio, St Louis (both
confirmed); 1998 Boston (not MCFI), Baltimore, Niagara Falls, multiple
New York groups; 1999: Australia, a possible Las Vegas bid run from
Chicago; 2000 Kansas City, Chicago; 2001 Boston (MCFI), Philadelphia;
2002 Seattle, San Francisco. [KS]

Infinitely Improbable
Nebulas. Novel: Red Mars, K.S. Robinson. Novella: “The Night We Buried
Road Dog”, Jack Cady. Novelette: “Georgia On My Mind”, Charles
Sheffield. Short: “Graves”, Joe Haldeman.
C.o.A. Etc. Molly Brown/Brandon Butterworth, 21 Higher Dr, Purley,
Surrey, CR8 2HQ. Heidi Lyshol, The Garth, Bury Lane, Horsell, Woking,
GU21 4RR. Pat McMurray, 28 Plaistow Grove, Bromley, Kent, BR1 3PB.
Roman Orszanski/Sue Peukert, PO Box 178, Kensington Park, SA 5068,
Australia. Ashley Pollard (once Ashley Watkins) asks fans to note her name
change: “I’ve been out of the closet for a month!” Pat Silver/Dave Holladay,
111 Weston Rd, Long Ashton, Bristol, BS18 9AE.
For Dirty Minds. Little, Brown catalogue copy for Anne McCaffrey, The
Ship Who Searched: “But Tia won’t be satisfied to glide through life like a
ghost in a glorified wheelchair. She would rather strap on a spaceship.” Roz
Kaveney: “Amanda Donohoe in Lair of the White Worm, eat your heart out!”
SF Encyclopaedia Forever. After many missed release dates, the Nimbus
CD-ROM edition has been cancelled – the whole project was bought out by
Grolier for a CD release using their far more suave software (Mac or
Windows). There will be a “non-commercial” Nimbus DOS edition of about
20 copies to placate the editors and those who made down payments for the
CD-ROM at Sou’Wester. A Grolier publication date is awaited.
Philip K. Dick Award ... the joint winners are Growing Up Weightless by
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John M. Ford and Elvissey by Jack Womack. [Tor]
SF Eye Crossed: Steve Brown wails that his SF Eye #13 (“two tons of
paper”) has been trapped on a Wisconsin loading dock by a US Teamster
strike since 9 April. [SB, 23 Apr]
Random Fandom. Rob Hansen will, alas, have more time than anticipated to
complete his 80s fan history; Sainsbury’s have axed his job. • Maureen
Speller gloats that the BSFA raised £1200 at Eastercon. • Alexander
Vasilkovsky excoriates me for not mentioning the Russian/Ukrainian vodka
party as a major highlight of Sou’Wester (his fault for plying me with Elixir
of Amnesia).... • John Whitbourn, awed by the A81 mention of J.P. Martin’s
books, offers signed and grovellingly dedicated copies of Popes and
Phantoms to anyone who can locate Uncle, Uncle & Claudius the Camel or
Uncle & the Battle for Badgertown, preferably in Cape hardback. Apparently
P. Morwood and D. Duane begged Cape to reissue them but were told the
books were too “classist”.
Censored! A sample of Lois McMaster Bujold’s sensitive sf dialogue was
cut from April’s Guardian sf reviews: “Bothari the monster, Bothari,
Vorrutyer’s mad batman?” (from Barrayar)
Cover-Up. Let’s skip the latest H. Ellison vs C. Platt exchange ... since (a)
HE might get litigious if I quote his computer-net outburst (he’s issued risibly
weak legal threats in hope of suppressing the US publication of Last
Deadloss Visions – one sadly recalls his Champion of Free Speech days); (b)
while Ellison invective has often been a dazzling performance which even
detractors can’t help but admire, the present incoherence, paralogia and mudslinging are not in the same class. (He even resorts to “anyway I’m more
famous than you” – what next, “my Dad is bigger than yours”?) Where are
the marbles of yesteryear?

The Desire & Pursuit of the Whole
Yes, it’s Hugo nominations time again (zzzzz) ... NOVEL Moving Mars,
Greg Bear; Glory Season, David Brin; Virtual Light, William Gibson;
Beggars in Spain, Nancy Kress; Green Mars, Kim Stanley Robinson •
NOVELLA “The Night We Buried Road Dog”, Jack Cady (F&SF); “Mefisto
in Onyx”, Harlan Ellison (Omni); “An American Childhood”, Pat Murphy
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(IASFM); “Into the Miranda Rift”, G. David Nordley (Analog); “Down in the
Bottomlands”, Harry Turtledove (Analog); “Wall, Stone, Craft”, Walter Jon
Williams (F&SF) • NOVELETTE “The Shadow Knows”, Terry Bisson
(IASFM); “The Franchise”, John Kessel (IASFM); “Dancing on Air”, Nancy
Kress (IASFM); “Georgia on My Mind”, Charles Sheffield (Analog); “Deep
Eddy”, Bruce Sterling (IASFM) • SHORT “England Underway”, Terry
Bisson (Omni); “The Good Pup”, Bridget McKenna (F&SF); “Mwalimu in
the Squared Circle”, Mike Resnick (IASFM); “The Story So Far”, Martha
Soukup (Full Spectrum 4); “Death on the Nile”, Connie Willis (IASFM) •
NON-FICTION Once Around the Bloch: An Unauthorized Autobiography,
Robert Bloch; Encyclopaedia of SF, ed. John Clute & Peter Nicholls;
PITFCS: Proceedings of the Institute for Twenty-First Century Studies, ed.
Theodore R. Cogswell; Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art, Scott
McCloud; The Art of Michael Whelan: Scenes/Visions, Michael Whelan •
DRAMATIC Addams Family Values; “The Gathering” (Babylon 5);
Groundhog Day; Jurassic Park; The Nightmare Before Christmas • EDITOR
Ellen Datlow; Gardner Dozois; Mike Resnick; Kristine Kathryn Rusch;
Stanley Schmidt • ARTIST Thomas Canty; David Cherry; Bob Eggleton;
Don Maitz; Michael Whelan • ORIGINAL ARTWORK F&SF cover
Oct/Nov, Thomas Canty; Space Fantasy Commemorative Stamp Booklet,
Stephen Hickman (US Postal Service); IASFM cover Nov, Keith Parkinson
(no other nominee appeared on the needed 5% of ballots) • SEMI-PROZINE
Interzone; Locus; New York Review of SF; Pulphouse; SF Chronicle;
Tomorrow SF • FANZINE Ansible (wow!); File 770; Lan’s Lantern;
Mimosa; Stet • FAN WRITER Sharon Farber; Mike Glyer; Andy Hooper;
Dave Langford; Evelyn C. Leeper • Fan Artist Brad W. Foster; Teddy
Harvia; Linda Michaels; Peggy Ranson; William Rotsler; Stu Shiffman •
CAMPBELL AWARD (not a Hugo) Holly Lisle; Jack Nimersheim; Carrie
Richerson; Amy Thomson; Elizabeth Willey [DB/SG] • 649 ballots were
cast. Some categories have over 5 nominees owing to ties. “Dancing on Air”
was moved from Novella, and “Death on the Nile” and “England Underway”
from Novelette, “to achieve a fairer balance” as allowed by the WSFS
Constitution. This is less controversial than it sounds (boo, hiss): the
nominations threshold of 5% of ballots cast or 32 nominations initially
resulted in a Short Story shortlist of only three items.
Bram Stoker Awards. NOVEL nominations: Anno Dracula, Kim Newman;
Blackburn, Bradley Denton; Drawing Blood, Poppy Z. Brite; The
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Summoning, Bentley Little; The Throat, Peter Straub. [IM]

Obituary (?): Brian Stableford
Francis Amery writes: Scanning the new edition of The Writer’s Directory I
noticed that Brian Stableford’s entry had been transferred to the Obituary
section; on turning to it I discovered the terse note: “Died in 1993”. This
came as a shock, not because BS was a close friend – I knew him slightly,
having done some translations for his Dedalus anthologies – but because I
had seen nothing in Locus or Interzone, which might have been expected to
record the demise of even such a minor writer as he.
When I dropped in on his wife to offer my commiserations she admitted that
the event had been quite unexpected. “I’m so used to seeing him slumped in
front of the TV I didn’t think anything of it,” she said. “I thought he was just
off his food. How was I to know he was dead?” When I asked the cause of
death she told me that the doctor had insisted on writing “broken heart” on
the death certificate in spite of her protestations. “Bloody medical jargon,”
she said. “Truth is, he just couldn’t be bothered to breathe any longer. He
always was a miserable sod. Anyway, I’ve got to get things straight – I had
no idea it would take so long to burn all those dusty old books, but they kept
the Aga going all winter. Do you know anyone who wants to buy a cheap
computer?”
I volunteered to buy the computer myself, as an act of charity. It wasn’t until
I got it home that I discovered all the unpublished novels, stories and articles
on the hard disk. There was a certain terrible pathos in that mute legacy;
when I remembered how much Brian actually did publish, one way or
another (personally, I refuse to believe the rumours about bribery) I began to
realize what a sad and empty life he must have led. I promptly decided that if
nobody else was prepared to write a eulogy for him, I’d do it myself – but
then I had second thoughts.
Would Brian really have wanted to be loudly and insincerely praised when it
was too late to do him any good? Would he really have wanted so-called
friends crawling out of the woodwork to proclaim that he had always been
underappreciated, and to declare that his abysmal failure as a writer and as a
human being had been at least a trifle unfortunate? I decided, on due
reflection, that he would not.
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I decided, in fact, that what Brian would really have desired, more than
anything else, was to carry on regardless – to demonstrate that for a man as
pig-headedly stubborn as he (he was, of course, a Yorkshireman), even death
could not interrupt the cataract of hackwork which flowed ceaselessly from
his calloused fingertips. Anyway, one or two of the items on his hard disk
looked saleable, if only they could be polished by a writer with a better sense
of style than poor Brian ever had.
For these reasons, I have determined to do the decent thing, regardless of all
inconvenience to myself. I shall change my name by deed poll to Brian
Stableford, and do my damnedest to publish everything on that disk – and
then I shall write more of the same. After all, if a no-hoper like him can
master the delicate artistries of sarcasm and cynicism, so can I. What better
monument could any man ask for than that one of his fellows should be
prepared to lay down his own life in exchange for his? Francis Amery is
believed to be a pseudonym.
Ansible 82 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to “Francis Amery”,
Paul Barnett, David Bratman, Critical Wave, John Foyster, Seth Goldberg,
Rob Hansen, Instant Message, Roz Kaveney, Joseph Nicholas, Chris Priest,
Yvonne Rousseau, Maureen Speller, Kevin Standlee, Lucy Sussex, Ron
Tiner, Usenet, Ben Yalow and our Hero Distributors: FATW, Janice Murray
(USA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Australia), Martin Tudor. 5 May 94.
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU. Fax
0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. E-mail
ansible@cix.co.uk. Cartoon by Ian Gunn. Ansible is available for SAE or
deep personal grovelling.
MEXICON 6: THE PARTY. This lightweight event (held in the posh
international resort of Stevenage) celebrated the tenth anniversary of 1984’s
“Tynecon II: the Mexicon” to such enjoyable effect that the happy throng
voted nem con never to do this terrible thing again. To prevent any
recurrence, the accumulated convention funds – some £1,400 – were turned
over to a Mexicon Foundation created on the spot by spontaneous popular
acclaim ... although tiny twinges of cynicism greeted the appearance of
previously printed flyers announcing this body’s existence and accurately
predicting its committee membership (Rhodri James, Christina Lake, Greg
Pickersgill [Chair], Martin Tudor, Pam Wells; 3 Bethany Row, Narberth Rd,
Haverfordwest, SA61 2XG). Rather than stifle democracy by putting the
question to the much larger Mexicon 5 mailing list, matters were decided by
a show of hands after a two-hour debate steered by that man Pickersgill – and
Mexicon was no more. The Mexicon Foundation will, er, help fund
unspecified worthy projects, and wants your money. Some 5,271,009 fans
have already complained about the name’s possible confusion with the SF
Foundation, though “SF” and “Mexicon” are not pronounced all that
similarly.... (The name later became .) • An item on censorship saw fearless
Roz Kaveney being brutally and repeatedly censored by John Harvey’s sound
system: “The thing about snuff movies is that WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!” •
The “Choice Sleaze” panel featured Iain Sinclair revealing certain New
Ager’s theory that the unspeakable Derek Beackon’s victory (since reversed)
in that Isle of Dogs by-election was because his house is built on the
intersection of the two most powerful ley lines in London. (Ken Brown
explains: “Canary Wharf apparently blocks the flow of force and causes
disturbances in the Nature of Things leading to the fascist victory. Do you
realize Eastercon 1995 is to be be held just by the most powerful ley line in
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London?”) Abigail Frost accused Sinclair of having got it all from her
favourite pressure group the London Psychogeographical Society, but he
denied all knowledge. Frost: “I accept Mr Sinclair’s denial of all
knowledge.” • Fleeing hordes of audience members refused to speak of the
panel on e-mail and fanzines. “It was @hell in there,” seemed to be the
consensus. “Wibble!” explained Charles Stross, and fell over. • Other
memories? The Ultra Quiz round in which half the con struggled to construct
Eiffel Towers from straws and paperclips (John Harvey, unrolling the tape
measure of judgement: “Size is important.”). The surprise appearance of
Charles Platt and his lady Susan Kim. A totally inaudible video of John
Jarrold raving from the safety of the USA that sf was dead, or all crap, or
edited by John Jarrold, or something equally terrible. Lightbulbs glowing
over heads as the price of canned Guinness at the hotel bar was compared
with that of identical cans at the late-opening Tesco mere yards away....

The Argonauts of the Air
John Brunner cried “They seem to value the arts more in Romania than in
the west” after receiving the supreme accolade: being waved through customs
on route to EuROcon, merely because officials discovered he was a writer.
[JC]
Emma Bull’s musical group “The Flash Girls” was reviewed in Folk Roots
magazine, which calls her a “Somewhat renowned former sci-fi authoress and
art rocker....” Former? [JN]
Harlan Ellison phoned about various Ansible pieces, saying in particular that
his huge wrath at the inclusion of that Last Dangerous Visions story in
NESFA’s Cordwainer Smith collection had a lot to do with HE himself
having partly rewritten Smith’s imperfect draft for TLDV ... only to learn for
the first time of the story’s pre-emption (courtesy of the Scott Meredith
agency) when he saw the NESFA volume. He protested that made him look
like, if I heard correctly, “a goofus”. Mea culpa, no doubt; as Mike Glyer
keeps complaining, Ansible has this fatal tendency to portray practically
everyone as a goofus....
Raymond Z. Gallun, the old-time sf author whose first sale was “The Space
Dwellers” in 1929, died on 2 Apr aged 83. [SFC]
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Alasdair Gray’s photo appears in Colin Manlove’s Scottish Fantasy
Literature: A Critical Survey, with an analytical caption worthy of Lombroso:
“This is a coolly interrogative Gray, whose narrow lips and strong nose,
together with the sheer hairiness of aspect, sufficiently suggest the academic
manqué who has outdone all academics. This is the Gray who refuses to be
pinned down....” [DP] But is it the one who writes books?
Nicola Griffith won the 1994 James Tiptree Jr award for “gender-bending”
sf with her 1993 novel Ammonite. [JG]
Teddy Harvia wishes to claim precedence for a scientific discovery: “I
ridiculed Carl Sagan long before Apple implied he was a butthead. He did to
science what L. Ron Hubbard did to religion. Popularity does not convert to
substance.”
Paul McAuley has an update (see A82): “Regarding the lunatic wannabe
from Canterbury.... Mighty forces have averted my sincere (as in imitation is
...) friend’s kamikaze legal action to wrest ownership of my own story from
me. I don’t know quite what he was offering to publishers, except a
handwritten note concerning a short story collection including ‘his’ ‘Karl and
the Ogre’. Apparently, he has also written something called Pasquale’s
Machine, and claims that Paul McCartney stole the lyrics and music of
‘Yesterday’ from him.”
James Randi, scourge of psychic frauds, controversially insists that despite
the net rumour spread by one G. Riley (a crony of Uri Geller) he is not dead.
“Typically, [Riley] has picked up on an anonymous phone call and accepted
it because it’s ‘news’ he would like to be true. With all the earth-shaking
successes he and his ‘colleague’ have had recently (sold-out houses in
Australia, stunning wins in the law courts, straightening out Galileo and
finding the lost Mars Observer for NASA, to name only a few miracles) one
would think that he could sit back on his laurels. (Please, will someone
explain the ‘laurels’ reference to him. He may think it’s a part of his body.)”
Steve Sneyd grumps: “Intrigued by the cognitive dissonance at work in the
bumf for the U of Liverpool MA in sf studies ... the need for a good First or
Second Class Hons in LITERATURE would, I’d think, eliminate chances of
most sf writers doing the course (but then perhaps they don’t want ’em
anyhow, danger of lively writing sneaking into the thesis?). Blights at a
stroke my tawdry hopes of trying to do an MA in SF poetry....”
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Verna Smith Trestrail, E.E. Smith’s daughter and a noted First Fandom
member in her own right, died in March aged 73.
Jane Yolen has been censored again: “A [school] librarian reading from my
picture book Tam Lin was accused of being a satanist, and a parent tried to
sue her, stating ‘After my daughter heard that story, she needed therapy.’ At
the school board level, the librarian won, but then the school administrator
took her aside and said, ‘Don’t use that story again. We simply don’t have the
time or money to fight this battle again.’ Win the battle – lose the war!”

Connexivum
10-12 Jun • Shots on the Page (mystery/detective event), Forte Crest Hotel,
Nottingham. £40 reg. Contact Broadway Media Centre, 14 Broad St,
Nottingham, NG1 3AL.
24-26 Jun • The Scottish Convention Staff Weekend, Leofric Hotel,
Coventry. £30/person/night. Contact 13 St Cloud Rd, West Norwood, SE27
9PN; (081) 761 2635. “... the main topics of discussion this time will be
Timeline’s and Theme’s.” Ansible suggests a further seminar on
Apostrophe’s.
8-10 Jul • BAcon (Unicon 15), New Hall Coll, Cambridge. GoH Geoff
Ryman, Simon Ings. £16 reg. Contact 38 Scotland Road, Chesterton,
Cambridge, CB4 1QG; (0223) 564483.
22-24 Jul • Dimension Jump (Red Dwarf), Angel Hotel, Northampton. £30
reg. Send “two stamps” to Garden Cottage, Hall Farm, Scottow, Norwich,
NR10 5DF.
29-31 Jul • Wincon III, King Alfred’s Coll, Winchester. GoH: Algis Budrys,
James Hogan, Norman Spinrad. £23 reg. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
1-5 Sep • Conadian (52nd Worldcon), Winnipeg Convention Centre,
Manitoba, Canada. $125 reg ($Can160) to 15 Jul. UK contact: 147 Francis
Rd, London, E10 6NT.
30 Sep - 2 Oct • Fantasycon XIX, Midland Hotel, Brum. GoH Katherine
Kurtz, Brian Lumley. £30 reg. Contact 137 Priory Rd, Hall Green,
Birmingham, B28 0TG.
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1-2 Oct • Octocon 94, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoghaire, Co.Dublin. GoH
Rob Holdstock. £16 reg to 1 Sep; £20 at door. Contact 20 Newgrove Ave,
Sandymount, Dublin 4, Ireland.
14-16 Oct • D-CONTaniméT (animé), Grand Hotel, Brum. £20 reg to 17
Sept, then £25. Contact 13 Prescott Close, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 0RD.
(0295) 256284.
12 Mar 95 (Sunday!) • Picocon 12, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort
Rd, SW7. GoH Iain Banks. Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, London,
NW3 6PX (after 1 July).
Rumblings • Conadian’s business meeting will consider a motion to pension
off winners of 5 consecutive Hugos in one category with a Lifetime Award,
followed by 5 year’s ineligibility for that category. Sounds quite sensible –
throw out boring old farts like.... (H’mm. Counts surreptitiously on fingers.) •
Intersection London pub meetings continue on 3rd Fri each month in the
Wellington. • EuROcon in Timisoara: Jonathan Cowie sent an enthusiastic
report too voluminous to print. Even the guest list ran to 17 awesome names,
from J. Brunner and J. Haldeman to J. Cowie. Everything was apparently a
great success except some of the organization and all of the coffee: “Norman
Spinrad declared he was going to introduce a Coffee Ceremony (à la
Japanese Tea Ceremony) into the culture.” Highlight: a laser rock show with
fireworks boggled the town. Despite euphoria JC felt he had to “express
disgust at Western fans who refused to attend owing to the difference in
Eastern and Western rates ... the latter represented a couple of hours of
average UK pay but half a month’s Eastern pay!” UK fans who stayed home
through mere lack of money are informed that they “really missed out” on a
“very worthy, and rewarding, venture”. Gee ... thanks, Jon.

Infinitely Improbable
Know Your Market. The 1995 Arthur C. Clarke Award – for best sf novel
published in the UK this year – has received its first submission! Yes, Serif
have rushed in Steve Aylett’s The Crime Studio, a exciting collection of nonsf short stories....
Andy Porter’s Language Lessons. “Omphalos (Latin for Bellybutton) is to
be a new quarterly SF book and magazine review publication....” [SF
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Chronicle, May 94]
Public Service Bits. Jack Cohen was much cheered when invited to become
a vice-president of the ever so venerable Linnean Society. • David Garnett
announces that New Worlds 4 (the last in its present paperback incarnation –
boo, hiss) has stuff by Graham Charnock, Lisa Tuttle, Ian McDonald, Garry
Kilworth, Barrington J. Bayley, Elizabeth Sourbut, Matthew Dickens, Peter
F. Hamilton, Michael Moorcock, Robert Holdstock and D. Langford. • Simon
Green asks if anyone can recall a 60s children’s book called After Bath,
“about the quest to recharge the magic in a magician’s moustache?” • Chris
Priest’s new UK edition of The Last Deadloss Visions costs £5.50 (not £7.50
as in A81) post free from him at 32 Elphinstone Rd, Hastings, TN34 2EQ.
$10 by airmail. • Marcus Rowland seeks weird but genuine scientific
theories, 1890-1945, for his new Forgotten Futures game package George E.
Challenger’s Mysterious World: suggestions, with dates, to 22 Westbourne
Pk Villas, London, W2 5EA. • Ian Stewart hopes to tap the massed erudition
of Ansible readers for the locations of British (especially Scottish) airship
facilities during World War I – info to him at Maths Inst, U of Warwick,
Coventry, CV4 7AL. • Thog’s Masterclass ... truly awful lines from
published sf and fantasy are still being accumulated here for a possible
Grant/Langford book(let) – all contributions welcomed.
C.o.A. Bruce Gillespie, 59 Keele St, Collingwood, Vic 3066, Australia (not a
move, just loss of faith in the PO box number). Jack Herman & Cath
McDonnell, Unit 10, 57-59 Illawarra Rd, Allawah, 2218, Australia. Frank
Key, 103 Cavendish Rd, Highams Pk, London, E4. Malice Aforethought
Press, Flat 2, 10 Netherwood Rd, London, W14 0EJ. Tom Perry (again!), PO
Box 62134, Phoenix, AZ 85082, USA. Erwin S. “Filthy Pierre” Strauss, 101
S. Whiting #700, Alexandria, VA 22304, USA.
GUFF. The Get Up-&-over Fan Fund will waft an Aussie fan to The
Scottish Convention in Glasgow next year: are now circulating (available
from me) and the choice of candidates is LynC, Ian Gunn & Karen PenderGunn (these two jointly), and Kim Huett. Only Kim has sent Ansible a votewinning statement, about his enthusiasm for “being introduced to Greg
Pickersgill for the first time. Better yet watching someone else being
introduced to Greg Pickersgill for the first time, from a safe distance. I have
come to the conclusion that either you exaggerate Greg’s pronouncements
beyond all belief or he is a Rasputin-like figure with long greasy hair and
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filthy shapeless clothing. [...] Are you telling everyone what a nice guy I
am?”
SAMHAINballs: the spiteful West Country newspaper campaign against
John Gullidge and his horror review magazine Samhain (see , A81) seems to
have died down. Paul Barnett’s plans for a legal fund are thus suspended; his
thanks to all who offered help. A Prominent Member Of The UK Horror
Community Sends Encouragement: “I’m afraid John Gullidge has never
considered himself one of the ‘horror community’ (which is one of the
reasons I will not support him or his magazine, as I feel he has brought a lot
of these problems on himself).”
Fame at Last. How to deter computer spies in 2050: “She [...] typed:
Whoever you are, be warned: I’m about to display the Langford MindErasing Fractal Basilisk, so ...” (Greg Egan, Permutation City)
Science Corner. More literate than the Astral Leauge ... more scientific than
the London Psychogeographical Society ... Joseph Nicholas offers a flyer
from the Association of Autonomous Astronauts (“Write to us about our plans
for an independent space exploration program”), which reveals that
EVERYTHING WE KNOW IS WRONG. Spying on the Royal Society’s
March meeting, the AoAA was swift to note the insidious political agenda
behind modern so-called mathematics: “The threat to the notion of the static
universe, set in motion in the 20th Century by the discovery of the relativity
of all knowledge, has caused the ruling class to hit back with its bullshit
theory of chaos. [...] Chaos Theory, with all its talk of disorder in geometry
and mathematical systems sensitive to initial conditions, is nothing more than
another instrument of control in the hands of a ruling class attempting to
strengthen their islands of order surrounded by a sea of chaos, in the vain
hope of preserving their privileged existence.” Yes, yes, yes! But the people
can hit back: “Much was made of the ‘curse of dimensionality’; that is, when
these boffins attempt to map their mathematical models in higher dimensions
than three the predictions become far more problematical. We will be
exploring the possibilities for higher-dimensionality acts of subversion.” Just
hurl a well-aimed tesseract into the machinery of capitalist government,
and.... (Data: The London Spy from B.M. Jed, London, WC1N 3XX)
Ansible 83 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Ken Brown, CIX,
Jonathan Cowie, Abigail Frost, Jeanne Gomoll, Alex McLintock, Joseph
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Nicholas, David Pringle, SF Chronicle and Usenet. Special thanks to our hero
distributors Vikki Lee France & Steve Jeffrey (SCIS), Alex Heatley (NZ),
Janice Murray (USA), Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor (Brum Group News)
and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW), to whom I Owe It All (Whatever It Is). 2
June 94.
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0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo by Dan Steffan. E-mail
ansible@cix.co.uk. Cartoon by Ian Gunn. Ansible is available for SAE or
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SELLING POINT. Ansible has “NO Nudity, Profanity, Overt Sex or
Violence”, a declaration which on David Garnett’s advice I stole from
Offworld: The All-New Illustrated Magazine of SF and Fantasy (USA). As
Mr Garnett found himself thinking: “Hey! A magazine without nudity,
profanity, sex, violence. Must buy it!”

Down in the Black Gang
Anon: “Are you going to the Orbit party for Iain Banks’s Stewpidde
Tyettul?” (The book is really called Feersum Fonettiks.)
John Clute, fabled vocabulary master, “was recently casting his eye over an
article submitted for the next Friends of Foundation Newsletter and was quite
definitely heard to say: ‘What does this word mean?’ Dumbfounded Editor:
‘I’ll look it up in my dictionary....’” [AS]
Ellen Datlow is to be brutally censored, sort of: “You might want to let
people know (or not) that Little Deaths, my sexual horror antho scheduled for
September by Millennium in hc, will be cut by about 70,000 words for the
American version which will come out some time next year from Dell/Abyss
in pb. Space considerations. I’ve bought the Mike Harrison story to reprint in
Omni for November.”
Patricia Fanthorpe, wife and agent of the almost-as-famous Lionel,
announces his attempt on Guy N. Smith’s alleged “world record for a 24-hour
marathon write-in” of 16,000 words (sounds oddly low ... besides Lionel’s
own legendary stints, didn’t Barry Malzberg write a 60,000 word novel in 16
hours?). Date: 4/5 Aug. Sponsors are sought; proceeds go to the Cardiff
Samaritans. Contact PF at 48 Claude Rd, Cardiff, CF2 3QA. [CM] (See A86.)
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David Garnett “had a story in SF Age recently – ‘Sherlock the Barbarian’.
There was NO nudity, profanity, overt sex or violence. Well, not much. But
the word ‘shit’ was changed to ‘dung’.” (Context! We need context! If, for
example, the resulting phrase was “‘Oh, dung,’ she hissed sibilantly....”)
William Gibson flogged his latest novel Idoru for $850,000 ... the noise you
hear is envious whimpering from SFFWA. [SFC]
John Gullidge of the horror filmzine Samhain has been effectively driven
from home into rented accommodation by further newspaper hounding (see ,
A81), notably from the unspeakable Exeter Express & Echo: “I’m now
convinced it’s a personal thing with the E&E ... their story [25 Jun] carried
the headline HORROR MAG MAN ‘MUST GO’ while the Western Morning
News ran the same story with the headline MAGAZINE EDITOR CAN
STAY WITH PLAYGROUP! • The E&E rang for a quote earlier in the week
and I read out a three paragraph statement explaining a number of the errors
that had appeared in their previous stories but they chose not to use it. The
power of the press is a frightening thing and they have absolutely no regard
for the damage they cause.” [JG] • How to do journalism: (a) raise concerned
doubts about innocent playgroup kids in the merciless hands of a horror
(ugh!) fan; (b) if any parent falls for that and withdraws their child, this
justifies a more alarmist story about the ground-swell against this wicked
horrorphile; (c) it’s now useful to publish an editorial ostensibly supporting
your chosen target but full of inaccurate smears (“... John Gullidge has
enthusiasms that many find distasteful. But not illegal. / Mr Gullidge’s
magazine caters for those who share his interest in films like Driller Killer or
I Spit On Your Grave.” – E&E, 30 Mar 94); (d) return to (b) and repeat the
cycle until the object of your attentions leaves town; (e) look for someone
else with a minority hobby.... • JG is now scraping up funds for a stroppy
solicitor’s letter. Any stroppy yet generous solicitors out there?
Patrick Nielsen Hayden had a tiny problem with the US AvoNova pb of
Nancy Kress’s Beggars in Spain: “The ornate cover type reads like it says
Beggars In Spam. Of course, I speak as an employee of the company which,
through the magic of Excessively Decorative Title Type, once managed to
publish Greg Bear’s blockbuster novel The Forge Of Goo.”
Anne McCaffrey was accosted at the 2 July FP signing by a fan wanting to
know when any Pern novel would offer some throbbing romance between
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male dragonriders. She: “I have a lot of younger readers and I must be careful
what I write.” [AM]
Terry Pratchett reports, slightly bemused, from his tour Down Under: “In
one shop I had a can of Fosters, I think it was, and chucked the can away. At
the end of the signing I was shyly presented with the retrieved can by a
blushing fan and asked to sign it ... so now perhaps you can see why my new
address is ‘somewhere in Wiltshire’.”
Chris Priest heard from Gary Groth of Fantagraphics Books: “Hot news!
They shipped copies of The Book on the Edge of Forever to a convention in
Chicago [1-3 July] where Ellison was guest of honour. When the book was
launched the convention organizer absolutely refused permission to display,
sell or even give away copies. Ellison threatened to stick his finger into Kim
Thompson’s eye. (Kim is Gary’s partner, and because Gary was not at the
con had to bear the brunt of this alone.) • Meanwhile, in spite of Ellison’s
attempts to suppress the book, it is now being distributed normally to
bookstores and is selling quickly. • At the same con, Ellison reported that
delays on The Last Dangerous Visions were caused by Epstein Barr
syndrome, but that after yet another miracle recovery he is about to finish and
deliver the book.” (HE, foe of censors and champion of free speech,
subsequently boasted that he’d litigated the distributors into submission and
killed TBotEoF: but GG insists that his two largest distributors are
unintimidated.)

Conjee
8-10 Jul • BAcon (Unicon 15), New Hall Coll, Cambridge. GoH Geoff
Ryman, Simon Ings. £16 reg. Contact 38 Scotland Road, Chesterton,
Cambridge, CB4 1QG; (0223) 564483.
22-24 Jul • Dimension Jump (Red Dwarf), Angel Hotel, Northampton. £30
reg. Send “two stamps” to Garden Cottage, Hall Farm, Scottow, Norwich,
NR10 5DF.
29-31 Jul • Wincon III, King Alfred’s Coll, Winchester. GoH: Algis Budrys,
James Hogan, Norman Spinrad (a surprise appearance of Clarke award
laureate Jeff Noon has also been scheduled). £23 reg. Contact 12 Crowsbury
Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS. No room bookings after 8 July.
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19-21 Aug • Portmeiricon 94 (Prisoner), Portmeirion, Gwynedd. Contact
PO Box 66, Ipswich with SAE.
27-30 Oct • World Fantasy Con, Clarion Hotel, New Orleans. Many GoHs.
$95 reg, rising on 1 Aug and again at the door. Contact Box 791302, New
Orleans LA 70179-1302, USA.
29 Oct • Transylvania (Rocky Horror), Novotel, Hammersmith, London.
£30 reg (plus 3xSAE) to Timewarp, 1 Elm Grove, Hildenborough,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN11 9HE.
4-5 Mar 95 • Microcon 15, Exeter U, announces its GoH: Ramsey Campbell.
Contact 17 Polsloe Rd, Exeter, EX1 2HL.
Rumblings • Worldcon Fun. Avoiding 1987’s problem of overseas fans
getting hotel booking forms late if at all, The Scottish Convention will
release the forms with PR4 at Conadian. Until then, a steely silence about
hotel room rates is being maintained.... • Steve Sneyd, inspired by the 1995
Small Press & Poet’s Con plans to wander by coach between its Huddersfield
and Swansea venues with stopoffs for instant book fairs or readings, babbles:
“Here is the answer to the Glasgow [fan room] aircraft hangar? A coachload
of top sf glitterati wending its way slowly about the vast space, stopping
suddenly to descend on whoever is stood near, in endless Brownian
movement....” • Australia in 1999 Spinoff: if this bid wins, the USA will run
its usual alternative NASFiC. In smoke-filled rooms at Westercon (1-4 Jul)
the idea emerged: most Australia-US flights stop over in Hawaii, so a
NASFiC there on the weekend after Aussiecon would be handy for US fans
returning home. Bid flyers swiftly appeared, and a name: VolConO. Puzzled
Fan: “Is this Hawaii bid for real or a joke?” Bruce Pelz, Showing Why They
Call Him The Oscar Wilde Of LA: “Yes!” [KS] • Sou’Wester generously
donated £250 to GUFF (see below). A TAFF Administrator Wails: “I worked
my bum off on their newsletter and all I got was this lousy T-shirt!”

Infinitely Improbable
Not A Lot Of People Know – “The current Ambassador Extraordinary &
Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Slovenia to the Court of St James is a
former skiffy fan (Matjaz Sinkovec).... Maybe the BSFA should invite him to
address them.” [IW]
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C.o.A. Alyson L. Abramowitz, 999 Perriera Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051,
USA. Harry Bond, 50 Mayer St, Hanley, Stoke on Trent, ST1 2JN. Ken Lake,
c/o 32 Coolgardie Ave, Chigwell, Essex, IG7 5AY. Steven McDonald, 405
US Route 2, Grand Isle, VT 05458, USA. Michael Moorcock (& Linda), now
said to be living in a suburb of Austin, Texas. Jonathan Palfrey, c/o Mini
Parc Alpes Congres, 6 Rue Roland Garros, 38320 Eybens, France. Martin
Smith, 4 Austin House, St Mark’s Hill, Surbiton, Surrey, KT6 4LH. Ian
Watson, Daisy Cottage, Banbury Rd, Moreton Pinkney, nr Daventry, NN11
3QS (postcode change only).
Trek Corner. Aficionados of stage magic have long chortled over the 60s
Star Trek episode “A Piece of the Action” wherein William Shatner tries the
legendary Fizbin drop (a “secret” magician’s move hard enough that grown
men have broken their wrists trying to do it) and flops miserably. Reputedly
this bit was cut from repeat broadcasts, though it’s still in some videos. Now
an anonymous spy reports: “Watch the new Star Trek movie real close.
Shatner is going to try the drop again. I read in a magicians-only magazine
that he vowed to his friends that it will be done with one take and included in
the movie with no cuts. I guess he’s still sore over the fiasco in the original
series....”
Fan Funds. TAFF nominations open 15 July, close 30 Sept (ballots out Oct,
voting closes 29 April 95). This race will bring an American fan to The
Scottish Convention. Impartial Ansible knows of three intending candidates
– nice Joe Wesson, the probably quite worthy Andy Hooper and the
superlatively splendiferous god amongst men Dan Steffan. UK administrator
Abigail Frost (95 Wilmot St, London, E2 0BP) wants candidate’s
nominations in writing, and signed, you hear? • GUFF: Joseph Nicholas is
officially looking after the kitty for Euro-administrator Eva Hauser, to avoid
problems with soft Czech currency. (This will continue until after the next
Europe-to-Australia race, “whenever that may be”.) Sterling voting fees and
donations to him, please, at 15 Jansons Rd, S. Tottenham, London, N15 4JU.
[JN] Kim Huett writes: “I hope you keep mentioning that I’m the only GUFF
candidate that drinks beer in quantities understandable to English fandom.” •
DUFF was won by Alan Stewart (our hero Aussie distributor), who thus gets
the coveted free trip from Down Under to Conadian this year.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Gaelic. brochanach, well supplied with
porridge. dobharchu, an imaginary otter. rotach, a circle of filth on one’s
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clothes. paitireachd, phrenology, thumping. sgiomlaireachd, mean habit of
popping in upon people at mealtimes. sgiunach, a charm or enchantment to
enable its possessor to get all the fish around a boat or headland while his less
fortunate neighbours stare with amazement. sgriobhadaireachd, writing.
spairis, the conduct or attitude of having the hands in the flaps of the
trousers. (MacAlpine’s Gaelic Dictionary, 1833)
RIP. Jim Barker sadly reports the death of his mother, famed in fandom for
colossal High Teas and short-notice hospitality to visiting Americans. (On a
cheerier note, Jim gloats that a Barker cartoon character has become the new
logo for Falkirk Town Centre. “You’ll recognize it from the big feet....”)
A83 Updates. Ellison vs NESFA. NESFA members confirmed that the
Cordwainer Smith MS they published was legally acquired in its original,
unedited version – but they did regret a failure of tact in not telling Harlan
Ellison (see A83), and flaunting the story’s Last Dangerous Visions
antecedents in publicity. • Liverpool MA in SF. Andy Sawyer protests that
despite Steve Sneyd’s gadfly claim, the course is open to people with degrees
not merely in Literature but in “related subjects” ... though “it’s obviously
best at this stage not to go for people with third-class chemistry degrees who
read a lot of Warhammer books.”
Ten Years Ago: Gordon Dickson was the acclaimed winner of the Folio
Society’s “Worst First Sentence” contest, for the opening of his skiffy epic
Naked to the Stars. “The voice, speaking out of the ancient blackness of the
night on the third planet of Arcturus – under an alien tree, bent and crippled
by the remorseless wind – paused, and cleared its throat: ‘Ahem’, it said.
‘Gentlemen....’”

World of Wonders
Maureen Speller was at the Fortean thrash, Unconvention94: “... a curious
affair. Almost but not quite like an sf con. Seriously intensive on programme,
in a sweltering hot hall, often standing room only, it was a good effort for a
first time but lacked certain things I’ve come to expect from sf conventions.
Few speakers took questions from the audience, so there was little hope of
discussing theories or challenging their ideas. Little socializing, partly
because it was definitely a daytime event, partly because the halls were too
big for meaningful contact. People seemed to have arrived in groups, in
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which they stayed. It would have been very lonely had I gone on my own. •
Still, it was enjoyable. The American UFO abduction specialist turned out to
be David Jacobs, the mystery member of the group so far as I’m concerned.
He was a personable academic, spoke well and all that, but vacillated
curiously between presenting himself as an objective commentator and
talking enthusiastically about ‘well, we know more or less what they’re doing
at this point in the abduction’ and so on, with a degree of credulity I found
alarming. Jenny Randles’s lecture contradicted him nicely on several points.
Unfortunately I missed the first 20 mins as (after 2½ hours in a sweltering
hall) I wanted a drink desperately. The programming was rigorous – blink
and you missed something vital. • Other highlights included Doc Shiels,
though maybe ‘highlight’ is not the word. Imagine an Irish version of
Gamma. He was drunk on a panel on Saturday, and gave a presentation on
Sunday morning which was more or less incoherent, not merely because he
dropped the slide carousel before starting. There was a sighting of Jeremy
Beadle (yes, really, and no I didn’t strangle him, can’t think why) and another
of Robert Rankin.” [MS]
Jenny Randles, famous ufologist, had a further close encounter with our
wonderful Press. Paul Barnett reports: “Some source within the ufology
world shopped to the News of the World the colossal secret (as never before
revealed, because we couldn’t get a publisher interested in her book on the
experience) that she started life as a Christopher but had a sex-change. The
reptile concerned told her that either the story would be run without her
consent, or she could agree to be interviewed and get a fistful of money plus
full rights to vet the copy. Would I negotiate the deal for her? Turns out that,
with pressure, the NotW will cough up £1500 for an inside-page story like
this – not bad for two hour’s work by Jenny letting herself be interviewed.
Freephone 0800 010-373 ext 4471 (that nice Mr Murdoch foots the phone
bill) and ask for Alex Marunchak if you’d like to try to get a similar sum for
your horrific secret, or just have a chat. • When I stop giggling I’ll probably
get very angry. Still, it was funny hearing those seedy wankers fall over
themselves to press money on this hard-hitting salesman who was telling
them punchy things like ‘Everybody already knows this, but if you insist on
running it anyway you can increase your offer by 50%.’” Later: “Those
lovable guys at the Screws headlined the piece on Jenny I HAD UFO –
OLED!, which is upsetting her more than somewhat since it implies that
she’s somehow been mounting a pretence. Also, they altered the agreed text
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so that it reads as if she came to them to sell her story – publicity-seeking, in
other words.” [PB] (Is the entire British gutter press conspiring to make
Ansible seem relatively accurate and respectable?)
Ansible 84 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Clute, Abigail Frost, David Garnett, John Gullidge, John Harvey, Hazel, Alex
McLintock, Caroline Mullan, Joseph Nicholas, Chris Priest, SF Chronicle,
Dick & Leah Smith, Steve Sneyd, Maureen Speller, Kevin Standlee, Usenet,
Ian Watson, and our Hero Distributors (including ambitious Janice Murray,
whose empire now covers not just the US but all North America). 7 July 94.
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WINCON III (29-31 Jul, Winchester) was Jolly Good, though Algis Budrys
couldn’t be a guest: on 25 July he learned that despite his early application
for a US re-entry permit (as required by non-nationals), the State Department
found itself strangely unable to issue one until just too late. Protests went to
the US Embassy, which may also have been punitively added to the Writers
of the Future mailing list. • GoH Norman Spinrad tactfully pictured sf as a
black hole surrounded by this accretion disc of terrible things like “Trekkies,
Scientologists and costume fans”, all emitting life-destroying radiations as
they orbit the central core.... • Years of SCI-FI FREAKS BEAM IN headlines
induced Wincon to introduce a special and wildly popular Press membership
rate of £30; real people paid £25. • Jack Cohen’s enthusiastic account of
animal sperm collection techniques was heard with riveted attention in a
McDonald’s full of people drinking thick milk-shakes. • The Horror! The
Horror! A film stream featured the “gory home movie” Crysis (made on a
colossal £250 budget for the 1993 Film Extremes festival; director Steve Ellis
was present for discussion) ... leading to alarums when one Matthew Petty
(“oh, how appropriate a surname” – Steve Green) grew over-excited at
spectacles of sex and death, stalking out with cries of “Jesus Christ!” and
threatening to call the police about what he eventually declared was a
“simulated snuff movie” – probably very nearly as wicked as a real one. The
con committee studied his later phone-directory researches with alarm and
listened at vast length to his complaints, but declined to promise in writing
never to show such material ever again. Inspector Knacker failed to
materialize; Mr Petty’s departure was discreetly cheered and his name, we
suspect, entered on a little Wincon list.... [via SG] • Jack Barron of Bug Jack
Barron fame was revealed in a new critical analysis (Terry Hunt, Wincon
PR4) to be black – slightly boggling both his creator and the lovely Lee
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Wood, who has to get a mention somewhere. • Martin Hoare predictably
held the booziest party (in aid of the 1998 Boston worldcon bid, which duly
sold many memberships); he’d taken a van to Ostend just beforehand to stock
up with uncountable quantities of duty-free beer and fizzy plonk. I
recommend this bidding strategy, which helped me enjoy synchronized
falling-over with the remaining GoH James P. Hogan. • Whither Wincon?
Stay tuned....

Minions of the Moon
Damien Broderick bewailed his plight at an Aussie book launch: “I’ve been
known for years as the second-most famous Australian sf writer, after George
Turner; then he gets put out of action for a year with a stroke, and Greg Egan
comes along!”
John Brunner quietly brags (see A84): “I don’t know about Barry Malzberg,
but while writing Black is the Colour I produced 18,000 words between
getting up and going to bed. The 71,000-word novel took one week, one day
and one and a half hours start to finish – and I took Wednesday off for talks
with my agent.” • Unlucky JB recently lost three months of creative time to
the beta-blocker drug Inderal (taken in fear of a possible stroke) – but was
able to finish a formerly beta-blocked article within days of quitting. The
article happened to be about how sf drugs work as intended, while real-world
ones don’t....
John Clute received the SF Research Association’s 1994 Pilgrim Award for
Distinguished Contributions to the Study of SF, on 10 July: “Whooee, I think.
I’m really extraordinarily pleased.”
Bruce Gillespie reproves me: “I still resent that the only 1993-4 sf awards of
any sort that you did not run in Ansible were the Ditmars. My inglorious
moment stolen from me! (An inglorious moment, because even I agree that
Terry Frost should have won Best Fan Writer; but the published figures show
that I won convincingly, so there.)”
Graham Joyce’s new Critical Wave column (issue #36 just going out, says
plug-hungry Steve Green) claims thrilling new British Fantasy Award edicts:
“1: No voting for anyone who won last year. 2: No voting for any magazine
which published any of your stories. 3: No voting for anything the committee
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doesn’t want to see win, particularly anything coming out of the East
Midlands.” All this “to avoid the kind of lack of controversy which dogged
last year’s awards”.... [CW]
Charles Platt will guest-edit (and design) an Interzone: “the April 1995
issue, which is significant for me in two ways: it will be twenty-five years
after I terminated my full-time editorial and production work on New Worlds,
and it’s the month of my fiftieth birthday.” Theme: “the human impact of
science and technology in the next twenty years. There are no taboos, and
writers should feel free to pursue their strangest ideas.” CP, 1133 Broadway
(Room 1214), New York, NY 10010, USA.
Philip G. Williamson riposted crushingly to an insensitive reviewer (oh all
right, me) who asserted in The Guardian that his Heart of Shadows was
standard fantasy fare: “I may well don the outer garments of generic fantasy
but my underwear is full of surprises, and I feel you simply didn’t bother to
look.” A noble phrase which surely deserves to sell a few copies.

Coniroster
19 Aug • The Scottish Convention open pub meeting: Wellington, Waterloo
Rd. All evening. Play “Guess the Hotel Prices”!
19-21 Aug • Portmeiricon 94 (Prisoner), Portmeirion, Gwynedd. Contact
PO Box 66, Ipswich with SAE.
26-9 Aug • Archon (Trek), Edwardian Int’l Hotel, Heathrow. Contact 43
Eastern Ave, Polegate, E. Sussex, BN26 6HG.
1-5 Sep • Conadian (52nd Worldcon), Winnipeg, Canada. Perhaps a bit late
to sign up on impulse now....
3 Sep • Summer SF Event (co-hosts: BSFA and Friends of Foundation),
Florence Nightingale pub, Lambeth Palace Rd – to be confirmed. 3pm-late.
Free. Contact 0303 252939.
3-4 Sep • Irecon 4, Royal Hotel, Bray, Co.Wicklow. £18 reg. Contact (010)
353 18327491.
28-30 Oct • Who’s Seven (Dr Blake), Queens Hotel, Church Road, SE19.
£35 reg, £30 if you book a hotel room. Contact 131 Norman Road,
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Leytonstone, London, E11 4RJ.
5-6 Nov • Armadacon VI, Astor Hotel, Elliott St, The Hoe, Plymouth. GoH
Mary Gentle and others. £20 reg + 3 A5 SAEs. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave,
Mannamead, Plymouth, PL1 2PS.
17-19 Mar 95 • Trek Dwarf 3, Holiday Inn, Leicester. £30 reg. Contact 47
Marsham, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough.
26-9 May 95 • Masque IV (costuming), Russell Hotel, Boxley Rd,
Maidstone, Kent. £25 reg “until Dec 94”. Don strange garb and contact 20
Westhall St, Brighton, BN1 3RR.
Rumblings • Evolution (Eastercon 1996), “regrets to announce that
negotiations with the Brighton Metropole have been unsuccessful. The
management are not interested in proceeding to a contractual agreement with
us. Their primary reason appears to be that they have unpleasant corporate
memories of Conspiracy, the 1987 Worldcon held there and in the Brighton
Centre. It is interesting how similar their memories of the event are to general
fannish memories. This is unfortunate.... The Metropole is a very suitable
site, but as the management don’t wish to work with us we must now find an
alternative. We are considering various options in the Brighton area, and also
sites in other parts of the country. If we do leave the Brighton area, we will
offer membership refunds to anyone who joined before this date and doesn’t
want to attend an Eastercon held elsewhere. We hope to announce our new
site in the autumn.... Finally, we would like to make it clear that we have no
disagreement with the Brighton Metropole. The management have been very
open with us and we appreciate their telling us immediately they decide they
did not want our business.” [PMcM] (Slightly cut – DRL) • 1995’s Swanseabased UK Year of Literature thrash has retained Lionel Fanthorpe as
consultant for its sf/fantasy section in early Dec 95. Expect plugs for his Best
Badger Books Bits anthology, now scheduled as Out of the Badger Hole
(Portland, OR, 1995) with an intro by the great man himself. • Sou’Wester –
A TAFF Administrator Grovels! This kindly convention donated £250 to
TAFF once they’d traced its shy, elusive UK administrator. [AJF]

Infinitely Improbable
Who? A writer whom glossy flyers describe as of “extraordinary breadth and
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variety”, whose hot new bibliography “brings into new and sharply studied
focus his extraordinary place in the literature of our time” for “students,
teachers and scholars alike”, while a volume-every-month “Classic Fiction
Series” of 100+ reprints (“a master ... these timeless stories ...”) is spewing
forth, with introductions that breathlessly reveal just “what he was doing at
the time he wrote the story”.... Barely controlling my spasms, I record that
the author is L. Ron Hubbard. [DVB]
V.o.E. R.I. P? “Victims of Ellison” has been laid to rest, says Charles Platt:
“Moved (somewhat) by Mr Ellison’s claims that the VoE support group took
six months out of his working life and reduced his wife to tears (supposedly,
she sat on the end of his bed sobbing ‘Why won’t they leave us alone?’) I
decided to suspend operations and returned the many cheques received from
eager subscribers. I hadn’t expected that my little exercise in self defence
would generate such traumatic repercussions. I have accumulated a two-inchthick file of testimonials, allegations, and complaints by various victims, as
well as a large mailing list of interested parties, and it would take very little
trouble to resurrect VoE if this should ever seem necessary.”
C.o.A. BSFA Matrix, 104 Debden, Gloucester Rd, Tottenham, London, N17
6LN. Alex McLintock, 14 Lynton Avenue, St Albans, Herts, AL1 5PD. Nigel
E. Richardson, 35 Cricketers Way, Kirkstall Lane, Leeds, LS5 3RJ. Peter &
Eileen Weston, “Four Winds”, 2 Halloughton Rd, Sutton Coldfield, W.
Midlands, B74 2QG. • A84 corrections: Ian Watson’s postcode is really
NN11 3SQ (mea culpa here) and Bloody Martin Smith’s is KT6 4LU.
Hyperbollocks. The Fantasy & SF Book Club claims the SF Encyclopedia
(offered at £30) is “almost as big as the universe itself!” ... containing in fact
“OVER ONE MILLION PAGES”. On a similar heroic scale, SF Chronicle
insists that one net fanzine listing calls me a “500-times Hugo award-winning
fan author....”
Locus Awards (God, the things we print to fill space and annoy Gillespie) ...
COLLECTION Impossible Things, Connie Willis. ART BOOK The Art of
Michael Whelan. SHORT “Close Encounters”, Connie Willis (Asimov’s
9/93). NOVELETTE “Death in Bangkok”, Dan Simmons (Playboy 6/93).
NOVELLA “Mefisto in Onyx”, Harlan Ellison (Omni 10/93). 1ST NOVEL
Cold Allies, Patricia Anthony. HORROR NOVEL The Golden, Lucius
Shepard. FANTASY NOVEL The Innkeeper’s Song, Peter S. Beagle. SF
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NOVEL Green Mars, Kim Stanley Robinson. Special award: the SF
Encyclopaedia.
Publishing Horrors. Bertlesmann AG, the German owners of Bantam
Doubleday Dell (USA), have seemingly raised a stink with a cost-cutting
policy leading to the breaking of written and verbal agreements. After being
much messed around, Norman Spinrad (for it is he) came up with the
kamikaze gambit of threatening to frighten off US distributors by warning
that they could be legally involved should he sue BDD for publishing his new
novel Pictures at 11 in a way that violated the agreement. BDD capitulated. •
After a July sale to Asimov’s – owned by BDD – David Redd complains that
their standard story contract comes with a five-clause rider grabbing
performance rights (“for which you shall receive a sum to be negotiated and
agreed upon by us”); electronic rights; game, calendar, toy and T-shirt rights
in all one’s characters.... • Spies tell Chris Priest that in defiance of an
agreement allowing UK sales only on an individual, mail-order basis,
Fantagraphics (not owned by BDD) are supplying The Book on the Edge of
Forever in bulk to such UK outlets as Forbidden Planet. Priest: “Blind eye
time, I think.”
Bram Stoker Awards included: NOVEL The Throat, Peter Straub.
COLLECTION Alone with the Horrors, Ramsey Campbell. NON-FICTION
Once Around the Bloch, Robert Bloch. [SFC]
Random Fandom. Dave Hodson’s dynamic, new-broom editorship of the
BSFA newsletter Matrix led to, er, no Matrix in the current mailing.... • Steve
Sneyd, skiffy poet, was burgled in July: losses were minimal, but he grew
interested when the investigating cop “said very accusingly ‘You were typing
when I arrived.’ Suddenly wondered if this had been made an offence in the
new Criminal Justice Bill, or if it’s just on the police list of activities that
harbinger general badhattedness.” • Tim Stannard won recent media fame
(Birmingham Evening Mail, Daily Star, Central TV news), not for
contributions to Brummie and business meeting fandom but for owning
500,000 beermats. MY LIVING HELL AS BEER MAT WIDOW,
REVEALS WIFE DOREEN.... [CS]
Fanfundery. TAFF: Andy Hooper is said to have dropped out, leaving DAN
STEFFAN contending with Joe Wesson for the 1995 trip to The Scottish
Convention. Nominations close 30 Sept. • GUFF: Joseph Nicholas was first
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to spot the early ballot’s wrong address for Euro-administrator Eva Hauser
(who’s in the Czech and not the Slovak republic). Guilty party Roman
Orszanski blames Aussie reference sources.... VITAL EURO PUBLIC
SERVICE BIT: don’t send GUFF money to Eva, but to Joseph at 15 Jansons
Rd, South Tottenham, London, N15 4JU, UK ... and please don’t reproduce
the early ballot which omits this now-official address for European donations.
• The usual letter from GUFF candidate Kim Huett begins “Langford you
manipulating bag of protoplasm,” and has been hastily mislaid.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Pure English. From a bygone crusade to
“remove any whiff of olive oil and garlic from the language”, some Pure
equivalents: active doingsome. ambiguous twysided. bibulous soaksome.
botany wortlore. depilatory hairbane. forceps nipperlings. genuflection
kneebowing (“A genuflection is any kneebowing, but all kneebowing is not
kneeling, which is kneegrounding”). irrelevance unbyholdingness. meteor
welkinfire. parenthesis an inwedging of a sentence within another. plagiarist
thoughtpilferer. rhetoric redespeech. sentence a one thoughtwording. syntax
speechtrimming. [LS]
Beyond is to be a new UK sf/fantasy magazine (A4, 60+pp) appearing
bimonthly from March 1995. David Riley, 130 Union Rd, Oswaldtwistle,
Lancs, BB5 3DR. • Another is the non-paying Substance, whose guidelines
somehow suggest a preference for very short stories: “Manuscripts should be
double-spaced, on a single side of A4 paper.” Paul Beardsley, 16 Blenheim
Gdns, Denvilles, Havant, PO9 2PN.
Thog’s Masterclass. A new evocation of nipples: “hard, sticking up as if
they were trying to listen” (“Riptide”, Peter Benson). “For that elusive Spung
sound no doubt,” muses Dave Wood....
15 Years Ago. At the first Brighton worldcon in August 1979, the sf world
was totally unamazed by Ansible 1 and its incautious claim that “future issues
will contain news”.
Ansible 85 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Mike Allum, John
Bark, Paul Barnett, David V. Barrett, John Clute, Critical Wave, Cuddles,
Ellen Datlow, Stefan Dziemianowicz, Abigail Frost, Steve Green, Pat
McMurray, Necronomicon Press, Joseph Nicholas (Ace Researcher), Chris
Priest, Roger Robinson (Friend to Authors, Foe to Banks), SF Chronicle,
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Cyril Simsa, Chris Suslowicz, Lucy Sussex, Dave Wood, Lee Wood and our
Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin
Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson. 4 Aug 94.
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NOT TO BE SNIFFED AT. Whenever Ansible wishes to run a story about
good taste in book dealing, we turn reverently to the catalogue of Barry R.
Levin in California – whose Fall ’94 edition was forwarded by scores of
readers. Imagine, if you will, “THE MOST HORRIFYING COPY OF ANY
VAMPIRE NOVEL” ... Poppy Z. Brite’s Drawing Blood, which, thanks to
the helpful chap who committed suicide by setting himself on fire with a
Molotov cocktail right next to a mailbox containing copies of the book’s
limited edition, can now be offered in the rare state “Odor of burning human
flesh otherwise fine in slipcase”. Only $600.00! Though filled with a strange
inability to comment, one does wonder about marketing the Barry R. Levin
Horror Novel Price Enhancement Kit, comprising a jar of petrol and a pork
chop.

The Night Life of the Gods
Poppy Z. Brite muses, “It would be a wonderful experience to read the book
cover-to-cover with the odor of burned human flesh rising from it. I’m a
pretty fast reader, so the smell wouldn’t have time to dissipate.”
[MMW/Washington Post]
John Clute “just opened a book – Mutant Chronicles: The Apostle of
Insanity Trilogy: Frenzy (1994) by John-Allen Price – and found the
following dedication: ‘For my mother, Norabelle Ann Price (1922-1992) /
She lived long enough to see me get this sale, but would probably spin in her
grave if she knew I dedicated something like this to her. / What’s that sound I
hear?’ Which, somehow, takes about as many cakes for awfulness as there
are words in the dedication....”
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Peter Cushing’s death at the age of 81 (b.1913, d.11 Aug 94) was widely
reported. Despite his Hammer Films fame, the obituaries noted that only 13
of his 100+ movies were horror. I remember his Sherlock Holmes with
special fondness.
Harlan Ellison’s latest reported GoH performance (4/94) sounds far more
genial than those last year, with some harrowing earthquake stories. No
taping was allowed, but pencils were smuggled in. His feelings on computer
nets: “Like asking a survivor of Dachau how you feel about ovens!” On
Mensa: “A vast group of defectives who don’t get laid regularly.” On,
possibly, sexual harassment: “I can’t get my dick up for my own wife!”
(Some context slippage is suspected there.) [TW/Fosfax]
Lionel Fanthorpe, as expected, clobbered Guy N. Smith’s March “world
record” for bashing out words in 24 hours. “I’m the new world Champion
with a total of 22,871 words against Guy’s previous record of 16,000. I’d
have done a lot more if the computer hadn’t crashed four times ... I think that
cost me at least three hour’s production time during which I should have done
another 4-5,000.” Besides raising money from sponsorship (£1,500 for the
Samaritans) all this is aimed at the Guinness Book of Records – which
apparently doesn’t acknowledge older, mightier feats of speed-writing
performed by Messrs Hubbard, Malzberg and RLF himself, owing to the lack
of witnesses.
David Garnett, editor without portfolio, sends a Times bit reporting that
“Two writers have won £109 compensation from the Arts Council for Wales
after proving that a manuscript they submitted for a grant had been largely
unread before being rejected. Alan Wilson and Alan Black told a small
claims court that pages glued together had remained unopened.” [13/8/94] Mr
Garnett adds, “What a scandal! I know that every sf editor is as conscientious
as myself: reading every wonderful page, relishing every fantastic paragraph,
enjoying every amazing sentence, luxuriating in the brilliant eloquence of
each and every well-chosen word ... before regretfully declining yet another
literary masterpiece because it does not meet with our current restrictive,
unimaginative – add what you want – requirements.”
Chris Priest notes that his contract with Fantagraphics has been
retrospectively amended to allow legal distribution of their edition of The
Book on the Edge of Forever in the UK. (The former “illicit” UK distribution
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through Titan resulted from that great publishing tradition, a cock-up ...
whose coverage in A85 reportedly led to a great deal of US computer-net
gloating by unfriends of Fantagraphics Books boss Gary Groth. Oops.)
Keith Roberts is now resident at Farley Ward, Salisbury District Hospital,
Salisbury, and does not expect ever to return to his Salisbury flat address –
though mail sent there will be dealt with. Both his legs have now been
amputated in the wake of the MS first diagnosed in 1990 (see A78), while
accompanying visual problems make it increasingly hard for him to read.
Letters from well-wishers would probably be appreciated. [IW] (But see
A90.)
Jane Yolen, celebrated tool of Satan, continues to wallow in her manifold
villainies: “I received a phone call from a friend, a professor of education
who runs a children’s literature conference every year. ‘Do you remember
what you were wearing at the conference when you spoke two years ago?’
‘Jesus, I don’t remember what I was wearing yesterday.’ ‘Well, do you ever
wear black?’ ‘I have a black pants suit. Oh yes, and a long black skirt and
overblouse with white decorations of sun, moon, stars, astrolabes, scientific
formulae etc....’ ‘That’s it.’ ‘That’s what?’ ‘We were urging our students to
come to this year’s conference. One raised her hand and said she’d never
attend another of our conferences [because] two years ago one of the
speakers had been a witch. I told her we only had children’s authors and
illustrators speak. She insisted one was a witch because she wore a witch
outfit and occult jewellery.’ ‘Flunk her,’ I said. ‘You don’t want her teaching
children ... oh, never mind. I will turn her into a newt.’”

Conyza
1-5 Sep • Conadian (52nd Worldcon), Winnipeg, Canada, begins as we go to
press. So no Hugo results until October....
3 Sep • Summer SF Event (co-hosts: BSFA and Friends of Foundation),
Jubilee Pub, York Rd, London – NB last-minute change of venue. “As with
all things organized by Maureen and/or me concerning the BSFA, there’s
been a problem with the [former] pub....” [MP] GoH Stephen Baxter, John
Clute, David Pringle. 3pm to late. Free. Contact 0303 252939.
23-5 Sep • Panopticon (Dr Who), Hotel Leofric, Coventry. Contact PO Box
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357, London, SW19 8BT.
30 Sep - 2 Oct • Fantasycon XIX, Midland Hotel, Brum. GoH Katherine
Kurtz, Brian Lumley. £30 reg (BFS £25). Contact 137 Priory Rd, Hall Green,
Birmingham, B28 0TG.
1-2 Oct • Octocon 94, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoghaire, Co.Dublin. GoH
Rob Holdstock. Now £20 reg at door. Contact 20 Newgrove Ave,
Sandymount, Dublin 4, Ireland.
7-9 Oct • Midcon (Trek), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Contact 9 Ennerdale Cl,
Oadby, Leicester, LE2 4TH.
10 Oct • Brian Aldiss self-promotes: “Thrilling news! The classical SF
BLUES revue will be performed at the CHELTENHAM LITERARY
FESTIVAL. 7:30pm at the Playhouse. All old sketches & jokes – starring
KEN CAMPBELL & ME!!!!”
15-16 Oct • The Scottish Convention Staff (“plus Interested Others”)
Weekend, Victoria Hotel Periquito, Wolverhampton.
21-4 Oct • Albacon 94, Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Robert Asprin,
Fangorn, Douglas Hill. £30 reg to 15 Oct, £35 at door. 10 Atlas Rd,
Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
18 Mar 95 • Star Winds (mini sf event), Queens Hotel, Southsea, sponsored
by Portsmouth Festival. Mid-day to “late”. GoH Harry Harrison, Ian Watson,
others TBA ... oops, STOP PRESS: “The curse of Wincon strikes early.
Harry Harrison has declined to appear on the same platform as Ian Watson
and has withdrawn from the event.” [MC] £7.50 reg, £10 at door. Contact 38
Outram Rd, Southsea, Portsmouth, Hants, PO5 1QZ.
24-8 Aug 95 • The Scottish Convention (53rd Worldcon, Eurocon),
Glasgow. GoHs Samuel R. Delany, Gerry Anderson. £60 reg – be quick, it
rises to £80 ($125) on 1 Oct. Contact Admail 336, Glasgow, G2 1BR. A
Chairman Writes: “Bad news: hotel booking forms are unlikely to be out for
Conadian. Good news: the previous horrendous rates we were offered are
coming down significantly thanks to the efforts of Mark and Ian Sorensen.
Ian has requested more time to negotiate as he thinks he can get more from
them.... Briefly, hotel info will be later [than first planned] but the prices will
be better.” [ME]
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Rumblings • Evolution (Eastercon 96): the rumour behind the loss of this
con’s hotel is that the newish Brighton Metropole management asked a
former incumbent what Conspiracy ’87 had been like. Fandom’s character
reference – leading directly to the refusal of a contract – thus supposedly
came from the bane of that Worldcon, revered in sf legend as the most
obnoxious hotel manager in Britain, Mr Fred “We don’t like the way you
people dress” Hutchings. Cue another round of hotel manager jokes, please....
• Chris Priest: “I seem to have become a GoH at ConFusion in Belgium, 8-9
Apr 94. Leigh will be there with me (also the kids). Address: Peter Motte,
Abdijstraat 33, B-9500 Geraardsbergen, Belgium.” Panic-Stricken Ansible
Editor: “Ssh! Stop! I don’t have room to list Continental cons; there are too
many.”

Infinitely Improbable
Publishing Follies. Yet another tale of a bright new graduate who (like
Omni’s latest assistant editor) came straight from university into publishing.
This was at Pavilion Books, who do occasional half-price offers on their
titles. The new recruit was assigned to write letters notifying authors of the
discounting, and thus: “Dear Mr Grahame, We thought you would like to
know that your title The Wind in the Willows....” A similar missive went to a
Mr C. Dickens.
C.o.A. Tommy Ferguson, 42 Ava Drive, Belfast, BT7 3DW. Jo Fletcher,
Howdale Farm, Fylingdales, Robin Hood’s Bay, N. Yorks, YO22 4QL. Barry
R. Levin SF & Fantasy, 2265 Westwood Blvd #669, Los Angeles, CA 90064,
USA. Kim Newman, Flat 5, 277 Upper St, London, N1 2TZ. Keith Roberts,
see above.
Random Fandom. Maddie Gaiman is (as of 01:00 28 Aug) a new
collaboration from Mary & Neil Gaiman. [RK] • Les Pugh has studied his
market: “I was wondering if Ansible would be interested in publishing any of
the SF/Fantasy stories that I have written, I have had work published in
Drone Film and TV Model Club Newsletter (issue 12)....” • Maureen Speller
is wrestling with the mysteries of the BSFA membership records, arcanely
encrypted by computer maestro Keith Freeman: “I personally find it deeply
embarrassing that I can’t even tell people how many members we’ve got....” •
Kerri Valkova & Ian Gunn are producing the 1995 Australian Fannish Diary
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at colossal expense – but to you $A16, or $A20 with carriage; PO Box 567,
Blackburn, Vic 3130, Australia.
World Fantasy Awards. Nominations include ... NOVEL Peter S. Beagle,
The Innkeeper’s Song; Poppy Z. Brite, Drawing Blood; Kathe Koja, Skin;
Lewis Shiner, Glimpses; Peter Straub, The Throat; Michael Swanwick, The
Iron Dragon’s Daughter; Judith Tarr, Lord of the Two Lands.
COLLECTION Ramsey Campbell, Alone with the Horrors; John Crowley,
Antiquities; Charles de Lint, Dreams Underfoot; Neil Gaiman, Angels and
Visitations; Garry Kilworth, Hogfoot Right and Bird-Hands; Terry Lamsley,
Under the Crust; Darrell Schweitzer, Transients and Other Disquieting
Stories. • WFC Special Award nominees close to UK hearts are John Clute
(professional reviewing) and Brian Stableford (“non-professional” small
press reviews).
TV Review. Square-eyed Paul McAuley writes: “Seen in the Grauniad’s TV
listings: A.A. Gill of the Sunday Times reviews a clutch of special interest
publications, including Interzone.... In the event, the programme consisted of
Gill sneering at a bunch of hobbyist mags such as Practical Wargamer,
Angler’s Mail and Model Magazine – featuring cyberpunk 1:6 scale resin
figure Iria, ‘part human, part machine but all woman staring at me with eyes
that wouldn’t take “no” for an answer....’ Eat your heart out, Bill Gibson.”
Fan Fund Funnies. TAFF shock announcement from Rob Hansen: “My
TAFF report is actually all written now and I’m currently tidying it up. And
only ten years after my trip!” His proud spouse Avedon Carol told Ansible: “I
refuse to feel guilty about not having finished my TAFF report, you guilttripping bar steward.” Last warning: 1995 trip nominations close 30 Sept. •
GUFF co-candidate Ian “Mr Fanart” Gunn retorts: “Are you telling everyone
that Karen and I are damn fine GUFF candidates, too, and you would’ve
nominated us if Kim Huett hadn’t got to you first? Sure Kim’s a beer drinker
– that just makes him more pricy to buy a round for than us.” • DUFF. Our
NA agent Janice Murray has taken it upon herself to provide The Book on the
Edge of Forever by mail for $10 post free anywhere in North America, with
half the proceeds going to DUFF. PO Box 75684, Seattle, WA 98125-0684,
USA; phone 206 524-1206; CompuServe 73227,2641.
The Zone is “the last word in sf magazines”, it says here: now if it were
called The Zymurgy.... A4, 40pp, £2, cheques to Tony Lee. “Token
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payments” for longer stories/articles only. Contact 13 Hazely Combe,
Arreton, I.O.W., PO30 3AJ.
Barnett’s Language Lessons. “Hazel might like to know that the Thai for
‘fried rice’ is kow pat. Confusingly, though, ‘fried rice with pork’ is kow pat
mu.” [PB]
Arthur C. Clarke Award. Submitted so far: GOLLANCZ Ian McDonald,
Necroville. HARPERCOLLINS Pat Cadigan, Fools; Simon Ings, City of the
Iron Fish; Michael Marshall Smith, Only Forward. HEADLINE Storm
Constantine, Calenture; Mike McQuay, State of Siege; Melanie Tem,
Revenant. HODDER & STOUGHTON/NEL A.A. Attanasio, Solis; Ben
Bova, Death Dream; Harry Turtledove, Worldwar: In the Balance. SERIF
Steve Aylett, The Crime Studio. • Also promised: GOLLANCZ Paul
McAuley, Pasquale’s Angel; Gregory Benford, Furious Gulf; Gwyneth
Jones, North Wind; Phillip Mann, A Land Fit For Heroes II: Stand Alone
Stan; Ian Watson, Fallen Moon. HEADLINE Dean Koontz, Dark Rivers of
the Heart. • An uncanny silence prevails from Legend and Orbit. • No
comments (your editor is a judge, subject to the cruel lash of Administrator
Barrett) ... but horror epics and collections seem unlikely “best sf novel of
1994” winners.
Thog’s Masterclass. Amazing originality from Point Fantasy: Peter Beere’s
Doomsword. “‘... He is the greatest threat this world has ever known. If he
takes the Doom Sword he will be invincible; he will destroy our lands and
make the world his slave. Until eternity we will walk in the pain Kalidor has
planned for us. Darkness will serve him as he now serves the dark, and his
armies and fiends will rule for ever more. And now this is possible, for you
have returned the sword.’ / ‘I couldn’t help it,’ Adam said moodily. ‘It wasn’t
my idea, it just happened that way.’” But there’s one slim chance! “‘... If it
was mine I would try destroying it. I would plunge it in the Fire.’ / ‘What, in
this camp fire?’ / ‘In the Eternal Fire,’ she said, ‘which burns within the hills
beyond the Bridge of Doom....’” [MC]
15 Years Ago. Ansible 2/3 (Sept 79) judged the UK Worldcon by British fan
standards, and found it good: “19,000 pints were drunk at Seacon by the time
of the closing ceremony.”
Ansible 86 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Brian Aldiss, Paul
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Barnett, Mike Cheater, Cuddles, Mike Cule, Martin Easterbrook, David
“Where’s My Plug For Stargonauts, You Bastard?” Garnett, Rob Hansen,
Roz Kaveney, Mark Plummer, Chris Priest, Ian Watson, Taras Wolansky,
Martin Morse Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson. 1 Sept 94.
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Ansible 87, October 1994
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU,
England. Fax 0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk.
Logo: Dan Steffan. Graphics: Hugo Gernsback. Not available in the UK for
money: try SAEs.
NINE! Nine! Thank you all. Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha....

Cults of Unreason
David V. Barrett, one-time editor of the skiffy anthology Digital Dreams,
has yet to issue an official denial of any connection with “the first adult
magazine for CD-ROM user’s (complete with a CD of computer porn), titled
Digital Dreams.”
Robert Bloch died on 23 September aged 77 ... not unexpectedly; his
terminal illness was announced weeks earlier at the Worldcon. I hardly need
say how universally liked he was, let alone mention Psycho. His 1962
collection of fan pieces The Eighth Stage of Fandom (recently reprinted) is
still huge fun.
Arthur C. Clarke was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize, partly, it seems,
on the ground that geosynchronous satellites have helped get world leaders
talking to each other. “Hi Fidel, this is Bill.” Watch for him (with Buzz
Aldrin, Alexei Leonov, Patrick Moore, Helen Sharman et al) on an upcoming
BBC This Is Your Life, struggling desperately to be modest....
Cecelia Holland is still irate about perceived links between her Until the Sun
Falls and William James’s Orbit trilogy ending with Before the Sun Falls.
(See A80, A81.) “Orbit (the editor is Colin Murray) asked me to submit a
detailed list of my objections to James’s publications; compiling such a list
would have been impossible as there were literally hundreds of
correspondences, and as I went along I discovered James had pillaged not one
but three of my novels. So I culled three instances, one from each of James’s
volumes, one from each of mine, and sent them off as an illustrative but
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hardly exhaustive list. That was in March. In April Murray wrote to say that
Mr James had the material and would surely respond by the end of the month.
In mid-May Murray wrote to say that, alas, Mr James had had some kind of
cardiac problem! And would not be able to do the necessary hard work for a
while. (I’ll bet he has a cardiac problem, as in: rabbit-hearted cowardice. As
for the hard work, it would take him about three hours.) I wrote and said I’d
give James until Oct 31, provided Orbit withdrew the books from distribution
and, as well, accepted their ultimate responsibility and agreed to bring the
dispute to a resolution in November. I have yet to get an answer to this letter
and so I am proceeding to file a suit against both James and Orbit.” DRL
note: the James books remain on sale. Colin Murray is a nice guy in a very
awkward position. I hope this doesn’t come to court!
L. Ron Hubbard continues to rampage unchecked. The 1994 American
Bookseller’s Association (ABA) thrash was preceded by a 10th anniversary
Writers of the Future celebration held at the Scientology “Celebrity Center”
in Hollywood. Andrew Porter was less than cheered by “the very long awards
ceremony, with rather more emphasis on Scientology than I would have
liked. The part that got to me was the organized ‘three cheers for L. Ron
Hubbard – hip, hip, hooray!’ at the end of the ceremonies, which, I duly
noted, many of the assembled SF notables did not participate in.” [SFC]
Later, multiple Hugo winner Andy confided to Ansible: “There was much
discussion of the feeling that Scientology is assuming a too-large linkage
with the LRH contests, at ConAdian.”
Carl Sagan may safely be called a BHA or Butt-Head Astronomer, ruled
Judge J. Baird of the US District Court for Central California as he threw out
Sagan’s libel suit against Apple (Ansible, passim): “One does not seriously
attack the expertise of a scientist using the undefined phrase ‘butt-head’.”
[BY]
Charles Stross might or might not have read the recent Judge Dredd spinoff
novel featuring a minor character called Chuck Strozza who wanders
pathetically around the plot trying to show people his wads of print-out (but
later gains Stature).
Jane Yolen continues to be publicized: “One of my books – Briar Rose – has
been burned by anti-gay activists on the steps of the Kansas City Board of
Education building. My first book burning. I am torn between being proud
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and being disgusted.”

Consoude
7-9 Oct • Midcon (Trek), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Rush, rush.
10 Oct • SF Blues at the Cheltenham Literary Festival. Playhouse, 7:30pm.
Brian Aldiss, Ken Campbell, old jokes....
14-16 Oct • D-CONTaniméT (animé), Grand Hotel, Brum. £25 reg. Contact
13 Prescott Close, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 0RD.
15-16 Oct • The Scottish Convention Staff Weekend, Victoria Hotel
Periquito, Wolverhampton. Agenda: Programme/Fan Fair, space allocation in
SECC and hotels, haggis stalking. Contact 13 St Cloud Road, West Norwood,
London, SE27 9PN.
21-4 Oct • Albacon 94, Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Robert Asprin,
Fangorn, Douglas Hill. £30 reg to 15 Oct, £35 at door. 10 Atlas Rd,
Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
26 Oct • BSFA Meeting rises from the grave! 4th Wed each month,
excepting Dec, at Jubilee pub, York Rd (upstairs room), near Waterloo. 7pm
onward. Contact 081 656 0137.
27-31 Oct • World Fantasy Convention, Clarion Hotel, 1500 Canal Street,
New Orleans, LA 70112. $120 at the door.
28-30 Oct • Who’s Seven (Dr Blake event), Queens Hotel, Church Road,
SE19. £35 reg.
31 Oct • Hallowe’en House of Horrors, Turnmills Club, 63 Clerkenwell Rd,
EC1. “Guided tours” every 15-20 min, £3 (£2.50 students/unwaged; no preteens). Lasers, smoke machines, chainsaws: “an intense live-action horror
experience,” puffs organizer John Gullidge. (Whose sin of being a horror buff
still exercises the unspeakable Exeter Express & Echo: their shock news item
for September was that – hold the presses! – there had been NO CHANGE in
the situation whereby HORROR MAN was employed by his local
playgroup.) [JG]
4-6 Nov • Novacon 24, Royal Angus Hotel, Brum. GoH Graham Joyce. No
more advance bookings: £30 at door. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge,
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W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
5-6 Nov • Armadacon VI, Astor Hotel, Elliott St, The Hoe, Plymouth. GoH
Mary Gentle and others. £20 reg + 3 A5 SAEs. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave,
Mannamead, Plymouth, PL1 2PS.
12 Nov • First Contact (one-day “multimedia” thingy), Hilton Student’s
Union, Aberdeen. 9am onward. £4 reg (£5 at door). Contact 47 Gairn
Terrace, Aberdeen, AB1 6AY.
3-5 Nov 95 • Novacon 25, Chamberlain Hotel, Brum. £23 at Novacon 24,
£25 after. Contact: same as this year.
8-11 Dec 95 • UK Year of Literature sf/fantasy section events, Swansea.
Write to mighty consultant Lionel Fanthorpe, 48 Claude Rd, Cardiff, CF2
3QA, in 35,000 words or more.
Rumblings • Scottish Convention mole Lilian Edwards rips the lid off:
“Latest horrific calamitous news that would reduce even Thog to silence:
Steve Glover has got a job IN EDINBURGH. At MY UNIVERSITY. Just
when I thought it was safe to quietly resign from the Worldcon (since no-one
ever tells me anything anyway).... Although apparently he has been told to
keep that nasty skiffy stuff out of his work. • On room rates: apparently one
of the options the magnificent Meenan/Sorensen negotiating duo are
exploring is £5 off in return for no breakfast. This heralds the end of the con
report as we know it. What, no tales of Rob Hansen staring blearily into the
vista of corn flakes, no moans about the absence of mushrooms? Beccon
fandom will desert en masse. The best advice up here is still: book your B&B
now.” • LoneStarCon 2 in San Antonio, Texas (1997), is to be the 55th
Worldcon after beating the St Louis bid by a roughly 2:1 voting margin. $65
reg, $25 supp. Contact PO Box 27277, Austin, TX 78755-2277, USA.•
Baltimore in ’98: having lost the Baltimore Convention Centre to a US
National Guard Bureau meeting on Labour Day weekend, this committee is
bidding to hold the 1998 Worldcon there on 5-9 Aug instead.

Infinitely Improbable
Hugo Awards. You read it here last! NOVEL Green Mars, Kim Stanley
Robinson. NOVELLA “Down in the Bottomlands”, Harry Turtledove.
NOVELETTE “Georgia on My Mind”, Charles Sheffield. SHORT “Death on
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the Nile”, Connie Willis. NON-FICTION The Encyclopedia of Science
Fiction, ed. John Clute and Peter Nicholls. DRAMATIC Jurassic Park. PRO
EDITOR Kristine Kathryn Rusch. ARTIST Bob Eggleton. ORIGINAL ART
Space Fantasy Commemorative Stamp Booklet, Stephen Hickman. SEMIPROZINE SF Chronicle. FANZINE Mimosa. FAN WRITER Dave
Langford. FAN ARTIST Brad W. Foster. • CAMPBELL AWARD – not a
Hugo – Amy Thomson. (The utterly different Campbell Memorial award
went, unprecedentedly, to “No Award”.) • 491 valid ballots were cast. • Amid
popping champagne corks, John Clute also cheered Stan Robinson’s victory:
“The nerve of it, winning a Hugo for a book which the razor-sharp cuttingedge gurus on the Arthur C. Clarke Awards panel didn’t even shortlist. This
is a direct consequence of the taste, wit and judgement for which they have
become so extremely thoroughly known. (You can quote me.)” • Martin
Hoare on Conadian’s pre-Hugo reception: “It was terrible! A dry party! And
John Mansfield the con chair told me I couldn’t leave to get a drink! I nearly
died!” • The giant maple leaf Hugo trophy was as usual endless fun to
transport. Dick Lynch: “We had to call hotel maintenance for assistance in
dismantling it, and in the process ruined a perfectly good one dollar Canadian
coin, but that’s another story....”
New Horizons in Geography. From Remembrance Day by Brian Aldiss:
“She wore large bronze earrings made in an obscure country which rattled
when she laughed.” J. Boston asks, “Is it time for Aldiss to write another
travel book?”
C.o.A. Amanda Baker, 9 Willow Close, Eynesbury, St Neots, Cambs, PE19
2JD. Henry Balen, 807 Washington Street, Apt 5N, Hoboken – “birthplace of
Frank Sinatra (yuk)”, NJ 07030, USA. Dave Clements, European Southern
Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str 2, D-87548 Garching-bei-München,
Germany. John Foyster/Yvonne Rousseau, PO Box 3086, Rundle Mall,
Adelaide, SA 5000, Australia. Mary Gentle, 29 Sish Lane, Stevenage, Herts,
SG1 3LS. Colin Hinz, 235 Major St, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 2L5, Canada.
Loren MacGregor, 1043 Winchester #17, Glendale, CA 91201, USA. Mike
Scott Rohan & Deborah, 61 High St, Little Shelford, Cambridge, CB2 5ES.
Random Fandom. Harry Bond’s rumoured determination to become a
Harriet has fascinated British fandom’s chattering classes. • Debbie Notkin,
famous sf lady, features hugely and nudely on the jacket of her own Women
En Large: Images of Fat Nudes (just out; photos by Laurie Toby Edison) ...
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Jeanne Bowman, ever fair-minded, is trying “to drum up interest for a Lardy
Laddy version”. • Nigel E. Richardson wants to know how come all the other
fan writer Hugo nominees had names ending in “er”: what does this mean?
Drat you, Nigel, it means the secret is now out and in 1995 I’ll face much
stiffer competition from Mike Glyford, Sharon Farbford, Evelyn C. Leepford
and Andy Hoopford. • Doreen Rogers “has severe back trouble. She needs to
use a Zimmer frame about the house and a wheelchair outside, but still plans
to attend Novacon. She’d welcome phone calls from fan friends.” [EL] •
TAFF candidates are apparently Samanda b Jeudé, Dan Steffan and Joe
Wesson. Dan’s Our Man.
Secrets of Prophecy. Pat Murphy, asked at a Readercon panel what coming
future developments sf writers have missed: “Well, we missed them....” • At
the same event Nancy Kress movingly described the least flattering invitation
she’d ever received, to join the team for Robert Silverberg’s Murasaki
anthology (also featuring Anderson, Bear, Benford, Brin, Pohl): “We have to
have a woman, or we’re going to get killed!” [TW]
Give Me Liberty. The Prometheus Award for libertarian sf judges
achievement by Troy weight: the novel of the year (L. Neil Smith’s Pallas)
wins half an ounce in gold, while owing to inflation a mighty all-time Hall of
Fame award (Yevgeny Zamyatin, for We) rates only 0.1 oz. You can’t take it
with you.
Gloom & Doom. Richard Evans, ace Gollancz sf editor, is still ill in Central
Middlesex Hospital. • Keith Roberts (to update the grim A86 report) may yet
be able to return home if the Sheffield hospital rehabilitation team has its
way.
More Clarke Award. Argh! I should never have started this, but out of
fairness here are the rest of the submitted books – so far. (See A86.)
HARPERCOLLINS Brian Aldiss, Somewhere East of Life. HODDER/NEL
Gene Wolfe, Lake of the Long Sun and Caldé of the Long Sun.
MILLENNIUM. Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Alien Influences; Bruce Sterling,
Heavy Weather. ORBIT (promised) David Garnett, Stargarnetts; Mary
Gentle, Left to His Own Devices; Rachel Pollack, Temporary Agency. •
Erstwhile winner Pat Cadigan doesn’t care any more: “I’ve had Arthur C.
Clarke, and he’s almost good enough for me, too. You dog.”
W.A.R.H.E.A.F. We Also Received Harlan Ellison Anecdotes From: Don
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Herron, Steve Sneyd. Time for a rest, chaps. It is to be hoped that HE doesn’t
see the Guardian obituary by Maxim Jakubowski (29 Sept) stating that
Robert Bloch “will probably remain the only writer to have won prestigious
awards across the spectrum of the sf, mystery, horror and fantasy fields”....
Ten Years Ago, at the launch of The SF Sourcebook edited by David
Wingrove: “‘What market d’you think this book’s aimed at?’ someone asked
Brian Stableford [a contributor]. ‘Remainder,’ he said instantly.” (Ansible 40,
Oct 1984)

Morbid Introspection
Since this “second series” of Ansible began to cloud men’s minds in 1991, it
has yet to miss a month despite hideous illnesses, rail strikes, attacks of
gloom, and the shattering tedium of typing con listings – but things have
come close, especially when Guardian and other review deadlines are too
nearly coincidental. How long can this go on? I dunno.
(An aside. Doubtless no one else noticed the cock-up of my 6 Sept Guardian
sf reviews, whose usual subeditorial garbling – they like to insert, as many,
“clarifying”, commas as, possible – transposed the phrase “Good fun
nevertheless” from the review of Eric Brown’s Engineman to that of Andrew
Harman’s The Tome Tunnel, which emphatically was not good fun
nevertheless. Chris Priest effortlessly topped me with a story of his similarly
cramped column for the Oxford Mail, with 5 books to be covered in 50 words
each. When he begged a special dispensation to devote his entire space to
praising D.G. Compton’s The Continuous Katherine Mortenhoe, it was
granted: after which frowning subeditors cut his single 250-word review to
the permitted wordcount of 50....)
Back to Ansible. The blasted thing seems to be regarded as a public
institution, probably closely resembling Arkham Asylum. (“Soulless,”
complains born-again fundamentalist reviewer Helena Bowles in Critical
Wave. Who told her that 666 appears in my phone number?) In my private
capacity I begin to weary of: • Convention committees who expect a listing as
a matter of right, in every single issue – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE!
Membership rates still exactly the same! • UK denizens who reckon SAEs are
“too much trouble”, and wish me to save trouble by buying envelopes,
attaching stamps, printing address labels, etc; henceforth I plan to use loose
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stamps myself and spend “subscription” money on beer. • Informants who
send juicy Ansible snippets and then sternly forbid their use, even
unattributed or in paraphrase. • Kindly souls who swell my ego by informing
me at length that I don’t deserve awards ... true, no doubt, but please
harangue the misguided voters and not me.
But yes, this run of Hugos is deeply weird. “If you ever get nine,” said
Avedon Carol in tones of menace, “you will have to die.” So as of 3
September 1994 I’m a dead man. I keep wondering whether to wriggle off
the hook by withdrawing, despite Mike Glyer’s flattering theory that a “Best
Fan Writer Except Langford” award would be no fun to win. Some
chauvinism may enter into it: hey, until Interzone breaks Andy Porter’s long,
savage grip on the semi-prozine category, I should keep doing my bit for
Britain, right? The Plain People Of Fandom: Ha bloody ha!
Ansible 87 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to David V. Barrett,
John Grant, Steve Green, Ethel Lindsay, Joseph Nicholas (Grand Prize for
Voluminous Supply of Obscure Clippings), Andy Porter, SF Chronicle, Taras
Wolansky, Ben Yalow and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson. 6 Oct 94.
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Ansible 88, November 1994
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU,
England. Fax 0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk.
Logo: Dan Steffan. Cartoon by the late great Atom, just because.... Available
for SAEs.
TAFF TALK. The 1995 TAFF race is on, to choose which fabulous US fan
will adorn The Scottish Convention in this special delegate rôle ... and,
while not saying a word against the other splendid candidates (acclaimed
throughout Britain as “Joe who?” and “You’re sure the ‘b’ isn’t a typo?”), I
encourage Ansible groupies to vote for that fine artist and fun-lover Dan
Steffan. Yes, there is an ulterior motive. Dan drew the Ansible logo (above
left) for a 1986 issue. It’s since been recycled in a significant 42 further
Ansibles – and if we bring the bugger over here then maybe at last I can have
him do a replacement.

Night of the Jabberwock
Richard Evans, mighty Gollancz sf boss, is past his hospital crisis
(pneumonia plus liver failure) and now embarking on a lengthy, teetotal
convalescence. All sympathies....
L. Ron Hubbard continues to pile up posthumous glories, this time the Ig
Nobel Prize presented by Annals of Improbable Research magazine to those
whose achievements “cannot or should not be reproduced.” The Literature
trophy inevitably went to L. Ron “for his crackling Good Book, Dianetics,
which is highly profitable to mankind or to a portion thereof.” [PJM]
Paul Kincaid, in-depth sf critic, is noted for awesome, penetrating insights ...
so I carefully wrote down his entire commentary on the 1994 Hugo award
results: “FUCK ME! THAT FUCKING AWFUL CONNIE WILLIS STORY WON THE
FUCKING HUGO!”
Jerry Pournelle’s secret career in sports writing is revealed on the blurb
page of Poul Anderson’s Harvest of Stars, which names Pournelle as co312

author of Football. I have yet to trace his collaborative venture on off-track
betting, The Tote in God’s Eye.
Chris Priest muses on incipient fame: “Fugue, Glamour and Wessex are
already optioned for feature films. Today [26 Oct] The Quiet Woman has
joined the list. If three out of four projects fail, don’t you think I might at last
be in with a chance? All four are low-budget art-house movies, though. I do
wish they would Think Schwarzenegger when they read my books! They did
once with Phil Dick....”
Karl Edward Wagner died of liver failure on 15 October. He was only 48.
Besides his own horror novels and stories, he is fondly remembered for
editing The Year’s Best Horror annually since 1980. This series often drew
on the British small press: Karl was highly sympathetic to “borderline” work,
though he liked to pull the author’s legs by saying the story was too tame and
that “I added a final paragraph with zombies and chainsaws, since this was an
obvious oversight on your part.”
Ian Watson, modest as ever, “reports on the launch of his Warhammer
40,000: Harlequin in the Birmingham National Indoor Arena on 23 Oct,
amidst a horde of 5,000 Warhammerers. Boxtree venturesomely trucked 300
copies of the £16 hardback Collector’s Edition to Brum. Half an hour before
the signing session all 300 had already sold out. A stunned Boxtree editor
fended off public clamour for more. IW’s suggestion to GW that next time
500 copies could be on sale brought the plea: ‘Ian, the kids only bring so
much money along – we want to sell the games.’” STOP PRESS: all Boxtree
“Warhammer” and “Dark Future” titles by Craig, Ferring, and Yeovil
(Stableford, Garnett, Newman) sighted in London remainder shop!
Janny Wurts was disconcerted at the recent UK Fantasycon when, giving a
reading of her work which had been carefully advertised as a reading of her
work, she was interrupted by an audience member vigorously denouncing all
readings as unhelpful, uninformative and a total waste of time. Interzone’s
very own tact master Chris Gilmore had struck again!

Conidium
4-6 Nov • Novacon 24, Royal Angus Hotel, Brum. GoH Graham Joyce. £30
at door if the hotel isn’t chock full.
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5-6 Nov • Armadacon VI, Astor Hotel, Elliott St, The Hoe, Plymouth. GoH
Mary Gentle and others. £20 reg.
11-13 Nov • Unification (media), Grand Hotel, Brum. Contact Clifton Ho, 27
Clifton Pla, Wakefield, WF1 3JH.
11-14 Nov • Cult TV Weekend, Seacroft Holiday Village, Hemsby, Norfolk.
SAE to PO Box 1701, Peterborough, PE1 1EX.
12 Nov • First Contact (one-day “multimedia” thingy), Hilton Student’s
Union, Aberdeen. 9am onward. £4 reg (£5 at door). Contact 47 Gairn
Terrace, Aberdeen, AB1 6AY.
23 Nov • BSFA London Meet, Jubilee Tavern, York Rd, nr Waterloo.
Upstairs room, 7pm. Hear GoH Rob Holdstock’s primal, mythic invocation
to ancient forestland: “Mine’s a pint.”
25 Nov • Tom Holt reads/speaks at Sheen Lane Centre, London, SW14,
8pm. £4 reg. Contact 081 940 9125.
26 Nov • Signing of Point “young adult” f&sf by Molly Brown et al,
London, 1pm: in a frenzy of YA correctness this is in Forbidden Planet itself
and not, as normal, the nearby pub....
5-8 Apr 96 • Evolution (Eastercon): spurned by the Brighton Metropole, this
has moved to the Radisson Edwardian Hotel near Heathrow. Room rates
£30/person in doubles/twins, £28 in triple rooms, £50 “single occupancy of
double room” (implying no actual singles). Refunds offered to anyone unable
to contemplate the bleak horror of an Eastercon outside Brighton ... but those
blenching at the word “Heathrow” are assured this is not the Skycon ’78
hotel, and that it’s survived its baptism of fire at a 1994 Trek con. £20 reg, to
18 Apr 95. Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
Rumblings • Bridget Wilkinson found Conadian’s core event differently
enjoyable: “I spent some time at the WSFS business meeting. Ouch! What a
bunch of rules fetishists! I thought the Trotskyites were bad ’til I met that
lot.... I now have a much better idea of where the Worldcon brain rot comes
from. They spent six hours disposing of business ESFS would have dealt with
in a bit over half an hour, and people complain about the length of our
meetings.... The meeting appears to have become an end in itself, driving
away those who want to get things done rather than revel in the minutiae of
the rules. Haven’t they got anything better to do?” • Phoenicians: sf group
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meeting 2nd Thur monthly at Phoenix pub, Lower Hythe St, Dartford,
8:30pm onward, wishes to make friends and influence people (advt). •
Confrancisco Share-Out: the 1993 Worldcon found itself some $24,000 in
profit and gave $4,000 (partly in kind: hotel suite costs etc) to each of the
next three Worldcons, including The Scottish Convention. Further loot was
disbursed as grants, including $400 to Fans Across the World.

Infinitely Improbable
Weird Science. You thought Kim Stanley Robinson’s Green Mars was hard
sf? Not so, implies the write-up in Fire and Water (the HarperCollins
newsletter), explaining how to reach this particular Mars: “Cross the astral
belt....”
Disney’s Language Lessons: Swahili. One watcher of the movie The Lion
King found a smattering of Swahili useful to translate the names (Simba=lion,
Shenzi=barbarian) – but had to resort to a dictionary for the warthog Pumba:
“excretion from under the foreskin”. [Guardian, 31 Oct] “It’s not in my
Swahili dictionary,” says Hazel suspiciously....
Lies, Lies. The “Liar’s Panel on How To Get Published” was a popular
Worldcon event. Gene Wolfe: “What is the quickest way to get a response
from an editor?” Dave Hartwell: “Use different fonts in the text.” Wil
McCarthy: “Use upper and lower case in the middle of a word.” Joe
Haldeman: “I JUST USE ALL CAPS.” DH: “Perfume your MS so that it is
easy to distinguish from others in the stack. [...] Send your MS to the
company president. He can then assign it to an editor.” [All F770:106]
British Fantasy Awards. The August Derleth Award for best fantasy novel
was presented this year to Ramsey Campbell for The Long Lost; it must be
getting time to change the name to the Ramsey Again Award. Other glittering
whatsits went to Dennis Etchison’s “The Dog Park” (short), Dark Voices 5
(collection), Les Edwards (artist), Poppy Z. Brite (newcomer), etc.
C.o.A. A.A. Adams, 45 Fife Park, St Andrews, KY16 9UE. Dave Hicks, 8
Dyfrig St, Pontcanna, Cardiff, CF1 9LR (a belated mention).
BSFA Fun. Feisty Dave Hodson demonstrated for the second time his utter
inability to produce the BSFA newsletter Matrix, allowing BSFA supremo
Maureen Speller to fulfil a lifelong dream: “I’ve always wanted to sack
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someone. I really enjoyed sacking Hodson....” Into the breach steps Chris
Terran (who has heard all the Earthling jokes already), eager for Matrix news
and views: send him something, anything, at 9 Beechwood Ct, Back
Beechwood Grove, Burley, Leeds, LS4 2HS. 0532 782388.
Random Fandom. Sandra Bond is the name, not Harriet. • Chuck Connor
bewails being thrown off computer net areas for using the smutty taglines he
puts on fanzine envelopes: “Her hopes fell when she found an 8" WANG was a
disk drive”, or “PROBLEM CLOSING LEVI.ZIP – REPLACE FLOPPY AND RETRY?”
Who, Me? R.I. Barycz, one-time Ansible media columnist, rises mouldering
from his celluloid grave: “I bought a copy of your Irrational Numbers
[Necronomicon Press, plug, plug] from New Worlds.... I also watched an
episode of the new Yankee TV series The X-Files around the same time. This
one involved a mutated human who hibernates for 30 years, wakes up, rips
the livers out of 5 men for nourishment and turns in for another 30 years.
What struck a chord was the plot device: the mutant can elongate & flatten
his body and so creep into locked rooms to perform his amateur surgery. Not
a million miles from your story ‘The Lions in the Desert’, no? Happy
litigation.” Er um....
Too Good To Check. Seen the ads for “Venus Classics of Historical Erotica”
– a Victorian/Edwardian porn book club? Or its sleazier modern bedmate
“Venus Editions Collection of Erotica”? Both come from New Era Press. It
would be almost too beautiful for the human mind to contemplate if this were
the same New Era that handles L. Ron Hubbard in the UK.... “When first
published these books were FORBIDDEN!” – it does sound like the grubby
ad copy for Dianetics, you know.
Plug Requests. Mab Sêr, “Magazine of Welsh Speculative Writers
Foundation” but apparently in English, £1.90: contact 16 Queenwood Clo,
Cyncoed, Cardiff, CF3 7JH. • Maelstrom “sf/fantasy/horror/mystery”, 54pp
A5, £1.50 from Sol Publications, 58 Malvern, Coleman St, Southend, SS2
5AD. • Clive Barker: Mythmaker for the Millenium by Suzanne J. Barbieri,
British Fantasy Soc, 64pp pb, £4.99 – I admit giving up on this hagiography
after some early New Age dribble about Barker being deeply relevant to the
coming year 2000 and the “Age of Aquarius” (not that again), when “dreams
bleed into waking life, and thought is made solid” and all existing mythology
except Barker’s reaches its sell-by date. Was that the ugly noise of a
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Langford mind slamming shut?
Staying Ahead. From “The Sky Is Burning” by Harlan Ellison, (1958): “...
the Moon, which we had reached in 1963, or Mars that we had
circumnavigated in 1966 ...” (Ellison Wonderland, 1962) Alternatively: “...
the Moon, which we had reached in 1969, or Mars, on which we had landed
in 1976....” (The Essential Ellison, 1987). • Mr Ellison is a best-selling author
and expert advisor on meeting single people, explains the letterhead of the
US “Great Expectations” dating agency.
Irish Fandom Plunged Into War. Joe McNally boasts that he, Eugene
Doherty and Tommy Ferguson were naughty boys at this year’s Octocon in
Ireland – publishing a scurrilous newsletter that made mock of sacred things
like “Trekkies, Peter Morwood and Diane Duane” – and that the committee
reacted with an unheralded closing-ceremony announcement that the wicked
trio were banned from all Octocons forever, with other cons being passed
their addresses and a recommendation that they be refused admission. Can
you spell “over-reaction”?
Everything You Know Is Wrong! So you thought Doc Smith’s Kim
Kinnison and the First Lensman were different characters in different books?
That the ship in Aldiss’s Non-Stop was emphatically not travelling to the
stars? That Silverberg’s Nightfall was an expansion of, rather than a sequel
to, the Asimov story? That it was the Hugo presentation and not the opening
ceremony of Conspiracy at which Budrys made his famous L. Ron Hubbard
speech? That the legendary fanzine Hyphen was jointly edited and had a
revival issue in 1987? That you knew how to spell “despized” and “irized”?
These and other common fallacies are exploded in Edward James’s definitive
Science Fiction in the 20th Century, published by Oxford University Press....
Thanks to all who responded cheeringly to last issue’s Morbid Introspection
column. The clear winner was D.M. Sherwood: “I know what Helen
Whatsername meant by calling Ansible soulless but it’s a good soulless
(rather in the way of early Larry Niven stories).” This may even be a
compliment.
Ten Years Ago at Novacon 14, GoH Rob Holdstock turned a greyer shade of
pale when (following his jocular request for bevies of naked dancing girls)
the closing ceremony presented him in public with a jiggling “strippergram”
... leading to a storm of audience complaints about innocent sf fans, some of
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them mere babes in arms, being exposed to the alien terror of the female
breast. [Ansible 41, 1984]

The Milford Report • Jane Killick
[Once upon a time Ansible traditionally ran a scarifying account of each
Milford UK writer’s week. Now ... Milford – The New Generation! DRL]
Legend tells of an annual writer’s workshop outcast from the wilds of
Hampshire by the evils of commerce (or a change in hotel management).
Long had it searched through grotty Margate guest houses for somewhere
akin to those legendary days. Now 1994 may go down in history as the year
Milford found a new home in Rothbury.
The pilgrims began their studies soon after arrival, reading the works of those
assembled in the morning, and discussing them in the afternoon. Authors hid
behind giant writing pads as their toils were exhumed in the company of their
fellow writers. But what joy as problems were uncovered, solutions proposed
and learning stimulated! How on Earth, wondered the newcomers, had The
Great Old Ones managed with a group almost twice the size? We preferred
the smaller circle which allowed us to scrutinize two works by each author.
New blood outnumbered the experienced fellows by five to four, but tradition
managed to hang on by its fingernails. The evening’s silly games were
enhanced greatly by a box of Trivial Pursuit found under a bench near the
bar. With it I was able to enhance my intellectual stature by demonstrating
intimate knowledge of Noggin The Nog. Some tried alternative entertainment
in the local ale house, but after a couple of visits the comfortable hotel
surroundings seemed far more attractive.
By the end of the week, the group had actually grown – there were still the
same number of people, but we had all eaten too much. The inn itself was set
in picturesque countryside minutes from the village shops where we
discovered somewhere to enjoy the ancient art of photocopying. Over the
week, the examination of every topic from TV plays to tales of interstellar
travel and stone shamans had brought people closer together. On the final day
there was a pilgrimage to a couple of nearby castles before bidding fond
farewells and pledging to return next year. [Wot, no carnage and bloodsoaked manuscripts? Didn’t used to be like this in the old days, when even
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mild-mannered Richard Cowper would stalk the hotel corridors muttering
“Kill! Kill!” – Ed.]
Ansible 88 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Chris Amies, Paul
Barnett, Lionel Fanthorpe, Mike Glyer, File 770, Liz Holliday, Jane Killick,
Paul J. McAuley, D.A. Scocca, Maureen Speller, Marion van der Voort,
Gordon Van Gelder and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 3 Nov 94.
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Ansible 89, December 1994
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU,
England. Fax 0734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk.
Logo and cartoon (from Pong): Dan Steffan ... vote Dan for TAFF!
Available for SAEs.
NOVACON 24 (Royal Angus Hotel, Birmingham) was probably just fine,
only my hearing aid expired halfway and left me prey to gloom. Leaving
early on Sunday night, I reckoned I could still enjoy one hour of the vaunted
“beer and sausage tasting” – little realizing that the hotel kitchens would
procrastinate until well after that hour. Days later came horrific reports of
how fandom red in tooth and claw descended on the sausage buffet in a
welter of trough noises, leaving minimal rations for those further down the
queue.... Lots of people helpfully told me there was plenty of beer and indeed
that at midnight Martin Tudor pathetically begged fans to drink more – or,
horrifically, it would be returned to the brewery and poured away. This has
been a con report in Traditional British Mode. • Simon R. Green was stunned
to find that mere Graham Joyce was Novacon’s guest of honour: “Huh, how
does he get to be guest when he’s only published three novels? I’ve done
fourteen.” • Jack Cohen and Ian Stewart cracked bottles of champagne and
gloated over vast US sales of their nonfiction The Collapse of Chaos (advt.),
also informing a relieved Ansible reporter that they hate the practice of
putting a capital letter after every colon but the US editors forced it on
them.... • Nova Awards went to Greg Pickersgill’s Rastus Johnson’s
Cakewalk (best fanzine; runners-up Moriarty’s Revenge, Attitude), Greg
himself (fan writer; also-rans Langford and Mike Siddall) and D. West (fan
artist, trailed by Shep and Dave Mooring). Absentee West had Jackie
McRobert represent him at the ceremony, hoping for double-takes at the hint
of yet another fan sex change. • Tom Holt secreted himself somehow on the
margins of the convention, but his book reading was tracked down by a
shambling figure (modesty forbids) who burst in and loudly apologized for
late arrival at the BSFA meeting which proved to have been many hours
earlier.... •
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The Macabre Ones
Terry Bisson is reportedly to novelize the movie of William Gibson’s
“Johnny Mnemonic”. [TB] They couldn’t afford Gibson....
Jo Fletcher is standing in for still-convalescent Richard Evans at Gollancz,
in a whirlwind of slushpile clearance: “Richard isn’t going to recognize his
office without all those familiar old manuscripts,” muttered one agent on
receiving a huge parcel of yellowed paper.
George Hay was the victim of a hit-and-run driver in November, and
suffered concussion and serious injuries including multiple fracture of one
leg (requiring an operation). He’s now in good spirits, but likely to spend at
least another week in Cookson Ward, Conquest Hospital, The Ridge, St
Leonards, TN37 7RD. [CP] Ansible refuses to credit the persistent rumour
that George was treated at length for delirium until medical staff realized he
was telling them about the SF Foundation.
Cecelia Holland’s long-standing complaints of being plagiarized in the
William James Sunfall trilogy (published by Orbit) have finally taken effect.
“Orbit has capitulated; they gave James until November 1 to respond to the
charges, which he has not done, so they are recalling everything, ceasing
distribution, and trying to call the matter closed. I am in no mood to consider
it closed; I want them to bleed a little, for making me bleed, if only
metaphorically.... I found Colin Murray [Orbit editor] himself to be a pretty
good guy: too bad he’s caught in the middle. But I feel Little, Brown has
acted very badly in the whole matter.” They certainly acted slowly:
resemblances between the Holland and James books were pointed out to
Orbit/Little, Brown as early as July 1993.
Charles Platt, forthcoming Interzone guest editor (April 95), reassures us all:
“I gather no one is happy with the new IZ design. I haven’t seen it yet. Rest
assured, my design will be far more radical, disconcerting, and unpleasant to
read.”
J.I.M. Stewart died in November, aged 88. He was famed for his witty,
donnish and sometimes surreal “Michael Innes” detective thrillers, some with
sf McGuffins (biowarfare in Hare Sitting Up, mind control in Operation
Pax): “serious” work under his own name also included a few ghost and
semi-sf stories.
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Jules Verne has a new book out: his second novel Paris in the 20th Century
was locked away after its 1863 rejection until 1989, and is now a French
bestseller. When the English edition appears in February, will Verne’s
mindboggling predictions of 1960s motor cars, universal electrification,
canned applause and fax machines put him in line for his first Hugo?
Ian Watson bewails his popularity: “WARHAMMERED, OR THE PERILS OF
SUCCESS. Alarmed by the complete sell-out of all copies of IW’s Warhammer
40,000: Harlequin available at Games Day (see A88), Games Workshop have
forbidden this particular hardback to be on sale in any GW shop in case
customers buy it instead of a game. Stunned publishers Boxtree are protesting
vehemently. (Bizarre – but true!)” New readers should note that, yes, the
book is an official, GW-authorized tie-in with GW’s own Warhammer
game....
Deborah Williams (née Beale) married Tad Williams on 29 Oct amid the
ecclesiastical splendours of Finsbury Registry Office. Charon Wood, late of
Millennium, was maid of honour. [SJ] In Spring the newlyweds are off to live
in the USA for a couple of years at least, partly so that Tad can be reunited
with his ancient pet dog for its final days. [PB]

Conjobble
3 Dec • Academic Fantastic Fiction conf, U of Reading. With G. Jones, A.
Sawyer, B. Stableford et al. £10 reg (£5 unsalaried) – must register 10:1510:45am. Ends by 5:30pm.
9 Dec • BFS Open Night, Falklands Arms, Bloomsbury Way, London, WC1.
6:30pm onward. All welcome.
22 Dec • London Xmas Meeting, Wellington, Waterloo Rd, opp. Old Vic
exit from Waterloo Station. 5/6pm onward.
28 Dec • Special Gala BSFA Non-Meeting ... please note the BSFA are
skipping December to nurse their hangovers.
25 Jan 95 • BSFA London Meet, Jubilee Tavern, York Rd, nr Waterloo.
Upstairs room, 7pm. With John Whitbourn.
2-5 Mar 95 • World Horror Con, Sheraton Colony Square Hotel, Atlanta,
Georgia, USA. $75 reg. Contact PO Box 148, Clarkston, GA 30021-0148,
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USA.
17-19 Mar 95 • Trek Dwarf 3 (thespically challenged and differently tall),
Holiday Inn, Leicester. Now £35 reg. Contact 47 Marsham, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, PE2 0RB.
14-17 Apr 95 • Confabulation (Eastercon), Britannia International Hotel,
London Docklands. £20 reg rising to £25 on 1 Jan. Horrendous, extortionate
and punitive rates are promised for anyone joining at the door; numbers may
also be limited. Contact 3 York St, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 9QH.
Rumblings • The Scottish Convention has enlisted “the lovely Jackie
McRobert” (her own considered phrase), who is compiling a vast catalogue
of local UK sf clubs/meetings – times, places and contact names, please, to
her at 75 Balmalloch Rd, Kilsyth, Glasgow, G65 9NS. Media fan club info is
not required since she already has “a comprehensive list”, usually to
starboard. • Octocon, the “premier” Irish sf convention, is bidding for
Eurocon 1997. SAE to 30 Beverley Downs, Knocklyon Rd, Dublin 16. •
Conseal (25-7 Nov, Holland) was approved by Dave Power: “A great con
despite the worst breakfasts ever. Horrible tea, disgusting coffee and NO
MUSHROOMS.” This saw “the announcement of a new bid for the 1998
Eastercon: Westercon 98 or Westoncon 98, with Alison Weston [daughter of
the more famous Peter] as chair. Possible sites include the Weston family
mansion and the Central Hotel, Glasgow. Bid slogans: ‘West is Best!’ and ‘I
don’t know how to run a con, but I know a man who does.’ This started as a
spoof bid, but seems to be mutating into the real thing through popular
acclaim. Alison was frequently heard proclaiming, ‘I was drunk. I didn’t
really mean it!’ But supporter’s badges soon appeared, with Alison proudly
wearing her bid chair badge. Rumours that she had to be held down while this
was pinned on are entirely true.” [DP]

Infinitely Improbable
Copywrongs. Sf artist David A. Hardy was less than delighted when six of
his paintings were released for “trading cards” publication by Starlog
magazine, which neglected to ask permission or offer payment. His US
lawyers have been told to sue for copyright infringement. Norman Jacobs of
Starlog expressed annoyance that ungrateful artists should object on such
piffling grounds to his sincere promotion of sf art.... “15 artists are involved
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(not all of whom are suing), inc. John Berkey, Robert McCall, Rick
Sternbach, David Mattingly and Joe Bergeron,” writes Dave “Green Blob”
Hardy. “By all means mention it: Norman Jacobs told me, ‘Publicity won’t
hurt ME!’” [DH/CW]
C.o.A. Tom Abba, 34 Friezewood Rd, Ashton, Bristol, BS3 2AB. Chris
Evans, 8 Paddock Close, Sydenham, London, SE26 4SS. Mab Sêr magazine
(see A88) hastily changed its title to Beyond the Boundaries after English
monoglots failed in droves to buy issue one, assuming wrongly that the
contents must be in Welsh. Charles Platt, 1133 Broadway, Room 1214, New
York, NY 10010, USA.
More Football: not just a typo but a contagious meme! Following Jerry
Pournelle as noted (but this time in a Pan flyer for their anti-Green polemic
Fallen Angels), Larry Niven too is credited with co-writing the blockbusting
Football. Will this haunt the pair all their lives, just as Brian Stableford is
pursued by a chimerical Stapleford? (The semantic attractor of Olaf
Stapledon has a lot to answer for.)
Random Fandom. Eileen Gunn is writing a biography of Avram Davidson:
“I’m anxious to get in touch with anyone he might have known or
corresponded with in England, Australia, Israel, etc.” 525 19th Ave E,
Seattle, WA 98112, USA. • Colin Harris is now Literary Programme boss for
The Scottish Convention. “This is despite every person he mentions this to
remarking that he must be totally mad.” [ME] • Teddy Harvia moans, “Dick
and Nicki Lynch pulled the ‘Langford Must Die’ article by Tom Sadler from
publication in Mimosa after I’d drawn the illos. Do you know anyone who
needs cartoons of moribund fan writers?” • Lloyd Penney, hailed by Hugo
megastar Andy Porter as “the fan who keeps saying nasty things about me”,
demands full, frank and bilingual coverage of the Aurora awards for
Canadian sf – featuring L. Penney for “Accomplissement fanique
(Organisation)”, plus some other catégories.... • Ian Sorensen is unmistakably
Tuckerized in Dreams of Dawn by Marti Steussy (Del Rey): “I understand
Sorensens are unpopular here,” and, later, “Anger washed over Skip as he
realised that the enemy he had hated all his life didn’t bother to reciprocate.
Arrogant Sorensens!” [MB] • Meredith Sorensen (possibly no relation), in
Australian Book Review, effortlessly outstrips fandom’s “KTF” reviewers by
first instructing that the children’s book under discussion be torn to shreds.
“The males of the party, having consumed enormous amounts of something
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smelly and bubbly, must then piss on the remains. The females ... must then
sauté the sodden shreds in a liberal amount of oil until golden brown.” Serves
4. [YR] • Harry Warner Jr demolishes me utterly: “Everything that happens
yesterday, today or tomorrow has happened before in fandom, and I can’t
accept the fact that these events may be news in the sense that they involve
different fans, different locales and insignificantly different details from their
previous incarnations.”
A88 Update. Karl Edward Wagner’s death from liver failure reportedly
resulted from Rocky Mountain Tick Fever: as Ian Watson points out, Karl
would have appreciated (nay, insisted on) this more exotic epitaph.
World Fantasy Awards. NOVEL Lewis Shiner, Glimpses. NOVELLA
Terry Lamsley, “Under the Crust”. SHORT Fred Chappell, “The Lodger”.
ANTHOLOGY Full Spectrum 4. COLLECTION Ramsey Campbell, Alone
With The Horrors. ARTIST Alan Clarke & J.K. Potter (tie). SPECIAL
AWARDS: PROFESSIONAL Underwood-Miller, for publishing; NONPROFESSIONAL Marc Michaud, for Necronomicon Press (yay yay). LIFE
ACHIEVEMENT Jack Williamson.
New Worlds 4 was launched by Gollancz last month in a blaze of secrecy,
with only editor David Garnett able to reveal that the party invitations
(mentioning a horror novel but not New Worlds) in fact contained this hidden
agenda. Nevertheless the usual suspects enjoyed far too much wine in, for
some arcane reason, the Murder One bookshop’s romance section ... where
Garry Kilworth seemed curiously at home.
Author In “Nice Publisher” Shock: David Redd is still stunned following
an experience with Heyne in Germany. He asked to buy a copy of their Xmas
sf anthology containing a Redd story; this was out of print, but Heyne bought
one in a second-hand shop and sent it free of charge. Seasonal spirit....
Robert Bloch Memorial Award. Initial funds were raised at this year’s
Bouchercon, the crime/mystery Worldcon: presumably any prize will be for
that genre. “We do not have a lot of it decided yet. Currently, it appears that
it will be a juried award given for paperback original,” writes Andi Shechter.
Cyberbullies. Anyone seen the US Penthouse with the rant about Internet’s
“dark side” promised in the Oct edition? “Writer Harlan Ellison, one of
America’s most popular and prestigious authors, who found himself
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electronically pilloried for no reason, summed up one view of computer
bulletin boards: ‘A breeding ground for bullies ... who would not dare to
practice their hooligan ways were it not for an environment devoid of civility,
courtesy, and the common properties which govern how human beings
should behave toward one another.’” Coo!
Fan Funds. Steve Sneyd mutters: “The icky tweeness of the candidate’s
campaign platforms in the TAFF ballot seems to provide even more evidence
that all these intra-First World funds have become utterly naff and should be
wound up, with the money used to transport 3rd world fans to Worldcons or
some such....” • Andy Hooper, hurt by UK reactions to his fanzine
Apparatchik (which discussed British views on TAFF without involving
irrelevant bystanders like Brits), describes himself in issue 16 as “a very bad
and unworthy person who hates everyone in Britain and most of the rest of
the world as well”.
Four’s a Crowd. “A prime candidate for the World’s Most Unsuccessful
Signing Session must have been Janny Wurts and Rob Holdstock at
Manchester Dillon’s ... precisely 4 (four) people turned up to hear an
interminable, soporific reading from Ms Wurts’s latest fantasy blockbuster.
Holdstock? He didn’t turn up at all – at least, he hadn’t when your
correspondent made his excuses and left.” [MD] Anyone thinking a turnout of
4 is a record low has never attended a Langford signing.
Ten Years Ago, Malcolm Edwards advised: “Take a look at Howard
Jacobson’s new novel Peeping Tom. There is a character called Dr Rowland
Fitzpiers, ‘large and dark and affable’ with ‘heavy black brows and a beard’.
He is an academic grown keen on sf, and is first seen explaining how all the
great 19th century novels are really sf. He also has lots of girlfriends who are
‘all the wives or mistresses of SF writers’. I’m sure even those of us who met
Jacobson when he was best man at Peter Nicholls’s wedding will realize that
there are no roman à clef elements in this characterization.” (Ansible 41, Dec
1984)
Ansible 89 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Mary
Branscombe, Tanya Brown, Critical Wave, Mike Don, Martin Easterbrook,
Bernie Evans, Colin Greenland, David A. Hardy, Steve Jeffrey, Patrick
Nielsen Hayden, Dave Power, Chris Priest, Jilly Reed, Yvonne Rousseau, SF
Chronicle, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
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Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). Merry
Christmas! 1 Dec 94.
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Ansible 89½, Xmas 1994
Certainly not from Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire,
RG1 5AU, England. ISSN 0265-9816. Logo: Dan (for TAFF!) Steffan.
Braw cartoon: Ian Gunn. Inspiration and much of the Ode: Abigail Frost, to
whom all lawsuits should go.

Ode to The Scottish Convention
by William McGonagall
Oh beautiful Scottish Convention on the banks of the silv’ry Clyde!
Your great magnificence makes fandom go all weak inside:
Thousands joined for half a groat right after the successful bid,
Instead of helpfully waiting ’til now and paying eighty quid.
The Laird of Illingworth and his band of tartan hearties
Had bravely sacrificed their livers to an arduous international jet-setting
round of parties,
And nobbled the site selection by a canny bidding process
Of serving out single malt in homeopathic doses,
Since your average US con-fan reels inebriatedly
At a swig of the Demon Alcohol barely exceeding 5cc –
While the hardened voting residue of doubters and laggers
Were taken quietly outside and intimidated with a haggis.
But some terrified fans fled south of the nearest available border
At the sight of Martin Hoare dressed up as Harry Lauder:
’Tis true the sense of wonder most proverbially wilts,
With fear of finding what’s worn under such unconvincing kilts,
Whose wearers oft had one bloodstained sock (although they didn’t mean to),
After ineptly thrusting there the traditional dirk or skean-dhu.
Our TAFF administrator still declares, to anyone who meets her,
“’Twas about as authentically Scottish as a chicken tikka pizza.”
Oh ’twas more years earlier than is convenient to relate,
On a cold night when neither had a hot or even lukewarm date,
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That Vince Docherty and The Illingworth of that Ilk did meet and grimly
decide,
To bid to hold a World Science Fiction Convention on the banks of the
silv’ry Clyde.
The sorrowing fans of Albion heard and went back to sleep,
All but for Ian Sorensen, who said it made him weep,
Also a few ragged and shell-shocked survivors of Conspiracy,
Who (to quote Lord Whitelaw) “rushed about stirring up apathy”.
Yet the virus ravaged con-fandom like a contagious infection
And the Secret Masters declared ’twas to be called Intersection,
But insubordinate fans soon formed a bastard scum intention
Never to refer to the thing except as The Scottish Convention.
Now, Docherty made a pact with The Illingworth of that Ilk,
That one should be Chair and the other be in charge of Filk,
But Docherty reneged, though he’d seemed an honest yeoman,
And pissed off to the endless sandy desert wastes of Oman:
There we leave him, and to our main tale will now dash back,
Having mercifully reached the end of this interpolated flashback.
So ’twas in the year Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-five the Worldcon was to
go
To the Scottish Exhibition & Conference Centre outside bonny Glasgow,
With all-night sf celebrations to follow each joyful day
In a clutch of splendid hotels with unnegotiated prices not all that many miles
away.
And in an atmosphere of what the French call bonheur,
The committee proudly announced their Guests of Honour;
The Americans were pleased to hear the name of Chip Delany, and of Vince
Clarke too,
But when it came to Gerry Anderson they all quoted Algis Budrys and said
Who?
For in the benighted colonies the creator of Thunderbirds –
That TV series whose character’s movements were zippier than Douglas
Hurd’s –
Was unknown, since the US networks found his shows, though of the neatest,
Too British, obscure, downbeat, glum and generally elitist.
Misinterpreting the theatre’s superstitions of doom and death,
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Our committee somehow gleaned the idea that it was lucky to mention
Macbeth,
Though Kathy Westhead thought it one of fandom’s less tasteful gags,
To call her, Fiona Anderson and Jacky Grüter-Andrew “you secret, black and
midnight hags”,
While each and every chairman bore the aspect of a Thane
Who espies gigantic forests advancing on Dunsinane.
Dubious outsiders also looked askance at Shakespeare’s script,
Muttering, “Was this convention from its womb untimely ripp’d?”
And as synthetic Scottishness raged in all directions, many quoted a wellknown proverb, i.e.:
“Whom the gods would destroy they first drive to the SECC.”
The finance subcommittee was fruitlessly searching its pockets,
After finally reading the contract clause about rental of power sockets;
And thus spake the expert in these matters, Dermot Dobson:
“They should have bloody known ’twould be the choice of Hobson.”
When the fanroom staff scratched their heads over how to furnish a hangar
vast and drear,
Having approximately the volume of a Dyson sphere,
The committee response displayed characteristic flair:
A five-hour debate on the niftiest way to spell “Phanne Phayre”.
’Twas like one of the gorier scenes from The Cook, The Thief, His Wife and
Her Lover,
When Lilian Edwards learned that fan programming was in the hands of
Steve and Jenny Glover,
Whose scheme to fill those huge echoing halls with balloon sculptures proved
debatable,
It having transpired that the contract forbade anything inflatable.
Oh SF conventions are all about not Time but function Space:
Boudoirs for Trekkie narcissists to drape themselves in lace;
Committee rooms up towers where mere fans cannae reach ’em
(Unless on stronger drugs than sold by Messrs Beecham);
Vast suites with shag-pile carpet and huge velvet-covered sofas,
And flunkeys serving pink champagne to semi-conscious gophers;
Platforms for London lefties and Yank right-wing libertarians,
Crash space for Bridget Wilkinson to hide six coachloads of Bulgarians;
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Places for nuclear reactors, fretwork dragons, Regency teafests, huckster’s
stalls of hand-made Elvish pottery –
The only way to pay the rent was to win the National Lottery!
’Twas said the programme folk were set to boldly go and risk all,
Until the finance types mentioned the Procurator-Fiscal.
But despite wicked rumours of problems with the location,
Our bold Intersection leaders faced the future with staunch resignation:
None knows the dread committee scandal that gave unwilling birth,
To the decision to resign of prime mover Tim Illingworth,
And John Stewart of the original steering team was expunged from history
during the entr’acte
Between progress reports, having arranged the highly favourable SECC
contract.
But great was the joy when escaped co-chair Vince Docherty, that
intermittently stalwart fan,
Rejoined to do hands-on leadership from the safety of Oman.
And even pessimists decided the event might be worth at least a look,
When into the other co-chair seat stepped rescue expert Martin Easterbrook,
Though Mr Easterbrook turned a strange shade of greenish-yeller
As he accepted the resignations of Literary Programme organizers Paul
Kincaid and Maureen Speller;
But even while prostrated with grieving this sore loss,
He still refused to consider appointing Charlie Stross.
The Speller/Kincaid duo, like other Brits both male and female
Had wearied of the refrain “We can’t talk to you unless you use e-mail.”
Yet the committee’s cyberspace mastery seemed distinctly at sixes and
sevens,
When one fan wanting e-mailed information was electronically told to post a
letter to Bernie Evans;
While the net edition of their Nessie newsletter remains something of a rara
avis,
After a full year’s failure to upload it on CIX as promised by Steve Davies.
[1]
And still echoes of the Scottish Play saw chairmen babbling and unmanned:
“Is this a modem which I see before me, the RS-232 connector toward my
hand?”
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But registrations picked up a bit this last summer,
As fans pressed payment on trustworthy ghillie Mark Plummer,
For most considered him a rather better bet,
Than trying to shove used tenners down the Internet.
Other vile rumours were properly laid to rest,
Via James Steel’s novel if short-lived idea of printed communication in The
Digest,
Which proved the “John Richards leaves committee” gossip to be all wrong,
For wee John hadn’t resigned at all but merely insisted he would before the
con.
Meanwhile it was time for the Board to mourn
The stepping down from former rôles of KIM Campbell, Eddie Cochrane,
Helen McCarthy, Bernie Peek, Malcolm Reid and Kees van Toorn;
Next, when co-chair Martin heard the blast of a small Exocet, he
Knew it could only be the sonic boom of the departing Hugh Mascetti.
All in all ’twas, according to subordinates downtrodden,
The greatest reshuffle of personnel since the Massacre of Culloden.
“New brooms sweep cleaner,” said the Board without apology,
Recruiting fresh victims as ruthlessly as Scientology;
Elsewhere, the popularity of the same year’s Eastercon reached its apogee,
When the staff were issued with cards that read GET OUT OF WORLDCON
FREE.
By and by to eager members the Progress Reports winged their leisurely way,
Mailed, as a service to Brits, from somewhere in the USA.
To illustrate the heights to which Dutch proofreading can go,
I sing the first PR’s happy invention of St Mango,
While in the privacy of his beard, mild-mannered artist Dave Mooring
allowed himself a tiny frown
On finding one of his illustrations printed upside down.
However, the peculiarly inscrutable SF95 logo design is surely without flaw,
For who needs artistic skill when you have a copy of CorelDraw?
Using a world record number of fonts on a single A5 flyer, in tasteful
interplay,
Deservedly brought a major design award to Chris O’Shea,
But there followed a most tremendous and terrifying battle
About who if anyone dared show the result to typographical expert John D.
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Berry of Seattle.
Then skilled Rhodri James stepped in to edit PR4 and soon was proud to
present
A Worldcon Progress Report that entirely omitted the date of the event.
Those viewing the tangled chain of command with a low heart,
Were pleased to learn the committee hopes by next autumn to complete its
organizational flowchart,
And translating from the management-speak brought joy and eliminated
gloom
With the information that “Fixed Exhibits” was what you called the dealer’s
room.
In software Intersection has a full house, kings and aces,
Being in possession of no fewer than three fine bonny registration databases,
Thus ensuring that any possible computer disaster is averted
Between the British member database, the incompatible US one, and Larry
van der Putte’s splendid Dutch system to which at the very last minute the
others will be converted.
But perhaps the happiest development in Scottish Worldcon news
Was a fresh flow of information and frank exchange of views,
As Greg Pickersgill wailed in tones shriller than a prima donna’s,
“Is Intersection our fault or is it a natural disaster that has fallen on us?”
While full of kindly advice the voice of Seacon ’79 chairman Peter Weston
boomed:
“They’ve got the wrong location, wrong site: they are DOOMED!”
And all these helpful comments, with some substantially ruder,
Were jotted down for Critical Wave by diligent Martin Tudor. [2]
But though some sf newsletter’s favourable coverage amounted to damn-all,
The balance was restored by impartial reports in Small Mammal. [3]
Now ’tis the end of the year Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-four, and The
Scottish Convention has survived ev’ry crisis
Except the trifling issue of publishing its hotel prices.
Many gallant fans had perished of old age or of worms,
Awaiting the arrival of their hotel booking forms,
And ’twas feared that when at last the renegotiated bargain room-rates were
verified,
Most of the survivors would opt to sleep on the banks of the silv’ry Clyde.
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But those who talk of exorbitant charges will be unable to scoff,
If ace negotiators Sorensen and Meenan clinch their canny deal of “no
breakfast and £5 off!”....
Meanwhile David V. Barrett loudly sings the committee’s praise,
For his membership confirmation has just arrived after only two years, one
month and nine days.
To all convention staff who enjoy the beauty of this Ode, and also to those
who read it,
The Poet McGonagall wishes seasonal fun and the best of Scottish luck (not
hinting that they’ll need it).
May Yuletide cheer also make the Laird of Easterbrook serene,
And end his recurrent nightmare about featuring in SHOCK HORROR
editorials by Steve Green.
In conclusion, here is Intersection’s merry Christmas summing-up of the
story so far:
“For God’s sake send all your money to us at Admail 336, Glasgow, G2
1BR.”
Feetnote
[1] “A gross calumny!” cried Steve Davies, adding that Nessie had been on
CIX for many a month
(Allowing a gratuitous use, for rhyme, of the first PR’s handy new ordinals
3th, 2th and 1th).
Only net master John Dallman could trace the problematic gremlin, bug or
elf,
And reveal that Steve had made the files visible to no-one but himself.
[2] Steve Green’s and Martin Tudor’s Critical Wave is famed for clear-eyed
sf commentary, soberly put,
Such as ALIEN SCOTTISH CONVENTION FOUND ON MOON TURNS
INTO ELVIS AND EATS OWN FOOT.
[3] Small Mammal, that infrequent fannish newsletter renowned from
London to Boston,
Is published by Martin Easterbrook and Margaret Austin.
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Not Ansible 89½ Copyright © Dave Langford, 1994. The editor is not
responsible. Even less responsible are Abigail Frost and Martin “Don’t quote
me, but....” Hoare. ADVERT: send your £80 full Intersection membership to
the indicated address before Easter, as rates rise thereafter and what it will
cost at the door doesn’t bear thinking about. STOP PRESS: Fred Clarke
instructs fans not to miss “This Is Your Life” on BBC1, 11 Jan, 7pm.... 22
Dec 94.
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan (for TAFF!). Cartoon: Dave Mooring. Available for SAE or arcane
whim.
NEW YEAR RESOLUTION: to show proper respect, after the disgraceful
excesses of Ansible 89½, to the now fearfully imminent-seeming Scottish
Convention. (Co-chair Martin Easterbrook, wistfully: “If I was on the
outside doing Small Mammal I would be much less responsible than you are
being.”)

The Golden Years Return
Poppy Z. Brite gained the ultimate accolade – her 5,271,009th exposition of
how she’s actually “a gay male in a woman’s body” made it into Private
Eye’s coveted “Pseuds Corner” [30 Dec].
Arthur C. Clarke is to be awarded an honorary D. Litt from Liverpool
University (home of the SF Foundation – can this be coincidence?) on 26
Jan. Inevitably it’s all being done by satellite link between the State
Broadcasting studios in Sri Lanka and Liverpool U’s Senate Room. But the
gown and scroll are likely to go by old-fashioned air mail rather than – as was
helpfully suggested – fax.
David Garnett, in a logical next career step after editing New Worlds, has
found glory on the back of a cornflakes packet. “Kelloggs are offering free
Power Trax Trucks – what we used to call toy cars. The drivers are Mark
‘Firestorm’ McCreedy, Chang ‘Red Dragon’ Gee, Chris ‘Thunder Warrior’
Priest ... no, sorry, Smith. And Dave ‘Crazy Horse’ Garnett. True fame!”
Newt Gingrich the US politician is writing an alternative-history World War
II novel, with sf author William R. Forstchen. Actually it seems a three-way
collaboration, with Jim Baen the publisher/editor shoving in bits of his own: a
Baen passage about “goofy” young Lt.George Bush caused some stir when
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the draft was leaked, and was removed.... [MMW] Over here, NEL will be
keenly interested in 1945 (the provisional title) and its novel concept of Hitler
going into a deep coma after a 1941 air crash, leaving him unable to declare
war on the USA following Pearl Harbour. In 1979 NEL published The
Moscow Option, an alternative-history World War II novel by David
Downing: “August 1941. Hitler lies in a deep coma after an air crash....” [HP]
Simon R. Green, self-confessed rising star of British sf and fantasy, made
the error of enjoying a heavy meal immediately before a spellbinding talk
delivered by Graham Joyce. The room was dark and cosy, the talk
hypnotically compelling, and by and by Mr Green was jerked upright (along
with the entire audience) by a stentorian Joycean bellow of “WAKE UP,
GREEN, YOU BASTARD!”.
Chris Priest has been up to something: “I’m pleased to say that last night I
wrote the finest, most wonderful passage in all English literature, a favourite
of all writers. THE END. Phew.”
Peter Weston, “after years of masquerading as a guinea pig, has shaved off
his facial hair (well, most of it). The sight was greeted by shock and screams
from at least two daughters, but SHE WHO MUST BE OBEYED likes it. Those
uncertain if they can face the naked visage are assured that he claims to be
planning to grow it back before the next fannish shindig.” [AW]

Contignation
11 Jan • Three-Line TV Whip. Fred Clarke insists, without telling us why,
that fans should watch The Mysterious World of This Is Your Life at 7pm on
BBC1. This supersedes the leaked date of 4 Jan; the series order has since
been reshuffled.
25 Jan • BSFA London Meeting, Jubilee Tavern, York Rd, nr Waterloo.
Upstairs room, 7pm. With John Whitbourn.
3-5 Feb • Transept (7th UK filk con), Royal Cambridge Hotel, Cambridge.
£22 reg, £17 unwaged. Contact 2 Westbrook Pk Rd, Woodston,
Peterborough, PE2 9JG.
4-5 Feb • Generations (Trek), Albert Hall, London. 10-step price scale from
£8 (students, standing) to £30 for “privileged seating” – per day, with 10%
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discount for booking both days, but “there is a booking fee of £2.50.” GoH:
more or less the whole ST:TNG cast. Contact 22 Reindeer Court, City Centre,
Worcester, WR1 2DS. Tickets 01905 613005 or 0171 838 3100.
17-19 Feb • Robocon: half man, half machine, all CANCELLED.
11-12 Mar • Timewarp (Trek), Grand Hotel, Malahide, Dublin. With Majel
Barrett Roddenberry, Leonard Nimoy. £30 reg. Contact PO Box 4183,
Dublin 16. NB – previously advertised as being on 4-5 Mar. Please adjust
your diaries.
12 Mar (Sunday) • Picocon 12, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd,
London, SW7 2BB. 10am-late. GoH Iain Banks. £8 reg. Contact ICSF c/o
Imperial College as above.
14-17 Apr • Confabulation (Eastercon), London Docklands. Now £25 reg –
lots more at the door, if they let you in at all. Contact 3 York St, Altrincham,
Cheshire, WA15 9QH.
6 Jun • H.G. Wells stamps for The Time Machine’s centenary issued by
Royal Mail – “a must for all Sci-Fi fans”, oh dear me.
22-24 Sep • 6th Festival of Fantastic Films, Sachas Hotel, Manchester.
With Roger Corman. £35 reg to April. Contact 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford,
Manchester, M6 8EN.
12-15 Jul 96 • Albacon 96, Central Hotel, Glasgow. Contact, probably: 10
Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
Rumblings • The Scottish Convention will be larger than we think, reveals
Michael White in GQ magazine – with the meticulous accuracy for which his
unauthorized boigrahpy of Issac Amisov is famed: “... expected to attract
upwards of 50,000 people.” [DG] • Reading SF Group: the ICL Club,
immemorial venue of Monday-night meetings, closed forever in Dec.
Alternatives are being tried: the Three B’s (Town Hall basement) on 9 Jan,
The Forbury Vaults on 16 Jan. • Speaking of which, Scott Edelman of
Science Fiction Age has sent hordes of UK sf groups a tear-jerking missive
(“Like all editors, I am very protective of the stories I publish. They are like
our children, and I want mine to do well out in the cold, cruel world.”)
promising freebies of all the mag’s 1994 issues, to help Brits vote right in the
Hugos. If you are a UK sf group or are thinking of becoming one, apply to
him at PO Box 369, Damascus, MD 20872, USA. • Lilian Edwards is
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editing The Scottish Convention’s Timebytes fanthology, collecting
evocative “timebinding” fragments about Significant Things in UK fandom
since 1987. Suggestions to 39 (1F2) Viewforth, Bruntsfield, Edinburgh,
EH10 4JE.

Infinitely Improbable
Wonders and Marvels. Rob Hansen’s 33,000 word TAFF report, On The
Taff Trail, is now available from him at 144 Plashet Grove, East Ham,
London, E6 1AB, for £3 (plus 50p p&p) or $5 (plus $1.50 seamail, $2.50 air).
All proceeds to TAFF; cheques to be made payable to Rob Hansen. [RH] As
Mr Hansen failed to say in an exclusive Ansible interview, “Suck on that, you
non-publishing bastards!” • Even more legendary is Jack Speer’s Up To Now,
the first-ever fan history, covering doings “up to the eve of the 1939
Worldcon”. Now reprinted: $5 postpaid in USA (overseas add $2 seamail, $4
air), to Richard Newsome, 281 Flatbush Avenue #1-B, Brooklyn, NY 11217,
USA. [RN]
Updates. Despite the worried report in A86, Keith Roberts does not – I am
instructed – now have any visual trouble and seems in cheeringly good
literary form, well able to write letters as powerfully irate as legend credits
him with.... (Signed: Small Heap of Carbonized Remnants, Reading.) •
George Hay remains in hospital following his hit-and-run accident (A89), but
has been moved: best to write to his home address, 53b All Saints St,
Hastings, TN34 3BN. He’s “most appreciative of the many get-well cards
and messages, in particular one that seems to have been signed by some
drunken mob in a pub near Waterloo.” • The late Karl Edward Wagner’s
estate is apparently being looked after by his brother James R. Wagner, 3103
Trafalgar Dr, Augusta, GA 30909, USA.
C.o.A. Gollancz, Wellington House, 125 Strand, London, WC2R 0BB. Ken
Lake, 1a Stephen Ct, Ecclesbourne Rd, Thornton Heath, CR7 7BP. Tom
Perry (yet again!), 1497 Main St #346, Dunedin, FL 34698, USA. Art
Widner, PO Box 5122, Gualala CA 95445-5122, USA. Tom Whitmore, PO
Box 46665, Seattle WA 98146-0665, USA.
Grammarwatch. Dire warning from Little, Brown accompanying review
copies of Gary Haynes’s Carrion: “No review should not appear before the
date of publication.” [DVB] • Not Hazel’s Latin Lesson ... Motion at a
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recent UK Professional Association of Teachers conference: “This
conference believes that mens sana in corpore sano should in 1994 read
men’s and women’s sana in corpore sano.” [via JB]
Arcane News. “Self-styled psychic Uri Geller, known for claiming to bend
spoons with sheer mental force, yesterday failed to connect with the legal
minds of three appellate court judges who said he must pay nearly $150,000
in sanctions for a lawsuit he filed against a rival three years ago.” Thus the
Washington Post [10 Dec] on the latest legal round between Geller and
magician/debunker James Randi (the “rival”). The court called Geller
litigious and his lawsuit frivolous. [MMW] • A favourite recent “magic”
story comes from a US conjuror whose skills over-impressed a
fundamentalist: “He started shouting that I was a satanist and had shunned
the ways of the Lord. I tried to explain how the trick worked, to no avail.
Every time he passed me in the hall he crossed himself, held a cross at me,
and on two occasions spoke in tongues.... He started accusing me of
sacrificing children to Satan and molesting children to offend the Lord. I
decided I had had enough. It had been 3 months and I had tried several times
to explain that I was not doing real magic. I have a device that fits over a
finger and will shoot a ball of flash paper 20-30 feet. I kept it with me and the
next time he harassed me I shot a ball of fire over his head and spoke in my
own tongues. He screamed and ran out of the building and I have not seen
him since.” [KEB] We could use this man at certain sf cons....
Fire! STOP PRESS, Maryland, 3 Jan: Dick and Nicki Lynch of fan Hugo fame
were driven from home by fire (and firefighter) damage when the house next
door burned down. Focusing on priorities, Dick notes that the cats, Hugos
and stocks of Mimosa were all saved. Two months in rented housing are
anticipated.
Dickery. “Tim: I have moved out. Won’t be back for a long time. Goodbye.
Phil Dick.” – this hand-printed (and reputedly mendacious) 1972-ish note to
Tim Powers will set you back $750, as priced in the bargain catalogue of US
bookseller Ken Lopez. If only Dick had commanded $50 a word in 1972.
[DG]

Ansible Transmissions
rich brown: “Science Fiction Fandom, ed. Joe Sanders and published by
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Greenwood Press (88 Post Road West, Westport, CT 06881), 293pp., is
finally out. At $55 a copy, it’s collegiately overpriced. A.k.a. Contributions
to the Study of SF and Fantasy #62. You’ll recognize most contributors: Bob
and Juanita Coulson, Sam Moskowitz, Robert A. Madle, Art Widner, Harry
Warner Jr, rich brown, John & Bjo Trimble, Terry Jeeves (‘British
Fandom’), Pascal J. Thomas, Roelof Goudriaan, Wu Dinbo, Masamichi
Osako, F.M. Busby, Hank Luttrell, Tom Whitmore, Debbie Notkin,
Bernadette Bosky, Dick Lupoff, Jack Gaughan, Robert Weinberg, Howard
DeVore, Russell Letson and Sandra Meisel.
“As someone who’s not receiving any royalties, I have no problem judging
that the book is overpriced. My own contribution ‘Post-Sputnik Fandom
(1957-1990)’ may or may not be typical – I haven’t spoken to any of the
other authors yet – but I hope not. My offer to proofread the chapter was not
taken up, so I can safely blame the numerous typos and badly mangled
quotations on Greenwood. My first two explanatory paragraphs having been
excised at the last minute, the reader is left to figure out why I’m talking in
fan speak, and just about fanzine fandom, or why I felt it necessary to refer to
events before and after my designated period. I had been told that Dave Rike
would be writing about the period immediately preceding mine, so I assumed
Burbee and Laney might be mentioned, as well as Speer’s numbered fandoms
theory; instead it’s by Harry Warner Jr., who doesn’t believe in numbered
fandoms and apparently never appreciated Burbee’s and Laney’s sense of
humour. Not that there are not a few things I must take the blame for on my
own hook. I slagged Star Wars for using ‘lightyear’ as if it were a measure of
time, when actually Star Wars used ‘parsec’ as if it were a measure of time.
And I found out too late to change it that my understanding of the ‘false’
Seventh Fandom leaves much to be desired. Harry Warner’s preceding piece
about fandom from WWII to Sputnik doesn’t overlap with my chapter at all;
neither does his chapter with a ‘History of Fanzines’ (although, as indicated,
my piece concentrates on fanzine fandom).... My brief take on fanzines in the
UK doesn’t overlap with Terry Jeeve’s chapter much, either. [No one
overlaps with Terry Jeeves much any more – Ed.]
“If the book didn’t cost so much, it would be interesting to find what other
fans think about it.... It has been ‘in the works’ for a decade or more, and was
much more ambitious at one point; the publisher decided it was too big, so
most pieces had to be cut and several [including Tucker, Geis and White]
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removed entirely.” [3-4 Jan, heavily edited]
• David Clark: “One true story of obsession at ConAdian. We decided to
send a special announcement about our Thank-You party to the staff and
volunteers of ConFrancisco. We used the ‘voodoo’ message board for this (to
leave a message you stick a pin by the member’s name on the list). And since
I didn’t want to use up the supply of pushpins, I went out and bought my
own. Note: the pushpins supplied by ConAdian were all red. I bought 100
green and 100 of assorted colours, and left messages for over 150 people I
could identify as our workers.... After the party I checked the board again: not
unexpectedly, many messages were still in place. However, someone had
gone over the board, removed all my green/other colour pushpins, and
carefully stuck red ones in their place. Did someone on staff have too much
time on their hands? Is there a hyphen in ‘anal retentive’?” [9 Dec]
• David Drake was angered on reading the supposed cause of Karl Edward
Wagner’s death, as reported in A89. ‘In June, 1992, my mother died of Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever. Shortly thereafter, Karl diagnosed himself as having
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever and announced this to Bantam as the reason
he couldn’t turn in the novel 5 years overdue at the time. There was no sign
of a tick, but Karl said he’d found a scab that might have been left by a tick
bite.
“This made me angry enough that I spoke directly to Karl on the subject –
one of the few times I tried to make him confront his problem.... Karl’s liver
failure was due to alcoholism, as anyone who knew him would expect, and as
the autopsy confirmed.”
[Following up the “Cyberbullies” note in the same issue:] “I only glanced at
the Penthouse article on ‘cyberbullies’ (I bought the magazine for the
pictures of naked tits), but I noticed with amazement that it was written by
John DeChancie. Some years ago DeChancie launched an attack on GEnie
against one of my editors (and a friend of mine). This had come to over a
hundred pages by the time she heard about and downloaded it herself. As an
example of DeChancie’s wit: ‘Why is it that when female editors get married,
they all get fat and slow?’
“I’d say Penthouse got the correct person to write the article.” [20 Dec]
• Alison Weston objects to being called “daughter of the more famous Peter”
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(this should have read “celebrity offspring of the now forgotten Peter”) and
insists that “despite the fond delusions harboured by my ‘committee’ there is
no real bid for the 1998 Eastercon, at least, none that has anything to do with
me! I deny it utterly. I will not be responsible for giving my dad a heart
attack, and the mere mention of ‘conrunning’ in his hearing could be enough
to do that....” [22 Dec]
Ansible 90 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Anonymous Moles,
John Bangsund, Ken E. Barham, David V. Barrett, Cuddles, Rob Hansen,
Crazy “David Garnett” Horse, Richard Newsome, Chris O’Shea, Harry
Payne, Andy Sawyer, Alison Weston, Mike Whitaker, Martin Morse
Wooster, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart
(Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). Happy New Year! 5 Jan
95.
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1987-vintage cartoon: Dan Steffan (for TAFF!). Available for SAE or
drunken whim.
SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSE. Past Ansibles (A75, A76, A82) have
recounted how famous-in-some-circles sf writers Brian Stableford, Colin
Greenland and I have all been deluged with skiffy plot ideas from an
allegedly young, ailing and (usually) female correspondent going under a vast
multiplicity of pseudonyms. Colin was a little grumpy when in 1994 this
person wrote to the BBC posing as Colin Greenland, and in recent weeks I
too became miffed when the same thing happened with Channel 4 and me.
After – in Brian’s words – pooling information and applying the calculus of
probability, the lucky three have theorized that young Rachel Oliver (alias a
million other names) may possibly be contacted c/o F.R. Oliver, 12a Langton
Rd, Norton-in-Derwent, N. Yorks, YO17 9AD. Plot-starved authors please
take heed! Perhaps “she” would also like to receive fanzines!
Why pick on Brian, Colin and me? Probable answer: all our addresses have
appeared in Interzone. Stop-press sequel: the BBC has just sent a polite
brush-off to a familiar-sounding correspondent who gave Interzone’s address
and claimed to be the precocious “Master Stephen Baxter”. [DP] Cue link....

The Pelagic Argosy Sights Land
Stephen Baxter modestly polishes his fingernails: “My expert squad of
back-up proof-readers (i.e. my old mum) spotted the following glowing
endorsement in the HarperPrism US edition of Anti-Ice: ‘‘He writes like I
used to.... I should have him assassinated before it’s too late!’ – David
Niven.’ Sadly for Niven, author of The Moon’s an Inconstant Balloon and
Bring On the Flying Horses, it really is too late.”
Poppy Z. Brite wittily reacts to her Pseuds Corner stardom: “If I ever come
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into contact with these charming Private Eye fellows, I’ll be sure to politely
request that they kiss my butt.”
Vincent Clarke has been reading “The Work of William F. Temple by Mike
Ashley (Borgo Press, CA, no price visible), a 112pp paperback in their
‘Biographies of Modern Authors’ series. It’s a completely comprehensive
checklist and short biography, with a preface by Arthur C. Clarke, a short
tribute by Forry Ackerman, and a ‘final word’ by Joan Temple. It’s
thoroughly well researched, and a deserved tribute.”
Charles Platt had a slight tussle with David Pringle over the cover of his
guest-edited Interzone, whose title logo initially failed to be in “the usual
lowercase seventies-style typeface which the magazine has suffered from for
years.” The old logo was reinstated.... “All that remains now is the
predictable reaction of shock-horror from the readership when they see the
Piers Anthony story in IZ94, which describes in guilty lascivious style the
rape of a very young girl by a character named ‘Bluebeard’. It’s all excusable
because it happens in virtual reality, see. • Remember, it’s only ink on paper,
folks!”
Andy Sawyer is stirring things again. “I see from the HarperCollins press
release about William (‘Duncton Wood’) Horwood’s new book Journey To
The Heartland that it is ‘the first positive portrayal of wolves from a major
fiction writer since Jack London’s Wolf Fang’. Er, obviously Jack London is
so major a writer that one doesn’t need to go to a reference book to check on
the title of his best-known work. And wouldn’t Garry Kilworth have
something to say about this? Who publishes Garry? Let me check ... oh dear.”
(The next edition of Garry’s Midnight’s Sun: a Story of Wolves will, I am
unreliably informed, carry the endorsement “Not a major fiction writer! – The
Publisher”.)
Bob Shaw is “feeling healthy and optimistic these days. In Ansible [Dec 93]
you said there had been an exploratory operation. There wasn’t one. What I
had was a full-scale invasion. At one stage of the surgery they must have
been able, literally, to look right through me and out the other side. I have
now got over the physical aftermath....” [21 Jan]
“IAN WATSON NO LONGER MILLIONAIRE!” writes the man himself. “Due to
the devilish redenomination of the Polish currency, IW’s massive holdings in
the Bank Handlowy of Warsaw have fallen ten-thousandfold from 1,525,550
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zlotys, sufficient to buy several beers, to 152 zlotys and 55 grosz – still
sufficient to buy several beers, but it just doesn’t sound the same.” Next: “IW
SIGHTS WOLF NEAR DOOR! Just three miles from Moreton Pinkney, loping
greyly and unmistakably in the headlights along the rural road. Contacted by
concerned author, Chris Priest advised that gypsies keep wolves. Sceptical
author surmises that this was probably a wolf-hybrid house pet, such as
recently savaged baby, abandoned in panic by its owners on nearby M1. A
Wolf is just for Christmas, not for Life.” [7 Jan]

Contubernal
3-5 Feb • Transept (7th UK filk con), Royal Cambridge Hotel, Cambridge.
£22 reg, £17 unwaged. Just turn up....
4-5 Feb • Generations (Trek), Albert Hall, London. 10-step price scale from
£8 (students, standing) to £30 – per day. 10% discount if you book both days,
but “booking fee of £2.50.” GoH: most of the ST:TNG cast, but with many
supposedly appearing only once on one day. Tickets 01905 613005, 0171 838
3100.
8 Feb • Explorations of the Marvellous conference: 20th anniversary
discussion at ICA. “LeGuin has sent a keynote message, to be discussed by
me, Mike Harrison, Ted Polhemus, and a selection of the great and good
which may include e.g. Simon Ings, Mary Gentle, Gwyneth Jones. Contact
Alan (can’t remember surname), Talks Dept, 0171 9300493.” [RK]
10-12 Feb • Anything I could say about this weekend would be misconstrued;
Ansible remains gracefully silent.
17-19 Feb • Robocon: half man, half machine, all CANCELLED.
22 Feb • BSFA London Meet, Jubilee Tavern, York Rd, nr Waterloo.
Upstairs room, 7pm. With Brian Stableford.
2-5 Mar • World Horror Con, Sheraton Colony Square Hotel, Atlanta,
Georgia, USA. $75 reg. Contact PO Box 148, Clarkston, GA 30021-0148,
USA.
3-5 Mar • AKFT Konvention (Trek), Angel Hotel, Northampton. £20 reg
plus 2xSAE. Kontakt Flat 16, Konnaught Mansions, Kold Harbour Lane,
Brixton, London, SW9 8LE.
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4-5 Mar • Microcon 15, Exeter University. GoH Ramsey Campbell. Contact
17 Polsloe Rd, Exeter, EX1 2HL.
18-20 Aug • Portmeiricon, 18th annual Prisoner con, Portmeirion, North
Wales. Contact Six of One, PO Box 66, Ipswich.
24-8 Aug • The Scottish Convention (53rd Worldcon and Eurocon), SECC,
Glasgow. Join now, they urge, while registration is still a bargain £80! On 18
April it rises to £90; advance memberships close on 22 July; the at-the-door
cost will be £100. Contact Intersection, Admail 336, Glasgow, G2 1BR.
Rumblings • Fantasycon has had a glitch: “The Birmingham venue is not
available this year, and the organizers of the last few Fantasycons have
dropped out for this time.... It is possible that there might not be a con this
year unless something changes soon.” [DH] • “Did you know that to register
for this year’s World Fantasy Con one must send an inquiry to The Baltimore
Gun Club? How lovely.” [JM] • Reading SF Group Monday evening
meetings have moved to The Forbury Vaults, Abbey Square. • The Scottish
Convention’s open London meetings are now at the Jubilee (see BSFA
above), 3rd Fri each month, from 6pm. • Toronto is bidding for the 2003
Worldcon: “Eclipticon”, 3026-300 Coxwell Ave, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
M4L 2A0.

Infinitely Improbable
Clarke Award. The 30 Jan shortlist debate saw a deadly hand-to-hand
struggle between judges C. Amies, J. Gribbin, D. Langford, M. McDonald,
M. Plummer and D. Seed, while impartial administrator D. Barrett (and
administrator-to-be P. Kincaid) made disinterested remarks like, “I say that
one’s total rubbish – don’t you dare shortlist it.” And the list is: John Barnes,
Mother of Storms (Millennium); Pat Cadigan, Fools (HarperCollins);
Gwyneth Jones, North Wind (Gollancz); Paul McAuley, Pasquale’s Angel
(Gollancz); James Morrow, Towing Jehovah (Arrow); Kristine Kathryn
Rusch, Alien Influences (Millennium).
Worthy Causes. Bob Shaw urges fans to send spare sf books and magazines
to his friend Yuri A. Mironets, Oktyabrskaya St 2 apt 15, Vladivostok, 690
000, Russia – a professor of English teaching sf in a place where Englishlanguage sf is impossible to find.... • Memory Hole is “a fanzine recycling
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system which seeks to provide stocks of fanzines from yesterday for the fans
of today and tomorrow.” Wads of priceless sf fanzines available for the cost
of postage; unwanted collections and surplus copies are solicited for MH by
Greg Pickersgill, 3 Bethany Row, Narberth Rd, Haverfordwest, SA61 2XG.
The Bottom Line. Impoverished authors took heart from HarperCollins’s
much-hyped advance of £500,000 for a new novel (plus story collection) by
Martin Amis. The inspirational subtext is that Amis fils fired his agent for
getting him an offer of only £450,000, and did the coveted half-million deal
through a “superagent” who grabs 20% rather than the usual 10%. Since the
HarperCollins negotiations were conducted by our own satanically wily
Malcolm Edwards (with some of the money reputedly tied to performance,
such as best-seller listings), it’s whispered that the actual advance is a mere
£480,000 or even, dare we say it, £450,000. It is left as an exercise for the
reader to compare the spurned £450k-minus-10% with £500k (or £480k, or
£450k) minus 20%, and to marvel at such thrusting business acumen.
Footnote: HarperCollins holds the current world record for unearned
advances, a total of £27 million! [The Bookseller]
Media Mole. Lloyd Penney notes: “I work in the building in which they are
doing the post-production work for Johnny Mnemonic. They’ve been fairly
quiet for as long as I’ve been there (8 months), but now small sticky notes
with a rubber stamp of the film’s logo are appearing all over the place, with
the words ‘Fuck you’ or ‘Piss off’ or ‘I hate’ over the imprint. A little
disgruntledness in JM land, hmmm?” [2 Jan]
Fanfundery. GUFF: Acting Euro-administrator Joseph Nicholas grumpily
reports a cock-up by Ian Gunn and Karen Pender-Gunn, two candidates for
the coveted trip from Australia to The Scottish Convention. They’ve
produced numberless GUFF ballots with the voting deadline inadvertently
given as 31 May rather than the correct 31 March. Late votes may well not be
counted. Please check and amend any ballot forms you come across.... •
Concatenation fanzine and the Dartford “Phoenicians” sf group are
sponsoring two Romanians on a 10-day “science fact & fiction” UK visit in
Sept. Donations are begged: Concatenation, 44 Brook St, Erith, Kent, DA8
1JQ.
Son of Trivia. University Challenge question in Jan: “Who was the famous
father of this person?”, the photo being of Alan Clark MP. King’s School of
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Medicine and Dentistry, hopefully: “Arthur C. Clarke.” Actually it was
Kenneth Clark aka Lord Clark of Civilization.... [DG]
C.o.A. Omni, 277 Park, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10172-0003, USA. [SFC]
Random Fandom. Andy Hooper sadly reports “the death of Minneapolis
fan Lee Pelton, one time co-editor of Rune and A Private Heat. Lee died on
29 Dec, from oedema arising from pneumonia as a complication of AIDS. As
far as I know, he is the first American fanzine fan to die of AIDS, although
doubtless more will follow.” • Eric Lindsay has a cosmic mind: “It is time to
start campaigning for Hugos (no, not you!). Nominate Shoemaker-Levy 9 for
Best Dramatic Presentation.” (I have this entrancing vision of Teresa Nielsen
Hayden’s Making Book and Chris Priest’s The Book on the Edge of Forever
battling it out for Best Non-Fiction – Ed.)
Beyond magazine “is now scheduled to be published on 15 March. John
Menzies have agreed to order the same number of copies as they currently
take of The Dark Side.” [DR] 1,000? 10?
Thog’s Masterclass. “Louise remembered the ancient, beautiful names. Pan,
Atlas, Prometheus, Pandora, Epimetheus ... Names almost as old, now, as the
myths from which they had been taken” (Stephen Baxter, Ring) • “I tossed
her one of the cans of beer. She took it without saying anything, cracked it
open, took a mouthful and wiped her hand across the back of her mouth.”
(Geoffrey Maloney, “Requiem for the General”) [LVA] • The time police in
Timecop swiftly confirm that time-thieved Confederate gold bullion is indeed
from 200 years ago: “It’s genuine, we’ve had it carbon dated.” [MS/EC]

Enturbulated Thetans
Mighty noises of gibbering resounded across Internet following the Church
of Scientology’s discovery of the “information superhighway”. Perhaps they
call it the clearway. The Cof$ (its frequent nickname in Usenet’s
alt.religion.scientology newsgroup) reacted as it usually does on learning that
people are going around committing free speech. Legal threats were issued
against Internet sites, demanding that alt.religion.scientology be closed down
– a bit like suing the post office for carrying mail of which you disapprove –
and that the net accounts of offenders like renegade churchman Dennis Erlich
be cancelled. Dirtier tricks are rumoured, some deeply bizarre. • The problem
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for the ever-secretive and paranoid Org is that it can’t directly intimidate
those naughty people who use anonymous-remailing services to place
embarrassing material in Usenet newsgroups. So Scientology’s famous policy
of always going on the offensive forces it into conflict with the net as a whole
... Clash of the Titans! • Morally, the issues are somewhat messy. Such
dissemination of scientological “sacred teachings” indeed violates copyright;
yet many feel it’s legitimate whistleblowing to expose the alternately risible
and menacing doctrines of an outfit whose aim is to take over the world (for
our own good, of course). And why, after all, should publicizing the loonier
utterances of L. Ron Hubbard bring down litigious wrath when quoting from
the likewise copyright New English Bible does not?
Charles Platt explains more about “the text which the Scientologists were
upset about. One piece was crossposted to alt.conspiracy (a wonderful forum
for all kinds of stuff). It was about 200 kilobytes (yes, 200, not 20) and
consisted of a legal deposition by a one-time senior Scientology aide telling
everything, including allegedly successful attempts to use ‘black audits’ to
trigger the suicide of several Scientologists who had ‘lost the faith’. The word
‘devastating’ barely begins to describe this document. If I was in the Church
of Scientology, I’d be trying to shut down the Usenet group, too! Actually it’s
a nice demonstration, in miniature, of the threat to totalitarian systems posted
by free information.”
Bruce Sterling adds, wistfully: “Perhaps some day, in stark futurity, people
of goodwill (euphemism for you and me) will be able to dance a rickety
arthritic fandango over the final grave of Scientology.” It is a beautiful
thought.

Geek’s Corner
Harry Warner Jr on the net (in The Reluctant Famulus 37): “I hope it will all
go away soon like CB radio did.”
Ansible 91 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to everyone credited;
also Elaine Coates, Cuddles, David (“Miserably Rancorous” – Locus)
Garnett, Abigail Frost, David Howe, Roz Kaveney, Mark Plummer, Chris
Priest, David Pringle, David Riley of Beyond, SF Chronicle, Mark Slater,
Lee Van Arden, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
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Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 2 Feb 95.
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan (for TAFF!). Cartoon: Ian Gunn. Available for SAE, haecceity or
whim.
ONE SMALL STEP! I did it. I really did it. I filled in a hotel booking form
for The Scottish Convention. I feel all weak....

The Cerebrative Psittacoid
John Gribbin has known all along about our anonymous sf hoaxer (see
A91): “I also get ill-typed letters from ‘Rachel Oliver’ at New Scientist,
asking questions about scientific topics. My usual ploy is to write a handwritten recommendation on the letter referring ‘her’ to one of my own
books....”
Peter Nicholls remains secluded but happy in Australia ... “The acclaim I
receive here is pretty muted, not to say inaudible, and you may have heard
how tacky I found it last year that I wasn’t even nominated for the Atheling
Award, let alone winning it. The winner was nominated with the grand total
of two votes, it later emerged, but I think he got four in the final voting. For
this sort of reason, Australian awards, Ditmars included, are pretty
meaningless, not even statistically meaningful as a personal popularity vote
(which is how Bruce Gillespie describes them).”
Charles Platt moans, “When the police arrest you, they warn you that
anything you say may be taken down as evidence and used against you.
When I correspond with Dave Langford, this warning is omitted but the end
result is sometimes the same. I suppose I’m old enough to know better; yet
there’s still that moment of shock and disbelief when I see my personal
correspondence faithfully transcribed into print. For what it’s worth (not
much) I’d like to apologize to David Pringle, Piers Anthony, and the Church
of Scientology for some of the things I was [accurately – Ed] quoted as
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saying in Ansible. 91 • And now a press release: Perverts around the world
may be excited to hear that a new US edition of Charles Platt’s venerable
novel The Gas will be appearing from the legendary Loompanics mail-order
company, whose motto is ‘We know who we are. We are the lunatic fringe of
libertarianism.’ The Savoy edition was distributed in the US by another mailorder company who described it in their catalogue as ‘possibly the most
disgusting novel ever written.’ Platt will be writing a new introduction
explaining that this misogynistic filth has nothing to do with his current,
socially acceptable work and is being published as an historical document
only. He says, ‘I no longer have bad thoughts, I’m kind to animals, and some
of my best friends are women.’” Ansible asked Charles whether he’d read a
certain Richard Calder book which had, er, struck your editor forcibly; he
replied, “Dead Boys? Hah. Child’s play (so to speak). The Gas stands secure
at its low-water mark of unredeemable filth.”
Chris Priest made a ghastly discovery: “The sliding metal shutters on floppy
disks are sharp! HORROR HONKER!! While trying to peel off an old label my
hand slipped, and my thumb raised the edge of the shutter. Result: gallons of
blood everywhere, a hurried and dangerous drive to hospital with blood
pouring on to the car carpet, and a neat row of stitches holding a substantial
chunk of my thumb back together, preventing it from flapping about the way
it was. HORROR ALL-CLEAR!!” Was there a sinister symbolism in the fact that
the fatal disk held a copy of Chris’s recently delivered new novel The
Prestige?
Andy Sawyer is practising Sarcasm: “The U of Liverpool’s student
newspaper covered the Arthur C. Clarke degree conferment somewhat more
extensively than Ansible, if with less than Langfordian attention to accuracy:
the book of which ACC said ‘no other ... had a greater influence on my life’
is cited as Last and First Nun. I look forward to appropriate plot summaries.”
Joyce Slater died of a heart attack on Mon 27 Feb, reports Caroline Mullan.
“She was at home with Ken, having been discharged last Friday from
hospital, where they discovered she had had a previous heart attack which no
one had suspected. The private funeral is at 2pm Thursday.... Ken Slater says
he is well, asks for no fuss and no phone calls please. Please can we let
people know why Fantast Medway orders are not being met for the time
being.” Joyce’s cheery presence in UK convention book rooms will be much
missed.
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Consectary
1 Mar - 17 May, From Literature to Launch Day, “books that inspired the
Space Age”: exhibition at British Museum, King’s Library, Gt Russell St,
WC1. Admission free. [AJF]
to 5 Mar • Ken Campbell, Mystery Bruises, King’s Head, Upper St,
Islington, N1. 0171 226 1916
3-5 Mar • AKFT Convention (Trek), Angel Hotel, Northampton. £20 reg,
rooms £21/person/night. Over-18s only.
4-5 Mar • Microcon 15, Exeter University. GoH Ramsey Campbell. Phone
01392 73780, fax 74524. The pre-convention signing and party planned for
Fri evening is now cancelled: the bookshop venue was the local branch of
doomed Dillons....
12 Mar (Sunday) • Picocon 12, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd,
London, SW7 2BB. 10am-late. GoH Iain Banks, Simon Ings. £8 reg (£3 to
students with ID, £1 to ICSF). Everyone is urged to bring tons of priceless
first editions for the Friends of Foundation bring-and-buy sale....
17 Mar • The Scottish Convention, Jubilee pub meeting (as BSFA, below).
Special seminar on how to send other committee members 3Mb database files
with no software to read them.
17-19 Mar • Trek Dwarf, Holiday Inn, Leicester. £35 reg. Contact 47
Marsham, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 0RB.
18 Mar • Star Winds, Queen’s Hotel, Portsmouth. 11am to “late”. GoH
Steve Baxter, Gwyneth Jones, Ian Watson, “H.G. Wells” et al. £7.50 reg, £10
at door. Contact 38 Outram Rd, Southsea, Portsmouth, Hants, PO5 1QZ.
22 Mar • BSFA, Jubilee pub, York Rd, London (nr Waterloo). Upstairs room,
7pm. Guest speaker: Hilary Bailey.
26 Mar • BFS mini-con in Dillons, Sydney St, Cambridge, 2pm on. Dillons?
Oo-er. Better check first.... (See Microcon.)
14-17 Apr • Confabulation (Eastercon), Britannia International Hotel,
London Docklands. GoH Lois McMaster Bujold, Bob Shaw, Roger
Robinson. £25 reg to 31 Mar, then much increased memberships at the door
(panic now). PR4 now out. Contact 3 York St, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15
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9QH.
29-30 Apr • Babcom 95 (Babylon 5), NEC. Birmingham. Huge big event,
expected to be Significantly Non-Cheap. Contact 22 Reindeer Court, City
Centre, Worcester, WR1 2DS.
30-31 Jul • Broomcon, “The Pagan Convention”, University of Essex,
Colchester. £15 reg. 39 Henniker Rd, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP1 5HF. Bring your
own flying ointment.
24-8 Aug • The Scottish Convention (53rd Worldcon and Eurocon), SECC,
Glasgow. Legendary hotel booking (and Hugo nomination) forms finally
sighted in the UK circa 22 Feb. Contact Intersection, Admail 336, Glasgow,
G2 1BR.
? Oct • Fantasycon? No venue, date or committee as yet, but planning has
reached the “will hopefully be organized” stage. Contact The Bungalow, The
Shades, Banbury, OX16 9RS.
13-15 Oct • Octocon (Irish national event), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. GoH Mary Gentle. Rates to follow. Contact (2xIRC)
30 S Circular Rd, Dublin 8, Ireland.
Rumblings • Misconstrued: Alsion Wetson, secret mistress of typos,
complains that custard takes too long to wash out of one’s hair. Otherwise: “I
am pleased to say that the women acquitted themselves well by winning the
silly games. Dad says it’s because there was no real skill or logic involved –
but what sort of an idiot, when told to push a water-filled condom around a
slalom course with a knitting needle, uses the pointy end? A man, of course.
What sort of a team loses even when they cheat?! • I’ve always been afraid of
Pickersgill, but on close inspection I have decided that it is impossible to be
afraid of one who looks (and sounds!) so much like an Ewok. He has shamed
me into attempting to reply to some of those ’zines I keep receiving, so watch
out.” Also at Misconstrued, Greg Pickersgill was canonized by a lavishly
costumed papal court, but nevertheless continued to fight the good fight with
the stern vigour of Savonarola: pacing slowly from the back of an over-large
room, he opened his sermon with “Behind me is a great and empty void ...
very like The Scottish Convention.” Among the ecclesiastical notables
uttering Gregorian chants were Helena “Wimple” Bowles of the Order of the
Little Sisters of de Sade (“Torture the witness some more!”), and thrusting
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Mike Siddall, who learned too late that the rôle of advocatus diaboli required
a tight red outfit and horns: to this he added an improvised codpiece of more
than optimistic proportions, which may possibly explain why Maureen
Speller found herself invited to inspect the Siddall genitals and duly called
for a powerful magnifying glass. Ann Green presented a live fanzine,
Ormolu, including a “letter column” of audience answers to compulsory
questions (Ann: “Langford – what is your favourite body odour?” Me: “Er ...
We Also Heard From: Dave Langford.”). Traditional out-of-context remark
from Eileen Weston: “It’s only a pound a week and it gives me a thrill!”

Infinitely Improbable
Secrets of Journalism. One can only admire the thoroughly researched piece
on Interzone in last month’s Punter, Brighton’s alternative-reality equivalent
of Time Out: “[Interzone]’s editor, Andrew Tidmarsh, has written to praise
our recent piece on Dave Garnett and the sci-fi anthology New Worlds. He
tells us that the latest issue of Interzone, which has actually been going since
1982, this month celebrates the 100th anniversary of Jules Verne’s portentous
novel, The War of the Worlds.” [DG]
C.o.A. Vince Docherty, TCD/13, PDO, Box 81, Muscat 113, Oman. Charles
Stross (temporarily, while he moves to Edinburgh), c/o 64 Avenue Hill,
Leeds, LS8 4EZ.
More Impersonation. In the wake of the false Baxter, Greenland and
Langford (see A91), a spurious Terri Windling is now ravaging fandom:
“There is a woman who has apparently been impersonating her at
conventions in the US. She discovered this last week, when a friend of
Charles Vess’s told Charles that the woman he was talking to was not Terri
Windling – this friend had met ‘Terri’ at a convention a few months ago, and
had a long talk with ‘her’. • The unknown woman is over 5 feet tall (a couple
of inches taller than Terri), has dark blonde hair, and looks nothing like Terri
Windling (according to the friend who blew the whistle). She appears to
know a great deal about Terri’s life, but does not know how to pronounce
‘Devon’. • Terri (the real one) will not be at any conventions this year, except
World Fantasy. Last year, she attended only World Fantasy, Readercon, and
one day of the World Horror Convention in Phoenix. If you saw her
anywhere else, it wasn’t her.” [BM via EW] Does the home-grown British
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polymorph “Rachel Oliver” know how to pronounce “Devon”, we ask?
Nebulas. Novel shortlist: Greg Bear, Moving Mars; Octavia E. Butler,
Parable of the Sower; Jonathan Lethem, Gun, With Occasional Music; James
Morrow, Towing Jehovah; Rachel Pollack, Temporary Agency; Kim Stanley
Robinson, Green Mars; Roger Zelazny, A Night in the Lonesome October.
Although the shortlist is nominally of five books, “there are seven works
because of a three-way tie for fourth in the voting” – a situation which
implies six and not seven finalists, so one would guess the tie was actually for
fifth place.
Untimely. “Paul Thorley, who entered fandom via the Leeds University
group in the very early ’80s and has been a regular convention-goer ever
since, is terminally ill in hospital in Stoke-on-Trent. He is currently spending
a fortune in phone calls to contact as many of his friends as he can, but says
he can’t possibly reach everyone who may wish to know the news. He gives
everyone permission to ‘blub’ for a while, but not to mourn for him. On the
contrary, it’s quite probable that there will be a riotous wake coming to a
convention room party near you soon.” [MF] Footnote: Paul died suddenly
on 27 Feb. • Dave Montgomery, whom many UK fans will remember from
conventions, died on 2 Feb: he’d seemed to be winning his three-year battle
against a brain tumour, but suffered a late relapse. Dave was 37. [via MAH]
Trek Ripoff? Andrew Bartmess, who in the 70s filled a gap in the Trek
mythos by publishing rules for the featured Tri-D chess game, was far from
gruntled to learn that the US Franklin Mint – the outfit that sells lavishly
priced memorabilia, insignia, etc – had pinched his text verbatim as part of
their expensive and profitable Trek chess package. Through a quirk of US
copyright law this is apparently just about legal. AB urges a polite-ish writein campaign to explain to the Mint that fandom looks askance at such
behaviour ... certainly Ansible at once cancelled its order for several dozen
3D chess sets at $225+ each.
Worthy Causes. GHETTO: certain folk of good will, realizing that fan
chatter on the Net was insufficiently filthy and depraved, devised a one-off
fund to wire up the legendary Chuck Harris – famous stone-deaf co-editor of
Hyphen when I was but a tot. The Get Harris Equipped To Talk On-line fund
(as it is generally not known) has now virtually reached its goal, but kittyholders P. Nielsen Hayden and D. Langford could stand being showered with
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a few more contributions. • Brian Burgess had a horrific though far from fatal
crisis of health at the end of Novacon, which (in short) led to his having to
cough up £591 to be taken home in a private ambulance. He is not a rich
man. Martin Tudor suggests that fans might help defray the cost; Brian lives
at 20 St Albans Cres, Bournemouth, BH8 9EW.
Only in Fandom ... An Anthropomorphic Bibliography, compiled by Fred
Patten and published by Yarf! The Journal of Applied Anthropomorphics,
lists and annotates 250+ sf/fantasy titles featuring talking animals,
“animalized humans”, etc. John Clute, you need this for the Fantasy
Encyclopaedia’s “Furry Fandom” entry! $5 from PO Box 1299, Cupertino,
CA 95015-1299, USA.
High Weirdness. All Uri Geller’s sheaf of lawsuits against his sceptics and
detractors (beginning in 1989) have now been lost, dismissed, unprofitably
settled or withdrawn. Chief victim James Randi adds: “Mr. G. said quite
positively a few years ago on a major TV show here, that he could predict,
via his marvellous powers of prophecy, that he’d win the case against me. So
much for prophecy and his fine control of it.” • Meanwhile the Scientology
horror continues and ramifies, probably to the alarm of the British fan who’s
doing a book on cults and asked on the net for personal horror stories – using
the hitherto safe anonymous-remailing service in Finland, which within days
was compromised by an unholy alliance of police and scientologists. Oops!
Thog’s Masterclass. “He loosened the lacings that held his braes, stepped
out of them, and stood before me as naked as I. Only then did he bend to lift
back my veil. I felt my eyes widen, realizing that there was more than one
reason they called Marc’h the Horse King.” (Diana L. Paxson, The White
Raven) • “His mouth, for a moment, ran liquid and then it slid, almost of its
own accord, down his throat.” (Isaac Asimov, Prelude to Foundation) [JME]
• Rob Hansen submits a sentence from his own TAFF report: “We got there
before 10pm but not before Avedon, who turned up later.” (“Did I really
write that?”)
Fifteen Years Ago. Harlan Ellison spoke out in Comics Journal: “Two years
from now, I will be on the top of the best-seller list ... the novel that I’m
writing ... will be the number 1 fiction best-seller in the nation. I promise you
... a natural best-seller idea. It’s got to be a runaway. I mean, it’s such a
simple, terrific idea you say ‘Oh Christ, why didn’t I think of that? Why
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didn’t anyone think of that?’ I thought of it. And I’m going to write it.”
(Ansible 7, March 1980)

Geek’s Corner
Imminent Death of the Net Predicted! “Please could you tell me how to get
on to ‘Internet’?” writes the Rev.Lionel Fanthorpe.
Ansible 92 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Janice M. Eisen,
Mike Ford, Abigail Frost, Dave “Sci Fi” Garnett, Wendy Grossman, Rob
Hansen, Martin Hoare, Beth Meacham, Elizabeth Willey, Martin Morse
Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart
(Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 2 Mar 95.
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Ansible 93, April 1995
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo and
cartoon: Dan Steffan (for TAFF!). Available for SAE or beneficent
mansuetude.
PUBLISHERS’ WAYS. Editor, on phone: “Hello! Remember that book we
talked about!? Can you write it and make it 77,000 words long!? In one
month!?” Langford: “Er, it needs research. Three months minimum if you
want it to be any good.” Editor: “Oh no! It’s urgent! The Autumn list, we
need it for the Autumn list! I’ll have to talk to so-and-so! I’ll call you right
back! Hang on!” Langford: waits patiently by telephone, for nine days so far.

Watchers of the Dark
Ian Ballantine, co-founder with Betty Ballantine of Ballantine Books in
1952, died in March after long heart trouble. [DD]
Samuel R. Delany’s tongue-in-cheek ploy to improve the political
correctness of his reissued porno epic Equinox (aka The Tides of Lust) is to
make all its characters 100 years older. No one could possibly complain
about explicit underage sex scenes involving a boy and girl aged,
respectively, 113 and 115....
David Garnett rants: “I’ve been trying to find someone else to take on New
Worlds. A new publisher which plans to launch an sf list at Glasgow was
asking for material, so I sent them a copy of NW. They phoned and were very
interested in taking over the series – until they realized that I wanted paying
for the anthologies. Most of their authors, they said, have other jobs and don’t
have to rely on money from writing to make a living. So they usually pay
only an ‘honorarium’ or a ‘nominal fee’. Not paying authors – what a
brilliant way of cutting costs.... • PS: Yes, it’s Ringpull.” Now read on.
John Gribbin demonstrates the miracles of synchronicity: “Does anyone
care that my really rather good novel Time Switch is in limbo because an
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editor (alias Anne Editer) at Ringpull wants me to rewrite the characters to
match her stereotypes of scientists instead of matching the kind of scientists
I’ve worked with for thirty years? (And this after Bob Shaw said he really
liked it as it was!) Does this mean I won’t get launched (let alone lunched) at
The Scottish Convention?” New light may be cast on this question by grim
revelations below....
George Hay wants the SF Foundation to remember its original aims and “go
back to getting decisions taken at key meetings where at least 50% of those
present are actually sf authors or activists. I think Andy Sawyer and Co. are
going great guns in academic terms, but what about some useful input into
space exploration, planetary political issues and the rest of it?” Come on,
Andy, take a day off cataloguing that library and organize a Mars probe.
Rog Peyton was mortified by my spoof “Ansible news from 2010” column
(Interzone 94), when a not terribly alert customer sent him condolences on
the bit about his Andromeda Bookshop having closed down since printed
books had become extinct. Rog would like a 200-point banner headline here,
saying ANDROMEDA LIVES!, but space is tight as usual....
Ken Slater is most grateful for the many letters and cards received from fans
and customers after the sad death of Joyce Slater (they had been married
since 1948). Understandably, he doesn’t yet feel able to cope with personal
replies to all this.
Maureen Kincaid Speller breaks more bad news: “Ringpull have gone into
voluntary liquidation, reasons unknown so far. I’m a creditor (about £300,
which I suspect I won’t see). I can’t get to the creditor’s meeting next week
but am looking for a proxy who can, so we may find out more. • One
wonders of course what position this leaves Jeff Noon in. Pollen is at the
proof stage....” Review copies have appeared, though rather late. Ringpull
had six-figure debts and was tipped over the edge by its instant book on
footballer Eric Cantona – which infringed the copyright of Cantona: My
Story and needed to be expensively reprinted.
Colin Wilson “has after nearly 20 years written a sequel to The Space
Vampires. He’s having difficulty finding a publisher to take it on – it’s
250,000 words long. Oddly enough, I think the vastness would add to its
commercial potential, but then I’m not a (practising) publisher!” (Paul
Barnett)
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Convallamarin
Until 7 May • Star Trek Exhibition, City Arts Centre, Edinburgh. £3.50 at
door, £2 kids/unwaged. 10am-5:30pm Mon/Tue/Sat, 10am-9pm
Wed/Thu/Fri, noon-5pm Sun.
13 Apr • Ringpull Creditor’s Meeting, Stephen Conn & Co, 2nd Floor, 17
St Ann’s Sq, Manchester, M2 7PW. 11am.
14-17 Apr • Confabulation (Eastercon), Britannia International Hotel,
London Docklands. No more mail registrations:
£25 reg at Wellington on 6 April, £35 at door. Day memberships £10 Fri or
Mon, £15 Sat or Sun. Supporting members can have 1 day free, or full
membership at the door for £15.
20 Apr • Clarke Award presentation, The Conservatory pub. With Colin
Greenland as MC. Doors open 6pm or so.
29-30 Apr • Babcom 95 (Babylon 5), NEC. Birmingham. Huge big event,
assumed to be Significantly Non-Cheap. Contact 22 Reindeer Court, City
Centre, Worcester, WR1 2DS.
14 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Bretton, Peterborough.
GoH Bryan Talbot, Stephen Gallagher. 10:30am-4pm. £1 admission. Contact
58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 0RB.
17 May • Roy Lewis of The Evolution Man fame gives a talk to Richmond
Writer’s Circle, 8pm: Room 14, Richmond Adult & Community College,
Parkshot, Richmond, Surrey. All welcome. £1.00 at door. Directions: (01734)
876572. [JB]
14-15 Oct • Octocon (Irish national event), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. £12 reg – that’s Irish pounds. Contact (2xIRC) 30 S
Circular Rd, Dublin 8, Ireland.
27-31 Oct • Welcome to my Nightmare (horror part of UK Year of
Literature Festival), Swansea. Details to follow. Contact 14 Druslyn Rd,
West Cross, Swansea, SA3 5QQ.
3-5 Nov • ReCONTaniméTed, Grand Hotel, Birmingham, £16 reg (£21
from 1 May, £26 from 1 Nov). SAE to 13 Prescott Clo, Banbury, Oxon,
OX16 0RD. 01295 256284.
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2-3 Mar 96 • Microcon 16, Exeter Univ. Contact Darrel Manuel, Cornwall
House, St German’s Rd, Exeter, EX4 6TG.
5-8 Apr 96 • Evolution (Eastercon), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, near
Heathrow. Fan GoHs announced: Paul Kincaid and Maureen Kincaid Speller.
£20 reg to 18 April – £24 thereafter. Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead,
London, NW3 6PX.
24-7 May 96 • Inconsistent aka Inconsequential V: third in the sf/humour
con sequence (oh, these subtle fannish wits). “Somewhere in the Midlands.”
£15 reg to end May 95. Contact Flat 1, 31 Saxon Rd, South Norwood,
London, SE25 5EQ.
Rumblings • Microcon: GoH Ramsey Campbell had fun searching the Exeter
campus for this “most thoroughly concealed convention. The map on the
back of the programme book had a pointer saying You Are Here and
indicating the middle of a pond. So I found some security guards and showed
them the programme, and they hunted for ages through this list of the day’s
events – and were suddenly inspired! ‘This would be the Morris Dancer’s
Buffet Lunch, right?’” Portrait of noted horror author nervously checking his
trousers for small bells and ribbons. • The Scottish Convention’s latest scare
has been the merry discovery that they were passing around virus-infected
membership database disks. (“Am I the only person using an anti-virus
program in the whole of the Indecision team?” writes a bemused Anon.
“What are they all doing, sticking their heads in the sand and muttering ‘it’ll
never happen to me...?’”) Fearless co-chair Martin Easterbrook wishes me to
quash vile rumours, some of them emanating from the committee itself, that
the Central (fan/party) Hotel was fully booked before any actual booking
forms went out. Always glad to oblige, boss.

Infinitely Improbable
“This ... Remarkable ... Book.” Mighty publisher Jim Baen plans a national
US advertising campaign for Newt Gingrich’s clunky, ghosted alternateworld sf novel 1945. With characteristic scrupulous integrity, he’s basing the
publicity on quotes avowedly “taken a tiny, tiny bit out of context” from
sarky comments on advance extracts. For example, the book’s purple passage
about a “pouting sex kitten” found “sitting athwart” the hero’s chest
provoked the critical dig, “This is an instant classic which will be draped
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athwart the Speaker’s neck by his opponents in every election he runs in from
now on.” You guessed it: Baen is quoting only the phrase “An instant
classic!” ... and loudly expresses hopes of being sued for it, since “The only
thing I’m missing is the publicity of a court action.” [CM/MJW]
Tiptree Award. Co-winners were Nancy Springer for Larque on the Wing
and Ursula Le Guin for “The Matter of Seggri” (in Crank) – this being the
first time the “gender-bending sf” award has gone to a short story. [LS]
C.o.A. Etc. Merf Adamson seeks fandom again after 15 years: 18 Asket
Gdns, Oakwood, Leeds, LS8 2NW. Sandra Bond, Longfield, Worthing
(Working? Watling? Oh, the joys of handwritten faxes) St, Gailey, Stafford,
ST19 5PR. Mike Glyer/File 770, 145 E. Sierra Madre Bl., Apt.10, Sierra
Madre, CA 91024, USA. Andrew I. Porter, man of dignity, wishes fans to put
away childish things such as calling him “Andy”. Mr Porter is 49.
SFX is a new magazine about sf (“mainly films and TV, but also books,
comics, models, toys ...”) – out soon from Future Publishing in Bath, best
known for their computer titles. Editor Matt Bielby; deputy editor Dave
Golder. The usual suspects Barnett, Langford and Stableford are leaping
aboard.
Fanfundery. GUFF was decisively won by Ian Gunn and Karen PenderGunn with 87 first-preference votes (Kim Huett got 19, LynC 4, Hold Over
Funds 4, No Pref 1). So they will attend The Scottish Convention, poor
things. • TAFF deadline is 29 April: this month is your last chance to vote
right, i.e. for Dan Steffan! • DUFF: Pat and Roger Sims of Cincinnati won
the subsidized DUFF trip from America to Thylacon, the 1995 Australian
National Convention in Tasmania.
Award Shortlists. Philip K. Dick: Alexander Becher, Rim; Jack Cady,
Inagehi; Ian McDonald, Scissors Cut Paper Wrap Stone; Lisa Mason,
Summer of Love; Lance Olsen, Tonguing the Zeitgeist; Robert Charles
Wilson, Mysterium. • BSFA novel award: Iain M. Banks, Feersum Endjinn;
Eric Brown, Engineman; Greg Egan, Permutation City; Gwyneth Jones,
North Wind; Ian McDonald, Necroville. • Lancs County Library/Natwest
Children’s Book of the Year ... Garry Kilworth gloats over the shortlisting of
his sf novel The Electric Kid.
Random Fandom. Andrew Bartmess, fresh from complaining that the US
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Franklin Mint stole his Star Trek 3D chess rules to go with their Trek chess
set, now reports even more bitterly that since he took legal action the Mint is
wickedly short-changing purchasers by shipping sets without his rules.... •
Rob Hansen, demon driver, had a brief but intense dispute with a steel post:
his car lost and is off the road for an unknown period. • Michael J. Walsh of
the World Fantasy Con despairs of fandom’s sf awareness. As noted
approvingly in A91, the WFC is nominally organized by The Baltimore Gun
Club: far from remarking “Aha! Jules Verne!”, fans tend to look blank or
even become actively stroppy about the link with “some collection of gun
nuts....”
Publishing Fun. I can hardly wait for New York Smells by Caroline
McKeldin (Oct): “The first and only scratch’n’sniff (interactive) postcard
book of New York City ... pictures (and smells of): a pretzel vendor, flowers
on Park Avenue, Lady Liberty (complete with a smelly Hudson River), the
garlic smells of Little Italy, the smell of hanging ducks in Chinatown,
Stadium hot dogs, Deli pickles ... hay from a horse-drawn buggy, racks of
fresh bagels, the pungent odor from the Fulton Fish market and exhaust
fumes from the interminable traffic jams.” [DH] Inspiration for a
scratch’n’sniff fanzine here: the choking fumes surrounding Abigail Frost,
the rich ambience of Greg Pickersgill’s beard, the chocolate whiff exuding
from Pam Wells, the ancient musty reek from within Ian Sorensen’s wallet,
the confidence-compelling pheromones of any Intersection board member....
Aboriginal SF, that peculiarly named US sf magazine, has suspended
publication and is returning submissions unread. However, editor Charles
Ryan hints at rescue plans. [SFC]
Wired UK carries Charles Platt’s searing account of how he competed in a
high-profile Turing test with $100,000 offered for an AI program that
convinced the judges it was a real person. None did, but by a cunning
strategy of “being moody, irritable and obnoxious”, Charles emerged as the
“most human human” in the test (prize: a nice bronze medal). For next year’s
competition, AI programmers will surely take the hint and make their
creations rude and annoying ... Artificial Platt.
Science Week featured a panel on “Are writers demonizing the new
genetics?” Jonathan Cowie pukes: “Very limp and poorly organized. The
writers were Maureen Duffy (Gorsaga) and Stephen Gallagher (Chimera) ... I
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was surprised Paul McAuley was not there, or other sf writers we know and
love: were they even asked? The presentations were what you would have
expected at an sf con 15 years ago, with discussion tied up in that old
undergraduate chestnut ‘what is the responsibility of scientists to society for
their science’ (analogous to a con panel getting bogged down on defining sf).
There was no speaker co-ordination: later speakers lamented that what they
planned to say had been covered. References to sf were virtually limited to
Frankenstein, H.G. Wells, Michael Crichton ... and the works of Duffy and
Gallagher. The Q&A session saw a steady trickle from the auditorium to the
pub. Conclusions? There were none. Not worth the £10 ticket.”
Revelations. A convivial Ramsey Campbell was asked at Microcon which
UK editor caused him such pain with the first version of his novel The Claw
(see Afterword in the 1992 reissue). “Wild horses would not make me admit
it was Rosie Cheetham,” he declared staunchly.
Thog’s Masterclass. “Satisfied at seeing all of them go down, one by one,
through his keyhole, Morgan, fully dressed but wearing only his socks, eased
out of his room and down to Green’s.” (Jack Chalker, “Now Falls the Cold,
Cold Night”, Alternate Presidents) David Bratman wishes to explain:
“Nudism and the ability to squeeze through keyholes are features of
Chalker’s alternate 1856 not otherwise discussed in the story” • “Her languid
arms reached up for him, her nipples curled convulsively.” (Paul Di Filippo,
“Distributed Mind”, Interzone 94 ... spung!) “The soundless thrum of
maneuvering thrusters rumbled through the jumpship’s deck like a dragon’s
purr.” (Julia Ecklar, “The Human Animal”, Analog 4/95)
A92 Correction. – Patrick Nielsen Hayden explains the Nebulas: “No, the tie
was for fourth place, resulting in six Nebula nominees. Then the jury added
an additional nominee, as they almost always do – for a total of seven. In
fact, noting which works were on the preliminary ballot, it’s pretty obvious
that the jury’s addition was Temporary Agency.”
Fifteen Years Ago ... Brian Aldiss soared to fame in Private Eye’s “Pseuds
Corner” when he wrote of James Joyce: “this Torquemada of tale-telling
began as an insipid poet: Lean out of the window / Goldenhair, / I heard you
singing / A merry air. Whether or not the first word was a misprint for ‘leap’
has been disputed.” (Ansible 25, April 1980.)
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Geek’s Corner
Chuch Harris Ponders Net Nickname. “I’ve been thinking for hours about
this ... if Charrisma is still open grab hold of it quickly, ‘an extraordinary
degree of artistic genius’ sums me up pretty well. If it has already been taken,
how about ‘Charrismatic’ (would I be recognizable as ‘communal worship
and the gift of speaking in tongues’?), Chuchy, Chucksaway (the ancient
aviator), Chuchmilitant, Churly, or even Charriscuro – which isn’t in my
Collins but is swilling around in my mind as some sort of painting technique,
and is undoubtedly spelt differently.” Before many more weeks we hope Mr
Harris will be running riot on the net as ... charrisma@cix.compulink.co.uk.
Thanks again to all Harris Net Fund contributors! All is ready – computer,
modem, net account, etc – but there is a slight hitch in transporting the
equipment from here in Reading to Harris Towers in Daventry. First
designated chauffeur Rob Hansen damaged his car (as above; now repaired, 7
April), and now there’s a rash of conflicting events beginning with the UK
Eastercon....
Ansible 93 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to John Bark, Paul
Barnett, David V. Barrett, SF Chronicle, Cuddles, Diane Duane, David
Hartwell, Colin Murray, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Chris Priest, David Pringle,
Lucy Sussex, Michael J. Walsh, Dave Wood, Martin Morse Wooster and our
Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin
Tudor (also for forwarding the Steffan badge art – thanks!) and Bridget
Wilkinson (FATW). 6 Apr 95.
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Ansible 94, May 1995
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Eastercon Moose: Not Dan Steffan. Available for SAE or used
sevagrams.
CONFABULATION. The first Eastercon in London Docklands was
overshadowed by the weirdly science-fictional tower of Canary Wharf, its
pointy top exuding strange vapours and blinking with strobe-lights. Most
appropriately surreal conversation there: Peter Weston (Man of Wealth)
fantasizing about buying Interzone for his very own and making Sweeping
Changes.... Guests: Bob Shaw revived his Serious Scientific Talks, Lois
McMaster Bujold revealed plans to film her Vorkosigan stories (leading to an
instant, discreditable rumour from Bob Day that Arnold Schwarzenegger
would inevitably play Miles), and Roger Robinson, not content with doing a
nifty booklet of the past Shaw talks, casually raised another £4,000 for RNIB
Talking Books. All this was footnoted far more wittily than I could hope to
phrase it in the con newsletter, appropriately named Moose Droppings. There
was also a many-splendoured programme, but I was in the bar at the time.

Sixty Horses Wedged In Chimney
Stephen Baxter stared pre-publication pulping in the face, but now writes
with relief: “I’ve come to an agreement with the H.G. Wells estate over
approval for my Time Machine sequel The Time Ships. The estate approved
publication in return for a modest share of the proceeds, and so the huge
pulping machines have been turned back from HarperCollins’s Glasgow
warehouse. The launch will now go ahead, about a month late....”
David Drake knows all about the ghosted Newt Gingrich sf epic to be
published by Jim Baen: “I can tell you about 1945, if you’re interested. At
this point it’s a pretty good book. On a scale from Tom Clancy (because he
defines the genre) at 100 and the sort of series adventure Gold Eagle was
publishing a few years ago (it’s publishable because somebody published it)
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at 0, I give the current draft an 85. A previous draft (slightly cleaned up
before being excerpted in the press packets) was a 55 in my opinion. (My
opinion didn’t thrill Jim.)”
Chris Priest was an emergency guest at Freicon in Freiburg, at mere hour’s
notice, after illness prevented both Fred Pohl and Walter Ernsting (75) of
Perry Rhodan fame.... “A great time was had by all. We saved their bacon
(‘we’ means that Joe and Gay Haldeman rushed over at the last minute too),
and the Germans were extra-appreciative. Joe and Gay had just come home to
Florida from the Nebula banquet, tipped the dirty clothes into the washing
machine ... and found the fax message. They sat and watched the washing go
round, then tipped the clean clothes back into the suitcases and went straight
back to the airport! Freicon was an excellent small national con; maybe 100
attendees. Beautiful city by the Black Forest as advertised, clean, busy and
cheerful....” Just one moment of Priestly bogglement: “One of the other US
writers they had invited turned out to have been Harlan, and if he’d said yes I
wouldn’t have known about him until too late.”
David Pringle announces: “Rumours have been flying around that Interzone
has lost its Arts Council grant and is in danger of ceasing publication. Not
true: we have an ongoing grant of £4,380 per annum. Issue 96 is at the
printers, and we are planning ahead to a splendid #100. A J.G. Ballard 65th
birthday issue is scheduled for #104, to coincide with his long-awaited nonfiction collection A User’s Guide to the Millennium in early 1996. So ceasing
publication is not on the agenda. What may have started the rumours is my
circular letter to Interzone’s 100 lifetime subscribers, reporting withdrawal
symptoms from Incentive Funding grants received in 1991-93, and arrears
with payments to our printer.... I appealed for them to donate a little more to
help clear that debt. This appeal has been a great success, and so far has
raised over £4,000. The printer arrears should not unduly alarm anyone –
that’s the way things normally work! Because some new subscribers gained
through big subscription drives (paid for by Incentive Funding) have flaked
away, the arrears had recently grown by a bit more than we could feel
comfortable with. Now we have reduced them substantially, thanks to the
kind generosity of many individual lifetime subscribers. We owe not a penny
to the bank (and never have done, in 13 years of publication) and are paying
no interest. Publishing Interzone has always been a tough slog, financially,
and it no doubt always will be. We soldier on: and point to our 13 years and
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95 issues as proof that we mean business. Currently, other plans are being
laid for boosting the magazine, and I feel very optimistic about our prospects.
So don’t believe rumours: it’s onwards and upwards to the year 2001!”
Kirsty Watt of Ringpull is worried that easily confused fans might have got
the wrong impression from a perfectly routine liquidation, creditor’s meeting
and bankruptcy: “Despite rumours to the contrary Ringpull are still very
much alive. We did, in fact, go bankrupt last week – the financial kick from
the Cantona book affair A93 was, unfortunately, too much for the Company
to bear and we had no option but to call in the receivers. • But this week
Ringpull is delighted to announce that we are joining Fourth Estate and are
taking with us a number of Ringpull authors, including Jeff Noon. We shall
be based in a new Fourth Estate office in Manchester and will continue to
produce exciting and vigorous fiction. • You shall continue to see the
Ringpull logo on the shelves as Fourth Estate wish to keep the Ringpull
imprint with it’s own distinctive identity. All editorial and publicity shall
continue to be co-ordinate from Manchester while Fourth Estate have
responsibility for sales, distribution and marketing.” [26 April, sic]
Paul Williams, the expert on (and literary executor of) Philip K. Dick, and
founder of Crawdaddy, suffered severe skull injuries in an Easter bike
accident. Two small pieces of luck: an ambulance came in 5 minutes thanks
to a witness with a cellphone, and a fortnight earlier Paul had bought health
insurance for the first time. For a while he could communicate only by signs,
but he is now able to speak at least occasionally. [PNH]

Congroid
8 May • John Grant signing party at Dillons, Exeter, 2-5pm. “FREE
WINE’N’CHEESE!” the famous author adds irresistibly.
14 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Bretton, Peterborough.
10:30am-4pm. £1 admission. Contact 58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, PE2 0RB.
17 May • Roy Lewis (The Evolution Man) talk, 8pm: Room 14, Richmond
Adult & Community Coll, Parkshot, Richmond, Surrey. All welcome. £1.00
at door. Info: (01734) 876572.
24 May • BSFA, Jubilee pub, York Rd, London (nr Waterloo). Upstairs
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room, 7pm. Hard sf panel with Steve Baxter.
27-28 May • Albion (Robin of Sherwood), Northampton Moat House Hotel.
Contact (SAE) 14 Judith Rd, Kettering, Northants, NN16 0NX.
26-9 May 95 • Masque IV (costuming) ... CANCELLED. Too few members
and not enough money, apparently: all fees are being returned. Contact 20
Westhall St, Brighton, BN1 3RR.
27-29 May • Sol III (Trek), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool. Contact 39
Dersingham Ave, Manor Pk, London, E12.
24-5 Jun • Interception, Hertfordpark Hotel, Stevenage: Scottish
Convention staff weekend (non-staff also welcome). Explores the awesome
theme: “Oh God, Less Than Nine Weeks Left!” Hotel £21.50/night. Contact
address: as Intersection.
1 Jul • Hypotheticon (sf/gaming), Central Hotel, Glasgow. Contact 10 Atlas
Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
11-13 Jul • Speaking Science Fiction, U of Liverpool conference. £130 inc
hotel. Contact Andy Sawyer, SF Foundation, Sydney Jones Library, PO Box
123, Liverpool, L69 3DA.
15-17 Jul • Conundrum (Trek), Hospitality Inn, Glasgow. £35 reg (£40 at
door). Contact (SAE) PO Box 1598, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 4HS.
19-20 Aug • Precursor, probably in Leicester: “fannish relaxacon”, a preWorldcon party to welcome overseas fans (especially for Brits unable to
afford The Scottish Convention). Contact 144 Plashet Grove, East Ham,
London, E6 1AB.
24-8 Aug • The Scottish Convention (Worldcon), SECC, Glasgow. Now
£90 reg, £100 at door. No advance memberships after 22 July. Contact
Intersection, Admail 336, Glasgow, G2 1BR. Only three more Ansibles
before the big day....
17-19 Nov • Armadacon, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £20 reg. GoH
John Brunner and others. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave, Mannamead, Plymouth,
Devon, PL3 5HL. (01752) 267873.
2-4 Feb 96 • Obliter-8 (8th UK filk con), Forte Crest Hotel, Milton Keynes.
£20 reg, until the end of Intersection. Contact 212 Albert Road, Leyton,
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London, E10 6PD.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. GoH:
Brian Aldiss, David Langford (blimey) and Robert Silverberg. £20 reg;
cheques to “Wincon”. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10
7TS.
? Oct 97 • World Fantasy Con, London. No venue details. A £30 “special
Supporting Rate ... until at least 1 June 1995” reserves your membership,
with the vast undisclosed balance to be paid later. Contact PO Box 31,
Whitby, N. Yorks, YO22 4YL.
Rumblings • Microcon aftermath: “Jane [Barnett], Microcon Advertising
Dept, received a solicitation from The Dark Side: for a mere £170+VAT she
can place an ad for a convention that happened two months ago! With TDS
came the sister magazine, Scream Queens, which consists largely of pictures
of female horror-porn actresses you’ve never heard of straining to reveal to
view the contents of their wombs. A letter to the advertising manager is in the
pipeline: ‘Dear Sir, I think you may not know that I am a 17-year-old
feminist....’” [PB] • Babcom ’95 “was indeed ‘significantly non-cheap’ at
£20/day, although the guests put in fine performances and were considered
OK value for money. It wasn’t clear why the promoters had populated the
dealer’s area with unfortunates trying to sell crayon renditions of the
Enterprise, while failing to notice that there was that Babbling-wossname
show around for which the admirably sparse merchandise happened to
include a recently-released first novel and soundtrack CD. Some early arrival
presumably picked up both copies of each of these rumoured to have been on
sale. As for the NEC itself, I don’t think I’d go there again if I were interested
in atmosphere (hangar), acoustics (what?), food (how much?) or bars (shut).
Take your own beer....” [DH] A special Heroic Public Suicide award went to
Danny John-Jules of Red Dwarf for twice addressing a Babylon 5 con
without ever having seen the show.

Infinitely Improbable
TAFF: after much toil over white-hot fax machines, Dan Steffan emerges as
1995 TAFF delegate from America to The Scottish Convention. The initial
first-place votes (NA/Euro/Other) were: Samanda b Jeudé 124/18/2, Dan
Steffan 100/51/3, Joe Wesson 46/9/4, No Preference 7/1/0, Hold Over Funds
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nil. Successive eliminations and reallocation of transferable votes led to SbJ
156, DS 180, HoF 19 – an overall majority for Dan. (Reallocating HoF gives
SbJ 162, DS 188.) Quite a close race. [JB/AJF]
C.o.A. Simon Bisson, 18 High St, Twerton, Bath, BA2 1BZ. Jenny & Steve
Glover, 24 Laverockbank Road, Trinity, Edinburgh, Scotland, EH5 3DE.
Mike Glyer (tiny update), PO Box 1056, Sierra Madre, CA 91205-4056,
USA. Tom Perry (yet again), 28 Sandpiper Lane, Crawfordville, FL 32327,
USA.
George E. Challenger’s Mysterious World is the third of Marcus
Rowland’s Forgotten Futures “period sf” role-playing rules and sourcebooks
issued as shareware on disk. There’s also a “Forgotten Futures Library” of
weird out-of-copyright articles and arcana. Info: 22 Westbourne Pk Villas,
London, W2 5EA.
Down Deep (jocularly known as Down Under Visions) has been drawn to my
attention as a coming anthology of the very finest in Australian sf, edited by
Terry Dowling and Harlan Ellison. It has been accepting stories since 1983,
but....

Glittering Pyrites
Pat Cadigan became the first two-time winner of the Arthur C. Clarke novel
award, receiving this year’s £1,000 for Fools. In the usual exclusive
interview she cried, “Langford, you dog.” (“So,” said David Garnett
ominously, “5 times out of 9, the Clarke has been won by a person of N.
American origin and of the female persuasion.” Who is this person? How can
we stop her?) • Greg Bear’s Moving Mars won the Nebula for best novel, and
Damon Knight was named a SFWA Grand Master. Other Nebulas: Mike
Resnick, “Seven Views of Olduvai Gorge” (novella); David Gerrold, “The
Martian Child” (novelette); Martha Soukup, “A Defense of the Social
Contracts” (short). • The Philip K. Dick judges chose Robert Charles
Wilson’s Mysterium as best original US sf paperback. • Iain M. Banks
bagged the BSFA novel award for Feersum Endjinn (runner-up Greg Egan,
Permutation City). Other winners: Paul Di Filippo, “The Double Felix”
(short; runner-up Brian Stableford, “Les Fleurs Du Mal”); Jim Burns’s
Interzone 79 cover (art). • Fan Achievement Awards (voted at Corflu, USA)
– fanzine Blat!, fanwriter Andy Hooper, and fanartist Dan Steffan. •
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Confabulation once again: Doc Weir award for towering splendidness,
Bernie Evans; Ken McIntyre award for fan art, Dave Harwood (Attitude 2
cover); the “Eastercon awards” were dropped.
Hugo shortlist ... NOVEL John Barnes, Mother of Storms; Michael Bishop,
Brittle Innings; Lois McMaster Bujold, Mirror Dance; Nancy Kress, Beggars
and Choosers; James Morrow, Towing Jehovah. • NOVELLA Michael
Bishop, “Cri de Coeur”; Michael F. Flynn, “Melodies of the Heart”; Ursula
K. Le Guin, “Forgiveness Day”; Mike Resnick, “Seven Views of Olduvai
Gorge”; Brian Stableford, “Les Fleurs Du Mal”. • NOVELETTE Greg Egan,
“Cocoon”; David Gerrold, “The Martian Child”; Geoffrey A. Landis, “The
Singular Habits of Wasps”; Ursula K. Le Guin, “Solitude” and “The Matter
of Seggri”; Mike Resnick, “A Little Knowledge”. • SHORT M. Shayne Bell,
“Mrs Lincoln’s China”; Terry Bisson, “Dead Man’s Curve”; Joe Haldeman,
“None So Blind”; Barry Malzberg, “Understanding Entropy”; Mike Resnick,
“Barnaby in Exile”; Kate Wilhelm, “I Know What You’re Thinking”. •
NONFICTION Isaac Asimov, I. Asimov: a Memoir; Cathy Burnett/Arnie
Fenner, Spectrum: the Best in Contemporary Fantastic Art; Samuel R.
Delany, Silent Interviews: On Language, Race, Sex, Science Fiction and
Some Comics [not Silent Interviewing as on ballot]; Teresa Nielsen Hayden,
Making Book; Christopher Priest, The Book on the Edge of Forever. •
DRAMATIC “All Good Things” (ST:TNG), Interview with the Vampire, The
Mask, Stargate, Star Trek: Generations. • EDITOR Ellen Datlow, Gardner
Dozois, Mike Resnick, Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Stanley Schmidt. • ARTIST
Jim Burns, Thomas Canty, Bob Eggleton, Don Maitz, Michael Whelan. •
ARTWORK Brian Froud/Terry Jones, Lady Cottington’s Pressed Fairy
Book; Michael Koelsch, Gun, With Occasional Music cover; Michael
Whelan, Foreigner cover. • SEMIPROZINE Interzone, Locus, New York
Review of SF, SF Chronicle, Tomorrow Speculative Fiction. • FANZINE
Ansible, File 770, Habakkuk, Lan’s Lantern, Mimosa. • FAN WRITER
Sharon Farber, Mike Glyer, Andy Hooper, Dave Langford, Evelyn C. Leeper.
• FAN ARTIST Brad W. Foster, Teddy Harvia, Linda Michaels, Peggy
Ranson, Bill Rotsler. • JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD Linda Dunn, David
Feintuch, Daniel Marcus, Jeff Noon, Felicity Savage.
Hugo Feetnote. 477 ballots were cast. Ties led to the 6 Novelette and Short
Story finalists; only 3 Artwork items appeared on the necessary 5% of ballots
in that category. Best Music was cancelled owing to “marked lack of interest
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... only one nominated item received more than 7 nominations”. [M&DM]
Loud noises of “We told you so!” are predicted from WSFS business meeting
pundits who kept saying a Music category wasn’t viable. Instead, “there
should be more categories relevant to contemporary sci-fi,” grumbles David
Garnett. “Best Star Trek novel, for example, and best sequel to a book by a
dead author....”
Thog’s Masterclass. “Laurent had not gasped or cried out. But Laurent’s
cock was bobbing uncontrollably. Tristan was in the same transparently
miserable state, yet he looked, as ever, quietly majestic.” (Anne Rice,
Beauty’s Release, 1985.)

Geek’s Corner
Ansible grovels to Pam Wells following the Great Hardware Disaster of Issue
93 ... which, when reconstructed from a damaged file, emerged with a hyphen
replacing the underscore in the all-important “Vacant_Torte” part of her eaddress.
Policy Bit. Rather than feebly try to duplicate other and better web resources,
I’m listing new and/or vaguely interesting sites according to personal whim.
Major British conventions will appear here regularly. For serious worldwide
sf/fan coverage you are commended to Laurie Mann’s excellent clearinghouse pages.
Hugo Secrets. Intersection had typo trouble with its first Hugo release,
leading to the spurious “Ian Burns” for “Jim Burns” and “Fentuch” for
“Feintuch”. This release also omitted one of Ursula Le Guin’s novelette
nominees, “Solitude”; even the corrected version (and hence the printed
Ansible) still gave Michael Flynn’s middle initial as J rather than the correct
F. Meanwhile, spies inform me that Shoemaker-Levy 9 was not ruled
ineligible for Best Dramatic Presentation but merely failed to get enough
votes.
And Finally ... is it a tiny landmark in Hugo history that Chris Priest’s Hugonominated The Book on the Edge of Forever had its entire text (in a
negligibly different version) freely available on the net before publication in
book format? It’s still out there:
[but since removed at CP’s request]
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Ansible 94 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Jeanne Bowman, Cuddles, Abigail Frost, David Hipple, Roz Kaveney, Mike
& Debby Moir, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Chris Priest, Jilly Reed, Chris
Terran, Thog, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 4 May 95.
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SFX, “the hot new sf magazine”, published its first, June-dated issue in May.
No fiction appears and the coverage is chiefly of media sf (David Pringle can
breathe again), though there’s a suitably eccentric joint interview with Iain
Banks and Iain M. Banks. A weird launch party was held in “Jim Henson’s
The Creature Shop”, Camden Town, inside a disco-lit and smoke-clouded
indoor marquee decorated with special effects from Dr Who, Alien,
Neverending Story, Dark Crystal, etc. Here a Robocop clone prowled the
huge crowd firing a VERY NOISY gun, while lady guests complained that
the wandering Dalek was taking personal liberties with its plunger. Thanks to
a mysterious sponsorship deal, there was a wide choice of either bottled
Czech lager or Smirnoff vodka served by drag queens. Millions of famous
media folk went unrecognized by me; my one brief chat with SFX deputy
editor Dave Golder was rapidly broken up by a PR person dragging him away
to – as he later put it – “do my duties with Peter Davison (which was hideous
– he was in a foul mood).” Ever-watchful Mary Branscombe also names
names: “I saw Jon Pertwee leave with a full bottle of vodka very early on,
after he told the Dalek to sod off.” Written-SF luminaries included John
Clute, Mike Scott Rohan, Dick Jude (“What have you written about
Forbidden Planet this time, Langford you bastard?”), and, er, that’s about it.
We never worked out who all the people in Star Trek uniforms were. Why
doesn’t Interzone hold parties like this?

R.I.P.
Brian Aldiss on Charles Monteith (1921-1995): “The Tibetans have just
chosen a new Panchen Lama by ‘a system of dreams and visions’. By such a
system, maybe, Charles Monteith was chosen to be a perfect publisher. He
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joined Faber & Faber in 1954, eventually to become chairman of the
company. Charles had bagged double Firsts in English and Law at Oxford;
not only was he brilliant, he was highly amusing and hospitable. And he liked
sf. A big man in every way. • He wrote to me in the year he arrived at Faber,
inviting me to do a book, my first: The Brightfount Diaries, a social comedy
which met with some success. When he asked me what I was going to do for
an encore, I told him I was writing a science fiction novel – Non-Stop.
‘Good,’ said Charles, possibly the only publisher who would have said Good
at that time. But Charles was friendly with Kingsley Amis and Bruce
Montgomery (‘Edmund Crispin’), and was publishing the latter’s superb Best
SF series. He also published the early William Goldings – Bill regarded
himself as an sf writer at this time – and John Bowen, among others. Soon he
took on other sf writers, Edmund Cooper, James Blish, Clifford Simak, and
Harry Harrison, thereby proving to the dimmer fraternity that sf was a
commercially viable field of publishing. Much is owed to his perception and
enthusiasm. • It was a privilege to be published by the ever-genial Charles,
and to meet Sir Geoffrey Faber, another sf buff, and T.S. Eliot, as well as all
the Faber poets. I parted company with the firm only when my agent advised
it, owing to Faber’s reluctance regarding Billion Year Spree. • What Charles
and I had in common was that we had both read Modern Boy in the 30s, and
were slaves to the stories of Captain Justice by Murray Roberts; also, we had
both served in Burma, where Charles was severely wounded. The wound
dogged him for the rest of his life, contributing to his death in May. In
today’s publishing rat-race, I know only one other publisher who at all
resembles the majestic and amusing Charles Monteith.” (Later Monteith
discoveries of note included Christopher Priest and Garry Kilworth.)
Gregory Benford on long-time US fan Norm Clarke: “[He] died March 29
in Ottawa, Canada, age 64. Noted local jazz saxophonist of the skree-honk
school, well known as fannish wit. Founding member of Lilapa [mid-60s],
baseball fan, not well educated but well read. Survivors are daughters
Jennifer and Laura, ex-wife Gina, two brothers & a sister. Last I saw Norm
was when he visited us at MIT (I on sabbatical) 1993, and we took in a Sox
game and drank a lot. He died of kidney failure, I believe.” Benfordian
footnote: “Lilapa lives on, robustly. I am still a fan, in an APA, contribute
regularly to fmz, went to Corflu this year, will be at worldcon. See you there.
Once a fan....”
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David V. Barrett sadly reports: “Christopher Hodder-Williams, author of
Chain Reaction, The Main Experiment, The Egg-Shaped Thing, Fistful of
Digits, 98.4, Coward’s Paradise and many other novels, most of them sf,
died of a heart attack on 15 May (following a long illness). He was 69.... I
worked with him on the MSS of a number of novels since 1983, and had been
acting as his agent for the most recent, Schizorama, about a schizophrenic
and ‘care in the community’.”
The 8th Earl of Clancarty, famous for UFO books under the byline Brinsley
Le Poer Trench (his actual name, minus an initial “William Francis”), died in
May aged 83. Perhaps his finest hour was the 1979 House of Lords UFO
debate, whose transcript in Hansard sold out on the following day....
Charlotte Franke (1935-95), for many years a stalwart of the UK Milford sf
conferences, died in Germany this May. [DG]

Secret Sharers
Brian Aldiss had immense fun with his recent “Time Capsule caper”: the
sixth form of West Buckland school on Exmoor was mobilized with metal
detectors to locate the biscuit tin of “raunchy tales” nervously buried there by
the great man while himself a hand-reared pupil, over 50 years ago. News
coverage extended as far as the Peebles Observer, the Hong Kong press and
Radio 4: the reported raunch-level of the “saucy stories” varied considerably
from paper to paper. “I now hope to sell the stories to the nation,” says Mr
Aldiss in an exclusive fax. “Would take anything between ten grand and a
million....”
John Clute’s Look at the Evidence, his second mighty collection of sf
“reviews and stuff, mainly 1987-92”, will be co-published by Serconia Press
(USA) and Liverpool University Press here ... another happy indication of
Liverpool U’s “growing attentiveness to sf in general,” beams John. The
book features an exhilarating rant about editorial malpractice at what JC is
not alone in reckoning the world’s worst professional outlet for sf/fantasy
reviews: the Times Literary Supplement.
Julian Flood has stepped into Rob Holdstock’s long-vacated shoes – writing
scenarios and fiction for the Elite computer game, reincarnated as Frontier.
JF brags of pillaging countless fictional sources including, at length, a
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Langford story called “Blit”: “this isn’t ripoff, old chap, this is respectful
quoting....”
Diana Wynne Jones underwent four hours of emergency spinal surgery on
Monday evening (29 May), and in two days was sufficiently recovered to
display “a filthy temper”. She apparently has only two unreconstructed
vertebrae left.... [DVB/CB]
Garry Kilworth broke down under our ruthless lack of questioning and
repeatedly admitted that his novel The Electric Kid has won the Children’s
Book of the Year Award, sponsored by NatWest (so that’s what they do with
my bank charges) and voted on by children. The book is “currently being
translated into American, with esoteric words such as ‘perhaps’ being
changed to ‘maybe’....” [DG]
Brian Stableford’s Interzone 95 review(s) originally contained some nasty
remarks about David Garnett’s Stargonauts, removed (by agreement) to spare
DG’s feelings – except that editor Pringle thoughtfully read that bit over the
phone to DG.

Conspersion
3 Jun • Pat Cadigan holds court at The Conservatory, 12:30.
6 Jun • H.G. Wells stamps for The Time Machine’s centenary out today,
looking quite remarkably grotty and unWellsian.
24-5 Jun • Interception, Hertfordpark Hotel, Stevenage: Scottish
Convention staff weekend (non-staff also welcomed into the parlour, heh
heh). No fee. Contact: as Intersection.
28 Jun • BSFA, Jubilee pub, York Rd, London (nr Waterloo). Upstairs room,
7pm. With Gwyneth Jones.
1 Jul • Armageddon Fireworks, Hardwick House, Whitchurch, 8pm for
10:30. Bar. £3.50; £4 at gate. 01734 843219.
1 Jul • Hypotheticon (sf/gaming), Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Maggie
Furey. £10 reg, £15 at door. Contact 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21
4TE.
14-16 Jul • Dimension Jump (Dwarf), somewhere. SAE to Garden Cottage,
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Hall Farm, Scotton, Norwich, NR10 5DF.
4-5 Aug • Clwydcon (small press/poetry), Celyn Horticultural Coll,
Northrop, Clwyd. £7 “enrolement fee” to P.E. Presford, “Rose Cottage”, 3
Tram Lane, Buckley, CH7 3JB.
11-13 Aug • Nexus (Trek/sf), Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza, Bristol. GoH: John
“Q” de Lancie, others. £35 reg (less for ½ days only) + 3 SAEs; no advance
booking after 28 Jul. Contact 26 Milner Rd, Horfield, Bristol, BS7 9PQ. [SR]
19-20 Aug • Precursor, now moved to Hertfordpark Hotel, Stevenage: preWorldcon “fannish relaxacon” party. Contact 144 Plashet Grove, East Ham,
London, E6 1AB.
24-8 Aug • The Scottish Convention (Worldcon), SECC, Glasgow. £90 reg,
£100 at door. No advance memberships after 22 July. Contact Intersection,
Admail 336, Glasgow, G2 1BR. Only two more Ansibles to go before zero
hour....
11-13 Jul 96 • Speaking Science Fiction, U of Liverpool conference. £130
inc hotel. Contact Andy Sawyer, SF Foundation, Sydney Jones Library, PO
Box 123, Liverpool, L69 3DA. (Accidentally listed last issue as being in
1995 – oops!)
26-29 Jul 96 • Albacon 96, Central Hotel, Glasgow. NB: changed dates
owing to a titanic clash with Contagion. Contact 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn,
Glasgow, G21 4TE.
Rumblings • Judith Clute’s paintings are on show at Lauderdale House,
Waterlow Pk, Highgate Hill, N6, until 11 June. 0181 348 8716.

Infinitely Improbable
Japanese Whispers. One cause of Uri Geller’s famous against psychic
debunker James Randi proved to be an interview conducted via interpreter by
a Japanese reporter who spoke no English. Randi’s remark “Geller has no
social conscience” reached Japanese print as, approximately, “Uri Geller is a
loathsome social disease....” [MMW]
C.o.A. Cat Coast & Dave Hicks, 22 The Uplands, Rogerstone, Newport,
Gwent, NP1 9FA. Fiona McHugh & Paul Voermans, 11 Leinster Grove, East
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Brunswick, 3057, Australia. Jonathan Palfrey, SITE, Mini Parc Alpes
Congres, 6 rue Roland Garros, 38320 Eybens, France. Ringpull (redivivus),
Albion Wharf, Albion St, Manchester, M1 5LN.
Oh No! The Federation of Australian Writers Bulletin has issued a WARNING
TO CONTRIBUTORS: “An FAW member who sent work to L. Ron Hubbard’s
Writers of the Future, which was promoted in recent editions of the Bulletin,
has advised us that her work was returned unopened. This indicates that this
publishing body has closed or changed address. We would therefore advise
FAW members against submitting work to this publisher.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “Sweat broke out on his brow as he wrestled with his
brain ...” (Julian Flood, “Control”, Tomorrow 6/95) [MMW] • “They were
within two hundred meters, rocketing toward nullgrav steel doors that could
absorb a direct hit from a meson without buckling.” (Margaret Weis & Don
Perrin, The Knights of the Black Earth, 1995)
The Never-Ending SF Encyclopaedia. Grolier’s spiffy CD-ROM edition
should be out real soon now. John Clute promises: “75 author entries by me
added, and a lot more than that by Peter Nicholls on everything else. Lots of
new corrections, and (at a very rough guess) about 600 entries updated by
me, and about 90 by Peter.”
Millennial. Radio 4 mentioned “a proposal submitted to the Millennium
Commission: that it should fund a galactic treasure hunt, which would
involve sending pound coins into space. The details were a bit confused, but
‘... this was a suggestion by a Mr Duncan Lunan.’ And as soon as they heard
the name, the audience all laughed.” [DG]
Vote Brit! Simon Ounsley has been sending eloquent letters pointing out that
our very own Interzone came close to winning the Semiprozine Hugo in
1987, and that (with issue 100 approaching) it would be a shame for it to miss
out again in 1995 merely through British fan’s celebrated apathy. Verb.sap.
The Bookseller names Pat Cadigan’s Fools as winner of the “Arthur C.
Clarke Award, given for the best crime novel....” [CP]
The Last Dangerous Fresco. Broadcasting in deadly secrecy to the entire
Internet, Harlan Ellison revealed a former romantic entanglement:
“Christopher Priest is no more and no less [than] a ‘jilted lover.’ I rejected
him from The Last Dangerous Visions and he has never been able to get over
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it.” Mr Priest, who remains under the impression that he withdrew (and
rapidly resold) “An Infinite Summer” after four months of editorial silence,
was more interested by the same bulletin’s Renaissance Editor comparison.
Again HE identifies himself with Michelangelo being nagged by a philistine
Pope to finish the Sistine Chapel as a rush job. CP helpfully comments: “The
Sistine Chapel frescoes took Michelangelo just over four years to complete.
He was 33 when he started in 1508 and 37 when he finished in 1512. When
Ellison first announced TLDV’s impending publication, he too was 37. Now
he is older than Pope Julius II (60 when elected), who not only commissioned
Michelangelo’s work but lived to see it completed.”

Thog’s Masterclass Special
Chris Bell has been testing her editorial skills on perhaps the most stunningly
copy-edited novelization of this or any other decade: StarGateTM by Dean
Devlin & Roland Emmerich! Enjoy.... (The comments are hers.)
The hunter could move no faster than the stone walls of the cave that
surrounded him ... • Daniel’s nail clippers were no match, so he moved to the
desk and sat down. • ... and a Bible in the bottom drawer that probably came
with the desk. • The air itself was thick with people. (This is later made
clear:) Skaara clucked like a chicken and flapped his wings. • As soon as the
giant disk was revealed, the entire city fell, its knees in one massive human
wave, bowing toward the visitors. • The light on the scene in the entrance hall
dimmed until the clean edges of the radio began to decompose, dwindling
into the approaching night. • ... an oblong asteroid ... that was this planet’s
moon. • ... dazzling silken costumes carrying all manner of tableware ... • The
women met these attempts to communicate with the same aggressive refusal
Kasuf had shown. They took the mirror away and wagged their fingers at
him. (I bet the Bosnians would like that kind of aggression.) • ... the rifle in
his hands like a live eel. • In his metal gloves, he carried a five-foot-long
weapon. (It beats a knife down your sock.) • Daniel’s eyes bugged to silver
dollar size, sure he was a goner, waiting to feel the ice-hot blade slit open his
throat. • It’s skin ... seemed to glow ... emitting a ghostly pall. Daniel
wondered whether he might be made of the same unidentifiable substance as
the StarGate. • Skaara felt his stomach nearly fall out of his mouth. • Ra
nodded once very broadly. • The harsh glare of three guns poured in from
every angle ... • The shot went through Freeman’s head like a soft
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watermelon, raining pieces of him onto the screaming crowd. • Still wearing
his helmet, his mouth hung open in a way that changed Daniel’s expression
immediately. • He had been staring at Skaara’s large drawing for several
minutes when it fell out of his mouth. • It was a hard thing to say to the old
man she loved so much, and then ran to catch up with Daniel. • Holding the
recently delivered Skaara by one ankle, he lifted the spindly fourteen-yearold as high as he could, until they were face-to-upside-down-face. • Just
before the lid closed above him like an infant reentering the womb, he heard
the giant noise of voices erupt outside. • (WHO is in charge at Penguin these
days? – CB)

Geek’s Corner
Politesse. Mark Plummer’s booking form for Interception contains (after the
usual name/address/phone slots) this tactful aside: “Please note that I will not
actually want to use your E-mail address but I’ve included a space so you can
include it because I’m sure it will make you happy.”
Ansible 95 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to David V. Barrett,
Paul Barnett, Chris Bell, Malcolm Edwards, Julian Flood, John Foyster,
David Garnett, Chris Priest, Steve Rothman, Yvonne Rousseau, Martin
Morse Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 1 June 95.
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IT HAD TO COME: I finally got to be a virtual convention guest ... one of
several at Cascon in Slovakia, via Internet Relay Chat [1 July]. Great
hospitality, though vodka does not e-mail well.

The Graveyard Heart
Steve Baxter enquires: “Separated at birth? I wonder if your readers have
noticed the remarkable resemblance between the comic Lancastrian idiot
‘Peter’ in BBC2’s The Smell of Reeves and Mortimer and Manchester-based
neo-cyber-guru Jeff Noon. Are they by any chance related? I think we should
be told.”
Octavia Butler was one of the 24 winners of the 1995 US MacArthur grants,
sometimes called the “genius awards”. This means $295,000 (in instalments
over 5 years) plus free health insurance; the money can be spent as she likes,
being “intended to encourage and facilitate the recipient’s work”. A
cheeringly unexpected “outside” recognition of a good sf writer. [MF] Of
course the reaction in certain generous circles of fandom was, “Ah, she only
got it because she’s female and black....”
Neil Gaiman was alarmed on 22 June: “Phone calls received this morning
asking if it were true that I was dead. Reports of it ‘all over the Internet’. ‘I
can wake him up and ask him,’ Mary told the callers, ‘But I think I would
have known.’”
Mike McQuay, US sf novelist, died recently of a heart attack in his midforties. He had just completed a collaboration with Arthur C. Clarke, entitled
Richter 10. [PB]
Peter Nicholls enjoyed mixed blessings: “It’s very embarrassing. At last
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year’s Australian national convention I stood up at the business meeting and
tongue-lashed the organizers – ‘Who is this mad old fart?’ BNF Marc Ortlieb
was heard to mutter – about (a) their failure to invite local writers and critics
on to panels, and (b) the oddities of Ditmar nominations and voting. As an
example of these I foolishly laid myself open to accusations of megalomania
by instancing my own failure to get on to the Wm Atheling Jr Award shortlist
with The Encyclopaedia of SF. ‘I can get on to Hugo shortlists,’ I thundered,
‘but can’t even get nominated in Australia.’ This year the Natcon was the
small but hugely successful Thylacon; there were insufficient nominations for
the Atheling award to be given at all. So the committee gave a special
Atheling to me. I accepted (as I had to) with genuine pleasure – the award
memorializes one of the best friends I ever had in sf – but what does it make
me look like? I’ll go down in history as the person who begged for an award,
and was given it the next year just to shut me up. Australia’s Andy Porter.
Greg Egan collected all the fiction Ditmars going, by the way. Deservedly. I
got drunk that night with Stan Robinson and Karen Fowler.... • Tomorrow
I’m Best Man at the joyful nuptials of Jack Dann and Janeen Webb. The
movie will be called Four SF Conventions and a Wedding.” [16 June] Spies
insist that this Best Man wore a kilt.
Charles Platt, man of many facets, “is best known to Washingtonians as the
architect of the elegantly neoclassical Freer Gallery of Art.... Architecture is
just a part of Platt’s legacy, however. This exhibit includes many examples of
his etchings and paintings,” writes the Washington City Paper ... but at this
point our US newspaper clippings agency (Martin Morse Wooster) was
severely reprimanded.
David Pringle feels unthreatened by SFX: “Quite impressive in its vulgar
way. They’re obviously trying to do a sci-fi media version of Q or Empire.
Not a bad idea, commercially! It’s the people at Starburst who will be feeling
green about the gills....”
Brian Stableford, cheery as ever, had an attack of the third person:
“Thinking that the impending Millennium might cause an upsurge of interest
in the future, and sick of the hypocrisy involved in carefully disguising his sf
novels as horror or fantasy trilogies in order to make them saleable, Brian
Stableford prepared an outline for a six-part future history spanning the next
1,500 years, accommodating therein such recent successes as Hugonominated ‘Les Fleurs du Mal’ and the awesomely brilliant ‘Mortimer Gray’s
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History of Death’. His current editor (John Jarrold) said that he quite liked
the idea but that the Random Century Sales Dept had decreed that the UK sf
market is now too small to be worth bothering with. The only other editor
who nibbled (Nick Austin) was similarly overruled in committee. Only time
will tell whether this is the death-knell of British sf or Nature’s way of
informing BS that destiny has him marked down as a fantasy writer and he’d
better stop prevaricating and bloody well get on with it.”
J. Michael Strazcynski of Babylon 5 fame, asked on the net about a certain
Hugo nominee, dropped a subtle hint as to how his vote might go: “What I
have to say about Christopher Priest and his piece of crap Deadloss Visions,
little more than attempted literary assassination, from a personal vendetta
aided and abetted by Groth and Feeley, would fry your modem connection
and violate just about every provision Congress just slapped onto electronic
communications.” Gosh!
Roger Zelazny died on 14 June in Santa Fe, of kidney failure caused by
colon/rectal cancer, following a period of illness not generally known to the
sf community. Zelazny was at the heart of the 1960s “US New Wave” – a
deserving multiple Hugo and Nebula winner whose best fiction (like Lord of
Light) still has a mythic dazzle. He was only 58 and left us far too soon.

Confragose
14-16 Jul • Dimension Jump (Dwarf), somewhere. SAE to Garden Cottage,
Hall Farm, Scotton, Norwich, NR10 5DF.
15-17 Jul • Conundrum (Trek), Hospitality Inn, Glasgow. £35 reg; £40 at
door. Contact (SAE) PO Box 1598, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 4HS.
16 Jul • Dr Who Tour, Jarvis Parkway Hotel, Leeds. £14 reg. Contact (SAE)
Tour 95, PO Box 85, Amersham, Bucks, HP7 9QH. Also Heathrow 30 Jul,
Chester 6 Aug, Exeter 20 Aug.
26 Jul • BSFA, Jubilee pub, York Rd, London (nr Waterloo). Upstairs room,
7pm. Guest “to be announced”, probably at 6pm.
26-9 Jul • The Time Machine:, H.G. Wells Soc centenary symposium,
Imperial College, London. Contact: HGW Soc, English Dept, Nene College,
Moulton Park, Northants, NN2 7AL.
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30-31 Jul • Broomcon, “The Pagan Convention”, University of Essex,
Colchester. £15 reg. 39 Henniker Rd, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP1 5HF. Possible
reduced rates for familiars.
13-14 Aug • UFO Research Centre Conference. Contact (SAE) 30
Stonebridge Ct, Lings, Northampton, NN3 8LY.
24-8 Aug • The Scottish Convention (Worldcon), SECC, Glasgow. £90 reg,
£100 at door. NO ADVANCE MEMBERSHIPS AFTER 22 JULY. Contact
Intersection, Admail 336, Glasgow, G2 1BR. Steve Green is “resurrecting the
‘quotecard’ concept” for this event, and invites witty one-line contributions
(with sources) by 1 Aug: 33 Scott Rd, Olton, Solihull, B92 7LQ. Only one
more Ansible left before D-Day and Haggis-Hour.... But: “We have now
passed 4000 attending members!” belches Vince Docherty ecstatically.
22-4 Sep • 6th Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. GoH
Roger Corman. £45 reg: cheques to “Society of Fantastic Films”. Contact 95
Meadowgate Rd, Salford, Manchester, M6 8EN.
21-3 Jun 96 • First International Discworld Con. Venue: “England”.
Author and artist GoHs: guess who? £17.50 reg to 31 Dec. Contact (SAE)
P.O. Box 3086, Chelmsford, CM1 6LD.
26-7 Oct 96 • Who’s 7 (Dr Blake con), Ashford International Hotel, Ashford,
Kent. £40 reg to 31-5-96. Contact 10 Fillebrook Hall, Fillebrook Road,
Leytonstone, London, E11 1AG.
Rumblings • Intervention (Eastercon 97) suffered the traditional Curse of
Wincon: “Robert Silverberg has had to drop out – he believed Easter was at
another date, which would have been just fine. At the right date for Easter,
however, he had already agreed to do something else....” [HL] •
Armageddon Fireworks: this traditional event (1 Jul) went noisily well
despite “a faulty multi-shot roman candle battery exploding in all
directions.... Unfortunately, the crew was less than amused by a Reading
Weekend Post report attributing the entire planning and organization of the
display to Martin Hoare.” [GS]

Infinitely Improbable
Sincere Flattery of the Damned. The appearance of MGM’s remake of
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Village of the Damned, based on John Wyndham’s The Midwich Cuckoos,
persuaded fabled Thai author S.P. Somtow to spill some beans about Kawao
Ti Bangphleng – that is, The Cuckoos of Bangphleng by Thailand’s erstwhile
prime minister M.R. Kukrit, a Thai-language novelist of some note. Kukrit
seemingly pinched almost the entire plot of Wyndham’s book, transplanting
it to a Thai village and changing the ending a bit (the novel twist is that the
alien kids are nobbled by Earthly bacteria; subsequently, in a fit of Buddhist
acceptance and tranquillity, they decide to go “home” via UFO).
Unfortunately, the Thai film industry’s first real assault on the international
market was to be an adaptation of the Kukrit novel....
C.o.A. Etc. Brian Burgess, Oak Hill House, Eady Close, Horsham, Sussex,
RH13 5LZ – a permanent move to a nursing home; cards and fanzines still
appreciated. • John Dallman (temporary), c/o EDS Unigraphics, Parker’s
House, 46 Regent Street, Cambridge, CB2 1DB. • Phil Greenaway, c/o 1
Twelfth Ave, Galon Uchaf, Merthyr Tydfil, Mid-Glam, S. Wales. • Lesley &
Naveed Khan “are happy to announce the birth of our daughter, Ila Elspeth
Khan.” (On 3 July – congrats!) • Cherry Wilder, Behring Str 5, 65191
Wiesbaden, Germany.
Old Money. After nearly four years of heroic accountancy, I. Clark,
Liquidator of Newsfield Ltd (remember Fear? GMI?), has scraped together
some £200,000 of assets, awarded himself a meagre £30,000 fee, and paid off
creditors at 8.87p in the pound. I am having my generous £17.72 cheque
framed....
Random Fandom. Piotr Cholewa gloats that he won the Polish Translator’s
Association award, popular fiction category, for his brain-bursting task of
rendering The Colour of Magic into Polish. • Jacks Edwards, good lady of
famous publisher Malcolm, was overheard at a party bewailing her struggle
to find a reasonably priced hotel not too far from The Scottish Convention
site. Listeners were puzzled: surely HarperCollins could run to a room in the
main hotel? “Yes, of course,” said she. “But this is for the nanny.” • Dave
Langford whinges that editors at SFX magazine, trying to make him seem
more knowledgeable and in touch with the genre, like to change the odd
Langfordian mention of “sf” to “sci-fi”. • Roger Robinson reached the final
round of the “15 To 1” TV quiz, but just missed eternal glory (he came
second). A collection of his finest answers is expected soon from Beccon
Publications. • Yvonne Rousseau reports a visitor’s alarm when, after
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consuming “Anzac Biscuits flavoured with a hint of the Australian bush”, he
turned the packet over to learn what this flavoursome hint might be, and
found the prominent words “EMU BOTTOM”.... • Alan Stewart marvels:
“the latest Intersection PR lists Alan Stewart, Zev Sero and Cathy Kerrigan as
Austrians! Here we are trying to lift the profile of Australian fandom by
joining all these foreign conventions, and....” • D. West has submitted some
strange designs for BSFA t-shirts, and modestly observes: “I can’t see
anybody paying money unless they’re at a convention and fairly well pissed
too. But what do I know? People buy all kinds of rubbish.”
Clarke Award Judges for 1995’s sf novels are ... BSFA: Steve Jeffery,
David Langford. SF Foundation: Dr David Seed, Ian Watson. International
Science Policy Foundation, Whatever This Might Be: Maggie McDonald of
New Scientist, Maurice Goldsmith. (Administrator: Paul Kincaid, 60
Bournemouth Road, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 5AZ.)
It’s the Arts! Cherry Wilder wraps things up: “The most philistine comments
on Christo and his wife wrapping the Reichstag came from merry old
England. The big wrap was a neat Happening; the old Imperial pile looks
200% better wrapped; a class of school-leavers in Kronberg were inspired,
and wrapped their school in blue plastic.... Isn’t the Albert Memorial crying
out to be wrapped? A Foreign Correspondent – who recalls those dear, distant
days when Christo wrapped up Little Bay in New South Wales to roars of ‘A
child of four could have done it!’ – brings to the attention of independent
wrappers (a) the tomb of Karl Marx in Highgate Cemetery, and (b) the statue
of Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens.” (In fact Britain’s notoriously avantgarde authorities had the Albert Memorial wrapped years ago, evidently by a
child of four.)
Publishers and Sinners. HarperCollins launched an exciting, shit-hot new
imprint called Voyager (presided over by Jane Johnson), which to the
unaided eye seems indistinguishable from the old HC sf/fantasy list. • Corgi
are zeroing in on Robert Rankin’s audience, i.e. drunks, by pushing The Most
Amazing Man Who Ever Lived as a cross-promotion with a beer company. •
The Bookseller’s Sarah Broadhurst does snap assessments of UK paperbacks:
thus, of Robert Jordan, “The fans hunger for him but he still needs lifting” –
possibly not a reference to the author’s alleged chair-crushing immensity or
the 1,056-page slab which is his upcoming paperback.... Likewise Charles de
Lint’s “covers have done a lot to lift him, but not enough”; while of Stephen
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Laws the keen insight is, “I haven’t read this either but he is very good.” [CP]
Updates. Paul Williams’s horrific bike-crash injuries (see A95) are
responding well to treatment: “Much to my astonishment and delight, Paul
showed up at [the] American Booksellers Association convention, looking
somewhat fragile but quite well. He is up and around, under doctor’s orders
to wear a bicycle helmet, since there is an open place in his scalp from the
brain surgery (eventually, the doctors will put a plastic plate there). He
seemed very much himself, memory, mood, and personality intact.” [DN] •
Diana Wynne Jones “thanks all those (too numerous to list) who signed her
‘get well soon’ card, which arrived on a Low hospital day and was greatly
appreciated. So Low was the day that she spent ALL MORNING (which in
hospital starts around 6am) gradually reading the card.... She’s much better
now, almost up to reading whole books.” [CB] • Hugo Ballot: under
NOVELLA, Michael J. Flynn (as faithfully reproduced in A94) should be
Michael F.Flynn.
20 Years Ago. “How about a new definition of science fiction? It’s about
things going wrong.” (Brian Aldiss, Vector, 69 Summer 1975.)
The Encyclopaedia of Fantasy Art Techniques by Ron Tiner and John Grant
has been “fucked over something rotten by asinine editorial decisions at
Quarto,” confided JG impartially – though “Quarto are now acting a bit more
sanely as a result of notoriously stroppy Grant becoming notoriously
stroppy.” One merry moment: “For the section on sf hardware, David Hardy
was asked to do work-up sketches towards a final piece; so he chose a really
stunning picture of his and did ‘preliminary’ sketches and blueprints to go
with it. When he delivered this extremely interesting set, he mentioned what
he’d done – and was promptly told that while he’d be paid for the sketches
etc, there was nothing left in the budget for Artwork That Has Not Been
Done Specially. Well, he said, pay me out of the Artwork That Has Been
Done Specially budget – I won’t tell if you don’t. Nope: not allowed....” The
finished artwork being essential for the rest to make sense, DH offered his
solution: he’d “repaint it, and charge his standard fee of n hundred pounds.
Sudden budgetary rethink at Quarto!” The official position is now “he’s
changed it a bit”, so they can permit themselves to pay up....
Thog’s Masterclass. “Vivia herself was a woman. Not only physically, as of
course was Lilliot, but psychosomatically.” (Tanith Lee, Vivia, 1995) [PK] •
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“Arias plunged his blue-grey regard into hers.” (Anne Gay, To Bathe in
Lightning, 1995) “I think this means he stared into her eyes” – A. Mole.

Geek’s Corner
Your Chance Of Infamy. The first 30-odd Ansibles still don’t exist in
electronic form. Having run out of suckers prepared to type entire issues, I
now invite volunteers who can face keying in just one page (preferably both
sides) and e-mailing the result to me. Usual tawdry rewards of glory and
immortality offered....
Ansible 96 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Chris
Bell, Moshe Feder, Steve Green, Paul Kincaid, Heidi Lyshol, Alex
McLintock, Debbie Notkin, Greg Pickersgill, Chris Priest, Maureen Kincaid
Speller, Gary Stratmann, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 6
July 95.
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Ansible 97, August 1995
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: D. West. Available for SAE or large, chilled, alcoholic
drinks.
DISCLAIMER: apparent lies, libels, errors and insults are merely symptoms
of your editor’s imminent death from heatstroke....

Stands Scotland Where It Did?
Brian Aldiss, having modestly called our attention to who wrote the text in
the Royal Mail’s H.G. Wells philatelic presentation pack, announces a new
campaign: “to persuade the R.M. to produce a Mary Shelley stamp in two
year’s time – preferably without using Boris Karloff as a cultural totem.”
Paul Barnett offers updates: “Your coverage of the new Voyager imprint is
matched by that in Publishing News, whose anonymous columnist displays a
deep knowledge of the field. ‘Indeed new talent is strongly represented. Pat
Cardigan [sic] ... Certainly one quality of the genre is that the writing is
invariably of a high order [an assertion which caused John Clute to collapse
in strong hysterics] ... Undoubtedly Ballard’s Empire of the Sun was a
turning point [in the general acceptance of sf].’ The article backs up its feisty
evangelization of sf/fantasy as true literature by lip-smackingly describing
some upcoming goodies. The novelization of the movie Johnny Mnemonic.
The novelizations of The X-Files. The novelizations of Gerry Anderson’s
Space Precinct. And, er, that’s it. • Poor Jane Johnson. Professionally she
must be delighted by the splash coverage. Personally she must be tearing her
hair out.”
Steve Brown pooh-poohs my trepidation about his posh mag SF Eye: “As to
the Eye’s awesome standards, I have been trying for some time to lower those
standards. I want SFE to be the people’s mag, where they can sit back on the
sofa, grunt, scratch their hairy chest through a dirty T-shirt, pop the top from
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a cheap can of beer and begin to read.”
Roald Dahl remains controversial despite being dead: July saw an abortive
attempt to ban his books from the elementary school syllabus in Virginia, for
“glorifying dangerous and disrespectful behaviour in children”. [MMW]
Greg Egan won the John W. Campbell Memorial Award (the other JWC
award) for his spiffy novel Permutation City.
Laurence James was rushed to hospital in July with critical kidney failure,
cause still worryingly unknown. [CP]
Katharine Kerr is chastened: “I’ve just had a card from a fan denouncing
me for the ‘appalling lack of a new Deverry novel’ this year. He went on to
imply that I’m doing this for the crassest of reasons, i.e., to pump up sales
next year. ‘Just like Eddings did,’ he goes on to say. Surely not.... I thought
I’d reassure him and any one else wondering or hoping if I’ve finally shut up
that actually I’ve had one of the worst years of my life for personal disasters.
Money does not enter into this except for my wishing I had the advance onacceptance payment for the as yet unwritten Red Wyvern. Things are looking
up, though, and eventually I really will finish the last part of the sequence as
promised.” (We need to know whether the postcard was written in green ink
and “SINED IN BLUD” – these are important matters of etiquette.)
Paul J. McAuley gurgles distantly, “Here’s a candidate for Thog’s
Masterclass; our hero seems to have unusual physiological reactions to
stress: ‘Moh heard the sound of blood draining from his head, like a faraway
waterfall.’ From Ken MacLeod’s The Star Fraction. Of course, my books are
probably riddled with this stuff, but I’m fed up after having had to plough
through this ‘thriller’ and want revenge ha ha!”
Peter Weston can’t get on with Interzone ... “Having seen some recent
issues, including the one edited by Charles Platt, explains the steady decline
of the magazine’s readership. The future looks greyer, more dismal than ever,
as numbers drop to the fanzine levels. The old itch remains, to see if a really
exciting sf magazine could actually start to sell once again: after all, the BRE
Astounding did 25-30,000/month for 20 years!” (But did it have racks and
racks of sf/fantasy novels to compete with? Mr Pringle, I am assured, remains
Vibrantly Optimistic.)
Philip G. Williamson rang to seek advice: was it a social gaffe to phone
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Pauline Morgan (“I got the number from my editor”) and point out an error in
her Fantasy Review coverage of his world-famous Heart of Shadows? Why
had nice Chris Morgan hung up on him? Then irate Pauline Morgan rang me
to demand the public crucifixion of whichever Legend editor handed out
confidential phone numbers and thus encouraged pained calls at inconvenient
times on hot days. (Come to think of it, my number is supposed to be exdirectory....)

Condamine
11-13 Aug • Nexus (Trek/sf), Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza, Bristol. £35 reg
(less for ½ days only); no more advance bookings. Contact 26 Milner Rd,
Horfield, Bristol, BS7 9PQ.
13-14 Aug • UFO Research Centre Conference. Contact (SAE) 30
Stonebridge Ct, Lings, Northampton, NN3 8LY.
18-20 Aug • Portmeiricon, 18th annual Prisoner con, Portmeirion, North
Wales. Contact Six of One, PO Box 66, Ipswich.
18-20 Aug • Precursor, Hertfordpark Hotel, Stevenage: pre-Worldcon
“fannish relaxacon” party. Contact 144 Plashet Grove, East Ham, London, E6
1AB.
23 Aug • BSFA Meeting Cancelled for Caledonian reasons.
24 Aug • Some backstreet fannish outfit called Microsoft urges in very
expensive ads worldwide: “don’t plan on spending the entire day at the 53rd
world science fiction convention in glasgow, scotland.” Will this inability to
use the shift key (except for “Microsoft”) provoke a wrathful response from
the WSFS Mark Protection Committee? [SB]
24-8 Aug • The Scottish Convention (Worldcon/Eurocon), SECC, Glasgow.
£100 at door; no more advance memberships. Contact Intersection, Admail
336, Glasgow, G2 1BR. Mere weeks and, in theory, no more Ansibles before
It All Happens.... Late July saw a frenzied remailing of British Hugo ballot
forms as it emerged that an estimated 10-20% of UK PR6 packets had been
devoured by postal gremlins; the Hugo deadline was dynamically extended to
3 August.
1-3 Sep • Lightspeed ’95 (Trek etc), Hilton International Hotel, Leeds. £35
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reg. Contact 16 Bramwell St, Eastwood, Rotherham, S. Yorks, S65 1RZ.
28 Sep - 1 Oct • Bouchercon 25 (World Mystery Con), Royal Moat House
Hotel, Nottingham. GoH Colin Dexter, James Ellroy. £55 reg. Cheques to
Conference Nottingham, Business Info Centre, 309 Haydn Rd, Nottingham,
NG5 1DG.
5-8 Apr 96 • Evolution (Eastercon), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, nr
Heathrow. Lots of fabulous guests whom I forget. £24 reg. Contact 13
Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. New
GoH list: B. Aldiss, D. Langford and, now, Octavia Butler and John Bing.
£20 reg; cheques now to “Intervention”. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
Rumblings • Colin Fine offers an Alternative Attraction, 28 Aug - 2 Sep,
Greyfriars Kirk House, Candlemaker Row, Edinburgh, 1:30pm: The Hunting
of the Snark by Lewis Carroll, adapted/directed by CF. £5/£3.

Infinitely Improbable
Channel 4’s invitation to a press launch for their imminent “Sci-Fi
Weekend” indicated profound respect for the genre of Mary Shelley and H.G.
Wells: “Channel 4 hits Warp Factor Nine this August bank holiday with a
celebration of the weird and wonderful world of science fiction. This
outlandish weekend will unzip the anorak and explore ...” At this point,
passing up the chance to “Mingle with Daleks, Cylons, Klingons, & Ewoks”,
your reporter made an excuse and left.
Savoy Books are still enmeshed in legal toils: on 19 July, after a 5-day
hearing in Manchester, stipendiary magistrate Janet Howard rejected all
defence arguments and decided that 4,000 police-seized Savoy comics
(copies of Lord Horror, 1-2 Hard Core Horror 1-5 and Meng & Ecker) 1-3
were (a) obscene, and (b) had no literary or artistic merit that might support a
“public good” defence. The Savoy chaps stress the “anti-Nazi” thrust of the
comics, and are also grumpy about “the Solicitor General’s assurance that
these sort of summary proceedings would not be instituted if publishers
expressed a preference for trial by jury” – which Savoy did, only to be
refused.
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Random Fandom. John Bangsund mourns: “It is my melancholy duty to
inform you that Dylan, the only Australian cat mentioned by name in the 50th
annish of Amazing SF (June 1976, p129), died on 10 July, aged almost 21.” •
Ethel Lindsay boggles: “Over 4,000 members at The Scottish Con has me
well overawed. No wonder they need such a big committee. A far cry from
the Worldcon in London [1965] which had a committee of 5 ... Ella Parker,
Peter Mabey, Jim Groves, Keith [Otter?] and myself. Fred Parkes was
honorary teamaker. Ella and Fred now dead, Jim Groves married in New
York, and Peter still faithfully attends cons, whilst I only appear at Novacons.
[Intersection] will be my last appearance at a big con....” • Greg Pickersgill
had an exciting time getting Brian Burgess’s sf collection ready to be sold
off: “the dust and rubbish on the books has given me a really severe
respiratory problem that actually had me thinking serious things like
Ambulances, Hospitals and Death more than once during the sorting
process.” • Peter Roberts, from the distant glades of the advertising world,
confirms that his abandoned 1977 TAFF trip report has two unpublished
chapters besides the eight published (“I spent a couple of months touring
around, so the whole thing would have been 30+ chapters, or something
equally foolish.”) The existing material is enough to warrant a collected
edition, if.... • D.M. Sherwood threatened me with kneecapping and worse for
having embezzled his Ansible SAEs; it was all quite tense and paranoid here
until our wonderful Royal Mail returned the packet he’d unerringly sent to 20
London Road, Reading.
Publishers & Sinners. More razor-sharp paperback critiques from The
Bookseller’s Sarah Broadhurst! Bruce Bethke, Headcrash: “I like the shout
line: ‘The laptop novel with the seedy-romp drive.’” Storm Constantine,
Stalking Tender Prey: “Signet is ultra-keen on this 688-page extravaganza,
which is the first of a trilogy, and is speaking of an ‘English Anne Rice’.”
(Will Storm sue?) Michael Moorcock, Blood: “It has been three years since
his last new fantasy, so this will be good.”
C.o.A. Mike Cheater, 42 Elm Grove, Southsea, Portsmouth, Hants, PO5 1JG
(“The solicitors gave me details of the property going back to 1850 and it
looks likely that this is the site where H.G. Wells did his apprenticeship as a
draper....”). Simon R. Green, 40 St Laurence Rd, Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts,
BA15 1JQ. Rob Meades & Alice Kohler, 7 Vern-ham Rd, Weeke,
Winchester, Hants, SO22 6BP. TAFF US administrator is now Dan Steffan,
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3804 S 9th St, Arlington, VA 22204, USA ... who will be passing among us
this very month.
Clarke Award submissions begin to arrive.... NEL try to cover all bases with
a stack of 10 books, from well-regarded stuff like Robert Charles Wilson’s
Mysterium to W.A. Harbinson’s terrible UFO tat in Phoenix; HarperCollins
pin their hopes on Steve Baxter’s The Time Ships and Ringpull on the
inevitable Jeff Noon Pollen; Bloomsbury offer the first surprise item with
Gene Brewer’s debut novel K-PAX, seemingly a sort of “Man Who Fell To
Earth (Or Did He?) Gets Psychoanalysed”....
Harlanwatch. Malcolm Edwards gleefully passes on a Publishers Weekly ad
explaining that Harlan Ellison’s new collection Slippage, though scheduled
for this month, will be delayed for an unknown period to allow New Stuff to
be included.... “Tee hee,” quoth Malcolm. “Did he know that ‘slippage’ is the
term we use for books which have to be postponed? Can it be a hoax?” •
George Alec Effinger remarked at the recent NASFiC opening ceremony that
this was the 25th anniversary of his first ever sale ... and, being persistently
heckled by a co-guest, threatened: “Harlan, if you don’t shut up, I’m going to
tell everyone what that first sale was to!” Collapse into silence of Last
Dangerous Visions editor.... • Paul Wrigley reminisces, “My favourite Ellison
non-book is his Bibliography, hawked by him at the Portland Westercon in
1984. To be published within the year. I foolishly bought a copy!”
DUFF. Down Under Fan Fund nominations are open, for the trip from Down
There to LACon III in 1996. Candidates need 3 Australasian and 2 N.
American nominators by 31 Oct. Administrators: Alan Stewart, PO Box 222,
World Trade Centre, Melbourne, Vic 3005, Australia; Pat & Roger Sims, 34
Creekwood Sq, Cincinnati, OH 45246, USA.
Ten Years Ago. J.G. Ballard caused fans to worry that the J stood for Jerry
after all: “I want more nuclear weapons! ... I want my own cruise missile at
the bottom of my garden.” (Ansible 44, 1985)
Marketry. Garth Spencer sends his “Electronic Scrapbook”, a survey of
US/UK/Canadian/Aussie sf/fantasy/horror markets (including small press) on
IBM disk, updated quarterly; over 900k in plain text files; $10 US. Stop
Press, PO Box 15335, VMPO, Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 5B1.
Weird Tales. Stu Shiffman passes on an anecdote about the “Darwin
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Awards”, said to be given posthumously to people who improve the human
gene pool by killing themselves in memorably cretinous ways. A strong
contender this year was deduced by the US Arizona Highway Patrol from a
mass of smouldering metal embedded in a roadside cliff – looking like a
plane crash but proving to be the remains of a Chevy Impala. Lab
reconstruction: the late driver was a speed enthusiast who had enhanced his
car with a solid-fuel JATO rocket (as used in heavy military transport planes
to boost takeoff on short runways), found a nice long straight stretch of road,
got up to speed, fired the JATO ... and subsequently, with the brakes burned
out of existence by failed efforts to slow down, encountered a slight curve at
250-300mph. Gulp.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Bislama. kakae ... 1 food, meal, 2 staples, 3
feast, 4 celebration, 5 fruit of tree that is bearing, 6 favourite indulgence, 7 to
eat, 8 to bite, 9 to chew, 10 (of fire) to burn up, 11 (of fuel) to use, 12 (of
clothes) to chafe, 13 to speak fluently; k.bolet to get shot; k.frut to get what is
coming to one; k.han to get punched; k.kalabus to receive a prison sentence;
k.kan to practise cunnilingus; k.kok to practise fellatio; k.maot to kiss with
open mouth; k.tut 1 to gnash one’s teeth, 2 to clench one’s teeth, 3 to get
punched in the mouth. [KL]
SF Prophecies. Apt name for fiendish villain in a context of communications
media: Murdoch. (George O. Smith, Venus Equilateral, 1947.)
Boomerang Attack! Peter Nicholls’s provoked frenetic response. Nitpickers
Anonymous insisted that “Nicholls’s gong wasn’t a special Atheling award, it
was a special committee award by those running Thylacon.” Marc Ortlieb’s
correction went, “I never would have muttered ‘Who is that mad old fart?’
with reference to Peter Nicholls. I know exactly who the mad old fart is. He’s
the loud and inconsiderate bastard who smokes foul smelling cigars at social
events....” Andrew Porter was pissed off by PN’s self-description as
“Australia’s Andy Porter”, to which Peter responds: “All I meant was that
both he and I at one time were given committee awards (his a Hugo, mine an
Atheling) when the nicest thing would be a fairer run at the award itself, and
not a committee substitute, however well meant. Since then Andrew has
amply confirmed his status with two successive Hugos.... But I can see that
my remark could be construed by Andy as offensive, and I apologize to him.
All I meant was to include Andrew in the fellowship of those who have felt
justifiably pissed off at award systems, and then embarrassed by the gift of a
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nice present from the committee. But my sardonic tone, meant to be joky,
made it come out looking bitchy. I have nothing against Andrew, well, only
one thing. He recently published my photo in SFC and labelled it Damien
Broderick. I don’t see why Damien should be given credit for my outstanding
beauty.” (Slightly cut – Ed.)
Rob Holdstock Monument Scheduled. Seen on a hoarding: “On this site a
block-long erection will arise.” [GS]
Great Langfords in Fiction. “A right crabbit bastard was Langford. Once
he’d excluded me from a debate because I couldn’t tell’m where the US
Seventh Fleet (or was it the Sixth?) was foregathered. ‘The planet’s supreme
bastion of sea power and you haven’t a clue where it is!’ he’d raved. ‘Out!
Go on – bugger off!’” (Jeff Torrington, Swing Hammer Swing!, 1992)
Wholly unsolicited research: John Bark.

Geek’s Corner
Late DUFF nominations can be e-mailed (see just above for administrator’s
addresses) to meet the 31 Oct deadline, but a signed paper copy should
follow by post.
New Typos for Old. I was boggled by general Internet enthusiasm for typing
in boring old Ansibles. All pre-electronic issues are now assigned for
rekeying by bold volunteers: Joe Albert, Karen Babich, Chaz Baden, Janice
M. Eisen, Doug Faunt, Len Hatfield, Marcus Hill, Dan Hoey, David
Kennedy, Philip Johnson, Richard Newsome, Tony Smith, Jan van ’t Ent,
Bill Welch, Elizabeth Willey, and Adrian Wontroba. Some of these splendid
people even came back for second helpings....
Avramgram: “I have prepared a mostly complete preliminary bibliography
of Avram Davidson (The Phoenix and the Mirror, The Adventures of Doctor
Eszterhazy, etc) and will send a text file to any interested persons, if they
send a note to my e-mail address: hwessells@reedref.com (Henry Wessells).”
Scottish Convention Extra! Ian Sorensen’s fanzine Bob?, published at the
same time as the printed Ansible, has the following interesting Intersection
warning: “Of course, they have continued to print rubbish, like the directions
for how to get to the convention contained in their last PR: no matter which
direction you come from, if you follow the directions in PR7 you will never
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reach the SECC.”
Ansible 97 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Steve Brown,
Critical Wave, Ken Lake, Chris Priest, Garth Spencer, Martin Morse Wooster
and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz),
Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 3 Aug 95.
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Stalking the Wild TAFF Report
The TransAtlantic Fan Fund still magically wafts its democratically chosen
delegates from Europe to North America, and vice versa. Not all winners
have published the once traditional full-length trip report ... but partial
reports also include much nifty material. Here Ansible offers tiny extracts
from Great Incomplete Trip Reports (some may yet be completed). To give
the illusion of rigorous research, winners are listed chronologically with
arrows to indicate eastward (>>) or westward (<<) transatlantic trips.
1952 << Walt Willis. Technically pre-TAFF, but nevertheless the inspiration
for it all. Report: The Harp Stateside, 1957.
1954 << Vince Clarke. Could not make the trip.
1955 << Ken Bulmer. Report: TAFF Tales, 1959-61, completed but not
collected. “1. Thorn on the Rose” in Orion, 21 1959: “Many of you must
have heard of the rumours that Bulmer was arrested in the States, that he was
sent for a term to Sing-Sing, that the FBI trailed him everywhere....” (A police
car had stopped him for Pavement Walking in Cincinnati:) “‘What’re you
doing, bub?’ [...] The driver was youngish, obviously swollen-headed over
the fact that he wore a uniform and had a powerful car under his hands, a
badge and a) a tommy gun down by his leg. b) a pistol at his belt. c) a riot
gun in the back seat. d) and probably an H-bomb in a SAC B-52b on call
from his car radio. I showed them my driving licence. The youngster started
to tear off each year’s licence as though the thing were a book. ‘Don’t be
stupid,’ I said, or something even more wounding, and snatched the thing
away. He bristled. The older man at his side said a few quiet words to soothe
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him down and then casually, as though exercising Herlock Sholmesian craft,
mentioned the word ‘English’. [...] After that we got on like a house on fire.”
1956 >> Lee Hoffman. Declined TAFF trip; travelled privately.
1957 >> Bob Madle. Report: A Fakefan In London, 1976.
1958 << Ron Bennett. Report: Colonial Excursion, 1961.
1959 >> Don Ford. Report: TAFF Baedeker (in 2 parts, 1960-1).
1960 << Eric Bentcliffe. Report: Epitaff, 1961.
1961 >> Ron Ellik. Report: The Squirrel’s Tale, 1969.
1962 << Ethel Lindsay. Report: The Lindsay Report, 1963.
1963 >> Wally Weber. Partial report rumoured but not traced.
1964 << Arthur Thomson (Atom). Report: Atom Abroad, 1965.
1965 >> Terry Carr. “Beyond the Mnemonic Statute of Limitations” in
Raffles, 8 1984: “Mike Moorcock introduced himself and insisted on buying
me a pint even though he was in his scuffling days then. We talked about the
time a few years before when he was scripting the British Tarzan comic book
or some such and Tuckerized Dave Rike as one of the characters; Mike also
mumbled and muttered, in that way he had even then, about London fan and
pro factions – the New Wave was just getting started in 1965 – and I never
did get straight just who hated whom or why, except that everyone seemed to
hate Charles Platt. Plus ça change....” • “As a recent TAFF winner wrote to
me, it’s a ‘pain in the ass, remembering the names of all these foreigners’....”
• “All this happened nearly twenty years ago, in a time few people remember
and even those of us who took part in it find nearly mythic and recall it
through a pint, stoutly.”
1966 << Tom Schluck. Bits in German-language fanzines only?
1968 >> Steve Stiles. Various deranged fragments (with a slight gap between
1968 and 1984) under the overall title Harrison Country. “Chapter 31, pg
147” in BSFAN, 15 1986, claims to be his TAFF speech: “You’re scum!
Scum! Every last one of you. You know, as I look out over your sallow faces
I, I ... ack! ack! ... I have to swallow very hard. There is something quite
scabrous about British fandom [...] Decency ... You’ve heard of decency?
Are you even aware of what the word means? I thought not ... I think that if I
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were to take that word and inscribe it on the head of this pin, and take that pin
and immerse it in this pitcher of water and lock the pitcher in this drawer, and
perhaps wrap the whole thing in pliable styrofoam ... why, if that word had
sentience it would scream in outrage! • You’re all damned! Damned and
deserving of those torments; deserving of the red hot gridirons blistering you
up nice and crisp, the pong of sulphur in your nostrils, and you screaming for
mercy but there will be no mercy, for you ... are ... British fandom!”
1969 << Eddie Jones. Apparently nothing.
1970 >> Elliot Shorter. Segments in Locus and Spanish Inquisition.
1971 << Mario Bosnyak. Published nothing, mysteriously claiming that if he
did he’d have had to tell the truth and cause offence.
1973 >> Len & June Moffatt. The Moffatt House Abroad, 1974.
1974 << Peter Weston. Segments including “Stranger in a Very Strange
Land” in SF Monthly, 1974: “Imagine 3,000 science fiction fans packed into
one huge hall; a hotel reputed to possess nearly four miles of internal
corridors; and total receipts of well over a quarter of a million dollars! Yes,
everything is big at an American World Science Fiction Convention!” •
“‘You Dirty Old Man, Asimov,’ called Ellison from a dais in the centre of the
main hall. ‘Stand up, Harlan!’ retorted Asimov from the top table, referring to
Ellison’s modest height.” • “I noticed that as a result of the John Norman
‘Gor’ books, slave girls in chains were particularly abundant this year!” •
“All too soon the next day, the WorldCon came to an end, its main arteries
severed and its life-blood flowing down the steps of the hotel....”
1976 >> Roy Tackett, Bill Bowers (tie; Bowers could not travel). Tackett
published a 4-page summary report in Sticky Quarters, 13 1985.
1977 << Peter Roberts. 8 chapters of New Routes In America.... “2. Big City
Hustle”, Egg, 11 1978: “Ideally all fans should look thoroughly remarkable
so that it would be simple and straightforward to introduce them; I could then
say, for example, that Suzanne Tompkins was eight foot tall with green hair,
or Gary Farber was the furry bloke with purple ears and a gold lamé
eyepatch. No problems then. [...] In fact, of course, apart from a faintly
luminous fannish aura, most fans look almost human.” • “5. Freeways and
Turnpikes”, Mota, 27 1979: “American roads go straight ahead, oblivious of
the landscape around them. Even a modern British motorway looks like a
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meandering folly beside a US highway. The Americans must have taken
small maps and big rulers and drawn bloody great lines connecting the cities.
Then they simply went out and built roads where the lines were marked. It
didn’t matter to them what was there: valleys, hills, forests, rivers – they
ignored the lot.” • “7: SunCon and the Sea Off Miami” in Gritbin, 2 1980:
“The architect had apparently conceived the [hotel] as a synthesis of bus
station and barracks, but the decorator had eschewed such utilitarianism and
had done the whole thing up like a backwoods brothel. • My favourite
monstrosity was a chair outside the lifts near my room. It was massive, highbacked, covered in red plush, and winged with two elderly nymphs whose
sharply-pointed breasts jutted out so far that they snagged the clothes of
passers-by. I’ve never seen a chair with dangerous nipples before. I wouldn’t
have minded that as a souvenir.”
1979 >> Terry Hughes. “Two-Fisted TAFF Tales” portion in Sticky
Quarters, 13 1985. “Bam! The pool cue slammed into the back of my skull. I
whirled around to face my attacker [...] I’d thought my biggest worry would
be drunken fans pissing on my shoes.....”
1980 << Dave Langford. The Transatlantic Hearing Aid, 1985.
1981 >> Stu Shiffman. Published chapter, “A Raffles Lad Abroad or The
Road to Yorcon” in Raffles, 6 1982: “It’s hell in woman’s undies.” •
“‘Everyone,’ he called out at the boarding gate, ‘this man is being deported
for income tax evasion!’ and ‘Make room – he’s running away from his four
wives!’ He’s a good buddy....” • “By spectacular coincidence, Reading
[Berkshire] looks rather ‘British’ to me. I haven’t quite figured out why –
aside from all the Britons and signs in English.” • “There had been other
sights, like the Town Hall-Library-Museum. The last had provided a good
overview of local history, with relics of Roman, Saxon, Tudor and later
times. Material on Reading Abbey, stuffed birds and animals, and a
collection of Huntley & Palmer biscuit tins. I can’t help it – I’m an
unrepentant history freak.” • “I read the Twll-Ddu that Dave had given me. It
contained [...] the first instalment of the Dreaded Langford TAFF report. The
filthy swine....”
1982 << Kevin Smith. Nothing.
1983 >> Avedon Carol. Bit in Ansible 33, 1983: “They tell me that Albacon
II was Not So Hot as Eastercons go, organizationally a mess and all that, but I
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couldn’t tell. I had the good luck to be mostly unfamiliar with the normal run
of local fanpolitics, and I wasn’t in on the gory details, which I must say I
found refreshing. [...] I had no trouble finding the Fanroom, and therefore the
fans, which is the main thing. So as far as I was concerned everything was
fine. [...] Must say I got a bit tired of the same old fish for lunch every day,
and breakfast was too early. I certainly would have preferred a better grade of
soft drink, but the bartender who kept grabbing his crotch supplied an
interesting floorshow. I do wish, however, that D. West would take up a
game which makes a more interesting spectator sport.... And everyone was
really just absolutely triffic and you see if I write my TAFF report right now
it will be all mushy and effusive and even maudlin and not very funny and –
shit, now I know why no one ever finishes a TAFF report.”
(The allusion to D. West’s domino-playing, at a time when he was denying
he’d stand for TAFF, may hardly seem like sabotage of D.’s 1984 candidacy.
But that’s how the instigator of the 1984 TAFF wars saw it....)
1984 << Rob Hansen. Published report: On The Taff Trail, 1994.
1985 >> Patrick & Teresa Nielsen Hayden. “Work in Progress” fragments
and one full chapter: “Aspects and Inclinations” in Hyphen, 37 1987:
“Another day we drove from Donaghadee up to Portstewart, to have tea with
the Whites, give James his Doc Weir Award, and commit a silly oneshot on
the impressive new White word processor by way of christening it. The
official presentation of the Doc Weir Award was thorough, taking place six
times so that James could be photographed trying to look Naughty with
Teresa while she presented the cup and certificate. Our own snapshots reveal
that neither party has the least talent for visible wickedness; the photo of
James demonstrating Psneeronics is much more striking. Meanwhile Peggy
White laid out lavish quantities of food and conversation, including a lively
reenactment of the time she got stuck on a programme item debating male vs.
female superiority. At a loss for points of feminist theory to argue, she
improvised by marching over to a short member of the opposing team (she’s
not far shy of six foot), putting her hand on the top of his head, and
announcing, ‘I, for one, object to being referred to as The Little Woman!’ To
her great relief the point carried the day....”
1986 << Greg Pickersgill. Greg intended his report to incorporate other fan’s
accounts of his travels. Thus Linda Blanchard in Scattershot, 3 1986, sees
him interviewed by Ted White: “To the question of how, after years of
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speaking out against TAFF and belittling American fandom, he’d decided to
run for TAFF and come over, Greg answered that he’d finally met some
Americans ‘who weren’t as dimwitted as we’d thought. You could actually
hold a conversation with them.’ There had been some good Americans over
in recent years, like Stu Shiffman, but they were rather quiet. ‘And you didn’t
notice that retiring violet, Avedon Carol, right?’ Ted laughed. ‘No actually,’
Greg said, straight faced, ‘since she spent most of her time humping Rob
Hansen.’ It was the visit from the Nielsen Haydens that knocked him silly.
Suddenly there were these two quite interesting fans who just dropped in
seeming to know about everything [...] and Pickersgill hadn’t known them at
all. Later, at home, he hauled out all the NH fanzines he’d received over the
years and read them for the first time....” • “Taffman in Toronto” by Mike
Glicksohn in The Caprician, 4 1989: “In order to demonstrate the intensity
and sincerity of his feeling he abruptly left his couch, marched through the
front door of the hotel and threw up against the side of the building.” • “... a
Damn Fine TAFF delegate.”
1987 >> Jeanne Gomoll. Portions under the overall title Always Coming
Home. “Chapter 2” in Whimsey, 7 1992: “Greg said that Scott and I stood out
as obviously American. Was it my backpack? Scott’s jean jacket? Something
about the way we moved? There didn’t seem to be a huge difference in the
way we dressed, not when you considered each garment, one at a time. Of
course, people heard our American accents and would know, but even when
we were silent, we were recognized. Toward the end of our trip, Scott and I
were riding a train south [...], and Scott made his way to the rest room down
an aisle through a group of young, male partyers. One guy yelled at the top of
his lungs and pointed directly at Scott, ‘American!’ Scott returned stunned
and confused, wondering how he had betrayed his nationality....” •
“‘Whatever you do,’ warned Linda [Krawecke], ‘don’t go on about the cute,
little packages in the stores.’ [...] A Brit within earshot of an American
exclaiming over the ‘cute’ packages would probably categorize the speaker as
a typical American, obsessed with bigness, wealth and over-indulgence. I
figured it had more to do with the difference between American and Brit
refrigerators....”
1988 << Lilian Edwards & Christina Lake. Lilian – “I have to hang my
head in shame and say I have never written any of my TAFF trip up....”
Christina – four discontinuous segments including “Voodoo Jambalaya” in
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The Caprician, 4 1989: “Surely I would find something fabulous in the
dealer’s room of a big American convention? Surely it would be an
experience not to be missed? Well, actually, no. I’d seen better selections of
books in some of the stores of San Francisco, newer American editions at
British conventions, more children’s fantasy in Horfield junior library. In fact
most of the stalls seemed mainly interested in selling Star Trek memorabilia
or dragon/unicorn jewellery.” • “Bill Wagner, a large, amiable American who
was feeling a bit morose because he’d just split with his girl friend, began
expounding his theory on the restoration of virginity. I forget the details,
mainly because I wasn’t taking it seriously at the time, but it seemed to
involve nuns and strange popping noises on aeroplanes. ‘Yes, Bill,’ I said to
keep him happy (after all, we were planning to crash at his flat in New York).
‘Yes, Bill, I’m sure that we’ll all get our virginity back some day.’ But this
seemed to be missing the point....”
1989 >> Robert Lichtman. Portion in FAPA; privately circulated synopsis;
“Doorway” in Trapdoor, 9 1990: “One of the fringe benefits of being a TAFF
delegate is that you can generally move between feuding elements of the host
fandom without rancour on anyone’s part. Often I felt like a Heinleinesque
‘fair witness’ as I spent time with various of the warring factions and got to
hear their respective viewpoints of the battle lines of British fandom.
Preferring mostly to socialize and sightsee, when interfan hassles were
discussed, I usually just listened – to scope out for myself (if possible) the
truth (ever shifting and often elusive) of the various positions I’d seen
espoused in fanzines. When I occasionally commented, it was mostly in a
general way, trying my best not to take sides. Sometimes this was
challenging....”
1991 << Pam Wells. Nothing ... or so she claims.
1992 >> Jeanne Bowman. The Almost Factual Fan, condensed reports for
Ansible ... “Friday. We must down to the sea – hustle to Illumination in time
to be identified from the opening audience. ‘Hello Jeanne.’ ‘Hello Pam.’
TAFF snapshots panel. 7 people attend, inc. ops personnel. Hotel room has a
gorgeous Irish Sea view, and a peculiar plaintive wailing with the ocean
breezes. Saturday. Illumination. Joseph Nicholas, Green, astonished, watches
Greys hoist selves on own petards in panel debate. Ian Watson draws big
crowd for ‘51st State’ discussion. I assert Puerto Rico first in line for the
honour. Brief pang of homesickness – where are the dozens of hard boiled
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eggs to colour? Haunting Ramsey Campbell reading. Disco sucks. Sunday.
Illumination. Pam Wells reveals interest in filking. ‘Ghosts of Honour’ panel
– Don Herron flawless laconic Willeford, Ian Watson transcendent as Olaf
Stapledon, sly double headed Wm.Burroughs characters and Bob Shaw.
Howling success. Colour Coordinated TAFF Auction. Monday. Indian lunch
with the Ramsey Campbells. Peter Atkins and Paul McAuley lasted till they
threw us out at 4pm. Continued illumination with D. West in Keighley.
Tuesday. Drag D. to Haworth (he offers to show street corner where Brontë
boy bought dope) and we wuther in the heights....”
1993 << Abigail Frost. One-off fanzine In Progress produced on trip, plus
“The Frost Report” fragments sent to Ansible ... “You left your heroine at
Seattle Zoo, finding a bright orange slug with beautifully crisp dotted lines on
its back (I bet they don’t come out in the slide, though). Seattle turns out to
be paradise on Earth. As an estuarine port with an aviation factory, it is of
course the colonial equivalent of Bristol, but that doesn’t quite cover it
adequately. Mostly I lotos-ate (Lebanese meal with le tout Seattle, party at
Vonda McIntyre’s where I was billeted in her absence) and shopped (Pike
Place Market, Left Bank Books and the unutterably wonderful Archie
McPhee’s), but had a healthy day walking in the foothills of Mt Rainier with
Andy Hooper, Carrie Root and Bill ‘I tell you it’s a gigantic mutant gerbil!’
Bodden. Pine martens chased ground squirrels up trees, marmots (words
cannot express how ridiculous they are, honest) bared their teeth at Andy as
he declaimed fanzine articles to the echoing glade, glaciers crept inexorably
downwards and a chipmunk climbed up my jumper.”
1995 >> Dan Steffan. We’ll let him finish his trip first. Maybe.

Geek’s Corner
Thots. Ansible enjoyed a terrific response when I invited volunteer typists to
key in old issues so all back numbers could be made electronically available.
What next? Listed above are two trip reports whose publication in onevolume editions would surely be a Good Thing: Ken Bulmer’s (complete,
running to 28pp of quarto according to Vince Clarke) and Peter Roberts’s (2
more chapters exist following the 8 that were published; although he stayed
in America for months and would need another 20 chapters to cover all the
post-Worldcon sightseeing and visits to fans, the existing material is a
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substantial report as it is). There is a rumour that Paul Skelton may want to
do the Bulmer report unilaterally. What does net fandom think of farming out
the bits of the Roberts New Routes in America for keying-in (it’s nothing like
as voluminous as that stack of old Ansibles)? The first benefit would be that
we can all read it on line; the second, that printed copies could be run off and
the SCIFI $500.00 bounty for a published TAFF report collected at last.
Stop Press Newsflashes! Peter Roberts has been in touch, is happy for me to
do what I will with his material, offers to send the original artwork for his
self-published chapters....
I have since received the Elliot Shorter chapter from The Spanish Inquisition
(1976) ed. Jerry Kaufman and Suzanne Tompkins, courtesy of Jerry
Kaufman, and located the Roy Tackett and Terry Hughes segments (in Sticky
Quarters ed. Brian Earl Brown) which hadn’t been traced when the first
printed edition of this special Ansible was prepared; a tiny bit from the latter
has been squeezed in. And Robert Lichtman informs me that despite her
dubious claims, Pam Wells did in fact publish one TAFF segment covering
post-trip blues: “Depression Tango” in Saliromania 6 ed. Michael Ashley,
1991. Lastly, at The Scottish Convention itself, Lilian Edwards published a
first episode in her The Wrong Leggings.
Keep 3 watching the skies!
Ansible 97½ Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks for help to Vince
Clarke, Peter Roberts and the “Timebinders” group. Current TAFF
administrators are (Europe) Abigail Frost, 95 Wilmot St, London, E2 0BP,
and (NA) Dan Steffan, 3804 S 9th St, Arlington, VA 22204, USA. My and
Rob Hansen’s trip reports are still being sold in aid of TAFF: ask us! August
95.
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The Scottish Convention
... It was the best of times, it was the worst of times: it was a Worldcon in the
hangar-like halls of the Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre, Glasgow.
Total attendance: 4,800. All the usual desperate fun was had, punctuated by
endless shuttle-bus and taxi rides between city-centre hotels and the SECC in
its distant post-industrial wasteland amid car parks approximately the size of
Kansas. Few coherent memories remain – just a handful of snapshots.
First and saddest: John Brunner bustling suavely through the fan area. A
hurried exchange of Hellos and then he’s gone forever: a stroke, death within
hours, a flood of memorials and regrets. Numbness spreads. John would have
been hugely tickled by the idea of making his exit at a major convention ...
but not just yet. Lisanne Norman writes: “At 9 minutes past 5pm on Friday
25 August, while his wife LiYi, my friend Judith and myself held his hand,
John Brunner slipped peacefully away from us. The end for him was gentle,
and he went with what love all three of us could surround him with. I will
never forget him.” • Drummers and Pipers ... marching through the SECC
concourse and into the gigantic Hall 4 with its weirdly assorted fannish litter
(bouncy castles, play areas, fast-food stalls, con bidding desks, fanzine tables,
Ukrainians selling trade goods at unbelievable prices, etc, etc) to launch a
lavish opening wine-party financed by Glasgow’s grateful ratepayers.... A
partly convincing Nessie features in the parade and nearly eats Peter
Morwood. • Samuel R. Delany (GoH) with a beard more genially patriarchal
than ever, encountered at a HarperCollins celebration mysteriously sited on a
moored Clyde ferry miles from anywhere. He has read my fanzine writings! I
swoon. • Ian and Judy Watson telling of a fire evacuation from the Moat
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House Hotel (where showers trigger alarms if you leave the bathroom door
open). “We thought you had to run to the car park in your pyjamas!”
gesticulates Ian, “We were the only ones! Everyone else had anoraks and
camo gear!” To make it more interesting, Judy adds: “And of course Ian had
this enormous erection.” • Terry Pratchett magically converting the same
fire alert into a 4am signing session when he encountered a fan carrying (all
together now) a Rare Unsigned Copy. TP’s antics with a pop-up dildo during
a panel with Tom Holt remain veiled in diplomacy. • John Clute on the
Fantasy Encyclopaedia panel, miraculously conveying his theory of true
fantasy’s pattern of Wrongness, Thinning and Healing against nearimpossible odds. Problem: the SECC acoustics. “Rooms” are flimsy, nonsoundproofed, roofless enclosures; voices float upward into murmurous
echoing vastness. To use the sound system is to compete with adjacent
rooms: since the entrances face one another, John finds himself staring down
the aisle at his hated sonic rival across the way, who is Gardner Dozois. Each
manically succeeds in drowning out the other. (To do it properly, the
committee explains firmly, would have cost money.) • Vince Clarke (FGoH)
tucking into frog’s legs under the watchfully sozzled eye of his self-appointed
minder Chuch Harris: “I am here to make sure he has fun whether he likes it
or not.” • Michael Swanwick musing, “I like gratuitous sex and think it has a
place in fiction as well....” • Greg Pickersgill (fan area Grubby Eminence)
blinking when a mild “Hello” to Teresa Nielsen Hayden elicits the response
“FUCK YOU, PICKERSGILL!” – little does he know that seconds earlier, TNH
placed a bet with me that GP would ignore her all weekend.... • Evening Fan
Programme offering Moose TV, Ian Sorensen’s play Dune or The Sand of
Music, and The Lovely Jackie McRobert (so described on her visiting cards).
• Fanfundery ... TAFF’s Dan (and Lynn) Steffan, and GUFF’s Ian Gunn and
Karen Pender-Gunn, all being jolly good guests. • Peter Weston fulfilling a
ritual Worldcon need by hurling beer over the most Scientologist-like figure
to hand – in this case, Ted White....

Hugo Ceremony
Vast crowds filling the Extravaganzas hall amid the usual atmosphere of
sweaty paranoia exuding from nominees whose pose of Total Cool is fast
eroded by delays and minor presentations: BIG HEART award to Ken Slater,
FIRST FANDOM to Jack Speer and Harry Warner Jr; Cordwainer Smith gets
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a “Japanese Hugo” (SEIUN AWARD) for the 1961 “A Planet Named
Shayol” and Dan Simmons another for Hyperion. Robert Silverberg’s spoken
memorial for John Brunner is simple, word-perfect, and causes a four-minute
standing ovation for the late great man. This feels right – as does the JOHN
W. CAMPBELL award for best new writer, presented to our very own Jeff
Noon. • Then the Hugos proper. FANZINE: shock horror victory of Ansible.
FAN ARTIST: Teddy Harvia. (Meanwhile your editor is detained in a
Kafkaesque maze backstage, until – ) FAN WRITER, me: I can only say,
“Unfortunately, Martin Hoare can’t be with us tonight....” SEMIPROZINE:
Interzone – and suddenly this award’s impartial presenter Kim Newman is
leaping gleefully around “like a demented Muppet” as David Pringle marches
to the stage. ARTWORK: Lady Cottington’s Pressed Fairy Book by Brian
Froud and Terry Jones. DRAMATIC: All Good Things (ST:TNG). PRO
ARTIST: Jim Burns. PRO EDITOR: Gardner Dozois, whose shadow never
grows less. NONFICTION: I. Asimov: a Memoir by the late Himself.
SHORT STORY: “None So Blind” by ever-popular Joe Haldeman.
NOVELETTE: “The Martian Child” by David Gerrold, who with memorable
tackiness hauls his young son on-stage to eulogize him as the Real Martian
Child. (A voice says, “He was worse at the Nebulas.”) NOVELLA: “Seven
Views of Olduvai Gorge” by Mike Resnick – nominated in four categories
and thus, in inscrutable US phrasing, the first person to bat .250 in the Hugos.
NOVEL: Mirror Dance by Lois McMaster Bujold. • And so to wild parties,
fireworks, tears, sighs of relief and, all night, a background throb of gloating
from a select few. “I’m still making the Hugos,” confides artificer Peter
Weston, “but basically it’s a sideline.” He adds in doomy tones, “This
empowers me to say: Remember, Langford, you are but mortal.” H’mm. Is
11 too many?

Last Snapshots
Chris Priest, bemusedly discovering that his squib The Book on the Edge of
Forever ended up a mere 4 votes behind the Asimov nonfiction Hugo winner;
also that mild-mannered Norman Spinrad carried a commission from Harlan
Ellison to “punch Priest out if he wins”. (“I keep wondering why I would
become more punchable for winning an award I did not canvass, when the
presumed offence remains, irrespective of winning or not winning? In other
words, why didn’t Norman belt me one while he had the chance?”
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Apparently because, while muttering something non-committal to placate the
great HE, NS has no intention of being silly enough to obey instructions.) •
Baltimore, winners of the 1998 Worldcon site selection vote, mercilessly
pursuing their “pirates” bidding theme by naming the convention
“BucConeer”. Oh dearie me. Details: PO Box 1376, Baltimore, MD 21203,
USA. • Balanced Reporting: the Sunday Mail attacking nasty anorakwearing sci-fi fans in a story headed Weirdo’s Show Is Branded A Rip-Off.
This is justified by (a) locating a woman who owing to media
misrepresentation has expected a free Star Trek exhibition and doesn’t like
what she finds after paying £90; (b) moving on to lengthy descriptions of
oddball fans “looking as though they were on drugs” without finding space to
report that the complainer got a rapid refund. • Science Programme
organizers groaning that their early and frequent requests for equipment went
astray in the committee’s management labyrinth: nevertheless, despite the
maddening proximity of a Live Aliens promotion playing awful music and
sound effects at top volume all too near the science and fan areas, it is agreed
(and endorsed by Mighty Jon Cowie, Before Whom Mere Fans Tremble) that
they do a splendid job. • Bob Guccione of Omni infamy being revealed, on
p79 of Dorling Kindersley’s spiffily produced Science Fiction: The
Illustrated Encyclopaedia, to look uncannily like me. Separated at birth?
“Not my fault,” ringingly declares compiler John Clute. “This should be
worth lots of publicity in Ansible....” • Voice of the Mysterons, the con
newsletter, producing an impressive 15 issues plus many extras (can you spot
the unsigned Langford contributions?). In unwise homage to the Mexicon
headline that plunged hotel relations into war, a squib about booze running
out at a publisher’s party is titled SCUM! SCUM! SCUM! Repeated apologies
(“That wasn’t grovelling enough!”) are demanded by massed publishers who
threaten the Ultimate Sanction of not paying the bar bill.... • Typo of the
Convention: Wizards of the Coast, purveyors of expensively addictive card
games, billing themselves in one of their own ads as “Wizards of the Cost”. •
Strange Fruit: Chuch Harris exploring a fruit-bowl in the suite where I’m
holding a post-Hugo sprawl, and finding weird objects covered in thick blue
fur. Fascinated, he pops one between finger and thumb in a gooey red
splatter. A special effect from Alien, or a symbol of Intersection’s good
things (acoustics excepted) bursting through layers of foreboding? No, it is an
elderly Glasgow strawberry. • The End. Sore-throated and euphoric, I am
toying with a final drink in the Central Hotel and telling hungover Tony
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Berry all about last night’s spiffy Indian restaurant meal. Slowly he speaks: “I
was there. At the same table. You twit.” It seems time to leave.... Martin
Hoare briefs me extensively on the horrors of getting massive, rocket-shaped
chunks of metal through airport security: in fact the Glasgow x-ray operator
merely falls around laughing and beckons colleagues with noises of “We’ve
Got A Right One Here!” The rest is history.

Coniine
22-4 Sep • 6th Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £45
reg: cheques to “Society of Fantastic Films”. Contact 95 Meadowgate Rd,
Salford, Manchester, M6 8EN.
28 Sep - 1 Oct • Bouchercon (World Mystery Con), Royal Moat House
Hotel, Nottingham. GoH Colin Dexter, James Ellroy. £55 reg. Cheques to
Conference Nottingham, Business Info Centre, 309 Haydn Rd, Nottingham,
NG5 1DG.
Oct • Fantasycon ... has lapsed into oblivion this year.
27-31 Oct • Welcome to my Nightmare (horror part of UK Year of
Literature Festival), Swansea. £15 reg. Contact 14 Cae Eithin, Llangyfelach,
Swansea, SA6 6EZ. British Fantasy Awards & BFS AGM moved here owing
to collapse of Fantasycon.
5-8 Apr 96 • Evolution (Eastercon), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, nr
Heathrow. Now £28 reg; “very soft currencies £5”. Contact 13 Lindfield
Gdns, Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
Rumblings • Intuition is a 1998 Eastercon bid: 38 Scotland Rd, Cambridge,
CB4 1QG. • Grown men pulled their own heads off rather than imagine the
rumoured Worldcon bid Cardiff in 2003.

Infinitely Improbable
Random Fandom. Jim Barker mutters: “What with bloody computers,
software and clip art, the graphic design area is not what it was and I’ve
decided to expand the cartoon illustration side of things. (The day someone
develops a program than can emulate Jim Barker style cartoons, we can all
quietly fade away....)” • Jon Langford’s mighty maleness was in the
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Guardian “Women” pages (24 Aug): a plaster model clutched to the bosom
of “Cynthia Plastercaster”, who collects, er, impressions of rock stars.... •
Joseph Nicholas was seen in deep trance at his own pre-con party, captioned
“I died in the war for people like you – give generously.” Sideshow proceeds
went to GUFF.... • TAFF: ballots detailing a race between Leo Brett, Pel
Torro and John E. Muller may lack authenticity. Their origin is hinted only in
Abigail Frost’s eldritch cry after receiving a vote on this form: “You Bastard,
Dave Clark!” She adds: “The 1996 (westward) race looms. Nomination
deadlines to be announced.” Those wishing a TAFF trip to LAcon should be
canvassing nominators now: 3 European, 2 N. American, and no more,
please. 95 Wilmot St, London, E2 0BP. • D. West’s Deliverance (150pp
duplicated A4), comprising his awesome fanzine writings since 1985, was
selling briskly in Glasgow. Now £9/$25 (no $ cheques) from 17 Carlisle St,
Keighley, W. Yorks, BD21 4PX. Well-written, irritating, meaty,
controversial stuff.
C.o.A. Charles & Cora Burbee, 46749 Pala Rd, Temecula, CA 92592, USA.
Tommy Ferguson, 42 Ava Drive, Belfast, BT7 3DW. Sally Ann Melia, 2
Waynflete Street, Earlsfield, London, SW18 3QE.
R.I.P. Michael Ende, best known for The Neverending Story (whose movie
version he despised as plastic kitsch), died aged 65 on 28 Aug.
Thog’s Masterclass. “The flame’s hand flattened the road flat.” (K.W. Jeter,
Blade Runner 2) [S] • “His chuckle seemed to come from below his belt.”
(Nancy Price, Night Woman, 1992) [PB]

John Brunner, 1934-1995
Chris Priest writes ...
John Brunner’s sudden death at the Glasgow Worldcon came as a profound
shock, but not, sadly, to those who had been in contact with him recently, a
surprise. Every conversation I had with John in the last two or three years
was spiked with his unhappiness, frustration and disappointment. His health
had become intermittently poor, his finances generally shaky and his career
seemed at a low ebb. But in earlier years he was buoyant. John was the first
major sf writer I came to know personally, and although I often found his
company uncomfortable, because away from home he put on a defensive
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veneer, I never ceased to admire him, like him and more often than not love
him. Here is what I will remember of him:
John was a passionate political liberal: he was against the bomb, against
racism, against government oppression, against corruption. Many of us are
too, but John gave up most of his non-writing life to these causes. He lobbied,
marched, wrote songs, joined committees, demonstrated.
He and his first wife Marjorie were constant and loyal friends to me
throughout the break-up of my first marriage. None but the three of us knew
this, and now only I remain.
At home: He had the largest collection of folk and jazz records I have ever
seen. He was a brilliant and adventurous cook, and delighted in giving his
guests gullet-searing soups or palate-teasing delicacies. John liked fast, opentop cars, enjoyed wine and tobacco, revelled in the company of women. He
loved animals. He enjoyed excruciating people with his awful and invariably
unfunny puns. He was personally generous, giving freely his hospitality, time
and interest.
Professionally: He was a fierce defender of what he understood science
fiction to be – I once saw him stoutly standing up to a film-company
executive, whose film Zardoz John reckoned to betray all the things for
which sf stood, and who was threatening to drag John outside for a scrap. His
novels were highly readable, fast-moving, professionally executed and
extrovert in style; the best of his serious novels, Stand on Zanzibar, The
Shockwave Rider, one or two others, are amongst the finest, most imaginative
and best written works in the field (memorial editions must surely appear?).
I never heard John say anything bitchy or jealous about another writer. On
the contrary, he was supportive and helpful to young writers; at the same time
he always told them the truth about their writing, as he saw it. (I recall this
well.) He had an incisive critical mind, as anyone who was at a Milford
Conference with him will know. He was probably the widest-read man I have
ever met: his house was packed with books, and his mind was furnished with
their contents. John, in his literary-database role, would delight in showing
off his knowledge, always with a playful edge, often with serendipitous
results.
He was a friend, and while the world at large has lost one of its best and most
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under-rated writers, our small sf family has lost an extraordinary, intelligent,
erudite and amusing man. Our loss is terrible. (Chris Priest)
• John Brunner’s secular funeral was held at Taunton Deane Crematorium
on Wed 6 Sept, with perhaps 50 in attendance. Following strange Chinese
music, John’s widow LiYi Tan Brunner and others (including Chris Bell,
Martin Hoare, Pauline Morgan, Caroline Mullan, and Chris Priest) related
memories of him. Terry Pratchett was also present. • LiYi asks that tributes
take the form of a donation to Friends of Foundation, c/o 75 Rosslyn Avenue,
Harold Wood, Essex, RM3 0RG, marked as a “John Brunner Memorial”
contribution. She hopes for a memorial exhibit as part of the SF Foundation
Library. • Before the funeral I re-read The Shockwave Rider (for a memorial
appreciation) and Traveller in Black (just because) ... a rewarding way to
remember John. Goodbye.

Geek’s Corner
Those Hugo Speechlets. No room in the printed edition, but since people
have asked:
Fanwriter: “Unfortunately, Martin Hoare can’t be with us tonight. I know
this will be a sad disappointment to those who know and love the ancient
fannish tradition of Martin accepting this Hugo and, every year, telling his
joke. But he has promised to carry out another part of the ritual by faithfully
waking me up to tell me the good news at four o’clock tomorrow morning. I
can hardly wait! Thank you all very much.”
Fanzine: “I’m trying hard to be embarrassed. There were some damn good
fanzines shortlisted for this year’s Hugo, and most of them had individual
issues thicker than a year’s worth of Ansible. I blame my unnatural success
on the people who do the actual hard work – so let’s hear it for my
distributors. Janice Murray covers North America, Bridget Wilkinson
dominates continental Europe, Alan Stewart blankets Australia – and, bravest
of all, Martin Tudor hacks through remote jungles to spread the gospel in the
British Midlands. Finally, for the fan historians out there, thanks to Naveed
Khan for making this the first Hugo-winning fanzine whose complete text
comes free on Internet. Thank you all!”
(Oh dear, Lilian Edwards and Christina Lake – also Tommy McClellan and
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Chris Terran – are going to kill me. I forgot to mention their splendid
Timebytes fanthology diptych produced for Intersection.... Good stuff, folks.)
Ansible 98 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Gary
Farber, Abigail Frost, Joseph Nicholas, Chris Priest, Simo, Hugo Voters and
our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin
Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 7 Sep 95.
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CLUTE LIFT-OFF. One day a frighteningly authoritative cost-benefit
analysis of publisher’s launch parties will (I fear) lead to the industry-wide
directive: “Stop giving these bastards free drinks. Especially Langford.”
Meanwhile, in between worried discussion of the Net Book Agreement’s
collapse, the 3 Oct party for John Clute’s nifty SF: The Illustrated
Encyclopaedia (Dorling Kindersley, £25) offered the usual riotous fun to a
wide cross-section of the usual suspects at the Museum of the Moving Image.
Multiple movie/TV screens pulsated with space footage (launch, geddit?),
King Kong and Invasion of the Body Snatchers. Kong-sized models of the
great tome were dotted around like cardboard bollards. Wine flowed
copiously, into and out of glasses and over Roz Kaveney; foodstuffs included
cheesy canapés closely resembling miniature Sir Alexander Fleming culture
dishes, and honey-drenched sausages which spread a terrible legacy of sticky
smears (“I wouldn’t,” someone sighed, “mind seeing her entirely coated in
honey if only it were somewhere more private....”). Only Nick Austin was
tactless enough to make cracks about the photograph captioned as “Bob
Guccione” (see A98). Steve Baxter appeared to be trying to challenge David
Hartwell’s pre-eminence in the World’s Most, Er, Striking Necktie stakes.
Kim Newman austerely corrected last issue’s Hugo coverage; apparently he
had not been simulating a “demented Muppet” but accurately reproducing a
scene from The Mask, so there. David Pringle babbled of getting a new
computer so he could review the SF Encyclopaedia CD-ROM. Hilary Bailey,
Robert Irwin, Leigh Priest (the book’s indexer) and others cunningly bribed
me to forget whatever it was they did. GoH John Clute himself, though
ashen-faced from the merciless forensic rigours of an earlier SFX interview,
said a few modestly euphoric words. And then, suddenly and predictably, we
all found ourselves in the pub.
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The Woods Decay and Fall
Pat Cadigan remembers her home from home: “In the NYC branch of
Penthouse/Omni, there was – or there used to be – a larger than lifesize
photograph of Bob Guccione with a naked woman on his lap. I had no idea,
of course, that it was you, you dog. Obviously there’s been more airbrushing
on that photo than I realized. • Congratulations again. It’s refreshing to see
the Brits kick butt.” Who, us?
Phyllis Eisenstein passes on a query about the new Clute masterwork.
“Leafing through the book, [Alex] came to the photo labelled Bob Shaw
(p181) and he says it looks suspiciously like Eddie Jones to him. Can you
clarify?” (It looks suspiciously like Eddie Jones to a lot of other people
too....)
David Pringle will be restoring the fortunes of Interzone still further with a
“benefit anthology” of stories from the magazine’s last five years, whose
authors will receive, er, very great fame indeed. (Publishers: HarperCollins
UK, St Martins’s US.)
Bob Shaw was crushed by the insight of a fan who accosted him after one of
his celebrated humorous talks: “I listened to you carefully and realized that
most of the things you said were not funny; you only made people think they
were funny.” (Thus Bob in Critical Wave.) #42 The cunning, double-crossing
fiend!
Whitley Strieber was defended on the net against accusations of crankdom
(“I believe that he is an honest and inquiring man, who seems to have a clear
perception of his own feelings and is as reliable an interpreter of Their ways
as one could reasonably wish for.”) ... provoking this interesting literary
reminiscence: “A friend of mine, a writer of gothic fiction, unknowingly
purchased a house in the immediate vicinity of Whitley Strieber’s upstate NY
home. • My friend was later told that Strieber was convinced that my friend
was sneaking up to his windows in order to steal his ideas.” [spotted by
JMcN]
Ian Watson’s tie-in novels based on the Games Workshop Warhammer
40,000 game have overwhelmingly outsold all other GW spinoff books. that
GW’s reaction to this terrifying success was to strictly limit (or ban) the
presence of the Watson books in their own shops, for fear that the pimply
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audience might buy them instead of games. But even this was not enough,
and top-seller Watson has effectively been sacked: henceforth all GW spinoff
authors will be closely vetted for signs of dangerous saleability or literary
merit. The extent to which the book’s actual publishers (Boxtree) are
delighted by this new development remains uncertain.
Kirsty Watt of Ringpull brags: “You may also like to know and let people
know that we are the first publishers to accept unsolicited submissions over
the Internet. The idea is to speed up the whole process of submissions and
make publishing rather more open than it may appear at the moment.”
(Shown this, a visiting Tor editor commented “WHAT?!?”, fell to the ground,
lay there trembling for some minutes, and later joined Ansible in speculation
as to how many terabytes of disk storage were available on the computer
“up@ringpull.demon.co.uk”.)

Congrogadidae
14-15 Oct • Octocon (Irish national event), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. Too late for advance booking; £16 at door.
Accommodation: call 0171 493 3201.
25 Oct • BSFA, Jubilee pub, York Rd, London (nr Waterloo). Upstairs room,
7pm. Guest: famous but still unconfirmed.
27-30 Oct • Cult TV weekend, Haven All-Action Centre, Caister, Gt
Yarmouth. With Chris (X-Files) Carter et al. £39 reg. Contact (SAE) PO Box
1701, Peterborough, PE1 1EX.
27-31 Oct • Welcome to my Nightmare (horror part of UK Year of
Literature Festival), Swansea. £15 reg. Contact 14 Cae Eithin, Llangyfelach,
Swansea, SA6 6EZ. British Fantasy Awards & BFS AGM moved here owing
to collapse of Fantasycon.
3-5 Nov • Novacon 25, Chamberlain Hotel, Birmingham. Now £30 reg (ditto
at door); main-hotel rooms may be scarce. Contact 14 Park St, Lye,
Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS. Open party 9:30-10:30pm Sat for “past,
present and future members” of The Women’s Periodical APA, now
celebrating 100+ issues – no chaps admitted before 10:30 unless, presumably,
they promise to undergo future surgery or happen to be famous TWP cover
artist D. West.... [PW]
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3-5 Nov • ReCONTaniméTed, Grand Hotel, Birmingham, £21 reg to 31
Oct, then £26. Contact (SAE) 13 Prescott Close, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 0RD.
01295 256284.
4 Feb 96 • Picocon 13, Imperial College, London. GoH Rob Holdstock, Chris
Priest. £8 reg, students £3. Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, London,
NW3 6PX.
“Late” Feb 96 • Disection [sic], Scottish Convention post-mortem event.
“Relax, reflect, refresh and get ready to do it again.” £2 supp. Contact 379
Myrtle Road, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
28-30 Jun 96 • First International Discworld Convention, Britannia Sachas
Hotel, Manchester. GoHs: guess which author, artist, play adaptor? £17.50
reg until 31 Dec. Contact (SAE) P.O. Box 3086, Chelmsford, CM1 6LD.
24-6 Dec 96 • Yulecon, Grand Hotel, Northampton. £20 reg. Contact 56
York Rd, Torpoint, Cornwall, PL11 2LG.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £20 reg;
£25 from 30 Nov; cheques to “Wincon”. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
5-9 Aug 98 • Bucconeer (Worldcon), Baltimore, MD, USA. £58 reg, rising
to £71 on 1 Jan 96; £22 supp. Labyrinthine discounts for pre-supporters, site
voters, wooden legs, parrots, etc: ask piratical UK agent John Dallman for
details (see COA).
Rumblings • Richard Brandt reminisces: “At last year’s Westercon, one of
the ‘Bucconeer’ crowd strayed into our party suite, esconced himself in a
chair by our memberships table, and proceeded to delight us by singing
bawdy chanteys, spilling copious volumes of red wine on the carpeting, and
at one point drawing his flintlock and pointing it at a guest. A personage from
Baltimore has since let it be known they will expect me to labour for them in
1998. Yo ho ho.” •

Infinitely Improbable
Law Reports. “The case of David A. Hardy (and other space artists) v.
Starlog magazine, for breach of copyright, is due to go to Court in the USA
very soon now.” [DAH] More in our next. • Meanwhile ever-lovable Games
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Workshop are reportedly in court again, this time in the USA, their favourite
trick of bypassing distributors and dealing directly with non-GW retail outlets
having led to a writ from massed major US distributors, alleging restraint of
trade; also, an injunction now prevents GW from distributing anything except
to their own shops.... [AS]
Spot the Ball. “Who in this world ... would write a novel about a football
team that falls victim to a group of wily elves?” asks a US HarperPrism ad in
SFC. Who indeed? A small prize is offered to the first fan to locate a football
team in the book concerned, Terry Pratchett’s Lords and Ladies.
Random Fandom. Karen Babich & Nigel Rowe had to move (see below)
after a fire caused by an arson attack on the gay bar adjoining their apartment;
their belongings suffered smoke damage only, but co-inhabitant Doug
Winkler lost most of his. • Mike Glyer, perennial fan Hugo nominee and chair
of LAcon (1996 Worldcon), has joined LAcon’s Hugo subcommittee, thus
classily making himself and File 770 ineligible. Why is everyone looking at
me like that? • Cheryl Morgan beams pinkly: “On departing Intersection I
chanced through a small Berwickshire village where I spied a car with the
number plate VAL1S. Is there a secret Dickian coterie in the Borders?” • Ian
Sorensen corrects my A98 homework, specifically the phrase “Ian Sorensen’s
play Dune or The Sand of Music”: “It was jointly written and performed by
Phil Raines, Jackie McRobert and myself. Phil did the bulk of the writing and
should get lots of praise for the result.” Also: “After 3 years Jackie and I have
decided not to be a couple any more. We remain the best and closest of
friends, but are single again.” The queue forms on the left.
C.o.A. Karen Babich & Nigel Rowe, PO Box 607072, Chicago, IL 60640,
USA (NR begs for separate copies of fanzines). John Dallman (for 6-12
months), 18 Kimberley Road, Cambridge, CB4 1HH. Colin Hinz, 148
Howland Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5R 3B5. Edward James &
Farah Mendlesohn, 22 Addington Rd, Reading, RG1 5PT. Charles Stross, 89
Brunswick Street, Edinburgh, EH7 5HS.
More Awards for 1994 stuff: STURGEON (short sf) to Ursula Le Guin’s
“Forgiveness Day” (Asimov’s, Nov); BRAM STOKER (horror novel) to
Nancy Holder’s Dead in the Water.
Fanfundery. TAFF nominations are now called for: who in Europe hankers
to travel to LAcon next year (or whom, conversely, can the Americans face
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meeting?). Candidates need to find 3 Euro and 2 NA nominators by 2 Dec;
more details from 95 Wilmot St, London, E2 0BP. Meanwhile Steve Stiles
may publish a final instalment of his 1968 TAFF report “Harrison Country”
in 1996 – appalling details shrouded in hideous confidentiality. • GUFF’s
recent delegates gave us a paranoia-inducing new fan tradition: the “Plastic
Spaceman Conspiracy”, whereby those visited by GUFF are still hunting
doggedly for the last of “at least ten” small plastic figures hidden about their
households....
Spung! Issue 3 of “the deeply peculiar arts magazine Rapid Eye, after an
awful lot of arse about how L. Ron Hubbard came to get kicked out of the
OTO (or was it the Golden Dawn?)” [JMcN], offers the following:
“[Heinlein] designed Stranger in a Strange Land to be a magickal seed
containing the spiritual and intellectual DNA of Thelema, which he placed
into the fertile loam of his times, sowing a crop which includes the neopagan, eosophical, sexual and consciousness movements.... And he included
enough clues so that, some day, as a healthy, race of magickal women and
men prepared to take to the stars, they’d come to know that the man who
continued the sacred lineage of Valentinus, the Gnostics and the Templars,
and who nursed it through the 20th century, the ‘man who sold the stars’, was
none other than the ‘father of us all’, Robert Anson Heinlein.” Well, I never.
Magazines. “Yes, New Worlds will be back!” chortles David Garnett (but
“no MSS yet, please”). • Beyond is having a bad time, according to a circular
from editor David Riley, who blames a trade war between wholesale
distributors. Contributors who signed up at £30/thousand words are being
asked to accept £10/thou during the crisis. • Arcane, a planned new RPG
magazine from Future, allegedly has a firm policy of refusing submissions
from any past contributor to any other gaming mag. “We don’ need no
steenkin’ experienced pros!” [AS]
Plugs. Timebytes: Intersection’s utterly spiffy twin fanthologies now
available at £3.00 a volume (1: Fandom; 2: General Life) in the UK ...
£10/$15 for both volumes overseas. Orders and money to Christina Lake, 12
Hatherley Road, Bishopston, Bristol, BS7 8QA. Deservedly praised.
Proceeds to fan funds. • War of the Words: A Sampler of SF Fanzine Pomes
ed. Steve Sneyd is available from him at £1.55/$3 post free: 4 Nowell Place,
Almondbury, Huddersfield, W. Yorks, HD5 8PD.
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Publishers & Sinners. This Ansible nearly had a lead story denouncing the
UK publisher (new to these pages) which – having commissioned some
work, agreed a fee, and approved what I sent in – decided some months later
that I had wickedly hypnotized the editor into offering too much and should
instantly reduce my invoice by one-third. After a week of intense stroppiness
and legal threats, virtue (well, Langford anyway) was triumphant; but a
hangover of stressed twitchiness persists, perhaps to the detriment of
Ansible.... • Meanwhile Quarto, famous for paying little and late, now require
author’s invoices to include one’s national insurance number, tax office
reference number, contact name, book title and “book code” as well as the
usual info – and invoices must be on A4 or foolscap paper (i.e. Not Quarto).
[PB] “Tough shit, mate, you invoiced on 8½"x11" printer paper – no money
for you!” • It isn’t just me: at least one major UK sf publisher’s publicity
department also complains of extreme difficulty in getting hold of the
Guardian’s new-ish literary editor Liz Jobey to ask what’s happened to the
former enlightened policy of publishing sf reviews.... • End of the NBA:
how will it affect you? Formerly Ansible has been available for one pint of
beer in the Wellington pub. In the new free market, our list price will be
£19.99 per issue – but discounted at all major outlets (the Wellington) to one
pint of beer! You save: over £17.00.
Clarke Award Submissions. To date: Patricia Anthony, Brother Termite,
Cold Allies, Happy Policeman; John Barnes, Kaleidoscope Century; Stephen
Baxter, The Time Ships; Greg Bear, Legacy; Gene Brewer, K-PAX; Ronald
Campbell-Butler, Fadar; Mark Canter, Ember from the Sun; C.J. Cherryh,
Rider at the Gate, Tripoint; Richard Dreyfuss & Harry Turtledove, The Two
Georges; J.R. Dunn, This Side of Judgement; Colin Greenland, Sequels of
Plenty; W.A. Harbinson, Phoenix; Simon Ings, Hotwire; K.W. Jeter, Blade
Runner 2; Jonathan Lethem, Amnesia Moon, Gun with Occasional Music;
Ken MacLeod, The Star Fraction; Jeff Noon, Pollen; Robert J. Sawyer, FarSeer, The Terminal Experiment; William Moy Russell, The Barber of
Aldebaran; Alison Sinclair, Legacies; Brian Stableford, Serpent’s Blood;
Harry Turtledove, Worldwar: Tilting the Balance; Steve Walker, 21st
Century Blues; Walter Jon Williams, Metropolitan; Robert Charles Wilson,
Mysterium; David Zindell, The Wild. Also expected: Christopher Priest, The
Prestige. Most voluminous submitter: NEL. Deadly silence so far from:
Gollancz, Little Brown, Macmillan.
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Thog’s Masterclass. “That was during a supposed archaeological expedition
to the region of Sarnath the Doomed in what was once the Land of Mnar,
Saudi Arabia to you.” (Brian Lumley, The Transition of Titus Crow, 1975)
[PB] • “The basic idea is that due to mass flow and back reaction, one end of
a natural wormhole will become Greg Benford....” (Intersection pocket
programme) • “Katrina, to her credit, gives a creditable performance.” (Paul
J. McAuley, Fairyland) [CF] • Thog has joined the editorial team at SFX: a
Langford aside on paradoxes and how in the book reviewed the Sphinx “falls
for one 24 centuries old” was painstakingly corrected to read “falls for one
that are 24 centuries old”.
Centennial! Forget numerology; our 100th issue was Ansible 97½ .

Geek’s Corner
Lies, Damned Lies and Copy Counts. At the 5 October London meeting in
the Wellington pub (which didn’t seem notably crowded), approximately 150
copies of Ansible were snatched from my nerveless fingers. This proves it.
Another statistic: visiting John Clute earlier in the day, I found the great man
collapsed on a couch after the hideous, cumulative mental impact of 15
countem 15 media interviews about the Illustrated Encyclopaedia that
morning. “No,” he was still babbling mechanically, “I did not first come to
science fiction through The X-Files....” And as he spoke, a huge roll of paper
belched from the fax machine, listing a roughly transfinite number of Clute
interviews and media appearances arranged by Dorling Kindersley for his
imminent US tour. Ah, the cruel price of fame.
Ansible 99 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Clute, Chris Fowler, David A. Hardy, Joe McNally, Simo, Alex Stewart, Pam
Wells and Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz),
Martin Tudor, Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 5 Oct 95.
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Steffan. Cartoon: Ian Gunn. Available for SAE or nice telegram from HM
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LOOKING BACKWARD. Once upon a time in 1979, Peter Roberts
decided to terminate his famed UK sf/fan newsletter Checkpoint at issue 100.
His slanlike tendrils combed the ether for a sucker and, after a confused
interval well laced with beer, I found myself taking over with Ansible 1 at the
1979 Worldcon. This had the traditional first-issue defect of containing no
news.... Years passed in a blur of being told by kindly fans, “It’s not as good
as Checkpoint” – until the shock of Ansible’s 1987 Hugo (and overextended
subscription list) led to sudden collapse:
Ansible passed away peacefully somewhere in the war-torn
aftermath of the 1987 Worldcon. In its best years, whenever they
were, it was generally agreed that this fanzine had done great things
for semicolons. Indeed, the entire cyberpunk movement is clearly
influenced by the seminal production values of issue 2/3 (a
testament to the artistic effect of runny duplicator ink on shiny
paper). Later, though, there came a decline. After major bypass
surgery to the colophon, the sadly self-indulgent Ansible 666
concerned itself entirely with flatulent discussions about the
protocol of stapling fanzines (“My teeth gritted, and the stapler
went spung.”). The final, posthumous issues were so rambling, illwritten and ineptly edited that they earned the scorn of all true SF
aficionados by becoming best-sellers, and there were angry scenes
when one of these insults to science fiction was block-voted on to
the 1987 Hugo shortlist by the sinister and hateful cult of
“Britfanologists”, already proven by Los Angeles researchers to
have been collectively responsible for the Holocaust and the postal
system. Although the special Conspiracy ’87 Ansible was a large
and imposing edifice, well suited to a Worldcon despite the poor
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state of repair, it cannot be denied that its manager was drunk and
behaved appallingly. Let us pass over the later controversy and the
sadness of Ansible’s lonely, alcoholic end ... and look back on the
period of its greatness, believed to have appeared at the end of a
sentence in issue 28. [1989]
And then in 1991 Ansible mysteriously came back to life with issue 51. No
one was as surprised as I. Where will it all end?

Something Strange
Sir Kingsley Amis died aged 73 on 22 October. See below.
Steve Baxter continues his relentless wit: “I wonder if any of your readers
have spotted the strange resemblance between Bob Eggleton’s spectacular
Jupiter cloudscape cover art for Gregory Benford’s Sailing Bright Eternity
(Gollancz hc 1995) and Bob Eggleton’s spectacular Jupiter cloudscape cover
art for my own Timelike Infinity (Roc pb 1992). Are they by any chance
related? I only hope no unwary readers pick up the book and are disappointed
to find it’s not Stephen Baxter.”
Greg Benford gloats over his Lord Award “for achievement in the sciences,
both astrophysical research (‘the standard model of the electrodynamical
galactic centre’) and for popularizing science, also. (If sf does that....) • The
1995 awards, a statue and $2,500, went to two Nobel laureates and GB.”
Mary Gentle was unwell and couldn’t be guest at Octocon; she was
impersonated by well-known lookalike Kim Newman.
Bob Shaw is embittered: “At the Scottish Convention somebody pointed out
to me that Eddie Jones has been labelled as me in the John Clute
encyclopaedia. Somebody else at the same table suggested that I should sue.
Mike Moir immediately chipped in and said Eddie Jones was the one entitled
to sue. This ill-mannered remark was equally ill-timed, because I had been on
the point of buying Mike a pint. He didn’t get it, but perhaps Mr Jones will
send him a crate of whisky.”
Neal Stephenson was not best pleased when The Economist quoted “a recent
sf novel” (i.e. his Snow Crash) as saying that America will soon lead the
world only in software, movies and pizza delivery – but without attribution.
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“I found two footnotes – but for other people’s books. Both, I note, are
serious-sounding non-fiction works whose authors (unlike science-fiction
novelists, alas) are evidently thought to deserve recognition for their work. •
The Economist should feel free to quote my ideas with due attribution, or
leave them to languish in the obscurity of mere genre fiction – but not to
enjoy the convenience of having it both ways.” Couldn’t have put it better
myself.

Contrapposto
3-5 Nov • Novacon 25, Chamberlain Hotel, Brum. £30 reg.
3-5 Nov • ReCONTaniméTed, Grand Hotel, Brum. £26 reg.
17-19 Nov • Armadacon VII, Astor Hotel, Elliot St, The Hoe, Plymouth.
£20 reg. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave, Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, PL3 5HL.
(01752) 267873.
18-19 Nov • Assimilation (Trek), Friendly Hotel, Milton Keynes. Contact 77
Holyrood Ave, South Harrow, HA2 8UD.
25-6 Nov • The Fantastic conference, Staff House, Hull University. £25 reg
(£15 unwaged). Contact A. Butler, English Dept, Hull Univ, Hull, HU6 7RX.
01482 465644 (office hours).
8-11 Dec • UK Year of Literature sf/fantasy section events, Swansea. Write
to mighty consultant Lionel Fanthorpe, 48 Claude Rd, Cardiff, CF2 3QA, in
35,000 words or more.
4 Feb 96 • Picocon 13, Imperial College, London. GoH Rob Holdstock, Chris
Priest. £8 reg, students (correction) £4. Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns,
Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
12-14 Jul 96 • Faircon ’96 (small fan event): St Enoch Hotel, Glasgow. £10
reg. Contact 3/2 226 Woodlands Rd, Glasgow, G3 6LN. The apparently
accidental clash with Contagion caused inordinate fuss, chiefly because
Faircon’s organizer is the notorious Evil Fake Bob Shaw. Erstwhile GoH
Angus McAllister was “frightened off by it all”, while Faircon flyers were
allegedly removed in bulk from Intersection tables. Displeasure at Faircon is
indicated in Glasgow’s sf newsletter Small Fry: but Our Bob, ever ready with
the olive branch, claims to be inviting Small Fry editor Michelle “Cuddles”
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Drayton as fan GoH....
13-15 Jul 96 • Contagion (Trek), Hospitality Inn, Glasgow. Contact PO Box
867, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 4HR.
8-10 Nov 96 • Novacon 26, Hotel Ibis, Birmingham. £23 reg to 6 Nov 95,
then £25. GoH David Gemmell. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, West
Midlands, BY9 8SS.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £20 reg;
£25 from 30 Nov; cheques to “Wincon”. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
Rumblings • SF/Fantasy Festival at Kingston (K) and Surbiton (S) libraries:
8 Nov, Josh Kirby (K); 9 Nov, Rob Holdstock, Garry Kilworth, Chris Evans
(S); 14 Nov, Andrew Harman (K); 18 Nov, Ian Watson (S); 21 Nov, Tom
Holt (S); 25 Nov, cartoon workshop (S); 28 Nov, Paul Gravett on graphic
novels (K); 5 Dec, Simon Ings (K); 8 Dec (K) & 9 Dec (S), Storm
Constantine; 12 Dec Steve Baxter (K). Times/prices: call 0181 547 6421. [SJ]
Octocon: in the Who Really Shot John F. Kennedy panel, “Scott McMillan
was displaying an intimate knowledge of the affair which prompted Rob
Holdstock to exclaim, ‘It was you on the grassy knoll!’ McMillan: ‘I was
looking for a wildebeeste.’ Near the end Kim Newman was heard to murmur,
‘I don’t know why Rob and Graham wanted the key to my room for just an
hour....’” [MP] Graham?

Infinitely Improbable
World Fantasy Awards. NOVEL James Morrow, Towing Jehovah;
NOVELLA Elizabeth Hand, “Last Summer at Mars Hills”; SHORT Stephen
King, “The Man in the Black Suit”; ANTHOLOGY Ellen Datlow (ed), Little
Deaths; COLLECTION Bradley Denton, The Calvin Coolidge Home For
Dead Comedians and A Conflagration Artist; ARTIST Jacek Yerka;
SPECIAL AWARDS (pro) Ellen Datlow for editing; (fan) Bryan Cholfin for
Broken Mirrors Press. [Announced at WFC#21, 29 Oct]
Publishers & Sinners. More on How Publishing Works: years ago, one of
our spies (who are everywhere) saw the original MS of David Gemmell’s
first Alexander the Great novel. Good stuff, thought Spy X. Nifty
storytelling; a fine historical novel in the Mary Renault tradition, which
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should be marketed as such since its fantasy content was minimal. Hearing
this praise, famous (then) Legend editor Deborah Beale made a horrible face
and instantly mailed the MS back to David Gemmell, demanding a rewrite to
insert lots more fantasy. The resulting book (reckons Spy X) was much
inferior to what DG had originally written. But hey, the purity of the fantasy
genre had been preserved.
C.o.A. Mark & Vanessa Loney, PO Box 181, Campbell, ACT 2612,
Australia. Diane Duane & Peter Morwood, Coolafinchogue, Tinahely,
Co.Wicklow, Ireland. Andi Shechter & Stu Shiffman (not a move: house
number change only), 8616 Linden Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103, USA.
TransAtlantic Fan Fund. Martin Tudor is first to declare himself as a
candidate for the 1996 race to LAcon, though hampered by the dubious
support of Ansible. Who will step forth to challenge him before the 2 Dec
deadline? Er um....
Random Fandom. Delany’s Children is a “British sf group for gays,
lesbians, bisexuals and their friends”: £12/year. SAE for info to BM Delanys,
London, WC1N 3XX. • Malcolm Edwards, according to newspaper clippings
sent by millions of fans, has been re-united with his pet tortoise which
escaped in 1960 and has now reappeared a full 150 yards from home. I want
to believe this is our very own sf Malcolm Edwards, but.... • R.I.P.: Eric
Garber, US fan who co-authored a gay-oriented sf guide and edited gay
sf/horror theme anthologies, died aged 40 on 8 Oct. [DF] • Teddy Harvia
offers an anagram: “I Be Slan.” • Kim Huett ponders: “Perhaps you are
indeed fandom’s answer to Bob Guccione.... When can we expect to see
tasteful nude studies of sf personalities tipped into future issues of Ansible?
Jacqueline Lichtenberg and D. West re-enacting a scene from House of Zeor,
Harry Adam Knight, Andy Porter, John Clute sprawled seductively over a
PC....” • Lucy Huntzinger has a mission from God: “I rejoice to tell you I am
going to visit Mexico where I fully expect to find some trace of Mexican
fandom. I will be able to tell them all about the wonderful conventions we
had in their honour. Won’t they be surprised?” • Cheryl Morgan reports from
Down Under: “The queue of Jackie McRobert suitors reached Darwin two
days ago and is gradually extending across the desert towards Ayers Rock.
Please don’t publish news like that again – think how many previously stable
relationships you’ve broken up.” • The Fake Bob Shaw’s life is in turmoil: “I
was recently the victim of a blackmail ring led by a corrupt journalist, and his
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activities have cost me my job. No kidding! They attempted to set me up,
failed to do so, and made up a daft story about me anyway. So, no money
until my Industrial Tribunal = no conventions.” • Ian Sorensen views with
alarm: “What is happening to Scots fandom? First Naveed [Khan] and Leslie
have a baby, then Joan Paterson and Tibs announce an imminent sprog.
Cuddles and Ralph Harold got married last week [29 Sep] – how long before
a Cuddlette appears?” • Larry van der Putte spent most of October in
intensive care following chemotherapy and surgery which led to a heart
attack and severe pancreas infection – but he’s now on the mend, and was
released on 1 Nov.
Net Book Agreement. Chris Priest muses: “My guess is that specialist
dealers will not be affected too badly, since they do not compete with other
booksellers for sales of bestsellers. My other opinion is that we should let the
new non-net arrangements run for a while before we judge them. In the long
run [...] publishers will undoubtedly increase the prices so that the discount
prices wil be at much the same level as full prices now. This means the
£19.99 novel discounted to £14.99 or £15.99. I’d like to hear M. Edwards’s
rationalization of why his firm led the way into this jungle, though....” (In the
short run, the new “£15.99” Terry Pratchett is widely available at £11.99 –
which might slightly worry some fantasy/sf specialist dealers.)
Avram Davidson Award ... this, established by the late great man’s estate,
has a certain ironic appropriateness in being for “the best-beloved out-of-print
works of imaginative fiction”.
Psychic Corner. Ansible is not afraid to record the following awesome 1968
predictions of the future! Fidel Castro assassinated by unnamed woman, 9
Aug 1970; discovery of antimagnetic forces makes rocketless space flight
possible, late 70s; New York City inundated and moved further inland, 21
Jan 1980; Caucasian woman becomes leader of entire Far East, 1985;
Atlantis rises and joins Africa to S. America, mid-80s; giant meteor destroys
London but subsequently becomes profitable tourist attraction, 18 Oct 1988;
Denver, Colorado, transformed to jelly-like mass by “strange and terrible
pressure from outer space”, 9 Jun 1989; Las Vegas hosts first Interplanetary
Convention, 10 Mar 1990; global utopia almost achieved, 1 Jun 1995; world
ends as mysterious space force sucks all oxygen from atmosphere, 18 Aug
1999. All this from Criswell Predicts: Your Future from Now to the Year
2000! (1968) – it must be good, he was in Plan 9 from Outer Space....
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Century is a most impressively produced small-press sf mag in paperback
format: now up to #3. $5.95, bimonthly. Contact PO Box 9270, Madison, WI
53715-0270, USA.
Thog’s Masterclass. The Bookseller announces Jonathan Carroll’s
collection: The Picnic Hand. [CP] • “‘Oh,’ Zoe said. She looked at Joyce
from under her eyelids.” (Stella Hargreaves in Narrow Houses) [PB]

Kingsley Amis, 1922-1995
Chris Priest writes ...
I discovered Kingsley Amis’s work through New Maps of Hell, a book about
science fiction which in 1962 was a revelation to me and (as it turned out) to
many other people too. In particular, it had a great impact on the book’s own
British publisher, Gollancz. Hilary Rubinstein, then editor at Gollancz,
realized how few of the books Amis mentioned were available in the UK, and
set about acquiring and publishing them. This was the beginning of what was
for years unquestionably the most influential sf list in Britain.
New Maps of Hell is still one of the greatest of all books on the subject, but it
is of course now dated. Many years later, when I knew Kingsley, I asked him
if he had ever thought about writing a revised version, for instance to discuss
Ballard, who is not even mentioned in passing in the original, or the New
Wave movement of the 1960s, or anything else since. Characteristically,
Amis launched into an extremely amusing tirade against bloody secondrate
American writers, who had read his book and, sensing a good thing, had
moved in and ruined everything. Anyway, he said, he didn’t want to have to
read all that stuff to catch up, only to see it start slipping out of date again.
Amis’s own attempts at writing sf are not his best work, although The
Alteration is a good genre novel (and nods gratefully to Keith Roberts and
Harry Harrison, whose own alternate-worlds novels had impressed him).
Amis often experimented with genre fiction, and his other sf novel, not as
good, was Russian Hide and Seek. He also wrote Colonel Sun (a James Bond
novel), The Riverside Villas Mystery (a murder mystery), and The Green Man
(a superb book: a modern ghost story with a truly frightening climax). What
he excelled at, though, were his social comedies.
Lucky Jim was the first of these, the novel which made him famous, and the
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one sensed by people who never really liked Amis to be possibly his best. It
was a long way from this. His writing got better as time went by, and as he
grew older, more right-wing, more intemperate, more politically incorrect, his
comedies became increasingly funny and ideologically unsound. My own
favourites are One Fat Englishman, Girl, 20, Take a Girl Like You, Jake’s
Thing and The Old Devils, but I can also say that I never read an Amis book I
didn’t enjoy for one reason or another. His essays are required reading, in my
view, even the slightest of them; “Sod the Public: a Consumer’s Guide” is
quintessential Amis.
I was not a close personal friend, but I treasure my memories of my meetings
with him. He was the best of company: a wonderful mimic, a storyteller, a
boozer, a sharp-eyed observer. Men loved his company, but so too did a lot of
women – he was not a sexist, as I’ve heard him described since his death, but
a misogynist, an altogether trickier proposition for feminists to deal with. He
went on about things, but never tediously, and was sharpest of all about
people who went on about things too long. I thought of him as our best
contemporary writer, and I was distressed when I heard he had died.

Geek’s Corner
The Last Deadloss Visions. Chris Priest feels that the on-line availability of
his polemical essay has continued long enough, and politely requests its
removal from all on-line archives. (I have already done this for the British
CIX sf conference.) No one is being asked to erase their personal copies, of
course, but further public dissemination is discouraged. The printed version
The Book on the Edge of Forever continues – I believe – to be available from
Fantagraphics Books.
Fannish E-Mail Directory. A new edition of John Lorentz’s directory
(Release 95-C) appeared in late October. Enquiries to
john_lorentz@planar.com ... or collect from the FTP site above.
Ansible 100 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Doug Faunt, Martin Hoare, Steve Jeffrey, Locus, Marion Pitman, Chris Priest
and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz),
Martin Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 2 Nov 95.
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COPYEDITING HORROR! Famous skiffy scribe Simon R. Green sent me
a cry of despair at the copyediting of his latest prose monument Deathstalker
Rebellion: “The ‘person’ in question had no sense of humour, and had
therefore gone through my entire MS crossing out anything humorous.
Sometimes up to half a page at a time disappeared. I had to go through the
whole 700 pages writing STET over and over and over again.... Let us
remember, this is the same publisher that puts out the Terry Pratchett novels.
Perhaps he doesn’t want any competition....”
Intrigued, I attempted to contact the professionally anonymous freelance
copyeditor who had worked on the book for Gollancz. Back through devious
channels came this enigmatic response:
“Only the stupidest of Simon R. Green’s ‘jokes’ were deleted, as were
hilarious cracks about the severely disabled. Where he made the same ‘joke’
more than once, having clearly forgotten making it before (i.e., we’re not
talking about running gags), one or more renditions were cut. ‘Jokes’ in the
following categories were allowed to stand: (a) unfunny; (b) very unfunny;
(c) profoundly unfunny; (d) unfunnier than that.”
Who can say where the truth lies?

Such Interesting Neighbours
Brian Aldiss wants everyone to know that he’s appearing in Keynsham “as
an appendage to the Bath Festival” on 27 Feb, 7:30pm, talking about
Turkmenistan and pushing his travel-writer credentials. “By then, my
translation of ‘Songs from Central Asia’ will be published. I shall of course
be singing some of them.” The ominous, doom-laden italics are his.
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John Brunner’s estate was valued at £251,472, according to the Telegraph.
[MAH] The most vacuous obituary opening yet recorded was in Folk Roots:
“Like so many non-professionals on the folk scene, John was an enthusiastic
amateur.” [via JN]
Jack Finney died in California on 14 Nov 1995 (it’s been a terrible year for
sf), aged 84. The fame of his uneasy 1955 novel The Body Snatchers – or
rather of its three movie versions beginning with the classic 1956 Invasion of
the Body Snatchers – seems rather to have overshadowed his other writing.
Time and Again (1970) is surely Finney’s best sf novel, and he also wrote
many classy short stories: some early favourites were collected in The Clock
of Time (1957).
David Garnett sent a postcard: “Bob: New Worlds a magazine? Not since
1970! According to The Illustrated Clute, New Worlds was 1946-1970: when,
it seems, I was the third editor.”
Diana Wynne Jones enjoyed an epiphany at Novacon when, after uttering
the heartfelt cry, “God, this place is an evil little labyrinth!”, she found the
other person in the lift was the hotel manager.
Terry Pratchett issued mild, bemused groans upon learning that his book’s
occasional mentions of sinister black dogs with orange eyebrows had caused
dedicated fans to form a Theory: that this must refer to the newspaper story
recorded in Charles Fort’s Wild Talents, about the black dog with orange
eyebrows which in 1908 said “Good morning!” to two Pittsburgh policemen
and then vanished in a thin, greenish vapour. Mr Pratchett conveyed that he
was merely alluding to rottweilers and suchlike; meanwhile, your curious
editor looked up the Fort anecdote and found it didn’t mention eyebrows.
Another legend dies. (This was Fort at his most sceptical, by the way: “You
can’t fool me with that dog-story,” he wrote, since although he could swallow
the “Good morning” he drew the line at the thin, greenish vapour.)
Bob Shaw, illustrating anew the perils of attending these sf conventions,
became engaged to Nancy Tucker during Novacon. They are reportedly
marrying in Ypsilanti, Michigan, on 16 Dec, and Bob is moving over there.
Congratulations.... (Gosh!)

Continae
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7-11 Dec • Out of This World, UK Year of Literature sf/fantasy events,
Swansea. A bugger to summarize! Most events are in Ty Llên, Somerset
Place, £3/£2 admission: Fri Colin Wilson 7pm, Bob Shaw 9pm; Sat me/Brian
Stableford 2pm, Aldiss/Fanthorpe/Pratchett/Shaw on funny sf 4:15,
Pratchett/Aldiss double bill in Taleisin Arts Centre, U of Wales (£6/£4) 7pm
– TP reading and “last performance EVER of SF Blues”, quoth BA; Sun
Stableford/Pringle/Brazier on writing/selling sf 3pm; Fred Clarke on Arthur
7pm; SF poetry/music with Steve Sneyd et al 9pm; Mon Ian McDonald 7pm,
more Aldiss 9pm – “I’ll be dressing up as a camel-driver to talk about how I
invented Turkmenistan.”
8-11 Dec • Wintersection: The Yorkshire Con, various pubs in Leeds and
environs. Secret event. GoH: D. West.
9 Dec • BFS Xmas Open Night, The George, corner of Tolpuddle
St/Liverpool Rd, near (5 min) Angel tube station.
21 Dec • London Xmas Meet, in Wellington pub as usual.
4 Feb 96 • Picocon 13, Imperial College, London. GoH Rob Holdstock, Chris
Priest, Stephen Baxter. £8 reg; students £4. Contact (address change) ICSF,
c/o Imperial College Union, Beit Quad, Prince Consort Road, London, SW7
2BB.
23-5 Feb 96 • Disection [sic], Scottish Convention post-mortem event,
Rutland Hotel, Sheffield. £24 reg (£25 by credit card). Contact 379 Myrtle
Road, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
5-8 Apr 96 • Evolution (Eastercon), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, near
Heathrow. £28 reg, “very soft currencies £5”. Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns,
Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
23-4 Aug 96 • Contraptions (gaming), somewhere. GoH
Steve Jackson (US variety). £25 reg until Easter. Contact 3 Bramley Ct, 43
Meath Green Lane, Horley, RH6 8EE.
8-10 Nov 96 • Novacon 26, Hotel Ibis, Birmingham. Now £25 reg. GoH
David Gemmell. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, West Midlands, BY9
8SS.
28 Nov - 1 Dec 96 • DefCon 96 (media), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool.
£35 reg. Contact 47 Marsham, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 5RN.
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14-17 Feb 97 • Attitude: the Convention (born of the fanzine), Abbey
Hotel, Gt Malvern. £23 reg. Contact First
Floor Flat, 14 Prittlewell Square, Southend-on-Sea, SS1 1DW.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now
£25 reg (£15 unwaged); cheques to “Wincon”. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
Rumblings • Eastercon ’98 contenders are the feistily all-female Intuition
bid and the enigmatically silent Istanbul – one of which*, claims man of tact
Steve Green, “has chosen as its venue Manchester’s Sacha’s Hotel (truly
wonderful for an event in the 200-250 membership range, but which would
turn an Eastercon into one of those records where thirty people climb into a
phonebox). Perhaps we should pass the hat round for the committee’s
psychiatric bill?” (*Clue from the grapevine: “Not Intuition.” [JGD]) •
Reconvene is a ’99 bid run by familiar suspects from Sou’Wester and
offering that hot new venue the Adelphi in Liverpool. Thog say:
“Newsletter? What effing newsletter?”

Infinitely Improbable
Novacon 25 happened in the Chamberlain Hotel deep in Birmingham’s seedy
hinterland, whose origins as a Victorian working men’s dosshouse were
tastefully recalled by plaques boasting that the dour blue-and-white glazed
bricks of the restaurant walls were a legacy of its intended function as
communal delousing chamber, or some such.... • John Brosnan developed an
alarming tendency to huddle in corners and, at intervals, twitch violently,
leading certain authors to speculate on forming the Brosnan Synchronized
Twitching Team. • Graham Joyce had shaved off his moustache in hope of
escaping the ignominy heaped on him in Critical Wave’s letter column by Jo
Fletcher of Gollancz, for Misplaced Irony. It was Misplaced for Graham to
hint in CW42 that, splendid and laudable though it had been for Gollancz to
arrange a deal whereby various sf author’s stories were “presented to”
145,000 readers in a Focus magazine giveaway, it would have been even
nicer to give the authors advance notice and offer payment. “No one made
any money from this,” retorts businesslike Jo (presumably the printers
donated their services), and adds a sarcastic sideswipe at ingrate Peter
Hamilton for being less than keen to see his 15,000-worder reprinted for
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nothing. (So, instead, it was dropped.) Onward to a bold new publishing
future, untainted by sordid commerce! • But I digress. Guests Brian Aldiss,
Iain Banks, Harry Harrison and Bob Shaw all did several things highly
characteristic of themselves, and Novacon concluded with splendid events
like a Sponsored Be-Your-Own-Sweeney-Todd Public Haircut Session
orchestrated by Pam Wells (see below) and a prolonged beer tasting, both of
which I missed because of catching trains. Rats.
Savoy Books brag that their infamous Lord Horror by David Britton fetched
£220 at the Index on Censorship Auction of Banned Books on 6 Nov –
outdoing first editions by Graham Greene and Salman Rushdie (who was also
there, bidding for recordings of James Joyce reading his own stuff).
Random Fandom. Dave Clarke whinges: REGRET TO INFORM YOU LOCUS
DECLINED TO PRINT PHOTOS OF PARTY CHEZ LANGFORD STOP NOT ENOUGH SEX OR
VIOLENCE STOP NEXT TIME DON’T CLEAN UP NUNS IN CELLAR STOP • Hugh

Mascetti earned the respect of his fellow firework enthusiasts by being
quoted as an explosives expert in that scholarly journal of record, the News of
the World. “God, we can really respect that!” they shrieked in between bouts
of mysterious hysterics.... [CS] • Lloyd Penney courageously takes my life in
his hands: “Next time you see Peter Morwood, ask him who Philip is, and
then run away. Peter and Diane’s newest Batman animated show lists his first
name as Philip, for some reason.” • Martin Tudor, also infected by the heady
air of Novacon, is now engaged to Helena Gough. • Larry van der Putte,
despite medical horrors recounted last issue, was sighted at CozyCon and
“looks much better, with hair growing in at least one of the usual places.”
[RS]
The Financial Times offered a cartoon feature showing the financial past,
with a highwayman stockbroker threatening Victorian investors, and the
future – symbolized by the Mekon threatening investors wearing propellor
beanies. The imagery of sf having swept the world, the Protocols of the
Elders of Fandom are following.... [CM]
Fanfundery. TAFF: 1996 trip candidates appear to be, in alphabetical order,
Martin Tudor (who has my nomination) and “Simo” Simpson. In a pathetic
attempt at self-promotion, both announce new addresses in this very issue;
Martin excelled at Novacon by carving “Tudor for TAFF” into Nic Farey’s
hair when it was publicly cut in aid of Worthy Causes, but Simo threatens
counter-propaganda on the cover of an upcoming SFX.... • DUFF: Stephen
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Dedman, Danny Heap and Perry Middlemiss are contending for the 1996
DUFF trip, Australia to LAcon.
Nova Awards (Novacon again) went to ... FANZINE Attitude (with Lagoon
and Empties trailing); FANWRITER Simon Ounsley, while runners-up Dave
“One rotten, lousy vote” Langford and Alison Freebairn curse their luck;
FANARTIST D. West, by a traditional colossal majority: Shep Kirkbride and
Dave Mooring shared second place. There was a special award for ailing
Brian Burgess, as consolation for missing his first Novacon.
C.o.A. Janice Eisen, 1424 Emmett Dr, Johnstown, PA 15905, USA. Joe
McNally, 6 Sterling Gdns, New Cross, London [delayed to January]. Jackie
McRobert, Flat 3/2, 114 Berkeley St, Charing Cross, Glasgow, G3 7HU. M.J.
“Simo” Simpson & Hillary Stephen, 3 Eleanor Cottages, How Hill, Twerton,
Bath, BA2 1DL. Martin Tudor, 24 Ravensbourne Grove, off Clarkes Lane,
Willenhall, W. Midlands, WV13 1HX. • Bridget Wilkinson, Ground Floor
Flat, 8 West Avenue Rd, Walthamstow, E17 9SE.
Hazel’s Language Lessons. Cumberland Dialect: arvals drink given to
helpers at a pig-killing; lant stale, partly fermented urine, used formerly for
washing clothes; nurble to turn the toes in when walking; scrat a
hermaphrodite sheep with predominant female characters; taff of pastures, to
recover their normal condition after long-continued dry weather; willy-lilt to
make a sound like a sandpiper. (Supplement to the Glossary of the Dialect of
Cumberland by E.W. Prevost, 1905) [KH]
British Fantasy Awards (Oct 95) ... NOVEL Michael Marshall Smith, Only
Forward. SHORT Paul McAuley, “The Temptation of Dr Stein”. SMALL
PRESS Necrofile. COLLECTION/ANTHOLOGY Joel Lane, The Earthwire.
ARTIST Martin McKenna. NEWCOMER Maggie Furey. SPECIAL
COMMITTEE AWARD FOR BEING JOHN JARROLD – no info on this
one....
Publishers & Sinners. On a personal note: there is something utterly
characteristic of the wonderful world of publishing in receiving an editorial
letter that begins, “Thanks for all your extraordinary hard work – the book is
an absolute masterpiece!” and immediately goes on to talk about the
sweeping rewrites that may nevertheless be needed.... • Pat Robertson, US
born-again loon, bursts into sf with his apocalyptic novel The End of the Age
– based on the staggeringly original concept of a giant meteor hitting the
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Earth! “Does this mean that Robertson will be competing with Newt Gingrich
for the Campbell Award?” [MMW]
Light’s List of small press magazines gives addresses and mercilessly
probing descriptions for some 600 titles: e.g. my own efforts are laid bare as
“Ansible SF Newsletter”. £1 plus A5 SAE from John Light, 29 Longfield Rd,
Tring, Herts, HP23 4DG.
1946 Retro-Hugos for work published in 1945 are being voted on for LAcon
(1996 Worldcon). Will there be an evil British block vote in the nonfiction
category, for H.G. Wells’s last books The Happy Turning and Mind at the
End of its Tether?
Mutant Myths. Anyone remember my 1979 UFO book An Account of a
Meeting with Denizens of Another World, 1871? This is perennially
rediscovered in Buckinghamshire, where it’s set: the latest Bucks Free Press
write-up offers a new variation, with the book being by one Dan Harleyford.
(Who he? – Ed.) • Meanwhile, the Swansea event (see Continae) invites
punters to “Join David Langford, author of the ‘Ansible’ books ...” What a
wonderful idea. Shared world, anyone?
Outraged Letters. Chris Priest expanded his thoughts on the author’s lot in
a post-Net Book Agreement world. Imaginary example: “My £16 novel
should give me, under the NBA, £1.60 a copy sold, and the publisher
(assuming a 35% discount) about £10.40, or £8.80 after he’s paid my royalty.
But if the publisher massively discounts it (figures of 75% are now being
bandied), then my income is no longer royalty-based but becomes 10% of net
receipts. My share is then 40p a copy, and the publisher’s £3.60. This means
the loss of income is disproportionate (mine drops by 75% and the
publisher’s by only roughly 59%) and is something the author has absolutely
no control or check over. Meanwhile, the bookseller’s share has more than
doubled. The equitable solution is for authors to go over to royalty
accounting on the basis of percentage-of-receipts, across the board. The
baseline figure is 18.18% of receipts, equivalent to a 10% royalty on a book
discounted at 45% ... a generous and realistic ‘average’ discount.” • D.M.
Sherwood denounces Chris for praising Kingsley Amis in his obit: “Guy must
have no political opinions at all or a titanium-plated stomach to appreciate
Amis’s later work ... blatantly lunatically right-wing stuff ... appreciating the
good bits got like eating a bowl of cow-shit stew and just appreciating the
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delicacy of the spices.” (Editorial disagreement is registered here, Mike.) •
Steve Sneyd points out a palindrome: “Good to see Amis tribute. As CP says,
definitely not PC, but a helluva writer, and New Maps of Hell a much better
book than the hindsight experts give credit for.”
Thog’s Historical Masterclass. BCA catalogue blurb for Robin Hood: the
Man behind the Myth by “peerless historical sleuths” Graham Phillips &
Martin Keatman: “In mythology, aristocratic Robin Hood became an outlaw
in Sherwood Forest when Richard I was crusading. This riveting book shares
new evidence that Robin was a Wakefield peasant who lived 1500 years later
... And that’s just the beginning of the revelations ...” (Ellipses in original.)
[PB]

Geek’s Corner
Appalling Omission. I didn’t hear until some hours after this Ansible was
printed that Robertson Davies, one of my all-time favourite writers, had died
on 2 December. He was 82, but had been bouncing around Britain earlier this
year to plug his new novel The Cunning Man.... I came across his first really
major book Fifth Business in 1979, and expect to reread this, and the rest of
the Deptford trilogy (The Manticore, World of Wonders), and the Cornish
trilogy (The Rebel Angels, What’s Bred in the Bone, The Lyre of Orpheus)
several more times yet. All highly recommended.
Ansible 101 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Dallman, Martin Hoare, Kim Huett, Caroline Mullan, Joseph Nicholas, Chris
Priest, Joyce Scrivner, Robert Sneddon, Chris Suslowicz, Martin Morse
Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart
(Oz), Martin (For TAFF!) Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 7 Dec 95.
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Ansible 101½, Xmas 1995
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Available for world peace, universal goodwill, cosmic harmony, or
SAE.
BAH! HUMBUG! No Christmas Ansible appeared at the 21 Dec London
pub meeting, because of reasons: I’d been ill, overworked and, above all,
devoid of smartarse ideas for a special issue. Instead, the Ansible nostalgia
machine probes through extraliterary dimensions and – in a cheap ploy to
avoid writing any actual new material – presents a tiny anthology of 19921995 oddments from my obscure (ever since 1976) apazine Cloud Chamber.
Meanwhile, Merry Xmas and all that.....
• I devoutly believe in typo-free perfection in books and even lowly fanzines,
but am always nervous of going on about it. This is because of an important
law articulated by John Bangsund, stating that “(a) if you write anything
criticizing editing or proofreading, there will be a fault of some kind in what
you have written; (b) if an author thanks you in a book for your editing and
proofreading, there will be mistakes in the book; (c) the stronger the
sentiment expressed in (a) and (b), the greater the fault; (d) any book devoted
to editing or style will be internally inconsistent.” All this is called (but of
course) Muphry’s Law. [3/93]
• ... the infallible Robert Sheckley cure for writer’s block. He said he tried a
drastic exercise to get things flowing again (an enema for the muse, as Nick
Lowe liked to say): making himself type 5000 words a day, any words so
long as he met the quota, grimly bashing out stuff like ... Oh words, where
are you now that I need you? Come quickly to my fingertips and release me
from this horror, horror, horror ... O God, I am losing my mind, mind, mind
... But wait, is it possible, yes, here it is, the end of the page coming up, O
welcome kindly end of page....
After days and days of this, Sheckley made the great discovery that it was
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now actually easier to write a story than go on suffering. And so he did, quite
quickly and happily. I have passed on this sure-fire advice to several aspiring
authors who believe there is a Closely Guarded Secret to it all, but none of
them ever thanked me. (Incidentally, it was Robert Silverberg who, when
once asked if he’d ever had writer’s block, said: “Yes – it was the worst ten
minutes of my life.”) [3/93]
• ... the really laugh-a-minute stuff is the CD-ROM Hutchinson
Encyclopaedia, whose cross-references all appear to have been generated by
computer. Thus Stalin once joined the Social Democratic Party ... and
selecting this highlighted phrase in his entry rushes you straight to the entry
for an SDP which I rather suspect is not the same one. Hang on, it gets better.
The first word of Orwell’s Down and Out in Paris and London is
meticulously cross-referenced to an instructive article on County Down.
When reading of Sir Gawayne and the Greene Knight it’s so handy to be
reminded at the touch of a key of its connection with Brighton Rock. And
Heinlein scores a double with twin cross-references from Stranger in a
Strange Land to Strange (a golfer) and Land (of Polaroid fame). I swear I’m
not making any of this up. [5/93]
• When The Dragon Knight appeared I speculated that Gordon Dickson
would shortly be slaying a few copy-editors – since the name of an important
talking wolf, “Aragh” in the earlier book, had become “Aargh” throughout.
But a Dickson letter in SF Chronicle revealed this to be all deliberate: he’d
consulted “Michigan’s leading academic researcher and writer on the wolf”
for correct snarl-phonetics, and made the change deliberately to indicate a
wolf’s own pronunciation. Unfortunately this pedantic research leads to an
inescapably silly name ... but I suppose we were all lucky the wolf expert
didn’t insist that it should be spelt and pronounced “Arf” or “Woof”. [6/93]
• By the way, “Stapleford” is a typo that haunts Brian Stableford’s life. It’s
really an anti-typo: his grandfather (or thereabouts) was called Stapleford and
the “correct” spelling comes from a transcription error way back then. Either
universal morphic fields are struggling to re-impose “Stapleford”, or sf fan’s
spelling tends to be affected by the powerful semantic attractor of Olaf
Stapledon.... [6/93]
• That Hideous Strength by C.S. Lewis ... what a weird curate’s egg this one
is. The bit that most makes me gnaw the carpet is Lewis’s extension of that
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old knock-down argument about abortion (where medical students make the
hypothetical decision and are told, “You have just murdered Beethoven, har
har”). Good old prophetic Merlin pops up and immediately rounds on the
heroine for conspiring with her husband to delay having children – because
she has thus caused a champion of Good to fail to be born. Where is this daft
reasoning supposed to lead? All women should begin a desperate round of
successive pregnancies from the earliest possible age, just in case? [8/93]
• “So the foul Dark Prince bears Stoatbender, Sword of Bestiality, does he?
We stand little chance, since in his belt he also carries the Sword of Splatter –
great Gutbuster itself.”
“Not so: the Ambiguous Queen may indeed ride in arms with him against us,
wielding Prongsweller, the Sword of Potency; but our armoury holds not only
Groinsucker, Sword of Embarrassing Penile Limpness, but the mighty godblades Papersnipper, Rockwrapper, and Scissorsmasher ... not that they’re
much use except against each other. And, too, we have Salamislicer, the
Sword of Delicatessens, whose precise magical power I forget.”
“What then of Doomfucker, Sword of Screwing Around With Destiny?”
“God knows. I mean, Gods. For in an instant all our plans may yet be set at
naught, while Foul Lord Saberhagen still stalks abroad bearing Plotwrencher,
the Sword of Hacks, at whose touch all logic and plausibility are shivered....”
Er, sorry. Conversations like this have tended to run around inside my head
ever since (for Pringle-related professional reasons) I sweated through Fred
Saberhagen’s interminable Swords sequence, originally devised as a
computer game scenario and featuring twelve lovingly described Swords of
Power but no characters at all. To speak of. [8/94]
• I remember arguing with Tom Shippey just once, at a Novacon after his The
Road to Middle Earth had appeared. Jolly good book, I told him. He nodded
imperceptibly, not needing to be informed of this. But there was a mistake, I
added: the dragon Chrysophylax from Farmer Giles of Ham was spelt
Chrysophlax throughout. He began to mutter dangerously about etymology
and how his spelling was on the whole more valid. You just got it wrong, I
began to gloat, and found myself on the floor with Shippey doing his best to
twist off one of my ears. Later he went on a manic rampage through the bar
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while tactful fans told the hotel staff, “Don’t worry, he’s a Professor of
Mediaeval Literature.” So much for the peaceful groves of academia. [8/94]
• Among my unfavourite US retitlings are The Spider Strikes (Michael
Innes’s highly literary don-detective novel Stop Press) and The Perfect Lover
(Chris Priest, A Dream of Wessex ... which he wanted to call Interesting
Times, only for the publishers to insist it was a boring title that wouldn’t sell.
Cut to 1994 best-seller lists and Terry Pratchett). [12/94]
• So there I was eating a pizza while waiting for Ansible to be printed, and
catching up on Pringle Fantasy Guide reading with a copy of The Greater
Trumps, when the salt-cellar I’d placed to hold down the springy pages fell
over. It is eerie to realize that metaphor has come to life and one is literally
taking Charles Williams’s theology with a pinch of salt.... [10/94]
• On the New Scientist/Susan Blackmore theory of a link between magnetic
fields, their effect on the temporal lobe, and “abduction” experiences ... it is
clearly time to update an item of 70s/80s urban folklore, the one about the
courier who was strictly instructed to use taxis but took the Tube for a bit of
quiet expense fiddle – only for the magnetic fields to wipe the precious
computer tapes he was carrying, yah boo sucks! Perhaps many of the people
you see in tube trains staring blankly into space are in the grip of fluctuating
fields and (subjectively) having their orifices explored by midgets with huge
eyes and faces made of putty. Whitley Strieber Is Alive And Well On The
Bakerloo Line.... [2/95]
• I thought I was joking when I invented a Wodehouse/Lovecraft novel
opening for Dave Wood’s silly collaborations competition. The Inimitable
Cthulhu, of course:
“In the spring, Jeeves, a livelier iris gleams upon the burnished
dove.”
“So I have been informed, sir.”
“Right ho! Then bring me my whangee, my yellowest shoes, and
the old green Homburg. I’m going into the Park to do nameless,
blasphemous rites descended from a shuddering and unhallowed
tradition, amid shrieking, slithering, torrential shadows of red
viscous madness chasing one another through endless, ensanguined
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corridors of purple fulgurous sky ... forests of monstrous
overnourished oaks with serpent roots twisting and sucking
unnameable juices from an earth verminous with millions of
cannibal devils ... insane lightning over malignant ivied walls and
demon arcades choked with fungous vegetation ... and then a snifter
at the Drones, what?”
“I fancy not, sir. The Dark Priestess of the Esoteric Order of Dagon
is in the sitting-room and desires to speak to you.”
“Iä! Iä! Aunt Agatha!”
... but little did I know that an erudite American, Peter Cannon, was busily
writing Scream for Jeeves (New York, Wodecraft Press, 1994), a slim
collection which really does re-run Lovecraft staples like “The Rats in the
Walls” and “Cool Air” as Jeeves/Wooster larks – the latter story acquiring the
well-judged Wodehousian title “Something Foetid”. (By the way, my own
favourite entry for that collaboration game began “He was one hundred and
seventy days dying and not yet dead. He fought for survival with the passion
of a beast in a trap. He was delirious and rotting, coming downstairs now,
bump, bump, bump, on the back of his head, behind Christopher Robin.” –
yes, it’s the Bester/Milne Tigger! Tigger!) [4/95]
• [Re seminal or ovarian influences ...] Balls/ovaries/etc: sudden memory of a
Milford discussion long ago. Chris Priest: “This story really grabbed me by
the goolies!” Various Others Around The Circle: [general agreement, often in
similar words]. Transsexual Author: “Well, this story grabbed me by the ...
lips.” [9/95]
• Reward of hubris: “Writer beams up Sci-fi honours. Writer Dave
Langford was feeling on another planet yesterday after scooping the science
fiction world’s equivalent of two Oscars. / Dave, 47, from London Road,
Reading [...] beat thousands of other hopefuls after Sci-fi fans nominated
him....” (Reading Evening Post, 31 Aug; I didn’t intend to tell them but was
shopped by Martin Hoare, rot him. Anoraks get a mention.) [9/95]
• Thog’s Masterclass too-long-for-Ansible special, researched by Paul
Barnett in Susan Key’s Phantom (1990): “I c ... can’t,” I stammered, hunting
nervously through my pockets, “I can’t seem to find my handkerchief. I m ...
m ... must have dropped it when we came across the lake. Do you have any h
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... h... handkerchiefs, Erik?” / He looked at me so sadly that I could have
bitten my clumsy, stuttering tongue. / “I don’t have much call for
handkerchiefs, my dear ... there are certain advantages, you see, in being
without a nose.” / My hand flew to my mouth. / “Oh, Erik! I didn’t think, I’m
so sorry! Please don’t give it another thought. I can quite easily sniff.” [9/95]
• Regarding Arthur Mee, I suddenly had a flash of the other Children’s
Encyclopaedia I possessed long ago, whose synoptic version of Greek
mythology included the tragickall history of the lovers On and Ion. Parted by
circumstances I now forget, they received the traditional mercy of the gods
and were reunited and transformed into a plant whose portmanteau-named
root brought tears, called ... at this point, though, retrospective disbelief set
in. Were the editors taking the piss? Or was it one of those dummy entries
introduced as traps for plagiarists of encyclopaedias (a device I first
discovered in a short Fred Saberhagen story)? Echo answered, “Count the
spoons!” [7/95]
• Couplet wisely omitted from published version of Tennyson’s poem Happy:
“I never glanced at her full bust but wished myself the snake / That bit the
harlot bosom of that heathen by the Nile.” • Thomas Carlyle contemplating
the possibility of millions of planets in the Universe: “A sad spectacle! If they
be inhabited, what a scope for pain and folly; and if they be not inhabited,
what a waste of space!” • Robert W. Chambers on how I feel after completing
a laborious first draft: “I believe the author shot himself after bringing forth
this monstrosity, didn’t he?” (The King in Yellow, 1895) [12/95] • 19-century
actor W.C. Macready shares a common sentiment:“I wish I were anything
rather than an actor – except a critic; let me be unhappy rather than vile!”
[7/93]
• We are working through a huge packet of poppadoms whose makers,
despite competitive pricing, may be failing through lack of UK market
research. Their brand name is: “Gits”. And whenever I say “Let’s have some
Gits with our curry!” Hazel looks at me rather oddly. [12/95]
• [Rob Holdstock bought a new computer from Ansible Information and
nervously asked whether what he called the low-radiation keyboard would
have the layout he was used to. It was time to compose a reassurance in
authentic style....]
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Yakimoto Computer Bits
To know you great joy in your newest Yakimoto LOWRADIATION KEYBOARD, for which we congratulate! Never do
you regret. Instructings are simple in all way. First, you know in
happy 1993 EC regulation conformities making keys alterated from
bad old QWERTY standard. To be pressing Q when intended Z,
and so forth for all other. Soon you type at great swiftness!
Attention! New special key coding are added toward your
pleasurable conveniences. E.g. for the initiating of Return do now
strike not simultaneous both Alt, Space bar and small red click
switch placed for avoiding of harmful access underneath disk drive.
Likewise is for Tab, except to beware power overload danger if too
rapid manipulate, or otherwards. Extreme inadvisable Shift or Esc
key when hard disk light at glow! This are important warn.
Use BZ96000-56a/04 hex rotator tool (not supply) for needful
adjust each 10,000 keystrokes or any serious overheat.
Please to communicate all your trouble and injury with convenient
e-mail sending: yakimoto@tea.ceremony.co.jp. Also to fax at
number imprinted hereto: ____________________.
Warranty form must be complete. To avoiding incorrectness, as
entering name in NAME box or other improper. Sections of shock,
burn and radiation unwell most important completed fulsomely.
Must to remit by August 1994 or utter void, retaining yourself also
all original packing materials.
We give glad assurance Ansible Information is not responsible.
Thanking you for refined attendings. [10/94]
• [What I did in Oct and Nov 1995: compiled a Terry Pratchett Discworld
Quizbook for Gollancz. (It was their idea, not mine.) But:] After
enthusiastically approving initial sample material in which tricky and
challenging questions predominated, and raving about the wonderfulness of a
mass of Work in Progress shown to them in November and likewise full of
deviously complex questions, good old Gollancz have now done an aboutturn and decided the book should be “dumbed down” because people won’t
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want quizzes that pose any sort of actual challenge.... I moodily began to
compose some questions more in keeping with their apparent desires: • Fill in
the missing word: The Colour __ Magic. (Two letters.) • WHICH CHARACTER
SPEAKS LIKE THIS? (Begins with D.) • Can you find the name of a three-letter
animal in the surname “Pratchett”? (Clue: it has a vowel in the middle.) •
What is flat and stands on the backs of four elephants which are themselves
supported by a gigantic space turtle? (Anagram of WILD SCROD.) • What is
the subtle literary allusion buried in Terry Pratchett’s hilarious coined name
“Cohen the Barbarian”? (Hint: the reference is to the heroic fantasy yarns of
Robert E. Howard.) • Rearrange the following words into a well-known
phrase or saying: off, fuck. [12/95]
• And a happy New Year to all you future rulers of the sevagram.
Ansible 101½ Copyright © Dave Langford, 1995. Thanks to Maureen
Speller, who runs Acnestis, the literary APA where most of this stuff first
appeared, and to our Hero Distributors (who are spared this one): Janice
Murray (North America), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Australia), Martin (For
TAFF!) Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (Fans Across The World). 24 Dec 95.
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Ansible 102, January 1996
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Teddy Harvia. Available for SAE or pronunciation of
“pyrzqxgl”.
1995 SWAN SONG. In December a small horde of writers converged on
Swansea for the tail end of the city’s “UK Year of Literature” events: this
was the sf bit, organized by that mighty maestro of multiplicitous metaphor,
Lionel Fanthorpe. It was a convention, Jim, but not as we know it. The
various UKYoL events mostly took place in Ty Llên, a rather jolly old
municipal building only recently restored from being a dilapidated abode of
dossers and alcoholics (we’ll leave that straight line right where it is, thanks)
... although certain items happened in other scattered venues, including an
alley inappropriately named Salubrious Passage and a bleak university arts
centre several miles around the bay. Meanwhile the honoured guests were (in
Steve Sneyd’s phrase) “exiled to an Industrial Estate Motel” far, far away in
another direction altogether – this being the sort of luxury accommodation
where, having undressed and begun to shiver violently, you find a small sign
reading: THIS HEATER IS CONTROLLED FROM THE RECEPTION DESK. PLEASE ASK AT
RECEPTION IF YOU WISH IT TURNED ON.

To add a keen spirit of competitiveness, all UKYoL events were separately
priced, enabling the organizers to charge extra for the mighty Aldiss/Pratchett
double bill while accepting mere coppers for access to the small, hard-to-find
room containing Langford and Stableford. (Our advertised title was “The
Decay of Science Fiction”, illustrated by me talking about padding and Brian
reading several of his own stories.) Fun was nevertheless had, encouraged by
that man Fanthorpe as a manically bouncing MC who, naturally shavenheaded and clad in sinister evening dress, did indeed closely resemble a
bouncer. Having him on hand as presenter while giving a talk is rather like
being allotted a high-volume laugh track. Other familiar weirdnesses of
organization soon emerged: what do you do when a million thirsty Terry
Pratchett fans crowd into the festival building for a signing session? Close the
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adjacent bar, of course.
Brian Aldiss’s striped jacket and straw hat aroused general awe, but he was
all of a tizzy: “You’re lucky. You only have Stableford. I have to follow
Pratchett. I can see the rush for the exits already....” Colin Wilson, who
revealed his new serious scientific theory that Atlantis lies beneath the
Antarctic ice, was billed as “a real life X-Files Agent Mulder” – but soon
demonstrated by comparison that Mulder is absurdly closed-minded and
sceptical. Alas, I missed most of the excitement by leaving early, since I was
coming down with a foul cold that turned off my brain. Please ask at
Reception if you wish it turned on.

The Dragon’s Grandmother
Robertson Davies, who died in December aged 82, was of course a major
author both in his native Canada and worldwide ... and one of those quirky
writers who without actually working in the fantasy genre (though deploying
various angels, saints and spirits) had a strong appeal to countless sf and
fantasy fans. I fervently recommend his “Deptford” and “Cornish” trilogies.
(Damn, another good one gone.)
Lionel Fanthorpe’s bubbly enthusiasm somehow kept the slightly shambolic
Swansea “UK Year of Literature” sf events going (see above). Perhaps his
finest hour came when a large hole appeared in the programme as a result of
Bob Shaw eloping to get married in Ypsilanti, Michigan. Dauntless Lionel
replaced the advertised Shaw “Serious Scientific Talk” with a medley of his
own songs, including a heart-rendingly lyrical summary of the entire
occasion which wrenches the words from my mouth: “Brian Aldiss, Terry
Pratchett, / Colin Wilson and the rest, / All our Science Fiction writers / Rank
among the very best. (Chorus: Every kind of Science Fiction / Or an
Unsolved Mystery, / Supernatural, Horror Stories / And Heroic Fantasy!)
Guy N. Smith and Andy Sawyer; / Ian McDonald – pleased to tell – / Freddie
Clarke and David Langford / And Paul Brazier’s here as well. (Chorus.)”
Later verses dropped the names of Pringle, Sneyd and Stableford; I won’t say
in what.
Simon R. Green sniffs at the Copyeditor’s Riposte to his complaints (see ):
“Jokes about the severely disabled? Could this be my comment that one
character’s actions were as sensible as a leper playing volleyball? Gosh; I’m
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so ashamed.... The politically conscious Yanks didn’t raise an eyebrow, and
passed my book pretty much untouched.”
Chuch Harris sends a horrifying account of being whisked to hospital in
December with an aneurism: “My blood pressure reading was damn near off
the top of the sphygmomanometer. I had a sort of bulge in the aorta that had
torn and was leaking blood into the body cavities.... There is a new procedure
where they can replace the aorta with one grown specially in a pig but I
dunno – would Shin Bet rule that this is even worse than a bacon sandwich?”
The operation was thought too dangerous; instead, aortal leakage was
reduced by blood-pressure-lowering drugs that “put everything below the
waist into hibernation (yes, that too),” and Chuch is now taking things easy at
home. He’d like to thank everyone who cheered him with encouraging
messages and corrected his startlingly original spelling of
“sphygmomanometer”.
Diana Wynne Jones was bemused to find her Tough Guide to Fantasyland
(an alphabet of fantasy clichés arranged as a cod travel guide) reviewed in
December’s SFX before she’d even corrected the proofs. Gollancz’s highly
co-ordinated publicists had mailed out the copyedited MS and a New Book
Information flyer announcing publication on 7 Dec ... which, once the review
was irrevocably scheduled, became March 1996. Oh well.
Chris Priest is extremely chuffed that his The Prestige has been shortlisted
(along with novels by Anita Brookner, Kazuo Ishiguro and Ross Leckie) for
the £3,000 James Tait Black Memorial prize, fiction division – “Scotland’s
oldest book award”, whose winner will be announced this month. Meanwhile,
true to his principles of Unreliable Narrative, he has once again rewritten The
Glamour for a new US edition.....

Condylarthra
24 Jan • BSFA, Jubilee pub, York Rd, London (nr Waterloo). Upstairs room,
7pm. Guest: mystery and uncertainty rule.
2-4 Feb • Obliter-8 (8th UK filk con), Forte Crest Hotel, Milton Keynes. £25
reg, kids £12.50, under-5s free. Contact 212 Albert Road, Leyton, London,
E10 6PD.
2-4 Feb • Starbase 96 (Trek), Hilton Hotel, Leeds. £40 reg. Contact 152
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Otley Rd, Headingley, Leeds, LS16 5JX.
4 Feb • Picocon 13, Imperial College, London. GoH Rob Holdstock, Chris
Priest, Stephen Baxter. £8 reg; students £4. Contact ICSF, c/o Imperial
College Union, Beit Quad, Prince Consort Road, London, SW7 2BB.
23-5 Feb • Disection [sic], Scottish Convention post-mortem event, Rutland
Hotel, Sheffield. £24 reg (£25 by credit card). Contact 379 Myrtle Road,
Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
8-10 Mar • AKFT II (“adult” Trek), Grand Hotel, Northampton. £20 reg; £5
“deposit” advised. Contact (SAE) 29 Courteenhall Road, Bilsworth,
Northants, NN7 3DD.
5-8 Apr • Evolution (Eastercon), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, nr Heathrow.
GoHs Vernor Vinge, Colin Greenland, Bryan Talbot, Jack Cohen, Paul
Kincaid, Maureen Kincaid Speller. £28 reg, “very soft currencies £5”.
Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
28-30 Jun • Discworld Convention, Britannia “Sasha’s” Hotel, Manchester.
GoHs: guess who? Now £20 reg. Contact (SAE) P.O. Box 3086, Chelmsford,
Essex, CM1 6LD.
23-4 Aug • Contraptions (gaming): venue now revealed as the Northampton
Moat House Hotel. £25 reg until Easter. Contact 12 Cartersmead Close,
Horley, Surrey, RH6 9LG.
Rumblings • Eastercon 1998 ... Chris O’Shea muttered of resigning from the
“Istanbul” bid owing to the apathy of the other two-thirds of the committee,
who according to subsequent rumour are being absorbed into the rival
“Intuition” bid.

Infinitely Improbable
Ringpull Press of Jeff Noon fame has been cast adrift again, thanks to
editorial disagreements between their chap Steve Powell and Fourth Estate –
which last year rescued Ringpull from bankruptcy and took it aboard as a
Fourth Estate imprint, but has now dumped it. “Editorially we were on
different planets,” said Powell, confiding that he was a Martian and Fourth
Estate were Venusians. (Only three Ringpull titles appeared during the Fourth
Estate era, as opposed to seventeen in the previous independent year.)
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Business, or something, continues at the same Manchester address.
Random Fandom. Dave Holmes is flogging off much of his sf collection to
meet a major cash need, and is agonizing over whether his “first” edition of
The Colour of Magic is the real UK first (conceivably worth £700) or, as
looks awfully likely, a re-imported US remainder.... • Caroline Mullan
reports a terrible aftermath of that recent party: “one pair of men’s slippers,
grey, size 10. Will be donated to charity shop or rubbish bin if not claimed
before 12 Jan. 0181 863 8849.” • Ian Sorensen blows the gaff on a secret
event: “Wintersection was a great success with over 30 attendees over the
weekend. Jilly [Reed] was suitably awestruck at meeting the mighty D West
but concluded that he was ‘really sweet’. She also regaled us with a number
of anecdotes concerning the mating practices of pigs and how she has had a
hand in them. Not for the squeamish. Or people with sharp nails.” • Fifteen
Years Ago: “The Yorkshire Ripper gave his godmother a nice box of
chocolates for Xmas; when he was arrested she lost her taste for them and
gave them away, which is how they came to be eaten with enormous relish by
the famous D. West....” (Ansible 15, 1981)
C.o.A. Sandra Bond, 10 Hawksworth Clo, Grove, Wantage, Oxon, OX12
0NU. Brian Burgess, c/o Creedy House, Nether Ave, Littlestone on Sea,
Kent, TN28 8NH. LynC & Clive Newall, PO Box 104, Coburg, Vic 3058,
Australia. Nicholas Royle, 73 Pennard Rd, London, W12 8DW.
TAFF. (Simo vs Martin Tudor) should be out right now, after a slight delay
occasioned by mighty UK administrator Abigail Frost’s sense that London is
being blanketed by Fog, Gloom and Depression rays emanating from
Conservative Central Office. (No ballot? SAE to her at 95 Wilmot St,
London, E2 0BP.) • Meanwhile TAFF controversy rages via e-mail, with
LAcon bossman Mike Glyer first accusing nasty fanzine fans of keeping
TAFF solely for their own kind; then, after a chorus of assurance that this
was not so and that anyone was welcome to stand, complaining that said fans
had been Inadequately Politically Correct in failing to publicly denounce e.g.
Ted White and Greg Pickersgill for alleged wrong thoughts in this area; and
then shifting to the more cogent point that the tradition of producing TAFF
reports seems to have decayed. I wouldn’t mind seeing a few more completed
reports myself.... • What’s bad for fan funds is not so much the inevitable
debate as this repeated assumption of impassable gulfs between evil (or
virtuous) fanzine fans and splendid (or despicable) convention fans. Yet Mike
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Glyer, recently the Savonarola-like scourge of fanzine fans, publishes a
Hugo-winning fanzine: vile Langford has been known to work on
conventions; tra la. Historically, writing in fanzines has been a notable route
to TAFF victory since it can establish a reputation on the far side of the
Atlantic; but there are other paths to glory, including Usenet, word of mouth,
and – come to think of it – being mentioned in other’s fanzines. It’s the
voters, not arcane traditional dogmas, that choose the winner ... and I hope
the 1996 race will see no acrimonious divide between supporters of that
worthy fanzine editor Martin Tudor and that diligent convention worker
Martin Tudor.
Publishers & Sinners. How to review for Computer Weekly: (a) Editor asks
about doing reviews; I suggest sf coverage. (b) Enthusiastic invitation in Nov
to do a whole Xmas feature on relevant sf. (c) Agree, asking for word length
and deadline. (d) Silence from CW despite repeated enquiries, continuing into
Dec. (e) Open CW on 14 Dec to find two-page sf feature as planned, only it’s
by good old David V. Barrett. (f) Scratch head at length. (g) After testy email to CW, receive The Explanation: “Quite simply, it never entered my
head that two people – both called David – would be interested in doing the
Christmas sci-fi book reviews and I didn’t realise that you and David Barrett
were not one and the same person....” (h) Scream gently to oneself. • Another
computer mag reportedly reviewed the CD-ROM SF Encyclopaedia and
reckoned that the main flaw in its update of those 1.3 million award-winning
words was the presence of ... Too Much Text. Voice of Emperor Joseph II:
“Too many notes, Herr Clute.”
Ten Years Ago. William Gibson opened 1986 with subtle self-promotion in
Ansible: 45 “I would like to point out, for the benefit of my massive and
utterly devoted British following, that the version of my second novel, Count
Zero, which will run in serial lumps (three) in Asimov’s SF, is a special Lite
version with reduced motherfucker-count and no graphic but intensely poetic
and moving descriptions of oral sex. ‘At IASFM,’ I was told, ‘you can’t come
in anybody’s mouth.’ I should also point out that these changes were made
under my supervision and with my express approval. I agreed to go along
with them, after due soul-searching, when it was pointed out to me how
urgently young people in small towns in the US need fiction of this sort, and
how much my new car is going to cost. • But with Gollancz, friends, you get
it all!”
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Clarke Award. The rest of the submissions since the A99 list: Gregory
Benford, Sailing Bright Eternity; Octavia Butler, Parable of the Sower; Suzy
McKee Charnas, The Furies; Greg Egan, Distress; Peter Hamilton, The Nano
Flower; Tanith Lee, Reigning Cats and Dogs (sent to only four of the six
judges as Headline had only four copies left ...); Stanislaw Lem, Peace on
Earth (1987, UK translated ed. 1995); Paul J. McAuley, Fairyland; Ian
McDonald, Chaga; Christopher Priest, The Prestige; Neal Stephenson, The
Diamond Age; Tricia Sullivan, Lethe; Melanie Tem, Desmodus. In all, 45
books were submitted; the shortlist will be decided this month. As for the
presentation ... publishers dissatisfied with the traditional grotty venue
claimed that the ICA would be available free (see Steve Jones and Jo Fletcher
in SF Chronicle) – but “free” proved on investigation to mean £600 plus
catering costs and a requirement to organize a tie-in event. Bye-bye, ICA. But
more ambitious plans are now afoot: something wonderful may yet happen....
Tiny Tales of Terror. Foolish sceptics in Reading (called, for the sake of
argument, Langford) believed they could beat the CURSE OF THE UNDYING
XMAS TURKEY by buying a small one and eating it all by 27 Dec! But THE
TURKEY MAY NOT BE MOCKED! Soon their home was filled with what H.P.
Lovecraft called A STENCH AS OF A THOUSAND OPENED GRAVES. Reconstruction
of this JUST PUNISHMENT indicated that, rummaging in the cellar freezer before
Xmas, hubristic D. Langford had dropped a small portion of an ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT TURKEY which had inconspicuously rotted away until discovered
and removed with large tongs and choking noises in the New Year.... THE
CURSE WAS FULFILLED!
Thog’s Masterclass. “She filled the barstool and space around her with a
masculine figure in too-tight jeans, or sometimes, in the summer, too-tight
small shorts.” (Barbara Malensky, “Finding Lottie”, Pirate Writings, 1995)
[MMW]
Once Again: Happy New Year and a spiffy 1996 to all.

Geek’s Corner
TAFF Ballots. I am sending the ballot text to the Ansible e-mail list ... real
soon now. For those not on the list, copies should be available at the Glasgow
site in the usual FTP and Web directories as above: plain ASCII text as
[obsolete FTP link removed] and HTML as . By the way, the tatty matrix460

printed ballots distributed at the Wellington pub meeting on 4 January
contain an incorrect platform for Martin Tudor (similar stuff, but an earlier
draft), owing to Fabulous Frostian Efficiency. This version is superseded by
the electronic and DTP texts disseminated by Ansible....
Ansible 102 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Ta to Chris Bell, Lionel
Fanthorpe, Steve Green, Chris O’Shea, Andy Sawyer, Diana Thayer, Martin
Morse Wooster and Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor, Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 4 Jan 96.
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SELLOUT? I hereby cease my mocking of endless bloody spinoffs from
creations like Terry Pratchett’s Discworld ... since I’ve just been correcting
the proofs of my “own” The Unseen University Challenge: A Discworld
Quizbook (Gollancz, real soon now). And – as Kingsley Amis once remarked
while deftly leaping aboard the James Bond bandwagon – jolly good luck to
me.

Planet of the Voles
Arthur C. Clarke’s latest has a gracious Foreword explaining that readers
should be told exactly what they’re buying here: a novel wholly written by
the late Mike McQuay, based on a 2 ½ pp Clarke movie outline (also
included). This foreword made little impression on whoever designed
Gollancz’s jacket for Richter 10 by ARTHUR C. CLARKE and Mike
McQuay....
Neil Gaiman is temporarily back in England and wearing his TV scriptwriter
hat : “Spent today at the Neverwhere offices, near Tower Bridge, doing
casting – fascinating; walked away with the ‘pink’ scripts, which have me
terrified. I keep opening them and finding phrases like ‘SCENE 19 –
Deleted’, which I know I never wrote. This weekend I’m going to have to fill
the same sort of rôle a plastic surgeon would after a mad axe-wielding thug
had done his worst. • Except that the producer and director aren’t mad thugs,
just people with a practical idea of what we can do in 30 minutes, on time and
within our budget. • Also looked around the Freemasons Hall in Holborn,
some rooms of which will be doubling for the British Museum (although
we’ll also be shooting in the Egyptian Room of the museum).” Later: “I’m
starting to go, ‘I think I’ll produce and/or direct in future.’ More chance of
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what you do actually being seen that way.” [12/13 Jan]
David Garnett uncovered the horrid truth: “It’s 30 years since my first
dealings with publishers, so I thought it was about time I found out what I
was doing. Looking through a copy of Michael Legat’s An Author’s Guide to
Getting Published, I came to a section on the kind of books which can’t be
published commercially: ‘poetry or science fiction or treatises on
unpronounceable compounds or a manual of Pig Sticking, or even an account
of your package holiday ...’ It’s evident there’s more to the decline of sf
publishing than we realise – or are poetry and pig sticking and package
holiday writing also suffering because of all these interminable fantasy series
which are taking up so much shelf space? • New news on New Worlds Real
Soon Now!”
Simon R. Green darkly adumbrates: “I’m currently putting together a TV
series. Apparently there’s a growing need among Brit TV to find a British
answer to The X-Files....”
Walter M. Miller (1922-1996) died in January; reportedly he shot himself
while deeply depressed over illness and the recent death of his wife. For a
long time he had written nothing and been reclusive, but some years ago
contracted with Bantam to produce a sequel to his classic A Canticle for
Leibowitz (1960); several hundred pages of this were written, but Miller had
been looking for a co-author to complete it. He is still warmly remembered
for Canticle and some strong short stories, including the Hugo-winning “The
Darfsteller” (1955). Joe Haldeman’s fine personal memoir of Miller (written
for Locus) concludes: “He lived nearly three quarters of this century; he
produced a novel and a few stories that secured him a place in our secluded
pantheon; he survived a lot of pain and finally had had enough.”
Charles Platt has been visiting Japan, “where translator Mikuru Abo kindly
arranged a dinner with about ten editorial staff from Hayakawa, the primary
publisher of serious science fiction in Tokyo. Incredibly, Hayakawa’s editors
have somehow retained a true and pure fanlike passion for science fiction and
are untouched by the rot of cynicism afflicting editors in New York who
know all too well the disastrous commercial consequences if they publish
intelligent novels that they actually like to read. I was even more amazed
when my share of a lavish ten-course Chinese feast was underwritten by the
editors themselves. Imagine the staff of, say, HarperCollins taking a writer
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(and his girlfriend) to dinner and paying for the whole thing out of their own
pockets! I was almost moved to tears. • Everyone was extremely shy and
painfully sincere, and none of them knew what to make of my tasteless
business cards. • Overall, I was excited to discover that devotion to literature
still exists among editors in the 1990s, but I was a bit depressed to have to fly
10,000 miles to find it. • PS. None of the above should be construed to imply
that the Hayakawans have no sense of humour. In a recent issue of their
magazine they reprinted an article of mine describing my interest in cryonics
and illustrated it with cute little cartoons showing my severed head being
gripped by metal tongs and dunked in liquid nitrogen. The likeness was quite
accurate....”
Chris Priest was boggled and delighted to find that he had indeed won the
£3,000 James Tait Black Memorial prize for his The Prestige. The
presentation was in Edinburgh on 26 Jan. (The Scotsman was swift to praise
this award as “something of a surprise choice” of “a relatively little-known
novelist”....)
Robert Rankin, nameless spies inform us, has heard about the BSFA
Awards and dropped a subtle hint: “As a British writer of Science Fiction for
the last sixteen years, who do you have to shag at your place to get an award?
Yours hopefully....”
Kaye Webb, fondly remembered by a generation for her editorship of the
Penguin children’s imprint Puffin (1961-79) and Puffin Post magazine (196789), died on 16 Jan aged 81.

Conceptismo
2-4 Feb • Obliter-8 (8th UK filk con), Forte Crest Hotel, Milton Keynes. £25
reg. Contact ... er, just turn up?
4 Feb • Picocon 13, Imperial College, Prince Consort Road, London. 9:30am8pm (bar to 10:30pm). GoH Rob Holdstock, Chris Priest, Stephen Baxter. £8
reg; students £4.
23-5 Feb • Disection [sic], Scottish Convention post-mortem event, Rutland
Hotel, Sheffield. £24 reg (£25 by credit card). Contact 379 Myrtle Road,
Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
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27 Feb • BSFA meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on. Tue,
not Wed, for this month only. Guest: maybe.
2-3 Mar • Microcon 16, Exeter Univ. Contact Darrel Manuel, A408
Cornwall House, St German’s Rd, Exeter, EX4 6TG.
5-8 Apr • Evolution (Eastercon), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, near Heathrow.
Now £32/$48 reg (since Xmas). Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead,
London, NW3 6PX. “Anyone who hasn’t booked a room yet because they
thought, poor saps, that it was soft old Pat McMurray doing hotel, is in for
the nasty shock of realizing that it is Heartless Chris Bell and they are in
Dead Deep Trouble.” [CB]
6-8 Apr • Generations II (Trek), Albert Hall, London. £10-£45 daily,
depending on seat poshness; 3-day bookings 10% off. Contact 4 Aspenwood
Ho, Ipsley St, Redditch, B98 7AR.
26-29 Jul • Albacon 96, Central Hotel, Glasgow. Now £30 reg. Contact F1/2,
10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
29 Aug - 2 Sep • LA-Con III (54th Worldcon), Anaheim, California. GoHs
James White, Roger Corman, Elsie Wollheim, more. $130 reg (cutoff date 31
Jul; more at door). Contact Box 8442, Van Nuys, CA 91409, USA. Euro
agent: Kees van Toorn, Postbus 3411, NL-3003 AK Rotterdam, Netherlands.
11-13 Oct • Octocon 7 (Irish national event), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. Contact (2xIRC) 30 South Circular Rd, Dublin 8,
Ireland.
18-20 Oct • Masque 4 (costuming), Moat House, W. Bromwich. £25 reg
(£30 after Easter). Contact 130 Hamstead Hall Road, Handsworth Wood,
Birmingham, B20 1JB.
25-8 Oct • Cult TV III, Haven Centre, Caister. Contact (SAE) PO Box 1701,
Peterborough – no postcode given.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now
£25 reg/£15 unwaged (£30/£20 after Easter); cheques to “Wincon”. Contact
12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
14-16 Jun • Nexus (Trek), Holiday Inn, Bristol. £35 reg. Contact 26 Milner
Road, Horfield, Bristol, BS7 9PQ.
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Rumblings • Arthur C. Clarke Exhibition (and Trek display) continues until
March at the Science Museum. With Wireless World, Oct ’45.... • Intuition,
possibly now the sole 1998 Eastercon bid, sends a flyer which neglects to
mention which year it’s bidding for. Proposed venue: Piccadilly Jarvis Hotel,
Manchester. £2 presupporting to 43 Onslow Gdns, Warrington, Surrey, SM6
9QH. • Australia in ’99 is a splendid Worldcon bid: $10 pre-supp to PO Box
99, Bayswater, Vic 3153, Australia; in UK, £5 to 45 Tilehurst Rd, Reading,
RG1 7TT.

Infinitely Improbable
Awards! Awards! Arthur C. Clarke Award shortlist: Patricia Anthony,
Happy Policeman; Stephen Baxter, The Time Ships; Ken MacLeod, The Star
Fraction; Paul McAuley, Fairyland; Christopher Priest, The Prestige; Neal
Stephenson, The Diamond Age. [PK] • Philip K. Dick Award shortlist: Shale
Aaron, Virtual Death; Bruce Bethke, Headcrash; Greg Egan, Permutation
City; Richard Paul Russo, Carlucci’s Edge; Amy Thomson, The Colour of
Distance; Elisabeth Vonarburg, Reluctant Voyagers. [GVG]
Random Fandom. Mike Glicksohn was an eye-witness: “Fans came from as
far away as Chicago, Toronto and Cincinnati for the 16 Dec nuptials of Bob
Shaw and Nancy Tucker in Ypsilanti. As only one close friend (female) of
Bob’s had been able to fly over from England, I stood up as Bob’s best man
at the high Episcopalian service. Bob was feeling poorly but still leaned
towards me when we knelt after communion and, as the chalice was given to
the bride, muttered ‘Actually, I’d prefer a pint.’” As of 21 Jan, Bob was still
feeling grotty from the same presumed bug; antibiotics had been prescribed.
He and Nancy return to England shortly. (Addendum: bad news.) • Teddy
Harvia invites us to Guess Who: “I received a pseudo-personalized letter
yesterday from a science fiction writer friend masquerading as a foreign
service official at the American Embassy in London pleading for Hugo
nominations. I don’t think I was ever so blatant. Yes, I drew space aliens
dreaming of rockets, but I never had them beg.” • Steve Sneyd is at it yet
again with Flights from the Iron Moon, 128pp surveying sf poetry in 1980s
UK fanzines and small press: £2.50/$6 from 4 Nowell Pl, Almondbury, nr
Huddersfield, W. Yorks, HD5 8PB.
Publishers & Sinners. John Brunner’s obituaries aroused some new UK
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reader interest, especially in Stand on Zanzibar; now intrepid, risk-taking
Arrow Books say they will “consider” a SoZ reprint provided they receive
3,000 or more firm orders placed through bookshops.
C.o.A. Andrew A. Adams, 40 Fife Park, St Andrews, KY16 9UE. Michael
Ashley, 15 Howgill Green, Woodside, Bradford, BD6 2SE. Malcolm Davies
& Kate Solomon, 312 Mill Road, Cambridge, CB1 3NL. Heidi Lyshol &
Kjetill Gunnarson, Maridalsvn. 235 A, N-0467 Oslo, Norway (“for at least a
few months”). Tom Perry, 1717 Apalachee Parkway, #445 Tallahassee, FL
32327, USA. Sarah Prince, PO Box 711, Keene Valley, NY 12943, USA.
Linda Strickler, 11 Park Edge Close, Roundhay, Leeds, W. Yorkshire, LS8
2LP. Wrigley-Cross Books, 1809 NE 39th Ave, Portland, OR 97212. USA.
TAFF Wars. The 1996 campaign rages on: Simo relentlessly raises his
profile by smuggling naughtiness into SFX (“Michael P. Kube-McDowell,
author of the ‘Sim O’Fortaff’ trilogy ...”; a riposte in #9 credits this trilogy to
Martin Tudor, with titles No Way, No Chance and Over My Dead Body) and
offering insider snippets: “We here in the SFX office are as mystified as
anybody as to why David Pringle’s interview with J.G. Ballard in our Feb
issue completely ignores the subject of books and instead concentrates on
JGB’s enormous cinematic career, which consists of: (a) story treatment for
When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth; (b) source material for Empire of the Sun;
(c) source material for Crash, and that old double act (d) er, and (e) that’s
it.... The makers of Gerry Anderson’s Space Precinct are describing as
‘outrageous’ rumours that they are planning to sack the serie’s producer, a Mr
G. Anderson.” • Rival candidate Martin Tudor has meanwhile been invoking
Jungian synchronicity by applying for an IT job at the Training for All
Foundation, or T.A.F.... • Recent e-mail TAFF debates (not concerning any
virtue or defect of these mere actual candidates) have vanished into white-hot
realms beyond sense, with neither “side” having a monopoly of daftness.
Even my attempt at soothing noises last issue was subtly characterized by one
fan as “pouring gasoline”. A summary may follow when the dust settles. •
DUFF: I’ll copy ballots on request for Brits interested in the 1996 AustraliaUSA race (Dedman, Heap, Middlemiss).
1995 Guardian UK Top Sellers. No sf, except for media tie-ins.... Labouring
in the titanic shadow of John Grisham at #1 are: Stephen King, Insomnia #9;
James Herbert, The Ghosts of Sleath #22; Terry Pratchett, Soul Music #24
and Interesting Times #25; Anne Rice, Interview with the Vampire #32 and
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Taltos #68; Charles L. Grant, X-Files: Goblins #40 and X-Files: Whirlwind
#44; Doug Naylor, The Last Human #45; David Eddings, The Hidden City
#62; Clive Barker, Everville #94. [JN]
Outraged Letters. David Gemmell disagrees with Spy X’s opinion (A100)
that one of his “Alexander the Great” books was better in the original MS
than after Legend editorial input had allegedly bumped up the fantasy
content. “The MS for Lion of Macedon was edited by Liza Reeves, who – as
always – much improved it. The sequel, Dark Prince, was edited by Deborah
Beale. I have been extremely lucky with all my editors, and not once has
undue pressure been brought to bear on me. Yes, there will be times when an
editor feels more – or sometimes less – fantasy elements should be dealt with,
but even in my earliest days no one insisted on any revisions.... Back in the
late 80s when I informed Random that I was intending to write a fantasy
Western they told me they didn’t think it would sell, as the market for any
kind of Western was dead. But they added, ‘If that’s what you want to do, go
for it!’ When Wolf in Shadow was published Random threw their marketing
muscle behind it and it is still in print today.”
Maison d’Ailleurs: January saw floods of paper and e-mail petition forms
about this unique sf museum, the “House of Elsewhere” in Yverdon-lesBains, Switzerland, whose funding faced a 70% cut by the local town
council. The petition deadline was 26 Jan ... but donations would surely be
welcomed by the museum’s “Amis” group (like unto the UK Friends of
Foundation): AMDA, case postale 3181, CH-1401 Yverdon-les-Bains.
R.I.P. Burne Hogarth, celebrated Tarzan cartoonist and founder of the US
School of Visual Arts, died on 28 Jan aged 84 – in France, after being GoH at
the International Comic Art Festival. • Jerry Siegel (b.1914), co-creator of
Superman, reportedly died on 29 Jan. [RH]
Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards will be presented at Corflu (fanzine
fan’s convention, Nashville, Tennessee, 13-15 Mar). “If you are a fanzine fan
and would like to participate please list your top three votes in each category
– Best Fanzine, Best Fan Writer and Best Fan Artist – for the calendar year
1995. Send your vote to Janice Murray, PO Box 75684, Seattle, Washington
98125-0684, USA. Deadline: 29 Feb. Since E-mail votes will be tallied as
well as votes received by mail, there will be no official ballot. A postcard is
sufficient. All votes must be accompanied by a name and mailing address.”
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[JM]
Thog’s Masterclass. “He glanced fleetingly down, with a prick of lust, at her
shapely legs.” (Peter James, Alchemist) [S] • “Ruben’s left eyebrow twitched
upwards, forcing a grunt past the plug of mince and potato that sounded
vaguely impressed.” (Alex Stewart, “Yesterday”, in Beyond; may be partially
deciphered by the understanding that the character is eating shepherd’s pie.)
[DVB]

Geek’s Corner
Thots. Rather than blitz electronic subscribers every month with this
erratically (i.e. hardly at all) maintained list, I’m inclined to tidy the web
addresses away into a “links” page at the website – while keeping e-mail
addresses here for people without WWW access. Good idea? Tell me if not.
Stop Press. Message received after the print edition of Ansible 103 went to
press:
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 96 09:28 WET
From: manslin@mail.ic.net (Misti)
Subject: BoSh Hospitalized
Six weeks ago, Bob Shaw moved to the US to marry Nancy Tucker. Last
night he suffered cardiac arrest complicated by pneumonia and complete liver
shutdown.
This is an extremely hard time for the newlyweds. Cards, letters, e-mails, or
flowers would be very welcome to let them know that our love and thoughts
are with them.
(Nancy has been caring for Bob around the clock for some time now, and
when she’s home, she’s likely to be sleeping: making phone calls not a good
idea.)
You can send cards and letters and flowers to them at:
Bob and Nancy Shaw
695 Judd Road
Saline, Michigan 48176
USA
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... or c/o Saint Joseph Mercy Hospital in Ypsilanti, Michigan.
E-mail can be sent to:
bosh@cyberspace.org
njt@cyberspace.org
Also, please pass the word to their friends and Bob’s fans.
Thank you,
Misti
(for Larry Tucker and Bob and Nancy Shaw)
Ansible 103 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
David V. Barrett, Chris Bell, Joe Haldeman, Rob Hansen, Paul Kincaid,
Joseph Nicholas, Chris Priest, Joyce Scrivner, Simo, Gordon Van Gelder, and
our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin
(For TAFF!) Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 1 Feb 96.
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R.I.P. BOB SHAW. Virtually everyone who reads this will know (because
bad news travels too fast on Internet) that Bob Shaw died on 12 February.
Following his health crisis in America, he returned to Manchester with his
new wife Nancy, with a view to entering an NHS hospital (we were worried
to hear they were both in wheelchairs at the US airport); he enjoyed a last
dinner with son Ian and family, and a last drink with friends in the Red Lion
pub, and died quietly in his sleep that night. The funeral was held in Stockton
Heath, Warrington, on 19 February, with many fans in attendance despite
snow – including Ray (Birmingham) Bradbury, whose eulogy was much
praised, Pamela Buckmaster, Ramsey Campbell, Bernie Evans, David Hardy,
Rog Peyton, and Chris Priest. Chris’s own memories of Bob appear overleaf.
I don’t have any clever words to add. He was universally loved. Losing Bob
Shaw really hurts.

The Cottage of Eternity
Forrest J. Ackerman (still reminding us that he received the first Hugo ever
presented, as “#1 Fan Personality” in 1953) has resigned his editorial position
with Famous Monsters of Filmland, which he founded in 1958. This followed
disputes with the current publisher Ray Ferry, who allegedly spiked FJA’s
articles, slashed his fees and then left him unpaid for a year. Cruellest cut:
Ferry’s appropriation of Forry’s long-time pseudonym Dr Acula, invented
“about the time Ferry was born”....
Iain M. Banks, it is rumoured, plans a major image overhaul with the reissue
of his sf novels under the impenetrable pseudonym “Iain Banks” already used
for mainstream fiction.
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Ellen Datlow assures us all that Omni continues to be strong and vital despite
the mere incidental axing of its print edition even as the April issue was being
put together. Circumventing rising paper prices, the whole operation has
moved into cyberspace on the World Wide Web ... and features a “lost” Fritz
Leiber novella written in the 40s but never sold.
David Garnett gloats (“The pessimists were wrong. The optimists were
right. Or is it the other way around?”) that New Worlds will return yet again
in 1997 – published by White Wolf (Atlanta, Georgia, US), with Our David
still its editor.
John Grant follows Banksy in making nom-de-plume history, reverting to
his real name Paul Barnett for a coming space opera series – in hope of
foxing mighty W.H. Smith computers which may have recorded that John
Grant’s The World didn’t sell too well (being, for one thing, released in midDecember).
Ursula Le Guin has rumbled me after 16 years’ misuse of the word she
invented: “Tell me what I can send in exchange for Ansible. In Oregon we
grow many large fir trees; also we have fish. Please, Mr Pyrzqxgl, tell me
what you desire....”
Stephen Marley knows how to write a letter accepting a story of
Lovecraftian pastiche (one of several to be adapted as a CDi game): “I read it,
first with unease, then a creeping sense of dread, and finally a black,
clutching horror until I was reduced to a gibbering idiot mouthing primordial
gobbledygook.” Similar symptoms are reliably generated by editorial work
on the Fantasy Encyclopaedia.
Paul J. McAuley, desperate to get himself a plug, reports that despite
Gollancz’s careful placement of “SF” on the spine, numberless hordes of
readers have bought his world-famous novel Fairyland and complained
bitterly about its not being fantasy. The paperback, he declares, may feature a
gold embossed warning: THIS IS NOT A FANTASY NOVEL ABOUT INNER CITY
CYBERPIXIES OR SPACESHIPS POWERED BY TELEPATHIC WIZARDS. (Publicity
Person: “Hey, can’t we lose that not?”)

Conchoid
23 Mar • Bob Shaw: A Celebration, Appleton Thorn Village Hall, noon472

6pm. £5 cover charge; bar, buffet. Contact Henry Newton, 41 The Rock,
Helsby, WA6 9AS; 01928 724576.
27 Mar • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm
on. Plans to ensnare a hapless guest continue.
5-8 Apr • Evolution (Eastercon), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, near Heathrow.
£32/$48 reg; day rate £15 (£10 Mon). Contact 13 Lindfield Gdns,
Hampstead, London, NW3 6PX.
6-8 Apr • Generations II (Trek), Albert Hall, London. £10-£45 daily,
depending on seat poshness; 3-day bookings 10% off. Contact 4 Aspenwood
Ho, Ipsley St, Redditch, B98 7AR.
12-14 Apr • Accelerate (Quantum Leap), Radisson again, £35 reg. Contact
78 Sterry Rd, Dagenham, Essex, RM10 8NT.
25-8 Apr • Eurocon/Baltcon/Lituanicon, Vilnius, Lithuania. Contact
Gediminas Beresnevicius, PO Box 216, Vilnius 2040, Lithuania. Fax +3702
766578.
31 Aug • Dangercon 666 (Dangermouse), Ruskin House, Croydon. £5 at
door. Contact 37 Keens Rd, Croydon, CR0 1AH.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £25 reg/
£15 unwaged (£30/£20 after Easter); cheques to “Wincon”. Contact 12
Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
29-30 Aug 98 • Infinity (film/TV sf), Angel Hotel, Cardiff. £30 or £17 each
day (children £25/£15. Contact Swn Y Nant, 12 Stuart St, Treherbert,
Treorchy, CF42 5PR.
Rumblings • Mis-Saigon, third and last of the Burnham-on-Sea “Miscons”,
saw Martin Tudor convicted of witchcraft (“Burnham!” people
geographically cried) while Tony Berry flawlessly impersonated Robert
Robinson’s hairstyle for the searing panel game “Call My Clute”. •
Disection: our informant’s sole delirious memory was of a suggested Nick
Park remake of 2001 ... “By ’eck, Gromit, it’s full of cheese!” [KO]

Infinitely Improbable
Nebula Awards. The novel shortlist comprises: John Barnes, Mother of
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Storms; Nancy Kress, Beggars and Choosers; Paul Park, Coelestis; Robert J.
Sawyer, Hobson’s Choice aka The Terminal Experiment; Walter Jon
Williams, Metropolitan; Gene Wolfe, Caldé of the Long Sun. Also our very
own Brian Stableford features on the novella shortlist for “Mortimer Gray’s
History of Death” (Asimov’s, April 95).
Really Old News. Once upon a time in 1922, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
exacted a gentle revenge for the deserved mockery he’d received from
Houdini and other magicians after endorsing the faked “Cottingley Fairies”
pictures. He confronted the Society of American Magicians in New York
with what he cagily called materialized pictures emanating from the human
imagination: unprecedented movie scenes of dinosaurs which to Houdini &
Co. (and the New York Times) seemed bafflingly, mindbogglingly lifelike.
Only next day did Conan Doyle reveal that what they’d assumed was being
offered as “spirit photography” was in fact test special-effects footage for a
forthcoming film called The Lost World (1925).... (Skeptical Briefs, 12/95)
Random Fandom. Steve Baxter reports from the frontiers of scientific
research: “Forehead bleeding as ever by lunch time today, I took a break and,
as one does, tuned into Richard & Judy on ‘This Morning’. And I was
stunned to find their theme tune had been written by ... David Pringle.” •
Chris Cooper “is in dry dock following a hit-and-run accident. His left leg is
broken in 4 places (below the knee), but fortunately that’s all. Anyone
wanting to write can reach him at Ganderton Ward, Worcester Royal
Infirmary, (Castle Street Branch), Worcester.... Anyone sighting a white Ford
Escort with half the front bumper, headlights & indicators missing is advised
to shoot first and worry about it afterwards.” [CS] • Teddy Harvia writes,
prophetically, on 8 Feb: “I disagree with ‘one fan’ that your reporting is akin
to ‘pouring gasoline’. It is more like an oil spill which sends an endless
stream of hideous globs of black tar washing up onto the beach. How about
just one issue of Ansible without a single mention of the TAFF conflict?”
Right you are! • Martin Morse Wooster grumps: “About a year ago, you
printed an item about a gentleman who allegedly hooked up a rocket to his
sports cart and went splat in the Arizona desert at 300 mph. That story is an
urban legend [clipping attached], so you might want to print a correction.”
Bah. Never apologize, never explain....
Bob Shaw Speeches. Although their mere words are much lessened when
not delivered in Bob’s mournful Irish accent, most of those celebrated
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convention speeches are in print as A Load of Old BoSh from Beccon
Publications, 75 Rosslyn Avenue, Harold Wood, Essex, RM3 0RG ... £5.50
(or call it $10.00) post free, all profits to RNIB Talking Books.
Maison d’Ailleurs: this unique museum of sf in Switzerland, threatened by a
70% cut in local council funding, received a stay of execution pending further
debate – thanks, in part, to 7,026 signatures on a worldwide petition of
protest.
Fortean Phenomena. More worrying than a rain of blood or frogs is this
communication from Fortean Times, which with its April 1996 switch to
monthly publication is reduced to accepting articles from me: “It may or may
not amuse you to know that Etienne, our trusty Art Director, spent the best
part of a day ‘making this Langford guy’s hair look normal’ before giving up
in disgust. The man whose hair was too spooky for Fortean Times ... a rare
accolade, that.” [JM] H’mm!
R.I.P. Other deaths in February or early March.... • Shamus Culhane (190896), a pioneer of movie animation, responsible for Disney’s 1938 Snow
White. • Brian Daley (1947-96; died 11 Feb, of cancer), US writer whose
debut was the science-fantasy The Doomfarers of Coramonde (1977) but who
became best known for tie-ins based on Star Wars etc. • H.L. Gold (1914-96),
founding editor of Galaxy magazine. • Sam Merwin Jr (1910-96), once editor
of Thrilling Wonder Stories, Startling Stories, etc. • Lyle Talbot, (born Lisle
Henderson in 1902; died 3 Mar), remembered as “the actor in Plan 9 From
Outer Space who could act” [PB] as well as for many more prestigious
appearances. • Elsie Wollheim (who didn’t like her age to be printed), widow
of the late Donald A. Wollheim of DAW fame, who was to be a GoH at
LAcon III. • Still bad times....
Pulphouse Publishing (USA) is closing down. Pulphouse magazine is dead;
scheduled books like Ellison Under Glass will not appear; editor/publisher
Dean Wesley Smith wants to get back to full-time writing and – since “in five
years I will be of age to try the Seniors Professional Golf Tour” – golfing.
C.o.A. Colin Harris & Nadja Tegen, 103 Charlock Way, Guildford, Surrey,
GU1 1XY.
Hazel’s Language Lessons. Polymath Ian Watson unveils A Dictionary of
Turkish Proverbs, acquired at Oxfam: “Karina disini saydirma: Do not let
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your wife count your teeth. Iki çiplak bir hamamda yakisir: For a couple
without clothes the proper place is the public bath. Kadinin samdani altin
olsa, mumu dikecek erkektir: Even if a woman’s candlestick is made of gold,
it takes a man to provide it with a candle.”
Plug. Impacte Macabre, “stories of the metaphysical, maleficent, macabre”
(sounds a lot like Ansible). A4 ill. mag; £2 to T. Gay, 8 Chamberlain St,
Crawcrook, Tyne & Wear, NE40 4TZ.
Thog’s Masterclass. Peter F. Hamilton, Mindstar Rising: “The way he
walked gave him the authority. Easy powerful strides, backed up by wide
powerful shoulders and a deep chest.” (“If he doesn’t need an orthopaedic
surgeon, he will soon need a chiropractor” – John Boston.) And a golden
oldie: “She did not appear to be wearing perfume, yet there was a fragrance
in the car that hadn’t been there before. It made him think of new mown hay
or a freshly scrubbed dairy. It reminded him of violets and primroses, hiding
under leaves. She made him think of amaranth and brambles, of burdock and
clover, of dewberry and flax. Yet there was a strangeness about her wild
freedom. She also made him think of wood anemones and enchanter’s
nightshade.” (“Lee Barton”, The Shadow Man, 1966)

Bob Shaw, 1931-1996
Chris Priest writes ...
Suddenly, the laughter fades away; Bob Shaw has died.
Bob was born in Northern Ireland in 1931, one of three brothers. He trained
as a structural engineer, but also worked as an aircraft designer and journalist.
Although he and his first wife Sadie lived in a middle-class suburb of Belfast
the political situation had adverse potential for their children, and he felt
forced to move to England in the mid-1970s. The upheaval, together with his
step into full-time authorship at about the same time, brought financial
worries that never left him. Even so, over the next twenty years he continued
to produce a stream of literate, original and superbly imagined novels and
stories. Bob Shaw was the master of the telling detail. His fan-writing, which
had earlier made his name in fan circles, was fluent, amusing, intelligent,
personal and pertinent. As an attender of conventions Bob was always quite
simply the most popular person there: habitually in the bar, surrounded by
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friends of every age and background, he endeared himself to all who spoke to
him. These elements of his life came memorably together for a few seconds
at the worldcon where he won his first Hugo: this large and ungainly man
danced joyfully across the stage, and everyone cheered him to the rafters.
Bob and I became friends and sometimes visited each other’s houses. We
didn’t spend as much time in bars as his reputation as a tippler would suggest,
and maybe this let me see an extra side to him. I found him a thoughtful and
rather melancholy man, a bemused observer of the world, wry in his
comments, quizzical in his approach to life. His wit was legendary, but it was
self-effacement revealed through quickness of the mind: not wildly funny,
but extremely endearing.
This gentle and congenial man, who gave so much pleasure to everyone else,
had to contend with the darker side. Although he later denied it, he divulged
to me that he was an alcoholic and was unable to fight it. His “serious
scientific talks”, so popular with convention fans, had a downside for Bob.
He found the talks difficult to write, often struggled with them for weeks, and
sometimes even hesitated to register for conventions, lest he be expected to
perform his famous party-piece. After a serious eye-infection Bob developed
a morbid fear of blindness which lasted for the rest of his life; he became
afraid of the dark, and told me he always slept with a light on. Although he
was older than me, and much larger, I often felt protective of him.
One cold day in Ulverston he took me for a long walk through the
backstreets, ending up outside a nondescript terraced house. It was Stan
Laurel’s birthplace. “The funniest man in the world,” Bob said sadly, “and
the people who live there don’t know who he was and won’t allow a plaque
on the wall.” I don’t think he was drawing a moral, but afterwards I could
never hear people laughing at Bob’s jokes without remembering that.
Nothing I can say about him is equal to my feeling of loss at his death, and
the knowledge that so many other people feel the same only makes it worse.
(Editorial footnote: Nancy Shaw returned to America in late February. Any
further letters of condolence should go to her at 695 Judd Road, Saline,
Michigan 48176, USA.)

Geeks’ Corner
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Things To Come. The Ansible list server address is likely to change soon.
Watch this space.
Ansible 104 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Clute, Matrix, Joe McNally, Keith Oborn, Pong, Andrew I. Porter, Chris
Priest, Joyce Scrivner, Chris Suslowicz, Ron Tiner, Gordon Van Gelder, and
our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin
(For TAFF!) Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 7 Mar 96.
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Ansible 105, April 1996
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 01734 669914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Dave Hicks. Available for SAE or eldritch, blasphemous
ichor.
As I write, the Clute/Grant Fantasy Encyclopedia is entering its final throes
of assembly (>> CREATION MYTH), with editors (>> DARK LORDS; INSANITY)
and contributors (>> BONDAGE; NAZGUL) struggling (>> LAST BATTLE) towards
completion (>> EUCATASTROPHE). The trouble (>> WRONGNESS) with working
for months (>> CALENDAR) on this behemoth (>> MONSTERS) of books (>>
LIBRARY) is that sooner or later (>> TIME ABYSS; TIME IN FAERIE) you start
tearing your hair (>> THINNING; TORTURE), thinking (>> PERCEPTION) entirely
in cross-references (>> RECURSIVE FANTASY), and wistfully (>> SEHNSUCHT)
wondering (>> PORTENTS; SCRYING) if you’ll ever again have time (>> TIME
FANTASIES) to visit (>> NIGHT JOURNEY; QUEST) the pub (>> INNS; PLOT
DEVICES) for some relaxing beer (>> HEALING)....

Elephant with Wooden Leg
Steve Baxter’s The Time Ships won the Kurd Lasswitz award for best
foreign language novel published in Germany in 1995 ... “despite the fact that
the only German character in the book is an anonymous time-travelling
aviator who drops a nuke on Guy Gibson,” notes Steve.
Greg Egan’s novel Distress (which interestingly suggests the ontological
necessity of killing off theoretical physicists before they Meddle With
Thoughts Man Should Not Think) won the Aurealis Award for excellence in
Australian sf.
Jo Fletcher had a spectacular car accident in March: her car was forced off a
motorway by another driver (who neglected to stop) and rolled over four
times. Despite concussion, whiplash, sprains, cuts and bruises, she returned
home – with crutches – after one night in Peterborough hospital.
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Neil Gaiman has been having desperate fun with the shooting of his
Neverwhere tv series in obscure crannies of London; repercussions even
reached The Times when Piccadilly Line travellers were spooked by “ghostly
glimpses of strange characters at a table on a shadowy platform covered in
serpents and beetles; the vision flashed by seemingly suspended in mid-air
...” This was a scene set on the platform of Down Street tube station,
abandoned since 1932. Quoth NG, “I worry, now that I’ve had so much fun
on top of and underneath London, that the actual TV show will prove to be
crap. But I’ll walk away happy, because I got to go everywhere I wanted to
go in London; I have tromped in the Fleet River (deep in a tunnel under
Blackfriars bridge) and wandered the bell-towers and attics of the St Pancras
Hotel, and all it cost the BBC was, um, around two million pounds
actually....”
Anne Gay and Stan Nicholls, celebrated UK sf people for celebrated UK sf
reasons, were married on 30 March.
Garry Kilworth was bemused to find the cover picture of his novel House of
Tribes – all about mice – used as the illustration for an Elle magazine article
on how to rid one’s house of vermin....
John Sladek smacks his lips: “I heard from Charles Platt the other evening.
He is doing well, and on his way to sit by the bedside of the dying Timothy
Leary. Charles belongs to the Cryogenics Society, who are going to freeze
the good doctor’s head. I suggested that it would be so saturated in highpowered drugs that it would not freeze. I can certainly imagine the freezer
being plundered by tattooed kids in search of acid. Can you picture them
taking a communion of Leary’s brain?”
John Wyndham’s papers are up for sale: trunkfuls of MSS, proofs,
correspondence, etc. ... including the handwritten MS of The Day of the
Triffids, four unpublished mystery novels, and much unpublished sf in draft
form. The SF Foundation finds itself awfully tempted, but the price tag is
£100,000. Can National Lottery money save the day? George Hay, SFF
founder, would prefer investment in other, more scientifictional areas: he
points out “the rocket that was put up – and, more to the point, retrieved –
lately by some totally unknown space buff, aided only by sugar for the
propulsion explosives from Tate & Lyle. £100,000 would pay for a whole
star-fleet!” Once again I realize the inferior, laggard nature of my own
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imagination.

Contador
12-14 Apr • Accelerate (Quantum Leap), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, nr
Heathrow, £35 reg. Contact 78 Sterry Rd, Dagenham, Essex, RM10 8NT.
17 Apr • Arthur C. Clarke Award presentation, London.
24 Apr • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on.
“We don’ need no steenkin’ guest....”
25-8 Apr • Eurocon/Baltcon/Lituanicon, Vilnius, Lithuania. Contact
Gediminas Beresnevicius, PO Box 216, Vilnius 2040, Lithuania. Fax +3702
766578.
26 Apr • Brit Fant Soc Evening, The Wheatsheaf, Rathbone Pl, London
W.1. 6pm on. With Joe R. Lansdale signing.
2-5 May • Reading Beer Festival, King’s Meadow, Reading. Bafflingly
variable entrance fees from free (Fri lunch, Sun pm) to £2.50 (Fri or Sat eve).
Enquiries 01734 508119. “Of course it’s a fan event: I’ll be there!” belches
Martin Hoare.
2-6 May • Warp Two (Trek), Cardiff International Arena. £35 reg. Contact
69 Merlin Cr, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6JB.
24-7 May • Inconsistent (sf/humour), Scotch Corner Hotel, Darlington. £22
reg; £27 after Easter. Contact 26 Northampton Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0
7HA.
14-16 Jun • Nexus (Trek), Holiday Inn, Bristol. £35 reg. Contact (SAE) 26
Milner Rd, Horfield, Bristol, BS7 9PQ.
28-30 Jun • Discworld Convention, Britannia “Sasha’s” Hotel, Manchester.
Membership closed; supp members can still convert. Contact P.O. Box 3086,
Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 6LD.
26-29 Jul • Albacon 96, Central Hotel, Glasgow. £30 reg. Contact F1/2, 10
Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE. “Nobody south of Carlisle seems
to realize that Albacon is on, or that we have both Harlan Ellison and Terry
Pratchett!” wails Cuddles; “The numbers are so poor [...] that we are
considering calling it a day.” You are urged to join instantly and prevent this
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terrible thing.
1-7 Sep • Cathars, Castles & Crusaders – a week’s tour of mysterious
Languedoc in France, shepherded by that “erudite and well known lecturer,
author and TV presenter” Lionel (The Holy Blood and the Holy Badger)
Fanthorpe. £500 all-in. Contact – if you dare – PO Box 4, Llandeilo, Dyfed,
SA19 6YZ.
4-6 Oct • Fantasycon XX, International Hotel, London. £40 reg; BSF
members £35. GoHs Christopher Fowler, Tom Holt. Contact (SAE) 137
Priory Rd, Hall Grn, Birmingham, B28 0TG.
24-6 Dec • Yulecon, Plough & Harrow Hotel, Hagley Rd, Edgbaston, Brum.
Avoid the family Xmas for £20 reg (and 3 x SAE). Contact 56 York Rd,
Torpoint, Cornwall, PL11 2LG.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £25 reg/
£15 unwaged (£30/£20 after Easter); cheques to “Wincon”. Contact 12
Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
Rumblings • Chris Bell issued great ululating cries of horror and despair on
discovering that (a) Evolution hotel rooms don’t have tea- or coffee-making
facilities – “We are a 5-star hotel. Our customers do not wish to make their
own coffee”; (b) room service allegedly charges £2.50 a cup; (c) others on
the committee knew this but had neglected to tell their e-mail-less hotel
liaison person C. Bell.... • Brum Group 3rd-Fri-of-month meetings have
moved (after vast upheavals) to Prince Hotel, Station St; Reading Group
Monday beerfests (9pm on) are now in the Three B’s bar, Town Hall
basement. • Worldcon 1999: the selection ballot will apparently feature only
Australia and Zagreb, a mooted Las Vegas bid having failed to file its papers
in time (though a campaign for write-in votes may still be an option).

Infinitely Improbable
Would You Do It For A Penny? The fabled US sf magazines Asimov’s and
Analog have been sold (along with all other Dell Magazines titles, including
Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine) to Penny Press, a Connecticut publisher
previously specializing in crossword puzzle magazines. SF editors Gardner
Dozois (7, 6) and Stanley Schmidt (anag.) are expected to remain in charge.
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Tiptree Award: Elizabeth Hand, Waking The Moon; Theodore Roszak, The
Memoirs of Elizabeth Frankenstein (tie). [ED]
Why We Are Despicable. “Science fiction novels are historical novels in
reverse, and both are properly despised. Both are archaeological – so
obsessed with discovery that the given is stinted. In both, world-mapping
obliterates world-making; both attempt a kind of reconstruction, one
backwards from the present, and one forwards. Specificity – how the sewers
worked in 1880, or how they will work in 2080 – is so strategic that it
wearies the reader....” Thus James Wood in The Guardian, reviewing Russell
Hoban’s Fremder – favourably, since (just like 1,000 other despised sf novels
which Wood knows he needn’t read) the book isn’t particularly concerned
with world-maps or sewers.
R.I.P. Richard Powers (born 1921; died 9 March in Madrid), the artist who
successfully brought abstract art and surrealism to sf book jackets. •
Evangeline Walton (born 1907; died 11 March, of pneumonia), who
novelized the four branches of the Mabinogion – beginning with The Virgin
and the Swine (1936, wisely retitled The Island of the Mighty) and
completing the set as 70s Ballantine Adult Fantasies. [CNB]
Random Fandom. John D. Berry sends a Science News headline proving
that Eyes Are Upon Us: “CIA studies fan debate over psi abilities”. • Helena
Gough & Martin Tudor announced their wedding for 4 April, followed by a
combined honeymoon and TAFF campaign in the sultry, tropical setting of
Eastercon.... • Kim Huett renounced all fan-fund ambitions, preferring to visit
the US under his own steam: “Not that I would ever stand for DUFF anyway
as it involves attending a worldcon, i.e. the fannish equivalent of genital
warts.” • Joan Paterson and Tibs “are now the proud (and exhausted) parents
of Michael Lachlan Ibbs, born 1:35am on 2 April 1996 at the Queen
Mother’s Hospital in Glasgow.” • Councillor Iain Thomas of the Glasgow
District Council, that fun-loving skiffy fan dear to the hearts of all locals, had
plans to enliven his final council meeting with loud and amusing bangs ... but
the Lord Provost’s heavy mob got wind of this, took him sternly aside, and
caused him to empty his pockets of fireworks. Cllr Thomas is a selfconfessed Conservative. [Glasgow Herald, 29 Mar]
C.o.A. BEM (Spanish newszine), Interface Grupo Editor, PO Box 6092,
47080 Valladolid, Spain • Gary Farber, 922 East 15th St, Apt 2B, Brooklyn,
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NY 11230, USA (expected by 11 Apr). • Sally Ann Melia, 6 Addlestone Pk,
Addlestone, Surrey, KT15 1SA • Rob & Pat Welbourn, 24 Wilde Road,
Waban, MA 02168-1325, USA.
Fantasy Encyclopaedia Fun. Best cross-reference entry so far, surprising yet
logical: “GUYS >> DOLLS”. • Most regrettedly unwritten theme-entry phrases:
in DARK TOWER, “... often updated as black-glass skyscrapers; modern London
and New York have suffered severe attacks of DTs”; and in BRAVE LITTLE
TAILOR, “The BLT sandwiches, as it were, the concepts of ...”
FAAns Redivivus. Fanzine Activity Achievement awards at Corflu went to:
ARTIST D. West (runners-up Ian Gunn, Teddy Harvia, Dan Steffan);
WRITER Andrew P. Hooper (r.u. Sharon Farber, Dave Langford, Simon
Ounsley); FANZINE Apparatchik (r.u. Attitude, BLAT!, Mimosa). [JM]
Could these results foreshadow ... the fan Hugos?
Thog’s Critical Masterclass. From a Ringpull flyer for Jeff Noon’s Pollen:
“Cyber-punk was invented by the Americans in the late 1980s when people
such as William Gibson began exploring the possibilities of high-tech meets
science-fiction. But cyber-punk is a million miles from the traditional world
of science-fiction ruled by sword and sorcery. The new generation’s worlds
are ruled by the gun and are inhabited by sharply drawn credible characters.
Witty, urban and hip, cyber-punk came as a maelstrom of fresh air....”
Bram Stoker Awards. 1996 finalists: NOVEL Widow, Billie Sue Mosiman;
deadrush, Yvonne Navarro; Zombie, Joyce Carol Oates; Bone Music, Alan
Rodgers. FIRST NOVEL Diary of a Vampire, Gary Bowen; The Between,
Tananarive Due; Madeleine’s Ghost, Robert Giardi; The Safety of Unknown
Cities, Lucy Taylor; Wyrm Wolf, Edo van Belkom. NOVELETTE “Baby Girl
Diamond”, Adam-Troy Castro; “Lunch at the Gotham Cafe”, Stephen King;
“Looking for Mr. Flip”, Thomas F. Monteleone; “Lover Doll”, Wayne Allen
Sallee; SHORT “Becky Lives” Harry Crews; “Chatting with Anubis”, Harlan
Ellison; “The Bungalow House”, Thomas Ligotti; “Death of the Novel”,
William Browning Spencer. COLLECTION The Panic Hand, Jonathan
Carroll; Cages, Ed Gorman; The Black Carousel, Charles Grant; Strange
Highways, Dean Koontz. NONFICTION The Supernatural Index, Mike
Ashley & William Contento; Psycho: Behind the Scenes, Janet Leigh &
Christopher Nickens; An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of the
Occult and Supernatural, James Randi; Immoral Tales: European Sex and
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Horror Movies 1956-1984, Cathal Tohill and Pete Tombs. Winners to be
announced 8 June. [ED]
Oops. Mighty defender of truth Jim England denounced me in The Skeptic
magazine as “importantly wrong”, for an obituary that quoted the full name
John Kilian Houston Brunner. Armed with infallible memories of some
conversation with John in the early 50s, JE declared that the middle names
were “invented” as a pseudonym. “Most SF writers ... seem to have wrongly
assumed they were part of his real name.” FACT: John’s 1934 birth
certificate is available through the Office of National Statistics, and lists his
forenames as John Kilian Houston. (From which he extracted the briefly-used
pseudonym “Kilian Houston Brunner”.)
Thog’s Masterclass. “‘And I’ve been here many times before. In fact, I was
here when you were running around in dirty diapers, Mr Coal. Things have a
way of leaking out.’ / ‘I think you’ve had leaks yourself,’ Coal said.” (John
Grisham, The Pelican Brief) [JB] • “The likelihood of life elsewhere in the
Galaxy, the inevitability of her species being drawn into an interstellar
extinction lottery, was all spelled out on the insides of Sargenti-Peterson.”
(Charles Pellegrino & George Zebrowski, The Killing Star. S-P is, luckily, a
comet.) [MMW] • The Author reports extreme difficulty in recording one
novel’s alleged immortal line for an audiobook: “All the streets of the port
were running with Arab seamen.”
Holdstockgram! Rob Holdstock rips the lid off: “Good God it’s Peter
Weston! At the International Association for Fantasy in the Arts in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida! ‘What are you doing here, Peter?’ many a delegate asks
(shocked). ‘It’s terrible,’ the reply comes from his seat at the poolside. ‘I’m
supposed to be selling doorknobs to a bunch of blokes in Orlando. It’s a
business trip, see? But my connecting flight from Fort Lauderdale was
cancelled! Isn’t that terrible?’ ‘Shocking! When’s your next available flight?’
‘Mine’s a Pina Colada,’ comes the chortling reply! • Astonishing scenes at
the panel on British sf where Tom Shippey and John Clute heatedly disagree
about Interzone publishing policy following a teasing statement from Peter
that were he to write an upbeat space-opera, IZ wouldn’t publish it because it
wouldn’t be pessimistic enough. Generously ignoring any other reason for
rejection, Clute’s impassioned defence of new writer optimism is only
slightly undermined when Ellen Datlow, of Omni, informs the audience that
the new generation of dour British sf writers collectively call themselves ‘The
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Miserables’. ‘I’m sorry John. I just thought you should know.’ • Even more
astonishing scenes at the guest lunch on Friday, where 300 delegates are
holding copies of The Hollowing. How quickly one is able to forget that the
book was distributed as a freebie! • To the Bahia Cabana with a small gang
all curious to see if it’s true that the menu includes Blackened Dolphin Steak
Sandwich. It is. After minutes of silence and soul searching – First
Englishman (softly): ‘It may be politically incorrect ... but I’m going to have
the fucking dolphin. How about you?’ Second Englishman (whispering):
‘Absolutely! I was just waiting for someone to go first.’ • A summons from
the bar to the roof, where Joe Haldeman has his binoculars pointed towards
the comet Hyakutake. His instruction to delegates to ‘Let your eyes adjust
and you’ll see something blurry, surrounded by a fuzzy haze’ is quite
unnecessary. •”
Ansible 105 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Jane Barnett, Paul
Barnett, Charles N. Brown, Cuddles, Ellen Datlow, Martin Morse Wooster
and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz),
Martin (For TAFF!) Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 5 Apr 96.
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EVOLUTION. The 1996 UK Eastercon seemed pretty good to me, even
though I made the mistake of attaining the traditional state of sleepless
exhaustion before actually arriving. Spirits were lifted by the delight of
Martin Hoare (official Ansible Transport Editor) when the Radisson
Edwardian Hotel’s chief flunkey cooed over his old Jaguar and deemed it
worthy of display amid posh cars in the forecourt, rather than round the back
with the prolemobiles.... This hotel’s eldritch, Escherian geometries were
much commented upon: it was a jolt to discover that my elaborately
memorized route from bar to bedroom, featuring a long march to the foyer
and several flights of stairs, could be short-circuited by walking round the
corner; spatial wormholes were clearly involved. One official-looking
convention sign explained: “You are in a maze of twisty passages, all alike.”
A few bold explorers, much scoffed at by sceptics, were said to have
discovered the Art Show. • The real-ale bar offered spectacular views of
doings in the adjacent swimming-pool and jacuzzi; an Intervention chairman
who shall be legless was heard to babble about having acquired recurring
fantasies of Sue Mason in a one-piece swimsuit. • Saturday’s breakfast saw a
remarkable homeopathic experiment, as by repeated dilutions the hotel
kitchens achieved a juice which retained an eerie “memory” of orangeness
even though every molecule of flavour had been lost. Orthodox science and
GoH Jack Cohen were equally baffled. • Uninhibited fun at Eastercons may
be coming to an end owing to Big Sister technology allowing scandalous
pictures to be immediately incorporated into an “alternative” con newsletter
rather better produced than the official one. Ansible would point the finger at
Alison Scott and her digital camera, but is afraid that it might be
photographed and used entirely out of context.... • Awards were thin on the
ground. The BSFA awards succumbed to a “technical hitch” (“The bloody
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administrator resigned and didn’t bloody tell us,” said BSFA supremos and
fan GoHs Paul Kincaid and Maureen Kincaid Speller in a heavily expurgated
interview); the Eastercon and Ken McIntyre (artwork) awards received no
nominations and were cancelled; however, the Doc Weir “good egg” award
seemed hotly contested (“the fix is in for X”, I was assured, for several values
of X) and went to Mark Plummer. • Ansible has abjectly failed to remember
any filthy gossip about further GoHs Bryan Talbot and Colin Greenland, but
who could forget their splendid The Tale of One Bad Season of Plenty? • The
almost-all-female Intuition bid secured the 1998 Eastercon, routing the allmale spoof “Testostercon: The con with BALLS!” – despite the latter’s
promise of not only sweat lodges but a Babes Beauty Contest replacing the
Masquerade. • In honour of other GoH Vernor Vinge, Evolution did not end
but vanished into the complex orifice of a Singularity.

The Bird of the Difficult Eye
Harlan Ellison suffered a presumed heart attack on 12 April, and on the 14th
underwent an emergency quadruple bypass operation. He left hospital on the
19th to convalesce at home with his wife Susan, and was soon whingeing
healthily about receiving (despite loudly expressed wishes that people
wouldn’t) over 600 get-well calls and faxes, besides so many flowers that the
place “smells like an Algerian whorehouse”.
Chris Reed assures enquirers that Back Brain Recluse magazine has not died
but is merely delayed owing to his success as a freelance graphic designer.
Real soon now, etc. More data on BBR and the NSFA from him at PO Box
625, Sheffield, S1 3GY.
Franz Rottensteiner remains almost tight-lipped about his split with
Stanislaw Lem: “Since Stanislaw Lem’s books no longer sell even in those
countries where they once sold, the author has discovered a new source of
income: he is asking his ex-agent Franz Rottensteiner to sign letters granting
Mr Lem $50,000 in punitive damages should Rottensteiner make use of
Lem’s letters in any way whatsoever or insult the author in any way. Strictly
factual reporting is allowed. A sure win-situation since the facts in the case
are deeply insulting to Mr Lem.”
H.G. Wells has become a theme pub: HG’s in Peterborough. In homage to
Wells’s most famous sf creations, the PR company had the new pub opened
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by Jon Pertwee and a brace of Daleks (since “Tom Baker was too
expensive”), while its press release credits Wells with Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under The Sea. According to CAMRA spies, the quality of research
accurately reflects that of the beer. [AB]

Concheros
3 May • Bob Shaw Wake, upstairs room, Wheatsheaf pub, Rathbone Place,
north of Oxford Street, London. (Nearest tube: Tottenham Court Road.) 6pm
onwards. All who knew Bob are apparently welcome; this informal event was
arranged by his UK hardback publishers, Gollancz. Who neglected to tell
Ansible until very late in the day that it wasn’t invitation-only....
22 May • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm
onward. With guest speaker Kim Newman.
24-7 May • Inconsistent (sf/humour), Scotch Corner Hotel, Darlington. £22
reg; £27 after Easter. Contact 26 Northampton Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0
7HA.
26-29 Jul • Albacon 96, Central Hotel, Glasgow. £30 reg. Contact F1/2, 10
Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE. Members are either urgently
wanted or about to receive refunds, depending on decisions at a 4 May
committee meeting to discuss whether Harlan Ellison’s enforced dropout as a
GoH (see above) means cancellation. Phone enquiries to Cuddles: 0141 558
2862.
5-7 Jul • Constitution (Trek), Tollgate Motel, Gravesend, Kent. Contact 115
The Brent, Dartford, Kent, DA1 1YH.
13-15 Sep • Lightspeed (Trek), Hilton National Hotel, Leeds. £35 reg +
3xSAE. Contact 16 Bramwell St, Eastwood, Rotherham, S. Yorks, S65 1RZ.
11-13 Oct • Octocon ’96, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoire, nr Dublin. GoH
Brian Stableford, others. £16 reg, £20 at door. Contact 30 South Circular Rd,
Dublin 8, Ireland.
26-7 Oct • Who’s 7 (Dr Blake event), Ashford International Hotel, Ashford,
Kent. Contact 10 Fillebrook Hall, Fillebrook Rd, Leytonstone, London, E11
1AG.
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17-19 Nov • Armadacon, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £22 reg. GoH
Jack Cohen, Dave Langford, others? Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave, Mannamead,
Plymouth, Devon, PL3 5HL.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now
£30 reg/£20 unwaged; cheques to “Wincon”. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
24-6 May 97 • Fantasticon UK, Harrogate Int’l Conf Centre, many guests.
£40.50 reg (£45 from 1 Sept). Contact 38 Planetree Ave, Fenham, Newcastle
upon Tyne, NE4 9TH.
22-5 Aug 97 • Terok Nor (Trek), Radisson Edward Hotel, Heathrow,
London. Contact (SAE) 43 Eastern Ave, Polegate, East Sussex, BN26 6HG.
10-13 Apr 98 • Intuition (Eastercon), Piccadilly Jarvis Hotel, Manchester.
GoH Connie Willis, Ian McDonald, Martin Tudor. £25 reg (until Novacon
’96). Contact 43 Onslow Gardens, Wallington, Surrey, SM6 9QH.
21-24 Aug 98 • Babylon 5 – The Wrap Party, Radisson Edwardian Hotel,
Heathrow, London. £60 reg until Intervention. GoHs J. Michael Straczynski,
Harlan Ellison, others. Contact (SAE) PO Box 505, Reading, Berks, RG1
7QZ.
Rumblings • Reconvene (Eastercon ’99 bid) had its cashbox and records
stolen at Evolution: presupporters should contact the committee at 3 West
Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. • Not KC in 2K: the “Kansas City in
2000” worldcon bid is no more; it has ceased to be; bereft of life, it rests in
peace; it is an ex-bid. This is chiefly because a 1,000-room KC hotel building
project has collapsed. • Australia in ’99!

Infinitely Improbable
Awards! Arthur C. Clarke Award: Paul J. McAuley’s Fairyland, with Ken
MacLeod’s The Star Fraction named as a very close runner-up. Steve Baxter
mutters: “I was sorry to miss out on the ACC but was even more galled with
third place (or worse). Apparently I now enter the playoffs for relegation to
the Auto Windshield SF Trophy, southern division....” • Philip K. Dick
Award for best US paperback original: Bruce Bethke, Headcrash. • Nebula
Awards: NOVEL Robert J. Sawyer, The Terminal Experiment; NOVELLA
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Elizabeth Hand, “Last Summer at Mars Hill”; NOVELETTE Ursula K. Le
Guin, “Solitude”; SHORT Esther M. Friesner, “Death and the Librarian”;
GRAND MASTER A.E.van Vogt.
R.I.P. Richard Condon (1915-96), famed for The Manchurian Candidate and
other borderline sf works and black comedies, died on 9 April. • Lucio Fulci,
director of many Italian horror flicks including the poignant Zombie Flesh
Eaters, died in mid-March. [SG] • Christopher Robin Milne, whose entire life
was haunted by his father’s Winnie-the-Pooh books, died aged 75 in late
April. • Stirling Silliphant (1918-96) died on 26 April; he wrote screenplays
for several genre movies: Charly, Village of the Damned, The Swarm, etc
(“not to mention odd non-sf/fantasy trivia like In the Heat of the Night” –
[PB]). • P.L. Travers (1906-96), author of Mary Poppins (1934), also died in
late April – after more than 30 triumphant years of blocking any follow-up to
the 1964 Disney movie which she so detested. Nevertheless, some UK
newspapers sensitively headed their obituaries with stills of Julie Andrews.
Fantasy Encyclopedia Fun II: in one draft entry list, our spies were
delighted to discover the cross-reference entries REVENGE >>
VENGEANCE and also VENGEANCE >> REVENGE. “Shut up,
Langford,” explained editorial supremo John Grant as he hastily checked for
RECURSIVE FANTASY >> RECURSIVE FANTASY.
Gollancz launched their Indigo (posh B-format) and Vista (The Unseen
University Challenge ... advt.) imprints on 25 April, with much wine and
several pictures of books. Meanwhile, deadly rivals HarperCollins
simultaneously launched Blue Mars with Kim Stanley Robinson in
attendance; those who trekked between the parties claimed Gollancz’s booze
to be superior.
C.o.A. Gary Farber, 922 East 15th St, #3B, Brooklyn, NY 11230-3752, USA
(apt. number update) • Anthony & Joy Hilbert (formerly A. Gilbert & J.
Hibbert), PO Box 30, Marsden, Huddersfield, HD7 6UX. • Rob Meades &
Alice Kohler, 27 Hale Close, Melbourn, Royston, Herts, SG8 6ET • Reading
01734 phone numbers are becoming 01189 numbers (see masthead): old
codes work to Jan 98, but update your records now! • John Rickett & Josie
Price, Willow Cottage, 21 The Green, Uley, Dursley, Glos, GL11 5SN. (JDR
is outraged at Fortean Times for not crediting him as Photographer of
Langford. Er, I forgot to tell them....)
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Thog’s Science Masterclass (Voyager flyer, on Blue Mars): “Ten things you
didn’t know about the red planet. [...] 9. Mars is the only planet in the solar
system that could sustain human life.”
Fanfundery. DUFF: Perry Middlemiss won the 1996 race by a simple
majority with 63 votes (commiserations to Danny Heap, 44, and Stephen
Dedman, 9) and will travel from Australia to LAcon. • TAFF ballot deadline:
Sat 4 May, midnight.
UnConvention. Maureen Speller sought truth out there: “The panel on ‘Postmortem Movements and the Rise of the Vampire’ was pretty good, though
punctuated by some pretty icky scenes of skin sloughed by corpses. I missed
the Highgate Vampire session with David Farrant, though the programme
book came up with ‘His investigations had far reaching and disturbing
consequences’, which I said meant he’d been arrested a lot. Strangely
enough, this is more or less what he said. God, I felt old being the only
member of [my] group who could remember this nutter being arrested every
few weeks....” The famous Alien Autopsy was on view: “... more than I had
seen before. I can’t actually understand how anyone does think it is genuine.
Okay, so we don’t know what aliens will look like but my feeling on
watching the whole thing was that this was not a dissection but carnage,
ripping a body into its constituent parts, and nothing useful was going to be
gained. There was bugger all ‘procedure’. I would have thought that there
would have been a painstaking, methodical examination, much note-taking,
still photography etc. that would have taken weeks or months. Instead, to
judge from the clock the whole thing took no more than a couple of hours,
was desperately haphazard and didn’t look ‘medical’.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “Chang stepped forward, visibly clenching the many
stout muscles that enwreathed his big, bony, close-cropped head.” (Neal
Stephenson, The Diamond Age) [PM]

Oh No, Not Again ...
Yes, it’s Hugo nominations time. A feisty 442 LAcon (and Intersection)
members’ nominating ballots led to: NOVEL The Time Ships, Stephen
Baxter; Brightness Reef, David Brin; The Terminal Experiment, Robert J.
Sawyer; The Diamond Age, Neal Stephenson; Remake, Connie Willis. •
NOVELLA “Fault Lines”, Nancy Kress (Asimov’s Aug); “A Man of the
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People”, Ursula K. Le Guin (Asimov’s Apr); “A Woman’s Liberation”,
Ursula K. Le Guin (Asimov’s Jul); “Bibi”, Mike Resnick & Susan Shwartz
(Asimov’s Dec); “The Death of Captain Future”, Allen Steele (Asimov’s Oct).
• NOVELETTE “Luminous”, Greg Egan (Asimov’s Sep); “TAP”, Greg Egan
(Asimov’s Nov); “Think Like a Dinosaur”, James Kelly (Asimov’s Jun);
“When the Old Gods Die”, Mike Resnick (Asimov’s Apr); “The Good Rat”,
Allen Steele (Analog Dec); “Must and Shall”, Harry Turtledove (Asimov’s,
Nov). • SHORT “TeleAbsence”, Michael A. Burstein (Analog Jul); “Life on
the Moon”, Tony Daniel (Asimov’s Apr); “A Birthday”, Esther M. Friesner
(F&SF Aug); “The Lincoln Train”, Maureen F. McHugh (F&SF Apr);
“Walking Out”, Michael Swanwick (Asimov’s Feb). • NONFICTION Yours,
Isaac Asimov: A Lifetime of Letters, Isaac Asimov ed Stanley Asimov;
Spectrum 2: The Best in Contemporary Fantastic Art, ed Cathy Burnett &
Arnie Fenner; Science Fiction: The Illustrated Encyclopedia, John Clute;
Alien Horizons: The Fantastic Art of Bob Eggleton, Bob Eggleton; To Write
Like a Woman: Essays in Feminism and Science Fiction, Joanna Russ. •
DRAMATIC Apollo 13; “The Coming of Shadows” (Babylon 5); “The
Visitor” (Star Trek: DS9); Toy Story; 12 Monkeys. • PRO EDITOR Ellen
Datlow, Gardner Dozois, Scott Edelman, Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Stanley
Schmidt. • PRO ARTIST Jim Burns, Thomas Canty, Bob Eggleton, Don
Maitz, Michael Whelan. • ARTWORK F&SF Oct-Nov cover, Bob Eggleton;
Analog Jan cover; Bob Eggleton; Dinotopia: The World Beneath, James
Gurney; Analog Mar cover, George H. Krauter; F&SF Jan cover, Gary
Lippincott. • SEMIPROZINE Crank!, Interzone, Locus, The New York
Review of SF, SF Chronicle. • FANZINE Ansible, Apparatchik, Attitude
(gosh!), FOSFAX, Lan’s Lantern, Mimosa. • FAN WRITER Sharon Farber,
Andy Hooper, Dave Langford, Evelyn C. Leeper, Joseph T. Major. • FAN
ARTIST Ian Gunn, Teddy Harvia, Joe Mayhew, Peggy Ranson, William
Rotsler. • JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD (not a Hugo) Michael A.
Burstein, David Feintuch, Felicity Savage, Sharon Shinn, Tricia Sullivan.
Retro Hugos. LAcon is also madly awarding the Hugos that didn’t get
presented in 1946. Spot who’s on both lists.... NOVEL “The Mule”, Isaac
Asimov (part II of Foundation and Empire); “Red Sun of Danger”, Edmond
Hamilton writing as Brett Sterling (novel as Danger Planet); That Hideous
Strength, C.S. Lewis; Destiny Times Three, Fritz Leiber; The World of NullA, A.E.van Vogt. • NOVELLA “Dead Hand”, Isaac Asimov (part I of
Foundation and Empire); “Giant Killer”, A. Bertram Chandler; Animal
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Farm, George Orwell; I Remember Lemuria, Richard S. Shaver. •
NOVELETTE “Pi in the Sky”, Fredric Brown; “Into Thy Hands”, Lester del
Rey; “First Contact”, Murray Leinster; “The Piper’s Son”, Lewis Padgett;
“The Mixed Men”, A.E.van Vogt (revised as The Mixed Men). • SHORT
“The Waveries”, Fredric Brown; “Uncommon Sense”, Hal Clement;
“Correspondence Course”, Raymond F. Jones; “The Ethical Equations”,
Murray Leinster; “What You Need”, Lewis Padgett. • DRAMATIC Blithe
Spirit, The Body Snatcher, The Horn Blows at Midnight, House of Dracula,
The Picture of Dorian Gray. • PRO EDITOR John W. Campbell Jr, Sam
Merwin Jr, Raymond A. Palmer, Donald A. Wollheim. • PRO ARTIST Earle
K. Bergey, Hannes Bok, Edd Cartier, Virgil Finlay, Frank R. Paul. •
FANZINE The Acolyte, Chanticleer, Fantasy Commentator, Shangri
L’Affaires, Voice of the Imagi-Nation. • FAN WRITER Forrest J Ackerman,
Charles E. Burbee, Francis Towner Laney, Bob Tucker, Art Widner. • FAN
ARTIST Joe Gibson, Lou Goldstone Jr, Alva Rogers, William Rotsler, Jack
Wiedenbeck. • (Other Hugo categories like Nonfiction attracted too few
votes.)
Thog’s Retro Masterclass. “He shook his head wearily, and let his eyes
drop back to the streets below.” “Then his eyes moved up along the rough
tweed of his trousers to the shorter motion of his thighs.” (Lester del Rey,
“Uneasy Lies the Head” and “The Monster”) [BA]
Ansible 106 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
Amanda Baker, Paul Barnett, Cuddles, Steve Green, Phil Masters, and our
Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin
Tudor and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 2 May 96.
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GLOOM. As Greg Pickersgill puts it, “the evidence that we are passing
through a cosmic cloud of fan-tropic toxic gas mounts” (see R.I.P. overleaf)
... this in reaction to Ethel Lindsay’s dismaying announcement that owing to
intractable cancer she does not expect to be with us for much longer. (For
new fans: Ethel published the long-running fanzines Scottishe and Haverings,
was the 1962 TransAtlantic Fan Fund delegate and duly published a full trip
report, and has for years been UK agent for SF Chronicle.) Then on 26 May
we lost Richard Evans, probably my favourite editor in British sf publishing.
He had been badly weakened by a 1994 health crisis; returning unwell from a
US trip in May, he eventually entered hospital with pneumonia, was moved
into intensive care on the 25th and died next day. He was only 46; he leaves a
wife (Ali Dunn) and two teenaged children. It’s hard to imagine Gollancz sf
without him.... • His funeral on 31 May at Kensal Green saw a huge turn-out
of editors, agents and writers. Jo Fletcher spoke for Gollancz at this secular
“celebration of his life”. Mike Rohan and I were among those grateful to
Richard for buying our first novels for Arrow; at Futura, he had launched the
Orbit imprint. Other writers present included Brian Aldiss, John Brosnan,
Chris Evans, Harry Harrison, Rob Holdstock, Roz Kaveney, Chris Priest and
Andrew Stephenson – all of whom inevitably gravitated to a pub and
swapped Richard anecdotes. One that he used to tell himself concerned his
first day at Oxford, when after much gathering of courage he left his college
room to find an exquisite fop in a velvet suit, cape and broad-brimmed
aesthete’s hat, who sneeringly passed by. Deeply conscious of his jeans and tshirt, Richard retreated to his room and (he claimed) stayed there for three
days. The poseur proved to be Martin Amis. • Condolences from afar came
from Neil Gaiman, busy novelizing his tv series Neverwhere – “... was
devastated. Neverwhere was in many ways spawned from a conversation I
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had with him at 3am in a bar at a con at Glasgow in 85 or 86. Shit shit shit.” –
and Terry Pratchett, on a signing tour: “I think I liked it better when I was in
the age group that went to each other’s weddings.”

The Poison Belt
John Brosnan still knows how to have fun: “Last Tuesday I had lunch with
editor John Jarrold to celebrate the publication of my new novel Have
Demon, Will Travel. We had a jolly time in a Turkish restaurant and naturally
imbibed some wine and brandy. But we did not over-indulge. Oh no. At the
end of the meal we said goodbye and went our separate ways. Then suddenly
I was no longer in Pimlico but in a hospital casualty department and having
treatment for a head injury. I have no memory of how I got there. My theory
is that I had a close encounter with a vehicle.... Had Lunch, Went Travelling.
Could this start a new trend among authors desperate to plug their books – by
throwing themselves in front of cars?” [18 May]
Pat Cadigan goes all dewy-eyed: “The Original Chris Fowler and I were
married on May 9 in Haringey. Chris’s best man was long-time womanfriend Dora Alderson. John Clute did a playful turn as matron-of-honor,
while Judith Clute handled media-related duties and additional glamour.... I
know the prospect of Pat Cadigan in full-time residence [in Haringey] is the
sort of thing that induces ecstasy in you. Try to remain useful and competent
nonetheless. You dog.”
Simon R. Green strives to raise our cultural tone: “I’ve just been to see Barb
Wire The Movie; a tits and guns, leave your brain at the door, no plot to get in
the way of the action, film. When I was 15, I would have loved this film.
Now I’m 40, I loved this film. It practically defines the phrase guilty pleasure.
Great fun was had when Barb had to run anywhere, and they switched to a
stunt stand-in because Pamela Anderson couldn’t run in the costumes they
had her stitched into.”
Charles Stross self-promotes: “The Web Architect’s Handbook (AddisonWesley). All you need to know about the construction of large web sites, in
that classic Interzone style: the squamous SGML parser groaned as it writhed
beneath the iron boot of her DTD; ‘Now, little web site,’ hissed the editor,
‘this is what I want you to look like....’”
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John Wyndham ... the plot thickens. The “Wyndham Archive” currently
being offered around for £100,000 was sold by the former Trustee of
Wyndham’s estate. This person allegedly neglected to consult or inform the
heirs – who inherited said estate when JW’s widow died in mid-1991, and
had a tough time wresting control from said Trustee. By then the papers had
been flogged, in late 1991, through an agent who still keeps the purchaser’s
identity a deadly secret and who is now handling the current sale at a price
“several multiples” higher. Information on this deal’s progress is requested
by the new Trustees.

Conviciation
14-16 Jun • Nexus (Trek), Holiday Inn, Bristol. £35 reg. Contact 26 Milner
Road, Horfield, Bristol, BS7 9PQ.
28-30 Jun • Discworld Convention, Britannia “Sasha’s” Hotel, Manchester.
GoHs: guess who? Registrations closed.
5-7 Jul • Constitution (Trek), Tollgate Motel, Gravesend, Kent. Contact 115
The Brent, Dartford, Kent, DA1 1YH.
21 Jul • Minanimi Con II (animé), Hilton National Hotel, Portsmouth. £15
ref; £20 at door. Contact 15 New Rd, Fair Oak, Eastleigh, Hants, SO50 8EN.
26-29 Jul • Albacon 96, Central Hotel, Glasgow. £30 reg. GoH Terry
Pratchett, David Gerrold (DG replaces Harlan Ellison following HE’s recent
heart surgery). Contact F1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
26-31 Aug • Arvon Foundation sf writing course tutored by Colin
Greenland & Gwyneth Jones. £275 all in. Contact AF, Totleigh Barton,
Sheepwash, Devon, EX21 5NS. 01409 231338.
4-6 Oct • Fantasycon XX, International Hotel, Marsh Wall, London. GoH
Christopher Fowler, Tom Holt, others. £40/$80 reg; £35/$70 BFS members.
Contact (SAE) 137 Priory Road, Hall Green, Birmingham B28 OTB.
30 Oct-2 Nov 97 • World Fantasy Convention, International Hotel, Marsh
Wall, London. Ever so many guests. £75/$120 reg; membership limited to
750. Contact PO Box 31, Whitby, North Yorkshire, YO22 4YL.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £30 reg/
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£20 unwaged; cheques now to “Intervention”. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
10-12 Jul 98 • Infinity (media-inclined), Angel Hotel, Cardiff, Wales. £30
reg. Contact Swn y Nant, 12 Stuart St, Treherbert, Treorchy, CF42 5PR.
Rumblings • Radisson Edwardian Hotel: Simo “sent the manager a lengthy
letter on problems at Evolution and Accelerate ’96. A swift, polite reply
thanked me for feedback but failed to answer any specific points, citing the
unusual circumstances of an sf con as the cause of the problems: ‘Right,
we’ve got some sci-fi fans turning up, so hide all the kettles, take half the
stuffing out of the pillows, turn off the heating in the corridors, water down
the orange juice, introduce a random factor into the bar prices, replace the
scrambled egg with cold vomit, and tell all the staff to feign ignorance of the
English language. Don’t worry, we can go back to normal on Tuesday.’” •
The Black Lodge (Midlands horror/dark fantasy meeting) is now at
Midlands Arts Centre, opposite Edgbaston cricket ground, 1st Tue each
month. [SG]

Infinitely Improbable
R.I.P. Redd Boggs, long-time US fan, stalwart of FAPA, and fine
fanwriter/editor, died on 9 May aged 75. The day before, Greg Pickersgill
had been reading RB’s old fanzines “with great pleasure and genuine joy at
being in contact, albeit at some remove in time and space, with an excellent
person and wonderful fan.... I never had any personal contact with Boggs,
and only ‘discovered’ his brilliant fanwriting in recent years – and brilliant he
is too; everything, from those physically tiny fanzines like Spirochaete, Bete
Noir, Penseroso, Retrograde and Discord to the majestic Skyhook, is a pure
white light of some of the best writing we are ever likely to see in fandom.
His stuff is always exciting, finely written, about something; wonderful
things.” • Charles Burbee – famously acerbic US fanwriter, “Burb” to friends
– died on 27 May, aged 81. Gary Farber valued him for “the template of
much of fandom as I’ve known and cared for it. He set the tone for
irreverence towards authority, puncturing pomposity, and generally being
hilarious. [...] A lot of fans have imitated Burbee; for some generations it was
nearly obligatory – but none ever came close to the original, the one, the only
Charles Burbee. His wit and sensibility were unique.” • Vera Chapman
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(1898-1996), doyenne of Arthurian novelists and founder of the Tolkien
Society in 1969, died in mid-May. • Roy Gasson, a British editor who worked
with many sf writers, also died in May. A nice man and a witty one, notes
Paul Barnett: “He was also, I think, the originator of the publishing
expression flop d’estime.” • Leon Garfield (1921-96), noted children’s
novelist and author with Edward Blishen of the retelling of Greek mythology
The God Beneath the Sea, died on 2 June. • Timothy Leary, LSD guru, died
on 31 May – his net-publicized last words being “Why not?” and “Yeah.” He
was 75. Charles Platt’s earlier deathbed vigil was in vain: “he suddenly
decided he didn’t want to be frozen after all. Life is full of disappointments.”
Complaining that the cryonics lot “have no sense of humour”, Leary opted
instead to have his ashes launched into space.... • Jon Pertwee (1919-96) died
on 20 May aged 76; his much-loved tv rôles as the third Dr Who (1970-4)
and Worzel Gummidge (1979-81; 1987; 1989) occupied only a tiny fraction
of his 60-year acting career. Other genre-flavoured JP parts were in Toad of
Toad Hall (BBC), The Avengers and The Goodies. • Ed Wood, the old-time
US fan spoofed in The Enchanted Duplicator as “Dedwood”, died in midMay.
Thog’s Poetry Masterclass. “Lust of my blood inflamed his yellow balls.”
(Robert Browning, An Epistle Concerning the Strange Medical Experience of
Karshish, the Arab Physician) [SS]
TAFF. Martin Tudor won by a landslide, crushing the hapless Simo by 138
votes to 9 (“No Preference” got 2 votes). This has worried the graceful loser:
“I DEMAND A RECOUNT! I can’t believe that 9 people thought I was
better than Tudor. Somebody must have voted for me twice.” MT flies first to
Las Vegas 21/22 Aug; besides the Worldcon in LA, he hopes to visit San
Francisco, Seattle, Washington DC and possibly New York, returning 14/15
Sept. Rare UK fanzines for TAFF auction in the US are solicited. UK
administrator Abigail Frost, groaning from prolonged ’flu, promises an
official TAFF newsletter real soon now.
Filk Off! Another fan term has infected the wider world: “filk”. A US editor
reports that an acquaintance has been writing “Christian filksongs” for years,
in ignorance of the word’s vile origins, and was horrified to learn the sf
connection. “Now she has to change the title of her new album, because her
church considers science fiction to be a work of the devil.” [via JE]
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C.o.A. Jim Barker has a new office (“I got flooded out of my old premises”):
NR12, Newhouse Business Park, Newhouse Rd, Grangemouth, Falkirk, FK3
8LL. • Cat Coast & Dave Hicks, 1 St Woolos Place, Newport, Gwent, NP9
4GQ. • Colin Greenland & Susanna M. Clarke, 98 Sturton St, Cambridge,
CB1 2QA. • Christina Lake (temporary, to end Nov), c/o 21 Sunnyside Place,
Belmont, MA 02178, USA. • Ethel Lindsay, after a period in a hospice,
should by now be at 1 Park Homes, Charles St, Carnoustie, Angus: “My
heartfelt thanks to all the good people who sent me cards and letters. They
meant so much to me, and I was quite overwhelmed by the number of old
friends and new who took so much trouble – and so quickly!” • Alex
McLintock, 14 Whitgift Rd, Teversham, Cambridge, CB1 5AY. • Anne-Marie
& Pete Wright, 56 Gladys Ave, North End, Portsmouth, PO2.
Random Fandom. Jim Barker: “I did get around to writing my children’s
book, starring Julian Headlong, which is currently making the rounds of the
publishers. No one has bitten yet, but it’s nice to know I own the copyright to
Julian....” • Rob Hansen seeks a package bearing Allen Baum’s name,
containing a book which Rob was to pass on but left in the Wellington (May).
Any sightings? • Greg Pickersgill has imported copies of Harry Warner Jr’s
A Wealth of Fable: An Informal History of Fandom in the Fifties (SCIFI
Press 1992 hardback, 456pp, photos, index): £15 inc p&p, from Greg at 3
Bethany Row, Narberth Rd, Haverfordwest, SA61 2XG ... or £12 in person at
cons etc. • David Riley of Beyond has sent form letters to (some) contributors,
saying that issue 4 should appear this year, but that as a backlog-clearing
measure he’s returning all stories for which contracts have not been signed.
Outraged Letters. “Regarding the HarperCollins and Gollancz launch
parties, I must disagree with your report [of others’ remarks – DRL]. HC’s
launch for Kim Stanley Robinson had the best wine, while the canapés at
VG’s Vista/Indigo bash were far superior (if equally unrecognizable). Both
events were extremely well attended, despite four other parties in town that
night.” – Steve (Party Animal) Jones. • Charles Platt: “Q: What does Dave
Langford have in common with Charlie Brown? A: They both print stories
without checking sources! There is no such organization as the Cryogenics
Society. Cryogenics is the science of low temperatures. Cryonics means
freezing people. I am Vice President of CryoCare, a cryonics organization I
helped to establish.”
Nebulosity. Charles Platt was there: “Since I had nothing better to do while I
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waited in LA to freeze Timothy Leary’s head, I dropped in at the Nebula
awards dinner on board the Queen Mary. • Bruce Murray (keynote speaker),
formerly of JPL, expounded at considerable length on the startling possibility
that we may be entering an Information Age. He also predicted a mission to
Mars real soon now, sponsored by an unprecedented alliance of western and
bankrupt eastern nations, for motives unstated. George Alec Effinger
(toastmaster) reminisced, also at length, on his multiple failure modes as a
writer. Sample: ‘One of my worst experiences is finding books that I’ve
autographed, turning up in second-hand bookstores. I even found one that I
had dedicated to an ex-wife.’ • At this point I would like to offer some
unsolicited advice for future Nebulas programming: 1. It’s probably not a
good idea for the SFWA president to select a toastmaster based on his
credentials as her boyfriend. 2. Try to present the Grandmaster Award
without implying that the winner has been selected mainly because his health
is frail. 3. If you know that an elderly person is to receive an award, seat him
near the stage so that he doesn’t have to embark on a hazardous and lengthy
trek while people in the audience try to sustain their applause –
unsuccessfully, leaving a hideously embarrassing silence while he struggles
to reach the microphone. 4. People who are asked to stand up and read out
lists of nominees should be given the lists beforehand, so they don’t have to
tear them out of the SFWA Bulletin. Also, they should have at least a vague
idea of how to pronounce author names and titles. 5. When a toastmaster has
untested humorous credentials, try his speech on some fan focus groups
beforehand to weed out the jokes that are deeply embarrassing as opposed to
merely lame. • Incidentally, I was very happy to see A.E.van Vogt get the
Grandmaster Award, even though it was given for the usual wrong reasons. If
it had been given for the right reasons he would have received it years ago. •
Outside the Queen Mary was a 300-foot bungee jump, which a couple of
skiffy scribes dared to try, no doubt eager to experience zero-gravity. I
watched one young woman fall and rebound, at which point the cable
attached to the elastic writhed in a chaotic fashion and threatened to loop
itself around her neck. Just imagine that on the cover of Locus!”
Thog’s Optical Masterclass. “Schulutski’s body lay revoltingly supine, the
distorted eyes staring up, like two accusing fingers, shrouded by a thick, pink
glove.” (“John E. Muller”, The Negative Ones) • “He blinked away the waves
of blackness lapping at his ankles.” (Richard Matheson, The Shores of Space)
• “He swept the antechamber with the eyes of a trapped animal.” (Poul
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Anderson, “Among Thieves”)

Geeks’ Corner
Post-Wellington Update, 7 June. Millions of fans desperate to know the fate
of Allen Baum’s book package (see above) can now cease their agony of
suspense: eagle-eyed Abigail Frost found the thing and conveyed it to Alison
Scott for safe keeping. Just another of the million stories in the naked city.
Also at the Wellington, it was whispered again that London first-Thursday
meetings might usefully move from this acoustically awful (think “SECC”),
music-plagued and suit-infested pub. So far, this is merely a low muttering....
Squeezed out of the printed Ansible by too many obits and a sense that most
people would see it too late: Newham (London) libraries’ June-August sf
festival is launched today, Friday 7 June (1pm-9pm) and Saturday 8 June
(11am-9pm) at The Old Town Hall, Stratford, London. Steve Baxter is a
guest. Further events in libraries too various to list: Dave Gibbons 11 June;
writers’ workshop 18 June; Rob Holdstock, Simon Ings and Michael
Marshall Smith panel 20 June; story/magazine workshop 9 July; SF poetry
with Steve Sneyd and John Light 25 July; Andrew Harman and Harry
Harrison 15 August. More details: Jenny Bowen, 0181 557 8882.
Ansible 107 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Janice Eisen, Steve Green, Steve Jones, Chris Priest, Roger Robinson, Steve
Sneyd, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart
(Oz), Martin Tudor, Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 6 Jun 96.
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Ansible 108, July 1996
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Atom. Available for SAE, green Lepti liquor or
Wintenberry jelly.
BUY THIS OR ELSE. “Ansible. Filled with wild rumour, suspect
speculation, gross exaggeration, dirt and innuendo ... unputdownable.” –
Harry Harrison. Thank you, Harry! To explain: I’ve been fishing the murky
waters of sf circles for promotional blurb lines, as requested by NESFA Press
for The Silence of the Langford (a hugely expanded trade paperback version
of their earlier Langford nonfiction collection Let’s Hear It For The Deaf
Man, with a far too flattering introduction by Teresa Nielsen Hayden). It’s
actually rather embarrassing to ask people for quotable quotes; Brian Aldiss
confessed that it is also embarrassing to be asked, but nevertheless offered
“Deaf maybe, but he’s the seeing eye of SF humour. In the Country of the
Blind the One-Eared Man is King.” Good old John Grant came up with “For
my money, Langford is the funniest writer active in the sf field today. Why
has no one awarded him a Hugo?” I seem to have slightly misled Harry
Harrison – a natural side effect of not being able to provide people with
copies of what they were so sincerely praising – and he sent in a blurb for
Ansible, as above. John Clute was so generous that even my shrivelled
modesty forbids quotation here; the same goes for Charles Platt. Others
approached the task differently, like Bruce Sterling with “For me, Dave
Langford has always represented the highest and definitely the most virulent
strain of fandom”, Terry Pratchett’s “Wit, slightly deaf person, raconteur and
finest swordsman in all of Christendom”, and Joe Haldeman’s enigmatic
commendation “David Langford writes like a pixie with sharp teeth. Perhaps
rabies.” Pat Cadigan was very Pat Cadigan, beginning: “Bad! Bold! Brazen!
No Apologies and No Prisoners! But, enough about me ...” Neil Gaiman
permitted a recycling of his horror chapbook blurb: “Only Dave Langford
knows the meaning of the word ‘fear’.*” (Footnote: “The other words only
Dave Langford knows the meaning of are ‘Labile’, ‘Glabrous’ and
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‘Scrotiform’.”) Lionel Fanthorpe indefatigably offered a choice of eight,
including “Reading Langford is like eating jugged hare and sleeping with
Mrs Beeton for dessert!” and “More fun than flying with the Red Baron on
his last mission!” Jane Yolen, sadly too late, sent a cryptic quatrain. And
Brian Stableford ... but space remains only for the deft compliments of Peter
Nicholls: “It is a tragedy to readers of serious fiction that David Langford has
recklessly chosen to squander so many of his splendid talents on
demagoguery aimed at science fiction fandom, the street people of the literary
world. His inflammatory rhetoric may stimulate and madden the great
unwashed, but it’s hardly art.” Which several of these fine quotes, each alone
worth the price of admission, will appear on the actual book-jacket? Place
your bets now.

This Sentence No Verb
Brian Aldiss broods: “Awful, all these funerals, enjoyable though the aprés
ski undoubtedly is. However, none of us will forget the kindness and decency
of Richard [Evans]. He was a friend to me although I was never one of his
authors.... I was never a strong believer in the Christian idea of life after
death. It sounded too ghastly to be true. But the thought that there might be
DEATH after death, as may already have happened in John Brunner’s case, is
pulverizing for a writer. Chinese-style, I have already ordered my coffin, and
am having the text of Non-Stop carved on it.”
Terry Bisson is completing the late Walter M. Miller’s unfinished sequel to
A Canticle for Leibowitz, for 1997 publication.
Pat Cadigan protests: “Whenever I read libel about myself in that rag you
publish, I think, ‘It’s about time.’ ... You dog.”
George Alec Effinger is having a rotten time: “I’m being sued by the
hospital to whom I’ve owed many tens of thousands of dollars for years. My
attorney tells me that because of local state law, the hospital may end up
owning not only all the books and stories I’ve ever written, and not only all
the books and stories upcoming, but also my continuing characters, even after
I’m forced into bankruptcy. I may just give up writing and join the Merchant
Marine or something.”
John Grant was urgently consulted when Gollancz heard from “an Arthur C.
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Clarke fan offended by the fact that the last two GENTRY LEE and
Arthur C. Clarke books he’d bought had contained profanities like ‘fuck’ ...
Could it be guaranteed that Richter 10 by MIKE McQUAY and ACC was
oathless, before he lashed out his £15? Could I, asked Jo Fletcher, recall from
copyediting the thing? ‘Fucked if I can remember,’ was all I could respond.”
Sarah Lefanu’s slim but sensible Writing Fantasy Fiction (A&C Black,
£8.99) makes publishing history: the first writers’ guide to recommend
regular study of Thog’s Masterclass! “Comparable to Tolkien at his best –
Ansible.”

Conhydrine
6-7 Jul • Andromeda Opening, 2-4 Suffolk St, Birmingham: ace sf outlet
celebrates 25th birthday and new shop. Opening 12 noon with Banks,
Gemmell, Pratchett; signings all day and from 11am Sun with 30-odd
authors; party Sat eve (Hotel Ibis).
6 Jul • Armageddon Fireworks, Whitchurch (nr Pangbourne), open 8pm,
firing 22:30. £4 at gate. Bar, barbecue, etc.
11-13 Jul • Speaking Science Fiction, U of Liverpool conference. £130 inc
hotel. Contact Andy Sawyer, SF Foundation, Sydney Jones Library, PO Box
123, Liverpool, L69 3DA.
12-14 Jul • Faircon ’96, Glasgow: CANCELLED. “We will be going ahead
in 1998, though – the 20th anniversary of Faircon ’78.’
13-15 Jul • Contagion (Trek), Glasgow Thistle Hotel (the renamed
Hospitality Inn). £18/day Sat, Sun; £14 Mon. Contact PO Box 867,
Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 4HR.
20 Jul • Intervention Open Meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo.
1pm for 2:30pm. Open-to-all discussion of 1997 Eastercon programme
(theme: “Communication”).
21 Jul • Farber Day, 13 Lindfield Gdns, Hampstead, NW3. Arcane
fundraising event aimed at bringing fabled US fan Gary Farber to England
for Novacon, coating him in molten chocolate, and tossing him to a pack of
ravening Maenads (B. Hardcastle, A. Scott, P. Wells).
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21 Jul • Minanimi Con II (animé), Hilton National Hotel, Portsmouth. £15
ref; £20 at door. Contact 15 New Rd, Fair Oak, Eastleigh, Hants, SO50 8EN.
26-29 Jul • Albacon 96, Central Hotel, Glasgow. £30 reg; £35 at door.
Contact F1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE. 0141 558 2862;
fax 0141 332 3838.
9-11 Aug • Delta Quadrant, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. £35 reg. Contact
(SAE) PO Box 8966, Gt Barr, Brum, B43 5ST.
16 Aug • Richard Evans: in memoriam gathering upstairs at the Princess
Louise pub, 208 High Holborn, WC1. 6:30pm. All who knew him are
welcome. John Jarrold adds: “I knew Richard as a friend from the early 80s.
In late 1987 he was shrewd enough (or mad enough) to take me on at
Macdonald Futura to run the Orbit sf list.... He was as good a boss and friend
as anyone could have, as honest and straightforward a man as I ever met. To
say I will miss him is to understate the case by many orders of magnitude.”
19-26 Oct • Milford (UK) Writers’ Conference, Maidencombe, Devon.
£168 all in (inc. meals); some places may still be available. Contact 31
Shottsford, Wessex Gdns, W2 5LG.
24-6 Dec • Yulecon, Plough & Harrow Hotel, Edgbaston, Birmingham. £20
reg and 3xSAE. Contact 56 York Rd, Torpoint, Cornwall, PL11 2LG. 01752
812698.
Rumblings • Cuddles reports that various fan-run UK conventions have
received alarming tax demands, which she ascribes to “the man in charge of
Stargazers Productions. Seems that attendance figures for his [professional,
taxable] events have dropped ... miffed that fans are going to fan-run events,
he has ‘grassed’ to the Inland Revenue.” If I knew of an upcoming Stargazers
event (Babcom etc), I would promptly not go to it.... • London Meetings ...
disaffected mutterings about the Wellington pub are being heard; expect
flyers touting alternatives soon. • Discworld Convention ... this June event
was by all accounts a hot success; I’m still sulking after being taken ill en
route and having to turn back. Chief GoH Terry Pratchett, despite earlier
misgivings, allotted measured praise to the chairman: “I am now prepared to
say that Paul Rood can leave very high marks on tall buildings.”

Infinitely Improbable
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R.I.P. Dee Ann Farey died on 14 June, of the cancer which it was hoped
she’d beaten. She was 34. Condolences to her husband, Nic Farey (and sons
Justin and Thomas): PO Box 178, St Leonard, MD 20685, USA. • Brigitte
Helm (1906-96), best remembered in sf for her rôle as Maria and the robot
double in the 1926 movie classic Metropolis, died in June. • Ethel Lindsay
died early in the morning of 16 June, all too soon after the cancer diagnosis
that left her determined to enjoy her expected 6-12 remaining months. Greg
Pickersgill writes: “About a year ago I wrote to Ethel saying, essentially, that
in almost all of my criticisms of her and her fanning I was wrong. I’d be
rereading a lot of issues of her Scottishe and Haverings and they are fine and
distinct fanzines, full of interesting things, that I now recognized that I had
been too young or to properly appreciate back in the 70s. She seemed quite
pleased and said it was never too late for egoboo, even after 20 years. I’m
damned glad I said that then....” Messages of sympathy can be sent to Ethel’s
cousin: Alison Paterson, 54 Spencer Cres, Carnoustie, DD7 6DZ.
Bram Stoker Awards (for horror). NONFICTION The Supernatural Index,
Mike Ashley and William Contento; COLLECTION The Panic Hand,
Jonathan Carroll; SHORT “Chatting With Anubis”, Harlan Ellison;
NOVELETTE/NOVELLA “Lunch at the Gotham Cafe”, Stephen King;
FIRST NOVEL The Safety of Unknown Cities, Lucy Taylor; NOVEL Zombie
by Joyce Carol Oates; LIFE ACHIEVEMENT Harlan Ellison.
C.o.A. Chris Donaldson & Paul Oldroyd, 20 Ickburgh Rd, London, E5 8AD
(belated mention of 1995 move!). Jerry Kaufman/Suzanne Tompkins, 3522
NE 123rd St, Seattle, WA 98125, USA. Jon Singer, 10402 SE 16th Street,
Bellevue, WA 98004-7142, USA.
In Typo Veritas. Publicity flyers for the coming Simon Archer/Stan Nicholls
Gerry Anderson: An Authorized Biography credit the famed puppeteer with a
TV series called Stringray.
Random Fandom. Debbie Cross of Wrigley-Cross Books was given the
much-feared Elron award for editing and publishing Down The Badger Hole,
thus “inflicting Lionel Fanthorpe on a new generation of sf readers.” • Steve
Higgins is trying to flog off half his book collection prior to a coming move:
SAE for list to 50 Cannon Street, Eccles, Greater Manchester, M30 0FT. •
Dave & Hazel Langford boggled at the realization that, as of 12 June, they
had been married for 20 years. Gosh! • Andrew I. Porter of SF Chronicle has
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rejoined the human race after 3 months lost to mental shutdown “from a
combination of diet medication and SADD, aka hibernation syndrome ... Yes,
this was my brain on drugs.” He too mourns Ethel Lindsay: “She was my
agent for Algol, then Starship, then SFC, for more than 30 years.” The UK
agent for SFC is now Rob Hansen, 144 Plashet Grove, East Ham, E6 1AB. •
Bob (Glasgow) Shaw promises fearful tales of being framed by the News of
the World and facing an Industrial Tribunal.... • Simo has tasted new glory:
“A first time con-goer went up to Simo holding a copy of SFX, and asked
Simo if he’d sign it for him. We laughed. ‘You’ll all laugh on the other side
of your faces,’ he said, ‘in 10 years time when Simo’s really famous this’ll be
worth a lot of money.’ We laughed again.” [D]
A Sign in Space. Next year, the Cassini spacecraft will be launched, carrying
a probe and instrument package to the Saturnian system. Those interested
may have their signatures carried too ... scanned and put on CD-ROM. The
Planetary Society’s journal waxes lyrical: “Imagine your name flying first
through the inner solar system, past Venus and your home world, then out
past Jupiter to the enchantingly beautiful worlds of Saturn. There it will orbit
for decades, until the spacecraft runs out of attitude-control fuel. Then
Cassini will slowly begin to spin, gathering speed until it breaks apart. The
CD-ROM will continue to orbit Saturn....” Wow. The Rules: sign the nonaddress side of a plain postcard, using dark ink. Send to: Cassini Program,
JPL, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109-8099, USA. Signatures
accepted until 1 Jan 1997 or when the CD-ROM is full.
Dare Today, Gone Tomorrow. The new UK Sunday paper The Planet on
Sunday appeared on June 16, sold poorly, and instantly folded – despite its
“brand new full-colour adventure” of Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future, by
Sydney Jordan.
Thog’s Real-Life Masterclass. How to describe a survivor type: “Reiss was
thin and drawn, just returned from the war zone known as the Sudan, where
he had spent weeks behind rebel lines and survived mortar attacks, a
harrowing unauthorized plane trip at the mercy of a malaria-ridden pilot, and
being trampled to death by a famine-crazed mob of refugees.” (Textbook
example from Creative Nonfiction: Researching and Crafting Stories of Real
Life by Philip Gerard.) [VR]
End of an Era. Dave Clarke was there: “The Locus collating sessions are no
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more. Charles Brown is switching to a mailing service to put the labels on his
semi-prozine. The last collating session was held on 27 June. Charlie
barbequed large quantities of chicken and pork, hot links and a little duck,
and also served watermelon and corn-on-the-cob, and the admonishment to
‘eat your salad.’ (I know this is a far cry from the usual meaning of
‘collating’, but the term just stuck from the days when Charlie really did have
collating sessions. Of course, that was something like two decades ago.) So,
this was the last chance to prove one’s manhood by addressing the Locuses
for large states like NY or California, or to eat barbeque with fingers that
taste of rubber bands....”
Infinity is a new UK skiffy mag, chiefly media-oriented; dummies of its first
(August) issue are endemic in British sf circles. Its seeming aim is to make
SFX look, by comparison, sober, bookish and deeply uninterested in The XFiles.... Starlite Publications, PO Box 36, Liskeard, Cornwall, PL14 4XT.
Outraged Letters. George Alec Effinger was far from enthralled by the A107
comments (by Charles Platt) on the Nebulas banquet and his toastmaster
performance: “I’d just mention that it wasn’t Barbara [Hambly] who chose
me to be the toastmaster. It was Sheila Finch, who didn’t have any idea of my
relationship with the SFWA president. • As for van Vogt’s Grandmaster
being awarded due to his frail health, well, that award is voted on by all the
past presidents plus the current board of directors, and I imagine you’d have
to poll each of those people to learn their motivations. • I think I’ll stop right
there, because most of what [Platt] wrote was so asinine I can’t be sure that
I’ll maintain the cool and dispassionate outlook I’ve worked so hard to
achieve.” (“Sorry I was misinformed (by two separate people),” writes C.
Platt regarding the first point. Only.) • Neil Gaiman, mere seconds after
plugging the launch of his series Neverwhere on BBC2, 2 Sept (how
convenient for British worldcon-goers!), follows up with: “Oops. September
the 2nd was last week’s broadcast date. This week I have been told it will be
going out either on September 12th or some time in November. I find myself
remembering the dedication of the first Monty Python book, ‘This book is
dedicated to BBC Programme Planners, without whom anything is possible’,
and how I puzzled over it as a small boy, wondering if ever I would find out
what it meant....”
Thog’s Masterclass. “He pressed the button of the vibratory emulator; there
was an inaudible beam, a wavelength of death, a movement that was less than
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a movement, and a motion that was less than a motion. And yet there were
movements and motions that were more than movements and motions.”
(“Karl Zeigfried”, Android, 1962)

Geeks’ Corner
Footnote. The fan-run Whitchurch fireworks display on 6 July is in the
grounds of Hardwick House (the original of Toad Hall) on the east bank of
the Thames, south of Whitchurch village. Road access: from the A329
passing through central Pangbourne, turn east across the toll bridge, past the
Ferryboat pub, and watch for a sign on the right some way further on.
Ansible 108 Copyright &copy; Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Ian Brooks, Dop, Janice Eisen, Mike Ford, Gordon Van Gelder, Steve Jones,
Chris Priest, Vicki Rosenzweig, Chris Terran, Ron Tiner, and our Hero
Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor
(Brum Group), and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 4 Jul 96.
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Ansible 109, August 1996
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: D. West. Available for SAE or full transcription of the
Dirac beep.
ANDROMEDA BREAKTHROUGH. The grandest social occasion of the
2-5 Suffolk Street, Birmingham, season took place on 6 July as Andromeda
Bookshop celebrated 25 years of purveying fine sf to the gentry, with the
opening of this big new shop. A glittering crowd of sf literati and Greg
Pickersgill saw the ribbon across the doorway being ceremonially cut by
David Gemmell, Terry Pratchett and a virtual Iain Banks (whose train was
late). “One hour ago,” marvelled bookmeister Rog Peyton, “those shelves
there were empty and covered in sawdust – we had the authors and
publishers’ reps filling them....” 5,271,009 customers then flocked in for an
autograph session at which Messrs Banks and Gemmell achieved signing
totals in the high single figures, while an exhausted Pratchett was more or
less removed on a stretcher and missed the evening party in the Hotel Ibis
bar. Here we strove in vain to cash in the numberless drinks vouchers flung
around like confetti by Peyton the Bountiful: “Have some more – have a
whole sheet – have two sheets!” Next day, a wide range of auctorial dregs
(from Brian Aldiss to “Jonathan Wylie”) gathered in the nearby Circo’s Bar
for a further mass signing. This would doubtless have been as recordbreaking as intended, had anyone in Birmingham realized that – for the first
time ever – Andromeda was open on a Sunday. A highlight of Circo’s was its
array of vodkas with unlikely added flavours: lemon grass, wine gums, Opal
Fruits, Tunes, sump oil, ear wax, etc. The giggling Gollancz contingent
offered compulsory sips of a version based on pear drops, whose effects are
best concealed behind a discreet veil of paracetamol. Nice one, Rog.

The Transmitted Humagram
Brian Aldiss brings culture to our pages: “In a bold and Bass-riddled
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moment, I promised you a public condemnation of sf in Latin. The occasion
was an auspicious one. The Chancellor of Oxford University bestowed an
honorary degree upon Mrs Doris Lessing, author of Shikasta and other space
fictions. • While praising Lessing’s talents highly, the public orator took the
opportunity to say, if I heard him rightly, ‘mehercle immensum totius mundi
fingendi onus suscepit, genus scribendi in qui plerumque nihil grave, nihil
exspectamus quod ad vitae cotidianae veritatem accedat ...’ You’ll hardly
need telling that this means something like, ‘She even took on the immense
task of inventing a whole world, a genre of writing in which we expect to
find nothing serious, which hardly accedes to the truths of ordinary life ...’ I
hope this is about right. My Lewis and Short is still in store. • Bloody
university!”
Iain M. Banks mysteriously confirmed that although there was “some truth”
in the rumour that he was dropping the “M” stigma for his sf books, this will
not in fact be happening.
Steve Baxter gloated uncontrollably over his John W. Campbell Memorial
Award, presented on 12 July for The Time Ships: “And so I return from
Lawrence, Kansas, wreathed in glory and air miles. The shortlist was me, The
Diamond Age second, and Ian McDonald’s Chaga third; nice to see this side
of the pond represented so well. The presentation was at the alumni centre of
the Uni of Kansas, which is, tragically, a dry campus, a relic of the
prohibition which ended only in the 1980s, just about when Lawrence was, as
I recall, nuked in Threads (a little harsh perhaps). So the awards dinner was
dry, but at the reception later the students smuggled in beer in a Pepsi carton.
Pepsi should sue, or possibly Coke. If I’d gone to a dry campus I’d have died
for lack of calories, I think. Fred Pohl and his wife were there, also John
McDaid, a new writer who won the Sturgeon award for short fiction....” (John
McDaid won that tasty Sturgeon for his first and, so far, only short story,
“Jigoku no Mokishiroku” in Asimov’s.)
Pat Cadigan underwent a gall bladder operation in the US on 27 July – but is
recovering, and still hopes to move to London in late August for wedded bliss
with “The Original Chris Fowler”. [CF] Ansible somehow cannot imagine Pat
without limitless supplies of gall.... (PC, feebly, from hospital bed: “You
dog.”)
Arthur C. Clarke hopes to complete 3001: The Final Odyssey this year, “for
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publication at HAL’s birthday celebrations” in 1997. Experienced Clarkewatchers wonder whether the title’s “Final” will by then have become, say,
“Antepenultimate”.
Humphrey Price is to replace Richard Evans at Gollancz.
Brian Stableford was galled: “Random House have revived that fine old
English tradition the Tradesmen’s Entrance. I called at their eponymous
building in Vauxhall Bridge Road to deliver Chimera’s Cradle (vol 3 of my
560,000-word magnum opus Genesys). Having obtained entry to Reception
(itself a difficult task) I said, ‘I’ve got a manuscript for John Jarrold in
Legend Editorial.’ The receptionist looked at me with deep disgust and said,
‘We don’t accept parcels here. You’ll have to take it round the back of the
building to the post room.’ ‘Oh,’ I said apologetically. ‘Could you possibly
ring John and ask him if he’d like to come down and collect it?’ ‘Oh, all
right,’ said the receptionist, pointedly refraining from reaching for the phone
and deepening her expression of disgust by a further order of magnitude, ‘I’ll
let you leave it here just this once.’ • This does create something of a
mystery: exactly what does Random House reception now receive?” (Only
visitors, says harassed John Jarrold: “our receptionists have been told not to
accept parcels since we had a rash of thefts a year or so ago ... I know it’s
irritating, but the thefts meant we did have to take some action.” The logic of
this is of course entirely pellucid.)
Gene Wolfe, to confirm a recurrent net rumour, was indeed one of the
Procter & Gamble engineers who designed the machinery used for making
Pringles. (The editor of Interzone has failed to comment.) Critics are rescrutinizing The Book of the New Sun in hope of identifying one of the torture
machines as originally intended to produce small, curly potato nibbles....

Congrid
3-4 Aug • Icon ’96 (Dr Who/Meddyg Pwy), Aberconwy Centre, Llandudno.
Numerous guests. £34 reg. Phone 01745 343388.
9-11 Aug • Delta Quadrant (Trek), Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. £35 reg.
Contact (SAE) PO Box 8966, Great Barr, Birmingham, B43 5ST.
16 Aug • Richard Evans: in memoriam gathering upstairs at the Princess
Louise pub, 208 High Holborn, WC1. 6:30pm. NB corrected date! All who
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knew Richard are welcome. Simon R. Green remembers: “I’m in the lift at
Fantasycon after a long journey. Someone gets in with me. The face is
familiar. ‘I should know you, shouldn’t I?’ ‘Yes, Simon, I’m your editor.’ It
was Richard. I put it down to jet lag, and that in a previous incarnation my
brain was used as a door stop.”
16-18 Aug • Portmeiricon (Prisoner), Portmeirion, Gwynedd. Contact PO
Box 66, Ipswich, No Bloody Postcode?
17-18 Aug • Caption ’96 (comics), somewhere unspecified in Oxford. £7.50
reg. Contact 25 Hart St, Oxford, OX2 6BN.
23-4 Aug • Contraptions (gaming), Northampton Moat House Hotel. GoH
Steve Jackson (US variety). £28 reg; £30 at door. Contact 12 Cartersmead
Close, Horley, Surrey, RH6 9LG.
29 Aug - 2 Sep • LA-Con III (54th Worldcon), Anaheim Convention Centre,
Hilton, and other hotels, Anaheim, California. No more advance registrations;
$150 at door.
30 Aug - 1 Sep • Dimension Jump (Red Dwarf), Daventry Hotel, Daventry.
Contact 40 Pitford Rd, Woodley, RG5 4QF.
31 Aug • Dangercon 666 (Dangermouse), Ruskin House, Croydon. £5 at
door. Contact 37 Keens Rd, Croydon, CR0 1AH.
7 Sep • Armageddon Fireworks, Hardwick House, Whitchurch, nr
Pangbourne. (Rained off in July.) Gates open 8pm, firing 10:30pm. £4
entrance. Beer, barbecue, music, etc.
29 Sep • Scotforce 1 (media, B5), The Thrice Accursed Glasgow Central
Hotel [FX: Jo Walton spits], 10am-10pm. £20 reg. Contact (SAE) PO Box
3870, Glasgow, G44 3PZ.
18-20 Oct • Masque 4 (costuming), Moat House Hotel, W. Bromwich. Now
£30 reg. Contact 130 Hamstead Hall Road, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham,
B20 1JB.
25-28 Nov • Cult TV, Haven All-Action Centre, Caister on Sea, Gt
Yarmouth. £39 reg; £44 from 1 Sep. Chalets £75 for weekend. Contact (SAE)
PO Box 1701, Peterborough, PE1 1EX.
8-10 Nov • Novacon 26, Hotel Ibis, Birmingham. GoH David Gemmell. Now
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£27 reg; £30 from 1 Oct and at door. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY9 8SS.
15-17 Nov • Armadacon, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £22 reg. GoH
Colin Baker, Jack Cohen, Dave Langford. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave,
Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, PL3 5HL.
23 (out) & 27 (back) Oct 97 • Coachcon: London to Portmeirion to Ireland
(Octo/Eurocon) and back (for World Fantasy Con). Contact (SAE or 2 x IRC)
64 Richborne Tce, SW8 1AX.
Rumblings • Reading SF Berks: the Reading group meetings are on
“summer tour”, at a new pub each Monday evening. Ask in advance!

Infinitely Improbable
Orbital Hell. The Times Literary Supplement noted that the UK hardback
bestseller for mid-July, Robert Jordan’s A Crown of Swords (book 7 of
something or other) went virtually unreviewed in the national press. “It’s
perfectly understandable,” explains TLS columnist “D.S.”: “the book is
strictly unreviewable, being bilge from beginning to far away end. Merely to
handle the book is to have one’s compassion excited for the editors who must
at some point have been forced to read it. Being sent into Orbit, the fantasy
department of Little, Brown, must be a punishment reserved only for the
most perseveringly wicked.”
Random Fandom. Jane Barnett enjoyed full and frank exchanges with her
father when the fanzine Plokta arrived, with a hitherto suppressed photo of
her Evolution masquerade non-outfit. “As Jane went to meet some chums, I
said to her: ‘Don’t make too many half-naked appearances in fanzines while
you’re out.’ She replied: ‘Don’t worry, Daddy, I’m trying to cut down to
twenty a day.’” [PB] • Jonathan Cowie invites his fans to the decade’s most
awesome celebration: “As you probably know Friday October 4th is my 40th
birthday....” Venue: a London pub. Contact [address redacted by request]. •
Leigh Edmonds & Valma Brown discovered a new perk of being visiting
Australians in Britain: getting asked to the US Embassy for a performance by
the band of fandom’s own diplomat Jim Young.... • Chuch Harris’s latest
unconvincing excuse for falling behind with his e-mail is having broken his
wrist while attempting certain Kama Sutra positions involving a step-ladder. •
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Kim Huett sends a holiday photo for the “Only In America” file, depicting the
tasteful shop-front sign of LITIGATION TECHNOLOGIES. • Harry Nadler
of Festival of Fantastic Films fame “is now back in his film memorabilia
shop in Manchester, the IRA having rearranged much of his and his
neighbours’ stock.” [JC] • Martin Tudor, in a daring break with recent UK
precedent, has published a TAFF newsletter! • Dave Wood is 60 this month:
“Should I assume the mantle of misplaced dignity and insist on being called
David?”
A Dark & Stormy Night. The annual US Bulwer-Lytton fiction contest for
awful opening sentences gave a coveted Dishonourable Mention to an sf
submission: “Baron Frankenstein looked up from his sewing, smiled benignly
across the laboratory at his similarly engaged creation and protégé, and
called, ‘Yes, yes! Put on a happy face; tonight will be your first date with the
rest of your wife!’” [Anthony Buckland]
More Gloom. Following a fall, sf/fantasy author Jo Clayton entered hospital
on 30 July with a fractured hip and was found to have “extensive bone
cancer”. Messages/flowers to her at Room 686, 6SW, Good Samaritan
Hospital, 1015 NW 22nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97210, USA. [MB] (This
supersedes the former Emanuel Hospital address.)
Naming of Parts. Steve Sneyd, fascinated by that A108 offer to send our
signatures to Saturn on the Cassini probe, recalls “the last time I got involved
with one of NASA’s PR things, a few years back ... they invited nominations
for names for Venus features, nominees to be distinguished females ... so I
put forward early sf poet Lilith Lorraine ... had to send a pile of supporting
bio/biblio bumph. Years after, wrote (with SAE) to enquire if she’d made the
final cut; got a letter saying decisions had been made as to who to nominate
to whatever body in Geneva had final say, but they couldn’t reveal ’em to
members of the public ... secrecy nearly as pointless as Brit habit (unless it
meant they’d lost the file) and even more bizarre as they’d invited the public
to nominate in the first place ... did help me understand some of NASA’s PR
problems.”
C.o.A. Erwin S. “Filthy Pierre” Strauss, 13107-B Autumn Woods Way,
Fairfax, VA 22033, USA.
Fifty Years Ago ... H.G. Wells died on 13 August 1946.
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Blurb Copy, 1910. “Complaints continue to reach us from all parts of the
country to the effect that Mr. W. HOPE HODGSON’s ‘Carnacki’ stories are
producing a widespread epidemic of Nervous Prostration! So far from being
able to reassure or calm our nervous readers, we are compelled to warn them
that ‘The Whistling Room’, which we publish this month, is worse than ever.
Our advertising manager had to go to bed for two days after reading the
advance sheets; a proof reader has sent in his resignation; and, worst of all,
our smartest office boy – But this is no place to bewail or seek for sympathy.
Yet another of those stories will appear in April!” (The Idler ed Jerome K.
Jerome, March 1910 – passed on by Marcus Rowland in a paltry attempt to
plug his game/sf sourcebook disk Forgotten Futures IV: The Carnacki
Cylinders; 22 Westbourne Pk Villas, London, W2 5EA.)
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Malay. Chakap daripada hidong, Dollah punya
yang lebeh besar sakai: talking of noses, Dollah’s is the largest by far. Adah
orang suka roda warna merah lain tidak: some folks like a red coloured
wheel, others don’t. Orang baru lepas beranak ta’ boleh bekerja
menjalankan enjin: a person just after childbirth cannot work at starting up an
engine. (A.W. Hamilton, Malay Made Easy) [JD]
Beyond Belief. David Riley of Beyond sf magazine writes in great anguish to
announce that issue 4 is still delayed but will indeed appear. Difficulties have
included misleading sales/returns reports from distributors, and what sounds
like serious abuse of the returns system: for example, “the unexpected
development of closures by [W.H.] Smiths of many of their wholesale
warehouses. Their intention is to concentrate on fewer, but bigger, centralized
outlets for the retail trade to get their supplies of magazines from.
Unfortunately, while not warning us beforehand of these closures, they still
ordered large quantities of the magazine for them. And when these copies
were sent out, they were immediately destroyed, unsold, by every warehouse
that shut down, resulting in over a thousand copies being dumped outright,
with no financial compensation at all for ourselves, even though we had
supplied these copies in good faith on the strength of Smiths’ orders.... • If
this were not enough, we also received a large number of ridiculous returns
figures from Smiths, in which they allegedly returned [i.e. threw away] more
copies of the magazine than they were actually sent, resulting in minus sales
figures. [...] At the end of the day the only result we could get was for them to
be adjusted to a zero sales figure, as it is now claimed that it isn’t possible to
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find out the true sales figures because of accounting errors on the part of
Smiths. So again, hundreds of copies were sent out and never paid for, even
those that were actually sold by the wholesale trade to the various shops who
bought copies from them. When over seven wholesale warehouses do this,
again you can imagine the loss....” DR is selling his vast sf collection for the
“Beyond printing fund”: SAE for list to 130 Union Rd, Oswaldtwistle, Lancs,
BB5 3DR.
Thog’s Masterclass. Nose & Throat Dept: “... on Meld XVII he had bought
himself a new face that did not bear the tell-tale features of the Zonnigog
aristocracy. Gone were the sharp, almost razorlike cheekbones, the pale skin,
the wide-set black eyes, the nose jutting from the forehead.” (Webber Martin,
“Spacerogue”) [DC] • “Something jumped in the back of Morgon’s throat. It
was huge, broad as a farmhorse, with a deer’s delicate, triangular face.”
(Patricia McKillip, The Riddle-Master of Hed) • “Despite the message, she
would have giggled had she possessed a throat.” (Robert Jordan, A Crown of
Swords)

Geeks’ Corner
Footnote. That wandering Reading (Berkshire, UK) pub meeting will, on
Monday 5th August, be at The Sun in Castle Street ... 9pm onward.
Jo Clayton has been diagnosed as having multiple myeloma of the spine.
Anticipating the US medical costs, which are likely to be horrendous,
Katharine Kerr adds: “There will be a benefit auction at a late November
convention. Anyone wishing to donate can contact me at:
kathkerr@ix.netcom.com ...”
Ansible 109 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Mark Bourne, Dave Clark, Jonathan Cowie, James Dignan, Ellen Datlow,
Chris (Not That Horror Hack) Fowler, Hazel, Dolores Phelps, Chris Priest,
and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz),
Martin Tudor (Brum Group), and Bridget Wilkinson (FATW). 1 Aug 96.
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Ansible 110, September 1996
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Atom. Available for SAE or a cure for
triskaidekahugophobia.
MARS ATTACKS. Just before the NASA news, there were subtle examples
of what we litcrit types call foreshadowing. On a Radio 5 phone-in,
astronomer Dr Paul Murdin explained Mars in terms comprehensible to postprivatization Britain: “Look, Mars is something like South Yorkshire, right?
There are signs that there used to be water there once....” And Brian Aldiss
played straight man in the Telegraph: “As yet, at least, we have no evidence
that life, never mind intelligent life, exists anywhere else in the Galaxy.”
Within days came the boggling claim that a Antarctic meteor seemingly from
Mars had been found to harbour microscopic copies of Ansible, containing
fossilized jokes more than sixteen million years old. Steve Baxter, in the true
spirit of science, subjected the claims to the impartial light of self-promotion:
“From the point of view of those cute Mars bugs, Blue Mars must look an
awful lot like Independence Day. Of course it’s good PR for my own Mars
novel Voyage, due out in November. I don’t even need a rewrite. I just hope
the felt tip pen I used to draw those fossils on the rock doesn’t wash off, oh
what a giveaway.” As for that man Aldiss....

Vast and Cool and Unsympathetic
Brian Aldiss, after a nasty moment on the road to Damascus, is “sure you
sci-fi buffs in the Ansible offices are rejoicing about the latest Martian news.
So are we. I’m an honorary member of Allied Religio-Scientific Engineers
(best known under its acronym), who work with NASA scientists. They will
publish a report on their findings next week. • As Christians understand, God
created all the planets and sent his Son to each one of them, in a sort of stellar
Billy Graham crusade. In every case, the Son assumed the physical
appearance of the dominant life form. Close examination of meteorite ALH
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84001 by ARSE scientists indicates that the single-celled organism just
revealed – expelled from Mars as a more violent form of crucifixion –
actually is the Martian Christ. • Negotiation is now taking place with NASA
officials to ensure that the sacred fossil will be housed in Jerusalem, in the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre. If Jesus did not arrive on Earth earlier, as
claimed, he is certainly here now! Praise be to God in the Highest.”
Pat Cadigan remains cuddly as ever: “Came across the item about my
unavoidable surgery: ‘Ansible somehow cannot imagine Pat without limitless
supplies of gall....’ Well, as a matter of fact, I still have limitless supplies of
gall. I’m just not keeping it in a bladder any more. This means there will be
even less delay in my producing whatever gall may be needed for any and all
occasions. I hope this clears up any confusion. You dog.”
Ellen Datlow of Omni was immensely hurt that Ansible failed to cover her
own epic week in hospital (at $900/day) with pneumonia. This was excitingly
followed by a terrifying re-diagnosis of TB as the underlying cause (“it is
completely curable ... it’s just so ... archaic ...”) and then a shock re-rediagnosis as, er, no, just boring old pneumonia after all. “Ain’t modern
medicine grand? Call in the witch doctors....” What a lot of excitement
unwell Americans get for their money!
Newt Gingrich’s ghosted sf novel 1945 failed to become a US best-seller,
with 81% returns and 97,000 copies now clogging the warehouse shelves.
Mighty publisher Jim Baen swiftly turned this to good account and
guaranteed himself national US coverage from Newt-haters ... by announcing
that the books might well be pulped and become, ultimately, toilet paper.
Jo Fletcher notes that new Gollancz man Humphrey Price has only half of
Richard Evans’s job: “He’s editorial director of Vista, I remain in charge of
all the sf, fantasy and horror list.”
Graham Joyce has mysteriously failed to tell Ansible that he is the proud
father of Ella Josephine (b. 6 Aug). [PC] And why does my British Fantasy
Society source refer to the famous author as Graham “Fucking TOMBOLA”
Joyce? Deep waters....
Bruce Sterling clarified his idea of fun: “No, I will not be at Worldcon. I will
be in the desert with ten thousand hippies setting fire to a giant wicker man.”
Ted Tubb’s 32nd Dumarest book – the one which DAW Books didn’t think
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publishable, and which has appeared only in French (La Retour, France,
1992) – is due out from US small press Gryphon Books as The Return in
1997. [SAW]

Concrew
7 Sep • Armageddon Fireworks, Hardwick House, Whitchurch, nr
Pangbourne. (Rained off in July.) Gates open 8pm, firing 10:30pm. £4
entrance. Beer, barbecue, music, etc.
13-15 Sep • Lightspeed (Trek), Hilton National Hotel, Leeds. £35 reg.
Contact (SAE) 16 Bramwell St, Eastwood, Rotherham, S. Yorks, S65 1RZ.
20-22 Sep • Oxonmoot (Tolkien Soc), University College, Oxford. Contact
69 Kirkstall Clo, Toothill, Swindon, SN5 8EF.
21 Sep • Andromeda Bookshop ... Steve Baxter’s signing has moved (via a
wormhole lined with exotic matter) to 16 Nov.
21 Sep • Bookfair, Spitalfields, London; much sf presence.
25 Sep • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, near Waterloo. With
Harry Harrison. 6pm for 8pm or thereabouts.
27-9 Sep • Constitution (Trek), Manor Hotel, Gravesend. £20 reg. Contact
115 The Brent, Dartford, Kent, DA1 1YH.
29 Sep • Scotforce 1 (media, B5), Glasgow Central Hotel, 10am-10pm. £20
reg. Contact (SAE) PO Box 3870, Glasgow, G44 3PZ. (NB: Albacon
reported a much improved hotel attitude.)
4-5 Oct • Panopticon (Who), Hotel Leofric, Coventry. £42 reg. Contact PO
Box 7831, London, SW15 6YD.
4-6 Oct • Fantasycon XX, International Hotel, Marsh Wall, London. GoH
Christopher Fowler, Tom Holt, others. £40/$80 reg; £35/$70 BFS members.
Contact (SAE) 137 Priory Road, Hall Green, Birmingham B28 OTB.
4-6 Oct • Midcon (Trek), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Contact 8 Ennerdale Clo,
Oadby, Leicester, LE2 4TN.
11-13 Oct • Octocon ’96, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoire, nr Dublin. GoH
Brian Stableford, others. £16 reg, £20 at door. Contact 30 South Circular Rd,
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Dublin 8, Ireland.
2 Mar 97 • Picocon 14, Imperial College, London. 10am-8pm. £8 reg
(students £3). GoH Simon Ings. Contact ICSF c/o IC Union, Beit Quad,
Prince Consort Rd, London, SW7 2BB.
2-6 Sep 99 • Aussiecon 3, Melbourne; to general lack of surprise, Australia
rather than Croatia won the 1999 Worldcon bidding. Voting: Australia 808,
Zagreb 158, Alcatraz (h’mm) 19, misc 10. Guests: George Turner, Gregory
Benford and Bruce Gillespie. $US140 reg ($65 conversion if you voted in
site selection); UK agent believed to be Martin “I do sometimes open letters”
Hoare, 45 Tilehurst Rd, Reading, RG1 7TT.

Infinitely Improbable
Starlog Nobbled. The suit of 11 artists against Starlog magazine for “breach
of copyright and unfair competition in respect of a set of 42 ‘trading cards’
published in 1993 without their permission” was settled on 16 July, with
Starlog boss Norm Jacobs agreeing to pay $30,000 to the artists (Ron Miller,
Don Dizon, David A. Hardy, Den Ellis, Chesley Bonestell, Don Davis, Ludek
Pesek, Rick Sternbach, Adolf Schaller, Joe Bergeron, David Egge). After
attorneys’ fees the artists will get some $400 per card ... “about 700% of what
Norm tried to pay them when the cards first came to light,” observes court
reporter Dave Hardy.
C.o.A. Andromeda Bookshop, 2-5 Suffolk St, Birmingham, B1 1LT. Henry
Balen & Renée Sieber, 450 7th St, Apt 4N, Hoboken, NJ 07030, USA. Jim
Barker has moved his office back home: 26 Campfield Street, Falkirk, FK2
7DN. Jo Clayton is now being treated for multiple myeloma of the spine at
Room 686, 6SW, Good Samaritan Hospital, 1015 NW 22nd Avenue,
Portland, OR 97210, USA. Lloyd & Yvonne Penney, 1706-24 Eva Rd,
Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada M9C 2B2. Walt & Madeleine Willis, 9
Alexandra Rd, Donaghadee, N. Ireland, BT21 0QD.
Savoy Books lost their July/August High Court appeal for the right to a jury
trial of whether the heaps of their comics seized by Manchester police in
1991 (including Lord Horror and Meng & Ecker) are obscene. The appeal
relied on a previous assurance by law officers to Parliament that “serious
publishers of literature and art” would always get a jury trial if they wanted
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one. Savoy were apparently deemed non-serious; Crown Prosecution Service
person Stuart Ashman actually let slip in court that he had not wished to have
the case heard before a jury because, er, he would then have stood little
chance of winning. British Justice – Best in the World.
Random Fandom. Kay Allan missed her first-ever Glasgow convention
(Albacon) owing to “a small stroke”; swift recovery is hoped for. [C] • Henry
Balen summarizes L.A. Con in 3 sentences: “John Jarrold spent most of the
evening in the Hilton Bar trying to empty it of alcohol. Sunday night was the
best night for Parties. The reality of having to run a Worldcon has hit the
Aussies.” • Paul Barnett points out the kind of front-page headline Ansible
would use if it were a real national newspaper: HE TOLD ME HE WANTED A SEX
CHANGE, AND WHEN I SAID NO HE KIDNAPPED MY TORTOISE (Daily Star, 15 Aug).
• Damien Broderick & Christina Lake were, I am insistently told, in no way
newsworthy at Readercon. • Mike & Susan Glicksohn flitted, tourist-like,
through Britain and viewed such historic ruins as Greg Pickersgill, Chris
Priest and Peter Roberts. At a London pub meeting, Mike remarked that he’d
just tried to make peace with Harlan Ellison (who in the 80s declared the end
of a long friendship when Mike reviewed – without actually denouncing – a
certain Priest essay). “Harlan wrote back to say he wasn’t wasting another
instant of his time on me ... the letter was five pages long and manually
typed.” • Eunice Pearson is starting a horror-oriented APA called
Hallowe’en: contact The Crypt of Terror, 2 New Houses, Pant, Merthyr
Tydfil, CF48 2AB. [SG] • Unattributable: a certain fan overhearing two nonfans chatting about sf in a pub claims the following exchange. “Gillian
Anderson is the thinking man’s crumpet.” “Well, in that case, the thinking
woman’s crumpet is John Clute.”
Publishers & Sinners. John Grant reports: “Virgin are starting three new
series lines, called Virgin Worlds (essentially space opera), Virgin Something
Else (erotic crime) and Virgin I Really Have Forgotten What The Hell This
One Was About.” • In Typo Veritas: “I sought to find a pattern, a deeper
purpose, for, at the time, the events I am about to recount seemed fandom and
arbitrary.” (Arlene Chai, Eating Fire and Drinking Water, uncorrected proof)
[LS]
TAFF &c. Martin Tudor has – as promised – begun to publish his hefty
while still in transit; the first 4,000-word chunk is available for SAE from
Bernie Evans, 121 Cape Hill, Smethwick, Warley, W. Midlands, B66 4SH, or
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from me. • Plans to wrest Gary Farber from his 25-hour-a-day US net
connection and subject him to Real British Life (i.e. Novacon) approached
fruition at Dangercon. “We’ve raised enough money to bring Gary Farber to
Novacon and buy 65.5 Mars Bars.” [BH] To receive a cornucopia of tacky
Farber tie-in products, send £10/$15 to Pam Wells, First Floor Flat, 14
Prittlewell Sq, Southend, SS1 1DW.
Critics’ Masterclass. Paul Brazier, in Interzone: 111 “It seems to me that
most publishing is actually about self-indulgence, and that publishers love the
likes of Terry Pratchett who indulge themselves outrageously and sell books
with no recourse to the editor’s red pen.” Jo Fletcher, Terry’s current editor
at Gollancz: “It seems to me that Paul Brazier is ample demonstration of the
belief that most of fandom is about self-indulgence without recourse to brain
usage.”
Ansible Section Title Explained. Dr Thorndyke: “It seems infinitely
improbable that we shall learn anything from it ...” (R. Austin Freeman, “The
Contents of a Mare’s Nest”, 192?.)

It’s That Time of Year ...
Hugo Awards. Presented at L.A. Con III, 1 Sep.... NOVEL The Diamond
Age, Neal Stephenson. NOVELLA “The Death of Captain Future”, Allen
Steele (Asimov’s). NOVELETTE “Think Like a Dinosaur”, James Patrick
Kelly (Asimov’s). SHORT “The Lincoln Train”, Maureen F. McHugh
(F&SF). NON-FICTION Science Fiction: The Illustrated Encyclopedia, John
Clute. DRAMATIC The Coming of Shadows (Babylon 5). PRO EDITOR
Gardner Dozois. PRO ARTIST Bob Eggleton. ORIGINAL ART Dinotopia:
The World Beneath, James Gurney. SEMI-PROZINE Locus. FANZINE
Ansible. FAN WRITER Dave Langford. FAN ARTIST William Rotsler. •
JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD David Feintuch. • 939 valid ballots were
cast. [DB/SG] I won’t pretend not to be delighted – especially by Ansible’s
first “away” win (i.e. not at a British worldcon), and the great John Clute’s
first unshared Hugo. But, dear voters: there are other nifty fanwriters out
there. Meanwhile, British hope Steve Baxter came second for Best Novel
with (according to the e-mailed release) The Time Slips: “I was spared the xray-profile-of-a-stinger-missile trauma of trying to fly a Hugo home, but the
glass boot-shaped tankard which we runners-up received has the x-ray profile
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of a gun, and got me searched....” Further Baxter consolation: a “Japanese
Hugo” for Timelike Infinity, “only just out over there. I have a theory it won
because the title looks really neat in Japanese characters....”
Retro Hugos (1945 work). NOVEL The Mule, Isaac Asimov. NOVELLA
Animal Farm, George Orwell. NOVELETTE “First Contact”, Murray
Leinster. SHORT “Uncommon Sense”, Hal Clement. DRAMATIC The
Picture of Dorian Gray (M-G-M). PRO EDITOR John W. Campbell, Jr.
PRO ARTIST Virgil Finlay. FANZINE Voice of the Imagi-Nation, ed Forrest
J Ackerman. FAN WRITER Forrest J Ackerman. FAN ARTIST William
Rotsler. [DB/SG]
Mythopoeic Awards. ADULT LITERATURE Waking the Moon, Elizabeth
Hand; CHILDREN’S The Crown of Dalemark, Diana Wynne Jones;
SCHOLARSHIP (INKLINGS) J.R.R. Tolkien, Artist & Illustrator, Wayne G.
Hammond and Christina Scull; SCHOLARSHIP (OTHER) From the Beast to
the Blonde: Fairy Tales and Their Tellers, Marina Warner. [DB]
Richard Evans Fund. Certain people are “aiming to raise sufficient funds to
endow an annual prize in Richard’s memory”, for authors who have done
good work without gaining much recognition. Contact John Parker, 45
Fitzroy St, London, W1P 5HR. This was announced at the 16 Aug “wake”
for Richard in a London pub, where good old boy Colin Murray delivered an
immense eulogy which, alas, I could not hear. Chris Priest: “I can’t hear it
either!” Rog Peyton: “It’s not just you, Dave....” David Garnett: “Colin,
could you speak up, please?” Colin Murray: “NO!”. Richard’s wife Ali
(Alison) Dunn also spoke, briefly and movingly.
Sidewise Awards ... first presentation of new alternate-history sf prizes,
1996. LONG Paul J. McAuley, Pasquale’s Angel. SHORT Stephen Baxter,
“Brigantia’s Angels” (IZ). SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT (or, er, Retro
Sidewise) L. Sprague de Camp for Lest Darkness Fall (1939) etc.
World Fantasy Award Nominations. NOVEL James P. Blaylock, All the
Bells of Earth; Vikram Chandra, Red Earth, Pouring Rain; Nina Kiriki
Hoffman, The Silent Strength of Stones; Graham Joyce, Requiem; Tim
Powers, Expiration Date; Christopher Priest, The Prestige. • NOVELLA
Nina Kiriki Hoffman, “Home For Christmas”; Ursula K. Le Guin, “Ether
OR”; Jonathan Lethem, “The Insipid Profession of Jonathan Hornebom”,
Tim Powers, Where They Are Hid; Michael Marshall Smith, “More
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Tomorrow”; Michael Swanwick, “Radio Waves”. SHORT Gwyneth Jones,
“The Grass Princess”; Kit Reed, “The Singing Marine”; Petrina Smith,
“Angel Thing”; S.P. Somtow, “Dragon’s Fin Soup”; Robert Charles Wilson,
“The Perseids”, Douglas Winter, “Loop”. • ANTHOLOGY Nancy A.
Collins, Edward E. Kramer & Martin H. Greenberg, Dark Love; Stephen
Jones & David Sutton, Dark Terrors; Lucy Sussex & Judith Raphael
Buckrich, She’s Fantastical; Steve Rasnic Tem, High Fantastic; A. Susan
Williams & Richard Glyn Jones, The Penguin Book of Modern Fantasy by
Women. • COLLECTION Brian Aldiss, The Secret of This Book; Jonathan
Carroll, The Panic Hand; Hugh B. Cave, Death Stalks the Night; Charles de
Lint, The Ivory and the Horn; Gwyneth Jones, Seven Tales and a Fable. •
ARTIST Tom Canty, Alan Clark, Bob Eggleton, J.K. Potter, Gahan Wilson.
Thog’s Masterclass. “When they finished eating, they would lie silently
under the blankets until sleep shuffled over the roofs to the leaded skylight
and threw itself down on them, sprawling like a wanton over their faces.”
(Felicity Savage, Humility Garden) [RP]

Geeks’ Corner
Stop Press. Heroic Cheryl Morgan managed to haul the immense Fanwriter
Hugo box from L.A. to the 5 September Wellington meeting in London,
where a presentation was made and British fandom swooned at the baroque
Hollywood-themed design. At last, a Hugo trophy that supersedes the old
joke: batteries are included. (But, alas, the battery pack disintegrated in
transit, disabling the little spotlights....) Alison Scott’s feared digital camera
was on the scene, and terrible evidence is presented at: [link to a website that
no longer exists]
Thanks again, everyone!
Ansible 110 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Chris Bell, David Bratman, Peter Coleborn, Cuddles, Seth Goldberg, Steve
Green, Bridget Hardcastle, Martin Hoare, Kim Huett, Cheryl Morgan, Spike
Parsons, Rog Peyton, Lucy Sussex, Sean Alan Wallace, Martin Morse
Wooster, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart
(Oz), Bernie Evans pp Martin Tudor (Brum Group), and Bridget Wilkinson
(FATW). 5 Sep 96.
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Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: D. West. Available for SAE or an nth-complexity infinite
binary loop.
END OF THE THIRD AGE. In a simple but moving ceremony at the Clute
residence on 21 September, Fantasy Encyclopedia co-editors John Clute and
John Grant (with various cronies) got resoundingly smashed to mark the
completion, at long, long last, of this mighty tome. Diana Wynne Jones and
Chris Bell proudly related their critical input of writing “Bollocks!” in the
margins of all the more high-flown passages. Pat Cadigan made a surprise
appearance, singled out a cringing Ansible editor, and cried: “You dog!” Ron
Tiner showed off his tour-de-force graphic novelization of A Christmas
Carol in one page, now scheduled for our Xmas issue. Judith Clute gently
coaxed the swaying masses into experimenting with a little food. Toasts were
drunk to patient publishers Little, Brown, who had rather expected to have
the book in print by now (see FANTASIES OF HISTORY); a 1997 Eastercon
launch is likely (see PROPHECY). Finally, the end of more than three years of
BONDAGE was signalled by a RITUAL derived from ARTHUR and CELTIC
FANTASY, as the tired and over-emotional editors simultaneously gave their
noses a DOLOROUS BLOW and cast the 4,000+ pages of final print-out into a
sacred puddle on Camden High Street, where it was grasped by the mystic
arm, clad in white samite, of the LADY OF THE LAKE (played by L,B editors
Tim Holman and Colin Murray) and borne away to the blessed ISLAND of
AVALON, played by an editorial desk in Lancaster Place. And in the solemn
silence that ensued, the one faint sound that could be heard through the
poignant evening stillness was a hoarse cry of, “Oh fuck, we’ve still got to
write the Introduction....” Explicit.

Down the Fontinella Wisp
Harlan Ellison’s hot new publication is his 1960s Star Trek script The City
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on the Edge of Forever, with a “blistering” 25,000-word introduction
describing how the version screened in 1967 was “eviscerated” in such a
“fatally inept” fashion that it won a Hugo award. Tragically, Ellison failed to
publish this fearless denunciation in the fleeting interval, from 1967 to 1991,
when its prime target Gene Roddenberry was alive to reply.
Kristine Kathryn Rusch has resigned as editor of F&SF, to write many
contracted books ... and is angered by the “mean, vicious, ugly rumor” that
she didn’t jump but was pushed. She’ll stay in charge until her successor is
trained: “at least 4 months.”
George Turner, Australia’s dean of sf, is 80 this month.
Jane Yolen sadly announces that her eponymous young-adult fantasy/sf
imprint at Harcourt Brace Co. “is yet another victim of publishing ‘’ity.’ (As
in iniquity, stupidity, cupidity, or any other ‘’ity’ one can think up. In fact we
could have a contest: NAME THE PUBLISHER’S ’ITY). • My final list will be
spring ’97, after which any of the books I contracted for and edited will be
brought out simply as Harcourt Brace books with a different editor. • Life
goes on, and this makes more time for writing and having fun. But I am still
in the mourning stages, so if any of you see me wandering around looking as
if I am in denial, angry, etc., buy me a drink. Bubbly water will do. I’m a
cheap date.”

Congustable
11-13 Oct • Octocon ’96, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoire, nr Dublin. GoH
Brian Stableford, others. £20 at door. Contact 30 South Circular Rd, Dublin
8, Ireland ... and fast!
18-20 Oct • Masque 4 (costuming), Moat House Hotel, W. Bromwich. £30
reg. Contact 130 Hamstead Hall Road, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham, B20
1JB.
23 Oct • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, near Waterloo. With
Michael Marshall Smith. 6pm for 8pm-ish.
25-8 Oct • Cult TV III, Haven Centre, Caister. Contact (SAE) PO Box 1701,
Peterborough – no postcode given.
26-7 Oct • Who’s 7 (Dr Blake con), Ashford International Hotel, Ashford,
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Kent. £40 reg to 31 May. Contact 10 Fillebrook Hall, Fillebrook Road,
Leytonstone, London, E11 1AG.
1 Nov • Gary Farber descends in a great white bird from the skies: BA 178,
Heathrow Terminal 4, 9pm. MC: Pam Wells.
8-10 Nov • Novacon 26, Hotel Ibis, Birmingham. GoH David Gemmell. Now
£30 reg. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS. Main
hotel now full; overflow rates uncertain – phone 01384 825386 (pre-9pm)
before booking; despite 1 Oct deadline, postal bookings “will be treated
sympathetically” to 18 Oct.
15-17 Nov • Armadacon, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £22 reg. GoH
Colin Baker, Jack Cohen, Dave Langford. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave,
Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, PL3 5HL.
23-4 Nov • TV SF/Fantasy Weekend, part of Folkestone & Boulogne
International Film Festival. £40 reg (proceeds to charity). Contact 38
Rochford Ave, Loughton, Essex, IG10 2BS.
31 Jan - 2 Feb 97 • HarmonIX (filk), Rozel Hotel, Weston-Super-Mare. “£20
going on £22” reg, rising “when we get PR2 out”. Contact 3 West Shrubbery,
Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
14-17 Feb 97 • Attitude: the Convention (born of the fanzine), Abbey
Hotel, Gt Malvern. Now £27 reg, to 31 Jan; hotel booking deadline is early
Nov, so watch it. Contact First Floor Flat, 14 Prittlewell Square, Southendon-Sea, SS1 1DW.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £30 reg,
£20 supp/unwaged, rising to £35/£25 on 1 Dec. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
Rumblings • Aussiecon 3 ... secret agent “Bunyip” reports scenes of
triumphalism: “The worldcon win announcement here in Australia went with
a fizzle. There was a convention on here in Melbourne at the time. Did the
committee make a big fuss about the win? – no. Did they even announce it at
the convention? – no. Somebody else who wasn’t on the committee made an
announcement. Did the Aussiecon 3 people even have a notice on their table
saying they had won? – no.”
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Infinitely Improbable
Shysters of the Ancients. David V. Barrett deplores: “In the latest wellpublicized Rennes-le-Château book, The Tomb of God, Richard Andrews and
Paul Schellenberger ‘prove’ by geometric analysis of the famous Saunière
parchments, Poussin’s ‘Et in Arcadia Ego’ paintings, and the geography
around Rennes, that the mortal remains of Jesus are to be found under a
French mountain. • Shortly after publication, BBC2’s Timewatch presented
their theory in all its glory, then continued with a beautiful demolition job,
showing that the whole thing is (surprise!) a load of cobblers. • Now,
apparently, Andrews and Schellenberger plan to sue the programme’s makers
on the grounds that it portrayed them in a poor light.... (Having had to read
the bloody thing for review, I thought the programme was more than fair.) •
Publishers Little, Brown reportedly paid an advance of £300,000; according
to a mole there, the book is selling well and will easily recoup the advance. •
Any comment from sf’s own Rennes man, the Rev. Lionel Fanthorpe?”
R.I.P. “Critical Wave [1987-] has finished business. It has not so much
folded as been crushed by outside circumstances. One more issue will see
print, in the New Year, and will be available to subscribers only. Wave will
be contacting its bank to ensure no further standing orders are processed, but
standing order subscribers should contact their own banks to cancel them as
well.” [SG/MT] Sad news, indeed.
C.o.A. Amanda Baker & Dave Clements c/o Dr A.C. Baker, Service
d’Astrophysique, C.E.A. Saclay, Orme des Merisiers Bat. 709, F91191 Gifsur-Yvette, Cedex, France. John Bangsund & Sally Yeoland, PO Box 5005,
North Geelong, Victoria 3215, Australia. Pat Cadigan, 106A Woodlands
Park Road, London N15 3SD. Chris Cooper, 20 Wheathampstead Rd,
Harpenden, Herts, AL5 1ND. Rhodri James, 135 Alex Wood Rd, Cambridge,
CB4 2EJ. Keith Oborn, 6 Cannon St, Reading, RG1 7PH. Tami Vining, 120
14th Ave #6, Seattle, WA 98122-5559, USA.
Random Fandom. John Foyster caused mighty consternation among past
GUFF winners by publishing the fund’s first-ever trip report, Stranger in
Stranger Lands, covering his own 1979 odyssey. • Jon Langford was listed
ninth in a Q magazine sidebar entitled “Ten artists with ten-inch reputations”,
to the possible mystification of our mother.... • Stan Nicholls, reviewing Clive
Parker’s Sci-Fi and the Internet for Time Out, puked at “the dreadful word
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‘sci-fi’ (a derogatory term among aficionados)”; his column is unfortunately
titled Sci-Fi Books. [RH] • Derek Pickles terrifyingly reports “a heart attack
on 9 Sept – fortunately I was in the best place I could have been, the heart
ward at the Bradford Royal Infirmary, where I had been for three days having
tests and treatment for completely unexpected angina chest pains.... I have to
take things very easy for 4-6 weeks; I’d still like to hear from fans and read
the fanzine masterpieces you send – only response will take longer than
usual.” [16 Sep] Send to 44 Rooley La, Bankfoot, Bradford, BD5 8LX. •
Helena & Martin Tudor wish to tell the world of their pre-parental state.
Congratulations; likewise on Martin’s mad achievement of publishing 4
TAFF report episodes totalling nearly 20,000 words, during his actual trip.
Contact (SAE) 24 Ravensbourne Grove, (off Clarkes La), Willenhall, WV13
1HX.
Stylistics Dept. Andy Sawyer writes like F.R. Leavis: “The new edition of
Who Else Writes Like? A Readers’ Guide to Fiction Authors (Roy and Jeanne
Huse, Library and Information Statistics Unit) has arrived – officially out on
24 Sept. It’s a lot better and includes more sf, but I don’t think that fans will
find it very useful. I persuaded them to make some more adventurous links
than recommending that everyone read John Wyndham and Isaac Asimov,
but seem to have failed in arguing that a purely genre approach doesn’t work
in a lot of cases. Readers of Chris Priest are now recommended to J.G.
Ballard, Iain M. Banks, Philip K. Dick, Michael Moorcock, Keith Roberts,
Kurt Vonnegut and Connie Willis, but like it or not Chris is still Science
Fiction. They’ve dealt with Banks by putting him in twice, with and without
an ‘M’. With an M, if you like Banks you’ll like Ray Bradbury. Without,
Martin Amis. If you like Mary Gentle, you may like Raymond E. Feist. Fans
of Jack Vance’s baroque wordplay will find themselves directed to Patrick
Tilley and David Wingrove. Some of the division into sub-genres is odd –
J.G. Ballard apparently writes ‘Technology’ and ‘Virtual Worlds’ – and it all
seems somehow half-hearted, as opposed to the Crime section, which seems
to me a model of how this could be done.”
Hazel’s Language Lessons. Tongan conrunning terminology:
fakatangakaivale to divide things out selfishly, keeping the best for oneself;
fakatuia to yield to someone else’s bad manners, either by allowing oneself to
be upset by them or by giving into them; fakamaleletu’u to come together
ostensibly for work, but to do it negligently if at all; faka’u’ulu to make a
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great deal of noise but to do little or no work. [KL]
Hugo Goes. David Bratman, still joyously celebrating being an ex-Hugo
administrator, reports: “The motion passed at The Scottish Convention to
eliminate the Best Original Artwork category was ratified convincingly but
not overwhelmingly at the L.A.con Business Meeting. A number of fans,
realizing that it is now gone, have been talking about putting it back again. If
only more of them had been at the meeting....”
Thog’s Masterclass. Ostrich Dept: “Aldous Huxley was one of a handful of
writers to integrate ideas about science into his novels.” (New Scientist 14
Sep) [PB] • Sports Dept: “He [Conan Doyle] wore his fame lightly, taking
more joy in bowling a century on the cricket field than in all the kudos of the
literary establishment.” (William Hjortsberg, Nevermore) [KN] • Simile
Dept: “So we stayed, and tried to sleep, and the moon tumbled by like the
ball in an exhausted roll-on deodorant.” (Michael Bishop, “Snapshots from
the Butterfly Plague”) [PB] • Rough Justice Dept: “The X-Files. At the end of
the last series [...] Scully (Gillian Anderson) faced dismissal for
subordination.” (Times 7 Sep) [PW]

Danger: Contagious Penguins!
Alarm and irritation were caused by a “Virus Warning from the Internet”
flyer received by hordes of British sf people circa 20 September. This was
based on the pernicious “Good Times” hoax, which falsely warns of an email virus so hideous that merely reading a message headed “Good Times”
will erase your hard disk, damage the computer processor by placing it in “an
nth-complexity infinite binary loop”, automatically e-mail the fatal message
to all your friends, etc. As has been noted, this thing doesn’t infect computers
but people, who are urged to spread the false meme by warning everyone
they know: it propagates like a chain letter. Net people who have spent ages
trying to clean this particular brand of shit from the stables were less than
pleased that some dim-brained hoaxer had dumped in a whole new bucket,
with a changed name – “Irina” instead of “Good Times” – and a false
signature, “Professor Edward Prideaux” of the nonexistent “College of
Slavonic Studies”.
The hoax flyer was traceable, through characteristic typos in address labels,
to the Penguin sf review mailing list! Several people alerted Penguin to the
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abuse of their database ... only to be gobsmacked by flyer #2, this time on
Penguin notepaper, which coyly began: “You may have received a letter from
a Professor Edward Prideaux recently falsely warning of a virus called
‘Irina’. Please note that ‘Irina’ is not a virus, and the views of Prof. Prideaux
are not those of Penguin Books. / ‘Irina’ is the title of Penguin Books’
ground-breaking interactive novel ... put together by the science fiction
author, Stephen Baxter, by Guy Gadney, former Head of Electronic
Publishing at Penguin, and Hugh Barnes, an Executive Editor at Penguin.”
That is, Penguin had started a virus scare (which of course went round the
world by e-mail in mere hours) simply to promote the bloody book. Steve
Baxter hastened to proclaim his innocence: “I did know they were planning a
teaser-type PR campaign, but....” Various net and virus pundits pissed on
Penguin from a great height; the Telegraph (23 Sept) quoted Guy Gadney as
blandly saying, “It is very unfortunate that we have created a scare – it was
not our intention.” Ansible wondered whether what seemed daft here would
pass unremarked in the hurly-burly of New York publishing ... but Patrick
Nielsen Hayden of Tor assured me, “If my publicity people had done that, I’d
hang them out to dry, and you may quote me to the fine people at Penguin
UK. • What’s most offensive is their obvious belief that their need to
publicize Baxter’s book is more important than the rules of courtesy and
common sense followed by the internet’s little people. I’m sure I could get a
lot of publicity by towing a billboard for my books down the wrong side of
Fifth Avenue at seventy-five miles an hour, too, but it wouldn’t make it a
smart thing to do.”
Now Guy Gadney explains: “The intention of the release was to convey the
tone and the conspiratorial nature both of the plot of the novel, and of some
areas of the Internet itself.” (Thus, for example, a book about political
assassination might similarly have been promoted by mailing death threats to
cabinet ministers ... plenty of publicity there.) “Of course, we were keen that
the information should be kept by the journalists and not sent out
electronically.” (Disingenuous. To quote the first flyer: “Please be careful
and forward this mail to anyone you care about ... Alert your friends and
local system users.” Now, boys and girls, when people are urgently told to
warn their e-mail contacts, what route are they most likely to use?) “To this
end, the release was sent in hard copy by post to named individuals to avoid
any wider dissemination.” (I’m certainly glad it didn’t go to any of that
notoriously indiscreet subset of humanity which lacks names. Sending scary
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information to journalists is of course a well-known way “to avoid any wider
dissemination”.) “We also took steps to make sure that neither Professor
Prideaux nor the College of Slavonic Studies exist outside the novel itself.”
(It’s good to know that some people have the integrity to make Really Sure
they’re signing a false name.) “As regards the project itself, Stephen and I
have been working together to produce what we believe is a true and
seamless joining of technology and fictional story-telling. Based around the
web sites of the key characters rather than an episodic, page-turning exercise,
Irina is a ground-breaking project both for Stephen and Penguin. • I am sorry
about any misunderstanding and hope that you will find Irina interesting.”
(Er, what misunderstanding? A straightforward “Sorry we acted like utter
loons” would have been more to the point, but let it pass....)

Geeks’ Corner
Stop Press. John Bangsund writes: “George Turner, Australia’s senior SF
writer, turns 80 this month. Melbourne fandom is putting on a birthday party
for him on Saturday 19 October. If you would like to send George a birthday
greeting, e-mail me [email address long dead].”
Ansible 111 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to John Bangsund,
Paul Barnett, Rich Coad (Hero Hugo Transporter), Bernie Evans, Steve
Green, Rob Hansen, Martin Hoare (Hero Hugo Accepter), Ken Lake, Cheryl
Morgan (Other H.H.T.), Kim Newman, Mark Plummer, Spike Parsons, Peter
Wareham, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor (Brum Group; Other H.H.A.), and Bridget
Wilkinson (FATW). 3 Oct 96.
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RETURN OF THE PRODIGY. Long-time readers may recall various
British sf authors being plagued with handwritten (or ill-typed) letters from
“Rachel Oliver” of the million pseudonyms, an allegedly young, allegedly
ailing, alleged female who went on to forge terrible TV sf submissions from
such unamused writers as S. Baxter, C. Greenland and D. Langford. (See e.g.
A91.) Now the horror begins anew, in America! Robert L. Forward writes:
“A number of weeks ago I received a very erudite but poorly typed letter
from ‘Julie’ Johnson (8 ½ years) of 47 Market Place, Malton, North Yorks,
telephone (01653) 693212. • I have a 9 year old granddaughter, and the
difference in vocabulary was so amazing I was suspicious, but I responded
with reprints since ‘she’ sent a SASE (unstamped). The letter has yet to return
to me. • Today I received a similar letter typed on a similar typewriter from
‘Rachel’ Oliver (8 years old) of East Lane, Embasy, Skipton, BD23 6QD. My
non-Sherlock eye could not ‘prove’ the two typewriters were the same, and
the paper was different, and ‘she’ was not asking for anything except whether
I had written the novel Voyager (which I have not). So I responded to that
one with encouragement. After the letter was sealed, I remembered the power
of Alta Vista. So I hooked up to the Internet, called Alta Vista, stuck in ‘Julie
Johnson’ and struck a blank. • Then I tried ‘Rachel Oliver’, and bingo! I got
your column. My little ‘geniuses’ are fakes. I have reopened the envelope
(might as well use the stamps, they are worthless otherwise), stuck in a
complaint and will mail it off tomorrow – with instructions on the envelope
that if the letter is undeliverable, to forward it to F.R. Oliver at the address
you gave. • Thanks for posting the info. Perhaps we should make a collection
of our ‘precocious’ youngster’s names and post them on the Internet under
‘fraudulent names’ where others can find them and be forewarned....” [12
Oct]
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Colin Greenland adds, in our correspondent’s almost inimitable style:
“Actually, I notice little Rachel is even younger now than when she used to
write to me. Does this mean that she is aging backwards and will soon reach
‘Zero Years Old’ and disappear? – Just a thought – You might use this plot
for one of your ‘science fiction books’ –”

The Future Is Tekon
Lionel Fanthorpe took up last issue’s challenge to comment on The Tomb of
God: “After twenty years plus of Rennes investigation, I’d say absolutely,
finally and categorically that there is more likelihood of finding the
embalmed body of Donald Duck inside Mount Cardou than of finding the
body of Jesus in there!” Meanwhile, despite this potboiler’s good UK sales,
John Gribbin reports: “I’m told the book has failed in the US with less than
1,000 copies sold. Who said Americans are gullible?”
Elisabeth Gille. Peter Nicholls writes: “French editor (and my dear friend)
Elisabeth Gille died – too young but not too painfully – on Sept 28. I have
few specifics: her daughter Marianne told me she had ‘a lung problem’.
(Elisabeth had been quite a smoker.) She was around my age, I think: in the
late fifties. She was well known to and well liked by many sf people of my
generation, who remember her intelligence and grace, her sharp wit, and the
excellent work she did when she was in charge of the Éditions Denöel sf line
in the late 1970s, which she built up into perhaps France’s premier sf list
(Aldiss, Bester, Clarke, and so on through the alphabet). Later she changed
companies and worked in more senior positions, but while she was no longer
directly responsible for sf lists, she kept up with her many friends in the sf
community.”
Simon R. Green had fun at Fantasycon ... “Michael Marshall Smith came up
with a new game: questions that can only be answered by the phrase, ‘You
can just fuck right off.’ In his case: ‘How’s the Weaveworld adaptation
doing?’ In my case: ‘How many more Deathstalker books are there going to
be?’ MM suffered from painful ribs after an unfortunate encounter with
unexpected banisters. I offered the industrial-strength paracetamols I am
never without. Those surrounding then struck up a quick chorus of God
Damn The Pusher Man; after which, the hotel staff seemed to follow my
movements with more than usual interest.”
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Gordon Van Gelder of St Martin’s Press is to be the new editor of The
Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction, following the resignation of
Kristine Kathryn Rusch; he will also continue editing sf (but no longer nonsf) at SMP. [PNH] Congratulations!

Contango
8-10 Nov • Novacon 26, Hotel Ibis, Birmingham. GoH David Gemmell. Too
late unless you’ve booked: no walk-ins.
15-17 Nov • Armadacon, Astor Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. £22 reg. GoH
Colin Baker, Jack Cohen, Dave Langford. Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave,
Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, PL3 5HL.
23-4 Nov • TV SF/Fantasy Weekend, part of Folkestone & Boulogne
International Film Festival. £40 reg (proceeds to charity). Contact 38
Rochford Ave, Loughton, Essex, IG10 2BS.
27 Nov • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, near Waterloo. With
Pat Cadigan (“You dog.”). 6pm for 8pm-ish.
28 Nov - 1 Dec • DefCon 96 (media), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool. £35
reg. Contact 47 Marsham, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 5RN.
24-6 Dec • Yulecon, Plough & Harrow Hotel, Edgbaston, Birmingham. £20
reg and 3xSAE (now just one?). Contact 56 York Rd, Torpoint, Cornwall,
PL11 2LG. 01752 812698.
14-17 Feb 97 • Attitude: the Convention (born of the fanzine), Abbey
Hotel, Gt Malvern. £27 reg to 31 Jan; hotel booking deadline is early Nov, so
watch it. Contact First Floor Flat, 14 Prittlewell Square, Southend-on-Sea,
SS1 1DW.
9 Mar 97 • Sector 14 (B5), Central Hotel, Glasgow. One day only. Contact
79 North Drive, Troon, KY10 7DN.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £30 reg,
£20 supp/unwaged, rising to £35/£25 on 1 Dec. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close,
Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS.
28 Aug - 2 Sep 97 • LoneStarCon (55th Worldcon), San Antonio, Texas.
$95 reg. Contact PO Box 27277, Austin, TX 78755-2277, USA. LSC has
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decided not to award Retro-Hugos, cruelly spurning an immemorial tradition
going back to 1996.
Rumblings • Contagion (Trek) has ceased to be, “due to the attentions of the
Tax Man, following the crafty machinations of the man behind Stargazer
Productions” [C] ... too much paperwork required, to the detriment of the
con’s donations to charity. • Aussiecon III. Secret agent “Bunyip” cannot be
gagged: “A member asked for information about his status with the
convention – ‘oh no’, was the reply, ‘the database is kept in the US.’”

Infinitely Improbable
Mad Penguin Disease. Because I am a kindly soul, I don’t really want to go
on and on at Penguin for their lame-brained publicity stunt of a computer
virus hoax. However ... the lie still continues to propagate around the net, and
Penguin’s Guy Gadney has developed a damage-control response which
irritatingly glosses over little matters like culpability: “There is an Interactive
Novel which you can access from the Penguin Books homepage at
www.penguin.co.uk called ‘Irina’ after the main character Irina Zotova. This
has conflicted with reports of a virus called Irina which does not exist and
the Professor Edward Prideaux mentioned is a character in the story. The
virus rumour has been checked by experts in the UK and it has been
confirmed that there is currently no ‘Irina’ virus to guard against and that an
email erroneously circulated to a mailing list was at the root of this rumour.”
Admiring this wholehearted apology, this eager readiness to shoulder the
blame, one is compelled to the realization that Guy Gadney is wasted in
publishing and should move to a career in politics. As soon as possible.
Awards. World Fantasy Awards in presentation order: SPECIAL AWARD
(NON-PROFESSIONAL) Marc Michaud, for Necronomicon Press;
SPECIAL AWARD (PROFESSIONAL) Richard Evans, for contributions to
the genre; ARTIST Gahan Wilson; COLLECTION Gwyneth Jones, Seven
Tales and a Fable; ANTHOLOGY The Penguin Book of Modern Fantasy by
Women ed A. Susan Williams & Richard Glyn Jones; SHORT Gwyneth
Jones, “The Grass Princess”; NOVELLA Michael Swanwick, Radio Waves;
NOVEL Christopher Priest, The Prestige; LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
Gene Wolfe. [PNH, 3 Nov] Several of these provoked the traditional
Langford “Whoopee!” • British Fantasy Awards. NOVEL Graham Joyce,
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Requiem. COLLECTION/ANTHOLOGY Last Rites & Resurrections ed
Andy Cox. SHORT Michael Marshall Smith, “More Tomorrow”. SMALL
PRESS The Third Alternative ed Andy Cox. ARTIST Josh Kirby. SPECIAL
Mike O’Driscoll & Steve Lockley for “Welcome to my Nightmare”. Most
boggled author: John Grant, who learned only after the presentation that his
IZ95 story had been a short-fiction finalist. • 1995 BSFA Award nominations
appeared at last! Shortlisted novels: Stephen Baxter, The Time Ships; Peter
Hamilton, The Nano Flower; Paul McAuley, Fairyland; Ian McDonald,
Chaga; Michael Moorcock, Blood; Chris Priest, The Prestige.
Old News. That shifty fellow Charles L. Dodgson was in fact Jack the Ripper
– reports “child psychotherapist” Richard Wallace in Harper’s [Nov 96].
“This is based upon previously undiscovered anagrams in the Carrollian
opus, including such gems as ‘Twas brillig ...’ becoming: Bet I beat my
glands til / With hand-sword I slay the evil gender. / A slimey theme; borrow
gloves, / And masturbate the hog more!” [JF] Gosh.
Random Fandom. Teddy Harvia wants to make our flesh creep: “I broke my
nose last Thursday [3 Oct] helping to coach my daughter Matilda’s softball
team when a ball deflected by a bat hit me. A trip to the emergency room and
three hours later the flow of blood finally stopped....” • Jon Langford brags:
“Yesterday I went for tea at William Burroughs’s house and Allen Ginsberg
took my picture – WEIRD!!! but true.” [4 Nov] • Martin Tudor, after all his
efforts at being a charismatic TAFF delegate, is captioned as “unknown” in
SF Chronicle’s Hugo-recipients photo; but there is compensation, for the
legend “Martin Tudor for Dave Langford” is allotted to Martin Hoare.... •
Dave Wood has a sobering reminder for us all: “LEST WE FORGET: in this
year 1996 Robbie was sold to the Weston family.” He’s right, you know.
C.o.A. Jane Barnett (term), Room 270, International Hall, Brunswick Sq,
London, WC1N 1AS. Paul & Elizabeth Billinger, 1 Long Row Close,
Everdon, Daventry, Northants, NN11 3BE. Tommy Ferguson, 768 Manning
Ave, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Heidi Lyshol, Calle La Maso 20, Portal 2 1B,
28034 Madrid, Spain. (Address book stolen: tell Heidi where you live....) Rob
Meades & Alice Kohler, 12 Victoria Ave, Saffron Walden, Essex, CB11
3AE. Patrick & Teresa Nielsen Hayden, 681 Union St, Apt D, Brooklyn, NY
11215, USA. Charles Platt, 9 Patchin Place, New York, NY 10011, USA
(office address defunct). Helen Kershaw (née Starkey), South View Cottage,
Yatton Keynell, Wilts, SN14 7JZ.
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Would You Believe It? Asteroid 1982 VA1 (6630) has been named
“Skepticus” for the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of
the Paranormal ... “Csicopus” being rejected as inadequately dignified. The
International Astronomical Union has also named other asteroids for
CSICOP’s Paul Kurtz, Martin Gardner and James Randi.
Honesty. Not very sf ... but the morning after his Booker Prize for Last
Orders, Graham Swift was interviewed on Today. Q: “Who do you think are
our best writers?” A: “I’m not going to name any names.” Q: “Why not?” A:
“Because I have an enormous hangover.” Bravo. [PB]
Outraged Letters. Michael Bishop, wounded by Thog’s Masterclass (),
protests that Thog “badly misses the intentionality of the line’s excessiveness
... I now know what it feels like to die by friendly fire. (This sentence also
contains irony.)” • Mike Glicksohn gently notes that his lovely wife is Susan
Manchester, not Susan Glicksohn. Oops.
No Future In It. R.I.P.: Future’s magazine PCW Plus (formerly 8000 Plus),
devoted to the Amstrad PCW word processor whose specially hard-to-read
matrix print infested scores of UK fanzines. I myself bashed out 88 columns
for this, from #1 in 1986 to the final #124, Xmas 1996. Meanwhile Simo
gloats about another Future mag: “the October issue of SFX was the first to
break the 40,000 sales barrier.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “It was dark out on the surface, menacingly,
cryogenically dark ...” (Ben Bova, Moonrise.) [MKS] No doubt it was
fuliginously cold as well.

TAFF UK: Bad News, and After
A version of the following has already been distributed via the net.
“TAFF: Rumours and Facts. As has been the subject of extensive recent
gossip in fandom (especially UK fandom), the TransAtlantic Fan Fund in
Europe has suffered a major financial setback. The European fund has not
been passed on to the 1996 TAFF winner and current UK administrator,
Martin Tudor. • Thanks to general fannish goodwill, it was assumed that
pass-on delays following Tudor’s victory in early May were the result of
simple disorganization on the part of former administrator Abigail Frost.
Frost has additionally failed to publish the usual detailed voting figures and
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list of European voters, which are still not known. In late June, after repeated
urgent enquiries, Frost responded indirectly by informing a non-involved
person that no money was available; that person [John Clute] passed the
news to Tudor. • The missing sum is assumed to be some £2,600, based on
the amount known to be held by Frost at the end of 1994 (in her first and last
TAFF newsletter she gave the then balance as £1,933.06), plus subsequent
identifiable donations, estimated income from voting fees, etc. Expenses in
the same period are thought to have been minimal. Frost has not directly
responded to any TAFF-related letters or phone calls to her answering
machine since the announcement of Tudor’s win [slight misinformation here;
she spoke to him a few times before the long silence], nor made her usual
appearances at London pub meetings since early June. • TAFF traditionally
has no secrets, except of course for individual voters’ choices in the balloting.
But it was felt that Martin Tudor’s 1996 US trip – made possible by personal
loans, anonymous contributions, the Mexicon Hat, and other donations –
would be ruined by endless argument and recrimination if all of the above,
and its implications, were publicly discussed at that time. The matter was
therefore kept confidential until Tudor had returned and recovered from his
travels. • Unfortunately, despite Tudor’s determination to release the full
facts immediately on return to England, this announcement was delayed for
several weeks by his own unavoidable personal crises – including illness. All
those involved would like to apologize to fandom for the unintended and
most regrettable delay. • The position remains unclear in several areas,
including the possibility of TAFF’s representatives taking legal action. What
is certain is that the European TAFF fund is desperately short of cash, and
that Martin Tudor’s difficulties in performing (and performing well) as the
1996 TAFF delegate were an order of magnitude worse than those faced by
virtually any previous winner.”
Issued on behalf of TAFF, 1 Nov 96, with the approval of administrators Dan
Steffan and Martin Tudor, by past administrators Avedon Carol, Rob
Hansen, Dave Langford (who drafted the text; infelicities are his), Patrick &
Teresa Nielsen Hayden, Greg Pickersgill and Pam Wells.
State of Play. Since the above went public, Abigail Frost has met and talked
with Gary Farber (currently playing tourist in London). To summarize his :
she has been suffering from severe clinical depression or worse, leading to a
period of sheer inability to deal with the world, and has partially recovered
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only after therapy. Nevertheless she says that she feels wholly culpable and
deserves only condemnation. She estimates that the actual “missing” amount
is £2,700. Her cheque for an initial £200 has been handed over, with the
voting records promised to follow, and a pledge of further repayment to
TAFF in many £80 monthly instalments beginning in January. We shall see.
Meanwhile, TAFF in Europe needs support if it is to continue. All donations
will be gratefully received by Martin Tudor, 24 Ravensbourne Grove, off
Clarkes Lane, Willenhall, W. Midlands, WV13 1HX. His just-published
newsletter TAFFlon Tudor #2 [3 Nov] contains a lengthier account of pre-trip
travails, and calls for nominations for a 1997 TAFF race from North America
to the UK Eastercon, Intervention. Candidates should rush their nominations
(3 from NA, 2 from Europe), 100-word platform and bond to Dan Steffan,
3804 S 9th Street, Arlington, VA 22204, USA. The nominations close on 2
Dec 1996; voting closes 8 Feb 1997. Martin still means to complete his trip
report for early 1997.

Geeks’ Corner
Stop Press. Lilian Edwards (ledwards@kentlaw.edu, e-mail also forwarded
from her usual EUSL01@srv0.law.edinburgh.ac.uk) is in Chicago to 3 Dec,
then Austin to 13 Dec: “All fannish visits and offers of excitement will be
gratefully received.”
Ansible 112 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Cuddles, Gary Farber, John Foyster, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Maureen
Kincaid Speller and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 7 Nov 96.
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Ansible 113, December 1996
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Atom. Available for SAE or the ichor of the Sons of the
Bird. Merry Xmas!
INFALIBLY MRITHFUL. Once upon a time when I first began to attend sf
cons, people would flock to see a thing called the Star Trek Blooper Reel, in
which actors drolly fell over or got their lines wrong. (CAPTAIN KIRK: “Oh,
fuck!” AUDIENCE: prolonged thigh-slapping hysterics extending into many
minutes, they are going to hurt themselves, it is not good for them to laugh so
much.) This cult attraction has spawned a million acclaimed successors – Red
Dwarf Smeg Outs, etc – on the same principle whereby postage stamps are
infinitely more valuable if the Queen’s ears have been printed upside down.
So my latest sure-fire project for 1997 is the Literary SF/Fantasy Out-Takes
video, capturing the whacky, zany lapses of the writers themselves. See Rob
Holdstock go “Ouch” as he mis-researches an earthy rut scene for Mythagos
Forever! [TITANIC CANNED LAUGHTER.] See Gene Wolfe scratch his head and
mutter, “What the hell did I mean by that bit, exactly?” [GALES OF HILARITY.]
See John Clute tergiversate! [HUGE BLAST OF CANNED HAECCEITY.] See Pat
Cadigan mistype “Yuo odg”! [RAPTUROUS APPLAUSE.] See Terry Pratchett
absent-mindedly signing his lunch! [DEAFENING SHRIEKS OF MIRTH.] See Harlan
Ellison prevented from completing The Last Dangerous Visions by
amusingly having to change his antique typewriter ribbon! [SHORT BUT VERY
LOUD BURST OF LAUGHTER.] See Dave Langford make three countem three
stabs at correctly spelling “Ansible”! [MASSIVE OUTBREAK OF DEAD SILENCE.] ...
How can this fail to be a best-seller?

The Bird Is Cruel
Stephen Baxter’s launch party for Voyage at Forbidden Planet sounds
decadent: “The party went well. There was a huge book-shaped cake to
celebrate a huge cake-shaped book. In my party bag from Dick Jude I found a
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Ken&Barbie Star Trek collectible; Barbie as Uhura is disturbingly sexy,
those black tights.... There was competition from the New Worlds party at
Murder One but a score draw was declared.”
Harlan Ellison, to general fannish applause, has delivered material eagerly
awaited for 25 years ... being part 5 of his fan-fiction serial !Nissassa, begun
in Lee Hoffman’s Science Fiction Five-Yearly in 1956. (Geri Sullivan has
guest-edited the latest SFFY, issue #10; its relentless schedule continues
unbroken.)
Joe Haldeman cannot contain himself: “Frabjous day! My Hollywood agent
just sold the movie rights to The Forever War for $365,000, to Boss Films!”
[9 Nov]
Liz Knights, “the beloved publisher at Victor Gollancz, died of cancer in
mid-November,” writes her colleague Jo Fletcher. “She was 41 and had been
battling the disease since 1991. Tragic is a word over-used in describing
death; in this case it is entirely apposite. Liz was bright, committed, funny,
supportive and an entirely wonderful person, loved by her colleagues, her
authors and anyone who knew her. As a publisher, she combined flair,
perspicacity, enthusiasm and determination. She leaves a husband, Ian Craig,
and three stepchildren. She will be very deeply missed.” (Yes indeed – DRL.)
Fritz Leiber did not leave vast archives of unpublished material (would that
we could say as much of L. Ron Hubbard). But a 1936 MS recently came to
light, dating from Leiber’s correspondence with H.P. Lovecraft, and 1997
sees first publication of the Lovecraftian The Dealings of Daniel Kesserich: A
Study of the Mass-Insanity at Smithville (Tor).
Whitley Strieber has been sending out a digitized image of an utterly bogstandard and clichéd “alien”, hailing it as “the most authentic looking
photograph of an apparent alien that I have ever seen. The reason that I feel
this is that it seems to reveal anatomical structures around the black eye
covers that I have observed but intentionally never reported anywhere.”
Gosh! Could someone be having him on? “Whether this is a model or not, it
is terribly authentic, so authentic that I believe that it can be used to
acclimatize oneself to the actual grays, which is not easy to do you wake up
in the middle of the night with one of them peering into your face.” [JM]
Quite, quite. Characteristically, although the creator of the image is unknown
and WS has absolutely no rights to it, he has “copyrighted it in the name of
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the Communion Foundation, and it is not for distribution without
permission.” I recall a refusal to let me quote the pages of Majestic which
ripped off my own UFO spoof....
Whitley asks you not to look at this image without explicit permission.

Ian Watson knows how to have fun in Moreton Pinkney: “We’re off to a
birthday party, in the village hall, for the Radio Four Jack the Ripper Tour
Guide of the Year, who lives in Alexei Sayle’s old house here when he isn’t
at the 12 Bells in Whitechapel. Harry has hired a bus to bring Londoners
[including] Alexei and Yasser Arafat’s best friend, though I will believe it
when I see it. Booze-up in the hall, conga dance through the bewildered
village, then explode fireworks in a field to entertain the sheep which lack
stimulation at this time of the year, now that the rams have finished smearing
blue wax on their backs.”

Conarium
19 Dec • London Xmas meeting, Wellington, nr Waterloo.
24-6 Dec • Yulecon ... CANCELLED, I understand.
25 Dec • No BSFA London meeting, for some odd reason.
31 Jan - 2 Feb 97 • HarmonIX (filk), Rozel Hotel, Weston-Super-Mare. Now
£23 reg. Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ ... an address
which somehow rings a bell.
3-5 Jan 97 • Shinnenkai (animé), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, Heathrow. Now
£30 reg as of 1 Dec. Contact PO Box 3038, Wokingham, RG40 3JT.
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8 Feb 97 • Conpulsion (gaming), Edinburgh. £2.50 reg, to 7 Feb. Contact 67
Maitland Hog Lane, Kirkliston, ED29 9DU.
2 Mar 97 • Picocon 14, Imperial College, London. 10am-8pm. £8 reg.
Additional GoH: Nicholas Royle. Contact ICSF c/o IC Union, Beit Quad,
Prince Consort Rd, London, SW7 2BB.
8 Mar 97 • The Nightwatch (B5), Connaught Rooms, London. GoH Jeff
Conaway. Contact Wolf 359, 141 Waarden Road, Canvey Island, Essex, SS8
9BE. 01753 771078.
28-31 Mar 97 • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now
£35 reg (£25 unwaged). Contact 12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants,
PO10 7TS.
2-5 May 97 • The Mission (Trek), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool.
Contact Wolf 359 as for Nightwatch above.
23-6 May 97 • Year of the Wombat (humour/hangovers theme), Bestwood
Lodge Hotel, Nottingham. £25 reg to 31 Mar. Contact 22 The City, Beeston,
Nottingham, NG9 2ED.
18-20 Jul 97 • Convocation (Unicon 16 + British RPG con), New Hall,
Cambridge. GoH Steven Brust. £20 reg; 180-member limit. Contact 19
Uphall Road, Cambridge, CB1 3HX.
28 Aug - 2 Sep 97 • LoneStarCon (55th Worldcon), San Antonio, Texas.
$120 reg to end of year. Contact PO Box 27277, Austin, TX 78755-2277,
USA or – for at last Ansible spies have penetrated the deep cover of the UK
agent – Mike Moir, 27 Hampton Rd, Worcester Park, Surrey, KT4 8EU.
14-16 Nov 97 • Novacon 27, De Vere Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern. GoH
Peter F. Hamilton. £25 reg, rising in April. Contact 14 Park St, Lye,
Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY9 8SS.
10-13 Apr 98 • Intuition (Eastercon), Piccadilly Jarvis Hotel, Manchester.
GoH Connie Willis, Ian McDonald, Martin Tudor. Now £28 reg, £15 supp.
Contact (new address) 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5
3LQ.
Rumblings • More on Contagion’s being shopped to the Inland Revenue
(A112): “The same low trick was tried on Wolf 359 conventions, but the
group managed to survive (up yours Stargazer!) and has turned into a Ltd
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company. It’s still fan-run by unpaid volunteers, and profits still go to charity,
but it keeps the taxman happy.” [RB]

Infinitely Improbable
R.I.P. Michael Bentine (1921-1996), who died on 18 Nov, was fondly
remembered by UK genre humorists for his surreal and fantastic comedy –
first in the Goon Show team and later with such TV series as It’s a Square
World. In Terry Pratchett’s words, “He married the Goons style to the old
comedy traditions and was, I think, more consistently funny than, say,
Python.” John Harvey reminds us that MB was an sf fan who attended
Seacon ’79. • Idries Shah (1924-1996) died on 23 Nov; many of his English
retellings of Sufi parables – in The Exploits of the Incomparable Mulla
Nasrudin and subsequent collections – were of fantasy interest, to the extent
that he nearly had a Fantasy Encyclopedia entry.... • Joni Stopa, long-time
Chicago area fan, died from a heart attack on 4 Dec. She had suffered a
earlier heart attack at Windycon in Nov, followed (while in hospital) by a
serious stroke, and had not been expected to recover. Commiserations to her
husband Jon Stopa.
SF Prophecy. Uncanny foreshadowing spotted in a 1981 sf story: “I was no
real artist. I was just your typical product of Babylon-5, all jargon and no
vision.” (“Mallworld Graffiti” by Somtow Sucharitkul, now better known as
S.P. Somtow.) [GD]
Fundraising. TAFF raised £1,308.90 in frenzied auctions and silliness at
Novacon 26, considerably restoring the health of this frostbitten fund;
Confabulation (Eastercon 1995) donated a further £500, and Nic Farey’s
secret beer tasting produced £132.40. Armadacon lashed its 100-odd
attendees into parting with over £1,000 for RNIB Talking Books. And
Fantasycon’s dread raffle mysteriously raised not pounds but $650, for the
memorial fund in honour of Richard Evans.
Small Press Stuff. Substance magazine is folding and returning unused
subscriptions with issue 4. • The 23rd issue of Chris Reed’s Back Brain
Recluse is also to be the last subscription issue; BBR is becoming an irregular
anthology. • Small Press Guide 1997: A Detailed Guide to Poetry & Small
Press Magazines indicates its priorities in the subtitle – poetry first – but
covers various other areas, including sf: Ansible, BBR, Interzone etc. £7.99
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from Writer’s Bookshop, 7-11 Kensington High St, London, W8 5NP. • Steve
Sneyd announces his epic survey Star-Spangled Shadows, covering poetry in
1930s-60s US fanzines. £1.95 (inc p&p) from 4 Nowell Place, Almondbury,
Huddersfield, HD5 8PB.
Nova Awards at Novacon 26 caused controversy in Leeds: that is, D. West is
said to have charismatically mumbled his disapproval of the (popular)
fanzine result. BEST FANZINE Waxen Wings and Banana Skins aka Banana
Wings ed Mark Plummer & Claire Brialey (runner-up: Attitude). FAN
WRITER Alison Freebairn (r-u Mark Plummer). FAN ARTIST D. West (r-u
Dave Mooring). BEST FAN – a special one-off presentation – Bob Shaw, the
trophy being accepted by Nancy Shaw.
Random Fandom. Brian Burgess, though wheelchair-bound and finding it
hard to write, still enjoys letters and fanzines: Creedy House, Nether Avenue,
Littlestone on Sea, Kent, TN28 8NH. • Gary Farber returned safely home
from his month in Britain, and is expected to recover soon from the aftereffects of a Greg Pickersgill Denunciation and his own daring act of kissing
Martin Tudor’s naked feet as a sponsored performance in aid of TAFF. • Jean
Hoare has begun a course of chemotherapy for breast cancer, and gloomily
expects to be throwing up a lot for several months to come; fingers are
crossed for successful results. We will spare you Martin Hoare’s jest, at
Jean’s pre-treatment Indian lunch, about keema therapy.... • Kathy & Ian
Taylor have a new address (same as Intuition, above) and an only slightly
less new daughter: Charlotte Amanda, b. 20 Sept. • Patricia & Rob Welbourn
are bragging about the birth of son Miles Alexander Fantuzzi on 26 Nov.
BSFA Awards. The 1996 presentation was hideously delayed, but at last the
winners were announced at Novacon. NOVEL Stephen Baxter, The Time
Ships. SHORT Brian Stableford, The Hunger and Ecstasy of Vampires (short
version, Interzone 91/92). ARTWORK Jim Burns, cover for Seasons of
Plenty ... the only finalist which wasn’t an IZ cover.
Publishers & Sinners. Malcolm Edwards is now apparently both the UK
HarperCollinsTradeDivision supremo and deputy managing director,
following (according to Private Eye) a mighty ego battle with HC rival
Norman Proffit, who after various threatened (NP’s) and actual (Malcolm’s)
resignations has mysteriously been granted “equal status” with Le Petit Mal.
Coo. • US pb rights to Chris Priest’s The Prestige (“Triffic” – Ansible) had
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languished until the book’s World Fantasy Award win ... whereupon a
“spirited auction” began, and was won by Tor.
Allegedly ... we await denial of the seductive rumour – transmitted by BSFA
gossip columnist “Aleph” – that a Welsh edition of Kim Stanley Robinson’s
trilogy had to be abandoned owing to the reps at
HarperCollinsForeignDivision having persistent difficulty in distinguishing
Mawrth Glas (Green Mars) from Mawrth Glas (Blue Mars).
Outraged Letters. Steve Gallagher also suffered from the Anonymous
Letter-Writing Yorkshire Pest (Ansible, passim): “I try to reply honestly to
whatever mail I get. I thought I was dealing with someone who was maybe in
earnest but damaged, so I responded with some politeness and kept my home
address well out of it. By the time I got the third letter, I’d become convinced
that here was a person getting kicks out of his/her own mendaciousness. It’s
sad and a bore. An eight-year-old would have more of a life.” Steve also
came up with a revenge scheme which is perfect in its evil appropriateness; I
hesitate only owing to a worry that the Pest may in fact be mentally ill. •
Simon R. Green adds: “I feel quite jealous that I’ve never been plagued by
‘Rachel Oliver’. What’s the matter; I’m not big enough for her? Hmmph.” •
Kim Newman responds to Simon (A112): “M.M. Smith did not devise the
‘you can fuck right off’ game. I’m responsible for introducing it to him (at a
Steve Jones party in Wembley), but as far as I know it was invented (in a
dacha in the White Carpathians – I’m not making this up) by Brian Smedley,
who is a Labour district councillor in Bridgwater, Somerset. Oh, and Eugene
Byrne was in on its inception too. The best I can say for it is that it’s less
offensive than Brian’s next stab at old-style make your own entertainment –
‘Fantasy Serial Killer’.”
CAN of Worms. “The Cult Awareness Network has been forced into
bankruptcy, due to 45 lawsuits filed by the Scientologists,” writes Steve
Brown. “A judge went for one of them and entered a $1.8 million judgement
against the CAN. The CAN’s assets were put up for auction. Their name,
logo, PO Box and phone number – their identity – were sold to the highest
bidder, who turned out to be a Scientologist. He intends to keep the
organization going, but utilizing it for his own purposes. Thus, people who
find CAN’s 20-year-old phone number and call, worried about a son who just
became a Hubbardite, will be talking to a Scientologist.... CAN said that
throughout their career, ‘aside from Satanic groups, more callers asked about
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Scientology than any other group.’ • There’s more: pending is a sale of 600
feet of files on cults accumulated over the years. The Church of Sci wants
these bad. Not only to finger people who have blown the whistle on their own
activities, but to get dirt on rival cults. ‘Scientology will pay anything to get
their hands on those files,’ said Robert Young, a former Scientologist
spokesman who quit and became a major critic, ‘We always figured CAN
was the nexus for all the rest of the problems Scientology had. So the idea of
getting the files is similar to the KGB being able to buy the files of the CIA.’
A judge is thinking this over right now.”
Thog’s Masterclass. Cultural Research Special Credit: “Walter was in the
kitchen, his elbows plunged into soapy water, singing along with Radio 1 as
he worked, an opera program.” (Kelly Link, “Flying Lessons”, Asimov’s
Oct/Nov) [DW] • “Her eyes were two small heavens filled with their own
wild tempests.” • “‘Cold?’ Minarik asked, his voice breaking the silence as
gently as if it were an egg.” • “Her head gimbaled back to rest between her
shoulders.” • “‘The tension is thicker than the gravy,’ he said.” (all Robin
Wayne Bailey, Shadowdance, 1996)

Geeks’ Corner
Stop Press. Attempts in early December to subscribe to Ansible through the
Majordomo@imi.gla.ac.uk server were being bounced with messages of
computerized despair: “I’m afraid I wasn’t able to deliver your message to
the following addresses. This is a permanent error; I’ve given up. Sorry it
didn’t work out.” Naveed Khan promises that he is administering electronic
Prozac and restoring the system’s will to live....
The newly-revealed UK LoneStarCon agent Mike Moir has now been
interviewed by Ansible, and memorably stated: “They told me two years ago
that I was an agent and I haven’t heard anything from them since.”
Ansible 113 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Pre-festive thanks to Ruth
Ballam, Paul Barnett, Chris Bell, Gary Dalkin, Jo Fletcher, Tim Illingworth,
Joe McNally, Chris O’Shea, Chris Priest, Joyce Scrivner, Chris Terran,
Jonathan Waite, Dave Wood and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 5 Dec 96.
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Ansible 113½, Xmas 1996
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Artwork: Ron Tiner. Available for SAE or apotropaic against three
ghostly visitors.
ANOTHER MINGY XMAS-CARD SUBSTITUTE. Yes, it’s time for the
annual round-up of events in the Langford family. Dave was a little deflated
to receive only the two Nobel Prizes in 1996, but the life peerage (“for
services to deafness”) and £6,000,000 lottery win did slightly mitigate his
disappointment. Hazel too was modestly pleased with her success in
achieving universal penal reform, and is aiming for a utopian world state by
mid-February. Meanwhile our nationally famous trained woodlice have taken
several major prizes at pet shows, the Reading Council citation for Best Front
Garden (Crisp Packets & Beer Cans Division) was a pleasant surprise, and
Dave Langford does not think he can keep this up for much longer. Will
someone please buy me a drink and take this paragraph away from me? Many
thanks indeed, and we wish you the usual merry this and a happy that.

Infinitely Improbable
R.I.P. William Rushton (1937-1996), who died on 11 December, was another
sad loss: a co-founder of Private Eye, a genially funny man, a funny writer
and an excellent cartoonist. His chief contribution to sf was the extravagantly
silly self-illustrated alternate-world novel W.G. Grace’s Last Case, or, The
War of the Worlds – Part Two (1984); his The Geranium of Flüt (1975) is a
slightly postmodern cartoon fantasy.
Marley’s Chains. A spate of multiply copied net mail urges us to contact
Houghton Mifflin Co, who promised one free Xmas book to hospitalized US
kids for every 25 e-mails received. Futilely chasing this is a follow-up
begging everyone to stop, since the 50,000 maximum was passed on 11 Dec
and 2,000 books (plus 500 extra) duly donated....
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TAFF Race Cancelled. Dan Steffan, NA administrator of the TransAtlantic
Fan Fund, announces that there will be no 1997 TAFF race to the UK
Eastercon (Intervention, which had arranged a free room and membership for
the TAFF delegate). Luke McGuff had been the only candidate to get in his
nominations and other paperwork; another fan, Ian Hagemann, offered to
stand in order to ensure there would be a race ... but seems to have been
rapidly talked out of it, before the 2 Dec nominations deadline. Many fans
who worked hard to restore TAFF’s fortunes in the wake of the recent UK
disaster feel let down by this cancellation. Nor is there any suggestion of
when the next eastward trip might be. Can TAFF catch up by running two
races in 1998?
Condom. 24-6 Dec: Yulecon (Brum) cancelled. • 2 Jan: the usual London
(Wellington) sf meeting. • 11 Jan: “Hard Country” exhibition of superbly
collectable paintings/etchings by Jon Langford at Llantarnam Grange Arts
Cent, St Davids Rd, Cwmbran. For 6 weeks. 01633 483321. • All sympathy
to Perry Middlemiss, now elected Chair of Aussiecon 3.
Ansible Xmas Extras. Filk Supplement. Please see next column. Huge prizes
are not offered for identifying the sf celebrity whose fame is being sung. (“1
across: Critic upsets Eastern cult [5].”) • Featured Graphic Novel. Earlier this
year, Ron Tiner was invited by the Oxford University Press to create a
graphic adaptation of A Christmas Carol in one page. Very soon OUP
corrected themselves – they’d actually meant just one scene – but not before
(with some early caption help from Paul Barnett) Ron had drafted the version
appearing here....
Thog’s Masterclass. “Waldhari could feel his heart clenching and loosening
like a fist in his chest, its drumbeat battering hard and slow against his ears.”
• “Each step, each whisper of his soles against the stone floor seemed to echo
within his skull, murmuring again the thought that had chafed at him since
the first day he had looked into a silver Roman mirror and seen the sharp
angles of his face, the harsh mask that would not show any of the thoughts
that raged within his small ribs.” • “Gundahari and Gundrun shouted their
thoughts with their faces.” (all Stephan Grundy, Attila’s Treasure, 1996)

Wild Canadian Boy, The
There was a wild Canadian boy; I dare not tell his name
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For fear that on the printed page he’ll give me doubtful fame.
But science fiction, fantasy and such was all his joy;
There never was a scholar like the wild Canadian boy.
He studied hard by night and day until his brain was packed
With constipated wisdom and a solid wadge of fact.
And though his brain was bigger than the state of Illinois,
It left no room for thinking for the wild Canadian boy.
And when the headache grew so bad he could endure no more
He sadly left his native land and made for Albion’s shore.
And oh! his heart was gladdened when they shouted “Land ahoy!”
“At last I am in England,” said the wild Canadian boy.
In nineteen hundred and sixty-nine he started his wild career,
A critic some would come to love and others grow to fear.
And every book with furrowed brow like finest corduroy
He’d scrutinize and comment on, that wild Canadian boy.
And when his taste and judgement were acclaimed throughout the land
He said “To write my masterpiece the time is now at hand;
A vast encyclopaedia – half a ton, avoirdupois –
Will be a fitting project for the wild Canadian boy.”
By Sol’s effulgent splendour and by Luna’s silver beams
He tabulated wonder and anatomized our dreams.
By phyle and genus and such types that botanists employ
He pressed and dried them in his book, that wild Canadian boy.
And when the work was over and the mighty task was done
He looked around him, yawned and said “I’ll write another one.”
And on his quest he pottered forth, like Ulysses from Troy;
He never had a moment’s rest, that wild Canadian boy.
And great stupendous words he used to frame his thoughts serene,
Though there were times he wasn’t sure exactly what they mean.
Some writers he would fawn upon, and others he’d destroy,
But nothing was omitted by the wild Canadian boy.
Imperious his language is, and complex is his style,
But mostly you can work it out, although it takes a while.
And wild and woolly paragraphs that puzzle and annoy
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Are frequently the trademark of the wild Canadian boy.
So now the second volume goes galumphing through the press:
It may not be quite perfect but it’s awesome nonetheless.
And some may mutter “Oh my God,” but most shout “Attaboy!”
If only ’cos they daren’t offend the wild Canadian boy.
Tom Holt
(Ansible’s special correspondent Yvonne Rousseau admired this greatly, but
pointed out that – unlike the original – it seemed to lack a chorus. Thus,
without the slightest consultation with Tom ...)
Chorus: Come, my co-editors, the deadlines they are nigh,
Together we’ll cross-reference, but never say “sci-fi”.
We’ll thunder through the verbiage, like mighty Sherman tanks,
And we’ll scorn to lean on textbooks that were written by the Yanks!

A Christmas Carol
The One-Page Graphic Novel: Ron Tiner
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Ansible 113½ Copyright © Dave Langford, 1996. Merrie thanks to Paul
Barnett, Chris Bell, Hazel, Tom Holt, Yvonne Rousseau, Ron Tiner (Famous
Punch Artist) and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). Xmas 96. Klono bless us,
every one.
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Ansible 114, January 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Ian Gunn. Availability: SAE or restoration of the Lost
Books of Elephantis.
I think I’ve now worked out how to continue
financing Ansible. One simply incorporates in the USA and files for Chapter
11 bankruptcy. Immense rewards beckon: the ailing Marvel Comics group
went through just this process at the end of 1996 in order “to get $525 million
in new capital”, which I could certainly use. The only snag is that someone
called Ron Perelman, who already owns over 80% of Marvel, vastly
increases his control. H’mm, wait a minute ... maybe Ron Perelman’s first act
would be to fire one-third of the present Ansible workforce (Marvel have
recently done so, to the tune of 115 jobs), and it would be ever so hard to
decide on my least favourite third of the decrepit Langford body. Modest
proposal duly withdrawn. I never did understand Big Business.
ANOTHER MODEST PROPOSAL.

Continued On Next Rock
Simon R. Green confides the secret of his literary success: “I tend to do
things like having someone leave a room twice in a row without having had
them come back in again. Or completely forgetting about a sub-plot I’d set up
two books earlier, and having to give it its own chapter in the next book. Or
there was the time I got halfway through a locked-room murder mystery
before discovering that my explanation didn’t work. There followed much
panic and screaming of oaths as I sought frantically to come up with a new
solution that didn’t involve jettisoning the already completed first half....”
(Small prize to the first reader who correctly identifies the SRG novel in
question.)
Robert A. Heinlein’s The Moon Is A Harsh Mistress is to become a movie,
and a contract has been signed; my impeccable but unattributable source
adds, “How sweet of the NASA people to discover ice on the moon when
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they did!”
Ursula Le Guin fancies writing a foreword to the collected Thog’s
Masterclass, if our nice publishers accept it: “Her eyes dropped suddenly to
the floor, rolling a little, as she gathered up her intestinal fortitude in both
hands and murmured, ‘Oh, yes, indeed, Sir, I would write your
Introduction!’”
Terry Pratchett has had an enjoyable tinker with his word processor
(WordPerfect 6.1): “There’s something satisfying about having a SMALL CAPS
key with a skull on it....” (But Tom Holt was more bashful about his antique
system: “For the record, I also use flint tools and light my home in winter
with pottery lamps filled with bison dripping.”)
Carl Sagan (1934-1996) died on 20 Dec aged 62. Genre readers will
remember him not so much for his middle-of-the-road sf novel Contact as for
his fascination with the idea of real alien life, and his dedicated efforts over
the decades to promote SETI and public understanding of science (Cosmos
being only the tip of the iceberg) while debunking exploitative pseudoscience
... as in his powerfully argued 1996 book The Demon-Haunted World. More
from Steve Baxter, over.
Whitley Strieber has issued a follow-up statement about that stupefyingly
“authentic” picture of an alien (see A113), which makes everything much
clearer: “My conclusion is that this is most likely an exceptionally well
executed fake. It remains the most authentic alien image that I have ever
seen.”

Concent
22 Jan • BSFA London meet, Jubilee pub, York Rd. 7pm on.
31 Jan - 2 Feb • HarmonIX (filk), Rozel Hotel, Weston-Super-Mare. £23
reg. Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. Attempted use of
e-mail will be Punished.
8 Feb • Conpulsion (gaming), Edinburgh. £2.50 reg, to 7 Feb. Contact 67
Maitland Hog Lane, Kirkliston, ED29 9DU.
14-17 Feb • Attitude: the Convention (born of the fanzine), Abbey Hotel,
Gt Malvern. £27 reg by post to 31 Jan only; £35 at door. Rooms
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£29/person/night; no singles now left; room deposit = 1 night’s stay. Contact
First Floor Flat, 14 Prittlewell Square, Southend-on-Sea, SS1 1DW. 01702
352846.
21-3 Feb • TrinCon2, Dublin, Ireland. £15(I) reg, £20(I) at door. Many
GoHs. Contact 40 Daniel St, Dublin 8, Ireland.
1-2 Mar • Microcon 17, Exeter University. GoH: many. £5 reg? Contact 25
Victoria St, Exeter, Devon, EX4 6JQ.
2 Mar • Picocon 14, Imperial College, London. 10am-8pm. £8 reg (students
£3). Contact ICSF c/o IC Union, Beit Quad, Prince Consort Rd, London,
SW7 2BB.
28-31 Mar • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £35 reg
(£25 unwaged), rising to £50 on 1 Mar and closing 14 Mar; no at-the-door
memberships available. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants,
PO10 7TS.
18-20 Apr • Nebula Awards Weekend, Holiday Inn Crown Plaza, Kansas
City. $55 ($25 without banquet) to SFWA c/o 808 W 39th Terrace, Kansas
City, MO 64111-4002, USA.
3 Jun • Enoch Soames, literary time-traveller from 1897, appears in the
British Museum Reading Room at 2:10pm. [MB]
11-14 July • The Alliance (B5), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool. GoH J.
Michael Straczynski; many others. Contact Wolf 359, 141 Waarden Road,
Canvey Island, Essex SS8 9BE.
28 Aug - 2 Sep • LoneStarCon (55th Worldcon), San Antonio, Texas. Now
$135 reg (rises again 1 Aug). Contact PO Box 27277, Austin, TX 787552277, USA, or 27 Hampton Rd, Worcester Park, Surrey, KT4 8EU.
30 Oct - 2 Nov • World Fantasy Convention, Britannia International Hotel,
Marsh Wall, London. Added GoH Iain Sinclair. £75/$120 reg (rises 1 May);
membership limited to 750. Rooms £75/night double/twin or, gorblimey, £65
single. Contact PO Box 31, Whitby, North Yorkshire, YO22 4YL.
2003 • Toronto in ’03 is the bid for a fourth Canadian Worldcon, with a
committee two dozen strong. Pre-supporting memberships $US15 or
$CAN20.03 (it says here). Contact Toronto in ’03, PO Box 3, Station A,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5W 1A2. UK agent to be announced soon.
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There is a rival Berlin bid.
Rumblings • The 7-8 Dec Stargazers Trek con at Wembley Arena was
cancelled at the last minute by arena administrators, who muttered about
“contractual difficulties” with Mr Stargazer. A nation mourns: 12,000 fans
had been expected. “This was advertised as a ‘Christmas Sci-fi Special ... a
prequel to the 10th anniversary of the Next Generation and at the request of
United International Pictures.’ A month after the ad appeared in Empire
(Dec), the magazine printed a denial on behalf of UIP: ‘This was not set up
“at the request of UIP” as stated in the ad. The use of UIP’s name was
completely unauthorized.’” [AB]

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers & Sinners. Tim Holman (joint hero, with Colin Murray, of
Orbit’s work on the mighty Fantasy Encyclopedia) has been appointed
Editorial Director of Orbit as from 1 Jan. So this is not the time to grumble
that the Orbit catalogue page on the FE omits three Contributing Editors and
both Associate Editors.... Temporarily erased from history: R. Kaveney, D.
Langford, R. Tiner, D. Hartwell, G. Westfahl.
Random Fandom. Chris Bell “is happy to say (again) that the doctors
(again) have decided (again) that she doesn’t after all have terminal cancer
(again). They’ve decided as how I can reasonably book a summer holiday
[this] year.” • Guilia De Cesare & Steve Davies are marrying in Tasmania on
18 Jan. “Please note that using issues of Plokta for confetti will probably not
be appreciated.” [CM] • Rob Hansen is to be the first beneficiary of the
‘Fanhistoricon Fan Fund’, wafting him to America for
Fanhistoricon/Boskone (Framingham, Mass., 14-16 Feb). • Jon Langford
reveals yet more about his visit to William Burroughs: “The garage door was
pocked with shotgun pellets, and there were all these bits of wood that had
been blown apart ... I asked Burroughs what he thought about gun control,
and he rasped, ‘I am a member of the NRA. But I don’t pay any dues.’”
Snapshots from the great meeting show a priceless cultural artefact in the
Burroughs garden: his very own orgone box. • David McClintock, Ohio fan
and sf/fantasy book dealer, suffered “a major stroke” on 1 Dec but is
recovering well and hopes to resume mail-order shipments by late Jan. [RM]
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1997 ... remember to celebrate Mary Shelley’s 200th birthday and the 100th
anniversary of The Island of Dr Moreau. Oh yes, and in Jan 1987 the London
SF Circle left the One Tun....
C.o.A. Janice Eisen, 3535 Tarrytown Rd, Brookfield, WI 53005, USA.
Steven McDonald, 9649 E Colette St, Tucson, AZ 85748, USA. Pat
McMurray, Flat 4, 49 Wandle Rd, Croydon, CR0 1DF. Harry Payne &
Omega, 22 Hilton Place, Harehills, Leeds, LS8 4HE. Paul Rood, PO Box
3086, Colchester, Essex, CO2 7SF.
Thog’s Poetry Masterclass. D.G. Rossetti on a beloved pet: “Oh how the
family affections combat / Within my breast! Each hour throws a bomb at /
My burning soul – neither from owl or from bat / Can peace be gained, until I
clasp my wombat ...” (Aussiecon 3 please copy.)
Group Gropes. More updates on regular sf pub meetings ... Cardiff, 7:30pm
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1st Tue of month, The Golden Cross, 283 Hayes Bridge Rd; Cambridge,
6:30pm 2nd Mon, The Wrestlers, New Market Rd; Reading, 9pm every Mon,
The Sun, Castle St.
Small Press. The least likely guide to 1997 is Frank Key’s Hooting Yard
Calendar, this year’s illustration theme being “Planet of the Crumpled
Jesuits”. Weekdays are given in Croatian, there are useful spaces for (e.g.)
LIST OF TROUSERS, and selected days carry significant reminders like GO ALL
RUBBERY. Limited edition of 80. £5 to P. Byrne, Hooting Yard Press, 103
Cavendish Rd, Highams Park, London, E4 9NG. Forthcoming: “a little
booklet on ‘The Making of the Hooting Yard Calendar’ – a sort of sawn-off
version of one of those ‘The Making of Jurassic Park’ TV documentaries,”
babbles Frank excitedly.
Spawn of the Damned. Jenny & Justin Ackroyd announce their daughter
Lucy Hannah, born 18 Dec. [AS] Helena Bowles & Richard Standage also
expect offspring this year; Helen Tsatsos & Jon Langford plan to make me an
uncle in July; Helena & Martin Tudor’s target date is around 10 May; Kim &
Tony Whysall-Hammond have a 30 March ETA but do not intend to make
this an unusual Eastercon programme item....
More Worldcon Bids! 2000 Chicago; Boston Mountains (a hoax?). 2001
Boston; Hel (Norway); Philadelphia. 2002 San Francisco; Seattle. 2012
Chichén Itzá. 2017 Moscow. Blimey.
Editorial. 1996: bloody hell, what a year. Too many deaths. Too much TAFF
gloom. Personal good cheer came from such things as a 20th wedding
anniversary; Ansible’s surprise LAcon Hugo, the first at a non-UK Worldcon;
the publication of The Unseen University Challenge and The Silence of the
Langford; the completion at last of the Fantasy Encyclopedia, of which my
own puny bits run to some 80,000 words; convivial times with the usual good
people, and others; and a GoH spot at Armadacon in Plymouth, with many
new (to me) faces and no one at all who seemed jaded. O brave new world. •
1997: we enter the seventh calendar year of Ansible distribution at every firstThursday London meeting. This fanatical dedication may not, alas, continue
beyond Easter ... unless there’s a move from the Wellington to some less
strenuous pub. When almost everyone is saying “too noisy, too crowded”,
and attendance has fallen to less than half that of the glory days, maybe it is
once again Time. I will happily contribute to collections to hire a room in a
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quieter pub, and will eagerly hand out Ansible at any plausible breakaway
meeting. But, since I live outside London and dislike phones, I’m not
volunteering to organize anything. Sorry! • Crumb of comfort: Ansible is also
available via e-mail (details below and on our subscription page) and at
http://news.ansible.co.uk/ ...
Thog’s Bumper New Year Masterclass. “A bad feeling crawled up my
trouser leg.” ... “The heavy, rich scent of fresh-spilled blood filling his
lungs.” ... “The alien becomes familiar as he picks scabs from the minds of
his summoners.” (all Jay Russell, Celestial Dogs, 1996) • “And the great god
laughed with a terrible thin laugh that brought to mind paper cuts and the
slicing of eyeballs.” (Harlan Ellison, “Chatting with Anubis”, 1995) •
“Webster moved at that, lifting one aristocratic nostril.” ... “Keepe spoke
through his teeth.” ... “Faye turned a searching gaze on Carolyn, and she
upon Ophy. Jessamine gathered Bettiann with her eyes, then all of them
turned their eyes on Aggie in a combined stare that had almost the force of
hands laid upon her.” ... “‘I don’t think I’d like Albert,’ Jessamine grated
between clenched teeth.” ... “Stay where you can be reached. Each of these
six words came with that razor clarity, that fiery power, cutting him through,
cauterizing the cuts, leaving him afraid to move. If he moved, he’d fall into
pieces, into shreds. He had to heal first, had to let his cells regenerate;
otherwise he would fall on the floor in strands, like noodles.” ... “Still, his
mouth moved, Keepe surprised that it was possible to move any discrete part
of himself without detaching it.” ... “The words hung in the air like the stench
of vomit.” (all Sheri S. Tepper, Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, 1996)

Carl Sagan, 1934-1996
Steve Baxter writes ...
The untimely death of Carl Sagan has come as a sad footnote to a year full of
scientific wonders.
Sagan was an astronomer, planetary scientist and author. He became widely
known to the sf public and beyond for his accessible and uplifting popscience books, from The Cosmic Connection (1973) to Pale Blue Dot (1994),
and TV series like Cosmos (1980). He entered the sf field directly with his
novel Contact (1985). The novel may be best remembered for Sagan’s
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involvement of the physicist Kip Thorne in fleshing out the concept of a
space-time wormhole – an involvement which led Thorne and co-workers to
found a whole new sub-field of relativity theory, and led to today’s
theoretical interest in time travel. But Sagan’s importance as a scientist
should not be underestimated.
Sagan played an active role in spaceprobe projects such as Mariner 9 to Mars
– Sagan ensured the probe was positioned to photograph Mars’s moons – and
Pioneer 10 to Jupiter and beyond, on which Sagan was responsible for
placing a message to alien life. Sagan’s speculations on terraforming Venus –
the first serious scientific speculation on the subject – the possibility of
permafrost on Mars, and conditions on Saturn’s moon Titan, helped influence
the thinking of subsequent workers.
In his books Sagan was not afraid of sharing himself and his experiences; The
Cosmic Connection, for example, is enriched by accounts of battles with
NASA bureaucracy and Cold War politicking. Like H.G. Wells, Sagan seems
to have believed that the future of mankind would be a race between
education and catastrophe; in 1984 he co-authored the concept of nuclear
winter which may, perhaps, have helped avert that very catastrophe from
befalling us all. As we near the end of a millennium still largely gripped by
the madnesses which dominated its opening, we cannot afford to lose Sagan’s
brand of clear-thinking, cheerful, communicative rationality.
I still have a copy of The Cosmic Connection on my study shelf. And in the
current draft of my next novel I have my astronauts, bound for Titan, meeting
a spry Carl Sagan early in the next century: “Sagan came out of his retirement
to give them a pep talk about his studies ... Sagan was in his seventies now,
and he was a little bent, that famous voice even more gravel-filled, and his
hair white as snow; but he was still as handsome as all hell ...” Already this is
alternate history: but what the hell, I think it should stay in.

Geeks’ Corner
Stop Press! No Stop Press news has happened. Happy New Year to you all.
With slight irony, the post-holiday Wellington meeting on 2 Jan was
unusually uncrowded, and – apart from the bloody awful music – seemed
very more much The Way Things Ought To Be. Back to normal
appallingness next month....
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Ansible 114 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Hungover thanks to Steve
Baxter, Max Beerbohm, Andy Butler, Avedon Carol, John Grant, Rob
Hansen, Jean Lamb, Ray McClintock, Cheryl Morgan, John Julius Norwich,
Bernie Peek and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 2 Jan 97.
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Ansible 115, February 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Ian Gunn. Available for SAE or a reliable catalogue of the
finis Africae.
I’ve been doing some numerological research for a Fortean
Times piece, and stumbled across an ineluctable Secret of the Universe: that
Ansible’s deadly rival Apparatchik is fated to win the Fanzine Hugo this year.
Using a mystic 1997-based cipher table whereby A=97, B=107, C=117 and
so on in steps of ten, the letters of Apparatchik add to 1997! It is the Year of
Andy Hooper (and his team). Meanwhile, according to similar ancient and
mystical ciphers, Ansible and Interzone are accursed – for their titles merely
yield 666, Number of the Beast. I will spare you my cabbalistic proofs that
Tom Disch, George Orwell and Arthur C. Clarke were fated by their very
names to write novels called 334, 1984 and 2001.... Would anyone like to
buy a copy of this home-made software for generating mystic and ancient
numerological tables at the rate of several thousand per second?
THIS PROVES IT.

The Road of Use and Wont
Brian Aldiss modestly polishes his fingernails: “Last year I became
entangled with the Royal Mail and wrote the deathless prose for their
presentation packet on the H.G. Wells stamps. The proofs they first sent me
were excellent. Then someone in head office decided they should be more
pop; the results were pretty atrocious. Of course. • My involvement gave me
the chance to lobby for a Mary Shelley commemorative for her bicentenary in
1997. It hasn’t quite worked out that way. But the RM will bring out a set of
Monsters, including Frankenstein (and Frankenstein’s faithful Hound of the
Baskervilles). Who will be the artist? The man whose first professional job
was to illustrate Brothers Of The Head, Ian Pollock....”
Lionel Fanthorpe is hosting Channel 4’s Fortean TV, examining unlikely
mysteries – but, in an obvious cover-up, the first episode attempted no
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investigation of his visible ability to teleport about the set. Just like Alfred
Bester’s character, Charles Fort Jaunte.... Lionel himself darkly adds, “Terror
and panic of Orson Welles proportions were reported in the Leeds area on 1
Feb, when ungainly, dancing aliens – one said to be wearing a biker jacket
and encircling white collar – were seen in the heavily wooded grounds of a
derelict hospital. All will be revealed on Channel 4 at 9pm on some future
Wednesday....”
Tom Holt is philosophical about being invited to write for the US sharedworld anthology Helltours, “created by” Janet Berliner of “Professional
Media Services” and rather blatantly taking its inspiration from the tourist
theme-park Hell of Faust Among Equals by, er, Tom Holt. “I don’t mind too
much; after all, they’ve done nothing except swipe my idea, tacitly admit
they’ve swiped my idea, announce that I’m contributing to their confounded
anthology and then ask me if I’d fancy contributing. They are, after all,
Americans. It’s probably something to do with the time difference, or the
side-effects of nuclear testing in the Nevada desert. Still, if anybody else
bumps into these creeps, a wholesale issue of very long spoons might be in
order.” (But see A116.)
Charles Platt “just returned from a planning session for a ‘virtual world’s
fair’ for the year 2001. This session was sponsored in part by The Mind
Science Foundation in San Antonio, which is where the ‘virtual fair’ will take
place. (How can a virtual event be based in physical space? Well, that’s what
we had to figure out. The short answer is that the event must be to some
extent de-virtualized.) Anyway, I chatted informally with a woman from the
Mind Science Foundation who says she has dealt personally with local
personality Whitley Strieber, who has put her into contact with alien
abductees who claim they have had strange artifacts implanted in their ears.
One of these abductees had his artifact removed at an (unnamed) lab in
California and presented it for inspection. A university lab in the San Antonio
area conducted an analysis ... and found that it was unable to identify the
artifact as being composed of any known terrestrial substance! (Translation:
‘Dunno what this is, sorry.’) The Mind Science people are now trying to
decide whether to sully their reputation for sane and sober inquiry by locating
another abductee and extracting his implanted artifact for themselves. In the
meantime they emphasize that they have no formal link with Mr. Strieber, his
abductees, or their implanted artifacts.”
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Tad Williams & Deborah Beale “gave birth, well, Debs did anyway, to
Connor Beale Williams on 27 Jan. Arse about, and 10lb 8oz, he was
delivered by c-section. Mom, Dad and Baby all doing well.” [VLF]

Conklin
14-17 Feb • Attitude: the Convention (born of the fanzine), Abbey Hotel,
Gt Malvern. Advance registrations now closed; £35 at door. Contact First
Floor Flat, 14 Prittlewell Square, Southend-on-Sea, SS1 1DW. 01702
352846.
21-3 Feb • TrinCon2, Royal Dublin Hotel, O’Connell St, Dublin 1, Ireland.
£15(I) reg; £20(I) after 15 Feb. Many GoHs. Contact Dublin U SF Soc, 40
Daniel St, Dublin 8, Ireland.
26 Feb • BSFA London meet, Jubilee, York Rd. 7pm on. With S. Baxter & B.
Stableford, talking and being presented with their BSFA awards. (D.
Langford still awaits his from 1986....)
27 Feb • An Evening of Maximum Twang in aid of the Richard Evans
Fund: The Weavers Arms, 98 Newington Green Road London N1. With
Hank Wangford; raffle; cash bar. 8pm. £9 reg (£10 at door) from Jo Fletcher
c/o Gollancz, Wellington House, 125 Strand, London, WC2R 0BB. 0171 420
5518.
1-2 Mar • Microcon 17, Devonshire House, Exeter University. GoH: Chris &
Leigh Priest. £5 reg. Contact 25 Victoria St, Exeter, Devon, EX4 6JQ. 01392
435478.
2 Mar • Picocon 14, Imperial College, London. 10am-8pm. £8 reg (students
£3). Contact ICSF c/o IC Union, Beit Quad, Prince Consort Rd, London,
SW7 2BB.
8 Mar 97 • The Nightwatch (B5), Connaught Rooms, London. GoH Jeff
Conaway. Contact Wolf 359, 141 Waarden Road, Canvey Island, Essex, SS8
9BE. 01753 771078.
ADDENDUM:

the Nightwatch events above and below, which
originally reduced Ansible to confusion, are indeed separate oneday cons thriftily sharing flight expenses for the same GoH.
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9 Mar • Sector 14/The Nightwatch (B5), Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Jeff
Conaway. 10am-10pm. Now £18 reg (to 2 Mar; £20 at door). Contact Sector
14, PO Box 3870, Troon, Scotland, KA10 7PZ.
28-31 Mar • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £35 reg
(£25 unwaged), rising to £50 on 1 Mar and closing 14 Mar; no at-the-door
memberships available. Contact 12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants,
PO10 7TS. Chris Bell has issued the traditional rant about awkward fans who
don’t list alternatives to single rooms (now all taken) on their booking forms.
11 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Bretton, Peterborough.
10:30am-4pm. Contact 01480 216372.
5-7 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £45 reg
(£55 from 1 Apr). Contact 5 S. Mesnesfield Rd, Salford, Manchester, M7
3QP.
24-7 Oct • Octocon/Eurocon ’97, Dublin Castle. GoH Robert Jordan; others
TBA. £25(I) reg; £30 from 24 Apr, £35 at door. Accommodation must be
booked well in advance. Contact 6 Drom-na-nane Park, Beaumont, Dublin 9,
Ireland.
6-8 Feb 98 • Decadence (10th British Filk Con), Forte Posthouse Hotel,
Gatwick. £24/$38 reg (until Worldcon). Contact Top Flat, 11 Evesham Road,
Cheltenham, GL52 2AA.
14-15 Mar 98 • Corflu (the fanzine con), Griffin Hotel, Leeds ... UK edition
of established US event. So far we’ve had a long period of apathetic silence,
a formal announcement of cancellation in the face of alleged US hostility to a
UK venue, and then tearful scenes of forgiveness and reinstatement: God
knows what hidden agenda lurked behind all this. £25/$40 reg. Rooms
£25/person/night. Contact 7 Woodside Walk, Hamilton, ML3 7HY.
Oops. Owing to editorial brain damage, the preceding paragraph
omits to say that this is a bid for Corflu, which awaits ratification,
acclamation, constipation or whatever – at this year’s event, in
March. [8 Feb 97]
18-21 Sep 98 • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool.
Date/venue provisional as yet. GoH: Terry Pratchett and myriad associates
(all the way down to me). Contact (SAE) PO Box 3086, Colchester, Essex,
CO2 8TY.
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Rumblings • Worldcon 2003 ... the German bid has apparently faded away
[KC], but Toronto is now challenged by ConCanc£n: Canc£n, Mexico. $7
(50 pesos) pre-supp c/o PO Box 905, Euless, TX 26039-0905, USA. [TH]
Meanwhile, what of British bidding plans? I have this terrible fear that
someone is going to tell me.

Infinitely Improbable
Clarke Award. Another year, another shortlist: Voyage by Stephen Baxter,
The Calcutta Chromosome by Amitav Ghosh, Engines of God by Jack
McDevitt, Blue Mars by Kim Stanley Robinson, Gibbon’s Decline and Fall
by Sheri S. Tepper, and Looking for the Mahdi by N. Lee Wood. Winner
announced at a ceremonial thrash in (again) the Science Museum, 28 May.
[PK]
Dealings on the Dark Side. Steve Green grumbles: “At least three regular
writers for the UK horror magazine The Dark Side have withdrawn their
services until the publishers honour invoices for work dating back to May 96.
Contributors to the sister title Infinity – which has reportedly folded – are also
in dispute.” Ominous, ominous....
Thog’s Blurb Masterclass. The “Usborne Spinechillers” series, we are
warned, consists of “Full length spinetingling tales – too scary to read in the
dark!” [PB] Well I never.
R.I.P. Alas, we are losing fans again. Brian Burgess died of heart failure on
28 Jan, aged 65. He had seemed very much older since his stroke some years
ago, and intensely regretted missing his first Novacon in 1995 (having been
at 1-24 inclusive); his fan involvement dated back to 1952. Greg Pickersgill
adds: “Brian was a real fan, a genuine enthusiast for science fiction, fantasy,
fandom and conventions; he brought the same cheerful optimism to his other
interests – he was widely travelled and made friends all over the world, and
was something of an authority on G.A. Henty – and was a kindly and goodhearted fellow, with maybe rather more than the usual quota of eccentricities,
but in every sense one of us.” • Roy Hill of Canterbury died from cancer last
August. • Brian Robinson (1946-97) died from heart failure in mid-Jan,
following long circulatory trouble and a 1996 leg amputation; he was deeply
involved in the 1970s MaD (Manchester) sf group and in Mancon ’76, and
co-edited Hell with Paul Skelton. • Phil Rogers died of a heart attack on 23
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Jan. He had been a congoer since 1958, a 1960s mainspring of the BSFA, a
1964 TAFF candidate, and a cheerful regular presence at Novacons with
Doreen Rogers (Doreen Parker in the older days), who survives him. (All
sympathy, Doreen.) Phil’s “humanist” funeral is at 12 noon on 11 Feb at
Shrewsbury Crematorium. Family flowers only, please; memorial donations,
if people insist, to Leopold Muller Arthritis Fund, Gobowan Hospital,
Oswestry, Shropshire. [RH,KS]
Star-Gazy Pie. Stargazer International Productions, whose big Dec for-profit
con in Wembley Arena was suddenly cancelled (see A114), went into
liquidation later in December. Sic transit. A vituperative creditors’ meeting
followed in January: debts are apparently on the order of £250,000, while
assets are negligible ... apart from a possibly saleable mailing list which
somehow escaped the September burglary that destroyed all data files,
making Stargazer quite unable to present any financial records at the meeting.
The presiding solicitor grumbled aloud that he would have liked a bit more
co-operation; “You only had to ask,” cried wide-eyed Stargazer boss Simon
Jenkins, but his voice was drowned in the gnashing of bilked creditors’ teeth.
Random Fandom. Tommy Ferguson’s attempt to become “Tom” under
cover of emigration to Canada met with stiff consumer resistance (“Fuck off,
Tommy”) and has been abandoned. • Nigel E. Richardson, in his cool-dude
net identity as Nicholas E. Grinder, had his singled out for glory by the
Toronto Globe & Mail web column: “He hates his job, despises his coworkers, and longs feebly for appropriate female partnership. Marooned in
his flat in Leeds over a Bank Holiday weekend, he considers the possibility
of getting a date, but concludes he is too poor even to make himself
presentable, short of diving into a stack of old magazines in search of an
unused fragrance strip. He is the J. Alfred Prufrock of Net diarists.” [MM]
That’s our Nigel. • Alison Scott & Steven Cain announced the birth of their
“Pod”, Marianne Susan Cain, on 14 Jan. We await word of when she’s
scheduled to devastate Tokyo.
C.o.A. Simon Bisson & Mary Branscombe, 5a Schubert Rd, Putney, SW15
2QT. Tommy Ferguson (now with postcode), 768 Manning Ave, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada, M6G 2W6. Paul J. McAuley, 83a De Beauvoir Road,
London, N1 4EL. Stan Nicholls & Anne Gay, 112 Oxford Rd, Acocks Green,
Birmingham, B27 6DU. Alison Weston (to Easter at least), Flat 6, Wilton
Court, Cavell Street, Whitechapel, London.
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In Typo Veritas. Peter Wareham remembers Zenna Henderson’s The
People: No Different Flesh (1968 Avon edition): “It is disconcerting to find
one of the People, during a desperate attempt to rescue a couple of humans
from a flash flood, thinking ‘There were still two olives hanging on my
ability to do the inanimate lift.’ ... Martini, anyone?”
Not Wired But Fused. Chris Priest’s plans to write an article for Wired UK
were deftly countered by the unanswerable editorial riposte that their March
issue will be the last.
Group Gropes. Hideous convulsions of apathy have racked the Birmingham
SF Group (suffering from declining attendance – e.g. a turn-out of 12 to meet
megafamous Robert Jordan) and also FOKT in Glasgow (whose newsletter
Small Fry has been folded by despairing editor Cuddles). Diminished
meetings continue; the Brum group has moved from 3rd to 2nd Fri each
month (Queen’s Tavern, Essex St). Meanwhile, reconnaissance parties from
the ghastly London Wellington meeting are investigating alternatives, starting
with the Jubilee.
The Bookseller published one of its rare Top SF/Fantasy Sellers charts in late
Jan. #1 Terry Pratchett, Maskerade; #2 Rob Grant, Backwards (Red Dwarf
spinoff); #3 more Pratchett, Hogfather; #4 M.P. Kube-McDowell, Star Wars:
Tyrant’s Test; #5 Pratchett again, The Colour of Magic; #6 Alan Dean Foster,
Mid-Flinx; #7 bloody hell it’s Pratchett, with Mort; #8 Raymond E. Feist,
Rise of a Merchant Prince.
Fanfundery. DUFF: candidates for the Down Under Fan Fund trip from N.
America to Basicon in Australia (Sept 97) are Andy Hooper, Joel Zakem ...
and Ansible’s utterly splendid US distributor Janice Murray. (He said
impartially.) Ballot forms from me on request.
Small Press. The new Fantasy Annual (Spring 97, $8/£6) sounds like a
nostalgia trip: stories by Ted Tubb, Syd Bounds and John Russell Fearn
(d.1960); articles by Philip Harbottle and others. Info from co-editors Sean
Wallace, 415 Merriman Rd, Akron, OH 44303, USA, or Philip Harbottle, 32
Tynedale Ave, Wallsend, Tyne & Wear, NE28 9LS.
Intervention Plea. The fan lounge (“Bosh’s”) seeks (a) loans of photos,
clippings and fannish relics, preferably embarrassing; (b) single A4
promotional sheets from cons and local groups, for insertion in ring-binders;
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(c) intending party organizers willing to “pool resources and hold one
memorable keynote event while retaining a platform for their individual
agenda” (er, “Why go to lots of parties when you could have just one?”).
Contact Steve Green, 33 Scott Rd, Olton, Solihull, B92 7LQ.
Thog’s Masterclass. “Talbert’s toes whipped like pennants in a gale.”
(Richard Matheson, “The Splendid Source”) [KL] • “It was a long time
before words came to Elena’s mouth. She seemed to have gone far in search
of them. They were simple words, but they seemed to have spent long ages in
a place I cannot even imagine....” (Jonathan Aycliffe, The Lost, 1996) • “His
skin turned inside out like a glove.” ... “The shocking stillness of the room
wanted to blister and peel back like a layer of skin.” ... “Sam felt the claw in
the pit of his stomach, a dredging in his bowels.” ... “And with every minute
urging the evening on to midnight, the leather football of anxiety inflating in
Sam’s stomach was pumped still further.” ... “A reptile claw dragged at his
bowels.” ... “He felt a dredger move across his heart.” ... “He felt a claw of
anxiety in his bowels.” (all Graham Joyce, The Tooth Fairy, 1996. Our
researcher adds: “Sam has quite a lot of things happen to his bowels, but I
tastefully didn’t note them all.” The author moans: “Oh God. It was the senna
pods what did it, cruelly administered to me when I was but a child....”)

Geeks’ Corner
Stop Press! Naveed Khan awesomely reverberates: “We now have 1000
electronic subscribers to Ansible. Congrats all round.”
On the evening of 6 Feb, a flyer campaign by that mind-controlling cult
known as Croydon Fandom caused a substantial (experimental) move from
the Wellington pub to the Jubilee. Seemed to go OK.
David Pringle is mortified that I forgot to mention the hideously hot, crowded
and smoky launch party for The Best of Interzone (HarperCollins 518pp
£5.99; plug, plug) on 22 Jan. Good book. Nice people. Bad site: Forbidden
Planet bookshop is not party-shaped. Bad sight: Paul Brazier’s suave suit and
waistcoat complemented by a luminescent yellow tie boldly patterned with
liquorice allsorts. Alternative attraction: Gollancz’s simultaneous launch of
Gwyneth Jones’s Phoenix Café (£16.99) at a pub down the road.
Ansible 115 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Kim
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Campbell, Vince Clarke, Jonathan Cowie, Vikki Lee France, Steve Green,
Rob Hansen, Teddy Harvia, Jonathan D. Jones, Paul Kincaid, Ken Lake,
Murray Moore, Ken Slater, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 6 Feb 97.
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The world is still being rocked by the mindboggling
news of the successful cloning of a BSFA mailing. Hubristic scientists
extracted seeds of literary inspiration from an undifferentiated full stop taken
from the udder of Vector, and successfully grew an identical mailing with the
aid of a surrogate publisher. Churches worldwide issued statements of horror
at this blasphemous experiment, which violates the express religious
prohibitions of the Copyright Act; and pundits were quick to point out the
hideous possibilities of a dystopian future in which the wanton rich could
create additional BSFA mailings at will, for all manner of undoubtedly
degraded uses. The Daily Mail went further, with its headline “CAN WE RAISE
THE DEAD?” and sensationalist predictions of what abominations might be
spawned from undead genetic material found in old copies of SF Monthly or
even Battlefield Earth....
SHEEPISH THOUGHTS.

A Melon for Ecstasy
Iain Banks, teenage role model, was denounced in the (Scottish) Daily Mail
for being “recklessly irresponsible ... the latest in a long line of teenage role
models to endorse illegal drugs.” He had irresponsibly said that it was a bit
hypocritical for smokers and boozers to express blanket outrage at “drugs”,
and recklessly suggested that Ecstasy might even be less dangerous than
alcohol. One blenches at such infamy.
John Clute chortles that subscription orders for the St Martin’s edition of the
Fantasy Encyclopedia – due out late May in the US – are already double the
number of the SFE’s entire first US printing. Gosh.
Tom Holt grumbled in Ansible 115 that Janet Berliner’s proposal for a “Hell
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as tourist trap” theme anthology seemed to him to be rather blatantly pinched
from his novel Faust Among Equals. The lady’s white-hot response declared
that this was offensive and indeed impossible, since although Faust Among
Equals was indeed cited as the sole paradigm example of the sort of fiction
she wanted, she had never read it. (Pardon? Er, its mention was suggested by
her pal Peter Beagle). Subsequently, the mighty Holt vs Berliner fracas
devolved into a polite exchange of e-mailed olive branches. Sweetness and
light prevail.
Simon Ings, media man, gloats uncontrollably: “This little reviews website I
was working on last year has turned into an sf/fantasy/horror magazine
programme on the Sci Fi channel. It’s called ExtraTerrestrial, it’s on from
the end of May, and chances are Mike Marshall Smith will be one of the
presenters (I’m away when they’re filming, damnit!).”
John Jarrold has resigned as editor of Legend, Random House UK’s
sf/fantasy imprint. No, he wasn’t pushed, but is happily embarking on a
freelance life beyond the cruel confines of the expense account.

Contund
8 Mar 97 • The Nightwatch (B5), Connaught Rooms, London. GoH Jeff
Conaway. Contact Wolf 359, 141 Waarden Road, Canvey Island, Essex, SS8
9BE. 01753 771078. (See next.)
9 Mar • Sector 14 aka The Nightwatch (B5), Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH
Jeff Conaway. 10am-10pm. £20 at door. (Two one-day cons sharing GoH
expenses, which formerly confused me.)
15 Mar • UKCAC (comics), Institute of Education, Bedford Way, London.
Contact PO Box 146, Glasgow, G1 5RN.
21-3 Mar • AKFT Konvention 3 (Trek), Warwick Arms Hotel, Warwick.
Registrations (£30) closed 1 Mar, apparently.
26 Mar • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee, York Rd. 7pm on.
28-31 Mar • Intervention (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now £50
reg (£40 unwaged), closing 14 Mar; no at-the-door memberships available.
Contact 12 Crowsbury Close, Emsworth, Hants, PO10 7TS. (With Live
Thog’s Masterclass.)
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28-31 Mar • ConnXions (X-Files; UFO/paranormal piffle), Hilton National,
Coventry. Contact 14 Middleton Grange, Northfield, Birmingham, B31 2HP.
0976 382368 or 702291.
19 Apr • Unconvention (Forteana), Institute of Education, Bedford Way,
London. Contact PO Box 146, Glasgow, G1 5RN.
26-8 Sep • Masque 5 (costuming), Sheringham Youth Hostel, Sheringham,
Norfolk. £20 reg (£25 from 1 May, £30 from 1 Aug). Hostel accommodation
£25/person/night full board. Contact 35 Iverley Road, Halesowen, W.
Midlands, B63 3EP.
25-7 Oct • Octocon/Eurocon ’97, Dublin Castle. GoH Robert Jordan; others
TBA. £20(I) reg; £25 from 24 Apr, £30 at door. Contact 6 Drom-na-nane Park,
Beaumont, Dublin 9, Ireland. NB reduced rates – they were altered the day
after A115, Feb.
14-16 Nov • Novacon 27, De Vere Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern. £25 reg,
rising on 1 Apr. Hotel booking forms now out. Contact 14 Park St, Lye,
Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY9 8SS.
2003 • Toronto Worldcon Bid. UK presupporting rate is £9 ... cheques to
pro-tem agent D. Langford, Usual Address.
Rumblings • Corflu UK ... A115 listed this bid (to hold the “US” fanzine con
in Leeds, 14-15 Mar 98) as apparently a definite event. This has been seen as
a devilish plot to embarrass the bidders, especially Ian Sorensen. Er, I forgot
to include the word “bid”.... • London Meetings Move? A largish party from
the Wellington explored the Jubilee on 6 Feb. It seemed popular: Kevin the
landlord welcomed us and reckoned he’d lay on extra bar staff and throw
open the upstairs room should fannish demand suffice. The long-term
question is whether the pub can cope should attendance rise again to 300-400.
Getting there: the NW exit from Waterloo Station (“Exit 6 to South Bank”,
by POLICE sign, far right as you face the destination boards) leads to a
walkway over York Rd: don’t cross but descend the steps to pavement level
and turn left.

Infinitely Improbable
Nebulas. Novel finalists: Nicola Griffith, Slow River; Nina Kiriki Hoffman,
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The Silent Strength of Stones; Patricia McKillip, Winter Rose; Tim Powers,
Expiration Date; Robert J. Sawyer, Starplex; Neal Stephenson, The Diamond
Age. Winners to be announced at the dread US Nebulafest on 19 April.
The Shady Side. Further unattributable reports from long unpaid
contributors to The Dark Side add that the total amount known to be owed is
around £4,000; that pressing for payment causes the publishers (nominally
Stray Cat Ltd) to go into paroxysms of whingeing about “disloyalty”; and
that the company setup is interestingly fireproof. “Each one of the numerous
(mostly porn) mags published by the partnership of Allan Bryce (editorial)
and Ken Mills (printer) is put out by a different limited company with their
own PO numbers. Thus Infinity was published by Starlite Publications. The
benefit (for them) of having each title in an air-tight box, with its liabilities
limited to that particular company’s assets, will not be lost on you. A whole
flock of phoenixes.” • Totally unrelated is the rumour that Stray Cat are suing
Andromeda Bookshop (Birmingham) over non-payment for an ad ... the
Andromeda position reportedly being that the ad was for the 1996 opening of
their new shop but didn’t appear until at least a week afterwards.
Random Fandom. Chuch Harris insists on sharing the glad news announced
as a Channel 4 TV listing: “Sun 6pm Howard Goodall’s Organ Works”. •
Dave Langford distinguished himself in the Attitude fanhistory quiz by
failing to name the first winner of TAFF even while staring vaguely at Vince
Clarke in the front row of the audience.... • Brian Lombard, a fan for many
years, is stuck in a South African prison and might enjoy the odd fanzine: B.
Lombard 96524974, Pollsmoor Medium A, Private Bag X4, Tokai 7966, S.
Africa. • Jeremy Paxman to University Challenge teams (5 Mar): “Published
in 1996, The Unseen University Challenge quizbook is based on the works of
which author?” Hopeful Irish Student (Queen’s, Belfast): “Er ... the Marquis
de Sade?” [JB,JB] Discworld quizbook author swoons, fulfilled at last. •
Greg Pickersgill proved himself a master of deft political repartee in the
small hours at Attitude, when some dinner-jacketed Conservatives
(masochists who had paid £68 apiece to be in the same room as David
Mellor, elsewhere in the hotel) wandered intrusively into our bar
conversation. “Just FUCK OFF,” Greg compellingly argued. • Mark Plummer
(at the same event) was overheard asking whether any poem on the wombat
has used a rhyme other than combat? Mark loses 10 points for not
memorizing the D.G. Rossetti (attrib.) quatrain cited in Ansible 114.... • Brian
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Robinson, who died in Jan, had asked for his sf/fanzine collection to go to
TAFF and other worthy causes: transport is being arranged.
Collect the Set? Fabbri Publishing/Brown Partworks are test-marketing a
new sf partwork in the Exeter and Scots Border areas. Each weekly
instalment is bagged with an sf novel: issue 1 has The War of the Worlds
(with “free” Orson Welles broadcast for £4.99 or without for £2.99,
depending on region). Modern selections are also planned. Contributors
include the usual suspects: Clute, Langford, Stableford....
R.I.P. Adriana Caselotti (1916-1997), who voiced Snow White in the Disney
movie, died on 18 Jan. Apparently the only other movie work she ever did
was to voice a single line in The Wizard of Oz. [PB] • Maurice Goldsmith of
the International Science Policy Foundation died on 1 Mar after long illness.
He was best known in sf as a founding father, administrator and judge of the
Arthur C. Clarke Award; indeed he was on the judging panel for the still
unfinalized 1997 award.
C.o.A. Brian Ameringen (new work phone) 01483 792420. ConCanc£n
(2003 Worldcon bid for Mexico) c/o PO Box 905, Euless, TX 76039-0905,
USA ... zip code correction. Paul Vincent & Janet Bentley, 65 Norton Road,
Pelsall, Walsall, W. Midlands, WS3 4NR.
Outraged Letters. Simon R. Green liked the “numerology” in Ansible 115:
“I remember when DC Comics were based at 666 Madison Ave, and the
editors lived in fear the religious right would find out and target them. Of
course, these days they produce comics like the excellent Preacher, which
runs competitions in its letter column like ‘I’d like to have sex with Mother
Teresa because ...’ and ‘Self-crucifixion: how do you hammer in the last
nail?’” • Charlie Stross is horrified by my vile practice of publishing C.o.A.
notices, especially in the web version of Ansible. “I’m trying to hunt down
and slay every instance of my postal address on the net, in view of a
disquieting incident a coupla years ago when a paranoid schizophrenic who
spent too much time on Usenet apparently told a friend of mine that he
thought I was Jesus Christ and he wanted to meet me. Luckily he didn’t know
where I lived [...] and most fans I know aren’t paranoid loons who stalk
people they meet over the net, but you never know.” H’mm. Of course it
would save me lots of work to have a policy of never publishing addresses.
At present, Ansible does so only on request. Perhaps fans planning to make
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this request should first carefully assess their similarity to Jesus Christ. • PS:
Chris Priest, during a Microcon conversation on the state of the net, offered
the widely acclaimed insight that for strict plausibility, no sf novel set in the
near future can realistically not mention C. Stross by name....
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Spot the Fan, in Yoruba. a-gbóti-kèkè-mà-gbeìyàwó, he who spends his resources entertaining people with alcoholic drinks
without anything in particular to celebrate. a-dà-ni-dúró-d’onígbèsè, he who
stops you with idle talk until a creditor catches up with you. akídìndìnrin tíí
mó’jú òru ògànjó, a nitwit who makes faces at people at the darkest hour of
the night. ojú kò’nkò konko, sharp and protruding eyeballs. a-mú-ni-t’òkèlèbo’mú, he who causes another person so much confusion that he pushes a
morsel of food into his nostrils instead of his mouth. [JMcN]
BSFA Jihad. Following on from our lead story, undercover fundamentalists
at Bramley Mailing Services declared a fatwa against the first BSFA mailing
of 1997, consigning some 25% of the packets (including vital BSFA Award
and AGM forms) to fiery perdition. As one hard-to-refute spokesman pointed
out, “It is the will of Allah that disaster must always afflict the accursèd
BSFA AGM and awards.” • Mighty remailings ensued, enabling Ansible to
mention the novel award finalists: Gill Alderman, The Memory Palace; Iain
M. Banks, Excession; Stephen Bury (half of whom is Neal Stephenson),
Interface; Ken MacLeod, The Stone Canal; Kim Stanley Robinson, Blue
Mars; Bruce Sterling, Holy Fire. • The BSFA Tombola seeks sf books and
grot for Intervention: bring to the con and/or contact BSFA Money Cloning
Project, 60 Bournemouth Rd, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 5AZ; phone/fax 01303
252939.
Trilby Awards presented at Attitude included ... Best con one-shot: Babes
With Attitude by Marianne Cain (age 1 month, but sceptics believe she was
assisted). Best spoof award: the Hugos. Best attitude: the hotel staff. Worst
attitude: Ian Sorensen. Best year for next British Worldcon (averaged vote):
2268. Best fan artist who is not Don West: Sue Mason. Best fan writer who is
not Dave Langford: Mark Plummer. Best new idea in conrunning: sleep.
Race most likely to rule the sevagram: voted to the 100 metres but awarded
by the committee to the Weston family. Best fakefan: Tony “What’s a
sevagram?” Berry. [MS]
UFO Funnies. Jul 95: comet discovered by US amateur astronomers Hale
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and Bopp. Nov 96: another amateur, Chuck Shramek, posts a photo on the net
showing comet Hale-Bopp attended by a bright object ringed like Saturn, and
announces this awesome discovery through the usual scientific channels: Art
Bell’s US radio phone-in show. Prof (of political science) Courtney Brown
explains that his “Farsight Institute” – specializing in “scientific remote
viewing” and teaching it to punters at $3,000 per course – has identified the
object as larger than Earth, hollow, and under alien control. Brown claims
copious further evidence on film; passes a photo of Hale-Bopp plus Object in
confidence to Bell and Whitley Strieber; promises public announcement real
soon now. Jan 97. Bell and Strieber lose patience, post image on net; next
day it’s identified as based on a particular digital snapshot taken by the
University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy, to which the ringed object has
quite clearly been added by image processing. Brown protests feebly that this
could be a disinformation campaign aimed at his Institute, but neglects to say
how his ace remote-viewers failed to detect the companion’s nonexistence.
Diehard loons realize the only possible answer: the UHIFA must have
tampered with its own photo to erase the Thing With Rings and maintain the
worldwide UFO cover-up! Life goes on. [MMW]
Looking Backward ... 10 years, March 1987: Patrick Troughton died at a
US Dr Who con. (Ansible 49) • 15 years, March 1982: Philip K. Dick died in
California. (Ansible 24) The Bookseller fingered Ian Watson as “star turn” of
an ICA fiction conference: “He thought the morning’s offerings ‘rampant
twee’, he lambasted reviewers – ‘they have no power to make things sell,
only to stop things selling’ – people who use the term sci-fi, the British who
underrated science fiction and its practitioners and, much worse, deferred to
the Americans. Later, still exuding a powerhouse of energy, he marched off
to the loo, pulling down doors and partition walls as he went – at least that’s
what it sounded like.” (Ansible 25) • 20 years, March 1977: “The fannish
peer who’s been turning up at the London One Tun meetings recently is [...]
Jestyn Reginald Austen Plantagenet Philipps, Baron Strange of Knokin,
Baron Hungerford, Baron de Moleyns, and Viscount St Davids, Bart. That
should put the St Fantony hoi-polloi in their place.” (Peter Roberts,
Checkpoint). 80 • 25 years, March 1972: Fredric Brown died in Arizona, and
the Tolkien Society was reported as having sent JRRT a well-received jar of
tobacco for his 80th birthday. (Checkpoint) 16 • 50 years, March 1947:
Walter Gillings founded the UK FantasyReview (later absorbed into Science
Fantasy and taken over by E.J. Carnell).
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Thog’s Masterclass. See Nipples and Die Dept: “Her breath caught in her
throat and her nipple burrowed into his palm like a friendly mole.” ... “Kyna
braced her hands on his shoulders and rode him, her breasts swaying in his
face like overfilled balloons, the nipples thrusting out enough to put his eyes
at risk.” (both Gary L. Holleman, Howl-O-Ween, 1996) • Spiel Chequer
Dept: “Weston was known for the firm but genital hold he had on his men.”
(Asimov’s slushpile; presumably a submission from shortly after the 1979 UK
Worldcon) • Special Own-Goal Dept: John Grant, creator of Thog, cringed at
a line found [FOS] in his story for Mike Ashley’s forthcoming anthology of
Shakespearean whodunnits: “Then she would feel her breasts and discover
that she lacked a penis ...” (For some reason he changed it.)

Geeks’ Corner
Stop Press! A few people asked after the “numerology” software mentioned
last issue. OK, there’s a downloadable copy linked from:
http://www.ansible.co.uk/ai/freebies.html
(Tell your web browser to save rather than display the file). When unpacked
with PKUNZIP, this is a PC Windows 3.x application – which also runs
under Windows 95 – with almost helpful Help information. If it gives you a
chuckle or establishes you as a major numerological Nostradamus, a small
donation to TAFF is suggested....
Ansible 116 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Attitude, John
Bark, Jim Barker, Paul Barnett, Chris Bell, Rob Hansen, Intervention, Joe
McNally, Matrix, Fionna O’Sullivan, Chris Priest, John Richards, Mike
Scott, Martin Morse Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (for
DUFF!), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 6 Mar
97.
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Ansible 116½, Easter 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: »; MYTHOLOGY. Available for SAE, apotropaic narcosis,
haecceity or £50.00.

IT’S OUT! By ancient tradition, Ansible does a special issue at every
Eastercon where its editor is a guest and the Fantasy Encyclopedia – ed. John
Clute and John Grant, with me and others in lowlier editorial rôles – is being
launched. Journey back through time with Ansible and my low-circulation
Cloud Chamber (CC below) into an enchanted wonderland of musty old
news items and forgotten FE trivia....
• Ansible 70, 5/93. Computer magazines report a new Encyclopedia spin-off,
“the first Colour Look-Up Table Editor (CLUTE) from Visual Business
Systems....”
• Ansible 72, 7/93. Watch This Space: as we go to press the death struggle
between Little, Brown and Millennium to commission the Fantasy
Encyclopedia (companion volume to ...) is in its final phase.
• Ansible 74, 9/93. John Clute jubilates, after awesome delays at Little,
Brown: “I and John Grant [Paul Barnett] have agreed with Orbit to do an
Encyclopedia of Fantasy for Spring 1995 publication. It will cross-refer to
the SF Encyclopedia and will have a similar setting and format, but entry
structure and the balance between theme and author entries will differ.
Contributing editors will be Roz Kaveney, David Langford and Brian
Stableford.” [Remember that publication date?]
• Ansible 75, 10/93. Peter Nicholls, rumours say, is now trying to flog his
own alternative Fantasy Encyclopedia in the USA on the basis that this is the
Real Thing, as opposed to Little, Brown’s pathetic imitation edited by
upstarts like that man Clute and everyone else on the new SF Encyclopedia’s
title page (except Peter)....
• CC52, 7/94. Fantasy Encyclopedia. Bits of “typesetting” work keep
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cropping up for me. First there was the 25pp Glossary, in which the
Clute/Grant/Kaveney intelligentsia tried to explain for contributors’ benefit
what some of their esoteric headwords like BELATEDNESS, CROSSHATCH, KNOTS
[later clarified as RECOGNITION], METAMORPHIC FANTASY [later simplified to
INSTAURATION FANTASY], SEHNSUCHT and WAINSCOTS actually meant, in words
of more than two syllables. Then came the Entry List, produced in a nice
version solely for John Clute to wave at interested American publishers
during his current trip: this ran to 25pp in three columns of small type, yet
was avowedly incomplete (most TV entries yet to be added, for example).
After that, the mere two sides of the contributors’ “style sheet” were a huge
relief. This includes a sample entry which has its moments:
SMITH, (PETER) DON(ALD) J(OHN ALBERT) (1900-? ) US
author who entered the field with “Scuttlebutt and Naughtiness” in
Spine-Shivering Tales in 1929. His first novel, The Elves of
Arcadia (1934 UK; rev vt The Perfect Lover 1935 US), is a
contemporary FAIRY TALE in which Oberon and Titania work in a
used-car emporium. His most significant work was Brightsleeve
and Wondermask (coll 1936; vt with 1 story cut Stop Me if You’ve
Heard This – Aaargh! 1937 UK), assembling the 14 stories in his
Count Parmesan series, relating the adventures of a 16th-century
VAMPIRE-hunter in an ALTERNATE WORLD; one story, “Blue Stake”,
was the basis of the film The CLOCK STRUCK THIRTEEN (1939).
Thereafter DJS, an author of submarginal colloquy and a sense of
muted velleity, left the field in somewhat mysterious
circumstances. [KP]
Other works: It Crept from Out the Courtyard Deep * (1935), film
tie; Suck that Aubergine! (1935), nonfiction vegetarian cookbook
based on recipes numerologically deduced from Bram STOKER’s
Dracula (1897).
[Etc, etc.]
• Ansible 85, 8/94, had more on the sister volume: The Fantasy & SF Book
Club claims the SF Encyclopedia (offered at £30) is “almost as big as the
universe itself!” ... containing in fact “OVER ONE MILLION PAGES”.
• CC56, 7/95, on unreliable research sources: Regarding Arthur Mee, I
suddenly had a flash of the other Children’s Encyclopedia I possessed long
ago, whose synoptic version of Greek mythology included the tragickall
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history of the lovers On and Ion. Parted by circumstances I now forget, they
received the traditional mercy of the gods and were reunited and transformed
into a plant whose portmanteau-named root brought tears, called ... at this
point, though, retrospective disbelief set in. Were the editors taking the piss?
Or was it one of those dummy entries introduced as traps for plagiarists of
encyclopedias (a device I first discovered in a short Fred Saberhagen story)?
Echo answered, “Count the spoons!”
• Ansible 98, 9/95, reported The Scottish Convention: John Clute on the FE
panel, miraculously conveying his theory of true fantasy’s pattern of
Wrongness, Thinning and Healing against near-impossible odds. Problem:
the SECC acoustics. “Rooms” are flimsy, non-soundproofed, roofless
enclosures; voices float upward into murmurous echoing vastness. To use the
sound system is to compete with adjacent rooms: since the entrances face one
another, John finds himself staring down the aisle at his hated sonic rival
across the way, who is Gardner Dozois. Each manically succeeds in
drowning out the other. (To do it properly, the committee explains firmly,
would have cost money.)
• CC62, 9/95, on the same panel ... (where Langford kept deplorably lowering
the tone). I remember, during the actual event, getting the hang of the point
about horror not progressing into real Healing even if you have killed all the
vampires or whatever, and saying aloud: “The thing is that a horror world
remains a world where vampires are possible – there’ll be another one along
tomorrow.” Whereupon I swear I saw a 150w light bulb materialize briefly
over Jilly Reed’s head....
• CC63, 10/95, recorded: one exception to the positive response to John
Clute’s Locus interview – Brian Stableford seems to object to the entire
organization of the Fantasy Encyclopedia, and opined, “I suppose Clute must
have been drunk.” For shame. [Thus Brian dropped amicably enough from
the list of editors, though he still wrote lots.]
• Ansible 104, 3/96, dropped a hint at growing FE editorial exhaustion:
Stephen Marley knows how to write a letter accepting a story of
Lovecraftian pastiche (one of several to be adapted as a CDi game): “I read it,
first with unease, then a creeping sense of dread, and finally a black,
clutching horror until I was reduced to a gibbering idiot mouthing primordial
gobbledygook.” Similar symptoms are reliably generated by editorial work
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on the Fantasy Encyclopedia.
• CC65, 3/96, apologized for lateness: The FE is generally held to blame,
what with major last-minute panics since various contributors who shall not
be named seem to have paid no heed whatever to the official and even
extended-unofficial contributors’ deadlines and are now crowding the
ultimate, non-negotiable point (possibly already past by the time you read
this) at which the poor bloody editors will have to either cut any outstanding
headwords or fudge up some feeble, inadequate text of their own....
• Ansible 105, 4/96, had some wishful thinking about its being almost over:
As I write, the Clute/Grant Fantasy Encyclopedia is entering its final throes
of assembly (»; CREATION MYTH), with editors (»; DARK LORDS; INSANITY) and
contributors (»; BONDAGE; NAZGUL) struggling (»; LAST BATTLE) towards
completion (»; EUCATASTROPHE). The trouble (»; WRONGNESS) with working
for months (»; CALENDAR) on this behemoth (»; MONSTERS) of books (»;
LIBRARY) is that sooner or later (»; TIME ABYSS; TIME IN FAERIE) you start
tearing your hair (»; THINNING; TORTURE), thinking (»; PERCEPTION) entirely in
cross-references (»; RECURSIVE FANTASY), and wistfully (»; SEHNSUCHT)
wondering (»; PORTENTS; SCRYING) if you’ll ever again have time (»; TIME
FANTASIES) to visit (»; NIGHT JOURNEY; QUEST) the pub (»; INNS; PLOT DEVICES)
for some relaxing beer (»; HEALING)....
Also: Best cross-reference entry so far, surprising yet logical: “GUYS »;
DOLLS”. • Most regrettedly unwritten theme-entry phrases: in DARK
TOWER, “... often updated as black-glass skyscrapers; modern London and
New York have suffered severe attacks of DTs”; and in BRAVE LITTLE
TAILOR, “The BLT sandwiches, as it were, the concepts of ...”
• Ansible 106, 5/96 ... the fun continued. In one draft entry list, our spies were
delighted to discover the cross-reference entries REVENGE »; VENGEANCE and
also VENGEANCE »; REVENGE. “Shut up, Langford,” explained editorial
supremo John Grant as he hastily checked for RECURSIVE FANTASY »;
RECURSIVE FANTASY.
• CC66, 5/96. State of play: the A, B and C proofs have been corrected, D is
imminently awaited, E, F and G should reach the typesetters before you see
this, and the titanic bolus of H, I and J is being end-edited by Paul Barnett
while John Clute and I fill in missing entries formerly assigned to Those Who
Have Let Us Down. Editorial humour grows ever more puerile under stress:
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Mike Ashley’s discovery of a missing F in “shapeshift” led, I regret, to an
instant cod entry which is a bit funnier if you know the headword list,
containing as it does things like FACE OF GLORY and RITUALS OF DESECRATION –
SHAPESHITTING Literary RITUAL OF DEFECATION enacted by
many minor contributors to this Encyclopedia. The excremental
prose shapes most often adopted for their entries are the horse and
the bull. [MA/JC/JG/DRL]
See also: CRAPRA, FRANK; FAECES OF GLORY; TURDABOUT.
• CC67, 6/96: I thought I’d tot up all the FE entries I’d done, not including
rewrites of others’ work. Something like 72,000 words. Ouch.
Alexander, Lloyd; Amis, Kingsley; Amulets; Anachronism;
Anstey, F.; Armstrong, Anthony; Arscott, David; As Above, So
Below; Babel; Bad Place; Balance; Bear, Greg; Beerbohm, Max;
Bestiaries; Blish, James; Bramah, Ernest; Brave Little Tailor;
Cabell, James Branch; Calendar; Cats; Celtic Fantasy; Chess;
Chesterton, G.K.; Cold Iron; Collier, John; Conditions; Cthulhu
Mythos; Cuchulain; Cupid and Psyche; Daedalus; Dark Tower; De
Sade, Marquis; Detective/Thriller Fantasy; Dickson, Gordon R.;
Dionysus; Disguise; Eco, Umberto; Eldorado; Elementals;
Elements; Enchantress; Escher, M.C.; Fictional Books;
Fimbulwinter; Finn Mac Cool; Four Horsemen; Frayn, Michael;
Frog Prince; Garrett, Randall; Giants; Gnostic Fantasy; Gorey,
Edward; Goulart, Ron; Great Beast; Haunted Dwellings; Hughart,
Barry; Humour; Hyperborea; Icarus; Identity Exchange; Illuminati;
Illusion; Imaginary Lands; Imaginary Animals; Initiation; Inklings;
Inns; Invisible Companion; Kalevala; Kipling, Rudyard; Labyrinth;
Langford, David (har har); Last Battle; Learns Better; Leiber,
Fritz; Lewis, C.S.; Library; Limbo; Loki; Low Fantasy; Magic
Words; Magritte, Rene; Marl, David; Martin, J.P.; Mayne, William;
Mcgirt, Dan; Mcguffin; Memory Wipe; Mentors; Metempsychosis;
Milne, A.A.; Mirrlees, Hope; Mirror; Modesitt, L.E.; Monkey;
Morris, William; Muses; Myth of Origin; Niven, Larry; Nonsense;
Numerology; O’Brien, Flann; O’Shea, Pat; Orwell, George;
Pandora’s Box; Philosophers’ Stone; Pictures and Portraits; Plot
Coupons; Poictesme; Poltergeists; Pratchett, Terry; Precognition;
Priest, Christopher; Priestley, J.B.; Quibbles; Read the Small Print;
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Richardson, Maurice; Riddles; Ring; Ritual; Robinson, W. Heath;
Rumpelstiltskin; Saberhagen, Fred; Saki; Scott, Allan; Sea
Monsters; Sensible Man; Shapeshifters; Sherlock Holmes; Shop;
Simak, Clifford D; Smith, Thorne; Smith, Dodie; Sorcerer’s
Apprentice; Soul; Spells; Spiders; Stars; Statues; Swords; Talents;
Template; Theriomorphy; Thurber, James; Time in Faerie; Totems;
Trolls; True Name; Under the Sea; Unicorn; Urban Legends;
Vance, Jack; Volsky, Paula; Webber, Collin; Whitbourn, John;
Wild Hunt; Williams, Charles; Wilson, Gahan; Wilson, Colin;
Wizards; Wolf; Worm Ouroboros; Xanadu; Zodiac.
You probably didn’t know I was an authority on any of these people or
alleged fantasy themes (sorry, “motifs”). Frankly, neither did I.
• Discworld Convention, 6/96. Some hidden hand slipped the con newsletter
what purported to be an extract from a Clute FE entry on Terry PRATCHETT:
“We are complicit, all of us, in the haecceity engendered by Pratchett’s
chiaroscuro of disjected topoi. Pregnant with submarginal colloquy and
muted velleity, he is our apophthegm of parousia – a veritable harbinger of
hypomanic cacchination.” Hear, hear.
• CC68, 7/96. They breed in the sewers, you know ... when I listed my
Fantasy Encyclopedia entries last issue, I hoped that might be the lot. But
silver-tongued John Clute then landed me with PUPPETS, QUEEN OF AIR AND
DARKNESS, REAL BOY, RECURSIVE FANTASY, SACRIFICE, SECRET MASTERS, SELKIES,
SHADOWS (literal sense only – he’s doing the JUNGIAN PSYCHOLOGY angle; for

this relief much thanks), STEPMOTHERS, SUPERSTITION, TOPSY-TURVY, TOYS,
VENGEANCE and VISIONS. Argh. At least I resisted John’s insidious argument
that I must have much more recent memories of VIRGINITY than he. As he
persuasively put it, “I’ve had no experience of that since 1958.”
• 8/96. My last delivery of late-assigned material. Bloody hell, I ended up
doing VIRGINITY after all. (That damned persuasive Clute....) Also others I’d
long struggled to avoid: QUINCUNX, SERPENTS, SHAMANISM, TALISMANS, TIRNAN-OG, UGLY DUCKLING, VILLAINS, WEAPONS, WEREWOLVES, Dennis
WHEATLEY, WISHES, and additional dialogue for several more.
• In the FE bunker, late 96, the great John Clute was also getting over-tired:
“TWINS Modern men and women may know that twins are natural
occurrences; that identical (monozygotic) twins come from single fertilized
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eggs, and that fraternal (dizygotic) twins, who may not be the same sex,
develop from two eggs which have been separately fertilized. This
knowledge – and our relative sophistication about matters of BIOLOGY – may
help account for the relative kindness with which twins are treated in modern
fantasy literature.” [Draft ruthlessly cut by John Grant, but not before
copying it to the Thog’s Masterclass files.]
• Ansible 111, 10/96. END OF THE THIRD AGE. In a simple but moving
ceremony at the Clute residence on 21 September, Fantasy Encyclopedia coeditors John Clute and John Grant (with various cronies) got resoundingly
smashed to mark the completion, at long, long last, of this mighty tome.
Diana Wynne Jones and Chris Bell proudly related their critical input of
writing “Bollocks!” in the margins of all the more high-flown passages. Pat
Cadigan made a surprise appearance, singled out a cringing Ansible editor,
and cried: “You dog!” Ron Tiner showed off his tour-de-force graphic
novelization of A Christmas Carol in one page, now scheduled for our Xmas
issue. Judith Clute gently coaxed the swaying masses into experimenting with
a little food. Toasts were drunk to patient publishers Little, Brown, who had
rather expected to have the book in print by now (see FANTASIES OF HISTORY);
a 1997 Eastercon launch is likely (see PROPHECY). Finally, the end of more
than three years of BONDAGE was signalled by a RITUAL derived from ARTHUR
and CELTIC FANTASY, as the tired and over-emotional editors simultaneously
gave their noses a DOLOROUS BLOW and cast the 4,000+ pages of final printout into a sacred puddle on Camden High Street, where it was grasped by the
mystic arm, clad in white samite, of the LADY OF THE LAKE (played by L,B
editors Tim Holman and Colin Murray) and borne away to the blessed ISLAND
of AVALON, played by an editorial desk in Lancaster Place. And in the solemn
silence that ensued, the one faint sound that could be heard through the
poignant evening stillness was a hoarse cry of, “Oh fuck, we’ve still got to
write the Introduction....” Explicit.
• CC70, 11/96 ... sudden flashback to a forgotten moment of personal senseof-wonder in the late 1960s, when Isaac Asimov finally brought the
Foundation series’ major plot device on-stage via “the Prime Radiant, which
held in its vitals the Seldon Plan – complete.” This came to mind on Saturday
19 October as I gloated over a row of eight ring-binders containing in their
vitals the 1094 proof pages (plus front matter, i to xvi) of the Fantasy
Encyclopedia – complete. Perhaps now, after too many false endings, the
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bloody thing really is finished with.
• Ansible 114, 1/97. Publishers & Sinners: Tim Holman (joint hero, with
Colin Murray, of Orbit’s work on the mighty FE) has been appointed
Editorial Director of Orbit as from 1 Jan. So this is not the time to grumble
that the Orbit catalogue page on the FE omits three Contributing Editors and
both Associate Editors.... Temporarily erased from history: R. Kaveney, D.
Langford, R. Tiner, D. Hartwell, G. Westfahl.
• Delirious Barnett Fax, 15/3/97. “Cry in the distance from Catherine that
there’s a parcel arrived from L,B. She doesn’t know what the excitement is
about as I snatch it from her hands and break into it with a chainsaw. God,
bloody hell, wow: the book really does look good.”
• Early Corrections! John Clute’s collaborator on part 1 of STORY is GKW
(Gary K. Wolfe) and not GW (Gary Westfahl) as listed. Also, the GAARDER
entry credit should be JG/JC (Grant/Clute), not JC alone.
• Intervention, 28/3/97. At last, it’s out! Trebles all round....
Ansible 116½ Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Paul
Barnett/John Grant, John Clute, all the rest of the FE contributing and
associate editors, Orbit, and Intervention. 28 Mar 97.
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Ansible 117, April 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Dave Hicks. Available for SAE (not just bloody stamps!),
Can-D or Chew-Z.
(Eastercon 1997, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool) ... was not the sort
of convention which I can view with Ansible’s habitual cosmic impartiality: I
was a guest and had a great time in between nervous spasms surrounding my
speech, the Fantasy Encyclopedia panel, and a very lengthy Live Thog’s
Masterclass presentation at which the usual suspects (Barnett, Langford)
were joined by ace thespian Mike Cule. Mike’s impassioned rendition of how
a Lionel Fanthorpe heroine cleans her teeth scored 102% on the audience
Lasciviometer. • Octavia Butler was visibly the most popular guest, with an
autograph line of almost Pratchettian dimensions; Brian Aldiss was very
Brian Aldiss; famous Jon Bing arrived so late and left so early as to escape
my attention (not to mention the opening and closing ceremonies). • Silly
Moment: Diana Wynne Jones allowing artmeister Ron Tiner to decorate her
neck-support collar with a frieze of naked dancing nymphs, necessitating a
furtive visit to Boots for something to cover up this display in public. •
Reconvene won the 1999 Eastercon bidding – see below – returning us once
again to the Adelphi. • BSFA Awards went to Iain M. Banks for Excession
(novel), Barrington J. Bayley for “A Crab Must Try” (Interzone; 103 short)
and Jim Burns for the Ancient Shores cover (art). Then an evilly grinning
Paul Kincaid whipped out the trophies which had somehow never
materialized for the 1986 BSFA awards, and embarrassed your editor.... •
Nitpicking? Three problems seemed generally acknowledged. Intervention’s
“Communications” theme was fraught with irony thanks to the combination
of many programme changes and no newsletter (the alternative “Chinese
Wall” noticeboard was concealed in the hinterland and – as those Plokta
satirists pointed out – publicized chiefly via the Chinese Wall). In accordance
with UK con tradition, the hotel had failed to order anything like the
requested amount of real beer. And in accordance with Adelphi tradition
INTERVENTION
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there were determined assaults on security by all manner of outside low-lifes,
peaking with a dealers’ room burglary and the attentions of the police. One
filthy but enterprising derelict in the cellar bar was repeatedly flogging a
soiled copy of The Big Issue and then snatching it back: “it’s my last one,
see.” Still, Gary Stratmann’s gibbering security efforts entertained; John
Harold’s stealth and total obscurity were rewarded by a standing ovation at
the closing ceremony. • TV Crews shadowing hotel staff and Iain Banks
were less obtrusive than we’d all feared. • Oh Dear. Final confession: I’m
definitely still too shattered to write the long report which Intervention
deserves. Too much desperate fun....

A Handful of Darkness
Steve Baxter zoomed to Norwescon in Seattle to collect his Philip K. Dick
award for The Time Ships, and claimed that he’d be flying the flag with “my
Spice Girls union jack mini-skirt.” This award was for the best paperback
original sf published in the US during 1996; a special citation also went to
Michael Bishop’s At the City Limits of Fate. [GVG]
Harlan Ellison was sighted in Portland (Oregon) by John Lorentz: “While
here, he was tracked down by Newsweek to write a sidebar on the San Diego
mass suicide – something on the order of ‘what’s the difference between sf
and the lunacy these people were preaching?’ At $5,000 for 800 words, he
said it was probably the best word rate he’s ever been paid.” But the piece
was heavily censored for suggesting that Horrid Cults and Real Organized
Religions are not always easily distinguished.
David Garnett has deftly changed his address (see COA) to evade junk
submissions arriving thanks to market reports ... “loads of competencychallenged MSS from been-to-college-got-a-degree-in-creative-writing
‘authors’. None of them has ever heard of New Worlds, of course. [...] What
can you say to someone dumb enough to send a MS marked ‘copyright 1991’
– or with US stamps as return postage?”
John Jarrold is now the part-time sf/fantasy editor for Simon & Schuster
UK (3 days weekly, 2 of them in the London office), while freelancing for
the remainder of each week.
Jack Vance was “pre-announced” as winner of the SFWA Grand Master
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Award presented with the Nebulas on 20 April.

Congou
18-20 Apr • Nebula Awards Weekend, Holiday Inn Crown Plaza, Kansas
City. The world waits, palpitating.
19 Apr • Unconvention (Forteana), Institute of Education, Bedford Way,
London. Contact PO Box 146, Glasgow, G1 5RN.
23 Apr • BSFA London meet, Jubilee pub, York Rd. 7pm onward (some fans
in bar by 5pm). With Colin Greenland.
2-5 May • The Mission (Trek), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool. Contact
Wolf 359 as for Nightwatch above.
11 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Bretton, Peterborough.
10:30am-4pm. Contact 01480 216372.
23-6 May • Year of the Wombat is now completely full.
27-8 Sep • Hypotheticon, Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Anne Gay, Brian
Waugh, others TBA. £15 reg (to 1 June). Contact 38 Scotstoun St, Glasgow,
G14 0UN.
14-15 Mar 98 • Corflu (UK edition of fabled US fanzine con), Griffin Hotel,
Leeds. £25/$40 reg. Rooms £25/person/night. Contact 7 Woodside Walk,
Hamilton, ML3 7HY. Some net controversy resulted from Ian (Master of
Tact) Sorensen’s perceived policy – only apparent, he declares – of restricting
UK membership in favour of US visitors. Soothing the troubled waters, Ian
told Ansible: “Ho hum. I’m glad I don’t want to please all the people all of
the time.”
27-9 Mar 98 • Deliverance (Blake’s 7), Royal Moat House, Nottingham. £45
reg, rising 1 Sept. Contact (SAE) 18 Bury Ave, Newport Pagnell, Bucks,
MK16 0ED.
10-13 Apr 98 • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester.
GoH Connie Willis, Ian McDonald, Martin Tudor. £28 reg rising on 1 May.
Contact 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3LQ. (The
flyer’s 3QL is wrong.)
2-5 Apr 99 • Reconvene (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. GoH Peter S.
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Beagle, John Clute, Jeff Noon. £25 reg; £12.50 supp, children, over-65s; £2
presupp discount. Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
Rumblings • Bär-Con, Worldcon bid for Berlin in 2003, emerged from its
stupor at Intervention. • The Manchester Group (FONT) has moved from the
karaoke-infested Crown & Anchor pub to Wetherspoons (corner of Piccadilly
Gdns, near railway station): 2nd & 4th Thur each month. • London first-Thur
meetings now seem settled at the Jubilee.

Infinitely Improbable
SF Classics: Hail & Farewell. The Fabbri Publishing/Brown Partworks sf
partwork failed its market test in March: the first book-plus-mag fell short of
the wished-for sales despite some TV promotion and Amazing Special Offers.
Jo Bourne, project instigator, sobbingly reported vox-pop responses from the
youngish target audience along the lines of “Sounds good, but because of the
kid[s] we don’t have time to read books....” Jo is now moving to another
partwork outfit, Eaglemoss.
Dysacronymia. Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America decree –
following a referendum – that the organization’s initials are not the spluttery
SFFWA but SFWA. (Ansible Newsletter of Universal Skiffy likes to be called
just A.) They recently invited me to rejoin; unlike one J.M. Straczynski, I
declined without actually throwing a public tantrum.
R.I.P. Martin Caidin (1927-1997) died of thyroid cancer on 24 March, aged
69. His “bionic man” novel series beginning with Cyborg (1972) spawned the
TV series whose title was an sf catchphrase, The Six Million Dollar Man. •
Seth Goldberg, US fan, Hugo administrator for three Worldcons and longtime Official Editor of FAPA, died in the night of 18/19 March from heart
failure following a viral infection. He was only 44. • Terry Nation, creator of
the Daleks for the second Dr Who storyline (“The Dead Planet”, 1963), died
on 9 March, aged 66.
Court Circular. A bemused Rog Peyton reports that legal action brought
against him by Dark Side publishers Stray Cat Ltd (re payment for an ad
published too late to be of use) was hastily dropped upon disclosure of the
defence documents. Could this be because SC had cocked up by suing Rog
personally, and not Andromeda Book Co Ltd?
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C.o.A. Sean Ellis & Tamasin Mallock, 12 Queen’s Lane, Upper Hale,
Farnham, Surrey, GU9 0LU. David Garnett, Ferring Grange, Ferring Grange
Gdns, Ferring, W. Sussex, BN12 5HS. (“West Grange” has become “Ferring
Grange”, that’s all.) Marcus Hill, 36 Magnolia Ct, Citrus Way, Salford, M6
5AN. Ken Lake is marrying Gillian Taylor this month and moving to her
home: 46 Chestnut Ave, Buckhurst Hill, Essex, IG9 6EW. Tom Perry, 2268
NW 37th Place, Gainesville, FL 32605, USA. David Stewart, 43 Eglinton Rd,
Donnybrook, Dublin 4, Ireland.
Random Fandom. Henry Balen grumbles about the Hugo form: “An
interesting advert was included with the ballot. A flyer for Locus. Maybe this
is just a friendly reminder to fans not to forget placing this magazine’s name
on the enclosed ballot? [...] I did not see adverts for any other Hugo
contenders enclosed with the ballot.” • Jackie Causgrove (Cincinnati fan,
long-time partner of Dave Locke) “has been diagnosed with lung cancer. She
is currently home but will begin three weeks of radiation next week.” [RS] •
John Light has issued Light’s List 1997, tabulating (very briefly) over 1,100
small-press titles and addresses. £1.25 post free; 29 Longfield Rd, Tring,
Herts, HP23 4DG. • Bill Rotsler has also been diagnosed with cancer – under
his lip – and is beginning chemotherapy. • Paul & Cas Skelton, going through
the late Brian Robinson’s jumbled effects to sort out the books and fanzines
he’d left to Worthy Fannish Causes, discovered what seemed to be a replica
grenade. As ashen-faced, tight-lipped police later confirmed, it was real and
live. • Martin Tudor, brooding on life’s ironies, reports that the Critical Wave
photocopier at last produces perfect, streak-free copies now that it’s been
released from the burden of doing Critical Wave....
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Spanish. cabrahigar, to hang skewered figs on
fig-trees for superstitious reasons. [ULG]
Births. Paul Voermans & Fiona McHugh report the impingement of Natalie
Claire Louise Voermans, born 18 Feb.
Argh! Here is where Fantasy Encyclopedia editors shuffle embarrassedly.
Gwyneth JONES’s entry was cut at a late stage when pressure for space
became extreme and writers whose fantasies were predominantly juveniles
were tending to be dropped; the Curse of Gwyneth struck, however, because
there’s still a cross-reference to this non-article from GENDER. To universal
horror, John Clute’s emergency repair of the Alan GARNER piece (when
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Strandloper appeared in 1996) got lost in the works, leaving him saying that
AG has been silent since 1980. Mike Ashley cringes at the discovery that his
typo of a certain birthdate slipped past all the proofreaders (including me,
dammit) to leave H.G.WELLS publishing The Time Machine at the ripe age of
9.... Oh dearie me.
FAAns. Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards were presented at Corflu:
FAN ARTIST Ian Gunn (78 points ... Teddy Harvia 46, D. West 41); FAN WRITER
Andy Hooper (87 pts ... D. Langford 42, David Levine 19); FANZINE
Apparatchik (83 pts ... Attitude 53, Mimosa 42). [JM] Bear these broad hints
in mind at Hugo voting time, which is real soon now.
Cult Connections. Gregory Frost writes: “The recent mass suicide in
Rancho Santa Fe, California, has induced me (at the urging of Michael
Swanwick) to write you regarding my odd connection to an event that seems
to have prompted that act – namely the discovery of the ‘companion’
purportedly following the comet Hale-Bopp on its flyby. [See A116] As is
well-known by now, the cult was convinced (as are many UFO zipheads who
weigh in on the internet) that the companion, discovered by amateur
astronomer Charles Shramek, is an alien mothership, either preparing a mass
invasion in the style of Independence Day, or a nice ship waiting to sweep up
the souls of the 39 cult members. These conclusions were reached when some
hapless fool in a position of authority claimed he could find nothing on the
charts that corresponded to the object, which, if you see the photo in
question, is clearly and unquestionably a star. The UFO believers
immediately shouted ‘government cover-up!’ at this denial – even though the
denial itself was supportive of their interpretation. It all turns out to be due to
some very incomplete star chart being referenced, but never mind that. The
UFOzos had their mother ship and a denial of its reality by someone in
power. It doesn’t get better than that.
“The thing is, Charles Shramek and I went to high school together. We
occasionally cooked up batches of helium, filled dry cleaner bags with it,
attached pie tins containing flares to the bottoms, then sent the bags off into
the night. Immediately thereafter, we would call the local airport and report
having sighted UFOs. Now and then, especially when other people saw our
little flare balloons and called in, too, we made the local papers. Chuck is an
inveterate prankster. He was also a ham radio operator, and deviously
technological. I was on hand on one occasion when he ran his voice through a
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filter that made him sound like Zontar the Warp Master while he
communicated with some gullible ham radio operators elsewhere. Chuck had
convinced a whole flock of them that he was a space alien from Venus. He
told us one night that he had pulled a great prank on a neighbour who
numbered among the believers by dressing all in black and wrapping his head
in aluminum foil, then peering into the windows of the neighbor’s house until
the poor UFOzo spotted him, and tried to give chase. I believe Chuck had
tied this into one of his ham radio communiques, proving to the neighbour
that the aliens had visited him. So when I discovered that the UFO dogging
comet Hale-Bopp had been photographed by one Charles Shramek, and that
this ‘discovery’ was making a splash in national news, I had a lot of trouble
sitting upright for awhile. After all, here was the only person I knew who’d
ever tried smoking banana peels (it gave him a headache) pulling off a truly
grandstand stunt.
“That his jape convinced a bunch of – let’s say, sadly demented – people in
California that the awaited space aliens had finally come would be truly
tragic if that were the sole motivation that had led them to this. In fact it was
the appearance of the comet itself that was, as the cult put it on their web
page, ‘the marker’ they’d been awaiting, a signal that Earth is about to be
‘recycled’... and we all know what that means. Makes you want to scream
out: ‘It’s a cookbook!’ I can’t blame Shramek, unless we all agree to blame
Whitley Strieber, Betty & Barney Hill, and every book-authoring half-wit
psychotherapist who propounds that people really are being abducted and
anally probed by alien visitors – all contributing to an atmosphere where
unchecked lunacy reigns.
“I’m not too worried about being recycled, either. At present I’m working on
a book about 19th century American religious sects, and I have to tell you,
the world has ended a lot of times before this.” [29 Mar]
Intervention Grovels. Gary Stratmann conveys impassioned thanks to all
stewards “for tremendous work under very difficult circumstances.” Chris
Bell, reeling from a special hotel liaison award at the closing ceremony,
found on Tuesday that an Anonymous Benefactor had paid her hotel bill; she
tearfully wishes to broadcast her eternal gratitude. The BSFA Committee
felicitates chairbeing John Richards for his stentorian diplomacy in crying –
once the BSFA Awards had been presented – “And now, back to reality!”
Dave Langford thanks everyone in sight but has mislaid the lining of his
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throat (please return if found).
Thog’s Masterclass. “When he sauntered into the squad room that bright
mid-May morning, Detective Joe Slatterly raised the only other pair of
eyebrows in the room, those of his partner Tom England.” (William T.
Sampson, “All in a Day’s Work”, Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine, 4/97)
[MMW] • “Muffled through wood, and howl hooted in the distance, a swift
surge and halt that thrilled her boneward. There was a message in that sound,
a message that resonated and spread like the bloom of a bell. She couldn’t
hear it or she refused. But uprising from the earth, the palm-press she’d felt
earlier closed on that sound in a precise mesh.” ... “Love Bunny smiled and
Katt noted that, pretty as she was, her teeth stalactited out of high pink
gums.” (both Robert Devereaux, Walking Wounded, 1996) • Flyers for The
Gor Project littered Eastercon: these drooled over plans for a John Normanbased colour magazine “in the vein of Heavy Metal and the Savage Sword of
Conan”, resurrecting those literary wonders that were “Blacklisted by the
feminist movement in the late 1980’s” and guaranteed to “contain not only
extremely graphic violence, but slavery, bondage and erotica, not to mention
oppression, starvation, suffering and death.” Know your market.

Endnotes
John Lorentz went all goshwow over his science-fictional experience:
“Somehow, it seems appropriate that yesterday, from Oregon, I linked to
your website in the UK to download a DUFF ballot (since Ruth used the one
copy that we had handy) so that I could vote to send a person from Seattle to
Australia....”
Bridget Wilkinson’s famous Fans Across the World newsletter (April) has an
Intervention report remarking that “the Fantasy Encyclopedia was launched –
unfortunately without either of the main editors being present.” John Clute
was indeed compelled to be in the USA, but the equal-ranking co-editor John
Grant moved among us in his earthly guise of Paul Barnett ... and was
repeatedly identified as John Grant at the FE panel, the signing session,
Thog’s Live Masterclass, etc etc. But on mature reflection this is just a
difference of viewpoint; we imagined the launch as going on all weekend,
while Bridget must be thinking only of a particular party during which Paul
was briefly hospitalized after collapsing from exhaustion. (Not from a stroke
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as we immediately feared, and not from a heart attack as one later rumour had
it; he was back at the con in a few hours.)
Stop Press.
John Richards, reading this issue’s Intervention report, ranted to the effect
that there would have been a bloody sight fewer programme changes had one
GoH (who shall be nameless) given advance warning that he’d be flying from
the Continent a day later, and leaving a day earlier, than scheduled....
Ansible 117 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Chris Bell, Mike Cule, Marcus Hill, Intervention, Ursula Le Guin, John
Richards, Roger Sims, Maureen Kincaid Speller, Gordon Van Gelder, Martin
Morse Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray, Steve & Vikki of
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 3 Apr 97.
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Ansible 117 Supplement
Hale-Bopp Letters
Exciting correspondence following Greg Frost’s Ansible 117 reminiscences!
Marc Ortlieb wrote:
While not doubting Gregory Frost’s words, it does worry me that
he says “Charles Shramek and I went to high school together. We
occasionally cooked up batches of helium....”
Now, unless they had a cold-fusion reactor working in their back
yard, cooking up helium is not an easy thing to do. I gather it has to
be extracted from natural gas using fairly sophisticated techniques.
Hydrogen is easy enough to “cook up” – a friend and I found
aluminium and sodium hydroxide solution generated adequate
quantities for filling balloons.
Mistaking hydrogen for helium is almost as bad a scientific mistake
as finding UFOs behind comets and could be just as fatal, on a oneto-one basis.
Greg Frost replied:
Hasn’t he seen The Saint? Now we all have cold fusion. And it
lives inside Elizabeth Shue’s bra. Doesn’t get better than that.
On sober reflection he rephrased this:
Apologies for the idiot gaffe in my reminiscence about Shramek.
Yep, it was indeed hydrogen and not helium we were cooking up in
the garage, no matter what The Saint suggests. It lit up real good.
Wish I could give a prize for the winner who caught this, but
unfortunately it wasn’t a trick question. Too many years since high
school chemistry, and too many lighter-than-air brain cells. Oh, the
humanity.
Charles Miller had a different view of Shramek:
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I’m a life-long resident of Houston, Texas, and an avid listener to
radio station KLOL (101 FM), one of the most powerful radio
broadcasts on the Gulf Coast.
Over the years, I have interacted with KLOL on different levels –
both as a listener, and as a prize-winning script writer. This
interaction is primarily with the station’s irreverent drive time
comedy duo, Stevens & Pruitt (who have won the Silver Cup away
from Howard Stern, Ron&Ron and Imus for drive-time
programming on many occasions).
Chuck Shramek, as I have known him, is a jovial news anchor for
the Stevens&Pruitt comedy team, and in fact does a one-hour
warm-up for their show each weekday morning, starting at 5:00am
(CST). He chatters and jibes with these profane jokemeisters
throughout their 4-hour show, and continues to contribute to station
engineering and news reportage after the comedy slot wraps up at
10:00am.
Shramek is (or was) a good-humored guy, with a taste for pranks
and joking on the air. He married and divorced one of the other
deejays at KLOL, and continued to work side-by-side with her – if
that is not a testament to good humor, I don’t know what is.
Be it known that KLOL is the sister station (in the same building)
of Houston news radio KTRH (740 AM), which coincidentally is
the only station in town that broadcasts the infamous Art Bell:
Coast To Coast and Art Bell: Dreamland syndicated programs....
The point is that Chuck Shramek is (or was) an avid listener to Art
Bell as he went about his station duties, preparing for work on the
Stevens&Pruitt show. The juxtaposition of listening to 4 hours of
Art Bell’s bizarre format while preparing for a bawdy 4-hour
comedy slot is an apparent dead giveaway that Chuck was never
serious about his Hale-Bopp photographs. However ...
Chuck is a fairly serious amateur astronomer, with several thousand
dollars worth of electronic imaging telescopy and tracking
software. If there was a serious side to Chuck, his astronomy was it.
I believe that he tracked and photographed Hale-Bopp from his
patio, and did so with a sincere (if amateurish) dedication.
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He procured some good shots of Hale-Bopp, as a matter of fact, for
an amateur working several months in advance of naked-eye
observation. I believe he was very serious when he submitted his
photos to Art Bell (who initiated this whole controversy, as much
as Art has tried to absolve himself from blame), but Chuck
admitted some things back in November that lead me to believe he
also erred seriously.
For one thing, he admitted he “played around” with exposure
settings to get an optimum image. That his images were
composites, for another thing. And, most damning, that he had
“enhanced” the images in digital photo editing software. These
were offhand comments on his part, but they spurred me to obtain
his “Hale-Bopp & Companion” image and scrutinize it under my
own photo-editing software.
Sure as hell, there is a distinct rectangular area around the
“companion” object that has been digitally “light-blasted”.... This is
the rectangle of a common marquee tool, with a “Brightness &
Contrast” adjustment. Anyone who looks at the original image with
adjusted color index (say, 2 or 3 colors) can see the rectangle plain
as day. It’s obvious that Chuck was trying to light-amplify the
“companion” (SAO 141094), to get a better look at it. His mistake
was poor interpretation, and releasing the retouched image to a
crank such as Art Bell.
Now, I do not think this was a hoax. Stupidity, maybe, on Chuck’s
part.... Ineptitude certainly.... Chuck was swiftly denounced by
Alan Hale, which was a major blow to Chuck’s love of astronomy.
For Chuck Shramek, Alan Hale was a hero, in a way – and
suddenly, his hero was basically calling him an idiot.
The international ridicule heaped on Chuck of course affected his
job and personal relations at KLOL. He began taking leaves of
absence to escape the phone calls and e-mail. Then, following the
macabre Heaven’s Gate suicides, Chuck began receiving death
threats from people who blame him for starting the Hale-Bopp
“companion” story.
As nearly as I recall, Chuck, in his naivete, handed a bad picture to
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the wrong person and said “What IS this?” Everything after that
cascaded into a comedy of errors at the hands of Art Bell and his
eccentric guests.... If I have a criticism of Chuck Shramek, it’s not
that he is a “hoaxter extraordinaire”; rather, it is that he did not
follow the scientific method in his observations and treatment of
his observations.
Charles Miller also added a cruel footnote:
Incidentally, I contacted Chuck Shramek and asked him about Greg
Frost (supposedly his old high school chum).
Chuck responded succinctly a while later, after searching his
memory: “Thanks, I only vaguely remember Frost and he’s a
geek..”
Greg Frost was philosophical:
Gee, and I remember him so fondly.
But bears no grudge:
[T]he Skeptical Inquirer is putting together an issue on the HaleBopp phenomenon. While they may use an article by me along the
lines of what you have posted, I feel they definitely should see Mr.
Miller’s take on what has happened. SI likes to deal with facts, not
fantasy. The best I can do, obviously, is talk about a guy I knew
and admired in high school (and apparently it was a one way
friendship). Miller obviously knows Chuck now, and knows how
this has affected him – as he clearly outlines in his reply. I want to
send it on to SI, but only with his permission. I think it would give
Shramek a fair hearing he deserves. They might want to print it.
They might want to interview him – I can’t say. You’re welcome to
send this along verbatim if you like.
And you’re right – for awhile this is obviously going to be a big
deal (although hopefully not for as long as the National Inquirer
will pick the bones of the murdered 6-year-old model, JonBenet.)
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Ansible 118, May 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Dave Hicks. Available for SAE or Laxian Key (but
definitely not Tangreese).
Forget the General Election: here I am agonizing again over the
Hugos. Should I have declined 1997 fanzine and fanwriter nominations? A
straw poll of UK fans said “No,” a prime concern being that rivals would
prefer to trounce me soundly rather than win a “Best Except For Langford”
Hugo. Yes, perhaps this is the glorious year of the evil Dark Lord Langford’s
downfall. It’s all up to you voters now....
HUSTINGS.

Mantra, Tantra and Specklebang
Brian Aldiss, master of the Caps Lock key, chides me for that Eastercon
report: “IT’S ALL VERY WELL TO SAY THAT ALDISS WAS ALDISS. ALDISS WAS ALSO
CALIBAN AND PHILIP K. DICK. BUT YOU BUGGERS WHO STICK IN THE BAR ALL THE
TIME DON’T SEE THE HARD WORK WE PUT IN TO THE JOB....”

Kenneth Bulmer had a stroke just before Easter and lay semi-conscious in
his flat for two days before being found; later he was said to be doing fairly
well in hospital. Aldiss Footnote: “When informed of this, his old mate Ted
Tubb is reported as saying, ‘This is what comes of not keeping in touch with
your old mates.’ Verb sap, and so on....”
Jo Clayton’s cancer has been officially declared “no longer life-threatening,”
reports the much-cheered Katharine Kerr: “She’s still in for a long stay in
hospital, however, as the disease has destroyed much of her bone mass, to the
point where she can no longer stand without breaking her legs. She now has
an electric wheel chair, outfitted with a large multi-coloured pinwheel on the
back that whirls as she speeds through hospital corridors and a shiny silver
and rubber horn, the sort that goes OOOOG-AAAA, to move pedestrians out of
her way. • In short, being Jo, she’s still fighting and her spirits are good.”
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Neil Gaiman was presented in March with a GLAAD (Gay & Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation) Award for “positive portrayals of Gay and
Lesbian characters” in Sandman. “It’s the only time I’ve ever had a room of
people cheer the correct pronunciation of my name – all of them undoubtedly
convinced it was some kind of political statement.”
Liz Holliday is to edit a new fiction-oriented British sf/fantasy magazine
called Odyssey, to be published by Caliver Press: “We want to put together
an issue 0 for midsummer, followed (all being well) by issue 1 at World
Fantasy Con.” Guidelines/rates: SAE to 31 Shottsford, Wessex Gardens,
London, W2 5LG.
Sam Moskowitz (1920-1997) suffered a devastating heart attack on 7 April,
and passed from coma to death on the 15th. He was 76.
John Clute writes: “Most of us in England did not know Sam
Moskowitz in the flesh. We were not familiar with the angular
tough-love rasp of his personality from the 1930s through the
1950s, when he was a dominant early American fan, the chairman
of the first WorldCon, the author of The Immortal Storm (1951),
the first history of fandom, and one of the first writers from within
the sf field – from wholly and utterly within the sf field – to treat sf
as a domain for scholarly study, in essays of ‘amateur’ but
pioneering scholarship collected in Explorers of the Infinite (1963),
etc. And those of us who did not know him – and who may think of
him essentially as a figure of a past era who had throat cancer and
spoke Dalek-like through a voice box in recent years – may let pass
his dying in April, from a massive heart attack, just like that.
“But that is not quite enough. Those who knew the man will write
obituaries that evoke the man. The rest of us should perhaps think
about sf, a genre intimately tied to the lives of those who created it
as a literature and as a subculture, and who are dying now or dead.
Certainly I personally find myself thinking – as I thought when
Isaac Asimov died – that the genre is, inevitably, losing its default
voices. That like some vast amoeba trying desperately to recollect
the shape of its True Name, sf had become far too amorphous to
know long before Sam Moskowitz ceased his acts of knowing. That
he never stopped trying to keep the shape. That he carried the
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template of his era down with him when he died.”
Terry Pratchett has rather regretfully left Gollancz for Corgi/Transworld;
Jingo! will be his last VG hardback. “It was a sad if inevitable parting, not a
bust up. I’d been with them since Gollancz were owned by Gollancz, after
all. [...] Corgi are much more recognizably an international company with
more muscle and that’s what I need right now. Lest it be forgotten, they were
also my first big publisher – they brought out the paperbacks of The Colour
of Magic and The Light Fantastic before I moved to Gollancz for the
hardcovers.”
Colin Wilson enthusiastically reviewed the Fantasy Encyclopedia (for
Literary Review) and thought the H.P. Lovecraft entry particularly nifty; he
then discovered it had been written years ago by himself. Overcome with
excitement, the noted writer on Tolkien proceeded to credit Tolkien’s coinage
EUCATASTROPHE to someone called John Clute....

Conuropsis
11 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Bretton, Peterborough.
10:30am-4pm. Contact 01480 216372.
23-6 May • Year of the Wombat is still completely full.
24-6 May • Fantasticon UK, Harrogate International Conf Centre, many
guests. £45 reg. Contact 38 Planetree Ave, Fenham, Newcastle upon Tyne,
NE4 9TH.
28 May • BSFA London meet CANCELLED owing to Clarkes.
28 May • Clarke Awards, Science Museum. Invitation only.
9-10 Aug • Clarecraft Open Day, Bury St Edmunds. T. Pratchett signings,
CC Discworld figures for sale, etc. Contact Clarecraft, Woolpit Bus Park,
Bury St Edmunds, IP30 9UP.
30 Oct - 2 Nov • World Fantasy Convention, The International Hotel,
Marsh Wall, London. Now £100/$165 reg! Contact PO Box 31, Whitby,
North Yorkshire, YO22 4YL. “Dracula Centenary” and “Hidden London”
themes; membership limited to 750.
10-13 Apr 98 • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester.
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Now £30 reg, £15 supp, to Spring 98. Contact 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton
Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3LQ.
22-5 May 98 • Lazlar Lyricon II (Hitch-Hiker), Scotch Corner Hotel,
Darlington. GoH: Kevin Davies (animator), Dirk Maggs (radio producer),
more TBA. £30 reg; ZZ9 members £25. Contact 67 South Pk Gdns,
Berkhamstead, Herts, HP3 1HZ.
10-12 Jul 98 • Infinity (media-ish), Angel Hotel, Cardiff, Wales. Now £40
reg. With Colin Baker, Ed Bishop, Dave Prowse, Dr Jack Cohen, Lionel
Fanthorpe, David Banks, M.J. Simpson. Contact (SAE) 12 Stuart St,
Treherbert, CF42 5PR.
18-21 Sep 98 • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool.
Date/venue now confirmed. GoH: Terry Pratchett, Stephen Briggs, Paul
Kidby, Dave Langford, more TBA. Contact (SAE/IRC) PO Box 3086,
Colchester, Essex, CO2 8TY.
2-5 Apr 99 • Reconvene (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £25 reg;
£12.50 supp, children, over-60s (their PR got it wrong). Contact 3 West
Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
Rumblings • Cancún (Mexico) in 2003: presupporting memberships are now
available in the UK. Send £5 to KIM Campbell, 66 Lincoln St, Leeman Rd,
York, YO2 4YP.

Infinitely Improbable
End of Infinity. Our mole among this moribund sf magazine’s contributors
reports a gloomy impasse. “None of us are going to be paid, or at best we’ll
get a few pennies in the pound. Infinity’s losses have apparently to be borne
by all concerned, although I don’t remember this being part of the agreement
when they commissioned me.... I’m told that if anyone – advertisers,
suppliers, contributors – attempts to take legal action they’ll wind up the
company (an off-the-shelf job with liabilities limited to fifty quid) and even
those pennies won’t be forthcoming. No one’s been told this officially, as
‘writing to people or ringing them is too expensive’. I only found out by
constant pestering.” As for the sister magazine, “The last two or three issues
of The Dark Side have been late and notable for their absence of regular
columns (I believe Steve Green has been ‘fired’ from his fanzine column, no
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doubt for the heinous sin of requesting the money they owe him). So it’s
likely this title is in trouble too.” • Meanwhile, from another informed source:
“The people behind the deeply dubious Infinity have relaunched through yet
another shell company, and are currently sending out sample copies to
potential advertisers.... Apparently it’s now called Eclipse, but the layout and
content are virtually identical.”
R.I.P. Tomoyuki Tanaka (1910-1997), Japanese producer of over 200 films
since 1944 and creator of Godzilla (1954), plus its many sequels and some
fine historical movies, died in Tokyo on 2 April.
C.o.A. Tom Abba, 40 Green Bank Rd, Ashton, Bristol, BS3 1RJ. Bridget
Hardcastle & Simon Bradshaw, 27A Southview Rise, Alton, Hants, GU34
2AB. Lauryn & Loren MacGregor, 1484 Green Acres Rd, Eugene, OR
97408, USA. Pat McMurray (return to old address), 28 Plaistow Grove,
Bromley, Kent, BR1 3PB.
Random Fandom. Claire Brialey and friends can’t attend LoneStarCon, and
offer 4 bargain memberships at £50 apiece (current rate £85): 26
Northampton Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 7HA. • Martin Hoare is making his
own stab at the fanzine Hugo by becoming the editor of CAMRA’s local
beerzine The Thames Valley Drinker, print run 3,500.... • Richard Newsome
has reprinted the first ever chapbook of sf criticism, Clyde F. Beck’s slim
Hammer and Tongs (1937); a few remain at $5 ($6 overseas) from Arcturus
Press, 281 Flatbush Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11217, USA. • Harry Warner Jr has
a novel theory about the perceived lack of eager young recruits to fandom: “I
might suggest that this is partly caused by the disappearance of so many
millions of potential fans in abortion factories in recent decades.” (Fosfax)
Spawn: 185 Latest! Kim Whysall-Hammond & Tony Hammond both
breathed huge sighs of relief that Kim’s “limited edition Sue Mason Scottish
Convention Registration T-shirt” (which she was wearing at the time)
survived the birth of Robert Daniel Hammond on 6 Apr.... • Helen Tsatsos &
Jon Langford are still counting down to the big moment: “We are having
wild fun and frolick for the Last time until ‘Little Tsatsos’ grows up and goes
to prison....” [Key West, 21 Apr] • Helena & Martin Tudor announced their
new arrival, 25 Apr: “Despite being over two weeks early and sharing a
birthday with Steve Green, Heloise is remarkably well and healthy.”
Voices from the Past. “... there are all kinds of science fiction which I’ve
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been unable to read. [...] Also the Asimov Foundation series; I couldn’t read
those even when I was a teenager. They just didn’t seem true or real; my
memory is of saying, This is obviously not the way things would be.” (Greg
Benford, interviewed by Charles Platt, 1979; now author of the AsimovEstate-authorized spinoff Foundation’s Fear, 1997) • “Are not the entire first
hundred pages of The Fulfilment of Martin Hoare a masterly analysis of a
bilious attack?” (Stella Gibbons, foreword of Cold Comfort Farm, 1932)
Publishers & Sinners. SFX seeks a staff cartoonist to illustrate the
“Langford” column. “Cartoons should be (a) funny, and (b) SF-related rather
than fannish.... Anybody actually submitting examples of what they would
have drawn for recent Langford columns will probably stand a better
chance.” [S] Samples to SFX, Future Publishing, Beauford Ct, 30 Monmouth
St, Bath, BA1 2BW. • Tom Holt’s songbook Bitter Lemmings (39 songs,
mostly parodies) is out: £4.75 post free from Beccon Publications, 75
Rosslyn Ave, Harold Wood, Essex, RM3 0RG. • Steve Jones gloats
chthonically that his Lovecraftian anthology Shadows Over Innsmouth has
been chosen by The U of Massachusetts Lowell as a textbook for courses on
the evolution of the British horror story. • Andrew Porter’s delayed SF
Chronicle 191 (Apr/May 97) has appeared, hot on the heels of SFC 190 (Oct
96).... • TSR, financially strapped and owing vast royalties to M. Weis, T.
Hickman et al, are now being bought up by the dread Magic card-game
people, Wizards of the Coast. [SFC]
More Eastercon Eggs. A117 failed to mention that John Harold won the Doc
Weir “Good Egg” Award. • Cuddles gratefully reports £80 in the collection
can for Electrical Eggs UK, aimed at improving disabled access at cons. •
The Adelphi manager’s father, who had a stroke on Easter Saturday (hence
the manager vanishing to his bedside for the rest of Intervention), has made a
full recovery. • Chris Bell reveals her Easter 1999 security scheme: “I’m
planning to shift the first floor to just above the sixth, and Tom Holt is going
to knit an Adelphi-sized chainmail teacosy with Phil Nanson’s assistance
(provided that we can find 418 million split rings) so that after everyone is
inside we can put that over the top of the hotel and then get the tech crew to
run a lot of electricity through it. That should fix the cat burglars!” • The
1998 Discworld Convention, also using the Adelphi, has advertised for a
volunteer to run Security: “No previous experience is necessary.”
DUFF. The Down Under Fan Fund was won by Janice Murray (Ansible’s
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splendid US agent) with 116 votes to Joel Zakem’s 93 in the final round of
intricate tallying; Andy Hooper, with 34 first-place votes, was eliminated
earlier. Janice will thus attach corks to her hat and disport herself at the
Australian national con: Melbourne, Sept 1997. • TAFF: that mail auction of
Chuch Harris’s rare old fanzines is still planned. Contact First Floor Flat, 14
Prittlewell Sq, Southend-on-Sea, SS1 1DW.
Thog’s Masterclass. Shame On Your Filthy Mind Dept: “‘You can’t make
people good by force.’ / ‘They do us,’ he said gloomily. ‘With a hair brush.’ /
‘But ...’ / ‘It seems to me,’ said Nicky, ‘that everything is in a muddle. If ...’ /
‘Look,’ said the practical Judy. ‘Do you approve of being spanked?’ / ‘No, I
don’t.’ / ‘Well, then.’ / ‘Well, then what?’ / ‘If you can’t make people be
good with a hair brush, you can’t with a vibrator, can you?’ / ‘I don’t think it
is the same ’. / ‘It is the same,’ said Judy.” (T.H. White, The Master) [PH] •
Really Fannish Proffraeding Dept: Peter Beagle’s “The Last Unicon”.
(Reconvene flyer)

Once More Into The Breach ...
Nebula Awards. NOVEL Slow River by Nicola Griffith; NOVELLA “Da Vinci
Rising” by Jack Dann; NOVELETTE “Lifeboat on a Burning Sea” by Bruce
Holland Rogers; SHORT “A Birthday” by Esther M. Friesner; GRAND MASTER
(as proleptically announced in early March) Jack Vance.
Hugo Nominees ... based on 429 valid ballots received by LoneStarCon2.
• NOVEL (356 ballots) Blue Mars by Kim Stanley Robinson; Holy
Fire by Bruce Sterling; Memory by Lois McMaster Bujold;
Remnant Population by Elizabeth Moon; Starplex by Robert J.
Sawyer.
• NOVELLA (209) “Abandon in Place” by Jerry Oltion (F&SF);
“Blood of The Dragon” by George R.R. Martin (Asimov’s); “The
Cost to Be Wise” by Maureen F. McHugh (Starlight); “Gas Fish”
by Mary Rosenblum (Asimov’s); “Immersion” by Gregory Benford
(SF Age); “Time Travelers Never Die” by Jack McDevitt
(Asimov’s) ... six nominees owing to a tie vote.
• NOVELETTE (221) “Age of Aquarius” by William Barton
(Asimov’s); “Beauty and the Opéra or the Phantom Beast” by Suzy
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McKee Charnas (Asimov’s); “Bicycle Repairman” by Bruce
Sterling (Intersections; Asimov’s); “The Land of Nod” by Mike
Resnick (Asimov’s); “Mountain Ways” by Ursula K. Le Guin
(Asimov’s).
• SHORT (254) “The Dead” by Michael Swanwick (Starlight);
“Decency” by Robert Reed (Asimov’s); “Gone” by John Crowley
(F&SF); “The Soul Selects Her Own Society ...” by Connie Willis
(Asimov’s); “Un-Birthday Boy” by James White (Analog).
• NONFICTION (163) The Faces of Fantasy by Patti Perret; Look at
the Evidence by John Clute; The Silence of the Langford by Dave
Langford; Time & Chance by L. Sprague de Camp; The Tough
Guide to Fantasyland by Diana Wynne Jones.
• DRAMATIC (283) Independence Day; Mars Attacks!; Babylon 5
“Severed Dreams”; Star Trek: First Contact; Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine “Trials and Tribble-ations”. (B5 episodes “War
without End” and “Z’Ha’Dum” received enough votes to appear,
but J.M. Straczynski strategically declined.)
• EDITOR (248) Gardner Dozois; Scott Edelman; Patrick Nielsen
Hayden; Kristine Kathryn Rusch; Stanley Schmidt.
• PRO ARTIST (226) Thomas Canty; David Cherry; Bob Eggleton;
Don Maitz; Michael Whelan.
• SEMIPROZINE (223) Interzone; Locus; The New York Review of SF;
SF Chronicle; Speculations.
• FANZINE (224) Ansible; File 770; Mimosa; Nova Express;
Tangent.
• FAN WRITER (202) Sharon Farber; Mike Glyer; Andy Hooper;
Dave Langford; Evelyn C. Leeper.
• FAN ARTIST (177) Ian Gunn; Joe Mayhew; Peggy Ranson; William
Rotsler; Sherlock. (Brad Foster and Teddy Harvia declined. TH:
“Teddy Harvia is presenting the Best Fan Artist Hugo and does not
want the chance of having to awkwardly announce, ‘And the
winner is ... me!’”)
• J.W. CAMPBELL AWARD (not a Hugo; 156) Michael A. Burstein;
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Raphael Carter; Richard Garfinkle; Katya Reimann; Sharon Shinn.
Round and Round She Goes: there’s talk of moving the London pub
meetings again, from the Jubilee to the Moon Under Water (Charing Cross
Rd), or the New Wetherspoons Pub Near The One Tun. Data on comparative
Thursday-evening crowdedness, please? The Jubilee is indeed getting
crowded with fans; but Ansible is wary of brand-new, central pubs which will
soon be “discovered” by vaster hordes of nonfans.

Endnotes
Laurie Mann “has taken over curatorship of Dead People Server, the Web
site that lists interesting celebrities who are or might plausibly be dead, with
information as to who has really Rung Down the Curtain and Joined the
Choir Invisible, and who’s Just Resting. Dead People Server was started by
SF fan Rich Holmes, and was continued by Jim Petersen.” Location:
[website that no longer exists]
John Lorentz’s famous fannish e-mail directory is now available by ftp from
the same UK (Glasgow) site as Ansible:
[obsolete FTP link removed]
Ansible 118 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Gary Farber, Steve
Green, Rob Hansen, Penny Hill, Lucy Huntzinger, Laurie Mann, David
Pringle, Simo, Alex Stewart, Chris Suslowicz, Gordon Van Gelder and our
Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (congrats on DUFF!), SCIS, Alan Stewart
(Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 1 May 97.
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Again sf literati gathered in the Science Museum, to be plied
with copious drinks by bar staff recruited from the BSFA and Croydon
fandom. Administrator Paul Kincaid gave the usual run-down of nominees
and judges; 1996 winner Paul McAuley took the magic envelope and,
remembering his own pangs of suspense, ripped it open as fast as he could to
announce the winner as ... Amitav Ghosh, for The Calcutta Chromosome.
Before the obligatory applause, an instant’s blank silence hinted that most of
the audience had not expected and/or not read this one. Whether the decision
will go down in history as “controversial” is thus interestingly uncertain – as
yet. Despite some mutters of “Pity about Blue Mars,” I failed to detect the
wrathful knife-whetting that followed the 1993 non-win of Red Mars. Steve
(Voyage) Baxter smiled bravely. Jo Fletcher, publisher of another nominee
(N. Lee Wood, likewise present), was heard to say sporting things about the
choice being a good or at least “obvious” one. I’d better go and read it....
Party fashion highlights included the resplendent gent’s suitings of P. Kincaid
(3-piece) and N. Spinrad (green velvet), although several chaps seemed
distracted from these by Molly Brown’s mini-skirt. Wheelchairs were also
being worn, by elders of the Clarke clan and by Pat Cadigan: “I broke my
foot kicking ass at this German conference. I should have known not to kick
asses fortified by years of Bratwurst and schnitzels.... Well, it sounds better
than saying I fell on the stairs. You dog.”
CLARKE AWARD.

The Demon Breed
Richard Bachman, famously “dead” alter ego of Stephen King, has
posthumously acquired a middle name. Signing “old Bachman cheques” for
tipping-in to a limited edition of RB’s The Regulators, King included a
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“Richard Cthulu Bachman”.... [DP]
Michael Bishop confides: “I’m finally writing again, but not SF.”
Nancy Collins doesn’t normally read vampire novels. But as a World
Fantasy Award judge, she has dutifully waded through stacks of nominees ...
to find several writers, ahem, working in the great tradition of her own
Sunglasses After Dark. She may be making a little list. [JG]
Neil Gaiman suffered the Curse of Fantasy Encyclopedia pp380-1: authors
whose dates were OK in proof arcanely appear as e.g. (1960-FRANKENSTEIN
MOVIES). “I hope it’s not a prediction of things to come: ‘Mr Gaiman did not
die, exactly, but many bits of him have attained a virtual immortality starring
in Frankenstein Movies. Mr Gaiman’s right hand is on the shelf in the castle
in Frankenstein Has Risen Up Again and his stomach is attached to the
monster in Scary Terror of Frankenstein. His arms and kidneys were in the
“organ donor” scene of Frankenstein Goes Disco Mama, but wound up on
the cutting room floor....’”
John Gribbin grumps and brags: “Frustrated by being unable to find a home
for my excellent sf novel Time Switch, I have measured the age of the
Universe.” In May, Simon Goodwin, JG and Martin Hendry announced new
galactic measurements (using Hubble Space Telescope data) eliminating the
former astronomical embarrassment of the Universe seemingly being
younger than some of its component stars....
Rob Holdstock enjoyed “a lunch party, to welcome back Malcolm Edwards
after 3 gruelling weeks of jury service at an Old Bailey murder trial. JACKS
(his wife): ‘For Heaven’s sake Malcolm! I don’t mind you talking about the
trial. But please don’t mention scrotums being inflated with decomposition
gases while I’m trying to eat two onion bhajis!’ MALCOLM (with a little
laugh): ‘It was the two onion bhajis that reminded me....’” • Rob has his own
worries: “The last issue of Vector carried an astonishing article revealing the
‘castration complex’ that lies at the heart of my Mythago Wood cycle of
novels. I am still reeling from the shock! After seventeen years of living
(contentedly) with comments along the lines of ‘uses Jungian
archetypes/probably fucks trees’, I’d become comfortable with Jung. Now
I’ve got the whole of that bugger Freud to read, just so I can go on the
defensive at conventions when challenged about my relationship with father
figures! Help me!”
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John Jarrold, now awesomely established at Simon & Schuster (part-time),
gleefully reports that the new S&S sf/fantasy list will be launched next Easter
under the imprint name Spectrum.
Jane Johnson of HarperCollins was bemused to be rung up by a Financial
Times chap who asked probing questions on the Fantasy Encyclopedia. After
being duly polite about rival publishers Little, Brown, she found to her vast
embarrassment that the FT review credited HarperCollins with the book and
quoted Jane as the driving force behind it.
Michael Swanwick enjoyed the Great US Con Flood in May: “Disclave this
year was particularly exciting. Con-goers were treated to a genuine sf
moment Sunday at 5:30 am, when a mechanical voice blasted them awake
with the words, ‘THIS IS THE BUILDING. THERE IS A FIRE EMERGENCY. EVACUATE
IMMEDIATELY.’ Followed by alarms. On the way out, many of us noticed
water pouring from a room on the fourth floor, which had been set aside for
the alt.sex.bondage parties. The water took several hours to be turned off and
caused considerable damage to everything below. • It was later determined
that a water-sprinkler broke after somebody roped a fellow pleasure-seeker to
it. The hot (but unconfirmed) rumour is that one of those involved was a New
York City police officer. While the incident did put a damper on the
convention, it gave everyone the opportunity to sort out their priorities. Jane
Jewell, photo correspondent for Locus, failed to grab her cameras and bitterly
regretted it after seeing the milling masses of celebrity refugees. Her
husband, Peter Heck, emerged from the building clutching the MS of his next
Mark Twain mystery novel. • The hotel refused to extend its check-out time
for those inconvenienced, but did offer a 50% discount to those who knew to
demand one loudly and repeatedly. The rest of us were charged full price, on
the theory that if we weren’t screaming at the help, we must have enjoyed the
experience. More proof, if proof were needed, that on the day the Meek
finally inherit the Earth, the Brash will tie up the whole thing in court.”

Contrectation
25 Jun • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on (but
fans are lurking in the bar by 5pm). With Diana Wynne Jones.
4-6 Jul • Nexus (media), Forte Post House Hote, Bristol. £42 reg. Contact 26
Mile Rd, Horfield, Bristol, BS7 9PQ.
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5-6 Jul • MancheXter (X-Files) Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester. £30 reg.
Contact PO Box 89, Manchester, M14 7GE.
11-14 Jul • The Alliance (B5), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool. GoH J.M.
Straczynski; many others. £70 reg. Contact Wolf 359, 141 Waarden Road,
Canvey Island, Essex SS8 9BE. 01753 771078.
18-20 Jul • Convocation (Unicon 16/RPG), New Hall, Cambridge. GoH S.
Brust. £20 reg. Contact 19 Uphall Road, Cambridge, CB1 3HX.
25-7 Oct • Octocon/Eurocon ’97, Dublin Castle. GoH Robert Jordan; several
others. Now £25(I) reg, £30 from 25 Jul. Contact (SAE/IRC) Eurocon, PO Box
5130, Dublin 4, Eire. Worrying communication problems are reportedly
being dispelled by new-broom publicity officer Brendan Ryder, reachable on
(+353) 1 493 4712; and the long-delayed Progress Report 2 was announced
as “now shipping” on 4 June.
22-5 May 98 • Lazlar Lyricon II (Hitch-Hiker), Scotch Corner Hotel,
Darlington. £30 reg; ZZ9 members £25. Address correction of Famous Simo
Typos: 67 South Pk Gdns, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 1HZ.
Rumblings • San Francisco in 2002 ... another Worldcon bid! Pre-supp
memberships $20.02 to PO Box 64128, Sunnyvale, CA 94088, USA, or (UK)
£12 to S. Davies, 52 Westbourne Tce, Reading, RG3 2RP. • Fantasticon (246 May) contrived by ruthless non-publicity to fall far below its planned 1,500
attendance in the Harrogate Centre – whose staff answered late enquiries with
a helpful “It’s been cancelled.” It had moved to the Harrogate Crown Hotel,
reports GoH (one of many) Terry Pratchett: “I don’t think there were more
than 200 people, which made it a con with a very high guest/attendee ratio.
Taking into account the information I’d been given earlier in the week, that
means more than a third of registered attendees stayed away or, possibly,
were frightened off. With the exception of an event in a certain city some
years ago, the mere name of which causes a wince to cross the faces of those
veterans who attended, I’ve never been to a con that had shrunk so much
from its original spec. It was pleasant enough, in a Dunkirk Spirit sort of way,
but some people somewhere must have either made some bad mistakes or
been very unlucky.” Especially the dealer who believed that 1,500
membership figure and hauled his stock across from America. • L.A.con III,
the 1996 Worldcon, has passed on $22,000 from its surplus to each of the
next 3 Worldcons: LoneStarCon2, Bucconeer and Aussiecon 3. • Intuition
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left its cash-box in the Adelphi Hotel, and urgently begged the departing
Intervention crew to rescue it. “Luckily,” writes Snide Informant, “it hadn’t
been touched – like the stack of Intuition progress reports dated Nov which
lie unposted, gathering dust.” • Minicon 33 (Minneapolis, Easter 98) has
asked me to be FGoH: whoopee!

Infinitely Improbable
Updates & Outrage. Ken Bulmer, at last report, was still in hospital
following his March stroke ... Vince Clarke writes: “I’m told that he’s now
well enough to sit up and read. It looks as though he will be confined to a
wheel chair after he leaves.” Get-well messages: via Vince at 16 Wendover
Way, Welling, Kent, DA16 2BN. • Andrew I. Porter is emphatically “less
than thrilled” with my tiny A118 mention of SF Chronicle’s delay between
issues, feeling this is far too tragic a subject for quips, even friendly ones. His
preferred wording: “Andrew Porter, promising to get his act together, has
finally published SFC #191, 6 long months after #190 appeared; he promises
#192 will be out in a lot less time.”
Thog’s True U.F.O. Masterclass. Joe McNally, a man of perhaps greater
intrepidity than sense, has actually read Dr Courtney Brown’s Cosmic
Voyage (Hodder 1997). p6: “This is a book of fact, not fiction.” • p74:
“Martian society experienced some major catastrophe. Many Martians died
and some were rescued ... The rescuers were the beings we now know as
Greys.” • p138: “During the two years I conducted the research for this book,
I was often struck by the similarities between many of the ideas that were
presented in the show Star Trek: The Next Generation and the data obtained
about real ET activities through remote viewing. [... My] goal was to learn
whether ETs were somehow manipulating the minds of the writers so that
they would come up with ideas for the show.” [Guess what? They were! JM]
• p148: “I began by asking Jesus again if he wanted us [humans] to work with
the Greys regarding their genetics project. [...] He categorically stated that we
must work with them. They are God’s children, no less valuable than those
we call human. I asked him if the Grey project had something to do with a
greater evolutionary goal, like merging with God in some way. He responded
in the affirmative.” • p190: “I was resting on my bed, still somewhat
bilocated, and I got the impression that it will be the Martians and the Greys
who will teach us how to live underground. But the Martians will be the ones
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who actually live with us, holding our hands....” • And the ultimate,
stupefyingly cosmic revelation: “I knew then who had brought me to the
Greys. The voice said, ‘These are the beings whom you want to help.’ It was
the voice of my Aunt Elsie.”
Magazine Jungle. The Dark Side: one of the complaining (Ansible, passim)
contributors has received partial payment and swooned in amazement. Steve
Green reckons he has not actually been sacked as a columnist but has “joined
the growing ranks of non-persons whom Allan Bryce declines to
communicate with.” • Eclipse: last issue, Alex Stewart identified this new sf
mag as published by the Allan Bryce/Ken Mills/“Ebony” (their Liskeardbased holding company) empire, like The Dark Side and Infinity. Steve
Holland thinks the similarity of addresses is coincidental ... Infinity, Starlite
Publications Ltd, PO Box 36, Liskeard PL14 4YT; Eclipse, Phoenix
Publications, PO Box 33, Liskeard PL14 4YX. Another roving reporter states
that Bryce/Mills will neither confirm nor deny any connection with Eclipse,
while “if you ring Infinity’s old telephone number and ask for the newly
named Eclipse advertising person, you get them. [A theory about this:]
Ebony is first and foremost a contract printer. It could be they’ve taken on
Eclipse as an outside job, which would explain the similarity of layout. And
if the deal includes services like selling advertising, that might account for
the telephone numbers.” • Why is this an issue? Several writers and
advertisers, who wouldn’t mind supporting a new and independent UK sf
mag, claim bad memories of dealings with Infinity and to some extent The
Dark Side....
Hazel’s Language Lessons. Ursula Le Guin ransacks her Harrap’s Concise
Spanish-English dictionary again: “cha-cha-chá nm, chachachá nm Mus chacha, cha-cha-cha. • I think you have to read it aloud to appreciate it fully. The
italicized bits read especially well.”
R.I.P. Lou Stathis (1952-1997) died on 4 May, aged 44, in the aftermath of
chemotherapy for brain tumours. An editor of DC Comics’ upmarket Vertigo
line, he’d been active in 70s sf fandom, worked for Dell, freelanced as a rock
journalist, and had editorial posts on such magazines as Amazing, Fantastic,
Heavy Metal, High Times and Reflex. His New York wake on 7 May was
crowded beyond capacity with hordes of comics, music, publishing and sf/fan
friends.
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Random Fandom. Jim Barker secured that SFX cartoonist post (A118). His
first task: to illustrate a column on Big Dumb Objects.... • Steve Green
received long-delayed Critical Wave photocopier bills, leaving him and
Martin Tudor £4,200-£4,500 in debt: they plan to get a bank loan. “The final
issue is aimed for release at Novacon 27, touch wood, which will also mark
Wave’s 10th birthday.” • Jay Harber can’t read this owing to eye/nerve
disorders, and seeks audiotape correspondents: 626 Paddock La, Libertyville,
IL 60048-3733, USA. • Murray Moore wants essays and art for his selfexplanatory “tributezine” Harry Warner Jr, Fan of Letters ... 377 Manly St,
Midland, Ont L4R 3E2, Canada. • Caroline Mullan & Brian Ameringen are
selling “over 400 feet of bookshelves (with a rather nice house attached) in
Harrow. Site of many famous fannish parties, but still in sound decorative
order. Spacious kitchen, site of famous fannish punches. Large study, site of
famous fannish food. 3 bedrooms, sites of famous fannish liaisons.... 0181
863 8849.” • Eunice Pearson solicits members for her horror APA
“Hallow’een” (£6/year): 2 New Houses, Pant, Merthyr Tydfil, CF48 2AB. •
TAFF: still no sign of the £80/month repayments promised from Jan 97 by
fund-mislayer Abigail Frost. • Heloise Tudor suffered weeks of inexplicable
medical crises, beginning with 30% loss of birth weight via dehydration
when only a week old. On 3 June she was declared Cured. [MT]
Terror & Treachery! Harlan Ellison, selling his review copy of Curt
Siodmak’s The Third Ear (1971), peps it up with a typically understated
inscription. “[The review] became an icon of terror and treachery in my
career, as it was a review that two SF professionals (friends of Mr. Siodmak)
interpreted as being undeserved, and they decided to ‘get even’ by ruining my
ability to sell my work. To screw my career & life. / They didn’t succeed, but
only because I hired a P.I., discovered their machinations, unmasked them,
and brought them to book. 2 well-known professional writers. / And when
one of them dies, I’ll happily reveal the names, and release the
documentation.” Coo! [DP]
C.o.A. Neyir Cenk Gokce, Menevis Sk. 83/14, A. Ayranci, Ankara, 06690,
Turkey. Paul Hood, 112 Meadowside, Eltham, London, SE9 6BB. Lucy
Zinkiewicz, PO Box 2019, Windsor, QLD 4030, Australia.
Thog’s Masterclass. “His two missing teeth could be seen only when he
smiled.” (Jack Dann, The Memory Cathedral, 1995) • Bravura Flinging
Dept: “He flung out his hands. Rebecca caught them like tossed discs.” ...
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“Then he gathered himself, more determination and will than strength, and
flung his head hard and fast to the left, as far as and farther than it would go.”
(both Melanie Tem, Tides, 1996) • Solid Geometry Dept: “The alien device
was a blank, black cube about a foot high and three feet long.” (Philip E.
High, Twin Planets, 1967)

Jimmy Taurasi’s Cellar
Harry Harrison remembers Sam Moskowitz (1920-1997) ...
There we were on Sunday, November 6, 1938, a motley bunch of teenagers,
signing the by-laws of the newly organized Queens Science Fiction League.
There I was, along with Will Sykora, Thomas S. Gardner – and Sam
Moskowitz. So I’ve known Sam for 60 years. Watched him grow into an
overweight truck driver with a cigar stuck into his mush. Then watched him
lose weight – and cigar – and mutate into the sleek editor of a frozen food
magazine.
But that was just to keep the money flowing while he devoted the rest of his
life to SF. Sam was first in many things in SF both in and out of fandom. But
he was a fan first last and always. And I shall miss him. Never endowed with
much of a sense of humour, he could take a lot of ribbing and not mind it. I
remember at some convention I caught him coming out of a meeting of the
Burroughs Bibliophiles. (A masterly oxymoron there.) “Hi, Sam,” I said. “Is
that William or Edgar Rice?”
Deeply serious, Sam responded ... “William could have learned a lot from
Edgar Rice.”
I agree with John Clute. The SF I grew up with is now a thing of the past. It
was a nice, homey, friendly world where all of the writers knew each other,
and the BNFs as well. Each death of a magazine, death of a friend,
diminishes that world.
We were broke – but I think we were happy. I note from the by-laws that the
annual membership in the QSFL was one dollar.
Or ten cents a month for ten months if you couldn’t lay out a monster sum
like that at one time. [22 May]
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Endnotes
Ansible could do with some more cartoons for its printed and web editions.
Incredibly hilarious b/w line art is preferred, suitable for scanning and
reduction to fit the print version’s tiny 1.24"-square art slot. The editor’s
indecision is final.
Ansible 119 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to John Grant, Steve
Green, Dolores Phelps (a student of Barry R. Levin’s book catalogue),
Yvonne Rousseau and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 5 Jun 97.
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From Lord Abinger’s judicial summing-up in Fraser v.
Berkeley, 1836: “I really think that this assault was carried to a very
inconsiderate length, and that if an author is to go and give a beating to a
publisher who has offended him, two or three blows with a horsewhip ought
to be quite enough to satisfy his irritated feelings.”
WISH-FULFILMENT.

In a Petri Dish Upstairs
Arthur C. Clarke is battling against natural modesty to tell the world about
his Feb 97 fan letter from the Dalai Lama: “Your short story titled ‘The Nine
Billion Names of God’ was particularly amusing.” [F]
Harlan Ellison “is threatening to sue St Martin’s Press because his entry in
the Fantasy Encyclopedia is not fulsome enough.” [JG]
John Grant had an awkward moment with the Public Lending Right office:
“They’ve just rung up and asked if my kids’ retelling of Frankenstein ought
to have a share set aside for Mary Shelley.”
Richard Haigh – the one who did two Grafton horror paperbacks in the 80s
– proves to be yet another pen-name of Laurence James. [SH]
Gabriel King is the collaborative pseudonym of M. John Harrison and Jane
Johnson, for a childrens’ book largely about cats.
Terry Pratchett is constantly beset with bright ideas for Discworld spinoffs
which will enrich others, a repeated suggestion being a Magic-style
“collectable card game” which I like to think of as Rincewind: The
Gathering. But Terry polled his fans on the net, and the verdict was thumbsdown. “I have to say that I regard CCG with mild loathing, but I’ve had
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enough approaches for me to question my own judgement. Now I’ll turn
down future approaches with a light heart.”
David Pringle sought drained swimming pools at the SF Research
Association’s California thrash: “The conference was held on the Queen
Mary, which as you probably know is moored permanently (set in concrete)
at Long Beach and is now a hotel. • What a Ballardian landscape it proved to
be! There was this stalled luxury liner, surrounded by water. On one side was
a yacht marina, with behind it a cluster of high-rise buildings (downtown
Long Beach); on the other side was a spit of land with a huge Buckminster
Fuller-dome, built to house Howard Hughes’s ‘Spruce Goose’ (unfortunately
now gone). Behind the dome, at some distance, a general industrial
landscape, giant cranes, old docks, etc. Overhead, pelicans and other seabirds
aplenty, and an occasional helicopter clattering by. On board the ship, big
blown-up photographs of yesteryear’s celebrities (Humphrey Bogart,
Winston Churchill, etc). Above all, under the California sun, an eerie silence
and emptiness, as though this were some depopulated near future. Almost no
people, just the occasional car crossing the distant freeway bridge.... •
Extraordinary. Unfortunately, there were no papers on Ballard at the
conference; nor could I even find a Ballard fan to share all this. They were
busy listening to papers on Iain Banks, Octavia Butler, on time-travel and
space opera, etc., and, without realizing it, were all living in a Ballard novel!
The Ultimate City meets Cocaine Nights.”
George Turner, grandmaster of Australian sf, died on 8 June without
recovering consciousness after a stroke on the 5th. He was 80, an established
mainstream novelist who began publishing sf in his sixties with the solidly
crafted Beloved Son (1978), and won the Clarke award for The Sea and
Summer (1987; US Drowning Towers). Aussiecon 3 was determined to
honour him despite his worries about living that long, and will not be
replacing him as a 1999 Worldcon Guest of Honour. More from John
Bangsund below.
Gene Wolfe, some say, does not hold US critic Gregory Feeley in high
regard as a reviewer. But it must be sheer coincidence that Wolfe’s Exodus
from the Long Sun (constrained by a naming system which calls males after
animals or animal parts) makes a point of dragging in a reference to a
proverbially carping, fault-finding critic named Feeler....
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Concanavalin
11-14 Jul • The Alliance (B5), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool. GoH J.
Michael Straczynski; many others. £70 reg. Contact Wolf 359, 141 Waarden
Road, Canvey Island, Essex SS8 9BE. 01753 771078.
18-20 Jul • Convocation (Unicon 16/RPG), New Hall, Cambridge. GoH S.
Brust. £20 reg. Contact 19 Uphall Road, Cambridge, CB1 3HX.
19-20 Jul • Minanimi Con 3 (animé), Novotel, Southampton. £35 reg, £40 at
door. Contact 15 New Rd, Fair Oak, Eastleigh, SO50 8EN.
23 Jul • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on (fans
lurking in the bar by 5pm). With, um, maybe a guest?
25-7 Jul • Voyage 97 (... to the Bottom of the Sea), Novotel, Arundel Gate,
Sheffield. £35 reg. Contact 15 Fullers Ct, Exeter, EX2 4DZ.
9-10 Aug • Clarecraft Open Day, Bury St Edmunds. Terry Pratchett
signings, CC Discworld figures for sale, beer & barbecue, etc. Contact
Clarecraft, Woolpit Bus Park, Bury St Edmunds, IP30 9UP.
28 Aug - 2 Sep • LoneStarCon (55th Worldcon), San Antonio, Texas. $135
reg (rises 1 Aug). Contact PO Box 27277, Austin, TX 78755-2277, USA, or
27 Hampton Rd, Worcester Pk, Surrey, KT4 8EU.
20 Sep • Whitchurch Fireworks, nr Pangbourne ... moved from usual
“approx 4 July” date. Contact 45 Tilehurst Rd, Reading, RG1 7TT.
29 Oct • Jubilee (as BSFA): unofficial pre-World Fantasy Con evening. In
London for WFC? Make merry with impoverished non-attendees.
30 Oct - 2 Nov • World Fantasy Convention, The International Hotel,
Marsh Wall, London. £100/$165 reg. Contact PO Box 31, Whitby, North
Yorks, YO22 4YL. Membership limited to 750.
13-14 Dec • Babylon 5 Academic Conference, York. £75 reg; £48 nonresidential. Contact Farah Mendlesohn, Faculty of Humanities, Coll of Ripon
& York St John, Lord Mayor’s Walk, York, YO3 7EX.
11-13 Sep 98 • Fantasycon 22, Albany Hotel, Birmingham. GoH Freda
Warrington; more TBA. Contact (temporary/emergency, pending organizers’
house move) c/o BFS, 2 Harwood St, Stockport, SK4 1JJ.
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18-21 Sep 98 • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Contact
(SAE/IRC) PO Box 3086, Colchester, Essex, CO2 8TY. Will mail flyers for
non-profit-making cons with its publications, free.
Rumblings • Cardiff meetings (1st Tue eve monthly) have moved to
Wellingtons Café Bar, 42 The Hayes, Cardiff. • South Hants SF Group
(2nd/4th Tue) moves to The Magpie, Fratton Rd, Portsmouth, on 22 July. •
Jersey in 2000? Martin Hoare and others plan a third St Helier Eastercon
bid, contingent on successful Hotel de France negotiations. Driven by fan
demand, the offered breakfast may well consist wholly of chocolate-coated
mushrooms. • Worldcon 2003 ... there are indications that the Berlin bid is
merely a practice run for 2005.

Infinitely Improbable
Another Definition. Greg Bear on a panel at the ICFA: “Good hard sf is
fiction that scientists consider grammatical.” [AH]
Publishers & Sinners. Simon & Schuster UK have hastily changed the name
of their coming (1998) “Spectrum” sf/fantasy imprint to “Earthlight”, because
“Bantam Spectra in the USA were worried that the names might be
confused.” But does the celebrated author of Earthlight worry that the names
might be confused? • David Garnett gloatingly reveals that New Worlds
returns in Aug, with stuff by P. Cadigan, E. Brown, K. Newman, P.F.
Hamilton/G. Joyce, N.K. Hannan, B.W. Aldiss, A. Stephenson, H. Waldrop,
I. Watson, G. Kilworth, C. Manby, G. Charnock, M. Moorcock and W.
Gibson. • Urban Dreams is an e-zine which runs a “metafiction” contest. Its
liberal entry rules exclude only the two vilest literary forms imaginable: “No
science fiction. No pornography.” [PN]
Hordes of Awards. Bram Stoker Awards for horriblest horror ... NOVEL The
Green Mile, Stephen King. FIRST NOVEL Crota, Owl Goingback (Donald
Fine). LONG FICTION (NOVELETTE) “The Red Tower,” by Thomas Ligotti. SHORT
“Metalica”, P.D. Cacek. COLLECTION “The Nightmare Factory”, Thomas
Ligotti. NONFICTION H.P. Lovecraft: A Life, S.T. Joshi. LIFE ACHIEVEMENT Ira
Levin, Forrest J. Ackerman. [GVG] • SFRA Pilgrim Award for sf criticism,
Marleen Barr (“whose acceptance speech didn’t actually include the words
‘And by lucky chance I have a heavy academic paper right with me just to
prove I can do it,’ but the paper was delivered anyway.” [AS]); Milford
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Award for lifetime achievement in sf publishing and editing, David Pringle.
“I was humbled to notice that among previous recipients (beginning with
Donald A. Wollheim in 1980) was one Harlan Ellison....” [DP] • James
Tiptree Memorial Award for “gender-bending” sf: Mary Doria Russell, The
Sparrow, and Ursula K. Le Guin, “Mountain Ways”. • Mythopoeic Fantasy
Awards novel shortlist: John Barnes, One for the Morning Glory; Patricia A.
McKillip, Winter Rose; Nancy Springer, Fair Peril; Terri Windling, The
Wood Wife; Gene Wolfe, The Book of the Long Sun. The Children’s novel
category was suspended this year owing to a shortage of nominations. [DB]
Random Fandom. John D. Berry boggled at the agglutinative nomenclature
of our publishing tribes ... “But do you mean that you’re not making up
‘HarperCollinsTradeDivision’? Oh, please tell me that you made it up,
please...!” • Helena Bowles (with some assistance last year from Richard
Standage) gave birth on 5 Jun to a daughter, Magdalen. [MT] • Bruce
Gillespie was stunned to find himself made George Turner’s literary
executor. “Panic! What the hell does a literary executor do? Why, George,
why?” He duly plans “various projects to honour George’s life and work.” •
Teddy Harvia received a Rebel Award for contributions to Southern (US)
fandom: “Feeling rebellious, I accepted.” • Andy Hooper and his team,
exhausted by editorial collaboration, are ceasing publication of the
relentlessly 3-weekly Apparatchik. (Bang go my plans for joint celebrations
when they caught up with Ansible’s numbering at issue 209 or so.) For
relaxation, Andy plans a new and leisurely fanzine which will appear, er,
every 3-4 weeks. • Tim Illingworth & Marcia McCoy are not news just now
but plan to become so in August. • Bob Smith, returning to fandom after long
absence (floreat 1952-82), seeks renewed contacts: 37 St Johns Rd,
Bradbury, NSW 2560, Australia.
In Typo Veritas. According to Fripp PR’s release for the ghastly-sounding
video Tony Blair – The Road to Victory, “It looks at the man behind the
politician, his robots, his upbringing, his faith and his family.” [PP] But will
those clanking servitors obey the Zeroth Law of Robotics?
TAFF. That is not dead which can eternal lie.... The TransAtlantic Fan Fund
has stirred to eldritch life and from North America to Intuition, Easter 1998.
Candidates should send in nominations (3 NA, 2 Euro), 100-word platform
and $20 “bond” by 1 Aug ... to Dan Steffan, 3804 S 9th St, Arlington, VA
22204, USA, or Martin Tudor, 24 Ravensbourne Grove, (off Clarkes La),
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Willenhall, WV13 1HX. Despite EuroTAFF’s 1996 frostbite, fannish
generosity has now restored the kitty over here to a fairly healthy £1,200.
[MT]
C.o.A. Jane Barnett, 17 Polsloe Rd, Exeter, EX1 2HL. Andrew M. Butler, 33
Brook View Drive, Keyworth, Nottingham, NG12 5JN – “for the summer at
least”. San Francisco in 2002 bid, PO Box 61363, Sunnyvale, CA 94088,
USA (PO box update only).
Small Hugo Controversy: Not Many Dead. The Nova Express Fanzine
Hugo campaign provoked on-line grumpiness when (by laboriously crossreferencing the Worldcon’s web-published membership list with the Fan EMail Directory, which is explicitly not for bulk-mail use) editor Lawrence
Person sent mass e-mail offering freebies to potential Hugo voters. He’s
unashamed: “I had about 50 people ask for free issues [...] and a grand total
of two people who objected to the tactic.” • More grumbling was caused by
lexically challenged US sf promoter Pesach Lattin’s bombardment of fans
with junk e-mail about his “Sphere Fantasy” web site: “I am hoping that with
better contact, we can create a closer nit community on the net.” He’s trying
hard. • Meanwhile, debate continues over possible future Hugo nomination of
the webzine Science Fiction Weekly, whose commercial aspirations and
public claims of “circulation” figures in excess of 22,000 would seem in
some eyes to put it amid the tough competition of the professional “Best
Editor” category. (Whose threshold is 10,000 copies.) SFW’s editor, though,
strenuously insists that his own figures should be interpreted in a Pickwickian
sense and the magazine placed in the less competitive “Semiprozine” lists.
[More on the Nova Express campaign here.]
Outraged Letters. Dr Andrew M. Butler: “Re Ansible: 119 Mythago Wood
features two brothers and a father in love with the same woman (whose name
is a variant on that of their mother/wife) and a monster who looks like the
father. I don’t think you could see a clearer Freudian schema if you blinded
yourself, and Mr Holdstock has clearly been repressing something. His
relaying of a story about scrotums and onion bhajis merely confirms the
neuroses.” (Which, alas, reminded me of Murray Moore’s query to John
Clute on one FE entry: “Would a grouping of EDIFICEs, connected to each
other, be an edifice complex?”) • Steve Green: “The truth about Critical
Wave finally came to light when Martin and I worked out our monthly
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repayments on the £5k [bail-out] loan: £66.60 each. The Devil made us do
it....” • David Pringle: “I was interested to read about Malcolm Edwards and
the inflated scrotums. I too have just finished a stint of jury service. Bloody
typically, though, Malcolm has to go one better – his was a murder trial that
lasted three weeks, while mine was a rape case that lasted three days!”
Small Press. BBR/New SF Alliance catalogues of magazines etc are again
available for SAE ... PO Box 625, Sheffield, S1 3GY.
Thog’s Masterclass. “It was not a cancer on the face of Darkover, but a
strange and not unbeautiful garment.” (Marion Zimmer Bradley, The
Heritage of Hastur, 1975) [CW] • “In the room below, her two halves slept.”
(Sean Stewart, Clouds End, 1996) • “I felt a smile climbing my mouth but I
pulled it down.” ... “I was hollowed-out. A ballbearing rolled around and
around where my innards should be.” ... “An impulse guided my hand to my
manuscript and my legs to frogleap high in the air.” ... “The submerged
apocalypse tossed and turned in its uneasy sleep.” ... “His eyes were trapped
on the far side of his music.” (all John Shirley, “What He Wanted”, 1975) •
“In fact, the sight of her made me feel a little queasy and I started to walk
back out when her eyes opened, nailing me to the floor.” (Jay Russell, “Lily’s
Whisper”, 1996) • True Romance Dept: “As his eyes bulged, so did his cock
...” (Nicholas Royle, “The Comfort of Stranglers”, 1996)

One of My Mob
John Bangsund spoke at George Turner’s funeral in Melbourne ...
George Turner was one of the most generous people I have known –
generous with his time, which was very precious, as it is to any writer; with
his talents, which were prodigious; and with his friendship, which was
unqualified. There were very few ifs, buts or maybes about George. His yes
was yes; his no, however gently framed, was just as firmly no. You knew
where you stood with him. That is, once you began to appreciate what an
extraordinary person he was, you knew where you stood with him. There was
a certain shyness or reticence about him that for some people hindered this
appreciation. I was one of those people. He was a friend of mine long before I
knew he was.
I met George in 1967. At the time I was a publisher’s sales representative,
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probably the least effectual ever employed by Cassell and Co. in Australia. I
didn’t want to be a sales rep, I wanted to be an editor, but Cassell already had
an editor – Bob Sessions – and it would be some time before they wanted
another. As it happened, in 1967 I was an editor, of sorts. I was publishing a
fanzine called Australian Science Fiction Review, and since I did the typing I
felt entitled to call myself editor.
One day Bob Sessions called out to me from his office: “Do you know that
George Turner is one of your mob?” Which mob? I wondered. All I knew
about George Turner was that he had shared a Miles Franklin Award with
Thea Astley, that Stephen Murray-Smith had spoken very highly of him in
Overland, and that Cassell Australia would soon be publishing his sixth
novel, The Lame Dog Man. Bob was working on the jacket copy for The
Lame Dog Man, and he showed me what George had written about himself:
he was a science fiction addict.
As soon as I could, I arranged to meet George. We had a good talk, and I
gave him the first eight or nine issues of Australian Science Fiction Review,
the like of which he had never seen or suspected – a magazine that discussed
science fiction seriously, as literature.
Either then or soon after, I asked George if he would consider writing
something for ASFR. He did. He wrote an essay called “The Double
Standard”. I had published many adverse reviews in ASFR, but nothing quite
like this. George had taken one of the most highly regarded novels in the
genre, acknowledged that it was an exciting piece of story-telling, then ripped
it to shreds as a novel and as science fiction. I was amazed to learn that this
was the first book review George had ever written.
He went on writing for ASFR, and when it folded, for Bruce Gillespie’s SF
Commentary – and for many other publications. So that meeting, thirty years
ago, accidentally launched George’s distinguished career as a critic and
eventually writer of science fiction. [...]
An incident at that first meeting with George gave me some little insight into
his sense of humour, which at times was so understated that you were in at
least two minds about his meaning. As I rose to leave, he said: “I suppose you
had better meet Caesar” – and he opened a door, and in burst the biggest dog
I had ever been anywhere near. Caesar was a Great Dane – very young, very
skittish, and enormous. Caesar gave me a quick examination. Something
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about my legs interested him, and before I knew it he had crawled between
them. There I was, for an absurd moment, helpless, sort of mounted back-tofront on a gigantic hound. Then just as suddenly he was in front of me again,
and he put his huge paws on my shoulders, and began licking my face. And
George said: “Don’t encourage him, John.” [11 June]

Endnotes
Friday 4 July: the BBC2 TV start-up for their “A Weekend on Mars”
Pathfinder tie-in includes the live chat show “Mars to Clive Anderson” at
circa 9:30pm. John Clute, currently toiling in the USA, is being flown in
specially to appear in this segment. You read it here, and not in the Radio
Times....
Martin Tudor’s new TAFF bulletin with the race announcement can be found
at http://taff.org.uk/news/taffnl2x.html; my copy of Dan Steffan’s
corresponding and somewhat idiosyncratic bulletin has, with any luck, been
mislaid.
Ansible 120 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to John D. Berry,
David Bratman, Gary Farber, Foundation, John Grant, Steve Holland, Arthur
Hlavaty, Phil Nicholls, Lloyd Penney, Pigasus Press, David Pringle, Andy
Sawyer, Gordon Van Gelder, Chas Warren, and Hero Distributors Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 3
Jul 97.
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Ansible 120 Supplement
On Nova Express as Fanzine/Semiprozine
Correspondence following the Nova Express Hugo campaign microcontroversy in Ansible...
Dave Langford to Lawrence Person, 8 July 97 ... on receipt of Nova
Express 4:3
Heaps of thanks for the new Nova Express (posted 5 July, here 8
July, gosh wow) and, indeed, the kindly remarks about the Loyal
Opposition [of Fanzine Hugo rivals]. What a gentlemanly lot we
all are.
I see you’ve adopted a new, lean and mean interview style now.
“Pause for food”, indeed! The highlights of these transcriptions
always used to be the café-society revelations of writers’ inner
souls ...
BRUCE STERLING: And another two helpings of the
marshmallow coconut pecan fudge pie with double extra peanut
butter.
WAITRON: You want molten Hershey bars dribbled over that?
NOVA EXPRESS: Sounds great. I’ll have the same! Plus onions.
Lawrence Person to the World, 20 July 97
Hi there. Lawrence Person, Nova Express editor here.
Now that the latest issue is in the mail, I finally have time for all
the things I didn’t have time to do when I was getting it out the
door (like sleeping). So I wanted to clear up a few misconceptions
about Nova Express bandied about on the SMOF mailing list and
elsewhere. To wit:
The Top Ten Misconceptions About Nova Express
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10. We’re a semiprozine.
We may look like a semiprozine (if by “semiprozine” you mean
“clearly legible,” “cleanly designed” and “not mimeographed”).
We may read like a semiprozine (if by “semiprozine” you mean
“actually talks about written science fiction”). And, if you’re
hungry enough, we probably taste like a semiprozine as well
(“Yummy! Ink!”). But, by the definitions of Article II, Sections
2.2.9 and 2.2.10 of the World Science Fiction Society (which are
the only ones that matter for Hugo eligibility), we’re a fanzine,
because we don’t meet any of the five criteria for being a
semiprozine. To wit:
1. “Had an average press run of at least one thousand (1000) copies per
issue” – Nope. For the most recent issue we printed 800 copies, which is
the most we’ve ever done. Most of the time we hover between 700-750.
2. “Paid its contributors and/or staff in other than copies of the publication”
– Nope. Remember the motto we used on an earlier issue: “The best you
can get for labor this cheap!”
3. “Provided at least half the income of one person” – Ha! It is to laugh!
“Sucked away half the income of at least one person” is more like it.
(There’s another point of similarity we have with most fanzine
publishers...)
4. “Had at least fifteen percent (15%) of its total space occupied by
advertising” – Nope, not even if you count our subscription and back
issue ads (which is hardly cricket).
5. “Announced itself as a semiprozine.” – Nope. Calling ourselves “the
fanzine that walks like a semiprozine” is as close as we’ve come.
So, one more time: As per Worldcon rules, we’re a fanzine. And if
some kind soul wants to buy several hundred subscriptions in order
to push us up into the semiprozine category, we’re all for it!
9. We’re secretly funded by the Bavarian Illuminati.
They turned down our grant proposal.
8. We “spammed” the fannish e-mail database.
“What we have here is a failure to communicate.” Or at least a
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fundamental misunderstanding of difference between narrowly
targeted e-mail for strictly fannish purposes and mailings from the
Woodside Literary Agency. As reported in the latest Ansible, what
I actually did was cross-reference (by hand) names on the Fannish
E-Mail Database with those listed as LoneStarCon2 members at the
LSC2 web site, then sent a message offering to mail them a free
copy. In fact, the exact text of the message was as follows:
Hi there! Lawrence Person, Editor of Nova Express here.
Since we’re on the Hugo ballot for Best Fanzine, we’re making an
effort to get copies to any Worldcon members who might not have
seen it. If you’d like to receive a free issue, reply with your snail
mail address and I’ll pop one in the mail to you.
Thanks!
God! Four whole sentences! The horror!
As you can see, we didn’t ask for votes, or subscriptions. And
unlike the assertion that we shotgunned the offer to everyone with
an e-mail account (or “1,432” as one critic erroneously asserted),
we sent it to [counts] exactly 195 people. Of those, more than 50
people asked for a free issue, while a grand total of two objected.
Personally, I would think that getting a free issue of a Hugo
nominated fanzine would be a Good Thing. However, it seems that
some critics disagree...
7. We’ve broken the “unwritten rules” of fandom.
Unfortunately, no one has sent us a copy of The Protocols of the
Elders of Fandom.
6. We don’t run con reports.
We’ve actually published a few in the past (see, for example, Glen
Cox’s review of Armadillocon 9 in Volume 1, Number 3, or my
report on SerCon 2 in Volume 1, Number 4, or my report on the
1988 Worldcon, “Fear and Loathing in New Orleans: A Savage
Journey into the Heart of American Fandom” in Volume 2, Number
3). We haven’t done them lately because A.) No one has sent us
one, and B.) I think that there are enough fanzines and web pages
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that do con reports that there’s not exactly a crying need for Nova
Express to publish them. If I can think of an interesting angle to
cover LoneStarCon 2 from, I might change my mind...
5. We’re secretly funded by the Church of Scientology.
No, no, no. While we do have L. Ron Hubbard’s brain in a jar (see
Volume 3, Number 1 for more details), we haven’t sold it back yet.
If you’d read the manuscript for Battlefield Pluto, you’d thank us
for keeping the world safe...
4. We’re campaigning for the Best Fanzine Hugo.
Well, duh. With our proud proclamation of our Shameless
Campaign for the Hugos, this isn’t exactly a secret. However, a lot
of the Shameless Campaign is done pretty tongue in cheek. In fact,
it was something of a parody of the many “stealth” campaigns that
have been waged for the Hugo and other awards in SF over the past
decade or so (you know who you are). We thought the Shameless
Campaign would provide a refreshing contrast. Alas, there are
some people who just don’t get it. HELLO! IRONY ALERT!
WELCOME TO THE 1990s! When an ad starts off by saying “Did
you know that Communist Fanzines are trying to steal our
Hugos?”, it should be apparent that some of what’s going on here
falls under the category of “humor.” Oddly enough, I was under the
impression that humor was a fannish virtue. Unfortunately, I didn’t
count on that tiny but vocal minority of fans who are Irony
Impaired ...
3. We have a professional distribution network.
If by “professional distribution” you mean “a few loyal science
fiction book dealers who have supported us over the years,” then
yes, we do. Mark Ziesing, Chris Drumm, and Robert & Phyllis
Weinberg have all been carrying copies of Nova Express for quite a
while now, and Adventures in Crime & Space has since they
opened a couple of years ago. However, we’ve never been able to
come close to making a profit. The best we ever did was get within
spitting distance of breaking even, and unfortunately we’re a lot
farther away from that now ...
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2. We’ve violated “the prevailing fannish tradition.”
See #7 above. On the other hand, we’re not afraid of innovation,
and we don’t feel a crying need to look like every other fanzine in
the world. Alas, there are a few of That Small But Vocal Fannish
Minority that has problems with personal possessives, so instead of
saying “I think ...” they say “The prevailing fannish tradition is ...”
If you, Joe Fanzine Publisher, want to follow “the prevailing
fannish tradition” (whatever you think it is), great! However, I must
admit I am puzzled why some people criticize Nova Express for
trying something new. Just remember: This Is Not Your Father’s
Fanzine.
1. We’re not “fannish” enough.
Well, this one really chaps my hide! To me, fans, fandom,
Worldcons, the Hugo Award, and all that jazz, are related to
something called “science fiction.” I’ll even go further and say that
I think the true heart of science fiction lies in its strength as a living
literature rather than TV, movies, etc. If running book reviews,
critical articles, and interviews with SF authors isn’t “fannish,” then
you’re right, we’re not fannish. However, here I think the fault lies
in the definers eyes rather than ourselves. And if your idea of
“fandom” is something completely divorced from written science
fiction, well then you’re right, because that’s a “fandom” I’m not a
part of.
There. Does that clear everything up? (Probably not, but I hope it
was at least good for a laugh or two from the non-irony impaired.)
– Lawrence Person, Editor Nova Express,
Gary Farber to Lawrence Person and Lots of Others, 21 July 97
On Sun, 20 Jul 1997, Lawrence Person wrote to ‘smofs’: First off
let me say that from the limited view I’ve had of your zine, it looks
like a fine zine; I’d be happy to acquire and read the issues I’ve not
seen (most of them). The quality of your zine is no more a point of
contention with me than is the sincerity of your intention and goal
of doing a good zine.
> THE TOP TEN MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT NOVA
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EXPRESS
> 10. We’re a semiprozine.
> We may look like a semiprozine (if by ‘semiprozine’ you mean
> “clearly legible,” “cleanly designed” and “not mimeographed”).
We may read
> like a semiprozine (if by “semiprozine” you mean “actually talks
about
> written science fiction”). And, if you’re hungry enough, we
probably taste
> like a semiprozine as well (“Yummy! Ink!”).
Yes, in my personal opinion, you appear to be striving for the goals
of a semi-prozine. That’s fine.
> But, by the definitions of
> Article II, Sections 2.2.9 and 2.2.10 of the World Science Fiction
Society
> (which are the only ones that matter for Hugo eligibility), we’re a
> fanzine, because we don’t meet _any_ of the five criteria for
being a
> semiprozine.
[. . .]
However, while I completely agree that you do not technically meet
the Hugo definition of a semi-prozine, I also observe that this is a
choice of yours. Should you *desire* to be in the Hugo “semiprozine” category, all you need do is a) declare yourself so
(requirement 5 in your restatement of the requirements), and b) pay
one contributor the break-the-bank sum of one penny (requirement
2 in your restatement of the requirements). So the following:
> So, one more time: As per Worldcon rules, we’re a fanzine. And
if
> some kind soul wants to buy several hundred subscriptions in
order to push
> us up into the semiprozine category, we’re all for it!
is a tad disingenuous. You clearly wish to win a Hugo (not
something you’ve made a secret of, as you say) with great and
powerful desire. You are choosing to compete in the fanzine
category, rather than the semi-prozine category, as a *choice*, not
because you are forced into the fanzine category, as you
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disingenuously imply.
[. . .]
> Personally, I would think
> that getting a free issue of a Hugo nominated fanzine would be a
Good
> Thing. However, it seems that some critics disagree...
No, there is absolutely nothing wrong with giving people free
copies of your fanzine. The point that appears to have been lost
upon you, or that you are not aware of, is that most fanzines, for
over forty years, have been and are available for “the usual,” which
includes “an expression of interest.” This is one of the many
overlapping touchstones of how we recognize an sf fanzine from
our culture, though it is certainly not the dominant one nor a
requirement. But when you push the envelope of the tradition of it
being regarded as tacky for fan Hugo nominees to campaign for
Hugos (for reasons I’ve previously cited on this list; I’ll copy you
that mail if you didn’t see it and would like to) and combine it with
announcements that your zine is available *only* to those who can
offer you a Hugo vote, you’ve pushed well into the area that
fanzine fans, on the whole, regard as highly tacky and violative of
the custom that we don’t run massive campaigns against our fellow
fans to “beat them” to winning a Hugo. As previously stated, you
could have avoided all of this fuss with a simple announcement of
the availability of your zine for “the usual,” and you would have
been unlikely to have been asked for more copies than you were in
fact asked for. That would have been the clueful and harmless way
to go.
> 7. We’ve broken the “unwritten rules” of fandom.
> Unfortunately, no one has sent us a copy of The Protocols of the
> Elders of Fandom.
Generally speaking, when one reads enough fanzines and interacts
with other knowledgeable fans, we pick up the “unwritten rules,”
largely because they are, in fact, written, though not assembled in
any one place. When you miss one, you hear about it, as you have
here.
> 6. We don’t run con reports.
This is, by the way, the first time I’ve heard this cited as a
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complaint against you, and I’d agree that it is a nonsensical one;
there’s certainly no implication whatever that a fanzine must have
con reports: what an odd idea.
[. . .]
> 4. We’re campaigning for the Best Fanzine Hugo.
> Well, _duh_. With our proud proclamation of our Shameless
Campaign
> for the Hugos, this isn’t exactly a secret. However, a lot of the
Shameless
> Campaign is done pretty tongue in cheek.
I appreciate your humor. The campaign is still tacky. Fans
historically are turned off by such campaigns. We all participate in
fandom, and most of us participate in written fandom: we don’t do
so for awards. We are capable of judging for ourselves which is the
best zine in our opinion, and who are the best writers and artists to
our taste. Campaigns don’t change our mind, they just piss us off
and convince us that the perpetrators don’t know a lot about
fandom. As previously pointed out, if we all took your attitude, we
could all start campaigning in our .sigs for the Best Fan Writer
Hugo for ourselves and our friends; we could start such campaigns
all over every fannish mailing list and newsgroup and online
service. Do you think that would be desireable? Or do you think
you deserve a unique exception to the tradition of discouraging
campaigns for fan Hugos?
> In fact, it was something of a
> parody of the many “stealth” campaigns that have been waged for
the Hugo
> and other awards in SF over the past decade or so (you know who
you are).
> We thought the Shameless Campaign would provide a refreshing
contrast.
> Alas, there are some people who just don’t get it. HELLO!
IRONY ALERT!
> WELCOME TO THE 1990s! When an ad starts off by saying
“Did you know that
> Communist Fanzines are trying to steal our Hugos?”, it should be
apparent
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> that some of what’s going on here falls under the category of
“humor.”
> Oddly enough, I was under the impression that humor was a
fannish virtue.
> Unfortunately, I didn’t count on that tiny but vocal minority of
fans who
> are Irony Impaired . . .
No, this completely misses the point. Our sense of humor is just
fine, thanks, as is our Irony Reader. Running a funny campaign to
get a fan Hugo is still running a campaign; running a post-modern
campaign wouldn’t help, either. ;-)
[. . .]
> 2. We’ve violated “the prevailing fannish tradition.”
> See #7 above. On the other hand, we’re not afraid of innovation,
> and we don’t feel a crying need to look like every other fanzine
in the
> world.
Fine, kewl.
> Alas, there are a few of That Small But Vocal Fannish Minority
that
> has problems with personal possessives, so instead of saying “I
think . . .
>” they say “The prevailing fannish tradition is...”
That’s one way to look at it. An ignorant or offensive one, but one
way. Perhaps you’d like to come to CORFLU and defend this
view?
> If you, Joe Fanzine Publisher, want to follow “the prevailing
> fannish tradition” (whatever you think it is), great! However, I
must admit
> I am puzzled why some people criticize Nova Express for trying
something
> new.
Just remember: This Is Not Your Father’s Fanzine. Either you don’t
understand or you don’t want to understand. Your privilege, but
you shouldn’t be surprised when you piss off fans who know
something about fanzines and the fan Hugos, then. HTH. I will,
incidentally, be resending this letter to the Timebinders mailing list,
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where the subject is of even greater interest. I suggest in the interest
of fairness that you either re-send your e-mail to
timebinders@smith.chi.il.us, or if you prefer, I’ll be happy to do so
for you (but won’t without your permission, of course).
[. . . .]
– Gary Farber gfarber@panix.com
Copyright 1997 Brooklyn, NY, USA
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Steffan. Cartoon: Joanna Hilken. Available for SAE or Ah Pook’s secrets of
fear and death.
A Philip K. Dick sense of warped reality was evoked by this
surprise letter from some Yorkshire food packagers: “Dear Mr Longford, We
would refer you to your telephone conversation with my Colleague today,
when you advised that your girl friend had found a feather in a recent
purchase of Dalepak Turkey Grills.” What? Could the Anonymous Yorkshire
Twit who pesters sf writers be at it again? Anyway, the mystery caller and
mythical feather brought me some exciting vouchers for discounts on
Dalepak Reformed Turkey Organ Nibbles....
HO BLOODY HO.

Profiles in String
Ken Bulmer is “out of hospital, into a nursing home. His right side was
affected and his speech is slurred, but mentally he seems OK, tho’ he reckons
he forgets things more easily.” [VC] Fans’ good wishes helped.
Arthur C. Clarke gains credit for another major sf prophecy! 8 Mar 1965
diary entry in The Lost Worlds of 2001: “Fighting hard to stop Stan [Kubrick]
from bringing Dr Poole back from the dead. I’m afraid his obsession with
immortality has overcome his artistic instincts.” [RC] Cut to 1997 and
Clarke’s 3001, in which the dead astronaut Frank Poole ...
Paul J. McAuley enjoys another gloat: “Just back from Kansas (with a click
of my ruby heels, natch) with the Campbell Award for Fairyland. This makes
it three times in a row for Interzone-associated writers (Egan in ’95; Baxter in
’96) – can it possibly mean something? As Steve Baxter noted last year, there
was no alcohol at the functions, and although this wasn’t much of a trial for
me as I actually like iced tea, I was relieved when Nancy Kress, winner of the
Sturgeon Award, asked loudly, ‘Where can you get a real drink around
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here?’ Jim Gunn, as urbane a host as you could wish, had provided beer and
wine at the informal post-award party, but this was busted by the 18 year old
campus police, surely too young to know anything about Prohibition, who
told us to pour away the booze. After that, we drank root beer. There was also
a cheerleading summer course going on at the same time, a weird mix of an
aerobics class and a Nuremberg rally. America continues to be one of the
strangest places on Earth while professing total normality.”
Charles Platt, weary of New York hostility, is (while retaining his NY
address) experimenting with rustic life in Jerome, Arizona – where the Big
Apple’s life-threatening street aggression and road rage have been replaced
by such simple delights as black crickets, black widows, centipede hatchlings
in the bed, venomous bark scorpions underfoot, and the famous flying
Wallapei Tiger or Cone-Headed Bug whose bloodsucking attentions can hurl
the unwary into anaphylactic shock....
Frederik Pohl was asked by a London TV producer to feature in a “science”
program for the BBC and US Discovery Channel. Subject: the scientific basis
for ESP/psi. “When I said I didn’t think there was much, she asked if I was a
skeptic. When I admitted I was, she withdrew the invitation. • I used to think
of the BBC and the Discovery Channel as ornaments to television
broadcasting – but that was quite a while ago.” [SI] Possibly a matter of
balance? But according to our sceptical expert Wendy Grossman, uncritical
believers are much easier to round up.
Chris Priest, scheduled to appear this month at the Edinburgh Book Festival,
began to worry slightly: “I’m on a panel with two black women writers,
discussing that subject to which I give so much thought and time: Is the
SAGA prize for Black British Authors racist?” Despite hot denials, it seems
increasingly likely that someone paid undue attention to Chris’s 1996 win
(for The Prestige) of the Black Memorial Prize, the one given every year by
James Tait....

Conapt
9-10 Aug • Clarecraft Open Day, Bury St Edmunds. Terry Pratchett
signings, Clarecraft Discworld figures for sale, beer & barbecue, etc. Contact
Clarecraft, Woolpit Bus Park, Bury St Edmunds, IP30 9UP.
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22-5 Aug • Terok Nor (Trek), Radisson Edwardian Hotel, Heathrow. Contact
(SAE) 43 Eastern Ave, Polegate, East Sussex, BN26 6HG.
27 Aug • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on
(fans lurking in the bar by 5pm). Special guest: Tad Williams.
28 Aug - 2 Sep • LoneStarCon (55th Worldcon), San Antonio, Texas.
Preregistration closed 31 Jul; now $150 reg at the door. Contact PO Box
27277, Austin, TX 78755-2277, USA.
5-7 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £55 reg.
Contact 5 S. Mesnesfield Rd, Salford, Manchester, M7 3QP.
5-7 Sep • South Trek 97 (media), Southend Pier. Open air, £1.85 pier rail
fare daily; 10am onward. 01494 715933 or 01702 305876.
25-7 Oct • Octocon/Eurocon ’97, Dublin Castle. GoH Robert Jordan; several
others. Now £30/£30I reg. Contact (SAE/IRC) Eurocon, PO Box 5130, Dublin
4, Eire. Sterling cheques to new English agent D.J. Lally “No 2 a/c”, 64
Richborne Tce, London, SW8 1AX; 0171 735 3819.
29 Oct • Jubilee (as BSFA): unofficial pre-World Fantasy Con evening. In
London for WFC? Make merry with impoverished non-attendees.
30 Oct - 2 Nov • World Fantasy Convention, The International Hotel,
Marsh Wall, London. £100/$165 reg; day rates £50 Sat, £30 Fri or Sun.
Contact PO Box 31, Whitby, North Yorks, YO22 4YL.
14-16 Nov • Novacon 27, De Vere Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern. £30 reg,
rising 1 Sep. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY9
8SS. The hotel isn’t full, as rumoured, but is nearly so: no singles or doubles,
but twins, triples, family rooms etc remain.
28 Feb - 1 Mar 98 • Microcon 18, Devonshire Ho, Stocker Rd, Exeter. £5
reg; students £2.50. Contact 25 Victoria St, Exeter, EX4 6JA.
10-13 Apr 98 • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester.
£30 reg, £15 supp, to Spring 98. Contact 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton
Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3LQ. That ill-distributed PR2 has been reprinted and
mailed to members who didn’t get it; the mailing to Evolution and
Intervention members is still delayed since “both previous Eastercons have
had post-con difficulties with membership records ... we have not been able
to get access to this information.” [CB]
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Rumblings • Eastercon 2000. The inchoate Jersey bid (currently wrestling
with a new Hotel de France general manager who seems less than keen on
significant room-rate discounts) is likely to be opposed by a Pam Wells
counterbid using the “new, improved” Radisson Edwardian Hotel at
Heathrow. More at Novacon. • Wincon V was adopted as Unicon 17,
Summer ’99, with John Richards in the chair: “We are going to look at
whether King Alfred’s in Winchester can be reclaimed but since this would
involve the wholesale elimination of the college administration we are open
to suggestions for other suitable sites anywhere.”

Infinitely Improbable
Random House UK is pulling entirely out of sf/fantasy (with a few
blockbuster exceptions like Michael Crichton), and selling off the Legend
imprint to Little, Brown. Authors with Legend contracts have mixed feelings:
being published by L,B is fine, but being flogged off without any
consultation as part of the Legend fixtures and fittings has irritated a few
people. Stan Nicholls: “I have three books with them myself and I never
heard nothing about it.... Argument may well centre on whether the sale
breaks the ‘assignment’ clause in contracts.” Paul Barnett/John Grant: “As
far as I’m concerned, this is damn’ good news.”
Wrong Address. Kurt Vonnegut was reported all over Internet as having
delivered a characteristically dotty MIT commencement address, beginning:
“Wear sunscreen. / If I could offer you only one tip for the future, sunscreen
would be it.” Chasing this folksy wisdom came the information that the text
was in fact from a Chicago Tribune column by one Mary Schmich, who
hadn’t even intended a Vonnegut pastiche. No one knows who attached KV’s
name and hoaxed countless net users. As with the “Kilgore Trout” Venus on
the Half Shell, KV himself can look forward to being asked about his MIT
Address for the rest of his life.
Thog’s Drama Masterclass. Dave Thompson, sacked as the man inside
Tinky Winky of the BBC’s kid-fantasy Teletubbies, issued a poignant
farewell statement: “I am proud of my work for them. I was always the one to
test out the limitations of the costume. I was the first to fall off my chair and
roll over. I took all the risks.” (Independent on Sunday)
TAFF. Candidates for the TransAtlantic Fan Fund trip from NA to Intuition
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next Easter are Victor Gonzalez, Ulrika O’Brien (plug, plug), Vicki
Rosenzweig and Tom Sadler. are now available from Ansible. Voting
deadline: 13 Dec. • Nominations are already open for the next race (Europe to
Bucconeer, 1998 worldcon), closing on 1 Nov.
Awards. John W. Campbell Memorial: Paul J. McAuley, Fairyland (1995,
but 1996 in USA). • Sturgeon (short fiction): Nancy Kress, “The Flowers of
Aulit Prison” (Asimov’s). • Locus Awards included one for John Clute’s Look
at the Evidence, collected by its designer John D. Berry.
As They See Us. Michael Dibdin reviews a W.C. Fields biography: “To
make matters worse, [Simon] Louvish’s style is a mixture of archly familiar
joshing and leaden clichés reminiscent of some science fiction fanzine or the
liner notes from a 1960s jazz LP.” (Sunday Times) [DMS]
Random Fandom. Ian Gunn was diagnosed in July as suffering from
“Metastatic Undifferentiated Carcinoma, which basically means that they’ve
got no idea where the hell it came from. Just sheer luck that my DNA went
awry. Stupid bloody design flaw....” He began chemotherapy almost at once;
fannish fingers are crossed worldwide. This week: “Dr Joe the oncologist [...]
was very pleased with my progress. Said the lumps on my neck had shrunk to
half their size and my liver felt all soft and cuddly. So it looks like I’m in the
lucky 60% who respond to treatment.” • Marcia Kelly McCoy & Tim
Illingworth marry on 23 Aug in Chattanooga, Tennessee. • Marc Ortlieb
boggled me by revealing fannish plans for the “Auld Lang Fund”, aimed at
bringing me to Aussiecon 3 in ’99. Gosh, wow, blush. • Helen Tsatsos & Jon
Langford brutally made me into an uncle on 7 July. Jon: “His name is James
Constantine Langford but that’s Jimmy to the likes of you and me.”
SF Haiku Competition ... for untitled haiku, “maximum 4 lines” [sic]. Cash
prizes. Bad news: £1/haiku fee, and it’s called “SciFaiku Contest”. Closes 30
Nov. Contact (SAE) 12 Grovehall Ave, Leeds, LS11 7EX.
C.o.A. Brian Ameringen no longer has a work phone number. Catherine
McAulay, 18 Charfield Court, Hamilton Rd, Reading, Berks, RG1 5RF (for 6
months min.). Fay Sampson, Christie Cottage, Tedburn St Mary, Exeter, EX6
6AZ. Bob Webber, 9 Regent Rd, Malden, MA 02158, USA. Pam Wells
moves to York in Oct to do a 4-year BA in English.
Light Fingers. Con-goers accustomed to larceny in the Adelphi Hotel,
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Liverpool, were unsurprised to hear of the local miscreant caught dragging
home an item of booty “bought for £30 from a man in a pub” ... one of the
hotel’s colossal crystal chandeliers, valued at £15,000.
C.S. Lewis Walks Again. Oxford’s CSL Society is raising £4,000 for a
plaque in Addison’s Walk (Magdalen, Oxford) to mark Lewis’s birth
centenary next year. Donations to “C.S. Lewis Centenary Stone”, Oxford
University C.S. Lewis Soc, c/o The Kilns, Lewis Close, Oxford, OX3 8JD.
Group Gropes. The Royal Oak pub in Pimlico has closed for renovation,
causing its Fri-evening fan meeting to move to ... the Jubilee. [RR]
Radioactive. Mark Lawson’s A Brief History of the Future (Radio 4, 19 July)
had a nice turn of phrase: “Fiction that looks ahead has generally been most
popular at times when the future seemed uncertain. H.G. Wells had
capitalized on turn-of-the-century nervousness. From the 1950s, the form was
invigorated by an invention which might prevent the next century from
turning: David Pringle.” (... Who, in a slight anticlimax, then came on the air
to talk about atom bombs.) [CT]
Small Press Stuff. Another handy guide: the quarterly (I think) Zene offers
reviews and regularly updated submission guidelines. Contact (SAE) TTA
Press, 5 Martins Lane, Witcham, Ely, Cambs, CB6 2LB.
Crushed Again! In Interzone, 122 reader Robert Lettman asks if IZ’s
“Ansible Link” column (a simplified version of Ansible) is meant to be
humorous, adding that half of it defies comprehension. I can only inkly tinky
pobblebockle abblesquabs? Flosky! Beebul trimble flosky!
Thog’s Masterclass. Neat Tricks Dept: “Steve sat up on his elbows.”
(Patrick Tilley, The Amtrak Wars, 1983) “That was before the sixth gate of
his body opened, and the strong eye siphoned the energy from his throat into
his skull, leaving behind a wake of laughter.” (A.A. Attanasio, The Dragon
and the Unicorn, 1996) [JM] • Natural Rhythm Dept: “But his heart was
pounding and his thoughts seemed to echo the troubled rhythm: ‘What
now?’” (Marion Zimmer Bradley, The Forbidden Tower, 1977) [JGe] •
Fantasy Blockbuster Cornucopia Special! “Since she has died, her fragrance
is everywhere.” ... “She moved toward him, but he stopped her with a
gnashed hiss.” ... “The duke teetered between a chasm of grief and a
whirlwind of rage. To control himself, he closed his eyes and turned inward.
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He silenced his anger by opening himself to an ocean of emptiness wider than
planets.” ... “The square block of her head gave a fateful nod.” ... “But others
delighted in his horror, especially his family’s enemies, the enigmatically
beautiful witch queen Thylia from the Malpais Highlands and the wrinkled
empty skin that hung from a stick and spoke with a blue tongue of flame in a
shrivelled face of green fungus, the warlock Ralli-Faj.” ... “Less than a day
remained before dawn ...” (all A.A. Attanasio, The Dark Shore, 1996)

R.I.P.
Nancy Collins on William Seward Burroughs (1914-1997) ...
The last original Beat Generation writer died on 2 Aug in
Lawrence, Kansas, after suffering a heart attack. He was 83. Born
in St Louis, Missouri, Burroughs was the grandson of the inventor
of the adding machine, a Harvard graduate, a homosexual, a junkie,
and one of the most influential literary voices of postwar America.
• While a heroin addict in 1940s Manhattan, Burroughs was mentor
to Jack Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg, and following his withdrawal,
he wrote the ground-breaking Naked Lunch (1959), a nightmarish
melange of SF, horror, crime noir, gay porn, and black humour
which signalled many of the coming decade’s social & cultural
changes. Over the years Burroughs proved highly influential on
“underground” culture, and both the New Wave and the original
cyberpunks were inspired by him. Burroughs’ transformation into a
pop culture icon was completed when Naked Lunch (1991) was
filmed by director David Cronenberg. • Burroughs is preceded in
death by his common-law wife, Joan, whom he accidentally killed
in 1951, and his son, Bill Jr., who died in 1981. His many works
include Junky (1953), The Soft Machine (1961), The Ticket That
Exploded (1962), Nova Express (1964), The Wild Boys (1971),
Cities of the Red Night (1981), and The Place Of Dead Roads
(1984).
Steve Baxter remembers Eugene Shoemaker (1928-1997) ...
Planetary scientist Gene Shoemaker was killed in a car accident
near Alice Springs, Australia on July 18. • Shoemaker is probably
best known for his co-discovery of the comet which impacted on
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Jupiter in 1994. But Gene Shoemaker’s key achievement, in the
eyes of sf fans and space buffs, must be his contribution to the
human exploration of the Moon. • Shoemaker, trained as a
geologist, made his mark with the first comprehensive analysis of
Meteor Crater in Arizona. But, following the nascent space
program post-World War 2, and realizing that the Moon was
shaped by impact events like the one that created Meteor, he built
his career on becoming the first geologist on the Moon. And he
might have made it; he was only a couple of years older than Neil
Armstrong. But in 1963, with the Apollo effort already under way,
Shoemaker was diagnosed with Addison’s disease. • By then,
however, he had set up an astrogeology branch of the US
Geological Survey, he had essentially founded modern lunar
geology by putting together the first detailed geological maps and
timescales of the Moon – and in 1964 he recruited Harrison
Schmitt, who would become, in Shoemaker’s place, the first (and
only) scientist on the Moon. • After Apollo, in addition to his work
on comets, Shoemaker chaired working groups on near-Earth
objects, and participated in the Clementine low-cost space probes
intended for the Moon and asteroids. • Gene Shoemaker never got
to the Moon. But without him, neither would Harrison Schmitt –
and our understanding of our sister planet would be immeasurably
less.
David Warbeck, star of many sf/horror movies (inc. The Beyond and Twins
of Evil) died on 24 July after a long battle with cancer. [SG]
Long-time fan Tom Perry died on 8 July. Gary Farber writes ...
Tom was a leading fan before I was born. In the early Sixties, his
fanzines Logorrhea and Quark were deservedly leading zines; he
carried Walt Willis’s celebrated “The Harp that Once or Twice”
column after the most famous zines of the times stopped
publication. Tom’s zines were like his writing: always thoughtful,
carefully done, fannish, yet substantive and of import. He
combined the faanish touch of a Hoffwoman or a Tucker, with the
care and weight of a Boggs. He was a fan always to be taken
seriously, yet who rarely, if ever, fell into taking himself too
seriously or indulging in pomposity. He was, simply, one of the
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greats.
Ted White adds: I’m shocked and saddened to hear of the death of
Tom Perry, whom I have regarded as a friend for around 40 years.
[...] In FAPA he often struck me as a junior Redd Boggs: he had the
same tone and approach although in time he developed his own
style. Not a bad place to start. • In the 70s Tom contributed two
pieces which I published in Amazing. These research-based articles
debunked myths Hugo Gernsback had circulated concerning his
departure from and loss of Amazing in 1929. They were generally
well received by sf historians, with one glaring exception – Sam
Moskowitz. I imagine Sam felt a great emotional investment in the
stories Hugo had told him and which he had retold countless times
since. Sam threatened lawsuits in the name of Gernsback’s estate,
but none occurred. [...] I’m going to miss Tom.

Endnotes
The 1997 TAFF ballot (HTML and ASCII) is available on-line at ...
http://taff.org.uk/ ... along with various bulletins and fragments of TAFF
history.
Remember I’m a UK agent for Toronto in ’03. Sterling rate for presupporters
is £9.00; cheques to me at the Ansible address.
Charles Platt adds that his e-mailed instalments of Life In Jerome “are
available free from cp@panix.com, on demand, so long as people recognize
that I retain copyright on the text. I can send a sample, or all episodes,
depending on what people want. Readers should understand however that
there is absolutely no relevance to science fiction in particular or book
publishing in general.”
Ansible 121 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Anon, Paul
Barnett, Claire Brialey, Rachel Carthy, Vince Clarke, Mog Decarnin, Janice
Gelb, Steve Green, James Maidment, Roger Robinson, D.M. Sherwood,
Skeptical Inquirer, Chris Terran and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray
(NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 7 Aug 97.
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Atom, 1987. Available for SAE or questions requiring the
answer “Fourteen”.
Martin Hoare’s very-early-morning call: “Hello, Dave,
you won the Fanwriter Hugo and Princess Diana’s died.”
JOLT OF THE YEAR.

The Inner Circles
Brian Aldiss announced his holiday plans in The New Yorker (11 Aug): “I’d
sign up for a trip to Mars. I’d like to see it as a sort of Ayer’s Rock in the sky,
where you can commune with the cosmos. It would also be good for a
honeymoon.” [MM] But Brian will practise safe tourism as founder of the
Association for the Protection and Integrity of an Unspoilt Mars: “I have
established APIUM in response to the argument that we must terraform Mars.
We don’t want it to become a dreary suburb of a terrestrial city. We must
pause and think. All environments are sacred, even a dusty, rocky planet; we
must not wreck it.” Too late?
George Alec Effinger, despite depression, a recent diagnosis of hepatitis C,
and bankruptcy following vast medical bills, was cheered by a bit of luck in
court. “The good news: at the bankruptcy hearing, when the judge decided
who would maintain my rights to the continuing characters (Maureen
Birnbaum, Marid, etc.) as well as the rights to everything else I’ve published,
the bank’s trustees didn’t show up. I won by default and was out of there in
ten minutes.”
Greg Egan on his Diaspora (Millennium, UK): “the publisher’s claim that
I’ve been shortlisted for the Clarke Award is a load of old bollocks.”
John Elliot (1918-1997), the TV writer who collaborated with Fred Hoyle on
the BBC’s A for Andromeda and The Andromeda Breakthrough, and both
serials’ novelizations, died in Bristol on 14 Aug.
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Greg Feeley responds to A120: “I didn’t know about Patera Feeler in Exodus
from the Long Sun, but can’t summon deep surprise. Here’s a Fun Quiz for
your readers. What do the following novels – The Paper Grail by James P.
Blaylock, Fallen Angels by Larry Niven, Jerry Pournelle, and Michael Flynn,
The Scalehunter’s Beautiful Daughter by Lucius Shepard, and Exodus from
the Long Sun by Gene Wolfe – have in common?”
David Garnett sent a press release: “The latest (last?) New Worlds has been
published in the USA by White Wolf, and David Garnett has said he’s
quitting as editor. Is there any connection? ‘No comment,’ said Garnett. What
about the spineless, brainless, gutless behaviour of British publishers in
refusing a British edition? ‘No fucking comment.’”
John Grant has something to fill his copious free time: “Collins & Brown,
who bought the Paper Tiger list, have hired me (part-time) to run it. I’ll be
working from home, so in effect this’ll become the editorial address. That
said, there’ll be a fair amount of start-up organization to do, so anyone who
eagerly sends me a portfolio or comes to the door will, for at least the next
couple of months, be told to Go To Bed.”
Peter F. Hamilton, unusually, doesn’t appear to have mentioned Greg
Feeley in a novel. But might there be some hidden link between negative
Hamilton criticism by a certain BSFA reviewer and The Reality
Dysfunction’s cameo of a grotesque and troll-like torturer (soon nastily killed
off) who is known only as Kincaid? For Interzone readers there’s also this
more genial chap who tortures prisoners, called Dr Gilmore.
Carl Jacobi (1908-1997), US author of pulp fiction since 1929, died in
Minnesota on 25 Aug. He wrote for Weird Tales in its 1930s heyday;
Arkham House published books of his supernatural stories. [JC]
Terry Pratchett was, naturally, at the Discworld Event: “You’d have found
it ... odd. I don’t know how many people were there on the Saturday, maybe
800, probably not more than half a dozen you’d have remembered from an sf
convention. Refreshing, really. More than 50 people in the masquerade, about
ten of whom would have done well on a Worldcon stage. There were five
Rincewinds of various sizes, all with pretty good costumes, so in the end we
lined ’em up about thirty yards away and the first one to cross the line got a
prize. If I close my eyes I can still see them, robes flapping, as they
stampeded straight at me....”
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Norman Spinrad has issued another public-domain message to the sf world,
complaining of being effectively blacklisted by US distributors following
poor sales – ascribed to poor promotion – of his Pictures at 11, and offering
his new novel He Walked Among Us for a $1 advance to any publisher
prepared to give it a good home. The sample chapter at the peevishly
describes an sf author’s rotten time as guest at a convention full of
overweight fans. Students of fan slang were interested to find “smoffing”
defined as “public gropings and smoochings”. So that’s what the Worldcon
politicians have been doing for all these years in their smoke-filled rooms....
Cherry Wilder “is setting out in October for New Zealand, to spend the
autumn of her days, which starts next Tuesday.” (Dated 26 Aug.)
Tad Williams was at the Aug BSFA meet: “It was a small but merry event. I
banged on at, I’m sure, nauseating length about various things dear to my
heart, and slandered Norman Spinrad with faint praise.”

Conapye
5-7 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £55 reg.
Contact 5 S. Mesnesfield Rd, Salford, Manchester, M7 3QP.
5-7 Sep • South Trek 97 (media), Southend Pier. Open air, £1.85 pier rail
fare daily; 10am onward. 01494 715933 or 01702 305876.
20 Sep • Whitchurch Fireworks, nr Pangbourne ... moved from usual
“approx 4 July” date. Contact 45 Tilehurst Rd, Reading, RG1 7TT.
24 Sep • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on
(fans in the bar by 5pm). “Killing Books” panel on criticism.
26-8 Sep • Masque 5 (costuming), Sheringham Youth Hostel, Sheringham,
Norfolk. £30 reg. Hostel accommodation £25/person/night full board.
Contact 35 Iverley Road, Halesowen, W. Midlands, B63 3EP.
27-8 Sep • Hypotheticon, Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Anne Gay, Brian
Waugh. £20 reg. Contact 38 Scotstoun St, Glasgow, G14 0UN.
18 Oct • Dr Who Event, Cardiff University. With Elisabeth Sladen (“Sarah
Jane Smith”). £8 reg. Cheque + SAE to SFFC Events c/o 57 Keppoch St,
Roath, Cardiff, CF2 3JS. “Places for this event are limited.”
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25-7 Oct • Octocon/Eurocon ’97, Dublin Castle. GoH Robert Jordan; several
others. £30/£30I reg. Contact (SAE/IRC) Eurocon, PO Box 5130, Dublin 4,
Eire. Sterling cheques to English agent D.J. Lally “No 2 a/c”, 64 Richborne
Terrace, London, SW8 1AX; 0171 735 3819.
29 Oct • Jubilee (as BSFA): unofficial pre-World Fantasy Con evening. In
London for WFC? Make merry with impoverished non-attendees.
30 Oct - 2 Nov • World Fantasy Convention, The International Hotel,
Marsh Wall, London. £100/$165 reg; day rates £50 Sat, £30 Fri or Sun.
Contact PO Box 31, Whitby, North Yorks, YO22 4YL.
14-16 Nov • Novacon 27, De Vere Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern. £30 reg,
rising 30 Sep. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY9
8SS. At last report the hotel was very nearly full.
10-13 Apr 98 • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel and Britannia
Hotel, Manchester. £30 reg, £15 supp, now rising in Nov 97. Contact 1
Waverley Way, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3LQ.
25-28 Sep 98 • Albacon 98, Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Ray Harryhausen,
Diana Wynne Jones, Kim Newman. £25 reg, £15 supp to 31 Dec. Contact
F1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
Rumblings • Reconvene (Eastercon ’99): overhearing a rumour at the August
Jubilee about resignations having reduced the committee to two people, the
three committee members present wondered nervously how to break this to
the other seven.... • Eastercon 2000. A new bid has emerged, chaired by
Andrew A. Adams and using the Central Hotel, Glasgow. Contact 2Kon, 15
Kersland Street, Glasgow, G12 8BW.

LoneStarCon 2
Another Worldcon enters history: the 55th, held in San Antonio, Texas, in
weather so hot that merely thinking about it caused Brits to sweat profusely.
Perhaps inevitably, the opening ceremony featured a cowboy singer, plus sixgun, rope and bullwhip tricks. Final attendance: 4,006. Teresa Nielsen
Hayden: “This convention has too much white space.”
Hugo (And Other) Awards. NOVEL Kim Stanley Robinson, Blue Mars.
NOVELLA George R.R. Martin, “Blood of The Dragon” (Asimov’s 7/96).
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Bruce Sterling, “Bicycle Repairman” (Asimov’s 10/96). SHORT
Connie Willis, “The Soul Selects Her Own Society ...” (Asimov’s 10/96).
NON-FICTION L. Sprague de Camp, Time & Chance (autobiography).
DRAMATIC Babylon 5 “Severed Dreams”. EDITOR Gardner Dozois. PRO ARTIST
Bob Eggleton. SEMIPROZINE Locus. FANZINE Mimosa. FAN WRITER Dave
Langford. FAN ARTIST William Rotsler. • JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD Michael
A. Burstein. FIRST FANDOM AWARD Hal Clement. BIG HEART AWARD John L.
Coker III, for “fannish photographic service”.
NOVELETTE

Hugo Statistics. Winners tended to lead the count all along, none more
Dramatically than the B5 episode, with 319 votes to Star Trek’s 85. (This was
again the most popular category – 641 ballots.) The Kansas City fanzine
Tangent began with 88 votes to Mimosa’s 72, which after mystic
transferable-vote calculations became 135 to 142. Illustrating the value of
high-profile Hugo campaigning, Nova Express emerged as the fanzine with
fewest first-place votes ... one fewer, indeed, than Ansible. (British News:
Attitude proved to have missed nomination by just one vote.) A final wince of
sympathy for one of the two nominees cruelly placed below “No Award”.
The other, in Dramatic Presentation, was Mars Attacks.
Sidewise Awards: new prizes for alternate-history sf. LONG Stephen Baxter,
Voyage. SHORT Walter Jon Williams, “Foreign Devils”.
Worldcon 2000. Psephologists failed to register astonishment at the shock
victory of Chicago’s bid to hold the 58th Worldcon, which was unopposed.
Hence Chicon 2000 (31 Aug - 4 Sep), with guests Ben Bova, Bob Eggleton,
Jim Baen, Bob & Anne Passovoy, and Harry Turtledove (toastmaster). $125
reg (presupporters $115); $40 conversion for site selection voters; $40 supp;
rates rise 1 Mar 98. Contact Chicon 2000 Registration, PO Box 642057,
Chicago,IL 60665, USA.
Art Attack. Kelly Freas reported that a mass of his artwork was stolen early
on its journey to the worldcon: 10 large framed colour paintings, 18 smaller
pieces, total minimum-bid value around $25,000. “Odds are that the thief is
not oriented in the direction of art or sf and that everything will have wound
up in a Los Angeles dumpster.”
Oddments. LoneStarCon must have felt crushed by its pre-publicity in that
journal of record, the Harlan Ellison Record Collection Newsletter: “Due to
the outstandingly disrespectful, rude and insulting behaviour towards Harlan
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by an arrogant lackey of the programming committee of this year’s
Worldcon, Harlan will NOT be attending.” [DMS] • The Hugos have granite
slab bases in the shape, though luckily not the size, of Texas. Gardner
Dozois: “Pennsylvania will be jealous!” • Martin Hoare (“Martin Lewis” in
web coverage) enjoyed making his usual speech: “It is an unaccustomed
pleasure to be with you tonight ... and Dave Langford sends a very big thankyou for this Hugo Award. Now this is my opportunity for ... revenge! You
see, in February this year the British con Attitude presented its very own
‘Trilby Awards’, including a prize for Best Spoof Award. By popular vote
this went to the Hugos, so Dave accepted on their behalf. I was at Boskone in
America and the bastard phoned and got me out of bed at five in the morning
to tell me that the Hugos had won. Well, you all know what I’m going to do
tonight, don’t you?” • GoH Michael Moorcock (“Moocock” in the
programme book) mysteriously announced that he’d been told no one would
ever track him down if he moved to Texas, as “that’s where all the washed-up
writers go.” • Frequently overheard: “Where were you when you heard about
Princess Di?” “In the Hugo Losers’ party, drinking a beer.” [LM]

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. HarperCollins US has backed down after
compounding its dodgy cancellation of 106 book contracts with attempts to
intimidate authors into repaying advances or assigning HC a share of income
from resale of their work (as a condition of receiving the balance of the
advance). These shark-like demands are now to be relaxed. All this results
from a $270 million “restructuring” which aims to make HC hugely more
profitable by publishing fewer books. [MB]
Random Fandom. Cindy Lee Berryhill & Paul Williams married on 20 July.
• Norman Beswick, long-time fan and BSFA/Foundation reviewer, has
terminal prostate cancer and would be glad of letters and fanzines to enliven
his last months: 21 Churchill Rd, Church Stretton, Shropshire, SY6 6AE.
(See A124.) • Marcia McCoy & Tim Illingworth were duly married on 23
Aug in Chattanooga; the appreciative fan audience included – to list only
Brits – Chris Cooper (best man), Paul Dormer, the Hoares and Chris O’Shea.
“Who gives this woman away?” “Her sons do!” [SJ] • Michael Scarpa
submitted a fantasy story for Ansible publication. I read as far as his pen
name, M. Malefica Grendelwolf Pendragon Le Fay. • Bob (fake) Shaw may
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shortly be homeless: “his flat, which belonged to his recently deceased father,
is to be sold from under him by the rest of the family.” [C] • Bjo Trimble,
though optimistic in the face of a lupus diagnosis, regrets that her media zine
SF Spotlite must “go on long hiatus, due to lack of money to continue with it.
Ah well ...!”
In Typo Veritas. Mike Ashley noticed that the Borgo Press scanning
software has trouble with the letter-pair “cl”, and has usefully improved the
text for their coming reprint of William F. Temple’s The Fleshpots of Sansato
... “He shut the door quietly with a soft dick.”
Wyndham Archive. The hopes to buy this material (including unpublished
MSS) and is busy raising money. Details from Andy Sawyer, U of Liverpool
Library, PO Box 123, Liverpool L69 3DA.
World Fantasy Awards shortlist: NOVEL Terence M. Green, Shadow of
Ashland; William Kotzwinkle, The Bear Went Over The Mountain; Marc
Laidlaw, The 37th Mandala; George R.R. Martin, A Game of Thrones;
Rachel Pollack, Godmother Night; Melanie Rawn, Jennifer Roberson & Kate
Elliott, The Golden Key; Mark Sumner, Devil’s Tower. • NOVELLA Suzy
McKee Charnas, “Beauty and the Opera or The Phantom Beast”; Mark
Helprin, A City in Winter; George R.R. Martin, “Blood of the Dragon”; Susan
Palwick, “GI Jesus”; Michael Marshall Smith, “Hell Hath Enlarged Herself”.
• SHORT James P. Blaylock, “Thirteen Phantasms”; Dennis Etchison, The
Dead Cop; Graham Masterton, “Underbed”. • ANTHOLOGY Ellen Datlow/Terri
Windling, The Year’s Best Fantasy & Horror; Katharine Kerr/Martin H.
Greenberg, The Shimmering Door; Stephen Jones/David Sutton, Dark
Terrors 2; Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Starlight 1. • COLLECTION Richard
Chizmar, Midnight Promises; Terry Lamsley, Conference with the Dead;
Jonathan Lethem, The Wall of the Sky, The Wall of the Eye; Thomas Ligotti,
The Nightmare Factory; James Morrow, Bible Stories for Adults; Norman
Partridge, Bad Intentions; S.P. Somtow, The Pavilion of Frozen Women. •
ARTIST Thomas Canty, H.R. Giger, Moebius (Jean Giraud), J.K. Potter. •
SPECIAL/PROFESSIONAL Diana Wynne Jones, The Tough Guide to Fantasyland;
Stephen Jones, editing & anthologies; David Pringle, contributions to genre;
Kristine Kathryn Rusch, editing F&SF; Michael J. Weldon, The
Psychotronic® Video Guide. • NON-PROFESSIONAL Fedogan & Bremer, book
publishing; Paula Guran, DarkEcho; Barbara & Christopher Roden, Ash-Tree
Press.
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C.o.A. Cindy Lee Berryhill & Paul Williams, PO Box 232517, Encinitas, CA
92023, USA. Bill Bowers, 4651 Glenway Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45238-4503,
USA. Alison Freebairn, 41 Kendal Rd, East Kilbride, G75 8QT. Roelof
Goudriaan & Lynne Ann Morse, PO Box 5861, Dublin 6, Ireland. Jonathan
Jones & Sharon Lewis, Ground Floor Flat, 32 Theobald Rd, Canton, Cardiff,
CF5 1LP. Denise Parsley Leigh & Stephen Leigh, 1549 Teakwood Ave,
Cincinnati, OH 45224, USA. Neil Rest, 1549 W Birchwood Ave, Chicago, IL
60626, USA. Nick Shears, Heptagon, Broomfield Lane, Farnsfield, Newark,
Nottinghamshire, NG4 2LQ. N. Lee Wood, 30 Town End, Cheadle, Stoke-onTrent, ST10 1PF; 01538 750352. Cuddles lost her address book in a
Windows 95 disaster: updates are requested.
Price of Fame. The legendary International Biographical Centre is again
informing a select few that they’re included in International Authors and
Writers Who’s Who and can buy copies to impress friends – only £95 each!
One Ansible regular received a whole wad of exclusive offers: to the “Rev
Armytage Ware, Paul le Page Barnett, John Grant, Eve Devereux, Dennis
Brezhnev and even little Freddy Duff-Ware....”
TAFF. Honest D. West (The Punter’s Friend) has calculated these odds for
the current eastbound TransAtlantic Fun Fund race: “even money O’Brien,
5/4 Gonzalez, 2/1 Rosenzweig, 3/1 Sadler, 10/1 HO Funds.” Candidates for
the westbound trip to next year’s Baltimore worldcon are beginning to
emerge: so far, Bridget Hardcastle and Maureen Kincaid Speller. • In a fit of
megalomania, your editor is organizing the retyping of old, uncollected
TAFF reports for web and, later, paper publication. Volunteers welcome! •
GUFF: I hear rumours of a new (out-of-sequence?) race to bring an Aussie to
Intuition.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of In Space No One Can Hear You Scream: “He’d
soon learnt to speak in a half shout, sound didn’t carry far in free fall.” (Peter
F. Hamilton, Mindstar Rising, 1993) [JB] • “The argument was a peripatetic
orang-utan, bouncing off the walls of their separate frustrations like a pingpong ball in a wind tunnel.” (David Gerrold, “Chess with a Dragon”, 1987)
[PW] • “The underwriter seemed equally amused, frisking up the ends of his
moustache, eager for them to join in the fun.” (J.G. Ballard, Cocaine Nights,
1996) [BS] • “‘Theory is able to predict long-term dangers in practice,’ the
mouth beneath those cornflower eyes commented.” (Robert Conquest, A
World of Difference, 1955) [JB] • “He covered his face and pressed his
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fingertips against his closed eyes in a vain effort to wipe the blood-stained
images from his retinas. His fingers could not reach deep enough.” (Patrick
Tilley, The Amtrak Wars, 1983) • “And with his eyes he literally scoured the
corners of the cell.” (Vladimir Nabokov, Invitation to a Beheading, 1959)

Endnotes
That LSC2 “final attendance” figure is from the con newsletter web page.
I’ve seen higher numbers quoted, like 4,350 on Saturday, apparently the
result of adding day memberships to a base figure which might or might not
already include them.
Keith Brooke’s “sf showcase” web site Infinity Plus – professional sf
reprints, nonfiction, etc, with a general Interzone/New Worlds flavour –
opened on 30 August at: [URL long gone: try http://www.infinityplus.co.uk/]
Ansible 122 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Boston, Molly Brown, John Clute, Cuddles, Samanda Jeudé, Laurie Mann,
Murray Moore, D.M. Sherwood, Bernard Sigaud, Martha Soukup, Robert
Sneddon, Peter Wareham, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 4 Sep 97.
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Ansible 123, October 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: D. West. Available for SAE, a Voorish Sign, or the powder
of Ibn Ghazi.
It has been pointed out to me that August 1997 was not the best time
for me to publish a story (in DAW’s Fortune Teller anthology, ed Schimel &
Greenberg) whose amazing examples of prediction include the routine Times
headline PRINCESS DI IN PALACE SHOCK HORROR.
OOPS.

The Asylum of Adventure
J.G. Ballard has quietly deleted his Thog’s Masterclass phrase (see Ansible)
122 from the French translation of Cocaine Nights. [BS]
Steve Baxter was awesomely photographed by Playboy ... “in connection
with my collaborative story with Arthur C. Clarke, upcoming in their January
edition, in time for Arthur’s birthday. While it takes five days and thirty-five
light sources to do a centrefold, it took 30 minutes of daylight and an old bit
of polystyrene to do me. The photographer actually told me to put more
clothes on.”
Harlan Ellison appeared again on Tom Snyder’s CBS chat-show (24 Sep).
Hinting that publishing Dangerous Visions might have been harder today
owing to censors and bluenoses, he nevertheless assured us all: “There will
be a Last Dangerous Visions; watch the skies.” [GF]
Dan Gallagher, a new sf writer not known to me, gained vast notoriety by
attaching himself to various LoneStarCon panels for which he wasn’t
scheduled and then (a) reciting the entire plot of His Novel; (b) trying to
convert at least one panel into a religious revival meeting. AUDIENCE: “Take
the mike away from him!” Con-runners are warned. [JG]
Judith Merril died on 12 September, aged 74. She wrote some notable sf but
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is most fondly remembered as an anthologist and feminist champion of sf: for
the dozen ghetto-busting 1960s-70s Year’s Best collections, for promoting
the “New Wave” to a US audience with England Swings SF (1968), for
inaugurating the Tesseracts anthologies which drew attention to Canadian sf,
and for her gleefully entertaining gossip about past sf-writer lovers. More
overleaf from John Clute.
Terry Pratchett’s works may soon become, officially, Literature. The
British Council’s upmarket “Writers and their Work” series of critical
monographs – which admitted Tolkien to the ranks of the saved only in
Autumn 1995 – is apparently planning to commission a Pratchett study.
Salman Rushdie, speaking on the radio (10 Sep) about his New Yorker
article on media excesses following the death of Princess Diana, cited a
science-fictional parallel: Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse 5, where celebrity
starlet Montana Wildhack is trapped in an alien zoo so they can study every
detail of her mating habits. Ouch. [SJ]
Walter Jon Williams has been enjoying, or not enjoying, a run-in with
Wired magazine over his 1986 novel title Hardwired ... a title subsequently
licensed by WJW for games, action figures, cars, etc, and (nearly) as
Paramount’s “improved” title for Johnny Mnemonic. Imagine his joy when
menacing Wired lawyers forced cancellation of NovaLogic’s 1996
Hardwired CD-ROM game, costing WJW a heap of licence money, on the
basis that (a) Wired owns everything with “Wire” in the title: “Anyone
remember Women’s Wire? Another going concern that Wired flattened
because it didn’t fit into Wired’s grandiose and self-important schemes.”; (b)
Wired’s brand-new imprint HardWired Books obviously has a prior claim
over anything published in 1986. WJW’s legal struggle was delayed through
much of 1997 owing to Wired attorneys’ claimed difficulty in getting a
deposition from their on-line empire’s jet-setting bossman Louis Rossetto ...
who, we must infer, lacks both e-mail and a cellphone. WJW adds: “Word
has reached me that Wired is dreadfully upset that I have chosen to go public
in this way. I am assured that they never meant to restrict my use of
Hardwired. What do they call a trademark action against one of my
licensees? Chopped liver?”

Conchite
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11 Oct - 30 Nov • SF/Fantasy Art Exhibition, Grosvenor Museum, Chester.
10:30am-5pm daily; Sun 2-5pm. Contact Steve Woolfall, Grosvenor
Museum, 27 Grosvenor St, Chester, CH1 2DD. 01244 402015.
18 Oct • Dr Who Event, Cardiff University. With Elisabeth Sladen (“Sarah
Jane Smith”). £8 reg. Cheque + SAE to SFFC Events c/o 57 Keppoch St,
Roath, Cardiff, CF2 3JS. “Places for this event are limited.”
22 Oct • BSFA London Meeting POSTPONED to 29 Oct – see below.
25-7 Oct • Octocon/Eurocon ’97, Dublin Castle. GoH Robert Jordan; several
others. £30/£30I reg. Contact (SAE/IRC) Eurocon, PO Box 5130, Dublin 4,
Eire. Sterling cheques to English agent D.J. Lally “No 2 a/c”, 64 Richborne
Terrace, London, SW8 1AX; 0171 735 3819.
29 Oct • Jubilee, York Rd, nr Waterloo: unofficial pre-World Fantasy Con
evening, 5pm on. In town for WFC? Experience a typical London sf pub
meet.... NB: this is also October’s BSFA London meeting.
30 Oct - 2 Nov • World Fantasy Convention, The International Hotel,
Marsh Wall, London. £100/$165 reg; day rates £50 Sat, £30 Fri or Sun.
Contact PO Box 31, Whitby, North Yorks, YO22 4YL.
14-16 Nov • Novacon 27, De Vere Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern. £35 reg and
at door; postal registration discouraged after Oct. Contact 14 Park St, Lye,
Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY9 8SS. The hotel (presumably full) has now
been sold, but Novacon is unaffected. [MT]
21-3 Nov • Armadacon IX, Astor Hotel, Plymouth. GoH Colin Greenland,
David Hardy. £25 reg (£20 unwaged). Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave,
Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, PL3 5HL. 01752 267873.
30 Nov • Starcon97 (Star Wars), Town Centre Theatre, Basildon, Essex.
GoH Dave Prowse etc. £10 reg; £13 at door. Contact (cheques to R. Miley)
Nelson House, 341 Lea Bridge Rd, London, E10 7LA.
17-19 Jul 98 • Nexus 98 (media), Bristol Hilton Hotel. Contact (SAE or 2xIRC)
1 Lullington Rd, Knowle, Bristol, BS4 2LH.
5-9 Aug 98 • Bucconeer (56th Worldcon), Baltimore, USA. Now $130 reg,
until 15 Jun 98; still $30 supp. Contact PO Box 314, Annapolis Junction, MD
20701, USA.
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Rumblings • London SF meetings (first Thur each month) continue at the
Jubilee, York Rd, near Waterloo – a reminder for those who don’t pick up
Ansible there.... • Surrey SF now meets in the Coronation Hall, Surbiton, a
Wetherspoons pub some 100 yards from station: 2nd/4th Thur monthly, 8pm
onward. “Not at all limp-wristed this time!” [JB]

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. Most of the cyber-sf titles scheduled for Wired
magazine’s new HardWired imprint are on hold and may never appear,
owing to Wired’s 1997 financial crises. Retrenchment looms. [SFC] Ansible
has asked Walter Jon Williams for an exclusive giggle. • Spider Robinson has
followed Norman Spinrad in issuing an open letter full of doom and despair,
because his latest contract is (in the words of evil Sir Jasper at cruelly
oppressive Tor Books) “offering a lower mid-five-figures advance than the
previous mid-five-figures advance”. [PNH]
Too Late! My chance to send in the minimum £333 for one share in
“Legionnaires PLC” expired at 3pm on 29 September, scant hours after I
received their mailing offering the exciting opportunity to finance
Legionnaires. This British skiffy film project was/is aiming to raise millions
from sf fan investors, the first 3,000 of whom will be invited to appear as
extras; its blurb is cagy about the plot (“ONLY ONE THING STANDS BETWEEN A
WORLD WITHOUT A FUTURE AND THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD”), but we can
deduce at least one large crowd scene.... I admired the described wonders of
Film Distribution Shortfall Insurance, whereby if the movie fails to make a
profit, “LEGIONNAIRES PLC can claim an amount equal to the shortfall from the
insurer.” (Hotspur: “Why, so can I, or so can any man; / But will they come
when you do call for them?”)
Random Fandom. Martin Hoare made a long detour in order to send a
postcard from Hugo, Oklahoma – a town that reacts with stunned disbelief to
the notion of visitors. “Nobody ever comes to Hugo!” Jean Hoare provoked
an appalled H.M. Bateman tableau as The Woman Who Asked For Wine In
A Hugo Bar.... • Paul Kincaid & Maureen Kincaid Speller sent their postcard
from Glastonbury: “Everything is Tor here – Tor Records, Tor Rugby Club.
Maybe Patrick Nielsen Hayden is branching out.” • Ross Pavlac, well-known
fan, 1982 Worldcon chair and connoisseur of Christian sf/fantasy, has been
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diagnosed with pancreatic cancer; the outlook is not encouraging. Best of
luck, Ross. • Greg Pickersgill, struggling with a 10-foot stack of 1,000
excess/duplicate fanzines from the Memory Hole recycling project, seeks
enthusiasts prepared to collect this surplus (3 Bethany Row, Narberth Road,
Haverfordwest, SA61 2XG) or pay for shipping charges. • Bob Tucker’s
venerable Neo-Fan’s Guide to SF Fandom is in print again after more than a
decade: 8th edition, $3 NA or $5 overseas, to KaCSFFS Inc, PO Box 36212,
Kansas City, MO 64171-6262, USA. • D. West stirred from his immemorial
slumber and published a fairly mild denunciation of the Corflu UK Progress
Report in the form of Daisnaid 7 ½ , for a “Super-Exclusive Fannish Elite” of
some 11 people including Hillary Clinton.
R.I.P. General Sir John Hackett (1910-1997), author/editor of the
futurological The Third World War (1978). • Burgess Meredith (1908-1997),
best-known to fans as The Penguin in the Adam West Batman tv series and
1966 movie. “The latter was in about 100 other movies, directing some of
them, despite falling foul of the House Un-American Activities Committee;
as far as I can see, none of the others were of genre interest.” [PB]
Hazel’s Language Lessons. Inuit, for decipherers of Wolfe’s Book of the
Long Sun character names: oosik, the penis bone of the walrus. Anglo-Saxon,
for jaded reviewers of too much genre fantasy: ’ælfsogoða, a hiccough or
eructation thought to be caused by elves.
TAFF. Next year’s TransAtlantic Fan Fund race to the Baltimore worldcon
(Bucconeer) now has three intending candidates: Bridget Hardcastle and
Maureen Kincaid Speller have been joined by Chris Bell.
British Fantasy Awards ... here’s the 1997 novel shortlist: Iain Banks,
Excession; Clive Barker, Sacrament; Storm Constantine, Scenting Hallowed
Blood; Robin Hobb, Assassin’s Apprentice; Graham Joyce, The Tooth Fairy;
Terry Pratchett, Hogfather; Michael Marshall Smith, Spares; Peter Straub,
The Hellfire Club.
C.o.A. Tommy Ferguson, 40 Deramore Ave, Belfast, BT7 3ER, Northern
Ireland (“Wild rumours that I will be marrying Lesley Reece are unfounded. I
shall be returning to the USA some time next year – after Corflu – and hope
to stay there for good.”). Bridget Hardcastle & Simon Bradshaw, 19
Wedgewood Rd, Hitchin, Herts, SG4 0EX. (From 14 Oct. Bridget: “And
we’ve just got engaged and we’re very happy.”) Duncan Hedderley, Stats
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Research & Consulting Centre, Massey Univ, PO Box 11-222, Palmerston
North, New Zealand. Caroline Mullan & Brian Ameringen hope to move on
24/5 Oct: 37 Coventry Rd, Ilford, IQ1 4QR; 0181 554 3799. Volunteers to
help shift 15,000 books that weekend are welcome: call 0181 863 8849. Tibs
& Joan Paterson, 26 Paradise St, Cambridge, CB1 1DR (6 months min). Elst
& Carole Weinstein, 1427 Cambridge Ave, Upland, CA 91786. USA. Pam
Wells, Flat 6, Cambridge House, 7 Bootham Tce, York, YO3 7DH.
Thog’s Language Lesson. Battlestar Galactica official measuring units: 1
cubit = 1 gold coin. 1 centon = 1 minute. 1 micron = 0.1 centon (hence the
Very Close Action alert, “Enemy fighters fifty microns away and closing!”).
1 metron = approx 1 metre. 1 parsec = 90 million miles. 1 hectare = 9 million
miles. 1 crawlon = 1 spider. [MR]
Delta Film Awards at 1997 Festival of Fantastic Films (Sept) ...
INDEPENDENT FEATURE: Darklands (UK; dir Julian Richards). INDEPENDENT
SHORT: Zuyuva (UK; dir Jonathan Randall). AMATEUR: Legend of Roy (UK;
dir Rob Richardson, Keith Wright). [SG, exhausted judge]
Classic Film Criticism. From a 1936 review of Things to Come: “Since what
happens 100 years hence is of no consequence to anyone now old enough to
enjoy the cinema, the notion of producing a film of which the longest and
most spectacular portions deal with 2036 seems, at first glance, daringly
original. Original it is. It is daring only by contrast with Hollywood’s timid
preference for doing, insofar as possible, only what has been done before.”
[BJ]
First Contact with Planet Burke. “I have exciting news for you and all
Terrans!” begins this tacky alien circular offering The Burke’s Peerage World
Book of Terrans, as sent to (oh, I see) Chris Terran....
Outraged Letters. Malcolm Edwards: “HarperCollins Trade Division is not
one word: it is three words, as any fule kno. [But two words on Malcolm’s
July 97 letterhead – Ed.] HarperCollinsPublishers, on the other hand, and
equally obviously, is one word, but one of those rare words that turns into
italics partway through. HarperCollinsSanFrancisco is of course one word, or
was before it was closed down. There is a style guide running to some
hundreds of pages which explains all this, and I would send you a copy had I
not uninadvertently chucked it away some years ago. • I see my inflated
scrotums made it into your pages [Ansible 119]. What Rob Holdstock didn’t
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mention was that the poor bugger to whom they belonged was one of a pair
of identical twins, both murdered, named, er, Langford.... This case brought
me briefly to prominence on the front page of the Guardian, though you
might be excused for missing it as my identity was cunningly concealed
within the phrase ‘an Old Bailey jury’.” • Teddy Harvia, staunch Texan,
objected to that line about “too much white space” at Worldcon: “Teresa
Nielsen Hayden’s sound bite on LoneStarCon2 came across as so much white
noise. If you expect a Worldcon to entertain you while you passively sit back,
you will go home with an empty memory book. I filled my pages of the
convention to the margins with friends, programming, parties, and the city.” •
Teresa Nielsen Hayden clarified: “Oh dear. I was referring to all that
unpeopled space one had to pass through in order to get to anywhere from
anywhere, and the diffuse, low-energy feel it gave things.” • Walter Jon
WilliamsTM hardwires a cheery footnote: “Wired has given up its oppositions
in the UK – a legal action running parallel with the one in the US – which
means I now (or will shortly) own a couple of UK trademarks. If you wish to
license these trademarks for scads of money, by all means let me know.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “They looked at each other with naked eyes.” (Gordon
R. Dickson, Young Bleys, 1991) • “The marshland had run for a day’s walk.”
(Mick Farren, The Texts of Festival, 1973) ... “The bazooka rang like a tuning
fork.” (Tom Monteleone, Seeds of Change, 1975) [LM] • “He felt as if he’d
been thrown out of a helicopter with a mountain tied to his back.” (Lewis
Shiner, Frontera, 1984) [AT] • “Their range was, within limits, virtually
unlimited.” (A.J. Merak, No Dawn And No Horizon, 1959) [SH] • “He was
handsome and blond, with the same height and almost the same muscular
build as Chastity, except her chest-circumference measurement involved
different lumps from his.” (Robert L. Forward, Saturn Rukh, 1997) [SHS]

Judith Merril 1923-1997
John Clute remembers her ...
From the moment she arrived in Canada in 1970, until she died this month,
Judith Merril lived in the heart of Toronto. This was something of a miracle,
as the heart of Toronto – though intensely urban and much loved by those
who lived inside its invisible walls – is not very large.
It had taken Judith Clute and myself years to find it. The apartment block we
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eventually moved into, 160 Huron Street, was dark, dismal, festooned with
balconies like a New Orleans slum, as stinky as New York in August. I doubt
there was another place like it in the city. We loved it, and mourned departing
it when we left the country in 1968. Neither of us knew Judith Merril at all,
or spoke or wrote to her about where to live in Toronto when she came; but
in 1970, like a mongoose scooting into its lair, Judith Merril found 160
Huron, and went inside. And stayed a long while.
Here she was close to the University of Toronto, and to the public library
where, very soon, she deposited her sf collection which formed the core of
the archive known first as the Spaced Out Library, eventually as the Merril
Collection. By 1977, when Judith Clute and I returned to Toronto for a while,
she had become the central voice of sf for the metropolis, a function she only
slowly relinquished as her body began to fail her, and as the Canadian sf
community began to exfoliate a jangle or three of new voices.
In 1977 she was domineering, raunchy, funny, bad-tempered; and bore a
scolding gravitas; and was locked into the very famous writer’s block that
lasted the rest of her life, with remissions. She had a mongoose eye, and a
grin. She certainly frightened me quite a bit, though I loved being around her.
As the years passed, and as she resolutely failed to live wisely, she became
solider and wider, pressing heavily on the ground (or later into the motorized
wheelchair she used with an ill grace when her heart was paining her). She
gossiped, with an exhilarating viciousness, about the past; she longed for new
stuff.
In June this year, she came to Ad Astra, a convention held at Toronto Airport.
Physically she had continued to melt into the humiliating soft girdle of age.
She hated it volubly; she hated dying. There, and in her new apartment a mile
or so from Huron Street, we talked a bit, gossip mainly; though she had a
sharp longing to hear about anything new: new books, new careers.
It was not an old person’s apartment – it was full of new books, and gadgets,
and it smelled good. The gossip also smelled like good clean dirt. I loved her.
I can hear her voice now, inside the head, shaping the pasts of so many
personages of sf into tales more human than perhaps they dream for
themselves. [John Clute, September 1997]

Endnotes
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An e-mail exchange. Stephen Hunt to Ansible: “SCI-FInder, the complete
guide to science fiction and fantasy resources on the internet, launched last
week. [...] SCI-FInder is hosted at Hologram Tales, a site whose informal
content and British humour has made it the most visited SF magazine on the
web.” • Ansible to SH: “Not wishing to disparage, but I really have lost track
of the number of sf sites which are the most visited on the web....” • SH to
Ansible: “How about the most visited science fiction site and the biggest
lying b$£%^&%s on the web then?” • Ansible to SH: “Yes, that’s worth a
link. Just this once.” ...
Ansible 123 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Paul Barnett, John
Bray, Gary Farber, Janice Gelb, Steve Green, Steve Holland, Ben Jeapes,
Steve Jeffery, Loren MacGregor, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Marcus Rowland,
SF Chronicle, Bernard Sigaud, Steven H. Silver, Chris Terran, Allan
Toombs, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart
(Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 2 Oct 97.
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Ansible 124, November 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Bill Rotsler, from Mimosa. Available for SAE or the head
of H.P. Lovecraft.
Or at least brain-dead: just
before World Fantasy Con, Martha Soukup arrived here to lead me gently
through a Wired “Head Space” on-line chat, cunningly geared to Pacific time
and so starting at 2am. This joins the long Langford list of ways to arrive at a
con already dead tired. Glimpses from a commuter’s viewpoint.... The
Escher-shaped International Hotel is still too hot (but Jenny Campbell and
others ranted about no hot water in rooms). Jane Yolen, as promised, danced
around me satanically. Christopher Lee loomed. Diana Wynne Jones,
disaster-prone as ever, was hauled away to sign books in Forbidden Planet,
only to learn: “We sold all yours on Wednesday.” Jonathan Lethem inscribed
a book to an insufficiently admiring fan: WRITE YOUR OWN ENDING YOU
BASTARD. Most paranoid episode ... after a boat trip to HarperCollins’s party
in Greenwich, returning revellers with bursting bladders found themselves
trapped on a caged-in ramp whose shoreward gate was locked. Climbing to
freedom and heading for Canary Wharf station, I smugly waved goodbye to
the piteously whimpering prisoners. But it’s hard to outsmug Malcolm
Edwards: “Oh, I came back by car.” Parties raged, deals were struck in
smoke-filled rooms (John Jarrold: “Fuck off, Langford.”), awards were
awarded as below, some fun was had, and Leonid Kourits solemnly presented
me with four large Ukrainian dried fish. The eternal mystery of WFC – of
why a roughly Eastercon-sized event in a undistinguished former Eastercon
hotel should charge more than the gigantic multi-ring circus of the 1997
Worldcon – remains to tantalize us all.
THINGS TO DO IN DOCKLANDS WHEN YOU’RE DEAD.

The Curse-Word Is Porridge
Simon R. Green reveals how to combine therapy with caution: “I often put
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people who’ve annoyed me into my novels and kill them horribly. It’s very
therapeutic. But I always change the names. You never know who may have
no sense of humour and a hungry lawyer.”
Robert Jordan belatedly cancelled his GoH appearance at Octocon/Eurocon
(Dublin, Oct). In a 2 Oct form letter, the con committee explained all: “This
decision was based on reasons of his own.” [SP]
Naomi Mitchison’s 100th birthday was on 1 November. [RR]
Ken MacLeod spontaneously puked over an ad for the Official (that is,
approved by the desperately hard-up Tolkien estate) Lord of the Rings SilverPlated Chess Set – with each £17.95 piece, in the Danbury Mint’s own italics,
set with a sparkling crystal. “Did the Tolkien estate approve of giving
Galadriel the face of a human-alien hybrid? Providing each hobbit with a
sparkling crystal football to dribble? Making Sauron look like something
dreamed up by Whitley Strieber? This is a crime against our imaginations....
Onward to the News From Nowhere handcrafted heritage MonopolyTM game!
No bank, no jail, no money and no facking London, but I can’t see that
getting in the way of an honest profit.”
Anne Rice was ruled innocent of libel when a New Orleans judge held that
her abuse of a local café as “an abomination ... gaudy, tacky ... less dignified
than a flophouse”, was constitutionally protected. Horror critics, concerned to
describe Rice’s works only in legal, constitutionally protected ways, may or
may not have been taking notes. [DP]
William Rotsler (1926-1997) died on 18 October: he wrote a clutch of sf
novels, notably Patron of the Arts (1974), and many novelizations, but was
best loved in fandom for his ebullient personal charm and vast output of those
deceptively simple cartoons drawn in the unique Rotsler line ... bringing him
a 1977 DUFF win and Fan Artist Hugos in 1975, 1979, 1996 and 1997, not to
mention a 1996 Retro-Hugo for cartoon activities in 1945. “So goes one of
the greatest of fans.... We’ll all miss him,” writes Jim Benford; rich brown
adds, “The news was not totally unexpected – we knew, at the last Corflu,
that Rotsler had cancer – but I find it unsettling nonetheless; I figured, if
anyone could beat it, it would be someone with Bill’s passion and gusto. •
Bill Rotsler was a wellspring of creativity; I want to call him a giant but
something about the image seems wrong. A giant casts a shadow, blocks out
the sun, by his presence. The shadow I see is cast by Bill’s absence.”
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Franz Rottensteiner reports on life as an ex-agent: “The lawsuit with Mr
Lem goes on and on, producing reams of papers. I understand now why
lawyers are usually so prosperous. When everything is over, I’ll send you a
notice and donate Xeroxes of the whole file to the SF Foundation for the
amusement of those students who read German.”
Patrick Tilley’s Amtrak Wars series is to be continued by Tilley and Paul
Barnett (or possibly Paul’s alias John Grant) in collaboration.

Conchite
Until 30 Nov • SF/Fantasy Art Exhibition, Grosvenor Museum, Chester.
10:30am-5pm daily; Sun 2-5pm. Contact Steve Woolfall, Grosvenor
Museum, 27 Grosvenor St, Chester, CH1 2DD. 01244 402015.
14-16 Nov • Novacon 27, De Vere Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern. £35 at door;
postal registration now discouraged. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge,
W. Midlands, DY9 8SS. 01384 825386 (before 9pm).
21-3 Nov • Armadacon IX, Astor Hotel, Plymouth. GoH Colin Greenland,
David Hardy. £25 reg (£20 unwaged). Contact 4 Gleneagle Ave,
Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, PL3 5HL. 01752 267873.
30 Nov • Starcon97 (Star Wars), Town Centre Theatre, Basildon, Essex.
GoH Dave Prowse etc. £10 reg; £13 at door. Contact (cheques to R. Miley)
Nelson House, 341 Lea Bridge Rd, London, E10 7LA.
13-14 Dec • Babylon 5 Academic Conference, York. £75 reg; £48 nonresidential. Contact Farah Mendlesohn, Faculty of Humanities, Coll of Ripon
& York St John, Lord Mayor’s Walk, York, YO3 7EX.
10-12 Jul 98 • Infinity (media-ish), Angel Hotel, Cardiff, Wales. £40 reg to 1
Jun; £45 at door. With Colin Baker and many others. Contact (SAE) 12 Stuart
St, Treherbert, Wales, CF42 5PR.
11-13 Sep 98 • Fantasycon XXII, Albany Hotel, Birmingham. GoH Freda
Warrington, Jane Yolen. £45 reg (£35 BFS members) to 31 Dec Contact
(SAE) 46 Oxford Rd, Acocks Green, Birmingham, B27 6DT.
Rumblings • Britain in 2005? Certain fans, chaired by “Convenor” Kim
Campbell, sense our need for a 2005 UK Worldcon bid and plan to
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“campaign quietly for the next few years, so as not to submerge the local
fandom with Worldcon fever too soon.” [KC] So control yourselves.

Infinitely Improbable
World Fantasy Awards. NOVEL Rachel Pollack, Godmother Night. NOVELLA
Mark Helprin, A City in Winter (not even submitted; one judge happened to
hear of it, and it got 24 out of a possible 25 points from the judges). SHORT
James P. Blaylock, “Thirteen Phantasms” (Omni – the first web-published
WFA winner). ANTHOLOGY Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Starlight 1. COLLECTION
Jonathan Lethem, The Wall of the Sky, The Wall of the Eye. ARTIST Moebius.
SPECIAL/PROFESSIONAL Michael J. Weldon, The Psychotronic® Video Guide.
SPECIAL/NON-PROFESSIONAL Barbara & Christopher Roden, for Ash-Tree Press.
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT Madeleine L’Engle. • British Fantasy Awards were
also presented at WFC. NOVEL (August Derleth Award) Graham Joyce, The
Tooth Fairy. SHORT Martin Simpson “Dancing About Architecture”.
ANTHOLOGY/COLLECTION Thomas Ligotti The Nightmare Factory. ARTIST Jim
Burns. SMALL PRESS S.T. Joshi, H.P. Lovecraft: A Life. SPECIAL (Karl Edward
Wagner Award) Jo Fletcher.
Publishers and Sinners. Lucy Sussex forwarded the exciting news that
“William Gibson has recently published A Social History of the Domestic
Chaplain 1530-1840 (Leicester University Press, 1997), whose last chapter,
‘The Decline of the Chaplain’, makes some reference to the fortunes of
domestic chapels as well as suggesting wider reasons for such decay.” Lucy:
“Somehow I don’t think it’s the sequel to Idoru.”
Wired Tales. More legal fun with Hardwired (W.J. Williams, 1986) vs
HardWired (Wired imprint, 1996): see A123.... Mike Godwin: “One of the
choicest ironies of this foofaraw is that Wired has since abandoned the
‘HardWired’ label for (it says) other reasons – it has become ‘Wired Books’
in the course of the unprofitable book division’s being phased out
altogether.” • Walter Jon Williams: “Mike Godwin is correct that HardWired
Books has changed their name to Wired Books (as well as fired half their
staff, lost their president Peter Rutten, assigned an interest in their trademark
applications to a creditor, and moved from their own offices into Wired’s
offices), but they’ve announced their intention to continue using HardWired
as an imprint. Lord knows why, but they’re still fighting on. Rational
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endeavour was never one of their strongpoints.” • Mark Frauenfelder, Wired
Books sf series editor, feels strong and vital: “Bruce Sterling’s Artificial Kid
is in stores, and the new editions of Rudy Rucker’s White Light and Charles
Platt’s Silicon Man are sitting on my desk right now. The other five novels
are all scheduled to be published. The two anthologies are likely to be
cancelled. [...] Perhaps SF Chronicle heard that the anthologies were
probably to be cancelled, and assumed that the novels would also be
cancelled. Or maybe a disgruntled former HardWired employee fed them a
line.”
Random Fandom. Dave & Claire Anderson, unable to make the World
Fantasy Con, splendidly gave impoverished Langford a membership ...
thanks! • Norman Beswick is “overwhelmed by the response of fandom to
news of my illness. It has proved impossible for me to write, as I had hoped,
to each individual.... A splendid haul of fanzines, books, magazines and other
reading matter awaits attention. I am immensely grateful. Please accept this
acknowledgement of your gift, and my thanks for your kindness.” [via SJ] •
Kathryn Cramer & David Hartwell report the appearance of small Peter
Hartwell on 17 Oct. “The parents are accepting loud and colourful diapers for
Peter, I believe, with matching tie for the father and hat for the mother as
appreciated bonus gifts.” [GF]
Superhero Origin Story! James Thurber on the agonies of tuning a 1950s
radio: “The box either goes completely dead, or gives a high whiny sound,
like ‘squee-ee-een’, or says ‘thog, thog, thog’ and stops.”
C.o.A. Simon Bisson & Mary Branscombe, Upper Flat, 51 Oakhill Rd,
Putney, London, SW15 2QJ. Wm Breiding, PO Box 2322, Tucson, AZ
85702-2322, USA. ½ r & Wendy Cruttenden’s new phone number: 01707
881399. Caroline Mullan & Brian Ameringen, 37 Coventry Rd, Ilford, IG1
4QR – corrected postcode. Oliver & Jacky Grüter-Andrew (17 Nov), First
Floor Flat, 10 Cavendish Rd, London, N4 1RT; move to Canada ?Mar/Apr
98. Keith Oborn, 2 Castle House, 15/17 Castle Cres, Reading, Berks, RG1
6AQ. Andy Richards has a second sf shop: The Book Palace, 83 Church Rd,
Crystal Palace, SE19 2TA (open 11am-6pm, 7 days).
R.I.P. John Denver’s Ceefax obit revealed a little-known sf connection: that
he was famous for “soothing country-and-western ballards”. [MKS] • Andrew
Keir (1926-1997) appeared in several genre movies by Hammer but is best
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remembered for his lead role in Quatermass and the Pit (1967); he was the
fifth and most convincing of the six actors who played Quatermass. [PB/SG]
• Lester Simons, UK con-goer and stalwart of the Tolkien Society and
“Barony of the Far Isles”, died of pneumonia on 10 Oct. [MS] • G. Harry
Stine (1928-1997) died on 2 Nov: he wrote sf as Stine and as Lee Correy,
founded the hobby of model rocketry, and promoted space flight in
influential non-fiction.
Fanfundery. GUFF nominations are open, says Thyme, with Australasian
candidates sought for a 1998 Eastercon trip. Nominations close on 30 Nov
and, if there’s a race, voting on 15 Feb. • TAFF 1998 westbound race voting
(vote Maureen!) is now open, closing on 25 Apr 98.
SF Predictions. 5 Nov 97: Parliament blown up (in V for Vendetta).
SF Chronicle Reader Awards. NOVEL Bruce Sterling, Holy Fire. NOVELLA
Greg Benford, “Immersion” (As Recycled With Bolt-On Asimov Insignia In
Foundation’s Fear). NOVELETTE Bruce Sterling, “Bicycle Repairman”. SHORT
James White, “Un-Birthday Boy”. DRAMATIC ST:DS9 “Trials and Tribbleations”. PRO ARTIST Bob Eggleton. EDITOR (MAG) Gardner Dozois. EDITOR
(BOOK) Patrick Nielsen Hayden. SEMI-PROZINE SF Chronicle. FANZINE Tangent.
FAN WRITER Dave Langford. FAN ARTIST Ian Gunn.
Outraged Letters. Legionnaires PLC (see A123) extended their deadline for
me to buy lots of £333 shares, but I failed to locate my carefully hidden
cheque book before 31 Oct. • Alan Winston and others noted that, besides
movies, the late Burgess Meredith had “multiple appearances in the Twilight
Zone and Night Gallery TV series. The most heartrending TZ was the one with
Meredith as the last man alive on earth and thus able to read everything in the
library at his leisure – until his glasses break. (Brought a tear to my
bespectacled eye at age 12....)”
Thog’s Masterclass. “Then Marshall squeezed his eyes shut and nodded his
torso a few times ...” (Ramsey Campbell, The One Safe Place, 1995) ... “She
gave him her evil eye, and he withered.” (Christopher Evans, Mortal
Remains, 1995) [PB] • “Oh, God! His eye had begun to twitch. He leaned his
face on his head to hide it.” (Dave Duncan, Present Tense, 1996) [LJ] • “The
bat burped. Granny genteelly covered her hand with her mouth.” (Terry
Pratchett, Lords and Ladies, 1992) • “For a moment, Guy considered
charging them in the hope that the surprise would get him through them, but
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he quickly realized that the street was too narrow for him to force a passage
through them by force.” (David A. McIntee, Dr Who, The New Adventures:
Sanctuary) [AF] • “Interviews with various cast members – even those who
were in one episode or less – appear.” (Chris Gregory, Be Seeing You ...
Decoding The Prisoner) [S]

George Hay (1922-1997)
Molly Gillan broke the bad news: “It is with great sadness I have to tell you
that George Hay died on 3 October, following an operation. He hated
funerals as he preferred to remember friends in life – so his funeral will be
private, no flowers. I would like him remembered in your thoughts and
words, so if you want to write to me please tell me about George as you knew
him. But don’t phone – I’ve lost my best friend.” (53b All Saints St, Hastings,
TN34 3BN)
Brian Aldiss: “George Hay was a man full of plans for the future. It was as if
he had been created on a caprice by H.G. Wells. Some of his plans were
excellent, and sunk only by the cultural inertia of society. Of course, his plan
for the SF FOUNDATION succeeded brilliantly. Less lucky was that gorgeous
idea to have a large replica of a Martian fighting machine from War of the
Worlds erected on Primrose Hill.
“Our ideas of what SF should be (as if SF cared!) were opposed. I felt
strongly SF must exist in its own right, as a literature; George felt strongly it
must be used as a teaching tool. Never the twain did meet on that score, but
George was always good-humoured and firmly Socialist. A man to be
admired and missed.”
Peter Nicholls: “It comes as a shock to hear about George. He and I agreed
about practically nothing, but he was a friend nevertheless. Without his
irritating energy the SF Foundation would never have come into being – to
give just one example. But if we’d all listened to him at the time, the
Foundation would have been devoted solely to publicizing the use of hard sf
ideas in the real world, and my job as Administrator would have consisted
entirely of pestering the government about ion drives, et al. He was
connected to Dianetics (later Scientology) for a while, long ago, but he
thought the movement was insufficiently altruistic. I always liked him for
that, and I could even forgive his attempts to canonize John W. Campbell. He
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always nagged you about doing stuff you didn’t want to do. It could be
alarming to see his face advancing upon you at parties (being tall he loomed),
his glasses held together with adhesive tape, but if you stopped and listened
he was often anecdotal and interesting, as befits the passionate and
omnivorous reader that he was. His death is bad news, especially since I’d
not replied yet to his most recent letter. So in death, George continues to
inspire guilt in those less energetic than himself.”
Andy Sawyer, SF Foundation: “It was a shock. It’s because of George that I
am here. I didn’t know George well and only met him a few times, but we
communicated a lot. I welcomed his encouragement – even when George
would keep me on the phone discussing the collapse of Western civilisation
for 20 minutes. We served together on the Arthur C. Clarke Award jury a few
years ago, and I remember our discussions afterwards – long before I ever
thought that the SF Foundation library would move to Liverpool and that I
would dare to apply for the job. Of course, it did, and I did, and so I have
both professional and personal reasons for respecting George. I’m sorry to
lose him.”
Myself: George’s publishing credentials included four 1950s sf novels,
several anthologies, and editorial work on The John W. Campbell Letters and
his semi-spoof The Necronomicon (1978) ... fondly remembered by
contributors, including me and Colin Wilson, as an “obviously unsaleable”
book that still brings in royalties. Less visibly, George worked hard behind
the sf scenes: nagging publishers into reprinting classics; showering us all
with ideas, some of them workable, on his famous pterodactyl notepaper;
enthusing over new technologies despite writing on an ancient typewriter –
he once devised a magazine distributed solely by fax; organizing unlikely
events like British Telecom’s bemused hosting of sf writers at a lavish dinner
and futurological discussion which some of us termed the Drink Tank;
bombarding wary politicians with sf-based advice; and, always, opening
unexpected doors.
Soundbites. Martin Hoare: “He was a great guy – an innovator and a real
character.” • Paul Barnett: “He was one of those people you expect to be
outlived by. What a damned shame.” • Chris Priest: “George had a great
sense of humour, and was always laughing. He was a man of exceeding good
nature. When he was in hospital last year, do you remember that bad taste
joke I cracked about the medical staff thinking for three days he was
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delirious, until they worked out he was telling them about the Foundation?
The next time I saw George I made the same joke, and he laughed and
laughed.”

Endnotes
Keith Brooke’s Infinity Plus web site aspirations were crushed by the
publishers of SF Weekly: “‘Thank you for your submission, but we try to link
to sites which are more visually rich.’ Now I see what I’ve been getting
wrong! I thought it was pretty good to establish a site featuring the work of
more than 20 professional writers, including winners of just about every
genre award going. But I haven’t put in enough rocket ships! Wonder what
they make of those strange things called ‘books’?”
Lionel Fanthorpe, as we go to press, might just possibly be still in the throes
of his World Record Professional Writers’ Marathon In Aid Of Ty-Hafan
Children’s Hospice ... whereby, starting at 7:30am on 5 Nov in Cardiff
Central Library, he swore to write non-stop until he’d completed 30,000
words of children’s stories. For Lionel, it could be a crowded morning’s
work. Send all your money now, he says, to Ms Pam Dodd, Ty-Hafan
Appeals Office, Hamard House, Cardiff Rd, Barry, S. Glam, Wales, CF63
2BE.
Ansible 124 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Kim
Campbell, Gary Farber, Alison Freebairn, Steve Green, Steve Jeffery, Linnea
Jonsson, Sheila Pover, Roger Robinson, Dolores Phelps, SFC, Simo,
Maureen Kincaid Speller, Marcus Streets and our Hero Distributors: Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum). 6 Nov 97.
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Ansible 125, December 1997
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Kurt Erichsen. Available for SAE, beer or Brother NorthWind’s Secret.
More fannish fun in the Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern, amid
falling autumn leaves.... The most enduring memory of Novacon which fans
carried away in their hearts was perhaps Dave Hicks’s life-size cardboard
replica of David Mellor perusing (for no adequately explained reason) a copy
of Ansible. A “Desert Island Books” panel saw me quailing under the serious
and constructive eye of Maureen Kincaid Speller as I explained my choice of
Borges’s imaginary Book of Sand on the basis that its inexhaustible infinity
of pages solves the castaway’s twin problems of kindling and toilet paper.
Merciless auctions, turkey readings and showings by Dave Lally of Spock in
Manacles raised wads of cash for fan funds, RNIB and the SF Foundation.
That traditional Leeds domination of the Nova Awards was overthrown
despite the equally traditional rash of D. West artwork in last-minute
fanzines: “Has someone killed D. West or something?” enquired a bemused
Sue Mason as she took the fan artist Nova. The popular winner for fan writer
was an incoherent and embarrassed blur who escaped at near-relativistic
speed; trained observers inferred the presence of Mark Plummer. Claire
Brialey, accepting the fanzine Nova for Banana Wings, said sweetly: “I’d just
like to thank you all for making Mark so very embarrassed twice.”
NOVACON 27.

Ansible went home before the closing Beer, Sausages and Bavarian Oompah
Band outbreak, but ace reporter Diana Wynne Jones peeped in: “Novacon
ended in an event I was glad to miss. The sausages. They were OK. It was the
band accompanying it. A set of wizened Gloucestershire types in lederhosen,
making jokes about Spock in between playing such highly German numbers
as Che sarà sarà*. Well left....”
* Or is it, as Ulrika O’Brien and Evelyn Leeper prefer, Que serà serà? See hapless
Langford flounder amid the quadruple difficulties of language, music, Diana’s
own uncertainty about the spelling, and Diana’s handwriting....
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The Word is Woddly
Iain Banks received the ultimate accolade of a mention in The Archers (10
Nov). “Can a cameo in Tarantino’s next movie be far behind?” [SG]
David Gemmell was alarmed to hear he’d been rubbished in The Times, by a
reviewer who claimed to like Gemmell-style action-adventure fantasy but
thought his latest novel was dull. DG glumly bought the paper, to find a
review of “Polgara the Sorceress, by David Gemmell”. [SJ] Such is the peril
of having a surname so very similar to Eddings.
Peter Hamilton offers more on “the totally amazing coincidence of
reviewers’ names cropping up in books.... In The Neutronium Alchemist
manuscript there was a character called Spanton whose face was ‘half stubble
half mirrorshades’, who wore a black leather trenchcoat and toted a truly
enormous pump action shotgun. You may not recall him appearing in the
book itself. Neither he nor any of his scenes made it past the editorial stage.
The name of my editor: Simon Spanton.”
Charles Platt on Judith Merril: “Judy’s great achievement was to be tough
and radical without pissing people off. In the early 1960s her ‘year’s best’
collection was quite subversive, culling material from far beyond the usual
genre boundaries and presenting it as ‘sf’, an acronym that she purposely
blurred in an attempt to broaden readers’ tastes and win critical recognition
outside the field. When the ‘new wave’ adopted an even more radical posture
Judy was characteristically open-minded, in contrast with contemporaries
who denounced it on sight. She actually moved to London in a quest to
understand the ‘new wave’ and perhaps co-opt it in a sense. During the same
period Thomas M. Disch, John Sladek, Pamela Zoline, and Norman Spinrad
also spent time in London. All of these visiting Americans greatly enriched
the literature and enhanced our naive ideas about fiction and publishing. •
When I first met Judy I was a callow lad attending my first convention. She
entered the room with a regal air, wearing a backless dress, which Brian
Aldiss commented on lasciviously. ‘If you like my back, maybe you should
kiss it, Brian,’ she told him. With wicked glee, Aldiss redirected Judy toward
me. ‘Ask Charles Platt,’ he said. ‘He’s an expert back-kisser.’ To my horror
she marched over, stopped in front of me, looked me up and down, and said,
‘How about it?’ She paused for a few seconds, registering my abject fear,
then turned away with a shrug. Subsequently I grew to like her a lot, but she
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always maintained an intimidating presence – which people tolerated, I think,
because it was founded on something that everyone had to respect: genuine
integrity.”
Nicholas Royle achieved mainstream recognition: an extract from The
Matter of the Heart was a finalist, up there with giants like Erica Jong and
Edwina Currie, in the Literary Review Bad Sex Competition.

Conceptacle
13-14 Dec • Babylon 5 Academic Conference, York. £75 reg; £48 nonresidential. Contact Farah Mendlesohn, Faculty of Humanities, Coll of Ripon
& York St John, Lord Mayor’s Walk, York, YO3 7EX.
18 Dec • Xmas London Meeting, Jubilee, York Rd, nr Waterloo.
24 Dec • BSFA London Meeting CANCELLED for obvious reasons.
8 Jan • London Pub Meeting, Jubilee, York Rd, nr Waterloo ... moved from
1 Jan, when transport is awkward and the pub closes early.
6-8 Feb 98 • Decadence (10th British filk con), Albany Hotel, Eastbourne.
Now £28/$45 reg, £15/$22 supp. Contact 43 Millbrook Gardens,
Cheltenham, GL50 3RQ ... note new(ish) address.
28 Feb • Picocon 15, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London,
SW7 2BB. Cost and GoH TBA. Contact ICSF, above address.
28 Feb • SF Fair, Drillhall, Lincoln. 10am-5pm. 50p reg. Contact 44
Staverton Cres, Birchwood, Lincoln, LN6 OYW; 01522 689271. With
“Schifi, Medeiaval Crafts, Roll Playing, Live Roll Playing”. Starting as
humble Baps, roll-players gain crumbs of experience and rise via the levels of
Croissant and Baguette to become mighty Burger Buns....
28 Feb - 1 Mar 98 • Microcon 18, Devonshire House, Stocker Rd, Exeter. £5
reg; students £2.50. Contact 25 Victoria St, Exeter, EX4 6JA.
14-15 Mar 98 • Corflu (the fanzine con), Griffin Hotel, Leeds. £25/$40 reg.
Contact 7 Woodside Walk, Hamilton, ML3 7HY.
27-9 Mar 98 • Deliverance (Blake’s 7), now Stoke-on-Trent Moat House.
£50 reg; 2 days £45, 1 day £30; advance bookings close 12 Mar. Contact
(SAE) 18 Bury Ave, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, MK16 0ED.
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10-13 Apr 98 • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester.
Now £35 reg. PR3 and hotel booking form out. Contact 1 Waverley Way,
Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5 3LQ.
10 May 98 • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Peterborough. Contact
58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 0RB.
18-21 Sep 98 • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £30 reg/
£20 unwaged, rising to £35/£25 on 31 Dec. Contact (SAE/IRC) PO Box 4100,
Hornchurch, Essex, RM11 2GZ ... new address.
25-8 Sep 98 • Albacon 98, Glasgow. Highlander theme. £25 reg, rising to
£30 on 1 Jan. Contact F1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
13-15 Nov 98 • Novacon 28, Midlands venue to be announced (Abbey Hotel
unavailable). GoH Paul J. McAuley. £28 reg, rising after Easter. Contact 14
Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
Rumblings • Eastercon 2000. Firm bids are the innovatively titled A bid for
the 2000 Eastercon, using the Radisson Edwardian Hotel, Heathrow; c/o
Pam Wells, Flat 6, 7 Bootham Tce, York, YO3 7DH; and 2Kon, using the
Central Hotel, Glasgow; c/o 15 Kersland Street, Glasgow, G12 8BW. Both
£2 presupp; both, coincidentally, 21-24 Apr 2000.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. The hard men at Simon & Schuster signed up
Stephen King for a three-book deal by cunningly negotiating him down from
some $17 million per book to a mere $2 million or so – with 50% royalties.
The publisher I’m currently talking to inclines more towards a 6% royalty
and no advance. Tum-ti-tum. • Arguments about Bantam’s plans to give Star
Wars novelizers flat fees and no royalties were cut short when, Bantam’s SW
rights having expired, George Lucas awarded the new franchise to Ballantine.
[JL] • Meanwhile, Bantam are giving Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson a
$3 million advance to write 3 prequels to Dune. The first will appear in 1999.
Oh dear.... [PB]
Random Fandom. Ian Gunn is cancer-free: “Yes folks, after months of
hairloss and out-of-stomach experiences, Dr Joe says ‘No more
chemotherapy for you!’” • Pat McMurray has inaugurated “Memory Hole
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Annex” to preserve old con publications (including badges and flyers) for a
grateful posterity. 28 Plaistow Grove, Bromley, Kent, BR1 3PB. • Mark
Plummer, man of modesty, should – we are advised, though not by him –
now be addressed as DOC WEIR AWARD LAUREATE AND MULTIPLE NOVA WINNER
MARK PLUMMER. • William Rotsler experimented in his last months with
abstract, multicoloured computer art: Robert Lichtman sent a sampler (“not to
be reproduced in b/w”, as promised to WR) for UK inspection.... • The Brum
Group is suing former treasurer Sarah Freakley, who “borrowed” some £400
from Novacon 26 profits etc.
C.o.A. Discworld Con II, see con list. Nicki & Richard Lynch, PO Box 3120,
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20885, USA. Catherine McAulay is off to work in
Brussels – COA to follow. Krysia Oborn & Jonathan, 46 Starlings Dr,
Tilehurst, Reading, Berks, RG31 4SU. Alan Rodgers, 12312 Sherman Way,
#119 North Hollywood, CA 91605, USA. Johan Schimanski,
Siebensterngasse 58/5, A-1070 Vienna, Austria. Alison Weston (again) c/o 2
Halloughton Road, Sutton Coldfield, W. Midlands, B74 2QG.
R.I.P. Kathy Acker (1947-1997) died of cancer on 30 Nov; a “mainstream”
author of fantastic/apocalyptic fiction and journalism, she admired cyberpunk
and avant-garde sf. (Her last public performance was with brother Jon and
the Mekons, two months ago.) • Norman Beswick, UK fan and reviewer, died
of prostate cancer on 5 Nov; he was 71. () • Lam Ching-Ying the Hong Kong
actor “died from liver cancer on the weekend of 8/9 Nov, in Kowloon St
Theresa’s Hospital. He was 46. He will be best known to sf fandom as the
stern Taoist priest in the films Mr Vampire, Spooky Encounters, and
Encounters of the Spooky Kind. He made many appearances in similar roles,
but was additionally a well-respected character actor, stunt co-ordinator, and
martial arts trainer (former pupils include new ‘Bond girl’ Michelle Yeoh).”
[KLM] • Ross Pavlac, 1982 Worldcon chair, SMOF and connoisseur of
Christian sf/fantasy, died of colon cancer on 11 Nov. From his Chairman’s
Message to Windycon this year: “I always used to hate the word ‘bittersweet’
when applied to a book or a film; this year I have experienced it to the fullest
as this will probably be the last convention that I chair.” [DD]
Hazel’s Suspect Language Lessons. “The proto-Sanskrit euphuism
Varniyapringoswatinattyavastrya expresses the unique sound made by the
silver filigree nostril-ring of an ambergris-vendor who has sneezed after
taking snuff from the fingers of a person of superior caste.” (Donald Friend,
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Save Me from the Shark, 1973) [YR] Hazel: “No!”
Small Press. Steve Holland mentioned his self-published Badger Tracks
(1997) – a book-length bibliography of John Spencer/Badger Books – and in
the same breath revealed that it’s effectively out of print.
Strange! Weird! Eerie! It can only be Paul Di Filippo: “Your experience
with the revisionary powers of tragedy (Lady Di in your fiction) was brought
to my mind recently. I’m re-reading Stapledon’s Last and First Men, and
came across this, in the recounting of England’s war with France (!): ‘... a
beautiful and extravagantly popular young princess was caught by the
explosion. Her body, obscenely mutilated, but still recognizable to every
student of the illustrated papers, was impaled upon some high park-railings ...
The populace was in no state for ratiocination ... there was the princess, an
overwhelmingly potent sexual symbol and emblem of tribalism, slaughtered
and exposed before the eyes of her adorers.’ Another prediction fulfilled for
this SF classic!”
Blurbismo. On Myst: The Book of D’ni: “David Wingrove is the author of
the Chung Kuo series of novels ... and Spree: The History of Science, a
volume which won the prestigious Hugo and Locus Awards ...” With
truncation like that, he was lucky not to appear as Avid Wing.
TAFF: last chance to vote in the eastbound race! (V. Gonzalez, U. O’Brien,
V. Rosenzweig, T. Sadler.) Voting closes midnight 13 Dec.
Outraged Letters. Matt Freestone: “I couldn’t let this quote from Interzone
126 go by unremarked: ‘some of the weasels get trapped in the bodies of
humans’ (review of Garry Kilworth’s The Welkin Weasels). Hamsters maybe
– but weasels?” • Simon R. Green reports the existence of Star Wars
Monopoly (see A124): “Presumably there’s a Get Out Of Jail With The Dark
Side Of The Force card, for awkward moments.”
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Real Lit: “... She herself was unhurried, in a
crisp dress that made her edible beauty cool without chill, like the flesh of a
melon. Her husband was gracious and sculptural, gentle, even soft, and yet
immovable, imperishable, as a granite monolith might be that was carved in
the likeness of a tender and amiable god.” (Rebecca West, Black Lamb and
Grey Falcon, 1941-2) [KS] • “She has a face for the corner, armored by hardboiled eyes that float in a sienna tea – a cold glare to deny even the
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suggestion of complex feelings.” (David Simon & Edward Burns, The
Corner, 1997) [MMW] • “Madame Avignon motioned me to sit on a couch
beside the dressing table with twinkling eyes.” (Jane Routley, Mage Heart,
1996) • “To use a pre-Holocaust term, Brickman was clearly a hot potato – a
vegetable that no one in the Federation had tasted for nigh on a thousand
years.” (Patrick Tilley, The First Family, 1986)

Margaret Aldiss (1933-1997)
Margaret Aldiss died of liver cancer in early November. She had been
married to Brian Aldiss since 1965, compiled a succession of standard Aldiss
bibliographies, and brought good cheer to many conventions. A lady of great
charm, she will be much missed. Harry Harrison writes:
Brian Aldiss and I met exactly 40 years ago – fittingly, at the WorldCon in
London. Since then our lives, and those of our children, have been
inextricably entangled; but always in the nicest of ways. We celebrated with
him at the Randolph in Oxford when he and Margaret were married. Our
families crossed paths often in strange and wonderful places.
When Brian and Margaret were touring Yugoslavia, researching Cities and
Stones, we were the first non-Jug faces they saw, when we met at a beach
resort there. They, and their children, visited us in Denmark and California.
We stayed with them in Oxford. The children grew up and left home. We all
grew older. But the familial friendship stayed unchanged.
Don’t think that it is an easy job being a writer’s wife. In addition to family
and home the new bride must see her husband around the house far too much.
And put up with the trials and tribulations of the freelance career.
But there are also joys to this kind of life – and those are what Margaret
always reflected. There was a pleasure in her home that was mirrored in the
happiness of her husband and children.
All life has tribulations – but I never knew Margaret to mention any of them.
Her life was a full one and a warm one that reflected on all around her.
It is hard to realize that she is gone so suddenly. I grieve for her, and for
Brian and the children. All of us shall miss her greatly. I speak not only for
myself and Joan – but for the many, many people in the science fiction
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community who have spoken to me of their grief and unhappiness, who have
asked me if possible to pass their feelings on to Brian. I have done what I
can.
This is most difficult to write. Brian, when you read this, please understand
that you are not alone, but part of a multitude who share your loss. Harry
Harrison

World Fantasy Fun
Everyone wanted to add to my tiny bit on the World Fantasy Con, with fond
reminiscences of Docklands and the Britannia International Hotel...
Jo Fletcher: “I’ll ignore the snippy report of WFC (when the hell have you
ever seen Christopher Lee at an Eastercon, let alone more than 300 authors,
editors, artists, agents etc?). But I agree wholeheartedly about the hotel.
However, MOST IMPORTANT: You left off the 1997 World Fantasy Committee
Award to Hugh B. Cave, who was given a standing ovation.”
Simon R. Green: “Not only did I have no hot water till the third day, but
there was no water at all from the sink taps. So I found myself trying to clean
my teeth with water from the shower. Very surreal, first thing in the morning.
• At breakfast on the second day: ‘Have you heard about the Silverbergs?’ Oh
Christ, I thought, we haven’t had another one die on us, have we? Luckily
he’d only lost his passport, six grand in cash, and the wife’s jewellery. Got
off lightly, indeed.”
Jon Courtenay Grimwood: “... Thought you were quite kind to the hotel:
cold showers, freezing room, middle of nowhere, enforced diet of bad food (it
was just like being back at school).”
Steve Jones notes that WFC’s raffle raised £800 for Good Causes.
Ian Watson: “Wot, nothing about the Silverburglary? Or the corkscrew
concrete car park lacking the necessary Facilis Descensus Averno sign
outside? Or the ploy to lure people into it: Hollow Voice of Hotel PA,
‘Docklands Development Police will commence removing cars from in front
of the hotel in 30 minutes.’ ‘You are joking,’ Erik Arthur said when I
mentioned this after kennelling my rover in Pluto’s lair. Hardly had I replied,
‘No, and that was 15 minutes ago,’ than Erik grey-shifted, going ashen and
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vanishing at high speed. Actually, it was only at Steve Jones’s insistence that
the hotel put out a PA announcement at all; they were going to do nothing to
alert victims. Okay, the IRA blew the area up. (Now I know why.) So why no
double yellow lines nor a parking restriction notice anywhere in sight?
Enigmas of capitalism.”

Endnotes
An idle check mere days ago disclosed that the Ansible e-mail list has 1,248
subscribers. Gosh.
The Infinity con has persuaded Arthur C. Clarke to be videoed (in Sri Lanka)
answering ten written questions, in a sort of remote-control interview.
Suggestions for what to ask are solicited: send to Infinity – e-mail address
above – or JonesJD@cardiff.ac.uk.
Ansible 125 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1997. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Barbara Barrett, Dermot Dobson, Steve Green, Steve Jeffery, Jean Lamb,
Kari Maund, David Pringle, Yvonne Rousseau, Kate Schaefer, Maureen K.
Speller, Martin M. Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 4 Dec 97.
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Christmas 1997 Extra
Few British people, on 25 December at 3 p.m., make a point of tuning in to
Dave Langford’s traditional Christmas message. The following full and
unexpurgated text was leaked to the national press from an anonymous
source at ansible@cix.co.uk, and was universally ignored ...
When invited to add a bit of festive tinsel to my news column for Interzone’s
Xmas issue – in which unwary readers were waylaid by guest editor Paul
Brazier, simpering winsomely under the mistletoe – I thought it only proper
to quote some classic of Christmas cheer. Ladies and gentlemen, I give you
Aunt Ada Doom of Cold Comfort Farm:
“Amos, carve the bird. Ay, would it were a vulture, ’twere more fitting!
Reuben, fling these dogs the fare my bounty provides. Sausages ... pah!
Mince-pies ... what a black-bitter mockery it all is! Every almond, every
raisin, is wrung from the dry dying soil and paid for with sparse greasy
notes grudged alike by bank and buyer. Come, Ezra, pass the ginger
wine! Be gay, spawn! Laugh, stuff yourself, gorge and forget, you ratheaps! Rot you all!”
(Stella Gibbons, “Christmas at Cold
Comfort Farm”, 1940)
Since I’m feeling a bit gloomy this Christmas (illness in the family, back in
South Wales), I also nodded with a certain morbid relish at the passage where
aged Adam Lambsbreath stirs the traditional charms – “the Year’s Luck” –
into the pudding:
“Ay, them’s all there,” he muttered. “Him as gets the sticking-plaster’ll
break a limb; the menthol cone means as you’ll be blind wi’ headache,
the bad coins means as you’ll lose all yer money, and him as gets the
coffin-nail will die afore the New Year. The [cracked] mirror’s seven
years’ bad luck for someone. Aie! In ye go, curse ye!” and he tossed the
objects into the pudding, where they were not easily nor long
distinguishable from the main mass.
(Ibid)
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And tears of nostalgia came to my eyes at the memories of high times at
long-ago family Christmas gatherings, as evoked by the supreme moment in
this story when the favoured grandchild, Seth, presents Aunt Ada with a
leather-bound volume of the year’s issues of The Milk Producers’ Weekly
Bulletin and Cowkeepers’ Guide – causing old Adam to become excitable:
“Aie! ... aie! aie! [...] Tes calf! tes bound in calf! And tes our Pointless’s
calf, as she had last Lammastide, as was sold at Godmere to Farmer
Lust!” cried Adam, falling to the floor. At the same instant, Luke hit
Micah in the stomach, Harkaway pushed Ezra into the fire, Mrs Doom
flung the bound volume of The Milk Producers’ Weekly Bulletin and
Cowkeepers’ Guide at the struggling mass, and the Christmas dinner
collapsed into indescribable confusion.
(Ibid)
Let’s hope for better luck all round in 1998. My best wishes to all Ansible
readers, whose surprising numbers and encouraging feedback have cheered
me up no end. Please consider all the usual New Year greetings bestowed on
you, just in case I forget to put the appropriate sentiments in issue 126, which
is due on 8 January.
Thanks, as always ...
Dave Langford, Christmas 1997
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Ansible 126, January 1998
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: D. West. Available for SAE, whimsy, or Casaubon’s Key
to All Mythologies.
News of Arthur C. Clarke’s New Year knighthood for
“services to literature” led to debate over whether this is a first for sf. The
obvious contender Kingsley Amis was probably knighted in spite of, not
because of, his sf/fantasy; the same goes for Compton Mackenzie and Angus
Wilson. Fred Hoyle got it for science. Rather dispiritingly, Conan Doyle’s
and H. Rider Haggard’s knighthoods were for Approved Politics, as indeed
was Thomas More’s.... (Lord Dunsany inherited his title and doesn’t count.)
So dear old Arthur C. does seem to be the first wholly science-fictional
knight. Which of the usual suspects could be next? No doubt Ladbroke’s will
soon announce their long-term odds on Sir Brian Aldiss, Sir Iain Banks, Sir
Terry Pratchett, Sir Iain M.Banks ...
GREASY POLE.

The Shubshub Race
Steve Baxter struggles desperately to be newsworthy: “Playboy axed my
famous photo [see A123]. Well, Miss January did use up a lot of room. I’ve
joined the SF Writers of Japan, the first overseas member. And I won a prize
from the dealer Barry Levin as the most collectable author of 1997. So there
is a strategy behind small print runs....”
David Brin published a piece in the Los Angeles Times (5 Jan), denouncing
horrid critics for sneering at the “overall theme of hope” in Kevin Costner’s
movie of The Postman, and endorsing comparisons with Frank Capra’s It’s a
Wonderful Life. Not all fans of the novel agree.
Malcolm Edwards has moved from his awesome position of not-quite-total
power at HarperCollins UK to become managing director (and Publisher of
Trade Books) at Orion.
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Simon R. Green cannot be dissuaded from revealing secrets of his
Deathstalker novel-in-progress, now months overdue: “I have just introduced
the Sisters of Glory; an order of warrior nuns with leprosy. You know, if it
wasn’t for bad taste, I wouldn’t have any taste at all....”
David Pringle recalls the late Kathy Acker, whom “I met just once, but it
was kind of memorable. It was at the launch party for Ballard’s The Day of
Creation, which would have been in September 1987. Gamma introduced us,
and we spoke for a long time. She was nothing like her rather fearsome,
tattooed public image (the image of magazine photos and even her TV
appearances): she seemed small, enthusiastic, and had a cute top-knot.
Curiously vulnerable and, well, ordinary. Unfortunately, I then made the faux
pas, a few weeks later, of rejecting a story submission from her. She never
sent another....”
Anne Rice, secret mistress of good taste, has licensed a t-shirt which no fan
can miss – silk-screened with an MRI image of her brain.
Nicholas Royle, lauded last issue as a finalist in the Literary Review’s Bad
Sex competition (for a scene in The Matter of the Heart), was indeed the
winner. The trophy, “a beautiful statue ... suggestive of bad sex”, was to be
presented by Stephen Fry, who – having dictated the day of the presentation –
forgot to turn up and went to Toronto instead.
Andy Sawyer enjoyed desperate fun at last month’s B5 Academic
Conference: “The sight of hardened academics telling each other Babylon 5
‘chicken crossing the road’ jokes and voting whether they liked Delenn was
curiously heartwarming. Large portions of food were provided and the
conference meal was suitably posh, while the scenic quadrangle of Ripon and
St John’s York campus proved a setting for photographs and the civilized
atmosphere was only slightly dispelled by the morning chorus in the student
rooms of ‘Where’s the showers?’ ... ‘Oh, there aren’t any showers.’ • Panic
struck when the week before the conference my car was broken into and
among the things taken was my Psion containing the full and only text of my
paper on Lovecraftian echoes in B5, carefully and securely hidden in a bag in
the car boot, and snugly surrounded by nearly all my notes. My thoughts that
the Elder Gods did not want their secrets revealed turned out to be paranoid
fantasies which a lack of green ichor and an absence of car radios, mobile
phones, sports bags, and other contents of the boot slightly dispelled,
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although there is a wonderfully Lovecraftian air about Cthulhu disporting in
my wife’s swimsuit, listening to Classic FM and doing business over the
mobile with Hastur the Unspeakable. Farah [Mendlesohn] declared ‘I have
faith in you, Andy’ which I took to mean a lightly encoded ‘let me down at
this stage and I’ll roast your entrails,’ so a new and revised edition was duly
written. On arrival, I discovered that someone had gone to the wrong campus
and would I be first on? I gibbered my way through my paper, and my ad-lib
that the Great Race of The Shadow Out of Time were obviously librarians got
such a surprising laugh that eldritch scenarios began to flow as I wondered if
it could possibly be true.”

Contabescent
24 Jan • British Fantasy Soc Open Night, Princess Louise, High Holborn,
London. Upstairs bar. With Geoff Ryman.
28 Jan • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on
(fans in the bar by 5pm). Will there be a guest? Who knows?
6-8 Feb • Decadence (10th British filk con), Albany Hotel, Grand Parade,
Eastbourne. £28/$45 reg, £15/$22 supp. Contact 43 Millbrook Gdns,
Cheltenham, GL50 3RQ. Note venue change from Gatwick.
13-15 Feb • Starfleet Ball (Trek), Moat House, Bournemouth. Contact Five
Elms, Holtwood, nr Wimborne, Dorset, BD21 7DT.
13-15 Feb • Lightspeed (Trek), Coventry ... CANCELLED.
28 Feb • Picocon 15, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London,
SW7 2BB. Cost and GoH TBA. Contact ICSF, above address.
28 Feb • SF Fair, Drillhall, Lincoln. 10am-5pm. 50p reg. Contact 44
Staverton Cres, Birchwood, Lincoln, LN6 OYW; 01522 689271.
27 Feb - 1 Mar • Starfury (B5), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Contact 148a
Queensway, Bayswater, London, W2 6LY.
28 Feb - 1 Mar • Microcon 18, Devonshire House, Stocker Rd, Exeter. £5
reg; students £2.50. Contact 25 Victoria St, Exeter, EX4 6JA.
14-15 Mar • Corflu (the fanzine con), Griffin Hotel, Leeds. £25/$40 reg.
Contact 7 Woodside Walk, Hamilton, ML3 7HY.
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10-13 Apr • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester. £35
reg, £15 supp. Contact 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5
3LQ.
21-24 Aug • The Wrap Party, Radisson Edwardian Hotel, Heathrow,
London. £65 reg to end of Intuition at Easter; £75 to Jul; £80 at door. Contact
(SAE) PO Box 505, Reading, Berks, RG1 7QZ.
4-7 Sep • Cult TV, Telford Moat House. £44 reg to 1 Jun, then £49 to 31
Aug. Contact (SAE) PO Box 1701, Peterborough, PE7 1ER.
18-21 Sep • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now £35
reg, £25 unwaged. Contact (SAE/IRC) PO Box 4100, Hornchurch, Essex,
RM11 2GZ. PR2 now out, with hotel booking forms.
? Jul 99 • Baroquon (RPG), Cambridge. GoH Mary Gentle. Contact (SAE) 8
Saddlers Close, Baldock, Herts, SG7 6EF.
Rumblings • Octocon 98 (Irish national con) should soon be announced for
late Oct; two groups are currently bidding. [DL] • 2001 ... the Boston (MCFI)
Worldcon bid, finding local facilities expensive, is switching venues to
Orlando, Florida. Disney World is a possibility. [SS]

Infinitely Improbable
TAFF. The 1998 TransAtlantic Fun Fund eastbound race was won by Ulrika
O’Brien, who will come to Intuition at Easter – and Corflu in March. General
applause for energetic and productive TAFF campaigns to Ulrika and her
rivals Victor Gonzalez, Vicki Rosenzweig and Tom Sadler. (But no marks at
all to US loon Bill Bridget, whose inaccurate last-minute smears horrified the
candidate burdened with his “support”.) Condensed voting figures follow.
First count: VG 55, UO’B 69, VR 46, TS 42, Hold Over Funds 3, No
Preference 9. After eliminating TS (20% rule) and HOF: VG 60, UO’B 82,
VR 57. Final round: VG 77, UO’B 105. Of 224 initial ballots, 70 were
received by Martin Tudor (Europe) and 154 by Dan Steffan (NA). Eerily, the
betting odds suggested in A122 by Honest D. West (The Old Firm) exactly
predicted the voting order.
Publishers & Sinners. Martha Soukup adds a footnote to the tales of Wired
empire cutbacks: “Guess what! You were the first and last British ‘Head
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Space’ guest. [See A124.] HotWired laid off so many people no one was left
to be in charge of us – anyway we were the last fragment of the chat program
that was so wildly ambitious, that they sank so many programming decades
into, only a year ago. Oh well!” • On 16 Dec a US judge’s order transferred
control of bankrupt Marvel Entertainment, including Marvel Comics, from its
now-dissolved board of directors to a neutral trustee ... as desired by secured
creditors (owed $812 million) and opposed by Marvel stockholders, who
could yet lose their entire investments. Further fun in court to follow on 30
Jan.
Random Fandom. Don Fitch, having been diagnosed with cancer of the
nose, underwent a rhinectomy on 6 Jan and cheerily speculated on
prostheses: “one with a red light, for the Rudolph Season, one with a
miniaturized soap-bubble machine, and one for the insertion of big safetypins, for wearing (with appropriately-dyed green&purple hair and beard) to
PunkRockRaves ...” [GS] • Jean Hoare was given a clean bill of health in
Dec, after a grim year of treatment for cancer. • Eric Lindsay suffered a mild
heart attack on 5 Dec but was released from hospital in good condition by the
11th. [JW] • NESFA, fannishly concerned for the welfare of the skunk that
lives around and under its Massachusetts clubhouse, was recently reassured
by a truly appalling stench that permeated clubhouse and environs.... [IM] •
Harry Payne & Omega report the birth (by emergency caesarean) of their
Henry Stanley on 2 Dec. Harry: “I’ve put him down for Intuition,
Reconvene, and sundry other cons. Speaking as a victim of the English
Public School system, his education at cons will be a damn sight better, and
far cheaper than the ratholes I had to attend.” • Derek Pickles is recovering
from a successful knee-joint replacement operation. • Nancy Tucker Shaw
held a popular party in memory of Bob Shaw at Novacon 27, in the sciencefictional Room 334; she hopes to make this a regular event.
C.o.A. Gary Farber, c/o Rebecca Lesses, 419 W 119th St, Apt 7H, New
York, NY 10027, USA (maildrop only). John Howard, 11 Chesterfield Ct,
Middleton Hall Rd, Kings Norton, Birmingham, B30 1AF. Steve Kerry &
Carol Ann Kerry-Green, 278 Victoria Ave, Hull, HU5 3DL. Kirk S. King, 60
Brand Rd, Honiton, Devon, EX14 8FD. Catherine McAulay, Orion Bruxelles,
Quai au Bois à Brûler 51, B-1000 Bruxelles, Belgium (until mid-March).
Jeanne Mealy & John Stanley, 1595 E. Hoyt Ave, St Paul, MN 55106, USA.
Birthday Boys. Arthur C. Clarke was 80 on 16 Dec. As his famous Third
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Law says, “Any sufficiently advanced birthday is indistinguishable from
magic.” It was left to Tony Blair to think of a suitable present. • Stripling
Chuch Harris turned 70 on 23 Dec, celebrating with an Xmas newsletter of
unparalleled filthiness. • Ken Slater was 80 on 27 Dec, and looked back on
being “a science fantasy reader for 70+ years, an active fan since 1945, and a
dealer (of sorts) since 1947.” Cheers to all.
Logical. Letter in the Irish Times last year: “Sir, I have just received a letter
bearing one of the new Dracula stamps. The stamp has been franked with the
message: ‘Blood donors are always needed.’”
R.I.P. Owen Barfield, Inklings member, “philosopher of language, author of
the children’s fantasy The Silver Trumpet, and best-known as the close friend
off whom C.S. Lewis most liked to bounce ideas, died on 14 Dec at the age
of 99.” [DB] • Ed Cox, long-time US fan, died on 9 Dec; prominent in late60s LA fandom, he memorably insisted that his group’s social meetings were
in fact the G. Peyton Wertenbaker Appreciation Society. [LB] His fanzines
appeared from the 50s to the 80s. [Lenny Bailes corrects my error of emphasis here: Ed Cox
was indeed a stalwart of the meetings but it was Fred Patten who chiefly stressed the memorable title,
printed cards with it on, etc.] • Ted Pauls, US fan since 1958 and publisher of the

60s fanzine Kipple, died on 5 Nov after a period in coma following a brain
aneurism. [SS] • Eugene Shoemaker – or rather, 7g of his cremated remains –
went into space aboard the Lunar Prospector on 6 Jan; when the probe finally
crashes in 18 months or so, he’ll have the first “burial” on another world. •
Richard Vernon, who played Slartibartfast in the original Hitch-Hiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy radio series and also on TV, died on 6 Dec. [MH]
1997 Mythopoeic Awards. Adult Fantasy Novel: The Wood Wife by Terri
Windling. Scholarship (Inklings Only): The Rhetoric of Vision: Essays on
Charles Williams ed. Charles A. Huttar & Peter Schakel. Scholarship (Rest
Of Universe): When Toys Come Alive: Narratives of Animations,
Metamorphosis and Development by Lois Rostow Kuznets.
Small Press. The 1998 Phone Boxes of the Western Palearctic Calendar is a
homage to Frank Key’s Hooting Yard Calendar (not seen this year) by
Jonathan Coleclough – with unlikely images of phone boxes, weekdays in
Finnish and Albanian, and at least 365 strange rubrics. Some spares available:
£5 to Jonathan at 3 Eldon Road, Reading, RG1 4DJ. • The Third Alternative
#14 (Dec 97) is warmly commended by Ansible for, er, reasons. The Plain
People of Fandom: That means Andy Cox printed one of your stories.
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Myself: Oh, very clever of you. £2.75 from TTA Press, 5 Martins La,
Witcham, Ely, Cambs, CB6 2LB.
Fangs of WFC ... the 1997 World Fantasy Con has opened legal action
against an evil-doer in Reading, being (to my guilty relief) the book dealer
Christopher Barker – who grumpily stopped payment of his membership
cheque after being “forced to miss the evening performance of Bram Stoker’s
prologue to Dracula: or The Un-Dead because it started later than scheduled
and he had to get home.” [SJ] Ho hum.
Outraged Letters. Simon R. Green claims near-parity with Iain Banks: “You
know, I was going to be mentioned on The Archers. But they were told they
couldn’t use language like that on the radio.” • Tom Holt wishes he could
make it into Thog’s department: “After all, a Masterclass citation is one of
the highest honours our community can bestow, comparable to a posthumous
VC, or being top of the bill at the Coliseum on Caesar’s birthday.” • D.M.
Sherwood, scourer of the web, was rather taken by Harlan Ellison’s feisty
comment on the celebrity death of ’97: “Yesterday, a ferry boat leaving Haiti
sunk and 300 people died, drowned, as the boat capsized. But a tragedy was
avoided when they discovered that none of them on board was a Princess.”
SF Prophecies. Robert Conquest’s A World of Difference (1962) is set near
2010 and features “that most distinguished and exclusive of all bodies, the
Interplanetary Society. Its ninety-odd-years-old Honorary President, the
legendary ‘Sir Arthur’, was one of the guests ...”
Starburst magazine celebrated 20 years of publication in Dec 97.
10 Years Ago. John Norman’s 1988 letter to an admiring fan is timeless: “As
you know most science-fiction fans are still very young. Most have certainly
not reached their full sexual maturity. Similarly, the sorts of things to which
many of them are attracted, e.g. space ships, ray guns, etc, or, say, magic,
sorcerers, dragons, etc, are quite alien to the Gorean books, which are, on the
whole at least, extremely realistic. Similarly, the Gorean books are not simple
action novels. They are also intellectual novels, philosophical and
psychological novels. This puts them in a different category from the average
science-fiction or adventure fantasy story ...” In short, and who can doubt it,
“The Gorean books are written for highly intelligent, highly sexed adults.”
[DMS]
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FAAns ... Fanzine Activity Achievement Award ballots are now available,
from Andy Hooper, 4228 Francis Ave N #103, Seattle, WA 98103, USA; I’ll
run off bootleg UK copies on request. Voting deadline 1 Mar.
20 Years Ago. “Meanwhile, in the sercon strongholds of the SF Foundation,
Malcolm Edwards has replaced Peter Nicholls as boss, and David Pringle has
moved in as an Igor figure. [...] Harlan Ellison plans to sleep in a tent at
Iguanacon for political reasons. Look, don’t ask me, I just print the bloody
news.” (Peter Roberts, Checkpoint, 86 1978)
TAFF Sales. Chuch Harris donated part of his fabulous vintage fanzine
collection for TAFF auction. This will be a mail auction, run by Vicki
Rosenzweig. Details on request from her at 33 Indian Rd, 6-R, New York,
NY 10034, USA. • TAFF Tales is Ken Bulmer’s 1955 TAFF trip report,
published in fanzines from 1959-61 and only now retyped and collected as a
30pp A4 perfect-bound booklet. £5 post free from Ansible in Europe. Copies
available in North America real soon now, at $10 post free from TAFFadministrator-elect Ulrika O’Brien: 123 Melody Lane #C, Costa Mesa, CA
92627, USA. Proceeds to TAFF. Good old SCIFI of California has donated
its traditional $500 to the fund as reward for the publication of a trip report.
[BP] Hint, hint.
Editorial. My thanks to all who sent Christmas cards, messages of New Year
cheer, etc. With callous brutality I failed to post cards in return: there is what
we euphemistically call a cashflow problem, whose gloom is deepened by my
father’s current hospitalization. Of all the Ansibles since its 1991 revival, this
one came closest to not appearing. A lapse or even a halt later in 1998 is all
too possible. Be warned.
Thog’s Masterclass. “‘Can I use the bathroom?’ Stanley asked, his bladder
full of fear.” ... “She trotted over to the car, her footsteps echoing like a noisy
shadow.” ... “But Hollis’s bloodlust would not be denied: he was going to
snap the faggot’s head off his shoulders, and then watch the blood spurt like
cancerous semen.” (all Carl Huberman, Eminent Domain, 1996) • “He
wanted to [...] put his tongue between her legs and watch her eyes roll back.”
(Rupert Thomson, The Five Gates of Hell, 1991) [PB] • “Miss Laurence
raised her eyes and threw them over Clemence’s face.” (Ivy ComptonBurnett, Two Worlds and Their Ways, 1949) • “For a split second, Strider’s
stomach was at least fifty metres above her prone body.” (John Grant,
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Strider’s Galaxy, 1996. Pained Author: “That was a deliberate joke.”
Researcher Tanya Brown: “It wasn’t printed in Ironics so how is anyone to
know, huh?”)

Endnotes
Alastair Reynolds calls our attention to NASA’s web pages on exciting skiffy
things like hyperspace drives. See “Warp Drive, When?” at ...
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/technology/warp/warp.html [not the
original URL, which has died]
Victor Gonzalez confides: “The 1998 Fan Activity Achievement Awards
ballot, long in preparation, was released Tuesday [30 Dec] by administrator
Andrew P. Hooper, and can be found on-line at ... [URL no longer exists].
The voting deadline is March 1.”
Ansible 126 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Lenny Bailes, Paul
Barnett, Barbara Barrett, David Bratman, Tanya Brown, Vince Clarke, Steve
Green, Martin Hoare, Mark Kelly, Instant Message, Steve Jones, Brian
Jordan, Dave Lally, Lisanne Norman, Bruce Pelz, Chris Priest, Prism, Sharon
Sbarsky, D.M. Sherwood, Steve Stiles, Geri Sullivan, Jean Weber, Martin
Morse Wooster, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 8 Jan 98.
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MONEY! Andy Sawyer is cock-a-hoop over the Heritage Lottery fund’s
decision to put up £85,500 of the £100,000 needed to buy John Wyndham’s
archives for preservation in the SF Foundation collection. This wad of
material includes original MSS of The Day of the Triffids and The Kraken
Wakes, five unpublished novels (one an incomplete sequel to The Midwich
Cuckoos), short stories, early and abandoned drafts, and hundreds of letters.
It’s interesting to compare the opening of Triffids with such early versions as:
“On the day when the Great Calamity put an end to the world I had known
for almost 30 years, I happened to be in bed with a bandage all round my
head and over my eyes.” (Noises off: a mob of SF writers burning far more
embarrassing old drafts....)

The Forgotten Enemy
Arthur C. Clarke was attacked as an alleged gay paedophile by the Sunday
Mirror on 1 Feb, with a front-page story (CHILD SEX SHAME OF ARTHUR C.
CLARKE), internal 2-page spread and typically temperate editorial: STRIP THIS
PERVERT OF KNIGHTHOOD HE SHAMES. All nastily timed for maximum shock
value, since Clarke’s investiture as knight by Prince Charles had been
scheduled for 4 Feb in Sri Lanka – where, as the S/M did not fail to gloat, any
gay sex may now be punished by imprisonment and/or flogging. Sir Arthur:
“I am outraged by the Sunday Mirror’s allegations, and I am seeking legal
advice. I am convinced this whole exercise is a cheap attempt to embarrass
my friend Prince Charles. I am against mucking about with small boys. There
is no truth in the allegation. I have not been sexually active for over 20
years.” In an e-mailed circular he thanked friends and associates for their
unanimous support.
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Simon R. Green has his finger on the pulse of something or other:
“Apparently the latest entry in the filmed autopsy stakes (Princess Di was the
last) is the Teletubby Autopsy. Which is the Roswell Alien Autopsy, with
Dipsy’s head superimposed. Which in turn led to the rumour that the
Teletubbies are in fact the long-awaited human-alien hybrids, and that the
Powers That Be are trying to convince us all that they are actually nice
likeable creatures, and Not To Be Feared....”
Chris Priest ponders the Feb Interzone: “Leigh and I, gazing in horror on the
current cover, could not help but remark that after all these years, with so
much written and said about the maturity of sf, the bad old days put behind
us, the cutting edge, the new literature for the next century, with all that said
we have a sci-fi magazine with a cover painting showing a pretty girl being
sexually assaulted by a robot. And the thing is, it’s not a post-modern
representation, or in any way genre-knowing ... it really is a robot feeling up
a girl who seems to be loving it. Only the style of painting has changed.”
Terry Pratchett is apparently not Literature after all. The academic editors
of the British Council’s posh “Writers and their Work” series were keen to
commission a critical monograph on Terry’s work, and invited me to write it;
the publisher also made eager noises; and then, even as my pen hovered over
the contract, came the news that “there has been a policy change”. Project
cancelled. Terry: “I am intrigued that after (you tell me) unrestrained joy and
enthusiasm from everyone involved in producing this, suddenly they do a
handbrake turn ... who’s that lurking outside? ... what’s that clicking on the
phone? ...” The ashen-faced, tight-lipped General Editor would only say: “I
am sorry about the policy change, but we do have to work with the British
Council.”
Keith Roberts deserves a plug, writes Phil Stephensen-Payne ... for his
“latest (and possibly last) book, Lemady: Episodes of a Writer’s Life. This is
a blend of fiction and autobiography ... possibly Keith’s best work to date, as
well as giving a fascinating insight into the English publishing scene through
which he moved. • The book is published by Borgo Press in both paperback
(0-8095-3101-1) and cloth (-2101-6) editions ... but, as with many Borgo
Press titles, has been allowed to creep out without fanfare and hence, if left to
them, will sink without trace. Keith himself is obviously too ill to promote
the book to any degree, but I do know that he is very proud of it (as he should
be).”
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Whitley Strieber again overthrows the dogmas of fuddy-duddy so-called
“orthodox science”. Damien Broderick reports: “Have you been keeping up
with our favourite abductee? Just lightly buzzed across the surface of
Strieber’s The Secret School, and learned that ‘Without the slowing effects of
the moon’s gravity, the planet’s thousand-mile-an-hour rotational speed
would cause constant surface winds of at least three hundred miles an hour’
(p103). This was not as exciting, though, as ‘What we would need [for time
travel] is access to a particle stream that was moving faster than light ...
Certainly such particles exist; there is a straight-line stream of particles
pouring out of the stellar object Cygnus X-3 that must consist of neutrons.
Since neutrons have a half-life of only fifteen minutes, and we can see them
although they are light-years away, they must be accelerated to faster-thanlight speed. If we could harness them, we could use them in some way,
perhaps to sail backward in time or shine them like a beam into the past’
(pp47-8).”

Contrahent
13-15 Feb • Starfleet Ball (Trek), Moat House, Bournemouth. Contact Five
Elms, Holtwood, nr Wimborne, Dorset, BD21 7DT.
13-15 Feb • Lightspeed (Trek), Coventry ... CANCELLED.
25 Feb • BSFA London meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo. 7pm on
(fans in the bar by 5pm). Yet another mystery-guest evening.
27 Feb - 1 Mar • Starfury (B5), Holiday Inn, Leicester. Contact 148a
Queensway, Bayswater, London, W2 6LY.
28 Feb • Picocon 15, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London,
SW7 2BB. Cost and GoH TBA. Contact ICSF, above address.
28 Feb • SF Fair, Drillhall, Lincoln ... CANCELLED owing to apathy.
Disillusioned Organizers: “We will never ever do another one in Lincoln.”
28 Feb - 1 Mar • Microcon 18, Devonshire House, Stocker Rd, Exeter. GoH
Brian Stableford. £5 reg; students £2.50. Contact (new address) 16 Fairlea
Close, Dawlish, EX7 0NN. 01626 888797.
14-15 Mar • Corflu (the fanzine con), Griffin Hotel, Leeds. £25/$40 reg.
Contact 7 Woodside Walk, Hamilton, ML3 7HY.
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10-13 Apr • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester. £35
reg, £15 supp. Contact 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, SM5
3LQ.
4-6 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. GoH
Gerry Anderson and others. £45 reg (£55 from 1 Apr) to Soc of Fantastic
Films c/o 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford, Manchester, M6 8EN.
Nov • C.S. Lewis Centenary Exhibition, Belfast Central Library; they “are
interested in Lewis’s connections with the sf world.” [AS] Contact Linda
Greenwood, BCL, Royal Ave, Belfast, BT1 1EA.
? Nov • Armadacon X, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. Flyers so far are
mysteriously reticent about the actual dates. £25 reg, £19 unwaged. Contact
PO Box 38, Plymouth; 01752 267873/812698.
26-28 Feb 99 • Redemption (B5/B7), International Hotel, Ashford, Kent. £35
reg; £40 from 1 Sep. Contact 28 Diprose Rd, Corfe Mullen, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 3QY.
Rumblings • Boston for Orlando, 2001: the official bid site is now in Disney
World, Florida (Dolphin & Swan hotels), which a poll of presupporters
preferred to the International Drive, site of Magicon in 1992. Opposing bids
are Philadelphia and a (spoof?) Kansas City bid for Worldcon in ... Boston. •
Eastercon 2000: the Radisson Edwardian (Heathrow) bid chaired by Pam
Wells now has a name – Radicon.

Infinitely Improbable
Arthur C. Clarke Award shortlist (best sf novels first published in Britain
in 1997): Stephen Baxter, Titan; Elizabeth Hand, Glimmering; James
Lovegrove, Days; Jeff Noon, Nymphomation; Mary Doria Russell, The
Sparrow; Sheri S. Tepper, The Family Tree. The presentation will once again
take place at the Science Museum, in Spring. [PK]
Publishers & Sinners. “Anyone got 151 million quid?” asks Simon Forrester
of Future Publishing and SFX. “Future’s being sold, and our office whipround only got us 28 notes....” An earlier SFX panic followed their quiz
which asked readers the source of the acronym TANSTAAFL; in the event,
nobody at Future knew the esoteric answer (“Er, something to do with
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Heinlein?”) and frantic phone calls were made to the BSFA.
Amazing Stories (est. 1926 by Hugo Gernsback) will be relaunched this
summer, as a quarterly from card games outfit Wizards of the Co[a]st. A
press release about what they inspiringly call “science fiction properties”
implied that all the stories would be game, film, and TV tie-ins. Apparently,
though, original fiction will predominate.
BSFA Awards final ballot for 1997 work ... NOVEL Jack Deighton, A Son of
the Rock; M. John Harrison, Signs of Life; Tim Powers, Earthquake Weather;
Mary Doria Russell, The Sparrow; Michael Swanwick, Jack Faust. SHORT
Stephen Baxter, “War Birds” (IZ); 126 Eugene Byrne, “Thigmoo” (IZ); 120
Pat Cadigan, “The Emperor’s New Reality” (New Worlds); Richard Kadrey,
“The First Man Not to Land on the Moon” (BBR); 23 Paul Kincaid, “Last
Day of the Carnival – 36 Exposures” (BBR). 23 ARTWORK Brian Froud, The
Wood Wife (Terri Windling); Dominic Harman, IZ 124 p27; SMS, IZ 116
cover; Michael Whelan, The Golden Key (Melanie Rawn et al); Paul Young,
A Child of the River (Paul McAuley/IZ). 123 Winners to be announced at
Eastercon (Intuition). [CH]
Random Fandom. BSFA Horror: large chunks of the Jan mailing have been
delayed/lost in the post. • John L. Coker III, long-time US fan historian and
photographer, is first to receive the Sam Moskowitz Fan Award, “given
annually to encourage and recognize outstanding fan activity.” • Steve Green
demonstrates his mature reporting technique: “No sooner have Arthur Clarke
and Stephen Baxter braved the glossy interior of Playboy, than Maxim
Jakubowski slips between the sheets of Penthouse UK with a splash of
erotica (‘An invisible request I could not disobey ...’). How long can it be
before Knave cracks and pleads for a certain Ansible editor to return to the
(centre)fold?” • John D. Berry & Eileen Gunn “are moving to New York
City! John’s becoming Editor (or Editor and Publisher) of U&lc – Upper and
Lower Case – published by ITC (International Typeface Corporation).
Whoowho! Big time.” [GFS] • Ian Gunn sends strange egoboo: “I was
puddling about with Alta Vista’s new Babelfish translation service and
discovered, on an Italian SF resource page, the following link: ‘Ansible: Nine
times prize Hugo in the version on paper, this fanzine, cured from Dave
Langford, give news and speak about fandom the American.’ Just thought
you might like to know that.”
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Philip K. Dick Award shortlist (best original US paperback novel) ...
William Barton, Acts of Conscience; Stepan Chapman, The Troika; Susan R.
Matthews, An Exchange of Hostages; Richard Paul Russo, Carlucci’s Heart;
Denise Vitola, Opalite Moon; Catherine Wells, Mother Grimm. Winner to be
announced on 10 April. [GVG]
To and Fro. Paul Barnett is once again a single man, as of 5 Feb. “Such a
pity everybody’s daughters are locking themselves up....” • Benoit Girard is
moving house in Quebec, and plans to cease publication of his popular
fanzine The Frozen Frog and to attend no more cons – all owing to his
divorce from Ginette Belanger. [TH] • Nancy Kress & Charles Sheffield were
scheduled to marry on 10 Jan. • Lynda & Ted White have separated,
amicably; see COA. Ted, who was 60 on 4 Feb, has also lost his job (and thus
his e-mail access) – all sympathy, boss.
Sci Fi Wire reported on-line that “Publisher’s Weekly recently listed its best
books for 1997, with acclaimed author Patricia Anthony topping the science
fiction category ...” As Vonda McIntyre observed from further down this list,
“It was absolutely amazing, the coincidence that the order of the books (and
as far as ‘sci fi site’ was concerned, their quality) correlated exactly with their
author’s position in the alphabet.”
C.o.A. Janice Gelb, 1070 Mercedes Avenue #2, Los Altos, CA 94022, USA.
Phil Greenaway, 29 Anthony Grove, Abercanaid, Merthyr Tydfil, South
Wales. Microcon, see con list. Chris O’Shea, 18 Letchworth Ave, Bedfont,
Middlesex, TW14 9RY. Johan Schimanski, Winston Churchills veg 63 II, N9014 Tromsø, Norway. Lynda, Aaron & Spencer White, 520 Anne St, Falls
Church, VA 22046, USA.
Dear Miss Manners: Q. “Tommy Ferguson’s mild grump about the new
TAFF winner (‘I don’t want to support Ulrika because I don’t think she is a
good candidate’, plus allegations of a UK conspiracy of silence about her
Unworthiness) would pass unnoticed in his own fanzine, but isn’t it a bit
tacky to publish it in the official progress report of the first convention Ulrika
will attend on her trip?” A. “Not at all. Corflu UK added a feeble disclaimer
at the end and therefore cannot be faulted.”
R.I.P. Kjell Borgstrom (1929-1997), Swedish sf poet and fan since 1964,
died on 23 Dec. • Ferdy Mayne (Ferdinand Philip Mayer Horckel, 19161998), whose movie roles included Count von Krolock in Roman Polanski’s
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The Fearless Vampire Killers; or Pardon Me, Your Teeth Are in My Neck
(1967; alias Dance of the Vampires), died on 30 Jan. [PB]
Bulwer-Lytton Fiction Contest for worst novel openings ... once again
Thog shakes his head sadly, at the 1997 Fantasy category winner: “Prince
Oryza’s determined, handsome countenance was reflected in the gleaming,
polished steel of his sword, Gowayoff, as he hewed valiantly at the armored
sides of the dragon, which could only be pierced by gleaming, polished steel
and not the regular kind of steel, which doesn’t gleam as much, and isn’t
polished quite as well, but does a pretty good job against your smaller
dragons.” (J.N. Pechota, Dulzura, CA) [GVG]
Small Press. Steve Sneyd is at it again, with Laying Siege to Tomorrow:
Poetry in UK SF Fanzines, 1930s to 1950s, including annotated extracts by
Bulmer, Brunner, Clarke, Tubb, Youd/Christopher, etc. £2.70 post free from
4 Nowell Pl, Almondbury, Huddersfield, HD5 8PB.
The British Library plans a book of critical essays on Jack Vance.
Mars vs Venus: The Bookseller reports that Summersdale Publishing
classifies its title How To Chat Up Women as “humour”. By way of contrast,
How To Chat Up Men falls under “social sciences”. [JC]
Tiptree Request. Julie Phillips seeks info on James Tiptree/Alice Sheldon,
especially letters written by her (“doesn’t matter how few”), for a biography
in progress: Rozenstraat 27, 1016 NM Amsterdam, Netherlands. Advance
snippet: “Almost all speculations about her and the CIA are nonsense.”
Groupies. The Irish SF Association was disbanded at a 3 Feb mass meeting
of all members: “The association had been dead for some time. The ex-chair
(Robert Elliot) had not handed over the cash box, members list, receipts, or
bank details. There were virtually no members left. Two of the three
members felt it had to be done.” [JB] A replacement, “probably with the
same initials”, is to be discussed on 2 Mar: St George Hotel, Parnell Sq,
Dublin, 8:30pm. [DS] • Reading Monday-evening pub meetings have moved
to the Hope Tap, Friar St, for a trial period.
Mysterious Allusion. “The book needed to belong to someone else, someone
it hadn’t found yet. It altered its appearance so that outwardly it became a
copy of a techno-thriller written by an aging actor who had in the writing
proven himself incompetent in two professions.” (Marion Zimmer Bradley &
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Holly Lisle, In the Rift) I don’t know how I managed to type that without
mentioning ... er ... Ron Goulart.
Outraged Letters on A126. Lenny Bailes on the Ed Cox obit: “It was Fred
Patten who always insisted that the insurgent San Fernando Valley fangroup
be known as the G. Peyton Wertenbaker Appreciation Society.... Ed Cox was
pretty solidly in the ‘Petards’, ‘break out the beer steins’, faction of the
group.” • Paul Barnett points out that Thog’s “John Grant” selection was in
fact by Paul Barnett. • Dave Locke thumbs his nose at D.M. Sherwood’s web
research: “Ellison was on the episode of Politically Incorrect where that line
was said, but it was Bill Maher who said it.” Mike Sherwood deftly ripostes:
“The camera pans onto a rocky crag lashed by storm waves under a lightningfilled sky. A pitiable figure comes into view screaming his self-horror; selfpity warring with true contrition and a terror of the pits of Hell which will at
any moment open before the wretch. A broken voice laments his crime: ‘I
have violated the Absolute, I have pissed in the holy fountain of Truth.
Because of me the sacred pages of Ansible have been stained with a
misappropriation.’” Yes, that would seem to be the usual formula.
Editorial. Thanks for sympathetic responses to last issue’s tales of woe: you
know who you are. I love the idea that Ansible should apply for lottery loot
from the Arts Council [BB].... NESFA Press and the late George Hay also
helped bail me out, with royalties on The Silence of the Langford and the
1978 Necronomicon. And my father was allowed home from hospital
yesterday, but only “on trial”: fingers nervously crossed.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Gourmet Thrills: “His lips were on hers,
pressing so hard she could feel the teeth beneath. His tongue followed after.
Thin and dry and tough as old leather, it bore the vestiges of his last meal on
its length.” (J.V. Jones, Master and Fool, 1997) [LS] • “An old friend and
they had lost touch to such a degree that, when death came, it did so
unknowingly.” (Isaac Asimov, Forward the Foundation, 1993) [PB] • “His
eyes slid over the tall Edenist’s shoulders ...” (Peter F. Hamilton, The
Neutronium Alchemist, 1997) [KB] • Dept of Dermatology (Non-SF): “But
her skin was delicate and an extraordinary colour, a pale greeny-gold like
apples seen under water.” (P.D. James, Original Sin, 1994) [PB] • “Once,
while living in Boston, her apartment had been robbed.” (Harlan Ellison,
“Broken Glass”) [GW] • Dept of Subtle Nomenclature (Bad Guys Division):
“... Trollocs are divided into tribelike bands. The known tribes include the
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Ahf’frait, Al’ghol, Bhansheen, Dhjin’nen, Ghar’ghael, Ghob’hlin, Gho’hlem,
Ghraem’lan, Ko’bal, Kno’mon, Dha’vol and the Dhai’mon.” (Robert Jordan
& Teresa Patterson, The World of Robert Jordan’s The Wheel of Time, 1997)

Endnotes
Special Ansible Indecision Award to Wayne Daniels of Toronto, who for
reasons I’ve never fathomed likes to send alternating Subscribe and
Unsubscribe messages to the Ansible list server, and in some memorable
months of 1997 provided most of its traffic. Six status changes so far in 1998,
and counting....
Corflu UK. Further to my naive worry (see “Miss Manners” above) about the
appropriateness of including Tommy Ferguson’s grumbles in an official con
publication, Corflu committee member Lilian Edwards put me straight by
explaining that the article had been substantially edited “to make it less
‘objectionable’” and that it is important to raise “items of controversy” which
“people attending Corflu should be fired up about.” Ah, nostalgic memories
of Conspiracy ’87 and the international fannish goodwill diffused by that
panel title “Why Have The Americans Hijacked The Worldcon?”
Independent arbiter John Dallman merely remarked: “I just wrote it off as
‘It’s Tommy. No one takes any notice of him’.”
Ansible 127 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to James Bacon, Paul
Barnett, Barbara Barrett, Keith Brooke, Bucconeer, Jonathan Cowie, Teddy
Harvia, Chris Hill, Paul Kincaid, Mark Plummer, David Pringle, Andy
Sawyer, D.M. Sherwood, Dave Stewart, Geri Sullivan, Lucy Sussex, Gordon
Van Gelder, Gene Wolfe and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 5 Feb 98.
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Your editor confesses to several recent lost weekends, thanks to
the recurrence of an old addiction: writing software. I got irritated once too
often at the Grolier CD-ROM SF Encyclopedia, with its marginalization of
the actual text, midget “leper’s squint” display area, nasty but unalterable font
and colours, semi-adequate search facilities, severely restricted ability to
backtrack when browsing, etc. Wait for a brutally hard sell when I try to flog
all Grolier victims my home-made Windows 95 Encyclopedia viewer,
tentatively approved by John Clute....
OBSESSIONS.

The Garden of Time
Steve Baxter, man of modesty, offers his own angle on the current fracas at
HarperCollins UK (where books are cancelled from on high against their
editors’ wishes, if not nice enough about China to suit the Murdoch strategy
for world domination): “I only hope Rupert ‘Keith’ Murdoch doesn’t notice
that in Titan the Chinese drop an asteroid on the USA,” Steve shyly conveys
in 40-foot neon lettering. Meanwhile, sf fans admired the timing with which
Malcolm Edwards, that born survivor, deftly sprinted from HC to Orion
shortly before the uproar began.
John Clute has been showing off his and Judith’s transformed back garden.
The BBC2 Home Front programme converted this at vast expense from a bit
of roof to, er, a bit of roof with random plants in tubs, ever so many glass
fishing floats, and attitude. Its bijou wonders and small-scale marvels should
appear on UK screens this month. Stop Press: a mysterious “John and Judith”
are listed as victims on 11 Mar, 8:30pm.
Lionel Fanthorpe sightings continue unchecked despite sceptics’ sneers:
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showers of inexplicable Fanthorpeana are regularly reported in crop-circle
territory, on motorbikes and on TV. Dave Clark asks: “What were Lionel
Fanthorpe and John Norman discussing outside the program rooms at
LoneStarCon? They thought no one saw them, but ... The Shadow knows!”
All together now: “Terrifying bondage, weird bondage, uncanny bondage,
inhuman bondage, alien bondage, robot bondage ...”
Frederik Pohl struck fear into fellow-writers’ hearts by quoting a recent fan
letter: “Dear Mr Pohl, I am 18 years old and I haven’t ever completed a book
before reading The World at the End of Time. I would always get part of the
way through the first chapter and then get too bored to finish....” [SFC Feb]
Bryan Talbot’s latest graphic epic approaches completion: “The title is still
under wraps, but the subtitle is The Legacy of Luther Arkwright and it’s
nearly 300 pages long.” Ansible mysteriously received the draft artwork for a
period tavern scene which, being rowdy and involving the ignition of farts,
naturally features sf walk-ons – including Brian Aldiss, Iain M. Banks, Molly
Brown, Octavia Butler, Ramsey Campbell, Susanna Clarke, Colin Greenland,
Diana Wynne Jones, Gwyneth Jones, me (“You are the only one to have kept
your glasses ...”), SMS and Bob Shaw.

James White is the newest winner of NESFA’s Skylark Award; little does he
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know that Geri Sullivan will be personally presenting it to him during her
imminent progress through Northern Ireland.

Concameration
14-15 Mar • Corflu (the fanzine con), Griffin Hotel, Leeds. £25/$40 reg.
Contact 7 Woodside Walk, Hamilton, ML3 7HY.
25 Mar • BSFA Open Meet, Jubilee pub, nr Waterloo, 5-7pm on.
27 Mar • The Discreditable Attractions of the Supernatural (academic
conf). With Andy Sawyer et al. £15 reg, £7.50 concessions; early booking
advised, i.e. now. Cheques to U of London at venue: Inst of Romance
Studies, Senate Ho (3rd fl), Malet St, London, WC1E 7HU.
27-9 Mar • Deliverance (Blake’s 7), Stoke-on-Trent Moat House. £50 reg; 2
days £45, 1 day £30; advance booking closes 12 Mar. Contact (SAE) 18 Bury
Ave, Newport Pagnell, Bucks, MK16 0ED.
29 Mar • Star Wars Event, Basildon Sports Centre, Essex. 11am-4pm. With
Dave Prowse, others. £2 admission. 0181 523 1074.
4 Apr • BFS Open Night, Princess Louise pub, Holborn (upstairs bar), 7pm
on. Guest to be confirmed: Douglas E. Winter.
10-13 Apr • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester. £35
reg, £15 supp; advance booking closes 27 Mar. £40 at door or £20/day
Sat/Sun; £15/day Fri/Mon. Contact 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton Beeches,
Surrey, SM5 3LQ.
18-19 Apr • Mecon, SCR, Queen’s U, Belfast. GoH James White. £10 reg;
£12 from 1 Apr. Contact 38 Palestine St, Belfast, BT7 1QJ.
24-6 Apr • SFeracon (national con and “Euroconference” in place of
Eurocon proper), Zagreb, Croatia. $20 reg. GoH: Guy Gavriel Kay. Contact
Igor Mrkoci, Brace Cvijica 21, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia.
[Late updates. GoH is not Kay but someone currently unconfirmed.
Contact address now “Jagoda Matovina, M. Haberlea 2, 10000
Zagreb, Croatia. Phone/Fax is +385/1/383 59 51 or +385/1/383 59
73 (ask for Tanja).”]
25-6 Apr • Unconvention 98 (Fortean/UFO/weird), U of London Union,
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Malet St. £12.50 day, £20 both days; £15/£25 after 9 Mar; advance booking
closes 6 Apr. Contact (cheques to John Brown Publishing) PO Box 444,
Woking, Surrey, GE21 1GZ. 01795 414925.
23 May • BFS Open Night, as 4 Apr. Guest TBC: Jonathan Carroll.
22-5 May • Lazlar Lyricon II (Hitch-Hiker), Scotch Corner Hotel,
Darlington. £30 reg; ZZ9 members £25; rises Easter. Contact (cheques: ZZ9
Plural Z Alpha) 67 South Pk Gdns, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 1HZ.
13-15 Nov • Novacon 28, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. “I’ve spent
2 ½ months negotiating with 17 hotels until we finally cut a deal last week,”
said shattered Chairman Tudor on 17 Feb. GoH A Paul J. McAuley. £28 reg,
rising after Easter. Rooms £35/person twin/dbl, £40 single. Contact 14 Park
St, Lye, Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
20-22 Nov • Armadacon X, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. £25 reg, £19
unwaged. Contact PO Box 38, Plymouth; 01752 267873/812698.
13-15 Aug 99 • Wincon V (Unicon 1999), King Alfred’s College,
Winchester. GoHs TBA. £20 reg, £10 supp; may rise after Easter 98. Contact
53 Havant Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants, PO2 7HH.
Rumblings • Picocon (28 Feb) tactfully explained that they could find no
notable guests this year, so would I help fill in until proper GoH service can
be resumed in 1999? Alas, I couldn’t, but appreciated the sentiment.... •
Octocon, the Irish national sf con, is skipping a year; despite the hopeful
reports in A126, there will be no 1998 event. [DL]

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers & Sinners. Official Wired Books response to eager query about
the scheduling of John Shirley’s Eclipse: “Wired Books has decided not to
continue with the Cortext series. The rest of the series (including Eclipse) has
been cancelled. The titles published are: Artificial Kid, White Light and The
Silicon Man.” See A124 for hot denial of any cancellation.
Tiptree Award for 1997’s “gender-bending” sf: joint winners were Black
Wine by Candas Jane Dorsey and the short “Travels with the Snow Queen”
by Kelly Link, the third short story to be a Tiptree winner.
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R.I.P. Jo Clayton (1939-1998). Katharine Kerr writes: “On 13 February, at 4
in the afternoon, Jo Clayton died in hospital with friends and her sister there
to see her off on the last journey. Her respite from multiple myeloma proved
all too brief, and as the doctors had warned us, when the end came, it came
quickly. She would have been 59 in two more days. She leaves behind nearly
forty fantasy and science fiction books and a small army of grieving friends.”
John Lorentz adds: “She never once gave up. She completed two novels and
several short stories which she was hospitalized. (A third novel was nearly
complete, and will probably be finished by Kit Kerr, her literary executor,
based on Jo’s notes.)” • Kenneth Gatland (1924-1997), rocketry author and
editor, died on 11 Dec. The sf link: he was the technical adviser to BBC
Radio’s much-loved 1953-5 serial Journey into Space. [BH] • Antonio
Prohias, Cuban-born cartoonist who drew Mad magazine’s sometimes
science-fictional Spy vs Spy strip (1960-1990), died aged 77 on 24 Feb. [BB]
Thog’s Art Masterclass. I quite liked Tor’s new fantasy blockbuster, The
Runelords: The Sum of All Men by David Farland (“Edited by David G.
Hartwell”), but giggled immoderately at the cover painting. It wasn’t so much
the lady in the mediaeval mini-skirt as the central figure, a ghostly Viking
type with vast and unutterably silly horns growing out of his helmet. Close
textual study revealed the author’s description which had been so sensitively
interpreted: “His helm was a simple round thing of ancient design.”
Weird Tales (est. 1923) has a new publisher, DNA of Absolute Magnitude
fame. George Scithers & Darrell Schweitzer continue as editors.
Submissions: 123 Crooked Lane, King of Prussia, PA 19406-2570, USA.
DNA prefer to call the magazine Weird Tales Nasty Little ® Symbol.
Random Fandom. Brian Ameringen, ace book-hunter, is officially launching
his SF/Fantasy/Horror Catalogue and Bookfinding Service ... first catalogue
around 1 Apr. 37 Coventry Rd, Ilford, IG1 4QR. • Lilian Edwards, possibly
not speaking as the Voice of Corflu, notes that “50% of all known
Corfloozies are no longer in communication with Tommy Ferguson, having
been fatally offended beyond all fannish powers of forgiveness by his famous
tact, diplomacy and emotional honesty!!” (See A127, not that it helps.) •
Alison Freebairn’s fanzine ad for a “Fan-agochi” virtual pet may yet plunge
all fandom into war: “It’s the new craze that’s sweeping the nation! The
virtual fan can now be yours! Groom his beard! Feed him beer! Pretend he is
Gary Farber, and just let him die! Only £2,000.” • Richard E. Geis expressed
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alarm when Arthur C. Clarke, at 80, declared 20 years of sexual inactivity:
“Hell, I’m 70 and I still have weekly orgasms!” • Martin Hoare, beset by tax
horrors and reckoning that the Inland Revenue hit squad acted illegally in
convicting him of wilful naughtiness without letting him present evidence or
appear before the General Commissioners, is now busy preparing his case for
the European Court of Human Rights. Be afraid. Be very afraid. • Minicon 33
is doing a GoH fanthology of Stuff Langford Liked (i.e. other folks’ articles
from my old fanzines), inexplicably titled Wrath of the Fanglord. • Andrew I.
Porter threatens to send “a clipping about comparative costs of running
conventions in various convention centres in the UK. Prices for the same
event ran from a low of £5,000 pounds in N. Ireland to over £12,000 in –
surprise! – the SECC in Glasgow. Hmm....”
Who Will Rid Me ...? Blurb from the US Diamond Comics catalogue, on a
comic called Solar: “ACCLAIMED SCI-FI AUTHOR CHRISTOPHER PRIEST PENS
SOLAR. Christopher Priest, author of numerous science-fiction novels, has
been known to write comic books from time to time – and his latest (and
perhaps greatest) effort is to tackle an almighty Solar for Acclaim comics.”
[AIP] When comics writer Jim Owsley decided for no very clear reason to
change his name to Christopher Priest (see A78, A82), he surely had no
intention of trading on an established author’s reputation. But somehow that’s
the way it seems to be working out.
C.o.A. Gary Farber, just evicted from his New York apartment, is currently
penniless, peripatetic, and crashing with various hero fan friends. Chris &
Penny Hill, The Bungalow, Evingar Rd, Whitchurch, Hants, RG28 7EY.
Lucy Huntzinger & John Bartelt, 4102 Thain Way, Palo Alto, CA 94306,
USA. Catherine McAulay’s Brussels job now extends to Sept, with a slight
switch of address: Quai au Bois à BrBrûlerler 47, B-1000 Bruxelles,
Belgium. Dan & Lynn Steffan, 800 S Ivy St, Arlington, VA 22204, USA.
Norman J. Warren, 216 Boston Rd, London, W7 2AD.
Nebula Awards 1997 final ballot ... NOVEL A Game of Thrones, George R.R.
Martin; Ancient Shores, Jack McDevitt; Bellwether, Connie Willis; City on
Fire, Walter Jon Williams; King’s Dragon, Kate Elliott; Memory, Lois
McMaster Bujold; The Moon and the Sun, Vonda McIntyre. • NOVELLA
“Abandon in Place”, Jerry Oltion (F&SF); “Chrysalis”, Robert Reed
(Asimov’s); “Loose Ends”, Paul Levinson (Analog); “Primrose and Thorn”,
Bud Sparhawk (Analog); “The Funeral March of the Marionettes”, Adam714

Troy Castro (F&SF); “... Where Angels Fear to Tread”, Allen Steele
(Asimov’s). • NOVELETTE “The Copyright Notice Case”, Paul Levinson
(Analog); “The Dog’s Story”, Eleanor Arnason (Asimov’s); “The Flowers of
Aulit Prison”, Nancy Kress (Asimov’s); “The Miracle of Ivar Avenue”, John
Kessel (Intersections); “The Undiscovered”, William Sanders (Asimov’s);
“Three Hearings on the Existence of Snakes in the Human Bloodstream”,
James Alan Gardner (Asimov’s); “We Will Drink a Fish Together”, Bill
Johnson (Asimov’s). • SHORT “Burning Bright”, K.D. Wentworth
(Aboriginal); “Itsy Bitsy Spider”, James Patrick Kelly (Asimov’s); “Sister
Emily’s Lightship”, Jane Yolen (Starlight); “The Crab Lice”, Gregory Feeley
(Alternate Tyrants); “The Dead”, Michael Swanwick (Starlight); “The
Elizabeth Complex”, Karen Joy Fowler (Crank). [VM]
Fannish Fortunes. San Francisco’s 2002 Worldcon bid promotion involves
fortune cookies: some slips were accidentally blank (“You mean I have no
future?” “Er, it’s a Zen fortune”) while others ranged from the Hofstadterian
“This fortune no verb” through the disquieting “The next set of Magic cards
will be based on your college years” to the deeply soul-chilling “You will be
Martin H. Greenberg’s next co-editor”.... [DC]
Small Press. “Over £1m a year for writers – are you getting your share?” is
the alluring blurb of Prizes, Grants & Bursaries 1998 (211pp, £6.99).
Writers’ Bookshop, 7-11 Kensington High St, London, W8 5NP.
In Typo Veritas. I enjoyed the Modest Proposal, in Judith Hanna’s and
Joseph Nicholas’s new fanzine International Revolutionary Gardener, to “...
take over derelict vacant blacks and turn them into community gardens.” For
the sake of fairness, Ansible urges that this programme of urban improvement
be extended to derelict, vacant whites.
Hugo Controversy. Oh, what fun: it’s the SF Weekly Hugo status wars
again. The Big-Endian position is that since this webzine’s notional
circulation is far beyond the defining “pro” level of 10,000, it must be a
prozine; the Little-Endians – who include the Hugo administrators – feel that
although prozines start at 10,000, semiprozines do not necessarily stop there
(despite what the Hugo rules seem to say), and that SFW is a semiprozine.
The Dunno faction is still wondering whether a website has a print run at all:
ever so many readers, but only one copy....
21 Years Ago. Another stupefying sf prediction, as erstwhile fan pundit
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Terry Hughes studied the second issue of Asimov’s: “The magazine is
unlikely to last more than four issues.” (Checkpoint, 81 1977)
Was It Donatello? Wild turtles could not persuade me to print the long
extract from Dan Gallagher’s The Pleistocene Redemption – selected for the
author’s own PR as a specially good bit – in which a “monstrous turtle”
subtly makes its presence known: “It sliced off Abrih’s entire jaw from ear to
ear, just missing the carotid artery and jugular vein. Abrih’s upper larynx,
ripped completely out of his neck, formed a lump of bloody sinew and
cartilage floating from the right side of the hungry reptile’s hideous head.”
Further hostilities take us into Thog’s Elegant Variations Masterclass as in
rapid succession this turtle becomes “the eight foot long horror”, “the
voracious monster”, “the vicious animal”, “the nightmarish turtle”, “the
Meiolania” (thrice), “the horrendous eating machine”, “the monster”, “the
grotesque turtle”, “the gigantic spiked turtle” and “the terror”, all in four very
busy paragraphs. Thog smack lips....
Fanfundery. TAFF NA administrator Dan Steffan moved at short notice.
Ballots carry his old address but should go to the new one (see CoA or ) or to
incoming administrator Ulrika O’Brien, 123 Melody Ln #C, Costa Mesa, CA
92627, USA – whose Feb TAFF newsletter amazed the world with forgotten
courtesies like listing and thanking voters and donors. Nominations open 1
May for a new race, NA to Europe and the 1999 Eastercon; probable closing
date 25 July, voting to 5 Dec. • Mark Plummer urges fans to beg a free
Bumper Snufkin, the sampler of Maureen Kincaid Speller’s fanwriting
published for her TAFF campaign: SAE (A4/A5) to 14 Northway Rd,
Croydon, Surrey, CR0 6JE. • Ken Bulmer’s 1955 TAFF report, published
1998 and poshly bound (A4 softcover), is copiously available from Ansible:
£5 post free.• GUFF: 1998 northbound plans vanished into apathy. A
southbound race is hoped next year, from Europe to Aussiecon 3 (Worldcon).
• DUFF: the 1998 Australasia to N. America race is on, with candidates
Susan Clarke & Terry Frost contending for a Worldcon trip. Voting deadline
23 Apr. Ballots on request from Janice Murray (NA), Perry Middlemiss
(Aus) or me.
Outraged Letters (A127). Punctilious Paul McAuley pedantically protests
the BSFA shortlist: “I’m very pleased, naturally, that Paul Young has been
nominated for the cover of my book, but I ought to point out that its title
(printed in big letters on the top and along the spine) is Child of the River not
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A Child of the River.” The BSFA grovels abjectly.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Authors Who Should Perhaps Find A New
Butcher: “They’d see the way that some of their husbands twitched into life
like dead meat when introduced into her company.” (Stephen Gallagher, Red,
Red Robin, 1995) • “Somewhere in Snowfield, were there living human
beings who had been reduced to the awful equivalent of foil-wrapped Pop
Tarts, waiting only to provide nourishment for some brutal, unimaginably
evil, darkly intelligent, other-dimensional horror?” (Dean R. Koontz,
Phantoms, 1983) [HF] • Dept of Rampant Urban Decay: “Outside, the
garrison town of Philippopolis – Philippopolis-trans-Indus – was slowly
dissolving in the summer rains.” (Melissa Scott, A Choice of Destinies, 1986)
[RBW] • “Poulpe himself appeared unaware. His lapis eyes, bright and hard
as sunlit ice, were turned inward.” (Paula Volsky, Illusion, 1991) • “The
flowers churned in her mind.” ... “The lake was a good quarter of a mile
across and longer in length.” (both Peter James, Prophecy, 1992) • Dept of
How To Tell Evil Spirits To Go Away: “Cyrus steadied the witch as she
recovered enough to make a series of signs in the air with two sharply
pointed fingers.” (Gary L. Holleman, Howl-O-Ween, 1996) • “The Dark
Man’s eyes were round and black like two holes in the fabric of night.” (ibid)
• Dept of Skiffy Plotting Plausibility: “The Space Shuttle Atlantis – carrying a
Russian satellite equipped with nuclear warheads – makes an emergency
landing right in the middle of a Palestinian terrorist compound.” (blurb,
Timothy Rizzi, Strike of the Cobra) [All PB if not otherwise credited]

Endnotes
Part of the determined publicity- and attendance-avoiding strategy of the
above-mentioned “Discreditable Attractions of the Supernatural” event is a
hint that applications for the privilege of paying to get in must be humbly
made on the proper Registration Form, listing Conference Title, Name &
College, Address and Fees. Phoning might help cut the red tape: Lara Bell or
Rebecca Dawson, 0171 636 8000 ext 3054, fax 0171 436 4533.
Also sacrificed to print-edition space constraints was the sentiment that –
despite my nauseating journalistic smugness about having earlier Ansible
stories confirmed – it’s a pity to lose the Wired Books sf line. Every time an
sf imprint dies, the Demon of Illiteracy claps his hands. Or something like
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that.
Ansible 128 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Barbara Barrett,
David V. Barrett, Paul Barnett, Dave Clark, John Dallman, Henry Farrell,
Bill Higgins, Dave Lally, Vonda McIntyre, Andrew I. Porter, Marcus
Rowland, SF Chronicle, Roger Burton West and Hero Distributors Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 5
Mar 98.
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Worldwide panic was narrowly averted after premature NASA
reports that a rogue British Worldcon bid hurtling in from extralogical space
would pass close to Glasgow early next century, impacting within 30,000
miles (plus or minus 180,000 miles) of the Scottish Exhibition and
Conference Centre. But later releases indicated that the whole story was a
horrible mistake.
FANFALL.

The March of Slime
Paul Barnett is “attempting impossible deadlines” on another movie
encyclopedia. Light relief: “the cinematographer on Tiger Cage (1990), a
routine Hong Kong kickboxing actioner, is called Lee Ping.”
David Brin’s praise of The Postman movie’s “theme of hope” (A126)
reminded Yvonne Rousseau of Brinnish remarks on The Lathe of Heaven: “he
mentioned how wistful he felt, remembering that Ursula had been consulted
both in the scripting and the shooting of this movie, whereas in the movie of
The Postman Brin had been able to detect just two similarities with his novel:
the hero was delivering mail, and the hero didn’t seem to be utterly obviously
villainous.”
Arthur C. Clarke issued a Statement, received too late for A128:
“At this stage I can only comment briefly on what has, ironically, become
one of the most heart-warming events of my life: I never knew that I had so
many friends and admirers all over the world. As my conscience is perfectly
clear, my only regret now is the embarrassment the Sunday Mirror’s
allegations have caused to others. • Having always had a particular dislike of
paedophiles, few charges could be more revolting to me than to be classed as
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one. However, the accusations are so ludicrous that I have found it difficult to
take them seriously, or even to treat them with the contempt that they
deserve. • As I am now taking legal advice, I cannot go into details, but I
realise that responsible members of the media deserve some kind of
statement: moreover, silence can be easily taken as an admission of guilt.
Indeed, I must confess to a mild sense of guilt, for not giving public support
to the Gay Rights movement. Now my last feeble (though valid) excuses are
eliminated, and I fear I may be pregnant with another book. (Outed at 80?) I
rather hope not: the last is a year overdue....” [Colombo, Feb] Late extra from
ACC, 2 Apr: allegations supposedly “conclusively demolished” as
fabrications by reporters “who are now themselves under investigation.”
Lester del Rey’s supposed full name was Ramon Felipe San Juan Mario
Silvio Enrico Smith Heathcourt-Brace Sierra y Alvarez-del Rey y de los
Verdes (SF Encyclopedia). Recent efforts to settle his estate (he died
intestate) led to word that he was in fact just Ramon Alvarez y del Rey,
which was then corrected by “reliable gossip” to ... Leonard Stamm.
Captain W.E. Johns has been a bit unproductive since his death in June
1968, but after 30 years his estate has reportedly allowed publication of
Johns’s final, unfinished Biggles novel Biggles Does Some Homework, 97th
in the series. With a commercial acumen that drew gasps of awe from the
Tolkien estate, this was confined to a one-time-only limited edition of 300
numbered copies – already sold out. [BB]
Ken MacLeod is the latest author to court Ansible publicity by writing me
into his fiction. Ha! I flick my fingers at him! I am not so easily lured into
plugging pages 40-41 of The Cassini Division....
Ian Stewart was on Desert Island Discs (R4, Mar) and got in a tiny plug for
a coming book co-written with Jack Cohen. His luxury object: “a Damien
Hirst statue of Margaret Thatcher in a tank of formaldehyde. He didn’t say
why he wanted it, and Sue Lawley didn’t ask.” [PW]

Confervoid
4 Apr • BFS Open Night, Princess Louise pub, Holborn (upstairs bar), 7pm
on. Guest to be confirmed: Douglas E. Winter.
10-12 Apr • Minicon 33, Radisson Hotel S, Minneapolis, MN, USA. GoH
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Gardner Dozois and me (yes, this is how US non-Worldcons can get a
mention in nasty parochial Ansible). $70 at door for a Drinking membership,
or, for Non-Drinking, $70 ... which shall it be, Langford, which shall it be?
Voicemail +1 612 333 7533.
10-13 Apr • Intuition (Eastercon), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester.
Advance bookings closed. £40 at door; £20/day Sat/Sun; £15/day Fri/Mon.
Contact 1 Waverley Way, Carshalton Beeches, SM5 3LQ.
18-19 Apr • Mecon, SCR, Queen’s U, Belfast. GoH James White. £10 reg;
£12 from 1 Apr. Contact 38 Palestine St, Belfast, BT7 1QJ.
22 Apr • BSFA Open Meet, Jubilee pub, nr Waterloo, 5-7pm on.
24-6 Apr • SFeracon (national con and “Euroconference” in place of
Eurocon), Zagreb, Croatia. $20 reg. GoH not Guy Gavriel Kay but TBC.
Contact Jagoda Matovina, M. Haberlea 2, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia. Phone/fax
+385 1383 5951 or +385 1383 5973 (ask for Tanja).
25-6 Apr • Unconvention 98 (Fortean/UFO/weird), U of London Union,
Malet St. £12.50 day, £20 both days; £15/£25 after 9 Mar; advance booking
closes 6 Apr. Contact (cheques to John Brown Publishing) PO Box 444,
Woking, Surrey, GE21 1GZ. 01795 414925.
1-4 May • The Dominion (45th UK Trek con), Palace Hotel, Manchester.
GoH: numerous. £45 reg, £50 at door. Contact (SAE) 35 Kings Ave, New
Malden, Surrey, KT3 4DU.
11-13 Sep • AKFT 98 (Trek), Warwick Arms Hotel, Warwick. £30 reg.
Contact (SAE) 7 Belgrave Clo, St Mary Cray, Orpington, BR5 3TJ.
Rumblings • Millennium Bug. “The Radicon committee regret to announce
our decision not to bid for Eastercon 2000. We will contact pre-supporters
regarding money already taken. We wish the winning bid well and thank
everyone who gave us help and support.” [BH] • San Francisco in 2002: this
bid was forced to shift dates by one day to 30 Aug - 3 Sep (Fri-Tue, not ThurMon) to allow move-in time. [KS]

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers & Sinners. Omni On-Line has been cancelled and all staff laid
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off; it continues as a “static” web site. • The SF Encyclopedia’s 1995 Grolier
CD-ROM has been reissued by Focus Multimedia at £9.99 ... which came as
a total surprise to editors John Clute & Peter Nicholls.
Awards. The Paper Tiger Art Award is being launched at Intuition as an
annual Eastercon presentation (£100 plus framed certificate) for “best bit of
art on display at the con.” Paul Barnett: “I must get a T-shirt emblazoned
PAPER TIGER ART AWARD ADMINISTRATOR so that I need to buy myself neither
meat nor drink in Manchester as artists in quest of that magic hundred quid
ingratiate themselves.” • The 1998 Hugo Nominations are embargoed until 10
April, and so my lips are sealed as regards current whispers of at least six
nominated British items.
R.I.P. Archie Goodwin (1937-1998), the veteran comics writer and editor,
died on 1 March aged 60. His career began in 1965; he scripted stories for
many noted superhero characters including Batman, Spider-Man and the
Hulk, won the genre’s Shazam and Eisner Awards, and was editor-in-chief
for Warren (Creepy, Eerie etc) and Marvel before becoming a group editor at
DC for the last nine years of his life. Many tributes were paid to his
professionalism, popularity and good humour. • Archie Mercer, long-time
British fan, died on 21 March; he was popular and active in fanzines, APAs (a
founder member of OMPA), convention organization and the BSFA from the
1950s to the 1970s. Chris Priest remembers: “Archie wrote a novel about
fandom called The Meadows of Fantasy, which I must have read in about
1965/66. It was a little tentative at the beginning, but as I remember it the
thing developed quickly into a real novel, with a brisk plot, good handling of
clef characters and some well observed satire. I knew Archie first by his
writing. He was editing for the BSFA at the time, and was one of the few
established fans who took a tolerant and indeed indulgent line on the unruly
young fans – me and Charles Platt in particular – then emerging. He was an
amusing correspondent, too. But Archie was one of those fans who acquitted
himself best by the written word, presumably because of his immense
personal shyness: at conventions he tended to stand around in a smelly old
green shirt, and utter one embarrassingly awful pun after another. I used to
dread what people might think of him, who had not seen how witty and
eloquent his writing could be.”
Random Fandom. Vincent Clarke is having a glum time in hospital, feeling
very weak indeed. MRI scanning confirmed a severe but unnoticed heart
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attack, with complications. Visiting hours (see CoA): 10am-1pm, 2.30pm9.00pm. • Ian Gunn has bad news: “Victory celebrations have proved to be
somewhat premature. My cancer has flared up again in exactly the same
spots, and I resume chemotherapy tomorrow [17 Mar]. This time they’re
going to hit it harder with extra drugs and five-day treatment sessions instead
of two-day ones. At least I’ll be an outpatient which means I won’t have to
spend sleepless nights in hospital (sleepless nights at home are much more
preferable, there’s books, TV, internet ...). Karen’s pretty upset, but we at
least know what to expect this time – to some degree. So much for my hair
growing back.” Fingers painfully crossed, again. • Andrew I. Porter declared
himself “not too thrilled” that my Odyssey column is called “Critical Mass”, a
title used by his SFC reviewer Don D’Ammassa since 1988. Harmony was
restored by my frank admission that the UK run of 100+ Langford “Critical
Mass” columns began in 1983.... • Elliott Shorter, US TAFF winner in 1970,
had a double bypass operation on 20 Mar, following leaky heart valve
problems. • Alan Stewart of Thyme has recovered from recent surgery: “They
found I only have one kidney; the 9 cm abdominal lump turned out to be a
cyst; and the lumps on my left testicle (now removed) also turned out to be
cysts. Apparently the whole no left kidney/cysts etc are a legacy of something
happening before I was born.” Ouch. • Peter Wareham reports a line from
Radio 4’s Start the Week (16 Mar): “‘There’s wonderful science fiction and
literature about robots.’ It’s good to know that the important distinction
between sf and literature is being maintained.” • Bridget Wilkinson’s Fans
Across the World newsletter is delayed: she’s been groggy since an operation
in early March, may need a further op soon, and can’t make it to Intuition.
Blurbismo. Time-Life Books circular for its new series Myth and Mankind:
“Fight with Lancelot. Feast with Arthur. Make love with Guinevere. And
save 45% while you’re at it.” [DK]
C.o.A. A.V. Clarke, Gillies Ward, St Mary Hospital, Sidcup, DA14 6LT
(temporary ... NB they don’t know him as “Vincent”). John Dallman, 92
Lichfield Rd, Cambridge, CB1 3TR. Vincent Docherty, PIM/1, NAM BV, Po
Box 28000, 9400 HH Assen, Netherlands. Gordon Eklund, 4420 176th St
SW, #C-3, Lynnwood, WA 98037, USA. Amanda Kear, 3 Greenbank
Avenue West, Easton, Bristol, BS5 6EP. Jackie McRobert, 388 St Vincent St,
Glasgow, G3 8RN. Tom Springer, 2255 E Sunset Bldg 18, Apt 2030, Las
Vegas, NV 89119, USA. Jim Khennedy, Corpul Pacii (Peace Corps), Str
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Anton Crihan, 2009 Chisinau, Moldova. Craig Smith, 10329 Meridian Ave
N, Apt A-103, Seattle, WA 98133, USA. David Redd (temporary), 18 Byron
Lane, Lowton, Leigh, WA3 1BL, Bjo & John Trimble, 601 E Foothill Blvd,
Monrovia, CA 91016-2403, USA.
Flowers of Rhetoric. In Lauray of Salisbury plant catalogue: “EPIPHYLLUMS
Small Flowered Hybrids [...] ‘Ursula Le Guin’ – Broad, deep raspberry pink
petals form tulip-shaped funnel. Recurved sepals have beige overtones. [...]
‘Robert Silverberg’ – Small, satiny, watermelon red flowers, recurved petals.
Free flowering, basket type growth.” [RC]
Small Press. Light’s List 1998 (13th year of publication) gives 1,200+ titles,
addresses and brief descriptions. A5, 56pp. £1.50 post free: John Light, 37
The Meadows, Berwick upon Tweed, TD15 1NY.
The G-Spot: Outraged Letters. David Garnett is “very disappointed not to
find any contribution from Mr Simon R. Green in #128. I do hope this is only
a temporary oversight ...” • Simon R. Green rushes to the rescue: “Have you
heard the Yank TV stations have refused to buy the Teletubbies? (That wellknown series not at all created by people on very heavy drugs.) Apparently
they couldn’t understand it. Maybe we should have given them sub-titles.”
[Supposedly showing on US public TV within the week – Ed.] • Steve Green:
“So pleased to learn that Dick Geis still has a weekly orgasm. Could the
sparky septuagenarian confirm whether they follow a set schedule, like Old
Faithful, or force him to wear special underwear?” • Richard E. Geis: “If I’d
suspected you would use my orgasm brag in Ansible I would have made it
once a day.”
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Vacuum Physics: “It completed the move with
its laser firing in the direction of the incoming ship, which swerved to avoid
contact with the beam.” All this at sub-light velocity, too. (Robert J. Sawyer,
Starplex, 1996) [LP] ... “No book is written in a vacuum, especially a
mystery, since inside a vacuum, it’s too dark to type.” (Rosemary Edghill,
The Bowl of Night) [PB] • “The tea in the cups shimmered, along with the
tears brimming over her eyes.” (Paul Levinson, “The Copyright Notice
Case”, Analog 4/96) ... “He guessed that the Apache who appeared over him,
his arm upraised, was only a few years older than him, a kid too, then the arm
came down and his eyes filled with vermilion fires.” (Jake Page, Apacheria,
1998) [SHS] • Dept of Privy Purposes: “As for me, I scavenged funnels and
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lengths of tubing and, in the privacy of an old lean-to, began conducting
intense private experiments.” (Stephen Baxter, The Time Ships, 1995) [BS]

Corflu UK, Leeds, 13-15 March
Would this British incarnation of the great US fanzine convention be a
completely alien gene injected into our fannish biosphere? (Mot juste © Steve
Green 1997: do not impinge copyright or the Astral Leauge will take
MEASURES.) No, it seemed just like any small and ostentatiously ill-organized
UK event, except for the welcome US presence – official count 23 of 102
members – and, possibly to make visitors feel at home, lack of real beer.
Many British Fans: “What’s on that real-ale tap?” Strainedly Smiling
Barman: “It’s a dummy....” • John D. Rickett had his name plucked from the
hat and so became the most popular Guest of Honour in the history of UK
Corflus. • FAAn Awards were presented and runners-up later detailed at
length: herewith the top 5 for each. FANZINE Idea, 105 votes (Attitude 63,
Trap Door 51, Apparatchik 39, Banana Wings 34). FANWRITER Christina
Lake, 64 (G. Sullivan 56, D. Langford 31, V. Gonzalez 24, M. Plummer 23).
FAN ARTIST D. West, 94 (I. Gunn 70, B. Rotsler 55, S. Stiles 54, Sue Mason
30). LETTERHACK Harry Warner, 71 (L. Penney 42, V. Rosenzweig 37, R.
Lichtman 35, S. Jeffery 20). NEW FANZINE FAN Lesley Reece, 71 (Ulrika
O’Brien 47, Claire Brialey 23, Aileen Forman 21, Tom Springer 21). #1 FAN
FACE, totalling votes over all above categories: Geri Sullivan, 161 (D. West
104, Robert Lichtman 92, Christina Lake 88, Mike Abbott 83, Lesley Reece
83). [AH] The FAAn trophies were too tasteful ever to make the grade as
Nova Awards, being certificates with nifty calligraphy by Jae Leslie Adams:
Geri Sullivan modestly showed us her two awards only a few score times. •
The banquet, in a restaurant into which the entire con almost fitted, seemed
OK despite alarmingly ichorous paté (“It wasn’t killed, just frightened to
death on the plate”) and house wines whose quality faithfully echoed the
hotel beer. I failed to hear rich brown’s presentation of Corflu 1999 in
Panama City; apparently fandom was nearly plunged into war by a false
announcement of the date as March rather than “late April/early May”. •
Strange sights of Corflu included Martin Smith’s prolonged collapse in the
bar, suitably placarded (I DIED IN THE WAR FOR PEOPLE LIKE YOU. PLEASE GIVE
GENEROUSLY), Greg Pickersgill gulping an appalling lumpy soft drink
resembling a lava lamp charged with bubble-gum, and Joseph Nicholas’s
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fascinating range of mini-skirts. “Joseph Tunicata?” asked Hazel afterwards,
in her classical way. We realized with alarm that since they were such little
skirts, it would be more like “Joseph Tuniculus”. Something in the fannish air
must have been conducive to this kind of thing: at one point I found myself
arguing that following Maureen K. Speller’s fanzine Snufkin’s Bum and
TAFF compilation Bumper Snufkin, it was now necessary that she produce a
zine crammed with gory colour photos of beheaded and eviscerated country
yokels, thereby justifying the title Bumpkin Snuff. A great silence followed. •
With a TAFF delegate (Ulrika O’Brien, slightly traumatized from being
showered with broken glass when a train window burst inward), current
contenders and several past winners present, it seemed ironic that one of the
latter cancelled the Transatlantic Relationships panel as not half so interesting
as a postponed discussion on “Milk and Alcohol”. • Bossman Ian Sorensen,
having basked in praise from drunken attendees at Corflu itself, was bemused
to find Usenet rec.arts.sf.fandom discussion dominated by whinges about the
droll newsletter The Debauched Sloth (too hastily placed on the web by the
hard-pressed Plokta team): “If ever there was an argument for eugenics, rasff
is it.” • Can I really not have mentioned Ted White? Or Victor Gonzalez and
Vicki Rosenzweig (whose presence inspired idle thoughts of sending the SAS
to kidnap Tom Sadler so we’d have the entire 1997 US TAFF slate)? Or
Christina Lake’s Incredibly Alcoholic 40th Birthday Party, with the whole
con invited? Or the tale of Lilian Edwards pouring a full pint of wine over
Eugene Doherty’s head just as though he were a Scientologist, later claiming
amnesia just like me in 1987? Or the awesome confrontation of Mike Ford
and Mike Ford? • Special bonus points for con badges which shrank the
Corflu Corporate Image to a small but perfectly formed Sue Mason logo,
leaving room for READABLE NAMES IN HUGE LETTERS. Everyone
please copy. • On the long rail journey home, I slowly realized my awful fate
– following an incautious TAFF auction bid – of having nothing to read but
Flight by Vanna Bonta. Surely one random peep would do no harm ... “In the
Lauryad’s control chamber, the victor was Understanding and it prevailed,
buffing the environ with mollifying ease.” Buffing the environ? Beam me up,
Thog.

Endnotes
Vincent Clarke would be glad of fannish visitors in hospital. See above for
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address and visiting hours. Ward sister’s phone number: 0181-302-2678 ext
4745. Chuch Harris urges those who can’t visit to send a letter, card or
fanzine.
Arthur C. Clarke: the “late extra” statement briefly mentioned above says
that following police investigation, “The local broadcaster who had taped
some of the most serious charges has now sworn, under oath, that they were
completely false. [...] The attempts by the paper to link Sir Arthur’s name
with dubious organisations and individuals suspected to be involved in childabuse cases have also been proved to be fabrications – or downright lies – by
the reporters concerned, who are now themselves under investigation. (One
had lost his job attempting to sell a fraudulent ‘scoop’ to a British tabloid!)”
The Sunday Mirror’s “incriminating tape” is supposedly “one which Sir
Arthur insisted on making himself, and giving to the reporters, expressing his
abhorrence of any form of sexual exploitation – especially that involving
children. Some of his statements have been deliberately taken out of context,
to convey the exact opposite of his meaning.”
Ansible 129 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Barbara Barrett, Raphael Carter, Bridget Hardcastle, Andy Hooper, Dan
Krashin, Lawrence Person, Bernard Sigaud, Steven H. Silver, Kevin
Standlee, Geri Sullivan, Peter Wareham and our Hero Distributors Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 2
Apr 98.
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Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Sue Mason. Available for SAE, whim or Klugarsh Mind
Control manual.
... to providers of lavish hospitality during my April US GoH trip to
Minneapolis, especially Minicon 33, Jeff Schalles and Geri Sullivan. I have
heaps of notes, he said sinisterly, and will be publishing more than you wish
to know about the joys of a small regional con which despite its initial efforts
to slim down (daily newsletter: “Thanks to everyone who didn’t attend this
year.”) attracted 3,350 fans. Phew.
THANKS

Wild Dada Ducks
Lois McMaster Bujold, at Minicon, was quietly smug that the Mobile
Robotics / Machine Perception Lab had named an experimental robot after
her. (Another model was named for Connie Willis.)
Ken Bulmer, following his stroke, finds typing almost impossible – and he
has an “Alan Burt Akers” novel to complete. Fans are collecting to buy Ken a
voicewriter. US$ donations to Savanti Inc, c/o S. Servello, 35 Dobbins St,
Waltham, MA 02154, USA; sterling c/o Ansible for now.
Ellen Datlow, undeterred by the axing of Omni, has new plans: “I’m
launching a webzine called Event Horizon [on] August 1st, with my former
Omni colleagues.” More sense-shattering details soon....
Lester del Rey’s name remains controversial. A129 reported how that
lengthy claimed version had been deflated to Leonard Stamm. But another
old-timer, Frederik Pohl, remembers otherwise: “Back in the ’50s he had this
bullshit story, which he stuck to for the rest of his life, about how his own
birth records got destroyed in the little known great Nebraska forest fire, or
the devastating Minnesota earthquake, or whatever it was, and so he had to
use his cousin Leonard Knapp’s papers.”
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Terry Pratchett was 50 in April, and on the 30th was lured to a surprise
dinner party hosted by Transworld. The 50 guests included Christopher Lee,
Tony Robinson and most of the usual suspects (and me, they let me in too).
Terry: “It was a great evening.... The nice thing about your publishers giving
you a 50th birthday party is that you then become 45, 10% having been
withheld against returns.” Meanwhile the latest Discworld map spinoff, The
Tourist Guide to Lancre, was hastily withdrawn during distribution owing to
hideous production errors, and a corrected version issued. Fanatical firstedition collectors take note.
Simo (The Professionals’ Professional) has resigned as SFX deputy editor
and casts off the chains of Future Publishing at the end of May; a better-paid
job in Leicester looms. COA to follow.
Neal Stephenson has entered the post-cyberpunk era and publicly announced
his reversion from writing on a laptop (which lost a wad of his unbacked-up
work) to paper and a fountain pen. [MMW] Not even a nanotechnological
pen that synthesizes its ink from air pollutants....

Conveth
10 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Peterborough. £1.50.
Contact 58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough, PE2 0RB.
22-5 May • Furrycon (gaming), Old Ship Hotel, Brighton. Contact 42
Wynndale Rd, London, E18 1DX. Phone/fax 0181 491 7784.
22-5 May • Lazlar Lyricon II (Hitch-Hiker 20th anniversary), Quality
Scotch Corner Hotel, Darlington. Now £35 reg; ZZ9 members £30. Contact
(SAE) 67 South Pk Gdns, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 1HZ.
23 May • BFS Open Night, Princess Louise pub, Holborn (upstairs bar), 7pm
on. Guest TBC (ever since 2 Mar): Jonathan Carroll.
27 May • BSFA Meeting ... CANCELLED (Clarke award ceremony).
10-12 Jul • Infinity (media-ish), Angel Hotel, Cardiff. £40 reg to 1 Jun; £45
at door. Contact (SAE) 12 Stuart St, Treherbert, CF42 5PR.
5-9 Aug • Bucconeer (56th Worldcon), Baltimore. $130/£94 reg to 15 Jun;
$30/£22 supp. Contact PO Box 314, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701, USA.
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UK: J. Dallman, 92 Lichfield Rd, Cambridge, CB1 3TR.
21-24 Aug • The Wrap Party, Radisson Edwardian Hotel, Heathrow,
London. Now £70 reg, to Aug; £80 at door. GoHs JMS, H. Ellison, many
others. Contact (SAE) PO Box 505, Reading, Berks, RG1 7QZ.
11-13 Sep • AKFT 98 (Trek), Warwick Arms Hotel, Warwick. £30 reg.
Contact (SAE) 7 Belgrave Clo, St Mary Cray, Orpington, BR5 3TJ.
13-15 Nov • Novacon 28, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. GoH Paul J.
McAuley. Now £32 reg, to 1 Nov; £35 at door. Contact 14 Park St, Lye,
Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
2-5 Apr 99 • Reconvene (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now £30
reg; £15 supp, children 5-14, over-60s. £2 presupporter discounts to end 98.
Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
13-15 Aug 99 • Wincon V (Unicon), King Alfred’s College, Winchester.
GoH announced: Diana Wynne Jones. Still £20 reg, £10 supp. Contact 53
Havant Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants, PO2 7HH.
21-24 Apr 2000 • 2Kon (51st Eastercon), Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Guy
Gavriel Kay, Deborah Turner Harris, Katherine Kurtz. £25 reg, £20 unwaged.
Contact 30 Woodburn Terrace, St Andrews, KY16 8BA.
Rumblings • Wrath of WFC. In a savage legal tussle, the 1997 World
Fantasy Con obtained a County Court judgement – with costs – against
Reading book dealer Christopher Barker, who had grumpily stopped his
membership cheque after missing a late programme item. Steve Jones, we are
unreliably informed, was restrained with difficulty from putting on the black
cap. • Worldcondom. The Baercon (Berlin) 2003 bid has officially folded,
leaving Toronto and Cancún; the threatened Br*t*sh W*rldc*n B*d was
announced at Easter, for 2005.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers & Sinners. Ill-informed publicists at General Media Publishing
implied that reports of Omni’s death were exaggerated, and that it would
return both on-line and in print. But GMP higher-ups insist that Omni
continues only as an embalmed, unchanging web site.
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TAFF. Following an excessively polite campaign with hardly any eyegouging at all, the new winner – by a clear first-round majority – is Maureen
Kincaid Speller, who thus travels to Bucconeer in Baltimore this Aug. Votes
(with Europe/NA/Other breakdown): Chris Bell 53 (41/12), Bridget
Hardcastle 41 (27/14), MKS 121 (76/42/3), No Pref 8 (1/7). 223 ballots were
cast. Congratulations to Maureen, now the UK administrator: 60
Bournemouth Rd, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 5AZ. And commiserations to
Chris and Bridget ... but there’s always another race. • Congrats also to
departing UK administrator Martin Tudor, who published his TAFF trip
report while still in office (it takes the average Langford five years, and the
average Hansen ten). Have Bag, Will Travel costs £5 post free from Martin at
22 Ravensbourne Gro, Willenhall, W. Midlands, WV13 1HX, or from Mark
Plummer at London pub meetings. • Ulrika O’Brien, shattered but happy
after her UK TAFF trip, opened nominations for the 1999 eastbound race to
Reconvene on 1 May. North American candidates need three NA and two
European nominations (signed), to be sent with a 100-word platform and $20
bond, by 25 July, to Ulrika at 123 Melody Ln, #C, Costa Mesa, CA 92627,
USA.
R.I.P. Alex Schomburg (1905-1998), the US illustrator and comics artist
whose career began with cover art for Hugo Gernsback’s Science and
Invention in 1925 and extended to Asimov’s covers in the 80s, died on 7 April
aged 92. The 1990 Worldcon gave him a Special Award.
Random Fandom. Chris Bell on Intuition: “I went off them really quite a lot
on the last day, about 45 minutes before the Gripe Session (or as they wanted
it called, the Feedback Session). That was when they told us that they weren’t
going to be on the platform for this event: Reconvene’s committee were. Gee,
thanks, Gals; we really appreciated all the time we had to prepare to dodge
the brickbats people were going to throw.... It’s a good idea, for the following
year’s committee to be at the gripe session; but it did feel a bit much to
discover that close to the event that we were running it!” • Vince Clarke has
changed hospitals (see COA) and still baffles medical science. He’s not in
good shape; fan visitors and letters are still welcomed. Kings College
Hospital misfiled him by reading “Aubrey” (the first name which Vince
doesn’t like but officials insist on) as “Audrey”.... • Rafe Culpin has been
elevated to the Canada-based Filk Hall of Fame, the first fan outside N.
America to achieve this awesome distinction. As they put it: “More than any
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other person he is British filk.” • Nelson Cunnington of Brixham, Devon had
1,000+ sf books (mostly pb) stolen on 9 Apr. He suggests that fans offered
such a collection might check with Devon police: 0990 700400, quoting
incident no. 882. Small reward. • Electrical Eggs UK (promoting disabled
access at cons) now has a newsletter, The Hatchery: Flat 1/2, 10 Atlas Rd,
Glasgow, G21 4TE. • John & Eve Harvey urge you to buy the exquisitely
printed Pieces of Langford: 25 selected “Langford” columns from SFX in A5
booklet form, a snip at £5.45 post free, in aid of the “Auld Lang Fund” which
proposes to inflict me on next year’s Australian worldcon. 8 The Orchard,
Tonwell, Herts, SG12 0HR. John on Intuition: “Good programme items ...
GoHs (I. McDonald, C. Willis, M. Tudor) were excellent ... Once again the
split site concept proved to be crap – everybody and everything you wanted
to see was in the other hotel.” • Robert Lichtman is republishing Walt
Willis’s 40-odd “Electric Fan/Fanorama” columns (Nebula 1952-9) and seeks
introductory bits (by 1 Aug) from anyone lured into fandom by Walt’s
writing; also advance subscribers at $8 post free, 100 being needed “to get a
decent copying price”. $10 after 1 Sep; profits to TAFF. PO Box 30, Glen
Ellen, CA 95442, USA. • M.J. “Simo” Simpson & Hillary Stephen were
married on 2 May amid a spate of “Simpsons” jokes and gifts....
C.o.A. John D. Berry & Eileen Gunn, 507 11th Street, Apt 2, Brooklyn, NY
11215, USA. A.V. Clarke, Kings College Hospital, Golla Ward, Mapother
House Annex, Denmark Hill, London, SE5. Visiting hours 2pm-9pm. Ellen
Datlow (submissions, books etc), 48 Eighth Ave, Suite 405, New York, NY
10014, USA. Oliver & Jacky Grüter-Andrew, Box 48172, Bentall Center,
Vancouver, BC, V7X 1N8, Canada (from 15 May). Paul Lamprill, PO Box
33161, Phoenix, AZ 85013-3161, USA. SF & Fantasy Hall of Fame, PO Box
3464, Olathe, KS 66063-3464, USA.
DUFF. Terry Frost won the 1998 race – Australasia to N. America – by a
first-round majority and will attend Bucconeer. Votes: Susan Clarke 29, TF
72, No Pref 19, Hold Over Funds 1, Write-in 1.
That Phi-Rho Rubbish. David Pringle delves into history: “The mainstream
habit of using ‘science fiction’ as a put-down has a long pedigree, as I
discovered in Paul K. Alkon’s Origins of Futuristic Fiction (1987; a work I
recommend highly). In paraphrase: natural philosopher Thomas Burnet (a
friend of Isaac Newton’s), who in the 1680s published a highly imaginative
multi-volume work of speculative geology and cosmology entitled The
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Sacred Theory of the Earth, found himself criticized for having written mere
sf – except that the phrase used was ‘philosophical romance’ (science in
those days was ‘natural philosophy’ and works of fiction were ‘romances’).
The critic was Joseph Keill, who in 1698 wrote that Burnet’s ‘lofty and
plausible stile may easily captivate any incautious reader, and make him
swallow down for truth, what I am apt to think the Author himself ...
designed only for a Philosophical Romance. ... Perhaps many of his readers
will be sorry to be undeceived, for as I believe, never any Book was fuller of
Errors and Mistakes in Philosophy, so none ever abounded with more
beautiful Scenes and surprising Images of Nature; but I write only to those
who might perhaps expect to find a true Philosophy in it. They who read it as
an Ingenious Romance will still be pleased with their Entertainment.’”
UPC Annual SF Prize: 1M pesetas for best novella (25-40,000w) in
Catalan, Spanish, English or French. Deadline 15 Sep. As usual, submission
rules are slightly complex; details from Ansible on request.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Metaphors for Oil Spills: “He plopped the
lighter back into the [gravy] boat, laughing as the butane oozed into the
gravy. ... ‘I’m not afraid.’ Kolby seized the boat, pouring polluted gravy onto
his mashed potatoes. ... ‘Tastes like –’” Like normal gravy? Butane boils at
-0.5°C. (James Morrow, Towing Jehovah, 1994) [BoW] • “Both the other
Intelligence operatives turned to look at the sharpness in Samuel’s voice.”
(Peter F. Hamilton, The Reality Dysfunction, 1996) [PB] • “I felt a horrid,
horrid chill as I forced myself to look into those clear, frozen eyes of my
awful, awful grandmother.” ... “Licking my fingers, he regarded me
meditatively. ‘It’s something in the air – an exotic, erotic perfume you exude
that makes me somehow wild.’” ... “Everything about her from alpha to
omega was Greek to me.” (Katherine Neville, The Magic Circle, 1998)
[EH/MMW]

Ever So Many More Awards
Nebulas. NOVEL The Moon and the Sun by Vonda McIntyre. NOVELLA
“Abandon in Place” by Jerry Oltion. NOVELETTE “The Flowers of Aulit
Prison” by Nancy Kress. SHORT “Sister Emily’s Lightship” by Jane Yolen.
GRANDMASTER Poul Anderson. Vonda McIntyre – reporting Nebula results
live on-line – found herself unable to type a recognizable “Yikes!” (“I had to
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keep looking at the base to be sure it didn’t say ‘Connie Willis’.”)
Hugo Nominations. NOVEL Forever Peace by Joe Haldeman, Frameshift by
Robert J. Sawyer, The Rise of Endymion by Dan Simmons, Jack Faust by
Michael Swanwick, City on Fire by Walter Jon Williams. • NOVELLA “The
Funeral March of the Marionettes” by Adam-Troy Castro (F&SF),
“Ecopoeisis” by Geoffrey A. Landis (SF Age), “Loose Ends” by Paul
Levinson (Analog), “Marrow” by Robert Reed (SF Age), “... Where Angels
Fear To Tread” by Allen Steele, (Asimov’s). • NOVELETTE “Moon Six” by
Stephen Baxter (SF Age), “Broken Symmetry” by Michael A. Burstein
(Analog), “Three Hearings on the Existence of Snakes in the Human
Bloodstream” by James Alan Gardner (Asimov’s), “We Will Drink A Fish
Together ...” by Bill Johnson (Asimov’s), “The Undiscovered” by William
Sanders (Asimov’s). • SHORT “Beluthahatchie” by Andy Duncan (Asimov’s),
“Standing Room Only” by Karen Joy Fowler (Asimov’s), “Itsy Bitsy Spider”
by James Patrick Kelly (Asimov’s), “The 43 Antarean Dynasties” by Mike
Resnick (Asimov’s), “The Hand You’re Dealt” by Robert J. Sawyer (Free
Space), “No Planets Strike” by Gene Wolfe (F&SF). (6 items owing to 5thplace tie.) • BEST RELATED BOOK Space Travel by Ben Bova with Anthony R.
Lewis, The Encyclopedia of Fantasy ed John Clute & John Grant, Infinite
Worlds by Vincent DiFate, Spectrum IV: The Best in Contemporary Fantastic
Art ed Cathy Fenner & Arnie Fenner with Jim Loehr, Reflections and
Refractions: Thoughts on Science-Fiction, Science and Other Matters by
Robert Silverberg. • DRAMATIC Contact, The Fifth Element, Gattaca, Men in
Black, Starship Troopers. • EDITOR Gardner Dozois, Scott Edelman, David
Hartwell, Stanley Schmidt, Gordon Van Gelder. • ARTIST Jim Burns, Thomas
Canty, David Cherry, Bob Eggleton, Don Maitz, Michael Whelan. (6 items
owing to 5th-place tie.) • SEMIPROZINE Interzone, Locus, The New York
Review of Science Fiction, Science Fiction Chronicle, Speculations. •
FANZINE Ansible, Attitude, File 770, Mimosa, Tangent. • FAN WRITER Bob
Devney, Mike Glyer, Andy Hooper, David Langford, Evelyn Leeper, Joseph
T. Major. (6 items owing to 5th-place tie.) • FAN ARTIST Brad Foster, Ian
Gunn, Teddy Harvia, Joe Mayhew, Peggy Ranson. • CAMPBELL AWARD (not a
Hugo) Raphael Carter, Andy Duncan, Richard Garfinkle, Susan R. Matthews,
Mary Doria Russell. • 471 ballots cast. Winners announced at Bucconeer, 7
Aug.
Philip K. Dick Award (pb original): The Troika, Stepan Chapman.
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BSFA Awards. NOVEL The Sparrow by Mary Doria Russell. SHORT “War
Birds” by Stephen Baxter (Interzone). ARTWORK SMS for The Black Blood of
the Dead (Interzone cover).
Bram Stoker Award Nominations (horror): NOVEL Children of the Dusk by
Janet Berliner & George Guthridge, The Church of Dead Girls by Stephen
Dobyns, My Soul to Keep by Tananarive Due, Earthquake Weather by Tim
Powers. • FIRST NOVEL Lives of the Monster Dogs by Kirsten Bakis, The Art of
Arrow Cutting by Stephen Dedman, Hungry Eyes by Barry Hoffman, Drawn
to the Grave by Mary Ann Mitchell, The Inquisitor, by Mary Murrey. •
NOVELETTE “The Word” by Ramsey Campbell (Revelations), “Everything’s
Eventual” by Stephen King (F&SF), “The Big Blow” by Joe R. Lansdale
(Revelations), “Coppola’s Dracula” by Kim Newman (Mammoth Book of
Dracula), “The Zombies of Madison County” by Douglas E. Winter (Dark of
the Night). • SHORT “I Am Infinite, I Contain Multitudes” by Douglas Clegg
(Palace Corbie), “A Plague on Both Your Houses” by Scott Edelman (Best
New Horror), “Madame Babylon” by Brian Hodge (Hot Blood: Crimes of
Passion), “Rat Food” by Edo van Belkom & David Nickle (On Spec). •
COLLECTION Things Left Behind by Gary A. Braunbeck, The Throne of Bones,
by Brian McNaughton, Painted in Blood by Lucy Taylor, Exorcisms and
Ecstasies by Karl Edward Wagner. • NONFICTION The Encyclopedia of
Fantasy ed John Clute & John Grant, The Hammer Story by Marcus Hearn
and Alan Barnes, Clive Barker’s A-Z of Horror by Stephen Jones, Video
Watchdog ed Tim Lucas, Dean Koontz: A Writer’s Biography by Katherine
Ramsland, Dark Thoughts: On Writing by Stanley Wiater • Winners
announced 6 June.
More from Eastercon. Paper Tiger Art Award: Fred Gambino for his
Brightness Reef cover. Doc Weir Award for unsung good-eggery: Andy
Croft. Ken McIntyre Art Award ... still languishing in fannish apathy.
Sidewise Awards shortlist (alternate history): LONG Time on My Hands by
Peter Delacorte, Jack Faust by Michael Swanwick, How Few Remain by
Harry Turtledove. SHORT “For the Strength of the Hills” by Lee Allred
(WotF), “The King of Poland’s Foot Cavalry” by Roland J. Green (Alternate
Tyrants), “Teddy Bears’ Picnic” by Kim Newman & Eugene Byrne (IZ),
“The Undiscovered” by William Sanders (Asimov’s).
Overkill Award for too bloody many award listings: Ansible 130.
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Thpthptht! “The Postman, the Kevin Costner film based loosely on a title by
David Brin, swept the Razzies (the Golden Raspberry Award; the anti-Oscar)
in every category for which it was nominated. That includes Worst
Screenplay, Worst Song, Worst Actor, Worst Director, and Worst Picture.”
[JDM]

Endnotes
Vince Clarke (“A.V. Clarke” to bureaucrats). Further data for prospective
visitors ... “Golla Ward” supersedes the “Murray Faulkner Ward” which
followed Vince’s earlier stay in Golla. Bridget Wilkinson adds: “The annex is
actually by the Maudsley hospital (opposite Kings College Hospital),
signposted from the northern end. The nearest British Rail station is Denmark
Hill.” Rob Hansen directs: “You turn left out of Denmark Hill station, right at
the end of the road, and then right on to Denmark Hill proper, which you
walk down until you come to a road on your right called De Crespigny Park.
A hundred yards or so down this road, on your right, is Mapother House.”
We draw an editorial veil over Rob’s three improvements to the spelling of
“De Crespigny”.
Those UPC Prize Details. Send 2 copies of the double-spaced MS, signed
with a pseudonym, plus a sealed envelope (labelled with novella title and
pseudonym) containing your full name, ID number (social security?),
address, and phone or fax contact number ... all in an envelope marked UPC
Science Fiction Award 1998, to Consell Social de la UPC, Edifici NEXUS,
Gran Capità 2-4, 08034 Barcelona, Spain. Winners and runners-up grant first
Spanish/Catalan rights for publication by UPC, the Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya. Gasp.
Newsgroup Horror: Thousands Flee Rec.arts.sf.fandom! The new group
uk.people.sf-fans has been operating for several surprisingly busy days.
Victor Gonzalez’s incoming e-mail from 10 Mar to 1 May was all lost by his
loathsome e-mail server: he begs fans to re-send or re-compose messages to
him, especially comments on Squib 3 (address is squib@galaxy-7.net).
The Blinding Pillar of Incandescence Award, which a long-gone British
fanzine used to bestow for the most cretinous communication received, may
yet be revived for those fans who subscribe to the Ansible e-mail list with
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spam-blocked addresses. Or are they practising Subtle Irony?
Ansible 130 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
DarkEcho, Elizabeth Hand, Jon & Helen Langford, James D. Macdonald,
Minicon 33, Steven Silver, Ken Slater, Geri Sullivan, Gordon Van Gelder,
Bob Webber, Martin Worse Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 7
May 98.
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Y2K. This Ansible has been fully proofed against the Millennium Bug. Why
take risks? Copies of Locus, SF Chronicle and BSFA Matrix were reduced to
ashes by the millennial compliance test protocol recently pioneered by
Armageddon Enterprises Inc in India and Pakistan. Only Ansible survived the
Year 20*% FATAL HUBRIS Abort, Retry or Ignore?

Heaps of Quap
David Farland, who collected some praise for his 1998 debut fantasy The
Runelords: The Sum of All Men, is reportedly a pseudonym of the established
skiffy author Dave Wolverton. [IC]
Peter Hamilton was fascinated by a fervent Usenet discussion (based on The
Reality Dysfunction) of whether he was gay or bisexual: “Beats getting
mentioned by Thog any day.” Major collateral damage was sustained by Ken
MacLeod, who upon reading these speculations snorted coffee all over his
computer keyboard.
Diana Wynne Jones sends a picture of chaps apparently mud-wrestling in
their underpants, and with evil glee points out the caption: “The Langford
Ha-Ha Game, a muddy version of five-a-side rugby played in the ha-ha. It
was discontinued about ten years ago.” I refuse to answer Diana’s probing
questions about what I was doing in 1988.
Lazarus Long emerged from Heinlein’s pages to get an extensive write-up in
the Independent on Sunday, 31 May. “Prince” Lazarus (formerly US
entrepreneur Howard Turney) plans to live forever and is building a New
Utopia on platforms supported by concrete stilts above a sunken Caribbean
reef. His dream is of a tax haven for capitalists oppressed by welfare states:
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one looks forward to Heinleinian scenes in which whining freeloaders who
can’t afford the oxygen charges will be, if not cycled through the airlock, at
least permitted to walk the plank.
Andy Sawyer jubilates some more: “Liverpool University has decided to
definitely go ahead and buy the Wyndham Archive, after a short period of
flabberghast at exactly how much money the upgrading of environmental
conditions to meet the terms of the Heritage Lottery Fund grant would cost.
They have taken the eminently reasonable tack that we’re going to have to
address this problem sooner or later. • We still need money! (Don’t we all....)
Donations welcome. Anyone with money to spare to support what really is
one of the most significant moves in British sf, please contact me.” (c/o
Special Collections, Sydney Jones Library, U of Liverpool, PO Box 123,
Liverpool, L69 3DA.)
Brian Stableford must cherish fond memories of his GoH appearances at the
Imperial College SF Society’s annual London convention: his forthcoming
novel Inherit the Earth (Tor) features an all-powerful and slightly
unscrupulous biotechnology outfit called PicoCon.
Peter Straub had a moment of mystery at the International Conference on
the Fantastic in the Arts, when interviewer Bernadette Bosky enquired about
his novel A Cottage by the Sea (1997, according to his ICFA bibliography),
of which no one had heard. “He was as puzzled as anyone. Checking to see
that the reference to this mysterious pseudobiblion did indeed appear in the
Program Book, he said that he wished he’d had a novel published in 1997,
but if he had, he would have given it a better title.” [AH] Watch out for it in
future reference books....

Conywabble
24 Jun • BSFA Open Meeting, Jubilee pub, nr Waterloo. 6-7pm on.
4 Jul • Fantasy Literature Day, Town Hall, Ipswich. 10am-5pm.
Talks by Maggie Furey, “Jonathan Wiley”. Admission £4 for one talk, £6 for
both. Contact 115 Anglesea Rd, Ipswich, IP1 3PJ. 01473 250949.
1-5 Jul • Bram Stoker Summer School, Clontarf, Co Dublin. Various
speakers; “Gothic Art Exhibition”. +353 87 2364829.
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10-12 Jul • Infinity (media-ish), Angel Hotel, Cardiff. £40 reg to 1 Jun; £45
at door. Contact (SAE) 12 Stuart St, Treherbert, CF42 5PR.
17-19 Jul • Nexus 98 (Trek), Bristol Hilton Hotel. £44 reg. Contact (SAE or
2xIRC) 1 Lullington Rd, Knowle, Bristol, BS4 2LH.
5-9 Aug • Bucconeer (56th Worldcon), Baltimore. $130/£94 reg to 15 Jun;
$30/£22 supp. Contact PO Box 314, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701, USA.
UK: J. Dallman, 92 Lichfield Rd, Cambridge, CB1 3TR.
22-23 Aug • Prisoner Con, Portmeirion, N. Wales. Contact (SAE) Six of One,
PO Box 66, Ipswich, IP2 0TZ. In ugly scenes of chequebook journalism (i.e.
the Ansible editor buying some postcards) sources close to the Prisoner shop
in The Village said this may be the last-ever August event: Portmeirion Ltd
are getting stroppy about allowing it to continue in their high season, to the
mystification of billions of tourists.... [MH]
18-21 Sep • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now £40
reg, £30 unwaged ... but £35/£25 to Ansible readers who join before 1 Jul.
Booking closes 15 Jul. No memberships at the door. Contact (SAE/IRC) PO
Box 4100, Hornchurch, Essex, RM11 2GZ.
26-27 Sep • Multicon 98 (media, commercial), Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. Many media guests. £30 reg, to Dave Prowse Promotions Ltd c/o
12 Marshalsea Road, London, SE1 1HL. Proudly promises to be “Europes
[sic] Ultimate Convention”.
10 Oct • Octocon Lite (mini Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. GoH James White. £10 reg (Irish or British pounds?).
Contact 43 Eglinton Rd, Dublin 4, Ireland. UK agent D. Lally, 64 Richborne
Tce, London, SW8 1AX; 0171 735 3819.
24-31 Oct • Milford UK Conference, Maidencombe, Devon – mainly
invitational, for published writers. £15 reg, £200 hotel and meals. Contact
Flat 2, 24 Marcham Rd, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 1AA.
26-8 Feb 99 • Redemption (B7/B5), Ashford International Hotel, Ashford,
Kent. £35 reg, £40 from 1 Sep, £45 at door. GoHs Gareth Thomas, Jane
Killick, Sheelagh Wells, Joe Nazzaro. Contact (SAE) Waveney, 28 Diprose
Rd, Corfe Mullen, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 3QY.
20-24 May 99 • Trinity (Eurocon), Dortmund, Germany. £33 reg, cheques to
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“German Conventions”. Contact UK agent Mike Cheater at 42 Elm Grove,
Southsea, Hants, PO5 1JG.
24-25 Jul 99 • Telefantastique 2 (“multi-media”), Radisson Edwardian
Hotel, Heathrow. £45 reg. Rooms £50 single, £40 sharing. Contact (SAE) 38
Rochford Ave, Loughton, Essex, IG10 2BS.
Rumblings • Cry Wolf! Some chap called Straczynski issued a mini-fatwa
against certain UK events: “I said, immediately after the last Wolf, that I
would not be involved with any Wolf or Cooney convention until they got
their act together in their treatment of fans and their organization. [...] There
are many concerns in how the fans in the UK are being treated and exploited.
For instance, Warner Bros donated their theater in London for the purpose of
a free screening for B5 fans as a gift. Warner Bros Legal Affairs has just
discovered that those running the convention (which would be Bryan Cooney
and other Wolf folks) are charging TWENTY POUNDS PER PERSON for what was
set aside as a gift to the fans. There was never supposed to be any admission
fee charged for the screening. (Suffice to say WB is investigating further.)”
[27 May]

Infinitely Improbable
Arthur C. Clarke Award. Your editor fled the country (well, as far as
Wales), leaving stakhanovite Mark Plummer to report: “For once, the annual
Arthur C. Clarke Award Presentation and Fashion Parade, held in London’s
Science Museum on 27 May, was almost entirely free of surprises,
controversy and John Jarrold. The Brown Cousins (Molly and Tanya) were in
the forefront of the ‘Best Frocks’ category and Mary Branscombe collected
the Norman Spinrad Memorial Award for ‘Most Striking Green Suit’.
Meanwhile, Claire Brialey’s leopard-skin print stilettos were, she assured us
all repeatedly, post-modern and ironic. After being wined and dined (well,
crisped) by the Science Museum’s catering staff, the assembled throng were
ushered in to the lecture theatre where warm-up act Chris Hill presented the
BSFA Award for best novel to Mary Doria Russell, one of four Clarke
nominees present (only Sheri Tepper and, surprisingly, Steve Baxter were
absent). Moving on to the headliners, Paul Kincaid noted that it had been ‘a
difficult year’ for the Clarke family before dispensing the traditional thanks
and inviting Clarke’s niece, Angie Edwards, to make the presentation on
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behalf of ‘Sir Uncle’. Once again, Mary Doria Russell was called to the stage
and The Sparrow collected its second award of the evening. Russell
acknowledged the contribution of her editor, Simon Taylor, and also the
efforts of booksellers Dick Jude and Rog Peyton in promoting the book in
this country. Rog was almost as delighted as the winning author: ‘I make all
this money selling the books and I get a namecheck.’ Paul Kincaid closed
proceedings with a ‘Same time next year,’ when hopefully I will not have to
keep answering the question ‘Why isn’t Dave Langford here?’” [MP]
Publishers & Sinners. Steve Green reports the demise of SFX’s sister
magazine: “Cult TV is no more. Despite acting editor Steve Jarratt’s attempt
to jive the Anorak Reader’s Digest up into Loaded territory with ‘retrototty’
(i.e. a 1970s Dr Who starlet [Katy Manning] with her kit off, pubic hair
almost shielded by a Dalek’s sink plunger), the death knell has sounded.
What TV theme tune should be played here? Answers by e-mail, please, to
anyone but me.” Simon Forrester of Future Publishing confirms: “Yup – it’s
all true – the mag’s just been flushed, after a bomb-out issue 10. They sent
issue 11, and closed the thing. A damned shame, if you ask me – a fine start
to a magazine, and a fairly nice website, to boot (even if I do say so myself).”
R.I.P. Jerome Bixby (1923-1998), best remembered for his 1953 sf/horror
short “It’s a Good Life”, died on 28 April from complications after a
quadruple heart bypass. His other work included the original Fantastic
Voyage script and several Star Trek episodes. • Jackie Causgrove (19401998), long-time Cincinnati fan and partner of Dave Locke, died from lung
cancer on 15 May. • Lee Elias (1920-1998), the US comics artist who
illustrated the 1951-3 Beyond Mars newspaper strip – scripted by Jack
Williamson from his own sf novels Seetee Ship and Seetee Shock – died in
early April.
In Typo Veritas. “From Space and the American Imagination by Howard E.
McCurdy (1997), on the aborted Superconducting Supercollider: ‘As the
beans approached the speed of light, they would collide, releasing subatomic
particles.’ Could this explain the effects beans have on some people?” [DR] I
am struggling not to mention Rob Hansen.
Random Fandom. Vince Clarke writes: “I’m making a little progress, but
‘treatable’ is not ‘curable’. I’ve been ‘nil by mouth’ for about a month now,
and dream occasionally of fish & chips washed down with coffee. I can walk
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behind a Zimmer frame, but still need to be helped to my feet. Still, there is
progress.” [21 May] And sf/fannish reading matter remains welcome. This
week, the medics were talking of moving Vince into “re-hab”. [JC] • Ian
Gunn’s next phase of cancer treatment involves autologous (using his own
cells) bone marrow transplant. Good wishes and support still needed. [KPG] •
Marcus Rowland’s latest disk of period fiction, graphics, and scenarios for
his Forgotten Futures game is Goodbye Piccadilly ... Adventures in the
Destruction of London. 22 Westbourne Pk Villas, London, W2 5EA. • Artis
Trust is seemingly a reincarnation of infamous net fan Pesach C.V. Lattin.
“The Artis formerly known as Pesach” claims to run the only independent sf
web site (what a surprise for all the rest); reportedly he continues the Lattin
technique of offering to take over others’ sf sites and then, upon refusal,
denouncing the owners for unprofessionalism. Those who cross him are
liable to be branded as anti-semites or, worse, “anti-semetes”.
Fanfundery. Nominations are open for GUFF in its “Going Under Fan
Fund” aspect, with the winner travelling from Europe to Aussiecon 3 next
year. Candidates should supply signed nominations (3 Euro, 2 Aussie), a 100word campaign platform, £10 “bond” and a mighty oath that barring
unforeseen disasters they will make the trip if elected ... all this by 30 Sep.
Voting continues to 30 Mar 98. European administrator: Joseph Nicholas, 15
Jansons Rd, S. Tottenham, London, N15 4JU.
C.o.A. Tommy Ferguson, 40 Deramore Ave, Belfast, BT7 3ER. Murray
Moore, 2118 Russett Rd, Mississauga, Ontario, L4Y 1C1, Canada. Jenni
Scott, 24 Campbell Rd, Florence Pk, Oxford, OX4 3PF.
The Skeptic magazine (UK counterpart of The Skeptical Inquirer) is
installing Wendy Grossman as new editor-in-chief. The latest issue has Dr
Susan Blackmore’s report on a student who recalled being multiply abducted
by aliens, and actually produced the tiny metal device they had implanted in
his mouth. Intrigued, SB called for a scanning electron microscope and X-ray
microanalysis. As the abductee was swift to point out, the fact that this
implant was a mercury-amalgam tooth filling still failed to explain all the
others which he didn’t have handy.... The Skeptic appears quarterly. £10/year;
PO Box 475, Manchester, M60 2TH.
Mythopoeic Awards: 1998 shortlist. ADULT LITERATURE Peter S. Beagle,
Giant Bones; A.S. Byatt, The Djinn in the Nightingale’s Eye; Charles de Lint,
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Trader; Neil Gaiman, Neverwhere; Patrick O’Leary, The Gift. • CHILDREN’S
Susan Cooper, The Boggart and the Monster; Dahlov Ipcar, A Dark Horn
Blowing; Robin McKinley, Rose Daughter; Jane Yolen, Young Merlin trilogy
(Passager, Hobby, Merlin). • SCHOLARSHIP (INKLINGS) Verlyn Flieger, A
Question of Time: J.R.R. Tolkien’s Road to Faerie; Janine Goffar, C.S. Lewis
Index: Rumours from the Sculptor’s Shop; Walter Hooper, C.S. Lewis: A
Companion & Guide; Brian Horne (ed) Charles Williams: A Celebration;
Kathryn Lindskoog, Finding the Landlord: A Guidebook to C.S. Lewis’s The
Pilgrim’s Regress. • SCHOLARSHIP (GENERAL) Glen Cavaliero, The
Supernatural and English Fiction; John Clute & John Grant (ed) The
Encyclopedia of Fantasy; S.T. Joshi, Lord Dunsany, Master of the AngloIrish Imagination; Richard Mathews, Fantasy: The Liberation of
Imagination. [DB]
Thog’s Subeditor Masterclass. Paul Beardsley learned how SFX editorial
expertise can make all the difference to a review, when he wrote (of Chris
Bunch’s The Demon King) “There are no clever twists ...” and this was duly
corrected to “There are clever twists ...”
Prediction Corner. “Before man reaches the moon, your mail will be
delivered within hours from New York to California, from England to India,
by guided missile. We stand on the threshold of rocket mail.” (Arthur
Summerfield, US Postmaster General, 23 June 1959) [TH]
SF & Fantasy Hall of Fame. This virtual edifice appears to be in Kansas:
July 1998 “inductees” will be Hal Clement, Frederik Pohl, Robert Heinlein
and C.L. Moore. Not all of them plan to attend the ceremony.
Outraged Letters on A130 ... Ned Brooks was alarmed by debunkings of
Lester del Rey’s exotic name: “Ghad, another fannish illusion shattered. I
suppose next we will hear that Theodore Sturgeon was just Fred Fish instead
of the explanation of how his original surname was Waldo.” • George Flynn
notes that Alex Schomburg’s special Worldcon award wasn’t in 1990 but, as
any fule kno, came from Noreascon 3 in 1989. Though led astray by the SF
Encyclopedia, I avoided one trap: “Locus erroneously refers to that award as
a ‘special Hugo’ (the wrath of the WSFS Mark Protection Committee has
been invoked upon them).” • Several People asked how to recognize the
presumably rare defective copies of A Tourist Guide to Lancre. Over to Terry
Pratchett: “One might end up believing that after the ‘key’ numbers were
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overlaid on the map, in accordance with Paul’s artwork, a gust of wind
randomly shuffled them – and no one noticed.” Meanwhile, Barbara Barrett
ponders the rarity value of her World Books Fantasy & SF Book Club copy
of Jingo with an extra pp33-64 signature in place of the missing 65-96.... •
Bud Webster reminds me that, besides the Nebula awards and Grandmaster
selection, SFWA chose Nelson Bond as their 1998 “Author Emeritus”.
SF Encyclopedia CD-ROM Viewer. As threatened in A128, I went ahead
with this project for corrupt personal gain. The software is Windows
95/98/NT only – sorry! – and makes Grolier’s CD-ROM of the 1993 SFE
(and its recent Focus Multimedia clone) heaps more usable, with your own
choice of display fonts and window sizes, slow-loading compulsory graphics
screens eliminated, better backtracking features, new global search facilities,
known corrections added at the ends of the relevant entries (including, with
John Clute’s permission, the big chunks of articles like LATIN AMERICA and
Patrick MOORE which Grolier omitted altogether), and so on. Price £11.75 inc
post and VAT, or US$17.50: cheques/checks to me at the Ansible address.
Despatched either on disk or as an e-mail attachment if you’re in a hurry. NB:
the “SFVIEW” software does not include the SFE CD-ROM itself, but I’m
negotiating with Focus Multimedia and hope to be able to bundle the CDROM with my own material for around £10-£12 more. In the immortal words
of Spike Milligan, “Please Help This Man Become A Capitalist.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “He sighed to himself and cursed the necessity of
having a social worker in his midst.” (John Saul, Suffer the Children, 1977) •
Dept of Something in the Wind: “... Henkie, rather than giving the fellow a
proper funeral, had followed Briello’s instructions and had his friend stuffed.
He’d kept the body propped up in a corner of his studio until the authorities
got wind of its existence.” (Charles De Lint, The Little Country, 1991) • “He
had seen few women in his life, and none at all like this one. The heart sprang
out of him ...” (Robin Wayne Bailey, Shadowdance, 1996) • “Her nipples
stood erect, like twin blades ...” (Graham Joyce, The Tooth Fairy, 1996) •
“Saturday morning Jennifer awoke early, the sun prodding her eyelids like an
animated alarm clock.” (Joan Lowery Nixon, The Stalker, 1985) • “She felt
the radiance of her own smile die, felt it slip from her face to land rather
heavily somewhere in her stomach.” (Lisa Tuttle, The Pillow Friend, 1996)
[PB] • Dept of Mary Doria Russell Critiques: “The shadow froze and a noise
like a disembowelled sparrow chirped above him.” (N. Lee Wood, Faraday’s
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Orphans, 1996)

Endnotes
The Blinding Pillar of Incandescence. If you know the would-be Ansible
subscribers Lucy Mills, Rose McGuire or Freddy Qian, please mention that
our list server is unhappy with their alleged e-mail addresses <Lucy Mills>,
<Rose McGuire> and <Freddy Qian>....
Sturgeon Award: finalists for best short sf of 1997 are as follows. Alan
Brennert, “Echoes” (F&SF, 5/97); Michael F. Flynn, “House of Dreams”
(Asimov’s, 10-11/97); James Patrick Kelly, “Itsy Bitsy Spider” (Asimov’s,
6/97); Mary Soon Lee, “Universal Grammar” (F&SF, 4/97); Paul Levinson,
“Loose Ends” (Analog, 5/97); Paul Park, “Get a Grip” (F&SF, 12/97); Mike
Resnick, “The 43 Antarean Dynasties” (Asimov’s, 12/97); William Sanders,
“The Undiscovered” (Asimov’s, 3/97); James Sarafin & Mary Rosenblum,
“One Good Juror” (Asimov’s, 2/97); Brian Stableford, “Coming to Grips
With the Great Plague” (Omni On-line, 12/97); Allen Steele, “Where Angels
Fear to Tread” (Asimov’s, 10-11/97); Walter Jon Williams, “Lethe”
(Asimov’s, 9/97)
Ansible 131 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
David Bratman, Ian Covell, Jon Cowie, Teddy Harvia, Arthur Hlavaty, Max
Hora, Karen Pender-Gunn, Mark Plummer, David Pringle, Dan Reid and our
Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin
Tudor (Brum Group). 4 Jun 98.
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Once I wrote a satire about nuclear research, and still keep
finding my jokes outdone by reality. Yes, I lacked the nerve to invent
uranium reprocessing plant inspectors who, as has emerged from 1950s
Cincinnati records, checked the concentration of uranium by sprinkling it on
their tongues to see if it tasted right.... [Grauniad, 20 Jun]
LIFE & ART.

The Wrecks of Time
Douglas Adams is supposed to be delivering the script of the long-threatened
Hitch-Hiker’s Guide movie next month – to Disney. “People may frown and
think the film will be like Bambi,” he said. “But remember that Disney did
Pulp Fiction too. So the HH film will be a mixture of Bambi and Pulp
Fiction....” [AH]
Malcolm Edwards may or may not be apocryphal: “The following is no
doubt completely and utterly untrue, but lots of ex-colleagues at
HarperCollins have been queuing up to relay it to me and the least I can do is
pass it along.... • You will no doubt have noticed that for the past several
weeks those two literary sons of Weston-super-Mare, T. Pratchett and L. (for
Lord) Archer have been sitting at the top of the hardcover bestseller lists,
with Terry’s Last Continent at #1 and Jeffrey’s Eleventh Commandment at
#2. Apparently, Lord Archer has taken to going into bookshops and
demanding to know why his book isn’t in the #1 spot in their bestseller
displays, since it is obviously outselling everything else. When politely
informed that well, er, actually it isn’t selling as well as the Pratchett, he
demands that they call up the sales on their terminal so that he can
demonstrate the absurdity of the claim. When they do as he asks and the
information on the computer confirms that, yes, Terry’s book is outselling his
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(generally by about two-to-one) he darkly accuses them of falsifying the
computer figures as part of some conspiracy whose purpose is as yet
unmasked. • I think it must be part of Terry’s sneaky campaign to become
Mayor of London....” [7 Jun]
Steve Gallagher moans: “I think I finally found my niche. I used to aspire to
seeing something of mine appear on the shelf in John Sheridan’s second-hand
bookshop in Hull which gloried in the section heading of ‘Smut’, but last
weekend at Michael Moon’s bookshop in Whitehaven I was firmly put in my
place. There a copy of Nightmare, With Angel was to be found under a
heading of ‘Thick Fiction’.”
Peter Hamilton unknowingly developed a mystery collaborator, according to
the Amazon.com bookshop, which says his novels are by him and one R.
Woodman. “I’m now wondering if I’ve got one (two?) of those multiple
personalities, who just takes over when I sit down in front of the computer
and does my work for me. Authors often read through their older work saying
I don’t remember writing this. Oh my God. Do you think he’ll start getting
half of my royalties?” The Amazon response: (a) they have no idea where
Woodman came from, (b) it takes 4-6 weeks to fix such an error in their
catalogue web pages. Coo!
Terry Pratchett OBE officially received this arcane British honour, the
Order of the British Empire, for his services to literature. Terry: “I suspect
the ‘services to literature’ consisted of refraining from trying to write any.
Still, I can’t help feeling mightily chuffed about it.”
Alison Spedding, a UK anthropologist and fantasy author (preferred nom-deplume “Spedding” only) now living abroad, has been imprisoned in Bolivia
on suspicion of drug-dealing [Guardian, 20 Jun]. David Pringle wonders
about a hidden agenda here: “She was perhaps treading on dangerous drugrelated political ground”, having announced a few years ago that she was
writing “a thriller set in 1984 Bolivia (hyper-inflation and the cocaine trade)”
and that coca leaf was “the principal subject of my anthropological work.”
(See Letters, overleaf.)

Conestoga
10-12 Jul • Infinity (media-ish), Angel Hotel, Cardiff. £45 at door, children
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£25. Contact (SAE) 12 Stuart St, Treherbert, CF42 5PR.
17-19 Jul • Nexus 98 (Trek), Bristol Hilton Hotel. £44 reg. Contact (SAE or
2xIRC) 1 Lullington Rd, Knowle, Bristol, BS4 2LH.
22 Jul • BSFA Open Meeting, Jubilee, nr Waterloo. 6-7pm on.
5-9 Aug • Bucconeer (56th Worldcon), Baltimore, MD. No more advance
memberships: $165 at door, children (4-12) $80, supporting $30. Contact PO
Box 314, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701, USA.
15 Aug • BFS Open Night, Princess Louise pub, Holborn, 7pm on.
21-24 Aug • The Wrap Party (B5 etc), Radisson Edwardian Hotel,
Heathrow, London. £70 reg, to Aug; £80 at door. Contact (SAE) PO Box 505,
Reading, Berks, RG1 7QZ.
11-13 Sep • AKFT 98 (“Adult Trek”, it says here), Warwick Arms Hotel,
Warwick. £30 reg or £150 for group of 6; £15/day. Contact (SAE) 7 Belgrave
Clo, St Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent, BR5 3TJ.
18-21 Sep • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £40 reg,
£30 unwaged. Booking closes 15 Jul. No memberships at the door. Contact
(SAE/IRC) PO Box 4100, Hornchurch, Essex, RM11 2GZ.
25-28 Sep • Albacon 98 (sf) & Homeland (Highlander), Central Hotel,
Glasgow. £30 reg, £15 supp; £35 at door. Contact F1/2, 10 Atlas Rd,
Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE. It turns out that these are two simultaneous
cons, explaining why Albacon can be grumbling about too few members
even though the hotel is “very full”. Should Albacon be cancelled,
memberships will optionally be transferred to Homeland.
10 Oct • Octocon Lite (mini Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. £10 reg – Irish or British. Contact (SAE) 43 Eglinton
Rd, Dublin 4, Ireland, or UK agent Dave Lally, 64 Richborne Tce, London,
SW8 1AX (0171 735 3819) ... who plans a booze-up for early arrivals on 9
Oct and maybe a rare Guinness brewery tour (limited numbers; ask in
advance, with extra SAE) on 12 Oct.
11 Oct • Post-Octocon Celebration, Flying Pig Bookshop, 17 Crow St,
Temple Bar, Dublin 2. Birthday party for the shop, with guests from Octocon
Lite, drinks, readings, etc. No fee. Info +353 1 6795099.
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13-15 Aug 99 • Wincon V (Unicon), King Alfred’s College, Winchester.
GoH John Barnes, Warren Ellis, Diana Wynne Jones. £20 reg, £10 supp,
rising 1 Aug to £25/£15. Contact 53 Havant Road, North End, Portsmouth,
Hants, PO2 7HH.
2-6 Sep 99 • Aussiecon 3 (Worldcon), Melbourne, Australia. £100 reg, £25
supp or child (aged 3-12 at con date; infants free) – to “rise steeply” from 1
Sep 98. UK agent Martin Hoare, 45 Tilehurst Rd, Reading, RG1 7TT.
Cheques to “Aussiecon III”.
2-6 Aug 2000 • Eurocon, Gdansk, Poland. Guests TBA. $15 reg, $10 supp, $5
“presupporting”. It’s a confirmed event, but owing to a pledge that
Westerners won’t be charged more than locals, there’s no money for
promotion. A $5 membership is essentially a donation towards US publicity.
Contact (Europe) Krzysztof Papierkowski, Chlopska 7/107, 80-362 GdanskPrzymorze, Poland; (USA) Lance Oszko, 6176 Edsall Rd, #73, Alexandria,
VA 22304. (There’s no Eurocon in 1998.)
Rumblings • Not On: both Infinity and The Wrap Party have suffered from
false rumours of cancellation, source still unknown. • Magicon 2 is now the
official name of the Boston for Orlando in 2001 worldcon bid ... that is, it’ll
be the con name if they win. • London (Media) Group, New Connaught
Rms, Great Queen St, WC2: 18 Jul, 12 Sep, 21 Nov; 10:30am-7pm. £8; £4
from 3pm. Videos, dealers, social stuff. Contact 38 Rochford Ave, Loughton,
Essex, IG10 2BS. (Not to be confused with London Group/Circle open
meetings dating back to 1946 – still 1st Thur eve each month, Jubilee pub,
York Rd, nr Waterloo.)

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers & Sinners. Ellen Datlow and her team were slightly embarrassed
to find that their sf/fantasy/horror web magazine title Event Horizon
(launching in Aug) was already being used by, of all things, a web magazine.
Which has since been persuaded to change its name. Next episode: Ellen
discovers this movie using her title, and ... • Weird Tales is now being edited
by George Scithers, who is looking for submissions: 123 Crooked Lane, King
of Prussia, PA 19406-2570, USA.
Random Fandom. Dave Clark warns us all: “You know how fans are always
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worrying about the apparent lack of new blood in fandom, and their own
widening bodies. At the last BayCon, Lea Farr revealed her theory on how
this is all interconnected. There is a Fixed Aggregate Gross Weight for
fandom. As fans die or gafiate, their weight is redistributed among those of us
remaining in fandom. We need a constant influx of new people to keep the
aggregate weight down.” • Ken Forman & Arnie Katz inaugurated a new 3weekly fan newsletter Crifanac (333 S Decatur #152, Las Vegas, NV 89107,
USA), with a Statement of Policy: “We’ll leave science fiction to Locus, con
fandom to File 770 and literacy to Ansible.” • Catherine McAulay is
reportedly depicted as a nun on the new Irish five-punt note ... but fortunately
for fannish sanity, this wimpled portrait is in fact of Catherine McAuley. [TF]
Bram Stoker Awards were presented in New York on 6 June: NOVEL
Children of the Dusk by Janet Berliner & George Guthridge. FIRST NOVEL
Lives of the Monster Dogs by Kirsten Bakis. NOVELETTE “The Big Blow” by
Joe R. Lansdale. SHORT “Rat Food” by Edo van Belkom & David Nickle.
COLLECTION Exorcisms and Ecstasies by Karl Edward Wagner, ed Stephen
Jones. NON-FICTION Dark Thoughts: On Writing by Stanley Wiater. LIFE
ACHIEVEMENT William Peter Blatty, Jack Williamson. [GVG]
Medical Doom & Gloom. Ian Gunn’s stem cell transplant (mistakenly
announced as a bone marrow transplant) wasn’t too successful, but he and
Karen are optimistic about a different treatment with new and terrifying
chemotherapy this month. [KPG] • Jean Hoare, thought to be in the clear at
the end of 1997, has resumed chemotherapy. [MH] • Diana Wynne Jones is
suffering the pains of yet more collapsing vertebrae and awaits a 10-hour
operation to rebuild them, perhaps today. She regrets probably having to drop
out as a GoH at Albacon this year. [CB/PB] • Dave Langford, ever eager for
attention, contrived to puncture a wrist artery with a shard of milk bottle in
mid-June. (Now healed.)
Society Column. John Dallman reports: “The wedding of Bridget ‘Bug’
Hardcastle and Simon Bradshaw was planned like a military operation. This
was just as well, since it was held on the RAF base where Simon works. The
celebrations went off in fine style, with good performances from the Bug
Father as the Mad Scientist, Dave ‘Two Hats’ Clements as the Best Man,
Amanda Baker as the Scarlet Bridesmaid and Gordon Brignal as the Second
Best Man. Alison Scott didn’t quite catch the bride’s bouquet, despite a
spectacular dive for it, and consoled herself by raiding the Wing
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Commander’s garden for more flowers. A distant roar of jets was heard as
Pam Wells drove me home....” The bride later announced herself to have
become Bridget “Bug” Bradshaw.
C.o.A. Ken Bulmer (temporary), Halliwell Nursing Home, Kingswood Rd,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent, TN2 4UN ... letters and fantasy novels welcomed.
Cuyler W. “Ned” Brooks Jr, 4817 Dean Lane, Lilburn, GA 30047, USA.
A.V. Clarke, Gillies Ward, St.Mary’s Hospital, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 6LT. (A
move to “rehabilitation” ... Vince may be home within weeks.) Vincent
Docherty, Brugstraat 17b, 9712 AA Groningen, Netherlands. George Flynn,
PO Box 426069, Kendall Sq Station, Cambridge, MA 02142, USA (new box
number only). Kate Solomon & Malcolm Davies, new phone number 01223
520 903. Gary Farber (current maildrop), c/o Zev Sero, Apt 1L, 396 12th
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11215-5017, USA. Charles Platt, PO Box 36, Jerome,
AZ 86331, USA (“I have ceased using my New York address”), phone 520
634 5800. David Power, 23 Boleyn Walk, Leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 7HU;
01372 378674. Jean Weber & Eric Lindsay, PO Box 640, Airlie Beach, Qld
4802, Australia.
Evil “David” Cult Gains Recruit! The Former Steve McDonald babbles:
“I’m keeping my old name as my byline (Steven E. McDonald) and adopting
David Alexander Edward McDonald for regular life purposes. This is
something I’ve wanted to do for a long time – I wish I’d had the gumption to
do this way back when, but now that I’ve got the equivalent of a brand name,
I have to stick with it. • Besides, ‘Christopher Priest’ was already taken, I’m
not short enough for ‘Harlan Ellison’, not tall enough for ‘Joe Straczynski’,
and you had the swinish foresight to trademark ‘David Langford’ many years
ago....”
Condition Critical. From a US local paper’s TV movie listing: “Transported
to a surreal landscape, a young girl kills the first person she encounters then
teams up with three total strangers and plots to kill again.” Fans will have
instantly identified The Wizard of Oz. [BB]
R.I.P. Carlos Castaneda, whose druggily mystical “nonfiction” about Yaqui
Indian shaman Don Juan was perhaps best appreciated as highly readable
fantasy, died from liver cancer on 27 April. His birth year remains
mysterious: some say 1925, others 1931. [BB] • Peter Nilson (1937-1998),
Swedish astronomer and best-selling sf author in the 80s, died on 8 March
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from complications after a stroke. He was 60. [AH] • Maureen O’Sullivan
(1911-1998), the Irish-born actress who came to fame as Jane in the 1930s
Johnny Weissmuller Tarzan films, died from a heart attack on 23 Jun, aged
87. She had 60+ movie credits from 1930 to 1986, and was Mia Farrow’s
mother. [BB]
Thog’s Language Lessons: Vril-ya. The speaker is a philosopher belonging
to a humanoid race evolved from frogs: “Humble yourselves, my
descendants; the father of your race was a twat (tadpole).” (Edward BulwerLytton, The Coming Race, 1871)
Seeds of Time. That huge archive of John Wyndham’s manuscripts, drafts,
letters and unpublished stuff has indeed been acquired by Liverpool
University – where it joins the SF Foundation collection and the Olaf
Stapledon archive. Most of the money came from the Heritage Lottery Fund.
From Andy Sawyer’s serious and constructive press release: “Recent BBC
Radio 4 adaptations of The Kraken Wakes and Chocky, and the optioning of
virtually the entire Wyndham catalogue by Samuelson Productions, the
makers of Wilde, show that interest in the author remains strong. At least one
biography is being planned.”
Outraged Letters etc ... Simon R. Green saw a Rare Edition at Andromeda’s
Banks/Green/MacLeod signing: “The mighty Iain was there with his new
book, Inversions. During the signing it was found that in some books, the
pages had been bound into the covers upside down. ‘Great!’ said
businessman Rog Peyton: ‘A special INVERTED edition of Inversions! Signed
and numbered by the author! People will pay extra for this!’ And they
probably will.” • Wendy Grossman points out that Skeptic subscriptions rose
to £12/year within seconds of my mention; still PO Box 475, Manchester,
M60 2TH. • Nicholas Pollotta of SFWA states that Alison Spedding has been
held for months with no formal arrest or prospect of a trial, on suspicion of
drug dealing (one joint for personal use, he says), and suggests polite but firm
letters to the Bolivian embassy requesting her release: 3014 Massachusetts
Ave NW, Washington, DC 20008, USA; 106 Eaton Square, London, SW1W
9AD. • J.M. Straczynski’s tirade about that special B5 screening (A131) is
much disputed, most recently in SFX 41 (Aug 98). • Roger Burton West
worries that NASA now has only one physicist, as conveyed by a Greg
Benford story intro in The New Hugo Winners IV ... “Geoff Landis is
uniquely qualified to play this exacting game [writing hard sf], for he is a
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trained physicist working for NASA.” • Dave Wolverton wasn’t quite
outraged to be outed as the writer behind David “Runelords” Farland – “This
is one of those loosely kept secrets” – but hopes the leak won’t affect sales.
For a small fee, Ansible will announce that its story was hopelessly wrong
and that Farland is really Lionel Fanthorpe.
Small Press. The Dark Fantasy Newsletter launches in July. A5 16-20pp, £1;
cheques to S. Ross, 11 Vernon Close, Eastbourne, E. Sussex, BN23 6AN. •
The Small Press Alliance is yet another, er, alliance of small presses:
£10/year for mailings, freebies, cut-price directories, etc. Now in 12-month
trial. Contact 18 Nuffield Rd, Manchester, M22 9UG.
More Capitalism. Following the A131 announcement of my super SFVIEW
viewer/search/addenda/etc software for the SF Encyclopedia CD-ROM
(£11.75 inc VAT or $17.50 US, on disk or by e-mail), I can now also supply
this as a double package with the 1998 reissue of the CD-ROM itself ... for
£23.50 or $35, cheques to David Langford at the Ansible address. Please
note, again, that SFVIEW needs Windows 95, 98 or NT. “Makes the
encyclopedia usable,” enthuses hero software tester Marcus Rowland:
“Before ... I was using the printed book for nearly everything; now I can
actually get useful results out of the CD.”
Clarke Update. On 22 June The Times reported that Sir Arthur C. Clarke
would not be prosecuted following “allegations in the Sunday Mirror that he
sexually abused children”; the Sri Lankan Justice Minister said there was
“insufficient evidence”. This seems less positive than Clarke’s announcement
that the claims were “conclusively demolished”. Nor does it note Mirror
efforts to give a “molesting small children” spin to a story based on dodgy
allegations of encounters with post-pubescent teenage males 20+ years ago
when this was legal in Sri Lanka. Indeed, one scandalized Mirror accusation
was specifically of Shock Horror Alleged Sex With 17-Year-Old Chap, soon
to be legal even in Britain.
Thog’s Masterclass. “On the far horizon a huge red sun was setting like a
pool of coagulating blood.” (Chris Evans, The Insider, 1981) • “Sickened
himself, Leo glanced up the corridor to be sure he was still unobserved,
swallowed the clot of impotent rage growing in his throat, and slipped
inside.” (Lois McMaster Bujold, Falling Free, 1988) [BA] • Dept of
Probably Not Very PC: “Emma Margolis folded down the poufy floral print
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comforter.” (Elise Title, Bleeding Hearts, 1996) [PB] • “The stars descended
upon me like an elevator in a shaft.” (Ross Macdonald, Trouble Follows Me,
1946) [BBo] • Dept of Tautology: “The annular rings turned.” (Gregory
Benford, In The Ocean Of Night, 1977) [RBW]

Event Horizon
Event Horizon is at http://www.ehorizon.com/eventhorizon [URL long dead].
What Does SF Stand For? Well, you know that one, but someone whose email I have lost asks that every Ansible should feature a complete list of
acronyms and abbreviations used. I’ve stuck a few definitions into the
Ansible FAQ (Fantasy Arthropod Quotient) at
http://news.ansible.co.uk/faq.html.
Ansible 132 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
Paul Barnett, Barbara Barrett, Chris Bell, Bill Bowers, Ahrvid Engholm,
Tommy Ferguson, Martin Hoare, Karen Pender-Gunn, Dolores Phelps, David
Pringle, Marcus Rowland, Gordon Van Gelder, Roger Burton West, Gary
Wilkinson and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan
Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 2 Jul 98.
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FRUSTRATION. The time is out of joint, O cursèd spite: this month
Ansible goes to press one day before the blasted Hugo announcements....

The Xochitl Sodality
Jim Baen says he’ll accept any reasonable offer for the 100,000 copies of
Newt Gingrich’s skiffy epic 1945 still cluttering the warehouse. In a cunning
bid for publicity, he’s now come clean about the famous “pouting sex kitten
... sitting athwart his chest” sentences which let Gingrich in for so much
teasing: “Basically, I wrote them to spice the book up.” Baen still feels a
modest pride in having restored popularity to the moribund terms “sex kitten”
and, of course, “athwart”. [MMW]
David Brin attracted much gossip this summer after emerging from a Los
Angeles sf party to find his car had been broken into, and declaring it to be
almost certainly the work of the Swiss. This nation, he explained, was out to
get him after dark revelations in his nonfiction writing. Bystanders thought
DB was joking, until the police arrived and he repeated the same accusation
to them.... Fellow-pros at Westercon in July planned heart-warming acts of
support, such as sending Mr Brin parcels of Swiss cheese and chocolate
(Gardner Dozois’s suggestion), or phoning him at odd hours to play
recordings of cuckoo clocks. Tut, tut.
Harlan Ellison made a surprise appearance at Readercon (USA, July), loudly
announcing in the lobby that he had come to punch out Gregory Feeley. An
interested crowd gathered, but it was felt that the absence of G. Feeley
himself – who had unknowingly taken his children home to bed – caused this
mighty clash of Author vs Critic to lack a certain something. Also at
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Readercon, “Bill Gibson attended as a fan and was much in evidence. [...] It
was a superb con in many respects.” [DH]
John Gribbin (PhD) knows all about Malcolm Edwards’s Archer/Pratchett
scuttlebutt (A132): “I can confirm that Malcolm Edwards is apocryphal.
There is no such person, because letters sent to that name are never replied to.
• As for Lord A, I confess that I am one of the foot soldiers employed by
Terry Pratchett. From Monday to Thursday each week for the past month I
have been travelling around Britain visiting all the shops that contribute to
the best seller list. There, I diligently buy 2 copies of The Last Continent and
one copy of whatsisname’s book. To fund this enterprise, I sell the latter in
the European book collector market at an inflated price, because of the rarity
value of unsigned copies (the method I use to remove the signatures is a
professional secret). My arrangement with a certain organization in
Littlehampton sees the Pratchett volumes cunningly recycled into the system.
By this means, although only 250 copies of the book have ever been printed,
it can be number 1 on the best seller list indefinitely. • In return, Terry has
promised that when he gets his knighthood I can have his OBE.”
Tom Holt has the inside story: “Enquiring minds might want to know what
was in the mystery parcels handed to Messrs Boxleitner & Co by two
damozels dressed in white samite at the orgiastic climax of the recent
SFX/Babylon 5 thrash, just outside the lost city of Heathrow. When,
awestruck, Boxleitner tore away the shimmering gold paper, he was delighted
beyond words to find he’d been given a pictorial history of the River Thames.
So stunned was he by the munificence and aptness of this gift that he omitted
to take it with him when he left the stage.”
Diana Wynne Jones survived another long and dangerous spinal operation
on 2 July, and was rapidly reported as grumpy (“Anaesthesia always puts her
into a filthy temper”) but on the mend. She returned home on 8 July; it’s
hoped that no more surgery will be needed. [CB]
Terry Pratchett collectors are doubtless fighting over copies of the Legends
(ed. Robert Silverberg) anthology sampler issued by HarperCollins in July:
two complete stories bound back-to-back, being a new Discworld tale and
something by a chap called Feist. (Who he? – Ed.) Meanwhile, see inside the
Post Office presentation pack of “Magical Worlds: Classic Children’s
Fantasy” stamps for further TP ubiquity.
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Ron & Gail Walotsky were forced out of their Florida home by the threat of
fires. She: “Grabbed 1/3 of the paintings. Ron wasn’t going to leave – until I
broke down in tears because I wouldn’t leave without him.” [4 Jul] Happily,
they soon returned to an undamaged house.

Conferva
15 Aug • BFS Open Night, Princess Louise pub, Holborn, 7pm on.
21-24 Aug • The Wrap Party (B5 etc), Radisson Edwardian Hotel,
Heathrow, London. £80 reg at door. Contact (SAE) PO Box 505, Reading,
Berks, RG1 7QZ.
26 Aug • BSFA Open Meeting, Jubilee pub, nr Waterloo. 6pm on. With
Chris Priest, doubtless talking about his new book The Extremes. [See CP
interview in The Richmond Review.]
26 Aug • Murder One 10th Birthday Open Day, Charing Cross Rd. With
crime/sf/etc guest authors all day, and an evening party.
4-6 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. GoH
Gerry Anderson and others. £55 reg to Society of Fantastic Films c/o 95
Meadowgate Rd, Salford, Manchester, M6 8EN.
4-7 Sep • Cult TV, Telford Moat House. £49 reg, closing 31 Aug. Contact
(SAE) PO Box 1701, Peterborough, PE7 1ER.
11-13 Sep • Fantasycon XXII, Albany Suite, Posthouse Hotel, Queensway,
Birmingham. Now £55 reg (£45 BFS members). Contact (SAE) 46 Oxford Rd,
Acocks Green, Birmingham, B27 6DT.
18-21 Sep • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. A few
memberships still available at £40, £30 unwaged . Contact (SAE; even newer
address) Suite 35, 29 High St, Romford, Essex, RM1 1JL.
13-15 Aug 99 • Wincon V (Unicon), King Alfred’s College, Winchester.
Now £25 reg, £15 supp. Contact 53 Havant Rd, North End, Portsmouth,
Hants, PO2 7HH.
29 Dec 00 - 1 Jan 01 • Hogmanaycon, Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH Spider
& Jeanne Robinson, Sydney Jordan, more. £25 reg, £5 supp to Apr 99.
Contact 26 Avonbank Rd, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 2PA.
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Rumblings • Pirate Gold. “That is not dead which can eternal lie, and with
untold eons, even The Scottish Convention may pass along funds to
Bucconeer, in the sum of £1,250.” [JGD]

Infinitely Improbable
Pseudonym Mysteries. The Sci-Fi Channel spinoff novel The Guardians:
The Krilov Continuum (Millennium) is by “J.M.H. Lovegrove”, identified as
“the pseudonym of an Arthur C. Clarke Award shortlisted author.” Intense
study of the 1998 Clarke shortlist suggests that the man behind this cryptic
nom-de-plume might just be ... James Lovegrove. • Although a mild stir
resulted from the A131 identification of “David Farland” as Dave Wolverton
(and informant Ian Covell grumbles that this sensitive datum was cut from
his Locus column), several fans point out that the Farland title appears on the
“Other Books By” page of The Lord of the Seventh Swarm (Tor pb) by, er,
Dave Wolverton.
More Awards. The John W. Campbell Memorial Award went to Joe
Haldeman for Forever Peace, and the Sturgeon Memorial Award to Michael
F. Flynn for “House of Dreams” (Asimov’s Oct/Nov 1997).
Random Fandom. Ken Bulmer was deeply moved by UK fans’ donations
for equipment to help him write. “I’d don’t quite know what to say – it’s
marvellous that people have got together like this....” His recent operation
was for cancer of the jaw: “I am recovering nicely thanks, although I still
can’t speak properly and am on a puréed diet. My son has already got hold of
a voicewriter but unfortunately it won’t accept my voice at the moment.” The
£200 raised should buy the still-needed printer. Special thanks to Pamela
Boal, Vince Clarke, Roger Earnshaw, David Redd and the 1997 World
Fantasy Con. • Teresa Nielsen Hayden sends a useful “five-Ansible headline”
which (like Beachcomber’s classic SIXTY HORSES WEDGED IN CHIMNEY) merely
awaits its matching story: LESBIAN IN SABLE SALE BIN IN BASEL NABS LEI. • Rae
& Marcus Streets announce a pregnancy: “due Dec 24th, but then it’s a
family tradition to keep the midwife waiting over Christmas.” • Bridget
Wilkinson underwent a hysterectomy on 22 July; all seems well so far, and
we wish her a speedy recovery. Roger Robinson is acting as stopgap editor of
the Fans Across the World newsletter. • David Wake seeks would-be
thespians, dogsbodies, stagehands, etc, for a play to be staged at Reconvene
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next Easter: 160 Beaumont Rd, Bournville, Birmingham, B30 1NY.
Rhysling Awards for sf poetry: 1997 LONG Terry Garey, “Spotting UFOs
While Canning Tomatoes”; SHORT W. Gregory Stewart, “Day Omega”. 1998
LONG Laurel Winter, “why goldfish shouldn’t use power tools”; SHORT John
Grey, “Explaining Frankenstein To His Mother”. • “They did them both
together because they got a bit behind, I’m told.” [TG]
C.o.A. Ken Cheslin, 29 Kestrel Rd, Halesowen, W. Midlands, B63 2PH.
Vince Clarke (home again, but still weak and unable to climb the stairs), 16
Wendover Way, Welling, Kent, DA16 2BN. Steve & Jenny Glover, 3f2 (top
right) 2, Trinity Court, Trinity, Edinburgh, EH5 3LE. John Richards, 11
Cardiff Rd, North End, Portsmouth, PO2 9EA. (“As of 2 Aug the SHSFG
will give up possession of 59 North End Ave, which over 13 years has
housed no fewer than 7 of our membership.”) Simon & Schuster UK Ltd,
Africa House, 64-78 Kingsway, London, WC2B 6AH. Mike (Simo) & Hillary
Simpson, 405 Saffron Lane, Leicester, LE2 6UF.
Thog’s Physics Masterclass. Q. Out there in the vacuum of space, how can
we fasten things together? A. “The team had been well drilled and soon the
tanks were up, then pressed down so that the ingenious suction cuppings
would keep the tanks firmly in place until the special glue set.” (Anne
McCaffrey, All the Weyrs of Pern, 1991) [RP/RS]
R.I.P. John Baltadonis of First Fandom, a founder member of the
Philadelphia SF Society (1935) and FAPA (1937), died on 19 July. • Ann
Layman Chancellor (“Chance”) died in Minneapolis on 11 July from liver
disease and kidney failure, aged 50. An artist, costumer and filk fan, she was
much involved with NESFA, the Cincinnati Fantasy Group, and the New
Orleans Worldcon. (On a personal note, her cheery conversation in parties
and bars at Minicon over Easter had had Martin Hoare and myself hoping to
meet her again some day. Alas.) • Paul Lehr (1930-1998), legendary sf artist
since 1958, died of pancreatic cancer on 27 July. As the end approached with
dismaying speed, Bob Eggleton wrote: “He is a major star in the SF art
universe: most recently, and thankfully given what’s happening, his work
was showcased in Vin DiFate’s Infinite Visions book – and on the cover.” •
Robert A.W. Lowndes (1916-1998) died on 14 July aged 81. A member of the
famous 1930s-40s Futurians group, he edited many genre magazines from
1941 to 1970; as a writer, he published both solo and in collaboration with
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Futurians, including Donald A. Wollheim and James Blish.
Mythopoeic Award winners: The Encyclopedia of Fantasy ed. John Clute &
John Grant (Scholarship, Myth & Fantasy Studies), A Question of Time:
J.R.R. Tolkien’s Road to Faerie by Verlyn Flieger (Scholarship, Inklings
Studies), The Djinn in the Nightingale’s Eye by A.S. Byatt (Adult Fiction)
and Jane Yolen’s Young Merlin trilogy (Children’s Fiction). [DB]
Small Press. Noesis is another new sf magazine, to appear this autumn:
quarterly with fiction, science fact and the usual sort of features. Contact 61
Pengarth Rise, Falmouth, Cornwall, TR11 2RR. • The Tall Adventurer is a
detailed E.C. Tubb bibliography, covering all known printings, translations,
etc. 200pp; £12 or $20; available mid-Aug from Beccon Publications, 75
Rosslyn Ave, Harold Wood, Essex, RM3 0RG.
Cry Wolf (Again). J.M. Straczynski announced that, following his wrath that
£20/ticket was being charged for that “free” Babylon 5 showing in London,
the Wolf 359 Ltd con-running outfit “has been taken out of the loop ... All
monies paid by anyone will be refunded. The screening of ‘In the Beginning’
is a FREE SCREENING, as was intended.” • Past JMS objections to Wolf and its
organizer Bryan Cooney concern things like: stiff extra charges to fans for
e.g. sitting at the Straczynski table; horrendously mismanaged autograph
lines; the sanctioning of heaps of pirated B5 merchandise in the dealers’
room; and repeated illicit showing of advance US B5 material in defiance of
the great man’s repeated warnings. Meanwhile there’s a background hum of
worry as to whether – with Wolf rumoured to be badly in debt despite the big
money that’s been sloshing around – all of the substantial sums raised
specifically for charity at Wolf events have actually found their way there.
(E.g. £17,000 from the auction of two group visits to the B5 sets.) We assume
that B. Cooney was speaking solely as a charity promoter in the overheard
and much-quoted remark to a dealer at Wolf 1996: “Look – you are in this to
make money, I am in this to make money....”
TAFF. Nominations for the 1999 eastbound race to Reconvene have been
extended to 15 Aug. North American candidates need three NA and two
European nominations (signed), to be sent with a 100-word platform and $20
bond to Ulrika O’Brien at 123 Melody Ln, #C, Costa Mesa, CA 92627, USA.
(Not to Maureen Kincaid Speller, who is already on her US TAFF tour and
will be out of Britain until late Oct.)
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Odyssey magazine survived its one-year trial period: in June, Dave Ryan of
publishers Caliver Books confirmed that it would continue. [LH]
Group Gropes. “The Gathering” is a new Welsh collectable card game
(sorry) Jubilee-style open pub meeting: Bar Emporium, St Mary’s St, Cardiff,
from 7:30pm, 2nd Thur eve monthly, beginning 10 Sept.
Hugo Nominee Memorabilia. This year, LoneStarCon sent out nominee
pins to be worn at that Worldcon, only 7 months late; Intersection despatched
nominee certificates, 3 years late; and Bucconeer also sent tasteful
certificates, 2 weeks early. The showoffs....
Harvia Horror! Teddy Harvia has a little list, to which he e-mails early
copies of cartoons. Things became doom-laden when, on receiving e-mail
about fan art from fellow fan Donald E. Eastlake III, Teddy added him to the
list (run from work: his company Ericsson Inc. allows private e-mail).
Misinterpreting this mailing as wicked spam, DEE automatically bunged in a
complaint, little knowing that Ericsson fire employees caught sending
commercial or nuisance e-mail.... Teddy had a bad time with management but
was at length cleared of wrongdoing. Phew.
Barney the Dinosaur rarely features in Ansible, but we must make an
exception for Lyrick’s Barney Sing A-Long Songs audiocassette – whose
press release may have been drafted by someone under notice: “... they’re
perfect for short or long car trips anywhere! Instead of having those little
shits clamoring to stop at the next McDonalds, or those interminable whines
of ‘When we gonna get there’ or ‘I really gotta go, Mommy’, plug their little
ears with these latest banalities from Lyrick and you’re guaranteed to arrive
free of stress.” [PS/PB]
Locus Awards, 1998 ... SF NOVEL Dan Simmons, The Rise of Endymion.
FANTASY NOVEL Tim Powers, Earthquake Weather. FIRST NOVEL Ian R.
MacLeod, The Great Wheel. NOVELLA Allen Steele, “... Where Angels Fear to
Tread”. NOVELETTE Connie Willis, “Newsletter”. SHORT James Patrick Kelly,
“Itsy Bitsy Spider”. NON-FICTION John Clute & John Grant, ed., The
Encyclopedia of Fantasy. ART BOOK Vincent di Fate, Infinite Worlds.
COLLECTION Harlan Ellison, Slippage. ANTHOLOGY Gardner Dozois, ed., The
Year’s Best SF: Fourteenth Annual Collection. ARTIST Michael Whelan.
EDITOR Gardner Dozois. MAGAZINE Asimov’s (published all three of the
shorter fiction winners). PUBLISHER Tor.
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Outraged Letters (on A132) ... Lilian Edwards takes the bit between her
teeth: “John Dallman’s account of the Bug wedding misses out the best part,
namely the Hen Night. This was also splendidly executed by Amanda Baker
and Alison Scott, who had gone to especial (er) lengths, given Bug’s
chocolate obsessions, to acquire moulds appropriate for casting life-size
chocolate willies.... In a room literally throbbing with digital cameras none of
the hen attendees could be found willing to do the decent thing for the
camera. Need I say yours truly was forced to perform the honours? The
things I do for my friends.” • Steve Gallagher on that Hamilton
“collaborator”: “I can see how the confusion arose. R. Woodman is obviously
Pete Hamilton’s pseudonym from a separate career as a porno movie actor. A
secret no more! Outed by Amazon!” • Jane Johnson of HarperCollins points
out that their author Dr Alison Spedding – imprisoned and depressed in
Bolivia – appreciates letters sent c/o Debbie Aliaga, British Embassy,
Avenida Arc 2732, PO Box 694, La Paz, Bolivia. Unfortunately, however
unfairly accused of dealing and singled out for search, the hapless Spedding
does indeed acknowledge having 2kg of marijuana in her flat. Reportedly her
lawyer’s best hope is a 4-5 year sentence which might be halved by parole.
Thog’s Masterclass. True Romance Dept Returns: “He impaled her and their
two bodies melted together, limbs fusing, faces haloed by radiant neural
coronae that conjoined their brains. Their minds sang together in a duet of
mental intercourse more ecstatic than that of the body. He opened his
uttermost depths to her. She did not hesitate to reciprocate and in the
aftermath of the ringing consummation they caught a brief glimpse of what
they had been searching for.” (Julian May, Magnificat, 1996) [NE] • “I don’t
think liquidizing a frog in a blender can be considered serious scientific
research, Swire.” (Peter James, Twilight, 1991) [PB] • “Neither was the fact
that they smelled bad enough to gag a skunk. That would have to wait.” Our
correspondent deplores the omission of the promised skunk-gagging scene.
(Tom Clancy, Rainbow Six, 1998) [JMF] • “Terry threw herself into the job
like an impatient suicide off a low bridge.” “Franco arrived home that
evening with the haunted stare of a destitute diabetic in a strange city at
night.” “She succumbed to the rutting stamina unleashed by the notion that
they were indifferent strangers chosen for selfish, carnal, anonymous
pleasures.” (all Rock “Son of Yul” Brynner, The Doomsday Report, 1998)
[MMW] • Dept of Mendelian Insight: “‘I wonder, John,’ said Piers to
Rattray, ‘is this ability to engineer an antigravity drive a hereditary thing
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...?’” (“J.M.H. Lovegrove”, The Krilov Continuum, 1998)

Endnotes
Sincerest Form of Philately. The official excuse for those “Magical Worlds:
Classic Children’s Fantasy” stamps is the centenary of Lewis Carroll’s death
and C.S. Lewis’s birth. Stamp designs: 20p The Hobbit, 26p The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe, 37p The Phoenix and the Carpet, 43p The
Borrowers, 63p Through the Looking-Glass. The UK Post Office
presentation pack, with Pratchett mini-essay, costs £2.25.
The Blinding Pillar of Incandescence. More failure notices from the Ansible
list server, from people whose SUBSCRIBE requests somehow conveyed
that their e-mail addresses were “Linda Krawecke” and “Fred Cleaver”. (I
know Linda and can sort her out; Fred Cleaver continues to languish in outer
darkness.) Favourite stupid spam of the month: the idiot in California
offering sure-fire cures for “The Mellinium Bug”. Mellinium, as any fule
kno, is a transplutonic miracle element closely related to Illyrion and
Cheddite.
SFVIEW. Enough of the hard sell – but if you bought version 1.11 of my SF
Encyclopedia viewer software, do ask for the free e-mail upgrade to v1.12
with minor improvements and a new “bookmarks” facility. See also
http://www.ansible.co.uk/sfview/ ...
Ansible 133 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Chris Bell, David Bratman, John Dallman, Nick Eden, John M. Ford, Terry
Garey, David Hartwell, Liz Holliday, Jerry Hewett, Ray Proven, Pam
Scoville, Roger Smith, Martin Morse Wooster and our Hero Distributors:
Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (BSFG). 6
Aug 98.
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YO-HO-HO. As Bucconeer, the piratical Baltimore worldcon, hauled
down its Jolly Roger with a final attendance of 5,306, there were appreciative
fannish cries of “Avast, me hearties!”, “Pieces of eight!” and “Arr, no more
publications written in bloody pirate-speak!” • 2001. The Philadelphia
worldcon bid beat the mighty Boston-for-Orlando machine by 1,145 votes to
940. • Hugos. NOVEL Joe Haldeman, Forever Peace: “Like clockwork, every
twenty-two years I win a Hugo for a novel ...” NOVELLA Allen Steele, “...
Where Angels Fear to Tread”. NOVELETTE Bill Johnson, “We Will Drink a
Fish Together ...”. SHORT Mike Resnick, “The 43 Antarean Dynasties”.
RELATED BOOK The Encyclopedia of Fantasy ed John Clute & John Grant.
DRAMATIC Contact. EDITOR Gardner Dozois (Asimov’s). ARTIST Bob Eggleton.
SEMIPROZINE Locus. FANZINE Mimosa. FAN WRITER David Langford. (Thanks!
Everyone: “Will no one rid us of this turbulent Langford?”) FAN ARTIST Joe
Mayhew. JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD Mary Doria Russell. John Clute
recollects: “Joe Haldeman was over the moon. Martin Hoare read your funny
bits very well.... Charles Sheffield, spaced beyond Mars on nerves, did the
toastmaster gig in a pirate costume. David Streitfeld did a genuinely
competent piece on the Con for the Washington Post. So it went.” • Shiver
Me Timbers! This year’s small (“Thank God” – M. Hoare) and tasteful
Hugo base incorporates wood “from the Sloop-of-War USS Constellation.
Launched 1854, last Civil War ship afloat.” Secrecy shrouds the pirate raid
that carried off this spoil. • Quotables. Weapons Physics Wisdom: “The idea
of using rocks as kinetic weapons is not a new one.” – John Maddox Roberts.
[RBW] Steve Jones, having begged in vain for his rightful Hugo lapel pin
ever since being nominated in 1992, was boggled and gratified by the gift of
Bob Eggleton’s: “Steve should have this one, because I’ve got the real
thing!” Martin Hoare, very loudly, on seeing Elspeth Kovar Burgess
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eavesdropping on his traditional 4am phone call to Reading: “Don’t! Stop
that! Stop taking your clothes off right now!”

The Glory That Was
John Clute wrings our hearts ... “About a year ago Paragon Films, a
Canadian firm producing a movie called The Secret Laughter of Women, got
hold of me through Little Brown. They wanted to hire the use of some
sf/fantasy awards as props, because one of the film’s protagonists was an sf
writer, and some sequences were set in his award-bestrewn study. • After
being given a copy of their insurance cover, and being assured that all risks to
me were more than amply covered, I hired my trophies to Paragon, along
with 5 sf books they also wanted. • After considerable delay, they have now
paid the rental on the trophies. They have never paid the invoice for taking
the 5 books from me. • In October, Paragon came back to me to say all 11
trophies had been lost in transit, as well as the 5 books; but assured me that I
would gain an adequate insurance settlement for the loss of objects of such
symbolic and (in career terms) substantial importance. • The insurance
company, however, subsequently informed the local London adjuster – who
had agreed with my estimate of the loss – that their agreement with Paragon
only covered cost of physical replacement. The fact that most of these
trophies were irreplaceable – all manufactured under special circumstances,
usually on behalf of temporary organizations like WorldCons – was
irrelevant to them. • I faxed Paragon at this point, without any response.
There has never been a word of response to me from Paragon. • The
insurance company has now paid out, very generously in terms of a roughly
estimated cost of manufacture, but very much less than generously in terms
of the actual loss. • So if The Secret Laughter of Women is ever released, look
for a row of trophies going West.”
Ken MacLeod had a good gloat over his Prometheus (libertarian sf) Award
win for The Stone Canal. The glory was shared with Robert A. Heinlein,
whose Time Enough for Love got the Hall of Fame award.
Robert J. Sawyer succumbed to fatal temptation and protested at a hostile
review; the result was a lawsuit for $5 million (Canadian). Allan Weiss
attacked Sawyer’s Starplex in the Canadian free magazine Realms, under the
headline “The best book did not win”: “Robert J. Sawyer’s self-promotion
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was what landed him the Aurora Award.” The irate response was headed
“Reviewer had conflict of interest” and claimed a “personal vendetta”
following Sawyer’s rude remarks about some Weiss bibliography of
Canadian sf. Weiss hit back with multi-million-dollar libel actions against
both Realms and Sawyer.... The Toronto Star sees Canada’s sf community as
“divided”, with many fundraising for Sawyer while some support the
“underdog” Weiss. [MA] Though always unhappy about such daft lawsuits,
Ansible also recalls US critic Paul Fussell’s term for angry rebuttals of
reviews: the ABM, or Author’s Big Mistake.

Consuete
11-13 Sep • AKFT 98 (Trek), Warwick Arms Hotel, Warwick. £30 reg or
£150 for group of 6. Contact (SAE) 7 Belgrave Clo, St Mary Cray, Orpington,
Kent, BR5 3TJ.
11-13 Sep • Fantasycon XXII, Albany Suite, Posthouse Hotel, Queensway,
Birmingham. £55 reg (£45 BFS members). Contact (SAE) 46 Oxford Rd,
Acocks Green, Birmingham, B27 6DT.
12 Sep • London (Media) Group, New Connaught Rms, Great Queen St,
London. 10:30am-7pm. With Jacqueline Pearce. £8.
18-21 Sep • Discworld Convention II, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. A very few
memberships possibly still available at £40, £30 unwaged. Contact (SAE)
Suite 35, 29 High St, Romford, Essex, RM1 1JL.
19 Sep • Whitchurch Fireworks, nr Pangbourne. Opens 5:30pm. Firing
7:45pm or later. Beer tent etc. Admission £5, kids £3.
23 Sep • BSFA Open Meeting, Jubilee pub, nr Waterloo. 7pm for 8pm; fans
probably in bar from 5pm as usual. With Paul J. McAuley.
25-28 Sep • Albacon 98 (sf) & Homeland (Highlander), Central Hotel,
Glasgow. Additional GoH Ken MacLeod. £30 reg, £15 supp; £35 at door.
Contact F1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
26-27 Sep • Multicon 98 (media, commercial), Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool. Many media guests. £30 reg, to Dave Prowse Promotions Ltd c/o
12 Marshalsea Road, London, SE1 1HL.
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14 Nov • Dangercon 7 (Dangermouse), Ruskin House, Croydon. 11am11pm. Fan GoH Alan Sullivan. £5 reg at door. Cheques to Robert Newman,
37 Keens Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 1AH; 0181 686 6800.
10 Oct • Octocon Lite (mini Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. GoH James White. £10 reg (Irish or British). Contact
43 Eglinton Rd, Dublin 4, Ireland. UK agent D. Lally, 64 Richborne Tce,
London, SW8 1AX; 0171 735 3819.
28-30 May 99 • Seccon (“relaxed general sf con”), Hertfordpark Hotel,
Stevenage. GoH Stephen Baxter. £17.50 reg until 15 Nov. Contact c/o 92
Lichfield Rd, Cambridge, CB1 3TR.
25-27 Jun 99 • Avalon (Trek), Derby Assembly Rooms. £50 reg or £20/day.
Contact (SAE) 28 Yew Tree Rd, Hatton, Derby, DE65 5EX.
28 Apr - 1 May 00 • AD 2000 (Trek), Palace Hotel, Manchester. GoHs to be
confirmed. Contact (SAE) Sector 14 (AD 2000), PO Box 3870, Troon,
Scotland, KA10 7PZ.
30 Aug - 3 Sep 01 • The Millennium Philcon (59th worldcon), Pennsylvania
Convention Center & Philadelphia Marriott Hotel. GoH Greg Bear, Stephen
Youll, Gardner Dozois. FGoH George Scithers. Contact Suite 2001, 402
Huntingdon Pike, Rockledge, PA 19046, USA.

Infinitely Improbable
Welsh SF News! This year’s National Eisteddfod Prose Medal was won (for
the first time ever?) by an sf novel: Blodwyn Tatws by Eirug Wyn, published
7/98. The title means, of course, Potato Flower. [DW]
Tomorrow SF is having convulsions. By late Aug, all visible website stories
were reprints by editor Algis Budrys; story submissions are being returned
unread, though nonfiction and cartoons still seem acceptable.
The Wrap Party. This B5-based Aug event reportedly went well despite
organizational eccentricities, with capital-P Performances from J.M.
Straczynski and H. Ellison. The latter’s denunciation of a certain dragonish
lady book-dealer was at first thought over the top, but even ever-nice James
White complained when this dealer – firmly told that James was too tired to
sign more than half her stock – was found feeding the other half by sleight of
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hand into his mysteriously undiminishing pile of books for signature. Hardly
cricket when the author is almost blind. The committee, resigned to a
membership shortfall, had propped up the event by putting £8,000 of their
own into the kitty ... when this emerged, HE and JMS overrode the
committee’s reluctance and raised £11,000 by auctioning trips to the B5 set
and Chez Ellison. Coo! Meanwhile, refused admission for tortuous reasons,
Wolf 359’s Bryan Cooney (“The Man in the Mac”) sat balefully in hotel
reception for four days.
Random Fandom. John Bangsund & Sally Yeoland recently separated but
remain good friends. • Ken Cheslin is reprinting John Berry’s 60-odd Irish
Fandom stories in 4 fat volumes. Free to fans, but help with expenses is
welcome: 29 Kestrel Rd, Halesowen, W. Midlands, B63 2PH. • Robert
Lichtman has irresistible offers: (a) the Fantasy Amateur Press Association
has vacancies, and (b) the cutoff date for $8 presubscribed copies of his Walt
Willis Nebula column collection is now 1 Oct (more subscribers needed!).
Either way, apply to PO Box 30, CA 95442, USA. • Keith Oborn had a
phildickian moment in Athens. His hotel’s automatic welcome system used
the room TV to display this Hellenically personalized message: MR. KEITH
OBORN, WELCOME TO THE MOAT HOUSE HARROGATE. • Martin Tudor fled the
horrors of 7 ½ years editing the Brum Group newsletter; a new incumbent is
sought.... • Walt Willis was admitted to Ulster Hospital in late Aug, dazed
from what was diagnosed as a mild stroke. He’s expected home 4 Sept.
Cautious optimism prevails, but Madeleine Willis fears “there is a little brain
damage.” [CH/GS]
C.o.A. Socorro Burbee, 12723 Gabbett Dr, La Mirada, CA 90638-2109,
USA. Anthony & Joy Hilbert, 34 Grange Ave, Leeds, LS7 4EL. Vince Clarke
is in a Sidcup residential home until 11 Sep, “to get some rest.” Elizabeth
Kerner, 9 Harlawhill Gdns, Prestonpans, East Lothian, Scotland, EH32 9JQ.
Ken Lake, 36 Barrington Rd, Loughton, Essex, IG10 2AY. Joseph T. Major,
1409 Christy Ave, Louisville, KY 40204-2040, USA. Mark Manning (but not
Getsu-shin), c/o 1300 W Nickerson #119, Seattle, WA 98119, USA. John
Richards, 11 Cardiff Rd, North End, Portsmouth, PO2 8BH ... postcode
correction. Nigel Rowe (but not Karen Babich), 431 S Dearborn, #402,
Chicago, IL 60605-1121, USA.
Small Press. K.V. Bailey’s sf/fantasy poetry collection The Vortices of Time
is unusual for light-heartedness and a high proportion of triolets. £3 post free;
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1 Val de Mer, Alderney, Channel Isles, GY9 3YR. • Holt! Who Goes There?
assembles Tom Holt’s funny columns for the BFS newsletter. £4.99 plus 50p
p&p UK, 75p Europe; £7.00 post free elsewhere. British Fantasy Society, 2
Harwood St, Stockport, SK4 1JJ. • Marcus Rowland’s Forgotten Futures
disks of (mostly) strange old out-of-copyright sf are now collected as a CDROM: £18, or £12 to previously registered FF users. 22 Westbourne Park
Villas, London, W2 5EA. • New Earth, yet another new sf mag, invites
submissions. Guidelines are available: SAE to 54 Hollicondane Rd, Ramsgate,
Kent, CT11 7PH.
Sidewise Awards for alternate history, presented at Bucconeer: LONG Harry
Turtledove, How Few Remain. SHORT William Sanders, “The Undiscovered”
(Asimov’s). SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT Robert J. Sobel, For Want of a Nail ...; If
Burgoyne Had Won at Saratoga.
Thog’s Cyberpunk Masterclass. How to make a web search sound exciting:
“Entering key-words and key-phrases in every permutation she could think
of, she prepared her hard drives for a worldwide ’Net-trawl ... The hard
drives, in their racks, growled their readiness like hounds straining at the
leash. Hitting ‘Enter’, she let them slip.” (J.M.H. Lovegrove, The Krilov
Continuum, 1998) [GW]
TAFF. Velma (Vijay) Bowen and Sarah Prince emerged as candidates for the
1999 eastbound TransAtlantic Fan Fund trip, from North America to
Reconvene in Liverpool. Ballot forms are now available from Ansible and
others of the usual suspects. Voting closes 5 Dec.
NASA Conspiracy. The true reason for that announcement of ice on the
Moon was revealed by the Association of Autonomous Astronauts – who aim
to “leave this society behind” in backyard spaceships by 2000, without the
tainted assistance of multinationals. NASA’s March “news” was in fact
cunningly timed to upstage and discredit the AAA Intergalactic Conference
(Bologna, Apr). It all makes sense now.... [JN]
More Wired Tales. The San Francisco Chronicle chortles that Wired
magazine, for all its cyberspatial trendiness, is prohibited from using its name
on a web site. When Wired Digital sold the printed mag to S.I. Newhouse of
Condé Nast fame, they retained all on-line rights to the brand name. [DC]
Maybe Newhouse could instead license Hardwired from famous Wired fan
Walter Jon Williams (see Ansible)....
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World Fantasy Awards. 1998 nominations slate ... NOVEL Charles de Lint,
Trader; Jeffrey Ford, The Physiognomy; Harvey Jacobs, American Goliath;
Eric Nylund, Dry Water; Patrick O’Leary, The Gift. (Arturo Perez-Reverte’s
The Club Dumas was originally included and then found ineligible owing to a
1996 UK edition; Dry Water replaces it.) • NOVELLA Richard Bowes,
“Streetcar Dreams” (F&SF); Brian Hodge, “The Dripping of Sundered
Wineskins” (Love in Vein II); Ellen Kushner & Delia Sherman, “The Fall of
the Kings” (Bending the Landscape: Fantasy); Kim Newman, “Coppola’s
Dracula” (The Mammoth Book of Dracula); Douglas E. Winter, “The
Zombies of Madison County” (Dark of the Night). • SHORT P.D. Cacek, “Dust
Motes” (Gothic Ghosts); Lisa Goldstein, “Fortune and Misfortune”
(Asimov’s); Paul Park, “Get a Grip” (OMNI On Line); Robert Charles
Wilson, “The Inner Inner City” (Northern Frights 4); Jack Womack,
“Audience” (The Horns Of Elfland). • ANTHOLOGY Modern Classics of
Fantasy ed Gardner Dozois; Bending the Landscape: Fantasy ed Nicola
Griffith & Stephen Pagel; Northern Frights 4 ed Don Hutchison; Dark
Terrors 3, ed Stephen Jones & David Sutton; Millennium (aka Revelations)
ed Douglas E. Winter. • COLLECTION Peter S. Beagle, Giant Bones; Ray
Bradbury, Driving Blind; Paul Di Filippo, Fractal Paisleys; Brian
McNaughton, The Throne of Bones; Michael Swanwick, A Geography Of
Unknown Lands. • ARTIST Rick Berry, Jim Burns, Alan Lee, Don Maitz, Dave
McKean. • PROFESSIONAL Ellen Datlow, editing/anthologies; Gardner Dozois,
editing/anthologies; John Clute & John Grant, editing The Encyclopedia of
Fantasy; Stephen Jones, editing/anthologies; Gordon Van Gelder, editing
(books/F&SF). • NON-PROFESSIONAL Richard Chizmar, Cemetery Dance
mag/CD Publications; Fedogan & Bremer, book publishing; Chris Logan
Edwards, Tigereyes Press; Barry Hoffman, Gauntlet mag/publishing; Jeff
VanderMeer, Ministry of Whimsy Press. Results 1 Nov at World Fantasy
Con, Monterey, CA. [SJ]
Worldcon Rules. In a vote awaiting ratification at Aussiecon next year,
Bucconeer’s business meeting changed the bidding constraints from US
regional rotation (with furriners bidding when they like) to a 500-mile
exclusion zone. Thus new bid venues must be at least 500 miles from the
current worldcon site, with hotel accommodation situated over 500 miles
from the convention centre, and the business meeting held 500 miles from
both Tim Illingworth and Ben Yalow.
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R.I.P. Ariane von Orlow, an enthusiastic German fan, died on 8 August from
a brain tumour. She was only 32.
Outraged Letters ... Diana Wynne Jones is “tediously slowly getting better –
I hope – but as the hospital evidently don’t expect me to have recovered
before October, I suppose I do quite well.” • Bruce Pelz learned the hideous
secret that Ansible first-edition typos etc may be fixed for overseas printings:
“Collectors are doomed – there are probably dozens of Variant Edition issues
to be chased down in order to have a Complete Collection of Ansible. As this
is obviously an Impossible Task, I shall have to give the whole fanzinecollecting idea up and recycle the several tons of now valueless wastepaper.
Oh You Fiend, Langford!” • Several Of You insist that though David Brin’s
rant about the persecuting Swiss did happen (“Ask Tim Powers!”), it was all
a year or two ago.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Careful Word Choice. Context: hero finds that,
unknowingly, he was hypnotized and involved in a homosexual orgy with
naughty monks of the Society of St Peter Martyr. He investigates these
events: “For the first time in several days, Peter thought he had a chance of
getting to the bottom of the Society of St Peter Martyr.” (John Saul, Punish
the Sinners, 1978) • “And before you can come to mass, [said Father
McBride] you’ll need to come to confession, which, for your information, is
held every Wednesday from ten in the morning till two in the afternoon.
Because if, as you say, you pursued sexual relations with that Venetian
woman outside the sanctity of marriage, it’s still adultery plain and simple,
even if she was dead when you did it.” (Robert Girardi, Vaporetto 13, 1997)
[PB] • “To the Clan, a new life was formed by the ubiquitous essences of the
totems and any relationship between sexual activity and childbirth was
beyond conception.” (Jean M. Auel, The Clan of the Cave Bear, 1980) [RP] •
Dept of Weird Science. “You’re one of these mad-scientists one hears about, I
take it?” (Jane Gaskell, Atlan, 1965) ... “Professor Morgenstahl, the
mathematical genius who had upset every previous conviction respecting the
relative distances of the planets, who had mapped space, who had proved that
lunar eclipses were not produced by the shadow of the earth ...” (Sax
Rohmer, President Fu Manchu, 1936) ... “A six-foot-high working model of
the DNA double helix stood against another wall.” – and would presumably
soon fill the room. (George Chesbro, The Beasts of Valhalla, 1985) ... [all
RC] • Dept of We Have No Shame. “His landlady came to the door, loosely
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wrapped in dressing-gown and shawl; her husband followed ejaculating.”
(H.G. Wells, The War of the Worlds, 1898) [DG]

Endnotes
That Clute Calamity. I can’t help wondering whether some of John Clute’s
lost trophies couldn’t be replaced from resources in the cupboards and attics
of fandom. For example, I still have a left-over Hugo base that wasn’t used in
1979 (not, alas, a relevant year), and the rockets themselves are presumably
purchasable from Peter “Mr Knobs” Weston. But does anyone, anywhere,
have a spare Hugo base from ConAdian in 1994 – when JC shared the
nonfiction award with Peter Nicholls for the second edition of the The
Encyclopedia of SF – or LAcon III in 1996, when he won this category solo
for Science Fiction: The Illustrated Encyclopedia? The Pilgrim Award may
be more difficult....
Ansible 134 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Martin Abela,
Paul Barnett, Rachel Carthy, Dave Clark, John Clute, Dave Gullen, Chuch
Harris, Steve Jones, Joseph Nicholas, Ray Proven, Geri Sullivan, Roger
Burton West, Gary Wilkinson, Dave Wood and our Hero Distributors: Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (BSFG). 3 Sep 98.
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New panic convulsed the Fantasy Encyclopedia crew in Sept: suddenly
it was time to finalize a corrigenda list for the paperback. Embarrassing
omissions like Alasdair GRAY, Shirley JACKSON, Chuck JONES, Gwyneth JONES
and LABYRINTH (the movie) were hastily fixed for the 24,000-word addenda,
and from the depths of one nameless editor’s hard disk there shyly emerged
the long-lost entry for RUSSIA....
GULP.

The Bumper Fun Grimoire
Michael Bishop reveals the shocking truth behind another pseudonym:
“Philip Lawson”, author of the mystery novel Would It Kill You To Smile?
(Longstreet Press, 1998) is none other than “Paul Di Filippo (The Steampunk
Trilogy, Fractal Paisleys, Ribofunk, Ciphers, Lost Pages, etc.) and me
(Brittle Innings, Ulysses, War & Peace, Madame Bovary, etc.).”
John Clute’s tale of woe and lost sf trophies last issue brought a noble
response from Los Angeles: Bruce Pelz and Mike Glyer are arranging a
replacement LAcon 3 (1996) Hugo. There are spares, since some of that
year’s Retro Hugos for 50-year-old work couldn’t be presented. A side effect
of all this trophy-hunting is that George Orwell’s Retro Hugo for Animal
Farm came to light and may soon find its logical home: the Orwell archive in
the library of University College, London.
Neil Gaiman “is set to make his TV debut,” writes Fortean observer Joe
McNally: “I was recently sent a half-hour promo reel for some Britishproduced sub-manga nonsense named Archangel: Thunderbird in which Mr
G. provides the voice for a rubbish plasticine demon....”
Tim Powers, our tireless spies reveal, has been furtively enquiring about just
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which of his scurrilous David Brin stories had found its way into Ansible. Be
a man, Powers! Send them all!
Terry Pratchett stripped to the waist is a terrifyingly hirsute sight: alarming
photographs were taken and furtive orangutan jokes made. All this was
because the Adelphi Hotel greeted the second Discworld con (Sept) with a
broken pool thermostat leading to hot-bath temperatures and a runaway
greenhouse effect: TP wrenched off his shirt when he overheated during six
hours of autograph sessions. The event raised £6,000 for Macmillan Cancer
Relief and the Orangutan Foundation. TP waxed emotional at the closing
ceremony: “It’s been such a pleasure to see your little faces ... it makes all the
money worth while ...”
Carl Sagan commented from beyond the grave on the 1998 Dramatic
Presentation Hugo: “The book was better than the movie. There was more in
it.” (Contact, 1985) [PR]

Contortuplicate
10 Oct • Octocon Lite (mini Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, nr Dublin. GoH James White. £10 reg (Irish or British). Contact
43 Eglinton Rd, Dublin 4, Ireland. UK agent D. Lally, 64 Richborne Tce,
London, SW8 1AX; 0171 735 3819.
11 Oct • Post-Octocon Celebration, Flying Pig Bookshop, 17 Crow St,
Temple Bar, Dublin 2. Birthday party for the shop, with guests from Octocon
Lite, drinks, readings, etc. No fee. Info +353 1 6795099.
28 Oct • BSFA Open Meeting, Jubilee pub nr Waterloo, 7pm on.
31 Oct • Nervous? (horror), Cardiff University Union. GoH Ramsey
Campbell, Simon Clark, Peter Crowther. £10 reg. Contact RazorBlade Press,
186 Railway St, Splott, CF2 2NH. Ah, dear old Splott!
31 Oct • SF Month begins at Paddington Library, Porchester Rd, London,
W2. “Special event” 1-5pm; talks/readings throughout Nov.
Nov • C.S. Lewis Centenary Exhibition, Belfast Central Library. Contact
Linda Greenwood, BCL, Royal Ave, Belfast, BT1 1EA.
14 Nov • Dangercon 7 (Dangermouse), Ruskin House, Croydon. 11am775

11pm. Fan GoH Alan Sullivan. £5 reg at door. Cheques to Robert Newman,
37 Keens Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 1AH; 0181 686 6800.
13-15 Nov • Novacon 28, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. GoH Paul J.
McAuley. £32 reg (to 1 Nov; £35 at door). Contact 14 Park St, Lye,
Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
13-15 Nov • OryCon 20, Doubletree Hotel, Portland, OR, USA. $35 reg to
15 Oct, more at door. Too many guests to list, including (again, this is how to
get a US non-Worldcon into Ansible) me. Contact PO Box 5703, Portland,
OR 97228-5703, USA. Phone (503) 283-0802.
20-22 Nov • Armadacon X, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. £25 reg, £19
unwaged. Contact PO Box 38, Plymouth; 01752 267873/812698.
6-7 Mar 99 • Microcon 19, University of Exeter. Following this con’s ageold organizational tradition, no more has been divulged.
2-5 Apr 99 • Reconvene (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £30 reg; £15
supp, children 5-14, over-60s; £2 presupp discount to end 98. Under-5s free.
Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. Chris Bell warns that,
to encourage early booking so more money can be budgeted for the event,
“we are going to hike the price through the roof before the con, and into the
stratosphere and beyond come the day itself.” Thus from 1 Feb 99 it’s £50
reg, £25 supp/juniors/elders. Last postal memberships 28 Feb. £80 at door;
£40 jun/eld. To ease this, a £15 supporting membership bought before 1 Feb
can be upgraded to full attending for £15 at any time, even at the door; a £25
supp bought in Feb upgrades for £25. If truly unable or unwilling to commit
even £15 in advance, write to C. Bell and ask about Special Hardship Deals.
4-6 Jun 99 • Avalon (Trek), Meadowside Centre, Burton upon Trent. New
dates, new venue, new guest list. £50 reg or £20/day. Contact (SAE) 28 Yew
Tree Rd, Hatton, Derby, DE65 5EX.
Rumblings • Total Eclipse, 11 Aug 99: “Cornwall now booked solid. Ditto
France,” warns Jonathan Cowie ... who has plans for a Romanian eclipse
tour, taking advantage of local fan links. Enquiries (no commitment required
as yet) to 44 Brook St, Erith, Kent, DA8 1JQ.

Infinitely Improbable
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Legal High Jinks in Canada. That Robert Sawyer/Allan Weiss literary
lawsuit (see A134) rages on, says Lloyd Penney: “The Toronto Star reported
on a barbecue benefit staged for Robert’s defence fund. (Yvonne and I
attended that barbecue ... a fine time, and it raised about $2,000. Much
support is coming from the Canadian literary establishment.) Allan has now
expanded his lawsuit to sue the Star for reporting on the barbecue. The local
and national sf communities are certainly divided, and writers across the
country are resigning from SF Canada, the national version of SFWA,
claiming fears that if they speak up about the situation, Weiss will sue them,
too. Even Allan’s supporters are scratching their heads over this latest
development. This story is far from over, as much as we’d like it to be.”
Later: Allan Weiss has since stated to Ansible (unthreateningly, I
should note) that he has no lawsuit against the Toronto Star. Karl
Schroeder of SF Canada notes that although four members resigned
over this affair some six months ago, it was not for fear of litigation
but because SF Canada declined to take sides in the case.
Random Fandom. Mike Don has no idea why an envelope bearing the name
of his fanzine and book catalogue Dreamberry Wine should feature
prominently in recent Euro-awareness TV ads.... [MS] • Ian Gunn
determinedly continues to live with the cancer, helped by frequent hospital
visits, continuous chemotherapy via a catheter, and above all Karen’s
support. Ups and downs continue, as do fans’ good wishes. [KPG] • Brian
Jordan drew the short straw and is now running that sinister UK APA “The
Organization”: 57 Moorlands Cres, Huddersfield, HD3 3UF. • Paul Rood,
organizer of both Discworld cons, was the foredoomed victim of a closingceremony tradition established at the 1996 event: dousing him in custard, or,
this year, tapioca. In the event, so appallingly much canned tapioca was
donated for this purpose (“Tapioca Henge” was a majestic sight) that to avoid
conspicuous waste the bulk was cautiously diverted to charity. Three tins
proved sufficient to inundate the hapless Mr Rood, whereupon the cruel Lord
of Misrule (T. Pratchett) applied a final necessary blob of jam. There was
rapturous applause. • Nancy Tucker Shaw, Bob Shaw’s widow, suffered a
major stroke on 20 Sept. By the 22nd she was lucid again and joking with
nurses, but at last report was still paralysed on her left side and will need
much physiotherapy. May this succeed sooner rather than later.
Bonny Banks. Ian Sales, searching Amazon for books, discovered: “Classic
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Glamour Photography by Iain M. Banks. (1989, Amphoto; ISBN:
0817436723). Is there no end to the man’s talents?”
Odyssey Magazine. Janet Barron has officially departed as deputy editor and
(effectively) production editor, which “feels pretty strange” since she’s still
up to her ears in production work on issue 7....
C.o.A. John Bray, 10 Barratt Cres, Wokingham, Berks, RG40 1UP. Ken
Brown, 64 Elswick Rd, Lewisham, London, SE13 7TP. Dave Clements &
Amanda Baker, Physics & Astronomy Dept, Cardiff University,
Wales/Cymru, CF2 3YB. Ed Dravecky, PO Box 143, Addison, TX 750010143, USA. The Edge, 65 Guinness Bldgs, Fulham Palace Rd, London, W6
8BD. Graham England & Monika Koch, Muehlental 25, 28717 Bremen,
Germany. Nick Lowe & Margaret Welbank, 88b Mansfield Rd, Gospel Oak,
London NW3 2HX. Bryan Talbot, 14 St Bede’s Tce, Christchurch,
Sunderland, Tyne & Wear, SR2 8HS. Writers’ Bookshop (Small Press Guide
etc), 1-2 Wainman Rd, Woodston, Peterborough, PE2 7BU.
Welsh Rarebits. Margaret Hall knows that Blodwyn Tatws (see A134)
wasn’t the first Eisteddfod-winning Welsh sf novel. “There was Seren Wen
Ar Gefndir Gwyn (White Star on a White Background) by Robin Llywelyn,
which won the prose medal in 1992. And yes, that is the very same Robin
Llywelyn who is manager of Portmeirion and who seems to be trying to stop
the Prisoner conventions there, or at least move them to the depths of winter
instead of allowing them in August.... He is also using a vandalism incident
to add support to his claim that the conventions are somehow inappropriate
for the unique Italianate village, despite the fact that the convention organizer
is sure that no con-goers were involved and has offered to pay for the repairs.
(All this according to reports in the Daily Post and Cambrian News.)”
R.I.P. Leigh Couch (1925-1998), member of First Fandom and “at one stage
... godmother of all St Louis fandom” [BG] died in early Sept. • Akira
Kurosawa (1910-1998), Japan’s most famous film director, died on 6 Sept
aged 88. His influential movies included Rashomon (1950), The Seven
Samurai (1954), Throne of Blood (1957), Yojimbo (1961), and Kagemusha
aka Shadow Warrior (1980). [BB] • R.D. Mullen (1915-1998), founder of
Science-Fiction Studies and a founding member of the SF Research
Association, died on 8 Aug aged 82. • Dietmar Trommeshauser (1955-1998),
who built a career as a horror author despite being paralysed in a 1985
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accident, died during surgery on 31 Aug. • Eleen Tackett, wife of 1976 NA
TAFF delegate Roy Tackett, died on 21 Sept.
British Fantasy Awards. NOVEL (August Derleth Award) Chaz Brenchley,
Light Errant. ANTHOLOGY/COLLECTION Dark Terrors 3 ed Stephen Jones &
David Sutton. SHORT Christopher Fowler, “Wageslaves”. ARTIST Jim Burns.
SMALL PRESS Interzone. SPECIAL (Karl Edward Wagner Award) D.F. Lewis.
COMMITTEE AWARD Ken Bulmer, for services to the British Fantasy Society –
he was its first president.
Tasty. The infamous Bulwer-Lytton competition for worst story openings
(unfair to poor old B-L, even Thog agrees) was won this year by Bob Perry:
“The corpse exuded the irresistible aroma of a piquant, anchovy chili glaze
enticingly enhanced with a hint of fresh cilantro as it lay before him, coyly
garnished by a garland of variegated radicchio and caramelized onions, and
impishly drizzled with glistening rivulets of vintage balsamic vinegar and
roasted garlic oil; yes, as he surveyed the body of the slain food critic
slumped on the floor of the cozy, but nearly empty, bistro, a quick inventory
of his senses told corpulent Inspector Moreau that this was, in all likelihood,
an inside job.” [JB]
Censored! Artist Tony DiTerlizzi’s name has been purged from the title and
copyright pages of Greg Bear’s Dinosaur Summer in UK HarperCollins pb ...
and all his jolly internal illustrations have gone too, even the many b/w
drawings which could easily have been reproduced. Sigh.
International Horror Guild Awards ... LIFE ACHIEVEMENT Hugh B. Cave.
NOVEL Ramsey Campbell, Nazareth Hill. COLLECTION Brian McNaughton,
The Throne of Bones. ANTHOLOGY Revelations ed Douglas E. Winter. FIRST
NOVEL Mary Ann Mitchell, Drawn to the Grave. SHORT FORM Kim Newman,
“Coppola’s Dracula”. SHORT STORY John Shirley, “Cram”. ARTIST Stephen R.
Bissette. GRAPHIC Garth Ennis and Steve Dillon, Preacher: “Proud
Americans”. PUBLICATION Necrofile.
Small Press. The Arts of Falconrie & Hawking: A Begginners Guide by
“Hodgesaargh”, with distressed fonts and spelling, mingles real and
Discworld lore. Proceeds to DWcon charities. A6, 44pp+covers, £3.50 to
Dave Hodges, 68 Gotch Rd, Barton Seagrave, Kettering, NN15 6UQ. • Steve
Sneyd offers more historical-poetic booklets: Challenge (£2.75) is a selection
from Lilith Lorraine “inc Bio & Biblio”, Kin to the Far Beyond (£1.70) traces
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US sf fanzine poetry 70s-90s, and Entropies & Alignments (£1.45) covers 60s
UK fanzines, “perhaps of most interest as a lot of early Brian Stableford
poetry involved. Just leaves UK 70s (since UK 90s would go on a nanochip)
& whole project will be completed.” All post free: 4 Nowell Place,
Almondbury, Huddersfield, HD5 8PB.
The Gonad Factor. Really this should be a letter to the Las Vegas newszine
Crifanac, in whose sixth issue Ted White memorably proposed the Gonad
Factor in TAFF voting – but Crifanac is so frequent that I’ve missed #7. In
Ted’s golden words: “... a majority of male fans on both sides of the Atlantic
vote with their gonads. Given a choice between male and female candidates
they will pick the female nine times out of ten.” There follows a hand-waving
attempt to establish that Dan Steffan’s win over Samanda Jeudé actually
argues for the Gonad Factor. It seems wiser to study the history of TAFF
voting. Each female winner is evidence in favour of the Factor if the
opposition is all-male – otherwise, by Ted’s logic, it becomes a mere battle of
womanly sexual charisma, as when Lee Hoffman beat sultry Gertrude M.
Carr and Pam Wells beat Abigail Frost. The theory is supported by 6 TAFF
races (Lindsay, Carol, Gomoll, Edwards & Lake, Bowman, Frost) and
opposed by 5 in which charm-challenged men still overcame women’s
gonadic spell (Ford, Weber, Hughes, Pickersgill, Steffan). Statisticians feel
that, since male voters predominate, a 9 out of 10 bias would tend to swing
rather more than 6 of 11 races. We’d all love to know where Ted found his
figures.
Real-World News. “University researcher Philip Adongo from Ghana told a
world population conference in Beijing that small families work better in
modern society. He noted that the research leading to that conclusion was
based partly on interviews with the dead. Using soothsayers, Philip Adongo
asked village ancestors for advice on the ideal size of a family in a tribal area
of the West African nation. ‘If I only heard from the living, I wouldn’t get a
very good balance,’ he explained. ‘This study has been the first to be
conducted of respondents who are deceased.’” [GF] Next issue, we interview
John W. Campbell.
The Delta Award for best amateur film of 1998 was presented (at the
Festival of Fantastic Films) to Shane Hannafey’s sf short The Gift. Hannafey,
an American, is the first non-British director to win. [SG]
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Shameless Self-Promotion. Simon R. Green makes my flesh creep: “Well,
it’s official; you’re in Deathstalker Destiny. You are a named character, you
have dialogue, and you die a horrible death. Much like everyone else in the
Deathstalker series, really....” • David L. Stone, world-famous Interzone
reviewer, brags that he “appeared in full colour on the front page of a Kent
newspaper accompanied by the heading ‘Posh Spice Loves Me’.” It seems
that this Dune character adored DLS’s story in the small-press mag Xenos so
much that she sent a fan letter.
The Dead Past. 25 Years Ago: “Beyond This Horizon”, a month-long sf
festival in Sunderland, raged from 23 Oct to 25 Nov 1973. (Checkpoint, 42
Oct 73) • 15 Years Ago: D. West won the US Pong Poll as Best Fanwriter
and dominated Silicon 7’s “far more cosmic” Straw Poll, in the categories
“Which Fan Would You Like To Be King/Queen?”, “Favourite Fan Over 50”
and “Which Fan Should Be Exhumed?” But D. placed behind Peter Weston
and the Fake Bob Shaw in the more hotly contested “Which Fan Should Be
Exhumed And Reburied?” (Ansible 35, Oct 83) • 5 Years Ago: through the
power of Anagramancy, Colin Greenland was revealed to be of a Non-Lilac
Gender. (Ansible 75, Oct 93)
Fanfundery. Concatenation and the NW Kent SF Soc want to bring two
Romanians to an as yet unspecified UK con in Spring 2000. Donations
begged for, to Phil Delnon c/o 44 Brook St, Erith, Kent, DA8 1JQ.
Outraged Letters ... Ken MacLeod fans by the score pointed out my 1998
Prometheus Award typo: The Star Fraction for the correct The Stone Canal.
Oops. • Chris Priest was unhappy with Thog’s citation last issue of Robert
Girardi’s Vaporetto 13: “the droll remark leapt upon by Thog was actually
made by an intentionally comic-eccentric character in a skilful and unusual
novel.” • Marcus Rowland wants it known that 10% of the price of his
Forgotten Futures CD-ROM (A134) goes to the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund. • Ian Watson is “Off to Israel [this] month to snack on sheep’s
stomachs and turkey’s testicles.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “With gruesome relish, Lena kept topping herself
during the long hike east from the Rimmer Range.” (David Brin, Infinity’s
Shore, 1996) • “Dorman felt all of his muscles growing tense in preparation
for an encounter that he could not hope to avoid if his voice carried less far
than it would have done if he had been just a little nearer.” (Frank Belknap
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Long, “Monster From Out of Time”) • “Circling us ominously, its huge vanes
flapping like the wings of a hungry vampire bat, was a stark white helicopter
...” (Kendell Foster Crossen, Year of Consent, 1954) [BA] • “Even in the
black slacks and sweatshirt, the curves of her rock-hard body undulated
without mercy.” (Steve Perry & Gary A. Braunbek, Isaac Asimov’s I-Bots:
Time Was, 1998) [FR] • Dept of T.S. Eliot Imagery: “And now I can sense
Penelope’s influence everywhere, like a faint pollutant distorting the light,
creating gaudy, unnatural sunsets like a disembowelled horse spreading its
guts across the heavens.” (James Miller, “Weak End” in Dark Terrors 4,
1998) [PB]

Endnotes
The Blinding Pillar of Incandescence. Idiot spammer of the month: the chap
who for mere money will make Ansible’s web site ever so much more
prominent, clearly necessary since (as he points out) it’s difficult to locate via
a web search for “adhesives”. On the whole I think I’d like to keep it that
way.
Fantasy Encyclopedia Web Site. By special dispensation of John Clute and
John Grant, that whole mass of corrections, updates and addenda to the 1997
Encyclopedia of Fantasy can now be consulted on-line at
http://sfe3.org/addenda/fec.html. [link updated 2009]
Ansible on-line may have been made redundant by the introduction of the
awesome Plokta News Network, which plies its grisly trade at
http://www.plokta.com/pnn/.
Riddle. Q: What sort of idiots would beg your editor to drop everything and
put together some gems from Thog’s Masterclass at short notice to fill a slot
in a discussion programme, and then cease all communication as soon as the
sucker had agreed to this? A: The BBC World Service.
Stop Press! Kevin, the popular landlord at the Jubilee pub, seems likely to be
moving soon to the Florence Nightingale some 200 yards away (east end of
Westminster bridge). It’s been suggested that the first-Thursday London fan
gatherings might follow him to this larger pub.
Ansible 135 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
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Barbara Barrett, John Bray, Gary Farber, Gregory Frost, Bruce Gillespie,
Steve Green, Karen Pender-Gunn, Peter Redfarn, Franz Rottensteiner, Andy
Sawyer, Mark Slater and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 1 Oct 98.
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Our favourite Gollancz editor Jo Fletcher’s 40th birthday
was marked by a surprise party in Hampstead, organized by Steve Jones. The
most admired present was a clockwork skull that chattered its teeth when
wound up (and so would you). A fairly glittering throng included John
Brosnan, who wanted to know if you could buy chocolate Terry Pratchetts;
John & Judith Clute, now locked in deadly combat with Camden building
regulations; Rob Holdstock, who paled on learning that the press release for
his new Earthlight sale alleges that the tipple of choice in Holdstock/Jarrold
pub sessions is a half-pint of lager shandy; Roz Kaveney, babbling about
plans for a lengthy US research trip as Kathy Acker’s biographer; and Paul
McAuley. Gollancz staff dwelt with morbid glee on a hostile takeover bid
from Macmillan. Discreet flyers on every available surface advertised
versatile Jo’s poetry collection Shadows of Light and Dark (£12.99/$21.50,
£1 UK p&p, from Alchemy Press, 46 Oxford Rd, Acocks Green,
Birmingham, B27 6DT) and her secret powers of choral singing. Gosh.
MORE DEBAUCHERY.

The Burrowers Beneath
Pat Cadigan continues to ingratiate: “Langford, you dog. First, you stopped
libeling me in that rag you publish. Then you failed to show up at my book
launch. Now I am off to the US to promote, with shameless yet unabashed
enthusiasm, my new novel, Tea From An Empty Cup....” She’s back, and
speaking at Paddington Library (billed as Queen of Cyberpunk) on 23 Nov.
More library fun: Gwyneth Jones, Pimlico, 10 Nov; John Whitbourn,
Marylebone, 18 Nov; Paul McAuley, ditto, 24 Nov; Peter Hamilton,
Paddington children’s library, 26 Nov (must book tickets: 0171 641 4475); C.
Greenland & R. Holdstock, Westminster City Archives, 10 St Anne’s St,
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SW1P 2XR, 30 Nov. All talks 6:30-7:45pm.
Sam J. Lundwall was reported in a Swedish newspaper as having published
his last book: “I woke up one day and realized I couldn’t publish books any
more. The losses have been too big.” Lundwall-watchers note that the same
paper quoted him as “quitting publishing forever” on several past occasions,
each followed by a relapse.... [AE]
Chris Priest learned again that sf is ok if written by the Right People, like
novelist Maggie Gee. Radio 4’s Start the Week featured hard man Jeremy
Paxman grilling her approximately thus: “Now don’t get me wrong. I can’t
stand science fiction. All those stupid ideas. But your book is SET IN A
PLAUSIBLE FUTURE! It takes TRENDS FROM THE REAL WORLD! You are a woman
but you WRITE IN THE VOICE OF A MAN! It has GLOBAL COOLING! I’m impressed,
I’m amazed, where do you get ideas like that?”
Darrell Schweitzer fears that Weird Tales contributors may flee in droves at
A132’s innocent mention that WT is now edited by George Scithers. “No, it is
actually edited by George Scithers and Darrell Schweitzer, as it has been for
many years, even, I admit, the years in which I was listed as sole editor. The
only change (a significant one) is that WT has a new publisher, Warren
Lapine’s DNA Publications.... WT now has 3 companion magazines,
Absolute Magnitude (sf, ed Warren), Aboriginal SF (ed Charles Ryan), and
Dreams of Decadence (vampires, ed Angela Kessler). The most important
result of this is that WT is really a quarterly, for the first time since 1990. The
only ‘editorial’ change is that we no longer list George as publisher, so we
now list him as co-editor.” DNA is now also publishing the small-press
Pirate Writings.
Ian Watson foresees Doom: “For the final day of their Millennium Con the
Israelis have hired none other than Armageddon, namely the museum at
Megiddo (which otherwise is just a lot of baked earth). A fleet of cars will
head there climactically from Tel Aviv. Truly inspired.”
Allan Weiss told Ansible that, contrary to Lloyd Penney’s A135 report, he
has no lawsuit against the Toronto Star. Also, Karl Schroeder of the writers’
organization SF Canada notes that although 4 of 100+ members did resign
over the Weiss/Sawyer lawsuit, this wasn’t for fear of litigation but because
SF Canada refused to take sides despite alleged social pressure by Robert
Sawyer’s supporters on those trying to stay neutral. Karl adds: “Allan Weiss
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has never sued anyone before, and has no other known enemies;
consequently there is no belief in the community as a whole that Mr. Weiss
represents a threat to any other writer.”

Consilience
Nov • C.S. Lewis Centenary Exhibition, Belfast Central Library. Contact
Linda Greenwood, BCL, Royal Ave, Belfast, BT1 1EA.
14 Nov • Dangercon 7 (Dangermouse), Ruskin House, Croydon. 11am11pm. Fan GoH Alan Sullivan. £5 reg at door. Cheques to Robert Newman,
37 Keens Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 1AH; 0181 686 6800.
13-15 Nov • Novacon 28, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. GoH Paul J.
McAuley. No more advance memberships; £35 at door or £15/day. Contact
14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
13-15 Nov • OryCon 20, Doubletree Hotel, Portland, OR, USA. No more
advance memberships; $45 at door. Several guests, including (hence Ansible
listing of a US non-Worldcon) me. (503) 283-0802.
20-22 Nov • Armadacon X, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. £25 reg, £19
unwaged. Contact PO Box 38, Plymouth; 01752 267873/812698.
25 Nov • BSFA Open Meeting, Jubilee pub nr Waterloo, 7pm on; fans
around from 5pm. With Robert Holdstock. (No Dec meeting. As of 27 Jan,
meetings move to the Florence Nightingale: see Rumblings.)
6-7 Mar 99 • Microcon 19, University of Exeter. Fee update: no advance
booking since “MicroCon is FREE! Well, not entirely, we ask that all
attendees make a contribution to the University Rag charities.” Contact 16
Fairlea Close, Dawlish, Devon, EX7 0NN.
9 May 99 • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Peterborough. 10:30am4pm. Contact Bruce King, 01480 216372.
?Summer 01 • ConStruction (conrunning), somewhere in UK. The flyer
makes us hope there will be seminar’s on the use of apostrophe’s. Contact
Ground Floor Flat, 32 Theobald Rd, Canton, Cardiff, CF5 1LP.
Rumblings • Various fan groups plan to move from the Jubilee pub (current
site of 1st-Thur-of-month London sf meetings) to the nearby Florence
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Nightingale, after Jubilee landlord Kevin transfers to the FN on 9 Jan 99.
Kevin promises guest beers, upstairs function space (holds 150) thrown open
on first Thursdays, disabled access on request, and substantial improvements
to the FN’s present tattiness. Directions for Jubilee-goers wanting to take a
look: walk to Westminster Bridge end of York Rd and clockwise round the
roundabout. • Corflu 2001 ... Tommy Ferguson announces a Belfast bid for
this fanzine convention. Contact 40 Deramore Ave, Belfast, BT7 3ER; 01232
293275.

Infinitely Improbable
World Fantasy Awards. John Clute and John Grant danced a jig at the
Encyclopedia of Fantasy’s PROFESSIONAL category win. Also: NOVEL Jeffrey
Ford, The Physiognomy. NOVELLA Richard Bowes, “Streetcar Dreams”.
SHORT P.D. Cacek, “Dust Motes”. ANTHOLOGY Bending The Landscape ed
Nicola Griffith & Stephen Pagel. COLLECTION Brian McNaughton, The
Throne of Bones. ARTIST Alan Lee. NON-PROFESSIONAL Fedogan & Bremer.
LIFE ACHIEVEMENT Edward L. Ferman, Andre Norton. [GVG]
Publishers & Sinners. Virgin Publishing launch a new sf/fantasy imprint,
Virgin Worlds, in March 1999. Policy is to publish new or little-known
British writers; the three initial novels are by Trevor Hoyle and two
unknowns. Extrapolating from a recent experience with Virgin Trains,
Ansible assumes these books will appear late, move at a snail’s pace, and
completely miss the connection with any follow-up volume.
Random Fandom. Paul Barnett (“John Grant”) is marrying Pamela Scoville
... or rather, “Pam and I are already married, but plan to sign the legal
documents just before Eastercon.” • Gregory & Joan Benford have reportedly
split up. • Vince Clarke was making fair progress and hoped that he’d “be
eating pulp (at least) by Xmas.” But he’s now back in hospital with severe
depression: Gillies Ward, St.Mary’s Hospital, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 6LT.• Neil
Craig cunningly publicizes his Glasgow sf/comics shop “Futureshock” with
swastikas and pro-Serbian sentiments in the window, plus tasteful soundbites
like “Bosnian Muslims were famous for staging massacres of their own
people and blaming the Serbs.” [C] • Electrical Eggs UK (disabled access at
cons) plans an illustrated “Easter EGGS” calendar: interested artists contact F
1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE. • Kev McVeigh warns
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literary pilgrims that “The Griffin – the Glasgow pub featured in I. Banks’s
Espedair Street – is to close for modernization (plastic, chrome and fake
panelling probably).” • Steve Stiles is the first recipient of the Rotsler
Memorial Fanzine Artist Award ($300, a plaque and sempiternal fame),
acknowledging his 39 years of fine fan art. SCIFI, the Southern California
Institute for Fan Interests, set up the award. [GFS] • Peter Wareham found
this clue “in the Daily Telegraph’s General Knowledge Crossword, 10 Oct:
‘What Romulan and Klingon ships do to be rendered invisible (5)’. In the
Telegraph! What is the world coming to?” • Pam Wells’s excuse for missing
Novacon is “a parachute jump in aid of Children in Need”. Sponsors are
urged to send Pam all their money: Flat 6, 7 Bootham Tce, York, YO30 7DH,
cheques to University of York Mature Students’ Association. Videotapes of
the death-defying event may well become available!
C.o.A. Amanda Baker & Dave Clements, 70 Birchwood Gdns, Whitchurch,
Cardiff, CF4 1HY. Keith & Alison Brooke, 53 Chapel Rd, Brightlingsea,
Essex, CO7 0HB. John Collick & Judith Fenny, Flat 1, Halterworth House,
Halterworth Ln, Romsey, Hants, SO51 9AE. Gary Deindorfer, Trent Center
West, 465 Greenwood Ave #1104, Trenton, NJ 08609, USA. Tom Digby,
1118 Oakmont Dr #5, San Jose, CA 95117, USA. Mike & Diana Glyer (and
File 770), 705 Valley View Ave, Monrovia, CA 91016, USA. Charles Platt,
PO Box M, Jerome, AZ 86331, USA. Chris Terran (and Matrix), 53 Riviera
Gdns, Leeds, W. Yorks, LS7 3DW.
Oh Dear. Marvel Comics recalled over 250,000 copies of their Wolverine
comic book when a passing remark about an adversary – “the killer known as
Sabretooth” – turned out to have been lettered as “the kike known as
Sabretooth.” Just to make things worse, the offending issue was scheduled for
sale on Yom Kippur.... Although it seems that no copies were actually sold,
Marvel have grovelled extensively. [BB]
R.I.P. Ted Hughes (1930-1998), Poet Laureate since 1984, died of cancer on
29 Oct; a great deal of his verse was fantastic, and his children’s fantasy The
Iron Man (1968) is widely loved. • Roddy McDowall (1928-1998), the onetime child movie star best known to sf fans for his adult appearances in
Planet of the Apes (1968) and its sequels, died of cancer on 3 Oct. He was 70.
[BB]
Knives Out in Australia. The MUP Encyclopaedia of Australian SF and
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Fantasy (ed Paul Collins, assoc eds Sean McMullen & Steven Paulsen; MUP
is Melbourne University Press) was not universally welcomed, despite fine
bibliographies. While numerous minor writers get kindly and even gushy
entries, laden with cosy trivia apparently lifted from author questionnaires,
multiple award-winner Terry Dowling is singled out by Collins for
dismissive sneers (“obscure ... impenetrable ... obtuse”) found nowhere else
in the book. Critics are unhappy: Damien Broderick calls this “regrettable”,
Peter Nicholls prefers “disgraceful”, and to John Clute’s finely tuned nostrils
the treatment of Dowling “stank”. It is said that the associate editors objected
strongly, with McMullen returning his editorial fee and asking that his name
be removed from future editions.
Small Press. For inscrutable reasons Bernard Pearson sends his artistic
creation “The Millenium Bug”, an enjoyably disgusting beastie some 3" high
which is busily rending and devouring a computer. Gorblimey. Enquiries:
Windy Ridge Studio, Woolpit, Suffolk, IP30 9SH.
To Boldly Sue ... Paramount were unhappy about Sam Ramer’s book The
Joy of Trek, and succeeded in having it banned “pending the outcome of a
full-blown copyright infringement trial in which the studio will seek over $22
million in damages.” The judge opined that Ramer’s use of plot summaries
and exposition of Star Trek background (which “fictitious history is a story,
created and owned by Paramount”) went far beyond fair use. An appeal is in
progress. Paramount’s lawyers cocked things up by telling bookshops that
sales of existing stock – allowed under the injunction – would be in contempt
of court ... thus providing Ramer’s company Carol Publishing with grounds
for a countersuit.
The Perils of Plasticine. Neil Gaiman exposes bits of A135 as old news:
“Archangel: Thunderbird (which I tend to think of as Tony Luke’s Thing)
has been showing on the UK Sci-Fi Channel for about six months now, so I
fear that my TV debut has already happened. I’m sure I’d be a shoo-in for the
Best Heavily Electronically Treated Plasticine Demon Voice BAFTA award,
if only there was one.” Our reporter Joe McNally blames the astute publicity
folk who sent “advance” promotional bumf in mid-Sept. Neil’s next thrilling
role is as “an alien in a CD-ROM Game called Flying Saucers ... where I had
to say things like ‘don’t give up little saucer buddy!’ and ‘aaargh!’ a lot. If
Flying Saucers ever comes out, Ansible readers around the globe will write to
you saying ‘I was playing this game and guess who said “aaargh” a lot but
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Neil Gaiman.’”
Wedding Bells. London, 24 Oct: “Even Dr Plokta’s superfluous technology
can’t fix the weather, and the heavens opened to mark the most stupendous
plokta wedding since ... well, the last one. This time it was Alison Scott and
Steve Cain. Apparently the rain had only been really bad during the parts of
the wedding meant to happen outside. • The bride sported an elaborate ivory
silk and net hat that you’d almost have expected to get in the way of her
drinking, and an extremely elegant hairstyle. It’s not meant to be important
what anyone else wore. • Alison and Steven arrived at their Jubilee Tavern
reception to find many of the guests already there getting confused about
which pub meeting this was. Unfeasible quantities of champagne were
unloaded from the car. ‘Don’t forget you’ve got a daughter in there too!’
yelled Friend of the Family Sue Mason, evidently not for the first time. • The
late arrival of the wedding party was blamed on the traditional excuse that the
bride had been editing the digital wedding photos; pint in one hand and
laptop in the other, Alison treated evening guests to a computerized
presentation of the festivities and floods they’d missed. We marvelled in
equal measure at the wonders of modern technology and the sight of Michael
Abbott in a tie.” (Mark Plummer & Claire Brialey)
Thog’s Copyediting Masterclass. Richard Bleiler remembers: “My all-time
horrible copyeditor story involves Gale: I did the piece on Thomas Burke for
the recently issued Dictionary of Literary Biography 197. One of my original
lines involved a story in which a girl’s father rents her bed to indigent
seamen. The copyeditor changed bed to body....”
Some Hope. Millions of fans rushed me Variety’s report on the coming US
TV movie Reaper, featuring “a computer virus that produces images that can
kill anyone who sees them.” Now A.E.van Vogt turned a profit on Alien’s
pillaging of his “Discord in Scarlet”, and I’m wondering whether anyone
remembers my own stories “Blit” (Interzone, 25 1988) and “What Happened
at Cambridge IV” (Digital Dreams, 1990)....
Ici On Parle Raman. Joe McNally is at the cutting edge again: “Dropped
into Borders on Oxford Street this afternoon to check out their ‘untranslated
literature’ section.... Fannish linguists will be glad to hear that they sell Anne
Rice and Arthur C. Clarke in the original French.”
Fanfundery. Joseph Nicholas bewailed early apathy about the 1999 GUFF
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race to Aussiecon 3: “Is everyone so rich that they can afford to make the trip
at their own expense, and doubtless fuel their reception with tureens of
caviare and magnums of champagne?” Deadline extended to 30 Nov 1998.
Candidates should send nominations (3 Euro, 2 Aussie), 100-word platforms
and £10 “bond” to Joseph, 15 Jansons Rd, S. Tottenham, London, N15 4JU.
Stop Press: Julian Headlong and Paul Kincaid are standing, nobly planning to
nominate each other and do joint GUFF Profile-Raising. • DUFF: US
candidates for a trip to that same Aussie Worldcon are Lise Eisenberg, Janice
Gelb and Andy Hooper. Ballots available in UK real soon now, on request
from Ansible.
Outraged Letters ... Richard Lynch disputes the universal obituary listing of
Leigh Couch as a member of First Fandom, which requires visible fan
activity before 1/1/38. Fanac from a girl of 12 (LC was born in 1925) would
arguably have been recorded in fan histories.... • Robert Newman listed all the
ZZ9 people involved in that Neil Gaiman TV debut (see above) and went on:
“Criticism of Archangel: Thunderbird is a criticism of members of ZZ9. We
therefore declare a fatwah against Joe McNally for calling it ‘sub-manga
nonsense’, even though that is blatantly true and it is the biggest pile of wank
I’ve ever seen.”
Group Gropes. The Black Lodge, Birmingham’s sf/horror pub meeting, has
moved: 1st Tue each month at Old Contemptibles, Livery St (Snow Hill
Station side entrance), 8:30pm on. [SG] • London (Media) Group, Sat 21 Nov
from 10am, New Connaught Rooms, Covent Garden.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of True Romance in Author’s Acknowledgements:
“And two very special people, Richard and Kahlan, for choosing me to tell
their story. Their tears and triumphs have touched my heart. I will never be
the same again.” (Terry Goodkind, Wizard’s First Rule, 1994) [CB] • “Her
blond cheeks gradually turned to a darker color as the day – unlike other
days, which were often as slow as forever – devoured itself, digesting hours
in great gulps.” (A.E.van Vogt, “Humans, Go Home!”, 1969) [JB] • Dept of
Short Attention Spans: p10. “Pick ... was a six-inch-high sylvan, a forest
creature ... with body and limbs of twigs and hair and beard of moss.” p28.
“A second look suggested [Pick] was a poorly designed child’s doll made out
of tree parts. He was a sylvan, in fact, six inches high ...” (Terry Brooks, A
Knight of the Word, 1998) [PBe] • Dept of Detached Privates: “Some
detached part of him heard the click of two sets of teeth meeting after they
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cleaved through skin, meat, veins and urethra.” (Simon Clark, Vampyrric,
1998) [PB]

Endnotes
News from Novacon. Martin Tudor writes: “Novacon 28, having announced
in PR#3 that all of the Britannia’s single rooms had gone, are now delighted
to announce that the Britannia have kindly allocated the corner rooms on
each floor (which have small double beds in) as additional singles. This is at
least 24 extra single rooms. Although the deadline for bookings has officially
passed (which means the Hotel are now able to take bookings from the
general public at their regular price) Carol Morton will continue to process
them until 7 November. (After that it will be advisable to call the Britannia
Hotel direct and you have no guarantee of receiving the reduced rate!)”
A further Novacon hassle is that, as a Christmas treat, the police have closed
Birmingham’s New Street to all traffic, 10am-10pm. Thus the promised
disabled parking bays are inaccessible and loading/unloading activities must
move to the Britannia Hotel’s alternative bay in Commercial St, “facing C&A
and beside Lloyds Bank”.
Fantasy Encyclopedia Web Site. By special dispensation of John Clute and
John Grant, that whole mass of corrections, updates and addenda to the 1997
Encyclopedia of Fantasy can now be consulted on-line at
http://sfe3.org/addenda/fec.html. [link updated 2009]
Ansible 136 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Barbara Barrett,
Paul Barnett, Paul Beardsley, John Boston, Caroline Bott, John Collick,
Cuddles, Ahrvid Engholm, Steve Green, Marcus Rowland, Geri Sullivan,
Gordon Van Gelder and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group). 5 Nov 98.
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Portland, Oregon, Nov: after being a GoH in 1989 it was
extremely spiffy to be asked back for the 20th anniversary event, and OryCon
hospitality was splendid as ever. Not many cons hand all their guests
presentation baskets of local plonk and smoked salmon.... The Live Thog
Show met its first west-coast audience, who shuddered and cringed most
gratifyingly. Of course inept Langford had to complicate things, this time
breaking a front tooth on a rogue Vietnamese water-chestnut just before the
con, and thus needing to borrow Kate Yule’s dentist for a long session during
which I contemplated the healing mantra “I Am Having Root-Canal Work At
US Prices”. Big thanks to John Lorentz and his hero committee, to Paul
Wrigley & Debbie Cross for hospitality and permission to inflict further
serious damage on my Visa card at Wrigley-Cross Books, to Geri Sullivan
for a merciless interview that probed the secrets of Ansible software’s Y2K
compliance (“On 1 Jan 2000 the SF Encyclopedia CD-ROM viewer sprouts
an animated paperclip with the face of John Clute ...”), and to others too
numerous to list and/or too generous with microbrews to be remembered.
ORYCON 20.

The Negative Ones
Brian Aldiss’s autobiography The Twinkling of an Eye is a remarkable,
devastatingly candid performance. Some names are veiled to protect the
guilty: I was intrigued to read of the SF Foundation writer-in-residence
contest and “the envious and egotistical chap who failed, and who, with his
pet hornet wife, attacked my good name.” Now who could that be?
George Alec Effinger and Barbara Hambly married on 14 Nov.
Lionel Fanthorpe, another OryCon guest whose shadow normally looms
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large at Badger-baitings and turkey readings, was unable to attend the con
owing to TV filming in (wait for it) Turkey.
Ken MacLeod can barely contain his puking: “‘It is no coincidence,’ writes
Minette Martin (Sunday Telegraph, 8 Nov, page 39) ‘that in Brave New
World whole departments devoted themselves to erasing history and then
rewriting it. It is no coincidence that it was a thoughtcrime to remember even
a nursery rhyme [...]’ Oppressed fans everywhere, rise up to correct this
‘politically correct’ rewriting of history!” And what about all that depraved
soma-drinking in 1984, eh?
Sam Moskowitz’s vast collection of historical sf will be auctioned by
Sotheby’s next June; catalogues available in late May. “I doubt I’ll bid,”
drools Robert Lichtman, “but I definitely want the catalogue.”
Robert Sawyer won the 1998 Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UPC)
million-peseta prize with his novella “Block Universe”.
George Turner provides a posthumous challenge in Dreaming Down Under
(ed Jack Dann & Janeen Webb), an anthology of new Aussie sf.
HarperCollins in Oz offer fame and publication to whoever writes the best
ending for the book’s unfinished Turner novella. [YR]

Conbobberation
5 Dec • British Fantasy Society open night, Princess Louise pub, High
Holborn (upstairs bar). Around 7pm onward.
17 Dec • London Group Meeting, Jubilee pub, York Rd, nr Waterloo.
Traditional extra pre-Xmas gathering, open to all. 5pm on.
23 Dec • BSFA Open Meeting cancelled as usual in December.
5 Jan - 26 Feb 99 • The Return of the Triffids: display from John Wyndham
archive, Sydney Jones Library, U of Liverpool. Contact Andy Sawyer, U of
Liverpool Library, PO Box 123, Liverpool, L69 3DA.
7 Jan 99 • London Group Meeting, ending the current Jubilee series since
landlord Kevin moves to the Dead Nurse (Florence Nightingale) pub on 9 Jan
and fans are following. New location: east side of the roundabout where York
Rd joins Westminster Bridge Rd. 5pm on.
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13-14 Mar 99 • Mecon 2, SCR, Queen’s U of Belfast. GoH Michael Marshall
Smith. £10/£12I reg, to Queen’s U SF Soc c/o Flat 2, 12 Ashley Avenue,
Belfast, BT9 7BT.
28-30 May 99 • Seccon, Hertfordpark Hotel, Stevenage. Now £23 reg.
Contact c/o 92 Lichfield Rd, Cambridge, CB1 3TR.
12 Jun 99 • Incense & Insensibility: “SF, Psychedelia & the 1960s/70s”, U
of Liverpool. Papers on sf/psychedelic influence on those decades requested.
Contact A. Sawyer as above. (Bring your own dope.)
8-10 Oct 99 • Octocon 10, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoghaire, nr Dublin.
GoH Robert Rankin. £14 reg, £18 Easter to mid-Sep, £22 at door. Contact
(UK) 64 Richborne Tce, London, SW8 1AX.
?? 2000 • Discworld Convention returns – who will be GoH third time
around? Contact Suite 35, 29 High St, Romford, Essex, RM1 1JL.
Rumblings • Worldcon 2002. The Seattle bid has folded owing to mysterious
difficulties with Starwood Hotels, owners of needed venues. Despite pleas
from the city authorities, the convention centre, and local enterprises hoping
for a claimed $3.8 million of Worldcon business, Starwood’s regional
manager Yogi Hudson (surely to be enshrined as a fannish hate-figure
alongside Bastard Hutchings of the Brighton Metropole) has issued firm
instructions that no horrid sf conventions are to pollute his nice hotels. San
Francisco in 2002, now unopposed, will convert Seattle presupporting
memberships for the $10.01 price difference. Dollar checks (to SFSFC Inc)
or credit card details to San Francisco in 2002, Cross-Grade Membership
Offer, PO Box 61363, Sunnyvale CA 94088-1363, USA. Offer holds to 5
Apr 99. • Paragon is an Eastercon 2001 bid, using the Norbreck Castle
Hotel, Blackpool. The website mentions a £2 presupporting fee, but no postal
address....

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers & Sinners. Gollancz SF (that is, the imprint’s owner Cassell) was
taken over not by Macmillan as threatened but by Orion. Jo Fletcher
indicates that Gollancz’s sf name value is understood: she’s “as yet unsure of
how the new regime is going to affect me other than that I know [Orion’s]
Millennium is being merged into the Gollancz sf list.”
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Random Fandom. Bridget Bradshaw has a new job: “a company who
provide odd events like paintballing, laser clay pigeon shooting, quad bike
racing, and something bizarre called ‘human sheep’ to other companies for
hospitality/motivational purposes. And they’re all quite mad.” • SMS begs a
plug for “Cyberdrome” at Reconvene, whose PR3 deadline he missed: “To
aid the smooth running of the popular robot-battle at the ’99 Eastercon, SMS
would like specs of contestants posted to Grundlegung, 101 Belfield Lane,
Rochdale, Lancs, OL16 2YB. Queries (01706) 653249.” • Peggy White
underwent brain surgery in Belfast on 2 Nov, and is recovering well after the
removal of a golfball-sized benign tumour. Doctors expect no recurrence. As
James White said when Peggy was pronounced well enough to return home
on 18 Nov, “I’ve only got boring, good news to report....” [GFS] • Walt
Willis, though physically recovered from his minor stroke in Aug, remains
frequently confused and unable to operate his computer. Those expecting
replies to letters/fanzines are warned that they may perhaps not hear from
Walt again. Madeleine Willis hopes to respond when time permits.
C.o.A. Velma (Vijay) Bowen, PO Box 156, Village Station, New York, NY
10014-0156, USA. • What, has no one else moved this time?
Not Hazel’s Language Lessons. Charles Dalglish, without the least
provocation from me, defines the word sark: “Nightie, but Norse.”
Small Press. Fanorama: Walt Willis’s 40 fan columns from Nebula SF in the
50s (plus 5 more from Zenith etc). 100pp inc covers; $10.00 postpaid to
anywhere from Robert Lichtman, PO Box 30, Glen Ellen, CA 95442, USA. •
The Hugo, Nebula and World Fantasy Awards by Howard DeVore, a longrunning listing which includes all award nominations, had its first
professional trade pb edition this year. 332pb; $14 post free (surface; $22 air
to Europe) from Advent, PO Box A3228, Chicago, IL 60690, USA. • The
Small Press Guide 1999 (4th ed; 405pp) is “The complete guide to poetry &
small press magazines”, though sf fanzine coverage is erratic. The entry for
The Celtic Pen lists “the 6 Celtic languages (Lush, Scots, Gaelic, Manx,
Welsh, Breton and Cornish)”. [SS] £9.99 from Writers’ Bookshop, 1
Wainman Rd, Woodston, Peterborough, PE2 7BU. • Tanjen announcement:
“Due to financial pressures Tanjen is no longer able to accept manuscripts.”
[MS] Some phrase this as “gone bust”.
Outraged Letters ... John D. Berry carries on the Leigh Couch saga: “As I
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recall she’d qualified for firstfandomhood because of a letter written to (and
published in) one of the magazines when she was very, very young. She had
no other fannish activity until many years later, but apparently this made her
First Fandom material. She found this vastly amusing.” • The MUP
Encyclopaedia of Australian SF and Fantasy, and A136 coverage of Paul
Collins’s controversial remarks on Terry Dowling, led to an Unattributable
Comment: that PC didn’t want to write the Dowling entry but that 6 or 7
others were asked and refused.
The Dead Past. 20 Years Ago: Peter Roberts declared his UK sf newsletter
to be “Glabrous, glaucous, rarely pulverulent or rugulose, never pyriform or
amygdaloid ...” (Checkpoint 92, Dec 78) Ansible has tried hard to live up to
these standards. • 5 Years Ago: Boxtree publicity ascribed the success of their
Warhammer game tie-in books to clever cross-pollination. “We commission
the very best writers – authors like Ian Newman and Kim Watson.” (Ansible
77, Dec 93)
Group Gropes. SF Ireland (successor to the old Irish SFA) was launched at
Octocon Lite. £12 annual sub; frequent newsletter Blank Space. Contact 43
Eglinton Rd, Dublin 4, Ireland. • Welsh SF Association ... vast promotion/coordination plans; membership free, at least within Wales. Contact (SAE) GFF,
32 Theobald Rd, Canton, Cardiff, CF5 1LP.
Thog’s Masterclass. “Jocelyn came through the fog wall, muttering, her
breasts swaying like two angry red eyes looking for a fight.” (Greg Benford,
Furious Gulf, 1994) [JCo] • “The dictator’s wild barbaric eyes danced around
the room as though amusing themselves, while the brain behind them thought
out some new, and more diabolical scheme.” (“Pel Torro”, Formula 29X,
1963) ... “The grey voice of the grey Seaforth glided greyly on to their ears,
like a tide of putrescent grey molasses.” (Ibid, “The Room With the Broken
Floor”, 1962) [BH] • “Wellcome slapped his brow and let his celluloid smile
glide across the room.” (Esther Friesner, “How to Make Unicorn Pie”, F&SF
1/99) [MMW] • Dept of Feminist Insight: “‘That’s a load of doggie muffins
and you know it,’ snorted Rusty. ‘She’s just like any other female. She just
acts kinda highbrow sometimes.’” (S.D. Howe, “Wrench and Claw”, Analog
11/98) [KT] • “His head was a stone sinking up to the ears between his
knees.” (Ricardo Pinto, The Chosen, 1998) [JC]

Novacon 28
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Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer were there: It has been remarked that
Novacon is an institution, and that’s before anyone’s looked at the attendees.
A sense of sameness has been a dominant feature of any attempt at reportage
since the dawn of time or Novacon 2, whichever came first; the oft-voiced
comment has been that you just couldn’t seem to tell Novacons apart.
Recently, however, change has been the order of the day: this year, with the
fourth site change in as many years, it was back to central Birmingham and
another fannish venture into a Britannia hotel, whose key cards now
tastefully carry photos of all our favourite Adelphi TV stars. While we
trekked between the main bar (2nd floor) and main programme (9th floor),
some Novacon regulars never even made it to the cunningly remote loading
bay – situated in nearby Azerbaijan – and had to be reported missing. The
absence of Helen and Stan Eling, Greg Pickersgill, Sarah Dibb and Dave
Mooring, Tobes Valois (a temporary export to Las Vegas, albeit not in
fannish terms), and transatlantic megastar Dave Langford were all noted. In
their place we had exotic foreign imports – Americans Victor Gonzalez,
Sheila Lightsey, Jae Leslie Adams and Jack Henneghan in exchange for Dave
Langford and Tobes, and a consignment of Swedes who, Lennart Uhlin
explained, weren’t seeking anything in exchange except some fanzines for
deprived Swedish fans. Or perhaps, after the fishlifter fell out of Anders
Holmstrom’s shiny black plastic trousers, that’s depraved.
GoH Paul McAuley is notable for many things which now include provoking
filthy pro John Meaney to prove that he can do the splits suspended between
two chairs in the bar. Ian Sorensen staged a musical but alarmingly funny
send-up of Croydon Fandom entitled My Claire Lady, starring Julia Daly and
Chris O’Shea with guest appearances from Pat McMurray and the crowdpleasing Noel Collyer. Fanzines abounded; so many fanzine renaissances
have been heralded in recent years that we must be up to the enlightenment
by now. Back in the programme, Julian Headlong cheerfully argued that
“TAFF must die!” “Oh no it mustn’t!” countered returned TAFF delegate
Maureen Speller and virtually everybody else. And thus the argument is
settled and will never again be raised at a con until, oh, at least next Tuesday.
The SF Foundation was relaunched, the British Worldcon bid discussed sites,
and the Novas were awarded: Fan Artist – D West (notified by mobile phone
since Leeds Fandom haven’t yet installed the satellite link); Fan Writer –
Maureen Kincaid Speller (notably overcome, invoking Andy Hooper – that
oft-neglected contributor to Victor Gonzalez’s fanzines – who had accurately
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predicted the Nova results); Fanzine – something or other from Croydon
[Banana Wings – Ed.] (accepted in a flurry of references to the Sorensen
musical which, for the benefit of the few remaining fans who haven’t asked,
we did rather enjoy).
Tune in next year – same place, different weekend – for another exciting
instalment, when Maureen Speller aims to insert hot new programme ideas
into Pat McMurray’s challenging function space. [CB/MP]

R.I.P.
(1922-1998) died in the early hours of 29 Nov, from
pneumonia following a long and frustrating illness against which he’d
struggled hard – “Fight, fight, fight!” he wrote to me – with some small
victories, like eventually regaining the ability to swallow, but too many
defeats. Vince was one of Britain’s best-loved fannish elders. He edited the
legendary Science Fantasy News from 1948; famously shared the ultrafannish
“Epicentre” flat at the heart of London fandom with Ken Bulmer (with whom
he collaborated on a couple of 1952 sf novels); and, though unable to make
the US trip, was the first winner of TAFF in 1954. As he himself wrote, “I
was active fanning between 1947 and 1960, and during that time I did almost
everything in the semi-pro and fan field that it was possible to do.” In 1960
he left fandom, returning in 1982 to record his bemused impressions of the
changed fanzine and Eastercon scenes in Not Science Fantasy News. My
copy of #3 came with a handwritten note on the back: “I think I’ve managed
to insult everyone in this ish. What do I do next? – Vin¢.” For “insult”, read
“gently disagree with”. The 1950s Vince had a reputation for being hotheaded and willing to feud; on his return he was still mischievous but always
enormously kind, and did sterling work in introducing newcomers to fandom
and the joys of fanzines from his own monumental collection. He slaved
away at fannish bibliographies, co-edited the popular fanzine Pulp, and
worked with Rob Hansen to nail down the facts of British fandom’s tangled
history. Intersection, the 1995 Glasgow Worldcon, rightly chose him as Fan
Guest of Honour. Vince was a wise old fan and a good friend to many of us.
He is very much missed.
VINCENT CLARKE

(Funeral at Eltham Crematorium, Falconwood, at 11am on 7 Dec. No
flowers. Suggested alternative: a donation to The Arthritis Research
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Foundation, Copeman House, St Mary’s Court, St. Mary’s Gate, Chesterfield,
S41 7TD ... which is working on what first afflicted Vince.)
• IAN GUNN is mourned by Karen Pender-Gunn, to whom all sympathy. On 7
Nov she wrote: “Tonight, at approximately 9.40 pm, in Box Hill Hospital
Oncology ward, Ian died peacefully in his sleep. • Yesterday, we were
married in the Box Hill Hospital chapel with about 50 friends wishing us the
best. Ian lasted out the party until about 1.30 in the afternoon then returned to
his room. Later in the night his condition deteriorated and this morning the
registrar said we should call in family and friends. Ian was surrounded the
entire day by friends and family who I am sure helped him to a peaceful and
pain-free death. I had never seen anyone die and I am still in shock. I have
sleeping pills to take tonight as I have not slept in three days. I have been
supported by friends and family for the past few days and it has been the
most enormous help to me in this time of my grief. The tears haven’t started
for real for me yet. • I will tell you about the wedding in further detail at a
later date. Please pray with all your hearts that Ian is safe and well and finally
in rest and peace after a long and painful illness.” Farewell to a thoroughly
nice guy: a funny writer and a fine cartoonist already honoured by many
Ditmar awards and his Fan Artist Hugo nominations in 1996, 1997 and 1998.
Lucy Sussex adds that Ian’s funeral went just as he had wished it, “colourful
and godless being the best description.” Bright clothes were required all
round, and an evening party in Ian’s memory released many helium balloons
with attached Gunn drawings.
• BOB KANE (1916-1998), comics artist and co-creator in 1939 of Batman, died
suddenly at home in Los Angeles on 3 Nov. He was 82.
• PROFESSOR NICHOLAS KURTI (1908-1998) died on 24 Nov. A pioneer in
cryogenic physics, he also had a fannish enthusiasm for the application of
science to cooking ... and edited (with his wife Giana) But The Crackling Is
Superb, collecting bizarre recipes and foodie essays by Royal Society
members. Sample title: “Whale’s Milk for Breakfast”. Martin Hoare and I
remember him fondly from Brasenose, Oxford, in the 70s.
• JOHN MILLARD, long-time Toronto fan, chair of Torcon II (the 1973
Canadian Worldcon) and also chair for a decade of the Friends of the [Judith]
Merril Collection, died in hospital on 28 Nov. He was 82. [YP]
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Endnotes
US Dollar Donations. For Americans who’d like to give to the Arthritis
Research Foundation in lieu of flowers at Vince Clarke’s funeral, Geri
Sullivan will accept cheques made out to her, which can be transferred
through my own dollar account to reach the Foundation in sterling. Request
anonymity if you prefer:
Geri Sullivan
Toad Hall
3444 Blaisdell Ave S
Minneapolis
MN 55408-4315
UPC SF Novella Prize. The 1999 competition has been announced, with a 13
Sept deadline. This time the labyrinthine rules should be posted on the web at
the BEM (leading Spanish sf mag) site:
http://www.filnet.es/bemmag/
Nova Awards Statistics. Tony Berry produced relentlessly complete listings;
here are the top three from each category. FANARTIST Don West (76), Sue
Mason (65), Dave Hicks (60). FANWRITER Maureen Kincaid Speller (60),
Claire Brialey (47), Mark Plummer (36). FANZINE Banana Wings (80), Plokta
(46), Gotterdammerung (39). Hugo voters seeking a sign should additionally
note that the loathed items Langford and Ansible placed 12th and 14th in their
categories....
Paragon 2001. A real paper flyer for this Eastercon bid appeared at the
Jubilee after Ansible went to press: those £2 pre-supporting memberships
should go to Steve Lawson, 379 Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
Ansible 137 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Claire Brialey,
John Clute, John Collick, Rob Hansen, Brian Hunt, Yvonne Penney, Mark
Plummer, Yvonne Rousseau, Martin Sketchley, Steve Sneyd, Geri Sullivan,
Karen Traviss, Martin Morse Wooster and our Hero Distributors: Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Brum Group News. 3 Dec 98.
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Ansible 137½, Xmas 1998
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Burgess Shale. Available for SAE, or Undo function for
time’s obliterine.

ART. In a bold attempt at the 1999 Turner Prize, Dave and Hazel Langford
have despatched conceptual Christmas cards to all of you. Eschewing the
pitfall of “the obscurantism of the explicit” which bedevils mere blank white
cards (so easily misidentified as clichéd snow scenes), the artists have
modelled their creations as virtual particles from an imagined Feynman
diagram. This makes them very cheap to post. Those believing themselves
not to have received this aesthetic marvel are self-proclaimed Philistines. Or
not on our mailing list. Whichever.

Infinitely Improbable
TAFF. The TransAtlantic Fan Fund race to Reconvene (Eastercon ’99) was
won by Velma “Vijay” Bowen with 55 votes to Sarah Prince’s 15. There
were 16 No Preference and 5 Hold Over Funds votes. Vijay: “The first thing I
believe I said was ‘AAAAIIIIIEEEEE!’ but I don’t know if that’s an official
victory statement. How about ... I’d like to thank everyone who voted for
TAFF this year, and everyone who has supported it through the years. PS: I
may be the first TAFF winner to be a blood relation to a former one: Elliott
Shorter (1970) is my first cousin once removed. He never completed his
report, and it weighs upon our family’s conscience. The shame, the shame....”
Itinerary next issue.
Vince Clarke’s Funeral on 7 Dec was marked by a freeze-up that paralysed
south-London railways, making it difficult to reach the crematorium on time.
Besides Vince’s daughter Nicki Hunt, her husband Alan, their two daughters,
and other relatives, the extended family of fandom was present in force.
Sighted at the cemetery or the subsequent wake in The Jolly Fenman (Vince
would have chuckled): Sandra Bond, Claire Brialey, Avedon Carol, Tony
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Chester, Jonathan Cowie, Rob Hansen, Chuck & Sue Harris, John & Eve
Harvey, Terry & Margaret Hill, me, Jim Linwood, Catherine McAulay, Pat
McMurray, Greg Pickersgill, Mark Plummer, Nigel Rowe, Maureen Kincaid
Speller, Geri Sullivan and Bridget Wilkinson. The humanist service reflected
Vince’s atheism and, thanks to briefing by Rob Hansen, covered his fan
career in detail. A mention of his 1954 TAFF win was appreciated by the
several fan-fund winners present, and my jaw dropped a bit when a fanzine
obituary was read out and proved to be Ansible’s . It was Nicki’s turn to be
slightly shaken on learning that fans had flown in from Chicago (Nigel),
Minneapolis (Geri) and Hong Kong (Eve, coincidentally returning from a
business trip at 5am that morning). Vince had already provided his own
characteristically modest funeral thoughts in a 1985 letter: “I’m most
annoyed that when I pass on and down (or up) there’ll be expensive waste, no
matter how simply things are arranged.” For a moment we imagined him in
that pub, gently chiding us for making such a fuss.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Greek. rafanizou, to thrust a radish up the
fundament; a punishment for adulterers in Athens. [VC, 1985]
The Tooth Fairy. In theory, my OryCon root-canal horrors (see A137) were
covered by insurance. But the small print lists an annoying £200 limit for
dental claims, and the slow-moving insurance outfit may yet reduce this by a
quibble. The good news: John Lorentz and OryCon spontaneously decided
that, this injury being Incurred In Their Service, they’ll make up any
shortfall. Wow! Huge thanks.
Overleaf. Steve Stiles has graciously let me reprint a page from his 1979
Hyper Comics, which seems indefinably festive ... albeit eldritch. [Omitted
from electronic editions – sorry!]
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Hazards of Picking One’s Nose: “... his large
nostrils flared with rage, big as cannon muzzles.” (Harry Harrison, Stars and
Stripes Forever, 1998) [TB] • Vince Clarke had a last contribution in the
works ... the Dept of Attention to Detail: “‘Set your time-travel pack to ...
let’s see.’ Kial closed his eyes. ‘Plus seven aitch one five em three aught ess.
And your space travel pack to Mongo grid coordinates latt plus one two
seven and eight milliseconds; long plus eight aught degrees, five hours, five
seven minutes, two seconds and one aught five milliseconds. Right?’” (Alex
Raymond “adapted by Con Steffanson”, Flash Gordon: The Time Trap of
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Ming XIII, 1974.) • Dept of Turkey Carving: “At the beginning Mondino
dissected himself but later this task was passed on to his assistants.” (T.V.N.
Persaud, Early History of Anatomy: From Antiquity to the Beginning of the
Modern Era, 1984) [VR]

With Necessary Apologies
CONTEXT:

in net discussion of the expected (by some) Vingean
Singularity and the optimists who keep calculating earlier dates for
this, most recently around 2015, Ken MacLeod said: “I can see it
coming: the Millennium Bug hits the Singularity.” Simon
Bradshaw takes it from there....
Cyberpunk: Hello, I wish to register a complaint ... Hello?
Shopkeeper: Sorry, we’re closing for a quick game of Quake II.
C: Never mind that, I wish to complain about a singularity what I purchased
not half an hour ago from this very boutique.
S: Oh yes, the Vernor Vinge. What’s wrong with it?
C: I’ll tell you what’s wrong with it. It’s not Y2K compliant, that’s what’s
wrong with it.
S: No, no, it needs upgrading.
C: Look, I know a non-Y2K-compliant singularity when I see one and I’m
looking at one right now.
S: No, no sir, it’s not non-compliant. It just needs the Plus Pack.
C: Plus Pack!?!
S: Yeah, remarkable singularity the Vernor Vinge, beautiful emergent
phenomena.
C: The emergent phenomena don’t enter into it – it’s not Y2K compliant.
S: No, no – it’s just in need of an upgrade.
C: All right then, if it needs an upgrade I’ll give it one. [Shouts at
singularity] Hello! I’ve got a nice FTL datalink for you when you Transcend,
Mr Singularity!
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S: [jogging singularity] There, it Transcended.
C: No it didn’t. That was you Uplifting it.
S: I did not.
C: Yes, you did. [takes singularity and shouts at it] Hello Singularity [bangs
it against the counter] wake up! [throws it in the air and it lands on the floor]
Now that’s what I call a non-Y2K-compliant singularity.
S: No, no, it’s stuck in a strange attractor.
C: Look, I’ve had just about enough of this. That singularity is definitely not
Y2K compliant. And when I bought it not half an hour ago, you assured me
that its lack of technological phase change was due to it being tired and
shagged out after downloading the complete book reviews of John Clute.
S: It’s probably pining for the High Beyond.
C: Pining for the High Beyond, what kind of talk is that? Look, why did it
interface to AOL when I got it home?
S: The Vernor Vinge prefers communicating via AOL. Beautiful singularity,
lovely emergent phenomena.
C: Look, I took the liberty of examining this singularity, and I discovered
that the only reason that it had appeared even remotely near the cutting edge
of science fiction was because someone had nailed a copy of Interzone to it.
S: Well of course a copy of Interzone was nailed there. Otherwise it would
muscle up to your neural pathways and voom!
C: Look matey [picks it up] this singularity wouldn’t go voom if I put the
complete works of Greg Egan through it. It’s bleeding demised.
S: It’s not. It’s pining.
C: It’s not pining, it’s passed on. This singularity is no more. It has ceased to
be. It’s expired and gone to meet its maker. This is a late singularity. It’s a
stiff. Bereft of life, it rests in peace. If you hadn’t nailed it to an SF mag, it
would be joining the Hugos on Dave Langford’s mantelpiece. It’s rung down
the curtain and joined the choir invisible. This is an ex-singularity.
S: Well I’d better replace it then. [Rummages below the counter.] Sorry guv,
we’re right out of technological singularities.
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C: I see. I see. I get the picture.
S: I’ve got a copy of Windows 98.
C: Is it Y2K compliant?
S: Not really, no....
[SB]
Ansible 137½ Copyright © Dave Langford, 1998. Thanks to Tanya Brown,
Simon Bradshaw, Vince Clarke, Vicki Rosenzweig, Steve Stiles, and our
Hero Distributors. 17 Dec 98.
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Atom, Arcturan Kama Sutra #48, “Small Ripples on the
Sea of Eternity”.
To write more fiction. To avoid Grecian 2000 despite Jim
Barker’s exaggeratedly white-haired Langford cartoons in SFX. To kill
Barker deadly. To be extra-critical of Thog submissions whose authors might
just be trying for humour or over-the-topness. To refrain from calling
fandom’s new London-meeting pub the Dead Nurse. To eschew Millennium
Bug jokes. To stop mistyping “Ken Mcloed”. To keep things easier for my
conscience by making fewer New Year resolutions. To give up ... er, the
previous resolution says I have to stop there.
RESOLUTIONS.

The Year of the Jackpot
John Barnes explains why the blurb of his Earth Made of Glass, Orion UK
edition, goes on about places and names (like Chaka Zulu) that appear
nowhere in the book. “Here’s what happened: while A Certain Publisher was
going through administrative chaos, with some resignations and places not
filled, time came up for EMOG to come out, and there was no flap copy.
They were just buying the printed pages from Tor/St Marty’s, so they weren’t
fretting about the inside of the book, but a jacket must have copy ... so they
went digging through the files to see what they could find, and what they
found was a five year old proposal for a different, now never-to-be-written,
book, called Junction of Fear ... which they and the American publishers had
very wisely rejected. Parts of Junction of Fear, the better parts I hope, were
cannibalized into Earth Made of Glass, so it’s not wholly inaccurate ... just
thoroughly bewildering to the poor reader. • At various times other publishers
have done similar things to my bio, so I suppose that I must once again
proclaim that I have never been to Khazakstan, I am not fluent in Swahili, I
do not hold eleven master’s degrees, I am not the president of General
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Motors, and on advice of counsel I will not confirm or deny the business
about painting French poodles.”
Damien Broderick is extremely chuffed to report that Russell and Jenny
Blackford will be guest-editing an issue of Foundation in 2000: “a fantastic
breakthru for Oz sf critical writing and editing.” Into reminiscence mode:
“Back in 1985 (or maybe late 1984), I rang Ed Ferman at F&SF and
suggested that he give me his magazine for a special Oz sf issue to coincide
with AussieCon II, akin to the Special British ish he’d done a while earlier.
This wasn’t as madly quixotic as it sounded, since I had a huge pile of good
stuff for my original antho Strange Attractors, and the damned thing looked
as if it were about to fall over because the Oz publisher was acting up.
Ferman’s voice, delayed by distance, was coldly incredulous. He declined my
impertinent offer with a kind of trans-Pacific shudder of disbelief. Looking
back on it, I still think he missed a great opportunity that would have
catapulted Aussie sf into the US limelight about a decade earlier.”
Pat Cadigan instructed all right-thinking sf people (“Especially YOU,
Langford. You Dog”) to buy the 30 Dec Guardian with her cutting-edge
interview on the “Parents” page. Here, in mordant, no-holds-barred phrases,
the Queen of Cyberparenting laid bare her controversial fondness for Lego,
pizza and TV wrestling. One revelation was regarded as too hot for Grauniad
readers and thus becomes an Ansible exclusive: “I would also like to take the
opportunity to deny, categorically, that Xena: Warrior Princess is not based
on me. No, it isn’t. Absolutely not.”
Tom Holt passed on horrific movie news from Canada, where there are plans
for “a super realistic animated feature film: Princess Diana Saves The
World.” The high concept is that Di returns to Earth as “The world’s most
loved adorable angel.” Literally: advance publicity features an “original oil
masterpiece” showing her with wings and a halo, while the Union Jack subtly
turns into a cross above her head. In editorial circles, the words “Bags I write
this movie entry for the second edition of the Fantasy Encyclopedia!” were
conspicuously not heard.
Robert Sawyer abruptly ceased to be SFWA President on 22 Dec: “Enough.
I resign. • Effective immediately, Dr Paul Levinson is the new President of
the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America, Inc.” He’d recently
stated that SFWA work was eating into his writing time. Although SFWA is
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tight-lipped about internal frictions, rumblings of mutiny were apparently
heard following RS’s revival of the unpopular membership requalification
issue, use of rarely invoked presidential powers to “fire” several long-serving
SFWA volunteers (SFWA’s lawyer and Forum editor were also allegedly
under threat), and controversial plans to tinker with the Grandmaster Nebula
Award rules. At the recent SFWA meeting at the Baltimore Worldcon,
certain members had called for a vote of censure against RS. All great fun for
spectators....
Brian Stableford sent a letter on 12 December 1998 about his recent trip to
Israel, but got squeezed out of the printed edition – see supplement.

Convallatoxin
5 Jan - 26 Feb • The Return of the Triffids: display from John Wyndham
archive, Sydney Jones Library, U of Liverpool. Contact Andy Sawyer, U of
Liverpool Library, PO Box 123, Liverpool, L69 3DA.
7 Jan • London Group Meeting, ending the current Jubilee series since it’s
landlord Kevin’s last day: he’s at the Florence Nightingale pub from 9 Jan,
and fans are following. New location: east side of the roundabout where York
Rd joins Westminster Bridge Rd. 5pm on.
27 Jan • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub nr Westminster
bridge (as above), 7pm on; fans around from 5pm.
6 Feb • London (Media) Group, New Connaught Rooms, Covent Garden.
£8 reg. 10am onward. (Next meeting is 22 May.)
6 Feb • Picocon, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London, SW7
2BB. 11am-6pm. GoH Stephen Lawhead, Jane Johnson, Mike Harrison. £7
reg to 31 Jan; £8 at door. Students £4/£5; ICSF members £1. Contact ICSF, 3
Salisbury Pavement, Dawes Rd, London, SW6 7HT.
24 Feb • BSFA Open Meeting, as 27 Jan. With Christopher Evans.
26-8 Feb • Redemption (B7/B5), Ashford International Hotel, Ashford, Kent.
£40 reg, £45 at door. £15 supp. Contact (SAE) Waveney, 28 Diprose Rd,
Corfe Mullen, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 3QY.
6-7 Mar • Microcon 19, University of Exeter. GoH: me. Free entry, with no
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advance booking, but members are asked to give to University Rag charities.
Contact 16 Fairlea Close, Dawlish, Devon, EX7 0NN.
13-14 Mar • Mecon 2, SCR, Queen’s U of Belfast. GoH Michael Marshall
Smith. £10/£12I reg, to Queen’s U SF Soc c/o Flat 2, 12 Ashley Avenue,
Belfast, BT9 7BT.
2-5 Apr • Reconvene (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £30 reg; £15
supp, children 5-14, over-60s; too late now for presupporter discounts.
Under-5s free. Repeated Warning Of Desperate Import: rates rise to £50 and
£25 on 1 Feb, £80 and £40 at the door. Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland,
Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
30 Jul - 1 Aug • Clarecraft Event (Discworld), open air, Woolpit, Suffolk.
With T. Pratchett and the usual suspects. £2.50/ticket to Discworld
Collectors’ Guild, Clarecraft, Woolpit Business Park, Woolpit, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk, IP 30 9UP. Credit cards: fax 01359 242253.
Aug • Eclipse Tour to Romania. Jonathan Cowie answers the most common
question, “how much?”: under £700 inc return flight & one week’s
accommodation. Party has own sf fan guides and translators. Hurry: flights
are now getting full. Contact 44 Brook St, Erith, DA8 1JQ.
4-6 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £45 reg,
rising in Apr. Tenth event in series. Contact 5 South Mesnesfield Rd, Salford,
Manchester, M7 3QP.
5-7 Sep • Nocturnal (media), Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £45 reg. Contact
(SAE) PO Box 3870, Troon, KA10 7PZ.
28 Apr - 1 May 00 • AD2000 (49th UK Trek con), Palace Hotel, Manchester.
£50 reg. Contact (SAE) PO Box 3870, Troon, KA10 7PZ.
Rumblings • Paragon (Eastercon 2001 bid, Norbreck Castle Hotel,
Blackpool) now admits to a postal address: £2 presupp to Steve Lawson, 379
Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ. Alice Lawson is chair.

Infinitely Improbable
The Sources of the Nile. Ned Brooks discovered Revealed Truth in his local
paper The Atlanta Constitution: “‘J.R.R. Tolkien (1892-1963) was the creator
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of the imaginary Lord of the Rings and The Silmarillion, which spawned the
entire genre of fantasy science fiction.’ So now you know where we’re
coming from....”
Richard Evans Memorial Prize. The first prize of £1,500 will be awarded
in Apr to a genre-fiction author chosen for being highly worthy but
insufficiently recognized. Judges include Pat Cadigan, John Clute (chair),
Rog Peyton, Terry Pratchett and David Pringle. [P]
Random Fandom. Vince Clarke’s fanzine collection has (as he wished) been
taken in charge by Rob Hansen, and all the convention material by Pat
McMurray for Memory Hole Annexe. • Victor Gonzalez outed “E.B.
Frohvet”, mystery editor of the US fanzine Twink, as David M. Shea (who?).
[S] • Martin Hoare’s favourite Christmas present was a suspiciously familiarshaped trophy, its base engraved with the legend “BEST HUGO AWARD
ACCEPTER: MARTIN HOARE”. • Kim Huett explains all: “Contrary to rumour
my low profile of late has NOT been due to my accepting the role of Thrusty
the Wonderdog in the new Ken Russell philosophical action thriller, Waiting
For Godot II: Fists Of Death.” It’s good to have that cleared up. • Joan
Paterson & Tibs announce the birth of Thomas Alasdair Ibbs on 26 Dec 98. •
M.J. “Simo” Simpson is apparently moonlighting: “Remember that Femme
Fatales magazine of mine that’s a proper magazine about sci-fi actresses and
not thinly disguised pornography at all? I’m now staff writer on it!” [D] •
Lucy Sussex ponders on Coincidence: “You hear we had a shooting in our
street? The day after I taught a class in how to write death scenes?”
C.o.A. Bridget & Simon Bradshaw, 46 The Oval, Henlow, Beds, SG16 6EU.
Tibs & Joan Paterson (since 3/98), 22 Bullen Close, Cambridge, CB1 8YU.
David Redd reverts to his home address: Plas Hyfryd, 48 Cardigan Rd,
Haverfordwest, Dyfed, SA61 2QN. Roy Tackett, c/o Hallett Realty, 7800
Marble NE, Suite 5, Albuquerque, NM 87110, USA.
Small Press. Lexicon Urthus: Additions, Errata &cetera Vol III ... the final
addenda to Michael Andre-Driussi’s guide to The Book of the New Sun. 34pp;
$3 inc post. PO Box 460430, San Francisco, CA 94146, USA.
R.I.P. Jean-Claude Forest (1930-1998), the French artist who created the
original Barbarella comic strip, died on 30 Dec. [JC] • Joe Orlando (19271998), long-time comics artist and editor, died on 23 Dec aged 71. Titles he
was involved with include EC’s Tales from the Crypt, Little Orphan Annie,
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House of Mystery, Swamp Thing and – right up to his death – Mad magazine.
[BW] • Don Taylor (1920-1998), who directed Escape from the Planet of the
Apes, The Island of Dr Moreau (1977) and Damien: Omen 2, died 28 Dec
aged 78. [SG] • George Wilson (1921-1998), artist and cartoonist, died on 7
Dec. He drew comic strips for Fiction House, Centaur, and Ace in the early
1940s; in the 50s and 60s he was a prolific cover artist, especially for
Western Publishing: Turok Son Of Stone, Space Family Robinson, The
Phantom and others. [SH]
TAFF: TransAtlantic Fan Fund winner Velma “Vijay” Bowen reveals her
itinerary: “Current – though tentative – plans are to fly in to London around
28 Mar, lurk about with disreputable characters there, then go to Reconvene;
and then spend the next two weeks or so getting into entertaining positions in
other places. About 16 Apr, I shall return to Brooklyn, full of beer and tales
of great hospitality and perversity, if all goes well. For those of you who
might consider putting up with a wandering TAFF delegate, I’m
housebroken, short-haired, fairly well-domesticated, with no allergies; I don’t
smoke, but don’t mind staying in smoking households; and I’m easily
entertained, as well as easily talked into absurd situations. Again, thank you
all. I’m still somewhat croggled by this, but should be able to pass for
coherent within a few weeks.” PO Box 156, Village Station, New York, NY
10014-0156, USA. • Snufkin Goes West, Maureen Kincaid Speller’s collected
“Notes from the TAFF Trail” – not a full trip report – has a tasty Sue Mason
cover; 10pp A4; £1.50 (cheques to Maureen Speller) or $3 (to Roger
Robinson) from Fishlifter Press, 14 Northway Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0
6JE.
GUFF: the 1999 race is on, with Steve Davies, Julian Headlong and Paul
Kincaid contending for a trip to Aussiecon 3. from Joseph Nicholas, 15
Jansons Rd, Tottenham, London, N15 4JU, or from Ansible.
All At Sea. Since Patrick O’Brian is so popular among sf fans, we record his
response when an Amazon.com interviewer asked if he knew about the many
web sites devoted to his work: “You know, I went to see my agent in London
– a very nice woman who’s looked after me for a great while – and she said
she would show me the Internet. ‘Well,’ she said, ‘look, here it is.’ She
pointed to a sort of screen, not unlike a television. Then she seized an object,
which she called a mouse, and tweaked it in various directions. • Nothing
whatsoever happened.” [BD]
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Thog’s Language Lessons. Years ago Kingsley Amis came down hard on the
translation of Harry Martinson’s Aniara, for its skiffy use of “silly made-up
terms [...], a habit now practised in only the very worst magazine stories.”
One of KA’s execrated examples: loxodrome. Oops. (And it’s the title of the
BSFA committee/council newsletter, too....)
Motes and Beams. Fannish hearts, and bowels, will be stirred by this new
breed of press release: “Beaming Down. Stardate: 11-20 March 1999.
Lincolnshire County Council is offering science buffs a close encounter with
many of the country’s biggest names in science fact and fiction when they
beam down in Lincolnshire next March for Elements, a new breed of literary
festival. To go on the mailing list, write to Maria Lyon, Elements Festival
Co-ordinator, c/o Cultural Services, Lincs County Council, County Offices,
Newland, Lincoln, LN1 1YL. Make a date ... and you too can go where no
festival has gone before!” [AMB] Press Officer: “But we failed to achieve a
100% score, Captain ... we didn’t mention sci-fi or anoraks.” Festival Coordinator: “Make it so!”
Fabulous Fanzine Sale. Irwin Hirsh is selling off a 15-metre stack of
undistributed fanzines by John Bangsund, one of Australia’s finest fanwriters,
who’s in financial difficulties again. Details from Irwin, 26 Jessamine Ave,
Prahran East, Vic 3181, Australia; or Robert Lichtman (US$ payments), PO
Box 30, Glen Ellen, CA 95442, USA; or Ansible (sterling ... catalogue emailed on request). Any surplus over the needed $A1500 bail-out goes to
Aussie fannish causes like GUFF and DUFF. [Link to catalogue.]
Five Years Ago: Ansible gulped at Scientological plans to preserve L. Ron
Hubbard’s writings through any possible holocaust, in 10,500 titanium time
capsules enshrined in nuke-proof vaults. There were also to be “large,
indestructible obelisks around the world covered with pictographs explaining
Scientology ‘so that even a wandering savage will be able to understand and
apply these principles.’” (A78, Jan 94) Somehow I never got around to
writing A Canticle for Lafayette.
Outraged Letters ... Steve Baxter muses topically: “Clinton, Mandelson and
now Sawyer; evidently Nemesis & Hubris don’t take time off for Xmas.” •
Sam J. Lundwall likes Ansible but deplores “Arvid Engholm’s moronic notice
on me in Ansible. 136 A typical example of fannish Engholm asshole
journalism, a half-truth that ends up as a full lie.” [Ahrvid was puzzled and
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upset by this response. “What I can say is that Sam J Lundwall in a story in
Dagens Nyheter (the biggest morning paper) said October 14th: ‘One day I
woke up and realised I couldn’t any more publish books. The losses were too
big.’ This was, according to Dagens Nyheter, in a message following his last
book saying that his ‘book publishing has now ceased.’ The paper noted,
though, ‘he promises to continue with the long-lived sf magazine Jules Verne
Magasinet’ and ‘on the other side it isn’t the first time Sam J Lundwall
publishes his last book’. That’s about it. I did not invent anything or lie or
so.”] • Keith Oborn reported an omission from the Fantasy Encyclopedia
entry on RIDDLES: “What do you get when you cross Lee Iacocca with Count
Dracula? ... AUTOEXEC.BAT.” • Karen Pender-Gunn notes that her A137
report of Ian Gunn’s death was misdated owing to e-mail/dateline confusion:
“Ian passed away on the evening of Sunday 8 Nov. We were married on 7
Nov at 10.30am.... After the ceremony Ian was able to say what he’d wanted
to say for a long time, ‘On behalf of me and the missus ...’ and then told me
to walk 10 paces behind. Cheeky sod. He had his humour most of the day.”
Mrs KPG will publish Ian’s collected Space-Time Buccaneers very soon, and
hopes fans will remember his fine cartoons at Hugo time. • Lloyd Penney
heard more about the hotelier who single-handedly killed the 2002 Seattle
Worldcon bid by refusing room bookings: “Yogi Hudson is rumoured to be a
Born-Again Christian who thinks that fans are devil worshippers. Another
victory for God’s Own as the Spawn of Satan are thwarted yet again!”
Millennial Thought. The first series of Ansible began in 1979 and ended in
1987. Eight years. The second series began in 1991....
Improving Movies. Bob Devney mentions that at least one Asian country
“screened the dreadful Batman and Robin under a title that must have been
the most entertaining aspect of the entire showing: Come To My Cave And
Wear This Rubber Codpiece, Cute Boy.”
[Oops. The title is from a joke list of purported translations originating at the Top Five
website and circulated by some unknown as news. My thanks, through gritted teeth, to the
5,271,009 readers who pointed this out....]

Group Gropes. Croydon SF Group: 2nd Tue monthly at Dog & Bull pub,
Surrey St, Croydon; 7:30pm onward. Tomorrow, the world.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Seriously Hard SF: “It was calibrated so that a
level of zero equaled the mean solar gamma flux with a quiet sun. The
current level – sixty-three – only meant something if you knew that the
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readout scale was the base-e log of the gamma intensity. That was easy to
deal with if you knew, as Celine did, that e3 is about equal to twenty. So an
increase in three in readout value was equivalent to a factor of twenty
multiplier in actual gamma-ray level. Readout level sixty-three then meant
that the current gamma flux was 2063/3 of the usual value. 2021 was rather
more than 1027. Space outside the shielded compartment of the Schiaparelli
was hot, hell-hot, with the gamma-ray burst from Supernova Alpha.”
(Charles Sheffield, Aftermath, 1998) [JB/GF] • “David saw him nod
imperceptibly.” (Tom Deitz, Windmaster’s Bane, 1986) [TNH] • “‘Yrch!’
said Legolas, falling into his own tongue.” (J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the
Rings, 1954-5) [DB] • “Adrenaline pounds at her heart with rubber mallets.”
(Walter Jon Williams, Metropolitan, 1995) [AC] • “Dr Vlad sat back with his
large ears poised like sinister microphones of flesh.” (“John E. Muller”,
Return of Zeus, 1962) [BH] • “He was hauled into the air like a sack of
miscellaneous helplessness.” (Stephen Donaldson, Lord Foul’s Bane, 1977)
[BH]

Endnotes
That Sale of John Bangsund Fanzines ... view the catalogue and prices at
[URL long dead].
Simo Update. At the Jubilee, Robert Newman handed me a special issue of
his Fermat on the Beach, whose headline trumps Random Fandom’s
“moonlighting” snippet about our erstwhile SFX editor with “SIMO
SACKED!” Farewell, a long farewell, to mail-order clothes catalogue design.
It is perhaps a trifle heartless of Mr Newman to add, “Sources close to Mr
Simpson said ‘Ha ha ha, ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha, ha ha ha ha....’” (And so on
for several lines.)
Ansible 138 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Judith Berman,
David Bratman, Andy Butler, Arthur Chance, John Clute, Bob Devney, Dop,
Greg Frost, Steve Green, Steve Holland, Brian Hunt, Robert Lichtman,
Teresa Nielsen Hayden, Brett Hodges, Lawrence Person, Prism, Skink, Chuq
von Rospach, Bob Wayne, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Brum Group News. 7 Jan 99.
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Ansible 138 Supplement
Letter from Brian Stableford
Brian Stableford is back from a trip to Israel (12 December 1998):
I have now walked the Via Dolorosa, following a Franciscan procession full
of hapless groups of Polish tourists (some equipped with their own crosses)
all the way from the Arab primary school now on the site of Pilate’s palace
(which closes early so that the monks and the children don’t get in one
another’s way) through a Z-maze of narrow alleyways filled with Arab shops
selling plastic icons, posters and t-shirts bearing such legends as ISRAELI
DEFENCE FORCES and DON’T WORRY AMERICA – ISRAEL IS
BEHIND YOU to the church of the Holy Sepulchre, which is jointly
administered by six rival Christian denominations (the Ethiopians got there
last and had to put their priory on the roof but the protestants didn’t get in at
all and had to build their own church nearby), where you can see the alleged
crest of Golgotha (the rest is buried, all Jerusalem being elevated at least
thirty feet above its Roman level) a mere thirty yards away from the case
containing the stone that allegedly blocked the entrance to the sepulchre
before the caresses of hundreds of thousands of pilgrims reduced it to the size
of a football.
It gives one a whole new perspective on religion, as do the Museum of the
Diaspora and the Museum of the Holocaust (in a rather more dignified
fashion). It’s almost as surreal wandering through the Tel Aviv cinematheque
when it’s full of teenagers in Star Trek uniforms, all speaking Hebrew. I got
to give my two talks in the Goldie Hawn Theatre; they were quite well
attended considering that there was a 15 shekel admission charge. Emmanuel
Lottem, the organiser of the now-annual Israeli con, intends to hold the 2000
event on 29-31 December; for the final party he has already booked
Armageddon!
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0118 966 9914. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Atom, Arcturan Kama Sutra, “The Butterfly Finds The
Topmost Blossom”.
I’m busy with hordes of book reviews for Amazon.co.uk (to the
point where Mike Ashley’s Mammoth Book of Fantasy blurs in my mind with
Steve Baxter’s Fantasy Book of Mammoths), but begin to hear the terrible
siren song of Windows programming as the mild success of my SF
Encyclopedia CD-ROM viewer software lures me to believe (>> HUBRIS) that
we might just be able to produce the Fantasy Encyclopedia CD-ROM right
here in the barn.... Watch this space.
EDITORIAL.

Among the Hairy Earthmen
Michael Crichton unveiled an all-purpose argument against anyone
loathsome enough to grumble about dodgy or misleading science in his work:
“In a story like Jurassic Park, to complain of inaccuracy is downright weird.
Nobody can make a dinosaur. Therefore the story is a fantasy. How can
accuracy have any meaning in a fantasy?” Um. [BB]
Simon R. Green responds to Damien Broderick (A138): “I never knew about
the proposed all-Oz version of F&SF, but I do recall Mike Moorcock’s
reaction to the all-UK one: ‘the Special Indictment Issue’.”
Jane Johnson, talking about her latest “Gabriel King” collaboration in what
she fondly believed to be the privacy of the Bucks Free Press (22 Jan),
confessed she’d still rather be a publisher than a writer: “Most authors that I
have witnessed have been slightly mad. I am not sure that working from
home all the time is good for people, and I think I would probably get quite
neurotic.” Several British sf authors, when invited to comment, put pencils up
their noses and said “Wibble wibble.”
Elizabeth Moon writes that it wasn’t she who proposed a vote of censure
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against the then SFWA President Robert J. Sawyer at Bucconeer. (Her name
was thus cut from overseas, web, etc editions of A138.) As others confirmed,
the proposer was eluki bes shahar; this motion was at once seconded by
everyone’s favourite critic Greg Feeley, and ultimately failed with about a
third of the SFWA audience abstaining.
Michael Scott Rohan is trying hard not to feel paranoid about SFX
magazine, where his last two novels (praised elsewhere) got reviews so
vitriolic as to suggest some dreadful score being settled....
Norman Spinrad announced his candidacy as SFWA president, owing to
what he calls the “extraordinarily malodorous situation” whereby, in the
wake of Robert Sawyer’s resignation, almost half the SFWA board of
directors have according to NS been appointed by fiat rather than elected.

Cond
Until 26 Feb • The Return of the Triffids: display from John Wyndham
archive, Sydney Jones Library, U of Liverpool. Contact Andy Sawyer, U of
Liverpool Library, PO Box 123, Liverpool, L69 3DA.
9 Jan - 27 Mar • Naomi Mitchison: A Century of Achievement, The Writers’
Museum, Lady Stair’s Close, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh. 10am-5pm, admission
free. Further details 0131 529 4901.
5-7 Feb • XI-Lophone (filk), Hilton National Hotel, Basingstoke. £30 at
door, £20 unwaged. Too late to send a letter, I imagine.
6 Feb • London (Media) Group, New Connaught Rooms, Covent Garden.
£8 reg. 10am onward. (Next LMG meeting is 22 May.)
6 Feb • Picocon, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London, SW7
2BB. 11am-6pm. GoH Stephen Lawhead, Jane Johnson, Mike Harrison. £8
reg at door. Students £4/£5; ICSF members £1. Contact ICSF, 3 Salisbury
Pavement, Dawes Rd, London, SW6 7HT.
19-21 Feb • Lightspeed (media), Hilton Hotel, Coventry. Contact (SAE) 16
Bramwell St, Eastwood, Rotherham, S Yorks, S65 1RZ.
24 Feb • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm. With Christopher Evans.
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26-8 Feb • Fal Tor Pan (Trek), Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. Contact (SAE)
26a Napier Ave, Southend on Sea, Essex, SS1 1LZ.
26-8 Feb • Redemption (B7/B5), Ashford International Hotel, Ashford, Kent.
GoH (slight change) Brian Croucher, Jane Killick, Sheelagh Wells, Joe
Nazzaro. £40 reg, £45 at door. £15 supp. Contact (SAE) Waveney, 28 Diprose
Rd, Corfe Mullen, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 3QY.
6-7 Mar • Microcon 19, University of Exeter. GoH: me. Free entry, with no
advance booking, but members are asked to give to University Rag charities.
Contact 16 Fairlea Close, Dawlish, Devon, EX7 0NN.
13-14 Mar • Mecon 2, SCR, Queen’s U of Belfast. GoH Michael Marshall
Smith. £10/£12I reg, to Queen’s U SF Soc c/o Flat 2, 12 Ashley Avenue,
Belfast, BT9 7BT.
24 Mar • BSFA Open Meeting, as 24 Feb. With Liz Holliday.
2-5 Apr • Reconvene (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. Now £50 reg;
£25 supp, children 5-14, over-60s. Under-5s free. £80 and £40 at the door.
Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.
10 Apr • Ananke, Conway Hall, Red Lion Sq, Holborn, London. 2pm-9pm.
GoH Alan Moore, Dr Tuppy Owens, others. “A symposium of real magick
and global ritualism, formerly known as the International Symposium of
Thelemic Magick, hosted by the Golden Dawn Occult Society.” (“Gulp” –
Ansible.) £10 reg, £15 at door. Cheques to Golden Dawn c/o Mandrake, PO
Box 250, Oxford, OX1 1AP. 01865 2343671.
30 Apr - 3 May • Supernova (Trek), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester. £45
reg. Contact (SAE) 4 Burford Corner, Westhumble St, Dorking, Surrey, RH5
6BS.
25-7 Jun • Poets & Small Presses con, Barlow Theatre, Langley,
Birmingham. With Steve Sneyd talking on sf poetry. £4 advance reg to Geoff
Stevens, 25 Griffiths Rd, West Bromwich, B71 2EH.
16-18 Jul • Baroquon (RPG), New Hall, Cambridge. GoH Mary Gentle. £18
reg. Contact 8 Saddler’s Close, Baldock, Herts, SG7 6EF.
16-18 Jul • Nexus (media), Hilton National Hotel, Bristol. Contact (SAE) 1
Lullington Rd, Knowle, Bristol, BS4 2LH.
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27-30 Aug • Galileo (Trek), Heathrow Park Hotel. GoH Walter Koenig. £40
reg. Contact 38 Planetree Ave, Newcastle, NE4 9TH.
25-26 Sep • Hypotheticon (relaxacon), Glasgow. £15 reg. Contact Flat O/2,
11 Cleghorn Street, Glasgow, G22 5RN.
9-10 Oct • Octocon X (Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, Co.Dublin. Oneupmanship award for the first Euro membership
rates in Ansible: £14(I)/E17.78 to Easter, £18(I)/E22.86 to 31 Aug,
£22(I)/E27.93 at door. Contact c/o 43 Eglinton Rd, Donnybrook, Dublin 4,
Ireland. Phone +353 (0)1 2605204, fax (...) 2694039.
5-7 Nov • Novacon 29, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. GoH Ian Stewart. £28
reg, rising after Easter. Contact Carol Morton, 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge,
W. Midlands, DY9 8SS.
12-14 Nov • Armadacon 1999, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth, Devon. GoH
Stephen Baxter; more TBA. £25 reg (to 1 Apr); concessions available, on
request. Contact PO Box 38, Plymouth, Devon.
Rumblings • Devotees of that trad fan pastime Viewing With Alarm thrilled
to news of a fire in the Adelphi Hotel on 18 Jan. Chris Bell visited next day
and found the smell of smoke already fading; damage was confined to the
ghastly basement nightclub not used by cons.

Infinitely Improbable
Paths of Glory. Clarke Award shortlist for 1998 UK-published sf: John
Barnes, Earth Made of Glass; Peter Delacorte, Time on My Hands; Ken
MacLeod, The Cassini Division; Christopher Priest, The Extremes; Alison
Sinclair, Cavalcade; Tricia Sullivan, Dreaming in Smoke. Winner announced
May. • The J. Lloyd Eaton Award, presented since 1979 for sf critical works,
went to The Encyclopedia of Fantasy ed. John Clute & John “Yahey!” Grant.
• Sapphire Awards (sf romance) were voted to: 1st place, Patricia White, A
Wizard Scorned; 2nd, Jennifer Dunne, Raven’s Heart; 3rd, Laurell K.
Hamilton, Blue Moon. The dwindling print market for this subgenre led to the
first two being published only on-line, a state of affairs finessed by award
coordinator Patricia Bray as: “1998 will be remembered as the year that
electronic books came of age.” • Philip K. Dick Award shortlist for 1998 US
paperback originals: Geoff Ryman, 253: The Print Remix; Paul Di Filippo,
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Lost Pages; Nalo Hopkinson, Brown Girl in the Ring; Steve Aylett,
Slaughtermatic; Paul J. McAuley, The Invisible Country. Winner announced
2 Apr. [GVG]
Subliminal Smut! In a fit of nervous prudery, Disney withdrew 3.4 million
new videos of the animated movie The Rescuers (1977). A whole two frames
naughtily show – in a window glimpsed briefly in the background – a naked
lady’s torso, lifted from Playboy. This was removed from the cinema version,
but by the time of the digitally remastered video everyone had forgotten.
Rumour names the culprit as animator Don Bluth, who after The Rescuers
left in some disaffection (with several other Disney animation staff) to start
his own company. [PB/BB]
Random Fandom. John Bangsund has been appointed editor of The
Australian Editor, which somehow sounds like RECURSIVE FANTASY. • Paul
Barnett & Pam Scoville are marrying in a strictly private ceremony on 27
Mar; congratulations will be in order at Eastercon. • Ron Bennett reports: “It
appears that at some time during the past few months I’ve had a mild heart
attack. Not unpleasant to learn about this after the event. I’m now on the
waiting lists for (a) a little by-pass operation ... hope Swampy doesn’t hear
about it ... and (b) an appearance on 15 to One. I don’t think that the two are
in any way related.” • Vince Clarke wanted his fanzine collection to remain
safe in fannish hands: it’s now in Rob Hansen’s cellar, while Greg Pickersgill
and Catherine McAulay salvaged the correspondence files and publishing
hardware. Claire Brialey & Mark Plummer are working on a memorial
collection of Vince’s fanwriting. • Arnie Katz (in crifanac 11) found the
ultimate refutation of those who criticized his small-town metaphor of
fandom: “The existence of scoffer[s] didn’t necessarily mean that Galileo had
the wrong idea....” • Jon Langford is still reeling from a Minneapolis City
Pages write-up which called him “tireless, unbridled, grimly joyous and evertrue” – one to put on the business cards? • Andrew I. Porter celebrated his
200th issue of the Hugo-winning SF Chronicle in Jan, with such
Bacchanalian excesses as “This is the Longest SFC Editorial I’ve Ever
Written”.... SFC is now officially bimonthly. • Linda Stratmann seeks photos
of herself garbed as Vampirella at Skycon (Eastercon 78, “Least Costume”
winner): 78 Hatherley Rd, Walthamstow, London, E17 6SB. • Chris Terran
was asked by the BSFA to stand down as Matrix editor (the issues he
produced were excellent, but there were various communications/deadline
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problems) and a new editorial team is now sought. Contact 60 Bournemouth
Rd, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 5AZ.
C.o.A. Michael Andre-Driussi/Sirius Fiction, PO Box 6248, Albany, CA
94706-0248, USA. Paul Barnett, c/o Pam Scoville, 330 West 45th St, Suite
9D, New York, NY 10036, USA (from 14 Apr; longer-term US address to
follow; yes, He Who Channels Thog is emigrating). Richard Brandt &
Michelle Lyons, 125 Vaquero Lane #24, El Paso, TX 79912, USA. Dorothy
M. Kurtz, 401 East Gibbsboro Rd (Apt T-16), Lindenwold, NJ 08021-1991,
USA. Bernie Peek, 1B Buxton Rd, Stratford, E15 1QU. Julie Rigby, 50a
Warbeck Rd, Shepherds Bush, London, W12 8NT.
Thog’s Physics Masterclass. Sighted (briefly) as Today’s Space Fact at the
NASA Human Spaceflight web site: “‘How can the space shuttle move when
the astronauts are sleeping?’ • One of Newton’s laws of physics states that an
object set in motion will remain in motion unless acted upon by an outside
force. Since no such (gravity) force exists in space, the object (in this case the
shuttle) falls around the Earth continually. The shuttle is affected slightly by
the gravity of Earth, which allows it to fall around.” [GW] Noises Off: far
away, Newton is heard continually falling around in his coffin.
R.I.P. Frank Langford (?-1998), the comics/advertising artist who drew The
Angry Planet (1963 Boy’s World adaptation of Deathworld, scripted by Ken
Bulmer) and the Lady Penelope strip, died last year. [SH] • Naomi Mitchison
(1897-1999) died on 11 Jan aged 101. Her 100-odd books – produced over a
span of nearly 80 years – included several fantasies and three sf novels, of
which Memoirs of a Spacewoman (1962) is a classic of alien communication.
UK newspaper obituaries were numerous, but tended to pass over her genre
contributions. She so very nearly became the first sf author to live in three
centuries. • Brian Moore (1921-1999), “mainstream” author of some
supernatural fiction and borderline fantasies like The Great Victorian
Collection (1975), also died in Jan. • Ron Turner (1922-1998), who died on
19 Dec, “remains one of the most collected of British comic artists who,
alongside Frank Hampson’s Dan Dare and Syd Jordan’s Jeff Hawke,
redefined SF comic art in the UK in the 1950s.” [SH] His work included
early-50s Vargo Statten pb cover art and popular comic strips like The Daleks
(1966-7); he was still painting covers for Gryphon Books in 1998.
Small Press. Light’s List 1999, now in its 14th year, tersely lists 1,375+
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small-press magazines. A5, 58pp; £1.50 to John Light, 37 The Meadows,
Berwick-upon-Tweed, Northumberland, TD15 1NY. • Is it a subtle put-down
of HarperCollins and Voyager that Richard Calder’s Dead Girls/Boys/Things
trio, which they publish, should be honoured by Dragon’s Breath newsletter
with a “Small Press Award”?
Fanfundery. Apologies to GUFF for holding over the 1999 ballots (Davies,
Headlong, Kincaid) from UK-mailed copies of A138. Too many
enclosures.... DUFF voting (Eisenberg, Gelb, Hooper) continues.
GeoThography. “‘It began in England,’ the old man replied as he finished
his cake. ‘I was born in Liverpool-on-Tyne. When I was still a boy ...’”
(Carolyn Keene, The Sign of the Twisted Candles, 1968.) [CB]
BSFA Awards shortlist ... NOVEL John Meaney, To Hold Infinity; Ken
MacLeod, The Cassini Division; Christopher Priest, The Extremes; Iain M.
Banks, Inversions; Kathleen Ann Goonan, Queen City Jazz. SHORT Thomas
M. Disch, “The First Annual Performance Arts Festival at the Slaughter Rock
Battlefield”; Gwyneth Jones, “La Cenerentola”; Timons Esaias, “Shift
Change”; Mary Soon Lee, “The Day Before They Came”; Eric Brown,
“Vulpheous” (all Interzone). ARTWORK Dominic Harman, IZ 137 cover; Colin
Odell, BSFA Focus 34 front cover; ditto, back cover; Dominic Harman, IZ
135 cover; Jim Burns (Lord Prestimion/IZ 138 cover). Winners to be
announced at Reconvene (Liverpool, Easter).
Cry Wolf Again! Notorious UK conrunner Brian Cooney of Wolf 359 fame
went transatlantic with VorCon in Los Angeles, Oct 98. The great J.M.
Straczynski was swift to comment: “Stephen Furst asked me to mention that
a huge portion of the B5 cast who attended VorCon here were stiffed for the
bulk of their fees. Michael O’Hare, Peter Jurasik, Mira, Bill, Pat, Jeffrey and
others were never paid what they were promised. • That the cast nonetheless
came out and performed and did their all for the fans in spite of this says a lot
for them, I think.” [AH]
Gaughan Art Sale. “After years of cataloging, Jack Gaughan’s widow
Phoebe Adams Gaughan is now offering selected works of Jack’s for sale.
Both B&W illos and full-color cover illustrations are for sale.” [PD]
Enquiries to her at 93 Fair St, Kingston, NY 12401, USA.
Liquidation Horror! All we know of Creative Independent Productions
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(London) Ltd is that they “recently embarked on a scheme to raise finance
from the public for the production of a science fiction film, to be named The
Return.” But the Dept of Trade & Industry wants them wound up pronto: DTI
High Court petition in Jan, Official Receiver appointed liquidator. [BB] Hope
it wasn’t based on Ted Tubb’s The Return....
Outraged Letters ... Almost Everyone pointed out that the A138 “Chinese
retitling of Batman and Robin” is from a “Top Five” web site list of droll
imaginary retitlings, wickedly recirculated as news to fool the New York
Times and Ansible. • Simon R. Green devotees will rejoice to hear that “The
last Deathstalker book is now finished.... First response from my UK editor
Jo Fletcher: ‘Your fans are going to be really pissed off with you.’ Heh heh
heh.” • Patrick Nielsen Hayden has an editorial eye for double-entendre:
“The funniest line in this Ansible, of course, is ‘SFWA is tight-lipped about
internal frictions.’” Coff, coff. • Michael Swanwick administers egoboo: “I
just sent in my year’s short-fiction summary to Locus, in which (presuming it
survives the editorial process) your story ‘The Spear of the Sun’ is referred to
as ‘almost pointlessly brilliant.’ I mention this because I know you’ll want to
inform all your friends and blazon it across the covers of your future books.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “‘At least it proves he’s vulnerable to our energies!’
Morton smiled grimly. ‘Because he rendered them harmless.’” (A.E.van
Vogt, “Black Destroyer”, 1939) [TM/GF] • “Sarah sat opposite the noisy
young people with a huge wholemeal sandwich filled with slices of fresh ham
and a half pint of Guinness.” (Graham Masterton, “Fairy Story”, 1996) [S] •
“Sherlock Holmes leafed through the papers with one hand, as with the other
he continued to crunch toast and marmalade.” (Colin Bruce, The Strange
Case Of Mrs. Hudson’s Cat, 1997) [MKK] • “One sight-seer shakes his head
like a collecting box for a good cause.” ... “She drifted away from me, her
dress clinging to her like a drowned man.” (Jeanette Winterson, The World
and Other Places, 1998) [PB] • “A muscle fired in her throat and her pupils
got big and floaty.” ... “His eyes were like bottles with something moving at
the bottom.” (Windsor Chorlton, Cold Fusion, 1999) • Dept of Raunchy
Thrillers: “The rubber left little to the imagination, and Barazo’s face showed
its pleasure at the libidinous fission triggered by his woman’s colliding
nuclei.” ... “The Gulf Stream was rocking the boat in the cleavage of its Dcup bosomy swells.” (Christopher Buckley, Wet Work, 1991) [MMW] • “But
there was that rule of engagement that forbade any unavoidable damage to
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the infrastructure.” (David Sherman and Dan Cragg, Steel Gauntlet [Starfist
#3], 1999) Avoidable damage was presumably OK. [SBr] • “The men I went
there with were killed. Most of them in the first few years. We lost three
hundred thousand men on Yeowe. They never talk about it.” (Ursula K. Le
Guin, “Forgiveness Day”, 1994) [PB]

Endnotes
That Sale of John Bangsund Fanzines continues, with a new selection of
other people’s fanzines now added. View the catalogue and prices at ... [URL
long dead]
Auld Lang Fund (as opposed to the Auld Bang Fund above): to help this
struggling Aussiecon travel fund whose beneficiary modesty forbids me to
name, I’m selling off a mass of grubby old Langford fanzines ...
http://www.ansible.co.uk/fnzsale.html
Sidewise Awards. “The deadline for nominating works for the 1998 Sidewise
Awards (to be given at either Conucopia or Aussiecon) is March 31, 1999.
People can get eligibility guidelines and the addresses of the judges at our
website (http://www.skatecity.com/ah/sidewise) or they can contact me at this
e-mail address.” – Steven H. Silver, shsilver@ameritech.net
Ansible 139 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Barbara Barrett, Steve Baxter, Chris Bell, Seth Breidbart, John Clute, Paul Di
Filippo, Greg Frost, Steve Holland, Alison Hopkins, Mary Kay Kare, Matrix,
Tom Marcinko, Simo, Gordon Van Gelder, Bridget Wilkinson, Gary
Wilkinson, Martin Morse Wooster, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray
(NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Brum Group News. 4 Feb 99.
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Spot the living sf author in the BBC News website poll’s 10 Greatest
Writers of the Millennium: Shakespeare (#1), Austen, Orwell, Dickens,
Banks, Tolkien, Joyce, Dostoyevsky, Cervantes and Twain.
GOSH.

The Impaler of Distortions
Arthur C. Clarke’s post-1998 “Egogram” has a little gloat about the recent
“unique tribute from my adopted country, when a stamp was issued showing
my portrait superimposed on the geostationary satellite configuration. I
certainly never imagined that this would happen, when I sorted the mail in
Bishops Lydeard post office 65 years ago.” [SB]
Michael Coney has evidently been distracted from sf writing by fiercer
pleasures, as indicated by his letter in Railway Modeller (Feb 99) debating a
point of hobby theology. The author of The Celestial Steam Locomotive has
Views on motorized tenders: “As a science fiction writer I am accustomed to
persuading my readers to suspend their natural inclination to disbelief. Well I
can swallow – just about – the fact that the steam locomotives on my GWR
00 layout are actually driven by electricity, but I could not swallow the
knowledge that the same locomotives were being pushed along by their
tenders. It’s ludicrous.” [PB]
William Gibson has an even more thrilling hobby than Michael Coney’s,
and spent several pages of Wired (Jan 99) explaining his new addiction to the
eBay on-line auction market, which meets this former netphobe’s insatiable
need for vintage Rolex watches. “[M]echanical watches partake of what my
friend John Clute calls the Tamagotchi Gesture. They’re pointless in a
peculiarly needful way; they’re comforting precisely because they require
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tending.” [MMW] Ahhh.
Stanislaw Lem’s four-year lawsuit against his former agent Franz
Rottensteiner was recently thrown out by a Viennese court. Lem was
reportedly required to pay the equivalent of $9,000 in legal costs.
Anne McCaffrey won the American Library Association’s 1999 Margaret
Edwards Award, for lifetime achievement in writing books popular with
teenagers. The announcement adds that “The ALA has created a beautiful
gold seal for placement on all Anne McCaffrey titles.” Unreliable sources
predict a new Pern book in which a spurned would-be dragonrider finds
consolation and telepathic intimacy with the beautiful gold seals not
previously noticed in Pernese oceans.
William Shatner denies everything: “I’d love to tell you that Star Trek was
one sexual olympiad, but I was working 15 hours a day. I can’t say I didn’t
try to, but I was always being called to the set at crucial moments.”
(Guardian, 13 Feb) [BB] Er, just how crucial ...?
Connie Willis provided a tasty soundbite at Boskone 36, on the joy of
research: “You get to ask questions like ‘If you had the plague and tried to
lance one of the buboes, what exactly would come out of it? And how far
would it spurt?’” Also at Boskone, James Patrick Kelly said of her first story
“Santa Titicaca”: “I happen to know that Connie Willis is willing to spend
big money for somebody who is willing to find one of the few remaining
copies and destroy it in front of her.” [H] This should boost the market for
Worlds of Fantasy, Winter 70-71....

Conan
Until 27 Mar • Naomi Mitchison: A Century of Achievement, The Writers’
Museum, Lady Stair’s Close, Lawnmarket, Edinburgh. 10am-5pm, admission
free. Further details 0131 529 4901.
6-7 Mar • Microcon 19, Devonshire House, University of Exeter. GoH: me.
Free entry, with no advance booking, but members are asked to give to
University Rag charities. Contact 01626 888797.
11-12 Mar & 18-19 Mar • Elements, Lincoln Central Library, “a festival of
science fact, fiction and phenomena.” With S. Baxter, C. Greenland, R.L.
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Fanthorpe and others. Contact 01522 528753.
13-14 Mar • Mecon 2, SCR, Queen’s U of Belfast. GoH Michael Marshall
Smith. £10/£12I reg, to Queen’s U SF Soc c/o Flat 2, 12 Ashley Avenue,
Belfast, BT9 7BT.
24 Mar • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With Liz Holliday.
25 Mar • Michael Moorcock Q&A Session, Dulwich Library Hall (1st
floor), 368 Lordship Lane, London, SE22. 7pm. No charge.
27-8 Mar • Memorabilia (vast sf film, cult tv, pop and comic collectors’
fair), NEC, Birmingham. Box office 0121 767 4525.
2-5 Apr • Reconvene (Eastercon), Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £50 reg; £25
supp, children 5-14, over-60s. Under-5s free. £80 and £40 at the door.
Contact 3 West Shrubbery, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ. Ansible nervously
approached the ominous Chris Bell to ask whether Reconvene might look
kindly on belated applications until, say, 13 Mar, since unfortunately A139
did not carry hideous warnings about that 1 Mar cutoff date for postal
memberships.... Shifting a chewed matchstick from one side of her mouth to
the other, she answered: “Tell you what, Dave me old mucker.... Seeing it’s
you, and I wouldn’t do it for anyone else mind, the treasurer’ll have my hide
for it, but ... You tell ’em, if they want to send in their bleedin’ memberships
on the pier’ead jump like, if they send ’em with the Ansible you say it in or
what looks like it any’ow, they can do it till 13 March, and for you, I’ll even
hold the rate to 50 smackers for ’em, I’m cutting me own throat to do it,
right? Can’t say fairer than that, now can I?” (Printout/photocopy acceptable.)
3-5 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. Now £50
reg, rising 1 Jun. Tenth event in series. Contact 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford,
Manchester, M7 3QP.
10-12 Sep • Masque 7 (costumery), U of Wolverhampton, Dudley Campus,
W. Midlands. £25 reg to 14 Apr, £30 to 1 Aug, then £35. Contact 130
Hamstead Hall Rd, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham, B20 1JB.
17-20 Sep • Breakaway (Cult TV ’99), Pontin’s Sand Bay Holiday Village
(shudder), Weston-Super-Mare. Celebrates date of the Moon’s escape from
orbit in Space 1999. £128 reg inc 3 nights’ half board. Contact PO Box 1701,
Peterborough, PE7 1ER. 01733 205009.
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17-19 Sep • Fantasycon 23, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. £50/$100
reg, £25/$50 supp (BFS members £40/$80 and £20/$40). Contact (SAE) 46
Oxford Rd, Acocks Green, Birmingham, B27 6DT.
30-31 Oct • M.R. James Weekend, Royal Victoria & Bull Hotel, Rochester,
Kent. Linked to this year’s 20th anniversary of Ghosts and Scholars, the
James appreciation magazine. £25 reg. Contact (SAE) 150 Elstree Park, Barnet
Lane, Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 2RP.
4-6 Feb 00, Didgeri-12 (filk) Forte Posthouse, Milton Keynes. £22 reg, £11
unwaged. GoH Brian Biddle, Urban Tapestry. (Supposed to be DidgeriDouze, ho ho, but they’re stuck with the above name for arcane bank
reasons.) Contact 119 Whitehill Lane, Gravesend, Kent DA12 5LU.
Rumblings • Reconvene: Urgent! If you joined but didn’t get PR3, contact
Reconvene now. The PO ate part (10%?) of the Nov mailing....

Infinitely Improbable
Nebulas. The latest novel shortlist: Catherine Asaro, The Last Hawk; Joe
Haldeman, Forever Peace; Jack McDevitt, Moonfall; Harry Turtledove, How
Few Remain; Martha Wells, Death of the Necromancer; Connie Willis, To
Say Nothing of the Dog. Also, Avram Davidson’s and Grania Davis’s nifty
short novel The Boss in the Wall made the novella shortlist.
Publishers and Sinners. Orion/Millennium mercilessly tested our Philip K.
Dick awareness by reissuing Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? twice
last month – in B format, thus titled, as an SF Masterworks series selection
(£6.99), and in A format as Blade Runner (£5.99).
Random Fandom. Chris Evans and long-time girlfriend Fiona were married
on 27 Feb. Chris Priest and family were there: “a rather good thrash at a large
and excellent riverside pub overlooking Canada Tower and, from the safety
of the far side of the river, the Millennium Dome (the children, of the latter:
‘Can we go there, Daddy, can we?, can we?’ etc.; the shame of it).” The usual
sf suspects present included Dave Garnett, Rob Holdstock and – fannish
nostalgia! – the Charnock and Kettle menages. • Ian Gunn’s fannish comic
Space-Time Buccaneers has been assembled as intended into a circa-100pp
graphic novel, by Karen Pender-Gunn. This will be sold for his memorial
fund (aiding fan causes, sponsoring an iguana in Melbourne zoo): price
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around £6. To get the print run right, advance orders are begged – no money
as yet – c/o 14 Northway Road, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 6JE. [CB/MP] • Bryan
Talbot, plugging the launch of his Luther Arkwright comic epic Heart of
Empire in Apr, unwisely let slip that the “SF Writer Tavern Scene” (see
adumbrations in A128) isn’t until issue 7 of 9, chiz chiz chiz.
Thog’s Science Masterclass. NASA’s Astronomy News website reveals the
remarkable powers of modern astronomers ... “An expanding universe ‘thins
out’ what astronomers can see at the furthest reaches of their instruments by
moving galaxies further and further apart.” [JB]
Gender-Bender Splendour. Tiptree Award ... Raphael Carter, “Congenital
Agenesis of Gender Ideation” (in Starlight 2). • Lambda Literary Award
(gay/lesbian) sf/fantasy category shortlist: Nichola Griffith/Stephen Pagel
(ed), Bending The Landscape; Ulysses Dietz, Desmond; Elizabeth
Brownrigg, Falling to Earth; Clive Barker, Galilee; Lawrence Schimel (ed),
Things Invisible to See. [LS]
R.I.P. Robert “Buck” Coulson (1928-1999) died unexpectedly on 19 Feb. He
wrote some sf with Gene DeWeese – notably the recursively fannish novels
Now You See It/Him/Them (1975) and Charles Fort Never Mentioned
Wombats (1977) – but is far better known in fandom for his copious
correspondence and 259 issues of Yandro (1953-86; winner of the 1965
fanzine Hugo). His wife Juanita, a more prolific author and the co-editor of
Yandro, survives him. For fans who’d like to make memorial donations, she
suggests the American Heart, Lung, and Diabetic Associations. • Wayland
Drew died 3 Dec 1998 in Canada, aged 65. John Clute writes: “He was bestknown for the Erthring Cycle, a post-apocalypse sf series for Ballantine
(1984-6); but his finest work is probably The Wabeno Feast (1973),
published only in Canada.”
Oh Dear. The Rev.Jerry Falwell, famous US religious loon, has notoriously
been denouncing Tinky Winky of the Teletubbies as a gay icon. This
embarrassed journalist Michael Colton, who first outed TW in a joke
Washington Post column claiming that besides carrying a handbag, this
Teletubby walks, or waddles, with sinister effeminacy. Irony-proof Falwell
then came up with his own clinching evidence – TW’s triangular antenna and
purple coloration are Gay Pride symbols! Colton: “Falwell admits he’s never
watched the Teletubbies. But homosexuality obviously excites the man....”
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Falwell has since denied something or other.
Critical Asides. “You say that having ‘a vision and a message’ makes a fine
literary style. How about H.G. Wells, for example? There’s an evangelist and
a seer, indisputably. But his writing! Have you ever seen a cold rice-pudding
spilt on the pavement of Gower Street? I never have. But it occurs to me as a
perfect simile for Wells’s writing.” (Max Beerbohm, letter to Bernard Shaw,
1903) • Tom Holt’s latest comic fantasy Only Human has an interesting Hell
scene, where a chap is incarcerated in fire for cruelty to authors (e.g. saying
how good their early work was, and how the new stuff isn’t a patch on it) and
suffering his 75 millionth rereading, so far, of some mysterious unnamed
text: “I’ve just got to the bit where the tourist meets the wizard....”
Once More ... John Barnes’s titles are again in a twist: “The reason the US
edition of my first story/essay collection is titled Apostrophes and
Apocalypses, and the UK edition Apocalypses and Apostrophes, is neither
because Americans don’t see any point in punctuating after the end of the
world, nor a British insistence on alphabetical order, but because the author,
who is something of an idiot, never decided between the two versions and
used both in correspondence over a period of years. Both publishers took
their best guesses, and came out in opposite directions; the blame rests solely
upon the author, just as in US editions of Prejudice and Pride, Punishment
And Crime, and A City Of Two Tales.”
Group Gropes. Skeptics in the Pub brings yet another group to the Florence
Nightingale: the fan-infested UK sceptical movement. Bent spoons and UFOs
will doubtless abound. 3rd Thur monthly “usually” (but next is 11 Mar),
7:30pm on. 0171 862 8686. • Birmingham: “A bloody coup amongst the wartorn ranks of the Brum Group saw young turk Yvonne Rowse enthroned as
chair/emperor, whilst holding on to the newsletter editorship in order to stifle
reports of her machinations. In other words, she was daft enough to remain in
the room when they took nominations, and not run screaming into the street.”
[SG]
Small Press. M.J. “Simo” Simpson has assumed the awesome role of UK
correspondent for French fan Alain Nevant’s “exciting, glossy new venture,
entitled, um, Science Fiction Magazine.” Interesting (“to our Gallic chums”)
news solicited: 405 Saffron Lane, Leicester, LE2 6UF. • Fanzine Fanatique,
the reviews fanzine of which it was so often and so loudly said since 1972, is
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back – and wants fanzines for review: K&R Walker, 6 Vine St, Lancaster,
LA1 4UF. Now in glorious DTP, which may clarify traditional FF
judgements like “Asnib1e is u½t*r b0Lolcxs.”
Outraged Letters ... Kyle McAbee adds to the ever-thrilling mass of
Microsoft thesaurus apocrypha: “Unfortunately, typing ‘deaf Welsh fan’ into
the Word 97 thesaurus produces the suggestion ‘Martin Hoare’. A Microsoft
spokesman explained that this is acceptable, because Microsoft anticipates
that Mr Hoare will become at least slightly deaf as future versions of
Microsoft Word are released.” • David Garnett looks askance at the new
“fantasy sci-fi list” from Swift Publishers, all by one Frank Ryan: “Tiger
Tiger ... The Sundered World ... what next: Dune? Childhood’s End?
Foundation?” • Simon R. Green wants to make my flesh creep: “It used to be
one of my minor claims to fame that I was big in Lithuania. Just by being
published in Lithuania, I was automatically big there. But now my agent
informs me that my Lithuanian publisher has been found murdered in his
own home. As yet, there appears to be no connection between this and my
work, but still, I can’t help feeling a bit like Salman Rushdie.” But not
perhaps a whole lot like Salman Rushdie.... “More Disney smut: apparently,
if you look very closely, you can see the priest marrying the Little Mermaid
has a hard-on under his surplice. I personally cannot confirm this, as I have a
life.”
Where Are They Now? 25 years ago, the Checkpoint poll for Best British
Fanwriter was won by a certain Malcolm Edwards, with runners-up Greg
Pickersgill and John Brosnan. (Checkpoint, 46 March 1974)
C.o.A. Jonathan Coxhead, 660 Gail Ave #A3, Sunnyvale, CA 94086-8160,
USA. Mike Damesick, 48 Galton Tower, Civic Close, Birmingham, B1 2NW.
Stefan Dziemianowicz, 41 Parkview Dr, Bloomfield, NJ 07003, USA. Donald
Eastlake III and family, 65 Shindegan Hill Rd, RR #1, Carmel, NY 10512,
USA. Tommy Ferguson has escaped the Belfast Telegraph to write software
in Nottingham: new address to follow? John Mansfield, 516 Portage Ave,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, S3C 0G2, Canada.
Confirmation: The Hard Evidence of Aliens Among Us. This hard-nosed
NBC tv survey of said “evidence” attained stupefying heights of impartiality
by using an expert source, interviewer, and executive producer with no
possible financial interest in pushing alien abduction theories. Yes, you
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guessed it: Whitley Strieber. Lawrence M. Krauss of Physics of Star Trek
fame was mystified that the alienness of a fragment of iron extracted from
someone’s hand was considered proved when a geologist with a big
microscope “couldn’t classify it.” God forbid they should risk taking it to a
metallurgist. Or a scrap-metal dealer. [AIP/NYT] • Meanwhile Dop noticed
subtle sf influence in a Feb UK outbreak: “that C4 crap Riddle of the Skies ...
Brilliant UFO footage. Silvery, conical, apparently spinning. The guy from
the MoD said it might have been a cloud, but to saddoes like me it was
blatantly obvious what it really was. It was a UFO from Gerry Anderson’s
UFO. What a load of toss.” • Martin Morse Wooster sends Sedona: Journal
of Emergence, containing channeled words from the disguised aliens among
us. “Our representatives [...] are now known (by your word) as penguins. [...]
There is no mathematical problem that has ever been dreamed up by your
species that has not already been long solved by these beings.” Fancy missing
the opportunity to channel their proof of, say, Goldbach’s Conjecture.
The Picocon Experience. Imperial College, London, 6 Feb. Claire Brialey
and Mark Plummer were there ... “Notable features of Picocon 16 included: •
– the presence of Stephen Lawhead, M. John Harrison and Jane Johnson (and
thus Gabriel King) as guests; • – the absence in Ireland for the weekend of the
key-holder for the cheap food bar; • – the old-fashioned but thus ultra-fannish
positioning of the book dealers in the corner of the main programme room; •
– the funereal pace of the team quiz, and the disgruntlement of ZZ9 Plural Z
Alpha; • – efforts to collect at least seven Imperial College SF Society Past
Presidents to complete the set, er, take a photograph; • – the extensively
superior knowledge of the pub quiz participants to the quiz master about
capital crimes, and the disgruntlement of the BSFA; • – the stunningly low
cost of Drink; • – the possibly related invasion of the bar by drunken fuckwits
– or, if you prefer, respected members of one of the college’s ex-student
drinking societies – who were out in force, in drag and in a state of severe
intoxication for the rugby; • – the logical inability of typical weedy student sf
fans to evict typical drunken aggressive adult rugby fans; • – the fact that it’s
unlikely to put anyone off turning up next year either.” [CB/MP]
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept Of (Yet Again) Eyeballs In The Sky: “Rod’s eyes
broke away from the ghost and wandered slowly about the great chamber.”
(Christopher Stasheff, The Warlock in Spite of Himself, 1969) [PC] • “Jack
pulled back his fists in readiness, and eyed the druid through clenched teeth.”
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(“Maze”, Pro-Am; The Serial, on the web) [CR]

Endnotes
Expressions of interest on Ian Gunn’s collected Space-Time Buccaneers can
be e-mailed to:
UK ... Claire Brialey, wombat@tragic.demon.co.cuk
USA ... Teddy Harvia, eushar@exu.ericsson.se
Australia ... Karen Pender-Gunn, fiawol@ozramp.net.au
Copies will be produced locally in each country.
Ansible 140 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Barbara Barrett,
Paul Beardsley, Sid Birchby, Claire Brialey, Peter Coleborn, Jonathan Cowie,
Steve Green, Wendy Grossman, Helmuth (Speaking For Boskone), New
York Times, Mark Plummer, Andrew I. Porter, Colette Reap, Lawrence
Schimel, Martin Morse Wooster, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray
(NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Brum Group News. 4 Mar 99.
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to Iain Banks’s #5 placing in the BBC “Millennium’s Top
Writers” poll: “Compare the popular vote in the poll Random House took at
their website as an adjunct to their juried list of 100 Best 20th-Century
Novels in English. Ayn Rand has 4 of the top ten, L. Ron Hubbard has 3, and
Charles de Lint features prominently.” (Richard Brandt)
A FOOTNOTE

The Unstrung Harp
Michael Bishop was alarmed by A140 ... “Connie Willis may want to destroy
the last surviving copies of Worlds of Fantasy (No. 3, 1970-71) containing
her first story ‘Santa Titicaca’, but that same issue features an early sale of
mine, ‘If a Flower Could Eclipse’, and I’d appreciate it if readers would send
tear sheets of this novelette to me before accepting Connie’s offer of a large
fee to destroy the issue in front of her.”
John Clute explains the philosophy of the Richard Evans Award, to be
presented for the first time at Eastercon ... “The Richard Evans Award is
given to a writer who has published several notable works of fiction over an
extended period, but who has enjoyed significantly more critical than
commercial success for this accomplishment. The Award is meant to bring
attention to that gap – between critical acclaim and commercial reward –
which marks the careers of many of the finest authors in the English
language. Although it is given only to writers whose lives and careers have
confirmed the gap, the Richard Evans Award is not meant as a lifetimeachievement award. It is given to writers in the full prime of their careers,
writers who are actively continuing the lifework that critics and other readers
have admired and loved.”
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Mary Gentle was briefly rumoured (on the net) to have died. Having felt
herself carefully all over, she believes this is incorrect.
Josh Kirby, interrogated about certain 1960s cover paintings credited to
“Ron Kirby”, broke down and confessed to having been born Ronald William
Kirby. Whence the nickname? “When I was at Art School, some wag thought
I painted like Sir Joshua Reynolds!”
Teresa Nielsen Hayden quoted a sure-fire covering letter designed with
great skill to penetrate the editorial defences at Tor: “I think you’ll find this a
cut above the usual crap Tor publishes.” [BD]
Terry Pratchett has nervously stopped reading or contributing to
alt.fan.pratchett: “There was so much speculation about future plots and story
points, some of which had actually collided with stuff I was planning or, in
some cases, had actually written, that it was getting problematical. There had
been one or two ‘suggestions’ that I used stuff from afp or, to put it another
way, that what I actually wrote coincided with a guess made by one of
hundreds all people all trying to guess or suggest what I’d write next, that I
could see problems ahead – not legal ones, just a lot of wretched arguing. I
think fanfic and speculation is an integral part of fandom and of a newsgroup
like this. It’s just not a good idea for the author to be there while it’s
happening.”
Fay Weldon, introducing that recent reprint of The Three Stigmata of Palmer
Eldritch, reckons that Philip K. Dick somehow makes more sense today than
he ever did in his own time to mere sf fans: “His fans are not the brightest,
but now he has an intellectual following.” [SC]

Conny-co
1 Apr • Shock Horror Lapse! For the first time since Sept 91, the traditional
first-Thursday London meeting has no Ansible distribution. “Chris Bell
shouldn’t have put Easter so early in the month,” complained the haggard,
ashen-faced (etc) editor as he left for Reconvene.
10 Apr • Ananke (“magick”/Golden Dawn), Conway Hall, Red Lion Sq,
Holborn, London. 2pm-9pm. GoH Alan Moore, others. £15 at door.
30 Apr - 3 May • Supernova (Trek), Jarvis Piccadilly Hotel, Manchester. £45
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reg. Contact (SAE) 4 Burford Corner, Westhumble St, Dorking, Surrey, RH5
6BS.
9 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Peterborough. 10:30am4pm. Contact Bruce King, 01480 216372.
20-24 May • Trinity (Eurocon), Dortmund, Germany. £33 reg, cheques to
“German Conventions”. Contact UK agent Mike Cheater at 42 Elm Grove,
Southsea, Hants, PO5 1JG.
28-30 May • Seccon, Hertfordpark Hotel, Stevenage. GoH Stephen Baxter.
£23 reg. Contact c/o 92 Lichfield Rd, Cambridge, CB1 3TR.
4-6 Jun • Avalon (Trek), Meadowside Centre, Burton upon Trent. New dates,
new venue, new guest list. £50 reg or £20/day. Contact (SAE) 28 Yew Tree
Rd, Hatton, Derby, DE65 5EX.
7-9 Jul 00 • Nexus 2000 (media), Hilton National Hotel, Bristol. GoH Walter
Koenig etc. Contact (SAE) 1 Lullington Rd, Knowle, Bristol, BS4 2LH. 0117
983 9603.
27-9 Jul 00 • ConStruction (conrunning), probably Bristol, Cardiff or
Blackpool. Contact 32 Theobald Rd, Cardiff, CF5 1LP.
28-31 Jul 00 • Discworld Convention 3, Radisson Edwardian, Heathrow
(provisionally). GoH: usual. Darkly announces that the main DWcon 98
organizers “will not be permitted” to work on DWcon3. New contact address:
PO Box 189, Patchway, Bristol, BS32 8YE. [TWK]
Rumblings • San Francisco in ’02 ... this Worldcon bid is hedging its bets
with a second bid (same committee) for a site in San Jose, California, since
their San Francisco venue has begun to demand unacceptable conditions and
concessions. Shades of Slan or The Man Who Was Thursday, with
“opposing” factions run by the same Secret Masters.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. It’s probably unsafe for me to so much as mention a
certain on-line bookshop for which I review sf: contributors must now sign a
non-disclosure agreement rather more terrifying than the Official Secrets Act.
This document’s legalese is impenetrable, but has been helpfully translated
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for me by HugeSouthAmericanRiver.co.uk: “As a reviewer you cannot
disclose any information about which titles you are reviewing for us, anyone
you are interviewing for us, any features you know we are going to be
running, how many books you review for us or how much you get paid for
doing so.” Gorblimey.
Random Fandom. John Bangsund entered hospital on 4 Mar with serious
problems (fluid in lungs) caused by heart disease: he had been barely able to
phone Sally Yeoland, who arranged the ambulance that probably saved his
life. He was discharged after nine days, and is out of immediate danger. •
KIM Campbell had surgery for cancer of the oesophagus on 23 Mar. The
operation was successful and the outlook is good: “This growth has been
caught before it started to cause trouble of its own, it is self contained and I
am getting Gold Standard service.” May all continue well. • Tommy Ferguson
is now UK agent for the Toronto ’03 Worldcon bid, and wants your money at
Eastercon. “There are rumours abounding that I will host a bid party, dressed
up in my bar person’s outfit from Allen’s Bar and Restaurant in Toronto
(where I used to work) and doing proper bar person stuff – mixing drinks,
making cocktails, getting pissed etc. If you’ve ever wondered what the
Freemasons look like behind closed doors, my uniform ‘pinny’ will reveal
all.” Flee for the hills! • Steve Holland’s “Production Hell” column of film
news “is homeless for the first time in its life. SFX 50 has its last appearance.
Originally published in Comic World, the column transferred to SFX, where it
ran from issue 1.” Steve hopes to hear from enterprising, wealthy publishers:
01206 560802. • Roz Kaveney underwent a gall-bladder operation in London
Hospital on 16 Mar, and was soon convalescing at home. “How the absence
of a gall bladder affects the Kaveney reviewing style remains to be seen,”
mused Alex Stewart. Pat Cadigan answered this one after her own op: “I still
have limitless supplies of gall. I’m just not keeping it in a bladder any more.
You dog.”
Thog’s Vorlon Science Masterclass. Jeffrey Willerth, former Associate
Producer of Babylon 5, enthuses (in the official B5 magazine) about special
effects in a space battle: “I’m particularly amazed by the audio, being able to
hear a laser blast originate at one end of the screen and travel across to blow
something up on the other.” [MH]
R.I.P. Lee Falk (1905-1999), creator of the comic strips The Phantom and
Mandrake the Magician, died in Manhattan on 13 March. [SH] • Stanley
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Kubrick (1928-1999) died unexpectedly on 8 March, aged 70. It’s hard to add
much to mass-media coverage of the reclusive celebrity director who gave us
Dr Strangelove, 2001, A Clockwork Orange and The Shining. Presumably it
is now unlikely that we’ll ever see AI, his future robots-and-global-warming
film project distantly based on Brian Aldiss’s “Super-Toys Last All Summer
Long” – on whose screenplay Aldiss, the late Bob Shaw and Ian Watson had
all worked and suffered varying degrees of unquotable frustration. (Spies tell
me that Ian has now sold an article full of these reminiscences to The New
Yorker.)
As Others See Us. “The decline in American pride, patriotism, and piety can
be directly attributed to the extensive reading of so-called ‘science fiction’ by
our young people. This poisonous rot about creatures not of God’s making,
societies of ‘aliens’ without a good Christian among them, and raw sex
between unhuman beings with three heads and God alone knows what sort of
reproductive apparatus keeps our young people from realizing the true will of
God.” (Jerry Falwell, “Can Our Young People Find God in the Pages of
Trashy Magazines? No, Of Course Not”, Reader’s Digest Aug 85) [MJW] •
Later: Please note that the above item has been identified as a hoax. See
Letters in the next issue.
Gory Awards. International Horror Guild Awards ... NOVEL Thomas Tessier,
Fog Heart. FIRST NOVEL Caitlin Kiernan, Silk; Michael Marano, Dawn Song.
COLLECTION John Shirley, Black Butterflies: A Flock on the Dark Side.
ANTHOLOGY Stephen Jones & David Sutton, Dark Terrors 4. LONG FORM Peter
Straub, “Mr Club and Mr Cuff”. SHORT FORM Lucy Taylor, “Dead Blue”.
NONFICTION David Pringle (ed.), St James Guide to Horror, Ghost, & Gothic
Writers. GRAPHIC Transmetropolitan: Back on the Street. PUBLICATION
Hellnotes. ARTIST Edward Gorey. MOVIE Gods and Monsters. TELEVISION
Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Additionally, Ray Bradbury was officially declared
to be a “Living Legend”.
Outraged Letters ... The Arthritis Research Campaign sent thanks for the
“very kind gesture” of £220 donated by various fans through me (I converted
the dollars, that’s all) in memory of Vince Clarke. • Paul Di Filippo has an
Interzone Language Lesson: “Recently, reading Hodgson’s Carnacki the
Ghost-Finder, I came across this phrase in the story ‘The Horse of the
Invisible’: ‘... my body extraordinarily rigid and pringling ...’ Intrigued, I
turned to my unabridged OED: ‘pringle, verb intransitive, to have a prickly
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and tingling sensation.’ Not sure of the exact relevance of all this, but thought
that inquiring minds ought to know.” • Simon R. Green: “Nice to see Whitley
Strieber is still pushing UFO awareness. I think part of it is pique. They came
thousands of light years to play proctologist, and after he let them have their
way with his ass ... they never write, they never phone ...” • Mike Scott Rohan
offers measured egoboo: “I keep The Silence of the Langford in the upstairs
loo – I almost said in the hope that some of the genius might rub off, but
perhaps in the circumstances ...” • Keith Walker says his revived Fanzine
Fanatique will maintain expected standards: “Just to reassure yourself and
your readers who might fear that FF reviews just might become readable
(terrifying thought) that I am at random able to turn almost legible English
into some kind of Greek script. I’ve not quite mastered the knack yet but am
still working on perfecting the technique.”
Fanfundery. Vijay Bowen, US TAFF delegate, reached England on 27 Mar;
after Liverpool she’s visiting Birmingham and Cambridge. “I understand that
the Cambridge fans intend to attempt to drown me, in some arcane ritual
called ‘punting’ – is this usual?” • GUFF was boosted by Claire Brialey’s
and Mark Plummer’s A GUFF-Spotter’s Handbook, subjecting candidates
Steve Davies, Julian Headlong and Paul Kincaid to fans’ probing questions
about their candidacies: “How many roads must a man walk down?” Free for
SAE, though a GUFF donation probably wouldn’t come amiss: 26
Northampton Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 7HA. • Morgan Gallagher gloats:
“As the accounts for The Wrap Party are finalised, we are handing six
thousand pounds over to WaterAid, who think this is rather cool. We think
it’s rather cool too.”
Small Press. The unofficial Pratchett fanzine The Wizard’s Knob grumbles
that after bookshops’ complaints (of noise, etc), Transworld have “banned”
fan outfits from selling stuff to queues at TP signings.
Hazel’s Language Lessons: Cumberland Dialect. Thoom bumper, one who,
closing his fist firmly, but with the thumb sticking out, fiercely drives it
against the buttocks of another. Popple, agricultural term applied to the final
stage in defecation when the terminal section of the rectum is forcibly
contracted by the action of the levator ani and other perineal muscles. Wucks!
meaningless exclamation. All in E.W. Prevost, Supplement to the Glossary of
the Dialect of Cumberland, 1905 [KH] ... a volume which also provided our
con list heading: Conny-co, see Hee bo leep. I can’t bear to spoil the latter by
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actually looking it up.
C.o.A. Paul Barnett (from 15 Apr), c/o Pam Scoville, 330 West 45th St,
Suite 9D, New York, NY 10036, USA. David V. Barrett, 61 Kingsland Rd,
Plaistow, London, E13 9NX. Damien Broderick, 2 King St, Coburg, Victoria
3058, Australia. Keith Brooke/Infinity Plus, 46 Sydney St, Brightlingsea,
Essex CO7 0BE. Lise Eisenberg, Bowling Green Station, PO Box 1886, New
York, NY 10274, USA. Alexandr & Helen Vasylkivsky, PO Box 189, Kiev
252025, Ukraine.
Varley Sale. John Varley is feeling the pinch and hopes to raise a few dollars
by selling his duplicates and foreign editions at bargain prices. Including
some exotica: “I have a lovely hardcover called Hyvasti, Robinson Crusoe, in
Finnish. It’s odd, because I don’t remember selling Finnish rights to
anything.” Details (SAE/IRC): John Varley, 1018 SE Belmont, Portland,
Oregon 97214, USA; e-mail JOHNVARLEY@aol.com.
Group Gropes. Mark Young hopes that Mon-night Reading sf meetings will
move from The Hope Tap with its lousy service and miserable staff: “A
member of the bar staff laughed with a customer last night, so naturally she
will be sacked by next week.” Decisions eagerly awaited.
25 Years Ago. Tynecon, the 1974 British Eastercon in Newcastle, broke all
past UK records with a stupefying 415 fans in attendance. (London Worldcon
figures had been about 250 in 1957, 350 in 1965.)
Culture Corner. The “1st European Biannual of Cultural Journals” (8-13
Jun) wants 2 copies of this Ansible plus 2 back issues that “exemplify its
cultural slant”. Other cultured fanzines may be rushed to Ditta Masini srl, Via
Albertazzi 18, Genova 16149, Italy ... deadline 15 May.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of We All Get Mornings Like This: “Enoch came
weeping down the stair, great wracking sobs that shook the banisters and
resounded all the way into the breakfast nook, where Carter, Hope, and
Chant, still morose at the locking of the Green Door, ate a meal of despair
around the claw-footed table, in the form of marmalade, toast, and scrambled
eggs.” (James Stoddard, The High House, 1998) [MHJ] • Dept of Hard
Science, or how the hero can walk over a Bridge of Light: “Through some
subterranean passageway, the hissing, bellowing gas travelled to the chasm;
the rocks there were filled with the radio-active ore; the gas was ionized, and
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as it spouted across the abyss, the molecules, the atoms that had been liquid
became electrified ions, solids – countless billions of infinitesimal bits of
metal or mineral, moving, to be sure, streaming across the chasm, but under
such pressure, so closely packed, that they formed a span as strong and
unyielding as solid metal!” (A. Hyatt Verrill, The Bridge of Light, 1950)
[BA]

The Social Whirl
Tommy Ferguson recorded Mecon 2 (Belfast, 13-14 Mar) highlights ...
“Dave’s Lally’s Saturday night room party, where there was no booze and no
music and 3 people (including Dave) turned up. • The fact that Mecon has the
most sexiest committee member on the planet in the form of Julia Ritchie,
whose short skirts and knee length boots make up for her incessant advocacy
of the Action MS charity. • The Disco on Sat night: ‘Truly appalling,’ said
one GoH whose name is not Ian McDonald. ‘Arrgh...!’ said another, whose
name is not Michael Marshall Smith. One attendee, whose name is not
Tommy Ferguson, said ‘Fer fucksake people....’ This event illustrated, once
and for all, that fans can’t dance. • Surprising amounts of Real Ale and
Guinness were drunk throughout the weekend and but for the fact that
Sunday was Mother’s Day a lot more would have been drunk. A good con all
round: a large Dublin crowd turned up, numbers were over 100 and I’d look
out for this one next year – 11-12 Mar. Well done that committee.” [TF]
Maureen Kincaid Speller was startled to find that despite ever-watchful feline
guardians, a secret 40th-birthday party had been smuggled into her very
home on Sat 20 Mar. Certain sinister elements of Croydon fandom had
arranged that she would return from her morning treat – a balloon flight with
Paul Kincaid – to a house overflowing with booze, fans and the fabulous
Fishlifter Buffet. “You bastards!” she rapturously cried. Winner of the
traditional Longest Journey to Party prize: Moshe Feder from New York.
Toasts and many of the guests were drunk.
Pam Scoville & Paul Barnett were married in Edinburgh on 27 Mar. At the
reception, semi-official photographer N. Lee Wood was distracted from bride
and groom by the fascinating spectacle of Barnett relatives in kilts, and took
5,271,009 shots of these. Animator Sue Perrotto improved on mere
photography with cartoons of a kilted and Paul-like Elmer Fudd clutching a
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Pam-like Bugs Bunny in bridal dress. Various Barnett family members
unnerved me by asking – after reading the co-winner’s name from the
Fantasy Encyclopedia award trophies tastefully strewn around – “Are you
John Clute?” By way of honeymoon, the happy pair are selflessly doing
Reconvene’s daily newsletter (though Pam declines to be “Handmaiden of
Thog”). It is a far, far better thing ...

Endnotes
5 April: In a sneak post-Easter preview of Ansible 142, we can reveal that the
new Richard Evans award went to M. John Harrison, the BSFA novel award
to Christopher Priest’s The Extremes, and the 2001 Eastercon site selection
voting to Paragon (Blackpool).
Ansible 141 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
Paul Barnett, Scott Campbell, Bob Devney, Tommy Ferguson, Mike
Hubbard, Kim Huett, Mark Huntley James, Pam Scoville, Geri Sullivan,
Michael J. Walsh, Cherry Wilder, The Wizard’s Knob, and Hero
Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group
News. 1 Apr 99.
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RECONVENE. The 50th British Eastercon, and the umpteenth in the
Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool, duly lumbered on its eldritch course (flower of
rhetoric © H.P. Lovecraft) down the slipway. As usual the Adelphi lounge
promoted a languorous, sociable stupor, broken only by the loud popping of
male fans’ eyes at the latest outfit worn by TAFF delegate Vijay Bowen.... •
Awards. Chris Priest won the BSFA novel award for The Extremes; BSFA
short-fiction and art awards went to Gwyneth Jones’s “La Cenenterola”
(Interzone 136) and Jim Burns’s Lord Prestimion cover. The new Richard
Evans award is – as explained by John Clute in A141 – for active authors
whose commercial success hasn’t matched their critical acclaim: the panel’s
unanimous and popular choice was M. John Harrison. Both the Paper Tiger
art show award and the Ken McIntyre award (formerly for fanzine art, now
revived for “unpublished artwork in Eastercon art show”) went to Tom Abba.
Doc Weir “fannish good egg” award: ½r Cruttenden. All recipients except
Gwyneth Jones were on hand to accept in person. • The con newsletter
Broadcasting Louse, writes Thog, was perhaps the most superbly brilliant
ever, a triumph ascribed to its policy of barring Langford from the newsroom.
• Paragon in Blackpool – see con list – won the 2001 Eastercon bidding with
114 votes; the recurring Isle of Sark spoof bid, Sarkasm, got 34. • For
technical reasons I saw only bits of David B. Wake’s multimedia megaproduction Captain Tartan Saves the World ... Again, but it wasn’t half
ambitious – with innovations unknown in traditional Dave Hicks/Mike
Siddall performances, such as rehearsals. • Later, Pat Cadigan scattered
praise: “Having been to a number of British functions of various sorts, I can
assure everyone that there is a Supreme Being in charge of the universe, plus
everything else. Her name is Chris Bell.” One exciting Bellian exploit was
the hasty metamorphosis of three room parties into a single huge lobby-bar
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thrash, since the Adelphi bookings manager had with great diplomatic skill
placed a weary 74-year-old nonfan in a bedroom at the epicentre of the
Official Noisy Party Zone.

For Fear of Little Men
Pat Cadigan still uses the D-word: “I write to take serious issue with Jane
Johnson’s statement [A139] about all writers being ‘a little bit mad.’ I don’t
know who she’s been having lunch with lately, but I, for one, am not ‘a little
bit mad.’ I am full tilt bonkers, and probably dangerous as well. Hope this
clears up any confusion. You dog.”
Michael Moorcock and Iain Sinclair speaking in concert were a sufficient
attraction to draw nearly 100 people (including such luminaries as Robert P.
Holdstock and Chris Evans) to the remote fastness of Dulwich library on 25
Mar. Unfortunately, after a long embarrassing wait, a certain lack of either
Moorcock or Sinclair caused the meeting to disperse to the pub – pursued by
a highly apologetic librarian.
Andy Offutt had a heart attack on 16 Mar, followed by quadruple bypass
surgery on 19 Mar. A full recovery is expected. [K]
Chris Priest grumbles that his pseudonym John Luther Novak, used when
novelizing the new David Cronenberg sf-and-biological-yuck movie
eXistenZ, “has become one of the worst-kept secrets in publishing.” Open the
book and the very first sentence inside explains that JLN “is the pen-name of
award-winning novelist Christopher Priest.”
Michael Swanwick tries hard to be Cadiganesquely shameless: “I’m not
writing to mention the surprise 50th birthday pardon held here in Philadelphia
at the studio of Walters & Kissinger for artist Bob Walters, arranged by Tess
Kissinger and including a rakish mix of guests from the worlds of art, science
fiction, and paleontology. Not even to note that in place of individual gifts,
Tess solicited contributions toward a new and enormously loud drum set,
thus proving that love is not only blind but deaf as well. No. Ruthless selfpromoter that I am, I am writing to alert the world that the Bob Walters cover
of the upcoming Asimov’s (showing a group of unsuspecting yuppies about to
be eaten by a tyrannosaur, and illustrating one of my stories) features Your
Humble Correspondent in a cameo appearance. Bob invited Marianne and me
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to his studio, posed me with a wine glass, and said, ‘Look fatuous!’ I haven’t
seen the final work, but when questioned, Bob said, ‘Marianne looks fine, but
you – oh man!’ and doubled over, helpless with laughter. So I can only
assume that I succeeded.” [6 Apr]

Consies
9 May • Fantasy Fair, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Peterborough. 10:30am4pm. Contact Bruce King, 01480 216372.
20-24 May • Trinity (Eurocon), Dortmund, Germany. £33 reg, cheques to
“German Conventions”. Contact UK agent Mike Cheater at 42 Elm Grove,
Southsea, Hants, PO5 1JG. Trinity has had trouble with a German Christian
group who think sf fans are occultists and demanded – with lawsuit threats –
that the con change its “blasphemous” name.
26 May • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on; fans present c5pm.
27 May - 24 Jun • Don Lawrence exhibition, Gardner Arts Centre,
University of Sussex, Falmer. First major UK exhibition by the artist best
known to fans for the Trigan Empire series in Look and Learn long ago.
28-30 May • Seccon, Hertfordpark Hotel, Stevenage. £23 reg to 15 May, £27
at door. Contact c/o 92 Lichfield Rd, Cambridge, CB1 3TR.
4-6 Jun • Avalon (Trek), Meadowside Centre, Burton upon Trent. £50 reg.
Contact (SAE) 28 Yew Tree Rd, Hatton, Derby, DE65 5EX.
11 Jun • BFS Open Night, Princess Louise pub, High Holborn, WC1. 6pm
on. With launch and multiple signing for Pumpkin Books.
13-15 Aug • Wincon V (Unicon), King Alfred’s College, Winchester. Now
£28 reg, £18 supp, to rise again on 1 Jul. Contact 53 Havant Road, North
End, Portsmouth, Hants, PO2 7HH.
9-10 Oct • Octocon X (Irish national con), Royal Marine Hotel, Dun
Laoghaire, Co.Dublin. Now £18 reg to 31 Aug, £22 at door. Contact c/o 43
Eglinton Rd, Donnybrook, Dublin 4, Ireland; UK c/o 64 Richborne Tce,
London, SW8 1AX. +353 (0)1 2605204, fax 2694039.
5-7 Nov • Novacon 29, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. GoH Ian
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Stewart. Now £32 reg; £35 at door. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, W.
Midlands, DY9 8SS.
12-14 Nov • Armadacon 99, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. GoH Stephen
Baxter, Michael Sheard, Lionel Fanthorpe. Now £27 reg; £22 concessions or
£11/day. Contact PO Box 38, Plymouth, Devon.
21-24 Apr 00 • 2Kon (Eastercon), Central Hotel, Glasgow. £25 reg (£30 from
1 Dec), £20 unwaged, £15 supp/junior (8-15), infants (0-7) free. Contact 30
Woodburn Terrace, St Andrews, KY16 8BA.
28 Apr - 1 May 00 • AD 2000 (Trek), Palace Hotel, Manchester. Now £50
reg, rising to £55 in Jul. Contact (SAE) Sector 14 (AD 2000), PO Box 3870,
Troon, Scotland, KA10 7PZ.
13-16 Apr 01 • Paragon (Eastercon), Norbreck Castle Hotel, Blackpool.
GoH Michael Scott Rohan, Stephen Baxter, Lisanne Norman, Mark
Plummer, Claire Brialey. £25 reg, £15 supp, £12.50 junior (12-16), £5 child
(5-11), infants free. Contact 379 Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.

Infinitely Improbable
Yet More Awards. Philip K. Dick Award for original US pb: Geoff Ryman’s
253: The Print Remix. [GVG] • Nebulas ... SHORT Bruce Holland Rogers,
“Thirteen Ways to Water” (Black Cats and Broken Mirrors). NOVELETTE Jane
Yolen, “Lost Girls” (Realms of Fantasy 2/98). NOVELLA Sheila Finch,
“Reading the Bones” (F&SF 1/98). NOVEL Joe Haldeman, Forever Peace.
AUTHOR EMERITUS Philip Klass (William Tenn). GRANDMASTER Hal Clement.
[SHS] SFWA’s Ray Bradbury dramatic achievement award was picked up by
J.M. Straczynski for Babylon 5.
Virus Alert. The cryptic appearance of “Michael Arthur C. Clarke” in
Interzone 143’s Ansible Link column (“I never wrote that!” – D. Langford)
indicates an outbreak of the dread Michael virus, triggered by IZ deadlines.
Thought to be at risk are Michael Christopher Priest, who spotted this,
Michael Michael Swanwick and Iain Michael Banks.
Random Fandom. Chris Bell on Reconvene: “I had a rather more fraught
time than last one or the one before, on account of the coach-party which
used their contract with the Adelphi to pre-empt 15 of our rooms for the
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Saturday night. They didn’t declare themselves until the Tuesday before the
con, which made it a tad difficult to do anything about it. Still, Hero Fans
slept in other people’s rooms to make space for them, and I had my basic
faith in the thorough goodnature of the fan as a species very much boosted.” •
Ron Bennett’s April heart bypass operation was successful, but he
subsequently had a stroke which partly paralysed his left side. Intensive
physiotherapy continues; Ron is reportedly fairly cheerful but bored. He’s in
Ward 14 of Leeds General Infirmary. [TJ/KS] • Alison Freebairn, who is
braver than me, is “travelling across Europe in an aid convoy to Bosnia,
Croatia and possibly Montenegro ... going the hard way overland, taking
medicine and clothes to Kosovar refugees. It’ll be grim but I’m hoping to link
up with fannish types on the way, for light relief and beer. It will be
May/June, for 3 weeks.” Fans sought in the above places and Austria,
Slovenia, etc: contact 41 Kendal Rd, East Kilbride, G75 8QT; e-mail
alison.ultra@cableinet.co.uk. • Steve Green broke his left wrist last weekend
and may be slow to answer letters or e-mail for 4-6 weeks. • Perry
Middlemiss, Aussiecon chair, announced the birth of William Perry LeGarey
Middlemiss on 3 April. “Both mother and son doing well.”
R.I.P. Adolfo Bioy Casares (1914-1999), the Argentine author and
anthologist, died on 8 March aged 84. His work is very highly admired in
Argentina, though his reputation outside was overshadowed by that of longtime friend and collaborator Jorge Luis Borges. • John Broome, writer of the
early Green Lantern comics, died in April aged 85. He had retired from
comics in 1970. [RH] • Carl Johan Holzhausen (1900-1999), notable
Swedish sf/fantasy author and translator, died in March aged 99.
Embarrassingly, various sources including Sam J. Lundwall’s bibliography of
Swedish sf and the SF Encyclopedia addenda had in recent years anticipated
this by listing Holzhausen as dying in 1989. [JHH] • Oliver Reed the wellknown actor died on 2 May aged 61. Some of his genre movies made it into
the SF and Fantasy Encyclopedias: The Curse of the Werewolf (1961), The
Two Faces of Dr Jekyll (1960); The Damned (1961), The Devils (1971),
Z.P.G. (1971), The Brood (1979), Dr Heckyl and Mr Hype (1980),
Adventures of Baron Munchausen (1989), The House of Usher (1989), and
The Pit and the Pendulum (1990).
Fanfundery. Paul Kincaid is the new GUFF winner after a close-run race,
and thus will travel to the Aussie Worldcon in Melbourne. First-round voting,
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Europe/Australasia/total: Steve Davies 29/2/31, Julian Headlong 20/6/26,
Paul Kincaid 20/7/27, No Preference 2/0/2, Hold Over Funds 0. Second
round, redistributing JH votes: SD 38/3/41, PK 31/12/43. Total votes
71/15/86. [JN] • DUFF. Janice Gelb was the clear first-round winner and will
likewise travel to Aussiecon. Voting, NA/Australasia/total: Lise Eisenberg
58/9/67, Janice 154/15/169, Andy Hooper 76/6/82, No Preference 7/0/7, Hold
Over Funds 2/0/2, Write-in 1. Total votes 298/31/329. [JM] • Auld Lang
Fund. Dave Langford overcame stiff opposition from write-ins (No Award,
Hold Over Funds, The Door, etc) and was boggled that this one-off did
indeed raise more or less enough for a flight to Australia, now duly booked.
Huge thanks to organizers Marc Ortlieb and John & Eve Harvey, and all
contributors. Now Aussiecon shall know the meaning of fear, i.e. the Live
Thog Hour. • Electrical Eggs UK. Cuddles sends thanks to all for the £70
raised at Reconvene via sales and raffle tickets. More t-shirts now in from
USA: enquiries F1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Springburn, Glasgow, G21 4TE.
Outraged Letters ... Greg Frost reveals all: “Regarding Simon Green’s
comments about Whitley, the aliens, and the proctological exams of lore, it
has recently been proposed that the alien ships in fact run on methane, and
they aren’t remotely interested in the human posterior; they are simply
refueling.” • Simon R. Green on the world of comics: “Peter David’s latest
villains are a Kali-worshipping cult that are trying to influence young
children’s minds through TV. The name of their programme: TeleThuggies.”
• Harry Harrison footnotes an A138 obit: “Joe Orlando started as Wally
Wood’s assistant, became an adept Wood-style artist. Worked with Harvey
Kurtzman on the parody of Little Orphan Annie called Little Annie Fanny; I
think it was in Playboy. Saw him last in NY when he was one of the editors
of Mad. They all hated me there because I told the True Story of EC comics
to a comic fanzine. Joe whispered to me that I was right.” • Richard Newsome
debunks the anti-sf Falwell rant (A141): “After this quote was circulated at
Lunacon I went to the public library and checked their complete file of
Reader’s Digest – there is no such article and no such quote by Falwell in
that or any other issue. [...] This hoax had its origin in atheist circles, where it
has been posted on websites and circulated in e-mail for years.” Alas.
Small Press. Ken Cheslin is at it again, this time assembling an “Atom 2000”
anthology; he asks fans to send copies of Atom cartoons for inclusion. 29
Kestrel Rd, Halesowen, W. Midlands, B63 2PH.
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FAAn Awards. FANZINE Outworlds. WRITER Ted White. ARTIST Ian Gunn.
LETTER HACK Harry Warner Jr. NEW FAN Karen Johnson. [AH]
C.o.A. British SF Association enquiries, 1 Long Row Close, Everdon,
Daventry, NN11 3BE. Carpe Noctem & Bleeding Edge mags, 1093 E Main
St #518, El Cajon, CA 92021, USA. Tommy Ferguson, Flat 4, 10 Arundel St,
Nottingham, NG7 1NL. Kim Whysall & Tony Hammond (from 11 May), 33
Meyrick Dr, Wash Common, Newbury, Berks, RG14 6SY.
Hugo Nominations. NOVEL (332 ballots cast) Children of God, Mary Doria
Russell; Factoring Humanity, Robert J. Sawyer; Distraction, Bruce Sterling;
To Say Nothing of the Dog, Connie Willis; Darwinia, Robert Charles Wilson.
• NOVELLA (187) “Aurora in Four Voices”, Catherine Asaro (Analog 12/98);
“Get Me to the Church On Time”, Terry Bisson (Asimov’s 5/98); “Story of
Your Life”, Ted Chiang (Starlight 2); “Oceanic”, Greg Egan (Asimov’s 8/98);
“The Summer Isles”, Ian R. MacLeod (Asimov’s 10/98). • NOVELETTE (222)
“The Planck Dive”, Greg Egan (Asimov’s 2/98); “Time Gypsy”, Ellen Klages
(Bending the Landscape); “Steamship Soldier on the Information Front”,
Nancy Kress (Future Histories; Asimov’s 4/98); “Echea”, Kristine Kathryn
Rusch (Asimov’s 7/98); “Zwarte Piet’s Tale”, Allen Steele (Analog 12/98);
“Taklamakan”, Bruce Sterling (Asimov’s 10/98); “Divided by Infinity”,
Robert Charles Wilson (Starlight 2). • SHORT STORY (240) “Cosmic
Corkscrew”, Michael A. Burstein (Analog 7/98); “Whiptail”, Robert Reed
(Asimov’s 10/98); “Maneki Neko”, Bruce Sterling (F&SF 5/98); “Radiant
Doors”, Michael Swanwick (Asimov’s 9/98); “The Very Pulse of the
Machine”, Michael Swanwick (Asimov’s 2/98); “Wild Minds”, Michael
Swanwick (Asimov’s 5/98). (Swanwick Speaks: “For once I am pretty much
guaranteed to have a story rank higher than fifth place in the voting. A
modest accomplishment, perhaps, but mine own.”) • RELATED BOOK (159)
Science-Fiction: The Gernsback Years, Everett F. Bleiler; Hugo, Nebula &
World Fantasy Awards, Howard DeVore; The Dreams Our Stuff Is Made Of,
Thomas M. Disch; Spectrum 5, Cathy Fenner & Arnie Fenner, eds.; The
Works of Jack Williamson, Richard A. Hauptmann. • DRAMATIC (261)
Babylon 5: “Sleeping in Light”, Dark City, Pleasantville, Star Trek:
Insurrection, The Truman Show. • EDITOR (244) Gardner Dozois, Scott
Edelman, David G. Hartwell, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Stanley Schmidt,
Gordon Van Gelder. • ARTIST (214) Jim Burns, Bob Eggleton, Donato
Giancola, Don Maitz, Nick Stathopoulos, Michael Whelan. • SEMIPROZINE
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(214) Interzone, Locus, The New York Review of SF, SF Chronicle,
Speculations. • FANZINE (208) Ansible, File 770, Mimosa, Plokta, Tangent,
Thyme. • FAN WRITER (199) Bob Devney, Mike Glyer, Dave Langford, Evelyn
C. Leeper, Maureen Kincaid Speller. • FAN ARTIST (174) Freddie Baer, Brad
Foster, Ian Gunn, Teddy Harvia, Joe Mayhew, D. West. JOHN W. CAMPBELL
AWARD (180) Kage Baker, Julie E. Czerneda, Nalo Hopkinson, Susan R.
Matthews, James Van Pelt. 425 ballots cast; ties led to 6 or 7 nominees in
some categories. Marc Ortlieb counts just 6 Australian contenders: Greg
Egan (twice), Dark City, Nick Stathopolous, Thyme and Ian Gunn.
Group Gropes. Reading 9pm-Mon pub meets are on the move again in May:
10th, Brewery Tap, Castle St; 17th, Sun, Castle St; 24th, Hook & Tackle,
Katesgrove Lane; 31st (TBC) Old Society, Friar St.
Liberty or Licence? In a simple yet profoundly silly ceremony after my talk
at Reconvene, Cheryl Morgan and Kevin Standlee presented Ansible with a
Californian car licence plate bearing the word ANSIBLE. This came “From The
Automobile of Galen A. Tripp”. Er, thanks to all....
Sidewise Awards for alternate history, 1999 shortlist ... LONG Greg Bear,
Dinosaur Summer; Stephen Fry, Making History; Pamela Sargent, Climb the
Wind. SHORT (<60,000 words) Stephen Baxter & Arthur C. Clarke, “The Wire
Continuum” (Playboy 1/98); Ian R. MacLeod, “The Summer Isles” (Asimov’s
10/98); Robert Silverberg, “Waiting for the End” (Asimov’s 10/98); Howard
Waldrop, “US” (Event Horizon). [SHS]
Thog’s Masterclass. “In her new, improved mood, Thea didn’t even mind
the unfortunate presence of Glenda Rossner and the heat-seeking missile that
passed for Glenda’s mouth.” ... “Biederman also knew how to avoid hanging
himself with his own tongue.” ... “Now, every time she checked, the
answering machine was flashing like a festering boil.” ... “Thea’s stomach
fisted.” (all Judith Kelman, One Last Kiss, 1994) [PB] • “Serpents. Nightmare
apparitions of gelatinous flesh that hardened on the instant to steel-cable
sinew and muscle. Serpentine forms of protoplasm that ripped and tore with
tentacular pseudopods as they streaked like lightning through the air, frightful
jaws agape for prey. Serpents that were neither reptile, animal nor insect, but
giant amoebae evolved to giant size and appalling activity.” (Frank Edward
Arnold, “The Twilight People” in Wings Across Time, 1946) [BA]
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Endnotes
Post-Worldcon Fun. Robin Johnson wants fans to know: “I am planning a 5day tour of Tasmania for Sept 7-12 (the Tuesday to Sunday following the
Worldcon). The details are on the Web at:
http://www.southcom.com.au/~robinjohnson/thylacon3” ... and RJ is
reachable at robinjohnson@southcom.com.au when he gets back from his
current British trip.
Reconvene sends its utterly thrilling list of lost (or rather, found) property.
Roger Burton West says: “Anyone who wants to claim something should
mail mychelle@firedrake.demon.co.uk or write to 3 West Shrubbery,
Redland, Bristol, BS6 6SZ.”
* One red cuddly dinosaur
* One tupperware-style round box
* One pair black high-heeled pumps
* One pair prescription spectacles
* One small brown plastic hair-grip
* One black comb with outsize teeth
* Books by:
+ Jack L. Chalker
+ John Wyndham
+ Ian Fleming
+ M. Jay Livingstone
+ Laura Waring
+ Denis Schmidt (three volumes)
+ Arthur C Clarke
+ Peter F Hamilton
* One game CD, Krondor. Enough said.
Ansible 142 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
Paul Barnett, Rob Hansen, John-Henri Holmberg, Andy Hooper, Terry
Jeeves, Kronos, Janice Murray, Joseph Nicholas, Patrick Nielsen Hayden,
Steven H. Silver, Ken Slater, Gordon Van Gelder, and Hero Distributors:
Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group News. 6 May
99.
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The usual slightly glittering crowd assembled in the Science
Museum for the presentation of Sir Arthur’s £1,000 cheque and single
bookend. First, a special BSFA award not presented at Easter was given to
David Pringle for general staunchness in continuing to publish Interzone.
(The 1999 BSFA trophies are black cuboids designed to go on bedside tables,
so lucky winners can reach out at dead of night and be comforted by the large
friendly letters BSFA bulging from the sides in Braille.) After a suitable
build-up of dramatic tension, administrator Paul Kincaid announced that the
Clarke winner was Dreaming in Smoke by Tricia Sullivan, who was there to
accept: the most common vox-pop reaction afterwards was, “Oops, I haven’t
read that one.” As usual there were rumours of mayhem in the judges’ final
three-hour debate that picked this winner from the shortlist of six; one
gleaned it wasn’t an entirely unanimous decision. John Jarrold grumpily
boycotted the ceremony since according to him only two finalists (Priest’s
The Extremes and MacLeod’s The Cassini Division) had star quality, the rest
being damned with faint Jarroldian praise: “all perfectly good novels, but not
award winners (this makes it almost certain that one of them will win!).”
Next day he e-mailed a triumphant footnote: “Told you so!”
CLARKE AWARD.

The Grey Gentlemen
Ronald Chetwynd-Hayes of horror/supernatural fame celebrated his 80th
birthday on Sunday 30 May. [SJ]
Stephen Gallagher has a modest proposal to lay before us: “John Clute’s
sharp description of the aim of the Richard Evans award makes me wonder
whether, in the interests of cosmic balance, we shouldn’t offer some form of
recognition to those authors whose commercial success has far exceeded the
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intrinsic value of their work. It could take the form of a gilded turd. The
‘Gildo’.”
Damon Knight issues a rallying-call for the fabled sf writers’ forcing-house:
“The Original Clarion at MSU [Michigan State University] is about to
undergo a review to decide whether it has value to the university and should
be continued. Testimonials from former students and instructors would be
very helpful. They should be sent to Lister M. Matheson,
matheson@pilot.msu.edu. Please spread the word.”
Peter Nicholls (writes his alter-ego the Man With No Name from
Melbourne) “was, irritatingly, diagnosed on his 60th birthday in March with
prostate cancer. It is, as yet, not troubling him, apart from an urgent need to
pee at 4am. Treatment comes in two parts: the first is X-Ray therapy to burn
out the offending bits of the organ in revolt, and the second is the insertion of
a radioactive pebble not far from where he sits down. Like all sf encyclopedia
editors, he has always wanted a radioactive pebble of his own, and probably
deserves one. There is an 80% chance that all will be well after these actions
have been taken, though it may be that people will no longer have to lock up
their wives while he’s in their vicinity. To all those who, observing his cigar
smoking, prophesied lung cancer, sucks boo. You were wrong.”
David Pringle recalls a Brighton festival-fringe reading with Gwyneth Jones,
Liz Counihan and Liz Williams: “Gwyneth was asked which children’s
fantasy novels had particularly influenced her when she was very young. She
replied something like: ‘Well, the conventional answer is C.S. Lewis, but I
was especially impressed by a book called Unicorn Magic, by an author
whose name I’ve been trying to remember for years ...’ No sooner had she
come out with the title than Liz Counihan and her sister, Deirdre, who was in
the audience, chimed out simultaneously: ‘Our Dad wrote that!’ He is Daniel
Counihan, a former well-known journalist, now in his 80s. Unicorn Magic
was the only work of fiction he ever had published – a strongly E. Nesbit-like
fantasy, apparently. (A sequel, equally good according to his daughters, never
made it into print.) Gwyneth was flabbergasted, and starting questioning
them on plot points. Sure enough, it was the same book. Small world!”
Ian Watson adds a footnote to the A141 mention of his Stanley Kubrick
recollections: “Actually, my piece on Stanley K in The New Yorker (22
March) wasn’t quite ‘full’ of reminiscences. I signed a contract late last year
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with the NY for a long memoir which would have coincided with the release
of Eyes Wide Shut. Time toddled by and suddenly Stanley died. Did the NY
have a scoop in their hands, you may suppose? Surrealistically, the NY said
they couldn’t now use the piece because Stanley died ‘too suddenly’ for them
(eh?) – but could they use a few rejigged excerpts in their ‘Talk of the Town’
section? Which duly appeared, rather mutated in-house. So my fuller
memoirs are now due in the August Playboy on sale in July, 4,000 words of
them. When Playboy’s exclusivity expires I must see about getting the whole
caboodle of 9,000 words into print somewhere for completists.”

Coney Honey Antimony ...
Until 24 Jun • Don Lawrence exhibition continues: Gardner Arts Centre,
University of Sussex, Falmer. He was the Trigan Empire artist.
10-19 Jun (not Mon/Tue) • Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said stage
adaptation, Oval House Theatre, 52-4 Kennington Oval, next to Oval tube.
7:45pm. Tickets £7.50; £4.50 concessions. By Linda Hartinian, who appears
in PKD’s autobiographical The Dark Haired Girl.
11 Jun • BFS Open Night, Princess Louise pub, High Holborn, WC1. 6pm
on. With launch and multiple signing for Pumpkin Books.
12 Jun • Incense & Insensibility: “SF, Psychedelia & the 1960s/70s”
conference, U of Liverpool. Advance booking preferred, but some walk-ins
allowed: £15, £10 unwaged. Contact Andy Sawyer, SF Foundation, Sydney
Jones Library, PO Box 123, Liverpool, L69 3DA.
23 Jun • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on; fans present c5pm. With
special transatlantic guests Patrick and Teresa Nielsen Hayden.
25-7 Jun • Poets & Small Presses con, Barlow Theatre, Langley,
Birmingham. With Steve Sneyd talking on sf poetry. £4 advance reg to Geoff
Stevens, 25 Griffiths Rd, West Bromwich, B71 2EH.
13-15 Aug • Wincon V (Unicon), King Alfred’s College, Winchester. £28
reg, £18 supp, to rise again on 1 Jul. Contact 53 Havant Road, North End,
Portsmouth, Hants, PO2 7HH. Steve Green begs donations for the fanzine
table: 33 Scott R, Olton, Solihull, B92 7LQ.
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27-31 Jul 00 • Millennium Hand and Shrimp (Discworld con 3), Radisson
Edwardian Hotel, Heathrow, London – a venue at last! Contact PO Box 189,
Patchway, BS32 8YE.
2-6 Aug 00 • Tricity (combining Eurocon, Polcon and Baltcon), Gdynia,
Gdansk, Sopot, Poland. Guests TBA. £17/$25 reg, rising to £20/$30 1 Jan 00.
Contact (Europe) Gdanski Klub Fantastyki, PO Box 76, 80-325 Gdansk 37,
Poland; (UK) B. Wilkinson, Ground Floor Flat, 8 West Ave Rd,
Walthamstow, E17 9SE ... fax 0181 925 7126.
Rumblings • Avalon (Trek, 4-6 Jun, Burton upon Trent) is postponed to late
Aug/early Sept: many sponsors withdrew, and organizer Sean Clark is in
hospital. This news emerged only on 28 May, leaving unhappy fans with
flights booked from overseas. Updates from Avalon c/o 19 St Modwens
Walk, Burton upon Trent, Staffs, DE14 1HL; 01283 500047/539718. •
Millennium (Dec 99 - Jan 00) in “a Benelux country or UK” has folded for
lack of an affordable venue. Memberships can be refunded, passed to charity,
or transferred to Hogmanaycon (Glasgow, New Year 00-01) or ConTreaty
(Maastricht, Nov 00). Contact Larry van der Putte, Kotter 5, 1186 WH
Amstelveen, Netherlands.

Infinitely Improbable
Seccon in Stevenage (28-30 May) was a welcome return of the Small
Relaxed British Convention. Possibly its most awesome coup was the
rediscovery of the long-hoped-lost Fundament!, the Oxford U SF Group’s
musical version of the entire Foundation trilogy. This is somewhat, er,
telescoped (THE MULE: “Curses! I forgot that my mutation renders me so weak
that the effort of singing could at any time kill me stone dead....
Aaarggghhhhh....”) and was performed with great enthusiasm but no actual
music, drawing praise from Ian Sorensen: “They’re making my productions
look professional!” Asimov purists were intrigued by Dave Clements’s
evocation of Hari Seldon lurching up from his Time Vault wheelchair at the
close of Second Foundation, with the words, “Mein Fuhrer ... I can walk!” •
A panel devoted to the traditional slagging-off of SFX magazine (“Six pages
of pictures of bimbos!” cried Alison Scott) led Teresa Nielsen Hayden to
wonder just why it had been called after St Francis Xavier. • The rest is all a
happy blur, punctuated by the gibbering of overworked bar staff as
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Everything Ran Out. Maybe hero organizers Bridget & Simon Bradshaw will
do more Seccons?
FTL is a new British mag of “SF, Space and Science”, ed. Wendy Graham of
Space Voyager fame. Also involved: Patrick Moore, Ian Stewart, Jack Cohen,
Rog Peyton, Dave Holmes. It exists only as a website, the intended print
edition having been put on hold for now. Wendy: “Basically what has
happened is that I have decided to leave the parent Miranda Group and take
the website (which is mine) and thus the essence of FTL with me.”
http://ftlmagazine.com; fax 01253 313141.
Random Fandom. Paul Barnett savours New York joys like “dinner at ...
THE ALGONQUIN ROUND TABLE!!! Yay!!! We couldn’t quite manage the level of
sophisticated waspish literary quips the venue might have demanded. Instead
the highlight was watching Sue Perrotto try to cope with a recalcitrant baby
squash/suede. This proved so adroit at dodging her fork that it seemed to be
both intelligent and motile. ‘The vegetable’s performance was well worth the
entrance money on its own’ – Thog the Mighty.” • Paul Kincaid’s recently
injured knee is being soothed by a prescription drug whose name (in Yvonne
Rousseau’s words) others find funnier than he does: “Slofenac”. • Linda
Krawecke is UK agent for the “Ace double” of Corflu and Potlatch on
successive weekends (same Seattle venue, Feb & Mar 00). Contact – quickly
for low June prices – 1A Mountney Rd, Eastbourne, E. Sussex, BN21 1RJ. •
Robert Lichtman says that the auction catalogue of Sam Moskowitz’s
collection should be available around now: catalogue 7330, $34 from
Sotheby’s, PO Box 5111, Norwalk, CT 06856-5111, USA. The auction itself
is on 29 Jun. Some lower-quality material has already been disposed of
through another auction house. • D.M. Sherwood regrets he won’t be sending
any more spicy web snippets to Ansible for a while: “have been banned from
the only convenient Cyber Café – downloading of Porn held to be
unacceptable by local community standards.”
As Others See Us. A TV & Satellite Week (10-16 April) feature on Event
Horizon star Laurence Fishburne dwelt on his delight at playing a brave,
competent black space captain in the movie, since he’s much concerned
about positive portrayals of African-Americans. After listing his further
virtuous efforts as a UNICEF ambassador, the magazine deftly delivered its
punchline: “With serious views like these, it is perhaps surprising to discover
that Fishburne is a sci-fi fan.” [KM]
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Mythopoeic Awards shortlist.... ADULT LITERATURE Charles de Lint,
Someplace to be Flying; Neil Gaiman and Charles Vess, Stardust; R.E. Klein,
The History of Our World Beyond the Wave; Patricia A. McKillip, Song for
the Basilisk; James Stoddard, The High House. • CHILDREN’S Kara Dalkey,
Heavenward Path; Diana Wynne Jones, The Dark Lord of Derkholm; Gail
Carson Levine, Ella Enchanted; Gerald Morris, The Squire’s Tale; J.K.
Rowling, Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. • SCHOLARSHIP (INKLINGS)
Lionel Adey, C.S. Lewis: Writer, Dreamer & Mentor; Rolland Hein,
Christian Mythmakers; Walter Hooper, C.S. Lewis: A Companion & Guide;
J.R.R. Tolkien (ed. Wayne G. Hammond & Christina Scull), Roverandom. •
SCHOLARSHIP (OTHER) Susan Cooper, Dreams and Wishes: Essays on Writing
for Children; Michael Riley, Oz and Beyond: The Fantasy World of L. Frank
Baum; Marina Warner, No Go the Bogeyman: Scaring, Lulling, and Making
Mock; Donna R. White, A Century of Welsh Myth in Children’s Literature.
[DB]
Outraged Letters ... John Douglas of HarperCollins adds that Chris Priest’s
pen-name (A142) is an even worse-kept secret in the US: “I can’t resist
adding the information that the John Luther Novak pseudonym for the
novelization of eXistenZ appears nowhere on the US edition and the author’s
true name is on the cover for all to see.” • David Goldfarb scoffs at Simon R.
Green’s A142 report of “TeleThuggies” in DC comics: “While the insidious
TV program of the Kali cult is clearly a takeoff on ‘Teletubbies’, the name
does not stray so close to trademark violation – it’s ‘Hugga-TuggaThuggees’.” • Steve Holland on Dirk Bogarde’s death in May: “As far as I
know, his only contribution to the field of sf was appearing in The Mind
Bender (1963) which was a mad scientist thing.”
Small Press. The Last Wizard with A Letter of Explanation (12pp plus wraps)
consists of Avram Davidson’s famed short-short plus the letter in which he
patiently explained the point of the story to a baffled editor at Ellery Queen’s
Mystery Magazine. $10 post free from Temporary Culture, PO Box 43072,
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043-0072, USA.
C.o.A. Black Petals Publications, 708 S 15th, Manitowoc, WI 54220, USA
(11 Jun). Leigh Edmonds & Valma Brown, 12 Raglan St North, Ballarat,
Victoria 3350, Australia. Tim & Marcia Illingworth, Bell House, 14 Main St,
Coveney, Ely, CB6 2DJ. Amanda Kear, 7 Greenbank Ave West, Easton,
Bristol, BS5 6EP. Fred Lerner, 81 Worcester Ave, White River Junction,
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Vermont 05001, USA: “I haven’t moved; they’ve just renumbered my
street.” Paragon (Eastercon 2001) address correction: 379 Myrtle Rd,
Sheffield, S2 3HQ. Andy Sawyer, 1 The Flaxyard, Woodfall Lane, Little
Neston, Neston, CH64 4BT: “I haven’t moved ... the post office sorting code
has changed.” Talebones/Fairwood Press, 5203 Quincy Ave SE, Auburn,
WA 98092, USA. Cherry Wilder, Flat 6, 17A Miro St, Trentham, New
Zealand.
Drolleries. A Washington Post competition requested titles and blurbs for
merged books, attracting some skiffy entries like the winning “Fahrenheit
451 of the Vanities – An ’80s yuppie is denied books. He does not object, or
even notice.” Additionally: “2001: A Space Iliad – The Hal 9000 computer
wages an insane 10-year war against the Greeks after falling victim to the
Y2K bug.” • “Tarzan of the Grapes – The beleaguered Okies of the dust bowl
are saved by a strong and brave savage who swings from grapevine to
grapevine.” • “Rikki-Kon-Tiki-Tavi – Thor Heyerdahl recounts his attempt to
prove Rudyard Kipling’s theory that the mongoose first came to India on a
raft from Polynesia.” [CC/MD]
The Phantom Menace is, by all accounts, a movie. Most fans report it as
visually stunning, Joe Mayhew for one: “It was a billionaire Saturday
morning kid show. Its plot was a herd of pandering clichés played out across
some awesome electronic scenery and had the plausibility of a five-year-old’s
daydream. It was rather like a starlet: pretty but empty.” • Lawrence Person
liked the subtle characterization: “Darth Maul has a black robe, a black shirt,
black pants, red eyes, a red and black face, a red light saber, and horns, but
for some reason left his ‘I’M EVIL!’ T-shirt at home.” • Steve Green quoted
Film Threat Weekly: “A couple from the Washington DC area got married
while standing in line for Star Wars. The bride was dressed as Queen
Amidala; the groom was dressed as Darth Maul. The priest said, ‘If anyone
has any just cause for these two not to be wed, let him speak now or forever
hold his lightsaber in his holster.’ This is all 100% true.” (Steve: “And 200%
sad. Anyway, Simo and Hilary did it first last year.”) • Barbara Barrett found
the latest plagiarism rumour from “paranormal researcher Frank Joseph, who
says George Lucas may have been inspired to create Star Wars after
remembering a past life on a sunken continent called Lemuria....”
The Dead Past. “Songmaster is my last novel to be marketed as science
fiction.” (Orson Scott Card, letter to SF Review, 1980) [MP] • 32 Years Ago
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come September, that Patrick McGoohan cult success The Prisoner was first
aired on TV. Now, after many years of trading, Max Hora’s Prisoner
memorabilia shop in “Number 6’s flat” at Portmeirion has closed – another
side-effect of the village management’s recent hostility to series fans and
their regular summer conventions. Sic transit. [DL]
Group Gropes. Reading meetings (9pm on) remain peripatetic: 7 Jun, Back
of Beyond, King’s Rd; 14 Jun, Hop Leaf, Southampton St.
Editorial. One item of rare old Langfordiana that a number of fans have
asked for is that 1979 Victorian-UFO spoof An Account of a Meeting with
Denizens of Another World, 1871. Surprise, surprise: a May clear-out of our
loft cupboards disclosed a forgotten box of first editions. £12 or $20 post free
(surface) while stocks last; cheques to David Langford. An ideal Xmas or
birthday present to give to Whitley Strieber! • What I’ve been writing lately:
text and captions for A Cosmic Cornucopia, a new Paper Tiger collection of
Josh Kirby’s paintings scheduled for 7 Oct. Josh isn’t usually considered a
controversial artist, but life is different in rustic Shelfanger, Norfolk: “I was
almost drummed out of the village after an Anglia TV ‘Folio’ programme on
me. Villagers unaccustomed to scantily clad maidens slaying giants gave me
an uneasy time for a while where urban sophisticates wouldn’t have batted an
eyelid.... Role-playing game books even attracted flak from the local vicar!”
Oh dear.
Thog’s Masterclass. “Terror quacked like a choking duck in Dirk’s chest,
and he couldn’t get his voice to work.” (A.A. Attanasio, Arc of the Dream,
1986) [RB] • Dept of Inadvertent Mooning: “Before, however, the moon had
glided more than a soundless pace or two on her night journey, Myfanwy and
her incomparable ass were safely out of sight ...” (Walter de la Mare, “The
Lovely Myfanwy”, 1925) [PH] • “Stripped of their ceremonial robes and
wearing only leather shorts, the men’s arm muscles bulged and flattened ...”
(Jane Yolen, A Sending of Dragons, 1987) [PB] • “Laser cannon erupted like
acid-stomached giants, belching forth corrosive froth that even the alloy hulls
could not withstand for any appreciable length of time.” (Dean R. Koontz,
Star Quest, 1968) [GF]

Endnotes
Bangsund Benefit Sales. Irwin Hirsh will soon be running another fanzine
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auction in support of that fine Australian fanwriter John Bangsund, still
impoverished and less than well. Meanwhile Irwin announces a one-off sale
of back numbers of Locus (1970-1982), SF Chronicle (1980-1986), and the
legendary Fantasy Commentator (1978-1994), containing heaps of sf
history/criticism by Sam Moskowitz and others. Proceeds to the Bang Fund
and, to a lesser extent, Australia-linked fan funds. Contact
irwin@start.com.au.
Post-Aussiecon Zoophily. Karen Pender-Gunn reveals all: “The Ian Gunn
Memorial Fund is running a zoo trip, the Tuesday morning after the
worldcon. Mainly to see Ian’s sponsored Fijian Banded Iguana but also a
wide variety of Australian wildlife. If I get enough interest, I will hire a bus
to take people there and they can wander back when they are finished. I need
some ideas of numbers to get a discount. People should email me directly at
Mrs KPG (fiawol@ozramp.net.au) and I’ll put them on the list.”
Robert Lichtman was hurt in a car accident on 1 June, and is recovering in
hospital with cracked ribs and pelvis. No danger, but he’ll be out of
circulation for a while. (Info: Bill Bowers.)
Ansible 143 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Paul Barnett,
Blank Space, David Bratman, Rachel Brown, Cheryl Cline, DarkEcho, Mog
Decarnin, George Flynn, Penny Hill, Steve Jones, Dave Lally, Ken MacLeod,
Mark Plummer, and as always our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group News. 3 Jun 99.
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Terror from the sky.
Another conflicting origin story for our barbarian critic Thog the
Mighty! In Imaginary Worlds (1973) the late Lin Carter deplored Robert E.
Howard’s inept coining of fantasy names ... “Thak, Thaug, Thog, Yog, Yara,
Yogah, Zang, Zogar, Sag.” I confidently expect Tom Holt to set this catchy
chorus to music.
ROOTS.

The Secret Galactics
Douglas Adams was grilled by Jeremy Paxman on Radio 4’s Start the Week
(21 Jun). In tones of loathing: “You’re not a science fiction writer, are you?”
No, no, definitely not, said DA hastily. Blowing up Earth in Hitch-Hiker
wasn’t horrible old sf but Pythonesque excess, and writing all those strangely
sf-like sequels and nonsequels was forced upon him by, presumably,
artistically integritous need for the money. [JR]
Lindsey Davis turned up in Reading to promote her new Falco novel, and
was gratified to be told (all right, by me) that this series is so often
recommended by sf people. Being herself a Pratchett fan, she remarked on
coming from the same generation as Terry P. and Douglas Adams, the last to
have its imagination shaped more by radio than TV.... Steely-eyed classicist
Hazel asked the tough question: what was her source for people striking
matches in 1st-century Rome? Answer, very approximately: “Oh God, I think
I found it in Carcopino’s Daily Life in Ancient Rome but I don’t trust it any
more and I’m never going to mention those matches again!” She’d go down
well at a convention (hint).
Neil Gaiman encountered the cutting edge of cyberspace during his UK
Stardust signing tour last week: “Did an AOL conference today at AOL
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headquarters in the former Pan offices in Cavaye Place. I had imagined T1
lines and huge banks of enormous computers, but wound up typing my
replies on someone’s laptop, and after the first reply it kicked me off, and I
discovered we were dialling in off the laptop modem. Ah, the shattering of
illusions.” [24 Jun]
John Grant is excitingly busy “writing my scholarly essay for Gary
Westfahl, who’s guest-editing the millennial edition of Extrapolation and has
foolishly commissioned me to rant for a couple of thousand words, complete
with Panglossish footnotes like wot academics dig, on the evils of Generic
Fantasy – including not just the written word but works by Simon R. Green.”
JG was at that Sotheby’s NY auction of the legendary Sam Moskowitz
collection: “Highlight was the sale of a Frank R. Paul painting for what is
believed to be a record for a Paul: $67,500. The major sale of the day,
however, although the price was a comparatively modest $23,000, was of a
vast collection of letters, manuscripts and other papers belonging or relating
to William Hope Hodgson.” [30 Jun]
Stephen King was hit by an out-of-control car while out walking on 19 June,
and spent several hours undergoing surgery for “orthopedic kinds of
injuries”, chiefly a broken leg. Next day he was reported as out of danger and
cracking jokes with hospital staff. Apparently the driver who swerved on to
the shoulder and hit King lost control thanks to the antics of a loose dog
inside the car. [BB] No Cujo jokes, please.
Kim Newman joined the Clarke jury: “I took the precaution of confirming
with Paul Kincaid that there was, indeed, a ‘no award’ option.”
David Pringle continues to be sighted in literature: “Anerley became
conscious suddenly that there was a pringling about his skin and an
overpowering smell of burned hair under his nostrils.” (From “The Three
Correspondents” by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.) [KN/DP]
Robert Rankin creatively quotes: “Heinlein said, famously, that ninety-five
per cent of all science fiction was rubbish, adding that ninety-five per cent of
everything was rubbish.” (Snuff Fiction, 1999)

Conexa
16-18 Jul • Baroquon (RPG), New Hall, Cambridge. GoH Mary Gentle. £18
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reg. Contact 8 Saddler’s Close, Baldock, Herts, SG7 6EF.
16-18 Jul • Nexus (media), Hilton National Hotel, Bristol. Contact (SAE) 1
Lullington Rd, Knowle, Bristol, BS4 2LH.
24-25 Jul • Telefantastique 2 (“multi-media”), Radisson Edwardian Hotel,
Heathrow. £45 reg. Rooms £50 single, £40 sharing. Contact (SAE) 38
Rochford Ave, Loughton, Essex, IG10 2BS.
27 Jul • Cult Fiction Evening, St John’s Wood Library, 5:30-7:30pm. All
welcome. Enquiries/suggestions: 0171 641 5087, fax 5089.
28 Jul • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on; fans present c5pm.
30 Jul - 1 Aug • Clarecraft Event (Discworld), open air, Woolpit, Suffolk.
With T. Pratchett and the usual suspects. £2.50/ticket to Discworld
Collectors’ Guild, Clarecraft, Woolpit Business Park, Woolpit, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk, IP 30 9UP. Credit cards: fax 01359 242253.
13-15 Aug • Wincon V (Unicon), King Alfred’s College, Winchester. £28
reg. At the door: £35, or £15 Sat or Sun only, £5 Fri only. Contact 53 Havant
Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants, PO2 7HH.
28-30 Aug • Shinnenkai (anime), Radisson Edwardian, Heathrow. £30 reg,
£35 at door. Contact PO Box 110, Didcot, OX11 7YH.
2-6 Sep • Aussiecon 3 (57th Worldcon), Melbourne, Australia. $A250/£110
reg; advance booking closes 31 Jul. Contact GPO Box 1212K, Melbourne,
3001, Australia; (UK) Martin Hoare, 45 Tilehurst Rd, Reading, RG1 7TT.
Rumblings • Worldcon 2002. The Bay Area group, bidding for both San
Francisco and San Jose, dropped the former bid in June when its main hotel
was pre-empted by a firm booking from a non-fan event, making San
Francisco definitively unusable. Thus the San Jose “ConJose” bid is no
longer opposed even by its own committee. [KS] (Yes, there’s a spoof
Roswell bid too, but ...) • Incandescent is a rumoured 2002 Eastercon bid
involving an alleged Pat McMurray negotiating with an unnameable South
Coast hotel. Did anyone mention Brighton? Oh, no one did.... • Seccon
Helpings. Simon Bradshaw confesses: “We are tentatively poking – still with
a long bargepole – at the idea of Seccon II (almost inevitably to be known as
‘Seccond’, I fear).”
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Infinitely Improbable
Servants of the Wankh. Mattel Inc is nervously making changes to the
packaging of its Tarzan action figure since – as has been pointed out with
appropriate Shock Horror noises – “the spring-loaded arm can be pumped
rapidly up and down from Tarzan’s chest to below his loin cloth, a motion
that some people call suggestive.” Some people seem to have easily
stimulated imaginations. Mattel’s cunning response is to secure this lustful
limb so it can’t grope below waist level, at least while a still-boxed Tarzan is
being tried out in a shop. Rampant suggestiveness remains OK in the privacy
of the home. [PS]
Random Fandom. Ron Bennett is home again following his bypass op and
stroke, and according to Mal Ashworth “seems wonderfully well, to judge by
the lively funny letter I had from him.” • Anthony Brown, erstwhile SFX
reviews editor, has been called to higher things – or as our SFX mole put it,
“As for Anthony, he was fired after trying to strangle our other writer.” • Bob
Shaw’s last convention talk, at Intersection in 1995, turns out to have been
videotaped by a fan (Andrew Anderson). Copies should reach fanhistorical
repositories before long. • Patricia & Rob Welbourn announce a new
daughter, Avery Elizabeth, born in early June. • Ted White fell off a low wall
while doing some gardening last month, and broke his hip socket; he’s been
repaired with various metal pins, but will be out of circulation for a little
while. [rb]
Thog’s SI Masterclass. As an unfrocked physicist, your editor gaped at an
18 June Daily Express story on food contaminants, which gave quantities in
“new grams”. Light came some while after reading the explanation that a new
gram is one millionth of a gram. (Think “mu”.)
R.I.P. Chris Boyce (1943-1999) died on 29 June after a heart attack at work
in Glasgow. He was only 55. Best known in sf for the prize-winning
Catchworld (1975) – a pioneering novel about brain-computer interfaces
leading to transcendence – he also wrote thrillers, reviewed sf, organized sf
events and was popular with fans. Cuddles adds: “Chris was a colourful,
boisterous and entertaining man, who has supported Scottish fandom for as
long as I remember.” In 1990 he founded the publishing company Dog and
Bone Press with his wife Angela Mullane (to whom all sympathy) and
Alasdair Gray. • John Glashan (1927-1999), well-loved cartoonist, died on
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15 June. He often flirted with sf themes, as in the quirky “Genius” sequence
that ran in the Observer mag from 1978 – starring genius inventor Anode
Enzyme, IQ 12,794. (“At present I’m working on an international language
based on numbers – I got the idea in a Chinese restaurant....”) • DeForest
Kelly (1920-1999), the actor best known as Dr McCoy in Star Trek, died on
11 June after a long illness. He was 79. • John Roles, old-time Liverpool fan
and rare-books dealer, was apparently strangled when he surprised an
intruder at home on 24 June. His house/shop was set on fire; a 38-year-old
man with a record of arson has since been charged with murder.
[KF/MA/DP] JR was the first chairman of the Liverpool fan group in 1951,
and co-edited their fanzine Space Diversions, launched July 1952. Mal
Ashworth writes: “A fine fellow and a wonderful eccentric who served with
the army in India and once published a wholly edible OMPAzine.” He was
70. • Ray Russell (1924-1999), long-time sf/horror author and Playboy editor
(1954-75), died on 14 March aged 74, following a stroke. [SFC] He received
1991 World Fantasy and 1993 Bram Stoker awards for life achievement. •
Jim Turner (1945-1999), editor and publisher at Arkham House (1976-96)
and then his own imprint Golden Gryphon Books, died from liver and colon
cancer on 28 March; he was 54. [SFC] Michael Swanwick reminisces:
“Once, when I published a story that Jim didn’t think very much of, he called
me up to determine whether I knew what a piece of crap it was or else had
lost the ability to write altogether. The good opinion of a man like that was
worth having.”
Small Press. I Think This Tram Turns Left is Ken Slater’s 1998 Polish trip
report (A5, 20pp + covers), with photos: £3.50 to Ken at 23 Listers Rd,
Upwell, Wisbech, PE14 9BW. 50p from each sale goes to Electrical Eggs. •
Sierra Heaven ed Alex Bardy has folded. [DB]
Outraged Letters ... Joe McNally grumbles about eXistenZ: “The week it
came out, I was less than thrilled to see that some of the print ads were
carrying a quote from my Bizarre review (‘It’ll scare you out of your very
eXistenZ!’) which was (a) stupid, (b) not true, and (c) not actually in the
original review, having been interpolated by a subeditor apparently annoyed
at the lack of clunky and inaccurate soundbites in the piece as submitted.” •
Kim Newman adds to the meagre A143 estimate of a certain sf/fantasy movie
career: “Dirk Bogarde also appeared in Modesty Blaise, Providence (with
David Warner as a werewolf), and Our Mother’s House (which, one suspects,
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Ian McEwan must have seen on television at an impressionable age); on
television, he did Blithe Spirit and The Vision (near-future religious
huckstering), and snippets of his performance in The Blue Lamp were used in
the time travel satire The Black and Blue Lamp.” • Lawrence Schimel
blasphemously blurts, “My story ‘Calvinism’ was censored from the Spanish
edition of my collection The Drag Queen of Elfland by the editor on the
grounds of its being ‘too blasphemous’.” However, it’s to appear in Basque....
C.o.A. Amanda Baker, 23 Waterloo Gardens, Cardiff, CF23 5AA. Gary
Farber, c/o Ailsa Murphy, 122A Englewood Ave #5, Brighton, MA 02135,
USA. Heidi Lyshol & Kjetill Gunnarson, Smedsvingen 40, 1364 Hvalstad,
Norway. Ron Walotsky, 3634 South Central Ave, Flagler Beach, Florida
32136, USA.
Thog’s Science Masterclass. A chap breathes over-nitrogenated air, is then
given oxygen (no pressure change), and ... “Seven hundred and thirty-eight
feet above sealevel in a forest in the Balkans, Ramada had just died of the
bends.” A demonstration of how the Turin Shroud image was formed
involves coating a small statue with “a low grade isotope, newtonium” and
holding it, by hand, above a test shroud ... whereupon a negative image of the
thing rapidly begins to appear: “The radiation heats and weakens the fabric
on one side, creating an image. If I hold my statue here long enough, the
cloth will turn dark. If I hold it higher, the image will be larger.” A radio
message from underground suffers delays: “... the transmission bounced off
the upper mantle and came back up through basalt that was folded. In short,
the transmission was lost in stone for five weeks.” (all Jeff Long, The
Descent, 1999)
Still More Awards. Bram Stoker (horror) winners ... NOVEL Stephen King,
Bag of Bones. FIRST NOVEL Michael Marano, Dawn Song. LONG FICTION: Peter
Straub, “Mr Clubb and Mr Cuff”. SHORT Bruce Holland Rogers, “The Dead
Boy at Your Window” COLLECTION: John Shirley, Black Butterflies: A Flock
on the Dark Side. ANTHOLOGY Horrors! 365 Scary Stories, ed Stefan
Dziemianowicz, Martin H. Greenberg & Robert Weinberg. NON-FICTION
DarkEcho (the first exclusively on-line Stoker winner), whose editor Paula
Guran points out: “best thing about the Stoker is that it’s a nice looking thing.
Unlike certain scifi awards it is neither phallic nor a chunk of plastic with
glitter embedded in it, etc. You can leave it out for the neighbors to see and
they’d never suspect....” FOR YOUNG READERS Nancy Etchemendy, “Bigger
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Than Death”. SCREENPLAY (tie) Bill Condon, Gods and Monsters; Alex
Proyas, Dark City. ILLUSTRATED NARRATIVE, OTHER MEDIA both No Award. •
Spectrum Awards (new, for sf/fantasy/horror that’s positive about gay
matters) shortlist ... NOVEL Anne Harris, Accidental Creatures; Stephen
Leigh, Dark Water’s Embrace; Carolyn Ives Gilman, Halfway Human;
Nancy Kress, Maximum Light; Fiona Patton, The Painter Knight. OTHER
WORK Bending the Landscape ed Nicola Griffith & Stephen Pagel; Gods and
Monsters; Things Invisible to See ed Lawrence Schimel. HALL OF FAME
Maureen McHugh, China Mountain Zhang; Lawrence Schimel, The Drag
Queen of Elfland; Toby Johnson, Secret Matter; Melissa Scott, Shadow Man;
Lyn Paleo & Eric Garber, Uranian Worlds. [LS]
The Dead Past. 20 Years Ago ... under the headline “Langford KOs
Checkpoint in Grim Fan Struggle”, Peter Roberts announced the coming
demise of his famed UK fan newsletter at issue 100, to be replaced by some
ghastly parvenu rag called Ansible. (Checkpoint 97, Jun/Jul 79)
Back from Bosnia. Alison Freebairn is safe home ... “I did nothing useful or
worthwhile in my life until this. Everything that I felt was important is ashes
and sand. Aside from my family, and my much-loved friends, everything that
was taking up my time is a pile of cack and I’m now working to sort my socalled life out. • Bosnia is the most wonderful country, its Muslims are a
strong, generous people who can shatter your heart with their steadfast
kindness and indomitable belief. • I got a tan. Can you believe that? I also
thrived on travelling rough on the convoy, sleeping in the cab of the lorry
getting a knee-to-hip bruise from the air brake – although I did average two
showers a day (what’s a girl to do?). • I lost 98 per cent of my hang-ups, and I
fell in love. • Now I have to learn to live in the ‘real world’ again. Your
support will be appreciated as I work my way back into the nasty, selfobsessed Western culture. • I plan to continue working with Edinburgh Direct
Aid, with luck I’ll manage one night a week at their warehouses, and plan to
get back to Bosnia in the autumn. • It is not possible for me to walk away.
And I wouldn’t want to walk away, even if I hadn’t heard the bombs fall and
the economy crack and the Kosovar refugee camp mafia bosses bitch about
the quality of the aid we brought.... • Shit, I’ve followed a bucket lorry all the
way across Europe and wriggled my way out of all kinds of trouble there and
back. After this, there’s nothing I can’t do. Except go back to the life I once
led.”
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Group Gropes. Sequitur Masterclass: I was charmed by the Peterborough sf
group newsletter’s mention of their Gothic fans “marking the fiftieth
anniversary of the execution of local-born vampire John Haigh. Convicted of
six murders, though he confessed to nine, his parents were Plymouth
Brethren, as were Aleister Crowley’s.” • Reading: complex site balloting led
to The Hop Leaf, Southampton St, being chosen as the latest venue for those
9pm Mon meetings that I never seem to get to. [EC]
Incense and Insensibility (12 Jun) was an academic sf conference at
Liverpool U. Bridget Wilkinson reports: “Academia is shoestring country, so
GoH Colin Greenland was fed and entertained along with me and Andy
Sawyer by organizer Elliot Atkins (a former chef) in his student flat. I backed
out before 10pm to get my bed at the youth hostel before it vanished; Elliot
and Colin were just going to have a quick drink on the way to Colin’s hotel....
The following day Colin turned up appropriately garbed in lime green silk
shirt, psychedelic waistcoat, cute little hat, and the mother of all hangovers.
Papers covered the 60s drugs culture, popular music, The Prisoner,
Illuminatus!, Ballard, Moorcock, and PKD. Highlights included Andy
Butler’s paper ‘LSD, Ink Lies, and Lies, Inc.’, and Brian Baker’s alphabet of
psychedelia – ‘The Nelson Mandala: London, Psychedelia, Apocalypse’.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “Vienna, in that perfunctory way of hers, has sighed
and spread her legs to be shagged by the winter solstice.” (Adrian Mathews,
Vienna Blood, 1999) • Dept of It Grows On You: “She was the kind who
grew up with suitors, had powerful men with roses on their knees before her
...” (Fay Weldon, “Inside the Whale”, 1999) [SP] • “Crane had slid into the
ranks of Washington’s elite – well, the semi-elite, the under-elite – like a
gilded suppository.” (Robert Charles Wilson, Darwinia, 1998) [PB] • “She
raised her eyebrows and stepped away from them, but not so far that she
couldn’t eavesdrop.” (Jonathan Lethem, Amnesia Moon, 1995) [EW] •
“Down, Fido” Dept: “His eye jumped to the chair where he’d been sitting.”
(Mark Frost, The 6 Messiahs, 1995) [PB] ... “Excitement leaped like a trout
in the public trousers.” (Thomas Harris, Hannibal, 1999) [LG]

Endnotes
Simo reports a golden opportunity ... “There is an unutterably cool job on
offer at the National Space Science Centre here in Leicester which would suit
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an sf fan down to the ground. They urgently need a picture researcher:
‘someone who appreciates the criticality of resolution and aspect ratios as
many of our images are destined to be big and fill particular spaces!
Obviously it also involves copyright issues etc.’ And naturally they want
someone who can tell a Saturn V from an Atlas! Applicants should contact
Ms Alex Barnett (alexb@nssc.co.uk).”
Ken Slater announces a Visitation: “Magdalena Zorawska (Warsaw) is
visiting Britain from July 20 to Aug 20 (roughly) – she will use my place as
HQ – and is prepared to talk to any fangroups who might be interested on
Polish sf, fandom, and the like (she can also talk about Star Trek and things
Celtic). So far we are going to visit the Peterboro group and Wincon V.
Actually, part of the idea is to try and get a few more British fans to the next
Eurocon (August 2000) which will be in Gdynia, Gdansk, and Sopot
(TriCity).” Contact via Ken@opfantast.demon.co.uk.
Chris Boyce ... John Bray adds an obituary footnote. “His web site at shows
some of his SF interests, and has a guest-book which might be appropriate for
remembrances.”
Ansible 144 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Mal Ashworth,
Paul Barnett, Barbara Barrett, rich brown, Eddie Cochrane, Gary Dalkin,
DarkEcho, Dragon’s Breath, Keith Freeman, Lisa Goldstein, Kim Newman,
Sheila Pover, David Pringle, John Richards, Lawrence Schimel, Pam
Scoville, SF Chronicle, Kevin Standlee, Ed Walker, and our Hero
Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group
News. 1 Jul 99.
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Yvonne Rousseau encourages visitors: “‘Australia!’ roared
Robinson – ‘Au-stralia! he’s mad; who ever goes there unless they are
forced? – He shan’t go there! I wouldn’t go there if my passage was paid, and
a new suit of clothes given me, and the governor’s gig to take me ashore to a
mansion provided for my reception, fires lighted, beds aired, and pipes laid
across the table.’” – Charles Reade, It Is Never Too Late To Mend, 1856.
Yvonne: “The speaker, Robinson, is naturally arrested by police the moment
he has finished uttering these unkind words.”
AUSSIECON.

Hordes of the Things
John M. Ford updates the A144 note on Lin Carter’s grumble at Robert E.
Howard for coining uninventive names like Thog: “I was channelling the
more-or-less departed spirit of Sir A. Conan Doyle, and the noted Spiritualist
assured me that he and the shade of Two-Gun Bob Howard had ‘joined our
etheric forces to “bushwhack” (Bob’s word) the immortal remains of
Linwood Carter for this nominative humbug, as well as other unresolved
grudges between Lin and Bob.’ Sir Arthur’s report, while vivid, forces me to
Watsonian euphemistics – suffice it that the two, uhm, ghostwriters gave the
offender’s ectoplasm a thorough pringling.”
Colin Greenland, as fiction editor of Adhoc (“Cambridge monthly magazine
of culture and stuff”), is looking for cultured 500-word stories at £200 a go.
Send c/o Adhoc, 35 Parkside, Cambridge, CB1 1JE.
David G. Hartwell’s letter to reviewers, sent with proof copies of
Greenhouse Summer by Norman Spinrad (Tor, Nov), offers an unusual
reassurance: “Norman made a public fuss a couple of years ago about a
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mainstream novel that no one would buy. This is not it.”
Liz Holliday obituarized her sf magazine on 7 July: “Okay, we killed
Odyssey today. I’m waiting to hear from Dave [Ryan, of publishers Caliver
Books] if he wants to do the one last issue or not (my money would be on not
...).” Officially, “advertising wasn’t coming in fast enough to support us until
our rising circulation brought us into the black.” The non-appearance since
1998 of “bimonthly” Odyssey didn’t help. As for the games-oriented sister
mag: “Caliver will be relaunching Valkyrie. I will be fiction editor (one piece
of fewer than 5K words per issue), and book reviewer. However, we are very
overstocked.”
Josh Kirby does not deny the legends of his vast antiquity fostered by that
chap Pratchett (“Jules Verne – such a kind man!”). Andy Sawyer’s library
skills duly unearthed his early art book: The perspective of architecture ...
deduced from the principles of Dr Brook Taylor, and performed by two rules
only of universal application, by Joshua Kirby, 1761.
George Lucas gave us a little lesson in statistics: “This film cost $115m to
make. It’s got to be one of the top ten grossing films of all time just to break
even. And not many films can do that. In fact, only ten ever have.”
(Omnibus: The Story of Star Wars, BBC 7 Jul)
Terry Pratchett had fun with the Sunday Times: “I wrote an article for them
on the British and Fantasy in which I used the word ‘numinous’. The subeditor, and they train them well on the ST, assumed this had to be a mistyping of luminous, and duly corrected it. ‘Luminous and invisible’ ... well,
it’s certainly poetic in a strange kind of way....”
Whitley Strieber “has been sounding off on Art Bell’s radio show in the US
again, this time claiming that the UK is currently in the grip of a UFO flap
the likes of which has never been seen before. Oddly, no UK ufologists
appear to be aware of this.” (Joe McNally, 19 Jun)

Conbalingua
13-15 Aug • Wincon V (Unicon), King Alfred’s College, Winchester. £28
advance reg. At door: £35, £15 Sat or Sun only, £5 Fri only. Contact 53
Havant Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants, PO2 7HH. John Barnes has had
to drop off the GoH list; John Whitbourn is a new GoH.
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25 Aug • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on; fans present c5pm.
27-30 Aug • Galileo (Trek), Heathrow Park Hotel. GoH Walter Koenig. £40
reg. Contact 38 Planetree Ave, Newcastle, NE4 9TH.
28-30 Aug • Shinnenkai (anime), Radisson, Heathrow. CANCELLED since the
hotel withdrew conference facilities (but is honouring room reservations –
gee, thanks!). Contact PO Box 110, Didcot, OX11 7YH.
2 Sep • London Circle. Ansible-free evening? – I’ll be in Australia. The
Florence Nightingale pub is closing for a few weeks of redecoration, exact
dates uncertain. Meet at the Jubilee if FN is closed on 2 Sep.
2-6 Sep • Aussiecon 3 (57th Worldcon), Melbourne, Australia. Advance
booking now closed: $A300 reg at the door, $A75 per day, $A50 evening
only. Contact GPO Box 1212K, Melbourne, 3001, Australia.
3-5 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. Now £55
reg; same at door; day rate £25 Sat/Sun, £20 Fri. Tenth event in series.
Contact 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford, Manchester, M7 3QP.
5-7 Sep • Nocturnal (media), Sacha’s Hotel, Manchester. £45 reg. Contact
(SAE) PO Box 3870, Troon, KA10 7PZ.
10-12 Sep • Masque 7 (costumery), U of Wolverhampton, Dudley Campus,
W. Midlands. Now £35 reg. Contact 130 Hamstead Hall Rd, Handsworth
Wood, Birmingham, B20 1JB.
17-20 Sep • Breakaway (Cult TV ’99), Pontin’s Sand Bay Holiday Village,
Weston-Super-Mare. £128 reg inc 3 nights’ half board. Contact PO Box
1701, Peterborough, PE7 1ER. 01733 205009.
17-19 Sep • Fantasycon 23, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. £50/$100
reg, £25/$50 supp (BFS members £40/$80 and £20/$40). Contact (SAE) 46
Oxford Rd, Acocks Green, Birmingham, B27 6DT.
18 Sep • Whitchurch Fireworks, near Pangbourne. Gates open c5:30pm.
Firing nominally 8:30pm. Small entry fee; usual beer tent etc.
22 Sep • BSFA Open Meeting. CANCELLED owing to renovation work at the
Florence Nightingale pub this month. Returns in Oct.
25-26 Sep • Hypotheticon (relaxacon), Glasgow. £15 reg. Contact Flat O/2,
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11 Cleghorn Street, Glasgow, G22 5RN.
7 Oct • London Circle. In Jubilee if usual pub closed – see 2 Sep.
26-9 May 00 • plokta.con (small friendly sf event), somewhere in SE
England. GoH Ken MacLeod. Probably £20 reg; send no money as yet.
Contact 52 Westbourne Tce, Reading, Berks, RG30 2RP.
25-9 Aug 05 • [FX: OMINOUS, DOOM-LADEN CHORDS] UK in 2005 Worldcon
bid, Brighton or Glasgow. Pre-supporting membership £5, 8 Euros, $8, $A12,
$NZ15, or ¥950. Contact 379 Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
Rumblings • Avalon, the Trek con “postponed” from 4-6 June 99, is
cancelled. There’s a scheme to co-ordinate refund demands (contact 13 Park
End Rd, Romford, Essex, RM1 4AX, giving Avalon membership payment
details) – but since the holding company is allegedly in liquidation with zero
assets, it’s most unlikely that any member will get a penny.

Infinitely Improbable
All the Sounds of Fear. Peter Jackson, director of the coming three-part
Tolkien movie from New Line Cinema, chillingly declared: “The Lord of the
Rings is a classic English story. However, I think that New Line is concerned
that having no American accents will alienate a US audience ...” [BB]
Shooting begins this year. Recalling Disney’s Winnie the Pooh, we eagerly
await the “Of Herbs and Stewed Gopher” scene.
Mythopoeic Awards were presented on 1 Aug. ADULT LITERATURE Neil
Gaiman & Charles Vess, Stardust. CHILDREN’S Diana Wynne Jones, The Dark
Lord of Derkholm. SCHOLARSHIP (INKLINGS) Walter Hooper, C.S. Lewis: A
Companion & Guide. SCHOLARSHIP (REST OF UNIVERSE) Donna R. White, A
Century of Welsh Myth in Children’s Literature. [DB]
Random Fandom. Paul Barnett continues to explore America: “I’ve
survived addressing the NY Science Fiction Society without being lynched. I
was somewhat nervous since, before I got started, two of the society’s
officers had an extended discussion of a point of order, which seemed to
involve throwing the furniture around, using naughty words at the tops of
their voices, and debating whether or not both of them had lawyers and if one
of them (the society officers, that is, not the lawyers) was a sex pervert and
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child molester. Oh my. I quivered and went to the bathroom a lot.” • Bill
Bowers, after 14 months’ unemployment and fears that poor health may bar
him forever from another job, is selling off fannish memorabilia: enquiries to
eWorlds@iname.com. • Neil Craig, comics tycoon, made Glasgow headlines
with his Kosovo analysis: “A barmy Byres Road shop owner is accusing the
Catholic Church of atrocities and acts of genocide against the Serbs.” (The
Glaswegian, 24 June) [BS] • Justine Larbalestier is researching a book on the
Futurians (yes, she knows of Damon Knight’s and has his support) and the
Hydra Club; she pleads for fan info-sources. Contact at Aussiecon or c/o
Dept of English, University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia. • Robert
Lichtman, who cracked his pelvis in a car crash on 1 June, is happily walking
and driving again. • Roger Sims, 1995 DUFF winner, had triple heart bypass
surgery on 9 July and is recovering well.
As Others See Us. Liam Neeson favoured Woman’s Hour listeners with his
subtle insight about That Movie: “Of course, it’s not science fiction, because
science fiction is set in the future and this film is set a long time ago in a
galaxy far, far away....” [SL] • Brian Sewell showed how closely art critics
keep up with science and sf, in a 26 July Evening Standard rant: “It must by
now be obvious to all sane men that space exploration has been and is a
fatuous pursuit, for such technology as we have tells us that no man can
survive the atmospheres of other planets even in our galaxy, let alone the
galaxies beyond and beyond. Arthur C. Clarke and Isaac Asimov, however,
continue to nurture schoolboy fantasies and cost us dear when grown men
and governments refuse to relinquish the prepubertal ambitions they
engender....” [AO] • BBC Radio 4’s Open Book (30 July) devoted 10 minutes
to alternative-history sf, now renamed “Counterfactuals” in a snobbish effort
to sever all links with horrid skiffy. Presenter: “This sort of thing might seem
to be science fiction but now it is the subject of mainstream literature.” [JR]
R.I.P. Andrew Brown, popular 1970s-80s Melbourne fan, died from
unknown causes on 8 July. He co-edited the first 18 issues of Australia’s sf
newsletter Thyme (1981-2, with Irwin Hirsh). A nice guy whom I remember
wandering around UK conventions, highly visible at 6' 10" in his “I
Absolutely Hate Basketball” t-shirt. • Jean Hoare (1948-1999), who had been
smilingly holding out against cancer through years of chemotherapy and who
in mid-July still looked amazingly well, died on 26 July. I have no words for
this: Martin Hoare is my oldest friend, I was best man at their wedding in
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1993, and Hazel and I liked Jean very much indeed. Her ex-husband Barry
Owen had died 3 weeks earlier; all sympathy to their grown children Andy
and Karen, but especially Martin. Jean will be hugely missed. The crowded
funeral and memorial services were both on 3 August, with substantial local
and Dutch fan representation; Jean herself had insisted on the Life of Brian’s
“Always Look On the Bright Side”. • George “Lan” Laskowski, long-time
filk and fanzine fan with two Best Fanzine Hugos (1986, 1991) for his Lan’s
Lantern, died on 19 July after a prolonged fight against cancer. He was 50. •
Mario Puzo, “best known for the Godfather series, but of genre interest for
scripting the Christopher Reeve Superman movie, went to sleep with the
fishes on 2 July. He died of heart failure at 78.” [SHS]
Fannish Publications. Space*Time Buccaneers, the spiffy 1991-98 sf
cartoon series by the late great Ian Gunn, is available worldwide as a 100pp
graphic novel. UK: £5 to C. Brialey, 26 Northampton Rd, Croydon, CR0
7HA. NA: $10.50 US or $15.75 Canadian to D. Thayer, 701 Regency Dr,
Hurst, TX 76054-2307, USA. Australia: $12 in person ($14 mailed within
VA, elsewhere $15) to K. Pender-Gunn, PO Box 567, Blackburn, Victoria
3130. Proceeds to Ian Gunn Memorial Fund. • TAFF Tales, Ken Bulmer’s
trip report, has sprouted a “new” closing chapter since its 1998 publication.
Vince Clarke, who retyped most of the 1959-61 instalments, forgot
publishing this bit in his own Science Fantasy News, Xmas 1955. [MP] Free
TAFF Tales insert on request for those who bought it; full report still
available from me at £5, proceeds to TAFF.
Outraged Letters. Andy Butler has gone all pear-shaped: “The new Pears
Cyclopedia is out or out soon and, despite once suggesting that there had
been no decent sf since the 1930s, the new edition has an entry on science
fiction writing, as written by yours truly.” • Simon R. Green is unmoved by
abuse in A144: “John Grant; you bitch. Generic? Moi? I shall take umbrage,
twice daily in water.” He also wrote, in some blockbuster whose title we
instinctively forget: “Roj Peyton, Merchant Prince, was a large, square-built
man with a history of cunning deals and hard bargaining. At his side stood
the acerbic social columnist Dee Langford, purveyor of unsuspected truths
and assassin of reputations, whose pieces everybody read, if only to be sure
they weren’t in them.” Next page, both these shifty characters die in a firefight. • Charles Platt on Locus: “A notoriously unreliable American sf
newszine has published a gossip item claiming that I have been charged with
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four offenses, one carrying a potential 10-year jail term. This statement is
untrue and actionable. The charge was not filed, because of lack of
evidence.” Hostile hearsay had led police to search his house for nonexistent
drugs.
Synchronized Fanning. 5,271,009 fans have rushed to inform me that (a)
Sturgeon’s Law, which I quoted Robert Rankin ascribing to Heinlein, is in
fact Sturgeon’s – I know, that was the point; (b) ConJose (San Jose in ’02) is
doomed to be known by anagram-lovers as Cojones.
Small Press. Iron Press is recklessly reading for Star Trek – The Poems. Max
3 poems per person, with SAE; 40 or fewer lines; closes 1 Jan 00.
“Submissions in Klingon must be accompanied by a full translation.” 95
Queens Rd, Whitley Bay, Northumberland, NE26 3AT. [SS]
C.o.A. Jane Carnall, 47 Buckland Road, Reading, RG2 7SB (“hopefully
until October”). Tommy Ferguson (temporary), 90 Carnhill, Derry, N.
Ireland, BT48 8BE. Oliver & Jacky Grüter-Andrew, 3615 W 8th Ave,
Vancouver, BC, V6R 1Y9, Canada. Andrew C. Murdoch, 508-6800
Westminster Highway, Richmond, BC, V7C 1C5, Canada. Paul Treadaway
(temporary), 10a Mill Street, Cambridge, CB1 2HP.
Pringlewatch. David Pringle feels inundated by sightings of the word
“pringling”. Just for a change: “Oh, how I love Humanity, / With love so pure
and pringlish, / And how I hate the horrid French, / Who never will be
English!” (G.K. Chesterton, “The World State”, c1927)
The Dead Past. 20 years ago, Ansible 1 (Aug 79) noted the coming launch of
the Jacqueline Lichtenberg Appreciation Society at the Brighton Worldcon,
and rashly promised: “future issues will contain news.”
Thog’s Masterclass. “She rose, opening the carriage door and leaning out to
pull her tethered horse up from behind the carriage and then quite literally
flowed onto his back.” (David Eddings, Domes of Fire, 1992) • Dept of Lit
Crit: “In 2012, nine-year-old Prabir Suresh and his toddler sister Madhrusree
live on an uninhabited Moluccan island ...” (Russell Letson reviewing Greg
Egan’s Teranesia, Locus 7/99) [DB] “As a contribution to natural history, the
book is negligible.” (The Times on The Wind in the Willows, 1908) • Dept of
Eager Anticipation: “Sometime, a few minutes or a few years or a few
hundred years from now ... something living would be coming down the
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tunnel. Something living. Breathing, perhaps. / Food! / A ripple of a thrill ran
down its suckered tentacles, as it savoured – years in advance? – its
forthcoming repast!” Dept of Logical Facility: “His jungle-trained mind had
taught him to use his mind for the purpose for which it was intended.” (both
Barton Werper, Tarzan and the Silver Globe, 1964) [BA] • “Under the
chapka [a kind of hat], the impassive beauty of her features has the tender
translucence of uncooked chicken breast, catching, at the extremities, the
lavender tint of the winter sky.” (Adrian Mathews, Vienna Blood, 1999)

Chuck Harris, 1927-1999
Chuck Harris died unexpectedly at home on 5 July. To the end of his life he
was proud of his involvement in 1950s “Sixth Fandom” and the birth of three
long-running fannish institutions: the TransAtlantic Fan Fund (TAFF), the
Off-Trail Magazine Publishers’ Association (OMPA) and Walt Willis’s
classic fanzine Hyphen, of which Chuck was a founding editor. What we
most loved him for was his inexhaustible output of ribald, uninhibited,
stream-of-consciousness letters. He’d been totally deaf ever since a bout of
meningitis in the Navy during World War II, so fan correspondence was a
lifeline for Chuch (the spelling varied according to “whether I’m being Hims
Ancient or Modern”) and a joy for recipients. “Sometimes I get so pissed off
with fandom that I walk away again and think I will never ever go back, and
then web-spinners like you tell me tales like Joseph [Nicholas] in mini skirts
or tights and I know that I shall never be able to break the silken threads and
get to Stanley Gibbons and buy a brand new stamp album and some peace
and quiet.” One notably non-PC comment was sparked by the honouring of
an sf author who’d long ago been one of Chuck’s fan contemporaries: “And
just fancy an old queen like Ego being demoted to a mere knight.”
Chuck is survived by his long-suffering (according to him) and charming
wife Sue, their twin children Sean and Samantha, and a widespread extended
fannish family; at different times he adopted Avedon Carol as his daughter in
fandom, and Geri Sullivan as his mother. He was amazed and delighted when
the one-off Harris Fund brought both Chuck and Sue to Minneapolis in 1989
as special guests of Corflu 6. His humanist funeral was on 12 July, featuring
the music of his favourite song, remembered from when he could hear:
“Chattanooga Choo-Choo”. I keep being reminded of him by silly things like
a spam e-mail – “Are You Tired of Spending Countless Hours Searching for
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Pictures of Nude Celebrities?” – which I was about to copy to Chuck, already
imagining his raucous chortle, when I remembered. Another painful goodbye.

Endnotes
Ansible 146, violating the pledge of Ansible, 1 will not contain news. It’s
intended as a “thanks for having me” handout for distribution at Aussiecon 3,
and should be posted to the web site in mid-September. Owing to the lack of
newsy content as expected by our more sombre subscribers, I won’t send this
one to the usual e-mail list.
Joe Siclari urges all fans to look at the ever-expanding FANAC Fan History
Project web site – new stuff there is highlighted at this Utterly Memorable
URL: http://fanac.org/NewStuff.html
Reconvene (Eastercon ’99) is using its modest surplus to refund some
memberships. Attending members who didn’t make it to the event are
deemed to have had only supporting-member privileges, and get 50% back.
But, says Chris Bell, “the few who paid up in full and were then prevented
from attending by what I would call Reasons (like, they were in hospital with
cancer, or some such, or in one extreme case couldn’t abandon the train of
mules they were coaxing through the Andes single-handed – don’t ask) and
took the trouble to let us know why they were unable to use the room they
had booked, get a full refund of all that they paid. So you see, courtesy pays,
literally; and even hard-hearted evil bitches are not immune to kind feelings
towards those who show it. There is probably a Moral there somewhere.”
Anything left over will go to the con charity, Sight Savers, minus a possible
contribution towards a firework display at some forthcoming Eastercon.
Harris Through the Looking Glass. It isn’t the finest or most goatish of the
late Chuck Harris’s always irreverent letters, but it’s short, recent, and
provides a taster for those who never knew him. (Even, I imagine him
adding, in the Biblical sense.) Take it away, Mr Harris – sending stamped
addressed envelopes for Ansible on 20 April 1999:
“Here, at last, are some more envelopes. I wish I had some news to
go with them. I never got to Eastercon; I never saw Vijay again, I
have a houseful of relatives and no joy in sight until Friday when
an old schoolfriend arrives to alternate my whisky with my
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Guinness and make insulting remarks about my waistline. (46" and
still rising. I now have to use a mirror to inspect my natural
attributes.)
“Yesterday in desperation (and the new Ford Focus Estate), I took
everyone down to the Churchill shrine at Blenheim. You wouldn’t
like it. Ghastly pictures of ghastly children and paintings on the
bedroom ceilings – Ghod Himself – not Walter, the earlier version
– and assorted angels. I can never quite understand why people
with money, taste and culture – well, money – go in for this sort of
thing instead of investing in a nice tasteful mirror. (Believe me dear
boy, there is nothing quite so educational, and sometimes even
tasteful, as Harris thru the looking glass.) (Do you remember those
slow-glass stories that Bosh wrote ... and wonder where he got the
idea?)
“(And how I pity all those poor people with nothing more than
Artex and white emulsion – and the poor Pope with the Lord God
Almighty glowering down at him every time his hand strays below
his navel.)
“And I think that’s quite enough for now. This is not the Book of
Revelations.”
Ansible 145 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks above all to the Auld
Lang Fund’s generous contributors. Also: Brian Ameringen, Barbara Barrett,
David Bratman, Avedon Carol, Stewart Lloyd, Caroline Mullan, Andrew
Osmond, Harry Payne, Mark Plummer, Chris Priest, John Richards, Bob
(Fake) Shaw, Steven H. Silver, Steve Sneyd, Geri Sullivan, and our Hero
Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group
News. 5 Aug 99.
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Owing to difficulties in publishing news while on the far
side of the world from the mighty Ansible office, this isn’t a regular issue but
a huge Thank You to the generous fans who brought me to Aussiecon 3 –
especially “Auld Lang Fund” organizers Justin Ackroyd, Carey Handfield,
Eve & John Harvey and Marc Ortlieb, and the hospitable Aussiecon
committee. As we sophisticates say, “Gosh wow!”
HELLO AUSTRALIA!

Ye Olde Con Reporte
(Written Sept 1998 for Odyssey magazine, which folded before using it.)
For this long weekend in September, Terry Pratchett is lord of all he surveys
at the Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool – site of the second Discworld Convention.
He’s bemusedly showing off a recent gift: a suavely polished black ash
walking-stick whose heavy metal handle is the cowled skull-head of Death.
“If I were young, black and poor, this would be an offensive weapon,” he
observes. “Good thing I’m old, white and rich.”
Even for Terry it’s still boggling to stand in the convention dealer’s room and
see the endless vistas of Discworld merchandise. Maps, companions, artwork,
role-playing and computer games, a quizbook (I can’t complain; I wrote it),
tapes, CDs, videos, badges, jewellery and t-shirts are only the beginning. You
can light your home with Discworld candles (but what fan would ever put a
match to one?), play chess with Discworld pieces, cover your mantelpiece
with Discworld figurines and the £50 Terry Pratchett Toby Jug, impress the
neighbours with academic qualifications from Unseen University (Doctorum
Adamus cum Flabello Dulci), and replace those flying ducks on your livingroom wall with countless ornamental Discworld plaques and plates.
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Terry has a certain grim sense of personal responsibility: “The thing is, when
the tip drops off your Star Wars light-sabre, George Lucas never hears about
it. But if a candle’s the wrong colour, it’s me that gets the bloody e-mails.”
It’s almost a relief to find limits to Discworld’s relentless commerciality:
Clarecraft are pushing the very last chance to buy their Teppic the Assassin
figure, which is just about to be “retired”. Teppic hasn’t much following, but
Death sells like crazy.... Meanwhile, the biggest model on display is Bernard
and Isobel Pearson’s multi-part set of Unseen University buildings, which
would look spiffy on the coffee table if you don’t mind having no room for
coffee-cups.
Bernard (subtitled “The Cunning Artificer”) and Isobel are here as
convention guests. So are other toilers in the mighty edifice of Pratchett PLC:
artists Josh Kirby, Paul Kidby, Stephen Player and Graham Higgins, obscure
editorial-feedback person Langford ... and Stephen Briggs, that encyclopedic
cartoon-drawing thespian playwright who has an unfair advantage when
playing the unscrupulous Patrician of Ankh-Morpork since he actually looks
the part. The principal guest is of course Terry. There’s a supporting cast of
publishers: Jo Fletcher from Gollancz, Patrick Janson-Smith from
Transworld, and Colin Smythe – Terry’s literary agent – who originally
published The Colour of Magic. All one big happy family, not entirely unlike
the Addams Family.
Among the 800-odd people gathered in the Adelphi are a few who’ve
attended more traditional sf events, and find themselves saying – not in any
unfriendly way – “It’s a convention, Jim, but not as we know it.” The
Discworld community, only two years after the first of these gatherings, still
has a kind of innocence which in mainstream sf fandom has dwindled over 61
years of con-going. This weekend the Adelphi is filled with the sparkly sense
of wonder exuded by those twenty enthusiasts who in January 1937
converged on the Leeds Theosophical Hall for the world’s first-ever sf
convention. So in 1998 the Discworld con programme is very heavily
attended indeed, to the bemusement of hardened sf fans who cherry-pick
interesting items and skip the rest in favour of socializing. For one whole
afternoon I shamefully find myself alone in the main bar with Andy Sawyer
of the SF Foundation. O brave new world.
Jo Fletcher, Colin Smythe and I are grateful for this enthusiasm when there’s
a good turnout for our “Meet the Publishers” panel at the ungodly hour of
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10am. As usual, the professionals’ insights into writing as a business are
terminally gloomy and boil down to the message: “If you’re not Terry
Pratchett, then forget it. Slit your wrists now and save time.” Even Terry, to
remind himself of mortality, keeps a photo of the W.H. Smith warehouse’s
industrial-size book shredder by his computer. I horrify our audience by
mentioning that I recently, with slow deliberate malice, put a copy of The
Last Continent through my own shredder. The explanation that this was an
early draft print-out, not for public consumption, only increases the moans of
despair.
Terry himself pervades the con, omnipresent and pantheistic: walking the
halls, giving a late-night reading, pressing the flesh at “Kaffee Klatches”,
being grilled in a showcase interview, and undergoing three gruelling twohour signing sessions – one rather cruelly billed as “Terry does what he does
best ...” But there is much else. In “Luggage Wars”, robot versions of
Discworld’s unstoppable Luggage – that trunk with lots of little legs –
contend in an ad-hoc arena. The most sinister entry, which advances
implacably while gnashing its lid, is unfortunately the only one not radiocontrolled, and the rest literally run rings around it. One notably agile
Luggage has a secret weapon: it squirts derisive jets of water at opponents
from its keyhole. What would Freud have said?
My own solo programme spot – again gratifyingly crowded – is the Live
Thog’s Masterclass presentation, drawing on the department of Ansible
where “differently good” prose gets pilloried. Unfortunately Terry offers few
hostages to Thog and the best I can manage is an anatomical slip-up in Lords
and Ladies: “The bat burped. Granny genteelly covered her hand with her
mouth.” But Thog’s “Flowers of Rhetoric” category contains this finely
crafted allusion to a famous Discworld librarian, from David Gerrold’s
“Chess with a Dragon” – “The argument was a peripatetic orang-utan,
bouncing off the walls of their separate frustrations like a ping-pong ball in a
wind tunnel.”
(Andy Sawyer, himself a librarian, considers that Terry has greatly served the
profession by creating Unseen University’s orangutan Librarian. At last, a
tough yet caring role-model who loves books and can effortlessly bounce
book-defacers upside down on the floor....)
Big set-piece events include a charity auction where money flows like
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helium-II, the Maskerade Parade with its vast turn-out of exotic Discworld
costumes, and the Patrician’s Maskerade Dinner, where even awkward sods
like me must grudgingly wear a mask or face the scorpion pit. With a whitesuited Terry at his side, the Patrician – Stephen Briggs in black robes and
skullcap – watches critically over the cowering feasters, while strange and
only locally audible bits of Discworld street theatre happen around the tables
and culminate with a prolonged, ding-dong sword fight between “Captain
Carrot” and an Assassin. One lady fan is mightily offended when the actor
playing itinerant vendor Cut-My-Own-Throat Dibbler offers her some herbal
lotion hastily and obviously relabelled as Viagra. Elaborately designed AnkhMorpork dollar bills, with Terry’s face and mottoes like Pecunia Fecit
Revolvere Discum, are provided at each table for buyers. They think of
everything.
In charge of all this forethought is organizer Paul Rood, who as the weekend
progresses looks increasingly doom-laden ... owing to what’s already an
immemorial Discworld Con tradition. At the end of the first event, his loyal
committee rewarded his years of hard labour by publicly bathing him in
custard. This year, it’s tapioca. The centrepiece of the main Adelphi lounge is
a plastic paddling-pool in which well-wishers deposit scores of ominous cans,
growing inexorably into a majestic construction known as Tapioca Henge. To
look upon it, at any rate if you’re a convention organizer, is to know the
meaning of fear.
Terry – we guess it must be Terry – intervenes in this plan. Just as he
monitors Discworld merchandise (after all, he’s the one who gets the bloody
e-mails), so he keeps a careful eye on this event into which he’s thrown
himself so whole-heartedly. By the finale his wrist must be aching
desperately from those long bouts of autographing, whose immense queues
wind and coil around the Adelphi even on the last afternoon. During one
session, the heat is so oppressive – the hotel’s swimming-pool thermostat has
gone barmy, making the place a humid hothouse – that our hero is forced to
strip to the waist, revealing a hirsuteness that leads to many obvious
orangutan gags. Photographs are taken.
“I’ve got a special treat for you, Terry,” I say ingratiatingly when the last
autographing is over. “I’m going to ask you not to sign a book.” His signing
arm twitches convulsively: “No, no! I must sign things! I’m suffering from
signatus interruptus ...” Admiring fans offer their bodies.
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As the closing ceremony reaches its ominous end, Terry takes the stage. “It’s
been such a pleasure to see your little faces ... it makes all the money worth
while.” Does Paul Rood deserve mercy in the light of his announcement that
the event has raised £6,000 for the Macmillan Cancer Relief Appeal and, of
course, the Orangutan Foundation? Our author presides over what follows
with the high seriousness of a Masonic Wizard, recalling the spoof rituals in
Guards! Guards! and indeed the frieze of Masonic emblems in the Adelphi’s
breakfast-room. Paul Rood kneels in the paddling pool, now renamed the Pit,
while grinning committee members hover over vast stockpiles of tapioca.
Then Terry decrees that the proposed misuse of so much food is ... wasteful.
The tapioca mountain shall go to feed the homeless! Paul: “Yeeeesssss!!!!!”
“But there are limits to our mercy ...” A sufficiency of white sogginess – just
three cans – is hieratically tipped over the hapless Mr Rood and rubbed well
in. Terry raises a ritual jar and adds the blob of jam without which no
traditional school bowl of tapioca is complete. Mercy is tempered with
justice. The crowd goes wild. You had to be there.
And that, children, was the second Discworld Convention.

Infinitely Improbable
Cloud Chamber is my APAzine, here shamelessly pillaged for oddments. • On
the Harry Potter book boom (in the real UK bestseller lists, those that don’t
exclude children’s novels, J.K. Rowling’s new Potter epic instantly displaced
Hannibal from the #1 spot): “I liked the highly characteristic reaction of The
Spectator, which found itself unable to recognize the existence of mere
children’s books without adding a doomy political spin. After handing out
general praise and making the reasonable point that the bits about horrible
relatives and exotic sweeties seem to have been lifted from Roald Dahl,
Speccy columnist Philip Hensher performs a feat of selective analysis worthy
of The Pooh Perplex, emerging with the warning that Old Labour and Tory
parents should be wary of exposing their kids to these books, for they
inculcate Blairite values. As distinct, I suppose, from the traditional
Conservative stance of Hannibal Lecter.” • Holiday nostalgia: “How well I
remember that dread, repeated cry during family holidays of yore: ‘DAVID!
STOP READING THAT BOOK! YOU’RE HERE TO ENJOY YOURSELF!’” • At the antiques
market: “Hazel was transfixed by the paralysing sight of real Roman coins,
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while I had an Edward Gorey experience on finding that the quintessential
Gorey creepy-crawly (cf. The Insect God) actually exists and was on sale,
mounted in a foot-long glass case. It was captioned ‘Malaysian Tree Nymph’;
the stallholder’s price tag preferred ‘Boxed Bug’ (she had also carefully
labelled numerous items of jewellery as ‘Broach’). / The pale-green beastie
was about seven inches long and two across at its fattest point, with stubby
wings and wing-cases, plus craggy legs extending it by further inches, and I
realized we needed this for the spare bedroom. Hanging the case on the wall
there would subtly deter visitors from outstaying their welcome. If it had
insufficient effect, then one morning we could escalate matters (like all those
Wodehouse squires leaving Bradshaw’s timetable by the bedside or breakfast
plate with the 9:30am heavily underlined: ‘Excellent train. Highly
recommended.’) by substituting an identical case with the glass artistically
broken and nothing inside. / Alas, Hazel nervously wouldn’t let me buy the
Malaysian Tree Nymph. She spent twelve quid on a 2nd-century sesterce of
the Emperor Hadrian instead. There’s no justice.” • On a tasteful computer
game: “... Blood, a Doom/Quake imitation in which you shoot up hordes of
axe-wielding zombies (igniting these with rounds from a flare pistol is
curiously satisfying. Hazel: ‘You ... male person, you.’ Me: ‘Wait till I show
you the napalm projector!’) and mad monks toting sawn-off shotguns,
tommy-guns and sticks of dynamite. Blood spurts copiously, random limbs
and organs litter the ground, the health-restoring medical packs of Doom are
replaced by former foes’ pulsating hearts, etc. A certain black humour
emerges as you progress through a moderately disgusting graveyard and
crematorium (trying the door of a promising-looking adjacent tomb merely
brings a hollow voice from inside, saying ‘Stop it.’) via railway sidings into
the echoing halls of Miskatonic Station (characteristically, the canteen
kitchen contains a swarm of rats), leading to mayhem on the speeding
Phantom Express (characteristically, the only way to end this episode is to
override the engine’s safety controls for a spectacular boiler explosion), and
thence into the kind of sinisterly booby-trapped carnival where Batman so
often hunts the Joker, amid unsafe rides like the Happy-Go-Pukey....” •
Commonplace Book. “He had even incurred the deadly suspicion of
classicism by differing from his young friends the Punctuist Poets, when they
produced versification consisting exclusively of commas and colons.” (G.K.
Chesterton, “The Trees of Pride”) “Glad I was to sit with another man after
supper, listening to the technique of jam-making, from the delicate carving of
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the raspberry pip to the care of acres of turnips.” (Lord Dunsany, The Travel
Tales of Mr Joseph Jorkens) • On James Barclay’s fantasy Dawnthief:
“Dawnthief is the ultimate doomsday spell, the only thing that can deal with
the very bad guys who’ve just escaped from their immemorial confinement,
and to deploy the spell – stop me if you’ve heard this one before – you need
to get hold of the dragon-guarded amulet that reveals the key to the dead
wizard’s hidden workshop that houses the dimensional portal leading to the
demonic defender of the piece of parchment inscribed with the spell itself,
whose activation proves to require no fewer than three ‘catalyst’ talismans
(not talismen, though the author believes the plural of shaman to be shamen)
which are concealed in widely separated and deeply unhealthy corners of the
map, after which you merely have to fight through the entire Evil Army in
order to detonate Dawnthief within the equivalent of Barad-dûr itself....” •
Imaginary collaborations: “‘He was one hundred and seventy days dying
and not yet dead. He fought for survival with the passion of a beast in a trap.
He was delirious and rotting, coming downstairs now, bump bump bump, on
the back of his head, behind Christopher Robin.’ Yes, it’s Tigger! Tigger! by
Alfred Bester and A.A. Milne. The US title is of course The Stairs My
Destination.” • On Mark Lawson’s The Battle for Room Service: “a
practising coward’s enjoyably sub-Bryson essays on travel to ‘activitychallenged’ spots, confronting the terrors of narcolepsy in e.g. Milton
Keynes, Luxembourg, Peoria, Winnipeg, and – where I have heard of this
city before? – Melbourne.” • Tales of musical cyborgs: “the blurb for Kevin
J. Anderson’s Resurrection Inc describes the reanimation of the dead for
slave labour: ‘All it took was a microprocessor brain, a synthetic heart and
blood and viola!’ As my informant noted, there is no detail on where the
stringed instrument is to be inserted. In recent fantasy, it is of course totally
unreasonable of me to think of J.V. Jones’s The Barbed Coil in terms of userhostile contraceptives, or to look at Chaz Brenchley’s Tower of the King’s
Daughter and imagine this rather burly court official hauling with some
difficulty on a silken rope.” • God’s Hooks: “When I was at college Ken
Bulmer (writing as Tully Zetford) began an sf potboiler series about
rebarbative semi-superhero Hook the Boosted Man. I boggled at futuristic
endearments in book 1, Whirlpool of Stars: ‘I’ve said you’re a chancroid,
Hook, and a burst ulcer, and a candidate for advanced pustular syphiloderma,
and I’ll go on telling you you’re a Pasteurella pestis – ’ My short parody
‘Cesspool of Stars’, featuring Lynan Sinker, more or less wrote itself:
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naughtily I sent it to New Writings in SF, then edited by Ken Bulmer. Next
year came Hook #3, Virility Gene, with walk-ons by the inept, amateur secret
agents Line and Synker, who worried aloud about missing their tutorials and
swore in epithets stolen straight from my spoof, such as ‘eczema-sniffing
spirochaete’ and ‘leprous carcinoma-sucker’. I had learned that Editors
Always Have The Last Word.” • On Freeman Dyson: “... best known in sf
for identifying that phobia whose symptom is irrational dread that a shell of
matter may suddenly enclose one’s sun: Dyson’s Fear.” • Tom Holt supplies
an untimely quotation: “A sick feeling of repugnance and apprehension
grows in me as I near Australia.” (Sir Robert Menzies, Prime Minister of
Australia, diary, 23 May 1941)
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Classics: “She threw her face over her apron.”
(Charles Reade, The Cloister and the Hearth, first edition 1861) “[George]
Meredith had an unbounded enthusiasm for French letters. ‘He lost his sense
of proportion in that matter,’ said Henry James to Alice Meynell.”
(Anonymous Nonesuch Press editor of Meredith’s letters to Meynell) • Dept
of Boding: “There are sinister, dark powers at work, dark powers that are
older than time itself, and unless we can get there with the minimum of delay
I have the nasty feeling that things are going to turn out very badly indeed for
our client. I feel that she is surrounded by an awful power older than times, a
very sinister dark power, sinister because of its darkness, and sinister because
of its age; unless we can get to her pretty rapidly and break that power, and
dispel the clouds of darkness that surround her, then not only her mortal
future, but her very immortal future itself may be in the gravest jeopardy. I
don’t like the sound of this dark stranger that she described to us. He sounds
formidable, and incredibly evil. The very thought of him conjures up dark
images in my mind.” Sinister images too, I’ll bet. (“Karl Zeigfreid” [Lionel
Fanthorpe], Gods of Darkness, 1962)

Endnotes
Ansible 145 reported Jean Hoare’s funeral and memorial service. “Family
flowers only” was Martin’s request, but he suggested that anyone wanting to
make a donation in Jean’s memory might like to contribute to the hospice that
eased her last few days:
Duchess of Kent House
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Dellwood Hospital
Leibenrood Road
Reading
Berkshire
RG30 2DX
England
As usual, I’m happy to handle dollar checks and pass on the sterling
equivalent: make them payable to “David Langford”, with a note of the
intended destination. Such checks may also be sent c/o Geri Sullivan in
Minneapolis.
Ansible 146 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks again, profusely, to
everyone! 2 Sep 99.
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Let’s be obvious: it was the trip of a lifetime,
Adelaide and Melbourne hospitality was wonderful, and I enjoyed the cosily
sized Worldcon (estimated 1548 attendees). The programme may have fallen
apart a bit, but DUFF winner Janice Gelb dextrously put it back together; the
Melbourne Convention Centre may have been dry-ish (and inclined to charge
$75/hour for taping items – so little was taped), but the linked Centra Hotel’s
bar was reckoned Definitely OK by the Brits; and ... well, I’ll have to write a
trip report, won’t I? • Hugos. NOVEL Connie Willis, To Say Nothing of the
Dog. NOVELLA Greg Egan, “Oceanic” (Asimov’s 8/98). NOVELETTE Bruce
Sterling, “Taklamakan” (Asimov’s 10/98). SHORT Michael Swanwick, “The
Very Pulse of the Machine” (Asimov’s 2/98). RELATED BOOK Thomas M.
Disch, The Dreams Our Stuff Is Made Of: How Science Fiction Conquered
the World. DRAMATIC The Truman Show. PRO EDITOR Gardner Dozois. PRO
ARTIST Bob Eggleton. SEMIPROZINE Locus. FANZINE Ansible. FAN WRITER Dave
Langford. FAN ARTIST Ian Gunn. CAMPBELL AWARD Nalo Hopkinson. •
Worldcon 2002: San José beat the spoof Roswell bid by 666 votes to 120.
Meanwhile, a 2007 Australian bid is already taking shape. I must return!
BACK FROM AUSSIECON.

Fruits of the Agathon
Iain M. Banks, man of versatile initials, told the Telegraph: “If I do cowboy
novels I’ll be Iain Z. Banks. And Iain X. Banks for pornography.”
Raymond Briggs of Fungus the Bogeyman fame ranted – tongue in cheek,
we hope – about J.K. Rowling’s best-selling Harry Potter fantasies: “It is
very galling when a pip-squeak novice, decades younger, bursts into an
oldie’s profession and has instant colossal success. It’s not fair. Some of us
have been toiling in the vineyard of children’s books for over 40 years. We
are now just starting to draw our tiny pensions when onto the scene leaps this
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teenage upstart....” There is much more. “She’ll probably turn to drink and
drugs,” speculated Mr Briggs before adding, “Mind you, I haven’t read the
books myself.” (The Oldie, Aug 99)
Neil Gaiman was startled by his Mythopoeic Award, a small seated lion
officially not known as the Aslan, since “the only awards I ever get are the
ugly ones: awards in the shapes of bombs, springs, bricks, lumps of plastic,
Easter Island H.P. Lovecraft heads and the occasional unlovely wooden
plaque. I never get the pretty ones.” Diana Wynne Jones, in an unprintable
communication, disagrees about the lion’s prettiness.
William Gibson insatiably collects antique mechanical watches, bought at
unfeasible prices through eBay on-line auctions (see A140). As though some
bright accountant had suggested how this hobby might be tax-deductible, his
new novel All Tomorrow’s Parties contains a fair amount of expertise about
dealing in antique mechanical watches....
Stephen King plotted revenge on the minivan which badly injured him in
June: he bought the offending vehicle and gloated that he’d be laying into it
with a sledgehammer. This didn’t work in Christine. [BB]
Chris Priest was cited by crime author Ian Rankin as a master of sensuality.
Sunday Times: “What is the most erotic book you have read?” Rankin: “One
disturbingly erotic scene in Christopher Priest’s The Glamour. Three-in-a-bed
sex, only one of the three is invisible....” [26 Sep]
Brian Stableford, that notorious intellectual, was billed on the front cover of
the Autumn 1999 Weird Tales as “Brain Stableford”. [ECL] Messages of
sympathy flowed in from Brain Lumley and Brain Aldiss.
Alison Spedding was sentenced to 10 years imprisonment in Bolivia after
being convicted for possessing and (which she denies) dealing in marijuana.
Parole might yet halve the sentence. Messages c/o Debbie Aliaga, British
Embassy, Avenida Arc 2732, PO Box 694, La Paz, Bolivia.

Condobolin
23-4 Oct • Convergence (multimedia), Stakis Bristol Hotel, Bristol. GoH
Lionel Fanthorpe and others. £35 reg, £20 day. 200-member limit. Contact
(SAE) 46 Brins Close, Stoke Gifford, Bristol, BS34 8XU.
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27 Oct • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With Eugene Byrne.
30-31 Oct • M.R. James Weekend, Royal Victoria & Bull Hotel, Rochester,
Kent. £25 reg. Contact (SAE) 150 Elstree Park, Barnet Lane, Borehamwood,
Herts, WD6 2RP.
5-7 Nov • Novacon 29, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. GoH Ian Stewart. £32
reg to 30 Oct; £35 at door. Contact 14 Park St, Lye, Stourbridge, W.
Midlands, DY9 8SS.
12-14 Nov • Armadacon 99, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. GoH Stephen
Baxter, Michael Sheard, Lionel Fanthorpe. £27 reg; £22 concessions or
£11/day. Contact PO Box 38, Plymouth, Devon.
13-14 Nov • Memorabilia (vast sf and miscellaneous pop-culture collectors’
fair), Hall 17, NEC, Birmingham. Box office 0121 767 4555.
?11-13 Aug 00 • Lexicon (Unicon 2000), St Hilda’s College, Oxford. Dates
not yet confirmed. £5 supporting; full rate to be announced. Contact 18
Letchworth Ave, Bedfont, Middlesex, TW14 9RY.
29 Aug - 2 Sep 02 • Conjosé (60th Worldcon), San José, California. GoH
Vernor Vinge, David Cherry, Bjo & John Trimble, Ferdinand Feghoot. $100
reg to 31 May 00. Contact PO Box 61363, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-1363, USA;
UK agents 52 Westbourne Tce, Reading, RG30 2RP.
Rumblings ... Aussiecon’s business meeting ratified “No Zone” Worldcon
bidding. Instead of NA zone rotation, future bids must be for sites at least
500m or 800km from the Worldcon where the vote is held.

Infinitely Improbable
That Hideous Acronym. On 6 August, the UK government betrayed its
spin-doctors’ unfamiliarity with C.S. Lewis by launching the National
Institute for Clinical Excellence, or N.I.C.E.... Who is its Head? Where are
Merlin and Mr Fisher-King now that we need them? [JS/TB]
Publishers and Sinners. There was a bloodbath at HarperCollins US on 21
September, when 75 staff were fired without warning, including SF notables
John Douglas, John Silbersack and Lou Aronica.
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Pulped Fiction. Matt Weyland of Pulp Publications has filed for bankruptcy
(creditors’ meeting 12 Oct in Brighton). His “Pulp Fictions” imprint’s jacket
artists, notably Bob Covington, have had a long and unsuccessful struggle for
payment, return of their paintings, or even replies to letters. Others owed
money include the BSFA and Interzone (ads not paid for), and David Pringle
(four Pulp book introductions).
Sidewise Awards for alternate-history sf went to Stephen Fry’s Making
History (long) and Ian R. MacLeod’s “The Summer Isles” (short).
Random Fandom. Andrew Bartmess, who wrote Star Trek 3D chess rules in
the 70s and was long in dispute with the US Franklin Mint for pinching same
without payment (see A92-3), is happy at last: “I am pleased to say this has
been re$olved.” • Avedon Carol brags: “Roger Scruton credited me on the
radio the other day with being partly responsible for the destruction of the
Empire’s standards.” • Morgan Linda Harriet Gallagher & David Lyndon
Brown were married in Reading, on 13 Aug. “Mr and Mrs Brown would like
to thank all their well-wishers.” [EJ] • Ann & Steve Green were trapped in a
jammed lift at Wincon, leading to a happy realization of Ann’s fantasies of
being rescued by burly firemen. • Linnette Horne, FFANZ delegate at
Aussiecon, entered hospital with cardiac trouble soon after, and is recovering
at home. Cherry Wilder suggests sending good wishes: 28 Highbury Rd,
Highbury, Wellington, New Zealand. • Simon Ounsley & Chris McCormack
were married on 17 July – see COA. • Mae Strelkov, queen of hecto art, “is
not having much luck trying to make hecto inks by the old Henley formulas
and would like to try hecto carbons should anyone have any they can spare.”
[NB via BBo] Estafesta Postal, 4501 Palma Sola, Jujuy, Argentina. • Amy
Thomson & Edd Vick proudly announce their imminent adoption of Ding
Yuán, a 7-month-old girl orphan from Szechuan.
Dead Files. George Orwell, who died in Jan 1950, was the subject of a
startling revelation about paranormal CIA activities from Julie Burchill: “And
it turned out he was working for the CIA all through the 50s, fingering fellow
writers as Communist sympathizers.” [JB]
Fan Press. Atom 2000 is Ken Cheslin’s 100pp (plus covers and 4pp prelims)
A4 collection of Arthur “Atom” Thomson’s fan cartoons. £2/$5 asked
towards costs: send more, so Ken can continue with his planned The
Millennium Atom. 29 Kestrel Rd, Halesowen, W. Midlands, B63 2PH.
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Outraged Letters. Jim Burns on the Hugos: “I, of course, am devastated. I
shall obviously have to dedicate myself to the painting of dragons, grow my
hair to waist length and start behaving like a demented pirate.” • Sue Harris
thanks fandom for nearly 100 condolence messages about Chuck’s death.
“Even people he hardly knew said what a nice man he was and what a sense
of humour he had.” Sue would now prefer to be dropped from fanzine
mailing lists. • Josh Kirby was pleased that A144 revealed his little-known
1761 publication: “Tom Gainsborough said it should have gone to a 2nd
edition, and Will Blake said it would have, if he’d done the engravings....” •
Dave Lally clarified the Prisoner shop confusion: “The old shop under Max
Hora closed when Portmeirion’s ‘banning’ of [summer] Portmeiricons led to
strained relations with 6 of 1. Then Portmeirion redecorated the old shop,
reopened it with a fanfare (and net access and twee Prisoner souvenirs), and
announced a ‘better’ relationship with Prisoner fandom.” To the surprise of
the fans. • Paul McAuley: “At a quiz night held to raise money for the
Richard Evans Fund, the Orion team, including Malcolm Edwards, Jo
Fletcher and Simon Spanton, appeared under the uncompromisingly honest
sobriquet ‘No Sodding Authors’. Your correspondent is only too glad to
comply; his next novel (here’s the plug) will be published by HarperCollins.”
• Nathalie Mège liked Thog’s people living on an uninhabited island. “This
reminds me of the often quoted Claude Lévi-Strauss sentence: ‘The village
left leaving us alone with the women and the children in the deserted houses.’
For some reason, French feminists always giggle at this one....”
C.o.A. Michael Abbott & Anne Wilson, 32 Rock Rd, Cambridge, CB1 7UF.
Karen Babich, 6215 N Glenwood Ave #2S, Chicago, IL 60660-1807, USA.
William Bains & family, 37 The Moor, Melbourn, Herts, SG8 6ED. Jane
Carnall (to end Apr 00), The Basement Flat, 27 Christchurch Rd, Reading,
RG2 7AA. Chris Evans, 36 Priestfield Rd, Forest Hill, London, SE23 2RS.
Tommy Ferguson, 40 Deramore Ave, Belfast, BT7 3ER. Jonathan “Jonjo”
Jones & Sharon Lewis, 136 Kendal Way, Chesterton, Cambridge, CB4 1LT.
Murray Moore, 1065 Henley Rd, Mississauga, Ontario, L4Y 1C8, Canada.
Chris & Simon Ounsley, 47 Birkdale Dr, Leeds, LS17 7RU. Welsh SF
Association, c/o 12 Stuart St, Treherbert, Wales, CF42 5PR. Mark Young, 2
Lytham Close, Reading, RG30 3HU.
Stop Press. Fandom’s last hand-typeset, letterpress fanzine, Stefantasy, has
ceased publication after 44 years and 123 issues. The 123rd appeared in Dec
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1998. Editor Bill Danner started work on a new issue but feels he’s “slowed
down” too much ever to complete it: he’s 92. [RL] • Also, Robert Reginald’s
Borgo Press has closed down after 24 years.
Fanfundery. TAFF: nominations are open for next year’s westbound race to
the Chicago Worldcon. Nominations (3 Euro, 2 NA), 100-word platform and
£10 bond to Maureen Kincaid Speller, 60 Bournemouth Rd, Folkestone,
Kent, CT19 5AZ, by 1 Dec. • New Time Limit: “SCIFI has revised its policy
of paying a bounty for published Fan Fund reports. As of 1 Jan 2000 it will
pay $500 for trip reports published within 5 years, $100 for reports published
beyond 5 years.” [BP] This replaces the past policy of rewarding every new
trip report with $500. Write fast, fans! • TAFF Tales Missing Chapter (as
noted in A145): Ulrika O’Brien has copies for NA buyers of Ken Bulmer’s
1955 trip report – SAE to her, 123 Melody Lane #C, Costa Mesa, CA 92627,
USA. She can also supply the complete report, with this one-page insert, at
$10. (UK: £5 to Ansible.)
British Fantasy Awards. SPECIAL KARL EDWARD WAGNER AWARD Diana
Wynne Jones. BEST NOVEL Stephen King, Bag of Bones. ANTHOLOGY
Stephen Jones & David Sutton, Dark Terrors 4. COLLECTION Ramsey
Campbell, Ghosts and Grisly Things. SHORT Stephen Laws, “The Song My
Sister Sang”. ARTIST, Bob Covington. SMALL PRESS The Third Alternative.
Thog’s Science Masterclass. OSS scientific briefing on heavy water: “This
substance [...] was water to whose molecular structure had been appended
another hydrogen atom. The Germans were apparently trying to cause a chain
– or explosive – effect by releasing the extra hydrogen atom so appended.”
(W.E.B. Griffin, The Secret Warriors, 1985)
World Fantasy Awards shortlist. NOVEL Charles de Lint, Someplace to Be
Flying; Louise Erdrich, The Antelope Wife; Guy Gavriel Kay, Sailing to
Sarantium; Sean Stewart, Mockingbird; Thomas Sullivan, The Martyring.
NOVELLA A.S. Byatt, “Cold” (Elementals); Ursula K. Le Guin, “Dragonfly”
(Legends); George R.R. Martin, “The Hedge Knight” (Legends); Ian R.
MacLeod, “The Summer Isles” (Asimov’s Nov); Peter Straub, “Mr Clubb and
Mr Cuff” (Murder for Revenge). • SHORT Neil Gaiman, “Shoggoth’s Old
Peculiar” (Smoke and Mirrors); John Kessel, “Every Angel is Terrifying”
(F&SF Oct); Ellen Kushner, “The Death of the Duke” (Starlight 2); Kelly
Link “The Specialist’s Hat” (Event Horizon Nov); Kelly Link, “Travels with
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the Snow Queen” (Lady Churchill’s Rosebud Wristlet 1). • COLLECTION Jack
Cady, The Night We Buried Road Dog; Karen Joy Fowler, Black Glass;
Elizabeth Hand, Last Summer at Mars Hill; Graham Masterton, Manitou
Man; Gahan Wilson, The Cleft. • ANTHOLOGY The Best of Crank! ed Bryan
Cholfin, Dark Terrors 4 ed Stephen Jones & David Sutton, Dreaming DownUnder ed Jack Dann & Janeen Webb, Legends ed Robert Silverberg,
Starlight 2 ed Patrick Nielsen Hayden. • ARTIST Jim Burns, Tom Canty, Alan
Clark, Bob Eggleton, Charles Vess. • SPECIAL: PRO Les Daniels (Superman:
The Complete History), Jo Fletcher (editing), David Pringle (Interzone),
Robert Silverberg & Grania Davis (The Avram Davidson Treasury), Jim
Turner (Golden Gryphon). • NON-PRO Richard Chizmar (Cemetery Dance),
David Marshall (Pumpkin), Stephen Pasechnick (Edgewood), Jacob
Weisman (Tachyon).
15 Years Ago. We wondered whether Bob Shaw had his knife into John
Sladek, who’s consulted as a guru of Strange Phenomena in Bob’s Fire
Pattern but gives only flip, joky, useless answers. Bob explained: “John
wrote all his own dialogue for that scene.” (Ansible 40, Oct 84)
Group Gropes. The Welsh pub meeting at the Prince of Wales, Wood St,
Cardiff, has moved to the second Monday of the month.
Thog’s Masterclass. “Cassini was not heading for the heart of Titan’s face
...” (Stephen Baxter, Titan, 1997) [PB] • Dept of How To Internalize A Small
18th-Century Pavilion: “It is, in fact, no longer a place, no longer out there,
but a precise metaphysical node in the inner topography of my being, a
conjuncture where fallibility, mortification and unease meet to gloat and
whisper their incoherent secrets.” (Adrian Mathews, Vienna Blood, 1999) •
Dept of Split-Second Timing: “He was killed on a Thursday afternoon,
crossing the street; run down by a taxicab, the driver racing to carry his
passenger to Manchester Piccadilly in time for a noon train.” (Clive Barker,
Sacrament, 1996) [KN] • “She screamed as she fell through the nothingness,
clutched at the wrists that held her wrists, and, at last, believed.” (Ray F.
Nelson, Timequest, 1985) [KL] • “The first thing she had done was take off
the sweater. Without so much as blinking an eye at Cal whose breastcalloused eyes had seen the best, but were now popping and flashing signals,
she exclaimed in her soft voice: ‘Freedom from social inhibitions is vital.
Don’t you agree?’” (Anon, I.O.U. Me, Ram Books undated ?60s) [G] • “Like
sleeping giants, the island’s twin volcanoes reawakened from centuries of
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inactivity. Neither matched the other in their violent display.” (Clive Cussler,
Shockwave, 1996) [HP] • “If eyes had been hands, he would’ve crushed her.”
(Peter Hamilton, The Naked God, 1999)

R.I.P.
(1930-1999) died on 25 September after a major
heart attack on the 21st. She was 69. Her professional career began with short
stories in 1953 and was dominated by the long-running Darkover series that
first appeared as routine sf in 1958, became increasingly concerned with
sexual politics over the years, and continued through the 1990s as, chiefly,
anthologies of stories by other hands. Her most commercially successful
novel was the revisionist-feminist Arthurian fantasy The Mists of Avalon
(1983). In her role as publisher and editor of Marion Zimmer Bradley’s
Fantasy Magazine (1988-current) she encouraged new writers, women in
particular. Old fans also remember her fannish roots, going back to 1946:
Harry Warner Jr cites her as the first female BNF to become a prolific pro.
MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY

(1928-1999) had a stroke on 21 August and died next day
without emerging from coma; this was at least mercifully quick.
Professionally he was best known for the Sector General series of witty and
inventive space-hospital stories that began in 1957 and was still going strong
this year despite his failing eyesight. Other notable if underrated novels are
Second Ending, The Watch Below and The Silent Stars Go By, whose Del
Rey blurb line “When Irish Spies Are Smiling” caused James to murmur, in
his mild-mannered way, “Kill! Kill! Kill!” Fannishly, he was a key member
of Irish Fandom – “the Wheels of IF” – who co-produced Slant with Walt
Willis, wrote for the legendary Hyphen, and created what many regard as the
best fanzine piece ever, “The Exorcists of IF” (1975; reprinted in The White
Papers, 1996). Personally, James was famous for being a perfect gentleman
without a trace of the stuffiness implied by that description; he was full of
gentle charm and understated wit, an ever-popular convention guest whom
fandom loved dearly. All sympathy to Peggy White, his wife since 1955.
JAMES WHITE

(1924-1999), whose one sf book was the fine alternate
history Elleander Morning (1984), died of lung cancer on 6 August.
JERRY YULSMAN

Endnotes
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Memorial Donations. Here are appropriate addresses for those who’d like to
send a charitable donation instead of flowers, to mark any of four sadly
recent sf/fannish deaths. In all cases, I’m happy to handle dollar (or sterling)
cheques and pass on the sterling (or dollar) equivalent: make cheques payable
to “David Langford”, with a note of the intended destination(s). $US for
British causes via my account can also be sent c/o Geri Sullivan in
Minneapolis. All this fiddling around is because at least the first $16 of any
US donation converted by a British bank will normally be wasted in bank
charges.
* Marion Zimmer Bradley
Saint Mark’s Episcopal Church
2300 Bancroft Way
Berkeley
CA 94704
USA
* Chuck Harris. Sue Harris suggests one of the following:
British Heart Foundation – Towcester & District Branch
Attn: Mr J Lesser
43 Sandringham Close
Towcester
Northants
NN12 6TE
England
– OR –
Macmillan Cancer Relief
Attn: Treasurer Mr D.R. Hobbs, FMCA
4 Hawthorn Drive
Daventry
Northants
England
(There’s also a Freepost address for use within the UK: Macmillan Cancer
Relief, FREEPOST, 15-19 Britten Street, London, SW3 3BR.)
* Jean Hoare. “Family flowers only” was Martin’s request at the funeral, but
he suggested that anyone wanting to make a donation in Jean’s memory
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might like to contribute to the hospice that eased her last few days:
Duchess of Kent House
Dellwood Hospital
Leibenrood Road
Reading
Berkshire
RG30 2DX
England
* James White. Memorials should go to the British Diabetic Association
(BDA), Northern Ireland regional office. “Please mention James so the
family hears about it,” says Geri.
BDA Northern Ireland
John Gibson House
257 Lisburn Road
Belfast
Northern Ireland
BT9 7EN
United Kingdom
Ansible 146 was a frivolous, no-news issue printed in Melbourne for
distribution at Aussiecon 3, and so wasn’t posted to the usual list server or
newsgroups. It can be read at:
Ansible 147 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Aussiecon 3, John
Bark, Paul Barnett, Barbara Barrett, Tim Bartel, Bill Bowers, Ned Brooks,
John Foyster, Gumball, Edward James, Ken Lake, Evelyn C. Leeper, Robert
Lichtman, Perry Middlemiss, Caroline Mullan, Kim Newman, Marc Ortlieb,
Harry Payne, Bruce Pelz, Yvonne Rousseau, Jennifer Swift and our Hero
Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group
News. 7 Oct 99.
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Ansible 148, November 1999
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0705 080 1534. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Sue Mason. Available for SAE, whim, or the Throme of
the Erril of Sherill.
As the world prepares to go barmy over the arrival of a year
ending in multiple zeroes, can it be coincidence that Interzone 150 and
Ansible 150 are scheduled to appear in December and January respectively,
while my low-circulation is poised on the very brink of issue 100? After
consulting various oracles, auguries, entrails and bottles, I can confidently
predict that I have no idea.
NUMEROLOGY.

The Great Slow Kings
Greg Egan bewails certain decadent countries’ small-press ethics: “Having
declined to give an interview to UK magazine Dreamwatch, I was bemused
to discover that they’ve gone ahead and published one anyway. In their
September issue, they’ve cobbled together answers from past interviews on
my web site with questions that bear little resemblance to the ones I was
answering, and passed off the resulting collection of non sequiturs as an
interview of their own.”
Ursula Le Guin, Master Namer of Ansible, was 70 on 21 October.
Charles Platt was charged with three misdemeanours in July, the most
serious being for the hideous alleged crime of giving alcohol to someone
under 21 at an open-air party in Jerome, Arizona. It may be relevant that,
earlier, he had criticized local police.... All the charges were dropped in
October, the alcohol one on condition that CP left town; he’d already
departed owing to “personality conflicts”. At NASFiC in August, Harlan
Ellison had exulted over the charges before a large audience, claiming that
CP (who in fact has no criminal record) had a lurid history of illicit sex, and
bragging of having phoned the Jerome police to tell them this. Always a
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helping hand from Harlan!
Carl Sagan surely never had a weight problem of the order implied in Lynn
Yarris’s review of Carl Sagan: A Life by Keay Davidson: “... he was a sixfoot gravity well toward whom everyone naturally gravitated.” (San José
Mercury News, 24 Oct) [BB] Shades of Raft.
Michael Swanwick reminisces: “I’m fresh back from Uppsala, where I was
GoH at Swecon. I’d heard that Sweden was the third most wired country in
the world, and this fact was confirmed for me at a pub meeting with the con
committee when the time came to divide up the bill and two fans sitting
directly opposite each other whipped out Palm Pilots and began squirting data
back and forth across a gap of some five inches. An ensuant failure to
communicate was finally resolved when it was discovered that a beer bottle
was interfering with their transmissions. • A beautiful, beautiful country, and
quite a nice convention. It was topped off by what I was told was only the
second or third dead dog party in the history of Swedish fandom. It lasted till
one in the morning. The Swedes appear to have a talent for this sort of thing,
and I believe they should make it a tradition.” [29 Oct]

Consuriaeth
5-7 Nov • Novacon 29, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. GoH Ian Stewart.
Advance booking closed; £35 at door. Josh Kirby and I are signing his art
book A Cosmic Cornucopia at Andromeda, Sat noon.
6-7 Nov • Memorabilia (vast sf/pop-culture collectors’ fair), Hall 17, NEC,
Birmingham. Box office 0121 767 4555. NB date correction!
12-14 Nov • Armadacon 99, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. GoH Stephen
Baxter, Michael Sheard, Lionel Fanthorpe. £27 reg; £22 concessions or
£11/day. Contact PO Box 38, Plymouth, Devon.
24 Nov • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With Juliet McKenna.
10 Dec • BFS Open Night • Princess Louise pub (upstairs), High Holborn,
London. 6:30pm on. With the omnipresent Juliet McKenna.
23 Dec • London Xmas Meeting, Florence Nightingale, as above. 5pm on.
Upstairs room booked, alas: fans must squeeze in downstairs.
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21-24 Apr 00 • 2Kon (51st Eastercon), Central Hotel, Glasgow. Rates rise on
1 Dec, from £25/$45 to £30/$55. Hotel bookings with £10 deposits must
reach Flat 1/2, 10 Atlas Rd, Glasgow, G21 4TE, by 22 Nov to be included in
the lottery for Central Hotel rooms. Contact (for everything else) 30
Woodburn Tce, St Andrews, KY16 8BA.
26-9 May 00 • plokta.con (small friendly sf event), Holiday Inn, Leicester.
GoH Ken MacLeod. £20 reg, to end of 1999 at least. Contact 3 York St,
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 9QH.
27-8 May 00 • Silver Arrow (Robin of Sherwood), Bristol Hilton Hotel. No
rates indicated on flyer. Contact (SAE) 4 Stitchman House, Byfield Rd, St
James, Northampton, NN5 5GH.
30 Jun - 2 Jul 00 • Aliens Stole My Handbag (sf/humour), Shepperton Moat
House Hotel. GoH Robert Rankin. £20 reg to Easter, then £25; £27.50 at
door; £10 extra for “military vehicle excursion”. Contact 16 Dulverton Rd,
Ruislip Manor, Middlesex, HA4 9AD.
8-10 Sep 00 • Fantasycon 24, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. GoH Storm
Constantine, Stan Nicholls. £50 reg (BFS members £40). Contact 46 Oxford
Rd, Acocks Green, Birmingham, B27 6DT.
10-12 Nov 00 • Novacon 30, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. GoH
Chris Priest, special guest Rog Peyton. £23 reg to 8 Nov 99, £28 until Easter
00. Contact 379 Myrtle Road, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
Rumblings • Dallas in 2006 ... this Worldcon bid is taking presupp
memberships at $20 and $60, or $100 for “Friend” status (converts to full
membership if they win), but still awaits its PO box address. • 2004 bids:
Charlotte and “Nieuw Amsterdam” – i.e., New York, criticized for lack of
function space and a 2-man committee including infamous Robert Sacks.
New England’s MCFI is seeking a 2004 bid site. [F770]

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. At the 12 October creditors’ meeting for the
bankrupt Brighton outfit Pulp Publications, the usual gloomy news emerged:
Pulp owed £56,800, with assets of £16,600 at best. Creditors include the
Finnish printers (£17,900) and UK artist Bob Covington (£2,600), who
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painted many book covers and was never paid anything. Pulp’s Matt
Weyland, now working for a London publisher, promised that original
artwork and borrowed books would be returned. [DP] • Marion Zimmer
Bradley’s Fantasy Magazine, despite Bradley’s recent death, is continuing –
at least for the present – under Ann Sharp, the trustee for the trust which
owns the magazine.
Random Fandom. Jim Barker is no longer illustrating the dread Langford
column in SFX, owing to a change of format as exciting new columnists like
J*hn Br*snan came aboard. • Mike Glyer wanted to strangle the fan who,
when Harlan Ellison called for questions at his NASFiC talk, instantly
shouted “Is Charles Platt still out of jail?” and set off a 40-minute rant (see
above). [F770] Some wondered whether this unusual question, for which
Ellison seemed so very well prepared, might just have been planted. • Terry
Jeeves – whose fanzine Erg is in its 41st year – hopes to provide a home for
one of two Pentium PCs to be built by Bernie Peek with parts left over from a
fannish plan to upgrade the late Vince Clarke’s system. • Dave Lally reports
that Portmeirion and Prisoner fandom are aghast, if not akimbo, at the
discovery of a Swedish porn video entitled Private No.21 (1997), which
features a 10min hardcore episode blasphemously shot within the Village
itself. “The term ‘Pornmeirion’ has been frowned on....” Legal action may
loom. • Norman Shorrock is gravely ill in a nursing home. “Fighting pain but
sadly losing,” writes Ina Shorrock. Ron Bennett adds: “He might, I think,
welcome cheering messages.” Send via Ina at 2 Arnot Way, Higher
Bebington, Wirral, CH63 8LP.
R.I.P. Frank Bryning (1907-1999), Australian author of many short sf stories
over five decades, died on 12 October aged 92. [MO] • Joy Hilbert (19591999), formerly Hibbert, British fan and 1980s con-goer, died on 27 October
from complications of acute Crohn’s disease. Her fanzines included Sic
Buiscuit Disintegraf (with Dave Rowley), Lilith’s Child and Zetetic [CB/SB].
She was only 40. • Eddie Jones (1935-1999), British sf artist, died on 15
October at age 64, after weeks in hospital following a stroke. He was a
pioneer of glossily representational paintings of space scenes and hardware.
From the mid-50s to the early 80s Eddie was popular and active in fandom: a
regular exhibitor in convention art shows, and TAFF delegate at St.Louiscon
in 1969. Rog Peyton writes: “Eddie was one of the most prolific – and in my
opinion one of the very best – sf artists in the 1970s. His first book covers
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were for the notorious Badger Books, starting with Space-Borne (1959) by
R.L. Fanthorpe. At his most prolific he was painting eight commissions a
month ... in Germany he painted the covers for approximately 850 issues of
Terra Astra magazine. For the last 10-15 years he had moved out of the sf
field and spent his time painting military figures for a model shop in
Liverpool. He made an unexpected appearance at this year’s Eastercon,
where he was surprised that anyone in sf remembered his artwork or his
name. Tom Schlück [EJ’s German agent] has expressed a wish that a
memorial fund be started to keep Eddie’s name and work alive. He was the
only great name of the 70s never to have had a book devoted to his work ...
perhaps that omission can now be corrected.” Contributions welcome: Eddie
Jones Memorial Fund c/o Andromeda Bookshop, 2-5 Suffolk St,
Birmingham, B1 1LT. • Ingrid Jonsson, Norwegian fan, was killed on 4
October – shot by her father, who then shot her mother and committed
suicide. This tragedy creates problems for the “Big European Con”
ReConnaissance (Bergen, Norway, 31 Mar - 2 Apr 00), since Ingrid was
membership secretary and the records are tied up in court.
Potterism. Ubiquitous Harry Potter turned up in The New Yorker (Sept), with
a squib about the fact that J.K. Rowling’s books have been painstakingly
translated into American for fear of baffling US kids with enigmas like
“wonky” (“crooked”) or “barking mad” (“complete lunatic”), while leaving
them to cope with “git”, “nutters” and “shirty” – the latter cautiously
italicized to show it’s not a typo. One pun falls by the wayside: mending
magic wands with Spellotape is not permitted in a land where only Scotch
tape may be used. [YR/MMW] A final revelation is that book editor Arthur
Levine left mint humbugs unchanged: “‘“Humbug” is clearly a magical
term,’ Levine said. ‘It’s something that should be imagined.’ Except it’s not.
It’s a common triangular sucking candy.” Yvonne Rousseau: “I see no
convincing way for Levine to reply to this final sentence, except by shouting:
‘TU QUOQUE!’”
C.o.A. Ansible has a new fax number – see masthead. From overseas: +44
705 080 1534. Ray Holloway, 159 Windhurst Rd, Stechford, Birmingham,
B33 9JN. Jon Singer (for about 6 months), c/o Humphrey & Losito, 308
Montgomery St, Laurel, MD 20707, USA. Bjørn Tore Sund, Lobergsveien
100 A, N-5073 Bergen, Norway. Bridget Wilkinson (temporary maildrop), 15
Manor Drive, Southgate, London, N14 5JH.
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Pringlewatch. In an old tv script Kim Newman discovered what he calls a
predictive vision of the growth of Interzone into the new millennium: “You
know, somewhere out there, beyond the Post Office Tower, there’s a vast
committee called Pringle, constantly regenerating itself.” (Troy Kennedy
Martin, “Thin Ice” episode, The Sweeney, 1975)
15 Years Ago at Novacon 14, GoH Rob Holdstock – who’d jokily asked for
naked dancing girls – paled on being presented at the closing ceremony with
a jiggling “strippergram”. Which led to audience complaints about innocent
sf fans, some of them mere babes in arms, being exposed to the alien terror of
the female breast. (Ansible 41, 1984)
Outraged Letters. Malcolm Edwards rebuts the A147 niggle about his “No
Sodding Authors” pub quiz team, in e-mail headed NO SODDING SENSE OF
IRONY: “If Paul McAuley hadn’t arrived late and hadn’t been sitting at the
back, he might have noticed that the Gollancz/Millennium contingent, which
was sharing a table and a considerable amount of alcohol, actually consisted
of two teams: the one containing Simon, Jo and myself, and the other
including authors Tom Arden, James Barclay and James Lovegrove. It was
probably as well for author/editor relations that we tied for second place – the
winners (credit where due) being a Fantasy Centre team including Erik
Arthur, Ted Ball and Roger Robinson.” • Simon R. “Spoiler Warning” Green
cannot be discouraged: “Your death in Deathstalker Destiny seems to have
gone largely unregarded, alas. Not so the death of Owen Deathstalker; I’ve
been getting everything short of death threats from upset fans. Take a look at
Amazon.com if you want a giggle. Normally my books average five or six
reports; last time I looked DD had 21 ... most said things like ‘You bastard!
How could you!’ I personally am weeping all the way to the bank.” • Tom
Holt offers a language lesson: “Not only does ‘Anakin’ mean ‘upwardly
mobile’ in Greek, but in Japanese, ‘Obiwan Kenobe’ translates as ‘sword-belt
of the belted dumpling’.” • Perry Middlemiss on rumours of an Adelaide site
for the Australia in 2007 bid: “The only places in Australia that could
adequately hold and run a Worldcon are in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.
Sydney and Brisbane suffer from a fatal lack of people on the ground who
can do the work so it looks like being Melbourne again. [...] I think 2007 is a
goer and I aim to help out in the planning stages.” • Andy Sawyer welcomes a
new publication by the Sociology Dept and School of Humanities & Social
Sciences at California State University: The Journal of Mundane Behavior.
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“Somehow I think this is incredibly fannish. Or a wind-up. Or both.” • Bryan
Talbot bewails the curse on his Heart of Empire, with #7 – my comics debut
– delayed since “the whole shipment bound for Blighty suffered ‘water
damage’ and is being replaced. I’ve no idea how long this will take.... This
follows hard on the heels of #5 coming out in Britain three weeks late
because the entire order for this country was sent to a warehouse in New
Jersey by mistake. Hot stuff, modern business.”
In Typo Veritas. “He gave the Princess a farewell kiss that she bore with
only a faint whimpering nose in her throat, and then slid out of the hovercar.”
(Debra Doyle & James D. Macdonald, The Price of the Stars ... hastily
corrected after first Tor printing) [CB]
Gaylactic Network Spectrum Awards for sf/fantasy/horror that’s “positive”
about gay matters ... NOVEL Anne Harris, Accidental Creatures; Stephen
Leigh, Dark Water’s Embrace (co-winners). OTHER Bending the Landscape
ed Nicola Griffith & Stephen Pagel.
Y2K. The Waterstones.co.uk on-line bookshop has been listing next year’s
titles with such interesting dates as “1st January 1900”. [BB]
Fanfundery. TAFF nominations remain open to 1 December, with the
westbound race running until 6 May. Declared candidates so far are Tommy
Ferguson and Sue Mason. • GUFF. Joseph Nicholas has passed European
funds of £810.52 to new European administrator Paul Kincaid, after fixing
one terrifying glitch: “I’ve discovered that I’ve undercounted monies
received by a massive 70p. Obviously, such a heinous offence cannot go
unpunished, and I shall be presenting myself to the Abi Frost Correctional
Institute for Wayward Fan Fund Administrators for a course of vigorous reeducation without further delay.” • New Routes in America, Peter Roberts’s
collected 1977 TAFF trip report, may well – fingers crossed! – be published
next month in hope of claiming the last $500 SCIFI bounty for such an
elderly report (see A147).
Slow Glass? Again the vital importance of patenting sf ideas is shown, as the
Telegraph (7 Oct) reported a Japanese optics company’s development of
glass that stores and later emits light.... [JDR/AS]
20 Years Ago. Ansible 4 (Nov 79) had a first announcement of the mighty
mega-convention Space-Ex 84, which over the years shrank from a colossal
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multimedia Wembley Conference Centre extravaganza with a £280,000
budget (dealer tables were to cost £2,000 apiece) to a shoestring affair held
on tick at the Westminster Central Hall, which on the promised day of 6 Aug
84 offered only a sign saying SPACE-EX IS CANCELLED. An early masterstroke
of promotion came when Ansible asked organizer Mike Parry for an eventlisting update and got a stroppy letter saying, “Space Ex 1984 information is
for registered members ONLY ...”
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Neat Tricks: “She had never drunk brandy
before. How could she have known it would be so much stronger than wine?
She finished what was in her cup as the duchess poured her a bit more.” (J.
Gregory Keyes, Newton’s Cannon, 1998) [PB] • “Sidney made a show of
locking her office door before shutting it.” “When he slammed the car door
shut, he noticed the vintage Silver Cloud Rolls-Royce high-stepping down
the street toward him.” (both David Baldacci, Total Control, 1997) [PB] •
“Laurie reassembled herself without altering her position or moving any part
of her body.” (Peter Straub, Mr X, 1999) [MMW] • “That would give Doretia
a chance to wear that strange gown that Great-Grandmama had left her in the
will that was open at the sides and showed a daring hint of undergown.”
(Jody Lynn Nye, “Don’t Break the Chain!”, Chicks ’n Chained Males 1999)
[TM] • “Loud bird calls barked from the next tree over.” “He looked in the
rearview mirror, and his heart leaped into his throat as he saw it coming at
him from behind.” (both Walter Jon Williams, The Rift, 1999) [ED] • “His
crotch was as hot and humid as an Orlando summer.” (Faye Kellerman,
Serpent’s Tooth, 1997) [PB] • “Deep in the foothills of the High Reaches,
within the Spire, the silent vault of obsidian that was its hidden seat of power,
the red-rimmed eyes of the F’dor’s human host broke open in the darkness.”
(Elizabeth Haydon, Rhapsody, 1999) [EW] • “As it approached almost
noiselessly save for the frou-frou of its robes, Luke’s blood congealed with
strange surmises.” (Greye La Spina, “The Gargoyle”, Weird Tales 1925)
[DL] • “Now, the beer sour in his stomach, he was standing in it watching,
and for the past half-hour he’d been constantly on his radio.” (William
Haggard, A Cool Day for Killing, 1968) [JB] • “Or maybe it was just the
extremity on my face, maybe she could see I’d come to the end of myself.”
(“Reed Stephens” [Stephen R. Donaldson], The Man Who Tried to Get Away,
1990) [BA]
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Endnotes
Chris Bell is conducting a mysterious survey and would like to know whether
any Ansible reader (or indeed anyone at all) ever paid the suggested ten quid
shareware fee for KA9Q, the DOS-based net software that was once
recommended to Demon users? “This totally neo-luddite person is asking
about an email program: what can it all mean?”
Ansible 148 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
John Bangsund, Paul Barnett, Barbara Barrett, Chris Bell, Sandra Bond, Eve
Devereux, File 770, Denny Lien, Tim McDaniel, Marc Ortlieb, David
Pringle, John D. Rickett, Yvonne Rousseau, Andy Sawyer, Elizabeth Willey,
Martin Morse Wooster, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group News. 4 Nov 99.
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Ansible 149, December 1999
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0705 080 1534. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Sue Mason. Available for SAE or Haslam’s A General
History of Labyrinths.
The usual semi-desperate fun took place in Birmingham. GoH
Ian Stewart made a lot of people wish they’d had him as a maths teacher. Ken
MacLeod won applause with his instant definition, “Science fiction is the
blood that flows at the cutting edge of science!” The “Myths of Fandom”
panel was dominated by loquacious Peter Weston (silent participant Steve
Green drew a sign: “This is the easiest pint I’ve ever earned”), who brought
matters to a revivalist climax by persuading the entire audience to sing an
Astral Leauge Hymn hastily plucked from memory by your editor. Nova
Awards: FANZINE Barmaid ed Yvonne Rowse (runners-up Plokta, Banana
Wings); FAN WRITER Yvonne Rowse (tied runners-up Claire Brialey, Mark
Plummer); FAN ARTIST Sue Mason (runners-up Dave Hicks, Steve Jeffery).
Nova boss Tony Berry grumbled: “31 ballots were cast, which is somewhat
disappointing. Must do better.” Also at “the closing, I mean the awards
ceremony”, as the committee was seemingly required by contract to call it,
Maureen Kincaid Speller was rewarded for 13 years of staunch BSFA work
with an arcanely symbolic cross-stitched sampler. Of the Real Ale, we will
not speak.
NOVACON 29.

Masque of the Red Shift
Paul Barnett enjoyed the World Fantasy Convention, with certain
reservations about banquet prizes: “the centrepiece of each table was a bowl
containing a Siamese Fighting Fish; at each table one ‘lucky’ person won the
fish. This was actually pretty goddamned stupid on the part of the organizers,
because the guests had come from far and wide and either (a) couldn’t take
the bloody things home or (b) could try to, the probable result being the death
of the fish. As my agent (Chris Lotts of Vicinanza) angrily put it, ‘They
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might as well have put a live puppy on the table.’ Pam [Scoville] was one of
the ‘winners’, and there was no way we could get the thing home through a
4.5hr train journey followed by the Manhattan subway.”
Ray Bradbury, who is 79, was hospitalized with a stroke in early November.
His mind seems unharmed and a full recovery is expected.
Ellen Datlow is suspending her web magazine Event Horizon as of 15
December: “Event Horizon: SF, Fantasy, Horror will be going on indefinite
hiatus in order to seek investors and/or a buyer to underwrite its
continuation.” Critics’ and readers’ enthusiasm, alas, doesn’t pay the bills.
A.A. Gill’s Star-Crossed won the Literary Review Bad Sex Prize for “the
year’s literary novel with the worst, most redundant or embarrassing
description of the sexual act”. It’s evidently skiffy: “The scene involving a
deep-sea diver and a genetically-modified, homosexually-inclined giant squid
has to be read to be believed,” wrote the Daily Mirror.
Michael Moorcock is 60 on 18 December. (The party’s in Texas.) Just now
he’s hopping mad about the “crap-gobbling cocksuckers” responsible for a
recent Guardian sf supplement – actually a HarperCollins promotion – which
to the surprise of contributors like David Pringle and myself was packaged as
a digest sf magazine called ... New Worlds. “I’m really pissed off. Jesus
Christ, what else can these shit-mongers loot? [...] This is passing off and
their lawyers would know it.”
Brian Stableford was initially too modest to reveal his SF Research
Association Pilgrim Award for sf scholarship: “The SFRA even paid my
plane fare to Mobile, Alabama in June so I could collect it in person. I’d have
told you if I’d thought it qualified as interesting news. It completes my set of
academic awards (I already had an IAFA Distinguished Scholarship Award
and a Pioneer Award, and once read in Locus that I had received a J. Lloyd
Eaton Award, although the organization never made contact or supplied any
kind of certificate or whatever.)”

Contection
10 Dec • BFS Open Night • Princess Louise pub (upstairs), High Holborn,
London. 6:30pm on. With Juliet McKenna.
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22 Dec • BSFA Open Meeting in London CANCELLED.
23 Dec • London Xmas Meeting, Florence Nightingale pub, 5pm on.
Upstairs room booked, alas: fans must squeeze in downstairs.
4-6 Feb 00, Didgeri-12 (filk), Forte Posthouse, Milton Keynes. £22 reg, £11
unwaged. Contact 119 Whitehill Lane, Gravesend, DA12 5LU.
21-23 Mar 00 • Portmeiricon (Prisoner) – guess where in North Wales?
Contact (SAE) Six of One, PO Box 66, Ipswich.
21-24 Apr 00 • 2Kon (51st Eastercon), Central Hotel, Glasgow. Now £30/$55
reg. Contact 30 Woodburn Tce, St Andrews, KY16 8BA.
7-8 Oct 00, Octocon 11, Royal Marine Hotel, Dun Laoghaire, Dublin. GoH
TBA. £10(I) reg to 42 Capel Court, Dublin 1, Ireland, or £10 to D.J. Lally, 64
Richborne Tce, London, SW8 1AX.
27-9 Oct 00, Bats 2000 (multimedia/horror/sf), Radisson Edwardian Hotel,
Heathrow. GoH Storm Constantine, others. £45 reg (£25/day) rising to £50
(£30/day) on 1 Jan. Lower rates for under-18s. Contact (SAE) 47 Bennetts
Court, Bristol, BS37 4XH.
27-30 Oct 00, Cult TV Festival, Barton Hall, Torquay. GoH Patrick
McGoohan. Contact Cult TV, PO Box 1701, Peterborough, PE7 1ER.
Rumblings • Eastercon 2002 ... Martin Hoare is muttering that it’s time for
another Jersey bid using the Hotel de France. The alternative bid, known as
Incandescent or “Pat McMurray’s bid”, maintains discreet silence;
unattributable rumours hint that the intended south-coast venue may have
given way to a familiar hotel not unadjacent to Heathrow.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. Virgin commissioning editor James Marriott
announced that “the Virgin Worlds imprint has been in limbo while we
assessed the sales reaction to the launch titles. Unfortunately this reaction has
been less enthusiastic than we’d hoped, and we will not be commissioning
any more titles for the foreseeable future.” [24 Nov] For those who wondered
why VW began with three unknown authors and no obvious lead title, Ian
Watson can reveal this wasn’t the editor’s idea: “Virgin had been hanging on
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to a copy of my newest novel Mockymen, which perceptive Peter DarvillEvans, now departed, wished to buy over a year ago as the lead title for the
launch. He was on the point of sending me a contract when the sales force
told him, to his surprise, ‘You already have 3 titles; you can’t have another
one till we know how those ones go.’ Now they know; they went to their
doom.” (Mockymen will instead appear from Pumpkin Books in April 2000.)
World Fantasy Awards, presented 7 Nov: NOVEL Louise Erdrich, The
Antelope Wife. NOVELLA Ian R. MacLeod, “The Summer Isles” (Asimov’s
11/98). SHORT Kelly Link, “The Specialist’s Hat” (Event Horizon 11/98).
COLLECTION Karen Joy Fowler, Black Glass. ANTHOLOGY Jack Dann & Janeen
Webb, Dreaming Down-Under. ARTIST Charles Vess. SPECIAL PROFESSIONAL
Jim Turner, Golden Gryphon Press. SPECIAL NON-PRO Richard Chizmar,
Cemetery Dance Publications. Life Achievement: Hugh B. Cave.
As Others See Us. New York magazine (8 Nov) ran a “50 Ways to Meet
Your Lover” feature, whose fourth option was: “Meet A Mate At A ScienceFiction-Fan Convention?” The claimed benefits are that “in exchange for
listening to some Kirk-vs.-Picard drivel now and then, you’ll beam up a
partner who will be pathetically grateful for every bit of attention you give
him; won’t be spending money on Prada anything; and is unlikely to cheat on
you, unless you count Jedi mind tricks. Besides, those computer-programmer
types are privy to those three magic words: Microsoft stock options.”
[PO/BD] If only.
C.o.A. Sue Jones, Flat 5, 32/33 Castle St, Shrewsbury, SY1 2BQ. Andy Lane
& Helen Stirling, 56 Wyke Ave, Ash, Hampshire, GU12 6EA. Jackie
McRobert, 3f4 21 Torphichen Place, Haymarket, Edinburgh, EH3 8DY.
Patrick & Teresa Nielsen Hayden, 604 Carroll St #1, Brooklyn, NY 11215,
USA. Pam Scoville & Paul Barnett (after agonizing delays), 1554
Greenwood Lake Turnpike, Hewitt, NJ 07421, USA.
Thog’s Critical Masterclass. D.H. Lawrence on “The Fall of the House of
Usher” by Edgar Allan Poe: “The exquisitely sensitive Roger [sic], vibrating
without resistance with his sister Madeline, more and more exquisitely, and
gradually devouring her, sucking her life like a vampire in his anguish of
extreme love. And she asking to be sucked.” [YR]
Outraged Letters. Steve Baxter enjoyed being GoH at Armadacon, “but I
was confronted by some bizarre rumours: that I have a phobia about book
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signings (neither entertaining nor plausible) and that I’m married to a Doctor
Who assistant (entertaining but ...). Nobody seemed to know where these
notions came from; maybe there are alien beings who make them up, like the
jokes in that old story of Asimov’s.” • Paul Simpson of DreamWatch
responds to Greg Egan’s complaint in Ansible 148 “that the interview with
him in DreamWatch 61 was nothing of the sort; that he had turned down a
request for an interview; and that the writer had taken material from Egan’s
website, passed it off as the writer’s own work and the magazine had printed
it as an interview with him. • Understandably, this raised some considerable
alarm, and regrettably it appears that the incidents referred to did in fact
occur. Dave Hughes, the writer in question, has as a result resigned as
contributing editor to DreamWatch and will no longer be writing for the
magazine. A clarification is going in the forthcoming issue of DreamWatch,
and an apology will be going to Greg Egan.”
Fanfundery. TAFF final reminder: nominations for the westbound race to
Chicago in 2000 close 6 Dec. Candidates Tommy Ferguson and Sue Mason
are joined by the allegedly once sober Tobes Valois, for whom Dave Hicks
suggests the campaign slogan “A Desperate Candidate for Desperate Times”.
[MP] • GUFF: nominations for the northbound race to the 2001 UK
Eastercon must be in by 14 Apr 00. Candidates’ requirements: 3 Aussie and 2
Euro nominators, $20A “bond”, 100-word platform. Send to Karen PenderGunn, PO Box 567, Blackburn, Victoria 3130, Australia, or Paul Kincaid, 60
Bournemouth Road, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 5AZ, UK. Eric Lindsay and
Jean Weber plan to stand jointly.
Pardon? “The Quick Look notice for 24th-28th May should have read
‘Working with deaf people’, not ‘Working with dead people’.” (Royal
College of Speech & Language Therapists Bulletin, 6/99) [DPi]
Trip Reports. New Routes in America, Peter Roberts’s 1977 TAFF report, is
out at last in a 30,000-word collected edition, with five newly written
chapters and many cartoons. A4 softbound, 32pp + prelims and cover, £6
post free from Ansible or $10 from Ulrika O’Brien, 123 Melody Ln #C, Costa
Mesa, CA 92627, USA. All proceeds to TAFF. Peter on the 1977 Worldcon’s
decadent hotel: “My favourite monstrosity was a chair outside the lifts near
my room. It was massive, high-backed, covered in red plush, and winged
with two elderly nymphs whose sharply-pointed breasts jutted out so far that
they snagged the clothes of passers-by. I’ve never seen a chair with
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dangerous nipples before. I wouldn’t have minded that as a souvenir.” •
FANAC, the fan history organization, is giving $100 to TAFF for each
published report (in addition to SCIFI’s famous $500). • A Brighton Belle
Meets Skippy is Eve Harvey’s collected 1985 GUFF trip report: A4, 30pp,
£3.40 from Eve at 8 The Orchard, Tonwell, Herts, SG12 0HR. (Other rates:
UK 1st class £3.52; Aus $A10.50 or $A13.50 air; USA $7 or $8.50 air.) All
proceeds to GUFF.
20 Years Ago. D. West mused on fannish Names of Power: “Did you know
that there is a wrestler called Pete Roberts? Also a country & western group
called the Dave Pringle Band?” (Ansible 5, Dec 79)
Random Fandom. Jane Gelderbloem & Mike Ford announce the birth of
their daughter Grace on 25 November. (NB: this British Mike Ford should
not be confused with Mike “John M.” Ford.) An authentic soundbite was
provided: “gurgle, gurgle, ick!”
Small Press. The Small Press Guide 2000 devotes a page to each of 365
publications/presses in the UK or having a UK address, with contact details
and editorial requirements. 377pp; £9.99 from Writers’ Bookshop, Remus
House, Coltsfoot Dr, Woodston, Peterborough, PE2 9JX.
Thog’s Masterclass. “... then he felt the hand without the black bandage dive
like a blind shellfish into the algae of his anxiety.” (Gabriel Garcia Marquez,
One Hundred Years of Solitude, trans Gregory Rabassa 1970) [SJ] • Dept of
Anatomy: “As the extension of female hips and buttocks declined, leg-o’mutton sleeves of enormous proportions rose to take their place.” (Alexandra
Joel, Parade: The story of fashion in Australia, 1998) [YR] • Dept of
Historical Weights and Measures (Rome, 44 BC): “... feeling somewhat as if
he’d been hit hard between the eyes with a two-by-four.” (Alice Borchardt,
Night of the Wolf, 1999) • “‘Captain Vandermeer, if you will please initiate a
three-hundred-and-sixty-degree turn of the Washington, we’ll begin the long
journey home.’” (Anne McCaffrey, The Tower and the Hive, 1999) • Dept of
Evil Fortresses and Thrusting Symbolism: “The towering obelisk was an
architectural marvel, a joint masterpiece of man and of nature. Thousands of
tons of basalt base and obsidian shaft reached up into the darkness that
surrounded its well-hidden cavern in the High Reaches, Serendair’s
forbidding northern mountain range. The actual spire of the mammoth
fortress a mile below the ground, the shadowy monolith pierced the racing
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clouds, thrusting skyward proudly, almost insolently, tapering to a point in
which was carved the image of a single eye. As the chant began, the scraps of
vaporous mist that hovered in the humid air around the Spire dissipated
instantly; the eye was clearing, readying itself.” (Elizabeth Haydon,
Rhapsody, 1999) [EW] • “Static reality had a nasty trick of paying back with
a vengeance those who toyed with it with impunity.” (Robert Weinberg, The
Road to Hell, 1997) [MC]

R.I.P.
(1908-1999), author and 1940s managing editor of
Amazing Stories and Fantastic Adventures, died on 28 October. [DPr]
HOWARD BROWNE

editor of the remarkable 1970s fanzine SF Echo (formerly
Möbius Trip) that was bound like a paperback, died early in November after
being hit by a pickup truck while crossing the road against lights in Peoria.
He was 77. [LZS]
ED CONNOR,

(1908-1999), aphorist, performer, and famous in his own
words as a stately homo of England, died unexpectedly in Manchester on 21
November; he was 90. [AC] His contribution to fantastic literature was the
determinedly horrid Gothic fable Chog (1979).
QUENTIN CRISP

(1916-1999), who on the strength of a 1933 fanzine
editorial took over Hugo Gernsback’s Wonder Stories at age 17 and went on
to edit other pulps, died on 11 October. [DPr]
CHARLES D. HORNIG

GENE LEVITT,

the TV writer, producer and director who wrote the screenplay
for the 1977 Fantasy Island TV movie that spawned a popular series, died of
prostate cancer on 15 November. He was 79. [PB]
(1948-1999), formerly Clarissa Rushdie (she was once
married to Salman Rushdie), died from a sudden recurrence of cancer on 4
November. She was only 50. As Assistant and – a very recent promotion –
Senior Literature Officer for the Arts Council, she’d been responsible for
their dealings with Interzone over several years (“always very simpatico” –
David Pringle). Clarissa previously worked at A.P. Watt as literary agent for
several sf authors, including myself.
CLARISSA LUARD

NORMAN SHORROCK

(1929-1999), long-time Liverpool fan, died on 9
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November at age 70. [KF/AS] Ken Slater writes: “Those of us who can still
recall the high fannish years of the very late forties and the fifties will be
aware that Norman had considerable influence on British fandom’s
development. He and Ina, his wife, were founder members of the Liverpool
SF Society in 1951; Norman it was who talked the society into buying a tape
recorder, and making sound tape productions filled with fannish puns and
fun. Later in the same decade he was instrumental in getting British fan film
production started. Norman was also a fanzine publisher, a Knight of St
Fantony from the order’s inception, and one of the card-school group who got
coffee and drinks delivered to a bathroom in (I think) the Bull Hotel in
Peterborough. At the same time, he was quiet and friendly, and helpful when
help was needed. A fan’s fan. He will be missed by many con-goers.”
(1919-1999) died from a heart attack in mid-October after more
than a year in hospital. He was 79, and would have reached 80 on 30
October. [GS] Walt was probably the most influential fan writer of all time,
one of those who established fanzine prose as something that could be
excellent in itself, not just some despised stepping stone to prodom. His
publications are fan legends: the painfully hand-typeset Slant (“My
grandfather was a printer and I simply reverted to type”), produced with
James White 1948-53; the classic Hyphen (1952-65; revived 1987), edited
with Chuck Harris and others, a 1957 and 1959 fanzine Hugo finalist;
fandom’s own home-grown sense-of-wonder myth The Enchanted
Duplicator (1954), with Bob Shaw; many instalments of his wandering
fanzine column “The Harp that Once or Twice”; exhaustive, comic and wise
US trip diaries that set the pattern for TAFF reports (while TAFF itself grew
from fandom’s huge effort to bring the acclaimed Willis to America); the
assembly of most of this writing in Richard Bergeron’s monumental 614page hardback fanzine Warhoon.... 28 As Greg Pickersgill and others have
remarked, Walt well knew and appreciated how much he was loved by
fandom – a late accolade being his Fan Guest of Honour role at Magicon, the
1992 Worldcon. Nothing can take that away, and the writing remains with us.
Find it and read it. Those wishing to make a donation in Walt’s memory
might like to follow Geri Sullivan’s example and give to TAFF.
WALT WILLIS

Atom’s cover for Hyphen 37 – celebrating 40 years of Irish Fandom in 1987
– showed Madeleine Willis, Chuck Harris, James White, Bob Shaw, Walt
Willis, Vince Clarke and Atom himself. Now they’re all gone except
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Madeleine, who’s still in care owing to the long stress of Walt’s illness.
Farewell to the Wheels of IF: it truly is the end of an era.

Endnotes
Joy Hilbert’s untimely death was reported last issue. Anthony Hilbert writes:
“Anyone wishing to make a material gesture of respect can send a donation to
the nature reserve where she is buried. That’s the Harrogate Trust for
Wildlife Protection, 7 Knox Road, Harrogate, North Yorks, HG1 3EF, United
Kingdom.”
Apologies for the typoed announcement of last month’s BSFA meeting for 27
Nov rather than 24 Nov. Jon Courtenay Grimwood passed on a despairing
message from BSFA Matrix columnist Leonard Fell (previously thought by
some sceptics to be mythical), who claimed to have turned up on the 27th and
searched in vain for “the Bastard son of Sam Pekinpah and Pat Cadigan (I
presume it’s Samantha Pekingpa)” [sic]. This seemed an unduly harsh
description of BSFA guest speaker Juliet McKenna, but Mr Grimwood
explains that the allusion is to himself.
Ansible 149 Copyright © Dave Langford, 1999. Thanks to Paul Barnett, Tony
Berry, Mike Cule, DarkEcho, Bob Devney, Keith Freeman, Steve Jeffery,
Matrix, Patrick O’Leary, Paper Snarl, Derek Pickles, Mark Plummer, David
Pringle, Peter Roberts, Yvonne Rousseau, Leah Zeldes Smith, Alan
Shorrock, Geri Sullivan, Elizabeth Willey, and our Hero Distributors: Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group News. 2 Dec 99.
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Post-Christmas 1999 Extra
There was no 1999 “Christmas extra” issue of Ansible. Instead, for those of
you who like to wallow in old news and timeless bad taste, here’s a
millennial special. I’ve converted the entire first series of Ansible (issues 150, 1979-1987) from ASCII to more readable HTML, including very nearly
all the artwork, and it’s all on view at ...
news.ansible.co.uk/aseries1.html
The current series remains at the Glasgow site [but has since moved to the
above site; link duly updated]:
www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/Ansible/
And now a bit of seasonal glitter with Thog’s Retro Masterclass, featuring
one of the naughty passages from Amanda M. Ros’s surely immortal Delina
Delaney (1935). Addressing the adored lady of the title, noble young Lord
Gifford discusses the fashion sense of the cousin his mother would prefer him
to marry. Is he perhaps too knowledgable about intimate female accessories?
Thog admires the finesse of the closing sentences which deal with this
question....
“... She stands almost a six-footer, with her treadles thrust into shoes
you’d swear once long ago belonged to a Chinese madman; her long,
thin wallopy legs enveloped in silken hose, with birds, fish, fowl,
cabbage leaves, ay, by Jove, with every species of animal, vegetable and
mineral rainbowed in coloured fashion over their flimsy fronts.
“Then her garters! Ah, ha!
“How I remember one fine day finding a lost one that at a time had
fastened itself, I presume, above or below the knee, and, thirsting
probably for a dash of fresh air, broke loose, and there it lay. That
garter! Composed of every colour, resembling the amethyst, opal,
emerald, jasper, garnet, onyx, pearl, and sapphire, terminating in a cat’s
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face studded with diamonds. I remember perfectly examining the article
at first, wondering under heaven what it was. I concluded it must be a
necklet, and proceeded to carefully roll it up. As I coiled it, I couldn’t
fail seeing the word ‘garter’ worked in emeralds about its centre ...”
May your millennium be unbugged –
Dave Langford
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Ansible 150, January 2000
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0705 080 1534. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Both cartoons: Joe Mayhew. Available for SAE, whim, or stuffed
widgie birds.
Never underestimate the power of random sf prophecy. Now the
coin-fed pray-o-mat envisioned in Heinlein’s Stranger in a Strange Land and
Zelazny’s Lord of Light has come to hideous life in the Millennium Dome,
whose religious section features an oversized slot machine (or machines;
accounts vary) piously captioned, “It pays to pray”. Insert 20p and lo! the
thing selects and displays a random prayer. All this is part of the Dome’s
“Faith Zone”: Ansible’s prediction for 2000 was that feisty heroine Faith
Zone will soon have her own comic book.
AUTOPRAY.

Cosmic Carousel
Douglas Adams has withdrawn his claim of not writing sf (see A144). Over
the radio on 2 January he admitted that he’d tried not to write sf, but those
damned robots and spaceships still kept creeping in.... [KB]
Arthur C. Clarke, who has been banging on for ages about how the new
millennium isn’t until 2001, is surely refusing to accept a penny in royalties
for the latest (Nov 1999) reworking of his 1961 Profiles of the Future –
which Gollancz have wickedly subtitled “Millennium Edition”.
Ellen Datlow is cheerful again: “I’ve been hired as fiction editor of
Scifi.com, the Sci Fi Channel’s website, formerly called The Dominion.”
Terry Gilliam has become “attached” (it says here) to the Good Omens
movie, based on that Terry Pratchett/Neil Gaiman novel of comic
Armageddon. [CS] In theory he’ll be directing, and also co-writing the script
with one Tony Grisoni (Neil: “Terry P and I went through Writing the Good
Omens Movie Hell almost a decade ago, and wouldn’t go back again for all
the tea in Balham.”) – but has another film to make first, Don Quixote. Both
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authors approve of Gilliam’s involvement, but Terry P remains cautious: “as
Nanny Ogg says, there’s many a slip ’twixt dress and drawers. When they
start filming, then I’ll get a bit excited.”
Mike Moorcock’s “Nomads of the Time Streams” fan club preserved deadly
secrecy about moorcock@60.com, a 60th-birthday presentation volume with
60 contributors (including many of the Usual Suspects) which was thrust
upon the great man at his 18 December celebration.
Alison Spedding, still serving that 10-year drugs sentence in Bolivia, is in
poor health, losing blood daily, and suspects she may have cancer. The prison
refuses to allow the comprehensive in-patient testing asked for by the local
hospital. British consular officials will intervene and request a pardon only in
cases of terminal illness, but – Catch-22 – no testing means no diagnosis.
(Prisoners Abroad, 020 7833 3467.)
Michael Swanwick was bitten by That Bug before the New Year: “I received
a summons for jury duty, directing me to report on ‘January 3, 1900’. All my
life I’ve had the suspicion that the powers that be were out to get me. This
may explain why.” Meanwhile, hot Hugo news: “Just in time for Christmas
Eve, a package arrived with the award – or, rather, the Hugo kit, for, like a
tricycle, some assembly was required. The orange model of Ayers Rock was
chipped and the base was scratched, from having spent four months in the
trunk of somebody’s car. But what did I care? It was a Hugo! Then I saw that
the plaque had been made out to ‘Michael Swanwicik’.... • I think the moral
here is clear: never win a Hugo in a country where they’ve never heard of
you.”
Bryan Talbot gloated over receiving “a keg of real ale, just in time for
Xmas. This is the strangest royalty payment I’ve ever had. A week or two
ago, Mary spotted a guest ale called ‘Up in Smoke’ in a local pub and
recognised the illo on the logo – Chester P. Hackenbush the Psychedelic
Alchemist from Brainstorm Comics, my first underground work from the
70’s (just reprinted, by the way). So I got in touch with the brewery, pointing
out that I owned the copyright and – voila! Next year, they’re moving into
bottled beer and are seriously considering doing a Heart of Empire brew,
using the frontispiece as the label!”

Condurangin
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4-6 Feb • Didgeri-12 (filk), Forte Posthouse, Milton Keynes. £22 reg, £11
unwaged. Contact 119 Whitehill Lane, Gravesend, DA12 5LU.
19 Feb • Picocon 17, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London,
SW7 2BB. GoHs Brian Stableford, Garry Kilworth, Ian Watson, Juliet
McKenna. £8 reg; £5 concessions. Contact ICSF, above address.
11-12 Mar • Mecon 2000, Queen’s U of Belfast. GoH Harry Harrison, Ian
McDonald. £12 ref to 10 Mar, £14 at door (£7/day). Contact 24 Malton Ct,
Upper Malone Rd, Belfast, N. Ireland.
18-20 Aug • Lexicon (Unicon 2000), Exeter College, Oxford. GoH Philip
Pullman. Note new venue: “St Hilda’s decided to have builders in for the
duration and offered only dust and rubble, but Exeter is a city-centre college
with character, charm and very reasonable room prices.” [MB] Contact 18
Letchworth Ave, Bedfont, Middlesex, TW14 9RY.
8-10 Sep • Fantasycon 24, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. £50 reg (BFS
members £40). Address update: contact (SAE) Beech House, Chapel Lane,
Moulton, CW9 8PQ.
29 Dec 00 - 1 Jan 01 • Hogmanaycon, Central Hotel, Glasgow. Now £35
reg, £10 supp, rising on 1 Apr to £45/£15. Contact 26 Avonbank Rd,
Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 2PA.
23-25 Mar 01 • Portmeiricon (Prisoner), Portmeirion, N. Wales. Contact
(SAE) Six of One, PO Box 66, Ipswich. NB date: info sent for A149 had the
wrong days and a scrawled year that looked like 2000.
Rumblings • Incandescent, Pat McMurray’s 2002 Eastercon bid, has quietly
died. Its intended “south-coast venue”, assumed to be Brighton, demanded far
too much for rooms and function space. [MP]

Infinitely Improbable
Skiffy Honours. Among the 1,998 people on Britain’s overstuffed New Year
honours list were Julie Andrews (Mary Poppins; now a Dame), Malcolm
Bradbury (some borderline sf, e.g. Rates of Exchange; knighted), Sean
Connery (many sf films; knighted), Doris Lessing (unashamed sf novels,
1987 Worldcon GoH; Companion of Honour), Ian McEwan (who rated an SF
Encyclopedia entry; CBE), Liam Neeson (acted in some movie; OBE),
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Michael Palin (much sf/fantasy in Python movies; OBE), Dave Prowse
(Darth Whatsisname; MBE), and Anne Wood (oh God, she invented the
Teletubbies; CBE).
Publishers and Sinners. Richard Curtis of US Curtis Agency fame launches
his E-reads.com imprint this month, with 2,000-odd titles – mostly out-ofprint published work, including much sf – in electronic and print-on-demand
formats. He hopes that tight editorial screening will attract readers who have
conspicuously not flocked to the web sites that publish virtually anything (for
a fee). A 5,000-title list is expected by the end of the year. • 2000 AD, home
of Judge Dredd, decided after “about 20 minutes” of millennial deliberation
not to update itself to 3000 AD. • HarperCollins US killed off its
HarperPrism sf imprint and will absorb the sf list into the recently acquired
Avon Eos line. [SFC]
Thog’s Out-of-Control Metaphor Masterclass. “The pause was pregnant
though it was unclear whether the birth which was clearly imminent would
have to be induced or would occur naturally. Just as Cornwall thought he was
going to have to perform a Caesarean, Phillimore went into labour all on his
own.” (Tim Heald, “Elementary, my dear ... Cornwall”, Mail on Sunday, 26
Dec) [TF]
Pirates of the Web. The SF Encyclopedia team was alarmed when Patrick
Nielsen Hayden found the entire second edition – in fact the 1995 CD-ROM
update – lurking on a web site in Estonia. Also present was much copyright
sf, including Chocky, Neuromancer and all Douglas Adams’s novels. A
grumble to the site’s apparent owner, a department of Tartu University, led to
the naughty pages being made inaccessible ... but the actual culprit, one Jaak
Parik (who apparently designed the university site), still flaunts his bootleg
fiction though not the Encyclopedia at http://jp.bumpclub.ee/5.html.
M’learned friends are now busy reminding people that Estonia signed the
Berne Convention in 1994.
R.I.P. John Archer, the actor and radio announcer best known for introducing
the 1940s The Shadow – “Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?
The Shadow knows.” – died on 5 December aged 84. He also played the lead
role in Destination Moon (1950). [PB/SH] • Sir Rupert Hart-Davis, a grand
old man of UK publishing, died on 8 December at age 92. His Hart-Davis
imprint published much sf by Ray Bradbury and E.C. Tubb. [PB] • Joseph
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Heller (1923-1999), whose unforgettably black wartime farce Catch-22
(1961) influenced sf without being sf, died of a heart attack on 12 December.
He was 76. • Madeline Kahn of Blazing Saddles fame, whose most notable sf
movie performance was in Young Frankenstein, died from ovarian cancer on
3 December; she was 57. • Desmond Llewellyn, the 85-year-old actor who
played gadgeteer “Q” in 17 James Bond films, died after a head-on car crash
when driving to a book signing on 19 December. [BB] • Clayton Moore
(1914-1999), TV’s masked “superhero” The Lone Ranger, died on 29
December aged 85. [BB] • Ludek Pesek (1919-1999), astronomical artist
whose popularity was second only to Chesley Bonestell’s, died of a heart
attack in Zurich on 4 December. [BE/TPS] • Keith Forbes Scott (1920-1999),
Canadian author of several short sf stories, died in Toronto on 17 November.
[CD]
Outraged Letters. Almost Everyone pointed out A149’s prominent typo
(corrected in later printings) that dated Charles D. Hornig’s Wonder Stories
takeover to 1993 rather than 1933. Not so many knew that Mike Moorcock’s
60th birthday was on 18 and not 16 Dec. I grovel. • Pat Cadigan announces
that Ellen Datlow is coming to London this month: “December 31, 1999 was
her 50th birthday, and I am hereby ordering every last one of you – and
anyone else I may have forgotten/left off the list – to celebrate it on January
28 – venue to be announced. • This is going to be an Ellen Datlow Roast,
which means we are all going to talk about her. In front of her, this time.
Please prepare some short remarks on the theme of What Ellen Datlow
Means To You.” Contact Pat if you suspect you’re one of the forgotten, or
indeed “anyone else deeply affected by Datlow (this means everybody).” •
Avedon Carol felt A149 should have mentioned the late Quentin Crisp’s
typecast role as Queen Elizabeth I in Orlando; belatedly I also remembered
that he played “Dr Zahlus” in the Frankenstein movie The Bride (1985) •
Mike Moorcock offers a “jollier thought” in the wake of his A149 rage at
HarperCollins: “Everyone who votes Green, sympathises with the Seattle
protests and is against monopolistic business practices but who buys a
Tolkien book new is actually putting money into the hands of their archenemy Murdoch. And fuelling the steamroller that they fear will crush them.
How the Hobbits Helped Rupert by Christopher Robin Tolkien.”
Thog’s Subeditor Masterclass. “A sufficiently prominent science fiction
writer, however, seems to be indistinguishable from an expert.” Thus New
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Scientist’s Xmas feature on prediction, bylined David Langford. The odd
thing about that little sneer at Sir Arthur and his Third Law is that I didn’t
write a word of it. Indeed I’d decided the Clarke Laws were far too familiar
to quote again; NS stuck them all in anyway, cutting trivia like my own
examples and conclusion to make room. Sigh.
Fanfundery. TAFF: the new ballot is out, with Tommy Ferguson, Sue
Mason and Tobes Valois contending for the westbound trip to Chicon, the
2000 Chicago Worldcon. • DUFF: nominations are open for the Y2K Down
Under Fan Fund race, Australasia to Chicon. Candidates need to find 3
Australasian and 2 NA nominators by 15 Feb. Contact Terry Frost, 4/8
Walker Street, West Brunswick, Vic 3055, Australia.
C.o.A. Avon and Morrow moved to the HarperCollins address, 10 E 53rd St,
12th floor, New York, NY 10022, USA. Jim Burns, “The Cottage”, 126
Upper Westwood, Bradford on Avon, Wilts, BA15 2DH. James & Debbie
Hartley, 4 Charlwood Terrace, London, SW15 1NZ. Alan Sullivan, 26
Thornford Rd, Lewisham, London, SE13 6SG. Lucy Zinkiewicz, 3/12
Margaret St, Strathfield, NSW 2135, Australia.
Death Will Not Release You. Just before Xmas our spies found an
apocalyptic website exposing the Magi Project, whose “Luciferian New
World Order” leaders were arranging a second Journey of the Magi leading
up to the birth of Antichrist. Several ringleaders are named, two of whom
would seem somewhat handicapped in their efforts to bring about the end of
the world: Mahatma Gandhi and Isaac Asimov. [AC]
Random Fandom. Grant Canfield won SCIFI’s second Rotsler Memorial
Award for life achievement in fanzine art. • Alison Freebairn reports “with
barely suppressed glee” that (as emerged only in December) she’s been
barred from the Pavilion Theatre as retaliation for her Stage review of their
1998 Xmas panto. • Arthur D. Hlavaty broke his arm on 28 December while
changing a light bulb – the stepladder collapsed beneath him and he had a
nastily close encounter with a door on the way down. Ouch. [KJM] • Science
Fiction Chronicle published its 20th anniversary issue in December. • Jon
Singer’s message of seasonal cheer: “Did you hear the one about the
wretched & boring debater who was widely acknowledged to be a master of
the ad sominem argument?”
Web Uplift. David Brin addresses “all of you folks who are interested in SF
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as it applies to educating the next generation. • In conjunction with Analog
magazine, I am launching my Webs of Wonder contest, at last! • I’m offering
a $1,000 1st prize etc. for the best web site that links good SF stories to
curriculum needs of teachers in the field. • To learn more, go to . • The time
scale for creating contestant sites is very short. We’ve made a July deadline,
in order to be able to award the prize at the Chicago Worldcon, over Labor
Day. So it’s essential that we get the word out pronto!” [DGA]
Fan Press. The Millennium Atom is a new Atom cartoon collection from Ken
Cheslin’s tireless photocopier: A4, 120pp by my count, plus wraps. Includes
classic Hyphen covers and the illustrated John Brunner verse alphabet
Tomorrow May Be Even Worse (1978). Suggested contribution to costs: £3,
or $8 in bills – send twice this at least! 29 Kestrel Rd, Halesowen, W.
Midlands, B63 2PH. • Space*Time Buccaneers, Ian Gunn’s ambitious and
funny sf graphic novel, sold out its first UK print run, raising some £190 for
his memorial fund. A second printing now looms: £10 from Mark Plummer,
14 Northway Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 6JE.
The Curse of Fame. ITV teletext (5 Jan) announced the winners of their
challenging Watership Down quiz, featuring tough questions like “Who
wrote Watership Down?” Their answer: Douglas Adams. [CN]
Group Gropes. Science Fiction Ireland, the national club, was to have been
wound up on 7 December owing to general burnout in Irish fandom. Instead,
it’s going into limbo for up to 5 years in hope of a resurgence; the newsletter,
David Stewart’s BlankSpace, continues as an irregular personal fanzine. 43
Eglinton Rd, Dublin 4. • Also, Dublin’s s/h sf bookshop Flying Pig is closing
owing to lack of business. [DL]
Thog’s Masterclass. “A silence descended like steel doors slamming down
around the room.” (James P. Hogan, Voyage from Yesteryear, 1982) [JB] •
“The second pair made ineffectual grabs at him and Lin lashed out with
bunched fists, feeling a solid crunch run up his arms from his knuckles.”
(A.V. Clarke & H.K. Bulmer, Cybernetic Controller, 1952) [BA] • Dept of
Hello Sailor! “His hands began to probe [the lady] more fiercely. / No, not
that way. She required the same delicate, experienced touch as the sails and
the tiller of the Pegeen.” (Andrew M. Greeley, Ascent Into Hell, 1983) [PB] •
Dept of Low-Slung Cheeks: “The tears burned his cheeks as they ran down
under his shirt collar.” (James Patterson, Cat & Mouse, 1997) [PB] • Dept of
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Eyeballs in the Sky: “She slid off the passenger’s seat; then, with folded
hands, in the traditional gesture of greeting, she lowered her eyes, luminous
and kohl-rimmed, to the ground.” (Mary Anne Weaver, “Gandhi’s Children”,
New Yorker, 10 Jan) [MMW] • “I fought free of her clenches, and now the
only thing between she and I, is an unfilled coffin. And this Lamona, whom
once I loved, is now an irksome creature, and as she stalks about the open
bier, my love is consumed by the horror. For from off her bones there drips
decay, and as the light palpitates with each fleeting, beating, throbbing of this
exhausted heart, I perceive two eyes of black groping nearer.” (R.D. Peters,
“Lamona”, Times, Thoughts ... Words, 1993) [ED/GF]

Endnotes
Alex McLintock is looking for conventions and SF-related charities and good
causes who want help with websites and web-based publicity. E-mail
alex@sflink.net.
Ansible 150 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
David-Glenn Anderson, Paul Barnett, Barbara Barrett, John Boston, Mary
Branscombe, Ken Brown, Arthur Chance, Richard Curtis, Ef Deal, Cory
Doctorow, Bob Eggleton, Tony Finch, Greg Frost, Steve Holland, Dave
Lally, Kevin J. Maroney, Chris Nash, The Paper Snarl, Mark Plummer, SF
Chronicle, Colin Smythe, Martin Morse Wooster, and our Hero Distributors:
Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor and Brum
Group News. 6 Jan 00.
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After intricate calculations based on
insufficient data from the years of pre-war and post-war weekly meetings that
led up to 40 years of monthly ones, Rob Hansen and Pat McMurray are
practically certain that this month’s London Circle gathering will be number
1,300 (plus or minus 10) and should therefore be celebrated in some
extraordinary fashion, i.e. alcohol. Voice of Arthur C. Clarke: “Fools! I’m not
celebrating until meeting 1,301.”
ANNIVERSARY! ALMOST! MAYBE!

The Pen and the Dark
Steve Baxter boosts this issue’s “All Knowledge Is Contained In Fanzines”
quotient: “Any Simpsons fans caught in this winter’s NHS hell will surely be
comforted by the fact that the Department of Health’s official website is,
inevitably, www.doh.gov.uk.”
Arthur C. Clarke’s breathing difficulties (owing to post-polio syndrome)
inspired tasteful sf imagery in a 2 Feb Washington Post piece by Pamela
Constable: “But after every few breaths, Sir Arthur C. Clarke makes a slow
whooshing sound as if he were cruising through space, a bit like those
fantastic structures that waltzed among the stars in one of the greatest science
fiction films.” [cj] The Blue Danube Whoosh?
Mary Gentle, asked about Gollancz’s paradoxical press pack which calls her
Ash the biggest fantasy ever published in a single volume but encloses proof
volume 1 (of 2) only, snickered and muttered darkly that “One day there
really should be a companion volume: The Making of ASH. In which many
paradoxes would be explained....”
A.E.van Vogt (1912-2000) died on 26 January, after years of fading health
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and Alzheimer’s. He was 87. His Campbellian Golden Age fame was
founded on a burst of popular, hugely influential magazine work from 1939
(“Black Destroyer”) to the end of the 40s, most of it eventually reworked at
novel length. Idiosyncratic theories of writing, like his new concept or plot
turn every 800 words, led to high-speed, dreamlike narratives that had almost
hypnotic force despite not always making sense. Slan, his first novel and the
archetypal sf persecuted-minority story, was widely adopted as a metaphor
for fandom. Van Vogt continued to write with diminishing energy into the
1980s, and received the SFWA Grand Master accolade far too late, in 1996.
“There,” as his own aliens would surely say, “went the author who ruled the
sevagram.”
Kurt Vonnegut had a nasty fright at the end of January, when a fire at his
house led to hospital treatment for smoke inhalation: it’s said that he
fannishly tried to rescue papers rather than running for it, until extricated by a
more sensible neighbour. Despite some early “critical but stable” reports, he’s
apparently in good shape.

Constringe
4 Feb • BFS Open Night, upstairs bar, Princess Louise pub, 208 High
Holborn, London. 6:30pm on. With Dark Detectives anthology signing.
4-6 Feb • Didgeri-12 (filk), Forte Posthouse, Milton Keynes. £22 reg, £11
unwaged. Contact 119 Whitehill Lane, Gravesend, DA12 5LU.
11-13 Feb • Millennium Starfleet Ball (media), Carrington House Hotel,
Bournemouth. £65 reg inc food; £9/day (no food or Ball). Contact 6 The
Street, Sutton Waldron, nr Blandford, Dorset, DT11 8PF.
19 Feb • Picocon 17, Imperial College Union, Prince Consort Rd, London,
SW7 2BB. GoHs Brian Stableford, Garry Kilworth, Ian Watson, Juliet
McKenna. £8 reg; £5 concessions; £2 ICSF members. Contact ICSF c/o 3
Salisbury Pavement, Dawes Rd, Fulham, London, SW6 7HT.
23 Feb • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on; fans around from 5pm.
corrected date: 26-27 Feb • Memorabilia (sf, film, cult, collectors’ etc fair),
Hall 9, NEC, Birmingham. Contact 01899 221622. Bookings 0121 767 4555.
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10-12 Mar • AKFT V, Kyance Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. GoH Michael
Sheard, Mat Irvine. £35 reg, £40 at door. “Adult only.” Contact 12
MacGregor House, Thornton Rd, Clapham Park, London, SW12 0LE.
11 Mar • BFS Open Night, as 4 Feb above. With China Miéville. Future BFS
open nights are scheduled for 10 Jun, 2 Sep, and 16 Dec.
11-12 Mar • Mecon 2000, Queen’s U of Belfast. GoH Harry Harrison, Ian
McDonald. £12 ref to 10 Mar, £14 at door (£7/day). Contact 24 Malton Ct,
Upper Malone Rd, Belfast, N. Ireland.
21-24 Apr • 2Kon (51st Eastercon), Central Hotel, Glasgow. GoH £30/$55
reg, £20 unwaged, £15 supp/junior (8-15), infants (0-7) free. Contact 30
Woodburn Terrace, St Andrews, KY16 8BA.
22-23 Apr • Comics 2000, Watershed Media Centre, Bristol. Tickets £3
“browser” (dealer/exhibits access only), £6 “fanboy” (same, plus programme,
with various “individually ticketed” exceptions), £25 “superpass” (all events
except Eagle Awards meal, which is extra) ... Contact (SAE) PO Box 48,
Clevedon, Bristol BS21 7LQ; 0117 924 4655.
21 May • Fantasy Fair (10th anniversary), Cresset Exhibition Centre,
Bretton, Peterborough. 10:30am-4pm. Contact 5 Arran Close, Holmes
Chapel, Cheshire. CW4 7QP. 01477 534626.
27-8 May • Silver Arrow (Robin of Sherwood), Bristol Jarvis Hotel (name
changed from Hilton). £52 reg inc. banquet. Contact (SAE) 4 Stitchman
House, Byfield Rd, St James, Northampton, NN5 5GH.
Rumblings • Boston in 2004 is a Worldcon bid from New England’s MCFI,
who ran Noreascons 2 and 3. Presupp membership $12, “friends” $75.
Contact PO Box 1010, Framingham, MA 01701, USA. • Chicon 2000 Hugo
nomination forms are out; deadline 31 March. Ansible failed to be outraged
when the ballot cover art “endorsed” – that is, almost invisibly featured –
such likely nominees as A Civil Campaign and Locus. But wouldn’t it be nice
to celebrate the New Year’s First Digit with some fresh, vibrant names in
boring old categories like fanwriter?

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. Dorling Kindersley embarrassedly confessed a
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likely £25 million loss for the second half of 1999, thanks to over-optimistic
investment in the UK Phantom Menace book franchise: 13 million printed
but only 3 million sold. [PB/TC] “They didn’t lose money on my book!”
cried John Clute. • SFX subscribers assumed the February cover was a rare
and perhaps immensely valuable misprint, lacking all the usual teaser
headlines. Deputy editor Guy Haley explains: “Nah, this is our new look for
subscription copies only – all subscribers get a lovely SFX cover picture
unadulterated by our wibble. Only we forgot to announce it anywhere.
Oops!” Editor Dave Golder gloated uncontrollably: “They’re already
changing hands for a fiver in specialist shops.”
Awards. Philip K. Dick Award shortlist, for best US paperback-original sf:
Code of Conduct by Kristine Smith, Not of Woman Born ed Constance Ash,
Tower of Dreams by Jamil Nasir, Typhon’s Children by Toni Anzetti,
Vacuum Diagrams by Stephen Baxter, and When We Were Real by William
Barton. Winner announced 21 April. [GVG] • Whitbread Award: after hot
debate this went to Seamus Heaney’s translation of Beowulf, with J.K.
Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban winning the children’s
division. [JR] It emerged that the jury was split 4-5 on making the latter the
overall winner, whereupon Anthony Holden threatened to “publicly dissent”
if a children’s book were honoured, and Anne Widdecombe chimed in to say
that such a shocking choice would bring contempt and ridicule to the entire
nation. On the other side, A.N. Wilson grumbled that Beowulf was “a boring
book about dragons.” • BSFA Awards shortlist: NOVEL ThigMOO by Eugene
Byrne, Silver Screen by Justina Robson, Children of God by Mary Doria
Russell, Headlong by Simon Ings, The Sky Road by Ken MacLeod. SHORT
(all Interzone) “Gorillagram” by Tony Ballantyne (#139), “Hunting the
Slarque” by Eric Brown (#141), “Malignos” by Richard Calder (#144), “The
Lady MacBeth Blues” by Stephen Dedman (#148), “White Dog” by Maya
Kaathryn Bohnhoff (#142). ARTWORK The Dream Archipelago by Jim Burns,
Darwinia by Jim Burns, Interzone 142 by Dominic Harman, Silver Screen by
Steve Stone. Dreaming Down Under/Interzone 146 by Nick Stathopoulos.
[CH] Winners to be announced at 2Kon, 23 April.
As Others See Us. More merry litcrit snobbery was heard on BBC Radio 4’s
A Good Read (11 Jan), as Frederick Raphael and others struggled to define
Ronald Wright’s A Scientific Romance as non-sf. No matter that its
protagonist uses the Wellsian time machine to seek a future remedy for
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incurable disease, encountering long-term effects of global warming: the
panel decreed that this couldn’t be sf, because they liked the book and –
Raphael’s clincher – it wasn’t written in the future tense.
Random Fandom. Paul Beardsley is commended by Big Chief I-Spy: “This
week in Havant, Hampshire, I spotted a car (big and white, possibly a
Mercedes) with the personalized number plate ‘5LAN’. I can’t imagine it
wasn’t a reference to Mr van Vogt’s famed creation.” • Robbie Bourget
invites submissions for the annual Ken McIntyre award for art in British
fanzines. Artists/editors not attending 2Kon can send original art plus the
relevant fanzine (or a copy of the page, with title/date/editor details) to her: 8
Warren Close, Langley, Slough, Berks, SL3 7UA. Artists wanting to exhibit
at 2Kon should tell Robbie as early as possible. Other unattributable but irate
sources reckon that “the numbskull committee” has allocated far too little art
show space and that Robbie “needs all the ammunition she can get to fight
for a bigger room(s).” Current usable space, already mostly booked, is barely
larger than tiny Novacon’s art show. • Harry Payne professes bafflement at
Anne McCaffrey’s blurb for Ricardo Pinto’s The Chosen: “‘Pinto writes with
an almost Donaldsonian/Feistian grip.’ How, pray, does one acquire an
almost Donaldsonian/Feistian grip? Is it to be found on the shelves of B&Q,
or is it a free gift when one subscribes to the Gaiman/Pratchett Idea of the
Month Club?” (A Donaldsonian grip is of course a clench. Dunno about a
Feistian one.) • Simo contends that NASA press releases are spellchecked by
the same people who build their Mars probes: “Following over a year of
training, astronaut candidates can become full-fledged astronuts ...” He
relentlessly continues with “my favourite cock-up from a movie positively
stuffed with vertical male chickens, Supernova (finally released after a year
on the shelf). The crew of a spaceship receive a distress call from ‘3,300 light
years away.’ Audience (but not, apparently, film-makers) think, ‘Well, it’s a
bit too late to do anything about it now....’” I am reminded of Colin Kapp’s
The Patterns of Chaos, featuring a succession of planet-busting hellbombs
which have been travelling between galaxies for six hundred million years
and are aimed with some precision at the hero.
Spectrum SF is a new quarterly paperback magazine whose launch issue
(Feb 2000) features Keith Brooke, Eric Brown, Garry Kilworth, Alastair
Reynolds and Keith Roberts as supporting cast for megastar Charles Stross.
£3.99 (4-issue sub £14, 8 for £24) from Spectrum Publishing, PO Box 10308,
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Aberdeen, AB11 6ZR. At present, editor Paul Fraser doesn’t want any
unsolicited submissions. He deserves success for his daring innovation of not
including another bloody Langford column.
R.I.P. Marc Davis, one of the “nine old men” of classic Disney animation,
died on 12 January at age 86. [PB] • Sybil DeVore, wife of long-time fan,
book dealer and awards chronicler Howard DeVore, died on 8 January after
long illness. [CP] • Peter Kuczka (1923-1999), influential Hungarian sf critic
and publisher, died on 3 December. [AN] • Gil Kane (1926-2000), still-active
comics artist best known for 50s/60s “Silver Age” work on Green Lantern
and Atom, died of cancer on 31 January. He was 73. [TG] • Don Martin, who
came to fame as a zany cartoonist in Mad magazine’s heyday, died of cancer
on 6 January at age 68. [PB] He illustrated several sf stories for Galaxy in the
50s; after falling out with Mad in 1987, he worked for its rival Cracked. •
Patrick O’Brian (1914-2000), whose bestselling Aubrey/Maturin sea stories
caught the imaginations of sf fans and were much discussed in fandom, died
on 2 January aged 85. (One of Walt Willis’s 1950s Nebula columns had
discussed the similar fannish appeal of C.S. Forester.) • Mae Strelkov, longtime fan celebrated for creating much treasurable artwork with the old
fannish technology of coloured hecto inks, died on 27 January in Argentina.
[NB] She had suffered a stroke last September.
Thog’s Transitive Masterclass. “Without transition, his body passed from
movement to poised stillness ...” “Without transition, he shifted into his
emergency mode – the state of whetted creative concentration on which his
reputation rested ...” “Almost without transition, however, his scars had gone
as pale as his face ...” (all Stephen R. Donaldson, The Gap into Vision:
Forbidden Knowledge, 1991) [TW]
Fanfundery. Ron Bennett has an attic stash of his 1958 TAFF trip report
Colonial Excursion (1961; 93pp with many Atom cartoons): £5 to him or
$7.50 US to Andrew R. Bennett. 36 Harlow Park Cres, Harrogate, N Yorks,
HG2 0AW. • New Routes in America, the newly published report of Peter
Roberts’s 1977 TAFF trip, is still available from Ansible at a mere £6. “Made
me laugh so much my glasses steamed up ... highly recommended” – Chris
Priest. All proceeds to TAFF. A parcel of copies is currently travelling by
slow boat to Aussie distributor Irwin Hirsh.
Hazel’s Language Lessons. As they say among the Pintupi Aborigines of
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the Western Australian Desert: nginyiwarrarringu, n., a sudden fear that
leads one to stand up to see what caused it. [TB]
C.o.A. Jane Carnall was burgled on 11 Jan and fled her insecure Reading
flat. Now (to end Apr at least): [house number and street removed in 2004 at
urgent behest of current occupant, God knows why], Reading, RG1 5QS.
Bernard M. Earp (from 1 Mar), 44 Lord Stile Lane, Bromley Cross, Bolton.
Bob Rickard, 104 Windsor Rd, Forest Gate, London, E7 0RB.
Fastsellers. The Bookseller’s top 100 fast-selling UK paperbacks for 1999
had unusually few genre items: Terry Pratchett’s Carpe Jugulum at #20
(395,583 copies) and The Last Continent at #25 (337,768), Star Wars
Episode 1 at #45 (223,644) and ... er, that’s it. [JC]
Dept of Urology ... this being what John Grant’s spellchecker keeps
suggesting for “ufology”. David Hines reports: “Long-time Langford fan
Whitley Strieber was roundly humiliated on the January 18th ‘Kirk, Mark,
and Lopez Morning Show’ on 97.9 FM in Baltimore, MD. Strieber called in
to promote his new book, The Coming Global Superstorm (co-authored with
conspiracy maven Art Bell), the thesis of which is that ‘Earth’s climate works
like a rubber band being stretched and suddenly released’ (yes, really), and
that said rubber band is getting ready to snap back with enough force to blow
off a finger or two. A highlight: when one disk jockey read off a list of
Strieber’s wildly alarmist and (need this be said?) unsubstantiated claims,
Strieber snapped back, accusing the DJs of being deliberately inflammatory,
and trying to make him look foolish by taking him out of context. On the
contrary, they replied – they were reading directly from Strieber’s own press
kit.”
FAAns. Fanzine Activity Achievement Awards votes for 1999 work need no
ballot form: send your top three choices for Fanzine, Fanwriter, Fan Artist,
Letterhack, and New Fanzine Fan (first fanzine activity after 1 Jan 95), to
4228 Francis Ave N #103, Seattle, WA 98103, USA. Final deadline is
midnight 4 March. Include your own name and address.
Outraged Letters. Simon R. Green’s cold-turkey cure failed, as usual: “I
know I promised to Never Ever write another Deathstalker novel again, but ...
my publishers found my weak spot. They offered me money. Quite a lot of
money, actually.” The bastards! • Perry Middlemiss conveys Aussiecon’s
response to a certain author’s “Swanwicik” Hugo-inscription grumble:
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“Michael Swanwick is getting a new award (in exchange for his old one) at
Boskone. Stephen Boucher will be hand-delivering it. Mr Swanwick is aware
of this fact.” • Michael Swanwick was busy brooding on too many death
notices in Ansible, which “reminded me of SF back when I made my first sale
in 1980 and Locus didn’t have an obituary page because nobody ever died. It
was like the village in Marquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude, which was
so small and obscure that Death couldn’t find it. Then one person died, and
everybody took it as permission to follow. Alas.”
Twenty Years Ago. Bob Shaw implausibly confessed to Ansible: “I have
been writing to fan editors for many years, but this is the first time I have
ever read a fanzine....” Leigh Edmonds and Valma Brown rejoiced: “We’ve
only been married a week and it seems like years.” A French Ufologist
rumbled me, with help from Ian Watson: “Unless you prove me the contrary,
I consider your book is a Hoax.” (all Ansible 6, Feb 1980)
Group Gropes. Peterborough SF Club meets each Wed. Venues vary (1st
Wed is Bluebell Inn, Dogsthorpe): contact 58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, PE2 0RB. • London horror/f/sf writers meet 2-7pm, last Sat
each month, at the Princess Louise – see BFS meeting info.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Paws for Thought: “Only Lily could tell there
was more to it, because whatever was haunting the back of his eyes made a
trail of uneasy paw prints up her own spine.” (Charles de Lint, Someplace to
be Flying, 1998) [PB] • “‘Are either of you aware of the fact that there’s
nothing between us and the pole to break the wind but an occasional stray
reindeer?’” (David Eddings, Castle of Wizardry, 1984) [RP] • Dept of Sound
Effects: “From out of the surrounding hills came a ringing silence that was
only deepened by the plodding of the pack-ponies’ hooves on the turf and the
flirting of their tails against their sides.” (Susan Price, The Sterkarm
Handshake, 1998) [BA] “The horse’s fall had the sound of a bag filled with
rocks and lamp oil, landing beside him and rolling over his legs.” (Steven
Erikson, Gardens of the Moon, 1999) [GW] • Dept of Non-Euclidean
Geometry: “She wore a thin metal necklet of some sort, as well, and he
scrutinised it with almost equal curiosity. It supported a plastic cube a halfinch square and a quarter-inch thick.” (David Weber, The Apocalypse Troll,
1998) [MR] • “Although the project would ultimately be aborted, this
represented the moment that Star Trek: Phase II was born.” (Ed Gross, SFX
#61) [AO]
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Endnotes
FTP? People, though not many of them, said they’d like the plain ASCII text
archive of Ansible and its FTP availability to be continued. Oh, all right then.
A special and reverential thumbing of the nose to Bob Devney: “Mark me
down as one who needs not FTP – I get instead the CORRECTLY SPELLED
edition of Joseph Nicholas’s zine.”
NESFA voted to secure the domain name nesfa.com to add to its existing
nesfa.org, but grumpily had to pay $200 to a “cybersquatter” who’d
registered the name in hope of profitable resale. (Instant Message 658)
Ansible 151 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
Paul Barnett, Tim Bartel, Chris Bell, Ned Brooks, David Carlile, Jonathan
Cowie, Tony Cullen, Tom Galloway, John Grant, Chris Hill, carl juarez,
Stewart Lloyd, Matrix, Attila Nemeth, Andrew Osmond, The Paper Snarl,
Curt Phillips, Prism, Ray Proven, John Richards, Marcus Rowland, Maureen
Kincaid Speller, Gordon Van Gelder, Tanaqui Weaver, Gary Wilkinson and
our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum
Group News. 3 Feb 00.
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In the general year-2000 excitement, I utterly forgot to report the
major event of 1999: “The world as we know it will cease to exist, as I have
stated previously in this volume, on August 18, 1999.” (Criswell Predicts:
Your Future from Now to the Year 2000!, 1968) The things you miss if you
let your attention wander for just one day....
LATE NEWS.

The Game of X
Ellen Datlow survived her treat of being “roasted” in a UK pub at Pat
Cadigan’s behest: “Thank god, no one in London knows what a real roast is
like or I would have been running out of the room screaming.” Now she’s
“getting swamped with reprints because of a slight misunderstanding in my
original Scifi.com market report indicating that we are publishing two
reprints per month. I am not accepting unsolicited reprints for Scifi.com. I
will be publishing ‘classic’ reprints.” See COA.
Richard E. Geis announces a (temporary, I hope) silence, owing to “severe
damage to my spine recently. I’ve had to kill The Geis Letter in mid type, and
have notified all the publishers to stop sending precious genre books for
review. • Saw a Neurologist today and he indicated the problem is ‘agerelated’ and that after an MRI scan surgeons will grind and chip and hack
away at bone in my lower back to free up some important nerve clusters. • So
it goes. My life now is a series of pain episodes and trying out new painkilling drugs. [...] Please spread the word that I’m out of the loop. Actually,
the loop is a noose, but few ever realize it until something like this happens.”
[5 Feb]
Harry Harrison has yet to deny that he turns 75 on 12 March.
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Laurence James (1942-2000) died on 10 February. Chris Priest writes: “In
the early 1970s Laurence was the editor at New English Library and
published several young writers in paperback for the first time: notably Bob
Shaw, M. John Harrison, Stuart Gordon and myself. He left NEL in 1975 to
write full-time. The only work of his published under his own name was
science fiction: one or two stories for New Worlds Quarterly and the ‘Simon
Rack’ sf adventures. The rest of his work, a vast flood of commercial novels,
was concealed behind a spray of pseudonyms. He became one of the most
prolific writers ever, turning out one or two novels a month for twenty years.
He was regarded as a supremely reliable professional: his books were
delivered on time and most of them were skilful, intelligent and surprisingly
personal. He was an unashamed hack writer (his e-mail address was
Supahack). He once explained to me the difference between my writing and
his: ‘You write deathless prose,’ he said, trying to set my career straight.
‘You should write lifeless prose, like me.’ His last five years were bedevilled
by serious illness: he successfully fought off bone-marrow cancer, renal
failure and a rare condition called light-chain deposition. At the end a heart
attack got him. He leaves a wife – novelist Elizabeth James – and three adult
children. He was ever such a good man: funny, kind, wise, honest and terrific
company. He was a great friend for thirty years. His death is an intense
personal blow to everyone who knew him.”
Terry Pratchett, weary and spent from finalizing his 25th Discworld novel
The Truth, announced luxurious plans to take a break of “about an hour”
before embarking on the next one, Thief of Time. “I can’t be having with this
‘one a year’ business any more.”
Colin Smythe, hero literary agent, grumbles that the one Pratchett title that
needed no change for the German edition – Carpe Jugulum – has just
mysteriously morphed in translation to Ruhig Blut!

Concumbency
4-5 Mar • Microcon 20, Clydesdale House, Exeter University. Announced
late Feb; unilaterally cancelled by guest liaison man on 1 Mar after “GoH”
Kim Newman noted that he hadn’t been asked and wasn’t coming;
uncancelled by rest of committee 2 Mar; now proceeding. Free admission.
Thog can’t make it but is listed as doing a Live Masterclass. STOP PRESS! New
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GoH announced this morning – ufologist Nick Redfern.
10-12 Mar • AKFT V, Kyance Hotel, The Hoe, Plymouth. GoH Mat Irvine,
Michael Sheard. £35 reg, £40 at door. “Adult only.” Contact 12 MacGregor
House, Thornton Rd, Clapham Park, London, SW12 0LE.
11-12 Mar • Mecon 2000, Queen’s U of Belfast. GoH Harry Harrison, Ian
McDonald. £12 ref to 10 Mar, £14 at door (£7/day). Contact 24 Malton Ct,
Upper Malone Rd, Belfast, N. Ireland.
22 Mar • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With James Lovegrove.
Not 25-26 Mar • Memorabilia (sf, collectors’ etc fair), NEC, Birmingham.
Ansible 151 was misinformed: this was apparently 26-27 Feb.
1 Apr • Patrick O’Brian celebration for sf fans, The Hard, Portsmouth.
Lunch etc 11am-1pm at The Ship Anson, look at historic ships 1-3pm,
reassemble at Kepple’s Head Hotel 3-4pm, etc etc. Fuller info from John
Richards, 11 Cardiff Rd, North End, Portsmouth, PO2 8BH.
14 Apr - 1 Jul • Dan Dare 50th anniversary exhibition, Atkinson Art Gallery,
Lord St, Southport, Merseyside, PR8 1DB. £2.50 admission. More
information from 01772 700874 or 0151 934 2111.
21-24 Apr • 2Kon (51st Eastercon), Central Hotel, Glasgow. £30/$55 reg,
£20 unwaged (bring proof of status), £15 supp/junior (8-15), infants (0-7)
free. Postal membership cutoff date is 1 Apr; then £35 at door. Contact 30
Woodburn Terrace, St Andrews, KY16 8BA. Octavia Butler was to attend
but found herself double-booked; Balticon had a prior claim. As Neil
Gaiman’s minion said after a similar schedule glitch, “So what are you trying
to tell me? That Easter MOVES?”
22-23 Apr • Comics 2000, Watershed Media Centre, Bristol. Tickets £3
“browser” (dealer/exhibits access only), £6 “fanboy” (same, plus programme,
with various “individually ticketed” exceptions), £25 “superpass” (all events
except Eagle Awards meal, which is extra) ... Contact (SAE) PO Box 48,
Clevedon, Bristol BS21 7LQ; 0117 924 4655.
26 Apr • BSFA Open Meeting as above. With Tricia Sullivan.
29-30 Apr Unconvention (Forteana), Commonwealth Inst, Kensington High
St, London W8. With Jan Harold Brunvand, Ken Campbell, Lionel
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Fanthorpe, others. £20 reg (£12.50/day) to 6 Mar, then £25 (£15/day);
advance booking closes 3 Apr. Booking 01795 414925.
28-31 Jul • Millenicon Hand & Shrimp (Discworld), Radisson Edwardian
Hotel, Heathrow. GoH: the usual suspects. £50 reg, £40 concessions. Contact
PO Box 189, Patchway, Bristol, BS32 8YE.
18-20 Aug • Lexicon (Unicon 2000), Exeter College, Oxford. GoH Philip
Pullman. Rates now announced: £28 reg, £15 student/unwaged, £18/day.
Contact 18 Letchworth Ave, Bedfont, Middlesex, TW14 9RY.
21-22 Oct • Octocon 2000, Royal Dublin Hotel, O’Connell St, Dublin. Note
new dates and hotel. GoH TBA. £15(I) reg, £12(I) junior, or £5(I) supp to 42
Capel Court, Dublin 1, Ireland; sterling £13, £11 or £5 to ‘Dave Lally No. 2
A/C’, 64 Richborne Tce, London, SW8 1AX.
Rumblings • Charlotte in 2004: US Worldcon bid seeks UK and Aussie
agents. Masochists contact Irv Koch (irvkoch@sprintmail.com).

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. SF Age ceases publication with the May issue, and
editor Scott Edelman has already accepted a job outside the genre; Sovereign
Media’s other fiction mag Realms of Fantasy is so far unaffected. Scott: “The
hardest thing for people to understand is that the magazine was still
profitable, even at the end, but just not as profitable as any of the other
Sovereign titles – the media magazine, the wrestling mag, the log home and
history mags – all way surpassed what Age brought in.” • Scifi.com bought
Craig Engler’s on-line Science Fiction Weekly in February, keeping Craig in
charge as “Executive Producer”.
Clarke Awards. Shortlist for 2000: Time, Stephen Baxter; The Bones of
Time, Kathleen Ann Goonan; Silver Screen, Justina Robson; Cryptonomicon,
Neal Stephenson; Distraction, Bruce Sterling; A Deepness in the Sky, Vernor
Vinge. Award presentation on 17 May. [PK]
That Was Then, This Is Now. From TVData Features Syndrome listings
(NA): “When Daniel Keyes wrote the short story ‘Flowers for Algernon’ in
1959, it was science fiction. Today, the story of a mentally disabled man who
undergoes experimental brain surgery to make him smart is science in the
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future.” [CR] A very, very different thing.
Random Fandom. Ken Cheslin thanks contributors to the cost of his classic
fanzine reprints; alas, photocopier repairs will set him back another £200-odd
... 29 Kestrel Rd, Halesowen, W. Midlands, B63 2PH. • Teresa Nielsen
Hayden explains last issue’s Mystery Concept: “I believe the
Donaldsonian/Feistian Grip is a variety of luggage, doubtless possessing
eldritch powers; and that it is offered in the same hard-to-find catalogues that
sell the many-footed Pratchett Trunk, the Glory Road Carryall, the Harpo
Marx Trenchcoat, and S. Morgenstern’s invaluable Pocket Guide to Packing.
• It seems perfectly logical to me; but I may be as disappointed in this as I
was in the error-correcting modem, the magnetic stud finder, the universal
remote control, and the Radio Shack male-to-female, female-to-male
conversion kit.” • N. Lee Wood is making progress after a lengthy struggle
with the UK government: “At long last, I’m no longer an ‘illegal immigrant’.
I’ve been granted a year’s visa to remain in the UK and earn my living by
writing ...”
Fanfundery. TAFF voting (a tiny reminder) continues until 6 May.
R.I.P. John D. Rickett, UK fan, Corflu UK GoH and stalwart of many APAs,
died unexpectedly (though, it seems, peacefully) on 27 February. [CC] •
Charles Schulz of Peanuts fame died from colon cancer on 12 February, just
before the appearance of the last cartoon strip that heralded his retirement; he
was 77. • Roger Vadim (1928-2000), the movie director best known in sf for
exposing titillating areas of his then wife Jane Fonda in Barbarella (1968),
died of cancer on 11 February at age 72. All five of his wives – including
Brigitte Bardot – attended the 18 February funeral in Saint-Tropez, France.
Alternate Skiffy. Jean-Daniel Breque reported on the current French
bestseller Une education anglaise by Christian Lehmann (Paris, Jan 2000).
This looks like and has been reviewed as autobiography, but implies some
unfamiliar fan history. The author/narrator has an sf-writing uncle called
Luther Rohan who lives in Oxford and once feuded with Harlan Ellison.
There’s a Brighton Worldcon, Seacon ’73 at the Metropole Hotel, with
Clarke and Leiber as guests; a transparent allusion to at least one of the
Oxford SF Group “bombers”; a fan called Alan who adopts a female persona
as Rose; a major pro (Rohan) dying at the Worldcon and being eulogized at
the awards ceremony; and knowledgeable stuff about panels, beer-drinking,
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auctions, Trek fans.... Ansible notes that Christian L. is a cousin of Michael
Scott Rohan, who then lived in Oxford; that according to Mike, Luther Rohan
is another joint cousin (lawyer, not writer); and that CL did indeed attend
1970s UK cons, even playing D&D at the Langford hovel. He gleefully
admits to including “a few good friends from way back”, and especially “the
kind of people who send mortar rounds from the top of hotel buildings at
night, if you see what I mean.” Death will not release us.
C.o.A. Andrew M. Butler, c/o Dept of Arts and Media, ASSH F Floor,
Buckingham Chilterns University College, High Wycombe, HP11 2JZ. Ellen
Datlow (for purposes of short original sf/fantasy submissions; no
sword’n’sorcery or space opera), Fiction Editor, Scifi.com, 48 Eighth Ave,
PMB 405, New York, NY 10014, USA. Bill Donaho, Veterans Home, PO
Box 1200, Yountville, CA 94599-1297, USA. Joe Gibbons, 27 Spring Tce,
Mount Pleasant, Reading, RG2 0BD. Steve (“not the horror editor”) Jones,
100 Balsall Heath Rd, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B5 7NQ. Writers Brew
Press, PO Box 241, Oakengates, TF2 9XZ.
Lambda Awards shortlist for 1999 gay/lesbian sf/fantasy: Minions of the
Moon, Richard Bowes; Night Shade, Victoria Brownworth & Judith Redding;
The Annunciate, Severna Park; The Gumshoe, the Witch, and the Virtual
Corpse, Keith Hartman; Through a Brazen Mirror, Delia Sherman, Cortney
Skinner & Ellen Kushner. Winner announced on 1 June.
Outraged Letters. Andrew A. Adams, 2Kon chair, caused Ansible to grovel
by revealing that more art show space had been allocated before the overexcited 2Kon Art Show Action Plea in A151. • Simon R. Green cannot be
disbelieved: “I’m also working on my new, guaranteed to be a hit, TV series:
Jesus Christ, Private Eye. Down these mean streets of Jerusalem a man must
go who is more than a man.... Every week, Jesus tracks down the bad guys,
and forgives them. • Really, I am.” • Michael Swanwick (alias Swanwicik) is
most grateful: “the Aussies came through as promised. A brand-new,
gleaming and perfect Hugo was presented to me at Boskone by Deb Geisler.
It felt every bit as good as receiving it at Worldcon would have, and now I
am at peace with all the world.”
Animé News. Diana Wynne Jones is gobsmacked at being offered vastseeming piles of yen (not to mention soft toys called Totoro) by famous
Hayao Miyazaki, for film rights to Howl’s Moving Castle. [CB]
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Weird Tales. “‘Your e-mail pen pal may in fact be a disembodied spirit,’
English psychic researcher Alfred Halifcourt claims. ‘Cyberspace is a place
where the spirit and material worlds overlap and it’s easy for spirits to
communicate with us there.’ Halifcourt first became aware of this while
surfing the net in 1995. Having chanced on a woman called ‘Carolyn’ in a
chat room he found ‘she was very flirtatious but I kept noticing her language
was somewhat out of date. I became suspicious and asked if she was a ghost.
At first she denied it, but when I pressed her, she admitted that she had
drowned back in 1911 at the age of 21.’ Halifcourt believes up to as many as
200,000 spirits are logged on to the Internet at any one time, their messages
often typed in Gothic font, while he or she often have poor knowledge of
current events.” (Ali Catterall, Big Issue, 7-13 Feb) Researcher Chris Bell
says: “Hmmmm. I think it high time Thog own up to leg-pull here.” • The
Tooth Is Out There: even more inexplicable and eldritch, Chris Bell, Dave
Langford and Sue Mason (for TAFF!) all had horrible disintegrative things
happen to upper left-hand backmost molars in February. Ouch, groan.
Not New Worlds. Guy Haley of SFX was also in the Guardian “New
Worlds” sf supplement (sponsored by Voyager, so non-Voyager authors were
downplayed or deleted) that enraged Michael Moorcock. “They rang me up
and said ‘Could you do a timeline of fantasy literature – you know, starting
with Gilgamesh and ending with Raymond E. Feist?’ I told them no (after
hooting with laughter) and explained why, offering to do a timeline starting
with Victorian fairy-fanciers and suchlike, charting the path of modern
Sword’n’Sorcery/Fantasy Junk. Okay, said they. But then I got it back to find
a load of third-rate Voyager hacks unconvincingly jammed in. Shocking. To
think that bastion of the left, The Guardian, would be so swayed by the petty
forces of capitalism as to blatantly claim that the whole of western mythology
has been a gradual and triumphant ascent to the dizzying heights of Raymond
E. Feist’s epic sagas is scandalous. • In fact, the Liverpudlian Basque who
was running the whole affair rang me back several times saying ‘Will you
write a boxout on Raymond E. Feist? No-one will write anything about him,
what has this man done wrong?’ I think only a Literary Crimes Tribunal at
the Hague could answer that question impartially.”
Small Press. Light’s List 2000 (15th edition) briefly describes over 1,450
small English-language magazines, with contact details. 64pp A5, £2 from
Photon Press, 37 The Meadows, Berwick-on-Tweed, TD15 1NY.
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Supernova. Last issue’s mention of this very sci-fi movie brought prolonged
groans from David Alexander McDonald (“better known to his readers as
Steven E. McDonald”): “Oh dear. Don’t let me get started on that madness –
having managed to create a silk purse from a sow’s ear with Event Horizon,
Tor had me tackle Supernova with the same intent. What a script ... the
subsequent rewrite did not help, either (merely tacked on a downer ending). •
The script had it worse than the actual movie – they were hopping galaxies
(all with cutesy-woo skiffy author names) and I had a very interesting time
coming up with an explanation for both this and the Killer Stardrive. Then
again, I had to come up with all kinds of stuff, such as characterization, logic,
common sense, backstory, gobs of stuff to fill in the odd plot hole (like the
one between page 2 and page 122 of the script).... • The book was finished,
but never released, thanks to MGM screwing around and screwing Tor on the
rights deal. On the one hand, I’m sorry about that – it’s always nice to have
things come out in my name(s) – but I must say that I’m not so sorry about
being distanced from the turkey as it plummeted to Earth.”
Twenty Years Ago. Harlan Ellison announced his coming triumph: “Two
years from now, I will be on the top of the best-seller list ... the novel that I’m
writing ... will be the number 1 fiction best-seller in the nation. I promise you
... a natural best-seller idea. It’s got to be a runaway. I mean, it’s such a
simple, terrific idea you say, ‘Oh Christ, why didn’t I think of that? Why
didn’t anyone think of that?’ I thought of it. And I’m going to write it.”
(Ansible 7, March 1980) Remember 1982?
Group Gropes. Solent Green meets 3rd Thur evening each month at the
Duke of Wellington pub, Bugle St, Southampton. [SP]
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Arcane Cartography: “Without waiting for a
response, Dan stretched his hand toward Kim and began murmuring sharp,
crystalline words. They hung in the air, twisting over and under and around
each other like the streets of London ...” (Patricia C. Wrede, Mairelon the
Magician, 1991) [PB] • Dept of Beetling Brows: “... his square chin,
weathered skin, and small eyes that never seemed still. They darted up and
down her own figure now, Hester thought, like a pair of those black beetles
that ran from the light at night if one had reason to go into the nether regions
of a house.” (Robert Bloch & Andre Norton, The Jekyll Legacy, 1990) [BA] •
Dept of Eyeballs in the Sky: “They all felt Michael’s adrenaline kick in and
watched his eyes bounce off his legal pad ...” (Rock Brynner, The Doomsday
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Report, 1998)

Endnotes
Once on a while I count how many people subscribe to Ansible by e-mail.
The latest figure is 1,744. Makes me feel proud, yet kind of humble....
Roger Burton West has invented a wheel of novel shape: “I’ve just finished
testing a new e-mail and web toy: convention.org.uk. This is designed for
people who can’t remember convention email addresses or web sites: it’s a
redirection system, such that one can email CONNAME@convention.org.uk,
or point a web browser at http://www.CONNAME.convention.org.uk, and
have the request sent to the right place. It’s thus possible at last to write to
‘eastercon@convention.org.uk’ and expect it to go somewhere useful.” Coo
er gosh. The next upgrade will presumably be for people who can’t even
remember “convention.org.uk”.
Ansible 152 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Andrew A.
Adams, Brian Ameringen, Paul Barnett, Chris Bell, Chuck Connor, Paul
Kincaid, John Light, Sheila Pover, Craig Russell, John Selmes, Gordon Van
Gelder, Jo Walton and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group News. 2 Mar 00.
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John Wyndham’s apotheosis in Penguin Classics reminded me
of an unlikely title from e-mail.... “The Finnegan Wakes: The disturbing,
incest-haunted, cyclical dream of a huge drunken sea-monster is related,
using a variety of multi-lingual puns.” [GA via BR]
NONSEQUITUR.

Elephant with Wooden Leg
Brian Aldiss will become the latest SFWA Grand Master in May.
Neil Gaiman feels grumpy: “I was surprised to discover from yesterday’s
Mirror [18 March] that I’m meant to have accused J.K. Rowling of ripping
off Tim Hunter from Books of Magic for Harry Potter. Simply isn’t true –
and now it’s on the public record it’ll follow me around forever. • Back in
November I was tracked down by a Scotsman journalist who had noticed the
similarities between my Tim Hunter character and Harry Potter, and wanted a
story. I disappointed him by explaining that, no, I certainly didn’t believe that
Rowling had ripped off Books of Magic, that I doubted she’d read it and that
it wouldn’t matter if she had: I wasn’t the first writer to create a young
magician with potential, nor was Rowling the first to send one to school. (The
only mild bother was that in the Books of Magic movie Warners is planning,
Tim Hunter can no longer be a bespectacled, 12 year old English kid. But
given the movie world I’ll just be pleased if he’s not played by a middle-aged
large-muscled Austrian.) Not sure how this transmuted into ‘Gaiman has
accused Rowling of ripping him off.’ I suppose it’s a better story than
‘Gaiman doesn’t accuse Rowling of ripping him off’.”
Richard Matheson is this year’s International Horror Guild Living Legend
Award winner – roughly equivalent to SFWA Grand Master. [D]
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Philip Pullman found that the Amazon.com page for his upcoming fantasy
included a message supposedly from himself: “Trully my best piece of work.
/ Good day to all my readers, I never new I had so many who admired my
novels so dearly. I am so sorry to all my readers who are waiting for Amber
Spyglass to come out ...” Pullman: “Close textual analysis seemed to cast a
doubt over the authorship of this.”
J.K. Rowling is responsible for an exciting breakthrough in virtual
publishing: “Stocks of the fourth [Harry Potter] novel which Rowling has yet
to finish writing have already sold out on the website of internet bookseller
Amazon.” (Manchester Metro News, 8 March) [MH]
Michael Swanwick longs to become the Simon R. Green of Ansible selfpromotion: “Since I’d broken my toe a week before, I was hobbling around
Boskone on a cane happily clutching a brand-new copy of the NESFA
festschrift, Moon Dogs, and another of Puck Aleshire’s Abecedary, the
chapbook of the short-shorts I ran in NYRSF. Pointing out to anyone who
would listen that these were only half the collections I’d have out this year.
Marianne said to me, ‘You know, you’ve got the makings of a good murder
mystery here.’ And when I asked How so, she said, ‘Tomorrow morning
when you’re found beaten to death with your own cane and the detective asks
who had a motive to kill you, every writer in the hotel is going to raise his
hand and shout, “Me! Me!”’”

Concatervate
14 Apr - 1 Jul • Dan Dare 50th anniversary exhibition, Atkinson Art Gallery,
Lord St, Southport, Merseyside, PR8 1DB. £2.50 admission. More
information from 01772 700874 or 0151 934 2111.
21-24 Apr • 2Kon (51st Eastercon), Central Hotel, Glasgow. Advance
booking now closed. £35 at door. Day rates, extending to 10am next morning:
Sat or Sun £18, Fri or Mon £12, evenings (from 6pm; not Mon) £8. Contact
30 Woodburn Terrace, St Andrews, KY16 8BA. Last-minute rooms: try the
Glasgow Tourist Board, 0990 992244.
22-23 Apr • Comics 2000, Watershed Media Centre, Bristol. Tickets £3
“browser” (dealers/exhibits), £6 “fanboy” (same plus programme, with
exceptions), £25 “superpass” (all events except Eagle Awards meal). Contact
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(SAE) PO Box 48, Clevedon, Bristol BS21 7LQ; 0117 924 4655.
26 Apr • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With Tricia Sullivan.
28 Apr - 1 May • AD 2000 (Trek), Palace Hotel, Manchester. £55 reg.
Contact (SAE) Sector 14, PO Box 3870, Troon, Scotland, KA10 7PZ.
29-30 Apr • Unconvention (Forteana), Commonwealth Inst, Kensington
High St, London. £25 reg or £15/day, now at the door only.
26-9 May • plokta.con, Holiday Inn, Leicester. £20 reg (kids £10) to 15 May,
£30 at door. Contact 3 York St, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 9QH. Room
bookings to hotel by 30 April: 0116 2531161, fax 2513169.
28-31 Jul • Millenicon Hand & Shrimp (Discworld 3), Radisson Edwardian
Hotel, Heathrow: CANCELLED. The committee blames members for not
“joining in the spirit of the event” by booking hotel rooms. Only 15% had
booked by mid-March; the hotel deal needed lots more. Refunds promised.
Contact PO Box 189, Patchway, Bristol, BS32 8YE.
28-30 Jul • Clarecraft Event, Warren Farm, Wetherden, Suffolk, replacing
the cancelled MH&S as above. GoH T. Pratchett, S. Briggs, more TBA. £5
reg, in advance only. Contact The Collectors’ Guild, Unit 1a, Woolpit
Business Park, Woolpit, Suffolk, IP30 9UP. 01359 244462.
21-22 Oct • Octocon 2000, Royal Dublin Hotel, O’Connell St, Dublin. GoH
announced: Michael Marshall Smith. Corrected sterling rates: £13 full, £11
junior, or £5 supp to Dave Lally No.2 A/C, 64 Richborne Tce, London, SW8
1AX. These rates rise after Eastercon.
30 Aug - 3 Sep 01 • The Millennium Philcon (59th worldcon), Philadelphia.
$135 reg, rising to $145 on 30 April. For 2001 site selection voters: $70
rising to $90. (Paid presupporters deduct $10 from all figures.) Contact PO
Box 310, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006-0310, USA.
Rumblings • Worldcon in Japan? A bid for 2005 or 2006 is in the air, with
an official announcement expected before long. [F770]

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. Paper Tiger editor John Grant preferred not to
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comment on the catalogue of their US distributor Sterling, which lists the
imprint’s top megastar artists as Boris Vallejo and John Grant. • Winchell
Dredge, master of sensitive character descriptions for Wild Rampage
Wrestling (“And then, as though to show his true nature, his eyes turn up to
show just white, and a demonic tongue snakes out of his mouth.”) was outed
in the 29 Feb Washington Post as a pseudonym of sf author David Bischoff.
Many Rampage writers are “moonlighting horror and sci-fi scribes”; the
(then) editor was Scott Edelman. [MMW]
Awards. James Tiptree Award: Suzy M. Charnas, The Conqueror’s Child. •
Nebulas, 2000 novel shortlist: Octavia E. Butler, Parable of the Talents; Ken
MacLeod, The Cassini Division; George R.R. Martin, A Clash of Kings;
Maureen F. McHugh, Mission Child; Sean Stewart, Mockingbird; Vernor
Vinge, A Deepness in the Sky. Winner to be announced late May.
AdelaideFestivalballs. Yvonne Rousseau liked one fantasy reading, thus:
Elizabeth Knox reads from The Vintner’s Luck, frequently mentioning the
angel Xas. Introducer James Griffin: “I’m sure that many of us reading The
Vintner’s Luck would like to know: how do you pronounce the name spelt XA-S?” Elizabeth Knox (exactly as before): “Xas.”
Small Press. Gnawing Medusa’s Flesh is Steve Sneyd’s overview of Robert
(Hawkwind) Calvert’s sf poetry, with bio-biblio-discography. £3.49 or $7
from 4 Nowell Place, Almondbury, Huddersfield, HD5 8PB. • Terry
Pratchett: Guilty of Literature ed. Andrew M. Butler, Edward James & Farah
Mendlesohn is another SF Foundation benefit volume, collecting new critical
essays about Mr Discworld. Out by May, with luck; £10 from the SFF c/o 22
Addington Rd, Reading, RG1 5PT. • Big Engine, Ben Jeapes’s small press,
launches with horror novels by Chris Amies and Gus Smith, a new Interzone
anthology, and reissues of B. Stableford’s Hooded Swan series (omnibus) and
D. Langford’s infamous The Leaky Establishment. • TWK (The Wizard’s
Knob): The Terry Pratchett Magazine has reportedly died.
FAAns. Fanzine Activity Achievement awards announced at Corflu: BEST
NEW FAN OF 2000 Yvonne Rowse. FAN ARTIST D. West. FANWRITER Christina
Lake. FANZINE Trap Door. NO.1 FAN FACE Christina Lake.
R.I.P. Gary Avedikian (1914-2000), Avedon Carol’s father and a provider of
hospitality to countless fans visiting Maryland (including me and Hazel), died
on 27 March aged 86. • Mary Brown (1929-1999), UK author whose fantasy
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debut was The Unlikely Ones (1986), died on 20 December; she was 70.
[SFC] • John Colicos, actor unfortunately best known for playing Battlestar
Galactica’s villain, died in Toronto on 6 March. He was 71. [SH] Alex
Comfort (1920-2000) died on 26 March at age 80; most famous for The Joy
of Sex, he also wrote some satirical sf, such as Come Out To Play (1961). •
Martin Davis (1942-2000), once involved in Prisoner production, and a
member of esoteric Dave Fandom as “Dave Syrup”, died on 8 March – his
58th birthday. [G] • David Duncan (1913-1999), US author/screenwriter best
known for Occam’s Razor (1957), died on 27 December aged 86. [SFC] •
Gerald A. Facey (1919-1999), British artist who painted until the early
1990s, died last Spring. Steve Holland credits him with “those atrocious
covers to the early Spencer magazines (Futuristic Science Stories, Wonders
of the Spaceways, etc.) and covers for the boys’ mag/comic Tarzan
Adventures.” • Charles Gray, British actor known for Hammer movies, Rocky
Horror Picture Show narration and playing Blofeld in Diamonds Are
Forever, died in London on 7 March; he was 71. [BB] • Roger Erskine
Longrigg (1929-2000), multi-pseudonymed UK author who wrote
supernatural horror as Domini Taylor, died 26 February aged 70. [BB] • Sture
Lönnerstrand (1919-1999), the first modern Swedish sf author and the father
of Swedish fandom, died on 30 September 1999 aged 80. [JHH]
Thog’s Genetics Masterclass. Conversation between three astronauts: “‘The
difference between human and ape DNA is less than three percent!’ ‘Yes, but
that’s the difference between us – and Einstein!’ ‘Or ... Jack the Ripper.’”
(Mission to Mars movie, 2000) [MMW]
C.o.A. John D. Berry & Eileen Gunn, 232 Winfield St, San Francisco, CA
94110, USA. Mike & Diana Glyer (PO Box likely to close), 705 Valley
View, Monrovia, CA 91016, USA. Lucy Huntzinger & John Bartelt, 473
Linden Ave, San Bruno, CA 94066, USA. Murray & Natalie MacLachlan,
39 Park Rd, Middle Park, Melbourne, Vic 3206, Australia. Ailsa Murphy
(soon to be Ailsa C. Ek), 290 Quarry St, Quincy, MA 02169, USA (from 14
Apr). Robert Sneddon, Flat 1F1, 34 Haymarket Tce, Edinburgh, EH12 5JZ.
Alan Woodford, 2 Old Port Close, Tipton, West Midlands, DY4 7XN.
Outraged Letters. Michael & Jeri Bishop confirm last issue’s belated
18/8/99 end-of-the-world prediction: “Criswell was correct. On August 18,
1999, our granddaughter Annabel English Loftin was born in Athens,
Georgia, and the world as we previously knew it ceased to exist. An amazing
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prediction.” • Dave Clark on Supernova: “It’s the first film to sport the new
directors’ pseudonym, when a director disavows a film where control was
taken away. Walter Hill was director, but ‘Thomas Lee’ is credited. ‘Lee’
replaces ‘Alan Smithee’, which got too much attention with An Alan Smithee
Film: Burn Hollywood Burn in 1997.” • Bob Devney on L. Ron Hubbard’s
birthday, 13 Mar: “We usually bake a cake, synthesize a religion, and dash
off, oh, say, 60,000 words in the evening to celebrate.” • Alastair Reynolds
watched University Challenge (3 Apr) and was stunned by “the once-in-alifetime experience of Jeremy Paxman attempting to pronounce ‘Gardner
Dozois’ ...”
Fanfundery. DUFF: the northbound race from Australasia to Chicon 2000 is
on, with candidates Susan Batho and Cathy Cupitt. Voting closes 30 April.
[JG] • TAFF near-final reminder: voting closes 6 May.
The Horror! The Horror! International Horror Guild award novel
nominations: NOVEL Jonathan Aycliffe, The Talisman; Richard Bowes,
Minions of the Moon; Kim Newman, Seven Stars (in Dark Detectives);
Stewart O’Nan, A Prayer for the Dying; Peter Straub, Mr.X. FIRST NOVEL
Michael Cisco, The Divinity Student; Fred Durbin, Dragonfly; Paul Griner,
Collectors; China Miéville, King Rat; J.G. Passarella, Wither.
How To Campaign For Awards. Expert manipulator Lawrence Person
commends Baen Books for mailing novels at lowest US book rate three
weeks before the Hugo deadline, with mangled and incomplete copies of the
Hugo ballot; Bantam for a 1 March package aimed to sway preliminary
Nebula balloting, which closed on 23 February; and Amazing for an envelope
with the promoted story not actually enclosed.
Group Gropes. NW Kent SF Society (Phoenicians) meets 13 Apr, 8.30pm,
in The Duke, Bexley Rd (midway between Barnehurst and Erith Stations)
with overseas pro guests Mandics Gyorgy (Hungary), Antuza Genescu
(Romania) and Roberto Quaglia (Italy). [JC]
Thog’s Masterclass. “His wasn’t actually a handsome face: without
animation, the harsh planes looked uncompromising, the nose prominent,
jutting out from a wide and high brow.” (Anne McCaffrey, The Rowan, 1990)
[BA] • Dept of Visual Acuity: “He saw the bullets coming from the other
man’s gun.” (Petru Popescu, Almost Adam, 1996) [AK] • Dept of Psychic
Entendre. Psychic detective Elaine goes into trance state when helping the
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police: “‘You were describing the two in bed,’ he said. ‘Please continue.’ /
Elaine looked at him a moment, as if deciding whether she wanted to or not.
‘It’s hard going in and out like this,’ she said.” (Robert K. Wilcox, Fatal
Glimpse, 1981) [PB] • Dept of Relativity: “She ducked at the thunder like
some stone-age primitive, counting off the seconds until lightning flared as
she tried to work out how far away the storm was.” (Jon Courtenay
Grimwood, reMix, 1999) [TF] “The creatures flew over the seas at an altitude
of almost a kilometer, yet their bony heads were on the ocean and not each
other ...” (Jack Chalker, The Sea Is Full of Stars, 1999) [RH] • Dept of
Alternate Mathematics: “... if the entire world were to become a police state
obsessed with recovering old secrets, then vast resources might be thrown at
the problem of factoring large prime numbers.” (Neal Stephenson,
Cryptonomicon, 1999) [JF]

John Sladek, 1937-2000
John Sladek died on 10 March. He was only 62. John Clute writes:
It is possible to hear the voice of John Sladek describing the career of John
Sladek. The voice is slightly husky, hums and haws as it awaits a moment of
inspiration from its owner, then lifts suddenly above its American prairie
twang as something extremely hilarious comes down the line. It would be (I
will not try to sound like John in full flow, he was too funny and too savage
and too sad to be copied) a joke, sometimes a very great joke.
– Oh, yeah (he could be imagined saying), I remember John Sladek. He was
the guy who called his first acknowledged novel The Reproductive System,
and it wasn’t non-fiction. He was the guy who brought out his second novel
with a different firm, and called it The Müller-Fokker Effect, and it wasn’t
ever bought because nobody ever dared try to pronounce it at W H Smith’s.
He was the guy whose masterpiece, which was called Roderick, was too big
to go into one volume, so his publisher (this was his third sf publisher, by the
way, and probably his fifth overall) released it in two vols, the first hardback,
the second, three years later, mass market paperback: demolished,
disappeared, invisible. This is the novel David Hartwell of Timescape Books
published the first two thirds of volume one of in the States, as a pb original
to be completed in two further instalments – just before Timescape Books
became an ex-desk at Simon and Schuster, which was all the American
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market got to see of Roderick for years.
– Oh, yeah (he might have continued), I remember John Sladek. He was the
guy who published two detective novels, starring series detective Thackeray
Phin, with different publishers. He was the guy who published some of the
greatest and funniest and most melancholy short stories of the latter years of
the 20th century in three mass market paperbacks with titles like Keep the
Giraffe Burning. He was the guy who wrote about Scientology in The New
Apocrypha and the insolent praetorians of The LRON whupped his ass for
talking out of turn. He was the guy who did a novel with Tom Disch called
Black Alice – which was not about bussing – and guess what they called
themselves? Thom Demijohn. Which sounds more like a portaloo than a
name. The Thom Demijohn: “For Loving Couples”. Bestseller written all
over that one! He was the guy who wrote (as James Vogh) a “nonfiction”
spoof called Arachne Rising: the Thirteenth Sign of the Zodiac, and for the
first time in his life his readers believed him.
John Sladek (1937-2000) was an endomorph, short, sometimes overweight,
congenial, lazy-seeming; but capable (like all endomorphs) of somehow
managing to do far more work than ever seems possible. He wrote 24 books
over the course of a career that began in the late 1960s and ended, as far as
the publishing world was concerned, about 1990. He was born in Iowa, raised
in Minneapolis, moved to Europe about 1965, did New Worlds stuff, lived for
a while with Pamela Zoline and Tom Disch in the flat that (personal note)
Judith Clute and I moved into in 1969, married Pamela Sladek in London,
where he stayed (latterly in Swiss Cottage and Tottenham Hale) until 1986
when the marriage broke down and he returned to Minneapolis. They had a
daughter, Dorothea. They all remained close. He met Sandra Gunter in 1994,
they married, his last years (some of us saw him now and then, when he
visited the UK) were happy.
It must be said that, although the world defeated him several times, he was a
collaborator. It should also be said that, with all the complications of what I
think must be described as genius, he had a pretty good life. He loved (in
particular) women. He knew for a long time he was not going to make old
bones – the progressive lung condition he died of was hereditary. He knew he
would never be properly recognized in his lifetime for the terrifying default
rightness of his vision of America, and he certainly knew as well that his two
decades in England had given him no saving alternate vision, either in the life
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or in the work – but he must (surely, surely) have suspected that those who
knew his work, and therefore loved him, would become more numerous. He
must have known that some of us thought he made sense of things.
His dying puts a period to some of the meaning of the world.
The printed Ansible obituary (6 April) was shorter than – though
closely similar to – this expanded text sent by John Clute on 11
April.

Endnotes
John Sladek RIP. As a tiny memorial following John’s death, I unearthed and
uploaded the Sladek interview that I (or rather, we) concocted for Vector and
Science Fiction Review long ago:
http://www.ansible.co.uk/writing/jsladek.html
I fondly remember many quips like the Sladekian insight into cloning: “Some
journalists claim certain rich men are hiring biologists to clone them. Other
journalists think clones are pointy cylinders.”
2Kon (Eastercon) Last-Minute Stuff. See Hotel Contacts web page –
http://www-theory.cs.st-and.ac.uk/2Kon/Hotels.html
Another word from 2Kon: “Any fan who needs to check booking details
already confirmed can still contact Cuddles on 0141 558 2862 or
cuddles.batcave@ndirect.co.uk.”
15 Years Ago. At Yorcon III, the Leeds Eastercon held over 5-8 April 1985:
“Popular TAFF winners Patrick & Teresa Nielsen Hayden displayed
remarkable resource by dividing up the expected duties of transatlantic
visitors: he nobly attended to the consumption of much native beer, and she
as nobly did the falling over.” (Ansible 43, 1985)
Ansible 153 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Garrick Alder,
Brian Ameringen, Paul Barnett, Barbara Barrett, DarkEcho, Jón Fairbairn,
File 770, Tony Finch, Gamma, Janice Gelb, Steve Green, Rob Hansen, Paul
Hood, Steve Holland, John-Henri Holmberg, Mike Hubbard, Amanda Kear,
Bob Rickard, SF Chronicle, Martin Morse Wooster, and our Hero
Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group
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Over 900 fans crowded into the Central Hotel, Glasgow, over Easter,
while Ansible stayed home with a cough; much-praised hotel liaison person
Cuddles reckoned this would be the last Eastercon which the now rather
small-seeming venue could contain. According to chairman Andrew A.
Adams, the scanty programme with its lack of specific sf content was a
deliberate reaction to recent Eastercons’ programming “overdose”. Party
animals duly spent more time in the bar, while others grumbled like Ben
Jeapes: “You didn’t miss much! A not very brilliant programme spread very
thinly over four days ... vast gaps of not much happening.” Hotel grumps
began with the usual lack of real ale and breakfast mushrooms (Chris Bell
counted two mushrooms on day one, and that was that), continuing with
soiled glasses, few and inept bar staff, broken agreements about food
availability, and general griminess (skin-crawling Bell descriptions of hotel
filth omitted here). Favourably mentioned programme items included Prof
John Salthouse’s lectures on exothermic reactions, i.e. mighty indoor bangs
and flashes which caused only one light bulb to fall from a chandelier, and an
Ian “Sauron’s Son” musical which did for Tolkien what the Rev Jim Jones
did for soft drinks: “How do you solve a problem like Moria?” • Helicon 2, a
Jersey Eastercon bid chaired by Martin Hoare, effortlessly beat the opposition
– three spoof bids – in 2002 site selection voting, despite terrifying room
prices: £60 single, £55/person twin or double. • BSFA Awards. Novel: The
Sky Road by Ken MacLeod. Short: “Hunting the Slarque” (Interzone 141) by
Eric Brown. Artwork: Darwinia cover by Jim Burns. [CH] • Other Awards.
Ken McIntyre for fan artwork: Sue Mason, 2Kon PR1 cover. Doc Weir for
unsung fannish good eggs: Tim Illingworth. Paper Tiger art show prize:
Dominic Harman. Ansible gold star for most superfluously technological
Eastercon newsletter: Koka2, ed Mike Scott and the usual Plokta suspects,
2KON.
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whose six slim issues appeared on the web in real time. Perhaps its hottest
scoop was the 2Kon chairman’s shock nickname change from A3 to – as
revealed in his own souvenir book – A_. • Fans had fun as always, including
the fun of complaining.

The Vinegar Works
Brian Aldiss mysteriously hinted: “Maybe we’ll meet at the University of
Reading on 29th June? An extraordinary occasion. I’ve had to buy a suit.”
Ansible: “Are they making you Vice-Chancellor?” Aldiss: “YES.”
Edward Gorey (1925-2000) died on 16 April aged 75. His drawings and
writings in 90-odd chapbooks were unmistakable, unique, and driven by a
wonderfully warped imagination; but Ansible readers don’t need to be told
that. So many unforgettable pictures, and likewise captions – a favourite from
the “pornographic” The Curious Sofa (where no naughtiness is ever actually
shown) being: “They were soon joined by Donald, Herbert’s singularly wellfavoured sheepdog, and many were the giggles and barks that came from the
shrubbery.” • A personal point of bogglement was that The Guardian had no
prepared obituary for the great man, as a result of which I found myself
urgently writing it.
Harry Harrison visited hospital last month for an angiogram and was kept
in for a quadruple bypass operation, successfully carried out on 11 April. His
daughter Moira reported next day that he was already recovering well and
expected to be “better than new”. As Brian Aldiss put it on the 13th, “He is
already looking perky, calling aloud for a glass of tequila and a good ten cent
cigar.”
John Jarrold, whose editorial work for Simon & Schuster’s Earthlight
imprint had been part-time only, is now gloating over becoming a full-time
S&S editor. Meanwhile a correspondent helpfully points out the existence of
the John Jarrold Printing Museum.... [GNA]

Conusant
To 1 Jul • Dan Dare 50th anniversary exhibition, Atkinson Art Gallery, Lord
St, Southport, Merseyside, PR8 1DB. £2.50 admission. More information
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from 01772 700874 or 0151 934 2111.
17 May • Clarke Award, Science Museum, London; by invitation.
17 May • Skeptics in the Pub, Florence Nightingale (as for BSFA below),
7pm for 7:30. Robert Rankin on “Who wouldn’t be a skeptic”.
24 May • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With Roger Levy.
21 May • Fantasy Fair (10th anniversary), Cresset Exhibition Centre,
Bretton, Peterborough. 10:30am-4pm. Contact 5 Arran Close, Holmes
Chapel, Cheshire. CW4 7QP. 01477 534626.
26-9 May • plokta.con (small friendly sf event), Holiday Inn, Leicester. £20
reg (kids £10) to 15 May, £30 at door; room bookings closed 30 Apr. Contact
3 York St, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 9QH.
27-8 May • Silver Arrow (Robin of Sherwood), Bristol Jarvis Hotel (name
changed from Hilton). £52 reg inc. banquet. Contact (SAE) 4 Stitchman
House, Byfield Rd, St James, Northampton, NN5 5GH.
28 Jun • BSFA Open Meeting, as above. With China Miéville.
7-9 Jul • Nexus 2000 (media), Bristol Jarvis Hotel (name changed from
Hilton). Cost: not revealed, and not on their website, and not disclosed to
impious editors who ask by e-mail. Contact (SAE) 280 Southmead Rd,
Westbury on Trym, Bristol, BS10 5EN. 0117 983 9603.
12-13 Aug • Caption 2000 (small-press comics), Oxford Union. £8 reg (£5
students/unwaged), £10 at door. Contact 71 Hugh Allen Crescent, Marston,
Oxford, OX3 0HL. Fax 0870 174 0622.
8-10 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Renaissance Hotel, Manchester. £60
reg or £30 supp, to Soc of Fantastic Films, 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford,
Manchester, M6 8EN. 0161 707 3747.
13-16 Apr 01 • Paragon (Eastercon) has moved from the Norbreck Castle
Hotel, Blackpool (big reported trouble with room and function space prices),
to the Hanover International in Middle of Nowhere, Hinckley, Leicestershire.
New rates, not sent for publication before the post-Easter increase: £35 reg,
£15 supp, £17.50 junior (12-16), £15 child (5-11), infants free. Contact 379
Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
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25-7 May 01 • Seccond (Seccon 2) has yet to finalize hotels and GoHs.
Swindon seems a likely venue. Contact the Bradshaws: see CoA.
28 Jun - 2 Jul 01 • 2001: A Celebration of British SF, U of Liverpool.
Suggestions wanted for papers on post-war UK sf (all media), especially
Clarke and Wyndham. Abstracts by 30 Sep 00 to Dr Farah Mendlesohn,
Middlesex University, White Hart Lane, London, N17 8HR.
29 Mar - 1 Apr 02 • Helicon 2 (Eastercon), Hotel de France, Jersey. No
guests yet announced. £30 reg, £15 supp/junior. Contact 33 Meyrick Drive,
Wash Common, Berks, RG14 6SY.
Rumblings • UK 2005 Worldcon Bid. Vince Docherty teases: “We hope to
announce the choice of site – between Brighton and Glasgow – in the UK at
Plokta.Con.” Just where between Brighton and Glasgow?

Infinitely Improbable
More Awards. Stephen Baxter won the Philip K. Dick Award (best
paperback original, 1999 US publication) for his 1997 collection Vacuum
Diagrams. [GVG] • Charles L. Grant and Edward Gorey are to be honoured
this month as Horror Writers’ Association Lifetime Achievement winners.
This was announced before Gorey’s death. • The James White Award will
celebrate James’s memory by encouraging new writers with a prize (plus
Interzone publication) for the short story submission deemed best by multiple
panels of judges. Further details to follow.
SF World in Sobriety Shock! Malcolm Edwards on the 6 April
Gollancz/Millennium party: “We laid in 8 cases of wine (96 bottles) for the
70-odd guests who had said they were coming, and I was shocked to discover
this morning when we went to collect the glasses and showcards that 13
bottles were left unopened and (it follows) undrunk. No doubt if we hadn’t
been turfed out at 10.00pm this would have been taken care of, but it’s still a
disappointing performance.”
Random Fandom. Ray Gibberd of Andromeda Bookshop has had two
operations for brain tumours and needs expensive chemotherapy, £1,600
monthly for 6-8 months. Rog Peyton and Andromeda beg for cash and
auctionable sf goodies: Ray Gibberd Fund, c/o Andromeda Bookshop, 2-5
Suffolk St, Birmingham, B1 1LT. A fundraising event is planned for,
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possibly, June. • Greg Pickersgill seeks new fanzines to review for BSFA
Matrix – especially ones that talk about sf. 3 Bethany Row, Narberth Rd,
Haverfordwest, SA61 2XG. • Bob Tucker, now 85, has given up con-going:
“I went to my first convention in October 1939 and to my last one in October
1999. Sixty years, that’s not too many. And it is a wise place to stop. Some
things Beam’s Choice can’t cure.”
Life Imitates Larry Niven! From a Microsoft product support web-page:
“When you run Explorapedia and use the Exploratron to look at the Earth
spinning, the Earth rotates in the wrong direction.”
C.o.A. Bridget & Simon Bradshaw, 19 Hill Court Rd, Cheltenham, Glos,
GL52 3JJ. Gregg Calkins, SJO 0816 Express Mail, 1641 NW 79th Ave,
Miami, FL 33126-1105, USA. Russ Chauvenet, 2328 Bermuda Village,
Advance, NC 27006, USA. Heidi Lyshol & Kjetill Gunnarson, Kirkeveien
100C, N-0361 Oslo, Norway. Tom & Tammy Springer, 15515 NE 1st Circle,
Vancouver, WA 98684, USA.
Outraged Letters. Lloyd Penney gently notes that the A153 FAAn results
(being what Lenny Bailes could remember) omitted one vital category –
“BEST LETTERHACK: Lloyd Penney”. • Nigel Richardson reports from the
cutting edge: “You may be alarmed to know that online diaries really are
becoming the new fandom, if you can imagine a fandom where there are
about 3,000 fanzines produced almost every day. The first convention is
being held in Philadelphia in October and looks every bit as earnest and
frightful as might be expected, with program items that run along strangely
familiar lines. There’s a lot of history repeating itself, only with prettier
women, less beards, better design, no Gary Farber, absolutely no crottled
greeps, and more media interest – I’ve been interviewed in the New York
Times, you know. (And live on New Zealand Radio, which is not something I
want to remember.)”
Publishers and Sinners. Paul Simpson decided to “move on” from editing
DreamWatch, as of the issue 71 relaunch.
Fanfundery. GUFF’s northbound race to Eastercon 2001 is on: Eric Lindsay
& Jean Weber vs Damien Warman & Juliette Woods. Voting closes 13 Nov.
Ballots from Paul Kincaid, 60 Bournemouth Rd, Folkestone, CT19 5AZ. •
2Kon United Fan Funds Auction: Alison Scott’s hard-sell team raised £550
in less than an hour, divided between TAFF, GUFF, the SF Foundation,
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Electrical Eggs and the Ray Gibberd Fund. [K]
R.I.P. Catherine Crook de Camp (1907-2000), US teacher, author and editor,
died on 9 April. She married L. Sprague de Camp in 1939 and collaborated
with him on much writing under his byline. • William “Bill” Danner, who
published 123 issues of his letterpress fanzine Stefantasy from 1945 to 1998,
died this year; he was 94 and, Richard Lynch believes, probably the oldest sf
fan. • Jan Jansen, chief editor of the first international fannish newsletter
Contact (launched Oct 1956) and of Alpha, continental Europe’s only fanzine
in those days, died at his home near Antwerp on 23 April. [RB] • Peter Jones,
the actor and comedian who voiced The Book in the original radio HitchHiker’s Guide To The Galaxy, died on 10 April aged 79.
Small Press. The Inquisitor: Fan Columns from the Vargo Statten SF
Magazine collects all this 1954-6 mag’s fan material: “Inquisitor” (Vince
Clarke) columns, con reports, fan profiles, fanzine reviews, assembled by
Claire Brialey & Mark Plummer. 45,000 words, 48pp plus card wraps.
Minimum contribution inc surface mail: £3 (cheques to Mark) or $5 (to
Roger Robinson) from 14 Northway Rd, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 6JE. Profits
to the usual fannish causes. • No Moose Today, Thanks is a collection of Sue
Mason’s art plus writing by and about her. £4 post free (cheques to Maureen
Speller) or $8 (to Roger Robinson) from Alison Scott, 24 St Mary Rd,
Walthamstow, London, E17 9RG. Proceeds to TAFF. • Fanthology ’95:
editor Bill Bowers seeks recommendations of fine fanzine articles from 1995.
Write to him at 4651 Glenway Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45238-4503, USA. •
Hilltop Press. Steve Sneyd’s status report: “Poetry continues to sell like
condoms at a Vatican conclave.”
Hugo Nominations. BEST NOVEL A Civil Campaign by Lois McMaster
Bujold, Cryptonomicon by Neal Stephenson, Darwin’s Radio by Greg Bear,
A Deepness in the Sky by Vernor Vinge, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban by J.K. Rowling. • NOVELLA “The Astronaut From Wyoming” by
Adam-Troy Castro & Jerry Oltion (Analog), “Forty, Counting Down” by
Harry Turtledove (Asimov’s), “Hunting the Snark” by Mike Resnick
(Asimov’s), “Son Observe the Time” by Kage Baker (Asimov’s), “The Winds
of Marble Arch” by Connie Willis (Asimov’s). • NOVELETTE (6 nominees
owing to tie) “Border Guards” by Greg Egan (Interzone), “The Chop Girl” by
Ian R. MacLeod (Asimov’s), “Fossil Games” by Tom Purdom (Asimov’s),
“The Secret History of the Ornithopter” by Jan Lars Jensen (F&SF), “Stellar
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Harvest” by Eleanor Arnason (Asimov’s), “1016 to 1” by James Patrick Kelly
(Asimov’s). • SHORT “Ancient Engines” by Michael Swanwick (Asimov’s),
“Hothouse Flowers” by Mike Resnick (Asimov’s), “macs” by Terry Bisson
(F&SF), “Sarajevo” by Nick DiChario (F&SF), “Scherzo with Tyrannosaur”
by Michael Swanwick (Asimov’s). • RELATED BOOK Minicon 34 Restaurant
Guide by Karen Cooper & Bruce Schneier; The Sandman: The Dream
Hunters by Neil Gaiman & Yoshitaka Amano; SF of the 20th Century by
Frank M. Robinson; The Science of Discworld by Terry Pratchett, Ian Stewart
& Jack Cohen; Spectrum 6: The Best in Contemporary Fantastic Art ed
Cathy & Arnie Fenner. • DRAMATIC Being John Malkovich, Galaxy Quest,
The Iron Giant, The Matrix, The Sixth Sense. • PRO EDITOR Gardner Dozois,
David G. Hartwell, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, Stanley Schmidt, Gordon Van
Gelder. • PRO ARTIST Jim Burns, Bob Eggleton, Donato Giancola, Don Maitz,
Michael Whelan. SEMIPROZINE Interzone, Locus, The New York Review of SF,
SF Chronicle, Speculations. • FANZINE Ansible, Challenger, File 770,
Mimosa, Plokta. • FAN WRITER Bob Devney, Mike Glyer, Dave Langford,
Evelyn C. Leeper, Steven H. Silver. • Fan Artist Freddie Baer, Brad Foster,
Teddy Harvia, Joe Mayhew, Taral Wayne. • JOHN W. CAMPBELL AWARD (not a
Hugo) Cory Doctorow, Thomas Harlan, Ellen Klages, Kristine Smith, Shane
Tourtellotte. • Unlikely claims of subliminal Scientology propaganda in that
gloomily awaited Battlefield Earth movie have provoked debate about the
unscrupulous use of hypnotic “backwards masking” techniques by certain
UK fanwriters, yenved rof etov, reylg rof etov, repeel rof etov, revlis rof etov, drawa on rof
etov....
Voice from the Grave. Kingsley Amis’s letters (published this month) piss
freely on other authors, e.g. “leading young novelists” like Ian McEwan in a
splenetic March 83 epistle to Philip Larkin: “But the one we must put a
contract on is D.M. Thomas ... Oh, and Christopher Priest and Pat Barker and
Maggie Gee are no good. Don’t know what to say about M**t** A***. Bet
you do, though, what?” [DW]
2Kon Revisited. Claire Brialey & Mark Plummer sent a surprise report, here
savagely trimmed: “Over 900 fans descended on Glasgow over the Easter
weekend in search of an Eastercon. Exactly where the Eastercon went is a
little more vague; critics noted that there was little evidence of it in the
Central Hotel and many therefore went looking for entertainment outside.
The 2Kon committee seemed to have opted for a deliberately minimalist
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approach to programming; support for the UK05 Worldcon bid, which shares
several personnel with 2Kon, may have diminished as a result of this and a
few other less than entirely successful organizational tweaks. Guests Guy
Gavriel Kay, Katherine Kurtz and Deborah Turner Harris were well-received,
and Professor John Salthouse’s attempts to blow up the convention entirely
was probably the most popular event of the weekend. Meanwhile, the
masquerade included the entire cast of the wacky races and what seemed to
be excessive technical difficulties. All three TAFF candidates were much in
evidence amidst fast and furious voting: Tobes Valois paid for a
pornographic picture of himself as drawn by Sue Mason and everybody paid
to see Tommy Ferguson in a skirt, something which is fast becoming yet
another Eastercon tradition. Overall a good time seems to have been had,
although many people noted that this was despite rather than because of the
convention itself.” [CB/MP] • Mark’s Favourite 2Kon Moment: “A clump of
Sproutlore/ZZ9/Aliens Stole My Handbag people were hanging out in the bar
in the early hours of Sunday morning. One was wearing shorts and the others
were merrily singeing the hairs on his legs. Just to pass the time, you
understand. A barman came out to investigate the source of the strange
burning smell, but was presumably content that there was no risk. ‘It’s all
right,’ he yelled back to a colleague. ‘They’re just setting fire to one
another.’”
15 Years Ago. Colin Greenland grumpily resigned from the Interzone
collective, Eve Harvey overcame John Jarrold in GUFF voting for the
southbound trip to Aussiecon 2, and Harlan Ellison smote Charles Platt on
the jaw at the Nebula party. (Ansible 43, May/June 1985)
Thog’s Masterclass. “They were both roughly the same age, in their very
early fifties, though a hundred years earlier they would have appeared much
younger.” (D.F. Jones, Colossus, 1966) [BA] • “The police report said there
had been a thunderclap, as if the burning house had disappeared so suddenly
that the air had rushed back inaudibly.” (John Barnes, Finity, 1999) [SM] •
Dept of Tortured Adolescence: “Girls. Suddenly they snagged at Whandall’s
eyes.” (Larry Niven & Jerry Pournelle, The Burning City, 2000) • Dept of
Eyeballs in the Sky: “Then your eyes cleared. God, I’ve had your eyes in my
head as long as I can remember ...” (Nora Roberts, River’s End, 2000)
[NLW] • Dept of Scientific Units: “... the world would do well to stick to the
[ramjet] system, accepting that Mach 2 as an average transit time was fast
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enough for anyone.” “Slipping and stumbling across tractor tracks ten meters
wide and often two deep ...” (D.F. Jones, Colossus and the Crab, 1977) [BA]

Endnotes
TAFF Archives. The unofficial TransAtlantic Fan Fund web site now lists not
only candidates and nominators but platforms, right back to the beginning in
1954. Still needed are the platforms from the 1968 ballot form, and better
information about 1957. The 1957 TAFF ballot seen here has (uniquely) no
platforms. Did any appear separately, or in another version of the ballot
form? Answers c/o . Meanwhile, the big list is at:
http://taff.org.uk/ballots.html
Ansible 154 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
Gail-Nina Anderson, James Bacon, Chris Bell, Ron Bennett, Claire Brialey,
Del Cotter, Chris Hill, Koka2, Stuart McMillan, Mark Plummer, Gordon Van
Gelder, Dave Wood, N. Lee Wood and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray
(NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group News. 4 May 00.
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<plokta.con> (Leicester, 26-9 May) flaunted its superfluous technology
from the outset: the programme book had a cover CD-ROM of which
haggard John Dallman had spent a whole day making 150 copies, and the
laminated, colour-printed badges showed our names in HUGE WHITE READABLE
LETTERS. Well done, that cabal. From the general enjoyable blur I recall
expensive food, silly games, real sf discussions, lots more Americans than
expected at a small UK con, many new fanzines, high-pressure auctioneering,
GoH Ken MacLeod propping up the bar in stakhanovite fashion, and the
doom-laden inevitability of the “UK in 2005” Worldcon bid presentation.
There, building to his climax, Vince Docherty explained that the Cardiff
convention centre has only 1,500 beds; the Birmingham NEC wants
£600,000 for facilities, meaning £250 memberships; the Brighton centre is to
be sold off, demolished and rebuilt “some time after 2002”; and therefore ...
Appropriate amazement at the final choice was duly simulated, even by those
of us who all along could see the waiting stack of flyers showing the new
“Armadillo” complex at the SECC in Glasgow. • Alison Freebairn
summarizes: “It was a good convention, with just the right amount of mad
Swedes, adorable toddlers, and the very best of British.” With one reservation
regarding legendary sot Tobes Valois in a dress, or rather struggling into a
dress for the Swedish party: “A more distressing sight I have never seen.”

Heroes and Villains
Greg Egan the Kurd Lasswitz Prize for Distress, as 1999’s best foreign
novel in German translation published, won. (Bernhard Kempen topped the
Best Translation category for his efforts on the same book.)
Harry Harrison felt chirpy a month after what wasn’t a quadruple bypass
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after all: “Quintuple bypass. Veins from both legs and mammary vein in my
chest. I walk 25 minutes every day, out of bed, getting better every day. Will
celebrate at the WorldCon in Chicago.”
George Hay, were he still with us, would be hugely tickled by to exploit
ideas from sf. This was a long-term vision of George’s, and one of his
original aims for the SF Foundation (redirected by others towards
“respectable” sf criticism).
Frank Herbert, whose recent activities were thought confined to steady
subterranean rotation after Dune: House Atreides, popped up unexpectedly
with a cover endorsement – “Superb detail ... shudderingly believable” – of
the Niven/Pournelle The Burning City (Orbit, 2000).
Leslie What was represented at the Nebulas by deadly rival Bruce Holland
Rogers, who picked up the award and subsequently “started to bond with the
Lucite (psychologists describe this a normal reaction, given the
circumstances) and decided not to give it to me. When I asked him to
describe it, he hinted that the Nebula was not nearly so impressive as I
remembered and I should not be disappointed if it didn’t look like everyone
else’s Nebulas.” Sure enough, BHR “made a grand presentation of a small
lumpy award, announcing it as the award for Short Fiction. To my untrained
eyes, it looked like something made from oven-bake clay and cataracts.” The
real thing was produced after copious pleas and threats: “It looks fabulous,
weighs about as much as a bowling ball; I could see why he was miffed at
having been asked to haul it around. As Bruce says, ‘It’s even heavier when it
isn’t yours.’” Remember, Hugo voters, how old and frail Martin Hoare is
these days.

Conder
To 1 Jul • Dan Dare 50th anniversary exhibition, Atkinson Art Gallery, Lord
St, Southport, Merseyside, PR8 1DB. £2.50 admission.
10 Jun • British Fantasy Society Open Night, upstairs bar, Princess Louise
pub, 208 High Holborn, London. 6:30pm onward.
10 Jun • The Profession of SF, symposium plus SF Foundation AGM, in
Gas Hall, Art Gallery, Birmingham, 11am-4pm. Details from SFF members
£5; non-members £20 including a year’s SFF membership and Foundation
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sub (two from same household £25). Advance booking essential. Contact 22
Addington Rd, Reading, RG1 5PT. 0118-926-3047.
14-17 Jun • Wyrd Sisters, Wokingham Theatre, Twyford Rd, Wokingham,
Berks. 7:45pm. £6, concessions £3. Bookings 0118 942 1144.
26 Jun • Olaf Stapledon celebration, Royal Society for Encouragement of
Arts, 8 John Adam St, London, WC2. 6:30pm. £3 at the door.
28 Jun • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With China Miéville.
30 Jun - 2 Jul • Aliens Stole My Handbag (sf/humour), Shepperton Moat
House Hotel. GoH Robert Rankin, others. Now £25 reg; £27.50 at door; £10
extra in advance for “military vehicle excursion”. Contact 16 Dulverton Rd,
Ruislip Manor, Middlesex, HA4 9AD.
7-9 Jul • Nexus 2000 (media), Bristol Jarvis Hotel (name changed from
Hilton). £46 reg or £41 Sat/Sun only, rising by £3 on 9 Jun. Contact (SAE)
280 Southmead Rd, Westbury on Trym, Bristol, BS10 5EN. 0117 983 9603.
Official response to last issue’s grumble: “I know the costs are not on the
web site like loads of other stuff but I know at least 2 con organisers who
pour dozens of hours into there web sites and there cons are a shambles. A
question of priorities me thinks.”
14 Jul - 11 Aug, SF/Fantasy Art Exhibition, Foyles, Charing Cross Rd.
10:30-17:30 daily. Info 0207 440 3249 (office hours).
18-20 Aug • Lexicon (Unicon 2000), Exeter College, Oxford. GoH Philip
Pullman. £28 reg, £15 student/unwaged, £18/day. Single rooms £29.38.
Contact 18 Letchworth Ave, Bedfont, Middlesex, TW14 9RY.
26 Aug • Gene Wolfe conference, Dept of English, U of Birmingham, UK.
Proposals for papers by 20 Jun to Jonathan Laidlow, Modern Lang &
Classics, U of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT.
14-21 Oct • Milford (UK) SF Writers’ Conference, Torquay. For
professionally published authors only. Contact Liz Williams, Top Flat, 8
Bedford St, Kemp Town, Brighton, BN2 1AN.
29 Dec - 1 Jan • Hogmanaycon, Central Hotel, Glasgow. £45 reg, £15 supp.
Contact 26 Avonbank Rd, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 2PA.
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25-27 May 01 • Seccond (Seccon 2), now negotiating with the De Vere
Hotel, Swindon. £20 reg; may rise Nov. Cheques to Seccon. Contact 19 Hill
Court, Cheltenham, Glos, GL52 3JJ.
29 Aug - 2 Sep 02 • Conjosé (60th Worldcon), San José, California. $100 reg
extended to 15 Jul 00; then $120, with further rise expected 1 Jan 01. $35
supp. Contact PO Box 61363, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-1363, USA; UK agents
52 Westbourne Tce, Reading, RG30 2RP.
Rumblings • UK in 2005 worldcon bid: oh joy, it’s Glasgow again. £5/$8
presupporting, £50/$80 “friend”. Contact 379 Myrtle Rd, Sheffield, S2 3HQ,
or 23 Kensington Ct, New York, NY 11550-2125, USA.

Infinitely Improbable
Clarke Award. This was won by Bruce Sterling, for Distraction. Last year’s
winner Tricia Sullivan (looking very much happier than in 1999) presented
the traditional bookend and £1,000 cheque to a Sterling stand-in closely
resembling Malcolm Edwards. Some UK sf pundits had made it abundantly
clear that the cool place to be was in New York for the Nebulas; one
unattributable editor at the Clarke event nervously confessed he was “half
expecting Roz to pop up on the big video screen behind, saying ‘Sorry I can’t
be there in person, I am in New York....’”
Nebulas. NOVEL Octavia E. Butler, Parable of the Talents. NOVELLA Ted
Chiang, “Story of Your Life”. NOVELETTE Mary A. Turzillo, “Mars Is No
Place for Children”. SHORT Leslie What, “The Cost of Doing Business”.
SCRIPT The Sixth Sense, M. Night Shyamalan. AUTHOR EMERITUS Daniel
Keyes. GRAND MASTER (as previously announced) Brian Aldiss.
Random Fandom. Alyson Abramowitz, elected to the Santa Clara County
Democratic Central Committee, 24th AD, reveals: “The official title of office
is Hon. Alyson L. Abramowitz. I keep wondering what that means the rest of
you are.” • Bob Devney unveiled his fanwriter Hugo victory scheme: “It was
a tough decision to speak out about how you never see Dave Langford and
Whitley Strieber together, but I felt I owed it to the SF community to come
forward with what information I had ...” • Anthony Hilbert was arrested in
early May, kept all day in a police cell, and charged with “incitement to rape”
because his website (BDSM-oriented, I gather) had something about a male
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slave being able to “rape his slave girl”. As usual, it’s evil if it’s on the net:
when was a steamy novelist last indicted for describing wicked fantasies? AH
is out on bail. [MC] • Joe Mayhew, much-loved fan cartoonist, is in George
Washington University Hospital with “undiagnosed neurological problems”.
[DH] Fan visitors are appreciated despite Joe’s worsening speech difficulty,
but check this web page first: .
Publishers and Sinners. Science Fiction Chronicle has been bought by
Warren Lapine’s DNA Publications. Former publisher Andrew I. Porter
continues as News Editor, now able to focus on actual news while DNA
minions scurry around doing all the tiresome paperwork. • Marion Zimmer
Bradley’s Fantasy Magazine, having survived its founder’s death by several
months, is reportedly to fold at issue 50. [CG]
R.I.P. Sir John Gielgud (1904-2000), celebrated actor, died on 22 May aged
96. His best-known fantastic movie role was as Shakespeare’s mage in
Prospero’s Books (1991). • Ann O’Neill, UK fan active in fanzine, media,
slash and con-running circles for over 20 years, committed suicide on 6 or 7
May after two years of clinical depression. She was 42. [TH] • Dick Sprang
(1915-2000), popular 1950s Batman comics artist, died on 10 May. • Karel
Thole (1914-2000), Dutch-born artist long considered the most distinguished
creator of sf covers in continental Europe from the 1950s to 1986 (when
failing eyesight slowed him), died on 26 March aged 86. His surreal paintings
were visibly influenced by Dali, Ernst and Magritte. An extremely pleasant
man, he will be sadly missed. • Rex Vinson (1935-2000), UK art teacher who
as Vincent King wrote four sf novels 1969-1976 (Light a Last Candle,
Another End, Candy Man, Time Snake and Superclown), died in late May
aged 64. [IA]
Thogissimus. Ansible is always filled with reverence on discovering an entire
book that’s pervaded with the special aura of Thog. One such is Future Tense
(1987) by Desmond Wilcox, a feast of futuristic spelling which opens: “in
richblu drume Diplomatic Oficer Kunt arives in Luria at the Wesylian
embassy where safron and beryl tints prevail + with more discretion than
melodius panolply he travels in his aureolin autobar from the adjacent prome
bringing with him his companion astals + he is welsuited to his invidius
ocupation = his amenabl body is host to an unctuously pleasing disposition
+” Besides his many euphonious character names, Wilcox is ever-inventive
in ways to avoid that boring verb “said”. From a 3-page passage picked at
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random: “Lere taunts ... Hotus hyperbolizes ... Lere teases with agravating
reluctance ... Lere obstreperusly vacilates ... Hotus inveighs ... Lere calously
vituperates ... Lere tantalizes ... Lere embraces ... Bude mopes ... Lere ineptly
soothes ... Lere umbrageously suports ... Gune ponders with uplifted eyes and
suspicion of deprivation ... Hotus expatiates ... Clut disfavors ... Hotus
jeeringly provokes ... Clut sapiently alows ... Gune hapily afirms ... Hotus
brilliantly quashes ... Lere darkly chastizes ... Lere cantankerusly dehorts ...”
Enough, enough. Brian Ameringen sold me this. Blame him.
James White Award for best short sf story by a non-professional author:
judges are Morgan Llewelyn, Michael Scott, Michael Carroll, David Pringle,
and me. Winner to appear in Interzone. Up to 3 unpublished submissions per
author, 2,000-4,000 words, in English; deadline 23 Aug 2000. £3/$4 entry fee
per story. SAE to the submission address for full rules: 211 Blackhorse
Avenue, Dublin 7, Ireland.
Hatched and Matched. Lori Meltzer & Morris Keesan were forced to miss
plokta.con owing to the unexpected early arrival of offspring Joseph in the
previous week. • Omega & Harry Payne announced the birth of Jodie Mei
Payne on 5 May. • SMS & Eira Latham married on 15 April in an all-day
marathon of Methodist, pagan and civic ceremonies. The celebrated artist’s
full name briefly emerged but was savagely excised by him from all reports
and transcripts. • Congrats to all!
BSFA Horror! A fan described as “a sad git with nothing better to do than
look up on-line databases” (all right, me) found that the masthead ISSN of
the BSFA’s Vector has been wrong by one digit ever since the then editors
Kev McVeigh and Boyd Parkinson mistyped it in 1989.
Fanfundery. TAFF. Sue Mason won the westbound TransAtlantic Fan Fund
race to Chicon by a first-round majority. Voting: Tommy Ferguson 22
Europe + 22 N America = 44 total, Sue Mason 88+52=140, Tobes Valois
30+4=34, Hold Over Funds 1+2=3, No Preference 1+7=8, total ballots
142+87=229 (i.e. healthy interest shown). • DUFF. The winner is Cathy
Cupitt, also by a first-round majority, and she will travel from Australia to
Chicon. Voting: Sue Batho 36, Cathy Cupitt 68, HOF 5, write-in 2, No
Preference 22, total ballots 133. (Figures from Janice Gelb. Ignore minor
variations from Terry Frost.) • plokta.con’s fan fund auction raised £482 for
TAFF, GUFF, etc. [B]
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Outraged Letters. Erik Arthur, with a book dealer’s quaint and unworldly
sense of time, begs this June Ansible to warn the world that Fantasy Centre
closes on 29-30 May to wrestle with a just-bought collection of 5,000 N.
American paperbacks. “We have sweated blood to take 90% of our old stock
off the shelves and putting new stuff to replace ... at least 3000 titles we did
not have before.” • John Bangsund sends this eulogy:
Farewell, dear Gielgud!
O man of rare delight!
He acted rielgud,
Made me fielgud,
Now gone, that gentle good knight.
•Dick Geis writes: “I go under the knife for spine surgery on May 31. My
surgeon calls it a ‘roto-rooter job’ to free up my spinal cord from inward
growing calcium spurs. Prey for me.” • Diana Wynne Jones, after being
sought by a Well Known Fan with such urgency that she’d hoped for
something to her advantage, fumed: “He wants me to put him in touch with
J.K. Rowling!!!!!” • Joe McNally endorses US critics’ views of that
Battlefield Earth movie: “Having now seen this abomination, I can confirm
that it is indeed less fun than arse gangrene – as with the book, it never
becomes bad enough to amuse, even briefly. And there’s no sign of the fabled
subliminal programming, unless it’s intended to make the viewer feel a
strong desire to throw a bin through the window of the Tottenham Court
Road Co$ shop screaming ‘GIVE ME MY TWO HOURS BACK YOU BASTARDS!’” •
Terry Pratchett rolled his eyes skyward at the Times report of his plans for a
garden observatory with “4.5 metre” telescope: “The paper you can trust.
Jeez. From those wonderful people who gave you the silicone chip. I don’t
think the size of the scope (a modest 8" mirror) was ever mentioned in the
application. Unlike a Times journalist, your readers will of course spot that
4.5 metres would make me the owner of a scope only marginally smaller than
the big one at Mt Palomar.... • On a different note, Neil Gaiman and I are
both mightily peeved that the one time in our lives we get nominated for a
Hugo (for a spin-off work in both cases) it’s against each other, and we feel
that the Minicon restaurant guide definitely deserves to win.”
International Horror Guild Awards for 1999 were presented on 12 May.
NOVEL Stewart O’Nan, A Prayer for the Dying. FIRST NOVEL Michael Cisco,
The Divinity Student. LONG FICTION Lucius Shepard, “Crocodile Rock”
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(F&SF Oct). SHORT Gemma Files, “The Emperor’s Old Bones” (Northern
Frights 5). COLLECTION Douglas Clegg, The Nightmare Chronicles.
ANTHOLOGY Richard Chizmar & William Schafer, eds, Subterranean Gallery.
NONFICTION Neil Barron, ed, Fantasy and Horror: A Critical and Historical
Guide to Literature, Illustration, Film, TV, Radio, and the Internet. GRAPHIC
Axel Alonso & Joan Hilty, eds, Flinch #1-7. ARTIST Charles Burns. FILM Stir
of Echoes. PUBLICATION DarkEcho. TV The Storm of the Century (written
Stephen King, directed Craig E. Baxley).
C.o.A. John Bangsund, 1/5 Tasman St, Preston, Vic 3072, Australia. Tanya
Brown, Flat 8, Century House, Armoury Rd, London, SE8 4LH.
Hogmanaycon, see convention list. Curt Phillips, 19310 Pleasant View Dr,
Abingdon, VA 24210, USA. Naomi Saunders, 603 Newmarket Rd,
Cambridge, CB5 8PA. Welsh SF Association, Gardd Lelog, Stuart St,
Treherbert, Rhondda-Cynon-Taff, CF42 5PR.
I Dreamt I Dwelt In Marble Halls. Writers entering the SF & Fantasy Hall
of Fame on 7 July are Poul Anderson, Gordon R. Dickson, and
(posthumously) Theodore Sturgeon and Eric Frank Russell. [KS]
Small Press. Dr Plokta’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, the plokta.con CDROM, lavishly features “593 photos, 42 different issues of seven different
fanzines (including two Hugo nominees and a Trilby winner), 296 illos
[mainly Atom and Sue Mason], con reports, newsletters and more.”
Availability now uncertain, but try some serious grovelling.
20 Years Ago. Rob Holdstock bragged, “I’m better than John Fowles at
science fiction ... I’ve published more sf than he has.” • One Ansible poll vote
for Chris Priest’s spiffy fanzine Deadloss was disqualified, being signed by
the unknown fan “Persi Strich”. (Ansible 10, June 1980)
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Carnivorous Weather. “Rain came as a wet
drizzle that clings to your face like a hungry leech fighting to hang on, only
to slip down over the scars and dive into the abyss of excrement and refuse at
your feet.” (Bradley Snow, Andy, 1990) [AB] • “They clung to her, those
eyes, but again, no one could reasonably have faulted that.” (David Weber,
Ashes of Victory, 2000) [FM] • Dept of Good Moods. “It was as if her insides
put italics on the feeling of superb.” (Stanley Crouch, Don’t the Moon Look
Lonesome, 2000) [MMW] • Dept of Planetary Physics. As a Velikovskian
doomsday impact is threatened, our hero has a nice snooze and wakes to find
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the morning mysteriously dark: “Switching on the searchlight, Joseph Brock
saw, caught in its brilliant beam, Jupiter. It was hovering a few thousand
miles up. He had reckoned that the planet would come with an extra rush as it
drew within the gravity of the Earth, or vice-versa. But the gravities of both
planets seemed ineffective.” (Desmond Wilcox, Into Existence, 1941)

Endnotes
Andrew Faulds, the actor who long ago played sf hero Jet Morgan in Charles
Chilton’s three Journey Into Space series (BBC Radio 1954-1960), was
reported on 1 June as having died aged 77.
Ansible 155 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Ian Abrahams,
Bug, Andy Butler, Mike Cule, Chuck Gee, Teresa Hehir, Dan Hoey, Farah
Mendlesohn, Chris O’Shea, Robert (Null-J) Sneddon, Keith Stokes,
plokta.con, Chris & Leigh Priest, Martin Morse Wooster, and Hero
Distributors: Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Brum Group
News. 1 Jun 00.
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... was, you had to admit, an utterly memorable
convention name. Much silliness occurred. John Whitbourn and I realized we
were forever branded as boring old farts as we cowered, whimpering, in the
bar during the main programme’s jam-packed body piercing demo. By and
by, celebrated sot Tobes Valois emerged somewhat shakily to show off the
dressing over his newly transfixed nipple. “Don’t ever ever ever ever ever
have that done to you,” he encouragingly advised. • In the traditional fannish
Family Fortunes survey, the #1 answer to “Name a book by Robert Rankin”
(the GoH) was The Colour of Magic, followed by The Antipope,
Gormenghast and “Robert who?” It was perhaps churlish of MC Rob
Newman to put such dramatic force into his comment on the “favourite con”
question: “Incredibly, one person voted for 2Kon!!!” • Less traditional was
the military convoy that set off early Sunday morning to H.G. Wells’s alien
landing site near Woking, led by R. Rankin in a fetching generalissimo
uniform. Alas, this macho show of force somehow shrank to one bonerattling lorry with a few ordinary cars trailing embarrassedly behind, and –
having neglected to ask permission for their loud rocket bombardment – the
con’s chief handbaggers James Bacon and Stefan Lancaster came excitingly
close to being arrested. • My failure to inspect pictures shown on a laptop in
Liam Proven’s Anal Probe Panel was reportedly a wise move. “Even Whitley
Strieber would have blenched,” they said. • I was in the bar missing all the
wild tattooed pierced disco sex, and don’t remember any more. Except the
con name. Definitely memorable.
ALIENS STOLE MY HANDBAG

Groaning Hinges of the World
Stephen Goldin, with courageous timing, has set up a website in the late
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Marion Zimmer Bradley’s name which seeks to implicate her in claimed
child abuse of Goldin’s stepson by her ex-husband, convicted paedophile
Walter Breen (died 1993). If you unwarily select this site’s harmless-seeming
“Tell a friend” option it generates e-mail, apparently written by yourself, with
the subject line “Marion Zimmer Bradley and Child Sexual Abuse” and text
“Hi, this is [your name here]. I found this site that talks about Marion
Zimmer Bradley’s involvement with child molestation, and I felt you should
see it.” Rather a dirty trick, eh what?
Harry Harrison gloats that after sixteen years in the toils of being optioned,
a Stainless Steel Rat movie deal is on, with Jan de Bont directing for Fox.
More astonishing to sf fans is the Variety news story’s remark that Harry is a
“reclusive author”. Maybe Variety just assumes that anyone “best known for
Soylent Green” must prefer to be reclusive.
Ken MacLeod on the plokta.con auction: “Guy Dawson paid £45 for the
privilege of giving his name to a political or religious faction in one of my
novels. The Dawson Heresy, an effigy of whose gruesomely-martyred
founder and prophet is still ceremonially burned every winter on a certain
imaginary planet, may well have been born right there.”
Terry Pratchett reacts to e-mailed claims that the new Harry P*tter novel
features a magic book called the Octavo: “Mwhahahaha ...”
J.K. Rowling, as the whole world knows by now, received an OBE in the
Queen’s birthday honours last month. (Also honoured was Josette Simon of
Shakespearean thespian fame and Blake’s Seven infamy.)
Geoff Ryman enlivened a conference at King’s College, London, with a talk
on UK government web strategies – given on his knees, since he was too tall
and got in the way of the projector. His non-PC remark: “I’ve always
wondered what it was like to be Robin Cook.” [KB]

Cone-Gamba
14 Jul - 11 Aug, SF/Fantasy Art Exhibition, Foyles, Charing Cross Rd.
10:30-17:30 except Sundays. Info 0207 440 3249 (office hours).
14-16 Jul • Crime Scene 2000 film/book festival, NFT, London. £50 full
pass or £19.50/day, plus screening charges. 020 7928 3232.
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28-30 Jul • Clarecraft Event, Warren Farm, Wetherden, Suffolk, replacing
the cancelled 3rd Discworld con (same weekend). GoH: usual suspects. £5
reg, in advance only. Contact The Collectors’ Guild, Unit 1a, Woolpit
Business Park, Woolpit, Suffolk, IP30 9UP. 01359 244462.
2-6 Aug • Tricity (combining Eurocon, Polcon and Baltcon), Gdynia,
Gdansk, Sopot, Poland. Currently £20 reg; £23 at the door. Contact (Europe)
Gdanski Klub Fantastyki, PO Box 76, 80-325 Gdansk 37, Poland; (USA) L.
Oszko, 6176 Edsall Rd #73, Alexandria, VA 22304; (UK) B. Wilkinson, c/o
15 Manor Dr, Southgate, London, N14 5JH.
12-13 Aug • Caption 2000 (small-press comics), Oxford Union. £8 reg (£5
students/unwaged), £10 at door. Contact 71 Hugh Allen Crescent, Marston,
Oxford, OX3 0HL. Fax 0870 174 0622.
18-20 Aug • Lexicon (Unicon 2000), Exeter College, Oxford. GoH Philip
Pullman. £28 reg, £15 student/unwaged, £18/day. Single rooms £29.38;
booking deadline extended from 15 Jun to mid- or late Jul. Contact 18
Letchworth Ave, Bedfont, Middlesex, TW14 9RY.
8-10 Sep • Fantasycon 24, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. £50 reg (BFS
members £40); £55 from 1 Aug; £30/day at door. Rooms £30 pppn. Contact
(SAE) Beech House, Chapel Lane, Moulton, CW9 8PQ.
9 Sep • Clacton Sci-fi Convention, Princes Theatre, Clacton. Dave Prowse
event. Tickets £5 in advance, £6 at door. 01255 253220.
21-22 Oct • Octocon 2000, Royal Dublin Hotel, O’Connell St, Dublin 1.
GoH Michael Marshall Smith. Current rates £20(I) adult or £16(I) junior to
42 Capel Court, Dublin 1, Ireland; sterling £17 or £14 to Dave Lally No. 2
A/C, 64 Richborne Tce, London, SW8 1AX.
27-9 Oct 00 • Bats 2000 (multimedia/horror/sf), Radisson Edwardian Hotel,
Heathrow. Now £50 reg or £30/day; under-18s £35 or £25/day. Contact (SAE)
47 Bennetts Court, Bristol, BS37 4XH.
10-12 Nov • ArmadaCon 2000, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. GoH Michael
“Ubiquitous” Sheard, Robert Llewellyn, more. £27 reg; concessions and day
rates available. Contact 165 Eggbuckland Rd, Higher Compton, Plymouth,
PL3 6QB. Phone 01752 257635.
Rumblings • ConStruction, the UK conrunning convention planned for July
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2001, has been put on hold until (probably) 2003.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. E-publishing and print-on-demand outfits
proliferate. Thumbs up to Fictionwise.com, offering actual advances for ebook reissues of shorts by established sf authors, including me. Narrowed
eyes for Richard Curtis’s E-reads.com (see A150), supposedly launching
months ago with a huge fiction list but now showing only “This site is in test”
where there used to be a catalogue of e-books by Bear, Ellison and others.
John Betancourt’s Wildside Press aims to have 1,000 p-o-d titles available by
2001. • Ian Watson shows his mastery of the third person: “After learning
that among the top 5 most-sought-for books on at least one Internet search
service are his Warhammer 40,000 novels Harlequin and Chaos Child, Ian
Watson was still slightly gobsmacked to receive yet another desperate e-mail
enquiry among the steady stream from America, England, Germany,
Denmark etc, this time offering fifty quid each, ten times the cover price, for
copies of the paperback editions. After a few seconds’ hesitation, he
accepted. Games Workshop stoutly declare no intention of reprinting because
they ‘are concentrating on their up and coming NEW novels.’” Terms like
“dumbing down” and “aiming for children only” must be sternly avoided.
Thog’s Critical Masterclass. “The punch of a mind light years swifter than
most requires space in which to expand and express the starbursts of ideas ...”
(Anne Born reviewing poetry, Acumen, May 2000) [SS] • “As an asteroid (a
kind of giant starship) flies through the stars ...” (Publishers Weekly on Poul
Anderson’s Tales of the Flying Mountains)
R.I.P. David R. Bunch (1925-2000), sf author best known for his vivid,
quirky “Moderan” cyborg fables, died of a heart attack in early June. • Ray
Gibberd of Andromeda Bookshop, who had undergone two operations during
a long struggle with brain tumours, died on 28 May. Funds raised by fandom
for his chemotherapy (see A154) will now go to cancer charities and the
hospice that looked after him to the end. • Joe Mayhew (1942-2000), artist,
author and long-time fan famed for deft, witty fanzine cartoons, died on 10
June from Creuzfeldt-Jakob disease after a month’s hospitalization. He was
57. Joe’s cartoons appeared in Asimov’s and Analog besides countless
fanzines including Ansible; he received the 1997 Fan Artist Hugo and was a
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mainstay of the Washington SF Association. He will be very much missed.
There was a substantial fan presence at the well-attended funeral on 17 June.
Sidewise Awards shortlist for alternate-history sf: LONG Brendan DuBois,
Resurrection Day. (Yes, just one nominee; the judges could still choose No
Award.) SHORT Alain Bergeron, “The Eighth Register” (Northern Suns); Jan
Lars Jensen, “Secret History of the Ornithopter”, (F&SF 6/99), Robert
Silverberg, “Getting to Know the Dragon” (Far Horizons) and “A Hero of
the Empire” (F&SF 10/99). SPECIAL/LIFE Randall Garrett.
Random Fandom. John Bangsund’s 1 July flat-warming party fell through
when the great man was rushed to hospital on 30 June and operated on for a
strangulated hernia. All went well; he was discharged after a few days and is
recovering at home. [SY] • Bob Devney found a Quote of the Month from
William Gibson, now doing ads for Andersen Consulting: “The future is here
already. It’s just unevenly distributed.” • Anthony Hilbert on A155 coverage
of his arrest: “It’s even worse than you gathered. In the first place, the raid
was carried out under the aegis of the Child Protection Unit, thus confirming
the long established rule that anyone whose sexuality is not 100% standard is
ipso facto a menace to the kiddies. (To their chagrin and dismay, their doctors
found my son to be in extremely good physical and mental health, but they
still threatened to charge me with emotional abuse of him on the grounds that
I have a poster of a bare-breasted woman in my office.) In the second place, it
became clear when they finally got around to questioning me that what had
caused them to call Battle Stations was the mention, on the same page as the
passage that gave them a pretext to arrest me, that I am a Pagan. [...] I wasn’t
actually charged with anything in the end, and my solicitor says he will be
amazed if it comes to court, but of course they don’t have to charge me with
anything to punish me: quite apart from a day in solitary, I have lost both my
computers, all my disk files – personal, business, and a couple of novels I’ve
been writing on and off for years – and half my toys, and with a little creative
form-filling they can hang on to them indefinitely.” • Caroline Mullan &
Brian Ameringen announce the birth of Meriol Jessie van Ameringen on 23
June. “We are all well, though (because?) she hasn’t made a pun yet....” •
Mike “Simo” Simpson is “now editing the daily news on the SFX website so
all Ansible readers are invited to send me juicy rumours, interesting scoops or
flagrant self-promotion. Literary news especially appreciated.” 405 Saffron
Lane, Leicester, LE2 6UF. • Martin Morse Wooster brags that his Australian
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craft breweries article in All About Beer (July) makes him the only fan to
have financed his trip to Aussiecon 3 “by getting paid to drink free beer.”
Potterism. I think we may say that Harry Potter fever is getting out of hand
when the Washington Post devotes 39 column inches, including two pictures,
to the astonishing story that some kid managed to buy this year’s
manifestation before the release date. [MMW] But even respectable journals
like Ansible can succumb.... • Nancy Stouffer’s plagiarism charges include a
claim to have invented the term Muggles, conflicting somewhat with the
Oxford English Dictionary – which lists “muggle” as 1205 Kentish dialect for
“tail” and, better still, 20th-century slang for marihuana. Children’s Author In
Covert Drugs Advocacy Scandal! Louis Armstrong cut a 1926 record called
Muggles, and Raymond Chandler’s 1949 The Little Sister refers to mugglesmoking (doubtless the next outrage to be committed by J.K. Rowling’s bad
guys). • Yvonne Rousseau’s textual analysis suggests a case of child
impersonation: “if Harry Potter inhabits our world and continues to survive,
he celebrates his 20th birthday on 31 July 2000 (the day is fixed by the
newspaper report of the attempted robbery of Gringotts Wizarding Bank on
Harry’s eleventh birthday; the year of birth, 1980, is known because Sir
Nicholas de Mimsy-Porpington died on 31 October 1492 and celebrated his
500th deathday in the year Harry turned twelve).” Coo er gosh.
Gaylactic Spectrum Awards shortlist: NOVEL The Annunciate by Severna
Park, The Granite Shield by Fiona Patton, The Gumshoe, The Witch & The
Virtual Corpse by Keith Hartman, The Quartered Sea by Tanya Huff,
Traitor’s Moon by Lynn Flewelling, The Wild Swans by Peg Kerr. SHORT
“Chanoyu” by Esther Friesner (Asimov’s 3/99), “Dapple” by Eleanor
Arnason (Asimov’s 9/99), “The Thorn Boy” by Storm Constantine. OTHER
Being John Malkovich (film), South Park: Bigger, Longer, Uncut (film),
Supergirl #39 – On Ice (comic). Presentation in October.
Outraged Letters. Brian Aldiss nitpicks: “What’s this? You do report that I
became a Grand Master in New York, yet fail to mention that after the
ceremony I danced with Alice Turner.” • Josh Kirby bewails: “Calamity piled
on Calamity ... the gods have twisted the screw that bit more ... The last twist
of the screw I guess is always the worst ... This is just a cry from the black
hole of despond ...” In short, his cover portrait of Mr Discworld on the SF
Foundation’s Terry Pratchett: Guilty of Literature was printed mirrorreversed, a thing that Josh cannot be doing with. (Terry: “I occasionally prod
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the Guilty of Literature? tome. I just don’t think it’s going to be healthy for
me to read it.”) • Tony Lewis mentions that NESFA Press startled Hal
Clement when preparing an omnibus of his Mesklin stories (introduction by
one D. Langford, plug plug): “We asked Harry whether we should use the
Astounding or the Ballantine text. ‘You mean they’re different!’ After
reading a sample chapter with differences marked, he opted for the book
version.” • Tanaqui Weaver reports with relief that Cryptonomicon’s massmarket UK paperback fixes that much-treasured Thog line about “factoring
large prime numbers”, by substituting “composite”. Meanwhile, a little bit of
synchronicity from knowledgable Bill Gates’s seminal sf work The Road
Ahead: “The obvious mathematical breakthrough would be development of
an easy way to factor large prime numbers.”
Mythopoeic Awards fantasy novel shortlist: ADULT Elementals by A.S.
Byatt, Tamsin by Peter S. Beagle, Dark Cities Underground by Lisa
Goldstein, The Wild Swans by Peg Kerr, The Book of Knights by Yves
Meynard. CHILDREN’S Skellig by David Almond, The Folk Keeper by Franny
Billingsley, The Circle of Magic series by Tamora Pierce, Harry Potter and
the Publicist of Azkaban by whatsername, Kingdom series by Cynthia Voigt.
[SFC] Oddly, half the Inklings Scholarship shortlist is fiction by Tolkien
himself, nominated for its latest editors’ efforts.
C.o.A. Brum Group News is again being edited by Martin Tudor, 24
Ravensbourne Grove, Willenhall, WV13 1HX. William Breiding, 150
Grattan St #4, San Francisco, CA 94117-4238, USA. Debbi Kerr, 365 Upper
Town St, Bramley, Leeds, LS13 3JX. Phil Nicholls, 70 Stanborough Close,
Hampton, Middlesex, TW12 3YQ.
Froth and Bubble. SF author Pat Murphy, wearing her other hat as
publications director at the San Francisco Exploratorium, was able to make
the solemn public statement: “There’s no way you could injure yourself with
a bubble bomb.” This bit of fun for the kiddies (vinegar and baking soda in a
plastic bag – whoosh!) is believed to be why the Exploratorium website “has
been ruled off limits to soldiers at Peterson Air Force Base near Colorado
Springs.” (San José Mercury News) [DB]
Bram Stoker Awards for horror: NOVEL Mr.X by Peter Straub, FIRST NOVEL
Wither by J.G. Passarella, LONG FICTION (tie) “Five Days in April” by Brian
A. Hopkins and “Mad Dog Summer” by Joe R. Lansdale, SHORT FICTION
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“Aftershock” by F. Paul Wilson, COLLECTION The Nightmare Chronicles by
Douglas Clegg, ANTHOLOGY 999 ed. Al Sarrantonio, NONFICTION DarkEcho,
ILLUSTRATED Sandman: The Dream Hunters by Neil Gaiman, SCREENPLAY
Sixth Sense by M. Night Shyamalan, YOUNG READERS Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Hype by oh God it’s her again, OTHER MEDIA I Have No Mouth
and I Must Scream (audio) by Harlan Ellison, SPECIALTY PRESS Ash-Tree
Press – Christopher & Barbara Roden. [D]
20 Years Ago. Ansible’s editor escaped regular employment and was
welcomed to the freelance life by his then agent Maggie Noach: “The book
trade is in the worst depression it has known for a great many years....”
(Ansible 11, 1980) Some things never change, do they?
Group Gropes. The Black Lodge, Birmingham’s horror/dark fantasy pub
meet, is now at the Hoghead, Newhall St, 8:30+, 1st Tue monthly.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Suggestive Motor Launches. “Discords of
remote activity rose above the more intimate throbbing of our screw.” (Sax
Rohmer, The Mystery of Dr Fu Manchu, 1913) [HF] • Dept of Scientific
Method. “For one, Hackett found a way to find a way to discover how the
broadcast-power receivers worked.” (Murray Leinster, The Greks Bring Gifts,
1964) [SHS] • Dept of Eyestrain. “Her black eyes snapped angrily.” (Carolyn
G. Hart, Summer Ghost, 1992) [JG] • Dept of Non-Fiction. “Quotation marks
of worry cleaved the aging man’s forehead.” (Dan Baum, Citizen Coors,
2000) “Which illuminates again the nerd underbelly that is an inclination
towards the human-transcending and the synthetic-universe preferring.”
(Paulina Borsook, Cyberselfish, 2000) [MMW] • “Sodium is what stars are
made of.” (Adam Roberts, Salt, 2000) • “In a cloth sling she carried a
crimson torus that leaked gore like a wounded sausage.” (David Brin,
Heaven’s Reach, 1998) [PN] • Dept of Seeing the Funny Side (after an arrow
in the eyeball): “He clapped a hand over the puckered socket, and tossed the
gore-tipped shaft aside. The deflated eye still clung to it like a rotted
vegetable on a shish kebab skewer. Humorous fluid dripped down his cheek
...” (Kevin B. Eastman & Stan Timmons, FAKK2, 1999)

Endnotes
Ellen Datlow feels that Ansible pre-announcements and a listing on our links
page aren’t enough, and wants her SCI FICTION area at SciFi.com
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announced again. Anything for a quiet life:
http://www.scifi.com/scifiction/
Lucy Zinkiewicz reports that the results from her “Sense of Community in
Science Fiction Fans” study, conducted at Aussiecon 3, are now available at:
http://www.arts.qut.edu.au/psyc/pgrad/obstP/index.htm
Domain Stuff. In the wake of the activities of wicked cybersquatter Dr Mark
Hogarth of Cambridge, the UK Society of Authors newsletter urged members
to register their names as net domains. Hogarth had been registering notables
and asking for a share of their income to release domains like
martinamis.com and jeanettewinterson.com (likewise .net and .org); he was
legally clobbered by J. Winterson. Research led me to wonder whether I am
more famous than Chris Priest, since davidlangford.com has been grabbed by
somebody, apparently not Hogarth, while christopherpriest.com remains free.
The mingy authors in question have opted for the cheaper christopherpriest.co.uk and davidlangford.co.uk ...
Ansible 156 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to James Bacon,
David Bratman, Claire Brialey, Keith Brooke, DarkEcho, Henry Farrell, John
Grant, Stefan Lancaster, Heidi Lyshol, Bill Mayhew, Phil Nicholls, Yvonne
Rousseau, SF Chronicle, Steven H. Silver, Steve Sneyd, Martin Morse
Wooster, Sally Yeoland, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (NA),
SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor (Brum Group News). 6 Jul 00.
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This old Times law report neatly encapsulates the spirit
of Ansible: “His Lordship – I suppose the word ‘horse’ in the rule does not
include an aeroplane? Counsel – No, I think not. His Lordship – It ought to, it
is much the same thing. Counsel – I think that it was put in for the relief of
archdeacons.” (Maclean vs Trembath, 1956)
POLICY STATEMENT.

Tours of the Black Clock
Forrest J. Ackerman won his suit against Famous Monsters of Filmland
publisher Ray Ferry and was awarded not only the right to his pseudonym Dr
Acula but $724,500 damages for libel, breach of contract, trademark
infringement, etc. An appeal from Ferry is expected. Ray Bradbury testified
for Ackerman and Harlan Ellison (for reasons of course totally unconnected
with any old grudges) against.
Charles Platt was unamazed by Robert Vaughn Young’s claim to have
ghosted various L. Ron Hubbard writings, including interview responses and
the introductions to (though not the main text of) all ten volumes of the dire
Mission Earth: “When I was pursuing the possibility of a (written) interview
with Hubbard for my book Dream Makers II, Vaughn Young was the aide I
negotiated with. The interview that I received was in Hubbard’s style, but I
wondered if Young had written it – because clearly it had been typed on the
same typewriter that Young had used in correspondence with me! He claimed
that he had merely transcribed a tape from Hubbard. I mentioned these details
in my somewhat skeptical commentary surrounding the interview. • To allay
my suspicions, I was sent a single-page handwritten letter signed by Hubbard,
‘authenticating’ the interview; and I reproduced this in my book. However,
many years later, after Young defected from the Church of Scientology (the
highest-level defection ever, I understand) he contacted me via email and told
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me that I had been correct in my suspicions: He had been the one who wrote
the ‘Hubbard interview’.”
David Pringle, connoisseur of pulp fiction, enjoyed the sf strand of “Semana
Negra” (Noir Week) in Gijon, Spain, and “had the pleasure of taking a meal
with Ian McDonald – a meal of octopus, which I’d never tasted before. The
place we ate it in was called a ‘Pulperia’ – so, a whole new meaning of the
word pulp! (‘Pulpo,’ apparently, is Spanish for octopus.) So, there we sat in
the pulperia, eating slices of this eight-armed pulpy mollusc; and Ian ate it
with particular relish, preferring the pieces with the suckers still on. ‘Octopi
are highly intelligent beasts, you know,’ said the famed sf writer. ‘In fact, this
reminds me of science fiction – it’s like eating the alien.’”
Brian Stableford was at Nasacon 2000 in Stockholm (July): “The Scandic
Slussen Hotel’s conference rooms are named after ancient Greek
philosophers and mythic figures, but my hopes of performing in CHAOS or
HADES were dashed, as my natural gravitas prompted the committee to
place all but one of my items in PLATON (Plato). Attendance was well in
excess of 200, boosted by the heroic publicizing exploits of Ahrvid Engholm
and Wolf von Witting, aided and abetted by the photogenic winner of the
Miss Universe competition. Fellow-guest John-Henri Holmberg raged in vain
against the hotel’s non-smoking regulations, but got through a long session as
auctioneer by lightening the load of his presentation bottle of whisky. I, being
famous for my moderation in matters alcoholic, received a representation of
myself carved by local artist Urban Gunnarsson, who has a wonderful shop in
the city where he can be observed at work. Most of his sales are politicians;
when we visited he explained that he was fresh out of Hitlers and Stalins, but
Mrs Thatcher and the Ayatollah Khomeini were still awaiting purchasers. He
lamented to Jane that if only he had met me rather than relying on
photographs he could have included my bald spot, but she assured him that
we could live with the hirsute version.”

Conglutinant
To 11 Aug, SF/Fantasy Art Exhibition, Foyles, Charing Cross Rd. 10:3017:30 except Sundays. Info 0207 440 3249 (office hours).
12-13 Aug • Caption 2000 (small-press comics), Oxford Union. £8 reg (£5
students/unwaged), £10 at the door. Contact 71 Hugh Allen Crescent,
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Marston, Oxford, OX3 0HL. Fax 0870 174 0622.
18-20 Aug • Lexicon (Unicon 2000), Exeter College, Oxford. GoH Philip
Pullman. £28 reg, £15 student/unwaged, £18/day. Contact 18 Letchworth
Ave, Bedfont, Middlesex, TW14 9RY.
23 Aug • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With Lionel Fanthorpe.
(Combined with “Skeptics in the Pub” meeting, moved from 17 Aug.)
26 Aug • Gene Wolfe conference, Dept of English, U of Birmingham, UK.
Contact Jonathan Laidlow, Modern Lang & Classics, U of Birmingham,
Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT.
31 Aug - 4 Sep • Chicon 2000 (58th Worldcon), Chicago. Mail registration
closed 15 Jul; on-line registration $150 until 15 Aug. Art Show Note: space
must be booked by 28 Aug. Rules are available only via the net
(www.chicon.org/artshow or artshow@chicon.org) or – as revealed on
Usenet – by postal request to 1220 S. Westnedge, Kalamazoo, MI 49008,
USA. “Our communications with folks could be better.”
2 Sep • BFS Open Night, upstairs bar, Princess Louise pub, 208 High
Holborn, London. 6:30pm on.
8-10 Sep • Fantasycon 24, Britannia Hotel, Birmingham. Now £55 reg, or
£30/day at the door. Rooms £30 pppn. Contact (SAE) Beech House, Chapel
Lane, Moulton, CW9 8PQ.
8-10 Sep • Festival of Fantastic Films, Renaissance Hotel, Manchester. £60
reg or £30 supp, to Soc of Fantastic Films, 95 Meadowgate Rd, Salford,
Manchester, M6 8EN. 0161 707 3747.
23 Sep • Byzantium, The Magpie, Fratton Rd, Portsmouth. Informal fan pub
gathering with guest speakers, open to all. Noon-18:00.
7 Oct • Margate Poetry Festival, Margate Museum, Market Sq, Old Town.
GoH Lionel Fanthorpe, who will read his own poetry! Book by 1 Sep if
you’d like to retaliate by reading some of yours. £5 (£4 concessions) plus SAE
to 31 Addington Rd, Margate, Kent, CT9 1NH.
6 May 01 • Fantasy Fair 11, Cresset Exhibition Centre, Bretton,
Peterborough. Contact 5 Arran Close, Holmes Chapel, Crewe, CW4 7QP.
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25-27 May 01 • Seccond (Seccon 2): De Vere Hotel, Swindon now
confirmed. GoH Paul McAuley. £20 reg; may rise Nov. Contact 19 Hill
Court, Cheltenham, Glos, GL52 3JJ.
Rumblings • Eurocon. Helicon 2, the 2002 UK Eastercon to be held in
Jersey, is bidding to make the event a joint Eastercon and Eurocon. Vaclav
Pravda independently announced a Czech-Republic Eurocon bid.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. 2000 AD, the comic that gave literary criticism the
long-needed words “Drokk!” and “Stomm!”, has been bought from Egmont
International by the Oxford software outfit Rebellion, who describe it as “a
goldmine of intellectual properties.” The new editor is Andy Diggle. [BB] •
SF World, a new UK magazine, was launched in a blaze of non-publicity: “I
was fully intending to do press releases and everything,” confesses editor
Steve Holland, “but got bogged down too far in the actual process of getting
the magazine out (we were given seven weeks from a standing start to get the
first issue into design, do a book, and to work out my month’s notice with the
people I was working for!).” Steve notes that readers and distributors were
unhappy with the initial price of £3.25, duly cut to £1.95 with the third
(August) issue – out 28 July, featuring brand-new pseudonym “Ian M.
Banks”. [AB]
R.I.P. (I just wanted to savour this slot being empty for once.)
Clarke Award. Sir Arthur’s royalties must be in good shape, since the prize
for the 2001 Clarke Award has been – in administrator Paul Kincaid’s words
– “more than doubled to £2001.” Numerologists are pondering on the occult
significance of this particular figure.
Random Fandom. Harry Andruschak gloats that he fooled play-by-mail
Diplomacy fandom – from 1994 until recently rumbled – with his flirtatious
hoax player “Sara Reichert”, who was voted the 1998 John Koning Memorial
Award for Best Player in the Diplomacy Hobby. • Paul Barnett was sternly
told by Chicon, “The badge name you have on your membership: Paul
Barnett/John Grant, is not acceptable for a badge name. We need a single
name on it.” After a gentle explanation that both names were the same
person, this Cartesian duality became acceptable. • Simon Bradshaw
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wonders: “Do you think Mary Gentle was trying to pass comment on one of
the recent TAFF candidates in her latest book? I refer you to Ash, p275 of the
Gollancz paperback: ‘... the bright black eyes and almost ugly face – certainly
a Valois!’” • Alan Stewart reports on the march of language: “In Official
Australian Scrabble Tournaments you can no longer play the words dianetics
and internet but you can now play cybercafe, email, login, meme, newsgroup,
spam, spumante, stiffy, website, zine.” [ASFB] • Peggy White hopes fans will
stay in touch. “So many people have stopped writing ... Life is so strange
without James and the massive brain surgery has left me with vertigo, so I
can’t go out alone (I’m ‘at Risk’). But the surgeons say I’m great for 72.
Depends how you look at it.” 2 West Drive, Portstewart, Co. Londonderry,
BT55 7ND. • Bridget Wilkinson celebrated the 100th issue of her Fans
Across the World newsletter (est. 1990) in July.
The Higher Criticism. William Friedkin, director of Rules of Engagement,
easily rebuts an interviewer’s tactful suggestion that the film’s supposed antiArab racism might like a certain sf movie be excused as satire: “[Y]ou leave
me with great doubt when you talk about this film in relation to something
like Starship Troopers. Why don’t you compare it to Paths of Glory instead?
I will accept comparison to Paths of Glory, but though I’ve never seen
Starship Troopers I sense that it’s a load of bollocks!” (Independent on
Sunday, 30 Jul)
More Awards. John W. Campbell Memorial Award for best sf novel of
1999: Vernor Vinge, A Deepness in the Sky. • Theodore Sturgeon Memorial
Award for best short sf of 1999: David Marusek, “The Wedding Album”
(Asimov’s). [L] • Mike Resnick became the first US author to win France’s
100,000-franc Tour Eiffel Award for best novel, for the translation of his
1987 The Dark Lady. [F770] • Rhysling Awards for 1999 sf/fantasy/horror
poems: SHORT Rebecca Marjesdatter, “Grimoire” (Tales of the
Unanticipated); LONG (over 50 lines) Geoffrey A. Landis, “Christmas (when
we all get time machines)” (Asimov’s). [D]
Outraged Letters. Molly Brown is unhappy: “Have you ever heard of a
Japanese publication called SF Magazine? I never had until yesterday, when
a bit of ego surfing led me to find that my story, ‘Bad Timing’, had been
reprinted by them back in 1995, without my knowledge or permission. • You
may be interested to know that you’ve been published by them, too. Or did
they at least do you the courtesy of asking first?” Langford says: I sold them
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– Hayakawa Publishing Inc, Tokyo – two stories in 1996 and got paid.
Demand your rights, Molly! (At least one American author has also been
reprinted in this magazine without her knowledge.) • Simon R. Green is
working on a tasteful fantasy concept: “Necronauts! Just as astronauts
explore other worlds, necronauts kill themselves so they can explore the
afterworlds, then a sorcerer brings them back so they can tell us all about it.
It’s sort of the philosophical equivalent of bungee-jumping.” • Bernard “The
Cunning Artificer” Pearson brags about his latest figure-making project: “Us
lot here in Suffolk have signed a deal with a company called zyntroPICS, inc.
to produce sweet Anne McCaffrey’s dragons of Pern. [...] We really are
doing the number on these beasts, none of your wimpy cutesy stuff, these are
big bastards, that bite.” • Mark Plummer makes my flesh creep: “Whilst I
wouldn’t query the wisdom of avoiding the infamous body piercing demo at
ASMH (A156), you may regret the suggestion that as a result you and John
Whitbourn are ‘forever branded as boring old farts’. I understand that –
subject to securing the necessary licenses – ‘The Daisy Piercers’ (as they are
known) hope to offer precisely this body modification very soon.” • N. Lee
Wood, spurning perfidious Albion, is moving to the south of France: “Got a
six-month’s let on a place near Carcassone starting end of October ... I
definitely want out of Britain before November, one more dreary dark cold
gray bleak dank wet Northern English winter will kill me. I need sunshine.”
C.o.A. Sheryl Birkhead, 25509 Jonnie Ct, Gaithersburg, MD 20882, USA.
Teddy Harvia, 12341 Band Box Place, Dallas, TX 75244-7001, USA. Robert
(Nojay) Sneddon, c/o 69 Tremona Rd, Southampton, SO16 (to end Nov); c/o
1660 Morgan Walk, Cantom, GA 30115, USA (Dec-Feb). Norman Spinrad,
1 rue Frederik Sauton, 75005, Paris, France.
Terrifying Things, Steel Things, Metal Things! Watchful Peter Wareham
wonders if David Brin is paying homage to Lionel Fanthorpe’s most
famously lyrical passage: “Within this contorted mass, Dwer spied objects –
each nestled in its own cavity. Each sealed, embedded, within a separate
crystal section. Golden things, silvery things. Things gleaming like burnished
copper or steel. Tubes, spheroids, and complex blocky forms. Things shining
unnatural hues of pigment or nanodye.” (Brightness Reef, 1995) • Speaking
of homage, the film novelization FAKK2 by Kevin Eastman and Stan
Timmons – a Thog selection in A156 – contains one hauntingly familiar
exchange between minor characters: “‘I have a plan, Mr B.,’ Bald Rick said. /
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‘Is it a cunning plan?’ Mr B. Adder asked. / ‘Very cunning,’ his little
companion assured him. / ‘As cunning as a fox that’s just been appointed
Head of Cunning at Oxford University?’ Mr B. further inquired ...” Are these
lines really from the movie?
Small Press. Cosmos Books, founded by Philip Harbottle and Sean Wallace,
has become part of the mighty empire with Sean as senior editor. Books by
Philip E. High, E.C. Tubb and various younger Brits are to appear in printon-demand editions – including, reliable sources fear, the first publication of
the legendarily tasteless horror spoof Guts by John Grant and D. Langford
(commissioned, enthusiastically accepted and then silently dumped by
Grafton Books in the dim distant 1980s). Cosmos is at 589 Park Hill Drive,
Apt 8, Fairlawn, OH 44333, USA; Wildside at PO Box 45, Gillette, NJ
07933, USA.
Fanalysis. At last – the success secret of Plokta (ed. Alison Scott, Steve
Davies et al). “Two Mancunian psychologists, inspired by who knows what
random suspicion, have discovered that the name Alison at the top of an
English essay (What I Did In My Hols) is likely to get a rosier reception from
an examiner than, say, the name Beryl. Similarly, it’s jollier in this respect to
be called Steven rather than Norman. The ‘swing’ between the likes and
dislikes is said to be about 4%.” (Arthur Marshall, Sunny Side Up, 1987) One
imagines examiners trembling at the possible consequences of giving low
marks to an Alison.
Update. Brian Aldiss’s apotheosis at Reading University on 29 June didn’t
involve a Vice-Chancellorship (as he teasingly let us think in A154) but an
honorary Doctor of Letters degree. The presentation address was delivered by
our very own Prof. Edward James of Foundation fame, who gleefully
indicted Billion Year Spree and Trillion Year Spree as “seriously flawed”
since “Brian Aldiss had totally refused to recognize that Brian Aldiss himself
has played a crucially important role in the story of the maturing of science
fiction in the English-speaking world in the second half of the twentieth
century.” • This eulogy hails the Aldiss/Harrison SF Horizons (1965) as “the
first serious magazine of sf criticism in this country”. I am unreliably
informed that the BSFA’s Vector (est. 1958 with E.C. Tubb as founding
editor) will henceforth be billing itself as our country’s first comic magazine
of sf criticism.
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Fanfundery. GUFF’s 2001 race continues: Eric Lindsay & Jean Weber vs
Damien Warman & Juliette Woods. Voting ends 13 Nov. Ballots from P.
Kincaid, who’s published a 4th substantial GUFFaw newsletter – a snip at
£1/$2/$A2.50 from 60 Bournemouth Rd, Folkestone, CT19 5AZ.
E-Publishing. As the splendid Paula Guran points out in DarkEcho, the
curious thing about Stephen King’s launch of his on-line novel The Plant (at
$1 per instalment, on the honour system) is that news outlets instantly
released gloomy stories like the Reuters SALES OF “PLANT” WITHER ON KING’S
WEB SITE before any figures were available. When 76% of the 152,132 people
who’d downloaded part 1 dutifully paid up (and another 23% promised to),
King announced “The pay-through rate has been higher than I dared hope”
and plunged ahead with the third instalment – but what does he know? •
Richard Curtis’s “E-Reads” operation, seemingly stagnant since January, is
showing signs of life after several redesigns and “should be up and running
by the end of August”.
Group Gropes. Reading pub meetings (normally Hop Leaf, Southampton St,
9pm Mon) are now earlier and more central on the 3rd Mon each month, to
lure out-of-towners: 7:30pm, Monk’s Retreat, Friar St.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Metallurgy. “It was a good job the Aston
Martin was armoured with lightweight alloy twice the density of steel ...”
(Kim Newman, Dracula Cha Cha Cha, 2000) [MR] • “People who leaned
over backwards, McCullough thought grimly, frequently fell flat on their
face....” (James White, All Judgment Fled, 1968) [ECL] • “Out came the
contents of his stomach in a heaving, gelatinous rush – the mixed grill he had
eaten for breakfast at the hotel, the sandwich and the can of 7-Up he had had
for lunch ...” (J.M.H. Lovegrove, The Krilov Continuum, 1998) [GW] • PreCopernican Dept: “The lurid light was as bright as the day of a planet circled
by a red sun.” • Wet T-Shirt Dept: “She could almost believe a faint whiff of
it still lingered, though she had changed and showered.” (both Barbara
Michaels, Houses of Stone, 1993) [PB] • Dept of Unexpected Positioning:
“The sky over Vattown was a dull, flat, grey, and Ada Chichelski walked
beneath it.” (Anne Harris, Accidental Creatures, 1998) [PW]

Endnotes
That Japanese SF Mag. Are you in it? Molly Brown writes: “If, like me,
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you’d never heard of SF Magazine, have a look at:
http://www.kt.rim.or.jp/~ameq/sf3/sfm4.htm#402
Just about everyone you know has something listed there.”
Ansible 157 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Australian SF
Bullsheet, Paul Barnett, Barbara Barrett, Andy Butler, DarkEcho, File 770,
Martin Hoare, Edward James, Evelyn C. Leeper, Locus, Marc Ortlieb,
Marcus Rowland, Steve Sneyd, Peter Wareham, Bridget Wilkinson, Gary
Wilkinson, and our Hero Distributors: Janice Murray (N. America), SCIS,
Alan Stewart/Thyme (Australia), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group News). 3
Aug 00.
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CHICON. Hugos: NOVEL A Deepness in the Sky, Vernor Vinge. NOVELLA
“The Winds of Marble Arch”, Connie Willis. NOVELETTE “1016 to 1”, James
Patrick Kelly. SHORT “Scherzo with Tyrannosaur”, Michael Swanwick.
DRAMATIC Galaxy Quest. RELATED BOOK SF of the 20th Century, Frank M.
Robinson. PRO ARTIST Michael Whelan. EDITOR Gardner Dozois. SEMIPROZINE
Locus. FANZINE File 770. FAN WRITER D. Langford. FAN ARTIST Joe Mayhew.
CAMPBELL AWARD Cory Doctorow. • Site Voting. The 2003 Toronto bid beat
ConCancún (Mexico) by a first-round majority of 1375 to 247, with 76 votes
for “no pref” etc. • Quote from con newsletter Chicago Moon-Times: “I like
to live dangerously. That’s why I use Microsoft.” – Terry Pratchett. CM-T
recorded 5229 pre-registered members.

Corsairs of the Second Ether
Piers Anthony’s web newsletter contains a shock revelation that the
controversial rape episode in Lord Foul’s Bane stemmed from Stephen R.
Donaldson’s having been gang-raped 60 times in prison in 1973, leading to
his death from AIDS in 1996. A little research shows that PA has confused
“our” still-living Donaldson with an entirely different one.
Eileen Gunn says, “I’m editing a new online sf magazine, The Infinite
Matrix, which will launch this fall. I know, an online magazine in itself is not
going to make anyone’s heart beat faster. But wait, there’s more! We’re
paying 20 cents a word up to 12,500 ...” No unsolicited MSS as yet. Suite
227, 322 Cortland St, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA.
Mike Moorcock muses: “Readercon was a very intense and civilized affair. I
seemed to be on about eight panels an hour, but all of a very high level. I
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didn’t get to talk to a few people like Di Filippo, Van Gelder, Paul Wincover
and Ellen Datlow as much as I’d have liked and only saw Clute once in the
distance (couldn’t get my wheel chair through the mob to scythe his shins).
Most of the people I saw longest were on panels – Chip Delany and myself
both vehemently denying we were ever part of the New Wave, like
Mensheviks in 1920.”
Terry Pratchett on lost property: “When the Legends anthology was done, a
limited number of hardcovers were signed by all contributors. We were
supposed to get one each, quite a valuable item if cheapened only by the
inclusion of me. My copy never survived the perilous journey outside the
USA.... Finally, a spare was released and is now in my possession. This
means that a copy marked ‘P’ may be floating around, and me and Tor would
just love to know if it ever comes to light.”
Philip Pullman’s GoH presence at last month’s Lexicon in Oxford was
intermittent, since he was busy correcting final proofs of the muchannounced (by optimistic publishers) and much-rewritten The Amber
Spyglass. Which he promises will appear in Oct (US) and Nov (UK).
“Martin Scott”, author of the Thraxas comic fantasies, has been dramatically
outed by his publishers. An Orbit press release reveals that he is in fact
“Martin Millar, the very successful cult author”, who gained astonishing
world fame by novelizing Tank Girl. [SJ] Well I never.
Chet Williamson warns: “A woman named Ann Melrose sent a story titled
‘The Audition’ to Ellen Datlow as a submission to Scifi.Com. Ellen
recognized the story as a rewrite of a story I had sold to Ellen in the late 80s,
‘To Feel Another’s Woe’, published in her 1989 Blood Is Not Enough.
Melrose had reduced the story from 5700 words to 3200 words, and changed
it from first person to third person. The submission retained my plot,
characters, action, and dialogue, scene by scene. The plot of an actress who
steals emotions from her lovers is identical, although now they audition for
Cats instead of A Streetcar Named Desire, and as for specific parallels, one
counts them by hundreds.” Ann Melrose claims she’s “totally unaware” of
CW’s multiply reprinted story.

Congree
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23 Sep • Byzantium, The Magpie, Fratton Rd, Portsmouth. Informal fan pub
gathering with guest speakers, open to all. Noon-18:00.
23 Sep • Fireworks, Whitchurch, Oxon. 6pm for 8:30. Adults £6.
10-12 Nov • Novacon 30, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. Now £32
reg, £35 at door. Contact 379 Myrtle Road, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
23-5 Feb 01 • Redemption (B7/B5), Ashford International Hotel, Ashford,
Kent. Now £45 reg; concessions £10 off; £50 at door or £30/day. Contact 26
Kings Meadow View, Wetherby, LS22 7FX.
25-7 May 01 • Eclectic 21 (multimedia), Holiday Inn, Leicester. £50 reg, £35
under-18s; day rates £30 and £25. Cheques to Bats 2000 Ltd. Contact 47
Bennetts Ct, Bristol, BS37 4XH.
24-6 Aug 01 • Eboracon (Unicon), Langworth College, University of York.
GoH: several. £25 reg; students £20; £10 supp. Rooms £22 pppn. Contact 68
Crichton Ave, Burton Stone Lane, York, YO30 6EE.
16-19 Aug 02 • 2002: A Discworld Odyssey (DWcon 3), Hanover
International Hotel, Hinckley, Leics. GoH Terry Pratchett and all the usual
suspects. Rates TBA. Contact (SAE) 23 Medora Rd, Romford, Essex, RM7
7EP. Official Bursar and co-organizer Paul Rood explains his ideological
position: “Some would say ‘you are a fool’ and ‘run for the hills’, but I just
let my eyes wobble and start talking about ants.”
Rumblings • Eurocon. The Helicon 2 bid to merge Eurocon with Eastercon
2002 “lost out to a Czech bid which turned up mob handed,” reports Martin
Hoare. • 2Kon (Eastercon 2000) had a surplus of “less than five pounds per
member”, estimated at £4,500. After various lesser donations most of this
will go to the con charity, the SF Foundation. [AAA] The SFF is ever so
grateful, since this makes it possible to bring Nicola Griffith to its “2001: A
Celebration of British SF” event next year. [FM] • Worldcon Bids. Japan’s
bid has moved from 2005 to 2007; and so the Aussiecon 4 bid for 2007 is
likely to slip to, say, 2009.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. Amazing Stories is to be dropped by its publishers
Wizards of the Coast after the current Summer 2000 issue. Assets and
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inventory are being sold to Ben Bova’s Galaxy Online. [D] • Gollancz’s
“yellowjacket” reissue of Joe Haldeman’s Mindbridge cunningly follows the
1980s Futura edition which lost the final Chapter 53. [SG] • Voyager is
leaping aboard the sf/fantasy classics bandwagon with a Summer 2001 list
featuring hard-to-find titles like The Fellowship of the Ring and Foundation
in “smart editions, which people will be proud to be seen reading in public.”
As opposed (wonders our correspondent) to all those Voyager sf/fantasy
books we’re ashamed to be seen reading....
As Others See Us. When is a novel not a novel? The New York Times makes
a careful and pointed distinction in its 23 Aug article on writers who retire,
which mentions Iain Banks’s current sabbatical year in the wake of “a
relentless writing schedule that has resulted in an annual novel or science
fiction title for the last 16 years.” [PNH]
Fanfundery. Sue Mason on the TAFF trail: “Went to [Minnesota] State Fair.
Words fail me (and you know how unusual that is). Deep fried cheese curds.
Pickle on a stick (deep-fried, of course). Belgian waffle on a stick. Hot dog –
on a stick. All the milk you can drink for 50¢. I could feel my arteries
hardening as we walked by. And then they showed me Princess Kay of the
Milky Way, the dairy queen having her likeness carved from butter.... And I
was beginning to think America wasn’t as weird as people said.” • Janice
Gelb gloats, as well she might, that she has completed and published her
1999 DUFF trip report.
R.I.P. Carl Barks (1901-2000), the most illustrious of comics artist-writers to
work on Disney’s characters, died on 25 August after a year’s struggle with
leukaemia; he was 99. Barks brought Donald Duck to life as a memorable
curmudgeon, added Uncle Scrooge McDuck to the pantheon, and had an
asteroid named after him in 1983. • Charlie Ben Card (1983-2000) died on
16 August aged 17. A victim of severe cerebral palsy, he inspired his father
Orson Scott Card’s story “Lost Boys” and the fannish Charlie Card Fund that
raised money for CP research. • Ken Cheslin, long-time British fan, died
suddenly and unexpectedly on 4 August; he was 63 or 64. Active in fandom
since the 1950s, he was a founder of the major 60s fanzine Les Spinge and of
British Tolkien fandom, not to mention a stalwart of OMPA, the BSFA
(which he chaired) and 60s/70s Eastercons. Ken’s anarchic cartoon character
Olaf the Viking first appeared in his 1964 A Child’s Garden of Olaf,
frequently revived in the 80s and 90s. In recent years he’d battled heroically
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against low income and a cranky photocopier to reprint classic fan material in
the millennial Atom 2000 and many volumes of John Berry’s articles. Though
always modest about his efforts, Ken was one of those vital fans who spread
nothing but goodwill and hold our community together. • “Mike Gilbert, long
time fan and artist, husband of Sheila Gilbert and brother-in-law of Marsha
Jones, passed away this morning [14 August], after having open heart surgery
two weeks ago.” [SL] • Sir Alec Guinness (1914-2000), world-famous, wellloved and hugely talented actor, died on 5 August aged 86. Playing Obi-Wan
in the Star Wars trilogy made him rich; his long, varied stage and movie
career otherwise had little to do with sf, one nifty exception being the 1951
Ealing techno-comedy The Man in the White Suit. • Emil Petaja (1915-2000),
best known for his 1960s “Kalevala” sf novels based on Finnish myth, died
on 17 August aged 85. He had also been a prolific pulp magazine author in
the 40s and 50s; in 1995 SFWA honoured him as their first “Author
Emeritus”. • Robert Sacks, New York fan famed for his gadfly presence at
countless Worldcon business meetings, was found dead in his bath on 18
August. Though only 49, he had high blood pressure and is thought to have
died from aortic failure. • Curt Siodmak (1902-2000), German-born author
(Donovan’s Brain) and film director (F.P.1 Antwortet Nicht) also died
recently, as did 1940s pulp sf writer Don Wilcox (1905-2000), whose real
name was Cleo Eldon Knox.
Yo-Ho-Ho! Molly Brown looked further into unauthorized reprinting of
stories by Japan’s SF Magazine (est. 1960). Other victims include Eric
Brown, Storm Constantine, Paul McAuley, Kim Newman, Bridget McKenna
(USA) and, in Australia, Terry Dowling, Lucy Sussex, and Sean Williams.
Protests have led to contracts and promises of payment, and Molly herself has
persuaded SFM to add five years’ interest to her agreed fee. • Ben Jeapes
found “my story ‘Pages Out of Order’ (F&SF 9/97) available at
www.contentville.com for the princely sum of $2.80.” Ed Ferman explained:
“F&SF stories on Contentville were not authorized by us and will be
removed from their site [...] They were licensed in error by a company that
provides F&SF on CD Rom to libraries.” Still, Ben advises Ansible readers
with stories in F&SF to check Contentville.
C.o.A. Andrew M. Butler (slight correction), Dept of Arts & Media, D28 –
ASSH Faculty, Buckinghamshire Chilterns University College, High
Wycombe, HP11 2JZ. Gregg Calkins, Apdo 97-4417, La Fortuna de San
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Carlos, Alajuela, Costa Rica. R. Graeme Cameron, 86 Warrick St,
Coquitlam, BC, V3K 5L4, Canada. (“It is time I start to degafiate.” The
address change applies also to WCSFA aka BCSFA.) Jeremy Dennis &
Damian Cugley, 18 Hawkins St, Oxford, OX4 1YD. Mick & Bernie Evans,
12 Arrow View, Lower Hergest, Kington, Herefordshire, HR5 3ER. Phil
Greenaway, 18 Churchfield, Libanus, near Brecon, LD3 8EQ. Jon Courtenay
Grimwood, 32 Egbert Rd, Hyde, Winchester, SO23 7EB. Jon Langford &
Helen Tsatsos, 3556 W. Medill Ave, Chicago, IL 60647, USA. Andy Roberts,
17 Collins Court, London, E8 3BS. Alice Turner, 55 Holcroft St, Burnt Tree,
Tipton, DY4 7SN. Sean Wallace/Cosmos Books, 2917 Parklane St NW, Apt
F, Canton, OH 44709, USA. Bridget Wilkinson and Fans Across the World, 2
Hobbs Close, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3UX.
Random Fandom. Paul Barnett’s favourite Chicon exchange: “Todd
Cameron Hamilton (artshow organizer): ‘B-b-b-but Jane, what would you
like me to do?’ Jane Frank: ‘Run a fucking art show.’ The art show
organization was, as you may have heard from about a million other
correspondents, a complete and utter shambles, and sort of rudely handled,
too.” • Eileen Costelloe (writes her daughter Erica on 31 Aug) has suffered a
untreatable recurrence of her brain tumour: she was “given weeks to live” in
mid-July and seven weeks later her condition was very poor. Alas. • Eve &
John Harvey celebrate 25 years of marriage this month. • Martin Hoare:
“Youthful looking Terry Pratchett was carded at the Chicon con suite bar!
(So was youthful looking Martin Hoare!)” • Joe McNally found a website
using gematric analysis to deduce personalities from names, and enjoyed
such insights as: “Your first name of Nyarlathotep has given you a pleasant,
easy-going, friendly nature. Personal contacts are important to you....” •
Alison Scott & Steven Cain announce the birth of Jonathan Andrew Cain at
4:20am on 27 Aug. Congratulations, and when does he guest-edit his first
Plokta?
More Awards. Mythopoeic: ADULT LIT Tamsin, Peter S. Beagle; CHILDREN’S
The Folk Keeper, Franny Billingsley; SCHOLARSHIP (INKLINGS) Roverandom,
J.R.R. Tolkien, ed. Christina Scull & Wayne G. Hammond; (OTHER) Strange
and Secret Peoples: Fairies and Victorian Consciousness, Carole G. Silver. •
World Fantasy Award nominations: NOVEL Tamsin, Peter S. Beagle; The
Rainy Season, James P. Blaylock; Gardens of the Moon, Steven Erikson; A
Witness To Life, Terence M. Green; A Red Heart of Memories, Nina Kiriki
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Hoffman; Thraxas, Martin Scott. • NOVELLA “Scarlet and Gold”, Tanith Lee
(Weird Tales Summer 99); “The Wizard Retires”, Michael Meddor (F&SF
9/99); “Crocodile Rock”, Lucius Shepard (F&SF 10/99); “The
Transformation of Martin Lake”, Jeff VanderMeer (Palace Corbie 8); “The
Winds of Marble Arch”, Connie Willis (Asimov’s 10/99); “Sky Eyes”, Laurel
Winter (F&SF 3/99). • SHORT “The Grammarian’s Five Daughters”, Eleanor
Arnason (Realms of Fantasy 6/99); “The Chop Girl”, Ian R. MacLeod
(Asimov’s 12/99); “Naming the Dead”, Paul J. McAuley (Interzone 11/99);
“Amerikanski Dead at the Moscow Morgue”, Kim Newman (999); “Human
Bay”, Robert Reed (Asimov’s 5/99); “The Parwat Ruby”, Delia Sherman
(F&SF 6/99); “The Dynasters Vol.1: On the Downs”, Howard Waldrop
(F&SF 10/99). • ANTHOLOGY Year’s Best Fantasy and Horror 12 ed. Ellen
Datlow & Terri Windling; Silver Birch, Blood Moon, ed. Ellen Datlow &
Terri Windling; Northern Frights 5 ed. Don Hutchison; Dark Detectives:
Adventures of the Supernatural Sleuths ed. Stephen Jones; 999 ed. Al
Sarrantonio. • COLLECTION Moonlight and Vines, Charles de Lint; Reave the
Just, Stephen R. Donaldson; Hearts in Atlantis, Stephen King; Deep Into that
Darkness Peering, Tom Piccirilli; Necromancies and Netherworlds, Darrell
Schweitzer & Jason Van Hollander. • ARTIST Les Edwards, Bob Eggleton,
Stephen E. Fabian, Jason Van Hollander. • SPECIAL/PRO Seamus Heaney,
Beowulf translation; Warren Lapine, DNA Publications; John Betancourt,
Wildside Press; Stephen Jones, Essential Monster Movie Guide; Kim
Newman, Millennium Movies [US Apocalypse Movies]; Gordon Van Gelder,
editing St. Martin’s/F&SF. • NON-PRO Ken Abner, Terminal Fright Press;
British Fantasy Society; Dwayne Olson, Peder Wagtskjold & Scott Wyatt,
Fedogan & Bremer; Rosemary Pardoe, Haunted Library; William K. Schafer,
Subterranean Press; R.B. Russell, Tartarus Press. • Results 29 Oct.
Outraged Letters. Chris Priest reiterates: “Here we go: routine fulmination
against Thog and cheap laughs. (Am I alone, I often wonder?) Priest say:
drop Thog. Copy-editor showing off not funny. Time for no more of it.” (Is
he alone? Do tell me.) • Everyone felt that before writing his “necronauts”
story, Simon R. Green should read Terry Bisson’s “Necronauts”. New
terminology is clearly needed. Thanatonauts? Mortiviators?
Monoliths Down Under. Arthur C. Clarke manifested at the Melbourne
Writers’ Festival on 26 Aug, reports Damien Broderick: “A few hundred in
the audience, an amusing and Australia-oriented 10-minute pre-recorded
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video from Arthur to set the ball rolling; ACC mentioned that his first pivotal
exposure to sf had been Out of the Silence, the remarkable if hideously racist
early sf novel by Australian Erle Cox. I spoke about how Arthur had made
me the creature I am today, then we were linked to Colombo and Russell
Blackford and I sat under blazing lights staring at the open phone waiting for
the sage to speak. Silence for what seemed like 2001 minutes. Eventually
ACC came on. A webcam display showed him sitting in his living room. As
he spoke we watched discrete jerky movements, webcams being what they
are; I speculated aloud that we were speaking to his android double; Arthur
denied that he had Parkinson’s disease, and everything was off to a merry
start. • I mentioned NASA news, out that day, about salt water oceans on
Europa, recalling the Monolith pronunciamento ‘ALL THESE WORLDS ARE
YOURS – EXCEPT EUROPA’, and UCLA announcement of a reconfigurable
molecular nano-switch some 25 years ahead of schedule, and Arthur said a
few words back, so I asked about holding the Olympics on the Moon and
Mars and he said someone had already done a freefall ballet in the vomit
comet, then Russell posed a complex, elegant question about the 2 faces of
ACC, scientist and literary visionary, and the phone went dead. • We stared
helplessly at this miracle of futurist tech for what seemed like half an hour.
Russell was about to leap up and begin reading a mighty dissertation on
Clarke when the line reopened ... and so the night proceeded for the full hour,
not without testimonials to the unrivalled genius of Stephen Baxter, finest sf
writer and co-writer of the British Isles. • Our pals in the audience declared
that the event had gone well. In a scout-hall kinda way, I thought.”
Small Press. September 2000 sees the 50th issue of Steve Sneyd’s Data
Dump, a 4pp A5 chronicle of sf/fanzine poetry whose minutely handwritten
presentation makes Ansible’s print seem huge and legible. Hilltop Press, 4
Nowell Place, Almondbury, Huddersfield, HD5 8PB.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Wooden Handshakes. “‘Pleased to meet you,’
Arnstein said, and took the offered hand. It felt like a wooden glove inside a
casing of cured ham ...” (S.M. Stirling, On the Oceans of Eternity, 2000)
[PC] • Dept of Advanced Darwinism: “In every human being there is the
genetic code for mutation.” (X-Men ad, 2000) [BJ]

Endnotes
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Special Feedback Award to Kevin Standlee, who was quick to correct our
convention e-mail list’s error of calling ConJosé “San José” in Ansible 147,
148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156 and 157.
Chesley Awards for art were presented at Chicon. Service to Asfa: Wizards of
the Coast. Best Unpublished Monochrome: Rick Berry, “Artemis”.
Unpublished Colour: Steve Hickman, “At the Entmoot”. 3-Dimensional:
Johnna Klukas, “The Astrologer’s Anteroom” (set of furniture; she also did
this year’s Hugo bases). Art Director: Ron Spears, Wizards of the Coast.
Magazine Cover: Bob Eggleton, F&SF 4/99. Game-Related: Brom, Duelist
insert poster “Warriors of Heaven/Guide to Hell”. Product Illustration:
Richard Bober, “Cleopatra”, plate art for Bradford Exchange. Interior
Illustration: James Gurney, Dinotopia: First Flight. Cover Illustration,
Paperback: John Jude Palencar, The Terrorists of Irustan by Louise Marley.
Cover Illustration, Hardback: Michael Whelan, Mountain of Black Glass by
Tad Williams. Artistic Achievement: Steve Hickman.
– Lynn Perkins
Blinding Pillar of Incandescence Award to the Plymouth school which
brooded for a full month over Ansible 157 before bouncing it as unfit for
delivery to our subscriber there: “This mail message contains banned or
potentially offensive text.” Was it the f*rt, the b*llocks or the L. Ron
H*bbard that overstepped? I e-mailed the “Administrator@” account that
sent the bounce message, asking which bits offended, and got an identical
response. In Plymouth, apparently, Ansible is too filthy for even system
administrators to read. (Later: the convention e-mail list may be to blame,
since our subscriber reports that banned words on this school system include
the ineluctably sexy “hotmail”.)
Chet Williamson’s more detailed letter about that alleged plagiarism (with
examples) can be read on the Ansible web site at ... [see Alleged Plagiarism
Supplement below].
Lastly ... many thanks indeed to all the Fanwriter Hugo voters and numerous
kindly fans who sent congratulations. What can I say? There is a school of
thought which believes that beyond a certain total number of awards, the
hapless recipient should perish from sheer embarrassment. There is an
opposing school which silently points to the continued existence of Charlie
Brown.
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Ansible 158 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Andrew A.
Adams, Molly Brown, Paul Campbell, Avedon Carol, Ian Covell, DarkEcho,
Steve Grover, Rob Hansen, Ben Jeapes, Steve Jeffery, Selina Lovett, Pat
McMurray, Farah Mendlesohn, Patrick Nielsen Hayden, David Pringle, Joyce
Scrivner, & Hero Distributors: Tanya Brown (Dead Nurse floozy), Janice
Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), and Martin Tudor (Brum Group
News). 7 Sep 00.
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Ansible 158 Supplement
Alleged Plagiarism Supplement
The full text of Chet Williamson’s Ansible 158 communication, including his
examples of curiously similar passages in his 1989 story and the one Ann
Melrose has recently been submitting.
Chet Williamson wrote:
A woman named Ann Melrose sent a story titled “The Audition” to Ellen
Datlow as a submission to Scifi.Com. Melrose identified herself in her cover
letter as a writer whose work had appeared in Isaac Asimov’s SF and Twilight
Zone magazines. Ellen immediately recognized the story as a rewrite of a
story I had sold to Ellen in the late 80s, “To Feel Another’s Woe,” which was
published in her 1989 anthology, Blood Is Not Enough. Melrose had reduced
the story from 5700 words to 3200 words, and changed it from first person to
third person. The entire submission retained my plot, characters, action, and
dialogue, scene by scene.
The plot of an actress who steals emotions from her lovers is identical,
although now they audition for Cats instead of A Streetcar Named Desire,
and as for specific parallels, one counts them by the hundreds. Just a few:
(Williamson: when the girl walks into the audition area:)
“Forget it,” he said. “She’d eat you alive.”
“I wish. Who is she?”
“Name’s Sheila Remarque.”
“Shitty stage name.”
“She was born with it, so she says. Me, I believe her. Nobody’d
pick that.”
“She any good?”
Kevin smiled, a bit less broadly than his usually mobile face
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allowed. “Let’s just say that I’ve got twenty bucks that says she’ll
get whatever part she’s after.”
(Melrose:)
“Forget it. She’d eat you alive.”
Tom sighed, savoring the images running through his head. “I wish.
Who is she?”
“Name’s Jennifer DuBois. Her real name, or so she claims.”
Tom watched her leaning against the wall, memorizing every
detail. “Is she any good?”
His thin lips drew tight in more of a grimace than a smile. “Let’s
just say that I’ve got twenty bucks that she’ll get any part she wants
– even Rum Tum Tugger.”
Melrose apparently took “DuBois” from the fact that in my story the girl is
trying out for the role of Blanche DuBois. And note that she accidentally left
out the words “that says” in the last line.
The story continues, with identical and near-identical lines, paragraph after
paragraph. The first climax occurs when my protagonist talks with one of the
woman’s ex-lovers, who says that she has destroyed his career because he
can no longer show emotion. After many drinks, the protagonist notices the
man shows no sign of being influenced by them:
(Williamson:)
“But...you’re not...showing any signs...”
“Yes. That’s right,” he said in a clear, steady, sober voice. “That’s
right.”
He crossed his forearms on the table, lowered his head onto them,
and wept. The sobs were loud, prolonged, shaking his whole body.
He wept.
“There!” I cried, staggering to my feet. “There, see? See? You’re
crying, you’re crying! See?”
He raised his head and looked at me, still weeping, still weeping,
with not one tear to be seen.
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(Melrose:)
“But you’re not...not drunk...”
“That’s right.” He forced a smile and leaned forward on crossed
arms. He laid his head on the table and wept. The sobs were long
and prolonged, shaking his whole body.
“There!” Tom staggered to his feet, gripping the table for balance.
“You’re crying!”
He raised his head and looked at me, still weeping.
Note that in the last line, Melrose actually forgot she was changing the story
to third person and copied my original first-person line by mistake.
Finally, at the end, when the narrator confronts the girl with the truth and tells
her that he wants her to teach him how to do what she does...
(Williamson:)
“Teach me,” I said, as gently as I knew how. “I’d be no threat to
you, no competition for roles. In fact, you may need me, need a
man who can equal you on stage. Because there aren’t any now.
You can take what you want from me as long as you can teach me
how to get it back again.
“Please. Teach me.”
When she looked up at me, her face was wet with tears. I kissed
them away, neither knowing nor caring whose they were.
(Melrose:)
“Teach me,” he said, taking her hands gently into his. “I won’t be a
threat to you, no competition for roles. You’ll need a man who can
equal you on stage. You can take what you want from me as long
as you teach me how to get it back. Please. Teach me.”
She raised her head and he tenderly pushed back the mass of hair
from her porcelain features. Her face was wet with tears. Tom
kissed them away, not knowing or caring whose they were.
Ellen sent a letter to Melrose, telling her that she recognized the source and
accusing her of copyright infringement. Melrose responded in an e-mail also
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sent to me, in which she denied the charge and stated that she was “totally
unaware” of the original story and the anthology, but that she would
withdraw it from submission to other markets. Since the original story has
been reprinted several times, it is possible that she had not read it in Blood Is
Not Enough, but instead read it in one of the later anthologies in which it
appeared.
[These reprint appearances were in Best New Horror ed. Ramsey Campbell
& Stephen Jones, Robinson, 1990; Giant Book of Best New Horror ed.
Campbell & Jones; Girls’ Night Out ed. Dziemianowicz, Weinberg, &
Greenberg, Barnes & Noble, 1997; and Streets of Blood ed. Lawrence
Schimel & Martin H. Greenberg, Cumberland House, 1998.]
My attorney sent Melrose a letter demanding that she cease and desist any
efforts to submit “The Audition” to any editor or publisher in any media, and
asking for the names of the other markets to which the story was submitted in
order that we can confirm withdrawal from those markets. So far we’ve
received no reply from Melrose. If you could help to disseminate this
information, perhaps any editors who’ve received this plagiary in the past
could inform me that it’s been rejected or withdrawn, and that if any receive
it in the future, they can be alerted to treat it as the plagiary it is.
Ann Melrose replied
... in DarkEcho (which ran Chet Williamson’s comments) on 31
August:
As a subscriber and regular reader of Dark Echo, I was surprised and shocked
to see my name spread throughout Chet Williamson’s article in last week’s
issue. I had hoped that this problem could have been solved in a private
manner, but apparently this is not the case. Since I have many friends among
the subscribers to DE, I want to address this in a public manner, which is not
in accordance with my attorney’s wishes.
Three years ago, I wrote a short story called, “The Audition,” after seeing a
performance of Cats. I submitted the story for a free critique in conjunction
with a workshop and to my surprise the editor was interested, but it needed
work. After several revisions, he decided the story didn’t meet his needs and
rejected it. After that it saw a couple of other markets and rejections before I
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sent it off to Ms. Datlow in May.
Mr. Williamson presented some of the facts in the first part of his article. Ms.
Datlow did send me a letter in which she cited several striking similarities
between the two stories. I immediately sent her a letter detailing the history of
“The Audition” and also requested information as to where I could obtain a
copy of her book or a copy of Mr. Williamson’s story. To date, I have not
been granted my request. Instead, I received a letter from Mr. Williamson’s
attorneys belaboring their accusations and denouncing my credibility.
Prior to the receipt of Ms. Datlow’s first correspondence, I had never heard of
her anthology or even knew of Mr. Williamson’s existence. I have searched
diligently for a copy of her book or his story with no success. For my own
satisfaction, I would like to compare the stories and check out the similarities.
For the record, Mr. Williamson has my email address since I carbon-copied
the letter I sent to Ms. Datlow to him. If he had emailed me a request for the
list of editors, I would have gladly complied.
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John Clute’s sixtieth birthday party in September attracted the
usual suspects to the famous Camden Town salon, including Peter Nicholls
and Clare Coney from far-off Australia. Judith Clute dispensed unfailing
streams of wine and sushi. David Pringle came clutching an early proof of
The Amber Spyglass and babbling about the terrifying legal documents he’d
had to sign to get it; Paul McAuley, not to be outdone, handed out proofs of
his upcoming The Secret of Life from a large carrier bag. Pat Cadigan
demanded that Thog must “start poring over my work and find something to
make fun of for the next six consecutive Ansibles, or face dire consequences.
You dog.” M. John Harrison grumbled about having an “unofficial” website
thrust upon him. Also sighted were Hilary Bailey (with children and
grandchild), Robert Irwin, Roz Kaveney, the Kincaid Spellers, Steve Jones,
Kim Newman, Pamela Sladek, and others, all making remarks highly
characteristic of themselves. Afterwards, John Clute cheerfully wrote:
“Couple of drunks at the end, whom I’d never met in my life; which is bog
standard.”
SOCIETY SPOT.

The Protecting Ancestors
Ray Bradbury will be awarded an ever so prestigious (non-genre) lifetime
achievement medal at the US National Book Awards in November.
Samuel R. Delany, at Readercon, remembered Analog’s editorial policy in
the swinging 1960s: “John Campbell rejected Nova. He said his audience
could not relate to a black central character.” [BD]
Stephen King fulminated in an Observer interview about “Kingsley Amis
types” persecuting genre authors like King and J.K. Rowling with
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accusations of “not literature”. Even those ignorant of Amis’s unashamed
publication of sf, supernatural, spy and crime novels (and enthusiastic essays
on these genres) might suspect that he said rather little about Rowling, having
died two years before her first novel appeared. [D]
Michael Moorcock on piracy of yore: “The French magazine Fiction was
inclined to carry translations of New Worlds stories which the authors didn’t
know about. Ian Watson blamed me because the editor, Michel DeMuth, told
him I’d given permission to reprint various NW stories by other authors (I’d
told him he could reprint mine only). When I objected to this and sorted it
out, he got stroppy. Years later at a convention I was admiring his large,
handsome Briard dog. He wouldn’t tell me its name. Turned out it’s called
Moorcock.”
Harry Harrison on Chicon (excerpts from ): “Joan and I went down for
breakfast at the crack of dawn the first day. Fanac began when Bob
Silverberg joined us. A few minutes later Terry Pratchett did as well. I was
going to tell them what a great flight we had in animal class in a 777, but
Terry described the joys of BA first class – just him and one other passenger.
When Bob described buying opals by the handful in Australia. I realized I
was outclassed and remained silent. • I met a chubby guy with a bald head
and a stick who resembled the Gene Wolfe whom I knew a scant twenty
years ago. The resemblance was more than accidental. He reminded me that
he was a neowriter then and that I had bought his almost-first story ‘The
Horars of War’. The years weighed heavily.... • Dave Kyle, in the huckster
room, bulged his eyes at me and kept saying ‘Oh my God!’. Either I looked at
death’s door – or in the pink – after my open heart surgery. But when I asked
him which it was he gasped and said ‘Oh my God!’ Life is full of little
mysteries. • Fred Pohl has quit smoking after about 70 years of puffing away
at it and, as you can well imagine, this did not improve his humor. • A nice
con. Got good vibes from lots of fen. Signed at least 3,000 autographs. Fat
Fandom is even more gross than ever as they expand at an unbelievable,
probably exponential, rate....”
J.K. Rowling dislikes critical works like the Foundation’s Terry Pratchett:
Guilty of Literature, explained her agent Christopher Little as he forbade
quotation from the sacred texts (at least their British editions) in the proposed
Harry Potter and the Ivory Tower. Coincidentally, the Publisher’s Lunch enewsletter rumours that Rowling is thinking of changing agents, having
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discovered that an alleged 20% commission plus deduction of all charges and
overheads is not exactly standard.
Alison Spedding, the UK fantasy author imprisoned in Bolivia for drugs
possession (see Ansible 132, 133, 147, 150), has been released on £1,300 bail
to await the supreme court’s final decision on her case. [CP/AS]
Ian Watson was invited to open Nottingham University’s forum on “Artists
and the Built Environment” with a reading: “What story could be more
suitable than my ‘Talk of the Town’, in which a Midlands town reveals to my
hero its private language, understood by nobody else? ‘Hoodabonda?
Shoochoo moochabal’ et cetera. East Midlands Arts neglected to tell me that,
laudably just in case any of the audience needed this, everything would be
simultaneously translated into Sign....”

Concurbit
7 Oct • Margate Poetry Festival, Margate Museum, Market Sq, Old Town.
GoH Lionel Fanthorpe reads his own poetry! £5 admission.
15 Oct • Paperback/Pulp Bookfair, Victoria Hotel, Buckingham Palace Rd,
SW1. 10am-5pm. £2.50 entrance. With author signings.
21-22 Oct • Octocon 2000, Royal Dublin Hotel, O’Connell St, Dublin 1.
£25(I) reg to 42 Capel Court, Dublin 1, Ireland; sterling £20 to Dave Lally
No. 2 A/C, 64 Richborne Tce, London, SW8 1AX.
25 Oct • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With Martin Millar.
27-9 Oct • Bats 2000 (multimedia/horror), Heathrow – CANCELLED. Members
offered full refund or membership of Eclectic 21, 25-7 May 01, Leicester.
Contact (SAE) 47 Bennetts Court, Bristol, BS37 4XH.
27-30 Oct • Cult TV Festival, Barton Hall, Torquay. Contact Cult TV, PO
Box 1701, Peterborough, PE7 1ER.
10-12 Nov • ArmadaCon 2000, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. GoH £27 reg;
concessions and day rates available. Contact 165 Eggbuckland Rd, Higher
Compton, Plymouth, PL3 6QB. Phone 01752 257635.
10-12 Nov • Novacon 30, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. £32 reg,
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£35 at door. Contact 379 Myrtle Road, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
11 Nov • Day of the Daleks, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £29 reg; less for
Dalek owners? Contact 8a Dovedale Rd, Wallasey, CH45 0LP.
24-7 Nov • Con-Fiction (Trek/media), Imperial Hotel, Blackpool. £45 reg.
Contact 36 Finsbury Ave, Blackpool, Lancs, FY1 6QN.
29 Dec - 1 Jan • Hogmanaycon, Glasgow – CANCELLED owing to lack of
members (it’s a tough time of year) and sponsorship. Refunds to follow.
Contact 26 Avonbank Rd, Rutherglen, Glasgow, G73 2PA.
3-4 Mar 01 • Microcon 2001, Devonshire House, University of Exeter.
Contact 22 Cottey Brook, Tiverton, Devon, EX16 5BR.
29 Mar - 1 Apr 02 • Helicon 2 (Eastercon), Hotel de France, Jersey. Guests
announced: Brian Stableford, Harry Turtledove, Peter Weston. £30 reg, £15
supp/junior. Contact 33 Meyrick Drive, Wash Common, Berks, RG14 6SY.
28 Aug - 1 Sep 03 • Torcon 3 (Worldcon), Toronto, Canada. GoH George
R.R. Martin, Frank Kelly Freas, Mike Glyer. Rates, to 31 Dec 00:
$170C/$115US; site voters $105C/$70US; presupporters $140C/$95US;
presupp voters $75C/$50US. Visa and (shortly) Mastercard accepted. Contact
PO Box 3, Station A, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5W 1A2.
Rumblings • Chicon statistics: 178 artists exhibiting, art show sales $109,000,
21 newsletters, 613 programme participants in 1024 items, adult attendance
6204. Hugo eligibility extended by one year for all 2000 work published
outside USA. [AIP] • The Millennium Philcon (Worldcon 2001) will
present additional “retro Hugos” for 1950 work.

Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. SF World folded after the September-dated issue 4.
Editor Steve Holland says: “The reason was a lousy level of advertising
revenue which could not support the magazine. The state of magazine
publishing in the UK is terrible, and most titles are reliant on their advertisers
... and unfortunately they weren’t there for us. [...] I was more disappointed
than shocked. The decision was made long before the publisher would have
had sales figures for issue 3 (with the reduced price), so we’ll never know
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whether we could have survived on sales alone. We ran a very tight ship
when it came to our editorial budget and still managed to get a lot of first-rate
features. With that in mind, I hope that other publishers don’t look on this as
proof that an SF magazine can’t survive in today’s market.” • Gollancz death
reports by UK newspapers were exaggerated, as in the 16 Sep Independent:
“The venerable Victor Gollancz list is in effect no more. The logo that once
graced books by J.B. Priestley and Michael Foot will now appear only on
science fiction titles.” [DG] Malcolm Edwards confirms that VG will focus
on sf/fantasy from January 2001: “This is not such a big shift as you might
imagine, as this year those lists accounted for over 60% of all Gollancz sales
and in next year’s budget it was looking like 75%. [...] We will stop using the
Millennium name on paperbacks, though the logo will remain (with the ‘M’
changing to ‘G’).” Ah, Gillenniug.
R.I.P. Eddie Powell, the stunt-man who appeared in countless UK-made sf
and horror movies from 1949 to 1996, died in August. His mostly uncredited
roles included regular doubling of Christopher Lee in Hammer and other
films, and the title role in Alien. He discovered conventions in 1998 and was
tickled to find that he had a fan following. [S/JC] • Nancy Tucker Shaw
(1928-2000), US fan of many years’ standing and Bob Shaw’s widow, died
on 17 September; her health had been poor since her 1998 stroke. She is
much missed. • Iain Thomas, Scots fan who in Cuddles’s words was “famous
for his acerbic fanzine Failed Voyager and wild, drunken antics at cons”,
died early in September.
As Others See Us. Geoffrey Wheatcroft on the late Kingsley Amis: “He
became a science-fiction fan, rarely a good sign ...” (The Atlantic Monthly,
September 2000) [SC]
Fanfundery. TAFF: 25 years after tied winner Bill Bowers was unable to
make his trip in 1976, TAFF hopes to bring him to the 2001 UK Eastercon –
if his health permits. (He was hospitalized on 27 Sep with pulmonary
oedema.) The date of the next “normal” eastbound race is undecided. Vijay
Bowen has taken over NA administration: PO Box 156, Village Station, New
York, NY 10014-0156, USA. • DUFF. Nominations open for 2001 race from
America to Swancon down under: candidates need 3 NA and 2 Aussie
nominations, 100-word platform and $25 bond, sent by 31 Oct to Janice
Gelb, 1070 Mercedes Ave #2, Los Altos, CA 94022, USA. Whose 1999
DUFF trip report is indeed now out: $5 (US or Australian) in person, $6.50
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surface mail, from above address or from Cathy Cupitt, PO Box 915,
Nedlands, WA 6909, Australia.
Thog’s Alien Biology Masterclass. “‘Think back to The War of the Worlds,’
Van Buren retorted. ‘Terrestrial microbes would have killed them, because
they would have had no resistance. So they’ve been gradually integrating
terrestrial DNA into themselves during the so-called abductions – genetically
modifying themselves until they are essentially human.’” (Nick Pope,
Operation Thunder Child, 1999) How splendid that to UFOlogists like Pope,
H.G. Wells is the cutting edge of science.
C.o.A. Eileen Costelloe, Trinity Hospice, Elizabeth Clark Ward, 30 Clapham
Common N Side, London, SW4. Jonathan “Jonjo” Jones & Sharon Lewis,
37 St Peters St, Duxford, Cambridge, CB2 4RP. Mark Manning, 915 Queen
Anne Ave North #506, Seattle, WA 98109, USA. Joe Siclari & Edie Stern,
661 Hanover St, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, USA.
Random Fandom. Dave Clark fondly recalls a Chicon GoH speech: “Ben
Bova talked, but that’s when digestive torpor from dinner hit me, and I kept
dozing off.” • Peter F. Hamilton sends “an entry for the Hello section”,
which I suppose is this one: “I’ve just got engaged to Kate Fell; which might
come as a shock to SFX, who in the last interview wrote that I was happily
married.” • Ed Kramer, writer, editor, and co-founder of Dragon*Con, was
“charged with aggravated child molestation of a 13-year-old boy,” reported
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution on 14 Sep. • Robert Lichtman forwards a 19
Sep Santa Rosa Press Democrat small ad that you need to know about:
“SKULL OF CHRIST – This is the actual skull of our Savior. Passed down for
many generations in my family. Radio carbon dated to 0 AD. Remarkably
good condition ...” That would be his skull as an infant, then; I’m holding out
for a grown-up one. • Perry Middlemiss illuminates: “I’m currently reading a
document containing the acronym SMOF which, in this context, means
‘Single Mode Optical Fibre’. Surprisingly apt don’t you reckon?” • Jonathan
Palfrey & Ana Llauradó announce the birth of their first child, Marc Diego
Palfrey Llauradó, on 18 Sep. • Marion Pitman’s Twickenham bookshop was
destroyed by fire in mid-August, and her flat made uninhabitable. “Attitude
of all authorities and bureaucrats seems to be I am at fault for causing them
inconvenience by having my house burn down.” Ouch! Marion plans to go
into some entirely different line of business.
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Awards. Sidewise Awards for alternate history: LONG Resurrection Day,
Brendan DuBois – the only shortlisted item. SHORT “The Eighth Register”,
Alain Bergeron (Northern Suns; Tesseracts). SPECIAL Randall Garrett’s Lord
Darcy series. [SHS] • British Fantasy Awards: KARL EDWARD WAGNER (life
achievement) Anne McCaffrey. NOVEL (August Derleth award) Indigo,
Graham Joyce. SHORT “White”, Tim Lebbon. ANTHOLOGY Mammoth Book of
Best New Horror 10 ed. Stephen Jones. COLLECTION Lonesome Roads, Peter
Crowther. ARTIST Les Edwards. SMALL PRESS Razorblade Press. [DJH] •
Prometheus Award for libertarian sf, whatever that is exactly: A Deepness in
the Sky, Vernor Vinge.
Hazel’s Devout Language Lessons. “He had heard that some pamphlets had
been found at Chatsworth in a language which no one could understand.
Consultation with the British Museum proved them to be from the Society for
the Propagation of Christian Knowledge translated into Maori. Re-translated,
the organization’s name was found to have been rendered as ‘Society for
Extreme Pleasure in the Sexual Act between Christians’.” (Violet Powell, The
Constant Novelist: A Study of Margaret Kennedy 1896-1967, 1983) [YR]
Small Press. Sansato Press launches Oct with 88 Gray’s Inn Road,
comprising an unpublished sf novel plus shorter work by William F. Temple,
introduced by his old flatmate (at the title address) Arthur C. Clarke. Cold
Tonnage, 22 Kings Lane, Windlesham, Surrey, GU20 6JQ. • Fanthology ’94,
published Spring 2000, is available for $15 postpaid, $14 in USA – with
Corflatch t-shirt while supplies last; choose M/L/XL. Andy Hooper, 4228
Francis Ave N #103, Seattle, WA 98103, USA.
Outraged Letters. Mike Cule ponders: “On p239 of Darwin’s Radio Greg
Bear describes a woman as having a ‘thickly flossed pubis’. Am I the only
one this makes think of vagina dentata?” • Diane Duane is thrilled by the
reissue of J.P. Martin’s classic “Uncle” children’s books – see Amazon.co.uk.
• Simon R. Green has abandoned the pre-owned term “necronauts” in favour
of his familiar-sounding coinage “death-walkers”, and adds: “I’ve contributed
enough material to Ansible, I almost feel justified in asking you to send me
the top quarter inch of your Hugo.” • Chris Priest’s call to kill off Thog’s
Masterclass brought 46 votes to keep Thog, two – other than Chris – for
ditching him, and one fence-sitter. Thog fans included Pat Cadigan, Mike
Moorcock (“Expecting Thog to spot my worst literary moments is what keeps
my standards up, Dave. I live in constant terror.”), Teresa Nielsen Hayden,
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and Ian Watson; but I’m now persuaded that the department needs to be kept
short.
Oops. Ned Brooks’s It Goes on the Shelf 22 offers a sample from Tom
Cockcroft’s pile of evidence that sf pulp illustrator Virgil Finlay copied many
details of his drawings from Aussie artist Norman (The Magic Pudding)
Lindsay.
Another Major Party. Maureen Kincaid Speller was there: “John and Eve
Harvey celebrated their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary in energetic style,
with a gathering of the clans, family and fannish, who, as tradition required,
sat in entirely different groups throughout the evening. ‘Is that Ian Maule?’
enquired someone, and indeed it was, along with Janice Maule, who gleefully
revealed that as Chief Finance Officer she’d just been on the front of the local
paper for telling Hillingdon Council it couldn’t spend any more. • John and
Eve entertained us in great style, including Eve demonstrating newfound
skills on the keyboard while John strutted his stuff with the band Jack o’
Herts (to be seen at Novacon 30, where we just have to get Ken MacLeod
and the band’s lead singer together; the resemblance is uncanny). The band’s
contribution to the celebration included making a tape of a particular
favourite, enabling the lead guitarist on that number to enjoy the novelty of
dancing with his wife to his own music.”
The Dead Past. 5 Years Ago: Kirsty Watt of Ringpull Press caused alarm
with her Ansible 99 (Oct 95) brag that “we are the first publishers to accept
unsolicited submissions over the Internet. The idea is to speed up the whole
process of submissions and make publishing rather more open than it may
appear at the moment ...” Anyone heard from Ringpull lately? • 20 Years
Ago: Keith Walker announced his return to fanzine publishing with, “well
sorry, to disappoint you ...” (Ansible 13, 1980)
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Communications: “They went back to the
pilot’s room where Solly blinked the running lights. / ‘Please inform us if you
can hear this transmission,’ came the reply. ‘One blink for yes. Two for no.’”
(Jack McDevitt, Infinity Beach, 2000) • “The housekeeper found her way into
the bedroom and lay down in a pathetic crumble.” (James Patterson, Virgin,
1980) • “And he burst himself with chortles.” (Sheri S. Tepper, The Family
Tree, 1998) • Dept of Thog Bites Creator’s Hand: “He glanced behind him,
careful to move only his eyes, not his head ...” (John Grant, The World, 1992)
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[all JG] NB: the John Grant obituarized in the 4 Oct Guardian is not “our”
JG, alias Paul Barnett.

Endnotes
Harry Harrison’s complete Chicon report appears in stunning Sensurround at
... http://news.ansible.co.uk/a159supp.html [and also as the next item in this
ebook]
M. John Harrison comments on “his” web pages: “This Jeremy Smith person
has set up an ‘unofficial’ M John Harrison website. Not having an official
one, I would be quite happy with this except for his dazzling incompetence.
He’s now begun bothering anyone he can get hold of who might know me,
which is just deeply unhip & embarrassing. If you hear from him, could you
give him a firm no? (To any request at all ...)”
Ansible 159 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Ned Brooks, Scott
Campbell, Erica Costelloe, Jonathan Cowie, DarkEcho, Bob Devney, David
Garnett, Marcel de Graaff, John Grant, David J. Howe, Farah Mendlesohn,
Andrew I. Porter, Chris Priest, Yvonne Rousseau, Andy Sawyer, Steven H.
Silver, Simo, and our Hero Distributors: Tanya Brown (London Circle
floozy), Janice Murray (NA), SCIS, Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor (Brum
Group News). 5 Oct 00.
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Ansible 159 Supplement
Harry Harrison Goes To Chicon 2000
Harry’s full report as excerpted in Ansible 159:
Still operating on British time Joan and I went down for breakfast at the crack
of dawn the first day. Fanac (proac?) began when Bob Silverberg joined us.
A few minutes later Terry Pratchett did as well. I was going to tell them what
a great flight we had in animal class in a 777, but Terry described the joys of
BA first class – just him and one other passenger. When Bob described
buying opals by the handful in Australia. I realized I was outclassed and
remained silent.
I was at guest registration when it opened and I queued with the fans – no
perks for pros in America! – and when I got all the con bumf for four of us,
our son Todd and wife Mercy as well, I could barely lift it. The “pocket”
program book alone was two inches thick and impaled on a shower hook.
Joan, wise to the ways of cons, went shopping that day. Since the opening
ceremony wasn’t until 3 PM I sought out the SFWA suite. I met a chubby
guy with a bald head and a stick who resembled the Gene Wolfe whom I
knew a scant twenty years ago. The resemblance was more than accidental.
He reminded me that he was a neowriter then and that I had bought his
almost-first story “The Horars of War”. The years weighed heavily –
particularly since, at breakfast, Bob had called me The Grand Old Man of SF
while he and Terry nodded gravely. Sighs all around.
Ran into Dave Brin later, all tanned and Californian, who said that he had
brought his spawn with him. We never did meet up again, which was rather a
pity since I would like to have seen if they had tails.
Ran into Ben Bova in the hall and that was it. He was GoH and on stage 90%
of the con and I never saw him again.
Got to the opening ceremony a half an hour late. Room jammed and the
program hadn’t started yet. Got the message and went to the bar where I had
a drink with Gay and Joe Haldeman to our mutual pleasure. Joined by Charlie
Brown of Locus, Harry Stubbs (Hal Clement) and Greg Benford and there
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was a lot of interesting talk, let me tell you.
This is also a good time to tell you that I go to cons to meet friends – and
attend those parts of the program where I am speaking. If this offends – stop
reading and complain to Ansible. Of course I do go to parties which, after all,
what a con is about. And I talk to fen who talk to me. But my main pleasure
is meeting my peer group; writers whom I have known for years. We talk
shop and it is wonderful.
Went to the Tor party and didn’t know a soul there. Someone invited me the
Baen party but I forgot to write the room number down. I did get to the Des
Moines party since I will be GoH at the DemiCon there next May. For some
arcane reason the hosts were all dressed in Roman costume. Which did not
stop me from drinking a good deal of microbrewery beer they had brought
with them. Fatigue struck and so to bed.
Next morning Todd and I were off the science museum and were joined on
the trip by Tom Shippey and super Swedefan Urban Gunnarson. A boystoyz
venture since we wanted to visit the German U boat that the Americans had
captured during the war. The museum had dragged it up on shore and cut
holes in the stern and bow. Walking through it, hunched over and goggleeyed, promotes instant claustrophobia. While being told that they had only a
30% chance of survival and could not flush the toilets while at sea. One sub
that tried this sank itself. At the end of a cruise they had plenty of pots of poo
let me tell you. Cheered by the allied victory over such shitty sailors we
hurried back to the con for my panel on Prehistoric Alternate Fiction. I was
impressed by the stupidity of the topic – once you have covered cavemen and
dinosaurs what else do you talk about? I, and the three other panelists, all had
gray beards which may mean something. I lost the note with their names;
sorry Langford. When the pace of conversation almost congealed completely
I told all assembled David Attenborough’s Dinosaur Footprint story. This
was greeted with gales of laughter and a round of applause from the
audience. (If you haven’t heard the story tell Ansible who may feature it. [Oh
all right. Click here.])
Next day I did a more interesting panel on Historical Alternate History which
was sure a lot more fun. With three other authors, one of them clean-shaven,
names lost of course, and a lady editor named [Teresa Nielsen] Hayden. Lots
of feedback from the audience and a fierce exchange with a military historian
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who differed with my statement that the Germans could not have lost the
opening stages of World War 2 to the French and English. (Not to mention
the Polish Cavalry.)
I am happy to report that we did enjoy the Hugo awards and the Costume
Ball. From the alcoholic comfort of our air-conditioned room (90 degrees
outside), courtesy of in-house TV. Went out after the Hugos for some air and
to watch the most impressive fireworks. Met Harry Turtledove, in tuxedo and
accompanied by female family, and remembering that he was toastmaster I
asked him if the good guys had won. He scowled and gave a secretive
thumbs-down gesture. I thought he was condemning all the rewards as
nonsense – until I remembered that he had been shortlisted for a prize.
Next day I met Dave Kyle in the huckster room who bulged his eyes at me
and kept saying “Oh my God!”. Either I looked at death’s door – or in the
pink – after my open heart surgery. But when I asked him which it was he
gasped and said “Oh my God!” Life is full of little mysteries.
What else? Went to dinner with a DelRey editor (lost his name) and Fred
Pohl and our wives. I ate a $45 steak. (Courtesy of publisher, not Fred.) For
those who care Fred has quit smoking after about 70 years of puffing away at
it and, as you can well imagine, this did not improve his humor.
Giving in to a wave of faanac nostalgia I went to the closing ceremony which
consisted of fen giving each other Chicon pint mugs and no pros there at all. I
left before the curtain, and the last mug, had dropped.
Conclusion. A nice con. Got good vibes from lots of fen. Signed at least
3,000 autographs. Fat Fandom is even more gross than ever as they expand at
an unbelievable, probably exponential, rate. Portions of American restaurant
food are so large that a minced steak I had for dinner would have fed a family
of six Brits and have some left some over for the dog. Met a lot of old friends
and made some new ones. The con had a great art show and a hundred
enjoyable huckster tables. I drank enough, ate too much, walked about and
saw a bit of Chicago, first time in a number of years.
How to sum it up – particularly from a fan point of view? Well it was big –
over 5,000 someone told me. All of the activity was divided between two
hotels and there was a continual lemming-like movement in the hallways,
escalators, and in the lifts. In the evening the rush up to the room parties was
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so brisk that the queue, line, stretched across the lobby and hotel guards
counted as each car was filled. There was an immense amount of
programming and from what I saw every programming room one was full.
Mistakes were made, inevitable with a con this size. On the Thursday night
before the opening there was a guests-meet-the fans party which was a scrum
disaster. The hall was too small; no one met anyone. I sat at a table next to
Jack Chalker and signed books steadily for an hour and half before fatigue
drove me away. I never talked to a soul there.
And then there is the price. A Britfan would have to pay around £400
roundtrip to Chicago since it was still the US high season. Rooms, including
tax, were £85 a night. (Down from the regular price of £200!) Membership
around £100 depending when you registered. So if you stayed the 5 days for
the con you are talking about £925 not allowing for food and drink. A
sobering thought.
Sorry if this report is low on fanac – but that was not why I went. A matter of
different priorities I think.
If you are not happy – then blame Dave for accepting my offer of a report.
You can’t win them all.
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Ansible 159 Supplement 2
THE DINOSAUR JOKE
Harry Harrison
The very-rich Texan develops an interest in dinosaurs. He visits an exhibition
at a museum and for the first time sees dinosaur footprints in stone. They are
impressive. The very prints made by Tyrannosaurus Rex over 100,000
million years ago. He is determined to have them – but of course the museum
will not sell. Undaunted – and still very rich – he sends his agents circling the
world for a set of prints. They locate some, at an incredible price, and he buys
them.
They are delivered to his mansion in Dallas and he supervises their
installation in his garden. Wonderful! He is so carried away that he invites his
next door neighbor over to see them. The man gasps and boggles his eyes.
“Gee!” he says. “I didn’t know they came this close to the house at night!”
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0705 080 1534. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Joe Mayhew. Available for SAE or oil paintings by
Waldovenison Smeare.
Almost everyone rushed in the news that
whatsername’s next book will be Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
... bad luck for me, since I’d placed a large bet on the 1000-1 outsider Harry
Pooter and the Diary of a Nobody (by J.K. Grossmith).
YOU READ IT HERE LAST!

The Sinking Parade
Simon Ings, spurning mere publicity, hopes that “the massed readers of
Ansible missed my appearance with my writer girlfriend Anna Davis in last
week’s Sunday Times Style supplement. ‘Competitive couples’, no less, and
quite an achievement on the part of freelance journalist Amy Anderson in that
it managed to be both cloying and spiteful at the same time. And fictitious.
‘We laugh and cry about our writing,’ apparently. And we sneak into each
other’s studies to secretly check how much each of us has written each day.
Oh, and when Anna and I met I patronized her about her work and reckoned
she’d never make it. Nice. • Mind you, there was one big compensation. The
photo accompanying the article was of Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman....”
[12 Oct]
Gordon Van Gelder left his part-time editorial position at St Martin’s Press
on 20 October and is now working full-time on F&SF.
Chris Priest just returned from Utopia 2000, run by Bruno Della-Chiesa in
Nantes, France: “a week of some of the most frenetic and inspired congoing
in many years. I don’t think I have been to a better-organized con: lavish
hardly approaches an adequate description. An ever-open bar, totally free of
charge, totally unrestricted. (Someone asked for a glass of champagne, and
the bar staff cheerfully opened a brand new bottle of the real thing.) No one
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drunkenly abused the facility, incidentally. A restaurant open ditto. Even
when the con laid on other meals (a banquet, a riverboat trip, a reception at a
film showing) you could drop in and have a free three-course meal. An
exhibition in honour of Verne (Nantes is his birthplace) that took over the
whole of the local castle, an immense building, for a huge display including a
library, a ‘life-size’ reproduction of the Nautilus (complete with harmonium,
and so on), then masses of adjacent material like a room-sized orrery, virtual
reality displays and other bleeding-heck stuff. Meanwhile, the programme
was notable for intelligent and challenging items. The whole thing was
staffed by the town council: squads of courteous young men and women who
seemed to speak about fifteen different languages, constantly friendly. A
disarming experience. Most of us who were there agreed that a new standard
had been set, one difficult for others to follow. Even Norman Spinrad
admitted it was ‘not bad’.”
James White was remembered at the White Award presentation, and Ylva
Spangberg was there: “The inaugural James White Award ceremony was
held in Dublin on 22 October, immediately after Octocon, in the Irish
Writers’ Centre. After an introduction from award founder and administrator
James Bacon, we were treated to a reading from James White’s work by
Dave Stewart, a entertaining and moving talk on James the fan by Graham
Andrews, a speech by White’s daughter Patricia Larkin (visibly moved by
this honour to her father’s memory), and praise for the high quality of entries
from one of the judges, Michael Carroll. • The winning story was ‘Think
Tank’ by Mark Dunn, who attended with his girlfriend Emma; both work for
the Oxford English Dictionary. After receiving the prize – a cash award of
£200, the promise of publication in Interzone [December], and a silver trophy
in the shape of a pen nib – he gave a happy and entertaining acceptance
speech. • We then turned to the food and drink, and one of the evening’s
surprises, the James White Award beer – a tasty bottled home-brew with
special labels for the occasion. I have a feeling these beer bottles will become
fan collectables. • It was a very enjoyable evening and a great success for the
JW Award, which had nearly 100 entries from as far afield as Brazil and
Australia – a promising sign for its future.”

Concaulescence
10-12 Nov • ArmadaCon 2000, Copthorne Hotel, Plymouth. GoH £27 reg;
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concessions and day rates available. Contact 165 Eggbuckland Rd, Higher
Compton, Plymouth, PL3 6QB. Phone 01752 257635.
10-12 Nov • Novacon 30, Britannia Hotel, New St, Birmingham. £32 reg,
£35 at door. Contact 379 Myrtle Road, Sheffield, S2 3HQ.
10-12 Nov • Tropicon/Fanhistoricon, Clarion Hotel, Hollywood Beach,
Hollywood, Florida. GoH Vernor Vinge, David Cherry; Ansible’s
xenophobic convention listing policy has once again been subverted by
asking me as a special fan guest, gosh wow. $33 at the door.
11 Nov • Day of the Daleks, Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool. £29 reg; less for
Dalek owners? Contact 8a Dovedale Rd, Wallasey, CH45 0LP.
11 Nov • Dreddcon (official 2000 AD comics event), Posthouse Bloomsbury,
London WC1N. Tickets £5 at the door. Drokk!
13 Nov • Chester Literature Festival, St Mary’s Centre, St Mary’s Hill (off
Castle St), Chester. Ken MacLeod reading and discussion with Andy Sawyer,
7.30pm. £4 (£3 concessions) inc refreshments.
22 Nov • BSFA Open Meeting, Florence Nightingale, on York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 7pm on. With sf booksellers’ panel.
24-7 Nov • Con-Fiction (Trek/media), Imperial Hotel, Blackpool. £45 reg.
Contact 36 Finsbury Ave, Blackpool, Lancs, FY1 6QN.
6 Jan 01 • Avengers Day, National Film Theatre, South Bank, London. With
Brian Clemens? £7.50/session, NFT members £1 less.
2-4 Feb 01 • Conthirteena (13th UK filk con), Albany Hotel, Eastbourne.
£25 reg; concessions available. Contact 15 St Catherine’s Cross,
Bletchingley, Surrey, RH1 4PX.
28 Jun - 1 Jul 01 • A Celebration of British SF, Liverpool. GoH Brian
Aldiss, Stephen Baxter, John Clute, Nicola Griffith, Gwyneth Jones, Ken
MacLeod. £235 inc B&B, 3 lunches, 2 dinners; authors (with professional
sales), students or unwaged £177; £25 deposit. Day rate £50. Cheques to SF
Foundation, 22 Addington Rd, Reading, RG1 5PT.
5-7 Oct 01 • Supernova-Retribution (Trek), Radisson Edwardian Hotel,
Heathrow. £50 reg. Contact PO Box 1701, London, SW6 5WU.
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Infinitely Improbable
Publishers and Sinners. Dept of Upelevatoring Insights. Andrew Wheeler of
the (US) SF Book Club confides: “When we saw the manuscript of Neil
Gaiman’s Neverwhere, it had obviously been the victim of a perfunctory
search & replace Americanization, since characters were always saying
things ‘apartmently’.”
Thog’s Litcrit Masterclass. “... some novels, such as Tolkien’s The Lord of
the Rings, have animals as central characters ...” (John Peck and Martin
Coyle, Literary Terms and Criticism, 2nd ed, 1993) [DH]
Random Fandom. Solomon Davidoff of The Journal of Mundane Behaviour
(“Really.”) wants sf fans to send him their definitions of “mundane” – by Feb
01, to Dept of Ethnic Studies, Shatzel Hall, Bowling Green State U, Bowling
Green, OH 43403, USA. [DC] • Leigh Edmonds was attacked by two yobs in
Ballarat, Australia, robbed of $15, and left with a broken jaw and nose. He’s
recovering but won’t be able to tackle solid food for weeks. All sympathy....
[JB] • Arthur Hlavaty has a tactful comparison in DR96: “... a level of factual
precision somewhere in the neighborhood of Colin Wilson, if not the Weekly
World News.” • Steve Sneyd is bemused by “a recent letter to Hilltop Press
asking to borrow a marquee. Perhaps they thought Hilltop a trade name for
Big Top?” • Lucy Sussex knows who’s Who: “Well-regarded mainstream
novelist Marion Campbell read from a work in progress on 22 Oct, Fitzroy,
Melbourne. It had the interesting title of Tardis Envy.” • Lew Wolkoff plans a
2001 Worldcon exhibit on the “controversy” about whether the first SF con
was Philadelphia in Oct 1936 or Leeds in Jan 1937. Leeds event info
especially wanted. PO Box 5085, Harrisburg, PA 17110-5085, USA. All
together now: it depends on how you define “convention”....
More Awards. World Fantasy Awards 2000, presented 29 Oct at WFC.
NOVEL Martin Scott, Thraxas. NOVELLA (tie) Jeff VanderMeer, “The
Transformation of Martin Lake” (Palace Corbie 8), and Laurel Winter, “Sky
Eyes” (F&SF 3/99). SHORT Ian R. MacLeod, “The Chop Girl” (Asimov’s
12/99). ANTHOLOGY Ellen Datlow & Terri Windling (ed), Silver Birch Blood
Moon. COLLECTION (tie) Charles de Lint, Moonlight and Vines, and Stephen
R. Donaldson, Reave the Just. ARTIST Jason Van Hollander.
SPECIAL/PROFESSIONAL Gordon Van Gelder for editing (St.Martin’s, F&SF).
NON-PROFESSIONAL The British Fantasy Society. • Jane Stableford is all
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excited: “Brian’s just been awarded a ‘Children of the Night’ award for his
translation of Paul Féval’s Vampire City from 1867 – picked it up at the
Dracula Society meeting last week. It’s a truly disgusting thing – a green
hairy man (probably undead) with popping eyeballs and too many teeth,
emerging from the grave with one clawed hand resting on a tombstone nicely
decorated with human skulls. Well, Brian likes it, bless him.” [6 Oct] •
Gaylactic Spectrum Awards. NOVEL The Gumshoe, The Witch And The
Virtual Corpse by Keith Hartman and The Wild Swans by Peg Kerr (cowinners). SHORT “Dapple” by Eleanor Arnason (Asimov’s 9/99). OTHER Being
John Malkovich. [RG]
Lawsuit Corner. Uri Geller is suing Nintendo for “hundreds of millions of
dollars” over the Pokemon monster “Yun Geller”, who wields a spoon, “uses
psychic mind-waves to give his victims bad headaches”, and worst of all has
not only lightning bolts on his chest which are obviously SS insignia, but a
forehead star which can only be the Star of David! “Nintendo turned me into
an evil, occult Pokemon character ... Nintendo stole my identity by using my
name and my signature image of a bent spoon.” There is more, but your
editor can’t stop giggling.
Small Press. Small Press Guide 2001 (6th ed), 315 1-page listings of mostly
UK mags, heavily poetry-oriented but with occasional genre items like
Interzone, TTA and the BSFA’s Focus (though not, oddly, Matrix or Vector).
£9.99 post free in UK from Writers’ Bookshop, Remus House, Coltsfoot Dr,
Woodston, Peterborough, PE2 9JX. • The Third Alternative sf/fantasy/etc
story competition has 7 prizes totalling £2000. “Personally I hate
competitions as a rule,” says editor Andy Croft: “too often they’re just thinly
veiled attempts at charging a reading fee, but I hope this one will be seen a bit
differently; if it works hopefully it’ll be an annual thing....” £5 entry fee.
Submissions by 31 Dec to 9 Henry Cross Close, Shipdham, Thetford, IP25
7LQ (send SAE for vast Rules).
Outraged Letters. Pat Cadigan wanted her Dervish is Digital novel launch
announced here, inviting “everyone whose lives would be improved just at
the sight of me”, and promising “NO AUTHOR READING FROM THE TEXT OR
ANYTHING ELSE! That’s right – all you have to do is eat, drink, have fun, and
make only one worshipful obeisance to Cadigan. The latter may occur at any
time during the evening, except for you, Langford – you have to worship for
the complete duration. You dog.” Alas, her doubtless spiffy and scandalous
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party was on 31 Oct, two days before this issue.... • Ursula Le Guin on the
Great Thog Controversy: “Chris Priest say ‘cheap laughs’ ... Socrates say
‘The misuse of language induces evil in the soul’ ... Ursula say ‘Laughing at
misuse of language improves quality of soul’ ... George W. Bush say ‘I arrest
my case’.” • N. Lee Wood has presumably fled the UK by now: “I’m leaving
Cheadle the end of [October] and off to the south of France. I like everything
French, with the possible exception of French men. But then British men
didn’t turn out to have been much of an improvement, either.”
C.o.A. Andrew A. Adams, 23 Ivydene Rd, Reading, RG30 1HT. Tony Berry,
68 Windsor Rd, Oldbury, West Midlands, B68 8PB. Victor Gonzalez, 9238
4th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98106, USA. Marion Pitman, 5a Church Road,
Teddington, Middlesex, TW2 5QE. Gordon Van Gelder, Magazine of
Fantasy and SF, PO Box 3447, Hoboken, NJ 07030, USA.
Fanfundery. TAFF: an eastbound race to Paragon (2001 UK Eastercon) was
announced mere seconds after Ansible. 159 Nominations close 6 Nov, voting
31 Jan. NA candidates reportedly include Victor Gonzalez and Tom Springer.
• DUFF: the southbound race to Australia in 2001 is on, with candidates
Naomi Fisher & Patrick Molloy (jointly) vs Steven Silver. Voting closes 15
Jan. from Janice Gelb, 1070 Mercedes Ave #2, Los Altos, CA 94022, USA,
or by request from Ansible.
Twenty Years Ago. Susan Wood, much-loved Canadian fan, sf critic,
academic and multiple Hugo winner, died tragically young at 32. One
newspaper report tastefully began: “As an SF scribe might chronicle it,
citizen Wood journeyed into the null on the Gregorian Calendar’s Day 12,
Month 11, near to 1045 hours....” (Ansible 14, 1980)
Group Gropes. Walsall SF Group meets at 2pm on 1st Sat each month in the
Meeting Room, Central Library, Lichfield St, Walsall.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Flexibility: “He encircled her hand with his arm
...” (Marion Zimmer Bradley, Endless Voyage, 1975) [BA] • “She pouted, her
lower lip projecting like the bottom drawer in a chest of drawers which has
jammed open on account of too many clothes being stuffed inside.” (Mary
Scott, Murder On Wheels, 2000) [DVB] • Dept of True Romance: “A sudden
silence richly filled the rarefied air that now seemed to encircle them. Aware
of their growing attraction to one another, they both sat awkwardly for a
moment unsure of how to proceed, much less conquer, the new and fertile
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ground of their budding relationship.” (Sharon Sebastian, Backside of
Nowhere, 2000) [JBo]

Keith Roberts, 1935-2000

Keith Roberts died from pneumonia and bronchitis on 5 October. He was 65.
Ansible invited reminiscences from sf people who knew him....
• CHRIS PRIEST: I met Keith Roberts several times over the years. He was tall,
bulky, amusing, paranoid, opinionated and intolerant of idiots (just about
everyone). He was an extrovert mimic: he did the most hilarious
impersonation of Harry Harrison I have ever seen (the one about the nasal
spray, Harry). He started publishing in 1964, concurrent with the New Wave,
never a part of it. His virtuosic short stories commanded instant respect and
admiration. Within four years he had given us his finest book: Pavane, a
wonderful novel of English alternate history, written in glorious English. I
told him so once and he called me an idiot. Farewell, Keith!
• HARRY HARRISON: When I was editor of Science Fantasy, Keith was my
assistant editor. Eventually he took on all of the editing – and did the covers
to boot. A multi-talented guy, something rare; as good an artist as he was a
writer. He added a new dimension to SF, both in his art and his novels. A rare
talent that will be sorely missed.
• DAVID V. BARRETT: In Lemady, his strange, at times haunting, at times
haunted autobiography, Keith Roberts quoted a reader’s comment on his
character Kaeti: “‘I wouldn’t want to meet her,’ says a young enthusiast
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mournfully. ‘She’d hurt me by not falling in love with me.’” The young
enthusiast was me, and Keith (who normally didn’t suffer fools too gladly)
was so chuffed by my admission.
• ROB HOLDSTOCK: I’m sad about Keith. So’s Sarah. Funny how some people
leave a mark on you. I was apprehensive of meeting him in ’84. His future
fantasy The Chalk Giants and his historical novel The Boat of Fate had had a
profound effect on me. But we talked easily about his work, and he was very
generous about mine, and interesting about the whole business of creating
“fantasy”. He was certain that we “drank from the same well”. I knew what
he meant, though we were drinking a hell of a lot of real Henley ale when he
said it. He lived in Henley then, in memorable conditions: when I opened the
french windows, the handles came away with wood attached to them (“I
never open them ... should have told you.”); when I flushed the toilet, the
chain and ballcock came away from the cistern (“should have warned you
about that. Sorry.”). I wasn’t surprised when my car failed to start outside a
church he’d been showing me, on a hill above the town; when we pushed it
towards the slope in order to “bump start” it, we accidentally pushed it over
the hill. I only just managed to catch up with the car and jump in and was half
way back to Henley before I got control. Ten minutes later Keith came
padding up, appallingly flushed and gasping for breath. “Quick! Drive to the
Maltster’s Arms.” I thought he was about to collapse and knew someone who
knew first-aid. Turned out it was almost closing time! Sometime during that
long afternoon he conceived the notion of the PH or Primitive Heroine, a
piece of fun that later became an obsession. • I could never cope with his
angry reaction to the publishing world, and was left cold by much of his later
work, though he did produce some gems. But there was a child-at-heart
inside Keith, and an astonishing amount of information and historical
anecdote which he clearly loved to share. I didn’t know him well. I suspect
he could have been a very caring man. That Beautiful Boat took him up the
wrong river.
• IN BRIEF. Mike Moorcock: “Never knew a bloke so determined to destroy
himself. I expected this earlier, frankly. I think it’s a mercy someone that
miserable is dead. Put that in your newspaper, Mr Langford!” • Brian Aldiss:
“There was a time when Roberts’ remarkable talent showed to best effect – in
the days when he wrote Pavane and ‘Weihnachtsabend’, a brilliant piece of
work. Unfortunately, he became rather proud and quarrelsome. Literary
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agents and publishers (never mind his friends) did not care to deal with him.
This is not the time to offer chapter and verse.... RIP.” • Malcolm Edwards
has just reissued Pavane: “With an irony somehow totally appropriate to
Keith’s life a finished copy arrived on my desk the morning I heard of his
death. Speaking about Pavane to colleagues I said something to the effect
that it was one of the finest sf novels ever written, by a man who at his best
was a brilliant writer, but sadly also the most difficult human being I’ve ever
had to work with.” • Brian Ameringen & Caroline Mullan: “... We will miss
him, cantankerous old bugger that he was, he had much charm.”
More about Keith Roberts on supplementary web page.

Endnotes
Malcolm Edwards, being too rushed to write only my suggested brief
paragraph on Keith Roberts, sent a longish reminiscence of working with him
– excerpted above. This is now on the Ansible website along with fuller
versions of other savagely cut Roberts memorials:
http://news.ansible.co.uk/a160supp.html
GUFF. Paul Kincaid has just issued GUFFaw, 5 with essays by all four
current candidates – Eric Lindsay and Jean Weber (standing jointly) and
Damien Warman and Juliette Woods (ditto). Good stuff, and a timely
reminder that voting on the race from Australia to the 2001 UK Eastercon
closes at midnight on 13 November 2000. Ballot form at
http://taff.org.uk/ballots/guff2000.html.
World Fantasy Awards also included life achievement recognition of Michael
Moorcock and Marion Zimmer Bradley, not included in the list first sent to
me. (Addenda from Paula Guran’s DarkEcho, which adds that Gordon Van
Gelder has actually bought F&SF from its long-time publisher and owner
Edward L. Ferman.)
Ansible 160 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Brian Ameringen,
John Bangsund, Paul Barnett, David V. Barrett, Jeanne Bowman, Dave
Clark, Rob Gates, David Hebblethwaite, David Klaus, Dave Lally, and our
Hero Distributors: Tanya Brown (Dead Nurse), Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor (Brum Group News). 2 Nov 00.
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Ansible 160 Supplement
More on Keith Roberts (1935-2000)

Several contributions about Keith Roberts had to be heavily cut for Ansible.
160 Here’s the full text sent by Brian Ameringen and Caroline Mullan, David
V. Barrett and Malcolm Edwards.

Brian Ameringen and Caroline Mullan
We knew Keith both through Kerosina and when he was Guest of Honour at
Beccon ’87.
He was a talented and knowledgeable person and a wonderful raconteur,
whilst being easily depressed by the ills of the world. He made friends easily
and revelled in their company, either in their presence or by letter, but after a
time seemed to find it necessary to find a reason to “fall out” with them.
He was enormously talented both as a writer and as an artist and felt “shortchanged” by a world that wanted to exploit his skills (and profit from it)
rather than recompense him in full. Some of his charges of “creative
accounting” on the part of his publishers do seem to have been valid (but
obviously not Kerosina).
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When he was “up” he was a marvellous person to be with... and when he was
“down” trying to lift his spirits by looking on the positive side of things could
leave you his bitter enemy. It was very sad.
We will miss him, cantankerous old bugger that he was, he had much charm.

David V. Barrett
In Lemady: Episodes of a Writer’s Life, his strange, at times haunting, at
times haunted autobiography, Keith Roberts quoted a reader’s comment on
his character Kaeti: “‘I wouldn’t want to meet her,’ says a young enthusiast
mournfully. ‘She’d hurt me by not falling in love with me.’” The young
enthusiast was me, and Keith (who normally didn’t suffer fools too gladly)
was so chuffed by my admission.
I only met Keith two or three times, though we corresponded intermittently
for some years – long chatty letters, some of them written by Kaeti. There’s
no doubt that Keith loved Kaeti too – and that she bossed him around
something rotten, for a fictional character. But then, Kaeti, the greatest of all
his multi-girls, really was so real.
But the most real of all of Keith’s characters – and this is what caught my
attention way back in my teens, in Pavane, and then in every one of his books
– was England: English countryside, and English towns. Englishness. And
this was what exemplified Keith’s writing: in a genre dominated by American
style, for me he was the greatest writer of English science fiction of our
generation.
I’m sad he’s gone; I wish I’d known him better.

Malcolm Edwards
I got to know Keith in the early 1980s, when I was editing the Gollancz sf
list, and wanted to reissue Pavane in an edition which would include the
“measure” (“The White Boat”) which was included in the American edition
but never, previously, in the British. Republishing an old book in hardcover is
a fundamentally dodgy proposition, but Pavane did quite well, helped by its
inclusion in Anthony Burgess’s list of the top 99 postwar novels, which came
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out just before we published (Keith later accused us of having published the
book solely to cash in on Burgess’s book: this was typical). Then he
contributed “Kitemaster” to the first issue of Interzone, and I commissioned
from him a novel in the manner of Pavane. We also put together a collection,
The Lordly Ones.
Keith’s reputation as a difficult author already preceded him, but he had
taken on Les Flood as his agent, and Les was terrifically good at defusing
Keith. I used to meet Keith for lunch quite regularly, always at a pub, usually
the Lamb & Flag in Covent Garden, where we would drink a great many
pints of Directors bitter. Keith was a big man, who at that time had a thick
head of black hair; a couple of years later he developed alopecia, went bald,
and when his hair grew back it was patchy and mostly white, which did not
improve his state of mind.
One of the things about those meetings was this: I don’t like bitter, never
have. I drink lager. But as far as Keith was concerned, only London pansies
drank lager, so if we were to have any kind of working relationship, bitter it
had to be. He could be a very interesting lunch companion, if you get him off
the betrayals with which his life was filled, because he knew a great deal
about Covent Garden, and the theatre. But being with Keith was never
relaxing, because you could always sense the volcano of rage, resentment and
suspicion just beneath the surface. You were always walking on eggshells.
When you were his friend, he would issue praise lavishly and
embarrassingly; when he turned on you (always in letters, never in person), it
was with an extraordinary mixture of bitterness and relish – his view of his
fellow beings had been vindicated yet again.
It all went wrong between Keith and Gollancz over a minor thing: Penguin,
who had published Molly Zero in paperback, wanted to remainder their
residual stock because it had stopped selling. Unfortunately, at some point in
the correspondence, somebody there misread a figure. The book had sold
about 9000 copies and they had about 5000 left, but the person said in one
letter that they had 9000 left. It was an obvious mistake, because the figure
they quoted as stock was exactly the same as the figure they had previously
quoted for copies sold. Not for Keith. For Keith it was incontrovertible
evidence of conspiracy: they had inadvertently let slip the figure which
proved that 4000 copies were unaccounted for, and that he had been cheated
out of royalties. When our Rights Director politely wrote to him and
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explained, he wrote back a letter full of such ferocious personal abuse that
she refused, understandably, to have anything more to do with him. I
remember writing him a four page single-spaced letter in which I took him
line by line through every royalty statement to demonstrate how all the
figures were completely consistent. Result: a letter full of such ferocious
personal abuse that I decided to have nothing more to do with him. More
letters followed, at increasingly distant intervals; the last I heard from him
was the round-robin letter about his illness. But I know how in fandom these
rumours have a way of circulating and taking on an aura of fact, so let me try
and put this one to rest: I am absolutely certain that all Keith’s claims of
being cheated by publishers (and later, of being blacklisted by library
suppliers) are completely, utterly, totally without foundation.
Later, as I understand, the various people who started Kerosina solely in
order that Keith’s later books be published were, in turn, savaged by him. I’m
afraid it was all too predictable.
I swore to myself I’d never have anything more to do with him, but after we
[Orion/Millennium] started the SF Masterworks series, and then acquired the
Gollancz backlist, Pavane simply had to be included. It comes out next
month [November 2000], and with an irony somehow totally appropriate to
Keith’s life a finished copy arrived on my desk the morning I heard of his
death. Speaking about Pavane to colleagues I said something to the effect
that it was one of the finest sf novels ever written, by a man who at his best
was a brilliant writer, but sadly also the most difficult human being I’ve ever
had to work with.
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Ansible 160½, November 2000
From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0705 080 1534. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Atom. Available for SAEs with Fort Mudge Steam
Calliope Company logo.
Thank you all for having me! Here’s
another of those extra issues of Ansible produced for cons where I’m a guest.
Most of it comes from my apazine Cloud Chamber.
TROPICON/FANHISTORICON SPECIAL.

Infinitely Improbable
Oddity found in Charing Cross Road: First Whisper of “The Wind in the
Willows” (1944) by Kenneth Grahame. This contains the storytelling letters
to his son in which the great book’s characters first took shape, plus a hitherto
unpublished story about a different set of talking animals – including a mole.
His widow Elspeth’s occasionally glutinous introduction takes up nearly half
the slim (89pp) volume, and without any apparent sense of irony tells the tale
of the original mole that inspired it all. If you have tears to shed, prepare to
shed them now. Apparently Grahame went out into the garden one night and
found a robin and a mole having a tug-o’-war with a huge worm as the rope.
The robin left in haste, but Grahame grabbed the mole and decided that his
small son, then asleep, would like to see it next morning. So he placed the
mole in a stout hamper in the kitchen, added some worm-laden chunks of turf
in case it fancied a snack, weighted down the lid, and went to bed. During the
night, evidently, the resourceful animal used its powerful digging arms to
lever up the lid, and got out on to the kitchen floor. Where, bright and early
next morning, the Grahames’ aged and near-sighted housekeeper mistook it
for a rat and beat it to death with her broom. Aaaahhhh.
Thog the Inadmissible. Our barbarian critic tries not to cite fan fiction from
his dignified pulpit in Ansible, but rather liked this scene from a “gay X-Men
story” discovered by Nonie Rider: “Remy was tight-strung, electric current
racing through him. Logan shifted and settled back on his thighs; the sides of
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Remy’s shirt pulled back to expose pale flesh to a blue gaze scorching
through the blindfold burning into Remy’s retinas transmitting along his
nerves like a wild singing in the wind, wailing a seductive bludgeon that he
couldn’t refuse.”
Art Section: I nearly took a photograph last week. It was an alarming sight, a
low lorry with bales of hay piled absurdly high on the back, bulging out
several feet on either side of the actual vehicle: the whole thing was parked
just outside our house, giving us a chance to contemplate it and realize that
with the present state of Reading’s roads, there was no way that load could
escape the town without being scraped off or going backwards along a oneway street (such as the one we live on). Presumably the policeman
haranguing the driver was of much the same opinion, as hinted by the
impassive way he waved his arms in the air. It was only the lack of film in
my camera which has spared you a picture captioned “Hay-Wain by
Constable”. [9/84]
On Stephen Baxter’s novella in The Web 2028: If I’d ever wanted to write
a parody of Steve Baxter it might well have contained a gung-ho argument to
the effect that without NASA bureaucracy and safety regulations to impede
the Dream of Space, a primitive Viking community could quite easily lash up
a manned orbital rocket if only told about gunpowder. Well, Steve has now
pre-empted that one.
Paging Dr Freud. The scene is a semi-formal occasion at dusk, set on and
around the concrete banks of what seems to be a canal. There’s an air of lowbudget and vaguely forced festivity, as might attend an event at the
Millennium Dome. Ambling crowds are dotted with police and security
personnel. Hazel and I somehow find ourselves seated at a slightly elevated
table to one side, eating with various functionaries and, unexpectedly, the
Prime Minister. This is embarrassing: Hazel intensely dislikes T. Blair and
prefers to change channels when his dread features appear on TV news. Now
she’s sitting practically next to him, projecting extreme discomfort, while
across the table I feel I must be wearing a fixed and glassy smile. The seating
arrangement shifts as people come and go. Now Hazel and the PM occupy
adjacent chairs, and in what may be a spirit of campaigning bonhomie he puts
a flirtatious arm around her shoulders. Grimacing horribly, she tries in vain to
push him away, while I’m paralysed by the thought that taking appropriate
husbandly action will get me shot by watchful security forces....
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“That’s appalling!” Hazel cried. “How dare you have a dream like that? I
feel ... psychically contaminated.” Of course I apologized profusely. But –
where do these things come from, Dr Freud? I still have no idea.
Commonplace Book. From the obit of Prince Johannes von Thurn und
Taxis: “When Prince Johannes celebrated his sixtieth birthday in 1986,
Princess Gloria arranged for the cake to be adorned with sixty chocolate
candles sculpted in the form of the male member. The Prince, though, was
embarrassed that this tribute to his virility should be paraded before his
tenantry, whose children eagerly fell upon the illuminating trophies ...”
(Sunday Telegraph, 1990) • Dept of Second Childhood: “From an early age,
[Bill] Gates was extremely energetic and used to rock incessantly in his
cradle – a trait that is still said to be with him to this day.” (Computer Weekly,
30 March 2000)
Great Balls of Fire! I had a C.S. Forester moment, or Patrick O’Brian
moment, when showing visiting Canadian fan Colin Hinz the sights of
Reading. After the ruins of the 12th-century abbey where “Summer is icumen
in” was first written down, the triumph of Victorian town planning which
placed Reading Gaol (“Oscar Wilde Slept Here”) right next to the abbey, the
lowering spectacles of gasometers and Toys-Backward-R-Us, and the
municipal-Gothic frontage of the museum (containing the Bayeux Tapestry
As Reproduced By The Leek Women’s Institute, with a pair of discreet
underpants added to the one flagrantly naked chap in the filthy Frog original)
... there is not an awful lot to see in Reading. So I took Colin to the local
antiques centre, where he admired vintage carpenters’ tools while I
discovered some incredibly massive iron doorstops which proved to be
French cannonballs from the Napoleonic wars. Gosh! I might have escaped if
the proprietor, who knows me as an adjunct of discerning antique light-fitting
buyer Hazel Langford, hadn’t sneaked up and treacherously said, “Three quid
off to you, squire.” Got the thing very slowly home at cost of possibly semipermanent lowering of one shoulder. It may be inspected by appointment.
Gosh, again.
On R.A. Salvatore: The Demon Awakens ... the prologue duly begins “The
demon dactyl came awake.” (you may think a dactyl is a finger or a tum-ti-ti
foot in poetry: here it’s the whole demon) and ends, after pages of perfervid
exultation over the trouble this is going to cause, “The dactyl came awake.”
In due course the bad news leaks out to the public, or at least to one renegade
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monk: “The dactyl was awake! / The world did not understand the coming
darkness. / The dactyl was awake! / The Order had failed; their weakness had
facilitated this tragedy! / The dactyl was awake! / [One frenzied paragraph
omitted.] / The dactyl was awake!” Need I add that a huge magical amethyst
of unknown powers, which this monk has intuitively lugged around for most
of the plot, proves in the climactic confrontation to be a Blow Up Demon’s
Entire Volcano Stronghold charm? Or that with sequels in the pipeline, the
final pages pose these ominous questions: “What of the dactyl? Had the
creature been consumed, or had it merely flown away before the blast?” Why
am I reading this? For the money, of course.
Postcard from Teresa Nielsen Hayden, 10 April 1985: “Strange dreams in
Strathclyde. Was at a convention – Walpurgisnacht affair, shrieking costume
fans everywhere. Heard rumour about some self-appointed Enforcers at con,
meting out judgements to obnoxious costumed types. Retired to my hotel
room to have shower; while momentarily dashing out of bathroom, wrapped
in towel, to retrieve something, Enforcers and their shrieking retinue burst
into room: 3 judges, all in Dominican nuns’ robes and Groucho Marx noseand-glasses (an extremely effective disguise I myself used one Halloween),
plus assorted slavering yahoos eager to carry out their dicta. My towel is
declared a costume, despite protestations, and I am condemned to stand in
hotel lobby all night thus attired. Doing my best steely-eyed Clint Eastwood
imitation I ask if they work for hotel or con committee: they answer ‘no’ and
I declare them to be without jurisdiction. Judges’ followers and hangers-on
laugh nastily and move toward me. At last, despairing moment, I draw myself
up and announce: ‘Very well, but I’m writing to Ansible about this!’ They all
cringe away, I am saved, the dream ends, and I wake up....”
Consolations of Philosophy. “What do you know about Schopenhauer?”
said Hazel, who is following the Alain de Botton TV philosophy series. Me:
“Not a lot.” Hazel: “Suppose I record it just in case ...” I unearthed The
Oxford Companion to the Mind and read out the great man’s entry. “As a
challenge, he held his lectures at the same time as Hegel, but without success.
He retired to Frankfurt-on-Main as a lonely and unloved bachelor, befriended
only by his poodle Atma, ‘World Soul’. He was a personal and professional
pessimist. He held a subjective idealism that the world is a personal fantasy
...” Hazel: “Suppose I don’t record it?” (The sf connection is of course that
R.A. Lafferty crossed Schopenhauer’s best-known title The World as Will
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and Idea with William Morris, yielding a story called “The World as Will
and Wallpaper”.)
In Typo Veritas. Robert Day notes that The Bookseller lists the new Arthur
C. Clarke collection as Greetings, Carbon-Based Biceps.
Nature Notes. Feather-footed through the plashy fen passes the questing vole
... no, not a vole but a thing that went Tap. “There it is again!” said Hazel.
“Bloody hell, even I heard that,” I admitted. We cowered in nameless fear.
Out there in the summer night the presence moved from window to window,
making a sudden sharp ... Tap. Nothing at all could actually be seen.
Eventually I went out, fruitlessly searched the garden for a while, and then at
last found the occult manifestation clinging to a window-frame: a fat threeinch-long stag beetle which (bloody hell!) suddenly flew so fast that it almost
seemed to teleport as it banged again at the window and bounced off into the
night. Our garden continues to attract strange visitors....
The real show came at twilight a few days later as, in precisely the patch of
sky visible from our dinner table, at least six equally enormous beetles
disported themselves in the airspace around next door’s syringa, puttering to
and fro like helicopters with leggy, alien silhouettes. Mating flights? Later
Chris Bell assured me that these beasties are a rare and protected species, so
we should jolly well feel privileged.
On Swinburne: his most interestingly scandalous-sounding work, the play
La Soeur de la Reine (written in French), must be a hoot. From Edmund
Wilson’s summary: “Queen Victoria appears as a debauched and cruel tyrant
who vents her passions in long French tirades. She makes a tumultuous scene
of jealousy with Lord John Russell, who has been one of her lovers, and
when he threatens to expose her scandalous life, she threatens to have him
beheaded, as she has just done with the headmaster of Eton, who has been
telling his students about Messalina.” At one stage Victoria also confesses
how, after being rendered weak-kneed by a sultry recitation of The
Excursion, she was unable to resist the advances of the philanderer
Wordsworth. If Swinburne were writing today, he would be Kim Newman.
Wasp War! The wasps in the space over our bedroom window-frame had
become too loud and terrifyingly numerous. Their exit hole was just
reachable with a long pole when I balanced at the very top of our step-ladder,
so Phase 1 consisted of my taking unerring aim with an artfully carved wedge
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of polystyrene fixed to the end of the pole and, distracted by sudden crazed
wasp attack, falling off the ladder. Phase 2 saw the hole neatly blocked and
great agglutinated gobs of wasp crawling frustratedly around. Phase 3: “By
Klono, Grey Lensman, the Boskonians are breaking down our screens!” ... in
a steady snowfall of wasp-masticated polystyrene. Phase 4 got a bit manic as
we unleashed ravening cosmic energies, with Hazel standing on one stepladder holding her Dyson vacuum cleaner while I, on the other ladder, had its
extension tube taped to a wildly waving pole. Ever so many sucked-up wasps
later (NB the secret is to squirt in fly-killer before you empty the cleaner) the
surrounding air was clear enough for Phase 5, in which we used our very long
poles to pack the wasp-hole with mandible-resistant aluminium foil. Then the
little buggers ate through the foil and it was time for the planet-cracking
doomsday weaponry of Phase 6: vacuum cleaner with long home-made
extension pipe clamped to top of ladder for hours on end and inexorably
sucking up all traffic to and from the wasp-hole. We didn’t try to count the
slaughtered wasps, but there were literally pints of them, nervously sealed
into multiple plastic carrier bags and binned. Our old Britannica suggested an
average colony size of about 5,000. Amazingly, we weren’t stung once.
On Silverheart by Mike Moorcock & Storm Constantine: this
collaboration leans rather heavily towards Moorcockian tradition as its hero
Max Silverskin is afflicted with the “silverheart” curse that will eat his heart
if he fails to complete his quest on schedule (cf. Dorian Hawkmoon in The
Jewel in the Skull, with the Black Jewel poised to eat his brain), and is then
assigned a shopping list of four magical plot coupons, which seems modest
for Moorcock (cf. the needed bull, spear, oak, ram, sword and stallion of the
second Corum trilogy) until you discover with a thrill of narrative innovation
that the first three items each need to be assembled from three separate
components. Need I mention that the relevant spare parts tend to be in highsecurity vaults and/or guarded by fearsome beasties? Knowing the ongoing
war being waged in Maureen Kincaid Speller’s garden, I hastened to tell her
about the deadliest sentinel of all: “‘The creature that guards their territory is
the most terrible – Gorpax, the slug king.’ / ‘Slug king,’ said Max, smiling.
‘What kind of beast is that? Couldn’t it be vanquished with a barrel of salt?’”
No indeed: it requires a whole paragraph of Discovering New Powers Within
Oneself.
Religious Numismatism Corner. “Can I persecute some Christians?” Hazel
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asked wistfully. After some thought I advised against the project, which arose
from a realization that all her most admired Roman emperors tended to
favour this hobby. A diplomatic incident was narrowly averted in June 2000,
when Hazel decided to treat herself to – if at all possible – an authentic coin
of Julian the Apostate from a Reading shop that we hadn’t previously
explored. While I lurked in the background trying to avoid being sold first
day covers, an aged and decayed numismatist mumbled something
interminable over the counter to Hazel, who gradually realized that he was
explaining how he’d used a stunning new scheme of mathematical logic to
solve the riddle of the Trinity and revolutionize Christian theology forever.
At this stage, her request for Julian the Apostate somewhat rapidly became
Julian the This One I’m Pointing To Here.
At the end of July she bagged Caligula and Diocletian at a Criccieth antiques
fair that was otherwise crammed with appalling chinaware. The most
hypnotically awful items on sale, triumphing over strong competition, were
Toby jugs with the heads of Cyrano de Bergerac at £75, Einstein at £78, and
Scott of the Antarctic at £85. Which made me ponder on the fact that mere
years ago I quite deliberately missed the chance to snap up a terrifyingly
lifelike Terry Pratchett 50th-birthday Toby jug for only £50. Clearly I have
no knack for investment.
Medical News. The doctor has started to take an alarming interest in my
allegedly slightly high blood pressure. I waited in vain for, “Just a shot in the
dark, Mr Langford, but do you ever deal with the accounts department at
Amazon.co.uk?”
Thog’s Retro Masterclass features a naughty passage from Amanda M.
Ros’s immortal Delina Delaney (1935). Addressing the adored lady of the
title, noble young Lord Gifford discusses the fashion sense of the cousin his
mother would prefer him to marry. Is he perhaps too knowledgable about
intimate female accessories? Thog admires the finesse of the closing
sentences which deal so neatly with this question:
“... She stands almost a six-footer, with her treadles thrust into shoes you’d
swear once long ago belonged to a Chinese madman; her long, thin wallopy
legs enveloped in silken hose, with birds, fish, fowl, cabbage leaves, ay, by
Jove, with every species of animal, vegetable and mineral rainbowed in
coloured fashion over their flimsy fronts.
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“Then her garters! Ah, ha!
“How I remember one fine day finding a lost one that at a time had fastened
itself, I presume, above or below the knee, and, thirsting probably for a dash
of fresh air, broke loose, and there it lay. That garter! Composed of every
colour, resembling the amethyst, opal, emerald, jasper, garnet, onyx, pearl,
and sapphire, terminating in a cat’s face studded with diamonds. I remember
perfectly examining the article at first, wondering under heaven what it was. I
concluded it must be a necklet, and proceeded to carefully roll it up. As I
coiled it, I couldn’t fail seeing the word ‘garter’ worked in emeralds about its
centre ...”
Thog is also a great fan of Alfred Austin (1835-1913), Britain’s worst ever
Poet Laureate despite stiff competition. Observe the beauty of this couplet:
“His heart in holes as from the wash when socks come, / He must have been a
most consummate coxcomb.” Here he sings about a mistimed appointment:
“Go away Death! / You have come too soon / To sunshine and song I but just
awaken, / And the dew on my heart is undried and unshaken; / Come back at
noon.” Hazel’s favourite is this disembarkation at uncivilized Naples, where
feisty seafood abounds: “Then out they sprang, – first Miriam, Gilbert next, /
Last Godfrid, – and the eager host pressed round; / Rude fishermen, hoarse
women half unsexed, / And rude sea-urchins frisking o’er the ground.” Lastly
comes a very blank verse denunciation, by a pure young lady, of the
villainous pedlar who’s trying to sell her sexy underwear and in particular a
padded bra: “And do they wear that lubricating lie, / That fleshless falsehood!
Palpitating maids / Puff themselves out with hollow buxomness, / To lead
some breathless gaby at their heels / A scentless paper-chase!” Oh yes they
do....
Ansible 160½ Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Joe Siclari and
Edie Stern. 10 Nov 00.
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From Dave Langford, 94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 5AU, UK.
Fax 0705 080 1534. ISSN 0265-9816. E-mail ansible@cix.co.uk. Logo: Dan
Steffan. Cartoon: Joe Mayhew. Available for SAE, wassail, or the true
significance of “stobor”.
Ansible brings you an exclusive reproduction of that
controversial TAFF voting ballot from Palm Beach, Florida:
THE BUTTERFLY BALL.

Victor Gonzalez [__] Tom Springer
Hold Over Funds [__] No Preference

“Only fakefans could find this confusing,” stated the Administrators.

Twitching and Shattered
Ellen Datlow rushed me award news of staggering import: “The World
Fantasy Awards neglected to give the winning titles on the metal plaques
superglued to the Howard. Presumably, we’ll all have new plaques mailed to
us that we can superglue over the old ones.”
David Eddings chilled our blood in a Del Rey newsletter interview: “The
first thing a fantasist needs to do is to invent a world and draw a map. Do the
map first.” Silly old Tolkien, starting with languages!
John M. Ford had his long-awaited kidney transplant in November. The op
was successful, and the patient was heard to say: “I am more than before.”
Neil Gaiman arranged delivery of a special British meal to the hospital –
steak and kidney pie. “No original parts are removed,” marvelled Mr Ford:
“the new one goes in the front, marsupial-fashion (there is a filk in that, but
not at this hour of the night). So now when Teresa and I are together in a
room, the count comes out right.”
Stephen King suspended publication of his “download free, pay on the
honour system” serial The Plant as of 9 November. His assistant Marsah
DeFilippo first said this was because only 46% of readers paid up (success
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beyond the wildest dreams of anyone else publishing in that way); in a later
statement she insisted that reader response had nothing to do with it. Some
think King grew tired of a project that in his terms never generated more than
small change, supposedly around $375,000.
Terry Pratchett had a sobering moment while on his latest tour. “I was
signing in Weston-super-Mare when a lady in the queue, after proffering a
book, said with a sigh: ‘My father was an sf writer. But no-one’s ever heard
of him.’ I cautiously ventured: ‘Who was he?’ She said ‘Edmund Cooper.’ •
We have heard the chimes at midnight....”
Ian Watson is all excited: “The Israeli ArmageddonCon, climaxing with me
as Toastmaster hosting a countdown to Midnight at Megiddo on the final day
of this year to usher in the true next millennium, has mutated into a serious
conference in Jerusalem about the End of the World. The Israeli government
is issuing commemorative SF postage stamps, so now the opening ceremony
will feature me introducing the Minister of Communications to launch first
day covers depicting aliens investigating a giant monolith inscribed with
SCIENCE FICTION IN ISRAEL in Hebrew, English, Arabic, Klingon, and Elvish.
The high profile has moved the British Council to tell me and others to ignore
Foreign Office warnings about not going near Jerusalem.” STOP PRESS!
Armageddoncon is now postponed to – probably – Autumn 2001 since, as Ian
says, “most of the foreign guests have chickened out. Pathetic bunch of
cowards.”

Convellent
9 Dec • Chris Priest talks about The Midwich Cuckoos at Midhurst Grammar
School, North St, Midhurst (supposed original of Midwich), W. Sussex.
4:30pm. £5 admission. Follows “SF afternoon of walking, talking, and book
browsing”: phone 01273 607910 for more details.
16 Dec • BFS Christmas Open Night, upstairs bar, Princess Louise pub, 208
High Holborn, London. 6:30pm on.
21 Dec • London Circle Xmas Open Meeting at Florence Nightingale, York
Rd/Westminster Bridge Rd roundabout. 5pm on. Landlord Kevin is vague
about upstairs room availability but says “Come anyway.”
27 Dec • BSFA Open Meeting CANCELLED as usual in Dec. 24 Jan: Cherith
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Baldry. 28 Feb: Ben Jeapes/Big Engine. BSFA meetings may move to a new
venue early in 2001 – watch this space for updates.
29 Dec - 1 Jan • Hogmanaycon, Glasgow. Reminder: CANCELLED.
6 Jan 01 • Avengers Day, National Film Theatre, South Bank, London. With
Brian Clemens? £7.50/session, NFT members £1 less.
25-7 May 01 • Seccond (Seccon 2): De Vere Hotel, Swindon. Now £25 reg.
Cheques to Seccon, 19 Hill Court, Cheltenham, Glos, GL52 3JJ.
24-6 Aug 01 • HarmUni (filk) joins Eboracon (Unicon: see A158) with the
same York site and dates: two cons in one, so that signing up for either makes
you a member of both. £25 reg (students £20) to Eboracon, 68 Crichton Ave,
Burton Stone Lane, York, YO30 6EE.
7-9 Dec 01 • Smofcon 19 (secret mastery), Monkbar Hotel, York. £25/$40
reg. Contact KIM Campbell, 69 Lincoln St, Leeman Rd, York, YO26 4YP, or
Ben Yalow, 3242 Tibbett Ave, Bronx, NY 10463, USA.
4-6 Oct 02 • Conquest (media), Essex County Hotel, Southend-on-Sea. £50
reg, £20/day, £32 two days. Contact 73 Bournemouth Park Rd, Southend-onSea, Essex, SS2 5JJ. Phone (01702) 469093.

Infinitely Improbable
Pierre Menard Lives! You read it here last: Loves of Shepherds 2000, a
huge skiffy painting by Turner Prize nominee Glenn Brown, became frontpage news for its close resemblance (in outline and composition) to Tony
Roberts’s 1974 Pan UK cover for Heinlein’s Double Star. Laudable
“appropriation” of sf imagery, as the Tate Britain curator would have it, or
old-fashioned plagiarism? Brown failed to win the £20,000 Turner Prize
(Roberts had planned to invoice him for a substantial cut). In fact Brown
pinches images regularly and openly – the Tate fuelled this fuss by omitting
his tiny credit to Roberts – but, outside the art establishment, not everyone
agrees that Real Artists needn’t bother about copyright or permissions when
“appropriating” from lesser breeds.
Factoids. Simo reports from the cutting edge of H.G. Wells research:
“According to the trade mag Broadcast, the new US TV series The Invisible
Man is ‘based on the H.G. Wells book about a thief who opts for a pardon
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through scientific experiment which allows him to turn invisible.’ Hmmm,
don’t recall that one....” • Andrew Seaman liked the Independent’s listing of
that Horizon documentary: “... supermassive black holes or unimaginably
destructive gravitational fields that apparently exist in every solar system,
including our own Milky Way.”
Cyberbullies. “Fandom Inc”, owners of US commercial sf website
Fandom.com, seem to believe they own the word “fandom” and have sent
threatening cease-and-desist mail to the Fandom.tv site. These threats imply
that Fandom Inc have trademarked the word; not so. OED cites for “fandom”
go back to 1903; sf fans have used it since the 1930s. Annoyed (mostly
media) fans want a boycott of Fandom.com. Others quickly bagged
unregistered “fandom” domain names: Michael J. Lowrey now owns
fandom.co.uk and fandom.org.uk, and would like these auctioned to good
Britfannish homes with proceeds to TAFF. Meanwhile in Britain, it seems
that our own Chris O’Shea was the first to register Fandom.com, but was then
made an offer he couldn’t refuse....
R.I.P. L. Sprague de Camp (1907-2000) died on 6 November aged 92. Parris
McBride writes: “He was preceded in death by Catherine Crook de Camp, his
wife of 60 years, in April of this year. The author of over 120 sf and fantasy
books and several hundred short stories, Sprague also wrote many non-fiction
works in history, science, and biography. He received many awards, among
them the Nebula, Hugo, First Fandom, Pilgrim, Grand Master Award for
Lifetime Achievement in Fantasy, and SFWA Grand Master Award. • If you
love reading sf/f, de Camp enriched your reading life in ways you may never
be aware of, his influence subtle but strong upon younger writers as the field
grew. If you are an active fan, attending conventions and reading ’zines,
wearing a costume to the Masquerade, the de Camps helped to create the
culture you now enjoy. So, take a moment, and thank them both, Catherine
and Sprague, who gave so many people great joy and pleasure.” • Bill
Donaho, long-time US fan and publisher of the excellent fanzine Habakkuk
(1960s; revived 1993-4), died on 22 November.
Still With Us. Net rumours of Poul Anderson’s death are false, confirms
Karen Anderson. He had to miss Philcon in November owing to pain from
cracked ribs, and this news somehow got distorted....
Outraged Letters. Neil Gaiman on people allegedly saying things
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“apartmently” in the Neverwhere MS: “‘Bollocks,’ I thought. ‘I did the
Americanisation of the book myself, very carefully, and left in terms like flat
when I did, intentionally.’ So I grabbed a copy of the US edition, and looked
at the mss of the US edition, and was more than a little surprised to find that
all the flats have indeed become apartments.” • Kevin J. Maroney commends
Gordon Van Gelder for modesty in announcing in A160 that he is now
working full-time for F&SF, while not saying he’d actually bought the
magazine from its long-time publisher Ed Ferman. As a result, John Foyster
rushed in an E.J. Thribb contribution: “So / Gordon Van Gelder / You’ve
bought a magazine. / I do hope others do / Too.”
Nova Awards were presented at Novacon 30: FANZINE Plokta, FANWRITER
Yvonne Rowse, FANARTIST Sue Mason. Just 42 fans voted. Tony Berry, still
psephologized as a newt, confides: “In a frightening imitation of the US
election farce, the Novas caused a stir. No problem with Fanzine or Artist,
but Best Writer was a different matter: after 2 recounts there was a 3-way tie
with Rowse, Plummer and Farey all on 29 points. The Rules were invoked,
teams of lawyers appointed, and beer drunk. Yvonne clinched it with 4 firstplace votes, while the others had 3 each.”
C.o.A. Malcolm Edwards (Jan-Mar 01 only), 57 Roaring Brook Rd,
Chappaqua, NY 10514, USA. Georgina Hawtrey-Woore & Paul McAuley,
118B Offord Rd, London, N1 1PF. Helen & Simon Kershaw, Fox Lodge, The
Green, Biddestone, Wilts, SN14 7DG. Kevin McVeigh, 30 William St,
Millhead, Carnforth, Lancs, LA5 9HE. Marion Pitman, 5a Church Road,
Teddington, Middlesex, TW11 8PF (postcode correction). N. Lee Wood, c/o
Norman Spinrad, 1 rue Frederik Sauton, 75005, Paris, France: “due to a
violent ex-boyfriend still threatening me, I’d rather be contacted through
Norman for the time being.” Lucy Zinkiewicz, 21/777 South Dowling St,
Redfern, NSW 2016, Australia.
Poets Cornered. The Times Literary Supplement (7 Nov) giggled at Small
Press Guide 2001 listings of poetry magazines “whose titles bear no relation
to anything at all ... Abraxas, Alphard, Ansible, Aswellas ...” The writer might
have identified actual poetry mags with better than this 25% accuracy if he’d
bothered to read the SPG entries.
Fanfundery. GUFF: the trip from Australia to Paragon, Eastercon 2001, was
won by Eric Lindsay & Jean Weber with 49 votes (17 UK, 22 Aus, 10 other)
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to Damien Warman’s & Juliette Woods’s 34 (19/12/3); No Preference scored
4 (3/0/1). • TAFF: the eastbound race to Paragon is under way, with
candidates Victor Gonzalez and Tom Springer. Voting closes 31 Jan. Ballots
from Velma J. Bowen, PO Box 156, Village Station, New York, NY 100140156, USA; or Maureen Kincaid Speller, 60 Bournemouth Rd, Folkestone,
Kent, CT19 5AZ; or on request from Ansible. • DUFF: 2001 voting deadline
extended to 20 Jan.
Small Press. Ben Jeapes at Big Engine is unhappy that Parcelforce is
rejecting MSS on his behalf, returning them without comment to the sender.
“The reason is that Parcelforce apparently don’t deliver to PO box numbers,
though they are quite happy to take your money and not actually tell you so.”
With high-pressure salesmanship, Parcelforce advised afflicted author Tanya
Brown, “Use a different carrier.”
Keith Roberts, RIP. Last issue’s farewells provoked response. Bruce
Sterling: “Ha ha ha! These are great! They rank with the greatest sci-fi
obituaries ever! We could all hope to inspire tributes of this level. Jules
Verne: ‘He wasted his talents as a French city councilman.’ H.P. Lovecraft: ‘I
told him to get a day job and knock it off with that canned spaghetti.’” •
Charles Platt: “Keith Roberts suffered disappointments throughout his
writing career which scarred him and made him reluctant to trust his
colleagues and editors. Ironically, some of his recent obituaries have been so
malicious, they merely affirm Keith’s perception of human nature. He was
right to expect the worst of people. • It’s even more ironic that Keith should
be denigrated by those who are notorious for exhibiting the same defects
themselves. (‘Self-destructive’, for instance, and ‘quarrelsome’.) • When I
was too young to understand that I could hurt people by making flippant
remarks, I wounded Keith. Years later, after he forgave me, I found that he
was a warm, decent, loyal man who was unusually idealistic and sensitive,
and wanted nothing more than honest appreciation and kindness. To deprive
him of this, after his death, is amazingly mean spirited.”
Antecedents. Recent research into the catchphrase of Discworld’s Librarian
led to a possible literary source. James Joyce, Ulysses, 1922, p424 of Penguin
MC edition: “Ook.” Terry Pratchett comments: “Dunno. Never read more
than a few pages of Joyce – thought he was a berk.”
Group Gropes. NW Cheshire SF Group (was Warrington Group) meets
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Village Hall, Appleton Thorn, Warrington, 1st & 3rd Thur each month for
informal conversation and real ale. Phone 01928 724576.
Thog’s Masterclass. Dept of Cruel and Unusual Geography: “Columbus
never set foot on the continent that bore his name.” (Gregory Benford, The
Martian Race, 1999) [JHM] “[Arthur Conan] Doyle, ever the English
gentleman, looked away bashfully.” (Jean-Claude Dunyach, “Orchids in the
Night”, Interzone 160) [KN] “She [J.K. Rowling] has sold forty million
copies in as many countries.” (Sue Lawley, Radio 4) [PE] • Dept of Weights
and Measures: “... reduced to Earthly terms, Professor Jameson learned that a
borg measured 7.193 feet and some few inches” (Neil R. Jones, Twin Worlds,
1967) [DM]

On the Circuit
in Florida overwhelmed your editor with
hospitality and opportunities to sprawl beside a swimming pool in 85°
November sunshine, shaded by palm trees, sipping piña colada and
surrounded by scantily clad women (Joyce Scrivner). Chairman Joe Siclari
took me and GoH Vernor Vinge on a daring airboat expedition to confront
wild alligators in the Everglades, and insisted on photographing me covered
in parrots. Indeed I had close encounters with just about all the local exotic
fauna except manatees and the rare dimpled chad. Am reduced to inarticulate
“Gosh wow” noises. Thanks to all....
TROPICON/FANHISTORICON

greatly exercised Martin Sketchley: “The fact that Novacon was
spread over seven floors of the Britannia Hotel caused much huffing and
puffing, as with only one lift working the only way to get anywhere relatively
quickly was via the stairs. Indeed, GoH Chris Priest complained that it took
him half an hour to get from one bar to the other using the lift, having gone to
the wrong place in search of friends. As special guest Rog Peyton pointed out
to hotel staff, the amount (and size) of traffic forced to use the stairs resulted
in the carpet between the first and second floors coming away, and presented
a hazard to fandom in general. A member of staff grimly entered the
stairwell, and the sound of much hammering issued forth as makeshift repairs
were effected. • Overall the hotel was shabby, the drinks expensive, and the
food poor. However, staff more than made up for the physical shortcomings
of the establishment with their courteous, friendly manner and eagerness to
NOVACON 30
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please. • The GoH speech was highly entertaining, with CP thoughtfully
pausing to allow the audience a ‘coughing break’, and the revelation that
someone within the publishing world – who remained nameless – is actually
aware that H.G. Wells is dead. Rog Peyton’s interview revealed an allegiance
to the porn industry in the early days. The Q&A session that followed yielded
the revelation that Andromeda may soon be forced to revert to mail-orderonly distribution, as the owners of the premises propose to increase the rent
considerably....” • Chris Priest adds “I still had a good con, though!” and
explains: “Some way into my GoH speech I became aware of many intrusive
noises: voices in the bar next door, a baby yelling and several people
(including Leigh) coughing. I downed tools and gently suggested a coughing
break. Much to my amazement, just about everyone in the con hall let rip
with amazing coughing noises, followed by a burst of laughter. Talk about a
new way of getting a cheap laugh!”
the Hitchhiker Appreciation Society, celebrated its
20th anniversary in the Florence Nightingale on 18 Nov 2000 in the company
of several dozen past and present members and other fans. The AGM earlier
in the day had failed to overturn the rule that requires the Society’s secretary
to wear a skirt at official events; the current post-holder, Robert Newman,
coped manfully. The membership secretary had also revealed that the average
age of the membership had risen by four years in the previous twelve months,
but this has not led to an onset of respectability, as demonstrated by the
frantic ‘mattress racing’ in which victims were towed around the pub at high
speed, seated on a tin tray inside a sleeping bag. The stairs added that extra
bit of excitement. Stefan Lancaster, the current President, was declared the
winner whilst Jim de Liscard won an honorary mention for most horrific
injuries, his prize being an object which barely recognizably had once been a
tin tray. FN landlord Kevin came fourth.” (Mark Plummer)
“ZZ9 PLURAL Z ALPHA,

Andy Sawyer notes an omission from the A160
coverage, “the moving bars after the Awards ceremony. Not only was the
ceremony a cut above the ‘Turn the disco down – we’ve just remembered that
we’ve some awards to present’ standard we know and love, but once we
streamed out into the next hall we discovered small circular tables piloted by
futuristically-dressed bar staff zipping from group to group distributing
drinks. It was oddly dislocating to pick up a drink, wander over to a group of
people on the other side of the room, and discover ten minutes later that the
UTOPIA, NANTES, FRANCE:
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bar is now at your elbow and someone dressed in brightly-coloured foil is
waving another glass of champagne at you. But you rather miss it when it
stops.”

Endnotes
The John M. Ford Trust was set up by his friends some while ago: “All
donations go exclusively to paying his medical expenses,” which tend to be
horrific (see above). Contributions can be sent c/o Lynn Litterer, 3645
Bloomington Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55407, USA.
Andy Croft wants fannish websites to pay more attention to disabled access,
and recommends these URLs:
http://www.cast.org/bobby [now dead]
http://www.w3c.org/wai
Dublin fan meetings are being revived: 1st Tue each month, Bowes Pub,
Fleet St, Dublin.
Jon Langford will place the family curse upon me unless I mention his
exhibition of “New Blue Paintings”, 8 Dec - 31 Jan at the Old Town School
of Folk Music Gallery, 4544 N Lincoln Ave, Chicago, IL 60625, USA.
Nature magazine gave a slap-up Christmas lunch on 6 Dec for the 50-odd sf
authors who’d contributed to their millennial “Futures” columns of non-fact
speculation. Not everyone could make it, so the actual turnout of Brian
Aldiss, Steve Baxter, Jack Cohen, Gwyneth Jones, Paul McAuley, Brian
Stableford and me (plus column editor Henry Gee and Nature staff) found
there was plenty to go around.
Ansible 161 Copyright © Dave Langford, 2000. Thanks to Andrew M.
Butler, Steve Jeffery, David McKinlay, Justin Harwood Moss, Kim Newman,
Joyce Scrivner, Joe D. Siclari, Edie Stern, Tropicon/Fanhistoricon, and our
Hero Distributors: Tanya Brown (Dead Nurse), Janice Murray (NA), SCIS,
Alan Stewart (Oz), Martin Tudor (Brum Group News). 7 Dec 00.

The End
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This free ebook version of Ansible Second Series 1991-2000 is exclusive to
the unofficial TAFF website at taff.org.uk. If you enjoy reading it, a donation
to TAFF is a fine way to express your appreciation.
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